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Networker & Clusters

1.General
NetWorker in general supports a bunch of clusters in various configurations. In general, all three
NetWorker hosts can be clustered - the NetWorker clients, the storage nodes and the NetWorker
server himself. With respect to those configurations, Legato talks about

Clustered NetWorker Hosts NetWorker Cluster ...
Client ... Client
Storage Node ... Node
Server ... Server

Although NetWorker supported clustering of clients and storage nodes earlier, NetWorker Cluster
Servers are supported since version 6.0. The reason for that is that NetWorker's databases had to be
redesigned to be able to support failovers.

2. Installation/Configuration
The configuration for all of them is pretty easy - detailled information for Microsoft Cluster (MSCS) and
Legato's Advanced Availability Manager  (old product name: Legato Cluster (Enterprise)) will be
available shortly.

3.NetWorker Cluster Node and Server Backup Hardware
There are some issues that you should know when designing a NetWorker cluster, especially for
NetWorker Cluster Nodes and Servers.

It is important to understand that there are some hardware restrictions that apply to the different
scenarios how backup devices can be attached to the cluster.

First of all, you have to make sure that there are no stray bus signals where the backup devices are
attached. Especially you have to suppress the SCSI reset signal that will usually be activated by a
SCSI hostadapter once the system will be rebooted - for most tape drives such will cause the tape to
be rewound once a node is rebooted after a failover. This will lead to a wrong status info in the
NetWorker media database which will later cause the tape to be overwritten due to a mismatch of
media database information and the real world.

Usually you can prevent SCSI Bus resets by configuring the SCSI hostadapter appropriately.

On the other hand, you may user fibre channel hardware where such scenario is prevented by the
design.

If you do not want to cluster anything more in your data zone but the Networker server, we strongly
recommend that you only attach a small tape drive for the local bootstrap backups to each of your
physical server nodes.
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If you want to use a common SCSI bus or a SAN, use the following procedure to check whether your
hardware completely isolates the device paths (whether it has no stray SCSI/SAN signals):

1. Install the appropriate SCSI or SAN hardware and drivers.

2. Connect all libraries and tape devices to all nodes in your cluster.

3. Test for stray bus signals as follows:
- Configure your operating system for a backup scenario on one node.
- Start a larger backup on those devices.
- While the backup is running, reset or power off/on the other node(s) several times.
- Make sure that no problems occured during the backup process.
- Read the data you just backed up and compare them with the original.

- In case of problems please contact your hardware vendors for a solution.
- If the test completed error-free, then proceed with step 4.

4. Do not forget to repeat step 3 for all ather nodes in your cluster.

On the next pages, we discuss several configuration scenarios that in general may apply to both, a
clustered node or NetWorker server. It does not matter, whether this is a pure SCSI or SAN
environment.
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Configuration #1 Local standalone devices, local autochangers 

Advantages:
- Total separation
- Very save and redundant
- If both cluster nodes are locally separated, data can be cloned to a remote site

Caveats:
- Duplicate hardware needed
- Some manual intervention might be required during recovery purposes

Configuration:
- Configure the autochangers to be

controlled by the virtual NW server jbconfig -s virtual_server
- Configure all devices as remote devices rd=physical_node_x:device_name

License Requirements:
- For this configuration you need ...

1 NetWorker Server License either NetWorker Edition oder Power Edition
1 Storage Node License same Edition as NetWorker Server ... or ...
1 SAN Storage Node License same Edition as NetWorker Server

2 Cluster Client Licenses only if NetWork Edition is used
2 Autochanger Licenses according to the # of slots in a jukebox
2 Client Licenses if you want to backup the clients in non-clustered

mode
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Configuration #2 Shared autochanger with local attached backup devices

Advantages:
- Only one jukebox is required
- Failover of one node does not affect the devices on the other one

Caveats:
- Drive access is split and cannot be shared dynamically (no Dynamic Drive Sharing, DDS)
- There is only one instance of all jukebox media
- For optimal security data should be cloned to a different location
- Some manual intervention might be required during recovery purposes

Configuration:
- Configure the autochangers to be

controlled by the virtual NW server jbconfig -s virtual_server
- Configure all devices as remote devices rd=physical_node_x:device_name

with respect to their local node
- Do not share the devices

License Requirements:
- For this configuration you need ...

1 NetWorker Server License either NetWorker Edition oder Power Edition
1 Storage Node License same Edition as NetWorker Server ... or ...
1 SAN Storage Node License same Edition as NetWorker Server

2 Cluster Client Licenses only if NetWork Edition is used
1 Autochanger Licenses according to the # of slots in the jukebox
2 Client Licenses if you want to backup the clients in non-clustered

mode

local attached tape drives
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Configuration #3 Shared autochanger with backup devices attached to a common SCSI bus

Advantages:
- Only one jukebox is required

Caveats:
- Only save if failover of one node does not affect the devices on the other one
- Drive access is split and cannot be shared dynamically (no Dynamic Drive Sharing, DDS)
- There is only one instance of all jukebox media
- For optimal security data should be cloned to a different location
- Some manual intervention might be required during recovery purposes

Configuration:
- Configure the autochangers to be

controlled by the virtual NW server jbconfig -s virtual_server
- Configure all devices as remote devices rd=physical_node_x:device_name

with respect to their local node
- Do not share the devices

License Requirements:
- For this configuration you need ...

1 NetWorker Server License either NetWorker Edition oder Power Edition
1 Storage Node License same Edition as NetWorker Server ... or ...
1 SAN Storage Node License same Edition as NetWorker Server

2 Cluster Client Licenses only if NetWork Edition is used
1 Autochanger Licenses according to the # of slots in the jukebox
2 Client Licenses if you want to backup the clients in non-clustered

mode
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Configuration #4 Shared autochanger with dynamically shared backup devices

Advantages:
- Only one jukebox is required

Caveats:
- Drives can be shared dynamically (Dynamic Drive Sharing, DDS)
- There is only one instance of all jukebox media
- For optimal security data should be cloned to a different location
- Some manual intervention might be required during recovery purposes
- Failover of one node might affect the devices on the other one

Configuration:
- Configure the autochangers to be

controlled by the virtual NW server jbconfig -s virtual_server
- Configure all devices as remote devices rd=physical_node_x:device_name
- Do not share the devices

License Requirements:
- For this configuration you need ...

1 NetWorker Server License either NetWorker Edition oder Power Edition
1 Storage Node License same Edition as NetWorker Server ... or ...
1 SAN Storage Node License same Edition as NetWorker Server

2 Cluster Client Licenses only if NetWork Edition is used
1 Autochanger Licenses according to the # of slots in the jukebox
2 Client Licenses if you want to backup the clients in non-clustered

mode

dynamically shared tape drives

DDS configurations are currently not
supported!
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4.Additional Configuration issues

1. Set up Server/Server Setup

Make sure to include users from enough machines in  Administrator  list.
If this is not the case, you may not be able to remotely administer your NetWorker server after
a migration.

2. Client Setup

You must configure at least 3 networker clients for backing up their data:
- one client for each of your physical nodes in your cluster
- one client for the virtual node in you cluster

Be careful if you change the  Save Set  list, especially in a Windows scenario.
If you change the default entry (All), you simply might forget other system save sets, like
SYSTEM STATE, for example. If you changed the default, please make sure that all other
save sets are listed explicitely.

Make sure to define their Storage Node  lists appropriately.
This however depends on the scenario.

Make sure to grant the  Remote Access  right to the appropriate people.
After a failover, the node that saved the data will not be available any more. As a consequence,
you must initiate a directed recover where you must have the appropriate rights to recover
another clients data.

3. Savegroups

If the failover occured during an active backup, it is essential that the NetWorker server continues
after the migration has taken place.

To support this, the option  Autorestart  for a group must be set to  Enabled .
If this is not the case, NetWorker assumes that it will just begin with a 'usual' backup at the
scheduled time.

Such a backup will not backup all data again - only the save sets that have not been completely
backed up, will be restarted.
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5.Cluster Recoveries
As experienced NetWorker user, you know that in a cluster scenario, especially after a failover, most
recoveries are directed recoveries, where source and destination client are different nodes. Also, as
the attachment for the shared disks will change during a failover, the availabilty of 'local' disks will
change.

If you then browse through the directories of a NetWorker/Windows client, you may see a hard disk
icon that differs from the standard one:

Standard icon   'New' icon

The new icon appears, when you want to recover data of a drive that locally does not exist any longer.

This is a Microsoft, not a NetWorker icon - it is the result of calling a subroutine of the Windows API.
As they are differences throughout the Windows versions, you will see it only on Windows 2000 clients
- it does not appears under Windows NT 4.

6.Licensing
Besides the licensing issues for the hardware (see 3.) you need specific client licenses:

- The virtual client does not require any client license.

- Each physical node in a cluster requires a  Cluster Client Connection  (CCC).

- Each CCC replaces a 'normal' client license, the  Client Connection .

However, if you want to backup a physical cluster node without the cluster up and running, it will be
nothing else but a 'standard' backup, where in this case you need one additional 'normal' client license
for each physical node in your cluster.

Cluster Client Connections can be purchased separately or with the NetWorker Server license. Each
NetWorker Power Edition license includes already two (2) CCC licenses which enables you to backup
the smallest possible cluster configuration.

Cluster Client Licenses are OS-family specific. There are 4 CCC types:
- CCCs for Windows
- CCCs for UNIX
- CCCs for LINUX
- CCCs for MSCS/Windows NT and TruCluster (only for NW Servers up to release 5.6.x)

Do not forget that the CCCs from the NetWorker Base Licenses may not cover your
license requirements, especially if the OS of the cluster is different from the one of the
NetWorker server.

Example:
You have a NetWorker Server 6.1 Power Edition for Windows 2000 and 2 Tru64 clustered clients.
In this case you need, in addition to the hardware related licenses:

1 NetWorker Power Edition server / NT
2 NetWorker Cluster Client Licenses für UNIX
1 NetWorker ClientPak for UNIX
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Adjusting Blocksizes under UNIX and Windows

1.General
Historically, when NetWorker was first released more than 10 years ago, data was written with a fixed
block size of 32 kBytes. Today, with the new tape drive technology, it is mandatory to enlarge the
block sizes to keep those drives at their maximum speed - some of them even write block sizes larger
than 1 MBytes.

Due to operating system and/or driver restrictions, it might happen that two different NetWorker
storage nodes access the same device type with different block sizes. This may lead at least to
performance degradation, which you may probably not even notice.

However, it will become critical if multiple storage nodes of different operating system families share
the same hardware, for example in a shared jukebox or in a dynamic drive sharing scenario. In such
case, it is essential that such NetWorker drives are configured for the same block size.

This document explains how to adjust the block sizes for both operating system families.

2.Adjusting block sizes under UNIX/LINUX
As NetWorker block sizes are set via an environment variable, it is necessary to learn how to set the
variables first. The block size will be adjusted during a second step.

2.1. Setting environment variables under UNIX/LINUX

This is an easy step but the commands depend on the environment you use. Here are examples that
show how to disable a backup device's hardware compression:

C-Shell

# csh
# setenv NSR_NO_HW_COMPRESS "yes"
# printenv |grep NSR
NSR_NO_HW_COMPRESS=yes
#

Korn-Shell

# ksh
# set NSR_NO_HW_COMPRESS=yes; export NSR_NO_HW_COMPRESS
# env |grep NSR
NSR_NO_HW_COMPRESS=yes
#

If you want to make these changes permanent, we suggest you add those commands in the
appropriate startup scripts, for example the NetWorker startup script.
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2.2. Selecting a different NetWorker block size

Please proceed as follows:

- For reference purposes, you should verify the block sizes for all NetWorker device types.
For this purpose, set the environment variable  NSR_DEV_BLOCK_SIZE_MSG=yes .

- If you restart the NetWorker daemons, all those parameters will be inserted in the log file
/nsr/logs/daemon.log . Here the example for all NetWorker 6.1 device types:

09/29/01 16:59:29 nsrd: server notice: started
09/29/01 16:59:31 nsrmmdbd: media db is cross checking the save sets
09/29/01 16:59:31 nsrmmdbd: media db is open for business
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrindexd: Running nsrck to check client file indices
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrck: checking index for 'nt800'
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrck: /nsr/index/ultra contains 36 records occupying 9 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 3480 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 3570 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 3590 block size = 384 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 4890 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 4GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 8GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 12GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 20GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm 5GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm 7GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm 20GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm AIT block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm AIT-2 block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm Mammoth-2 block size = 192 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm Mammoth-3 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 9490 block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 9840 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 9940 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt block size = 96 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt1 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt7000 block size = 128 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt8000 block size = 96 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: sdlt block size = 128 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt 20GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: dst block size = 576 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dst (NT) block size = 992 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dtf block size = 384 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: optical block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: magnetic block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: file block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: himt block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: LTO Ultrium block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: LTO Accelis block size = 128 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: qic block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: qic 13GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: SD3 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: SLR block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tk50 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tk70 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz85 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz86 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz87 block size = 32 KB
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09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz88 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz89 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tzs20 block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tkz90 block size = 384 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: vhs block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: VXA block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 3480 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 3570 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 3590 block size = 384 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 4890 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 4GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 8GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 12GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 20GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm 5GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm 7GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm 20GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm AIT block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm AIT-2 block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm Mammoth-2 block size = 192 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm Mammoth-3 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 9490 block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 9840 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 9940 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt block size = 96 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt1 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt7000 block size = 128 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt8000 block size = 96 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: sdlt block size = 128 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt 20GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dst block size = 576 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dst (NT) block size = 992 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dtf block size = 384 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: optical block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: magnetic block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: file block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: himt block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: LTO Ultrium block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: LTO Accelis block size = 128 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: qic block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: qic 13GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: SD3 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: SLR block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tk50 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tk70 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz85 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz86 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz87 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz88 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz89 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tzs20 block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tkz90 block size = 384 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: vhs block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: VXA block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:51 nsrd: Evaluation Edition
09/29/01 16:59:51 nsrd: License Checking disabled
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- For another block size, please set this variable:

NSR_DEV_BLOCK_SIZE_media_type=xx

For example:

NSR_DEV_BLOCK_SIZE_8MM_AIT-2=32

- Restart the NetWorker daemons.

- Verify whether the new variable became effective:

- Label a media in a backup device controlled by this variable.
- Initiate a short backup.
- Check the hidden parameter  Volume block size  for this device.

Verifying the block size right after labeling will probably result in the wrong block size.
As NetWorker media must be read by all backup devices, all labels are written with the
same block size of 32 kBytes.

The verification with the  mt  command will not show the current block size.

Capital letters only!
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3.Adjusting block sizes under Windows
As NetWorker block sizes are set via an environment variable, it is necessary to learn how to set the
variable first. The block size will be adjusted during a second step.

3.1. Setting environment variables under Windows

This is done via the Windows  Control Panel . Here is an example that shows how to disable a backup
device's hardware compression under Windows 2000:

Open  Start  -  Settings  -  Control Panel  -  System  -  Advanced tab  -  Environment variables...
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You will see the environment variables currently known to your system.
Click on  System variables  -  New...  to add a new parameter:

Here an example:

This variable disables the
backup device's
hardware compression!
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Do not forget ...

- Save your setting and quit the program.

- Restart your system.

- Verify with the  set  command, whether the new variable has been set correctly.

C:\WINNT>set
ALLUSERSPROFILE=C:\Documents and Settings\All Users
APPDATA=C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Application Data
ClusterLog=C:\WINNT\cluster\cluster.log
CommonProgramFiles=C:\Program Files\Common Files
COMPUTERNAME=TESTENG2
ComSpec=C:\WINNT\system32\cmd.exe
HOMEDRIVE=C:
HOMEPATH=\
LOGONSERVER=\\TESTENG2
NSR_NO_HW_COMPRESS=yes
NUMBER_OF_PROCESSORS=1
OS=Windows_NT
Os2LibPath=C:\WINNT\system32\os2\dll;
Path=C:\WINNT\system32;C:\WINNT;C:\Program Files\nsr\bin
PATHEXT=.COM;.EXE;.BAT;.CMD;.VBS;.VBE;.JS;.JSE;.WSF;.WSH
PROCESSOR_ARCHITECTURE=x86
PROCESSOR_IDENTIFIER=x86 Family 6 Model 3 Stepping 1, AuthenticAMD
PROCESSOR_LEVEL=6
PROCESSOR_REVISION=0301
ProgramFiles=C:\Program Files
PROMPT=$P$G
SystemDrive=C:
SystemRoot=C:\WINNT
TEMP=C:\DOCUME~1\ADMINI~1\LOCALS~1\Temp
TMP=C:\DOCUME~1\ADMINI~1\LOCALS~1\Temp
USERDOMAIN=TESTENG2
USERNAME=Administrator
USERPROFILE=C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator
windir=C:\WINNT

C:\WINNT\system32>
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3.2. Selecting a different NetWorker block size

Please proceed as follows:

- For reference purposes, you should verify the block sizes for all NetWorker device types.
For this purpose, set the environment variable  NSR_DEV_BLOCK_SIZE_MSG=yes .

- If you restart the NetWorker services, all those parameters will be inserted in the log file
..\nsr\logs\daemon.log . Here the example for all NetWorker 6.1 device types:

09/29/01 16:59:29 nsrd: server notice: started
09/29/01 16:59:31 nsrmmdbd: media db is cross checking the save sets
09/29/01 16:59:31 nsrmmdbd: media db is open for business
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrindexd: Running nsrck to check client file indices
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrck: checking index for 'nt800'
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrck: E:\nsr\index\nt800 contains 36 records occupying 9 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 3480 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 3570 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 3590 block size = 384 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 4890 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 4GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 8GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 12GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 20GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm 5GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm 7GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm 20GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm AIT block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm AIT-2 block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm Mammoth-2 block size = 192 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm Mammoth-3 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 9490 block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 9840 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: 9940 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt block size = 96 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt1 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt7000 block size = 128 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt8000 block size = 96 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: sdlt block size = 128 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt 20GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:38 nsrd: media notice: name: dst block size = 576 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dst (NT) block size = 992 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dtf block size = 384 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: optical block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: magnetic block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: file block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: himt block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: LTO Ultrium block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: LTO Accelis block size = 128 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: qic block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: qic 13GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: SD3 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: SLR block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tk50 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tk70 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz85 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz86 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz87 block size = 32 KB
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09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz88 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz89 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tzs20 block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tkz90 block size = 384 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: vhs block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: VXA block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 3480 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 3570 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 3590 block size = 384 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 4890 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 4GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 8GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 12GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 20GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm 5GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm 7GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm 20GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm AIT block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm AIT-2 block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm Mammoth-2 block size = 192 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm Mammoth-3 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 9490 block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 9840 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: 9940 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt block size = 96 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt1 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt7000 block size = 128 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt8000 block size = 96 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: sdlt block size = 128 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt 20GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dst block size = 576 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dst (NT) block size = 992 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: dtf block size = 384 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: optical block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: magnetic block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: file block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: himt block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: LTO Ultrium block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: LTO Accelis block size = 128 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: qic block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: qic 13GB block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: SD3 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: SLR block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tk50 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tk70 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz85 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz86 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz87 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz88 block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tz89 block size = 256 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tzs20 block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: tkz90 block size = 384 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: vhs block size = 32 KB
09/29/01 16:59:39 nsrd: media notice: name: VXA block size = 64 KB
09/29/01 16:59:51 nsrd: Evaluation Edition
09/29/01 16:59:51 nsrd: License Checking disabled
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- For another block size, please set this variable:

NSR_DEV_BLOCK_SIZE_media_type=xx

For example:

NSR_DEV_BLOCK_SIZE_8MM_AIT-2=32

- Restart your NetWorker server.

- Verify whether the new variable became effective:

- Label a media in a backup device controlled by this variable.
- Initiate a short backup.
- Check the hidden parameter  Volume block size  for this device.

Checking the block size right after labeling will probably result in the wrong block size.
As NetWorker media must be read by all backup devices, all labels are written with the
same block size of 32 kBytes.

The verification with the  mt  command will not show the current block size.

In case the new, larger block size does not become effective, it may be that the SCSI
driver prevents writing block sizes larger than 64 kBytes. Solving this problem means to
either install a later version or cure the problem in another way. The method however
depends on the SCSI hostadapter that is installed in your NetWorker system.

An example for an Adaptec driver can be found in the  NetWorker Performance Tuning
Guide, perftune.pdf, that you will either find on the documentation CD in NetWorker's
media kit or which you may download from the web using the well known url:

www.legato.com/resources/manuals

Capital letters only!
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NetWorker’s Open Tape Format

1. History
In general, NetWorker stores the data in the same tape ‘format’ that has been used for more than 50
years - it is shown in the picture below:

On a standard tape there were only 2 magnetic patterns, the  data blocks  and the  file marks (FMK) .
The names were used from the context the magnetic tape has been used originally - it was designed to
replace the punch cards which were used as the common method to save secondary stage data.

The block sizes were exactly the same size as of the number a bytes (or ASCII characters) that could
be stored on a punch card: 80 or 132 bytes. Using specific encoding methods in the tape drive, the
file mark  resulted in a specific magnetic pattern that could easily be detected by well-designed filters in
the tape drive’s read electronic. While a data block had to be read and interpreted before it could be
understood, the file mark could be filtered much faster and during motion ( on-the-fly ), and since some
years with a speed that is even (much) faster that the usual read/write speed of the device, allowing
faster coarse positioning to a file mark. Two consecutive file marks indicated the  logical end of tape ,
whereafter only obsolete data could be found. To add new data, the last file mark had to be deleted
first. A special data block at the beginning, the label, was written by the software to prevent accidental
overwriting - for redundancy purposes, it was repeated.

Because the computers were not that powerful as today,  the tape actually had to be stopped and
restarted after every data block processed, resulting in a large and complicated mechanic of the tape
drive. Although the light tape itself could be easily accelerated, the large reels with their changing
weights were not able to follow - to compensate the mechanical behaviour, long tape loops had to be
used to either pick up the tape during a break or to provide tape during the accelerating process.

During these periods that were necessary for ramp-up/ramp-down, the data itself could not be
processed because the tape was not  up-to-speed  yet. This resulted in large, unusable sections of
data, so-called  gaps . In the beginning, those gaps were sometimes longer than the data blocks
themselves, causing a very bad ROI ratio, but this did not really matter as the amount of data was
small and magnetic tapes were very cheap.

As the computers became more powerful and could process data faster, multiple data blocks were
merged into larger records but the general principle did not really change until magnetic disks came to
market. This caused the magnetic tape to change its role from a secondary to a third level storage
medium and to enter the environment where it is still used in today’s IT business - in the role of a
backup media.

When this happened, the term  file mark  lost its sense, because it was not used anymore to separate
each single file. Espacially if you would apply it on very small files, the larger gaps that usually belong
to a  file mark  would waste more tape than necessary. Due to the new role, IT people tried to replace it
with the term  tape mark , but this one was never really accepted. Up to the present, you will see the
term  file mark being used by most tape drive and backup software manufacturers.

FMKLabel Label 123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456

FMK Record 0 Record n FMK FMK FMK

logical end
of  tape

data blocks ...

BOT EOT

Record 1
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FMKLabel Label 123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456

FMK Record 0 Record n FMK FMK FMK

logical end
of  tape

data blocks ...

multiplexed data of
multiple save streams

"self-describing
header"

BOT EOT

Record 1

Over the years the longitudinal tape drive technology improved dramatically as well as new tape
technologies were introduced to the market. To support these technologies, you will find tapes today
containing other information as well. However the general tape layout has not changed at all - the
purpose of the additional areas is only to improve general reliability.

2. The NetWorker Format
If you compare the picture on this page with the one from last, you will see no general difference in the
tape layout - however the information within the data records is the key issue:

Here are the most important details:

• On every NetWorker tape, the label will be written as a 32 kBytes data block.
It is repeated as before.

It contains all necessary information to proceed the ‘actual’ data on tape properly as there are:
- volume name
- volume ID
- block size of the following data
- pool it was assigned to
- timestamp of the first labeling
- expiration time (after that period, NetWorker will refuse to reuse it again)

• All data records other than the label could be of the same (32 kBytes) or a larger size,
depending on the backup device type. To support the state-of-the-art technology today,
NetWorker uses block sizes up to about 1 MBytes. All these data blocks will have the same
size.

To receive the information which block size is used for your hardware, may i suggest to read
the Technical Information Document 02/2001.

• The data in the ‘real’ data blocks may but must not necessarily come from the same data
stream, which allows multiplexing the data to keep the tape drive in operation, also called
streaming mode. Fulfilling this demand as long as possible is absolute mandatory for today’s
fast tape drives, as speed is the the key issue if you look at the large amounts of data today.
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In the example above, i have used 6 save streams, equally distributed. However, this is just an
example - the real ‘mix’ will depend on much more parameters.

• Each ‘real’ data block contains a  self-describing header. This information is used to uniqely
identify each data block and its contents. You also may look at it as the index information of the
data block, containing all data that is necessary to restore the actual data to the right location
at the right right computer with the same access rights.

The self-describing header  is the key information of NetWorker backup data.

• The number of file marks is somehow unpredictable. NetWorker by himself write theses
patterns for faster positioning, but also other events like interrupted saves or unload processes
will cause file marks to be written. In general it does not really matter how may file marks have
been written, the important issue is whether you can find the right data block in case you need
to recover your data.

Of course this is only a very course overview of the information stored on tape - further information is
available from Legato upon request.

3. Features and Benefits
For those of you who are scared about a NetWorker propietary format, please be assued that this is
not an issue - as you will see by reading through this chapter, NetWorker’s  Open Tape Format (OTF)
has important built-in features that will ease your life and it has established as a de-facto standard,
widely accepted by all of Legato’s and thousands of other OEM customers that rely on OTF as well,
no matter what the software has been named to.

Here is the most important feature:

NetWorker saves the data operating system independant.

Benefits:

• You can take any NetWorker media from any NetWorker data zone and read it in any
compatible drive attached to your current data zone:

• Due to the same structure of the label it will be recognized and not accidentally been
overwritten.

• You can easily integrate the media to your current data zone.

• In case you decide to change your server’s or your storage nodes’ platforms, you do not have
to convert your media once or leave an obsolete backup solution just for recovery purposes.

• It has not changed through NetWorker versions - you can even recover from NetWorker 1.0
media.
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Open Tape Format has been designed to support backups and recoveries from
the beginning.

Benefits:

• You can easily add another tape to your data zone.
- You can repopulate your media index information.
- You may even want to re-add information, that has already been deleted from the client’s

file index database.
- You can do this without additional help at any time.

• You can retrieve each single data block, thanks to the self- describing headers:
- Even from unfinished saves (of course, the result will be incomplete).
- New unreadable spots will not prevent you from recovering the rest of data.
- You can even recover the data after you have accidentally relabeled the media.

(Please note that most tape drives prevent this due to their firmware, so you have to ask
a recovery services company for support.)

• You can copy either single save sets or complete backup media - from any to any type.

Other standard backup data formats like gnu or tar etc. are simply not designed to support the later
designed storage management applications.
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NetWorker’s Native Dynamic Drive Sharing (DDS)

1. General

1.1. What is it?

Dynamic Drive Sharing (DDS) is a feature that allows a NetWorker administrator to configure a drive to
be used by multiple NetWorker Storage Nodes. Once configured, the drive shall be used by each
storage node as requested - the assignment is supposed to happen automatically without any further
intervention, though dynamically.

Native Dynamic Drive Sharing  means that this feature is included in the ‘normal’ NetWorker software,
so no other product extension is required. Before „Native DDS“ became available in NetWorker 6.1,
this could only be achieved by using NetWorker’s GEMS SmartMedia Software additionally to
NetWorker.

With native DDS beeing available in the core software, it does not necessarily mean that GEMS
SmartMedia or its successor Legato AlphaStor become obsolete:

Native DDS only supports DDS within the same data zone.

In other words: All your devices (local and remote) must be controlled by only one NetWorker server.
If you want your backup devices to be shared by storage nodes from multiple data zones, you still have
to rely on GEMS SmartMedia or Legato Alphastor.

This graphic explains principle of native DDS - of course, the NetWorker server’s storage node could
also use the shared device:

NetWorker Storage Node

NetWorker Server

TCP/IP

SCSI/SAN

SCSI/SANNetWorker Storage Node
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1.2. Features & Benefits

The most obvious argument for native DDS is that expensive and fast backup hardware now can be
used by more than one NetWorker Storage Node. This is ideal for a switched SAN environment, where
there is no obvious limitation with respect to the number of storage nodes (DDS customers).

Other arguments are:

• As DDS in a SN attaches the drive to a storage node, it is perfect for local backups.
Now, Power Edition storage nodes make even more sense.

• For local backups, you only need SAN storage node licenses.
They are cheaper than usual storage node licenses because they are limited to accept their
own client’s data (local data).
The following table shows an indexed price level or in other words: you san see how many
SAN storage nodes you would be able to buy compared to a standard storage node license:

However, you should not exclusively use SAN storage nodes as this would eliminate failover
capabilities.

1.3. Caveats

• Although native DDS does not need additional software, it is not for free. You need one license
per shared device, in addition to all other necessary licenses you need for a given configuration.
However, only each shared device needs a license, no matter by how many nodes it will be
used.

• As the last page’s schematic clearly shows, a DDS device can only be used by one node at a
time. This could make your backup time calculations more difficult.
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2. Configuration
As there is only one rule to follow, Dymanic Device Sharing is easy to configure:

All NetWorker devices that have the same hardware id, build a DDS instance.

It might be understood that the so-called  hardware id  is something the device returns (like the
INQUIRE string) but this is not the case - the hardware id is a string that YOU assign manually
during device configuration. The contents of the hardware string does not matter as long as all
NetWorker devices belonging to one DDS instance have the same hardware id.

You assign the hardware id when you create a stand-alone device or a jukebox device while
answering the questions, the autochanger installation program  jbconfig  will prompt you.

As you know NetWorker works as client/server software. This means that requests (from a client) and
execution (by a server) are handled by complete independant programs. As a consequence, it should
be possible to even configure and use DDS on a device attached to only one host.

To prove this concept to you, we will here configure a file device to be dynamically shared by the
same host, using a NetWorker for Windows server . It is an example that will clearly explain the
behaviour, although it is obvious that setting up a DDS configuration for the same node is useless.

Example

(see following pages)
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• To create the first device instance, open the window to create the device and enter device
Name and Media type for a file device:

• To configure the hardware id, select the Configuration tab and enter a string in the Hardware id
edit field:

• If you are done with all other settings, click  OK  to finish.
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• To create the second device instance, open the window to create the device and enter device
Name (it must be a ‘remote’ device name as NetWorker will not allow you to assign the same
name twice) and Media type for a file device:

• To configure the hardware id, select the Configuration tab and enter the same string in the
Hardware id edit field:

• If you are done with all other settings, click  OK  to finish.
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• The result are wo device instances that are recognized as a DDS device.
However, you cannot see this from the configuration window:

• To verify the internal connection, you must click on the  Monitor  tab and look at the Devices
subwindow:

The only information
you will see is an
‘instance’ number. All
devices with the same
number follow the
same hardware id,
which represents a
single DDS device.

To build up an easy relationship between device and instance number, we urge
you to use the next higher instance number within your hardware id whenever you
will create the next DDS device.
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3. Operation
The arbitration of a DDS device follows a simple rule:  First come first serve!

As soon as a volume will be mounted by a storage node, which is usually done automatically by the
jukebox operation, the access for all the other nodes sharing this device will be refused. This is
indicated by the message: <instance_nr>:shared drive in use .

Whether this is a
stand-alone or an
autochanger device -
the reject message(s)
and the operating
messages is all what
you will see.

As soon as the volume will be unmounted, the device is free to support the next request.
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4. Considerations

4.1. Improving the monitoring

Due to the fact that the monitor window will sort the NetWorker devices only by the device name, it will
be often the case, that DDS devices of the same instance will be separated in the devices monitor
window (see last page). In larger environments, this will lead to problems in easy recognizing all DDS
devices properly. We strongly recommend to use the GEMS Console product, where you also can
sort the devices by other criteria than just the name.

Here the unsorted example like under nwadmin :

You can even select
the sorting mode,
indicated by a tiny
triangle.
In this case, sorting
has been done in an
ascending order.

You can sort the lines
by clicking on a
column’s title. In this
case, sorting by the
Message  would be
appropriate.
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4.2. Jukebox settings

A NetWorker autochanger has the parameter idle device timeout, configured to 10 minutes by default.
This means that a jukebox media is unloaded after 10 minutes of no other operation to prevent
unnecessary stess to the media.

In case of a shared jukebox device, this parameter will cause unnecessary delays before the shared
device will be released and can be used by other nodes. Let me suggest you decrease this value
appropriately.

4.3. Storage node licensing

As mentioned before, you now may want to use more SAN storage nodes than ‘normal’ storage node
licenses.

4.4. Number of nsrmmds

As you know, there is one nsrmmd daemon/service assigned to each NetWorker device. In a DDS
configuration, there is an additional nsrmmd daemon for each shared device instance.

Example: 1 device was just configured to be used by 3 storage nodes. Consequently there
will be 4 more nsrmmds seen in the data zone:

1 nsrmmd will live on node #x
1 nsrmmd will live on node #y
1 nsrmmd will live on node #z
1 nsrmmd will live on the NetWorker server to support DDS

This is important because you may run out of the maximum device numbers for your data zone.

If you click again, it will
switch to the
decending order,
indicated again by the
triangle that now
points to the opposite
direction.
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4.5. Dynamic sharing of a standard and an NDMP device

This is possible in general. However we urge you not to setup such configuration due to support
issues. As NDMP devices must be supported by the filer manufacturer, it may come to a problematic
situation where each software vendor may point to the other for responability.

4.6. Path isolation & SCSI reset

In a DDS configuration it is mandatory, that a SCSI bus reset will not affect the current tape operation.
If a device receives a SCSI bus reset while writing, this may result in unloading the tape hardware-
initiated. As a consequence, this will not be detected by NetWorker who might overwrite the media
that is loaded next.

As a consequence it is mandatory to ensure that the SCSI bus will be save
and not forward any stray signal to the device, wherever it may come from.

4.7. DDS in cluster configurations

Due to 4.6, it is obvious that setting up a SCSI save path in a cluster is extremely hard to achieve.
This is the reason why Legato has not setup and tested such configurations. The consequence is that
it may work but it is not supported by Legato’s support organization.
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Backing up RAW devices with NetWorker

1.General
RAW Partitions are hard disk partitions, which have been created but have not been formatted by the
operating system or a file manager. Such configurations are often used by databases, because they
can address the data much faster using their internal mechanism.

The picture below explains the coarse mechanism NetWorker uses to read from the disk during
backups and writes to the disk during recoveries. As you can see, there is a variable part called
an  Application Specific Module  or  ASM  in short form. The term  *asm  indicates that there can be
different ASMs involved, depending on the specific task to fulfil:

save nsrmmd

NetWorker Client NetWorker Storage Node

OpenTape Format

Data

XDR Format

*asm

ASM = Application Specific Module

In general, ASMs can be separated into:

• External ASMs
An external ASMs exists as a separate executable that can also be used separately from the
command line.

• Internal ASMs
These are called by another program and usually exists within a library file. As a
consequence, they cannot be started individually.

The decision which ASM will be used is controlled by rules called  directives . We will thoroughly
discuss directives in a later TID.
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The ASMs that is used most, is  uasm . Once called  UNIX ASM , its name today is  Universal ASM .
This is the ASM that knows how to read and write filesystem information. It is the same mechanism for
UNIX and Windows filesystems:

save nsrmmd

NetWorker Client NetWorker Storage Node

OpenTape Format

File System

XDR Format

uasm

 uasm the ASM that reads and writes
to the file system

To handle RAW devices there is a specifc internal ASM called  rawasm , a functionality that has been
incorporated in NetWorker since version 4.2 for UNIX and 4.4.1 for Windows.

As  rawasm  needs to run on the NetWorker client, even an older NetWorker server, should be able
to backup data from a ‘younger’ NetWorker client.

No matter which ASM is used during backup, NetWorker will use the same ASM
during recovery. This is very comfortable as the user cannot forget to select an
option to invoke special data treatment.

Please keep in mind to treat your partitions properly:

• Do not change the data on that partition at any time. This ensures a consistent save set.

• Mount such partitions in read-only mode, if possible.

• For recoveries, the hard disk must have at least the same partition sizes than before.

• For recoveries, the RAW device must be available already. NetWorker will not create it.
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2. Backing up RAW devices with NetWorker under UNIX
This is how you configure your NetWorker server for automatic backups:

• Create a new  directive , for example  rawdevice , specifying the device names you must enter:

Please note that these entries are OS-dependant.

Example for Sun Solaris:

<< /dev/rdsk >>
  rawasm: c0t0d0s0

• Edit the settings for this client:

- In the client resource, you need to edit the settings as follows:

Specify the RAW device to backup. With the information from above, use
OS-specific names again:

Example for Sun Solaris:

Save set: /dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s0

- Select the directive mentioned above, from the list of all directives.

And this is how you start manual backups of a RAW device:

For a manual backup, NetWorker cannot use a directive resource as they are valid exclusively for
automatic backups. Only a so-called  local directive  will work for all backup types.

• Create a new  local directive  (a hidden file .nsr ) in the directory for the raw devices.

Example for Sun Solaris:

# more /dev/rdsk/.nsr
rawasm: c0t0d0s0
#

• Start the save using the  save  command:

# save /dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s0
save: Using ultra as server
/dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s0
/dev/rdsk/
/dev/
/

save: /dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s0  1049 MB 00:04:54      4 files
#
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3. Backing up RAW devices with NetWorker under Windows
Since Version 6.0 this is very easy - an explicit RAWASM directive declaration is not required as
RAWASM is implemented internally. The specification is done only via the save set setting.

You can either specify a partition by using  \\.\drive_letter:  or a complete hard disk using the
physical device name  \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE#: .

This is how you configure your NetWorker server for automatic backups:

• Edit the settings for this client:

- In the client resource, you need to edit the settings as follows. Examples:

Save set: \\.\E: or
Save set: \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE2:

Starting a manual backups of a RAW partition is also easy:

• Start the save using the  save  command with the proper attributes:

Z:\NSR\BIN>save \\.\Y:
save: Using avuspdc as server
\\.\Y:
/

save: \\.\Y:  3069 MB 00:09:04      2 files
save completion time: 12-18-01 11:20p

Z:\NSR\BIN>

And this is what will happen if you backup a formatted and active file system:

Z:\NSR\BIN>save \\.\Y:
save: Using avuspdc as server
\\.\Y:
save: Cannot lock volume \\.\Y:: Access denied
/

save: \\.\Y:  3069 MB 00:08:01      2 files
save completion time: 12-18-01 10:39p

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Be careful to unmount the drive properly!
If this is not done correctly, you will see such messages.

Actually, as you can see, NetWorker is able to backup the drive but somebody else could
change the contents in this situation!
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NetWorker Basics (1)

1. General
Legato NetWorker is a true client/server solution. This means that a complete software solution is
split into separate tasks, which are performed by independant routines.

Such client/server solutions is perfect in a network environment because not every computer must
have the same capabilities. This fits perfectly in a backup scenario, where expensive hardware can be
shared by multiple computers. Without such capabilities, each node needs to have a local backup
hardware attached and OS-specific software installed, which not only increases the investment costs
but also the administration expenses for the IT department.

If you port the client/server concept to the NetWorker solution, there are three major functionalities as
the following picture shows:

NetWorker Data Zone

NetWorker
Storage Node

NetWorker
Server

NetWorker
Client

• The NetWorker Client
He generates the data during a backup and receives the data during recoveries.
This sounds simple but this task in fact in needs much more intelligence than any other
NetWorker functionality.

• The NetWorker Storage Node
It is a NetWorker client with at least one configured and active NetWorker device. His major
task is to care about write operations to and read operations from the backup media.

• The NetWorker Server
He is controlling the whole scenario that may consist of multiple clients and storage nodes.
He is also keeping the databases that are necessary to find the information you want to
receover fast and easy. He also saves the configuration of the backup scenario.
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• The NetWorker Data Zone
This is an abstract term for an entity of those NetWorker clients and storage nodes that are
controlled by a single NetWorker server.

As it is obvious that another NetWorker server will have its own independant
databases, each NetWorker server you install will automatically establish a new
NetWorker data zone.

However, NetWorker data zones may overlap as you can see in the following picture:

The NetWorker clients in the overlapping area will be saved in both data zones. This can be
done for increased redundancy.

What these pictures do not show, is that Legato adopts the host functionality completely to the
software functionality, represented by the software packages. This does not mean anything else than:

• To achieve NetWorker client functionality there is a NetWorker client software package.

• To achieve NetWorker storage node functionality there is a NetWorker storage node
software package.

• To achieve NetWorker server functionality there is a NetWorker server software package.

The client/server principle implies that it does not matter which NetWorker software package is
running on which node - it is also possible that multiple software packages run on the same computer.

However, the necessary hardware must be installed to support the functionality. In other words: If a
computer should work as a storage node, it needs the additional hardware (SCSI controllers, tape
drive(s) or autochangers) to be installed.

NetWorker
Data Zone #1

NetWorker
Data Zone #2
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According to the functionality of the existing software packages there are dependancies which make
it necessary that certain software packages need to be installed to achieve this functionality. The next
picture explains these dependencies:

• To achieve NetWorker client functionality for a node you must install
- the NetWorker client software package.

• To achieve NetWorker storage node functionality for a node you must install
- the NetWorker client software plus
- the NetWorker storage node software package.

• To achieve NetWorker server functionality for a node you must install
- the NetWorker client software plus
- the NetWorker storage node software package plus
- the NetWorker server package.

From the picture you can also see that a NetWorker server is also a storage node, due to the attached
backup device:

It is mandatory that the Legato NetWorker server has at least one attached
backup device to support the local save and recovery of NetWorker’s internal
databases.

As we will explain later, this makes total sense for disaster recoveries of the NetWorker server - the
only node in a NetWorker data zone where the internal databases are saved. And in case of a disaster,
you may want to recover the data locally, not from a remote storage node.

Server

Node

Node

Client

Client

Client

NetWorker Data Zone

NetWorker
Storage Node

NetWorker
Server

NetWorker
Client
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With the exception of the older NetWorker for Netware software, this principle applies to all other
supported NetWorker server configurations, whether it is on UNIX/Linux or Windows NT/2000, and of
course to the storage nodes and the clients.

This concept, along with other feature that will be discussed later, makes it easy to also setup a
heterogenous environment - a data zone where more than one operating system is used.

You can also display the dependencies using this pyramid:

For some operating systems, there is also a driver software package which is more a NetWorker SCSI
utility package.

Legato does not provide proprietary device drivers - ALL backup devices
must either be supported by the operating system or by drivers from the
hardware vendors.

Legato however, writes drivers to support autochangers.

Server
Software

Storage Node
Software

Client
Software

Driver Software *)

*) if available
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What are the benefits of such concept?

• A NetWorker data zone is easy to understand.
It can easily be broken down into specific node functionalities.
As a consequence, a NetWorker data zone can also easily be expanded, if necessary.

• A NetWorker data zone is safe.
A NetWorker client’s data will be saved to a prefered storage node. If this one does not work
for whatever reason, the data may be automatically redirected to another storage node in the
data zone, according to the configuration.

Of course the NetWorker server is a single point of failure in the data zone. However, since
NetWorker 6.0, it can be easily clustered for virtual permanent uptime.

• A NetWorker data zone is performant.
This is due to several items:

- Although a storage node can accept data from a remote client, the prefered way to
use him is for local backups.

- This allows faster direct backups, especially if the data does not need to travel
through the network stacks, which can be achieved with a special software
functionality called „Immediate Save & Recover“, which is available through a special
license, called „Power Edition“. Power Edition uses shared memory and bypasses the
network stacks when executing local saves and recoveries.

This technology, which Legato calls „Immediate save and recover“ saves system
resources which can then be used to support even more NetWorker or other
processes on such computers.

- You probably may want to use storage nodes only for local saves/recoveries and send
the data of all other true NetWorker clients to the NetWorker server. This kind of data
separation is also improving recover speed, as the data of concurrent saves will be
more consolidated.

- The result of local saves/recoveries is nothing else than taking the load from the
network, leading automatically to more or less LAN-free backups and recoveries.

- Each NetWorker node can be optimized for his specific purpose, depending how
powerful this machine needs to become. This saves your money as you don not have
to invest more than necessary.

This also means that the NetWorker server must not necessarily be the most powerful
node in your data zone.

• A NetWorker data zone is scalable.
This is nothing else but the result of all the other benefits mentioned above.
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How does NetWorker specify the performance?

Despite other parameters that are also important for the specification of a NetWorker environment but
which are not determined by NetWorker, there are two key parameters describing the power of a
NetWorker data zone:

• Number of devices
This is nothing else than the number of backup devices that can be used concurrently in
the NetWorker data zone.

• Parallelism
This is the number of data streams that can be handled concurrently in the NetWorker data
zone. Each save and each recover process - and these are the only basic processes that
will be used - creates exactly one data stream.

Of course a NetWorker data zone can handle multiple save streams at a time - multiple
devices can be used to backup data from some clients while other streams are used by the
data recovery or other or even to the same clients.

Another main purpose to have multiple data streams is to ensure that the fast backup
devices used in today’s environments will receive enough data to run at optimal speed. If
one client cannot deliver the data fast enough, a data package from another one may be
used to fill this gap and keep the tape drive streaming. This is called data multiplexing.

NetWorker always uses the same software for the same operating system. However, the power of a
NetWorker data zone is controlled by the licensing mechanism. There are 3 possibilities, also called
„Editions“:

• Workgroup Edition
Cannot be expanded by storage node licenses

- Number of devices
Base License 4
Additional Storage Nodes ---

- Parallelism
Base License 12
Additional Storage Nodes ---

• NetWork Edition
- Number of devices

Base License 16
Additional Storage Nodes   + 16

- Parallelism
Base License 32
Additional Storage Nodes   + 32

• Power Edition
Base License 32
Additional Storage Nodes  + 32

- Parallelism
Base License 64
Additional Storage Nodes  + 64

The next Technical Info Document covers the installation process.
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NetWorker Basics (2)

2. Software Installation
If you remember the last lesson, you will see that that the structures simply will re-appear in this
chapter. Unfortunately, they are not that easy to be recognized it in a Windows environment, so we
will also look at a UNIX scenarion, where it is more straight.

2.1. General

With the exception of NetWorker for NetWare, the software works the same, no matter whether you
look at a NetWorker for UNIX/Linux or such for Windows. NetWorker does not really need that much
to work in a network:

• A data transport protocol that is supported by almost all operating systems.
As such, the standard TCP/IP protocol is used. It is widely accepted, fast and - most important -
routable.

• The capability to accept tasks initiated by another machine.
This is mandatory as otherwise the NetWorker server could not execute a backup request on a
remote client.

To achieve this functionality, NetWorker relies on another standard, called Remote Procedure
Calls (RPC).

However, the different operating systems make it necessary, that NetWorker programs sometimes
have to fulfill more work than necessary.

For instance, UNIX/Linux has an important tool to support the network functionality, called the Port
Mapper. A portmapper dynamically maps TCP/IP ports (channels) and re-assigns them, if other
programs are using a port already.

Unfortunately a portmapper is also important on a Windows computer but simply does not exist on
such hosts. As a consequence, Legato delivered a port mapper of its own, which was a separate
program before the functionality got integrated into the NetWorker client package with NetWorker 5.5.

Another important difference is the location of the executable files, which are also called binaries, and
their associated libraries. While those can be in any directory on a Windows computer, UNIX/Linux
does expect them to reside in OS-specific locations.

As a consequence, those files will be installed on UNIX/Linux computers in those locations, while they
will be stored in the NetWorker installation directory on a Windows machine.
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2.2. Prerequisites

NetWorker does not need much to run. As a rule of thumb for the smallest test scenario we will use
throughout this course, i assume that you have everything in place already.
For a real scenario you need:

• A compatible computer
NetWorker supports a number of different operating systems. In general, you can assume
that the software is running on each server operating system that is available on the market
at that point in time.

For complete information about supported platforms, please have a look at the NetWorker
compatibility guide, which is located at  http://www.legato.com/resources/compatibility

Although not officially supported, NetWorker will also run on a Windows NT/2000
workstation. This is perfect as this this all you need to carry a NetWorker server
for test and verification purposes with you on your laptop computer.

• Additional hardware
This is mainly SCSI/FC controllers, tape drives and jukeboxes which of course varies with
your specific backup scenario you have to design.

However, to get used to NetWorker, you will not even need this as you will see later.

• Additional space on your hard disk
This is what you can negligate with the disk capacities currently available.
NetWorker will automatically grab disk space as it needs it. However, the program itself is
pretty small - roughly calculate 50MB for a NetWorker server and about 25 MB for a
NetWorker client and a storage node.

On a NetWorker server, you have to keep in mind that the internal databases will use up the
much more disk space than the program itself. Some customers have file indexes of more
than 100 GB just for one NetWorker client. Although you must carefully monitor your index
space later, it is also possible to relocate it to another partition, where more space is
available. As this can be done at any time, you do not have to worry about it yet.

• Additional RAM
This is something which you should have plenty. Although the amount of RAM is predictable,
the amount you need depends heavily on the number of processes that run on the specific
NetWorker node.

For our test scenario, about 32 to 64 MB of free RAM will perfectly fit.

• Network connection and name resolution
Make sure you have a fast and reliable network connection of at least 100MB/s. Slower
connections will also work but will also be a bottleneck.

Be assured, once a NetWorker backup has been started, NetWorker will use the
network bandwith to full extent. If you have not had any network problems yet,
NetWorker will find them.

Even more important is the name resolution. Whatever method you use (/etc/hosts, WINS or
DNS), make sure that the computer names will be resolved to the same name in both,
forward and reverse directions. Also ensure that a NetWorker server always uses a
static IP address.
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• Installation software
Legato is delivering the software in so-called  Media Kits. This is nothing else but a set of CD-
ROMS and some documentations. You may also download the software from Legato’s web
server at any time - no restrictions.

Please be aware that the downloadable version might be of a later release than the
one on your media kit. This is due to the fact that media kits will be released at specific
dates (usually once per quarter) but patch relases may also appear in the interim.

The CD you need is called  NetWorker Servers, Clients & Storage Nodes, Vol. 1 . For the
November 2001 Media Kit, it contains these directories:

\aix NetWorker Server 6.1.1 for IBM AIX
\hpux10 NetWorker Server 6.1.1 for HP-UX, Rel. 10
\hpux11_32 NetWorker Server 6.1.1 forHP-UX, Rel. 11 (32-Bit)
\linux86 NetWorker Server 6.1.1 for Linux (Intel)
\SGI NetWorker Server 6.1.1 for SGI IRIX
\sol86 NetWorker Client 6.1.1 for Sun Solaris (Intel)
\solaris NetWorker Server 6.1.1 for Sun Solaris (Sparc)
\tru64 NetWorker Server 6.1.1 for Compaq Tru64 UNIX
\win32

\win9X NetWorker Client Software for Windows 95 and Windows 98
\winnt NetWorker Server 6.1.1 for Windows NT

The NetWorker documentation is soleley delivered in both HTML and PDF files, which you can find on
another CD-ROM in the NetWorker media kit, called  Documentation Suite .

2.3. NetWorker installation under UNIX

Once it is installed on UNIX, NetWorker more or less behaves the same, although there exist some
minor differences for each specific operating system.

The software installation also depends on the specific operating system. However there is a basic
concept about the sequence, how the software packages needs to be installed (see TID #1/2002).
Additionally, you will be promted to enter a few but necessary information during the installation
process.

In this example, I am explicitely using Solaris because it perfectly shows the modular concept again
and it also contains the driver’s package (see TID #1/2002) which is not needed for Tru64.

As you will see on the next pages, there is also the  Manual Pages  (documentation for the use of
NetWorker command lines) and the  Legato License Manager  package. The  License Manager  in
general is a tool that administers licensing for multiple NetWorker data zones. You may install both
packages - they will not harm, but we will not need them right now.

The installation steps are sometimes course - i just assume that an IT professional knows the
technical details and can adopt to a course description.

The next pages show a Solaris installation example for NetWorker 6.1
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Please proceed as follows:

• logon as user  root .
• Mount the NetWorker cd or make sure that the software is available on your computer somehow.
• cd to this directory.
• Use the OS-specific routine to install the software, for Solaris use  pkgadd :

# pkgadd -d .

The following packages are available:
  1  LGTOclnt     NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Client
                  (sparc) 6.1.Build.186
  2  LGTOdrvr     NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Device Drivers
                  (sparc) 6.1.Build.186
  3  LGTOlicm     NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Licensing Manager
                  (sparc) 6.1.Build.186
  4  LGTOman      NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Man
                  (sparc) 6.1.Build.186
  5  LGTOnode     NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Storage Node
                  (sparc) 6.1.Build.186
  6  LGTOserv     NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Server
                  (sparc) 6.1.Build.186

Select package(s) you wish to process (or 'all' to process
all packages). (default: all) [?,??,q]: 1 2 4 5 6 <return>

Processing package instance <LGTOclnt> from </software/NetWorker/6.1.0>

NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Client
(sparc) 6.1.Build.186
Legato Systems, Inc.
                NetWorker(TM) - Release 6.1.Build.186
Copyright (c) 1990-2001, Legato Systems, Inc.  All rights reserved.
This product includes software developed by the University of
California, Berkeley and its contributors.

All available packages
will be listed first.

Be sure to use the
correct sequence for
the dependencies as
shown in TID #1/2002).

Everything starts with
the installation of the
Client  software...
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To set up a NetWorker storage node, licensing manager or client, you
need to supply a directory for the nsrexecd state file.

Below is a list of some of the filesystems, with their free space, which you
might consider:

/export/home                  : 2924260
/opt                          : 1896712
/                             : 1199740
/usr                          :  505441

Directory to use for client, licensing and server information [/export/home/nsr]? <return>

The nsrexecd program restricts access to a select set of NetWorker
servers.  Please enter the names of each computer running a NetWorker
server that will back up this computer, one name at a time.  If a
computer has more than one network interface, please enter each
interface's name (one at a time).

Enter the first NetWorker server's name [no more]: ultra <return>
Enter the next NetWorker server's name [no more]: <return>

Start NetWorker daemons at end of install [yes]? n <return>
Using </usr> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.

Do you want to continue with the installation of <LGTOclnt> [y,n,?] y <return>

Installing NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Client as <LGTOclnt>

These entries are
important as you will
see later - enter the
name of your
NetWorker server
here, even if it is the
same machine.
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/lib/X11/app-defaults/Networker
/usr/bin/networker <symbolic link>
/usr/bin/nsrfile
/usr/bin/nsrports
/usr/bin/nsrwatch
/usr/bin/nwadmin
/usr/bin/nwarchive <symbolic link>
/usr/bin/nwbackup
/usr/bin/nwrecover
/usr/bin/nwretrieve
/usr/bin/preclntsave

.....

/usr/sbin/nsrmm
/usr/sbin/nsrndmp_2fh
/usr/sbin/nsrndmp_recover
/usr/sbin/nsrndmp_save
/usr/sbin/nsrretrieve <symbolic link>
/usr/sbin/nsrsup
/usr/sbin/preclntsave <symbolic link>
/usr/sbin/pstclntsave <symbolic link>
/usr/sbin/save <symbolic link>
/usr/sbin/savefs
/usr/sbin/savepnpc <symbolic link>
[ verifying class <none> ]
## Executing postinstall script.
        Installing NetWorker home directory in /export/home/nsr
        nsr-izing system files
        nsr-izing system files
        Creating /etc/init.d/networker
        Creating /etc/rc2.d/S95networker
        Creating /etc/rc0.d/K05networker
        Completing Installation
NetWorker successfully installed on `ultra'!

Installation of <LGTOclnt> was successful.

Finally, the system
start/-stop scripts are
created.

This is the end of the
client installation.
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Processing package instance <LGTOdrvr> from </software/NetWorker/6.1.0>

NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Device Drivers
(sparc) 6.1.Build.186

        Copyright (c) 1990-2001, Legato Systems, Inc.
        All Rights Reserved.
Using </> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
## Verifying package dependencies.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.

Do you want to continue with the installation of <LGTOdrvr> [y,n,?] y <return>

Installing NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Device Drivers as <LGTOdrvr>

## Executing preinstall script.
## Installing part 1 of 1.
/etc/LGTOuscsi/algnelem
/etc/LGTOuscsi/ascdcode
/etc/LGTOuscsi/changers

.....

/usr/lib/nsr/libstlemass.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libstlibm.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libstlstk.so
[ verifying class <none> ]
## Executing postinstall script.
Legato SCSI passthrough driver configured and loaded
Legato optical driver configured - will load at next boot.

Installation of <LGTOdrvr> was successful.

The  Device Driver
software is next.

This was it already.
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Processing package instance <LGTOman> from </software/NetWorker/6.1.0>

NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Man
(sparc) 6.1.Build.186
Legato Systems, Inc.
Using </usr> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.

Do you want to continue with the installation of <LGTOman> [y,n,?] y <return>

Installing NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Man as <LGTOman>

## Installing part 1 of 1.
/usr/share/man/man1m/EMASS_silo.1m
/usr/share/man/man1m/IBM_silo.1m
/usr/share/man/man1m/STK_silo.1m
/usr/share/man/man1m/ansrd.1m

.....

/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_stage.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_storage_node.5
/usr/share/man/man5/resource.5
[ verifying class <none> ]
## Executing postinstall script.
        Creating /usr/lib/nsr/nsr_man

Installation of <LGTOman> was successful.

The third package is
the  Manual Pages .
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Processing package instance <LGTOnode> from </software/NetWorker/6.1.0>

NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Storage Node
(sparc) 6.1.Build.186
Legato Systems, Inc.
                NetWorker(TM) - Release 6.1.Build.186
Copyright (c) 1990-2001, Legato Systems, Inc.  All rights reserved.
This product includes software developed by the University of
California, Berkeley and its contributors.

Start NetWorker daemons at end of install [yes]? n <return>
Using </usr> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
## Verifying package dependencies.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.

Do you want to continue with the installation of <LGTOnode> [y,n,?] y <return>

Installing NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Storage Node as <LGTOnode>

## Installing part 1 of 1.
/usr/sbin/dasadmin
/usr/sbin/jb_config

.....

/usr/sbin/stk_eject
/usr/sbin/tapeexercise
[ verifying class <none> ]
## Executing postinstall script.
        Completing Installation
NetWorker successfully installed on `ultra'!

Installation of <LGTOnode> was successful.

Next is the  Storage
Node  package.
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Processing package instance <LGTOserv> from </software/NetWorker/6.1.0>

NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Server
(sparc) 6.1.Build.186
Legato Systems, Inc.
                NetWorker(TM) - Release 6.1.Build.186
Copyright (c) 1990-2001, Legato Systems, Inc.  All rights reserved.
This product includes software developed by the University of
California, Berkeley and its contributors.

Enter the tape or disk device(s) that are going to be used by the
NetWorker server.  Use the no-rewind, BSD-semantics name for each tape
device (i.e., use /dev/rmt/0mbn instead of /dev/rmt/0mb).  If you do
not choose a device a default device will be created for you.

Enter device name ([Return] if no more):

Start NetWorker daemons at end of install [yes]? n <return>
Using </usr> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
   1 package pathname is already properly installed.
## Verifying package dependencies.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.

Do you want to continue with the installation of <LGTOserv> [y,n,?] y <return>

Last not least - the
NetWorker  Server
package.
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Installing NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Server as <LGTOserv>

## Installing part 1 of 1.
/usr/lib/nsr/nsrindexasm
/usr/lib/nsr/nsrmmdbasm
/usr/lib/nsr/oldindexasm
/usr/lib/nsr/oldmmdbasm
/usr/lib/nsr/v5xindexasm
/usr/lib/nsr/v5xmmdbasm
/usr/sbin/ansrd
/usr/sbin/mmrecov

.....

/usr/sbin/nsrmmdbd
/usr/sbin/nsrmon
/usr/sbin/nsrssc
/usr/sbin/nsrstage
/usr/sbin/nsrtrap
/usr/sbin/nw_ux.lc
/usr/sbin/nw_ux.lc.imp
/usr/sbin/savegrp
[ verifying class <none> ]
## Executing postinstall script.
        Modifying /etc/rpc
        Modifying /etc/syslog.conf
        Restarting syslog daemon

I'm having trouble figuring out how to (re)start syslog daemon on
`ultra'.  Restart the syslog daemon by hand, if necessary.

        Completing Installation
NetWorker successfully installed on `ultra'!

Installation of <LGTOserv> was successful.This is the end of the
installation.
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The following packages are available:
  1  LGTOclnt     NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Client
                  (sparc) 6.1.Build.186
  2  LGTOdrvr     NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Device Drivers
                  (sparc) 6.1.Build.186
  3  LGTOlicm     NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Licensing Manager
                  (sparc) 6.1.Build.186
  4  LGTOman      NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Man
                  (sparc) 6.1.Build.186
  5  LGTOnode     NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Storage Node
                  (sparc) 6.1.Build.186
  6  LGTOserv     NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Server
                  (sparc) 6.1.Build.186

Select package(s) you wish to process (or 'all' to process
all packages). (default: all) [?,??,q]: q <return>
#

If everything has been
done, Solaris re-enters
the loop at the point
where you selected
your software
packages for
installation.

Finally exit the
installation program.
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2.4. NetWorker installation under Windows

In principle, the installation is the same. However, due to the OS-specific differences and the fact that
Windows software vendors use installation wizards, the structure cannot be identified that clearly any
more.

If you downloaded and unpacked the software or copied from the CD-ROM, you will see this structure:

autorun.exe  will
insure that a web
installation program
will pop up as soon as
you insert the
CD_ROM in the drive,
if the drive’s option has
not been disabled.

license  contains the
License Manager,
which we will not install
right now.

support contains a
number of Legato
unsupported utilities
(not kidding!).

networker is the directory that contains all necessary information to install the NetWorker server
software and of course client and storage node, beacuse those are necessary for a NetWorker server.

setup.exe  is the
only program that you
need to run for the
installation.
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Once you have initiated the installation process, the install wizard will first load all necessary tools to
proceed:

The installation itself starts. First of all, you have to tell the program, which packages you want to
install - they are a bit different than on UNIX:

Make your choice!
In this case we want to
install a NetWorker
server.

NetWorker selects the directory „%system_drive%:\Program Files“ for the NetWorker Install
directory. Of course you may change it to any other place in your local file system aft clicking the
Browse...  button.

BTW - the directory name  Program Files  will change with any other Windows language.
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In the next picture you will be asked which NetWorker servers are allowed to backup this client’s data:

If you are ready, you will see a confirmation screen according to your settings:

If all entries fit, you may click  Install  to initiate the installation process itself.

Never leave this field
empty as other
NetWorker server may
steal this client’s data.

At least specify the
name of one server
(himself) - you may
extend this file later, if
necessary.
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The program installs the files, makes additional entries to the setup and the registry and creates
entries to your desktop. Then it starts several services (those will be discussed in the  TID #04/2002).

Once it is finished, this screen will appear:

That’s it. - please terminate the process by clicking  Finish .

The installation in a cluster scenario of course is more complex. We will cover that in a later chapter.

On a Windows 2000
system, NetWorker
can use the internal
Change Journal that
helps in detecting
changed files more
precisely. By default,
Change Journal is
already used.

The usage of the
Change Journal will be
discussed in a later
course.
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In the next Technical Info Document, we will explain the directory structure.

The new desktop icon contains 3 programs on Windows 2000 - as the  Change Journal  program is
not available on Windows NT, this icon will not appear on such systems:

Of course all these NetWorker programs can also be accessed from the  Start  menu:

NetWorker
Administrator  is the
default admin program
for the NetWorker data
zone.

NetWorker User  is the
program to do client-
initiated backups and
recoveries.

With the  NetWorker
Change Journal
Manager  program,
you setup this
environment.
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NetWorker Basics (3)

3. Databases & Directory Structure
After the installation, it is time to have a look at NetWorker’s directory structure. Besides the ‘normal’
files (executables, log files etc.) that are needed to run the NetWorker software, the key information of
NetWorker data is stored in its internal databases. In order to understand the directory structure, it is
mandatory that you learn about NetWorker’s databases first.

3.1. NetWorker’s Internal Databases

If you talk about NetWorker data, you have to distinguish between two general data types:

• NetWorker Client Data
This is the data that a NetWorker user usually wants to backup or recover.

• NetWorker Control Data
This is the data that precisely describes the NetWorker Data Zone - in other words:

NetWorker control data is nothing else than the contents of the NetWorker’s
internal databases.

The picture on the next slide shows the databases that run on the NetWorker server. They are used for
the following purposes:

• The File Index
In this database, NetWorker keeps one entry per single file that has been saved.
The multiple ‘cans’ shall indicate that there is one separate database instance per physical
node (client).

• The Media Index
The media index stores information about each save set and the volume (the exact position
where this save started).

• The Resource Files
These text files keep the information about the configuration of the data zone.

At the end of the installation process, a NetWorker server initializes itself and creates a standard
configuration before his services will be started. In detail he will create:

- a standard set of resources
- an empty media database structure
- an empty file index structure for the NetWorker’s server client - the only machine he knows at

that point in time.

Whenever you need to start from scratch, there is no need to re-install NetWorker.
Just stop the services, delete all databases and restart the services.
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The file index and the media index are true databases. Until NetWorker 5.x, both databases were built
using WISS (WISS = Wisconsin Storage Systems, a database developed by the University of
Wisconsin). Since NetWorker 6.0 the file index has been modified to make handling faster and to
improve robustness.

Although the data in the resource files is not organized by a true database, it is important and can be
seen as such.

NetWorker databases only live on the NetWorker server. As a consequence, if the databases are
affected one must only take care about one single computer, the NetWorker server.

There is a complete anology between NetWorker servers for UNIX/Linux and such for Windows. This
is also true for the location of the databases, as the table shows:

   Location of ...   UNIX/Linux   Windows NT/2000

File Index /nsr/index  C:\Program Files\nsr\index

Media Index /nsr/mm  C:\Program Files\nsr\mm

Configuration Files /nsr/res  C:\Program Files\nsr\res

/nsr is a link that makes each NetWorker server for UNIX/Linux appear with
the same directory structure although installation directory is really
somewhere else.

C:\Program Files is the default location for the NetWorker path on NetWorker/Windows
servers

nsr stands for NetWorker Save & Recover, the original product name for
Legato NetWorker.

NetWorker
Server

NetWorker
Storage
Node

NetWorker Client

Resource
Files

Media Index

File Index
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There are more subdirectories underneath these pathnames but this is only important for the index
database, where the databases for each client are clearly separated due to the fact that there is one
subdirectory for each machine, represented by its host name name. Consequently the structure of the
file index looks like this

..\nsr\index

..\nsr\index\client_1

..\nsr\index\client_2
....

..\nsr\index\client_x

..\nsr\index\nw_server

Of course, right after the software installation, you will only find the index for the client of the NetWorker
server himself.

The contents of the file index and the media databases is absolutely different:

- The file index does not have any information about the save set and the volumes where these
files have been stored.

- The media index does not know anything about the files that have been saved.
- The link between both is nothing else but the time.

This may frighten you but as you will learn later, this split makes total sense.

3.2. NetWorker’s Directory Structure

Again, the directory structures for a NetWorker system for UNIX/Linux and Windows are generally the
same. However, UNIX type operating systems demand that the binaries are installed in specific
locations while they can be stored in any directory on Windows. If you compare the directory structure
for a NetWorker server for UNIX/Linux and one for Windows, this is the major difference you will see.

The next page show the direct comparison of the nsr subdirectories for such systems.
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NW server /UNIX (Solaris) NW server /Windows Functionality

/nsr ..\nsr The root directory to the NetWorker directory stucture

    /applogs       \applogs The directory that stores log information about NetWorker applications (the NetWorker
database modules)

      \bin This is the directory for the executable files and its supporting libraries (Windows only)

      \convert This directory only exists on a NW/Windows server.
For update purposes, it keeps the version specific executables that are necessary to
update NetWorker from a previous version

    /cores This directory contains subdirectories named after specific binaries.
If a program fails a core file contains debug information. To figure out which program
has failed look for a core file in each subdirectory.
Core dumps only exist on UNIX/Linux systems.

    /debug       \debug This directroy is for debugging purposes and it is usually empty.
If advised by technical support, you will create a file with a specific name (length and
contents do not matter) to enforce a different NetWorker behaviour.

    /index       \index The root directory for all NetWorker file indexes.

    /logs       \logs The directory where NetWorker saves its log information.
The contents is slightly different between UNIX/Linux and Windows, because some
protocols will be sent as e-mails on a non-Windows system. This is due to the fact
that an-email system will not be installed on Windows by default.

    /mm       \mm The directory that keeps the media database information.

    /rap This directory exists on UNIX/Linux only.
It is usually empty and keeps information about the Resource Administration Protocol,
which is the method that NetWorker uses to update configuration information.

    /res       \res This directory contains the configuration files (for details see next pages).

    /tmp       \tmp This directory only keeps information about locked files. It is of no obvious interest.
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3.2.1. The resource directory  /nsr/res

The files that are stored in this directory contain configuration and status information for the current
setup of this NetWorker data zone. In general, there is one configuration file installed with each
NetWorker package, the so called resource files :

nsrla.res
- is installed by the NetWorker Client package.
- saves information about the used TCP/IP ports to configure operation through the firewall.
- saves information about a so-called local administrator  (NSRLA) that takes over portmapper

functionality.

A portmapper dynamically assigns TCP/IP ports as requested. Such a function is
mandatory for routable communications as TCP/IP transfers. Portmapper funtionality exist
on UNIX/Linux systems by default but must be achieved by additional software on
Windows.

For compatbility reasons, NetWorker does not install a separate portmapper any more (it
did before NW 5.5.). Since then NetWorker uses an emulator built in the NetWorker client
software.

nsrjb.res
- is installed by the NetWorker Storage Node package.
- saves information about the NetWorker media labels.
- saves information for configured autochangers (if available).
- exists even if there is no jukebox installed.

nsr.res
- is installed by the NetWorker Server package.
- saves information about all other configurations.
- also saves some status informations.
- might rather grow for larger data zones.

Another important file is also stored in the nsr/res diretory:

servers
- is installed by the NetWorker Client package.

Please see last TID to learn how this information has been retrieved fron you during
installation.

- contains NetWorker server names (one per line) that are allowed to backup this clients data.
- is very important (see below).

And this is how servers is used if the NetWorker client service is started:

- In case the file  /nsr/res/servers exists, all listed NetWorker servers are allowed to save
this client’s data.

- In case the file  /nsr/res/servers does not exist ot if it does not contain any valid entry,
there is no authorization taking place.

In this case, every NetWorker server is allowed to svae the client’s data.
This also means that unauthorized NetWorker servers may steal data from a known
NetWorker client.
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Important informations about  /nsr/res/servers

Until NetWorker 6.0.x for UNIX/LINUX  /nsr/res/servers  this file was not created by
default as there is also another mechanism that works via the system startup scripts (you will learn
about it in the next TID).

However, if you started the client process from the command line without any parameter it might have
been that you „opened the gate“ due to a non-existing servers file. To prevent such situations, the
servers  file was implemented as well for added security.

On Windows the  ..\nsr\res\servers  is created by default but it is also filled with comments. If
you did not specificy any NetWorker server’s name during installation, the file will not contain any
NetWorker server’s name which would have the same result as if the file would be empty.

Do not forget:

For security reasons always check the  servers  file after installation.

If it does not contain a valid server name, you may add entries using your editor.
We strongly recommend that you specify at least one name.

In case you changed the  servers  file, make sure that you restart tne NetWorker
client program as otherwise the changes will not be activated.

Due to the fact that the resource files are text files, you might want to edit them manually. This is not
supported by Legato because the risk is high that you could corrupt your configuration. However it is
possible and sometimes you even need it. Please keep in mind:

• The structure is always the same - it is pure UNIX text format.
As a consequence, make sure to use a compatible text editor on Windows.

• Make sure that you stopped the NetWorker services before editing.

• Do not forget to restart the services after you finished.

• You may exchange the resource files between systems - even cross platform (i haven’t verified
this lately).
Be careful: Obviously the result is not always a running system. For example, UNIX and

Windows device names are different.

However, this method is very convenient to visualize another customer’s configuration, especially
if you use the Windows administrator’s GUI. You can easily verify a customer’s configuration
with a test system and you do not even need a license to do that.

In the next TID, we will explain the processes that are in charge of a certain NetWorker functionality.
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NetWorker Basics (4)

4. Processes & Services
After the installation and initialization, the NetWorker software automatically becomes active.
However, only background programs are running at this point in time. These are called  daemons  on
a UNIX/Linux system. As daemons in general are unknown to Windows systems, exactly the same
progrmans are running in their equivalent mode, which is a Windows NT/2000 service.

4.1. What is a daemon?

The word daemon comes from the UNIX world. There are lots of definitions for daemons and they are
all valid. In general, two major features all daemons have in common are:

• They will even run if nobody logged onto the system.

• They do not interact with the user. In other words: They will neither request a user input nor will
they return an output to the user.

As a consequence, it is most obvious that the daemons will run with system or
root account.

4.2. How do Windows services differ from UNIX/Linux daemons?

There is no  difference - they are all programs. However, Windows by itself does not recognize a
process as a background program, if it has not been started as a service (see next page).

4.3. Starting and stopping daemons

On UNIX/Linux, you start a daemon by starting the appropriate program. For larger applications, a
daemon may automatically start other daemons, if necessary. Like any other program, daemons are
stopped by (gracefully) killing their associated process ID number (PID).

In general, you have three options to start and stop daemons:

• By starting and stopping the operating system.

• By starting the daemons directly.

• By using the appropriate script (usually only available for UNIX/Linux)

On Windows, there is no general difference. However, you usually start the daemons by starting the
programs as services.
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4.3.1. Starting, stopping and checking the NetWorker daemons

Within NetWorker, you only have to start or stop either the NetWorker client and the NetWorker
server daemon - there is no storage node daemon. All other programs will be started if necessary.
The damons are running for themselves total independantly. However, i mentioned earlier, that the
NetWorker client software on Windows also works as a portmapper. And due to the fact that this
functionality must be available for the NetWorker server itself, Legato has added the dependancy, that
a NetWorker client on Windows must run before the NetWorker server can be started.

Example: The NetWorker client programm is called  nsrexecd  (UNIX) and  nsrexecd.exe  on
Windows.

To start the program, just logon the system as user  root   (UNIX/Linux) or  Administrator  on Windows
and run the command from a command line.

UNIX/Linux

# nsrexecd
#

And check for the running program:

# ps -ef |grep nsr
    root   431   430  7 11:56:48 ?        0:02 nsrexecd
    root   430     1  6 11:56:48 ?        0:02 nsrexecd
#

As you can see, there are in fact two processes running  on a NetWorker/UNIX
client. However, the Process IDs tell you that they are directly related:

PID  1 the system, starts nsrexecd process with the PID 430
PID 430 starts a helper, also called nsrexecd, with the PID 431

This is something you can only see on a NetWorker client for UNIX/Linux.

On Windows NT/2000

Open a CMD box and enter the command to start the program as a service:

C:\> net start nsrexecd
C:\>

And check for the running service:

C:\>net start | findstr NetWorker
   NetWorker Power Monitor
   NetWorker Remote Exec Service

C:\>
On Windows 2000 only
(see 4.4.4)
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The existence of  nsrpm.exe  indicates, that this is a Windows 2000
computer (see 4.4.4).

Even this is a valid entry:

C:\> nsrexecd
C:\>

Maybe you are surprised, because i mentioned, that the NetWorker daemons will be
started as Windows services. However, this is a valid command. But as mentioned
before, NT does not recognize that this is a background command and will not return
you a system prompt again.

There are two consequences:
- To be able to enter another command, you must first open another CMD window.
- The check for a running service using net start, will fail.

To check whether the process is running, open the task manager, select the  processes  tab and look
whether  nsrexecd.exe  is listed under the column  Image Name .
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4.4. The NetWorker Daemons

In a NetWorker Data Zone, you will never find more than 5 different NetWorker daemons on a
NetWorker node.

As the following picture shows, they have specific functions and as a consequence, they are split due
to the specific role this host will serve in the Data Zone. It is logical that you will only find the daemons
that are needed to achieve the specific NetWorker functionality on each machine.

There is another important fact that you need to understand with respect of changing the role of your
NetWorker nodes without making aniy changes to the installed software:

In general, you could install the NetWorker server on all nodes in your Data Zone. Then modify
the NetWorker’s start script (UNIX) or disable the  NetWorker Backup and Recover Server  service
on Windows to disable multiple servers to come up.

Once this has been done, you have everything in place to add new storage nodes to your Data
Zone or to even instantly promote new NetWorker storage node or servers, if necessary. However,
this is usually not the way you will find in real NetWorker environments.

NetWorker
Server

NetWorker
Storage
Node

NetWorker Client

Resource
Files

Media Index

File Index

nsrexecd

nsrd

nsrmmd

nsrexecd

nsrindexd

nsrmmdbd

nsrmmd

nsrexecd
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4.4.1. nsrexecd - The NetWorker Client Daemon

nsrexecd , the remote execution daemon, provides the following functionalities:

• It responds to server-initiated requests.
• It authenticates server-initiated requests.
• If requested by the NetWorker server, it remotely starts other processes on the NetWorker client.
• It provides portmapper functionalities, especially in a Windows environment.

Except for Windows, where nsrexecd must be up and running to provide portmapper’s functionality,
there is no need for nsrexecd to be up and running for client-initiated operations (see next issue).

Especially with respect to the first bullit, it is clear what the main purpose of  nsrexecd  really is:

nsrexecd  is nothing else but the NetWorker client’s listener.

If the NetWorker server initiates a request at the client, this daemon just has to listen
for the request. If not, the request will simply fail.

This is even true for local requests at the NetWorker server node.

However, this could also mean that everybody could hook up to the network with a new NetWorker
server and steel data from this client. And this is true. To prevent data theft, NetWorker has its own
security system - and you know it already: the file  /nsr/res/servers  that was created during the
installation of the NetWorker client software package. Using this file restricts the NetWorker client
to only proceed requests from those NetWorker servers listed in there.

This picture describes the authentication sequence that takes place on a NetWorker client:

nsrexecd starts

Proceed all NW
server requests

read the file

/nsr/res/servers
file exist?

Valid NW
server entries?

Do not restrict NW
servers’ access

Restrict NetWorker
servers’ access

no

no

yes

yes
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This is the example of the appropriate Windows file  \nsr\res\servers :

As you can see, the file is rather large, but except for the last lines, it contains nothing else but
comments. As a consequence, you may not rely exclusively on the file length to check whether there
are valid entries in the file.

To change the list of authorized NetWorker servers for this client, you must:

• Edit the file  /nsr/res/servers
• Restart the NetWorker client daemon nsrexecd

# NetWorker uses the contents of this file to control who has the right to
# request a program to be executed on this client.
#
# This may be a server performing an archive request, a scheduled backup
# or a migration.  It may also be another NT client requesting a directed
# recover.  NetWorker automatically adds the name(s) of NetWorker servers
# entered during installation to this file.  All other names must be entered
# manually using a text editor.
#
# If you want this client to back up to other NetWorker servers, you must
# add the names of the additional NetWorker servers to this file.
# One server name per line.
#
# If you want other clients to be able to perform directed recovers to this
# client, you will need to add their names to the <INSTALLDIR>\nsr\res\servers
# file. Enter one client name per line.
#
# NOTE: NO machine names in this file will open access to ALL machines (servers
and
# clients) for save as well as for recover.
#
# After you save your changes, you must restart the NetWorker Remote Exec
# Service for your changes to take effect.
nwserver_1
nwserver_2
nwserver_3
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4.4.2. nsrmmd - The NetWorker Storage Node Daemon

nsrmmd , the media multiplexer daemon, provides the following functionalities:

• It writes to a NetWorker backup device.
• It reads from a NetWorker backup device.
• If reports the position of this save set to the media database.

There is one nsrmmd for each active NetWorker device - it must not necessarily be
connected and switched on.

As soon as you have defined and enabled a NetWorker device, NetWorker will start the according
nsrmmd  process on the node (NetWorker server or storage node), where this device has been defined.
In other words: nsrmmds runs locally on the remote or local storage node. Consider the storage node
software installed, a NetWorker remote client becomes a remote storage by defining a remote device on
this computer.

On a Windows environment there will be no active  nsrmmd  daemon oafter installation.
This is due to the fact, that NetWorker will not install a default device as it is the
case for a UNIX/Linux system

4.4.3. nsrd, nsrmmdbd, nsrindexd - The NetWorker Server Daemons

nsrd , the NetWorker’s server daemon, provides the following functionalities:

• It starts and controls the two other NetWorker server daemons, nsrindexd  and  nsrmmdbd.
• It writes data to and reads it from the resource files via user interfaces.
• It starts server-initiated processes.

Two more daemons live on the NetWorker server: nsrindexd and nsrmmdbd.

nsrmmdbd , the NetWorker’s media database management daemon:

• It writes data to and reads it from the media database.

nsrindexd , the NetWorker’s client file index database daemon:

• It writes data to and reads it from the client file index databases.

Although there are multiple clients with their separate database, you will never see
more than one nsrindexd program running at the NetWorker server.

It is also important to understand the startup sequence for the NetWorker server daemons. Please have
a look at the flowchart on the next page.
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Once this sequence has passed, the nsrmmd processes will be started on the NetWorker server and -
as NetWorker also controls the nsrmmds on the remote storage nodes, it will bring those up as well.

However, to be able to do this, nsrexecd  must be up and running on all remote
clients. NetWorker is not able to start the nsrexecd  processes on the remote
clients/storage nodes, because there is just no process that will listen to him.

As a consequence, if you manually start nsrd on a NetWorker UNIX/Linux server, it
may be possible that you forget to also start nsrexecd. The consequence is that
this node can support everything but server-initiated processes.

nsrd is started.

Media database
is checked.

Successful?

nsrindexd  is started.

nsrd & nsrmmdbd
will stop.

no

yes

Client file indexes
are checked.

Successful?

nsrindexd  is started,
reporting errors.

Further initialization
processes...

nsrmmdbd is
started

yes

no

As you can see from the diagram below, NetWorker is able to start with corrupt file index, but
NetWorker will never start with a corrupt media index. This migth be the obvious reason in a case
where you start a NetWorker server but he will stop its daemons a few moments later.
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4.4.4. nsrpm.exe - The NetWorker Power Monitor

nsrpm.exe, the NetWorker power monitor, only live on Windows 2000 machines as he relys on OS
capabilities that have not been implemented on Windows NT. Such is the Advanced Configuration
and Power Interface (ACPI , also known as OnNow ).

The NetWorker power monitor provides the following functionalities:

• It will survey the power state changes on the machine.
• It will warn the administrator when he wants to hibernate or shut down the system.

You will usually not bring down a NetWorker server. But it is also important that a Networker client or
storage node will answer in a certain amount of time as NetWorker will not ask him again after reaching
a timeout value.

The NetWorker power monitor will not awake a system from standby or hibernate
mode.

Of course it makes sense to mention this daemon. However, once started, he does not interact with all
the other daemons we have discussed so far. As a consequence, i will omit him in all further NetWorker
dicsussions.
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4.5. Starting NetWorker via Scripts

Usually the applications/daemons will be started during the boot process and stopped during the
shutdown process. On Windows, the internals of this control process are usually invisible to the user -
on UNIX/Linux the startup and shutdown is initiated by the system startup/shutdown scripts.

Although there might be small differences for each OS, the general principle is always the same:

• UNIX systems work in so called “run levels“. For Solaris, these are defined as follows:

           Level Function

0 Halt The OS is not active at all - just the boot firmware is active

1 Single- Only the two file systems  /  and  /usr  have been mounted.
User Only the super user may login.
Mode Only the most important processes are running.

2 Multi- All partitions are mounted.
User All network interfaces are disabled.
Mode

3 Multi- All partitions are mounted.
User All network interfaces are enabled.
Mode

4 This level is currently not used.

5 Shut- The system will be shut down and powered off.
off

6 Restart A reboot to run level 3 will be initiated.

  s, S Single- Same as level 1, but all file systems will remain mounted.
User
Mode

• When reaching the appropriate run level, the system scripts in the directory  /etc/rc#.d
will be executed, where  "#" represents the appropriate run level.

• The system scripts carry the following names:
Sxxname is a script to start processes
Kyyname is a script to stop processes

• They are processed in alpha-numerical sequence.
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A good script is of multiple purpose which means that it can be used as start- and as stop script.

This mechanism is usually even more intelligent, as the system scripts are nothing else but a link to a
file in the directory  /etc/init.d . In such case, modifications to this file will be “ported“ automatically
to all other system scripts.

4.5.1. The Solaris System Scripts

These are the files/links for a NetWorker/Solaris installation:

  /etc/init.d/networker
  /etc/rc2.d/S95networker
  /etc/rc0.d/K05networker

Of course, Solaris will follow the run levels as described on the last page.

4.5.2. The Tru64 System Scripts

These are the files/links for a Tru64 5.1 installation:

  /etc/init.d/NSRstartstop
  /etc/rc2.d/S95NSRstartstop
  /etc/rc0.d/K05NSRstartstop

4.5.3. The Redhat Linux System Scripts

These are the files/links for a NetWorker/Redhat Linux installation:

/etc/rc.d/init.d/networker
/etc/rc.d/rc3.d/S95networker
/etc/rc.d/rc5.d/S95networker
/etc/rc.d/rc0.d/K05networker

As you can see, the directory name is slightly different, but here are hard links used as well.
Furthermore, the NetWorker daemons will be started in run level 3 (multi-user mode) and 5
(X11 GUI, XDM) - the Linux run levels are a bit different compared to Solaris.
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4.5.4. Starting and stopping the processes using the Networker scripts

For this purpose, you must simply call the NetWorker script residing in the directory  .../init.d
using the appropriate parameters:

As you can see, there are slight differences with respect to the pathname but also differences with
respect to the script name. The other name for the Tru64 scripts has historical reasons:

- Before Compaq bought Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC), they got the NetWorker source
code and developed their own product, DEC NSR (NetWorker Save & Recover).

Source coude compatibility means that the kernel of the product in general works without any
difference, compared to the original product. However, the OEM vendor has the right to make
his own improvements.

- At this time, DEC changed the name of the startup scripts and the installation pathnames. Since
Legato is taking care of the Tru64 NetWorker now, Legato just kept the old script name for
compatibility reasons.

For Solaris
Starting the daemons # /etc/init.d/networker start
Stopping the daemons # /etc/init.d/networker stop

For Tru64
Starting the daemons # /sbin/init.d/NSRstartstop start
Stopping the daemons # /sbin/init.d/NSRstartstop stop

For Redhat Linux
Starting the daemons # /etc/rc.d/init.d/networker start
Stopping the daemons # /etc/rc.d/init.d/networker stop
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4.5.5. Please change your script files!

Please have a look at the script files which are shown on the following pages. In the 'stop' area of the
NetWorker script, another NetWorker command is actually used to kill the NetWorker daemons:
nsr_shutdown .

This command is used with the following parameters:

nsr_shutdown -c -a -q&

There is a potential problem when using the ‘&’ character in conjunction with a system shutdown,
because the following scenario may occur:

The ‘&’ will cause the NetWorker shutdown process to be moved to the background immediately.
As a consequence, the operating system receives the information that this process has already
terminated. The consequence is that the system shutdown will be accelerated because it got the
application’s ‘permission’ to proceed.

However, in a large NetWorker Data Zone, an ‘instant’ shutdown will not always be possible - it may
take some time. Due to the ‘permission’, the operating system will start and may already dismount
the hard disks. This may lead to the problem, that the /nsr directory is already dismounted when
NetWorker still wants to save data to its files. The consequence could be that the media database
and/or the resource files will be incomplete or corrupted.

Right now, if the NetWorker’s media database is corrupted, it must be repaired or even totally
recovered before new backups or recoveries may be initiated. This will change with the NetWorker
7.0 version, where the media database will be organized in a similar way as the file index has
changed in NetWorker 6.0. Until then you should prevent media database corruption because the
repair is a major issue - it is rather easy to be executed but it needs some time.

So far, i urge you to remove the ‘&’ character from the script, if your environment
allows this change.

I have noticed this behaviour for NetWorker/Solaris, Tru64 and Linux. It must not be necessary for all
UNIX operating systems.

The next pages show the important areas of the scripts - the marked areas show the exact locations.
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The NetWorker/Solaris Script  /etc/init.d/networker :

#!/bin/sh
# installed by postinstall on Mon Jul 30 18:19:10 MET DST 2001
#
# Default locale
#
LANG=C
export LANG

# Override to a different locale if /usr/lib/nsr/LANG exist
[ -r /usr/lib/nsr/LANG ] && . /usr/lib/nsr/LANG

case $1 in
'start')
(echo 'starting NetWorker daemons:') > /dev/console
if [ -f /usr/sbin/nsrexecd ]; then
        (/usr/sbin/nsrexecd) > /dev/console 2>&1
        (echo ' nsrexecd') > /dev/console
fi
if [ -f /usr/sbin/lgtolmd ]; then

(/usr/sbin/lgtolmd -p /nsr/lic -n 1) > /dev/console 2>&1
(echo ' lgtolmd') > /dev/console

fi
if [ -f /usr/sbin/nsrd -a ! -f /usr/sbin/NetWorker.clustersvr ]; then
        (/usr/sbin/nsrd) > /dev/console 2>&1
        (echo ' nsrd') > /dev/console
fi
        ;;

.....

'stop')
(echo 'stopping NetWorker daemons:') > /dev/console
if [ -f /usr/sbin/nsr_shutdown ]; then
        if [ -f /usr/sbin/NetWorker.clustersvr ]; then
                (/usr/sbin/nsr_shutdown -c -a -q&) > /dev/console 2>&1
                (echo ' nsr_shutdown -c -a -q') > /dev/console
        else
                (/usr/sbin/nsr_shutdown -a -q&) > /dev/console 2>&1
                (echo ' nsr_shutdown -a -q') > /dev/console
        fi
fi
        ;;
*)
echo "usage: `basename $0` {start|stop}"
        ;;
esac
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The NetWorker/Tru64 script  /etc/init.d/NSRstartstop :

#!/sbin/sh
#
#ifdef IDENT
#ident "$Id: NSRstartstop.sh,v 6.4 2000/04/05 00:24:13 jkoshi Exp $"
#endif

# Copyright (c) 2000, Legato Systems, Inc.

#
# %LGTO_BEGIN% - DO NOT MODIFY OR DELETE

PATH=/sbin:/usr/sbin:/bin:/usr/bin
export PATH

WORKLIST="false"
DEC_SVR_INSTALL="NetWorker.clustersvr"

OSFBASEMIN="505"
OSFBASE="`setld -i | grep "OSFBASE.*installed" | awk '/OSFBASE/ { print $1 }'`"
OSFBASE="`echo "${OSFBASE}" | sed 's/OSFBASE//'`"

if [ "$1" = "-c" ]; then
    WORKLIST="true"
    shift
fi

case "$1" in

       install_clust_svr)
#
#               Start only nsrexecd following installation where cluster
#               server failover is configured. This case is called by the
#               server install procedure only.
#
                if [ -f /usr/opt/networker/bin/nsrexecd ]
                then
                        if /bin/ps -e | grep nsrexecd | grep -v grep > /dev/null
                        then
                                echo "Stopping and restarting nsrexecd process" >/dev/console 2>&1
                                ps_output="`ps -eopid,comm |grep nsrexecd`"

active_pids="`echo "$ps_output" |awk '/awk/ {next} $0 ~ /'"nsrexecd"'/ { print $1 }'`"
                                kill -9 $active_pids    >/dev/console 2>&1
                        fi
                        ( /usr/opt/networker/bin/nsrexecd; sleep 2 )  >/dev/console 2>&1
                fi
                ;;

start)
#
# DEC's comment.
# Un-comment out (remove the leading #) on the line
# below which sets the variable NSR_OLDFWARE_TLZ7L
# to "ENABLED" if you wish to enable the NSR software
# to work-around the TLZ7L firmware bug (see the bug
# description in the NSR v3.2 release notes).

#NSR_OLDFWARE_TLZ7L="ENABLED" ; export NSR_OLDFWARE_TLZ7L

.....
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.....

# Allows portmap to start before the NetWorker server

if /bin/ps -e | grep portmap | grep -v grep > /dev/null
then

echo nsrd portmap check passed >/dev/console
else

[ -f /usr/sbin/portmap ] && /usr/sbin/portmap
fi

# Start nsrexecd after system reboot

if [ -f /usr/opt/networker/bin/nsrexecd ]
then

if /bin/ps -e | grep nsrexecd | grep -v grep > /dev/null
then

echo "Stopping and restarting nsrexecd process" >/dev/console 2>&1
ps_output="`ps -eopid,comm |grep nsrexecd`"

active_pids="`echo "$ps_output" |awk '/awk/ {next} $0 ~ /'"nsrexecd"'/ { print $1 }'`"
kill -9 $active_pids >/dev/console 2>&1

fi
( /usr/opt/networker/bin/nsrexecd; sleep 2 ) >/dev/console 2>&1

fi

#             Start NetWorker server after system reboot

if [ ! -f /usr/opt/networker/bin/${DEC_SVR_INSTALL} ]
then

if [ -f /usr/opt/networker/bin/nsrd ]
then

( /usr/opt/networker/bin/nsrd; sleep 2 )        >/dev/console 2>&1
fi

else
if [ ${OSFBASE} -ge ${OSFBASEMIN} ]
then

( /usr/opt/networker/bin/networker.action stop ) >/dev/console 2>&1
fi

fi
;;

stop)
# Shutdown NetWorker server

if [ -f /usr/opt/networker/bin/nsr_shutdown ]
then

echo Stopping NetWorker daemons >/dev/console
if [ "${WORKLIST}" = "true" ]; then
    /usr/opt/networker/bin/nsr_shutdown -c -q& >/dev/console 2>&1
    echo nsr_shutdown -c -q  >/dev/console
else
    /usr/opt/networker/bin/nsr_shutdown -q&  >/dev/console 2>&1
    echo nsr_shutdown -q  >/dev/console
fi

fi
;;

*)
echo init.d/NSRstartstop: $1 ignored >/dev/console
;;

esac

# %LGTO_END% - DO NOT MODIFY OR DELETE

Next time we will learn about the NetWiorker programs and the graphical interfaces.
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NetWorker Basics (5)

5. NetWorker Programs
Before we can continue with the practical session, you need to learn about the NetWorker programs.
In principle there are two program group members available for your use:

• Graphical Programs
These are the programs you want to use especially for administration purposes and to
perform client-initiated processes like backups & recoveries, archives & retrievals.

• Text Based Programs
These are the programs you have to use if your terminal has no graphical capabilities. But
it is also important to understand that these programs are really important, even if there is
a graphical equivalent available:

The NetWorker kernel is built on the text based Command Line Utilities (CLI) -
the graphical tools do not provide anything elase but a graphical view and a
reporting tool (GUI = Graphical User Interface).

This is important, because if you have detected a bug in a graphical program,
the first question support will ask will be: „Does it work correctly from the
command line?“

5.1. The NetWorker Commands

It is also important to mention that the text based commands offer a better flexibility due to the
availablity of much more command options. Additionally, these options also provide deeper debug
capabilities.

Usually, Windows administrators get scared by the fact that they have to use commands instead of
graphical interfaces. However, they will learn pretty soon that command line programs are much more
convenient for some areas like NetWorker database management, for example.

And command line programs are absolute necessary if you want to optimize NetWorker for automatical
purposes because you will need to program script files.

Of course Legato tried to ease NetWorker a administrator’s life as much as possible. This is why you
can use the same command syntax for NetWorker/Unix and NetWorker/Windows data zones - the use
of the programs is almost to 100% compatible. In fact, there is only one set of command descriptions
available - the Manal Pages (also known as manpages ) only exist for NetWorker/UNIX.

If you want to use the Manual Pages for a NetWorker/Windows node, do not forget
that you have to adopt OS-specific issues like pathnames and device names.

The following pages provide an overview of the most important commands you have to know after a
while. It is also important to show, that the commands are the same for UNIX/Linux and Windows.
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General Commands

To start the daemons
  -  all
  -  all (Tru64)

  -  only the server daemons
  -  only the client daemons

.../init.d/networker start
/etc/init.d/NSRstartstop
  start
nsrd
nsrexecd [-s server]

net start nsrd
---

---
net start nsrexecd

To stop the daemons

     Tru64
.../init.d/networker stop
/etc/init.d/NSRstartstop
  stop
nsr_shutdown -a [-q]

net stop nsrexecd

Function Windows NT / 2000UNIX / LINUX

Start the Administrator GUI
  -  current version
  -  older version

nwadmin [-s server] &
---

nwadmin [-s server]
winadmin [-s server] [-x]

Start of the command line
  administrator interface nsradmin [-s server] nsradmin [-s server]

Starten of the command line
  monitoring tool nsrwatch [-s server]

Searching all SCSI devices,
  (OS dependent)
  -  all
  -  only tape devices
  -  only autochangers

/etc/LGTOuscsi/inquire
---
changers

Install a jukebox or silo library
  (to be executed at the node
  that controls the robot)

jbconfig jbconfig

inquire
tapes
changers
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Save and Recovery of Client Data

Start of a client-initiated
backup
  -  preview
  -  "hot" run
  -  "hot" run using a certain

  pool
  -  "hot" run and setting the

  browse- & retention-
     policies

save [-s server] -n path
save [-s server] path
save [-s server] -b pool
      path
save [-s server]
      -w "browse_date"
      -e "retention_date"
      path

save [-s server] -n path
save [-s server] path
save [-s server] -b pool
      path
save [-s server]
      -w "browse_date"
      -e "retention_date"
      path

Function Windows NT / 2000UNIX / LINUX

Start the backup GUI nwbackup [-s server] winworkr [-s server]
  Backup

Start of a server-initiated
backup
  -  preview
  -  "hot" run
  -  "hot" run with a certain

  level
  -  "hot" restart of a group

savegrp -p -G group
savegrp -G group
savegrp -l level -G group

savegrp -R group

savegrp -p -G group
savegrp -G group
savegrp -l level -G group

savegrp -R group

Start the backup GUI
  -  start a group
  -  restart a group

nwadmin [-s server] &
  Group Control  -  Start
  Group Control  -  Restart

nwadmin [-s server]
  Manage Groups  -  Start
  Manage Groups  -  Restart

Start the command line
recovery
  -  interactive mode
  -  a whole save set

  -  certain files of a save set
     recovery

  -  directed recovery

recover [-s server]
recover [-s server]
         -S ssid[/cloneid]
recover [-s server]
         -S ssid[/cloneid]
         -a pfad
recover [-s server]
         -c source_client
         -R dest_client

recover [-s server]
recover [-s server]
         -S ssid[/cloneid]
recover [-s server]
         -S ssid[/cloneid]
         -a pfad
recover [-s server]
         -c source_client
         -R dest_client

Start the recovery GUI

  -  single files

  -  a whole save set

  -  directed recovery

nwrecover [-s server] &

nwadmin [-s server] &
  Save Set  -  Recover
---

winworkr [-s server]
  Recover
winworkr [-s server]
  Operation  -  Save Set Recover
winworkr [-s server]
  Operation  -  Directed Recover
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Database Manipulations

Query the size nsrls nsrls -m

The most important mminfo
reports
  -  all backups since the last
     24 hours
  -  ... with added verbosity
  -  all save sets
  -  media report
  -  bootstrap report
  -  summary

mminfo

mminfo -v
mminfo -a [-v]
mminfo -m [-v]
mminfo -B
mminfo -X

Function Medien IndexFile Index

Query the contents nsrinfo
nsrinfo client_name

mminfo -q "query"
       -r "report"

Check the databases

Delete information from a
save set or a volume

Adjusting the browse/
retention policies after a
backup

Clone ...
  -  a save set
  -  a volume ID
  -  a volume

Stage ...
  -  a save set
  -  a volume

Change the status of
  -  a save set

  -  a volume

Adding database entries
  -  whole volumes
  -  certain save sets

Search and report the all
bootstraps on this media

Search and report the last
bootstrap on this media

nsrck
nsrck -L# nsrck -X

nsrmm -dP -S ssid[/cloneid]
nsrmm -dP -V volume_id
nsrmm -dP volume

nsrmm -w "browse_date"
      -e "retention_date"
      -S ssid

nsrmm -o modus
      -S ssid[/cloneid]
nsrmm -o modus -V volid
      -o modus volume

scanner -i device
scanner -i -S ssid device

nsrmm -d -S ssid[/cloneid]
nsrmm -d -V volume_id
nsrmm -d volume

nsrclone -S ssid[/cloneid]
nsrclone -V volume_id
nsrclone volume

nsrstage -S ssid[/cloneid]
         ...ssid[/cloneid]
nsrstage -V volume

scanner -m device
not useful

scanner -B device

scanner -Bv device
        [> file]

Recover the media database

Recover a whole file index
  -  for a certain client
  -  for all clients

nsrck -L7 client
nsrck

mmrecov
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Jukebox Commands

Initialize  the jukebox nsrjb -HE

Query the jukebox
  database

Function Windows NT / 2000UNIX / LINUX

Sthow the last 100
  commands

Inventory the media in all
  slots

Inventory the media in
  certain slots

Load a media
  -  by volume name
  -  by slot number
  -  into a certain drive

Label a media
  -  into a certain pool
  -  into a certain pool with
     another name

Label multiple media
  -  into a certain pool

Recycle
  -  a single media

  -  media from certain slots

Deposit media from a CAP
into the jukebox

Withdraw media from the
jukebox into the CAP

nsrjb -HE

nsrjb -C nsrjb -C

nsrjb -h nsrjb -h

nsrjb -I nsrjb -I

nsrjb -I -S from#-to# nsrjb -I -S from#-to#

nsrjb -l volume
nsrjb -l -S slot#
nsrjb -l -S slot# -f device

nsrjb -R -S slot#
nsrjb -R volume
nsrjb -R -S from#-to#

nsrjb -d -S from#-to#
         -P from#-to#

nsrjb -l volume
nsrjb -l -S slot#
nsrjb -l -S slot# -f device

nsrjb -L -S slot# -b pool
nsrjb -L -S slot# -b pool
      volume_name

nsrjb -L -S slot# -b pool
nsrjb -L -S slot# -b pool
      volume_name

nsrjb -L -S from#-to#
      -b pool

nsrjb -L -S from#-to#
      -b pool

nsrjb -w -S from#-to#
         -P from#-to#

nsrjb -R -S slot#
nsrjb -R volume
nsrjb -R -S from#-to#

nsrjb -d -S from#-to#
         -P from#-to#

nsrjb -w -S from#-to#
         -P from#-to#
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5.2. The NetWorker Graphical User Interfaces

In general there are two major graphical interfaces which you have to use for either the NetWorker
administration or the client-initiated backup and recovery processes. However, depending on the
graphical capabilities of the operating systems (X-Windows and X11) they of course look slightly
different.

Due to the same limitations, you will also find a separate program for each client-initiated program on
UNIX/Linux while those can all be combined within a single Windows GUI program.

5.2.1. The NetWorker Administrator Graphical Interfaces

This is the startup window of the UNIX administrator’s program, nwadmin, shown in a different way
than usual (see below):

Normally, a NetWorker window for UNIX is displayed in with a dark grey/green
background. However, for better legability, i have changed the color scheme to light
grey/white.
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You can find the following information:

NetWorker
server name
& statistical
information

operator shortcutsmenu bar

NetWorker
version

The  Devices  panel shows information about the available devices and their status.
On UNIX, NetWorker will install a 8mm, 5 GB device by default.

In the  Sessions  panel you will find informations about active backup or recover, archive
and retrieve sessions and its derived processes like cloning and staging.

Messages  displays general status information of the data zone.

A message in the  Pending  panel indicates that the data zone requires some action from
the administrator. However, also interim informations will appear here (for instance a
media request will be shown until the jukebox has loaded and mounted the media).

Unfortunately, this GUI has several limitations - the two major ones are listed here:

• You can only connect to one NetWorker server at a time.

• Despite the shortcuts that lead to operator’s requests you have to browse through all the menus
to find the distributed commands for resource configurations etc.

This is the main reason why Legato has decided to develop a more useful GUI for the equivalent
Windows program, nwadmin.exe .
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However, the older UNIX look-alike GUI is still available for Windows, but the name changed to
winworkr.exe :

As you can see, despite the statistical information, this is the same GUI that you still find it for the
NetWorker for UNIX/Linux, just ported to the Windows environment.

NetWorker server name

Of course the GUI is just a front end utility in a heterogenous environment. In other words:

You can use administer a NetWorker/UNIX server from Windows and vice-versa.

As the administration software is part of the NetWorker client package, the NetWorker client software
is all you need to install. And if you do not backup this node, you will not even need a license.
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The next pictures show the new NetWorker/Windows administration GUI, nwadmin.exe . If you start
the program for the first time, it does not know about any NetWorker server. As a consequence, it
cannot connect automaticall - you have to establish a connection for the first time:

Click on this icon to open the window. Then enter a name in the edit field and click on  OK .
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The connection will be made according to the name resolution. In this case, the long domain name
(Full Qualified Domain Name, FQDN) will be resolved:

After resizing the windows and clicking on the icons to search for more NetWorker servers and clients,
the windows look like this:
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All NetWorker
servers and clients
within the same
subnet will appear
here after a  while

This is the configuration
window where you find all
resources

A message in the  Pending  panel indicates that the data zone requires some action
from the administrator (same as on UNIX).

operator shortcutsmenu bar

If you have multiple NetWorker servers in the same subnet, you can just open a connection by double-
clicking on the appropriate icon.

You can even administer ‘remote servers’, which are NetWorker servers in another
subnet (in principle: anywhere on the world). To make them appear as ‘local’
NetWorker servers, you must add their names - one per line - in the file
..\nsr\res\rservers .
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You will find the the other monitoring panels after clicking on the  Monitor  tab:

Compared to a NetWorker for UNIX/Linux, there is no default backup device
installed on a NetWorker/Windows server.

Click on this tab
to open this view.
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5.2.2. The NetWorker Backup and Recover Graphical Interfaces

On UNIX there are different programs available:

nwbackup  is
the program to
start client-initiated
backups.

nwrecover  is
program to start
client-initiated
recoveries.

For recoveries, you browse
through your client file index
information.

Of course this list will be empty
right after the software
installation.

For backups you browse
through your filesystems.
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On Windows there is only one program for all,  winworkr.exe :

As you can see, the archive and a verification utilities are also started from here.

Click on the
Backup  icon to
start client-initiated
backups.

Click on the
Recover  icon to
start client-initiated
recoveries.
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This is a view of
the backup function:

This is the result
of clicking on the
Recover  icon
before you have
made any backup
of this client.

Next time we will do the final installation steps before we will do the first backups.

For backups you browse
through your filesystems.

For recoveries, you browse through your client file index
information.

Of course this list will be empty right after the software
installation, so you will receive this error.
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NetWorker Basics (6)

6. Final Configuration
After quite a bit of theory, it is time to return to real practical life. A first NetWorker server has been
installed and is running and almost ready to use. Let’s think about the final steps that are necessary to
perform the first backup:

• There is no license available yet.

• You must disable the Removable Storage Manager (Windows 2000)

• There is no backup device available yet.

• There is no media configured for NetWorker use yet.

6.1. Installing a Test License

This is not necessary. As we will discuss later when we will talk about licensing again, you will learn
that NetWorker will run in the so-called  Evaluation Mode  or  Eval Mode  after installation, with the
following parameters:

• The  Eval Mode  will last for 30 days after software installation.

• During this period, there is no license required at all.
This allows any user to install and test the system without any license needed. And of course,
this method also does not create any license violation.

• There is absolute no restriction for NetWorker while working in  Eval Mode . Everything goes.

• You can create as many NetWorker servers (NetWorker data zones) as you want.

• You can create and backup as may clients or storage nodes as you want.

• NetWorker will work as Power Edition, with immediate save/recover enabled.

Another little side effect is that you may pre-install NetWorker on another system or removable hard
disk to be prepared for a disaster. Even if the  Eval Period  will expire in the meantime, this will not
cause any problem for a well-trained NetWorker Administrator.

To re-create a ‘fresh’ NetWorker installation, just perform the following steps:

• Stop the NetWorker daemons/services.

• Delete the following subdirectories:
Mandatory Optional

/nsr/index /nsr/logs
/nsr/mm /nst/tmp
/nsr/res

• Restart the NetWorker daemons/services. There is no need to re-install NetWorker.
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6.2. Disabling the Windows 2000 Removable Storage Manager

Although we will not use any tape device or jukebox for a while, we will perform this step right now. This
ensures that it will not be forgotton later.

Windows NT/2000 is supposed to be a  Plug-and-Play  operating system. Normally, every OS utility is
available and active to support backup and recoveries. For Windows 2000 computers, this is also true
for the support of removable devices, such as optical or tape drives and autochangers.

As you may imagine, two applications may not control the same resources at the same time. This is
nothing specific - it applies in general to all programs and all system resources. In preparation for the
access through NetWorker, it is mandatory to disable all the other control mechanisms, in this case it
is the  Windows 2000 Removable Storage Manager . There are two possible options:

• You may either disable him completely.
This is the recommended procedure. It is also much easier to configure.

• You may also disable his access for a certain device.
However, this is more important and more difficult. We do not want to use this method at all.

To disable the  Removable Storage Manager , stop and disable his service:

• Open  Start  -  Control Panel  -  Administrative Tools  -  Services .

• Locate the one for the  Removable Storage Manager .
It should look like this:
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• Stop the service.

• Change its properties so that the  Startup Type  will be disabled.
The correct settings should now look like shown in this example:

Forgetting to stop and disable the  Removable Storage Manager  may result in
unpredictable behaviour.

It may even be the case that NetWorker will work correctly for a while before the
first failure symptoms will occur.

For a larger data zone, do not forget to repeat this procedure for all systems that
will become a NetWorker Storage Node.
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6.3. Creating a Backup Device

In general, NetWorker supports 3 types of backup device families:

• The  Tape  device.
The device name is the operating system’s name for a tape device.

• The  Optical  device.
The device name is the operating system’s name for a hard disk file.

• The  File  device.
The device name is the operating system’s name for a hard disk directory.

Again, NetWorker does not use any specific device driver - it takes whatever is available from the
operating system or, especially on Windows NT/2000 computers, what will be delivered as OS
driver by the hardware manufacturer.

As a consequence, you should always ensure that the backup device you will use
with NetWorker is properly configured for the operating system.

As mentioned on the top of page 2, we will not use any specific backup hardware for a while. Instead,
we will use NetWorker’s capability to use a file device. This has a lot of benefits, where some of them
are listed here:

• A file devices just behaves like any other NetWorker backup device.
The only differences with respect to handling are in the definition process. Right after this,
handling and operation is absolutely the same.

There is a small technical difference i want to mention right now:
- A file device saves each save stream in a single file.

Of course you can send more than one save stream to a file device but they will be
stored each in a separate file. As a consequence, the data will not be multiplexed.
However, this is not important for almost all of our investigations.

- If you really want to investigate multiplexing, you must use the media type ‘Optical’.
As it stores all data in a single file, more data streams must be multiplexed.

• You do not need to invest in any extra backup hardware.
As you will see, with the exception of jukebox operations, NetWorker’s behaviour can be
explained by just using this device type.

• You already have it and you carry it along.
This means that you can use NetWorker even on your laptop.

Officially, NetWorker will only be supported on Windows NT/2000 Server computers.
However, for test purposes, NetWorker will also run on Workstation laptops just fine.

• In fact, file devices are more flexible than tape devices.
NetWorker will always write a tape to the very end, until the drive reaches the physical
End-Of-Tape (EOT) marker. To investigate NetWorker’s behaviour at the end of media, this
may take long with a tape, especially with the large tape capacities available today.

On a file device, you may define the capacity to a certain value (the default is 2 GB), and
NetWorker will stop writing when reaching this limit. This makes testing faster.
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You may bring up the objection that using file devices is not matching a true NetWorker environment.
This is simply not true. As you will see later, this is nothing else than a subset of NetWorker’s
Automatic Staging  functionality.

Automatic Staging  means:
- NetWorker will backup to a file device
- and he will automatically move the save sets to another media afterwards, depending on various

conditions you may define.

Only the second step is what we will not use right now.

Make sure that your hard disk where you want to install the file device can keep the
backup data. By default, the  Volume Default Capacity  of a file device is defined to
2 GB.

If you do not specify any other value, this size will become effective which means,
that NetWorker might fill up your partition before 2 GB is reached. This is especially
harmful on a system partition.

So in your own interest, you should either specify a file device on a partition greater than 2 GB or you
must set the parameter  Volume Default Capacity  when you configure your file device.

If you change your  Volume Default Capacity  later, you must relabel it, which will
result in loosing all your data on a file device.
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6.3.1. Creating a NetWorker File Device on Windows NT/2000

This is what you have to do:

• Create a (sub-) directory on a partition large enough.

• Open the NetWorker Administrator program and connect to your NetWorker server (for more
details, please also see TID #5/2002):

• If not selected automatically, click on the  Configure  tab.
Your NetWorker Administrator GUI should now look like this:

Right now, you do not know what the other resources are used for. Currently, we are only interested in
the one that defines and ‘controls’ the backup devices:
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• Click on this icon.
The following sub-window will pop up. It will show all devices configured in your NetWorker Data
Zone. Right now, there is none:

• Do a right click on  Devices .
This menu will appear:
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• Click on  Create...
This will open the drive configuration menu. Depending on the options you selected before, you
may actually see two different windows.

This is the window if  Options  -  Customize...  -  Display Hidden Attributes  is unchecked (this is
the default):

If  Options  -  Customize...  -  Display Hidden Attributes  is checked, you will see more tabs:
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• Enter the directory’s  Name  and select the  Media type  -  file  to specify your file device.
Here are the examples with respect to the hidden attributes...

With  Display Hidden Attributes  unchecked:

With  Display Hidden Attributes  checked:

Only if you have checked  Display Hidden Attributes  you may also specify the capacity.
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• To define the capacity, click on the  Volume  tab and enter an appropriate value in the edit field
Volume default capacity .
Remember that you can ask for help about the proper syntax if you click on the button
Field Help . Here is an example for a capacity of 100 MBytes:

• Click on  OK  to confirm all your settings.
Now you can see the new created device in the list:

Done.
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6.3.2. Creating a NetWorker File Device on UNIX/Linux

This is what you have to do:

• Create a (sub-) directory on a partition large enough.

• Open the NetWorker Administrator program and connect to your NetWorker server (for more
details, please also see TID #5/2002):

• From the  Media  menu, select  Devices...  tab.
This will open a subwindow where you will configure your devices:

By default on Solaris (what you see here), NetWorker will install the 8mm  5 GB  device
/dev/rmt/0hbn , even if no tape drive is attached at all.

Remember that this is nothing else but a configuration issue - a similar device (a  4mm  tape
drive, \\.\Tape0: ) was installed under Windows with very early NetWorker versions as well.

Of course, if you later will remove the backup hardware, this will not also change the NetWorker
configuration as well. As long as NetWorker has a device configured, you will see it here.
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To delete any device, proceed as follows:

• Mark  the device in the list, then click on the  Delete  button to start the process.
You will be asked for a confimation:

• Click on  OK  to confirm the deletion.
As a result, the list of known NetWorker devices will become empty.
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• To create the new file device, you must click on the  Create  button first:

This populates the configuration section of this window:
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• Now edit the  Name  to point to your directory and select the  Media type  file.
The window should look like this:

• To specify the  Volume default capacity , you must search down the parameter list for the edit
field with this name and enter an appropriate value like you see on page 10.

I do not remember but i think this paramter is hidden.

To make the list of hidden parameters available to you, you may open the
View  menu and select  Details  at any time.

• Once you have set all your parameters correctly, click on  Apply  to confirm this new entry to the
NetWorker configuration database.
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You will see the new device in the list:

If you have specified a non-existent device path, NetWorker will not let you create the device:
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6.4. Preparing a NetWorker Backup Media

To be able to write to a backup media, all backup applications require that it must be labeled with their
specific identification header. The major purposes of a label are:

• Provide the administrator with a ‘legible’ name instead of an identification number.

• Prevent the media from accidental overwritings.

Unfortunately, for almost every backup application, this only works for media of
the same program.

Due to the fact that a software does not understand any other label, it is still
possible that ‘foreign’ backup media can be overwritten.

In general NetWorker does not care about a specific media - it just writes data to an appendable media
of a certain pool. This makes sense, because if you want to write to a specific media, it may be the
case that it is just unavailable (not in the jukebox) or it is used by another read process. And as usual,
you may only use a media exclusively, either for writing or for reading. It could also simply be true that
the media you specified became full.

To prevent all these problems, NetWorker just does not write to a certain backup media but it appends
the (backup) data to a pool. This general behaviour is best described by the following sentence:

Writes are always appends !

As a consequence, you must assign a NetWorker media to a certain pool and you do this when you
label it. Pools sort backup data according to their specification - but as you do not know anything about
pools yet, we make life easy and use a pool that simply accepts all data, the pool  Default .

Due to another resource, the label template, each pool has a certain scheme that it follows when you
select a media for it before you label it. Depending on the pool you select, another label template will
be used. These templates define, which label NetWorker will use if he automatically labels the media
and no administrator is available.

In principle you may assign any label to a media - the only restriction is that you cannot use the same
label twice. However, this is only a precaution - NetWorker in general can deal with multiple media of
the same name. He must be able to do this, for instance when you add a media from another data
zone that carries the same label. To support this, NetWorker internally also carries a volume id which
is invisibly stored within the label.

Another important information in the label is the block size. It tells NetWorker, which size the data
blocks will have that follow the label. To ensure that a NetWorker label can be read on all devices, the
label itself will always be written in the same block size of 32 kB.

To interchange data, it is mandatory that both, the source and the destination
device will use the same block size.

TID_0201.PDF specifies how you can adjust these parameters to sensure that all
storage nodes will use the same block size.
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6.4.1. Labeling a NetWorker Backup Media under Windows NT/2000

Please proceed as follows:

• Insert the media in the device where you want to label it.´
On a file device, this is obviously already done.

• In the NetWorker Administrator program, select the file device you created earlier and do a right
click.
Again, a small menu will appear:

As you can see, the menu’s contents is adaptive. Since you have a device now, the options are
different now.
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• Select  Operations...
The following window will pop up:

• Click on   Label...
Another window will appear. Here you select  the pool and you define the label and other
parameters. As you can see, the pool  Default  is pre-selected by default and its next free label
is already displayed in edit field  Volume label :
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• Make sure that the pool  Default  is selected and that the option  Mount after Labeling  is
checked. Then click on  OK .
NetWorker will now label the media. This is a fast process on a file device. On a tape, which
usually takes much longer, you will see the following picture during the process:

Once NetWorker is ready,this is indicated by the media ‘loaded’ into the device:

• Click on  Close  to close the window.
Your system is now ready for the first backup.
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6.4.2. Label NetWorker Backup Media under UNIX, Linux

Please proceed as follows:

• Insert the media in the device where you want to label it.´
On a file device, this is obviously already done.

• In the NetWorker Administrator program, select the file device you created.

• Then go to the menu  Media  and select the command  Label...
The following window will pop up:

• Click on the pool  Default .
According to the associated label template the entry in the edit field  Volume name  will be
updated. By default, the next label is combined of the  computer_name  and an index, running
from  001  to  999 , separated by a “.“ .

• Do not forget to ceck the option Mount after labeling .
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• Click on  OK  to start the labeling process.

The screen should now look like this:

You can verify that the
media has been labeled
and mounted from the
Devices  panel.

Your system is now ready
for the first backup.

The window will automatically be closed.
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NetWorker Basics (7)

7. Doing the First Backups
Before we actually do that, let us first lay the fundamentals, as usual. In general, NetWorker
differentiates between two different types of backup:

• The Client-Initiated Backup
This is also called the  Manual Backup .

Such is started by the NetWorker user at the (remote) client, either from the NetWorker
graphical backup user interface (GUI) or from the command line user interface, CLUI.

Windows UNIX/Linux

GUI winworkr.exe  -  Backup nwbackup
CLUI save.exe save

In general, the NetWorker user has to perform the following tasks:
- Selecting the files to be backed up
- Selecting other backup options
- Starting the backup process
- Monitor the NetWorker server and
- Investigating the result

• The server-initated backups
This is also called the  Automatic Backup .

Such is started by the NetWorker server daemon automatically, according to the start time
that has been pre-set for the NetWorker group resource. Of course, a NetWorker
administrator can also overrule this mechanism and start the group manually at any time,
either from the NetWorker Administrator GUIs or from the command line interface, CLUI.

Windows UNIX/Linux

GUI Manage Groups - Start Server  -  Group Control...  -  Start
CLUI  savegrp.exe  savegrp

In general, the NetWorker administrator has to perform the following tasks:
- Selecting the files to be backed up
- Selecting other backup options
- Starting the backup process
- Monitor the NetWorker server and
- Investigating the result

However, instead of doing the first two or three steps at the backup time, the NetWorker
administrator must first configure other NetWorker resources properly to advise the
NetWorker server what to do exactly during the backup. Just keep in mind that the savegroup
will usually be started automatically (during night time) and nobody will be there to tell
NetWorker how he has to perform the backup.
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As you will see for the rest of this chapter and for the future in general, i will also always explain the
process using the command line interface. Although the Windows users will probably don’t like it at all,
there are good reasons to always come back to the CLUI interface, even in a Windows environment:

• The GUIs are different between UNIX and Windows.
As you have seen already, there a major differences between the UNIX and the Windows
GUI programs. This makes the orientation difficult, especially for NetWorker novices.
However, from the command line, the NetWorker programs will be always the same.

• The command line is the only common interface for all platforms.
Despite the OS-specific variables like device names or pathnames, with very rare exceptions,
you can use the same command for all operating systems.

This proves once again, that if you know one NetWorker software, you know them all (except
for NetWorker/NetWare).

• The GUI is not doing anything else than ‘assembling a NetWorker command in the
background’.

Whenever it comes to troubleshooting a GUI functionality, the first question you will need to
ask is: “But does it work from the command line?“. - If the answer is „no“, you have found a
core NetWorker bug. However, if you have a successful operation from the command line, it
is obviously that NetWorker has ‘only’ a GUI related problem.

• The features from the GUI are limited.
Usually, the CLUI provides a greater flexibility than the GUI. There are just more options
available from the command line than from the GUI. This will especially become important
when we will discuss database management.

Additionally, the options from the CLUI allow you to run a specific NetWorker command as
an exception. For instance, you can easily run an automatic backup from the command line
for a specific client only, where from the GUI you must create a new group and make this
client the only member. And of course, do not forget that you might forget to re-arrange the
scenario later.

• Some parameters in the GUI have not been properly translated from the command line.
As a consequence, the display you can see in the GUI will just confuse you when you try to
recognize the information as result upon running the CLUI command.

• The command line is better for debugging purposes.
Only from the command line, you have the chance to increase the ‘verbosity’ of a command.
This allows you to receive more detailled information whenever necessary.

Do not forget that you may also want to add other information like the one from the standard
output device (STDOUT) and from the standard error device (STDERR) to the output.

• Command line operation allows scripting as well.
Keep in mind, that the same commands can be used within any scripts to automate jobs
during NetWorker operation. As you will learn later, this will become important if you need to
optimize certain NetWorker operations.

• Finally, some operations are available from the command line only.
This will especially become important when we will discuss the recovery of NetWorker’s
internal databases.

So if you are not used to command line operation at all (any more), i will make sure that this will
change. And even if this sounds strange - after a while you will prefer some commands to the
NetWorker GUIs, especially when you have to deal with database management.
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7.2. Creating the first Client-Initiated Backup

If you have prepared your NetWorker environment properly, you should now be ready for the first
backup. For the first step, we will only backup a small directory that will ensure a short output as well.

7.2.1. Starting the first Client-Initiated Backup from the Command Line

You have two general options:

• Change to the directory you want to backup and just
• Enter the command  save .

save  will connect to your NetWorker server and perform the backup.

Here is an example for Windows:

C:\>d:

D:\>cd test

D:\TEST>save
save: Using creinfeld as server
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_1.DAT
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_2.DAT
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_3.DAT
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT
D:\TEST\
D:\
/

save: D:\TEST  5865 KB 00:00:02     10 files
save completion time:  3-18-02  7:25p

D:\TEST>
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And the second method is ...

• If you have set up your search path properly, you can also start the  save  command from any
other directory and specify the options via command line parameters, for example the server to
use or the the pathname of the files you want to backup.

The general syntax looks like this:

save -s server [other_options] path_name

Here is the Windows example:

C:\>save -s creinfeld d:\test
save: using `D:\TEST' for `d:\test'
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_1.DAT
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_2.DAT
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_3.DAT
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT
D:\TEST\
D:\
/

save: D:\TEST  5865 KB 00:00:02     10 files
save completion time:  3-18-02 10:10p

C:\>

There are some interstesting issues to be pointed out:

• NetWorker obviously starts saving the files from deepest nested directory.
As a consequence, this looks like NetWorker will go from bottom to top and not from top to
bottom when selecting the files.

This is a much easier for rebuilding the full pathname during restore operations.

• To be able to rebuild the whole path, NetWorker needs to save the directory information as well.
As you can see, he saves each directory name also as a file name, even for the root directory,
which is correct.

As a consequence, the number of files you selected for the backup will be always smaller than
the number of files NetWorker actually backed up. In this case, 6 files were really backed up,
but NetWorker reports 10.

• Even on Windows, NetWorker uses the forward slash (/) for the root directory.

• On Windows, NetWorker will try to convert the pathnames all to upper case. The intention is to
correct typos. However, NetWorker cannot do this on UNIX/Linux, as those operating systems
allow filenames with upper and lower case letters.
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7.2.2. Starting the first Client-Initiated Backup from the Windows GUI

This is done from the NetWorker User interface, winworkr.exe .

And this is how you proceed:

• Start the GUI via  Start  -  Programs  -  NetWorker Group  -
NetWorker User .

In a larger environment you may also connect to a specific server by running the command:

winworkr -s server

The GUI will pop up the main window like this:

The client you are running the software on and the NetWorker server are stated at the bottom of
this window. It may well be that the NetWorker server you usually connect to is unavailable. In
this case the program will autmatically connect to another available server, which may not be
the one you originally wanted to connect to.

Always check the
NetWorker server name
the Winworker program
has connected to!
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• Click on the  Backup  icon.

This will open the appropriate subwindow. Here you will see all available filesystems on your
computer as well as the NetWorker for Windows NT/2000 specific  SYSTEM  save sets.
If you are connected to  network shares, you will see them here as well:

• Just click through the filesystems down to the directory where the files you want to backup are
located:
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• Do a right click on the files/directories you want to include to mark those for the backup.
If you have made a mistake, another right click will unmark them again.

Of yourse you may also click on the appropriate buttons at the top of the shortcut icons:

• You may also select other options, like compression or encryption.
But for the moment, we don’t care.

• Finally, click on the  Start  button to initiate the save.
The  Backup  window will immediately change to a  Backup Status  window:

The information will be inserted as soon as the save stream will be processed.
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Be careful - it may happen that the window will stay blank. This means that there is
a problem with the NetWorker server so that he cannot proceed with the backup.
However, you will not find the reason here - this is ‘only’ a user interface.

To investigate the problem, you must use other tools, for instance the NetWorker
Administrator.

If there is no problem, you will see the information as NetWorker processes up the files:

• Just compare the output with the one the  save  command provided - they are the same.
Again, the NetWorker user GUI does not do anything else than ‘assembling a NetWorker
command in the background’. As a consequence, the results must be the same - except for the
time stamp.
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7.2.3. Starting the first Client-Initiated Backup from the UNIX/Linux GUI

This is done from the NetWorker backup application, nwbackup .

And this is how you proceed:

• Start the GUI using the command

nwbackup &

In a larger environment you may also connect to a specific server by running the command:

nwbackup -s server &

The GUI will pop up the main window like this:

The starting directory is
automatically set to the
directory from where you
ran the command. In this
case, the prgram was
started from the root
directory (/).

This simple example already shows the differences you may encounter when using the GUIs:

• As you have a specific backup command, there is no other operation available.

• In  nwbackup , you are able to change to another NetWorker sever.
This is not possible in the Windows GUI.

• There is an edit field for the pathname, which does not exist on the Windows GUI.

• The available shortcut options are not the same.
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• Just click through the directory tree down to the directory where the files you want to backup are
located:

• Do a left click on the files/directories you want to include to mark those for the backup.
If you have made a mistake, another left click will unmark them again.

Of yourse you may also click on the appropriate buttons at the top of the shortcut icons:
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This is an example how a selected directory should look like:

• Finally, click on the  Start  button to initiate the save.
There will an option window pop up:

You may now uncheck
the client-side
compression and also
enter file or directory
names to exclude.

I recommend to uncheck
the compression feature.
With the high speed
networks you have today,
this is causing nothing
else but additional CPU
load on the client.
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• You may now uncheck the client-side compression and also enter file or directory names to
exclude. The final screen should look like this:

• Click on  OK  to confirm the settings and start the save.
An empty backup status windows will appear:
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• As usual, all the filenames will rush through when they will be backed up:

Be careful - it may happen that the window will stay blank. This means that there is
a problem with the NetWorker server so that he cannot proceed with the backup.
However, you will not find the reason here - this is ‘only’  a user interface.

To investigate the problem, you must use other tools, for instance the NetWorker
Administrator.

• Just compare the output with the ones the  save  command will provide - they are the same.
Again, the NetWorker User GUI does not do anything else than ‘assembling a NetWorker
command in the background’. As a consequence, the result must be the same - except for the
time stamp.
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7.2.4. What happens during the Client-Initiated Backup

Please have a look at the following picture. It is not exactly congruent with our scenario because we
use only one machine to perform all NetWorker functionalities - the client the storage node and the
NetWorker server. However, by using a separation, the picture will become much clearer.

And this is what happens during the operation:

• The user initiates the connection from the NetWorker client to the NetWorker server.

• The user selects the files and initiates the save.

• save  invokes the proper ASM (Application Specific Module, uasm  in this case) that creates the
the save stream.

• While the save stream’s data -  the save set - will be backed up by the NetWorker storage node,
the client file index data is sent to the NetWorker server and it is stored in the NetWorker client’s
file index at the NetWorker server.

• After the data has been saved, the storage node sends the information about the save set and
its exact location to the media index at the NetWorker server.

As i pointed out with the magnifying glass, the data stream that is received by the storage node
contains both, the client data and, in an embedded form, also the client file index data. This is
important as it allows to recover the client file index information directly from the media - it must be
stored on tape as otherwise we would not be able to recover it. Actually NetWorker is able to
recover each single data block from tape.

May i remind you that TID 3/2001 was explaining this when i introduced NetWorker’s Open Tape
Format .

save

Save Set

CFI
Data

Save Set

Server

Storage Node

Volume

Media Index
Data

Client
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7.3. Important Considerations

The very simple process description from the last page implies a number of facts you may not even
think about it. However those are worth to be mentioned:

• NetWorker does not buffer the client file index data somewhere - it is stored in the database
while he is backing up the client data.

• As a consequence, the network link to the NetWorker server must be able to do support the
backup speed.

For example, if you want to run local backup of a NetWorker storage node which you have
connected via a slow link (ISDN?), this will become a problem when you backup a lot of small
files. You can do the math yourself:

- 64 kbit/s is about 8 kB/s
- If you have a path name of 220 bytes (NetWorker 5.x), then 8 kB/s will not allow you to

process more than 37 filenames per second. With NetWorker 6.x the speed may
‘improve’ by about 30%.

- So if you have to backup very small files, the link to the NetWorker server will become the
bottleneck and limit potential fast local backups at the storage node.

• It is also a recommended to separate the NetWorker disk from the operating system disk.

• To achieve a good backup performance, you should not save the data to a file device that is on
the same hard disk as the NetWorker directory.

• Of course, the situation is getting even worse, if you have a scenario like ours, where you have
the data source, the destination and the NetWorker indexes all on one drive - but right now we
are not discussing tuning at all.
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NetWorker Basics (8)

8. Doing the First Automatic Backups
As mentioned in the last TID, this is done by starting a NetWorker  group . A  group  is nothing else
than a NetWorker resource (see TID 10/2002), that primarily does not define anything else but its daily
start time.

Under normal operation a NetWorker group is running every day at the same time.

At the end of the software installation, one group will be automatically created, Default . Although the
NetWorker server’s client is a member of this group, Default  will not do any backup at all, because the
group  Default  is disabled by default. This does not mean that the group cannot be started - it just
means that the NetWorker server himself will not start the group automatically at the scheduled time of
03:33 .

The simpliest way to start the first automatic backup are:

- to either enable the group and wait or
- to start the group ‘manually’ via the administrator’s interface.

NetWorker would then use all other resources as defined and do the backup. And we could simply do
this. However, with the default setting, NetWorker would backup  All  client partitions, which is not really
feasible for a short test. As a consequence we have to change resources in preparation for this short
test:

- The NetWorker  client  needs to be changed to define a smaller save set.
- The  level  of the NetWorker  group  should be changed to always do  full  backups.

This is beneficial, because NetWorker by default will just use the schedule  default , which
means that he will do fulls on sundays and incremental backups through the week. However, if
you do not change your files at all, NetWorker will then only backup data on sundays - and i am
sure you do not want to wait that long  ;-)

8.1. Changing the NetWorker Resources

As i want to point out the differences between the client- and the server-initiated backups, the same
save set, D:\TEST , should be backed up in this example. To achieve this, the save set field in the
NetWorker client resource has to be modified appropriately.

This is done from the NetWorker Administrator interface, nwadmin(.exe).
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8.1.1. Changing the NetWorker client setup (Windows)

And this is how you proceed:

• Start the  NetWorker Administrator .

• Connect to your NetWorker Server (see TID 05/2002).

• If necessary, click on the  Configure  tab.
Your  NetWorker Administrator  window should look like this:

• Click on the  Manage Groups  icon.
The appropriate sub-window appears:

As you can see, there is
only one group after the
software installation, the
group  Default .

The icon on the left side
of the group name shows
the group’s status. A “?“
indicates an unknown
state - the group has not
been started so far.
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All  means that
NetWorker would backup
all local partitions of this
client but no CD/DVD-
ROMs and floppy disks.

For our test, this edit field
has to be changed.

• Click on the “+“ icon on the left side of the group name.
This shows all clients that will be backed up by running this group. Of course, only one client
exists so far, the one for the NetWorker server himself:

• Double-click on the client name or ...
do a right-click on the client name and choose  Edit...  from the appearing menu.
This opens his configuration window which contains a number of parameters grouped in 6
registers. The tab  General  and the  Save set  entry  All  is automatically selected:
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• Change the entry in the edit field to  D:\TEST  as shown in the screen shot:

• Click on  OK  to save your settings.
The window will be closed again:
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8.1.2. Changing the NetWorker client setup (UNIX/Linux)

And this is how you proceed:

• Start the  NetWorker Administrator .

• If necessary, change to your NetWorker Server (see TID 05/2002).
Your NetWorker Administrator window should look like this:

Compared to the NetWorker Administrator for Windows, you must proceed differently.
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• Open the Menu  Clients  and select the command  Setup .
This opens his configuration window which contains number all parameters. The  Save set
entry  All  is automatically selected:

• Change the entry in the edit field appropriately:

• Click on  Apply  to confirm your settings and close the client setup window.

All  means that
NetWorker would backup
all local partitions of this
client but no CD/DVD-
ROMs and floppy disks.

For our test, this edit field
has to be changed.
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8.2. Starting automatic backups

As mentioned already, you need to start the group to initiate an server-initiated (an automatic) backup.
You can can do this either from the command line or form the NetWorker Administrator GUI.

8.2.1. Starting automatic backups using the NetWorker Admin GUI for Windows

And this is how you proceed from the last screen shot on page 4 ...

• Mark the name of the group you want to start and do a right-click.
This opens a small menu:
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• Select  Start  to initiate the backup.
You will be asked for a confirmation:

• Click on  OK  to finally start with the process.
This will return you to the  Groups  window.
After some seconds you will recognize that the status icon for the group has changed to a tiny
stop watch, indicating a running savegroup:
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You may now monitor the process as follows:

• Click on the  Monitor  tab to look at the device activities, active sessions and appearing
messages.
In this example, the short backup of  D:\TEST  has already finished:

However, after a small delay, you will see two more save sets that will be backed up although
they have not been specified:

Please see chapter 8.4 for details.
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At the end of the run, the status icon for the group will change according to the result. The green
“!“ indicates a successful run:

The table shows the meaning of the group’s status icons:

Unknown (never run before)

Running group

Successful run

Failed run

Aborted by the Administrator
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To see internals of the last run of the goup, please proceed as follows.

• Mark the name of the group you want to inquire and do a right-click.
This opens a small menu:

• Select  Details...  to see the report:

In Windows, this report is also appended to the file  ..\nsr\logs\savegrp.log .

• Click on  Close  to close the window again.
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8.2.2. Starting automatic backups using the NetWorker Admin GUI for UNIX/Linux

On UNIX/Linux, you have to start the backup in a different way.

• Click on the  Group Control  icon.
This opens the appropriate window:

• Select the group and click on the  Start  button.
You will be asked for a confirmation:

• Click on the  OK  button to proceed.
The  Group Control  window will be closed again.
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You can see the process in the NetWorker Administrator’s main window:

Finally all backups have
been completed.

After the backup of the
specified save set, you
will see two more save
sets that will be backed
up, although they have
not been specified.

Please see chapter 8.4
for details.
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To see internals of the last run of the goup, please proceed as follows.

• Click on the  Group Control  icon again.
• Select the group name which you want to investigate:

• Click on  Details...  to see the report.

On UNIX/Linux, this report will also be sent as e-mail to the user  root . Here is an example:

# mail
From root Thu Feb  8 00:13:44 2001
Date: Thu, 8 Feb 2001 00:13:44 +0100
From: root (Super-User)
Message-Id: <200102072313.AAA09710@ultra.>
To: root
Subject: ultra's savegroup completion
Content-Length: 1049

NetWorker Savegroup: (notice) Default completed, 1 client(s) (All Succeeded)
Start time:   Thu Feb  8 00:13:32 2001
End time:     Thu Feb  8 00:13:43 2001

--- Successful Save Sets ---

  ultra:/etc: No save sets with this name were found in the media database;
performing a full backup
  ultra: /etc                       level=full,     18 MB 00:00:03    503 files
  ultra:index:ultra: No save sets with this name were found in the media
database; performing a full backup
  ultra: index:ultra                level=full,    213 KB 00:00:01      5 files
  ultra: bootstrap                  level=full,     24 KB 00:00:01      7 files
* ultra:bootstrap _default: unknown printer
* ultra:bootstrap printing bootstrap information failed (reproduced below).
* ultra:bootstrap
* ultra:bootstrap
* ultra:bootstrap February 08 00:13 2001  ultra's bootstrap information Page 1
* ultra:bootstrap
* ultra:bootstrap   date     time    level ssid        file  record   volume
* ultra:bootstrap 02/08/01 00:13:41   full 2178327809 2178327809  0   ultra.001

? q
#
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8.3. Starting automatic backups using the NetWorker command line

As pointed out several times already, this is absolute the same for UNIX/Linux and Windows. As a
logical consequence, i only want to use Windows as operating system.

Please also use the help files on the NetWorker commands (the manual pages) for further reference.

To run the standard backup as we did already from the GUI, you just have to start the group. However,
NetWorker by default will only do incrementals on working days and if you do not change any source
file, no file will be backed up at al except for sundays. To overcome the problem, you can explicitely
specifiy the level  full  for the additional backups.

Using the standard command syntax, you will not see that much. However, with the option  -v  you can
add more verbosity to the process.

The other important option is the  Preview  parameter,  -p . This allows a test run of the group without
saving data at all. Again, the information is not very informative. As before, with the option  -v  you can
add more verbosity to the process.

The following pages show appropriate examples. I will explain the details for the hot run in the next
chapter.
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Z:\NSR\BIN>savegrp -l full -G Default

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Z:\NSR\BIN>savegrp -v -l full -G Default
creinfeld:D:\TEST                         level=full
04/09/02 08:23:16 PM savegrp: Run up to 4 clients in parallel
04/09/02 08:23:16 PM savegrp: creinfeld:probe                               started
savefs -s creinfeld -c creinfeld -g Default -p -l full -R -v -F D:\TEST
04/09/02 08:23:41 PM savegrp: creinfeld:probe succeeded.
rcmd localhost, user root: `savefs -s creinfeld -c creinfeld -g Default -p -l full -R -v -F "D:\\TEST"'
nsrexec: authtype nsrexec
type: NSR client description;
pools supported: Yes;

.....
8 -N bootstrap "Z:\\nsr\\res" "Z:\\nsr\\mm"'
* creinfeld:bootstrap Z:\nsr\res\nsr.res
* creinfeld:bootstrap Z:\nsr\res\nsrjb.res
* creinfeld:bootstrap Z:\nsr\res\nsrla.res
* creinfeld:bootstrap Z:\nsr\res\servers
* creinfeld:bootstrap Z:\nsr\res\
* creinfeld:bootstrap nsrmmdbasm -s Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6\
* creinfeld:bootstrap Z:\nsr\mm\
* creinfeld:bootstrap
  creinfeld: bootstrap              level=full,     27 KB 00:00:11      7 files
04/09/02 08:24:57 PM savegrp: nsrim run recently, skipping

Z:\NSR\BIN>

These are examples for the hot run, without and with added verbosity:
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Z:\NSR\BIN>savegrp -p -l full -G Default
creinfeld:D:\TEST       level=full, pool=Default, save as of Thu Jan 01 12:00:00 GMT+0100 AM 1
creinfeld:index         level=full, pool=Default, save as of Thu Jan 01 12:00:00 GMT+0100 AM 1

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Z:\NSR\BIN>savegrp -pv -l full -G Default
creinfeld:D:\TEST                         level=full
04/09/02 08:28:00 PM savegrp: Run up to 4 clients in parallel
04/09/02 08:28:00 PM savegrp: creinfeld:probe                               started
savefs -s creinfeld -c creinfeld -g Default -p -l full -R -v -F D:\TEST
04/09/02 08:28:25 PM savegrp: creinfeld:probe succeeded.
rcmd localhost, user root: `savefs -s creinfeld -c creinfeld -g Default -p -l full -R -v -F "D:\\TEST"'
nsrexec: authtype nsrexec
type: NSR client description;
pools supported: Yes;
browse time supported: Yes;
remote user: SYSTEM;
groups: Administrators, Everyone, Authenticated Users;
arch: Windows NT;
client OS type: Windows NT Server on Intel;
CPU type: INTEL_PENTIUM;
CPUs: 1;
IP address: 195.214.75.156;
machine type: server;
MB used: 6247;
NetWorker version: 6.1.1.Build.238;
OS: Windows NT 5.0;
version: 6.1.1.Build.238;
save set: path="D:\\TEST", arg="D:\\TEST", level=full, diskno=0, max_sessions=1, stype=save ;
parallelism: 8
--- Probe Summary ---

creinfeld:D:\TEST                  level=full, dn=0, mx=1, vers=ssbrowse, p=4
creinfeld:D:\TEST       level=full, pool=Default, save as of Thu Jan 01 12:00:00 GMT+0100 AM 1
creinfeld:index                   level=full, dn=-1, mx=0, vers=ssbrowse, p=4
creinfeld:index         level=full, pool=Default, save as of Thu Jan 01 12:00:00 GMT+0100 AM 1

Z:\NSR\BIN>

These are examples for a preview, without and with added verbosity:
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8.4. What happens during the Server-initiated Backup?

This is not that easy to explain with the „static“ medium. I will try to just list the steps in the correct
order. To make it a littele easier, the server-initiated backup can be broken don in three general phase:

• The pre-backup phase including all steps before the actual backup
• The backup phase the backup of the client’s data
• The post-backup phase including all steps after the backup

The Pre-Backup Phase

The NetWorker server prepares the backup.

• The first step is that the NetWorker server will start the group.

• The next step is that the NetWorker server needs to read the resource files for the exact
configuration, especially the clients that appears as members of the group. However, this is just
an optical representation which makes the administration easier.

If you edit the file  nsr.res, you will see that a group does not contain any info about the clients
that are included. In fact, if you look at page 4 one more time, you will see that the group will be
assigned in the client resource and not the other way around.

• Now that the server knows which clients to backup, he tries whether he can reach them. For this
purpose, he runs the command  savefs  on this client, which also checks for the availability of
the partitions. This procedure is also called „probe“.

If the NetWorker Client daemon does not run at this time, he will not be able to listen to
this server request. If the NetWorker server is not authorized to backup this client, his
request will be rejected. (Please see TIDs 02 and 04/2002 for further details).

During this process, the so-called „worklist“ is created. NetWorker compares the entries he has
already for this save set in his database and he uses the current schedule to determine, which
files are really due for the backup.

At this time, the NetWorker server has all information to be able to do the backup. He now
executes the final preparations like looking for an available device and loading an appendable
media from the correct pool and positioning it to the logical End-of-Tape.

The Backup Phase

The NetWorker server executes the backup.

• The NetWorker server now contacts the client again and backs up the data. To do this, he does
not do anything else than running an appropriate  save.exe  command remotely. And as
we know from the last TID,  save  is the program to run a client-initiated backup.

This looks weird, but it is true - a server initiated backup is nothing else than a
„wrapped“ client-initiated backup. You can verify this by looking in the report on
the next pages.
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The Post-Backup Phase

The NetWorker server takes care about himself.

• At the beginning, NetWorker backs up the indexes of all clients that are members of this group.
This is a precaution to prepare for a fast recovery of the NetWorker client file indexes in case
they get corrupted. This is why you see the  index  save set.

• In a second step, the NetWorker server does the same for the configuration files and the media
database. These two databases are merged in another save set, called the  bootstrap .

• Now the NetWorker server executes two notifications:

- He creates the „Savegroup Completion Report“.
This report contains details about what happened during the run of this group.
As shown some pages ago, the output depends on the operating system:

- On UNIX, it will be sent as e-mail to the root user
- On Windows, it will be appended in the file  ..\nsr\logs\savegrp.log

- He issues the „Bootstrap Report“
This report contains details where to find the most recent bootstraps.
As shown some pages ago, the output is intended to be send to a printer. If there is
none available, it will be appended to the group report

• Finally, NetWorker does the index cleanup. During this step, NetWorker checks whether save
sets change their state to  recoverable  and the file index can be deleted. He does this to prevent
client indexes from becoming too large.

On the next pages, you will see the full report of a  savegrp -v  run. I have marked the important
keywords so that you can easily verify the backup processes i have listed here. Missing steps are not
reported.
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Z:\NSR\BIN>savegrp -v -l full -G Default
creinfeld:D:\TEST                         level=full
04/09/02 08:23:16 PM savegrp: Run up to 4 clients in parallel
04/09/02 08:23:16 PM savegrp: creinfeld:probe                               started
savefs -s creinfeld -c creinfeld -g Default -p -l full -R -v -F D:\TEST
04/09/02 08:23:41 PM savegrp: creinfeld:probe succeeded.
rcmd localhost, user root: `savefs -s creinfeld -c creinfeld -g Default -p -l full -R -v -F "D:\\TEST"'
nsrexec: authtype nsrexec
type: NSR client description;
pools supported: Yes;
browse time supported: Yes;
remote user: SYSTEM;
groups: Administrators, Everyone, Authenticated Users;
arch: Windows NT;
client OS type: Windows NT Server on Intel;
CPU type: INTEL_PENTIUM;
CPUs: 1;
IP address: 195.214.75.156;
machine type: server;
MB used: 6241;
NetWorker version: 6.1.1.Build.238;
OS: Windows NT 5.0;
version: 6.1.1.Build.238;
save set: path="D:\\TEST", arg="D:\\TEST", level=full, diskno=0, max_sessions=1, stype=save ;
parallelism: 8
creinfeld:D:\TEST                  level=full, dn=0, mx=1, vers=ssbrowse, p=4
04/09/02 08:23:41 PM savegrp: creinfeld:D:\TEST                             started

.....
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.....

04/09/02 08:23:41 PM savegrp: creinfeld:D:\TEST                             started
save -s creinfeld -g Default -LL -m creinfeld -l full -W 78 -N D:\TEST D:\TEST
04/09/02 08:24:06 PM savegrp: creinfeld:D:\TEST succeeded.
* creinfeld:D:\TEST rcmd localhost, user root: `save -s creinfeld -g Default -LL -m creinfeld -l full -W 78 -N
"D:\\TEST
" "D:\\TEST"'
* creinfeld:D:\TEST D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_1.DAT
* creinfeld:D:\TEST D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_2.DAT
* creinfeld:D:\TEST D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_3.DAT
* creinfeld:D:\TEST D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\
* creinfeld:D:\TEST D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT
* creinfeld:D:\TEST D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT
* creinfeld:D:\TEST D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT
* creinfeld:D:\TEST D:\TEST\
* creinfeld:D:\TEST D:\
* creinfeld:D:\TEST /
* creinfeld:D:\TEST
  creinfeld: D:\TEST                level=full,   5865 KB 00:00:05     10 files
04/09/02 08:24:06 PM savegrp: creinfeld:index                               started
save -s creinfeld -S -g Default -LL -f - -m creinfeld -V -l full -LL -W 78 -N index:41e455ee-00000004-3cb3254b-
3cb3254a-00010000-c3d64b9c Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld
04/09/02 08:24:32 PM savegrp: creinfeld:index succeeded.
* creinfeld:index rcmd localhost, user root: `save -s creinfeld -S -g Default -LL -f - -m creinfeld -V -l full -
LL -W 78
 -N index:41e455ee-00000004-3cb3254b-3cb3254a-00010000-c3d64b9c "Z:\\nsr\\index\\creinfeld"'
* creinfeld:index mtimeasm -s Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3cb32d72.rec
* creinfeld:index mtimeasm -s Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3cb32d9d.rec
* creinfeld:index mtimeasm -s Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3cb32fcf.rec
* creinfeld:index mtimeasm -s Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3cb330f2.rec
* creinfeld:index mtimeasm -s Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3cb331b0.rec
* creinfeld:index uasm -s Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\
* creinfeld:index Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\
* creinfeld:index
  creinfeld: index:creinfeld        level=full,      9 KB 00:00:10      7 files

.....
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.....

04/09/02 08:24:32 PM savegrp: creinfeld:bootstrap                           started
save -s creinfeld -S -g Default -LL -f - -m creinfeld -V -l 0 -LL -W 78 -N bootstrap Z:\nsr\res Z:\nsr\mm
04/09/02 08:24:57 PM savegrp: creinfeld:bootstrap succeeded.
* creinfeld:bootstrap rcmd localhost, user root: `save -s creinfeld -S -g Default -LL -f - -m creinfeld -V -l 0 -
LL -W 7
8 -N bootstrap "Z:\\nsr\\res" "Z:\\nsr\\mm"'
* creinfeld:bootstrap Z:\nsr\res\nsr.res
* creinfeld:bootstrap Z:\nsr\res\nsrjb.res
* creinfeld:bootstrap Z:\nsr\res\nsrla.res
* creinfeld:bootstrap Z:\nsr\res\servers
* creinfeld:bootstrap Z:\nsr\res\
* creinfeld:bootstrap nsrmmdbasm -s Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6\
* creinfeld:bootstrap Z:\nsr\mm\
* creinfeld:bootstrap
  creinfeld: bootstrap              level=full,     27 KB 00:00:11      7 files
04/09/02 08:24:57 PM savegrp: nsrim run recently, skipping

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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NetWorker Basics (9)

9. Backup Data Lifecycle & Verification
Asyou know from TID 3/2002, NetWorker uses 3 databases:

   Location of ...   UNIX/Linux   Windows NT/2000

File Index /nsr/index  C:\Program Files\nsr\index

Media Index /nsr/mm  C:\Program Files\nsr\mm

Configuration Files /nsr/res  C:\Program Files\nsr\res

• The  File Index  stores information about each single file and directory that has been backed up.

• The  Media Index  stores information about the created save sets and the volumes they reside
on.

• The  Configuration Files  store the information about the NetWorker resources (see next TID).

The  Backup Data Lifecycle  describes how the backup data and the information stored in the file and
the in media index will automatically be handled according to the configuration.

9.1. How does the backup data lifecycle work?

The controlling parameters for the backup lifecycle are two NetWorker  Policy  resources. As you will
learn in the next TID, a  Policy  defines nothing else than a period of time. For the automatic database
maintenance, NetWorker uses two policies:

The Browse Policy
It defines, how long the data about each backed up file will be kept in the NetWorker file index.
After that period, the infomation will be deleted from the index.

The Retention Policy
It defines, how long a save set in the backup media will remain write protected.

Both policies start from the time of the backup.

It is important to note that NetWorker will never delete information in the media
database in advance - only if he needs a new volume. As a backup media is treated
as sequential media (even on a file device), NetWorker has to relabel the media and to
start writing all over. Up to this point, save set and volume information will remain
in the media database and only change their status information.

As usual, the NetWorker administrator can override the automatism at any time - for example, he can
relabel a media prematurely. Relabeling is also called “recycling“.
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And this is what the  Backup Data Lifecycle  looks like. This diagram shows how a save set changes
the status through the lifecycle:

It starts with the time of the backup, when the save set will be created. At that point in time the save set
enters the state  browsable . Browsable  means that you can see the files (you can browse through
the file index to select the files) when selecting the files for a recovery.

When the browse policy expired, two things will happen:
- The save set will change its status from  browsable  to  recoverable .
- The filenames belonging to a  recoverable  save set will be deleted from the media index.

This ensures that the file index for this client will not grow too large. However, as the consequence, you
can not recover on file-level by browsing through the file index any more.

When the retention policy expires, only the status of the save set changes to  recyclable . This means
that the write protection tab for this save set will be removed. As a consequence, the save set is eligible
to be overwritten. However, all save sets on that media must have reached the status of recyclable to
make the whole volume become recycleable. To recycle a media, it must be relabeled.

Browse Policy
expires

Ret. Policy
expires

Medium is 
relabled

Backup

browsable

Save Set Status
recoverable

recyclable
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Backups ...

Retention Pol.
expire ...

Medium is 
relabled

Label

appendable

Volume Status
full

recyclable

As you may already imagine, there is another lifecycle implied by the last page’s explainations - it is
called the  Volume Lifecycle :

It starts with the labeling of the media, when it is added to the media database. At that point in time the
volume enters the state  appendable . Appendable  means that you can add new data to it:

„Writes are always Appends!“

If the media has been filled or it has produced a hard error (not shown here), the volume changes the
state to  full . As a consequence, it cannot accept any new data for backups.

At this point in time, NetWorker waits until the last save set on that media has passed its retention
policy - now the volume also becomes  recyclable . It may now be overwritten. To recycle a NetWorker
media, it must be relabeled.

As this is all depending on database operation, these rules even apply to offsite
media. As a consequence, a NetWorker volume may become recyclable, even
if it has not been filled. I have indicated this possibility with the dotted arrow.

However, automatic relabeling will only happen, if all of the following conditions are true:

- The status for all save sets on this volume is  recyclable .
One save set with an extreme long retention policy can prevent this situation. This is why
you should separate these save sets from others.

- All dependencies to other media must have expired as well.

- Auto Media Management  (see later) for the devices or the autochanger has been enabled.
This is necessary that NetWorker can a media automatically.

- NetWorker needs the tape.
NetWorker will never relabel a media just due to the fact that it has become recyclable.
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9.2. How are the index databases used?

The usual way to access the index databases is during a recovery. The following diagram shows the
methods, possibilities and the necessities:

In NetWorker you have two general recover methods:

The Client File Recovery (also known as  Browsable Recovery )
As you can see, you work with the client file index. However, once you start the recovery
process, NetWorker needs to know from which save set you want to recover and where this
save set is physically located. As this information is not stored in the file but in the media index,
this recovery method needs both index databases.

This is the method you usually want to use, where you browse through your file index and select
the files you want to recover.

The Save Set Recovery
Compared to the file recovery, the save set recovery only uses the media index.

This method is useful when you have to recover a whole save set. However, you could also
select a whole file system (the usual save set size) when doing a client file recovery. Although
the result will be the same the, the process is not, because with a save set recovery you do not
need the client file index at all.

And this is the benefit of a save set recovery: Even if the client file index for the save set has
been deleted, you can still recover the data, but you have save set granularity. The easiest way
to access a file is to recover the save set to a temporary volume and copy selected files from
there to your final destination.

There is even a third recovery method ...
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The Direct Recovery
Compared to the file recovery, the direct recovery again only uses the media index.

This method is a variant of the save set recovery. However, although you still address and
recover the whole save set, not all data will be saved on disk - only the files that you have
entered in a list will finally be restored.

But how can NetWorker recover a file without an existing client file index? - In fact you should
already know the answer from a diagram i showed in TID 7/2002:

save

Save Set

CFI
Data

Save Set

Server

Storage Node

Volume

Media Index
Data

Client

Look at the magnifying glass: The secret is the fact that all the data that is stored in the client
file index is also part of the data stream which is finally saved on the backup backup volume.
While the recovery data “passes by“, the storage node has just to wait for the matching file name
and then route the data stream to the hard disk instead to the null device.

This method however only makes sense if you know the exact pathname of the file - think of it
as if you are taking over the client file index’ role in this case. It is obvious that this method only
makes sense on files that will not change their pathnames at all.

This is THE major feature of NetWorker’s  Open Tape Format : Due to the
embedded control data information, NetWorker can recover each single data
file, even each single data block.

Actually, this fact also allows you to rebuild both indexes and you will need this in from time to
time for a single save set. You may also rebuild both indexes from scratch. However, as you
have seen in the last chapter, NetWorker also creates backups of its indexes for even faster
full recoveries. But we will discuss index management very detailled in a later chapter.
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9.3. Which is the most important database?

Just go back to the diagram on page 4 and answer the question yourself: It is not the client file index.

Sure - it is important if you want to recover single files. But keep in mind that you can rebuild the client
file index info from a save set on the backup media. So the client file index is only “nice to have“
criteria.

The most important database is in fact the media index. Even a complete client file index would be
totally useless, if NetWorker does not know where the save set resides he needs to recover the data
from. This information is exclusively saved in the media index. Without the media index information,
NetWorker is “blind“ for recoveries, as it could not find any data at all.

But does this mean, that a NetWorker installation is useless after the info has been deleted or lost in
the media index? - Not all all. In fact you will use the same process that you used for rebuilding the
client file index also for the media index. And again, you need the embedded control data information
from NetWorker’s  Open Tape Format .

This method allows you to re-add NetWorker media that has been deleted from your NetWorker media
index database. Remember - if you delete database information without relabeling a media, the
data is still there and can be recovered. This method is also used to add a foreign media (one from
another NetWorker data zone) to the media index of your local NetWorker server.

Of course, NetWorker also creates regular backups of the media database - this is part of the
NetWorker  bootstrap  (see last TID). And it is very easy to rebuild NetWorker’s internal databases as
you will see later.

As you now know about the save set and the volume states, we can finally investigate how the data
that we have backed up so far, is visible to us.

9.4. Looking at volumes and save sets

The easiest way to get a hold of this information is via the NetWorker  Administrator .
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9.4.1. Under Windows

• In the NetWorker  Administrator, click on the  Volumes  tab.
The window will show all volumes known to this NetWorker server:

• Select the volume you want to investigate and open it with a double-click.
You will see a new window that shows all save sets stored on this volume in the chronological
order:

The value for  Used  is
just  0%  because i have
not defined a  Volume
Default Capacity  for the
device.

A volume Expiration
date is automatically set
to two years after the
labeling date.

You may sort the lines in
ascending or descending
order as usual by clicking
on the column’s title.
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• If you read the explainations i made at the beginning, you now can understand the information
you see in this window:

Client The name of the client, which’s data has been backed up.

Time The exact time stamp in readable format.

Level The level the backup has been created with.
Important: Client-initiated (manual) backups do not have a level.

Status The save set’s status.
As you see, the client data starts with the save set state browsable.
However, since NetWorker 6.0, the index and bootstrap backups will already
start with the status recoverable. This makes sense, as a single file recovery
of a database structure will be useless. As a logical consequence, NetWorker
does not carry any file index information for the database backups.

Size The amount of data that has been backed up with this save set.

Flags This field contains two informations:
- The left character explains whether the save set completely resides on

this volume.
- The right character repeats the save set status in a coded form.

p  means that the file index info has been deleted (purged), which is the
normal situation for a recoverable save set.

SSID The unique number that has been assigned to that save set.
You will only see a fraction of the “real“ SSID which is 64 bits long.

Name The starting directory of that save set.
Here you can also see the index and the bootstrap backups.

You may sort the lines in
ascending or descending
order as usual by clicking
on the column’s title.
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9.4.2. Under UNIX/Linux

• In the NetWorker  Administrator, click on the  Volumes  icon.
A new window will show all volumes known to this NetWorker server:

Again the GUI is different if you compare it with the Windows Administrator. On UNIX/Linux, the
window in fact contains two informations:

- The upper part shows the volume information.
- The lower part displays the save set information of the selected volume.

Please have a look on the previous pages for explainations about the columns.

9.4.3. From the command line

The command to get reports about the media database is its query tool, mminfo. As usual, i will just
show the Windows example (see next page).

Of course i have to explain  mminfo  much more in depth in a later chapter.

The save set report with added verbosity again shows the completeness and the save
set status  for the save set. However, if you compare the characters with the output of
the Windows GUI, they do not match.

Of course, the command line output is more plausible, because  b  represents a
browsable  and  r  a  recoverable  save set.
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Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -m
   volume                  written  (%) expires      read mounts capacity
   creinfeld.001             30 MB 100% 04/09/03     0 KB     2      0 KB

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -mv
   volume                  written  (%) expires      read mounts capacity volid      next type
   creinfeld.001             30 MB 100% 04/09/03     0 KB     2      0 KB 3006092545    0 file

Z:\NSR\BIN>

You get the volume information by querying for the media report, with and without added verbosity:

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -a
 volume        client       date      size   level  name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld   04/09/02 5865 KB         D:\TEST
creinfeld.001  creinfeld   04/09/02 5865 KB         D:\TEST
creinfeld.001  creinfeld   04/09/02 5865 KB   full  D:\TEST
creinfeld.001  creinfeld   04/09/02 5865 KB   full  D:\TEST
creinfeld.001  creinfeld   04/09/02 5865 KB   full  D:\TEST

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -av
 volume        client         date     time       size ssid      fl   lvl name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/09/02 08:05:38 PM 5865 KB 3006099969 cb      D:\TEST
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/09/02 08:06:21 PM 5865 KB 3006110977 cb      D:\TEST
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/09/02 08:15:43 PM 5865 KB 3006255105 cb full D:\TEST
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/09/02 08:16:09 PM    6 KB 3006261505 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/09/02 08:16:33 PM   24 KB 3006267649 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/09/02 08:20:34 PM 5865 KB 3006329601 cb full D:\TEST
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/09/02 08:21:01 PM    8 KB 3006336257 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/09/02 08:21:25 PM   25 KB 3006342401 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/09/02 08:23:44 PM 5865 KB 3006378241 cb full D:\TEST
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/09/02 08:24:11 PM    9 KB 3006384897 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/09/02 08:24:35 PM   27 KB 3006391041 cr full bootstrap

Z:\NSR\BIN>

You get the save set information by querying for the save set report, with and without added verbosity:
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9.5. Investigating the file device

If you look at the file device’s directory, you will see the following files:

And this is what has been stored inside:

<ssid_#>.0 These files contain the actual save sets that have been created.

As you can easily verify, the filename exactly matches the save set id that
you can find on the last page’s save set report.

nsr.dir A local directive.
This file prevents that you will also backup this file device directory, even if
you have it accidenatlly selected for backup.

volume This file stores nothing else than the NetWorler volume label.
As it does not belong to a client data save set, the label has to be saved in a
separate file.

Of course, you could move the whole directory to a different location or burn it onto
a CD-ROM or DVD media.

- Then create the appropriate link in NetWorker (create a new file device),
but do not label it !!!

- Finally use the normal tools to re-add it do you data zone or add it to another
data zone.
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9.6. Looking at the client file index

The NetWorker  Administrator  only returns information about the size and the save sets, but does not
show the contents at all.

9.6.1. Under Windows

• In the NetWorker  Administrator, click on the  Indexes  tab.
The window will show the  Client  name, its  Size  and the percentage the index is  Used  (since
NetWorker 6.0, this value will always be  100% ):
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• Select the client you want to investigate and double-click on its name.
You will see information about the  Backup Cycles :

A  Backup Cycle  is compromising all automatic backups that have taken place between two
fulls . As we have created 3 automatic fulls, these are listed here.

• Click on  Details...  to see informations about these save sets.
In our case you will only see the 3 fulls:
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9.6.2. Under UNIX/Linux

• In the NetWorker  Administrator, click on the  Index  icon.
A new window will show all client names and their index information:

Again the GUI is different if you compare it with the Windows Administrator. On UNIX/Linux, the
window in fact has contains two informations:

- The upper part shows the client index information.
- The lower part displays the save set information.

Please have a look on the previous pages for explainations about the columns.

9.6.3. From the command line

The command to get reports about the file index database is its query tool, nsrinfo. As usual, i will
just show the Windows example (see next page).

nsrinfo  does nothing else than listing each entry from a client’s file index, as you can see on the
next page. This information does not contain anything else than

- the full pathname for each file and subdirectory and
- the time stamp, displayed here in UNIX format (in seconds starting from 01/01/70) and the

‘normal’ date format.
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Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrinfo creinfeld
scanning client `creinfeld' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_1.DAT, date=1018376624 Tue Apr 09 20:23:44 2002
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_2.DAT, date=1018376624 Tue Apr 09 20:23:44 2002
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_3.DAT, date=1018376624 Tue Apr 09 20:23:44 2002
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\, date=1018376624 Tue Apr 09 20:23:44 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT, date=1018376624 Tue Apr 09 20:23:44 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT, date=1018376624 Tue Apr 09 20:23:44 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT, date=1018376624 Tue Apr 09 20:23:44 2002
D:\TEST\, date=1018376624 Tue Apr 09 20:23:44 2002
D:\, date=1018376624 Tue Apr 09 20:23:44 2002
/, date=1018376624 Tue Apr 09 20:23:44 2002
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_1.DAT, date=1018376434 Tue Apr 09 20:20:34 2002
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_2.DAT, date=1018376434 Tue Apr 09 20:20:34 2002
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_3.DAT, date=1018376434 Tue Apr 09 20:20:34 2002
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\, date=1018376434 Tue Apr 09 20:20:34 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT, date=1018376434 Tue Apr 09 20:20:34 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT, date=1018376434 Tue Apr 09 20:20:34 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT, date=1018376434 Tue Apr 09 20:20:34 2002
D:\TEST\, date=1018376434 Tue Apr 09 20:20:34 2002
D:\, date=1018376434 Tue Apr 09 20:20:34 2002
/, date=1018376434 Tue Apr 09 20:20:34 2002
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_1.DAT, date=1018376143 Tue Apr 09 20:15:43 2002
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_2.DAT, date=1018376143 Tue Apr 09 20:15:43 2002
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_3.DAT, date=1018376143 Tue Apr 09 20:15:43 2002
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\, date=1018376143 Tue Apr 09 20:15:43 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT, date=1018376143 Tue Apr 09 20:15:43 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT, date=1018376143 Tue Apr 09 20:15:43 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT, date=1018376143 Tue Apr 09 20:15:43 2002
D:\TEST\, date=1018376143 Tue Apr 09 20:15:43 2002
D:\, date=1018376143 Tue Apr 09 20:15:43 2002
/, date=1018376143 Tue Apr 09 20:15:43 2002
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_1.DAT, date=1018375581 Tue Apr 09 20:06:21 2002
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_2.DAT, date=1018375581 Tue Apr 09 20:06:21 2002
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_3.DAT, date=1018375581 Tue Apr 09 20:06:21 2002
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\, date=1018375581 Tue Apr 09 20:06:21 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT, date=1018375581 Tue Apr 09 20:06:21 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT, date=1018375581 Tue Apr 09 20:06:21 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT, date=1018375581 Tue Apr 09 20:06:21 2002
D:\TEST\, date=1018375581 Tue Apr 09 20:06:21 2002
D:\, date=1018375581 Tue Apr 09 20:06:21 2002
/, date=1018375581 Tue Apr 09 20:06:21 2002
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_1.DAT, date=1018375538 Tue Apr 09 20:05:38 2002
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_2.DAT, date=1018375538 Tue Apr 09 20:05:38 2002
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\TEST_3.DAT, date=1018375538 Tue Apr 09 20:05:38 2002
D:\TEST\SUB_DIR\, date=1018375538 Tue Apr 09 20:05:38 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT, date=1018375538 Tue Apr 09 20:05:38 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT, date=1018375538 Tue Apr 09 20:05:38 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT, date=1018375538 Tue Apr 09 20:05:38 2002
D:\TEST\, date=1018375538 Tue Apr 09 20:05:38 2002
D:\, date=1018375538 Tue Apr 09 20:05:38 2002
/, date=1018375538 Tue Apr 09 20:05:38 2002
50 objects found

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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9.6.4. Accessing the index during a recovery

As mentioned in the very beginning, the usual way to access the client file index is the recovery. I will
demonstrate this on a recovery for Windows only.

• In the NetWorker  User  GUI , click on the  Recover  icon.

A new window will show the file index information as it is available at browse time (usually the
time you opened the window):

Now you can browse through the file index as if you would select your files during a manual
backup.
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• Select a file:

Of course you will only see the reference to latest instance. To see previous instances, the best
way is to look for other versions.

• To open this window, you must open the  View  menu and select the option  Versions... :
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This opens the door to all versions of the selected file name. Please note that you will not see
any level here - it is of no interest:

• You now may select another version of the file and proceed as if you would do a backup - the
process is pretty straight forward.

As you can see from the other options, this is not the only method to access older versions - you
may also change the  Browse time  to an earlier point-in-time. But let me explain this if we
discuss the NetWorker recovery in depth.

Next time, i will begin explaining the NetWorker resources.
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NetWorker Basics (10)

10. The NetWorker Resources

10.1. General

As you know already, the networker resource files store information about the NetWorker configuration.
Until NetWorker 6.1.x there were 3 resource files:

..\nsr\res\nsrla.res is cretated when installing the NetWorker client package

..\nsr\res\nsrjb.res is cretated when installing the NetWorker storage node package

..\nsr\res\nsr.res is cretated when installing the NetWorker server package

Of course you will find all files only on a NetWorker server!

Each NetWorker resource is nothing else than a section within one of these text files, separated by
empty lines. Here is an example of the NetWorker group resource  Default :

administrator: Administrators@creinfeld;
autorestart: Disabled;
autostart: Disabled;
client retries: 1;
clone pool: Default Clone;
clones: No;
completion: creinfeld, "D:\\TEST", "succeeded:full:save",
"creinfeld:D:\\TEST       level=full, pool=Default, save as of Thu Jan 01
  12:00:00 GMT+0100 AM 1",
creinfeld, index, "succeeded:full:index",
"creinfeld:index         level=full, pool=Default, save as of Thu Jan 01
  12:00:00 GMT+0100 AM 1";
force incremental: Yes;
inactivity timeout: 30;
interval: "24:00";
last start: "Tue Apr 09 20:23:16 2002";
level:;
name: Default;
options:;
printer:;
savegrp parallelism: 0;
schedule:;
schedule time:;
start time: "3:33";
type: NSR group;
work list:;
resource identifier: 25.0.72.5.70.37.179.60.195.214.75.156(38)

As you can see, the parameters that make up a NetWorker resource are stored in alphabetical order.
As a consequence, the  type  that describes the kind of this resource, can be found at the end for the
majority of resources.
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Although the internal structure of the resources has changed with NetWorker 6.2 (see
TIN 14/2002), the resources themselves have not changed at all.

Some resources also store status information. See the group’s  completion  parameter for example.

Be aware that editing the resource files is not supported by Legato! - There is a
high potential risk that you could damage your NetWorker configuration.

However, editing the resource files manually is no secret for an experienced NetWorker administrator.
But keep in mind:

Whenever you have manually edited a resource file, you must restart the
NetWorker daemons to synchronize the program.

You also need to understand that the resource files contain the information in UNIX text format - on
Windows, you must use an editor that is capable of supporting this format in reading and writing (my
personal favorite is SAP’s  sappad.exe ).

But the same format has its benefits as well - it does not matter where the same resource files are
used - whether on UNIX or Windows. The resource files are interchangeable.

This of course does not make sense if you want to install another working configuration - all the
pathnames and device names need to be adjusted as well as a lot of other parameters. However, it
makes sense for support cases. If you want to verify a customer configuration, this is the easiest way:

- Install another NetWorker server running in evaluation mode.
- Stop the NetWorker daemons.
- Copy the foreign resource files to your test computer.
- Restart the NetWorker daemons.

Keep in mind that the process may take longer than usual, especially on larger
configurations. Of course NetWorker will create missing file indexes and try to use
hardware that simply does not exist on your system.

NetWorker will not make any change to the  administrators  list. As a consequence,
you will not be able to make any change to the configuration.

However, editing the resource files is usual pretty easy with the NetWorker  Administrator  program.
There is also a CLUI interface,  nsradmin(.exe) . Unfortunately, it is not fully implemented on
Windows and it is very rarely used. This is the major reason why i will not discuss it at all.

By using these tools, all changes are implemented right away - you do not have to restart the
NetWorker damons to make the program aware of the changes.

For the rest of this chapter, i will explain the resources using only the NetWorker Administrator  for
Windows as the UNIX GUI is not really appropriate for the screenshots.
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10.2. Resource Types

Only the NetWorker Administrator for Windows shows you all NetWorker resource types on one
screen - in the  Configure  window:

These buttons are not
resources - they lead to
other windows where you
can manually start clone
processes.

10.2.1. Simple or Complex?

There is one important rule when you configure your resources: You must create your simple
resources first!

The question just is: What are simple and what are complex resources? - And this is how they can be
differentiated:

- A simple resource relys on itself
- A complex resource also includes other resources.

As you will see later, the ‘internal’ resources will just be selected from the list. So they must be
available when you configure your complex resources. If not, you simply have to go back and
create them first before you return.

And this is the answer to the question:

simple complex

Server Clients
Notifications Archive Requests
Policies Autochangers
Registration Pools
Directives Staging
Devices
Label Templates Groups are only complex if you enable
Schedules automatic cloning

Migration  is not available
as the OS does not
support it natively - you
must purchase Legato’s
HSM for Windows
solution for this purpose.

Groups
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10.2.2. Important or Unimportant?

As you can see, there are a lot of resources available. And they are all important. Keep in mind that
some of the resources created during installation may not be deleted, for example the group  Default,
or modified, like the pool  Default . Unfortunately, NetWorker does not allow the deletion of some
resources that you will not use at all.

Fortunately there are a number of resources that you most likely will not touch at all, because
NetWorker installs them already by default and they fit perfectly your needs.

As you will see later when we will discuss a configuration example, there are only a few resources that
you will really touch. Other resources, like the Server, Devices, Notifications and Autochangers, will
only be created or modified once and most likely never be touched again.

10.2.3. Normal or Advanced Configuration

Depending on an option you may see more or less details when you configure a resource. Dangerous
parameters are hidden - you must enable a certain option to make the available to you. And this is how
you configure this option:

• From the  Options  menu, select  Customize .
The following window will appear:

• Check/Uncheck the box  Display Hidden Attributes  and click on  OK  to close the window.

There is no such ‘global’ option on NetWorker for UNIX/Linux. Instead each
resource has a separate command.

In the  View  menu, select  Details  to make the hidden attributes appear.
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10.3. Simple Resources

Let’s start explaining the simple resources first, one by one.

10.3.1. Set Up Server

In this resource, you enter the Company information that is needed for registrating your licenses later.
But the most important parameters are configured in the  General  tab:

Parallelism This value defines the maximum number of streams that can be opened
in the data zone at the same time.

The default value is 4, the maximum value is 512. The number you may
select depends on your licenses:

Eval Mode 512
Workgroup Edition 12
NetWork Edition 32 \ Each storage node license increases
Power Edition 64 / this value by 32

Administrator This field defines who is allowed to view and change change the
NetWorker resources. By default, the entry is  Administrators@nw_server
or  root@nw_server (UNIX). Also allowed are domain names instead of
machine names.

You must extend the list right after the software installation.
Otherwise you will not be able to administer your NetWorker server
remotely.
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Another important information you can see here is the installed software version of your NetWorker
server:
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10.3.2. Server Notifications

If you click on this icon, you will see all the notifications that NetWorker has created automatically:

Notifications are resources, which you most likely will not change at all.

If you look at one of them, for example the  Bootstrap  notification, this is what you will see:

Per default, NetWorker
wants to print the
bootstrap report to the
default TCP/IP printer.

However, you will not see when this step is executed. This does not really matter as you can only
modify this trigger when you create a new notification. The only field that you may modify here is the
Action  field - of course you can enter any command or script file, in general.
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10.3.3. Policies

If you click on this icon, you will see all the policies that NetWorker has already created automatically:

The definition of a policy is easy and self explainatory - it is nothing else than the multiple of a period,
as you can see in this example:
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10.3.4. Registration

If you click on this icon, you will see all the licenses that exist for this NetWorker server. Right now,
there is only the evaluation license available, which has been created automatically:

If you open this license, you will see the details:

I will explain licensing in a later chapter.

Here you can see the
date when this license
will become invalid, the
Expiration date .
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10.3.5. Directives

Directives are “specific rules to advise NetWorker how to treat certain files during a backup“. One
example is to advise NetWorker to do raw backups (see TID 05/2001).

If you click on this icon, you will see all the directives that exist for this NetWorker server:

And this is inside a  Directive  resource:

I will explain directives in a later chapter.

Although the content of a
directive looks very
cryptic, their configuration
is pretty straight forward.
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10.3.6. Devices

If you click on this icon, you will see all the devices that exist for this NetWorker server. Right now,
there is nothing else than the only file device we have created so far:

If you open a  Device  resource, you will see the details:

Enabled You may disable a defect device, if needed.

Read only You may reserve a device for read operations only.

Target sessions This parameter defines the “parallelism“ for a backup device during write
operations.
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10.3.7. Label Templates

Label templates are needed to tell the NetWorker server, which label to use in case he needs to label
a media automatically.

If you click on this icon, you will see all the label templates that exist for this NetWorker server. If you
do not specify that barcode labels must match volume labels, there must exist a different label template
for each pool:

If you open a  Label template, you will see the details:

The usual template is assembled using a “header“ (the NetWorker server’s name by default), an index
running from 001-999 and a separating character.

As  creinfeld.001 has
been used already, the
field  Next  shows the
next available label.
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10.3.8. Schedules

Schedules  define how the data shall be backed up on each day of the week - this is necessary as
the NetWorker server will automatically start a group every day at the same time. Even if nothing shall
be backed up at all, this needs to be specified.

These are the levels you can use:

f full (0) Full or Level 0 - All files of the specified save set will be included in the backup.

i incr Incremental - All files of the specified save set that have changed since the last
backup will be included. Incrementals have no level number.

1..9 1..9 Differential levels - All files of the specified save set that have changed since the
last backup with the lower level number will be included.

Creating differentials with levels is nothing that Legato invented - it has been
used in UNIX for years.

A level has no meaning by itself - you must put him into a relationship
with another level to see the effect:

All files that have changed since the last backup with the lower level
number will be included.

s skip Skip - No files of the specified save set will be included.

c cons Consolidate - This is a specific process, consisting of several steps:
- A differential will be run with the  level 1
- This level backup will be appended to the last  full
- This new save set will be marked with the level  full  in the media index

The idea of consolidation is to find a good alternative between the shortest
backup level (incremental) and the shortest disaster recovery level (full).

In fact the client is only needed during the level 1 backup which is supposed to
be relative short. As all data is present after this backup, appending can be done
without the need of having the client online. However, there are some issues that
you should know:

- With every consolidation the new fulls will become longer and longer.
As a consequence, you should not forget about true fulls as well.

- There is a need for additional media.
- Consolidation only makes sense, if the amount of changed data is very

small compared to a true full. If not, the recovery time may increase
dramatically.

In fact, very few customers use this feature.

The next pages explain how these levels work together.
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Let us first have a look on the  Default  schedule - he is using this pattern:

• full  (also called Level 0)
sundays

• incr
all other days of the week

This pattern just fulfills the minimal schedule:
- At least the changed data will be backed up every day.
- fulls  will be done on sundays.

Full backups make sense, as otherwise the number of incrementals that need to be recovered
after a disaster, would be just unacceptable.

However, full recoveries still could need up to 7 backups.

You can improve the situation by including differentials - to follow the rules stated on the last page,
you must at least run one backup with a level greater than 0:

In case of a worst-case disaster you now need to recover no more than 4 backups.

A  Backup Cycle  is the
period between two full
backups.
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Assuming you have a backup window which is large enough, you could even implement the best
solution (except for ‘only fulls’) and use a schedule where you would never need more than 2 backups
for a complete recovery. But how should the pattern look like?

Just keep these two rules in mind:

- For differential backups, NetWorker needs a schedule with decremental backup levels.
- For incremental backups, NetWorker needs a schedule with incremental backup levels.

There is an exception - a differential pattern can also be achieved by using the same level number, as
you can see in the following example:

This is exactly what
NetWorker uses when
you do incremental
backups - in the case the
client indexes will be
backed up with level 9,
ensuring that the amount
of recoveries will be
minimal.

f (0)

9

f (0) f (0)
Backup Cycle Backup Cycle

8
7

4
2

1

9
9

9
9

9
9

Su   Mo  Tu  We  Th  Fr  Sa  Su    Mo Tu  We Th  Fr  Sa  Su   Mo
 1    2     3     4     5     6    7    8    9    10  11  12  13  14  15  16

The next pages explain how you configure these schedules ...
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If you click on this icon, you will see all the schedules that exist for this NetWorker server. All of those
have been configured during the software installation:

• Click on the  Default  schedule to learn about the configuration.
This new window shows the current month - the selected day appears in dark grey color:

NetWorker schedules work with either one of two  Periods  - either  Week  or  Month :
- With the period  Week, the change of a level will be applied to the same weekday.
- With the period  Month, the change of a level will be applied to the same day of all months.

Be careful - as you know not all months have the same lenght!

The schedule  Default
works with a weekly
period.
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• Select the new level.
• Click on  Set Override , if required.

Override  means that this level will only be valid for this date - an exception.
• Click on  OK .

If the period is  Week , you will now see that the level has changed for the same weekday:

• Select the period you want to work with before you proceed.
• Select the date when you want to change the level.
• Click on  Set Level... .

A new window appears where you can select the new level:
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To recognize dates with override levels easily, you will find a small ‘*’ next to the level number:

If the period is  Month , you will now see that the level has only changed for the same day of the
month. Of course you must open an other month to verify this:

In fact the schedules  Quarterly  and  Consolidate Quarterly  work with overrides.

Overrides are also useful,
if you want to create
“month end“ schedules.
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• Select the new level.
• Click on  Set Override , if required.

Override  means that this level will only be valid for this date - an exception.
To recognize dates with override levels easily, you will find a small ‘*’ next to the level number.

• Click on  OK .
If the period is  Week , you will now see that the level has changed for the same weekday:

• Select the period you want to work with before you proceed.
• Select the date when you want to change the level.
• Click on  Set Level... .

A new window appears where you can select the new level:
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NetWorker Basics (11)

10.4. Complex Resources
As you know already how to create and edit resources in general, i will just explain the various
attributes for each resource.

10.4.1. Groups

If you click on this icon, you will see all the licenses that exist for this NetWorker server. Right now,
there is only the group  Default  available, which has been created automatically:
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Clones Select  Yes  when you automatically want to copy the save sets after the
backup. If so you must also select ...

Clone pool The pool where the backups shall be cloned to.

Start time The time (24 hrs format) when this group will be started every day.

Autostart This field defines if the group will be automatically started in general.

Client retries The number of times the server will try to contact this client.
Do not increase this value unless advised by support.
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Important Hidden Attributes

Inactivity timeout If a save set has been started at the client and there will be problems,
NetWorker will wait for those many minutes to re-establish the connection.
If this will be unsuccessful, he has to stop the backup process after this
timeout.

Autorestart This parameter defines whether the group shall continue after the
NetWorker server has been restarted. The most obvious reasons will be
due to a power loss or a restart of the NetWorker server.

If set to  yes , NetWorker will start the group once again but he will only
backup the save sets which had not been completely finished before the
NetWorker daemons were stopped.

Level Specifiying a level here will override all NetWorker client levels. This is an
easy method to ensure the same level for all client backups started by this
group.

Schedule Specifiying a schedule here will override all NetWorker client schdules.
This is an easy method to ensure the same schedule for all client backups
started by this group.
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Last start The most recent time the group was started.
It is not very useful to edit this field.

Interval By default, the interval is set to 24:00 (hours) which means that the group
will only be started once a day at the same time. If you want to run the
group in shorter intervals, please decrease this value.

Force incremental The default for this field is  yes . This ensures that a full will only be made
once a day. If you really want to have fulls in shorter intervals, please
change this field to  no .

Savegroup parallelism This parameter for a NetWorker savegroup defines the maximum number
of active backup processes (= number of save streams) that can be
activated by this specific savegroup at the same time.

In general, NetWorker save streams will be managed by the FIFO (first-in-
first-out) principle which means that they will be served in the sequence
they have been opened. As a consequence, if multiple groups are started
at the same time, it is most obvious that these save streams will be
unequally distributed among the groups. It can even be possible that one
group takes all potential save streams for itself which will lead to the
scenario that other groups are active but can actually do nothing.

To ensure that only a certain maximum number of save streams will be
opened by this group, you may set the Savegroup Parallelism to a certain
value.

Note: The default value is 0, which means that the old principle (no
limitation) is active. Savegroup Parallelism has been introduced in
NetWorker 6.1 but it has not yet been mentioned in any
documentation.
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10.4.2. Clients

In this resource, you create a client configuration. There may exist an unlimited number of NetWorker
client resources for each NetWorker client code, which of course have to differ from each other in
some respect. Such configurations are especially useful if you want to separate file backups from
database backups of the same client computer.

Right now, you only see the client names in the list and you have to open each resource to identify the
purpose. This will improve with NetWorker 7:

No matter how many resources exist for a NetWorker client, it will only need one
NetWorker client license for each client computer.

The red checkmark of
the client indicates the
default client.

By dragging a computer
from the network window
to the client section of the
clients list, this new client
can be created easily
with exact the same
paramaters of the default
client.

To address the meaning more precisely, i also use the terms

- Physicalical client The computer
- Logical client(s) The NetWorker client resources
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Name The hostname of this client computer.

Save Set The data you want to save. The default entry, All , defines that all local
hard disk partitions will be saved, along with specific infomations that are
necessary, like the  SYSTEM  information for a Windows NT/2000
computer.

Group The savegroup that is assigned to this client. This indirectly specifies
the time when this client will be automatically saved every day.

Schedule The schedule that defines the level which will be used to backup this
client’s data during an automatic backup.

Directive The exceptions or special rules that you want to apply to the save
command.

I will explain  Directives  in a later chapter.

Browse policy The period that defines how long the file index data for the save sets will
be stored in the client file index.

Retention policy The period that defines how long the save sets will be protected from
becoming automatically overwritten.

For details about  Browse  and  Retention Policies ,  please have a
look at the last TID.
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Archive services Use this parameter to generally activate or suppress archiving for this
client.

Archive users By default, only the NetWorker administrators are allowed to archive and
retrieve data for this client. Shall additional users be granted the same
rights, they must be listed in this field.

Aliases If the client is a memer of a domain, you will find both, the short and the
full qualified domain name in here. This assures, that both computers will
use the same client file index.

Storage Nodes This list defines, where this client shall send the data to during backups.
It is also called the „Prefered Nodes List“ or the „Storage Node Affinity
List“.

NetWorker will try to send the save stream to the top member of the list. If
this is an unsuccessful attempt, he will try the next one down the list and
so on, until it finally reaches the  nsrserverhost  which is nothing but
another alias for the NetWorker server.

By default, nsrserverhost  is the only entry in this list. You need to adjust
the entries as necessary.

Be careful - with nwadmin/UNIX it is only possible to append a new entry.
If you have to change the sequence, you have to completely build a new
list.

Clone storage nodes This list defines where the client data shall be cloned to. In principle, this
list is pretty much the same as for  Storage nodes . However, there is no
default entry. But this already has a meaning. Please have a look at the
flowchart on the next page.
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Any
names
listed?

Start
nsrclone

Yes

Any name
on server‘s
CSN list?

Send clone data to
next SN in the list

Yes

No No

Use NW server‘s
storage nodes  list

Send clone data to
next SN in the list

This diagram shows how NetWorker follows the  Clone storage node  list for a client:

nsrclone the NetWorker clone command

SN Storage Node
CSN Clone Storage Node
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Remote access By default, only the same user (the owner) who has backed up the data
on this client are allowed to recover it - any other user is rejected when he
is trying to do so. This ensures maximum security.

If you want to grant recover capabilities to other users, they must be listed
explicitely here. The easiest way is to use the „e-mail format“, either
user@hostname  or  group@hostname .

Remote user Some clients do not have such as a  root  or  system  account. Only for
them, the NetWorker server has to login at the client with a specific login
account. Here you specify which account to use.

Typical clients where login accounts are necessary are DOS/Windows
3.1x or OS/2 computers, NetWare servers or NDMP filers like NetWork
Appliance.

Password The password for the  Remote user  login account.

Backup command Specify the correct backup command whenever you must use another
backup command than  save . A typical usage is if you want to do an
online-backup of a database. Please have a look at the example on page
13.

Application information If needed, you must specify additional parameters for the backup
operation. This depends on the specific application (the backup
command to use).
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NDMP If you want to backup a filer using the  Network Data Management
Protocol , you must set this parameter to  yes .
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Important Hidden Attributes

Server network interface If you have more than one network adapter installed in your system,
you may specify here which NIC to use to backup this client.

This option allows you to establish a dedicated backup network in
your environment. You may also balance the network load and use
multiple NICs for backup purposes, where some clients are
accessed via one, others via another subnet.

To distinguish between the various interfaces, you need to specify
the IP alias name of the specific NetWorker server’s interface to be
used for this client.

The same interface is of course also used for recoveries.

Priority By default, each NetWorker client is assigned the same piority number
(500). The consequence is that the backup of all members within a group
may be performed randomly (first come, first serve).

If you want to follow a certain sequence, you may assign another priority
for this client (lower numbers have higher priority). The range must be
within 1 and 1000.

Owner notification In this field you may specify an executable command, for example an
e-mail command, that can be used to notify the user of this machine that
the backup of this client has finished.

By using this option, the information is done client-specific. If not used, the
only chance to notify the user(s) is via the savegroup completion event at
the end of all client backups.
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Index path If you have re-located a client’s file index database, for example to a
bigger partition, you must specify the exact location here. Otherwise,
NetWorker will assume the default location for the client file index, which
is  ..\nsr\index . More details follow when i will discuss database
management.

Executable path If you specifiy a backup command, NetWorker assumes that it can be
found in the same directory where the other NetWorker binaries reside.
If this is not the case, you may either adjust your search path environment
variable appropriately or you may specify the exact pathname in this field.
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Example for a Database Client Resource

As mentioned already, different logical clients of the same physical host
are most obvious when they have to follow different purposes. For
example, you need one client resource to be used for file backups and
another one to run the online database backups of this client. Please note
that you need to install the appropriate NetWorker (database) Module on
this client of course.

In general, this list describes the main differences between such client
resources. Please note that this is „pseudo code“, which means this is
a describing text, not a proper setup example:

  File Backup      Database Backup

Save set    All    database

Directive “exclude -----
database
directory“

Backup command   -----  database  specific

As you know already how to setup a logical client for file backups, i will
just show you how to setup a database client, using Microsoft’s SQL
database for this example.

This is the save set setting for the MS SQL database client:

Of course, you may also
specify all save sets
explicitely and exclude
the database directory.

In this case, you would
not need to use a specific
directive.
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This is all what you have to specify for the backup command:

Finally, you will have two client instances (logical clients):

Right now, you cannot
see, which client
resource is used for
which purpose unless
you open it.

This will change in
NetWorker 7, where a
user-definable  comment
field will be appended to
the name. In NetWorker
6.2 (NT only), this field is
already available but not
displayed yet.
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10.4.3. Archive Requests

Compared to backups, archiving is rarely used in a NetWorker environments. It is not complicated but
with all the possibilities, it is better to discuss archiving in a separate chapter later.

Right now, i want to concentrate on ‘standard’ backups only. This is why i do not want to discuss the
Archive Request  resource right now.

10.4.4. Autochangers

If you open the  Autochangers  resource right now, you will not see anything. And if you want to create
a new Autochanger resource here, you will instantly recognize that this is not even an option.

In NetWorker, autochangers are installed via a command line routine. Once this is done, its settings
of course will appear here and you can administer the autochangerv via  nwadmin  as usual.

Autochanger installation and administration will be discussed thoroughly in the next TID. So please be
patient.

10.4.5. Pools

With respect to configurations, Pools  are by far the most „favorite“ error source. As a consequence,
pools need to be discussed very deeply and i will use a whole chapter to do this. This is scheduled for
TID 13/2002, which is two issues ahead.
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Staging is nothing else but a specific ‘move’. There are several steps involved:

- In the first step, NetWorker backs up the data to a file device.
- According to the resource parameters, the save set will be cloned to another media.
- Finally, the original save set is deleted from the staging file device.

There are several reasons to implement automatic stating, the most obvious ones are:

• To collect data from ‘slow’ clients.
Especially for clients that are connected via a slow network link or for WAN clients, it is most
obvious that they cannot provide a data stream fast enough to keep today’s very fast backup
devices streaming. While this results in a slow data rate already, it causes additional stress
for the media and the backup device. Permanent repositioning may decrease the data rate
even further. To prevent this, backing up to a file device is much easier, as it can react much
faster and serves much better in such scenarios.

• To provide an instant recovery method.
As long as the data will be kept on the staging device, it is available for instant and very fast
recoveries.

The major concern in such an environment is to ensure that the staging device will not be overfilled. To
monitor that, NetWorker checks to which amount the file system has been filled by using ‘water marks’,
pretty similar as you would monitor whether a bucket or a container has been filled to a certain extend.

Be careful - NetWorker will not check the filling of the file device but of the
file system where this file device has been defined. To make the process
easier to administer for you , let me suggest that you always reserve a whole
file system for the staging file device.

On the next pages i will explain the general setup.

File System
File

1. Backup

Tape

Optical

File

2. Cloning

3. ‘Grooming‘

10.4.6. Staging

As i have not explained it at all yet, let me first show you how automatic staging works in general:
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Name The name you want to assign to this resource.

Enabled Select  yes  to activate this resource.

Devices In this window you will only see all NetWorker file devices that are avaible
in your data zone. This is obvious as no other devices can be used as
staging devices.

Select the device(s) where you want to apply this staging resource.

Destination pool The pool where to migrate the backup data to when it will be cloned.
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Max. storage period The maximum number of days you want to keep the save sets on this file
device (1..1000).

Please note that the minimum value is not 0. As a consequence, the
data must remain on the staging device for at least one day. In other
words:

Even if the file device has reached the high water mark before
one day has passed, no save set will be staged!

High water mark (%) This value defines the trigger when the save set migration shall begin.

Low water mark (%) This value defines the mark until the migration shall happen.

Save set selection With this option you specify the save set migration sequence. There are
four options:

- largest save set
- smallest save set
- oldest save set (default)
- youngest save set
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Start now By selecting one option and clicking  OK , you immediately initiate the
selected option. With this method, you may override the automatism
which you have specified for this resource.

These are your options:

- Recover space
Initiates the migration until the low water mark will be reached.

- check file system
Starts an immediate file system check.

- stage all save sets
Initiates the migration of all save sets on the staging device.
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Important Hidden Attributes

NetWorker will not continously monitor whether the high water mark on
the file system has been reached but only at certain intervals.

Also, NetWorker will only migrate the save sets at certain intervals and not
if necessary. These intervals are usually longer.

You may adjust the two hidden parameters if you need different intervals.

Recover space interval The data migration interval (hours).

File system check interval The high water mark check interval for the file system (hours).

Keep in mind that NetWorker right now treats a file device like any other
backup device. As a consequence, it will only use a file device for either
one mode, reading or writing.

This means that the migration can only take place if no backup process
writes to this device. In other words: If a backup process writes to the
staging device, migration cannot take place,even if the high water mark
has been reached. As a consequence, the file device may become
overfilled.

This will be improved in NetWorker 7, where a file device can be used for
both, reading and writing, simuleanously.
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NetWorker Basics (12)

11. Autochanger Installation

11.1. General

In a NetWorker environment, you will usually find autochangers instead of stand alone backup devices.
Such hardware is known by a lot of alias names:

- Autochanger
- Jukebox
- Library
- Stacker
- Silo

Quite often there is a mix of terms and names, even for IT professionals. As you will see later, Legato
uses five different autochanger types.

First of all, an autochanger does not contain anything else but these three core elements:
- at least one backup device (optical disk and/or tape device)
- the storage elements that contain the media cartridges
- the robotic (the changer) that is responsible to swap the media (here shown as an X/Y system)
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Usually, but not necessarily you will also find

- a Mailslot or Cartride Access Port (CAP)
Using this I/O device, you can import and export media even if the autochanger is closed.
This is necessary as otherwise complete inventory processes must be initiated once you
changed any media in the storage area of the jukebox.

- a Barcode Reader
This is a device that reads barcode labels attached on the media used to speed up inventory
processes. If no barcode reader is present, the label of each media needs to be physically
read during an inventory. However, once known in the jukebox’ internal database, only the
barcode label will be scanned instead, saving a lot of time.

With respect to the connection, Legato does not care as long as drives and changer are accessible via
‘SCSI’. As fibre channel uses the same regulations, there is no contradiction - just think of fibre
channels as of „SCSI over Fibre“. In many of today’s environments, called  Storage Area Network  or
SAN , you will find a mixture of fibre (to support longer distances and for switching purposes) and
SCSI, as full fiber channel hardware is still rare. Switches, routers and bridges will be used to
interconnect the various devices like in a structured network environment.

Jukebox installation within a NetWorker backup environment is currently done from the command line
using the utility  jbconfig . A graphical interface is under development and scheduled to be released
with NetWorker 7. If you start  jbconfig , the program will ask you first for the jukebox type you want to
install:

To explain which option to choose, let me describe the various types right now. However, let me also
use another sequence, which helps you to understand the differences better.

In general, you have to select the type according to the computer which controls the robotic. It does
not matter at all where the drives are attached, they could even be connected to another storage node.
As big jukeboxes are too expensive to be only used by one storage node, the drives will usually be
connected to multiple storage nodes in one or multiple data zones:

- if the drives are permanently connected to different storage nodes, it is a shared autochanger
scenario

- if the drives are dynamically connected to multiple storage nodes, it is a shared autochanger
scenario with  Dynamic Drive Sharing , DDS . This is usually the reason to implement a SAN in
your company.

# jbconfig
         1) Install a SmartMedia Jukebox.
         2) Install an Autodetected SCSI Jukebox.
         3) Install an Autodetected NDMP SCSI Jukebox.
         4) Install an SJI Jukebox.
         5) Install an STL Silo.

What kind of Jukebox are you installing? [1]
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11.2. Autochanger Types

11.2.1. Option 2 - An Autodetected SCSI Jukebox

To 95% this is the option you want to choose:
- The changer is controlled by the NetWorker server or a storage node
- The drives are attached to one or more storage nodes

The easiest configuration is to have all devices connected to the same node, as shown by this diagram:

NetWorker Clients

NetWorker
Server

NetWorker
Storage Node

SCSI

Although a jukebox resource contains a lot of configuration parameters,  jbconfig  will only ask you for
the most important ones during the installation process of the jukebox resource:

• the name you want to assign to the jukebox resource
• the SCSI control port for the robotic
• whether you want to configure NetWorker to do automatic device cleaning
• the drive configuration parameters:

- whether the device will be used by multiple storage nodes
- the hostname(s) where the device is attached to
- the device name
- the device type
- if the device is shared (if it is about to be configured as a DDS device) , jbconfig  will

repeat this step for each instance and will also ask you for the hardware id

I will discuss Dynamic Drive Sharing in a later chapter.

• if  jbconfig  detected a barcode reader, it will finally ask you:
- if you want to use it and
- if the media labels shall match the barcode labels

This will create the autochanger and its associated device resources. These can be edited later via
nwadmin  for fine tuning purposes.
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NetWorker Clients

NetWorker
Server

NetWorker
Storage Node

SCSI SCSI

And this is an example for a shared autochanger:

With respect to configuration, there is no change - you indirectly specify this by selecting different
nodes for the devices.

Remember - this only works if all participating computers are members of the same
NetWorer data zone!

11.2.2. Option 4 - A SJI Jukebox

SJI  stands for  Standard Jukebox Interface . Compared to option number 2, you will here be asked for
the jukebox type as well. This option is only necessary for jukeboxes that are not part of the  jbconfig’s
internal ‘compatibility list’.

You usually only need this option if you want to test/install NetWorker with new hardware that has not
been tested and certified by Legato yet.
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11.2.3. Option 5 - A STL Silo

STL  is the abbreviation for  Silo Type Library . In Legato terms, a silo is jukebox that comes with a
built-in computer which controls the changer - the drives are permanently connected to the storage
nodes.

In principle, the size of the jukebox does not matter at all. However, STL jukeboxes are usually
big, very big - they typically keep several thousand pieces of media. Another core feature is that STL
libraries are capable to handle mixed media.

Some years ago, using a silo was the only way to share a jukebox between multiple storage nodes,
even in the same NetWorker data zone. Meanwhile, with the standard NetWorker feature of supporting
autochanger sharing in the same data zone, silos are only necessary when beeing used for multiple
NetWorker data zones and/or in combination with other storage applications.

Although silos are still produced from various hardware vendors, let me only use ADIC (Grau/Emass)
and Storage Technology (STK) as important representatives here:

Vendor Controlling CPU/OS Software Interface

ADIC Intel / OS/2 DAS
Storage Technoloy Sparc / Solaris    ACSLS

This is a sample of a Silo Type Library Installation:

A silo is a complete solution provided by the hardware vendor - it is still a good and valid solution.
Meanwhile, there are also software solutions available (see next pages).

With respect to installation, the only difference is that  jbconfig  now also wants to know the name of the
computer that controls the changer during the installation process.

NetWorker
Server

NetWorker
Server

Silo Type
Library

NetWorker Clients

SCSI SCSI
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11.2.4. Option 1 - A SmartMedia Jukebox

SmartMedia  is a Legato software that enhances a standard jukebox with STL capabilities or in other
words:

Use AlphaStor (SmartMedia) and extend your jukebox with silo capabilities.

This is Legato’s solution to use a jukebox hardware for more than one NetWorker data zone and/or
other storage applications.

GEMS  SmartMedia  and its sucessor, AlphaStor , in general provide everything that a silo solution can
deliver as well - no wonder why the diagram shows almost no difference with respect to the last page:

Compared to SmartMedia, AlphaStor now also provides a new web-based interface for sophisticated
media handling which helps administrators and operators with respect to routine media maintenance.

Another key feature of SmartMedia and AlphaStor is the capability to provide
Dynamic Drive Sharing for the same hardware between multiple data zones
(not shown here).

NetWorker
Server

NetWorker
Server

Legato GEMS
SmartMedia/AlpaStor
Server

NetWorker Clients

Legato GEMS
SmartMedia or
AlphaStor Server

SCSI SCSI
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11.2.5. Option 4 - An Autodetected NDMP Jukebox

NDMP , the  Network Data Management Protocol  is a protocol used by a  Filer . In general, a filer is
nothing else than a computer with a large hard disk array attached, providing this space as  Network
Attached Storage (NAS)  to clients attached to the network.

There are many solutions on the market - right now we are just interested in such which also provide
NDMP services. Popular vendors are NetWork Appliance (NetApp), Auspex and EMC2.

NDMP is a mechanism that allows local backups and recoveries local at the filer without
any backup software installed at all.

Although this sounds strange, this is exactly hat NDMP services can deliver. The installation of NDMP
is mandatory for those filers because they do not have a ‘normal’ software installed - their specific
operating system is very small and only designed to support file services and supply an administrative
interface. The OS is usually so small that it fits on a few diskettes instead of (multiple) CD-ROMs.

Due to the characteristics of NDMP, normal backups and recoveries are not possible, simply because
no  save  and  recover  command can be installed. However, i save this for a later chapter - right now,
we only want discuss the jukebox installation.

Here is a sample showing an NDMP jukebox:

TCP/IP

NetWorker Server
Solaris 2.8

NetWorker Client
Windows 2000

SCSI / SAN

NDMP
Filer

Please be careful - not all NetWorker server are capable to support NDMP filers.
Currently NetWorker servers must run on Solaris, HP/UX or Windows.
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This picture also shows a NDMP jukebox, shared in this case:

TCP/IP

NetWorker Server
HP/UX 11

SCSI/SAN
NetWorker Client
Windows 2000

SCSI / SAN

NDMP
Filer

The next picture shows a relative new configuration:

TCP/IP

SCSI or SAN
NetWorker Server

Windows NT

NetWorker Client
Windows 2000

To support NDMP
backups on a
NetWorker/ Windows,
you must have NW
version 6.2 and higher

SCSI/SAN

SCSI / SAN

NDMP
Filer
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However this graphics does not show a NDMP jukebox:

TCP/IP

NetWorker Server
Solaris 2.8

NetWorker Client
Windows 2000 SCSI/SAN

SCSI / SAN

NDMP
Filer

Of course this is a valid example. However, as mentioned earlier, for the selection of the jukebox type,
it is only important which node controls the robot, not where the devices are attached.
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11.3. General Installation Guidelines

This is how you should install your autochanger:

• Install the backup hardware.

• Make sure that all backup devices are recognized by the operating system and that all have
OS device names assigned properly.

• Find out the SCSI address mapping.
Use NetWorker’s  inquire  command for this purpose - it belongs to the Storage Node
package. This package is not available for all operating systems. In such case, use the
appropriate operating system tools for this purpose.

In case of a shared autochanger, you must do this on all nodes!

• Move or remotely login to the computer which controls the robotic.
jbconfig  must be run locally on this node.

• On Windows 2000, stop and disable the  Removable Storage Manager Service .

• Run  jbconfig  to configure the autochanger and the devices.
Answer all questions carefully.

Do not change the sequence of the devices, even if it looks strange.

If you do this, NetWorker will load one drive but it will use another address to verify the label.
You will discover this problem pretty soon but you have to restart  jbconfig  from the
beginning.

• You are done now - anything else can be done from the  NetWorker Administrator  GUI, as
usual.

• Verifiy that all devices show up in the  NetWorker Administrator  GUI.
Click on the  Monitor  tab and ensure that all jukebox devices are present. They can be
recognized by an appended  (J)  string.

• Finalize you autochanger configuration, if necessary.
You may just enable  Auto Media Management  right now to make your life easy.

Be careful - do it for the autochanger resource, not for the backup devices !

• Do an inventory of the jukebox media.
To access the  Operations  menu, do a right click on the autochanger resource. The rest is
easy and straight - there is no need for a detailled discussion.

• Label your jukebox media, if necessary.
If you have activated  Auto Media Management , you do not need to do this. In this case,
NetWorker will label a media automatically in case he needs one.
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11.4. Configuration Examples

11.4.1. A failed attempt of the installation of an Autodetected SCSI Jukebox (on the
NW server) with 2 devices

This installation fails due to the fact that Windows already assigned a device name to the changer!

Ensure that no device name has been assigned to the robotic by the OS (the
Removable Storage Manager). My experiences showed that the name will still show,
even if you have stopped the service. Rebooting the system would help in such cases.

C:\>inquire
scsidev@0.0.0:COMPAQ  SC-140S         SE04|CD-ROM
scsidev@4.0.0:COMPAQ  SSL2000 Series  0405|Autochanger (Jukebox), \\.\CdRom0
scsidev@4.1.0:COMPAQ  SDX-500C        1.30|Tape, \\.\Tape0
scsidev@4.2.0:COMPAQ  SDX-500C        1.30|Tape, \\.\Tape1
scsidev@6.0.0:Compaq  Disk Array      1.18|Disk, \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE0
scsidev@7.0.0:COMPAQ  SCSI COMMUNICATEDA02|Unknown Device Type

C:\>
C:\>
C:\>
C:\>
C:\>jbconfig
         1) Install a SmartMedia Jukebox.
         2) Install an Autodetected SCSI Jukebox.
         3) Install an Autodetected NDMP SCSI Jukebox.
         4) Install an SJI Jukebox.
         5) Install an STL Silo.

What kind of Jukebox are you installing? [1] 2
These are the SCSI Jukeboxes currently attached to your system:
  1) scsidev@4.0.0: Standard SCSI Jukebox, Vendor <COMPAQ>, Product <SSL2000 Series>
Which one do you want to install? 1
Installing an 'Standard SCSI Jukebox' jukebox.
Name you would like to assign to the jukebox device? jb1
A brief description of the jukebox device? [scsidev@4.0.0: Standard SCSI Jukebox] <cr>
Pathname of the control port for the jukebox device? [scsidev@4.0.0] <cr>
Unable to access device "Standard SCSI Jukebox" on control port "scsidev@4.0.0".

There appears to be something incorrect about your driver
installation.  Please consult your driver documentation
to help you troubleshoot your installation.

Would you like to configure another jukebox? (yes/no) n

C:\>
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11.4.2. An Autodetected SCSI Jukebox (on the NW server) with 2 devices

C:\>inquire -cl

-l flag found: searching all LUNs, which may take over 10 minutes per adapter
        for some fibre channel adapters.  Please be patient.

scsidev@0.0.0:ST340823A               3.39|Disk, \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE0
scsidev@0.1.0: Unknown error
scsidev@1.0.0: Unknown error
scsidev@2.0.3:ADIC    Scalar 100      1.02|Autochanger (Jukebox)
scsidev@2.0.4:QUANTUM DLT8000         0119|Tape, \\.\Tape1
scsidev@2.0.5:QUANTUM DLT8000         022B|Tape, \\.\Tape2
scsidev@2.0.6: Unknown error
scsidev@9.31.0:QLOGIC  PSEUDO DEVICE       |Unknown Device Type
scsidev@10.0.0: Unknown error
scsidev@11.2.0:DEC     DLT2000         8414|Tape, \\.\Tape0
scsidev@12.0.0: Unknown error

C:\>jbconfig
         1) Install a SmartMedia Jukebox.
         2) Install an Autodetected SCSI Jukebox.
         3) Install an Autodetected NDMP SCSI Jukebox.
         4) Install an SJI Jukebox.
         5) Install an STL Silo.

What kind of Jukebox are you installing? [1] 2
These are the SCSI Jukeboxes currently attached to your system:
  1) scsidev@2.0.3: Standard SCSI Jukebox, Vendor <ADIC>, Product <Scalar 100>
Which one do you want to install? 1
Installing an 'Standard SCSI Jukebox' jukebox.
Name you would like to assign to the jukebox device? adic
A brief description of the jukebox device? [scsidev@2.0.3: Standard SCSI Jukebox] <cr>
Pathname of the control port for the jukebox device? [scsidev@2.0.3] <cr>
Do you want automated device cleaning support enabled? (yes/no) n

.....
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Will media drive 1 be shared by multiple device paths? (yes/no) n

Enter hostname that owns media drive 1: ? [medion1.legato.de] <cr>

An example of a valid device name for this OS is '\\.\Tape2'
Enter pathname of media drive 1: ? \\.\Tape1
using '\\.\Tape1' as device name
Should the drive be configured as a NDMP device? (yes/no) n
This media device has not been configured yet.  Please
select a media device type for \\.\Tape1.
         1) 3480                        22) dlt8000
         2) 3570                        23) dst (NT)
         3) 3590                        24) dtf
         4) 4890                        25) file
         5) 4mm                         26) himt
         6) 4mm 12GB                    27) logical
         7) 4mm 20GB                    28) LTO Ultrium
         8) 4mm 4GB                     29) optical
         9) 4mm 8GB                     30) qic
        10) 8mm                         31) SD3
        11) 8mm 20GB                    32) sdlt
        12) 8mm 5GB                     33) SLR
        13) 8mm AIT                     34) tkz90
        14) 8mm AIT-2                   35) tz85
        15) 8mm Mammoth-2               36) tz86
        16) 9490                        37) tz87
        17) 9840                        38) tz88
        18) 9940                        39) tz89
        19) dlt                         40) tzs20
        20) dlt1                        41) vhs
        21) dlt7000                     42) VXA
Choice? 22

.....
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Will media drive 2 be shared by multiple device paths? (yes/no) n

Enter hostname that owns media drive 2: ? [medion1.legato.de] <cr>
Enter pathname of media drive 2: ? \\.\Tape2
using '\\.\Tape2' as device name
Should the drive be configured as a NDMP device? (yes/no) n
This media device has not been configured yet.  Please
select a media device type for \\.\Tape2.
         1) 3480                        22) dlt8000
         2) 3570                        23) dst (NT)
         3) 3590                        24) dtf
         4) 4890                        25) file
         5) 4mm                         26) himt
         6) 4mm 12GB                    27) logical
         7) 4mm 20GB                    28) LTO Ultrium
         8) 4mm 4GB                     29) optical
         9) 4mm 8GB                     30) qic
        10) 8mm                         31) SD3
        11) 8mm 20GB                    32) sdlt
        12) 8mm 5GB                     33) SLR
        13) 8mm AIT                     34) tkz90
        14) 8mm AIT-2                   35) tz85
        15) 8mm Mammoth-2               36) tz86
        16) 9490                        37) tz87
        17) 9840                        38) tz88
        18) 9940                        39) tz89
        19) dlt                         40) tzs20
        20) dlt1                        41) vhs
        21) dlt7000                     42) VXA
Choice? 22
Your jukebox has a bar code reader.
Do you want bar code reader support enabled? (yes/no) y
Do you want volume labels to match bar code labels? (yes/no) y

Jukebox has been added successfully

Would you like to configure another jukebox? (yes/no) n

C:\>
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11.4.3. An Autodetected shared SCSI Jukebox (on the NW server) with 2dDevices

The differences are only for the second device, in this case - i have marked them appropriately:

C:\>inquire -cl

-l flag found: searching all LUNs, which may take over 10 minutes per adapter
        for some fibre channel adapters.  Please be patient.

scsidev@0.0.0:ST340823A               3.39|Disk, \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE0
scsidev@0.1.0: Unknown error
scsidev@1.0.0: Unknown error
scsidev@2.0.3:ADIC    Scalar 100      1.02|Autochanger (Jukebox)
scsidev@2.0.4:QUANTUM DLT8000         0119|Tape, \\.\Tape1
scsidev@2.0.6: Unknown error
scsidev@9.31.0:QLOGIC  PSEUDO DEVICE       |Unknown Device Type
scsidev@10.0.0: Unknown error
scsidev@11.2.0:DEC     DLT2000         8414|Tape, \\.\Tape0
scsidev@12.0.0: Unknown error

C:\>jbconfig
         1) Install a SmartMedia Jukebox.
         2) Install an Autodetected SCSI Jukebox.
         3) Install an Autodetected NDMP SCSI Jukebox.
         4) Install an SJI Jukebox.
         5) Install an STL Silo.

What kind of Jukebox are you installing? [1] 2
These are the SCSI Jukeboxes currently attached to your system:
  1) scsidev@2.0.3: Standard SCSI Jukebox, Vendor <ADIC>, Product <Scalar 100>
Which one do you want to install? 1
Installing an 'Standard SCSI Jukebox' jukebox.
Name you would like to assign to the jukebox device? adic
A brief description of the jukebox device? [scsidev@2.0.3: Standard SCSI Jukebox] <cr>
Pathname of the control port for the jukebox device? [scsidev@2.0.3] <cr>
Do you want automated device cleaning support enabled? (yes/no) n

.....
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Will media drive 1 be shared by multiple device paths? (yes/no) n

Enter hostname that owns media drive 1: ? [medion1.legato.de] <cr>

An example of a valid device name for this OS is '\\.\Tape2'
Enter pathname of media drive 1: ? \\.\Tape1
using '\\.\Tape1' as device name
Should the drive be configured as a NDMP device? (yes/no) n
This media device has not been configured yet.  Please
select a media device type for \\.\Tape1.
         1) 3480                        22) dlt8000
         2) 3570                        23) dst (NT)
         3) 3590                        24) dtf
         4) 4890                        25) file
         5) 4mm                         26) himt
         6) 4mm 12GB                    27) logical
         7) 4mm 20GB                    28) LTO Ultrium
         8) 4mm 4GB                     29) optical
         9) 4mm 8GB                     30) qic
        10) 8mm                         31) SD3
        11) 8mm 20GB                    32) sdlt
        12) 8mm 5GB                     33) SLR
        13) 8mm AIT                     34) tkz90
        14) 8mm AIT-2                   35) tz85
        15) 8mm Mammoth-2               36) tz86
        16) 9490                        37) tz87
        17) 9840                        38) tz88
        18) 9940                        39) tz89
        19) dlt                         40) tzs20
        20) dlt1                        41) vhs
        21) dlt7000                     42) VXA
Choice? 22

.....
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Will media drive 2 be shared by multiple device paths? (yes/no) n

Enter hostname that owns media drive 2: ? [medion1.legato.de] medion2.legato.de
Enter pathname of media drive 2: ? \\.\Tape0
using 'medion2.legato.de:\\.\Tape0' as device name
Should the drive be configured as a NDMP device? (yes/no) n
This media device has not been configured yet.  Please
select a media device type for medion2.legato.de:\\.\Tape0.
         1) 3480                        22) dlt8000
         2) 3570                        23) dst (NT)
         3) 3590                        24) dtf
         4) 4890                        25) file
         5) 4mm                         26) himt
         6) 4mm 12GB                    27) logical
         7) 4mm 20GB                    28) LTO Ultrium
         8) 4mm 4GB                     29) optical
         9) 4mm 8GB                     30) qic
        10) 8mm                         31) SD3
        11) 8mm 20GB                    32) sdlt
        12) 8mm 5GB                     33) SLR
        13) 8mm AIT                     34) tkz90
        14) 8mm AIT-2                   35) tz85
        15) 8mm Mammoth-2               36) tz86
        16) 9490                        37) tz87
        17) 9840                        38) tz88
        18) 9940                        39) tz89
        19) dlt                         40) tzs20
        20) dlt1                        41) vhs
        21) dlt7000                     42) VXA
Choice? 22
Your jukebox has a bar code reader.
Do you want bar code reader support enabled? (yes/no) y
Do you want volume labels to match bar code labels? (yes/no) y

Jukebox has been added successfully

Would you like to configure another jukebox? (yes/no) n

C:\>
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11.4.4. An Autodetected shared SCSI Jukebox (on a NW storage node) with local
devices attached

In this case, the control path for the robotic will also be installed with a NetWorker “remote device“
name:

C:\>inquire
scsidev@0.0.0:COMPAQ  SC-140S         SE04|CD-ROM
scsidev@4.0.0:COMPAQ  SSL2000 Series  0405|Autochanger (Jukebox)
scsidev@4.1.0:COMPAQ  SDX-500C        1.30|Tape, \\.\Tape0
scsidev@4.2.0:COMPAQ  SDX-500C        1.30|Tape, \\.\Tape1
scsidev@6.0.0:Compaq  Disk Array      1.18|Disk, \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE0
scsidev@7.0.0:COMPAQ  SCSI COMMUNICATEDA02|Unknown Device Type

C:\>
C:\>
C:\>
C:\>
C:\>jbconfig
cannot connect to NSR service on testserver
jbconfig: RPC error: Program not registered

If on a storage node, enter the NSR server hostname? [testserver] ip001
using 'ip001' as the NSR server

On a storage node, the hostname is a prefix to the jukebox name.
Enter the hostname to use as a prefix? [testserver] <cr>
using 'testserver' as the hostname prefix

         1) Install a SmartMedia Jukebox.
         2) Install an Autodetected SCSI Jukebox.
         3) Install an Autodetected NDMP SCSI Jukebox.
         4) Install an SJI Jukebox.
         5) Install an STL Silo.

What kind of Jukebox are you installing? [1] 2
These are the SCSI Jukeboxes currently attached to your system:
  1) scsidev@4.0.0: Standard SCSI Jukebox, Vendor <COMPAQ>, Product <SSL2000 Series>
Which one do you want to install? 1
Installing an 'Standard SCSI Jukebox' jukebox.
Name you would like to assign to the jukebox device? jb1
using 'rd=testserver:jb1' as jukebox device name
A brief description of the jukebox device? [scsidev@4.0.0: Standard SCSI Jukebox] <cr>
Pathname of the control port for the jukebox device? [scsidev@4.0.0] <cr>
using 'rd=testserver:scsidev@4.0.0' as control port
Do you want automated device cleaning support enabled? (yes/no) no

.....
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Will media drive 1 be shared by multiple device paths? (yes/no) no

Enter hostname that owns media drive 1: ? [testserver] <cr>
Enter pathname of media drive 1: ? [\\.\Tape0] <cr>
using 'rd=testserver:\\.\Tape0' as device name
Should the drive be configured as a NDMP device? (yes/no) no
This media device has not been configured yet.  Please
select a media device type for rd=testserver:\\.\Tape0.
         1) 3480                        22) dlt8000
         2) 3570                        23) dst (NT)
         3) 3590                        24) dtf
         4) 4890                        25) file
         5) 4mm                         26) himt
         6) 4mm 12GB                    27) logical
         7) 4mm 20GB                    28) LTO Ultrium
         8) 4mm 4GB                     29) optical
         9) 4mm 8GB                     30) qic
        10) 8mm                         31) SD3
        11) 8mm 20GB                    32) sdlt
        12) 8mm 5GB                     33) SLR
        13) 8mm AIT                     34) tkz90
        14) 8mm AIT-2                   35) tz85
        15) 8mm Mammoth-2               36) tz86
        16) 9490                        37) tz87
        17) 9840                        38) tz88
        18) 9940                        39) tz89
        19) dlt                         40) tzs20
        20) dlt1                        41) vhs
        21) dlt7000                     42) VXA
Choice? 14

.....
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Will media drive 2 be shared by multiple device paths? (yes/no) no

Enter hostname that owns media drive 2: ? [testserver] <cr>
Enter pathname of media drive 2: ? [\\.\Tape1] <cr>
using 'rd=testserver:\\.\Tape1' as device name
Should the drive be configured as a NDMP device? (yes/no) no
This media device has not been configured yet.  Please
select a media device type for rd=testserver:\\.\Tape1.
         1) 3480                        22) dlt8000
         2) 3570                        23) dst (NT)
         3) 3590                        24) dtf
         4) 4890                        25) file
         5) 4mm                         26) himt
         6) 4mm 12GB                    27) logical
         7) 4mm 20GB                    28) LTO Ultrium
         8) 4mm 4GB                     29) optical
         9) 4mm 8GB                     30) qic
        10) 8mm                         31) SD3
        11) 8mm 20GB                    32) sdlt
        12) 8mm 5GB                     33) SLR
        13) 8mm AIT                     34) tkz90
        14) 8mm AIT-2                   35) tz85
        15) 8mm Mammoth-2               36) tz86
        16) 9490                        37) tz87
        17) 9840                        38) tz88
        18) 9940                        39) tz89
        19) dlt                         40) tzs20
        20) dlt1                        41) vhs
        21) dlt7000                     42) VXA
Choice? 14
Your jukebox has a bar code reader.
Do you want bar code reader support enabled? (yes/no) no

Jukebox has been added successfully

Would you like to configure another jukebox? (yes/no) no

C:\>
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11.4.5. An Autodetected shared SCSI Jukebox with 2DDS devices on 2 nodes

As you will see, there are 2 device instances for each physical drive. However, the first DDS device and
as a consequence the first two instances have already been installed in this case:

C:\>jbconfig
         1) Install a SmartMedia Jukebox.
         2) Install an Autodetected SCSI Jukebox.
         3) Install an Autodetected NDMP SCSI Jukebox.
         4) Install an SJI Jukebox.
         5) Install an STL Silo.

What kind of Jukebox are you installing? [1] 2
These are the SCSI Jukeboxes currently attached to your system:
  1) scsidev@3.2.0: Standard SCSI Jukebox, Vendor <COMPAQ>, Product <MSL5000 Series>
Which one do you want to install? 1
Installing an 'Standard SCSI Jukebox' jukebox.
Name you would like to assign to the jukebox device? jbox
A brief description of the jukebox device? [scsidev@3.2.0: Standard SCSI Jukebox]
Pathname of the control port for the jukebox device? [scsidev@3.2.0]
Do you want automated device cleaning support enabled? (yes/no) n

Will media drive 1 be shared by multiple device paths? (yes/no) y

   Since this drive will be shared, you will be asked for a hardware id,
   which uniquely identifies the drive.  Each device path that shares the
   drive will be given the same hardware id value.  When a device has a
   hardware id value, its messages will contain a number that uniquely
   represents the hardware id.  This number is visible in administrator
   programs, such as nwadmin.

Enter hardware id for media drive 1: ? [jbox drive-1] <cr>
The following existing device(s) have a hardware id of `jbox drive-1'
   device `\\.\Tape0'
   device `rd=yyy.compaq.de:\\.\Tape0'
You've entered 'jbox drive-1'. Continue with this hardware id? (yes/no) y
This hardware id will only be used when creating new device paths.

Configuring device path 1 for media drive 1 with hw id `jbox drive-1'
Enter hostname that owns device path 1 for media drive 1: ? [xxx.compaq.de] <cr>

An example of a valid device name for this OS is '\\.\Tape2'
Enter pathname of device 1 for media drive 1: ? \\.\Tape0
using '\\.\Tape0' as device name
Should the drive be configured as a NDMP device? (yes/no) n

.....
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Any more device paths for media drive 1? (yes/no) y

Configuring device path 2 for media drive 1 with hw id `jbox drive-1'
Enter hostname that owns device path 2 for media drive 1: ? [xxx.compaq.de] //
  yyy.compaq.de
Enter pathname of device 2 for media drive 1: ? \\.\Tape0
using 'rd=yyy.compaq.de:\\.\Tape0' as device name
Should the drive be configured as a NDMP device? (yes/no) n

Any more device paths for media drive 1? (yes/no) n

Will media drive 2 be shared by multiple device paths? (yes/no) y
Enter hardware id for media drive 2: ? [jbox drive-2] <cr>
You've entered 'jbox drive-2'. Continue with this hardware id? (yes/no) y
This hardware id will only be used when creating new device paths.

Configuring device path 1 for media drive 2 with hw id `jbox drive-2'
Enter hostname that owns device path 1 for media drive 2: ? [xxx.compaq.de] <cr>
Enter pathname of device 1 for media drive 2: ? \\.\Tape1
using '\\.\Tape1' as device name
Should the drive be configured as a NDMP device? (yes/no) n
This media device has not been configured yet.  Please
select a media device type for \\.\Tape1.
         1) 3480                        22) dlt8000
         2) 3570                        23) dst (NT)
         3) 3590                        24) dtf
         4) 4890                        25) file
         5) 4mm                         26) himt
         6) 4mm 12GB                    27) logical
         7) 4mm 20GB                    28) LTO Ultrium
         8) 4mm 4GB                     29) optical
         9) 4mm 8GB                     30) qic
        10) 8mm                         31) SD3
        11) 8mm 20GB                    32) sdlt
        12) 8mm 5GB                     33) SLR
        13) 8mm AIT                     34) tkz90
        14) 8mm AIT-2                   35) travan10
        15) 8mm Mammoth-2               36) tz85
        16) 9490                        37) tz86
        17) 9840                        38) tz87
        18) 9940                        39) tz88
        19) dlt                         40) tz89
        20) dlt1                        41) tzs20
        21) dlt7000                     42) VXA
Choice? 32

Any more device paths for media drive 2? (yes/no) y

.....
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Configuring device path 2 for media drive 2 with hw id `jbox drive-2'
Enter hostname that owns device path 2 for media drive 2: ? [xxx.compaq.de] //
  yyy.compaq.de
Enter pathname of device 2 for media drive 2: ? \\.\Tape1
using 'rd=yyy.compaq.de:\\.\Tape1' as device name
Should the drive be configured as a NDMP device? (yes/no) n
This media device has not been configured yet.  Please
select a media device type for rd=yyy.compaq.de:\\.\Tape1.
         1) 3480                        22) dlt8000
         2) 3570                        23) dst (NT)
         3) 3590                        24) dtf
         4) 4890                        25) file
         5) 4mm                         26) himt
         6) 4mm 12GB                    27) logical
         7) 4mm 20GB                    28) LTO Ultrium
         8) 4mm 4GB                     29) optical
         9) 4mm 8GB                     30) qic
        10) 8mm                         31) SD3
        11) 8mm 20GB                    32) sdlt
        12) 8mm 5GB                     33) SLR
        13) 8mm AIT                     34) tkz90
        14) 8mm AIT-2                   35) travan10
        15) 8mm Mammoth-2               36) tz85
        16) 9490                        37) tz86
        17) 9840                        38) tz87
        18) 9940                        39) tz88
        19) dlt                         40) tz89
        20) dlt1                        41) tzs20
        21) dlt7000                     42) VXA
Choice? 32

Any more device paths for media drive 2? (yes/no) n
Your jukebox has a bar code reader.
Do you want bar code reader support enabled? (yes/no) y
Do you want volume labels to match bar code labels? (yes/no) y

Jukebox has been added successfully

Would you like to configure another jukebox? (yes/no) n

C:\>
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11.4.6. An Autodetected NDMP SCSI Jukebox (NetApp) with 2 local devices

The equivalent ONTAP (the NetApp OS name) command for  inquire  is  sysconfig :

# telnet n720
Trying 137.69.xxx.xxX...
Connected to netapp.
Escape character is '^]'.

login: root
Password:
Fri Jun  3 20:08:27 GMT [tn_login_0]: root logged in from host: 137.69.XXX.XXX

< hit ENTER to see the command prompt >

n720>
n720> sysconfig -m

    Media changer (0b.0)  QUALSTAR TLS-4212i

    mc0 - media changer device
n720>

n720> sysconfig -t

    Tape drive (0b.1)  Sony SDX-300C
    rst0l  -  rewind device,        format is: AIT-1 (25 GB)
    nrst0l -  no rewind device,     format is: AIT-1 (25 GB)
    urst0l -  unload/reload device, format is: AIT-1 (25 GB)
    rst0m  -  rewind device,        format is: AIT-1 (25 GB)
    nrst0m -  no rewind device,     format is: AIT-1 (25 GB)
    urst0m -  unload/reload device, format is: AIT-1 (25 GB)
    rst0h  -  rewind device,        format is: AIT-1 (25 GB)
    nrst0h -  no rewind device,     format is: AIT-1 (25 GB)
    urst0h -  unload/reload device, format is: AIT-1 (25 GB)
    rst0a  -  rewind device,        format is: AIT-1 (w/compression)
    nrst0a -  no rewind device,     format is: AIT-1 (w/compression)
    urst0a -  unload/reload device, format is: AIT-1 (w/compression)

    Tape drive (0b.2)  Sony SDX-300C
    rst1l  -  rewind device,        format is: AIT-1 (25 GB)
    nrst1l -  no rewind device,     format is: AIT-1 (25 GB)
    urst1l -  unload/reload device, format is: AIT-1 (25 GB)
    rst1m  -  rewind device,        format is: AIT-1 (25 GB)
    nrst1m -  no rewind device,     format is: AIT-1 (25 GB)
    urst1m -  unload/reload device, format is: AIT-1 (25 GB)
    rst1h  -  rewind device,        format is: AIT-1 (25 GB)
    nrst1h -  no rewind device,     format is: AIT-1 (25 GB)
    urst1h -  unload/reload device, format is: AIT-1 (25 GB)
    rst1a  -  rewind device,        format is: AIT-1 (w/compression)
    nrst1a -  no rewind device,     format is: AIT-1 (w/compression)
    urst1a -  unload/reload device, format is: AIT-1 (w/compression)
n720>
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# jbconfig
         1) Install a SmartMedia Jukebox.
         2) Install an Autodetected SCSI Jukebox.
         3) Install an Autodetected NDMP SCSI Jukebox.
         4) Install an SJI Jukebox.
         5) Install an STL Silo.

What kind of Jukebox are you installing? [1] 3
Enter NDMP Server name: ? n720
Enter NDMP user name: ? root
Enter NDMP password (characters will not be echoed): <- root or admin password
Enter NDMP jukebox handle: ? mc0
What is the NDMP type of 'n720'?
         1) One of the Standard NDMP Servers.
         2) NetApp or Celestra HP.

Choice? 2
Communicating to devices on NDMP Server 'n720', this may take a while...
These are the SCSI Jukeboxes currently attached to your system:
  1) scsidev@0b.0: Standard SCSI Jukebox, Vendor <Qualstar>, Product <TLS-42120>
Which one do you want to install? 1

Installing an 'Standard SCSI Jukebox' jukebox.
Name you would like to assign to the jukebox device? jbox
A brief description of the jukebox device? [scsidev@0b.0: Standard SCSI Jukebox] <cr>
Pathname of the control port for the jukebox device? [scsidev@0b.0] <cr>
Do you want automated device cleaning support enabled? (yes/no) n

.....

Please note that  jbconfig  is executed on a UNIX system!

Of course, all backup devices are remote devices as none is connected to the
NetWorker Server.
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Will media drive 1 be shared by multiple device paths? (yes/no) n

Enter hostname that owns media drive 1: ? [sun1] n720
Enter pathname of media drive 1: ? nrst0a
using 'rd=n720:nrst0a' as device name
Should the drive be configured as a NDMP device? (yes/no) yes
This media device has not been configured yet.  Please
select a media device type for rd=n720:nrst0a.
         1) 3480                        22) sdlt
         2) 3570                        23) tz85
         3) 3590                        24) tz86
         4) 4890                        25) tz87
         5) 4mm                         26) tz88
         6) 4mm 4GB                     27) tz89
         7) 4mm 8GB                     28) tzs20
         8) 4mm 12GB                    29) tkz90
         9) 4mm 20GB                    30) dst (NT)
        10) 8mm                         31) dst
        11) 8mm 5GB                     32) dtf
        12) 8mm 20GB                    33) himt
        13) 8mm AIT                     34) LTO Ultrium
        14) 8mm AIT-2                   35) qic
        15) 8mm Mammoth-2               36) SD3
        16) 9490                        37) vhs
        17) 9840                        38) SLR
        18) dlt                         39) VXA
        19) dlt1                        40) file
        20) dlt7000                     41) logical
        21) dlt8000                     42) optical
Choice? 13

.....
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Enter hostname that owns media drive 2: ? [sun1] n720
Enter pathname of media drive 1: ? nrst1a
using 'rd=n720:nrst1a' as device name
Should the drive be configured as a NDMP device? (yes/no) yes
This media device has not been configured yet.  Please
select a media device type for rd=n720:nrst1a.
         1) 3480                        22) sdlt
         2) 3570                        23) tz85
         3) 3590                        24) tz86
         4) 4890                        25) tz87
         5) 4mm                         26) tz88
         6) 4mm 4GB                     27) tz89
         7) 4mm 8GB                     28) tzs20
         8) 4mm 12GB                    29) tkz90
         9) 4mm 20GB                    30) dst (NT)
        10) 8mm                         31) dst
        11) 8mm 5GB                     32) dtf
        12) 8mm 20GB                    33) himt
        13) 8mm AIT                     34) LTO Ultrium
        14) 8mm AIT-2                   35) qic
        15) 8mm Mammoth-2               36) SD3
        16) 9490                        37) vhs
        17) 9840                        38) SLR
        18) dlt                         39) VXA
        19) dlt1                        40) file
        20) dlt7000                     41) logical
        21) dlt8000                     42) optical
Choice? 13

Your jukebox has a bar code reader.
Do you want bar code reader support enabled? (yes/no) no

Jukebox has been added successfully

Would you like to configure another jukebox? (yes/no) no

#
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11.5. Licensing

The following issues are to be considered when buying Autochanger licenses:

• Autochanger licenses come in various sizes that may vary from time to time.
- Right now, Legato offers jukebox licenses for 9, 16, 20, 32, 40, 64, 128, 256 &  unlimited

slots.

• Autochanger licenses must cover the number of slots reported to the interface.
- In case of optical jukeboxes, each side of a disk represents one piece of media. For such

hardware you need jukebox licenses that covers the ‘number of physical slots x 2’ .
- If you have a jukebox which’s storage capacity can be expanded and which is not fully

installed yet, make sure that the number will be properly reported to the interface. See
TIN 23/2002 for details.

• You need one license for each changer.
- You cannot split a larger license on multiple autochangers.
- As a consequence, you also may not cumulate two smaller licenses after you replaced

two smaller jukeboxes with one larger one.
- This applies in a similar way to silos, although here we talk about multiple ‘logical

jukeboxes’ that will be configured in a STL.

• Autochanger licenses and Silo licenses are different.
- Be careful when ordering them.
- The sizes are also different as ‘virtual’ silo jukeboxes start usually with a larger size.

• The size of an autochanger for a NetWorker Workgroup Edition is limited.
- A NetWorker Workgroup Edition data zone is only capable to support 1 autochanger with

up to 32 slots.
- For the other Editions, there is no limitation at all with respect to quantity and size.

• Jukebox sharing was incorporated in native NetWorker since version 6.1.
- For older versions, you needed also a ‘Jukebox Share License’.

• Additionally, you need one DDS license for each shared device.
- The number of storage nodes that share such device does not matter.

Also be careful when entering them:

• If you have to install multiple autochangers with a different number of slots at the same time, you
better add each enabler right after you configured one jukebox.

- This prevents wrong assignments. Otherwise it might be that a smaller enabler will be
assigned to the larger jukebox and vice-versa. As a consequence, a smaller enabler will
not fit for a larger jukebox.
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NetWorker Basics (13)

12. Pools

12.1. General

Pools are the logical data sinks for the NetWorker Backup data. Unlike other backup software,
NetWorker usually does not write to a certain media using a specific backup device. Although he
could be told to do this, this is not the principle NetWorker will use by default. And there are good
reasons to use logical instead of physical data sinks (such as specific devices and/or media):

• Flexibility
Let us assume for a moment that NetWorker would not use pools at all and you want to
backup data to a specific media. You started the job but it might not get executed.
Investigations show that the media is already in use - someone else is recovering data from
a previous session. As a tape can only be used for either reading or writing, NetWorker
would have to wait until the active process on the media would have finished. As a
consequence, NetWorker could not fulfill the job a.s.a.p., which is its normal intention.

With pools however, NetWorker would determine another appendable media belonging to
the same pool and, if you have a jukebox with multiple devices, he would automatically load
the media in another device and continue with the backup.

The other problem would occur if the media you chose is unable to keep all data of the
backup job. In such case the backup software will abort with an error as it cannot finalize
your very specific request of „sending the data of this backup to that media only“. To prevent
such problems, the backup software would have to determine the exact amount of data that
would be produced and it would have to compare it with respect to the available space on
the backup media. Due to hardware (and software?) compression, it would actually need to
perform the backup before it would have the correct result. However, if the capacity is too
low, it would need to repeat the process on another media where the same problem could
exist and so on.

• Failover situations
NetWorker will use an available device to support the backup request. However, if a
specific device you assigned is unreachable (for instance on a remote storage node) or if it
is broken, the you will run into trouble. With its automatic device selection, NetWorker will
just use another available device and proceed the request.

The same is true for the media: If NetWorker writes to a media and determines a hard error,
he will mark it as  full  and pick up another one to repeat the backup of the unfinished save
sets. He could not do this if you told him that the backup has to be stored on a specific
media.

As long as it is a media from the same pool, NetWorker does not care
which media will accept the backup data. The major goal is to support
your backup job a.s.a.p.
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Besides the two reasons described on the last page, there is another one, which is quite beneficial for
a NetWorker user or operator:

• Data Sorting
Pools can also be used to sort the backup data. Thinking about the NetWorker concept, this
is not really necessary - all backp data could go into one single pool, for instance the pool
Default  which you have used so far.

However, sorting the backup data into multiple pools is very beneficial for the practical life.
There are a lot of reasons why you want to sort the data:

- Sorting save sets with different retention policies
As you know from chapter 9.1 (TID 9/2002), NetWorker will only change the state
of a media to  recyclable  if ALL save sets stored on the media have passed their
retention policies. However, one single save set with a (very) long retention policy
could prevent the volume from becoming recyclable and so from being reused by
NetWorker. As a consequence, it is useful to send such save sets to different
pools.

- Company policies
Sometimes there are internal restrictions that existed for a long time and cannot
easily be changed. One example could be that the saves from a department are
not allowed to be mixed with such from other departments on the same media. In
such case, it is a good idea to setup ‘departmental’ pools.

- Separation of applicatiopn specific data
It is obvious that customers would isolate database application backups from
‘normal’ file backups of this machine.

- Separation of full from other backups
This is probably the most common method seen in the field - customers want to
isolate full backups from incrementals and differentials.

- Separation from local and remote backup data
This is especially important if you have simulteanous backups of your local storage
node and a remote NetWorker client. Due to the usage of shared memory for local
backups, it seems to be obvious that this data ‘receives a higher priority’. As a
consequence, if you multiplex data from your local and remote clients, it is also
logical that the remote data will be spread wider along the tape. This of course is
not a good situation if you need to recover the remote client’s data. A better
solution would be to lead their data into separate pools, respectively.

- Emergency data recovery policies
In preparation for a disaster recovery of the NetWorker server, it is a good idea to
send all NetWorker database backups (file index and media index (bootstraps)) to
specific media. This helps in consolidating the media for such potential situations.
The ideal method to do this is using pools.

As i will explain later, it is also possible to manually consolidate save sets. However, setting the pools
up properly will avoid you from running additional steps after the backup and save your time and
money.
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12.2. How do pools separate save sets ?

NetWorker does not care at all in which pool the backup data will be saved -
there is no necessity to save the data in a specific pool.

He will however follow the automatism i will explain below but this is only true if he needs to make
decisions by himself - as user or administrator you can override this mechanism with any backup. As
usual, to avoid misuse, this is an option that only the command line operation will offer you.

Pools simply work like a multi-stage filters - this anology is actually the best ‘practical’ description for
the Networker  Pools  resource. There are exactly 4 selection criteria, which can be used either by
themselves or in combination:

• Groups
The group(s) that created the backup stream

This is for server-initiated (automatic) backups only!
The criteria is not, whether a „certain client is a member of this group“ - the
save stream must have been created by running this group!

• Clients
The client(s) that generated the backup stream

• Save Set
The save set(s) that have been backed up

• Level
The level(s) that were used to create these backup streams

As you can see from the next page’s diagram, these criteria build up a matrix consisting of logical  OR
and logical  AND  connections:

• Multiple entries for the same criteria will form a logical  OR  connection

Examples:

- A pool with the following criteria :
Group: test, best
Clients:
Save Sets:
Levels:

will only accept data that has been created by running the groups  test  OR  best , no
matter which clients or save sets will deliver the data by running any level.

- A pool with the following criteria :
Group:
Clients:
Save Sets: D: , E:
Levels:

will only accept data that has been created by backing up save sets  D:  OR  E: , no
matter which groups or clients will deliver the data by running any level.
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Save Stream
Data

AND

AND

AND

AND

Pool: X

OR

OR

OR

OR

Groups

Clients

Save Sets

Levels

• Entries in the different criteria will form a logical  AND  connection

Examples:

- A pool with the following criteria :
Group: test
Clients: test
Save Sets:
Levels:

will only accept data that has been created by running the group  test  AND  which also
comes from the client  test , no matter which save sets will deliver the data by running
any level.

- A pool with the following criteria :
Group: test
Clients: test
Save Sets: D:
Levels:

will only accept data that has been created by running the group  test  AND  which also
comes from the client  test  AND  from saving its  D:  drive, no matter which level will be
used for the backup.

Older techies (who are still know about binary calculations ;-) a lready understand:

This combination is nothing else but a filter!
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other pool or
Default

Save Stream
Data

YES

YES

YES

YES

Pool: X

NO

NO

NO

NO

Groups

Clients

Save Sets

Levels

• Multiple entries in the same and in different criteria will form a combination of logical
OR and an AND connections

Examples:
- A pool with the following criteria :

Group: test , best
Clients: test
Save Sets:
Levels:

will only accept data that has been created by running the groups  test  OR  best  AND
which also comes from the client  test , no matter which save sets will deliver the data by
running any level.

- A pool with the following criteria :
Group: test, best
Clients: test
Save Sets: D:
Levels:

will only accept data that has been created by running the groups  test  OR  best  AND
which also comes from the client  test  AND  from saving its  D:  drive, no matter which
level will be used for the backup.

During the backup, NetWorker sends the data top down through this filter and checks whether there
is a pool where all setup criteria matches. If not, there might be another pool that fits better - but at
last there is the emergeny pool  Default .

Default  has no criteria at all - as a consequence he is ‘open’ for all types of
data. - There it is again, the old „Enablers are Disablers“ principle!
However,  Default  is the last choice as otherwise all data would be saved here!
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You may now see the potential danger that exists with respect to the pools setup:

Customers love to specify something for all criteria that is available instead
of only entering something for the necessary criteria.

As a consequence they reduce the filter to a size that it cannot accept the
intended save streams any more. Logically, the data will be accepted by the
wrong pool.

Keep in mind that you probably will not be even get aware of such problem unless you check the
volumes statistic: if NetWorker can mount a media from another pool, he will of course do this
automatically and transparently - if not you will receive the appropriate  Pending  message you already
know:

<date time> media waiting: Waiting for 1 writable volumes to  <pool>  on  <storage_node>

Unfortunately, if you look at the pools configuration window, there is even another criteria,  Devices  .

Administrators just  love  to use devices and you will see this in the field all the time - but this is
wrong. It actually works like a „selection criteria“ but it also raises the risk of pool misconfiguration and
it does not offer any additional benefit - at least i cannot think of any situation where this is useful:

The risk is very high that you select only one device ... and forget about
others that could help in a ‘device busy’ or ‘device failover’ situation.

Most times, customers want to use  Devices  at a specific storage node to accept data for this pool
only. However, there is no necessity - just ensure that media for this pool is only available at this site
and that the clients’ „storage node“ attribute has been properly set.
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12.3. When do pools filter save sets ?

This question can be answered easily:

Pools only work at the time the save stream is generated - during the backup/
archive or clone process!

Data filtering does not work during a read (a recover process) !

This again is important to mention, especially when you intend to use specific devices for pools.

As you may already know, NetWorker by itself does not support mixed media jukeboxes. Such an
autochanger is equipped with different device types and media.

You may now think  „... but if i use specific devices for a certain pool, Networker should be able to
support this ?“  And this is correct - NetWorker will work perfectly in such scenario - during backups.
However, if you want to recover, the device selection does not work the same way. In such cases,
NetWorker will load the media into any available drive ... and will fail or even damage media and/or
hardware severely.

If you ever have to use mixed media, install Legato AlphaStor software in
your environment - such can handle mixed media environments perfectly.

12.4. Pool types and preconfigured pools

NetWorker knows 3 pool types:

• Backup

• Archive

• Migration

and their respective clone pools. These pools never mix data types.

Based on these types you have a bunch of pools which are preconfigured by default and are more or
less self-explainatory. But be careful:

The preconfigured pools  Full , NonFull  and  Offsite  are not enabled by
default - if you want to use them, do not forget to enable them!
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12.5. Pool selection examples

Always answer the following question:

Given the following pool configurations, where will the save stream go to?

And this is how you proceed in general:

- Look for pools with matching criteria for  Groups .
If they exist, these pools become potential candidates.

- For the remaining pool candidates, look for such with matching criteria for  Clients .
If they exist, these pools become potential candidates.

- For the remaining pool candidates, look for such with matching criteria for  Save Sets .
If they exist, these pools become potential candidates.

- For the remaining pool candidates, look for such with matching criteria for  Levels .
If such pool exist, this is the pool that will accept the data.
If not, the data will go to the pool  Default .

Save Stream

Group: 
Client: 
Save Set: 
Level: 

Groups =

Clients =

Save Sets =

Levels =

Pool DPool B

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels =

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = incr

Pool C

Groups =

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =
D:\TEST

Levels =

Pool A
?
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Example 1

Groups
Pool  A  is „open“ for any group, pools  B  and  C  have the wrong criteria.

Pools  A  and  D  will remain candidates.

Client
Pool  A  has the wrong criteria.

Only pool  D  will remain candidate.

Save Set
Pool  D  has no criteria. Every save set is accepted.

Only pool  D  will remain candidate.

Level
Pool  D  has no criteria. Every level is accepted.

Only pool  D  will remain candidate.
It is the one the data will go to.

By the way - pool  D  is nothing else than the pool  Default ...

Save Stream 1
Group: Sales
Client: Clarinet
Save Set: C:\Program Files
Level: full

Groups =

Clients =

Save Sets =

Levels =

Pool DPool B

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels =

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = incr

Pool C

Groups =

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =
D:\TEST

Levels =

Pool A
?
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Example 2

Groups
Pool  A  is „open“ for any group, pools  B  and  C  have matching criteria.

Pools  B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Client
Pools  B  and  C  have matching criteria.

Pools  B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Save Set
Pools  B  and  C  are „open“ for any save set.

Pools  B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Level
Pool  C  has matching criteria.

Pools  C  and  D  will remain candidates.
However, as  D  is the pool  Default  (the last choice), there is a better alternative - pool  C .
This is the one the data will go to.

Save Stream 2
Group: Legal
Client: Oboe
Save Set: C:\Program Files
Level: incr

Groups =

Clients =

Save Sets =

Levels =

Pool DPool B

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = full

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = incr

Pool C

Groups =

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =
D:\TEST

Levels =

Pool A
?
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Example 3

Groups
Pool  A  is „open“ for any group, pools  B  and  C  have wrong criteria.

Pools  A  and  D  will remain candidates.

Client
Pool  A  has matching criteria.

Pools  A  and  D  will remain candidates.

Save Set
Pool  A  has wrong citeria.

Only pool  D  will remain candidate.

Level
Pool  D  is open for any levels.

This is the one the data will go to.

If the solution looks strange to you, go to page 19 and read why! - Even better: do a short test setup
and test yourself.

This is actually a pool to filter manual backups. Although there is no level ‘manual’ assigned to a save
set, you can filter for manual backups as there is such level criteria in the  pools  resource.

Save Stream 3
Group: 
Client: Tuba
Save Set: D:\TEST
Level: manual

Groups =

Clients =

Save Sets =

Levels =

Pool DPool B

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = full

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = incr

Pool C

Groups =

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =
D:\TEST

Levels =

Pool A
?
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Example 4

Groups
Pool  A  is „open“ for any group, pools  B  and  C  are have matching criteria.

Pools  B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Client
Pools  B  and  C  have the wrong criteria.

Only pool  D  will remain candidate.

Save Set
Pool  D  has no criteria. Every save set is accepted.

Only pool  D  will remain candidate.

Level
Pool  D  has no criteria. Every level is accepted.

Only pool  D  will remain candidate. It is the one the data will go to.

Save Stream 4
Group: Legal
Client: Harmonica
Save Set: C:\Program Files
Level: full

Groups =

Clients =

Save Sets =

Levels =

Pool DPool B

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = full

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = incr

Pool C

Groups =

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =
D:\TEST

Levels =

Pool A
?
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Example 5

Groups
Pool  A  is „open“ for any group, pools  B  and  C  have matching criteria.

Pools  B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Client
Pools  B  and  C  have matching criteria.

Pools  B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Save Set
Pools  B  and  C  are „open“ for any save set.

Pools  B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Level
Pools  B  and  C  have wrong criteria for the level.

Pool  D  is where ther data has to go to.

Be careful - although you can use this scenario as a perfect example, there is a problem. Try to setup
the pools and run the scenario. If you can’t wait, proceed to page 19.

Save Stream 5
Group: Legal
Client: Tuba
Save Set: D:\TEST
Level: manual

Groups =

Clients =

Save Sets =

Levels =

Pool DPool B

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = full

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = incr

Pool C

Groups =

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =
D:\\TEST

Levels =

Pool A
?
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Example 6

Save Stream 6
Group: Legal
Client: Tuba
Save Set: D:\TEST
Level: 5

Groups =

Clients =

Save Sets =

Levels =

Pool DPool B

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = full

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = incr

Pool C

Groups =

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =
D:\\TEST

Levels = 5

Pool A
?

Groups
Pool  A  is „open“ for any group, pools  B  and  C  have matching criteria.

Pools  B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Client
Pools  B  and  C  have matching criteria.

Pools  B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Save Set
Pools  B  and  C  are „open“ for any save set.

Pools  B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Level
Pools  B  and  C  have wrong criteria for the level.

Pool  D  is where ther data has to go to.

This example shows that even if pool  A  matches as well with even better criteria, the  Default  pool  D
will be used. This is due to the fact that the first criteria is already used to make the decision. It prooves
the „top down“ algorithm.
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Example 7

Save Stream 7
Group: Legal
Client: Tuba
Save Set: index
Level: 5

Groups =

Clients =

Save Sets =

Levels =

Pool DPool B

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = full

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = incr

Pool C

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =
D:\\TEST

Levels = 5

Pool A
?

Groups
Poola  A , B  and  C  have matching criteria.

Pools  A , B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Client
Poola  A , B  and  C  have matching criteria.

Pools  A , B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Save Set
Pools  B  and  C  are „open“ for any save set, pool  A  has wrong criteria.

Pools  B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Level
Pools  B  and  C  have wrong criteria for the level.

Pool  D  is where ther data has to go to.
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Example 8

Save Stream 8
Group: Legal
Client: Tuba
Save Set: index
Level: 5

Groups =

Clients =

Save Sets =

Levels =

Pool DPool B

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = full

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = 5

Pool C

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =
D:\\TEST

Levels = 5

Pool A
?

Groups
Poola  A , B  and  C  have matching criteria.

Pools  A , B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Client
Poola  A , B  and  C  have matching criteria.

Pools  A , B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Save Set
Pools  B  and  C  are „open“ for any save set, pool  A  has wrong criteria.

Pools  B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Level
Pool  C  has matching criteria.

Pool  C  is where the data will to go to.
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Example 9

Groups
Poola  A , B  and  C  have matching criteria.

Pools  A , B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Client
Poola  A , B  and  C  have matching criteria.

Pools  A , B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Save Set
Pools  B  and  C  are „open“ for any save set, pool  A  has wrong criteria.

Pools  B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Level
Pool  C  has wrong criteria.

Pool  D  is where the data will to go to.

If this lloks strange to you, please proceed to page 19.

Save Stream 9
Group: Legal
Client: Tuba
Save Set: index
Level: incr

Groups =

Clients =

Save Sets =

Levels =

Pool DPool B

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = full

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = incr

Pool C

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =
D:\\TEST

Levels = 5

Pool A
?
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Example 10

Groups
Poola  A , B  and  C  have matching criteria.

Pools  A , B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Client
Poola  A , B  and  C  have matching criteria.

Pools  A , B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Save Set
Pools  B  and  C  are „open“ for any save set, pool  A  has wrong criteria.

Pools  B , C  and  D  will remain candidates.

Level
Pool  B  has wrong criteria.

Pool  D  is where the data will to go to.

If this lloks strange to you, please proceed to page 19.

Save Stream 10
Group: Legal
Client: Tuba
Save Set: bootstrap
Level: 5

Groups =

Clients =

Save Sets =

Levels =

Pool DPool B

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = 5

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =

Levels = incr

Pool C

Groups = Legal

Clients = Oboe,
Tuba

Save Sets =
D:\\TEST

Levels = 5

Pool A
?
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12.6. Things to consider

There are some important issues that you have to take care of when setting up pools:

• As pointed out clearly in the documentation and in the online help, path names for Windows
save sets must be stated in a special way:

Always substitute a backslash (\) with a double backshlash (\\) !
If you forget this, the path names cannot be recognized properly.

This is the solution for example 3.

• Index backups will have the same level as data backups, except for  incrementals .

• Incremental data backups will result in index backups with level 9 .

This is the method to ensure that you will not need more than two save sets for a complete
recovery of a client’s index.

It is the solution for example 9.

• With NetWorker 6, bootstraps will always be run with a level  full .

As the bootstrap is usually pretty small, this is a good preparation for a fast NetWorker disaster
recovery.

This is the solution for example 10.

• NetWorker will not even allow you to run automatic backups with a level  manual .

This of course is a contradiction and does not make sense. It is the solution for example 5.

Although it can be used for a pool’s discussion, NetWorker will prevent you from doing this:

Z:\NSR\BIN>savegrp -l manual -G Legal
02/19/02 10:44:25 savegrp: bad save level: manual

Z:\NSR\BIN>

As a consequence this save set will be impossible to be generated.
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Setting up pools is by far the most ‘popular’ source for configuration errors!

Therefore, you should never forget to ...

• Check whether the pool has been enabled.

• Verify that you have not seletced any device for a pool resource.

• Check whether you have chosen the right critera for all ‘list’ parameters:

- Groups
- Devices
- and especially levels

• However, if you have configured a pool which has overlapping criteria with another one,
NetWorker cannot resolve the destination uniquely any more. In such case, NetWorker
will prevent you from saving this resource.

• The label template does not matter - if you click  OK  twice, NetWorker will take the
pool’s name and create a label like it does for the pool  Default .
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12.8. Important attributes

Store index entries If set to  no , no file index entries are created for files beeing saved
into this pool. This is how NetWorker archiving works. For backup
pools this option will be set to  yes  by default.

Auto media verify This option is not used to activate a full data verification process -
it compares the data in a very specific way. Here is the description
from the manual pages:

Data is verified by repositioning the volume to read a portion of
the data previously written to the media and comparing the data
read to the original data written. If the data read matches the
data written, verification succeeds; otherwise it fails.

Media is verified whenever a volume becomes full while saving
and it is necessary to continue onto another volume, or when a
volume goes idle because all save sets being written to the
volume are complete. When a volume fails verification, it is
marked full so NetWorker will not select the volume for future
saves. The volume remains full until it is recycled or a user
marks it not full. If a volume fails verification while attempting to
switch volumes, all save sets writing to the volume are
terminated.
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Recycle to other pools
Recycle from other pools A media will be assigned to a pool during the labeling process.

Once this is done, it will be recycled (relabeled) if needed, but it will
always remain a member of the same pool by default.

NetWorker does not know such as a „Scratch Pool“ where all
recyclable and unlabeled media will be automatically assigned to.

This may lead to the situation where NetWorker may run out of
media because there is no more recyclable media in this pool.

However, NetWorker in principle could grab any other recyclable
tape in the autochanger and relabel it for the pool he needs it. You
may control the receiption of media from other pools as well as the
release of media to other pools by setting these two parameters
appropriately.

Volume type preference This attribute is used as a selection criteria when a request is made
for a writeable volume. The preferred type will be considered first
within a priority level such as jukebox or stand alone device .

12.9. Label and label templates

Labels in fact are not of any interest for NetWorker’s internal administration - NetWorker uses another
variable called the  Volume ID , which is also created and saved with in the label at labeling time. Self-
describing labels however are much better to be understood for an administrator or operator.
Unfortunately you will loose this benefit if your labels have to match the media’s bar code labels.

If you have not selected the autochanger option  match barcode labels  (see last TID), you may in fact
assign any label to you backup media - you do not even have to follow a certain template. The only
situation which NetWorker will reject is if you try to use a label that is known to the media database
already. In other words: NetWorker will not allow you to label any media with a label that already
exists in this data zone.

This however does not prevent him from resolving more than one media with the same name -
NetWorker can handle this by also looking at the  volume id  which is most unlikely the same as well.
This is no contradiction - although you are not allowed to assign an existing label twice, it may well be
that you have to import a media with the same label from another data zone. NetWorker will spport
this even without any further notice.

Label templates are only necessary to tell the NetWorker server which label it should use whenever
he has to label a media by himself - as he needs to act automatically, you simply have to tell him
which rules to follow.

Remember that most NetWorker resources are only necessary to tell NetWorker how
to work automatically.

Please have a look at chapter 10.3.7 to learn how to set up label templates.
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NetWorker Basics (15)

14. A simple configuration example
As you know the most important resources, you may now proceed and use them in a first
configuration example. In this chapter, an example should help you to convert a given customer's
backup scenario into a NetWorker configuration.

14.1. General procedure

It is most unlikely that your customer will present you the backup scenario with perfect NetWorker
terminology. It is also obvious that it is a new NetWorker installation - a well-trained NetWorker
administrator should be capable to eaysily extend his existing scenario.

The general steps are like this:
• Understanding the scenario
• Convert the scenario into NetWorker resources

- Finding the backup windows
- Develop a solution for the most critical client
- Define the clients' settings for:

Save Sets
Groups
Schedules
Directives
Browse & Retention Policies

- Define the pools
• Calculating the sizes of the client file indexes
• Calculating the media needed
• Checking the NetWorker licenses

Once you have defined the resources, you may decide how to implement the scenario. In general, you
have these three possibilities:

• If they fit, you can use existing NetWorker default resources whenever possible.
• You may also adjust existing default resources, if possible.
• You may add new resources if necessary.

No matter which way you choose, the most important step is the theory - once you
have done this, the configuration of the NetWorker resources themselves is very
easy. I will not show this any more - if you need more help about the practical
session, please review the last two chapters.

You also need to understand, that there are a lot of potential solutions, in general. Most often there is
not THE ideal solution - you may achieve the goal in many ways. However, which way you choose will
heavily depend on your personal NetWorker experience.
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14.2. The scenario

ABC Inc. is designing and manufacturing automobile spare parts. All important business data is
centrally stored on one single Windows 2000 server called  master.abc.com . This machine has to
be saved with NetWorker, where there are especially these two important directories:

• Directory  D:\shipping
contains the application-specific database with all details about all customers and the
shipping information.

The total size is about 100 GBytes in about 1.000 files. Every day about 55 GBytes will
change, stored in about 200 files.

• Directory  E:\develop
contains the applications and the data from the development and the quality insurance
departments.

The total size is about 180 GBytes in about 100.000 files.

The following backup tasks needs to be fulfilled:

• The changed shipping data needs to be backed up on a daily base - a full needs to be run once
every week.

• As the development data is essential for the company, the management decided to save them
with a daily full, if they have changed.

• Additionally, the whole server has to be backed up by a monthly full backup, which will be started
manually. In total there are 330 GBytes stored in about 145.000 files.

• All full backups need to be cloned.

Other considerations:

• Due to legal restrictions, all backups will have to be maintained for at least 7 years.
• The likelihood to recover actual data will be minimal 4 weeks after the backup.
• For security reasons, a copy of the full backups shall be created automatically - these tapes will

be stored offsite in a bank's safe.
• The  Just-in-Time  devilery principle supported by  ABC Inc.  demands that sales and shipping is

working sunday to friday from 03:00 until 11:00 .
• Developers will have access to the computer monday to friday from 09:00 until 22:00.

Additional informations about the backup hardware:

• There is a minimal budget available - in the first step the smallest jukebox will be ordered.
However, ABC Inc. will replace its existing backup hardware with new DLT7000 drives.
The average data rate will be assumed with 5 MBytes/s per drive.

• The new installed network is considered not to be any bottleneck.
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14.3. A first view

There seems to be no general problems for a NetWorker solution. Some configuration parameters can
be retrieved directly from the text:

• The  Save Sets :
- D:\shipping
- E:\develop
- All (except  D:\shipping  and  E:\develop)

• As clones need to be made,  ABC Inc.  needs at least a jukebox with 2 DLT7000 drives.

• The  Browse Policy  for all data will be  4 weeks .

• The  Retention Policy  for all data is at least  7 years .

The next step is to find out the time considerations.

14.3.1. Calculating the throughput and the backup lengths

Using 2 DLT7000 tape drives will result in this potential data rates:

• 5 MBytes/s will result in 18 GBytes/h with one device or 36 GBytes/h using two DLT7000 in
parallel.

This will result in the maximum backup periods (without cloning):

• With 1 DLT 7000
Full backups

D:\shipping 110 GBytes 06:07 hours
E:\develop 180 GBytes 10 hours
All   40 GBytes 02:07 hours

Incremental backups
D:\shipping   55 GBytes 03:03 hours
E:\develop not allowed 10 hours
All     ------

• With 2 DLT 7000
Full backups

D:\shipping 110 GBytes \
E:\develop 180 GBytes /
All   40 GBytes 02:07 hours

Incremental backups
D:\shipping   55 GBytes \
E:\develop not allowed /
All     ------ to be tested

With such file system you may assume, that the 180 GBytes for the developers and the remaining 150
GBytes may be distributed to different devices. As a consequence, you only need a maximum of 10
hours for the for the full backup even for the whole system.

max. 10 hours

max. 10 hours

The "full backup" of the
systems is just 330
minus 180 minus 110
GBytes, which is only
40 GBytes.
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14.3.2. Time considerations

The simpliest way is to use the reserved access periods to the data and draw them, along with the
backup and clone times into a time diagram, a schedule. For  ABC Inc. this results in the tables you
see oin the next page. This means:

• For the full backup of  D:\shipping  you have 16 hours available.
There are no problems to fulfill this request.

• For the full backup of  E:\develop  you have 11 hours available.
This looks a bit tight, but it is possible. It is even possible, if all clone processes will be started
right after the backups.

• The monthly full backup of the whole system can be run on a saturday.

As you can easily see now, the backup of  E:\develop  is the most critical situation - solving this
task needs the highest priority with respect to all other tasks.

Cloning data can be performed with the same speed as the backup. However there is a problem:

• Due to the small backup window for the full backup of  E:\develop  the backup with cloning
will take almost a day and will overlap with the backup of  D:\shipping .

Due to this fact, you need to have at least a third backup device.

To optimize recoveries, it would also be possible to even do full backups of  D:\shipping  during the
week - time would allow to do this. However, you would then even need a fourth tape drive to support
all cloning processes.

These calculations would result in 4 backups groups with these core parameters:

• Shipping_full
Start time 11:00
Autostart enabled
Clones yes

• Shipping_L5
Start time 11:10
Autostart enabled
Clones yes

• Development
Start time 22:00
Autostart enabled
Clones yes

• All
Start time 22:00
Autostart disabled
Clones yes

This group needs to be
started manually once
a month.

Due to the different
clone considerations
you need 3 backup
groups.
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Closing, Backup and Clone Periods for server  master.abc.com

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

                                                                                     time
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
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14.3.3. Finding the backup windows

Reading the time diagram carefully now will result in the schedules. However, these additional
precautions should be forgotten:

• Backing up the save set  All  should start when there are no more closing times. This will be as
early as 22:00 hours.

• Backups shall be started as early as possible - this will reserve some time to solve potential
problems. This is the reason why the full backup of  D:\shipping  should already be done on
saturdays.

• Incremental backups of  D:\shipping  could be replaced by differential backups. This makes
sense to minimize the number of necessary recoveries. However, the amount of data is almost
the same - a realistic consideration for databases.

14.3.4. Client setup

Please use the table from the next page where you have an overall view for the setup of the simple and
the complex resources.

From the time diagram you already know the most important informations - only the browse and the
retention policies and the exclusion of the regular backups using a specific directive need to be added.

Besides this solution, there is an even more intelligent one for the group  All :

Just override the client schedules by assigning the level  full  for this group.

I have added empty worksheets at the end of this chapter.
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Complex
Resources

Client
  Name master master master master

    Save Set D:\shipping D:\shipping E:\develop All

Simple
Resources

Group
  Name Shipping_full Shipping_L5 Development All
    Start time 11:00 11:10 22:00 22:00
    Autostart enabled enabled enabled disabled
    Clones yes no yes yes
    Clone pool Clone_Full ----- Clone_Full Clone_Full

Schedule
  Name Su_full Inc_skip_Su Full_skip_Sa Always_full
    Sunday skip skip skip full
    Monday full 5 full full
    Tuesday skip 5 full full
    Wednesday skip 5 full full
    Thursday skip 5 full full
    Friday skip 5 full full
    Saturday skip 5 skip full

Directive
  Name Special
  Directive   see below

Browse
Policy
  Name 4 Weeks 4 Weeks 4 Weeks 4 Weeks
    Number of
    Periods 4 4 4 4
    Periods Week Week Week Week

Retention
Policy
  Name 7 Years 7 Years 7 Years 7 Years
    Number of
    Periods 7 7 7 7
    Periods Year Year Year Year

And this is the directive  Special  : "empty line"
<< "D:\shipping" >>
      +skip: .
<< "E:\develop" >>
      +skip: .
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14.3.5. Setting up the pools

There are no specific requests to separate the data - there are no different retention policies, for
example. This is the reason why the data can be separated just by looking at the backup level. As a
consequence, you only need 3 pools as shown on the next page.

If you want to use the existing pools  Full, NonFull  and  Offsite , do not forget that you
must enable them!

This is the end of resource configuration. Setting up the NetWorker resources by using the diagram is
easy and fast.

14.4. Calculating the index size

Due to index dependencies (to be covered in a later chapter), you have to obey this rule:

To store the client file index for  n  backup cycles , you must calculate the index size
for  n+1  backup cycles  plus one full  backup.

A  backup cycle  is the period between two full backups.

As a consequence, your calculation should read as follows:

• For 1 backup cycle
- D:\shipping full 1 x     1.000 files

   5 5 x           200 files
- E:\develop full 5 x 100.000 files
- All full 1 x   44.000 files

This is a total of

546.000 file entries  x  220 Bytes   =  120,12 MBytes

• For 4 weeks  =  5 backup cycles + 1 full
- 120,120 MBytes  x  5 +  120,120 MBytes  =  720,720 MBytes

In this calculation, i assumed that the  full  will have the same size as a full backup cycle.
This is allowed as the reduction by the 1.000 level 5 file index entries would just be marginal.

220 Bytes per file was the size for a NetWorker 5.x entry. In NetWorker 6, the client size will
be somehow smaller, usually by 10 .. 30%. However, due to an internal compression algorithm
you cannot exactly predict the index size any longer. As a consequence, let me suggest that you
always use the old numbers for calculation to be safe.
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Complex
Resources

Pool Pool Pool Pool

Name Full NonFull Offsite
  Pool type
    Backup Backup Backup
    Clone Clone

Simple
Resources

Groups
Shipping_full Shipping_5 ------
Development
All

Devices
------ ------ ------

Clients
------ ------ ------

Save sets
------ ------ ------

Levels
------ ------- ------

Label
template Full NonFull Offsite

As all groups only use
one level, this is
sufficient as selection
criteria.
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14.5. Calculating the volumes

This is pretty similar to the one for the client index size:

• For 1 cycle
- D:\shipping full 1 x 110 GBytes

   5 5 x     55 GBytes
- E:\develop full 5 x 180 GBytes
- All full 1 x   40 GBytes

This is a total of

110  +  275  +   900  +  40 GBytes   =  1,325 TBytes

where

110  +      0  +   900  +  40 GBytes   =  1,050 TBytes

need to be cloned.

• For 7 years (1 year with 53 cycles) you will need

(1,325  +  1,050) TBytes  x  53  x  7  =  881,125 TBytes

Assuming an average capacity of 45 GBytes per media you will need 19.580 tape cartridges.

Assuming an average price of US $90 .- per tape, the media costs will result in the range of about
$1,76 Mio.

14.6. Calculating the jukebox size

It makes sense to keep at least the media in the jukebox until the browse policy expired. As the clone
media needs to be stored offsite, you only need to consider one backup cycle that needs to be stored
in the jukebox as well. So the requirement will be calculated like this:

• For 1 cycle
- Backup data 1,325 TBytes
- Clone data 1,050 TBytes

• For 5 cycles
- Backup data 5 x 1,325 TBytes
- Clone data 1 x 1,050 TBytes

5  x  1,325  +  1,050 TBytes  = 5,575 TBytes

Assuming an average capacity of 45 GBytes per media you will need jukebox with at least
124 slots.

An autochanger with 128 Slots will be sufficient - but he should also have at least 3 tape drives and a
cartridge access port (CAP) that is large enough to keep all media that needs to be swapped (about
25 pieces).
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14.7. Calculating the NetWorker licenses

For this simple configuration you need:

1 NetWorker NetWork Edition für Windows

1 NetWorker autochanger module for 128 or 256 slots
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Complex
Resources

Client
  Name

    Save Set

Simple
Resources

Group
  Name
    Start time
    Autostart
    Clones
    Clone pool

Schedule
  Name
    Sunday
    Monday
    Tuesday
    Wednesday
    Thursday
    Friday
    Saturday

Directive
  Name
  Directive

Browse
Policy
  Name
    Number of
    Periods
    Periods

Retention
Policy
  Name
    Number of
    Periods
    Periods

Client Configuration Worksheet

Notes
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Complex
Resources

Pool Pool Pool Pool

Name
  Pool type
    Backup
    Clone

Simple
Resources

Groups

Devices

Clients

Save sets

Levels

Label
template

Pool Configuration Worksheet

Notes
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NetWorker Basics (16)

15. Database Management

15.1. The NetWorker Database System

If you still remember the information from TID 03/2002, you should know about the three NetWorker
databases, that are used to describe the complete state of a NetWorker data zone:

• The (Client) File Index /nsr/res/client_name

For each physical NetWorker client, there is one instance (a subdirectory) in which the
information is. As a consequence, the databases for each client are isolated from the others.
This is important, because a defective database of one client will not also affect the ones of
the other clients.

The key infomation is the pointer to each filename that has been saved - every time the file
will be saved again, there will be another entry of the same file name, but of course with a
different time stamp.

If you as administrator do not delete the information prematurely, the information will stay
until the browse policy for the save set has expired.

This last statement describes the scenario pretty well. However, technically, this is not
exactly true. I will explain this in chapter ...

Depending on the backup intervals, the backup levels and the number of files, this
database can grow very fast. Although there is almost no technical restriction for the size
(the current limit of 18 Exabytes will be good enough for a while  ;-) , there is a practical
limitation. You may imagine, that the larger the indexes grow, the more difficult they will
become to handle. And even if it is not a problem by itself, some processes like database
checking will just take (much) longer depending on the database size.

Some customers, especially in the pre-press business, easily succeed in creating an index
of several GB withing some weeks. The larger client file index sizes you will see in the field
are about 20..50 GB for some clients.
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• The Media Index /nsr/res/mm

There is one instance for the whole data zone. The media database keeps three key
informations - they will only be deleted automatically if the media will be re-labeled:

- Save Set Information
The save set name and its ID number (SSID) along with other information like:

When has the save set been created and what is the current status ?

- Volume Information
The volume name and its ID number (VOLID) along with other information like:

Where can the save sets be found (the media and the exact physical location) ?

- Client ID Information
This is something i have not mentioned so far. In fact it is of no direct interest as
you will never deal directly with the client ID.

Every time NetWorker creates a file index database for a new client, it assigns a
specific number to internally identify this client.

This is only important if you want to add old (NetWorker 4.x or 5.x) save sets of the
same client name to your NetWorker data zone:

In NetWorker 4 and 5, it could happen that the SSIDs from various data zones
overlapped. In such cases, NetWorker could not add such save sets to the
media database of the other data zone, for instance if you wanted to merge 2
NetWorker servers to a server/storage node scenario.

Now NetWorker internally ‘encodes’ the SSID with the client ID and ensures
that the resulting ID is unique - and import problems do not exist any more.

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Storage
Node

NetWorker
Server

File Indexes

Resource Files

Media Index

The NetWorker database system:
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• The Resource Database /nsr/res

There is one instance for the whole data zone. The resource files or resource database
(since NetWorker 6.2) keep the configuration for the whole NetWorker server environment.
For details about the structure of the new NetWorker resource database, please have a look
at TIN 12/2002.

While the file  nsrla.res , which is created by installing the NetWorker client software,
can be found on every NetWorker node (just due to the fact that the client package is the
minimal software required), all other files can be found only on the NetWorker server:

nsrjb.res This is the file that stores information about NetWorker media labels
templates and a jukebox configuration.

This file is installed with the NetWorker Storage Node software and will
of course be present, even if no jukebox has been configured.

nsr.res This is the file that stores information about all other NetWorker
configurations of the same NetWorker data zone.

This file is installed with the NetWorker Server software.

Modifying the resources is either done by the Administrator (usiong the  nwadmin  GUI) or by
the NetWorker server himself. In fact NetWorker keeps track of status information in the
resource files. This is mandatory as it must be able to continue with the exact state of each
resource once the NetWorker daemons will be restarted.

As mentioned above, the easiest way to deal with the NetWorker resource database is via
the Administrator GUI. So far, we have used the most powerful one, nwadmin.exe  for
Windows in the last few chapters - i do not want to repeat the general usage here.

For Windows, there still is the ‘old’ GUI available (winadmin.exe), which looks pretty much
the same as your  nwadmin  GUI for UNIX/Linux.

There is even another program i have not mentioned at all yet, a character-based utility
called  nsradmin(.exe). This program is available for UNIX/Linux and Windows, although
the „visual“ capability has not fully been implemented into the Windows environment.

As a consequence, nsradmin  is not used very often any more ‘for standard configuration’
purposes. However, as command line capabilities are perfect for scripting purposes, this
method is great to prepare a larger deployment of NetWorker servers. I will probably show
this in a later document.

Compared to the graphical interface, which allows you to open sub-windows when needed,
nsradmin  cannot display configuration and status information displays simulteanously. To
receive character based status information, you therefore must use another program,
nsrwatch (UNIX/Linux only).

The following pages will show you sample screenshots of the various interfaces. As you may
any NetWorker server from any program, you may of course choose your prefered program
to work with. As i have done NetWorker configurations during the last chapters, i do not want
to repeat the information here. For internal information about the rescource files’ internals,
please review TID 10/2002.
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Server: ultra           Tue Jul  9 12:47:37 2002

 Up since: Tue Jul  9 12:29:42 2002  Version: NetWorker 6.1.Build.186 Eval
 Saves: 0 session(s)  Recovers: 0 session(s)
Device            type     volume
 /BU_DEV1         file     ultra.001    mounted file disk ultra.001
 /BU_DEV2         file     ultra.archive.001  mounted file disk ultra.archive.

Sessions:

Messages:

 Tue 12:29:39 server notice: started
 Tue 12:30:11 registration warning: License enabler #none (NetWorker/10 Eval)
 Tue 12:30:14 /BU_DEV1 mounted file disk ultra.001
 Tue 12:30:15 /BU_DEV2 mounted file disk ultra.archive.001
Pending:

Command:  Select  [Next]  Prev   Edit   Create   Delete   Options   Quit
1 of 71 (on ultra)

                        type: NSR;
                        name: ultra;
                     version: NetWorker 6.1.Build.186 Eval;
                 parallelism: 4;
                manual saves: [Enabled]   Disabled ;
             public archives:  Enabled   [Disabled];
             volume priority: [NearLine Priority]   SmartMedia Priority ;
               administrator: *@*;
                contact name: ;
                     company: ;
              street address: ;
                   city/town: ;
              state/province: ;
             zip/postal code: ;
                     country: ;
                       phone: ;
                         fax: ;
               email address: ;
              server OS type: Solaris;
----------------------------------
Keys: tab=next  return=do command  [a-z]=that command  ^H=help

The character-based  NetWorker Administrator  (nsradmin) for UNIX/Linux, ‘visual’ mode:

The character-based  NetWorker Administrator  (nsrwatch) for UNIX/Linux:
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The graphical  NetWorker Administrator  for UNIX/Linux (nwadmin):

The old graphical  NetWorker Administrator  for Windows (winadmin.exe):
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The new graphical  NetWorker Administrator  for Windows (nwadmin.exe):

Of course you may also edit the resource text files manually. If you do this, be sure you stop the
Networker daemons first as they could also write to these files.

Be extremely careful - direct editing of the resource files is not supported by
Legato. If you do not know exactly what you are doing, you may end up with
a broken configuration.

The internal structure of the resource files is always the same - UNIX test format (no carriage return,
no line feed). Although this looks strange when opened by a Windows editor, it makes absolute
sense, because it does allow you to exchange the resource files between NetWorker servers for
UNIX/Linux and such for Windows.

This is extremly useful if you need to support NetWorker. The customer knows exactly his current
configuration - you may not. And if it is very complex, you might loose track when he explains it over
the phone. But this is how you can ‘visualize’ his configuration:

- Install NetWorker on a test system.
- Stop the NetWorker daemons.
- Copy the customer’s resource files to your resource directory.
- Restart the NetWorker daemons.

Be careful - depending on his configuration, this may of course take (much) longer.

This will of course not lead to a running configuration - computers are not
present, the databases are missing, the devices are wrong etc.

However, using this method, you can easily investigate the customer’s
configuration and check for such errors.
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15.2. A true Database Structure

First of all, you have to be aware that NetWorker’s file and media index are true databases. However,
they are no runtime versions of ‘common’ SQL databases like Oracle, for example.

The database system NetWorker uses has been developed a while ago at the Univerity of Wisconsin.
This explains the name: WISS, an abbreviation for  Wisconsin Storage System . Legato bought all
rights more than ten years ago and it has been used within NetWorker from the very beginning. From
time to time, Legato incorporates changes and improvements and releases a modified database
version - the last major release was implemented with NetWorker 6.0, the next one will come with
NetWorker 7.0 at the end of this year.

Although the name of the database does not matter at all, it is good to remember, because it may
appear within NetWorker error messages. Therefore you should remember this simple rule:

WISS errors  indicate database problems

In principle, the internal structure of a WISS database does not differ from the one of their bigger SQL
relatives. Basically, there are these 4 important areas:

• Records
This is the area where the ‘real’ data sets are stored.

• Indices
Indices contain internal search tables, which will help you in retrieving the desired information
much faster. In case they do not exist, you would simply have to read the whole database
sequentially to find the info you are looking for.

• Transaction Logs
This is the area, where NetWorker stores a ‘list of commands’ which are about to be executed
during a maintenance process.

• Temporary Space
This is temporary space on the hard disk, which will be used for the various steps of the
maintenance processes.

In general, you can find exactly the same structure within the NetWorker database system as you will see
later in this chapter.

The major problems with such databases arise when you need to delete information:

You simply cannot erase the records as they are embedded in the whole  records  area. To respond
fast, such entry will only be ‘marked to be deleted’. This is a very short operation and only changes the
contents of record (it is nothing else than changing a certain field), but it will not affect the length of the
records area. Unfortunately, this will leave virtual ‘holes’ in the database, resulting in ‘holey’ files.

If you later want to physically cleanup the database and ‘remove the holes’, there is only one method:
You actually have to copy the ‘valid’ records of the database to a new file. This process is also called
‘database compression’. As a consequence, you need at least the same free temprorary space on hard
disk for this purpose.

This explains, why  transaction logs  and  temporary space  only exist when needed.

In general, you can find exactly the same structure within the NetWorker database system as you will see
later in this chapter.
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Transaction Logs

Temporary Space

Indices

File Records

The diagram shows the general structure of such a database:

This works in general perfectly, but this structure also has problems. The major ones are:

• The bigger the database, the longer the maintenance will take.
With very big databases you simply want to avoid compression as often as possible. However,
as the database would just grow without it, you must remove obsolete records to keep the size
managable. On verly large databases this will take minutes if not hours.

• Compression will need much space.
As mentioned on the last page, the compression is nothing else but a copy of the valid data and
a rebuild/update of the indices. On very large databases, you need at least the same free space
on a UNIX/Linux partition - on Windows it is even twice the used space. This may simply lead to
the fact that you might run off free disk space on your system.

• Recovery is an issue.
Although a defect could only harm a very small section within the structure, the whole database
must be recovered. This prevents you from making new backups right away, even if you have
solved the origin of the defect. On very large indexes, this might take hours before you can
proceed with large backups..

• The database has to be up-to-date to append new data.
Although a defect would only harm a very tiny section within the structure, the whole database
must be recovered - otherwise no data can be appended.
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15.3. Mapping the general structure to the NetWorker Indexes

Let us have a look at the media index of a NetWorker 6 version. In fact you can see the various areas:

Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6>dir
 Volume in drive Z is NETWORKER
 Volume Serial Number is 6C83-6E1E

 Directory of Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6

07/09/2002  02:02p      <DIR>          .
07/09/2002  02:02p      <DIR>          ..
06/15/2002  08:38p              32,768 clients
06/15/2002  11:10p              16,384 clients.0
06/15/2002  08:38p              32,768 clients_i0
06/15/2002  11:10p              16,384 clients_i0.0
06/15/2002  08:38p              32,768 clients_i1
06/15/2002  11:10p              16,384 clients_i1.0
06/15/2002  08:38p              32,768 ss
06/15/2002  11:10p              16,384 ss.0
06/15/2002  08:38p              32,768 ss_i0
06/15/2002  11:10p              16,384 ss_i0.0
06/15/2002  08:38p              32,768 ss_i1
06/15/2002  11:10p              16,384 ss_i1.0
06/15/2002  08:38p              32,768 ss_i2
06/15/2002  08:38p              16,384 ss_i2.0
06/15/2002  08:38p              32,768 ss_i3
06/15/2002  11:10p              16,384 ss_i3.0
06/15/2002  08:38p              32,768 vol
06/15/2002  11:10p              16,384 vol.0
06/27/2002  02:59p               8,192 VolHdr
06/15/2002  08:38p              32,768 vol_i0
06/15/2002  11:10p              16,384 vol_i0.0
06/15/2002  08:38p              32,768 vol_i1
06/15/2002  11:10p              16,384 vol_i1.0
06/15/2002  08:38p              32,768 vol_i2
06/15/2002  11:10p              16,384 vol_i2.0
06/15/2002  08:38p              32,768 vol_i3
06/15/2002  11:10p              16,384 vol_i3.0
06/15/2002  08:38p              32,768 vol_i4
06/15/2002  08:38p              16,384 vol_i4.0
              29 File(s)        696,320 bytes
               2 Dir(s)     786,029,568 bytes free

Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6>

Besides a header for the database itself, there are the three databases. Each one contains this info :

*, *.0 The record files

*_i, *_i.0 The internal index files

*_x, *_x.0 The temporary transaction log files (not existent at this time)

*_t, *_t.0 The temporary space files (not existent at this time)

Needless to say that it
is the same structure
for UNIX and
Windows.

Client ID
section

Save Set
section

Volume
sections

Database header
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For the client file index, this was the same structure until NetWorker 5.x, as you can see below:

Z:\nsr\bin>dir Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db
 Volume in drive Z is NETWORKER
 Volume Serial Number is 6C83-6E1E

 Directory of Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db

08/02/00  11:20p        <DIR>          .
08/02/00  11:20p        <DIR>          ..
08/02/00  10:03p                32,768 sr
08/02/00  10:05p            22,175,744 sr.0
08/02/00  06:33p                32,768 sr_i0
08/02/00  10:05p             2,105,344 sr_i0.0
08/02/00  08:59a                32,768 sr_i1
08/02/00  08:59a                16,384 sr_i1.0
08/02/00  11:20p                 8,192 VolHdr
             9 File(s)       24,403,968 bytes
                             53,837,312 bytes free

Z:\nsr\bin>

Save Record
section

Database header

Besides a header for the database itself you can only see the information for the save records which
contain the information for the client file index:

*, *.0 The record files

*_i, *_i.0 The internal index files

*_x, *_x.0 The temporary transaction log files (not existent at this time)

*_t, *_t.0 The temporary space files (not existent at this time)
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The new client file index for NetWorker 6.x looks completely different:

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6>dir
 Volume in drive Z is NETWORKER
 Volume Serial Number is 6C83-6E1E

 Directory of Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6

06/19/2002  04:54p      <DIR>          .
06/19/2002  04:54p      <DIR>          ..
06/15/2002  08:37p                 204 3d0b8967.k0
06/15/2002  08:37p                   0 3d0b8967.k1
06/15/2002  08:37p               1,112 3d0b8967.rec
06/15/2002  09:10p               4,700 3d0b9131.k0
06/15/2002  09:10p                   0 3d0b9131.k1
06/15/2002  09:10p              33,524 3d0b9131.rec
06/15/2002  09:31p                 204 3d0b95ca.k0
06/15/2002  09:31p                   0 3d0b95ca.k1
06/15/2002  09:31p               1,200 3d0b95ca.rec
06/15/2002  02:03p                   0 v6ck.lck
06/19/2002  04:54p                 108 v6hdr
06/15/2002  02:03p                   0 v6hdr.lck
06/19/2002  04:54p                   0 v6journal
              13 File(s)         41,052 bytes
              2 Dir(s)     786,029,568 bytes free

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6>

Besides a header for the database itself you can see 3 files with the same name and a different
extension. They all belong together which is indicated by the same file name.

This is the meaning of the file names:

*.rec The record files

*.k0 The key files (index files)
*.k1

With this new database structure, transaction logs and temporary
space files are obsolete!

If you have one file set per save set, deleting the file index for a save
set is not an issue any more - it can be done instantly. And as the
files will disappear immediately, there is no need for compression
any more.

By the way, the file name is nothing else but the hexadecimal code of the time the save set was
created, the time stamp. Although you can convert it to the usual format, NetWorker always uses the
UNIX time (counted in seconds from 01/01/70) internally, which is stored in the media index by the
variable  nsavetime .

Using the time is a perfect idea as time is unique - it never re-occurs. The only issue NetWorker has to
take care of is that it will not start more than one save set at the same second, but i am sure that
NetWorker uses in internal algorith which prevents such coincidence.

Save Record
sections

Database header

Database header
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Let’s have a look at the time stamp again, as stored in the media database. The appropriate command
is  mminfo - you will learn more about its syntax in the next TID.

Here is the query example to display the save set ID, the backup time and the save set’s name:

Z:\nsr\bin>mminfo -s creinfeld -a -r "ssid, savetime, nsavetime, name" -ot
 ssid        date     save time name
193554433   06/15/02 1024166247 D:\TEST
194064897   06/15/02 1024168241 C:\Program Files
194376705   06/15/02 1024169418 C:\PRO

Z:\nsr\bin>

=̂

=̂

=̂

If you convert the time stamp to a hex value, these are the results:

1024166247
dec

3d0b8967
hex

1024168241
dec

3d0b9131
hex

1024169418
dec

3d0b95ca
hex

Now look again at the file names, here just listed for the record files:

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6>dir *.rec
 Volume in drive Z is NETWORKER
 Volume Serial Number is 6C83-6E1E

 Directory of Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6

06/15/2002  08:37p               1,112 3d0b8967.rec
06/15/2002  09:10p              33,524 3d0b9131.rec
06/15/2002  09:31p               1,200 3d0b95ca.rec
               3 File(s)         35,836 bytes
               0 Dir(s)     786,027,520 bytes free

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6>

As you can see, there is a full coincidence: the file names directly represent the save time!

Why don’t you see the  index  and the  bootstrap  save sets in the file index database? - As you will
learn in the next chapter, these save sets will start their  life cycle  already with the status  recoverable -
no file index information will even populate the client file index.

This is absolute o.k., as it does not make sense to recover a single file from an index or bootstrap save
set.
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The new structure for the NetWorker file index databases includes a number of improvements, which
could not be implemented with the old, pure WISS database:

• Each save set has its own file index ‘instance’.
If for whatever reason a save set’s information will become defective, it will not automatically
affect all the other save sets.

Assume you had a power failure while a backup was running. With NetWorker 5.x, the
whole index of the clients needed to be recovered first to be able to run new backups. For
large client indexes, this could be very time consuming.

As ‘partial’ save sets are of no value at all, NetWorker now will automatically delete the
indexes for such save sets and cleans the whole index database. And as this only mean to
delete the set of 3 files, this operation can be achieved in a second.

• If you restore the client file index, missing parts will only be appended.
With the old structure, the whole file index needed to be recovered because it simply could
only be overwritten.

• Only the  *.rec  files of the index need to be backed up, the  *.k?  files will be re-
created during the index recovery.

This keeps the index backup to the minimum size which needs the minimum time. If you
have client file indexes of several gigabytes, you will appreciate all time savbing issues.

• The index size will be reduced by about 30%.
This is due to a new internal compression algorithm. Although the exact size is
unpredictable, such average reduction ratio is a good assumption. This will lead to the
average number of 150 bytes per file index entry.

• During a software upgrade the time needed for an index conversion will be minimized.

• While the file index conversion is still active, new backups can already take place.
This is due to the fact that a new backup will create a new file index instance.

• Checking and cross-cheking the databases will become much faster.

• Browse- and retention policies now can be set for each save set individually.
Although different policies could be assigned in NetWorker 5.x, only the longest became
effective. To use this feature, you must run the  save  command from the command line.

• Browse- and retention policies can even be changed after the backup.
Please wait for TID 18/2002 for details.

• If the save set becomes  recoverable , the deletion of the associated client file index files
is very fast.

Only the set of three index files needs to be deleted. And as this is already a physical
process, no ‘holes’ will be created. Consequently, you do not need to compress the dabase
any more - there is nothing left to be deleted.

• The save set IDs are now client-specific.
This is due to the new client ID, which is saved in the media database. It ensures that the
consolidation of two data zones into one is no problem any more.

Please also have a look on page 2 of this TID.

15.4. Notes on the new (NetWorker 6.x) index structure
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Further technical details:

• If no file will be saved, either due to a misconfiguration or due to the fact that there simply was
nothing found to be saved, then no empty file index instance will be created.

• The save set ID (ssid) is stored by a 20 bytes value internally. The value that you will usually see
is not the complete number but just a fraction, simply to keep the number to a reasonable size.

• The new 64-bit addressing allows very large save sets - the maximum size now can be
18 Exabytes:

18.000.000.000.000.000.000 Bytes  =  18 x 1018  Bytes

As a consequence, the old limit of 2 GBytes per physical save set (until NetWorker 5.x) does
not exist any more - the server’s  Save Set Cutoff Size  of 2 GBytes is not active any more and
cannot be set as well. As a consequence, there is no necessity to create  Continued Save Sets
(a  Continued Save Set  was a workaround to handle save sets large than 2 GBytes with the old
media index database).

• The new structure increases the media database by about 100%. However, as the media index
is very small compared to the file index, the effects can easily be negligated.

• The file index information will already be saved in XDR Format (see TID 14/2002). This allows
even faster backups and recoveries as the data does not need to be converted any more.

• As a consequence, index backups are nothing else but normal file backups, done by  uasm .
The specific NetWorker program  nsrindexasm  is not required any more.

• NetWorker’s database backups (index and bootstrap backups) will already be start their life
cycle with the status  recoverable . As a consequence, you cannot browse through these save
sets.

• As you do not need to recover an old file index to be able to create new backups, the backup of
the server’s client file index does not belong to the NetWorker bootstrap any longer.

Of course, restoring the index is necessary for recoveries, but not for new backups.

• If required, NetWorker client file indexes can be completely recoverd by the NetWorker server
himself - you just have to start the process.

The new client file index structure requires that the databases
must be converted when installing NetWorker 6.x.

This step is irreversible - if you need to go back, recovering from
good database backups is the only chance you have.
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15.5. Using the databases

In general, one databses does not know anything about the media database and the media database
does not know what is stored inside a clients file index (CFI). The linking element between both
databases is noting else but the backup time:

• It will be saved in both databases and it must be the same for both databases. So it can be used to
link the two databases in the background.

Client File
Index

Media
Index

Save Set
Information

Volume
Information

File
Information

Client File Recovery

Save Set &
Direct

Recovery

And this is how you will use the databases ...

• If you recover files you will use the file index as your primary information source.
While searching for the files you want to recover, the file index is used to search through your
databases. This is called the  browse  process. The save set ID is not stored in the file index at all.
However, knowing the exact timestamp, it is easy to find the SSID for a certain backup in the media
database.

• If you recover a complete save set, you will only need the media index.
This is especially useful if you do not want to rebuild the index information for a save set that has
already deleted from the file index. Simply recovere all data to a temporary location, and retrieve
single files from there, if needed. The filenames will not be recovered from the clients file index
but during the data recovery - they are simply retrieved from the embedded index infos.

• Index management always starts in the media database.
This will result in either the volume or the save set resolution (granularity). As a consequence,
you may only have a volume or a whole set as the smallest addressable instance.

This makes total sense - it is much faster due to the small media index, and it is much easier to
determine the SSID and delete the save set (for expample) than to search for a single file
through the much larger file index and then delete all other files with the same time stamp.

In case of changes, like deleting save set information from the media index, NetWorker will first
change the save set’s status and then, if necessary, propagate the changes to the file index.

Backup Time
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15.6. Dependencies

Monitoring the size of a client file index makes total sense, because NetWorker Administrators quite
often do not understand that there are dependencies which makes a client file index to grow larger
than intended. On the next page you will find a diagram which will show the effect.

Let’s use an example with the following parameters:

- Backup cycle 1 week (Interval between 2 fulls )
- The schedule Full Sundays

Incr Monday .. Friday
Skip Saturday

- Backups shall start on a sunday
- Index growth during a full backup 200 MB
- Index growth during an incremental 100 MB
- Browse Policy 2 weeks
- Other restrictions 2 complete backup cycles must be stored in the CFI

However, the last statement can cause problems:

Have a look at day 18 (wednesday of week 3). With the requirement of two weeks of index information,
you of course would only need the backups of the last 14 days - older backups are considered obsolete
and could be deleted.

However, the residual backups for day 5 and 6 (thursday and friday of the first week) are incremental
backups - they still depend on the very first full of day 1.

Because incrementals and differentials always rely on the last full backup, this full can only be deleted
from the CFI if all dependencies have expired. This will only be true when the new full backup will be
made (when another backup cycle will be started).

As you have learnt in chapter 8.4 (TID 8/2002), index management will take part at the last step during
an automatic backup process. This means that the deletion of obsolete client index information will
start after the next full backup, which will increase the CFI’s size even further for a moment. Do not
forget that you have to provide enough free hard disk space to support this operation.

Simply follow this rule:

Due to save set dependencies, if you have to maintain an index
for  n  cycles, you actually need enough hard disk space for

index space = space for (n + 1 backup cycles  +  1 full backup)
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500 MB

1000 MB

1500 MB

How dependencies affect the size of a client’s file index

2000 MB

  f    i       i       i      i       i   skip      f     i      i       i      i       i     skip

  Browse Policy
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15.7. Repetition: Save Set and Volume Life Cycle

As this is very important for the understanding of the next chapters, please take some time to repeat
this information.

The controlling parameters for the backup lifecycle are the two NetWorker  Policy  resources. As you
will learn in the next TID, a  Policy  defines nothing else than a period of time. For the automatic
database maintenance, NetWorker uses two policies:

The Browse Policy
It defines, how long the data about each backed up file will be kept in the NetWorker file index.
After that period, the infomation will be deleted from the index.

The Retention Policy
It defines, how long a save set on the backup media will remain write protected.

Both policies start from the time of the backup.

It is important to note that NetWorker will never delete information in the media
database in advance - only if he needs a new volume. As a backup media is treated
as sequential media (even on a file device), NetWorker has to relabel the media and to
start writing all over. Up to this point, save set and volume information will remain
in the media database and only change their status information.

As usual, the NetWorker administrator can override the automatism at any time - for example, you can
relabel a media prematurely. Relabeling is also called “recycling“.
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And this is what the  Backup Data Lifecycle  looks like. This diagram shows how a save set changes
the status through the lifecycle:

It starts with the time of the backup, when the save set will be created. At that point in time the save set
enters the state  browsable . Browsable  means that you can see the files (you can browse through
the file index to select the files) when selecting the files for a recovery.

When the browse policy expired, two things will happen:
- The save set will change its status from  browsable  to  recoverable .
- The filenames belonging to a  recoverable  save set will be deleted from the media index.

This ensures that the file index for this client will not grow too large. However, as the consequence, you
can not recover on file-level by browsing through the file index any more.

When the retention policy expires, only the status of the save set changes to  recyclable . This means
that the write protection tab for this save set will be removed. As a consequence, the save set is eligible
to be overwritten. However, all save sets on that media must have reached the status of recyclable to
make the whole volume become recycleable.

To recycle a media, it must be relabeled.

Please note that some save sets, especially file  index  and  bootstrap  will start already their life cycle
with the status  recoverable , as recovering a single file from these backups will not make sense.

Browse Policy
expires

Ret. Policy
expires

Medium is 
relabled

Backup

browsable

Save Set Status
recoverable

recyclable
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Backups ...

Retention Pol.
expire ...

Medium is 
relabled

Label

appendable

Volume Status
full

recyclable

As you may already imagine, there is another lifecycle implied by the last page’s explainations - it is
called the  Volume Lifecycle :

It starts with the labeling of the media, when it is added to the media database. At that point in time the
volume enters the state  appendable . Appendable  means that you can add new data to it:

„NetWorker Writes are always Appends!“

If the media has been filled or it has produced a hard error (not shown here), the volume changes the
state to  full . As a consequence, it cannot accept any data for new backups.

At this point in time, NetWorker waits until the last save set on that media has passed its retention
policy. Now the volume also becomes  recyclable  -  it may be overwritten. To recycle a NetWorker
media, it must be relabeled.

As this is only database maintenance/operation, these rules even apply to offsite
media. As a consequence, a NetWorker volume may become recyclable, even
if it has not been filled just because it has been stored offsite. I have indicated
this possibility with the dotted arrow.

However, automatic relabeling will only happen, if all of the following conditions are true:

- The status for all save sets on this volume is  recyclable .
One save set with an extreme long retention policy can prevent this situation. This is why
you should separate these save sets from others by sorting them into different pools.

- All dependencies to other media must have expired as well.

- Auto Media Management  (see later) for the devices or the autochanger has been enabled.
This is necessary that NetWorker can a media automatically.

- NetWorker needs the tape.
NetWorker will never relabel a media just due to the fact that it has become recyclable.
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15.8. Database Operations

There is a number of operations that can be executed on the NetWorker databases. You can find
them here - i tried to sort them by categories:

• Adding information

- This is done during backup operations, it will not be repeated here again.

• Monitoring the database information (TID 17/2002)

- Listing the size and entries

- Listing the contents

- Querying database information

• Maintaining the database information (TID 18/2002)

- Changing the status

- Deleting index information

- Checking the databases

- Re-adding database information

- Recovering the databases

As you will find out pretty soon, the possibilities that the database maintenance offers from command
line are much better than from the  NetWorker Administrator  GUI:

- the GUI is rather unflexible and inconsistent
- the command line is consistent throughout all operation systems
- each command line operation can also be used for scripting

And even if you do not believe me now, after a while you will be convinced and love the command line,
especially for database operation.

In preparation for the next chapter, please find the attached page, which lists all the major commands
we will discuss here.
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Database Manipulations

Query the size nsrls nsrls -m

The most important mminfo
reports
  -  all backups since the last
     24 hours
  -  ... with added verbosity
  -  all save sets
  -  media report
  -  bootstrap report
  -  summary

mminfo

mminfo -v
mminfo -a [-v]
mminfo -m [-v]
mminfo -B
mminfo -X

Function Medien IndexFile Index

Query the contents nsrinfo
nsrinfo client_name

mminfo -q "query"
       -r "report"

Check the databases

Delete information from a
save set or a volume

Adjusting the browse/
retention policies after a
backup

Clone ...
  -  a save set
  -  a volume ID
  -  a volume

Stage ...
  -  a save set
  -  a volume

Change the status of
  -  a save set

  -  a volume

Adding database entries
  -  whole volumes
  -  certain save sets

Search and report the all
bootstraps on this media

Search and report the last
bootstrap on this media

nsrck
nsrck -L# nsrck -X

nsrmm -dP -S ssid[/cloneid]
nsrmm -dP -V volume_id
nsrmm -dP volume

nsrmm -w "browse_date"
      -e "retention_date"
      -S ssid

nsrmm -o modus
      -S ssid[/cloneid]
nsrmm -o modus -V volid
      -o modus volume

scanner -i device
scanner -i -S ssid device

nsrmm -d -S ssid[/cloneid]
nsrmm -d -V volume_id
nsrmm -d volume

nsrclone -S ssid[/cloneid]
nsrclone -V volume_id
nsrclone volume

nsrstage -S ssid[/cloneid]
         ...ssid[/cloneid]
nsrstage -V volume

scanner -m device
not useful

scanner -B device

scanner -Bv device
        [> file]

Recover the media database

Recover a whole file index
  -  for a certain client
  -  for all clients

nsrck -L7 client
nsrck

mmrecov
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NetWorker Basics (17)

16. Querying the NetWorker Databases

16.1. What can be queryied ?

In general, you want to get these informations from a database:

• What is the size of a database ?

• How can i get a list of all entries ?

• How can i get a specific information from the database ?

This is exactly what you can apply to the two NetWorker index databases.

If you prefer to work with a GUI, i will have to disappoint you:

NetWorker database query and management is perfect for using the command line
interface. And i will only use the command line interfaces.

There are several reasons why:

• The GUI is inflexible.
Although the  NetWorker Administrator  provides quite a bunch of information, the “reports“
may not be taylored to your specific needs.

• The GUI is quite often misleading and not consistent.
Unfortunately, the information you in the  Administrator  GUI does not fully comply with the
results you see from the command line. This will confuse especially new NetWorker
administrators and operators.

• The resulting information from the GUI cannot be saved in other files.
If you want to do this, the only choice you have is to use the command line.

• In a shell, previous commands are available for verification.
If you manipulate a database, you will always use the following procedure:

- Check what is in the database
- Manipulate the database information
- Verfify if the manipulation has been executed properly

From the command line, the older commands are available in the same “window“ with a
keystroke - in a GUI you most obvously have to change windows.

• The commands are perfect for scripting purposes.
Remember that all commands can be used in scripts as well. This is perfect if you want to
create automatic processes that cannot be setup via the  NetWorker Administrator .

This however will be covered in a later chapter.
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16.2. Checking the database sizes

You can verify the size by using the command  nsrls .

16.2.1. Checking the size of the file indexes

To check the size of a client file index, use  nsrls  either for all or for a specifc client. There are slight
differences with respect to the output, if you compare NetWorker 5 and NetWorker 6:

NetWorker 5.x

NetWorker 6.x

The value  % utilized  tells you, whether the databases have “holes“. While this value can be smaller
for NetWorker 5.x clients, it will always stay at  100%  for NetWorker 6.x clients.

Please also note that, although the number of files is exactly the same, after the update to
NetWorker 6.x, the index size is significantly smaller (about 36% in this case).
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16.2.2. Checking the size of the media index

Again, this is slightly different if you compare NetWorker 5 and NetWorker 6:

NetWorker 5.x

NetWorker 6.x

In both cases, there have been made 10 save sets which reside on 2 volumes. The number of clients is
still 0 , because there has no new backup made after the update yet:

Please also note that the information about the clients (the client ids) is only available for
NetWorker 6.x as it simply did not exist for earlier NetWorker versions.
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16.3. Listing all database information

You can list all contents by using:

nsrinfo for a client file index

mminfo for the media index information

16.3.1. Listing all information for a client file index

It only makes sense to list the information for one client file index at a time. To do this, just apply
nsrinfo  to the client file index you want to look at.

nsrinfo client_name

Have a look at the following output sample:

You can see a bunch of small but important information:

• The only visible information is
The absolute pathname to the file
The backup time (save time), displayed in the “normal“ format and in the UNIX

time format, counting in seconds from 01/01/70 00:00.

• Despite for the absolute path names to the files, there is also one entry for each directory.
This is necessary to be able to rebuild the file path completely.

• Even on Windows, the root of all file systems is represented by the “/“ as it is for UNIX.

• Other information like access rights, for example, are not visible.
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16.3.2. Listing all information for the media index

Analog to  nsrinfo  for the client file index, it is  mminfo  for the media index. With the appropriate
options you may either receive information about the save sets and the volume information. As
mentioned earlier, listing the client id does not make sense.

mminfo shows information about all browsable save sets created during the last 24 h

mminfo -a shows information about all save sets known to the media index

mminfo -m shows information about all media known to the data zone

Have a look at the following output samples:

The capacity is 0 because i worked with file devices. For such devices, you must set the  Volume
default  capacity  explicitely, as it will not be done automatically. If you forget it, the capacity will remain
0 and as a consequence, the  %  value will always be  100% .

Note that there is a save set with no level - this is how a ‘manual’ save set is stored in the media index.

Although it is ‘a full for the files you specified’, it will not be listed as full. This makes sense, as the data
you have manually selected must not be the same as what has been specified for the client’s save
set(s).

Also please note that bootstraps with level 9 do not exist any more. They appear here because this is
info from a NetWorker server that has been converted from NW 5 to NW 6 - although the databases
will be converted as needed, the information itself will not change.
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16.4. Listing specific database information

You may use the same commands as before:

nsrinfo for a client file index

mminfo for the media index information

and query for specific input and format the output, where possible.

16.4.1. Listing specific information of a client file index

There is no specific option to filter the input. As a consequence, this means that

If you search a client file index for a specific entry, you must search through
the whole CFI for this client.
For large client indexes this will take a lot of time!

As this is nothing else but a string compare, the output can be filtered by piping it to the appropriate OS
commands.

For UNIX Linux use

nsrinfo client_name | grep string

For Windows use

nsrinfo client_name | findstr string

Example:

Please note that  findstr  and  grep  are case-sensitive functions !

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrinfo avuspdc | findstr TEST
D:\TEST\BLKFILES.EXE, date=1027233762 Sun Jul 21 08:42:42 2002
D:\TEST\MAKERAND.EXE, date=1027233762 Sun Jul 21 08:42:42 2002
D:\TEST\MAKETEXT.EXE, date=1027233762 Sun Jul 21 08:42:42 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT, date=1027233762 Sun Jul 21 08:42:42 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT, date=1027233762 Sun Jul 21 08:42:42 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT, date=1027233762 Sun Jul 21 08:42:42 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT, date=1027233762 Sun Jul 21 08:42:42 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT, date=1027233762 Sun Jul 21 08:42:42 2002
D:\TEST\, date=1027233762 Sun Jul 21 08:42:42 2002
D:\, date=1027233762 Sun Jul 21 08:42:42 2002

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrinfo avuspdc | findstr TEST_1
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT, date=1027233762 Sun Jul 21 08:42:42 2002

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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16.4.2. Listing specific information of the media index

To do this, mminfo  provides about 90 parameters which can use to build your individual queries and
reports for almost all purposes.

I do not expect you to remember all options - you have the manual page which you may consult for the
details - but you must learn how  mminfo  works in general. Here is the golden rule:

mminfo [-s server] [-v] [-q "query"] [-r "report"]

As you can see

• Already  mminfo  by itself has a result (see page 5) due a ‘fixed’ coded report.

• -q "query"  specifies which entries shall be reported - it is nothing else but a filter.
By using this, you will define the length of your report, indicated by the arrow.

• -r "report"  defines what and how it shall be reported.
This option defines the width of a reported line, indicated again by the arrow.

• -v  is used to apply added verbosity to the output.
For  mminfo  more than 1 ‘v’ will not result in additional information.

Fortunately, there is a number of preconfigured reports already available:

mminfo Reports all browsable save sets since the last 24 hrs

mminfo -a Reports all save sets

mminfo -m Media report

mminfo -B Boostrap report

mminfo -S Long save set report

mminfo -X Summary report

All these specifc reports can of course be created as well by using the general command structure

mminfo [-s server] [-v] [-q "query"] [-r "report"]

Additional paramaters like  space(n)  and  field_name(n)  may be used to fine tune the output.

The followowing pages show some samples of the predefined reports and their ‘long’ equivalents using
the general form

mminfo [-s server] [-v] [-q "query"] [-r "report"]
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The Save Set Report
showing all browsable
save sets created
within the last 24
hours.

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld
 volume        client       date      size   level  name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld   07/21/02  19 MB    full  D:\TEST
creinfeld.002  creinfeld   07/21/02  19 MB    full  D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld   07/21/02 9511 KB   full  D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld   07/21/02  48 MB    full  D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld   07/21/02  48 MB       5  D:\TEST
creinfeld_c.001 creinfeld  07/21/02  48 MB    full  D:\TEST

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -r "volume,client,savetime,sumsize,space(3),level,  \\
space(2),name"

 volume        client       date      size     lvl  name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld   07/21/02  19 MB    full  D:\TEST
creinfeld.002  creinfeld   07/21/02  19 MB    full  D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld   07/21/02 9511 KB   full  D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld   07/21/02  48 MB    full  D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld   07/21/02  48 MB       5  D:\TEST
creinfeld_c.001 creinfeld  07/21/02  48 MB    full  D:\TEST

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -v
 volume        client         date     time       size ssid      fl   lvl name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:19:37   19 MB 984934657 hb  full D:\TEST
creinfeld.002  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:19:37   19 MB 984934657 mb  full D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:19:37 9511 KB 984934657 tb  full D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:22:08    3 KB 984973313 cr  full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:25:30   27 KB 985025025 cr  full bootstrap
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:39:51   48 MB 985245697 cb  full D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:42:23    5 KB 985284353 cr  full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:44:29   28 KB 985316609 cr  full bootstrap
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:53:22   48 MB 985453057 cb     5 D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:55:54    7 KB 985491969 cr     5 index:creinfeld
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:57:59   29 KB 985524225 cr  full bootstrap
creinfeld_c.001 creinfeld    07/21/02 15:19:37   48 MB 984934657 cb  full D:\TEST

Z:\NSR\BIN>C:\Programme\nsr\bin>

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -v -r "volume,client,space(3),savetime(17),space,sumsize, \\
ssid(10),sumflags(3),level(6),name"

 volume        client          date     time      size ssid     fl  level name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:19:37   19 MB 984934657 hb  full D:\TEST
creinfeld.002  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:19:37   19 MB 984934657 mb  full D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:19:37 9511 KB 984934657 tb  full D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:22:08    3 KB 984973313 cr  full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:25:30   27 KB 985025025 cr  full bootstrap
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:39:51   48 MB 985245697 cb  full D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:42:23    5 KB 985284353 cr  full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:44:29   28 KB 985316609 cr  full bootstrap
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:53:22   48 MB 985453057 cb     5 D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:55:54    7 KB 985491969 cr     5 index:creinfeld
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:57:59   29 KB 985524225 cr  full bootstrap
creinfeld_c.001 creinfeld    07/21/02 15:19:37   48 MB 984934657 cb  full D:\TEST

Z:\NSR\BIN>C:\Programme\nsr\bin>

The Save Set Report
showing all browsable
save sets created
within the last 24
hours, with added
verbosity.
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Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -av
 volume        client          date     time      size ssid      fl   lvl name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:19:37   19 MB 984934657 hb  full D:\TEST
creinfeld.002  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:19:37   19 MB 984934657 mb  full D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:19:37 9511 KB 984934657 tb  full D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:22:08    3 KB 984973313 cr  full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:25:30   27 KB 985025025 cr  full bootstrap
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:39:51   48 MB 985245697 cb  full D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:42:23    5 KB 985284353 cr  full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:44:29   28 KB 985316609 cr  full bootstrap
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:53:22   48 MB 985453057 cb     5 D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:55:54    7 KB 985491969 cr     5 index:creinfeld
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:57:59   29 KB 985524225 cr  full bootstrap
creinfeld_c.001 creinfeld    07/21/02 15:19:37   48 MB 984934657 cb  full D:\TEST
creinfeld_c.001 creinfeld    07/21/02 15:22:08    3 KB 984973313 cr  full index:creinfeld
creinfeld_c.001 creinfeld    07/21/02 15:25:30   27 KB 985025025 cr  full bootstrap

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -q "savetime>07/01/02" -r "volume,client(14),savetime(17), \\
space,sumsize,space,ssid(10),sumflags(3),level,name"

 volume        client          date     time      size ssid      fl   lvl name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:19:37   19 MB 984934657 hb  full D:\TEST
creinfeld.002  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:19:37   19 MB 984934657 mb  full D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:19:37 9511 KB 984934657 tb  full D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:22:08    3 KB 984973313 cr  full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:25:30   27 KB 985025025 cr  full bootstrap
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:39:51   48 MB 985245697 cb  full D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:42:23    5 KB 985284353 cr  full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:44:29   28 KB 985316609 cr  full bootstrap
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:53:22   48 MB 985453057 cb     5 D:\TEST
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:55:54    7 KB 985491969 cr     5 index:creinfeld
creinfeld.003  creinfeld     07/21/02 15:57:59   29 KB 985524225 cr  full bootstrap
creinfeld_c.001 creinfeld    07/21/02 15:19:37   48 MB 984934657 cb  full D:\TEST
creinfeld_c.001 creinfeld    07/21/02 15:22:08    3 KB 984973313 cr  full index:creinfeld
creinfeld_c.001 creinfeld    07/21/02 15:25:30   27 KB 985025025 cr  full bootstrap

Z:\NSR\BIN>

The Save Set Report
showing all save sets,
with added verbosity.
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One of the most important parameters is  sumflags , represented by the column title  fl  (see last page). It
contains two informations, represented by the two letters:

left column         right column
 Save Set Completness     Save Set Status

c complete b browsable
h header r recoverable
t trailer E recyclable
m middle S scanned-in

i in-progress
a aborted

Save Set Completeness
With this letter you can recognize, if a save set is saved on more than one media:

c The save set has been completely  saved on a single media.

h If the save set needs more than one media, this represents its beginning (header).

t If the save set needs more than one media, this represents its end (trailer).

m If the save set needs more than 2 media, this letter indicate a middle piece.

Save Set Status
This letter indicates the current status of the save set. Here you can easily recognize if the
status changed, which will be useful if you manipulated media index information (see next TID).

b browsable
The browse policy has not expired yet. The file names for this save set are still in
the file index.

r  recoverable
The browse policy has expired but not the retention policy. The file names for this
save set have been deleeted from the client’s file index.

E recyclable
Both, the browse- and the retention policies are expired. The save set is eligable
to be overwritten.

i in-progress (temporary)
This long save set has not been completely save yet.

a aborted (temporary)
This save set has been aborted and is not good for NetWorker. It will be deleted.

S scanned-in (NetWorker 5.x only)
The file index information for this save set has been rebuilt using the scanner
command - it will not undergo any policy and therefore must be manually deleted.

Since NetWorker 6.0, such index information will again enter their life cycle as they
did during the backup  ( browsable  --->  recoverable  --->  recyclable ).
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This is the long,
extensive report for
each save set record.

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -a -S
ssid=984934657 savetime=07/21/02 15:19:37 (1027257577) creinfeld:D:\TEST
  level=full sflags=vF       size=50027940     files=9          insert=07/21/02
  create=07/21/02 complete=07/21/02 browse=08/20/02 retent=07/21/03
  clientid=cdd3a421-00000004-3d3ab28a-3d3ab289-00010000-c0a8b301
                       group: Default;
  Clone #1: cloneid=1027257577  time=07/21/02 15:19:37  flags=F
    frag@         0 volid= 984861697 file/rec=984934657/0     rn=0 last=07/21/02
    frag@  20160116 volid= 984864769 file/rec=984934657/1     rn=0 last=07/21/02
    frag@  40289668 volid= 984869121 file/rec=984934657/1     rn=0 last=07/21/02
  Clone #2: cloneid=1027257776  time=07/21/02 15:22:56  flags=F
    frag@         0 volid= 984872449 file/rec=984934657/0     rn=0 last=07/21/02
ssid=984934657 savetime=07/21/02 15:19:37 (1027257577) creinfeld:D:\TEST
  level=full sflags=vF       size=50027940     files=9          insert=07/21/02
  create=07/21/02 complete=07/21/02 browse=08/20/02 retent=07/21/03
  clientid=cdd3a421-00000004-3d3ab28a-3d3ab289-00010000-c0a8b301
                       group: Default;
  Clone #1: cloneid=1027257577  time=07/21/02 15:19:37  flags=F
    frag@         0 volid= 984861697 file/rec=984934657/0     rn=0 last=07/21/02
    frag@  20160116 volid= 984864769 file/rec=984934657/1     rn=0 last=07/21/02
    frag@  40289668 volid= 984869121 file/rec=984934657/1     rn=0 last=07/21/02
  Clone #2: cloneid=1027257776  time=07/21/02 15:22:56  flags=F
    frag@         0 volid= 984872449 file/rec=984934657/0     rn=0 last=07/21/02
ssid=985025025 savetime=07/21/02 15:25:30 (1027257930) creinfeld:bootstrap
  level=full sflags=vrF      size=27536        files=7          insert=07/21/02
  create=07/21/02 complete=07/21/02 browse=08/20/02 retent=07/21/03
  clientid=cdd3a421-00000004-3d3ab28a-3d3ab289-00010000-c0a8b301
                       group: Default;
  Clone #1: cloneid=1027257930  time=07/21/02 15:25:30  flags=F
    frag@         0 volid= 984869121 file/rec=985025025/0     rn=0 last=07/21/02
  Clone #2: cloneid=1027258014  time=07/21/02 15:26:54  flags=F
    frag@         0 volid= 984872449 file/rec=985025025/0     rn=0 last=07/21/02
ssid=985316609 savetime=07/21/02 15:44:29 (1027259069) creinfeld:bootstrap
  level=full sflags=vrF      size=28552        files=7          insert=07/21/02
  create=07/21/02 complete=07/21/02 browse=08/20/02 retent=07/21/03
  clientid=cdd3a421-00000004-3d3ab28a-3d3ab289-00010000-c0a8b301
                       group: Default;
  Clone #1: cloneid=1027259069  time=07/21/02 15:44:29  flags=F
    frag@         0 volid= 984869121 file/rec=985316609/0     rn=0 last=07/21/02

.....

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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Unfortunately, there is an important information that is easily available from all these reports: Do multiple
instances exist for a save set.

If you want to get this information, you must query the media database multiple instances of a save set -
this information is available by reporting the field  copies .

If you want to differentiate the instances, you can do this by using the  Clone ID . In early NetWorker
documents and trainings, Legato made the clonde id quite a mystery - it is nothing else but the UNIX time
stamp for the save time (the time when the clone was created). This is just perfect - as time never
re-appears, it is a unique diffentiator.

The example on the next page show how to use these paramaters. Please also be aware about the
following issues:

• The unique criteria to differentiate between the save sets is the save set id (SSID).
It is unique for the NetWorker data zone - as the time is also ‘embedded’ in the SSID, it will
only appear once.

• NetWorker never issues the same SSID twice.
Will a save be aborted, it will automatically receive a new SSID once it is restarted.

• If you clone a save set, it will have the same SSID, but another Clone ID.
If you have a save set report that contains multiple save sets with the same SSID, only one
can be the original - all others are cloned instances.

• NetWorker will never store a save set with the same SSID twice on a medium.
This is no problem for backups. As mentioned above, a new backup of the same save set will
result in a new SSID.

However, this is important for cloning. If you aborted a clone process, for instance to use the
drive for a more important backup, then NetWorker will request for another media as it has
assigned this SSID for the previous media already.

• Of course you may create more than one clone. However, each instance must be stored
on different media.

This is logical - anything different would simply break the previous role.

The examples on the next page show how you can access these informations.
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Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -av -o o -r "volume,client,savetime(17),copies,sumflags, \\
ssid,cloneid"

 volume        client       date     time  copies fl ssid         clone id
creinfeld.002  creinfeld  07/21/02 15:19:37     2 mb 984934657  1027257577
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  07/21/02 15:19:37     2 hb 984934657  1027257577
creinfeld.003  creinfeld  07/21/02 15:19:37     2 tb 984934657  1027257577
creinfeld_c.001 creinfeld 07/21/02 15:19:37     2 cb 984934657  1027257776
creinfeld_c.001 creinfeld 07/21/02 15:22:08     2 cr 984973313  1027257845
creinfeld.003  creinfeld  07/21/02 15:22:08     2 cr 984973313  1027257728
creinfeld.003  creinfeld  07/21/02 15:25:30     2 cr 985025025  1027257930
creinfeld_c.001 creinfeld 07/21/02 15:25:30     2 cr 985025025  1027258014
creinfeld.003  creinfeld  07/21/02 15:39:51     1 cb 985245697  1027258792
creinfeld.003  creinfeld  07/21/02 15:42:23     1 cr 985284353  1027258943
creinfeld.003  creinfeld  07/21/02 15:44:29     1 cr 985316609  1027259069
creinfeld.003  creinfeld  07/21/02 15:53:22     1 cb 985453057  1027259602
creinfeld.003  creinfeld  07/21/02 15:55:54     1 cr 985491969  1027259754
creinfeld.003  creinfeld  07/21/02 15:57:59     1 cr 985524225  1027259879

Z:\NSR\BIN>

As you can see, the
clone of a save set
that spreads over
more than one media
must not necessarily
show the same effect.

This is due to the fact,
that NetWorker does
not clone physical but
logical - from pool to
pool.
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The media report, with
and without added
verbosity, in its short
and long form.

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -m
   volume                  written  (%) expires      read mounts capacity
   creinfeld.001             20 MB full 07/21/03    19 MB     1     20 MB
   creinfeld.002             20 MB full 07/21/03    19 MB     1     20 MB
   creinfeld.003            109 MB 100% 07/21/03  9543 KB     1      0 KB
   creinfeld_c.001           49 MB 100% 07/21/03     0 KB     1      0 KB

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -a -r "space(3),volume(24),written,%used,volretent,  \\
space,read,space,mounts(5),space(2),capacity"

   volume                  written  (%) expires      read mounts capacity
   creinfeld.001             20 MB full 07/21/03    19 MB     1     20 MB
   creinfeld.002             20 MB full 07/21/03    19 MB     1     20 MB
   creinfeld.003            109 MB 100% 07/21/03  9543 KB     1      0 KB
   creinfeld_c.001           49 MB 100% 07/21/03     0 KB     1      0 KB

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -mv
   volume                  written  (%) expires      read mounts capacity volid      next type
   creinfeld.001             20 MB full 07/21/03    19 MB     1     20 MB 984861697     0 file
   creinfeld.002             20 MB full 07/21/03    19 MB     1     20 MB 984864769     0 file
   creinfeld.003            109 MB 100% 07/21/03  9543 KB     1      0 KB 984869121     0 file
   creinfeld_c.001           49 MB 100% 07/21/03     0 KB     1      0 KB 984872449     0 file

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -a -r "space(3),volume(24),written,%used,volretent, \\
space,read,space,mounts(5),space(2),capacity,volid,next,type"

   volume                  written  (%) expires      read mounts capacity volid      next type
   creinfeld.001             20 MB full 07/21/03    19 MB     1     20 MB 984861697     0 file
   creinfeld.002             20 MB full 07/21/03    19 MB     1     20 MB 984864769     0 file
   creinfeld.003            109 MB 100% 07/21/03  9543 KB     1      0 KB 984869121     0 file
   creinfeld_c.001           49 MB 100% 07/21/03     0 KB     1      0 KB 984872449     0 file

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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16.5. Graphical interfaces

Here are some examples to display what you can achieve via the GUIs.

Checking the file index size:

It just informs you
about the size, not
about the number of
records stored in the
file index.

Listing specific file index information (during the browse process in preparation for a recovery):

The information is
specifc due to the
browse time - by
default the time when
you opened this
window.

When i will discuss
recoveries, i will of
course explain how to
access earlier versions
of the files, if available.
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Listing the volume information from the media index:

It just informs you
about the volumes, not
about their contents.

Listing the save set information stored on a volume

Just double-click on the media you want to investigate:

If you want to find a
save set fast, you can
only achieve this when
you know on which
volume it is stored.
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NetWorker Basics (18)

17. Manipulating NetWorker Databases
In the last TID i explained how to query information about the size and the databases entries. In this TID
you will learn how to manipulate the databases, if necessary.

17.1. General

17.1.1. Which manipulations are possible ?

The following is a list of operations that you can execute on the databases:

• Moving the databases

• Checking the databases

• Deleting information

• Compress the databases

• Re-adding information that has been deleted trom the databases

• Recovering the databases

For the further discussions please use the command overview which i attached again at the end of this
chapter.

17.1.2. When would you need to manipulate the databases ?

In general, NetWorker himself takes care about all database manipulations automatically: it will change
the status of the save sets and the volumes and will also delete the information from the client file index,
if necessary.

However, NetWorker does not know if you want to re-add information that has been deleted already or if
you want to add for instance informations that have never been there. This applies, for example, if you
want to add a NetWorker media from another NetWorker data zone.

Besides these steps, you will only need to do corrective action whenever a database became corrupt or
deleted. This is what i will discuss a bit later when i will explain control data recovery.
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17.1.3. Where does database manipulation start ?

Database manipulation always starts in the media database.

This is logical, as it does not make sense to delete a single file from a client file index. Because
NetWorker does not have the capability to execute a direct query for a specific file, you would have to
read the whole file index for a certain client. This of course may take hours and it will not be feasible.
As a consequence, you can just manipulate what the media database contains - either save set or
volume informations.

Of course, the informations in the media and in the file index need to be synchronized. So it is logical,
that after the NetWorker server itself or the NetWorker administrator changed the save set state from
browsable to recoverable or to recyclable, the NetWorker server will propagate these changes to the
client file index automatically in a second step (he will delete the CFI entries for these save sets).

17.2. Moving a database

17.2.1. Moving the media index

This is not possible - NetWorker always expects the media database at the same location, ..\nsr\mm
or  /nsr/mm  respectively.

This is o.k. - as i mentioned earlier, the media index is usually very small compared to a client file index,
so it is not necessary to relocate it. If you really have to do it, you need to reinstall the NetWorker
software as the starting directory can only be selected during installation.

17.2.2. Moving a client file index

This may be necessary, especially if you have extended your browse policy and you now discover that
the space you calculated earlier will become too small.

You may move a client file index to any location within our filesystem - once you have done this, you just
have to tell NetWorker where to find the new index.

Unfortunately, there was a potential problem with NetWorker 5.x databases, as they could contain
‘holes’. Therefore, the official procedure supported by Legato was to use a program which is under
Legato’s control - uasm  in this case. However, the command to use was very cryptic:

uasm -s -i old_client_directory | uasm -r //
-m old_client_directory=new_client_directory

This is why a well-trained administrator preferred the logical way:

- in the first step he removed the ‘holes’ in the database by compressing it
- then he could simply use the  copy  or  move  command to transfer the data to a new location.

As you know from TID 16/02, there are no holes in a NetWorker 6.x client file index any more.
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Once you have removed the holes, this is the general procedure for moving a CFI:

• Check the number of entries in your CFI.
You will need this value for verification purposes.

• Stop the NetWorker daemons.
This is to ensure that nobody would use and change the index during the move.

• Create the new directory.

• Move the whole index path for a client to the new location.

• Restart NetWorker.

• Modify the NetWorker client resource so that it points to the new CFI location.

• Re-check whether the size is the same as before.

• Run  nsrinfo client_name  or start a recovery to ensure that you can actually use the CFI.

Please have a look at the following example.

Check the client file index for client  creinfeld :

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrls

Y:\creinfeld: 30206 records requiring 2843 KB
Y:\creinfeld is currently 100% utilized

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Z:\NSR\BIN>net stop nsrexecd
The following services are dependent on the NetWorker Remote Exec Service
service.
Stopping the NetWorker Remote Exec Service service will also stop these
services.

   NetWorker Backup and Recover Server

Do you want to continue this operation? (Y/N) [N]: y
.
The NetWorker Backup and Recover Server service was stopped successfully.

..
The NetWorker Remote Exec Service service was stopped successfully.

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Stop the NetWorker server daemons
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Z:\NSR\BIN>move Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld Y:\creinfeld
Access is denied.

Z:\NSR\BIN>xcopy Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld Y:\creinfeld /S
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\nsr.dir
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\README
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d42864f.k0
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d42864f.k1
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d42864f.rec
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d4286c8.k0
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d4286c8.k1
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d4286c8.rec
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d428734.k0
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d428734.k1
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d428734.rec
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d428739.k0
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d428739.k1
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d428739.rec
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d428767.k0
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d428767.k1
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d428767.rec
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d4287bc.k0
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d4287bc.k1
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d4287bc.rec
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\v6ck.lck
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\v6hdr
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\v6hdr.lck
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\v6journal
24 File(s) copied

Z:\NSR\BIN>rmdir /S Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld, Are you sure (Y/N)? y

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Now move the client file index.
As you can see, move does not allow the access to the source directory. The best is to copy the
files first and then delete the originals:

As a consequence, the file index must be empty. NetWorker recognizes that there is not even an empty
database any more:

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrls
nsrls: File index error: file index is missing.
Please contact your system administrator to recover or recreate the index.

Z:\NSR\BIN>

If you restart the NetWorker daemons, NetWorker detects the existence of the client  creinfeld  and
creates an empty database at the default location. This is exactly the same what the NetWorker
server would do if started for the first time after the software installation:
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Z:\NSR\BIN>net start nsrd
The NetWorker Backup and Recover Server service is starting....
The NetWorker Backup and Recover Server service was started successfully.

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrls

Z:\NSR\index\creinfeld: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\NSR\index\creinfeld is currently 100% utilized

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Now you have to adjust the index path for this client, as shown in the picture below.

As a precaution, this is a hidden parameter !

The index is now available again - please note the new location:
Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrls

Y:\creinfeld: 30206 records requiring 2843 KB
Y:\creinfeld is currently 100% utilized

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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Level NW 6.x NW 5.x Function

   1  -L1  -C Validates the online file index header, merging a journal of
 -x changes with the existing header.

   2   -L2  -c Does a level 1 check and checks the online file index for new
 -F and cancelled saves. New sav es are added to the online file

index, and cancelled saves are removed.

   3   -L3  -X Does a level 2 check and reconciles the online file index with
the online media index. Records that have no corresponding
media save sets are discarded.

   4   -L4 Does a level 3 check and checks the validity of the online file
index’s internal key files. If any of these key files are invalid,
they are rebuilt.

   5   -L5 Does a level 4 check and verifies the digest of individual save
times against their key files.

   6   -L6 Does a level 5 check and extracts each record from each save
time, verifying that each record can be extracted from the
database. The digest of each save time is re-computed and
compared against the stored digest, and the internal key files
are rebuilt.

   7   -L7 Recovers an online file index from backup media, rebuilds the
internal key files, and rebuilds the index header. The option
-t date  may be used to recover the index as of a specific time.
Note that recovering the index to a specific time adds the entire
contents of the index as of that time to the current index
contents.
This option allows browsing of save sets that have passed their
browse policy and are still recoverable.
The save sets referred to by the recovered index will be marked
as browsable. They will remain browsable for the length of time
they were originally browsable.

It is obvious that checks of a higher level generally take longer than checks at a lower level. Checks of a
higher level provide a more thorough checking of the online file index. Level 7 is used when the online file
index on disk needs to be recovered from backup media. The  nsrck  program is restartable at any time
during its execution. Therefore, it can survive system crashes or exhaustion of resources without losing
data.

17.3. Checking the databases

If you are in doubt whether the database contents is correct, you may use various commands to check
them.

Since NetWorker 6.0, Legato has implemented a so-called level checking. This is what you can find as
well on other, standard databases. Besides the fact, that important new options were implemented as
well, it is nothing else but a renaming of the old options. For compatibility with existing scripts, the old
options are still available.

This is the general syntax:

nsrck -Llevel# client_name
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As you can see from the following samples, there are no differences with respect to the results - just
the time may take (a bit) longer:

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrck
nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld'
nsrck: Z:\NSR\index\creinfeld contains 30206 records occupying 2843 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrck creinfeld
nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld'
nsrck: Z:\NSR\index\creinfeld contains 30206 records occupying 2843 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrck -F creinfeld
nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld'
nsrck: Z:\NSR\index\creinfeld contains 30206 records occupying 2843 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrck -X creinfeld
nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld'
nsrck: Z:\NSR\index\creinfeld contains 30206 records occupying 2843 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrck -L1 creinfeld
nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld'
nsrck: Z:\NSR\index\creinfeld contains 30206 records occupying 2843 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrck -L2 creinfeld
nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld'
nsrck: Z:\NSR\index\creinfeld contains 30206 records occupying 2843 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrck -L3 creinfeld
nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld'
nsrck: Z:\NSR\index\creinfeld contains 30206 records occupying 2843 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrck -L4 creinfeld
nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld'
nsrck: Z:\NSR\index\creinfeld contains 30206 records occupying 2843 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrck -L5 creinfeld
nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld'
nsrck: Z:\NSR\index\creinfeld contains 30206 records occupying 2843 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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If you think that the client file index’ internal search tables (the key files) are defect, you may delete and
rebuild them. However, as you can see, it is not always possible to delete them:

Z:\NSR\BIN>del \nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\*.k*
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d42864f.k0
Access is denied.
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d42864f.k1
Access is denied.
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d4286c8.k0

....
Access is denied.
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d428767.k0
Access is denied.
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d428767.k1
Access is denied.
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d4287bc.k0
Access is denied.
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d4287bc.k1
Access is denied.

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrck -L6 creinfeld
nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld'
nsrck: Z:\NSR\index\creinfeld contains 30206 records occupying 2843 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)

Z:\NSR\BIN>dir \nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\*.k*
 Volume in drive Z is NETWORKER
 Volume Serial Number is 6C83-6E1E

 Directory of Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6

07/28/2002  11:48a             160,772 3d42864f.k0
07/28/2002  11:48a                   0 3d42864f.k1
07/28/2002  11:48a             160,772 3d4286c8.k0
07/28/2002  11:48a                   0 3d4286c8.k1
07/28/2002  11:48a               1,420 3d428734.k0
07/28/2002  11:48a                   0 3d428734.k1
07/28/2002  11:48a                 268 3d428739.k0
07/28/2002  11:48a                   0 3d428739.k1
07/28/2002  11:48a                 204 3d428767.k0
07/28/2002  11:48a                   0 3d428767.k1
07/28/2002  11:48a             160,772 3d4287bc.k0
07/28/2002  11:48a                   0 3d4287bc.k1
              12 File(s)        484,208 bytes
               0 Dir(s)     782,315,520 bytes free

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Surprisingly, the deletion with the explorer or file manager is no problem. Now use  nsrck -L6  to
rebuild the index files:

I will explain the last option  nsrck -L7  when i will discuss NetWoreker control data recovery.
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17.4. Deleting database information

This is the most interesting part of the database management - and it is the most complicated one. This
is not because it is difficult, but because you have so many ways to do it. As a consequence, it might
be confusing, especially for NetWorker novices. Let me try to shed the light a litte bit.

These are the various methods you can choose from:

• You may change a save set’s browse and/or the retention date to speed expiration

• You may change the status of a save set or a volume

• You may delete a save set’s file and/or media index information

• You may relabel/recycle a media

Remember - everything starts in the media database:

Changing a save set’s browse or retention date may also affect the save sets (and the volume’s
status) ...

Client File
Index

Media
Index

Save Set
Information

Volume
Information

File
Information

Changing the 
browse and/or the

retention dates

If a save set’s browse date has passed, the
save set state changes from  browsable  to
recoverable  or  recyclable  and its client file
index info will be deleted.
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Deleting a save set’s file index (and media index) information may also affect the save set’s
(and the volume’s status) ...

Client File
Index

Media
Index

Save Set
Information

Volume
Information

File
Information

If you delete the file index for a save set, you
actually change the save set’s status from
browsable  to  recoverable  or  recyclable  and
delete its client file index info.

If you delete the
media index info,
you delete all
references to the
save set and/or to
the volume

Client File
Index

Media
Index

Save Set
Information

Volume
Information

File
Information

Changing the 
status

If the save set state changed from browsable
to  recoverable  or  recyclable , its client file
index info will be deleted.

Changing a save set’s/ a volume’s status may also affect the file index ...
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Client File
Index

Media
Index

Save Set
Information

Volume
Information

File
Information

Relabeling the media

All references to
the media, its save
sets and files will
be deleteted

So far, this was just database manipulation - it did not touch the information stored on the backup media
at all. As a consequence, you still can recover the media and the file index information from the data that
still exists on the backup media.

However, labeling the media overwrites this information and deletes the possibility to recover the backup
data, at least with the standard NetWorker tools:

Relabeling the media will affect the data ...

It is logical, that you use the same command, nsrmm , for all these operations. The general syntax can
be applied to:

• A single save set

nsrmm -option(s) -S ssid

• A volume specified by the volume name

nsrmm -option(s) volume_name

• A volume specified by the volume id

nsrmm -option(s) -V volume_id

And, as it is also media index manipulation, it of course is done with the same command, nsrmm .
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17.4.1. Changing the browse or retention date of a save set

This is only available since NetWorker 6.0 !

Since NetWorker 6.0, you have 3 options to specify browse and retention dates:

• Before the backup
by specifyfying the browse and retention policy for the client

• At the time of the backup
by specifying the browse and retention date (available from the command line only)

• After the backup
by changing the browse and retention date in the media database

As a consequence, this command can only be applied to a save set:

nsrmm -w “browse_date“ -e “retention_date“ -S ssid

Specifying the date may be difficult, because in general there are lots of possibilities how you may
specify a time or date in NetWorker. May i therefore suggest that you just use the format as it will be
displayed when you use the  mminfo  command.

The examples shown on the next pages will of course only show immediate effect if the current date is
later than the date you selected for browse and/or retention policy.
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Z:\NSR\BIN>date
The current date is: Sun 08/04/2002
Enter the new date: (mm-dd-yy)

Z:\NSR\BIN>
Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -av -ot
 volume        client         date     time       size ssid      fl   lvl name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:38:55 4421 KB 1116098305 cb full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:21  788 KB 1116104961 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:45   51 KB 1116111361 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:40:56 4421 KB 1116129281 cb full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:22 1575 KB 1116135937 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:46   52 KB 1116142081 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:44 5340 KB 1116156929 cb      D:\A
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:49 4077 KB 1116158209 cb      D:\AA
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:43:35 9806 KB 1116169985 cb      D:\TEST_ALT
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:00 4421 KB 1116191745 cb full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:26 2374 KB 1116198401 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:50   54 KB 1116204545 cr full bootstrap

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -q "ssid=1116098305" -r "ssid, ssbrowse, ssretent, sumflags"
 ssid       browse   retent  fl
1116098305  08/26/02 07/27/03 cb

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Checking the current
date...

Displaying the current
browse and retention
dates for the first save
set...

The save set status is
browsable .
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Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -q "ssid=1116098305" -r "ssid, ssbrowse, ssretent, sumflags"
 ssid       browse   retent  fl
1116098305  08/26/02 07/27/03 cb

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrmm -s creinfeld -w "08/01/02" -S 1116098305

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrim -c creinfeld
creinfeld:D:\A, 0 browsable cycle(s), ad hocs
84 browsable files of 84 total, 5340 KB recoverable of 5340 KB total

creinfeld:D:\AA, 0 browsable cycle(s), ad hocs
12 browsable files of 12 total, 4077 KB recoverable of 4077 KB total

creinfeld:D:\TEST10K, 3 browsable cycle(s)
20068 browsable files of 30102 total, 13 MB recoverable of 13 MB total

creinfeld:D:\TEST_ALT, 0 browsable cycle(s), ad hocs
8 browsable files of 8 total, 9806 KB recoverable of 9806 KB total

creinfeld:bootstrap, 0 browsable cycle(s)
0 browsable files of 231 total, 157 KB recoverable of 157 KB total

creinfeld:index:7d555b43-00000004-3d427cb1-3d427cb0-00010000-c3d64b9c, 0 browsable cycle(s)
0 browsable files of 15 total, 4737 KB recoverable of 4737 KB total

Cross checking client(s):
        creinfeld
08/04/02 04:24:13 PM nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld'
08/04/02 04:24:13 PM nsrck: Z:\NSR\index\creinfeld contains 20172 records occupying 1899 KB
08/04/02 04:24:13 PM nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)
Cross check completed successfully

creinfeld.001:   56 MB used,    12 save sets, appendable, 5 browsable save sets, 7 recovera

Z:\NSR\BIN>
Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -q "ssid=1116098305" -r "ssid, ssbrowse, ssretent, sumflags"
 ssid       browse   retent  fl
1116098305  08/01/02 07/27/03 cr

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Changing the browse
date...
Although the date will
change immediately, the
save set status will not as
there is no media
management started at
the same time. If you do
not want to wait until the
next automatic backup,
nsrim  has to be started
to make the change
become effective
immediately.

Verifying the changes -
the browse date has
changed and the save
set’s status now is
recoverable .
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Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -q "ssid=1116098305" -r "ssid, ssbrowse, ssretent, sumflags"
 ssid       browse   retent  fl
1116098305  08/01/02 07/27/03 cr

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrmm -s creinfeld -e "08/02/02" -S 1116098305

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrim -c creinfeld
creinfeld:D:\A, 0 browsable cycle(s), ad hocs
84 browsable files of 84 total, 5340 KB recoverable of 5340 KB total

creinfeld:D:\AA, 0 browsable cycle(s), ad hocs
12 browsable files of 12 total, 4077 KB recoverable of 4077 KB total

creinfeld:D:\TEST10K, 3 browsable cycle(s)
20068 browsable files of 30102 total, 13 MB recoverable of 13 MB total

creinfeld:D:\TEST_ALT, 0 browsable cycle(s), ad hocs
8 browsable files of 8 total, 9806 KB recoverable of 9806 KB total

creinfeld:bootstrap, 0 browsable cycle(s)
0 browsable files of 231 total, 157 KB recoverable of 157 KB total

creinfeld:index:7d555b43-00000004-3d427cb1-3d427cb0-00010000-c3d64b9c, 0 browsable cycle(s)
0 browsable files of 15 total, 4737 KB recoverable of 4737 KB total

Cross checking client(s):
        creinfeld
08/04/02 04:24:13 PM nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld'
08/04/02 04:24:13 PM nsrck: Z:\NSR\index\creinfeld contains 20172 records occupying 1899 KB
08/04/02 04:24:13 PM nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)
Cross check completed successfully

creinfeld.001:   56 MB used,    12 save sets, appendable, 5 browsable save sets, 7 recovera

Z:\NSR\BIN>
Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -q "ssid=1116098305" -r "ssid, ssbrowse, ssretent, sumflags"
 ssid       browse   retent  fl
1116098305  08/01/02 08/02/02 cE

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Changing the retention
date...
Although the date will
change immediately, the
save set status will not as
there is no media
management started at
the same time. If you do
not want to wait until the
next automatic backup,
nsrim  has to be started
to make the change
become effective
immediately.

Verifying the changes -
the retention date has
changed and the save
set’s status now is
recyclable .
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17.4.2. Changing the status of a save set or a volume

You may do this directly by using  nsrmm  with the  -o mode  option:

• For a single save set

nsrmm -o mode -S ssid

• For a volume specified by the volume name

nsrmm -o mode volume_name

• For a volume specified by the volume id

nsrmm -o mode -V volume_id

These are the possible modes - some of them are specific for save sets, some for volumes:

[not]full A volume may be set to  full  to prevent writing additional data to it.
It may also be set to  notfull  (means: appendable), if you know that the
media has been set to full due to an earlier hardware problem.

[not]manual Setting a volume to  manual (recycle)  means that recycling is not
controlled by NetWorker any more. In this case, the NetWorker
administrator must manually recycle the media - Networker will not
automatically recycle the media unless the mode has changed again.

[not]readonly The attribute  readonly  may be set to prevent writing data to a media.

[not]recyclable Setting a save set or a media to  recyclable  makes sense if you want to
re-use the tape immediately instead of waiting until they would
automatically become recyclable.

[not]suspect A save set will automatically be set to  suspect  if NetWorker encounters
an unrecoverable read error on that media. You may also enforce this
manually by setting the status manually.

If you have clones of the save set, NetWorker will try to read from this
media, if the original backup save set has been set to  suspect .

Please note that some options seem to be missing. For example, you may not set a save set to
recoverable .

The next page shows some examples on how to change the status information in the media database.
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Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -av -ot
 volume        client         date     time       size ssid      fl   lvl name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:38:55 4421 KB 1116098305 cE full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:21  788 KB 1116104961 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:45   51 KB 1116111361 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:40:56 4421 KB 1116129281 cb full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:22 1575 KB 1116135937 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:46   52 KB 1116142081 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:44 5340 KB 1116156929 cb      D:\A
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:49 4077 KB 1116158209 cb      D:\AA
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:43:35 9806 KB 1116169985 cb      D:\TEST_ALT
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:00 4421 KB 1116191745 cb full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:26 2374 KB 1116198401 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:50   54 KB 1116204545 cr full bootstrap

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrmm -s creinfeld -o recyclable -S 1116129281
Mark save set 1116129281 as recyclable? y

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -av -ot
 volume        client         date     time       size ssid      fl   lvl name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:38:55 4421 KB 1116098305 cE full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:21  788 KB 1116104961 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:45   51 KB 1116111361 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:40:56 4421 KB 1116129281 cE full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:22 1575 KB 1116135937 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:46   52 KB 1116142081 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:44 5340 KB 1116156929 cb      D:\A
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:49 4077 KB 1116158209 cb      D:\AA
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:43:35 9806 KB 1116169985 cb      D:\TEST_ALT
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:00 4421 KB 1116191745 cb full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:26 2374 KB 1116198401 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:50   54 KB 1116204545 cr full bootstrap

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Changing the save set
status to recyclable...
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Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -av -ot
 volume        client         date     time       size ssid      fl   lvl name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:38:55 4421 KB 1116098305 cE full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:21  788 KB 1116104961 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:45   51 KB 1116111361 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:40:56 4421 KB 1116129281 cE full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:22 1575 KB 1116135937 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:46   52 KB 1116142081 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:44 5340 KB 1116156929 cb      D:\A
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:49 4077 KB 1116158209 cb      D:\AA
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:43:35 9806 KB 1116169985 cb      D:\TEST_ALT
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:00 4421 KB 1116191745 cb full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:26 2374 KB 1116198401 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:50   54 KB 1116204545 cr full bootstrap

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrmm -s creinfeld -o notrecyclable -S 1116129281
Mark save set 1116129281 as not recyclable? y

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -av -ot
 volume        client         date     time       size ssid      fl   lvl name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:38:55 4421 KB 1116098305 cE full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:21  788 KB 1116104961 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:45   51 KB 1116111361 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:40:56 4421 KB 1116129281 cb full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:22 1575 KB 1116135937 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:46   52 KB 1116142081 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:44 5340 KB 1116156929 cb      D:\A
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:49 4077 KB 1116158209 cb      D:\AA
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:43:35 9806 KB 1116169985 cb      D:\TEST_ALT
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:00 4421 KB 1116191745 cb full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:26 2374 KB 1116198401 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:50   54 KB 1116204545 cr full bootstrap

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Even reverting the save
set status back to
browsable  is possible...
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17.4.3. Deleting file index and media index information

You may do this directly by using  nsrmm  with the  -d[P] option:

Deleting file index information...

• for a single save set

nsrmm -dP -S ssid

• for a volume specified by the volume name

nsrmm -dP volume_name

• for a volume specified by the volume id

nsrmm -dP -V volume_id

Deleting file index and media index information...

• for a single save set

nsrmm -d -S ssid

• for a a volume specified by the volume name

nsrmm -d volume_name

• for a a volume specified by the volume id

nsrmm -d -V volume_id

You can use this method to overcome other restrictions of the  nsrmm  command. For instance you may
use

nsrmm -dP -S ssid

to set a save set’s status to  recoverable , which was not possible with the  nsrmm -o mode  option
(see page 16).

Please be aware that this command does not check save set dependencies -
it treats all save sets independently.

As a consequence, you may delete a  full  even if you have dependent
incrementals or differentials.

Deleting the file index information is also called ‘purging’. Please have a look at the following examples.
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Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -av -ot
 volume        client         date     time       size ssid      fl   lvl name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:38:55 4421 KB 1116098305 cE full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:21  788 KB 1116104961 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:45   51 KB 1116111361 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:40:56 4421 KB 1116129281 cb full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:22 1575 KB 1116135937 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:46   52 KB 1116142081 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:44 5340 KB 1116156929 cb      D:\A
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:49 4077 KB 1116158209 cb      D:\AA
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:43:35 9806 KB 1116169985 cb      D:\TEST_ALT
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:00 4421 KB 1116191745 cb full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:26 2374 KB 1116198401 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:50   54 KB 1116204545 cr full bootstrap

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrmm -s creinfeld -dP -S 1116129281
Purge file index entries for save set `1116129281'? y

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -av -ot
 volume        client         date     time       size ssid      fl   lvl name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:38:55 4421 KB 1116098305 cE full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:21  788 KB 1116104961 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:45   51 KB 1116111361 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:40:56 4421 KB 1116129281 cr full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:22 1575 KB 1116135937 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:46   52 KB 1116142081 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:44 5340 KB 1116156929 cb      D:\A
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:49 4077 KB 1116158209 cb      D:\AA
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:43:35 9806 KB 1116169985 cb      D:\TEST_ALT
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:00 4421 KB 1116191745 cb full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:26 2374 KB 1116198401 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:50   54 KB 1116204545 cr full bootstrap

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Deleting (purging) the
file index information
will change the save
set’s status from
broswable  to
recoverable ...
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Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -av -ot
 volume        client         date     time       size ssid      fl   lvl name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:38:55 4421 KB 1116098305 cE full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:21  788 KB 1116104961 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:45   51 KB 1116111361 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:40:56 4421 KB 1116129281 cr full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:22 1575 KB 1116135937 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:46   52 KB 1116142081 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:44 5340 KB 1116156929 cb      D:\A
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:49 4077 KB 1116158209 cb      D:\AA
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:43:35 9806 KB 1116169985 cb      D:\TEST_ALT
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:00 4421 KB 1116191745 cb full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:26 2374 KB 1116198401 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:50   54 KB 1116204545 cr full bootstrap

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrmm -s creinfeld -d -S 1116129281
Delete file and media index entries for save set `1116129281'? y

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -av -ot
 volume        client         date     time       size ssid      fl   lvl name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:38:55 4421 KB 1116098305 cE full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:21  788 KB 1116104961 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:45   51 KB 1116111361 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:22 1575 KB 1116135937 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:46   52 KB 1116142081 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:44 5340 KB 1116156929 cb      D:\A
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:49 4077 KB 1116158209 cb      D:\AA
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:43:35 9806 KB 1116169985 cb      D:\TEST_ALT
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:00 4421 KB 1116191745 cb full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:26 2374 KB 1116198401 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:50   54 KB 1116204545 cr full bootstrap

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Deleting the file and
the media index
information will not
change but delete the
save set’s information
from the media index
...
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17.4.4. Relabeling the media

(Re-) labeling the media of course also affects the databases:

- The file index information for all browsable save sets stored on this media will be deleted.

- The media index information for all save sets stored on this media will be deleted.

- The media index information for the volume will be overwritten.

- The volume will receive the status  appendable .

And this is how you label a media in a stand-alone device:

• Labeling a media

nsrmm [-b pool] [-f device] -l volume_name

In general, it does not matter which volume name you assign - the only restriction is that NetWorker will
not let you assign a name that already exists in the media database.

However, this does not mean that such may not exist - if you for instance import a media with the same
name from another data zone, there will be no problem - this is due to the internal  volume id  that
NetWorker relys on.

At labeling time, you must also assign the media to a pool - due to the label templates, NetWorker
would know about its next free label and will automatically use it. Again, it does not really matter, which
name you will assign - label templates just help you because the same label template can be identified
easier. This of course will only help you if you do not use the option to use labels that match bar codes.

Please have a look at the next page’s example.
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Relabeling will delete
all database entries. ...

No save sets can be
found any more ...

Only the volume
information for the
‘new’ media exists ...

Due to the label
templates, NetWorker
can assign a label
automatically, as long it
knows the pool you
want to label it to ...

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -av -ot
 volume        client         date     time       size ssid      fl   lvl name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:38:55 4421 KB 1116098305 cE full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:21  788 KB 1116104961 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:39:45   51 KB 1116111361 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:22 1575 KB 1116135937 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:41:46   52 KB 1116142081 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:44 5340 KB 1116156929 cb      D:\A
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:42:49 4077 KB 1116158209 cb      D:\AA
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:43:35 9806 KB 1116169985 cb      D:\TEST_ALT
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:00 4421 KB 1116191745 cb full D:\TEST10K
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:26 2374 KB 1116198401 cr full index:creinfeld
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     07/27/02 13:45:50   54 KB 1116204545 cr full bootstrap

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrmm -s creinfeld -l creinfeld.001
Are you sure you want to over-write creinfeld.001 with a new label? y

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -av -ot
mminfo: no matches found for the query

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -m
mminfo: media database not responding

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -mv
   volume                  written  (%) expires      read mounts capacity volid      next type
   creinfeld.001              0 KB   0% undef        0 KB    13      0 KB 1297198593    0 file

Z:\NSR\BIN>
Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrmm -s creinfeld -b "Default Clone" -l
Using volume name `creinfeld_c.001' for pool `Default Clone'
Are you sure you want to over-write creinfeld.001 with a new label? y

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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17.5. Graphical interfaces

Here are some examples that demonstrate what you can achieve via the GUIs.

Click on the  Volumes  tab to see informations about the volumes in the media index:

A right click on the
selected volume opens
the menu with the
available options.

Show Save Sets ...  lists all the save sets stored on the selected volume:
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Change Status ...  opens a menu where you can set a save set to  suspect :

These are the options available in the submenu  Change Mode...  :
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Within the  Recycle ...  option, you may set the volume to  manual recycle :

In the menu  Remove Volume...  you may delete file index or file and media index entries. This is for
the whole volume, not jsut for a single save set:
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Clicking on the  Indexes  tab displays information about the indexes for all clients.
Double click on a selected client to get a hold of all save sets that have at least one full backup:

Double click on a save set name or select one and click on  Details... to get an overview of all instances:

Here you cannot delete
the index for a single
save set but only for a
full backup cycle.
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By clicking on  Remove Oldest Cycle  you delete the oldest backup cycle from the clint file index only -
this may take a while:

After this process, the number of available backup cycles should have decreased by 1:

Be careful - you may even delete the last backup cycle as well!

Verify the number of
available backup
cycles.
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Database Manipulations

Query the size nsrls nsrls -m

The most important mminfo
reports
  -  all backups since the last
     24 hours
  -  ... with added verbosity
  -  all save sets
  -  media report
  -  bootstrap report
  -  summary

mminfo

mminfo -v
mminfo -a [-v]
mminfo -m [-v]
mminfo -B
mminfo -X

Function Medien IndexFile Index

Query the contents nsrinfo
nsrinfo client_name

mminfo -q "query"
       -r "report"

Check the databases

Delete information from a
save set or a volume

Adjusting the browse/
retention policies after a
backup

Clone ...
  -  a save set
  -  a volume ID
  -  a volume

Stage ...
  -  a save set
  -  a volume

Change the status of
  -  a save set

  -  a volume

Adding database entries
  -  whole volumes
  -  certain save sets

Search and report the all
bootstraps on this media

Search and report the last
bootstrap on this media

nsrck
nsrck -L# nsrck -X

nsrmm -dP -S ssid[/cloneid]
nsrmm -dP -V volume_id
nsrmm -dP volume

nsrmm -w "browse_date"
      -e "retention_date"
      -S ssid

nsrmm -o modus
      -S ssid[/cloneid]
nsrmm -o modus -V volid
      -o modus volume

scanner -i device
scanner -i -S ssid device

nsrmm -d -S ssid[/cloneid]
nsrmm -d -V volume_id
nsrmm -d volume

nsrclone -S ssid[/cloneid]
nsrclone -V volume_id
nsrclone volume

nsrstage -S ssid[/cloneid]
         ...ssid[/cloneid]
nsrstage -V volume

scanner -m device
not useful

scanner -B device

scanner -Bv device
        [> file]

Recover the media database

Recover a whole file index
  -  for a certain client
  -  for all clients

nsrck -L7 client
nsrck

mmrecov
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NetWorker Basics (19)

18. Cloning

18.1. General

Cloning is the NetWorker method to create multiple instances of your backup data. Such are necessary
to increase redundancy:

If your backup media becomes unreadable or if you loose it for whatever
reason, a clone media it is the only choice you have to get a hold of your
backup data again !

For perfect protection, you should store clone media off-site. This prevents that both media will become
affected in case of a disaster at your main IT facility (fire, water, vandalism etc.).

For some customers, both instant access and local separation are important. To support both demands,
they clone to a remote storage node residing in another building or even in another community. Usually,
the data path to such remote nodes is very fast - today you will most likely use a fibre channel link.

18.1.1. When is a clone performed ?

As mentioned above, cloning is copying the backed up data. To achieve a true copy, it is necessary that
the backup has already finished. In other words:

A clone is an additional process which must take place after the backup.

When performing a backup, NetWorker will always use the hard disk data as source. Due to the fact
that some files are ‘always’ in use, it is obvious that another backup of the same save set will result in
backing up different data, even if there is only a minimal delay between the two processes.

To avoid different contents, you theoretically could ‘freeze’ the source data and back it up twice. But
keep in mind that NetWorker includes the backup time in the save set id (SSID). As a consequence,
although both backups might have the same contents, they are different instances due to the different
SSIDs.

Another potential method to create cloned data is to write the same backup simultaneously to multiple
backup devices. This is available with some backup software solutions. However the implementation is
not easy, because it is more difficult to keep all devices in sync, especially due to the drive and media
errors that will occur independently on each site.

Right now, NetWorker does not support this feature which is also known as ‘in-line tape copy’ and it
probably never will. There are lots of discussions, which method to prefer but this ends most likely in
a philosophical session - each method has its benefits and limitations.
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18.1.2. From any to any

Cloning is a  read-while-write  process - while it reads the data from the source device, it will be saved to
the destination device.

As the backup has already been terminated, the client is not necessary for the
clone process at all.

NetWorker always uses logical instances, even for devices. The benefit is that both devices and media
must not be of the same type. This results in an  any-to-any  data path between all media families
supported by NetWorker as indicated in this diagram:

Tape

Optical

File

Tape

Optical

File

But the  any-to-any  rule does not only apply to the media families, it also applies to the physical
location of the backup devices. A clone can either be performed between two local devices or between a
local and a remote device or even between two remote devices.

The first diagram shows the backup to a storage node with a local clone device attached:

Remote Storage NodeNetWorker Server

NetWorker Client

Backup Data Flow

Clone Data Flow
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Remote Storage NodeNetWorker Server

NetWorker Client

Backup Data Flow

Clone Data Flow

Remote Storage NodeNetWorker Server

NetWorker Client

Backup Data Flow

Clone Data Flow

Of course the client could also be backed up by the server, which locally performs a clone:

And the data can even be cloned anline to a NetWorker storage node at a remote site - of course the
arrows could also point to the opposite direction:
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18.1.3. Two types: ‘Save Set Clone’ and ‘Volume Clone’

There are two cloning methods:

• You may either clone one or multiple save sets or

• You may clone a volume.

Nothing special on the first view. However, as you may remember, NetWorker always relys on complete
save sets. This is important, as it results in the following consequences:

• NetWorker can only clone complete source save sets.

• NetWorker will always create complete clone save sets.

This is easy to understand for cloning save sets. However, it also has its impact of cloning volumes:

• As for any other pool, NetWorker will also only append data to a clone pool.

• If you clone a volume, you will most likely never create a physical copy of the backup media but
a logical copy. Let me explain this with an example:

If you clone the source volume below, NetWorker will completely copy all save sets which
are stored on this media. Assuming an empty clone pool,

- The clone process will start on a new media with the complete blue save set.
- It will continue to copy all save sets completely which in this case will result in at

least one spanned save set continued on another media.

If you clone a volume, you will most likely never create a physical copy of the
backup media but a logical copy.

Source Media

Clone Media
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Additionally, there is another effect that i did not show yet just to keep the picture easy: Data
consolidation.

Assume you perform a single save set cloning from a multiplexed tape. This means that you only retrieve
this save set’s data and copy it to the clone media as one entity.

By the way, in NetWorker 7, the behavior will change a litte bit:

- In a volume clone, only the save sets that have been started on the source media
will get cloned.

As a result, the diagram will change like this:

Source Media

Clone Media

Source Media

Clone Media

Again, this is easy to understand but it has its consequences:

• Benefit
The cloned save set seems to be much faster during recoveries.

• Drawback
If you clone a volume, you must read the source media n times, depending on how many save
sets are interleaved. With a multiplexing factor of 4 (see above), you need exactly 4 save set
clone processes, one for each save set.

This will lead to a total clone time which is n-1 times longer than necessary and can lead to
other problems as you will see in chapter 18.1.4.
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Can you improve the scenario?  - Yes, you may also clone a volume the more intelligent way.

You can actually start simultaneous cloning of multiple save sets to the same media (see 18.2.3.2). And
of course the result is different:

• Benefit
You can clone a volume in one pass only.

• Drawback
The cloned data will be multiplexed again (as you can see from the diagram), which is not
optimal for recoveries:

Source Media

Clone Media

Please keep in mind that multiplexing will only be possible on media that
supports it. A ‘media’ in a file device will never contain multiplexed data.

File devices store each save set in a separate file which makes multiplexing impossible.

However, backing up the data to a file device has its benefits not only to with
respect to recovery - as a clone is nothing else but a combined  save-while-
recovery  it is beneficial for cloning as well.
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18.1.4. How to start a clone process

You have two possibilities:

• You may either clone one or multiple save sets by starting the process on-demand (so-called
Manual Clones):

- either from the command line or
- via the graphical user interface  nwadmin

• You may setup a NetWorker  save group  for automatic cloning.
In this case, all save sets that have been created by running this automatic backup will be
cloned at the end.

As you will see in chapter 18.1.4.3.

18.1.4.1. Manual clones from the command line

As usual, the major controlling mechanism is the appropriate NetWorker command, nsrclone .
Its general syntax reads is like this:

• Cloning a single save set

nsrclone -option(s) -S ssid

• Cloning multiple save sets

nsrclone -option(s) -S ssid_1 ssid_2 .. ssid_n

• Cloning a single volume

nsrclone -option(s) volume_name

nsrclone -option(s) -V volume_id

• Cloning multiple volumes

nsrclone -option(s) volume_name_1 volume_name_2 .. volume_name_n

nsrclone -option(s) -V volume_id_1 volume_id_2 .. volume_id_3

In addition, save set ids or the volume names/ids may be applied via a file:

• Cloning multiple save sets or volumes

nsrclone -option(s) -S -f file_name

nsrclone -option(s)    -f file_name

nsrclone -option(s) -V -f file_name

Where  file_name  contains a list of  save set ids, volume names  or  volume ids, one per line,
respectively.
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18.1.4.2. Manual clones from the GUI

This is done from the  NetWorker Administrator , using the appropriate icons in the  Configure  window,
which look like a NetWorker resource:

If you click on  Clone Save Sets , you will see a new window where you have to select or enter criteria,
which will help you to find the souirce save set(s). This is nothing else but a limited graphical interface
to query NetWorker’s media database:

Use the appropriate
icon.
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Here an example for the database query:

To start the search, click on  Query... . If successful, you will see another window showing all save sets
found:

Now select all save sets you want to clone and the pool where the data shall be cloned to. Finally, click
on  Clone  to start the process.
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Finally, click on  Clone  to start the process. A status window opens like this:

It will stay open until the process has finished.

Here an example to clone multiple save sets:

Select the destination
pool here.
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Make your selection an click on  Clone  to start the process. A status window opens like this:

The status window will stay open until the process has finished.

If you click on  Clone Volume , another window opens to query the volumes known to NetWorker’s media
database or this NetWorker data zone:

Select the destination
pool here.

Only the window title
indicates the
difference.
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Under UNIX/Linux, the principle is exactly the same. However, the way to start the processes is different
as both do not have an icon from the main window.

To clone save sets, open the  Save Set  menu and select  Clone... .
Here an example:

To clone a vloume from the GUI, open the  Media  menu  and select  Clone Volume... .
Again an example:

You will need to select
the clone pool in the
next window.

You will need to select
the clone pool in the
next window.
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18.1.4.3. Automatic clones

As mentioned, this is an option for a NetWorker save group, which is usually configured via  nwadmin .
Using the NetWorker Administrator for Windows you do this in the  Preferences  tab:

The clone process will be shown in the  Monitor  window:

Select the destination
pool here.
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18.2. Cloning examples

18.2.1. Test scenario

To demonstrate cloning behavior, i have setup the following test scenario:

NetWorker Server 5.7

DLT7000

File

File

Source Device

Clone Device

Backup Device

Backup
Data
Flow

Clone Data Flow

I have explicitely used NetWorker 5.7/Windows 2000 as this version creates an equally multiplexed
tape with 4 save sets, which is perfect for further investigations. NetWorker 6.x will not do the same
on a local computer the way i generated the data using a special directive, bigasm. If you want to find
out more about  bigasm  and you do not want to wait, please read the  Legato NetWorker  Power Edition
Performance Tuning Guide, perftune.pdf , which is available from the Media Kit or from Legato’s home
page under  http://www.legato.com/resources/manuals/ . The title of this manual is a bit misleading, as it
is not necessary to have a NetWorker Power edition license installed - any license will support  bigasm .

After creating the backup media, i updated the NetWorker software to version 6.1.1 to run the further
tests.

I could use a file device for the destination pool as i only wanted to demonstrate how a multiplexed
source media would affect cloning.

All tests were executed from the command line with added verbosity.

The time information was recorded in  ..\nsr\logs\daemon.log .
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18.2.2. Creating automatic clones during a backup

In general, a write that occurs as part of a backup operation and a write that occurs as part of a cloning
operation should proceed at the same speed. However, if a cloning operation is automatically requested
as part of a scheduled backup, it is possible that you may experience a slower performance during the
cloning operation.

NetWorker generally attempts to complete  Group A’s  scheduled backup before it initiates a scheduled
backup for  Group B. However, NetWorker considers that  Group A  is finished when the backup
operations complete, not when any automatic cloning completes. Therefore, if  Group B  starts its
backup while  Group A  cloning is still active, there may be contention for nsrmmd resources or specific
volumes.

To avoid this problem, you may not want to use automatic but a manual cloning operation where you
pass all save set ids to be clones to  nsrclone  as part of a job that runs at a non-peak time after
all backups have been completed.

In this example, all clones will be created in a single pass after the backup.The general sequence is as
follows:

• All client save sets will be backed up.

• The client file indexes of all clients which have changed by running this group will be backed up.

• All save sets that have been created by running the group will be cloned.

• If a bootstrap needs to be created, this step will follow.

• Finally the boostrap will be cloned as well.

Unfortunately, the information you receive during this process is not very informative - even if you run the
savegrp  command with added verbosity, all you see is that the process has been started and which
command will be used, but there is not time stamp. If you want to verify how long the clone processes
took, the best source is to check the  ..\nsr\logs\daemon.log  output.

The next pages contain the information for an automatic backup with cloning enabled. For the following
tests, i have deleted the index and the boostrap backups from the output.
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09/22/02 18:21:12 nsrd: savegroup info: starting Default (with 1 client(s))
09/22/02 18:21:12 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:21:37 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:21:45 nsrd: avuspdc:D:\TEST_1 saving to pool 'Default' (avuspdc.001)
09/22/02 18:21:45 nsrd: avuspdc:D:\TEST_3 saving to pool 'Default' (avuspdc.001)
09/22/02 18:21:45 nsrd: avuspdc:D:\TEST_2 saving to pool 'Default' (avuspdc.001)
09/22/02 18:21:45 nsrd: avuspdc:D:\TEST_4 saving to pool 'Default' (avuspdc.001)
09/22/02 18:22:02 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:22:27 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:22:52 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:23:17 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:23:42 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:24:07 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:24:32 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:24:57 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:25:22 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:25:47 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:26:12 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:26:37 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:27:02 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:27:27 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:27:52 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:28:18 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:28:43 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:29:08 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:29:33 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:29:58 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:30:23 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:30:48 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:31:13 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:31:38 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:32:03 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:32:28 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:32:53 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:33:18 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:33:43 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:34:08 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:34:33 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:34:58 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc

.....
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.....
09/22/02 18:40:24 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:40:38 nsrd: avuspdc:D:\TEST_3 done saving to pool 'Default' (avuspdc.001) 1900 MB
09/22/02 18:40:38 nsrd: avuspdc:D:\TEST_2 done saving to pool 'Default' (avuspdc.001) 1900 MB
09/22/02 18:40:38 nsrd: avuspdc:D:\TEST_4 done saving to pool 'Default' (avuspdc.001) 1900 MB
09/22/02 18:40:40 nsrd: avuspdc:D:\TEST_1 done saving to pool 'Default' (avuspdc.001) 1900 MB
09/22/02 18:40:49 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:41:00 nsrd: avuspdc:Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc saving to pool 'Default' (avuspdc.001)
09/22/02 18:41:06 nsrd: avuspdc:Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc done saving to pool 'Default' (avuspdc.001) 8 KB
09/22/02 18:41:14 nsrd: media waiting event: waiting for dlt7000 tape avuspdc.001 on avuspdc
09/22/02 18:41:51 nsrd: write completion notice: Writing to volume avuspdc.001 complete
09/22/02 18:42:41 nsrd: media event cleared: confirmed mount of avuspdc.001 on \\.\Tape0
09/22/02 18:43:16 nsrd: media notice: Volume "avuspdc.001" on device "\\.\Tape0": Block size is 32768 bytes
  not 65536 bytes. Verify the device configuration. Tape positioning by record is disabled.
09/22/02 18:43:16 nsrd: avuspdc:cloning session saving to pool 'Default Clone' (avuspdc_c.001)
09/22/02 18:46:14 nsrck: checking index for avuspdc
09/22/02 18:46:14 nsrck: cross-checking index for avuspdc
09/22/02 18:46:14 nsrd: index notice: cross-checking index for avuspdc
09/22/02 18:46:16 nsrd: index notice: completed checking 1 client(s)
09/22/02 18:46:16 nsrck: completed checking 1 client(s)
09/22/02 19:02:13 nsrd: cloning session:1 of 5 save set(s) reading from avuspdc.001 1900 MB of 7601 MB
09/22/02 19:02:16 nsrd: avuspdc:cloning session done saving to pool 'Default Clone' (avuspdc_c.001)
09/22/02 19:02:16 nsrd: cloning session:save sets done reading 7601 MB
09/22/02 19:02:20 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 19:02:47 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 19:02:50 nsrd: write completion notice: Writing to volume avuspdc_c.001 complete
09/22/02 19:03:12 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 19:03:37 nsrd: savegroup info: Default running on avuspdc
09/22/02 19:03:46 nsrd: avuspdc:bootstrap saving to pool 'Default' (avuspdc.001)
09/22/02 19:03:46 nsrmmdbd: media db is saving its data.  This may take a while.
09/22/02 19:03:46 nsrmmdbd: media db is open for business.
09/22/02 19:03:50 nsrd: avuspdc:bootstrap done saving to pool 'Default' (avuspdc.001) 38 KB
09/22/02 19:04:02 nsrd: media waiting event: waiting for dlt7000 tape avuspdc.001 on avuspdc
09/22/02 19:04:29 nsrd: write completion notice: Writing to volume avuspdc.001 complete
09/22/02 19:04:50 nsrd: media event cleared: confirmed mount of avuspdc.001 on \\.\Tape0
09/22/02 19:04:56 nsrd: avuspdc:cloning session saving to pool 'Default Clone' (avuspdc_c.001)
09/22/02 19:04:56 nsrd: cloning session:1 of 1 save set(s) reading from avuspdc.001 38 KB of 38 KB
09/22/02 19:04:57 nsrd: avuspdc:cloning session done saving to pool 'Default Clone' (avuspdc_c.001)
09/22/02 19:04:57 nsrd: cloning session:save sets done reading 38 KB
09/22/02 19:04:58 nsrd: savegroup notice: Default completed, 1 client(s) (All Succeeded)
09/22/02 19:05:29 nsrd: write completion notice: Writing to volume avuspdc_c.001 complete
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Z:\nsr\bin>mminfo -av
 volume        client         date     time       size ssid      fl   lvl name
avuspdc.001    avuspdc       09/20/02 10:28:30 1900 MB 29147     cb  full D:\TEST_1
avuspdc.001    avuspdc       09/20/02 10:28:33 1900 MB 29150     cb  full D:\TEST_2
avuspdc.001    avuspdc       09/20/02 10:28:31 1900 MB 29148     cb  full D:\TEST_3
avuspdc.001    avuspdc       09/20/02 10:28:32 1900 MB 29149     cb  full D:\TEST_4

Z:\nsr\bin>nsrclone -vvv -S 29147
nsrclone: Cloning the following save sets (ssid/cloneid):
        25ebcd44-00000003-000071db-3d8adc2e-c9379696-7f000001/1032510511
Automatically copying save sets(s) to other volume(s)

Starting cloning operation...
nsrclone: Successfully cloned all requested save sets
nsrclone: Clones were written to the following volume(s):
        avuspdc_c.001

Z:\nsr\bin>

09/20/02 23:15:49 nsrd: avuspdc:cloning session saving to pool 'Default Clone' (avuspdc_c.001)
.....09/20/02 23:34:54 nsrd: cloning session:1 of 1 save set(s) reading from avuspdc.001 1900 MB of 1900 MB

09/20/02 23:34:55 nsrd: cloning session:save sets done reading 1900 MB

18.2.3.1. Cloning a single save set

Clone speed (according to the  daemon.log  file:

Amount read 7.600 MB
Amount cloned 1.900 MB
Clone time 19:05 min

Clone speed 1,659 MB/s
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Z:\nsr\bin>mminfo -av
 volume        client         date     time       size ssid      fl   lvl name
avuspdc.001    avuspdc       09/20/02 10:28:30 1900 MB 29147     cb  full D:\TEST_1
avuspdc.001    avuspdc       09/20/02 10:28:33 1900 MB 29150     cb  full D:\TEST_2
avuspdc.001    avuspdc       09/20/02 10:28:31 1900 MB 29148     cb  full D:\TEST_3
avuspdc.001    avuspdc       09/20/02 10:28:32 1900 MB 29149     cb  full D:\TEST_4

Z:\nsr\bin>nsrclone -vvv -S 29147 29148 29149 29150
nsrclone: Cloning the following save sets (ssid/cloneid):
        25ebcd44-00000003-000071db-3d8adc2e-c9379696-7f000001/1032510511
        f5cd5c03-00000003-000071dc-3d8adc2f-c9379698-7f000001/1032510511
        1f21467a-00000003-000071dd-3d8adc30-c9379699-7f000001/1032510511
        d419f18e-00000003-000071de-3d8adc31-c9379697-7f000001/1032510511
Automatically copying save sets(s) to other volume(s)

Starting cloning operation...
nsrclone: Successfully cloned all requested save sets
nsrclone: Clones were written to the following volume(s):
        avuspdc_c.001

Z:\nsr\bin>

09/21/02 00:33:31 nsrd: avuspdc:cloning session saving to pool 'Default Clone' (avuspdc_c.001)
.....

09/21/02 00:52:28 nsrd: cloning session:save sets done reading 7600 MB

18.2.3.2. Cloning all save sets

Clone speed (according to the  daemon.log  file:

Amount read 7.600 MB
Amount cloned 7.600 MB
Clone time 18:57 min

Clone speed 6,684 MB/s
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Z:\nsr\bin>mminfo -av
 volume        client         date     time       size ssid      fl   lvl name
avuspdc.001    avuspdc       09/20/02 10:28:30 1900 MB 29147     cb  full D:\TEST_1
avuspdc.001    avuspdc       09/20/02 10:28:33 1900 MB 29150     cb  full D:\TEST_2
avuspdc.001    avuspdc       09/20/02 10:28:31 1900 MB 29148     cb  full D:\TEST_3
avuspdc.001    avuspdc       09/20/02 10:28:32 1900 MB 29149     cb  full D:\TEST_4

Z:\nsr\bin>nsrclone -vvv -S -f Z:\ssids.txt
nsrclone: Cloning the following save sets (ssid/cloneid):
        25ebcd44-00000003-000071db-3d8adc2e-c9379696-7f000001/1032510511
        f5cd5c03-00000003-000071dc-3d8adc2f-c9379698-7f000001/1032510511
        1f21467a-00000003-000071dd-3d8adc30-c9379699-7f000001/1032510511
        d419f18e-00000003-000071de-3d8adc31-c9379697-7f000001/1032510511
Automatically copying save sets(s) to other volume(s)

Starting cloning operation...
nsrclone: Successfully cloned all requested save sets
nsrclone: Clones were written to the following volume(s):
        avuspdc_c.001

Z:\nsr\bin>

09/21/02 00:58:58 nsrd: avuspdc:cloning session saving to pool 'Default Clone' (avuspdc_c.001)
.....

09/21/02 01:17:58 nsrd: cloning session:save sets done reading 7600 MB

18.2.3.3. Cloning all save sets with the  -f  option

Clone speed (according to the  daemon.log  file:

Amount read 7600 MB
Amount cloned 1900 MB
Clone time 19:00 min

Clone speed 6,666 MB/s
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Z:\nsr\bin>mminfo -av
 volume        client         date     time       size ssid      fl   lvl name
avuspdc.001    avuspdc       09/20/02 10:28:30 1900 MB 29147     cb  full D:\TEST_1
avuspdc.001    avuspdc       09/20/02 10:28:33 1900 MB 29150     cb  full D:\TEST_2
avuspdc.001    avuspdc       09/20/02 10:28:31 1900 MB 29148     cb  full D:\TEST_3
avuspdc.001    avuspdc       09/20/02 10:28:32 1900 MB 29149     cb  full D:\TEST_4

Z:\nsr\bin>nsrclone -vvv avuspdc.001
nsrclone: Cloning the following save sets (ssid/cloneid):
        d419f18e-00000003-000071de-3d8adc31-c9379697-7f000001/1032510511
        1f21467a-00000003-000071dd-3d8adc30-c9379699-7f000001/1032510511
        f5cd5c03-00000003-000071dc-3d8adc2f-c9379698-7f000001/1032510511
        25ebcd44-00000003-000071db-3d8adc2e-c9379696-7f000001/1032510511
Automatically copying save sets(s) to other volume(s)

Starting cloning operation...
nsrclone: Successfully cloned all requested save sets
nsrclone: Clones were written to the following volume(s):
        avuspdc_c.001

Z:\nsr\bin>

09/21/02 00:01:16 nsrd: avuspdc:cloning session saving to pool 'Default Clone' (avuspdc_c.001)
.....

09/21/02 00:20:21 nsrd: cloning session:save sets done reading 7600 MB

18.2.3.4. Cloning the source volume

Clone speed (according to the  daemon.log  file:

Amount read 7600 MB
Amount cloned 1900 MB
Clone time 19:0 5min

Clone speed 6,638 MB/s
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18.4. Database investigations

As the filenames are the same for all save sets, the backup with all its associated clones, the file index
is not affected for any clone operation, but the media index.

If you query the ‘normal’ information, you will not even see any difference - the save set id of both are
the same:

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -av -r "volume,savetime(17),ssid(6),name"
 volume          date     time    ssid name
avuspdc.001    09/20/02 10:28:30 29147 D:\TEST_1
avuspdc.001    09/20/02 10:28:33 29150 D:\TEST_2
avuspdc.001    09/20/02 10:28:31 29148 D:\TEST_3
avuspdc.001    09/20/02 10:28:32 29149 D:\TEST_4
avuspdc_c.001  09/20/02 10:28:30 29147 D:\TEST_1
avuspdc_c.001  09/20/02 10:28:33 29150 D:\TEST_2
avuspdc_c.001  09/20/02 10:28:33 29148 D:\TEST_3
avuspdc_c.001  09/20/02 10:28:33 29149 D:\TEST_4

Z:\NSR\BIN>

The save set id of the backup save set and the one of the clone save set
are the same.

If you think about it, it is logical, because the save set just has been copied, but no new save set have
been created - and a new save set would have another save set id, of course.

To differentiate the backup from the clone save sets, there is another information in the media index, the
clone ic :

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -av -r "volume,savetime(17),ssid(6),cloneid,name"
 volume          date     time    ssid   clone id name
avuspdc.001    09/20/02 10:28:30 29147 1032711699 D:\TEST_1
avuspdc.001    09/20/02 10:28:33 29150 1032711699 D:\TEST_2
avuspdc.001    09/20/02 10:28:31 29148 1032711699 D:\TEST_3
avuspdc.001    09/20/02 10:28:32 29149 1032711699 D:\TEST_4
avuspdc_c.001  09/20/02 10:28:30 29147 1032712996 D:\TEST_1
avuspdc_c.001  09/20/02 10:28:33 29150 1032712996 D:\TEST_2
avuspdc_c.001  09/20/02 10:28:33 29148 1032712996 D:\TEST_3
avuspdc_c.001  09/20/02 10:28:33 29149 1032712996 D:\TEST_4

Z:\NSR\BIN>

The  clone id  is nothing else but the UNIX time stamp, counting in seconds from 01/01/70.

It sounds logical that even the backup save sets have a clone id assigned, because they have been
created at a certain time.

Cloned save sets have the same save set id as the original but a different
clone id than the original save sets. This also allows you to have more than
one clone instace.
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18.5. Considerations

The following two facts are important to remember.

18.5.1. Restarting a clone will ask for new media

You cannot clone to the same media again.

First of all, it does not really make sense, because it will not add true redundancy. You potentially could
have two instances of the save set on the same media, but if the media gets lost, all instances are gone.

However, even if you abort a clone process and start again, NetWorker must use another media. This is
due to another important rule:

NetWorker does not allow more than one instance of the save sat on the same media.

The aborted save set will be deleted from the media database. However, it is still saved on the clone
media and if you need to scan it in later, trouble will be obvious as the same save set would have two
instances pointing to different physical locations. NetWorker prevents such problems by preventing two
instances of the same save set being stored on the same media.

18.5.2. Recover from a cloned media

By default, NetWorker will always use the original media, not a clone.

To recover data from a clone media, for instance if the original is absent, you have these choices:

• You may either set the save set or the volume status to  suspect .
Please read the last TID #18/2002 for details on how to manipulate the media database.

• You may explicitely recover from a cloned save set by specifying the clone id as well.
To do this, you must use the  recover  command from the command line:

recover -s server -S ssid/cloneid

For more details how to recover data, please read the next TIDs.
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NetWorker Basics (20)

19. Data Recovery
Finally, you are prepared to recover your data. To cover all scenarios and circumstances, this will also
take a while - i estimate 3 TIDs to fully discuss the whole subject.

As the  save  command starts a client-initiated process, the same is true for the recovery - the
command  recover  has to be executed at the host where the data shall be restored - it also starts a
client-site process.

19.1. General

Before we will really can perform recoveries, there are a lot of fundamentals you need to understand.

19.1.1. Do you know the “golden“ rule ?

Let me start the subject by reinforcing this message:

   You can only recover what you have backed up !

As it is of course logical, the statement looks ridiculous - however, i cannot repeat it often enough. From
my practical experiences, the number of customers who must admit data loss is still too high and the
variety of reasons seems to be endless. However, you can prevent data loss easily:

   Monitor your backups carefully !

• Do not only check the backups for success !  - You may have just accidentally excluded data.

• Verify whether the backup time is plausible !

• Especially, check whether the amount of data makes sense !
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The most obvious problems are:

• You are not using the  Client’s save set  All  but you did not state all save sets explicitely.

• Your  Levels  ( Schedules ) may have been setup wrong.

• You are using  Group  criteria that override the  Client  criteria.

• You have used test specifications which you forgot to change/delete at the end.

• You simply forgot to delete a local directive that exluded files from the directory.

However, it may also be that your data has become unavailable in the meantime:

• Your backup media is unavailable as it has been stored off-site.

• Your backup data is unaccessible because it is password protected.
Protecting backup data with a password is possible but rarely used.

• You may have problems reading your data due to incompatibility reasons.
This may be due to different block sizes, which are obvious when you have a scenario of
heterogenous NetWorker storage nodes and you try to read the media using a storage node
of another OS platform family (for example from UNIX to Windows).

• You have problems reading your backup media due to environmental problems.

• The file index information for certain save sets has been deleted due to a  Browse Policy  which
is too short.

• You lost your backup media and you do not have any clones.

• The media has already been relabeled automatically due to a  Retention Policy  which is too short.

• You have accidentally relabeled a media.

The first problems just cause trouble and time delays but they will not make recoveries impossible.
However, the last 3 possiblities will really result in data loss.

Let me simply suggest that you keep track of your NetWorker configurations and that you treat your
backup media carefully.
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19.1.2. Which data can NetWorker recover ?

If you look at the data types that reside on a NetWorker server, this is what you will find:

Client
Data

Server
Operating

System

NetWorker
Software

& Patches
Backup
Media

NetWorker
Control

Data

• Client Data
This is the data you normally want to protect: your applications and their associated user data.

• NetWorker Control Data
This is the data that describes the NetWorker data zone:

- The recource directory /nsr/res
- The media database /nsr/mm
- The client file index databases /nsr/index

This is what the plain NetWorker software can protect and recover.

• Backup Media
If you have lost your backup data (backup media), there is nothing left to recover. This is why i
strongly suggest that you have at least one clone media to make your backup data redundant.

To protect your data completely, it makes also sense to store one instance of your backup data at a safe
off-site location. This prevents complete data loss in case of a true disaster (fire, water, crash, vandalism)
at your location.

• NetWorker Server & Patches and

• Operation System

Right now, NetWorker must be installed on a running system to be able to recover all client and control
data - the plain NetWorker software is incapable of recover to a “naked“ disk drive.

However, the additional NetWorker module  NetWorker Recovery Manager  is capable to do this.
Right now, it supports Solaris and Windows NT/2000:

- For Solaris systems, it will allow a networked boot processes.
- For Windows NT/2000 systems, it will create a CD-ROM for this purpose.

Both methods are capable of recover the operating system and the NetWorker software so that
everything will be back in place to start with the NetWorker disaster recovery.
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19.1.3. Which methods are available ?

In general, NetWorker knows two types of ‘basic’ data recovery, which are depending on the database
structure:

• Browsable File Recovery
As you can see from the diagram below, the  File Recovery  relys on both, the client file index
and the media index - it uses the file index directly and the media index indirectly.

• Save Set Recovery
The  Save Set Recovery  uses the media index directly - but it does not use the client file
index at all.

The consequences are self-explainatory, if you do not know them already:

• To be able to browse through the backed up files and select them for a recovery, the backup
software needs to provide the information about the ‘known’ files - this is when you need the client
file index information.

• While the  Browsable File Recovery  offers ‘file granularity’, you will only have ‘save set granularity’
for the  Save Set Recovery .

• The media index is the more important database - you can not recover without having the save set
and the volume information. Once again, NetWorker is save set dependant.

• If the client file index information of the save set has been lost, you can still recover the whole save
set.

As a special benefit, the browsable file recovery offers the so-called ‘point-in-time’ recovery, which allows
the recovery to the state that has been recorded in the file index for a certain time. Please read chapter
19.2 (in the next TID) for details.

Besides that, you may also rebuild lost information for the media index and even for the client file index.
I will cover this when i will explain the recovery of NetWorker control data.

Client File
Index

Media
Index

Save Set
Information

Volume
Information

File
Information

Browsable File Recovery

Save Set 
Recovery
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Besides these two basic recovery methods, NetWorker supports two related recovery methods for
specific purposes:

• Directed Recovery
This is the specific method of the  Browsable File Recovery - it allows to recover files between
multiple computers. Actually, a better descriptive term would be ‘Assisted Recovery’, because
the main purpose is to recover someone else’s data.

The  Directed Recovery  exclusively works with the client file index information for that save
set - you cannot start a  Directed Recovery  if you only have the save set information.

Please find further explainations in chapter  19.1.5. Process and data flow .

• Automatic Recovery
This is the specific method of the  Save Set Recovery - it allows to recover single files while
performing a  Save Set Recovery . Unlike the standard  Save Set Recovery , you must not
recover the whole save set using this method.

On the first view, this method looks like a normal  Browsable File Recovery  or a  Directed
Recovery , but it is not the same - the main difference is that you do not need the client
file index information for the save set to be recovered.

Again, there could be a better term -  Automatic Recovery  does not really describe the
scenario but this is how it is used in the documents. I personally would like to name it ‘Direct
Recovery’.

This method is especially beneficial when you have to recover only some files of the save set
but you do not want to rebuild its missing client file index. To perform a file recovery in such
cases, you have these choices in general:

- You may recover the whole save set and delete all unnecessary files.

- You may recover the whole save set to a temporary directory and recover the files from
there.

- You may rebuild the client file index for this save set and perform a  Browsable File
Recovery .

- You may use the  Automatic  Recovery  method to address the files directly.

However, the person who starts this recovery must exactly state the complete
pathname for all the files to be recovered - he more or less performs the function of the
client file index database. As a consequence, it is obvious that this method is only
useful for structured path- and filenames that will not change.

And this is how it works:

As the file index information is not only stored in the client file index but is also
embedded in the save stream (see TID #7/2002, page 14), the recover program can
simply ‘filter’ the pathnames and the files’ data as they come along during the
recovery of the save stream.
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19.1.4. Which methods to use ?

This question is not easy to answer - as so often, it just depends. Besides the logical necessities the
method to choose also depends on your personal experience. Let me explain this briefly:

Save Set Recovery

• Benefits
- If you have to recover a full backup only
- If you do not have file index info and you don’t want to rebuild it

• Drawbacks
- Recovering a non-full backup is a multi-step process
- Not useful if the list of the files to be deleted is very long or unkown
- On UNIX/Linux, only the root user can perform these recoveries

Browsable File Recovery

• Benefits
- A true point-in-time recovery is possible
- The easiest way for specific file selection
- Multiple instances may be seleted for one recovery process
- Useful if you do not know the file names

• Drawbacks
- You must have the client file index information for this purpose
- Not very useful if you open directories with thousands or millions of small files
- As soon as you open it for browsing purposes, NetWorker will need to forward you all

the filenames - this may take minutes or even hours

Directed Recovery

As this is a special case of the  Browsable File Recovery, the same rules apply here as well.

Automatic Recovery

• Benefits
- A partitial recovery of a save set without the client file index information is possible
- If you do not have file index info and you don’t want to rebuild it and
- If you know the exact path/filenames to recover

• Drawbacks
- You must to provide the exact path/filenames
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19.1.5. Process and data flow

This is the general view of a NetWorker recovery scenario:

Source Client

Destination Client

 Administrator

Actual Data Flow

Virtual Data Flow

Administering Client

NetWorker
Server / SN

In principle, there are 5 (different) NetWorker hosts involved in a recovery scenario:

• The NetWorker Server
provides the database information and controls the processes.

• The NetWorker Storage Node
provides the data to be recovered.

• The NetWorker Administering Client
starts the recover process.

• The NetWorker Source Client
provides the virtual data source that needs to be recovered.

• The NetWorker Destination Client
provides the location where the data shall be restored to.

The virtual data flow shows from which to which client the data shall be recovered. However, due to the
fact that the data is stored on a media at the storage node, the actual data flow will be different, if the
source client is not also the storage node.

Please keep in mind that the diagram only shows the role of hosts and the data flow - it does not mean,
that all NetWorker hosts must necessarily reside on different physical machines - usually the scenario
simplifies as you can see from the examples on the following pages.

As you will see, all other scenarios are just a subset of this general view !
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A local recovery on the NetWorker server
As the grey ellipsoid shall indicate, all NetWorker hosts reside on the same physical machine:

Source Client

Destination Client

 Administrator

Actual Data Flow

Virtual Data Flow

Administering Client

NetWorker
Server / SN

A local recovery on a remote NetWorker client
In this case, all client functionalities reside on the same physical host:

Source Client

Destination Client

 Administrator

Actual Data Flow

Virtual Data Flow

Administering Client

NetWorker
Server / SN
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Source Client

Destination Client

 Administrator

Actual Data Flow

Virtual Data Flow

Administering Client

NetWorker
Server / SN

Recover ‘foreign’ data to your local machine
In this case, the administering client is the same as the destination client computer:

Directed (assisted) Recovery
In this case, the Administrator shall help someone else to recover his data. In this scenario,
source and destination client reside on the same computer:

Source Client

Destination Client

 Administrator

Actual Data Flow

Virtual Data Flow

Administering Client

NetWorker
Server / SN
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19.1.6. The key command is  recover

Actually, the graphical implementation of NetWorker recoveries is a bit strange as there is only a coarse
coincidence available - for instance on UNIX/Linux, you start a graphical save set recovery from the
NetWorker Administrator  while it is implemented from the  NetWorker User  interface for a NetWorker/
Windows client. And a graphical directed recovery is not available at all for UNIX/Linux users.

The key NetWorker command is the  recover  command. Remember:  NSR = NetWorker Save &
Recover . Fortunately, the command works exactly the same on both platforms: UNIX/Linux and
Windows NT/2000.

Be careful on a Windows system - if you do not run the  recover  command
from the ..\nsr\bin  directory, you will actually call Windows’  recover
command instead of NetWorker’s.

In this case you will see this reply:

D:\TEST>recover
RECOVER [drive:][path]filename

D:\TEST>

19.1.6.1 File recoveries using  recover

From the general backup scenario you see on page 7 this is the

General command syntax:

recover -s server -c source_client -R destination _client -options

This is also the command you will use for a directed recovery.
But where is the  administrating client ? - it is the machine where you actually issue the command.

Fortunately, from the general scenario, the other commands can be simply derived. For instance, if you
want to recover the data to your machine, the destination client does not need to be specified any more:

Recoverying someone else’s data:

recover -s server -c source_client -options

Recoverying your own data:

recover -s server -options

And if you have a connection to only one NetWorker server, you do not even have to specify him:

recover -options

All commands lead you to a command line base dialog where you interactively select your files which
you want to recover. Please see the examples in the next TID.
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19.1.6.2. Save set recoveries using  recover

It is obvious that you do not have to specify the filenames but must identify the save set names,
represented by the  save set id, the ssid :

General command syntax:

recover -s server -S ssid

But where is the  administrating client ? - it is again the machine where you actually issue the
command.

If you want to recover from a cloned save set, you may also do this by specifying the appropriate  clone
id :

recover -s server -S ssid[/cloneid]

19.1.6.3. Automatic recoveries using  recover

As this is nothing else but a specific save set recovery, you just have to tell NetWorker which filenames
you want to recover. You do this by adding the filenames using the option  -a :

recover -s server -S ssid[/cloneid] -a file_1 ... file_n
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19.1.7. Important notes

19.1.7.1. Remote Access rights

In NetWorker, only the user who has backed up the data is by default allowed to recover his data. Shall
other persons be granted access to his files, they must be explicitely listed in the clients’s  Remote
Access  list as shown in this picture:

Use ‘e-mail’ style
names as usual.

19.1.7.2. User rights to execute a save set recovery

As a precaution, on UNIX/Linux computers, only the root ser is allowed to execute this type of
recovery.

19.1.7.3. User rights for the destination host

Do not forget that the recovering user must have the appropriate rights at the destination system. If not,
he may access the data from the source client but he will not be able to write them to the destination
client’s hard disk.
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19.1.7.4. Requirements for a directed recovery

Although data recovery in general is a client-initiated process (see page 1), a directed recovery is
nothing but a remotely executed process for the destination client.

As a consequence, you need to prepare your scenario as follows:

• The destination client must accept accept remote commands from both, the networker server and
the administration client.

To perform successful directed recoveries, you must have all necessary hostnames listed in your
/nsr/res/servers file, the NetWorker server and the administering client computer.

Do not forget that you need to restart the NetWorker client process if you
have changed this file.

• For the directed recovery, the ‘client listener’ (nsrexecd) must be up and running. This is
especially important for a NetWorker UNIX/Linux clients, as you may separately start this daemon
on such computers.

19.1.7.5. Filesystem requirements

As a so-called ‘cross-platform’ recovery is currently not suported, you can recover data only between
clients of the same operating system family. To be precise:

• You can recover data from a UNIX/Linux client to another UNIX/Linux client.

• You can recover data from a Windows NT/2000 client to another Windows NT/2000 client.

Be careful - you must stay with the same filesystem type - either
FAT or NTFS !

• However, you can not recover data from a UNIX/Linux client to a Windows host and vice-versa.
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19.1.8. Optimizing recoveries

Please read this chapter carefully - it will explain how NetWorker will work during recoveries.

19.1.8.1. Can NetWorker recover as fast as he backed up ?

As a matter of fact, this is one of the most frequently asked question. And the answer is easy:

   It can - no doubt !

But do not forget - you deal with true data !

As you know real life is much more complicated than the ideal situation. This is why it takes a number
of circumstances to achieve the optimal result. Let me try to explain this from different sites, assuming
that there is no bottleneck with the hardware:

• The tape drive’s view
To work optimally during backups, i just need data to keep on streaming. I cannot go faster
than my raw data rate allows. If i do not receive enough data, i have two choices:

- i can produce a longer gap and keep on streaming, loosing media capacity or
- i can stop and reposition the tape, which takes time and will decrease speed.

This is the method most backup applications have implemented.
In any case, the backup has to rely on me.

To work optimally during recoveries, i again need to stream. The destination client(s) must
ensure that the data i read will be proceeded fast enough. If this cannot be done, i must stop
and reposition because the data blocks for the save stream must be read in the proper
sequence. For a recovery, i have to rely on the client(s) speed.

• The user’s view
I want to backup and recover my data as fast as possible. To achieve optimal performance, i
need to keep my data in a small number of large files rather than in a large number of small
files - but do i have a choice ?

• The administrator’s view
I have to achieve that both backup and recoveries will run with the optimum speed. However,
it is obvious that the backup scenarios differ from the recover scenarios:

During backups, i must keep the tape drive streaming. This most often requires that i have
to send more than one save stream to the device at the same time. However, as tapes are
sequential storage media, the consequence will be that the data of multiple streams will
be interleaved (multiplexed).

During recoveries, i rarely have to restore more than one client at the same time. As a
consequence, the recover data rate of an interleaved save streame is less than the raw
data which the tape drive delivers. If i do not have a non-interleaved save set for recoveries,
then the recover speed must necessarily be smaller.
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All these thoughts are valid. Unfortunately, most people forget that a larger backup solution has a huge
amount of different facts to consider. But with respect to backup and recover speed the main question is:

Does NetWorker have to support the scenario or has the scenario to support NetWorker ?

In fact both statements are true, this is why benchmarking is so difficult. Do not forget:

As the scenario is complex, tuning a solution for a specific purpose will have its
impact on the other end.

Let me explain the simple example which i mentioned on the last page already: A multiplexed backup
media. Let us just assume that we were able to create a media with a number of 4 equally multiplexed
save sets, as shown in the diagram below:

If you recover a single save set ...
- the tape drive’s recover data rate will still be 100% of the backup data rate, as before     but
- the client’s recover rate will only be 25% of the tape drives data rate, because you only filter 25%

of the tape drive’s data stream for this client, as indicated in the next diagram:

Although it might sound strange, the final data rate for the client can be even less, if it cannot recreate
the directory structure and the file entries fast enough. This is most obvious if a huge number of very
small files needs to be recovered.

To increase the data rate for recoveries, it is obvious, that you should prevent save set multiplexing, you
can also consolidate the save set data after the backup (see last TID #19/02) :

Although the theroretical data rate is of course 300% higher, it might also not be achieved as well. Just
keep in mind that the problem of rebuilding the directory structure on a huge number of small files in this
case may even lead to more repositioning cycles which of course might have a worse impact with
respect to the overal recovery speed that a restore of a single multipled save set.

In such cases, a standard file backup and recovery obviously is not a good choice at all. In such
cases, you should look for other methods like raw or snapshot backups which would suite these
scenarios much better. But to state it cristal clear:

Yes - if everything fits - you indeed can recover data at the maximum read speed of the
backup hardware.
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19.1.8.2. How to recover from multiple save sets at the same time ?

In general, there is nothing special to consider, it is all standard NetWorker behaviour.

To backup 1 save set, NetWorker uses exactly 1  save  command:

save

nsrmmd

NetWorker Client NetWorker Storage Node

OpenTape Format

Data

XDR 
Format

*asm

ASM = Application Specific Module

As a consequence, to backup multiple save sets simultenously, you must use the same number of
save  commands.
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As a consequence, to restore multiple save sets simultenously, you must use the same number of
recover  commands.

Within NetWorker, the GUI does not recessarily do this automatically. As you know, it is often better to
issue the appropriate commands form the command line.

On Windows NT/2000, you even have to open more CMD Windows, because you may only run one
command at the same time in such window.

As recoveries just revert the direction of the data streams, the same rules apply.

To recover 1 save set, NetWorker uses exactly 1  recover  command:

recover

nsrmmd

NetWorker Client NetWorker Storage Node

OpenTape Format

Data

XDR 
Format

*asm

NetWorker uses the same mechanism
that he used during the backup
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NetWorker Basics (21)

19.2. The Point-in-Time Recovery

19.2.1. What is a Point-in-Time recovery ?

Let me explain this using the following example - the backup frequency is a bit high, but in this case, it
does not matter at all. The following list shows the contents of the save set ( D:\TEST ) and the files
that have been backed up using the default schedule (incrementals):

Directory Files backed up

18:30
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT

19:30
D:\TEST\TEST_11.DAT D:\TEST\TEST_11.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT

20:30
D:\TEST\TEST_11.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_15.DAT D:\TEST\TEST_15.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT
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And this is what you will see in the client file index:

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrinfo -s creinfeld creinfeld
scanning client `creinfeld' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
  on server creinfeld
D:\TEST\TEST_15.DAT, date=1032460229 Thu Sep 19 20:30:29 2002
D:\TEST\, date=1032460229 Thu Sep 19 20:30:29 2002
D:\, date=1032460229 Thu Sep 19 20:30:29 2002
/, date=1032460229 Thu Sep 19 20:30:29 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_11.DAT, date=1032456628 Thu Sep 19 19:30:28 2002
D:\TEST\, date=1032456628 Thu Sep 19 19:30:28 2002
D:\, date=1032456628 Thu Sep 19 19:30:28 2002
/, date=1032456628 Thu Sep 19 19:30:28 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002
D:\TEST\, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002
D:\, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002
/, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002
16 objects found

Z:\NSR\BIN>

This information,
- the path and file names and
- the time stamp

helps you to recover all files that refer to a certain point-in-time.

Or in other words:

A point-in-time recovery allows you to recover the files as your file system did
exist at a certain point in time.

This is how it is usually presented to the customer - technically it is slightly different:

A point-in-time recovery allows you to recover the files as your file index lists
them at a certain point in time.

This is obvious as you of course may have created new files and deleted them or others between two
backups.
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19.2.2. Why is the Point-in-Time recovery useful ?

Actually, the  Point-in-Time  recovery is one of the most important NetWorker features !

There are major benefits:

• Files from different backups will be merged automatically.
Once you start opening your browser in preparation for a recovery, you will see the file index
information for all backups beginning from the actual browse time until the last full
backup - all backups will be merged in one single view which of course represents nothing
else but the current backup cycle.

The reason is simple - the file index will show you a list of all files that you need to select for a
full file system recovery.

If the selected files belong to different save sets, they will be automatically recovered in this
one process. You do not need to follow a certain sequence of recoveries.

If there are multiple instances of a selected file, NetWorker will automatically select the last
version before the actual browse time for the recovery.

• You may easily go back to any time and have a true view as the system (the file index)
looked like at this specific time.

As you will see later, there are multiple ways to select previous versions of a single file for the
recovery. However, selecting another browse time is convenient because this will also apply to
all other files as well.

Using this method, it is easy to maintain the same time relationsship to other files which you
may also want to recover. There is no need to remember all other files’ versions - just change
the browse time for the backup.

• You may even select files from previous backup cycles.
If you discover that the backups you created during this backup cycle are not good at all and
you must go back in time even further, you may do that as long as you still have your client
file index of those backups.

• You do not need to cleanup your system after the recovery.
This is actually the most important advantage of a point-in-time recovery. Assume you need to
recover the backups without having the file index information present. Of course you can
still do a recovery by recovering each needed save set. If you do this with the example from
page 1, you must

- first recover the 18:30 backup
- then recover the 19:30 backup
- and finally the 20:30 backup.

However, as the files  TEST_1.DAT  and  TEST_5.DAT  do not exist on the file system at
20:30, you must delete them manually to match the real system view. Please also see the
next page for further details.

Such may become difficult if you deleted a lot of files and do not remember all file names any
longer. The true point-in-time recovery helps in such situations as the client file index will not
show deleted files when you browse through the file index in preparation for the recovery. And if
they are not present for selection, they can consequently not be recovered.
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19.2.3. What if you do not use the Point-in-Time recovery feature ?

To successfully complete a data recovery using the save set recovery method, you must act carefully:

• You have to perform the recoveries in the correct order.
You have to recover the full backup first and then recover all incremental and differential
backups, starting with the oldest and moving towards the current time.

This will ensure that later backups of the same files will overwrite the older versions of the
current backup cycle.

• You must cleanup your directories later.
Of course, files that have been deleted from your hard disk between the full and the last backup
will be recovered although they are obsolete.

To restore your system properly, you have to delete the files manually after the last save set
recovery.

Please have a look again at the example from page 1:

- If you use the point-in-time recovery, this is what NetWorker will rebuild:

D:\TEST\TEST_11.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_15.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT

- However, using the save set recovery method, NetWorker will recover the deleted files as well:

D:\TEST\TEST_11.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_15.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT

The marked files are the ones you have to manually delete after all recoveries have been
completed.
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19.2.4. How does the Point-in-Time recovery work ?

Actually not the recovery but building the point-in-time view of the client file index during the browse
process is the key for a successful recovery. The major issue here is to recognize deleted files so that
they will not be recovered as well. As you can see from the  nsrinfo  output, this information does not
seem to be available - the client file index just reports all the files that have been backed up:

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrinfo creinfeld
scanning client `creinfeld' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
  on server creinfeld
D:\TEST\TEST_15.DAT, date=1032460229 Thu Sep 19 20:30:29 2002
D:\TEST\, date=1032460229 Thu Sep 19 20:30:29 2002
D:\, date=1032460229 Thu Sep 19 20:30:29 2002
/, date=1032460229 Thu Sep 19 20:30:29 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_11.DAT, date=1032456628 Thu Sep 19 19:30:28 2002
D:\TEST\, date=1032456628 Thu Sep 19 19:30:28 2002
D:\, date=1032456628 Thu Sep 19 19:30:28 2002
/, date=1032456628 Thu Sep 19 19:30:28 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002
D:\TEST\, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002
D:\, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002
/, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002
16 objects found

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Again, added verbosity helps in this case. As you can see from the next pages, NetWorker tracks
exactly what is inside the directories at the savetime. I have marked these areas for your convenience ...
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Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrinfo -v creinfeld
scanning client `creinfeld' for all savetimes from the backup namespace on server creinfeld
WIN ASDF v2 file `D:\TEST\TEST_15.DAT', NSR size=1000576, date=1032460229 Thu Sep 19
   20:30:29 2002, file size=1000000
WIN ASDF v2 file `D:\TEST\', NSR size=404, date=1032460229 Thu Sep 19 20:30:29 2002, file
  size=0
  da_dirl->..
  da_dirl->TEST_11.DAT
  da_dirl->TEST_15.DAT
  da_dirl->TEST_2.DAT
  da_dirl->TEST_3.DAT
  da_dirl->TEST_4.DAT
WIN ASDF v2 file `D:\', NSR size=480, date=1032460229 Thu Sep 19 20:30:29 2002, file size=0
  da_dirl->A\
  da_dirl->AA\
  da_dirl->NETWORKR\
  da_dirl->PATCH_SW\
  da_dirl->RECYCLER\
  da_dirl->System Volume Information\
  da_dirl->TEST\
  da_dirl->TEST10K\
  da_dirl->TEST_ALT\
  da_dirl->TOOLS\
  da_dirl->_700\
WIN ASDF v2 file `/', NSR size=320, date=1032460229 Thu Sep 19 20:30:29 2002, file size=0
  da_dirl->SYSTEM FILES:\
  da_dirl->SYSTEM DB:\
  da_dirl->SYSTEM STATE:\
  da_dirl->Z:\
  da_dirl->Y:\
  da_dirl->G:\
  da_dirl->E:\
  da_dirl->D:\
  da_dirl->C:\
  da_dirl->A:\
WIN ASDF v2 file `D:\TEST\TEST_11.DAT', NSR size=1000576, date=1032456628 Thu Sep 19
   19:30:28 2002, file size=1000000

.....

The 3rd backup ...
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.....
WIN ASDF v2 file `D:\TEST\', NSR size=404, date=1032456628 Thu Sep 19 19:30:28 2002, file
   size=0
  da_dirl->..
  da_dirl->TEST_11.DAT
  da_dirl->TEST_2.DAT
  da_dirl->TEST_3.DAT
  da_dirl->TEST_4.DAT
  da_dirl->TEST_5.DAT
WIN ASDF v2 file `D:\', NSR size=480, date=1032456628 Thu Sep 19 19:30:28 2002, file size=0
  da_dirl->A\
  da_dirl->AA\
  da_dirl->NETWORKR\
  da_dirl->PATCH_SW\
  da_dirl->RECYCLER\
  da_dirl->System Volume Information\
  da_dirl->TEST\
  da_dirl->TEST10K\
  da_dirl->TEST_ALT\
  da_dirl->TOOLS\
  da_dirl->_700\
WIN ASDF v2 file `/', NSR size=320, date=1032456628 Thu Sep 19 19:30:28 2002, file size=0
  da_dirl->SYSTEM FILES:\
  da_dirl->SYSTEM DB:\
  da_dirl->SYSTEM STATE:\
  da_dirl->Z:\
  da_dirl->Y:\
  da_dirl->G:\
  da_dirl->E:\
  da_dirl->D:\
  da_dirl->C:\
  da_dirl->A:\
WIN ASDF v2 file `D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT', NSR size=1000576, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19
   18:30:29 2002, file size=1000000
WIN ASDF v2 file `D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT', NSR size=1000576, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19
    18:30:29 2002, file size=1000000
WIN ASDF v2 file `D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT', NSR size=1000576, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19
   18:30:29 2002, file size=1000000

.....

The 2nd backup ...

As you can see,
NetWorker accesses the
client file index in reverse
order. This makes sense
as it is most obvious that
you want to recover the
most recent backup first.
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.....
WIN ASDF v2 file `D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT', NSR size=1000576, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19
   18:30:29 2002, file size=1000000
WIN ASDF v2 file `D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT', NSR size=1000576, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19
   18:30:29 2002, file size=1000000
WIN ASDF v2 file `D:\TEST\', NSR size=404, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002, file
   size=0
  da_dirl->..
  da_dirl->TEST_1.DAT
  da_dirl->TEST_2.DAT
  da_dirl->TEST_3.DAT
  da_dirl->TEST_4.DAT
  da_dirl->TEST_5.DAT
WIN ASDF v2 file `D:\', NSR size=480, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002, file
   size=0
  da_dirl->A\
  da_dirl->AA\
  da_dirl->NETWORKR\
  da_dirl->PATCH_SW\
  da_dirl->RECYCLER\
  da_dirl->System Volume Information\
  da_dirl->TEST\
  da_dirl->TEST10K\
  da_dirl->TEST_ALT\
  da_dirl->TOOLS\
  da_dirl->_700\
WIN ASDF v2 file `/', NSR size=320, date=1032453029 Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002, file size=0
  da_dirl->SYSTEM FILES:\
  da_dirl->SYSTEM DB:\
  da_dirl->SYSTEM STATE:\
  da_dirl->Z:\
  da_dirl->Y:\
  da_dirl->G:\
  da_dirl->E:\
  da_dirl->D:\
  da_dirl->C:\
  da_dirl->A:\
16 objects found

Z:\NSR\BIN>

The 1st backup ...
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19.2.5. How do you start the Point-in-Time recovery ?

The point-in-time recovery is nothing that you explicitely have to activate - it is enabled by default when
you start the NetWorker file recovery.

So the standard command is all you have to remember:

recover -s server -c source_client -R destination _client -options

A bunch of options are available if you enter  help - i have marked them in the list:

Z:\nsr\bin>recover -s creinfeld
Z:\nsr\bin\ not in index
<return> will exit.
Enter directory to browse: D:\TEST
recover: Current working directory is D:\TEST\
recover> help
Available commands are:
        add [-q] [filename] - add `filename' to list of files to be recovered
        cd [dir] - change directory to dir
        changetime [date]  - change the time that you are browsing
        debug
        delete [filename] - delete `filename' from the recover list
        destination - print destination location for recovered files
        dir [/w] [filename...] - list filename
        exit - immediately exit program
        force - overwrite existing files
        help or `?' - print this list
        lf [-aAcCdfFgilLqrRsStu1] [filename...] - list filename type
        list [-c | -l]  - list the files marked for recover
        ll [-aAcCdfFgilLqrRsStu1] [filename...] - long list filename
        ls [-aAcCdfFgilLqrRsStu1] [filename...] - list filename
        noforce - do not overwrite existing files
        pwd - print current directory
        quit - immediately exit program
        recover - recover requested files
        relocate [dir] - specify new location for recovered files
        verbose - toggle verbose mode; feedback about what is going on
        versions [filename] - report on each version of file `filename
        volumes [filename] - report volumes needed to recover marked files
`filename' can be either a file or a directory
recover> quit

Z:\nsr\bin>

As you can see, the command set serves both, UNIX/Linux and Windows environments.

Once you have added all files for the recovery, simply type  recover  one more time to start the
process. The next page shows the example from page 1 and includes changing the browse time and
listing the result.

I have marked all inputs by using a bold typeface. Please also note the information about the time stamp
and the one for the necessary volume(s).

:
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Z:\nsr\bin>recover
Z:\nsr\bin\ not in index
<return> will exit.
Enter directory to browse: D:\TEST
recover: Current working directory is D:\TEST\
recover> ls
 TEST_11.DAT   TEST_15.DAT   TEST_2.DAT    TEST_3.DAT    TEST_4.DAT
recover> changetime
current save time is Thu Sep 19 21:46:30 2002
<return> leaves save time unchanged
new save time: 19:49
time changed to Thu Sep 19 19:49:00 2002
recover> ls
 TEST_11.DAT   TEST_2.DAT    TEST_3.DAT    TEST_4.DAT    TEST_5.DAT
recover> changetime
current save time is Thu Sep 19 19:49:00 2002
<return> leaves save time unchanged
new save time: 18:48
time changed to Thu Sep 19 18:48:00 2002
recover> ls
 TEST_1.DAT   TEST_2.DAT   TEST_3.DAT   TEST_4.DAT   TEST_5.DAT
recover> changetime
current save time is Thu Sep 19 18:48:00 2002
<return> leaves save time unchanged
new save time: 17:49
cannot browse /D/TEST as of ` 9/19/02 17:49:00'
recover> changetime
current save time is Thu Sep 19 18:48:00 2002
<return> leaves save time unchanged
new save time: 20:49
time changed to Thu Sep 19 20:49:00 2002
recover> add *.*
5 file(s) marked for recovery
recover> list
D:\TEST\TEST_11.DAT @ Thu Sep 19 19:30:28 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_15.DAT @ Thu Sep 19 20:30:29 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT @ Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT @ Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002
D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT @ Thu Sep 19 18:30:29 2002
5 file(s) marked for recovery
recover> force
recover:  will overwrite any existing files.
recover> recover
recover: Total estimated disk space needed for recover is 48 MB.
Recovering 5 files into their original locations
Volumes needed (all on-line):
        creinfeld.001 at Y:\BU_DEV1
        creinfeld.002 at Y:\BU_DEV2
Requesting 5 file(s), this may take a while...
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT: file exists, overwriting

.....
D:\TEST\TEST_15.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_15.DAT: file exists, overwriting
Received 5 file(s) from NSR server `creinfeld'
Recover completion time: Thu Sep 19 21:55:02 2002
recover> quit

Z:\nsr\bin>
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19.2.6. The graphical interface for Windows users

As usual,  winworkr.exe  is the command to use for graphical recoveries.

Just start it from the command line, if you want to connect to another NetWorker server:

Z:\nsr\bin>winworkr -s creinfeld

The usual window will appear:

• Click on the  Recover  icon to proceed - and you will see the client file index information for the
current backup cycle, with the browse time being the actual system time.

You will find the same as i have shown it for the command line on the next pages ...
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As an option to the  Browsable File Recovery , you may change the  Browse Time, which is the time you
view the client’s file index in preparation for the recovery.

Although you can of course do it from the command line, browsable recoveries are usually performed
from the GUI - it is much more intuitive and convenient to use.

• To see the effect, click on the  Recover  icon - it will open using the actual system time as browse
time

Browse time: 20:51

• From the  View  menu, select  Change Browse Time... .
From the appearing calender you may now either select another date or enter a new browse time:
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Browse time: 19:53

• In this case, it is wise to only enter an earlier browse time.
• Then browse again the directory you want to recover ... and compare the file list - it exactly

reflects the directory contents with respect to the new browse time:

Browse time: 18:54

• If you go back in time for another hour, you will see the contents of the first backup:
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Of course you may select any time. However, this does not necessarily mean that the result is useful.

• If you select a time in the future, the result will be the same as for the latest backup.
• If you change to a time too early, the index of course is empty:

Browse time: 17:55

You may even use a more elegant method to choose another browse time if you have more than one file
version. In such case:

• Select another file - you must not necessarily mark it for recovery.
• Open the  View  menu and select  Versions ...

You will see all versions which are known to the file index:

Just click on the desired version and on  Change Browse Time - the time will change accordingly.
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If you selected a file and not a directory, you can actually mark more than one version for recovery:

Once you have confirmed your settings with  OK  and you reopened the path to this directory, you will
even see all the selected versions in the browser window:

NetWorker will recover all versions during such process while the program will act according the recover
options that you have selected. As the default is ‘Always prompt’, NetWorker will just stop and prompt
you for your decision.
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19.2.6.1. Recover Options

There are two options you may use:
- Relocating the files to another directory
- Advising what NetWorker shall do in case it hits a file that already exists

You may either set these options in advance if you open the  Options  menu and select  Recover
Options...

You may also wait until NetWorker discovers a duplicate filename by itself. In this case it will show a
similar window where you now may select the options except for the relocation path:

NetWorker will use this
scheme when
renaming files for
Windows:

  ..\~filename
  ..\~0filename
  ..\~1filename
  ...
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19.2.6.2. Directed Recovery

In principle there is no difference with respect what i mentioned already. However, there are two
additional steps to run from the very beginning:

• You must select a  Directed Recovery , not the standard  Recovery  process.
• You must define the  source client  and the  destination client  before you can proceed.

• To start a directed recovery, open the  Operation  menu and select  Directed Recover ... :

You will only see those
client names where
you have the  Remote
Access  rights.

• In the next window, you must select the source client:
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Once you have done this, the appearing window which you use to select your files and start the
process is generally the same - the differences are really marginal:

• In the next window, you must select the destination client:

The window title
changes accordingly.

The ‘direction’ is clearly
pointed out - of course
you may select the
same nodes for the
source and the
destination clients.
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As pointed out already, a cross platform recovery cannot be performed.

NetWorker will not even allow you to start the process if your source client is a UNIX/Linux host. This is
due to the fact that a Windows programm cannot even forward a UNIX/Linux file index. In this case, you
will see this error message:

However, it looks like the Windows  NetWorker User  program is even capable to do a cross platform
recovery from Windows to UNIX - at least it is possible to select these clients, browse through the
fileindex and mark files for a recovery:

It looks like that a
recover from a
Windows to a UNIX
client is possible.
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If you start the recovery, the  Recover Options  window will appear and asks you for another path -
which is still logical:

But an appropriate UNIX/LINUX path name will not be accepted:
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19.2.7. The graphical interface for UNIX/Linux users

Please also have a look at the Windows section - i will not repeat everything here again, if it is logical.

Although it is another program,  nwrecover , and the layout is different, most of the functions are the
same and available as well ... if they are implemented.

Some of the coarse differences are:
- From the  Change  menu, you may not select another destination client. As a consequence, a

true directed recovery is not available from the GUI.
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- From the  Change  -  Versions...  window you may not change the browse time:

- The window to select another browse time ( Change  -  Browse Time... ) looks different:
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- The definition of another destination path must be done under  Options  -  Relocate... :

- The option how to behave when discovering an existing filename cannot be set in advance - the
approriate window will only appear if NetWorker encounters such problem:

NetWorker will use this
scheme when renaming
files for a UNIX/Linux
client:

 ../filename.R
 ../filename.R.R
 ../filename.R.R.R
  ...
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- However, the UNIX/Linux GUI allows you to change the NetWorker server via  Change  -  Server... :

- And, if you select  View  -  File Details , you will see more information about the files than just the
name:
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NetWorker Basics (22)

19.3. The Save Set Recovery

19.3.1. What is a Save Set Recovery ?

I could make it simple:

A save set recovery is nothing else than recovering a whole save set.

And this is true - but technically it is not pointing out the difference with respect to the file recovery.
Have a look at the following example:

- Your client’s  save set  field has been left with the default value  All .
- As you know from previous TIDs, the maxium ‘size’ of a save set is a file system.

As a consequence, you will usually have multiple save sets in your database as your system
usually has multiple partitions, for instance your drives C:, D: and E: .

- If you now recover loose your D: drive, for instance because you accidentally formatted it, then
you can of course open your  NetWorker User  program and browse though your filesystem as
shown in the last TID. However, this is NOT a save set recovery.

Let me just show you again a figure that i used in TID #20/2002 - it points it out very clearly:

A save set recovery is a recovery that only uses the save set information in the media
database.

Client File
Index

Media
Index

Save Set
Information

Volume
Information

File
Information

Browsable File Recovery

Save Set 
Recovery
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19.3.2. When is the save set recovery useful ?

There are several reasons:

• If you do not need the client file index to recover the whole save set.
This is obvious whenever you want to recover from a  full  backup.

• If you do not want to use the client file index to recover the save set.
Remember - if you want to browse through your recoveries then NetWorker has to provide all
this information to your recover window. If you just accidentally clicked on a directory with
thousands or even millions of files, this will take minutes or even hours.

However, if you have just found out the ssid, especially from the command line, you just can
make your life simple and use the command line to initiate the save set recovery.

• If you do not have the client file index for that save set.
In such cases, you in general have three possibilities:

- You may rebuild the file index information for that save set.

- You may recover the whole save set to another location.
In a second step you may then restore a subset with your standard file copy utilities.

- You may even recover a subset of the whole save set by providing a file list.
According to the manual pages, this is called the  Automatic Recovery . I do not like
this term as it can be misinterpreted - a better description is  Non-Interactive Recovery
or  Direct Recovery .

However, using this method, YOU must specify the full pathname to each file.
This of course can only be beneficial if you know the exact pathname of the file(s) - you
must take over the role of the client file index. This is only an easy job if the pathnames
follow a certain scheme that is easy to remember.

Also keep in mind, that on UNIX you must adhere to list the pathnames
with the correct upper and lower case letters.

• If you cannot even recreate the client file index for the save set.
This is especially convenient for save sets where no client file index information is created at
all. Such save sates are:

- Archive data stored to media from an  Archive  type pool

- NetWorker client file index backups

- NetWorker bootstrap backups

Because no index information will be created, it cannot make its way to the backup media.
As a consequence, you cannot even expand the client file index by scanning the media later -
the ‘golden rule’ applies (see TID 20/2002, page 1).

• If you backup data that does is not structured as filesystem.
This especially applies when you backup a RAW partition (a so-called ‘Image Backup’).
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19.3.3. How does the save set recovery work ?

In general, it does not work different than a file level recovery - although you recover a save set, it will
of course rebuild files. However, there is one exception - RAW backups. In this case it would be tragic
to recover files instead of a raw data stream. But how does NetWorker recognizes this?

You will find the answer in TID 14/2002. There i explained  Directives  and the processing of the
backup data:

save

*asm nsrmmd

Open Tape FormatXDR Format

Data

NetWorker Client NetWorker Storage Node

The recovery will just reverse the operation:

Open Tape Format

NetWorker Storage Node

recover

*asm nsrmmd

XDR Format

Data

NetWorker Client
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For a user, there is no difference - whatever save set you selected, NetWorker will recover it
correctly. The explaination was stated in TID 14/2002 as well:

Once used during the backup the same ASM will be automatically invoked
during data recovery.

This is very useful as nobody has to tell NetWorker that there was used a specific ASM - operator
errors are just impossible. This makes the recovery easy as all data can be selected in the same way
- for a save set recovery, you only need the save set id and probably the clone id.

There are several exceptions to the general backup scenario that apply:

- You must be the  root  user on a UNIX/Linux system.
If not, you will receive a clear error message.

- You cannot do a  directed recovery  as such requires the file index info.
As a consequence, the data must be recovered to the administering computer (the
node where the recover command is executed). However you may recover the
data from another client and you may relocate the files to another directory.

- RAW backups cannot be relocated.
As a consequence, the data must be recovered to the administering computer (the
node where the command is executed).

19.3.4. How do you start the complete save set recovery ?

This again is easy - it is nothing else but a variant of the  recover  command you already know:

recover -s server -S ssid[/cloneid]

As usual, the command line offers you a greater flexibility - by specifying the  cloneid  as well, you do
not need to change the status of the original save set to ‘suspect’. And you of course remember what to
do in preparation for the recovery:

use  mminfo  to find the correct save set id (see TID 17/2002)

Some other options are available, for instance the relocation to another pathname. The next page will
show an example...

Again - Be careful on a Windows system - if you do not run the  recover
command from the ..\nsr\bin  directory, you will actually call Windows’
recover  command instead of NetWorker’s.

In this case you will see this reply:

D:\TEST>recover
RECOVER [drive:][path]filename

D:\TEST>
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Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -q "savetime>one month ago" //
  -r "client,savetime(17),ssid,sumflags,level,name" -ot
 client      date     time  ssid       fl   lvl name
creinfeld  10/30/02 08:16:56 3213322241 cr full index:avuspdc
creinfeld  10/30/02 08:20:56 3213383681 cr full index:avuspdc
creinfeld  10/30/02 08:24:20 3213435905 cr full index:avuspdc
creinfeld  10/30/02 08:30:28 3213530113 cb incr D:\TEST
creinfeld  10/30/02 08:30:54 3213536769 cr    9 index:creinfeld
creinfeld  10/30/02 08:31:18 3213542913 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld  10/30/02 09:30:28 3214451713 cb incr D:\TEST
creinfeld  10/30/02 09:30:54 3214458369 cr    9 index:creinfeld
creinfeld  10/30/02 09:31:18 3214464513 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld  10/30/02 10:30:28 3215373569 cb incr D:\TEST
creinfeld  10/30/02 10:30:54 3215379969 cr    9 index:creinfeld
creinfeld  10/30/02 10:31:18 3215386369 cr full bootstrap
avuspdc    10/30/02 11:16:24 3213316097 cb full D:\TEST
avuspdc    10/30/02 11:20:24 3213377537 cb full D:\TEST
avuspdc    10/30/02 11:23:47 3213429505 cb full D:\TEST

Z:\NSR\BIN>recover -s creinfeld -d D:\BEST -S 3213316097
Recovering files within D:\ into D:\BEST
D:\BEST\TEST\BLKFILES.EXE
D:\BEST\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST\MAKERAND.EXE
D:\BEST\TEST\MAKETEXT.EXE
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_1\TEST_11.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_1\TEST_12.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_1\TEST_13.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_1\TEST_2\TEST_21.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_1\TEST_2\TEST_22.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_1\TEST_2\TEST_23.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_1\TEST_2\TEST_3\TEST_31.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_1\TEST_2\TEST_3\TEST_32.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_1\TEST_2\TEST_3\TEST_33.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_1\TEST_2\TEST_3\
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_1\TEST_2\
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_1\
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_11.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_12.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_13.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST\
Received 20 matching file(s) from NSR server `creinfeld'
Recover completion time: Wed Oct 30 13:35:57 2002

Z:\NSR\BIN>Received 20 matching file(s) from NSR server `creinfeld'
Recover completion time: Wed Oct 30 13:25:24 2002

Z:\NSR\BIN>

This is an example to recover a save set to another pathname using the option  -d dest_path :
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Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -q "savetime>one month ago" //
  -r "client,savetime(17),ssid,sumflags,level,name" -ot
 client      date     time  ssid       fl   lvl name
creinfeld  10/30/02 08:16:56 3213322241 cr full index:avuspdc
creinfeld  10/30/02 08:20:56 3213383681 cr full index:avuspdc
creinfeld  10/30/02 08:24:20 3213435905 cr full index:avuspdc
creinfeld  10/30/02 08:30:28 3213530113 cb incr D:\TEST
creinfeld  10/30/02 08:30:54 3213536769 cr    9 index:creinfeld
creinfeld  10/30/02 08:31:18 3213542913 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld  10/30/02 09:30:28 3214451713 cb incr D:\TEST
creinfeld  10/30/02 09:30:54 3214458369 cr    9 index:creinfeld
creinfeld  10/30/02 09:31:18 3214464513 cr full bootstrap
creinfeld  10/30/02 10:30:28 3215373569 cb incr D:\TEST
creinfeld  10/30/02 10:30:54 3215379969 cr    9 index:creinfeld
creinfeld  10/30/02 10:31:18 3215386369 cr full bootstrap
avuspdc    10/30/02 11:16:24 3213316097 cb full D:\TEST
avuspdc    10/30/02 11:20:24 3213377537 cb full D:\TEST
avuspdc    10/30/02 11:23:47 3213429505 cb full D:\TEST

Z:\NSR\BIN>recover -s creinfeld -d D:\BEST -S 3215373569
Recovering files within D:\ into D:\BEST
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_11.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_15.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_2.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_3.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST\TEST_4.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST\
Received 6 matching file(s) from NSR server `creinfeld'
Recover completion time: Wed Oct 30 13:44:16 2002

Z:\NSR\BIN>

If you do not know the computer you are executing the command, you cannot even tell whether you
recover the client from a local or a remote client to this machine - syntax-wise, there is not difference:

But if the contents is different, the result will be different of course.
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Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -a //
  -r "client,savetime(17),ssid,sumflags,level,name" -ot
 client      date     time  ssid       fl   lvl name
creinfeld  09/19/02 18:30:29 2314970369 tb full D:\TEST
creinfeld  09/19/02 18:30:29 2314970369 hb full D:\TEST
creinfeld  09/19/02 19:30:28 2315891713 cb incr D:\TEST
creinfeld  09/19/02 20:30:29 2316813569 cb incr D:\TEST
creinfeld  09/19/02 21:30:28 2317734913 cb incr D:\TEST
creinfeld  09/19/02 22:30:28 2318656769 cb incr D:\TEST
creinfeld  09/19/02 23:30:29 2319612161 cb incr D:\TEST
creinfeld  09/20/02 00:30:29 2320499969 cb incr D:\TEST
ultra      10/13/02 17:05:21 2318563585 cb full /etc
creinfeld  10/30/02 08:30:28 3213530113 cb incr D:\TEST
creinfeld  10/30/02 09:30:28 3214451713 cb incr D:\TEST
creinfeld  10/30/02 10:30:28 3215373569 cb incr D:\TEST
avuspdc    10/30/02 11:16:24 3213316097 cb full D:\TEST
avuspdc    10/30/02 11:20:24 3213377537 cb full D:\TEST
avuspdc    10/30/02 11:23:47 3213429505 cb full D:\TEST

Z:\NSR\BIN>recover -s creinfeld -d D:\BEST -S 2318563585
Recovering files within / into D:\BEST
D:\BEST\etc\default\sys-suspend
D:\BEST\etc\default\cron
D:\BEST\etc\default\fs
D:\BEST\etc\default\inetinit
recover: D:\BEST\etc\default\inetinit: unable to recover file times - //
  Wrong Parameter.
D:\BEST\etc\default\kbd
recover: D:\BEST\etc\default\kbd: unable to recover file times - //
  Wrong Parameter.
D:\BEST\etc\default\passwd
D:\BEST\etc\default\tar
D:\BEST\etc\default\utmpd
D:\BEST\etc\default\init
D:\BEST\etc\default\login
recover: D:\BEST\etc\default\login: unable to recover file times - //
  Wrong Parameter.

.....
D:\BEST\etc\protocols
D:\BEST\etc\prtconf
D:\BEST\etc\prtvtoc
D:\BEST\etc\rc0
recover: recover failed: Error receiving files from NSR server
`creinfeld'

Recover completion time: Wed Oct 30 13:57:04 2002

Z:\NSR\BIN>

According to the documents, a cross-platform recovery is impossible. However, the result is interesting:

Of course there were problems, as expected. But surprisingly, there were also in fact files recovered !
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And in fact, files have been recovered and can be accessed:

Z:\NSR\BIN>more D:\BEST\etc\init.d\networker
#!/bin/sh
# installed by postinstall on Sat Oct 12 14:20:08 MET DST 2002
#
# Default locale
#
LANG=C
export LANG

# Override to a different locale if /usr/lib/nsr/LANG exist
[ -r /usr/lib/nsr/LANG ] && . /usr/lib/nsr/LANG

case $1 in
'start')
(echo 'starting NetWorker daemons:') > /dev/console
if [ -f /usr/sbin/nsrexecd ]; then
        (/usr/sbin/nsrexecd; /bin/sleep 15) > /dev/console 2>&1
        (echo ' nsrexecd') > /dev/console
fi
if [ -f /usr/sbin/lgtolmd ]; then
        (/usr/sbin/lgtolmd -p /nsr/lic -n 1) > /dev/console 2>&1
        (echo ' lgtolmd') > /dev/console
fi
if [ -f /usr/sbin/nsrd -a ! -f /usr/sbin/NetWorker.clustersvr ]; then
        (/usr/sbin/nsrd) > /dev/console 2>&1
        (echo ' nsrd') > /dev/console
fi
        ;;
'stop')
(echo 'stopping NetWorker daemons:') > /dev/console
if [ -f /usr/sbin/nsr_shutdown ]; then
        if [ -f /usr/sbin/NetWorker.clustersvr ]; then
                (/usr/sbin/nsr_shutdown -c -a -q&) > /dev/console 2>&1
                (echo ' nsr_shutdown -c -a -q') > /dev/console
        else
                (/usr/sbin/nsr_shutdown -a -q&) > /dev/console 2>&1
                (echo ' nsr_shutdown -a -q') > /dev/console
        fi
fi
        ;;
*)
echo "usage: `basename $0` {start|stop}"
        ;;
esac

Z:\NSR\BIN>

This is weird and unexpected.
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# mminfo -s ultra -a //
  -r "client,savetime(17),ssid,sumflags,level,name" -ot
 client         date     time      ssid    fl  lvl name
ultra         10/12/02 14:27:13 2819957249 cb full /etc
ultra         10/12/02 14:27:38 2819963393 cr full index:ultra
ultra         10/12/02 16:21:41 2821719041 cb full /etc
ultra         10/12/02 16:22:23 2821725953 cr full index:ultra
ultra         10/30/02 14:55:00 3219588097 cr full index:avuspdc
ultra         10/30/02 15:04:53 3219588353 cr full bootstrap
avuspdc       10/30/02 15:07:15 3219635969 cb      D:\TEST
avuspdc       10/30/02 15:09:16 3219666945 cb full D:\TEST
ultra         10/30/02 15:10:03 3219667713 cr    9 index:avuspdc
ultra         10/30/02 15:10:04 3219667714 cr full bootstrap
#
#
#
# recover -s ultra -d /best -S 3219635969
Segmentation Fault (core dumped)
#

This result rectifies a test with a cross-platform recovery in the opposite direction with the same
NetWorker version 6.1.1:

A complete fail is the expected result.

Please remember, that the cross-platform recover is not supported at all. It is
most likely to fail.
But even if it works, as long as it is not a supported feature, there is no
guarantee that it will also work in the future.

By the way ... the reported error:

unable to recover file times - Wrong Parameter.

is due to the misinterpretion of the time stamp:

Under UNIX, ctime  represents the  change time   while
unter Windows ctime  represents the  creation time .
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19.3.5. How do you start the partital save set recovery (non-interactive recovery) ?

You may think that you will never need this, but there is a real classical case in NetWorker when this
is the only solution - to recover the resource directory files :

• The resource directory is part of the  bootstrap  save set (recovering the  bootstrap  save set will
be covered in TID 24/2002).

• The correct way to recover the boostrap is using the command  mmrecov . However,  mmrecov
always recovers the whole save set which also contains the media database, which will will be
overwritten in this case.

There is no option to prevent this - recovering the bootstrap just to retrieve the resource files
will always also overwrite the media database which is wrong in this case.

• There is no option to recover the resource files individually as the bootstraps will start their
lifecycle already with the status  recoverable  - there is no file index ever written (to the backup
media).

As a consequence, repopulating the file index is not an option - again, you can only recover what
has ever been backed up.

• Only the non-interactive recovery method of a save set can solely recover these files.

This is the general syntax:

recover -s server -S ssid[/cloneid] -a file_1 file_2 .. file_n

If you want to recover the  /nsr/res  directory, you should do it to another location. Here is the
general syntax:

recover -s server -d dir -S ssid -a nsr_res_driectory

And here is the example:

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -Bv
    date     time     level ssid        file  record   volume
   10/30/02 08:31:18   full 3213542913 3213542913  0   creinfeld.002
   10/30/02 09:31:18   full 3214464513 3214464513  0   creinfeld.002
   10/30/02 10:31:18   full 3215386369 3215386369  0   creinfeld.002
   10/30/02 11:31:18   full 3216307713 3216307713  0   creinfeld.002
   10/30/02 12:31:19   full 3217229569 3217229569  0   creinfeld.002

Z:\NSR\BIN>recover -s creinfeld -d D:\nsr_res -S 3217229569 -a Z:\nsr\res
Recovering files within / into D:\nsr_res
D:\nsr_res\Z\nsr\res\nsr.res
D:\nsr_res\Z\nsr\res\nsrjb.res
D:\nsr_res\Z\nsr\res\nsrla.res
D:\nsr_res\Z\nsr\res\servers
D:\nsr_res\Z\nsr\res\
Received 5 matching file(s) from NSR server `avuspdc'
Recover completion time: Wed Oct 30 16:31:56 2002

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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19.3.6. The graphical interface for Windows users

As usual,  winworkr.exe  is the command to use for graphical recoveries.

Just start it from the command line, if you want to connect to another NetWorker server:

Z:\nsr\bin>winworkr -s creinfeld

The usual window will appear:

• Do not click on the  Recover  icon to proceed - Open the menu  Operation  and select  Save Set
Recover ... :
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• In the next window, you must select the source client:

• Select the client name and click on  OK .
The next window will show you all save sets that exist for that client as well as their instances:

This is an „adaptive“
window, which is
available with
NetWorker 6.2 .
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This is a „non-
adaptive“ window,
which is available with
NetWorker 6.1.x .

This section is for
recovering NDMP
backups only.

The following window is a bit older - it also shows two more entries which are only necessary for
the recovery of NDMP backups (such will be covered in a later TID):

• Select the save  set name  and the  version  (the instance) you want to recover.

• After clicking on  Recover Options... you can specify these options.
You already know this window from the last TID:
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• After clicking on  Required Volumes... you can check which media will be needed for the
process:

Enter your list of
absolute pathnames
here.

Wildcards are not
allowed as they will
be interpreted as
characters!

• If you want to recover only certain files or directories, you need to click on the  Files...  button and
enter the absolute pathname(s) in the list:
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• Finally click on  OK  to start the recovery - the usual  Recover Status  window will appear and will
inform you about the progress:
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19.3.7. The graphical interface for UNIX/Linux users

In principle, you will find exactly the same here. Only the windows’ layout, their contents and the time
they appear is slightly different.

However, there is one major difference:

• A graphical save set recovery on UNIX/Linux is started from the  NetWorker Administrator  GUI
(nwadmin), but not from the  NetWorker Recover  GUI (nwrecover):

Open the  Save Set
menu and select
Recover  to start a
graphical save set
recovery for UNIX/
Linux.

The next window shows  Save Sets  and  Instances  but also the  Clients :
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• Select the  Client  from the list, then the  Save Set  and the  Instance  you want to recover.

• Click on  Details  to see more information:

Please note that in this
example, clones are
listed as well.
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• Click on  Recover  to proceed to the next window where you can add more criteria - it also
contains a status field at the bottom:

You may add
pathnames here if you
want to do a partital,
non-interactive
recovery.

This section is for
recovering NDMP
backups only.
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• Click on  Volumes...  to find about the required media:
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• Click on  Options...  to define your recover options:
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• Click on  Start  to finally start the recover process.
The status section will show the result:
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NetWorker Basics (23)

20. Performing Control Data Recoveries
At the very end, you only need learn how to recover control data - the real important data of a recovery
solution. And why is it so important? - Because you usually cannot recover any client data if you do not
have the associated information in the databases that tells you where to find it.

The majority of NetWorker/Windows administrators sometimes get scared, especially if they are forced
to use the command line. And i agree: There are a some areas that still can be simplified or can be
made more intuitive for the administrators, for instance the autochanger installation and configuration
procedure.

Although control data recovery will again usually be started form the command line, you will learn that
this is a very easy task to perform. And with all the flexibility a command line operation can provide, this
option is most powerful.

But with NetWorker you can even go beyond - in NetWorker you must not even have the control data
present to be able to recover your data. This sounds weird but again it is completely true, thanks to
NetWorker’s Open Tape Format. It allows you to use the same command even in this case.

As you will learn in this chapter, control data recovery is the most easiest but
most powerful feature within NetWorker. It is one of NetWorker’s strengths.

In principle, you can use two types of index recoveries:

• You can repopulate the index information
This is what you want to use when you have (accidentally) deleted information from either the
client file index or the media index.

You also use this method if you want to add media to your data zone that has been created in
another NetWorker data zone.

In this case you have to read through the media and retrieve just the control data information
that is stored within the self-describing blocks of a NetWorker backup media (see chapter
20.2).

• You can restore the index information
This is what you want to use when your databases have been damaged or lost. In theory, you
can also repopulate the index by reading through all your media using the first method.
However, this is not a practical solution as it just will take too much time in a larger
environment.

But as you know from TID 8/2002, NetWorker creates backups of the client file index and the
media database at the end of automatic backups - restoring the indexes is nothing else than
recovering these control data backups, which of course cuts the recovery time dramatically.
This is what i will discuss in the next TID.
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20.1. ’scanner’  is the key command

scanner is the command you have to use. According to the folling table, you have these 4 basic
options:

scanner -i device_name Recovers the file & media index information for a
volume

scanner -i -S ssid device_name Recovers the file & media index information for the
save set specified by the save set id

scanner -m device_name Recovers only the media index information for a volume

scanner -m -S ssid device_name Recovers only the media index information for the
save set specified by the save set id

Although the last command is valid and in fact can be executed, it is useless.
It wants to recover the media index information, but if you can specify the save set id,
you must have this information already.

Be careful - if you execute  “scanner -m -S ...“  it does nothing else than
showing you the save stream’s contents on your screen - including all the
undisplayable characters. The only chance you have is to stop (kill) it with ^C.

Please note - you cannot specify a volume name but you must use a device name. This makes sense,
because  scanner  must support all possibilities, especially the scenario where you use a foreign
media (from another data zone). In this case  scanner  of course can not know the volume name at all.

As a consequence, you must load the media ‘manually’ into a device before executing the  scanner
command - do not try to mount a media unknown to the media database - NetWorker will of course
not accept this.

scanner  can also move to any position on the backup media by using the options:

-f number it positions (fast) to a certain file mark on the media
-r number it positions to a certain record number beyond this file mark

By doing this, you can tell scanner explicitely where to start the recovery.

scanner  is a very powerful command - you can even recover client data by piping the output through
the  uasm  command. This is nothing new - you should know this already from TIN 26/2002 where i
showed you that you can even successfully recover while the NetWorker daemons are not running.

Of course,  scanner  works with all types of NetWorker devices, except for NDMP devices. However,
scanner  must be started locally at the storage node where the device is attached.

But  scanner  would not work at all if it could not rely on a data format that
is capable to support these operations - NetWorker’s ’Open Tape Format’.
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20.2. Blocks and File Marks

In general, NetWorker stores the data in the same tape ‘format’ that has been used for more than 50
years - it is shown in the diagram below:

On a standard tape there were only 2 magnetic patterns, the  data blocks  and the  file marks (FMK) .
The names were used from the context the magnetic tape has been used originally - it was designed to
replace the punch cards which were used as the common method to save secondary stage data.

The block sizes were exactly the same size as of the number a bytes (or ASCII characters) that could
be stored on a punch card: 80 or 132 bytes. Using specific encoding methods in the tape drive, the
file mark  resulted in a specific magnetic pattern that could easily be detected by well-designed filters in
the tape drive’s read electronic. While a data block had to be read and interpreted before it could be
understood, the file mark could be filtered much faster and during motion ( on-the-fly ), and since some
years with a speed that is even (much) faster that the usual read/write speed of the device, allowing
faster positioning to a file mark. Two consecutive file marks indicated the  logical end-of-tape , whereafter
only obsolete data could be found. To add new data, the last file mark had to be deleted first.

A special data block at the beginning, the label, was written by the software to prevent accidental
overwriting - for redundancy purposes, it was repeated.

Because the computers were not that powerful as today,  the tape actually had to be stopped and
restarted after every data block processed, resulting in a large and complicated mechanic of the tape
drive. Although the light tape itself could be easily accelerated, the large reels with their changing
weights were not able to follow - to compensate the mechanical behaviour, long tape loops had to be
used to either pick up the tape during a break or to provide tape during the accelerating process.

During these periods that were necessary for ramp-up/ramp-down, the data itself could not be
processed because the tape was not  up-to-speed  yet. This resulted in large, unusable sections of
data, so-called  gaps . In the beginning, those gaps were sometimes longer than the data blocks
themselves, causing a very bad ROI ratio, but this did not really matter as the amount of data was
small and magnetic tapes were very cheap.

As the computers became more powerful and could process data faster, multiple data blocks were
merged into larger records but the general principle did not really change until magnetic disks came to
market. This caused the magnetic tape to change its role from a secondary to a third level storage
medium and to enter the environment where it is still used in today’s IT business - in the role of a
backup media.

When this happened, the term  file mark  lost its sense, because it was not used anymore to separate
each single file. Espacially if you would apply it on very small files, the larger gaps that usually belong
to a  file mark  would waste more tape than necessary. Due to the new role, IT people tried to replace it
with the term  tape mark , but this one was never really accepted. Up to the present, you will see the
term  file mark being used by most tape drive and backup software manufacturers.

Over the years the longitudinal tape drive technology improved dramatically as well as new tape
technologies were introduced to the market. To support these technologies, you will find tapes today
containing other information as well. However the general tape layout has not changed at all - the
purpose of the additional areas is only to improve general reliability.

FMKLabel Label 123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456

FMK Record 0 Record n FMK FMK FMK

logical end
of  tape

data blocks ...

BOT EOT

Record 1
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FMKLabel Label 123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456

FMK Record 0 Record n FMK FMK FMK

logical end
of  tape

data blocks ...

multiplexed data of
multiple save streams

"self-describing
header"

BOT EOT

Record 1

20.2.1. NetWorker’s ’Open Tape Format’

If you compare the picture on this page with the one from last, you will see no general difference in the
tape layout - however the information within the data records is the key issue:

Here are the most important details:

• On every NetWorker media, the label will be written as a 32 kBytes data block.
It is repeated as before.

It contains all necessary information to proceed the ‘actual’ data on tape properly as there are:
- volume name
- volume ID
- block size of the following data
- pool it was assigned to
- timestamp of the first labeling
- expiration time (after that period, NetWorker will refuse to reuse it again)

• All data records other than the label could be of the same (32 kBytes) or a larger size,
depending on the backup device type. To support the state-of-the-art technology today,
NetWorker uses block sizes up to about 1 MBytes. All these data blocks will have the same
size.

To receive the information which block size is used for your hardware, please read TID 02/2001.

• The data in the ‘real’ data blocks may, but must not necessarily come from the same data
stream, which allows multiplexing the data to keep the tape drive in operation, also called
streaming mode. Fulfilling this demand as long as possible is absolute mandatory for today’s
fast tape drives, as speed is the the key issue if you look at the large amounts of data today.
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In the example above, i have used 6 save streams, equally distributed. However, this is just an
example - the real ‘mix’ will depend on much more parameters.

• Each ‘real’ data block contains a  self-describing header. This information is used to uniqely
identify each data block and its contents. You also may look at it as the index information of the
data block, containing all data that is necessary to restore the actual data to the right location
at the right right computer with the same access rights.

The self-describing header  is the key information of NetWorker backup data.

• The number of file marks is somehow unpredictable. NetWorker by himself write theses
patterns for faster positioning, but also other events like interrupted saves or unload processes
will cause file marks to be written. In general it does not really matter how may file marks have
been written, the important issue is whether you can find the right data block in case you need
to recover your data.

Of course this is only a very course overview of the information stored on tape - further information is
available from Legato upon request.

20.2.2. Features and Benefits of the ’Open Tape Format’

For those of you who are scared about a NetWorker propietary format, please be assued that this is
not an issue - as you will see by reading through this chapter, NetWorker’s  Open Tape Format (OTF)
has important built-in features that will ease your life and it has established as a de-facto standard,
widely accepted by all of Legato’s and thousands of other OEM customers that rely on OTF as well,
no matter what the software has been named to.

Here are the most important features ...

NetWorker saves the data operating system independantly.

Benefits:

• You can take any NetWorker media from any NetWorker data zone and read it in any
compatible drive attached to your current data zone.

• Due to the same structure of the label it will be recognized and not accidentally been
overwritten.

• You can easily integrate the media to your current data zone.

• In case you decide to change your server’s or your storage nodes’ platforms, you do not have
to convert your media once or leave an obsolete backup solution just for recovery purposes.

• It has not changed through NetWorker versions - you can even recover from NetWorker 1.0
media.
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Open Tape Format has been designed to support backups and recoveries from
the beginning.

Benefits:

• You can easily add another tape to your data zone.
- You can repopulate your media index information.
- You may even want to re-add information, that has already been deleted from the client’s

file index database.
- You can do this without additional help at any time.

• You can retrieve each single data block, thanks to the self- describing headers:
- Even from unfinished saves (of course, the result will be incomplete).
- New unreadable spots will not prevent you from recovering the rest of data.
- You can even recover the data after you have accidentally relabeled the media.

(Please note that most tape drives prevent this due to their firmware, so you usually have
to ask a data recovery services company for support.)

• You can copy either single save sets or complete backup media - from any to any type.

Other standard backup data formats like gnu or tar etc. are simply not designed to support the later
designed storage management applications.

If you want to know about the internals of the data format - you will find the information in the  mm_data
manual pages.

This ensures that you have all information to recover your data, even if you to
not want to use NetWorker at all - it is really an ’open’ format.
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20.3. Repopulating index information

To make it a little more interesting for you, i have copied the contents of a file device and of an ‘optical’
device from the NetWorker server  ultra  to my NetWorker server  creinfeld  and disconnected the
network.

20.3.1. Preparations

Before you can use  scanner  you must ...

• create/configure a compatible device, if not already present.
Make sure to specify the correct block size.

In this case, i moved the contents of two file devices to the following directories:
Y:\ultra_420\bu_dev1 Media type:  optical
Y:\ultra_521 Media type:  file

• insert the media in the device.
On a file and an optical device on a hard disk, this was already done by copying the data.

• create the NetWorker client.
If you want to repopulate a client index, NetWorker must know about this client. If it does not
exist any more, you can ‘fake’ NetWorker by creating an entry in your  /etc/hosts  file.

To support the test environment,
- i created an entry in my file  C:\WINNT\system32\drivers\etc\hosts
- i created the NetWorker client  ultra
- i created an empty client file index by using the command  nsrck -L2 ultra

• create the pool.
If the pool does not exist, scanner will have problems.

In this case i already know that all data has also been saved to the pool  Default , which of
course exists.

If you do not know these details any more, scanner  will stop and let you know. Worst case you must
run multiple attempts.
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20.3.2. Repopulating the Media Index Information

Now you are ready to run the command:

Z:\nsr\bin>scanner -m Y:\ultra_521
scanner: scanning file disk ultra.001 on Y:\ultra_521
scanner: adding file disk ultra.001 to pool Default
scanner: ssid 1603: scan complete
scanner: ssid 1603: 35 MB, 1037 file(s)
scanner: ssid 1604: scan complete
scanner: ssid 1604: 3910 KB, 8 file(s)
scanner: ssid 1605: scan complete
scanner: ssid 1605: 177 KB, 5 file(s)
scanner: ssid 1606: scan complete
scanner: ssid 1606: 28 KB, 11 file(s)
scanner: done with file disk ultra.001

Z:\nsr\bin>

If you have larger save sets you will of course see only few progress information. To change this, you
simply have to use more verbosity, as usual:

Z:\nsr\bin>scanner -mv Y:\ultra_521
scanner: Reading the file label
scanner: scanning file disk ultra.001 on Y:\ultra_521
scanner: volume id 24360 record size 32768
  created 11/24/98 21:20:20 expires 11/23/00 21:20:20
scanner: file disk ultra.001 already exists in the media index
scanner: scanning file 1603, record 0
scanner: ssid 1603: found beginning of ultra:/etc
scanner: ssid 1603: 1399 KB, 133 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 1603, record 100
scanner: ssid 1603: 5958 KB, 482 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 1603, record 200
scanner: scanning file 1603, record 300
scanner: scanning file 1603, record 400
scanner: ssid 1603: 14 MB, 500 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 1603, record 500
scanner: scanning file 1603, record 600

.....
scanner: scanning file 1604, record 100
scanner: ssid 1604: scan complete
scanner: ssid 1604: 3910 KB, 8 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 1605, record 0
scanner: ssid 1605: found beginning of ultra:/nsr/index/ultra
scanner: ssid 1605: scan complete
scanner: ssid 1605: 177 KB, 5 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 1606, record 0
scanner: ssid 1606: found beginning of ultra:bootstrap
scanner: ssid 1606: scan complete
scanner: ssid 1606: 28 KB, 11 file(s)
scanner: done with file disk ultra.001

Z:\nsr\bin>
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For the optical device, you must of course use the same command:

Z:\nsr\bin>scanner -mv Y:\ultra_420\bu_dev1
scanner: Reading the disk label
scanner: scanning optical disk ultra.001 on Y:\ultra_420\bu_dev1
scanner: volume id 12622 record size 32768
  created 10/12/96 12:31:04 expires 10/12/98 12:31:04
scanner: adding optical disk ultra.001 to pool Default
scanner: ssid 24114: found beginning of ultra:/test
scanner: ssid 24114: 1954 KB, 2 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 0, record 100
scanner: ssid 24114: scan complete
scanner: ssid 24114: 3910 KB, 8 file(s)
scanner: ssid 24115: found beginning of ultra:/etc
scanner: ssid 24115: 1399 KB, 133 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 0, record 200
scanner: ssid 24115: 3670 KB, 631 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 0, record 300
scanner: ssid 24115: 7918 KB, 982 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 0, record 400
scanner: scanning file 0, record 500
scanner: scanning file 0, record 600
scanner: scanning file 0, record 700
scanner: scanning file 0, record 800
scanner: ssid 24115: scan complete
scanner: ssid 24115: 21 MB, 1026 file(s)
scanner: ssid 24116: found beginning of ultra:/export/home/nsr/index/
ultra
scanner: ssid 24116: scan complete
scanner: ssid 24116: 176 KB, 8 file(s)
scanner: ssid 24117: found beginning of ultra:bootstrap
scanner: ssid 24117: scan complete
scanner: ssid 24117: 198 KB, 14 file(s)
scanner: done with optical disk ultra.001

Z:\nsr\bin>

As you see, if unknown, NetWorker adds the media to the database.

You can also see, that two media of the same name is not a problem for NetWorker,
due to the fact that NetWorker internally uses the  volume id , which of course is
different.

Here is the proof:

Z:\nsr\bin>mminfo -q "client=ultra" -r "volume, volid, type, written"
 volume        volid      type    written
ultra.001      12622      optical   26 MB
ultra.001      24360      file      39 MB

Z:\nsr\bin>
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20.3.3. Repopulating the Client FileIindex Information

Use the same command as before, just by substituting the option  -m   with  -i :

Z:\nsr\bin>scanner -i Y:\ultra_521
scanner: scanning file disk ultra.001 on Y:\ultra_521
scanner: file disk ultra.001 already exists in the media index
scanner: ssid 1603: scan complete
scanner: ssid 1603: 35 MB, 1037 file(s)
scanner: ssid 1604: scan complete
scanner: ssid 1604: 3910 KB, 8 file(s)
scanner: ssid 1605: scan complete
scanner: ssid 1605: 177 KB, 5 file(s)
scanner: ssid 1606: scan complete
scanner: ssid 1606: 28 KB, 11 file(s)
scanner: done with file disk ultra.001

Z:\nsr\bin>

As you can see, the differences with respect to to  scanner -m  are marginal. Again, to see more, you
have to use more verbosity:

Z:\nsr\bin>scanner -iv Y:\ultra_521
scanner: Reading the file label
scanner: scanning file disk ultra.001 on Y:\ultra_521
scanner: volume id 24360 record size 32768
  created 11/24/98 21:20:20 expires 11/23/00 21:20:20
scanner: file disk ultra.001 already exists in the media index
scanner: scanning file 1603, record 0
scanner: ssid 1603: found beginning of ultra:/etc
scanner: ssid 1603: 1399 KB, 133 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 1603, record 100
scanner: ssid 1603: 5958 KB, 482 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 1603, record 200
scanner: scanning file 1603, record 300
scanner: scanning file 1603, record 400
scanner: ssid 1603: 14 MB, 500 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 1603, record 500

.....
scanner: scanning file 1604, record 100
scanner: (ssid 1604) confirmed 8 existing file index entries
scanner: ssid 1604: scan complete
scanner: ssid 1604: 3910 KB, 8 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 1605, record 0
scanner: ssid 1605: found beginning of ultra:/nsr/index/ultra
scanner: ssid 1605: scan complete
scanner: ssid 1605: 177 KB, 5 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 1606, record 0
scanner: ssid 1606: found beginning of ultra:bootstrap
scanner: ssid 1606: scan complete
scanner: ssid 1606: 28 KB, 11 file(s)
scanner: done with file disk ultra.001

Z:\nsr\bin>scanner -ivv Y:\ultra_521
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Increasing the verbosity level will even show you the file names:

Z:\nsr\bin>scanner -ivv Y:\ultra_521
scanner: Reading the file label
scanner: scanning file disk ultra.001 on Y:\ultra_521
scanner: volume id 24360 record size 32768
  created 11/24/98 21:20:20 expires 11/23/00 21:20:20
scanner: file disk ultra.001 already exists in the media index
scanner: scanning file 1603, record 0
scanner: ssid 1603: found beginning of ultra:/etc
scanner: entries existed for ultra @ time 911938867
scanner: (ssid 1603) ultra:/etc/default/sys-suspend off 0, size 772
scanner: (ssid 1603) ultra:/etc/default/sys-suspend @ time 911938867
confirmed in index
scanner: (ssid 1603) ultra:/etc/default/cron off 772, size 168
scanner: (ssid 1603) ultra:/etc/default/cron @ time 911938867 //
  confirmed in index

.....

scanner: (ssid 1604) ultra:/ @ time 911938868 confirmed in index
scanner: (ssid 1604) confirmed 8 existing file index entries
scanner: (ssid 1604) end of save set
scanner: ssid 1604: scan complete
scanner: ssid 1604: 3910 KB, 8 file(s)
scanner: done with ssid 1604
scanner: scanning file 1605, record 0
scanner: ssid 1605: found beginning of ultra:/nsr/index/ultra
scanner: entries existed for ultra @ time 911938898
scanner: (ssid 1605) ultra:/nsr/index/ultra/db/ off 0, size 178572
scanner: ssid 1605: scan complete
scanner: ssid 1605: 177 KB, 5 file(s)
scanner: done with ssid 1605
scanner: (ssid 1605) ultra:/nsr/index/ultra/db/ @ time 911938898 //
  confirmed in index
scanner: (ssid 1605) ultra:/nsr/index/ultra/ off 178572, size 180
scanner: (ssid 1605) ultra:/nsr/index/ultra/ @ time 911938898 //
  confirmed in index
scanner: (ssid 1605) ultra:/nsr/index/ off 178752, size 176
scanner: scanning file 1606, record 0
scanner: ssid 1606: found beginning of ultra:bootstrap
scanner: entries existed for ultra @ time 911938901
scanner: ssid 1606: scan complete
scanner: ssid 1606: 28 KB, 11 file(s)
scanner: done with ssid 1606
scanner: done with file disk ultra.001

Z:\nsr\bin>

And this proves what you might have seen already by the save set names:

ultra  is not a Windows but a UNIX client - it is in fact a Sun/Solaris client.
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Here the analog examples for the optical device:

Z:\nsr\bin>scanner -i Y:\ultra_420\bu_dev1
scanner: scanning optical disk ultra.001 on Y:\ultra_420\bu_dev1
scanner: optical disk ultra.001 already exists in the media index
scanner: ssid 24114: scan complete
scanner: ssid 24114: 3910 KB, 8 file(s)
scanner: ssid 24115: scan complete
scanner: ssid 24115: 21 MB, 1026 file(s)
scanner: ssid 24116: scan complete
scanner: ssid 24116: 176 KB, 8 file(s)
scanner: ssid 24117: scan complete
scanner: ssid 24117: 198 KB, 14 file(s)
scanner: done with optical disk ultra.001

Z:\nsr\bin>scanner -iv Y:\ultra_420\bu_dev1
scanner: Reading the disk label
scanner: scanning optical disk ultra.001 on Y:\ultra_420\bu_dev1
scanner: volume id 12622 record size 32768
  created 10/12/96 12:31:04 expires 10/12/98 12:31:04
scanner: optical disk ultra.001 already exists in the media index
scanner: ssid 24114: found beginning of ultra:/test
scanner: ssid 24114: 1954 KB, 2 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 0, record 100
scanner: (ssid 24114) confirmed 8 existing file index entries
scanner: ssid 24114: scan complete
scanner: ssid 24114: 3910 KB, 8 file(s)
scanner: ssid 24115: found beginning of ultra:/etc
scanner: ssid 24115: 1399 KB, 133 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 0, record 200
scanner: ssid 24115: 3670 KB, 631 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 0, record 300
scanner: ssid 24115: 7918 KB, 982 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 0, record 400
scanner: scanning file 0, record 500
scanner: scanning file 0, record 600
scanner: scanning file 0, record 700
scanner: scanning file 0, record 800
scanner: ssid 24115: scan complete
scanner: ssid 24115: 21 MB, 1026 file(s)
scanner: ssid 24116: found beginning of ultra:/export/home/nsr/index/
ultra
scanner: (ssid 24115) confirmed 1026 existing file index entries
scanner: ssid 24116: scan complete
scanner: ssid 24116: 176 KB, 8 file(s)
scanner: ssid 24117: found beginning of ultra:bootstrap
scanner: ssid 24117: scan complete
scanner: ssid 24117: 198 KB, 14 file(s)
scanner: done with optical disk ultra.001

Z:\nsr\bin>
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What do these simple examples demonstrate? - There are a number of obvious but also implied and
important features, which will ease your pain as backup administrator:

• NetWorker treats file devices like tape devices
You can use the same commands for all devices.

• The Open Tape Format is completely operating system independent
You can use a media created by any NetWorker storage node and read it in any other
storage node, as long as you use a compatible device with the same block size.

Of course you cannot recover the data, but this is obvious as cross-platform recoveries are
not supported.

• You can easily repopulate your index information if necessary
This is important if you have accidentally deleted this information.

• You can easily add an unknown media to your data zone
You can easily extend the existing databases using the  scanner  command.

• You can rebuild the file index of a non-existing NetWorker client
This even works if he was working with another operating system

• You can even repopulate the index with backup media from older NetWorker versions
NetWorker is backward compatible. Just verify the time stamps reported by scanner:

ultra_521 dates back to november 2000
ultra_420 is even older, october 1998

• NetWorker will automatically convert old index information to the current layout
This does not surprise, as the volume names just reflect the NetWorker versions which have
been used to create them:

ultra_521 has been created using NetWorker 5.2.1
ultra_420 has been created using NetWorker 4.2.0, even before NetWorker for

Windows has been released

• The whole index conversion is done while reading (on-the-fly)
There is no need to start an additional conversion process afterwards.

• The index conversion is fully transparent to the user
It is automatically started when needed.

• If you migrate a NetWorker server or storage node, there is no need to keep the old
installation just for recovery purposes

It does not matter which operating system you use.

• Multiple media with the same name may exist in the same NetWorker data zone.
This is due to the internal use of the volume id.
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Using  nsrls  you can see that ultra’s client file index has been repopulated:

Z:\nsr\bin>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld: 10130 records requiring 990 KB
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc: 66 records requiring 10 KB
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\ultra: 2084 records requiring 325 KB
Z:\nsr\index\ultra is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\bin>

Z:\nsr\bin>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld: 10130 records requiring 990 KB
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc: 66 records requiring 10 KB
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\ultra: 2084 records requiring 325 KB
Z:\nsr\index\ultra is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\bin>
:\nsr\bin>
Z:\nsr\bin>recover -s creinfeld -c ultra -R ultra -iY
recover: Current working directory is /
recover> ls
 etc    nsr    test
recover> cd etc
recover> add hosts
/etc
1 file(s) marked for recovery
recover> list
/etc/hosts @ Tue Nov 24 21:21:07 1998
1 file(s) marked for recovery
recover> recover
Initiating remote recover to ultra from server creinfeld, this may take a
while...
recover: Connection timed out

recover: nsrexec exited with code 9
recover: Remote recover to "ultra" failed
recover: Directed recover request cancelled.
Recover completion time: Fri Nov 01 12:16:53 2002
recover> quit

Z:\nsr\bin>

And of course you can recover the data, which in this case can only be a directed recovery from the
comand line, just because it is not possible to do such for a UNIX client from the GUI. I have aborted the
recovery process as a positive result is not really necessary any longer:
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20.4. Recovering Data after a Media has been relabeled

scanner  is a very powerful tool:

• It can position to any location on the backup media.

• It can recover every data block from the backup media.

• It can recover the data even without a running NetWorker server .
I have described this thoroughly in TIN 26/2002.

• It can recover data even after the media has been relabeled.

Especially the last point is very important - but you must have a backup media that supports this feature.
NetWorker’s  Open Tape Format  saves the data in a self describing format that is capable to do this.

Usually, i explain that the data cannot be recovered by NetWorker after the media has been overwitten.
And this is true - a tape drive’s firmware today does not allow you to position the media beyond the
logical end-of-tape (LEOT) which is represented by two consecutive file marks. So if you want to
proceed, you must especially solve this problem, which i want to demonstrate here.

The following procedure is of course not supported!

However, using an example, it shows a potential
solution to recover data from an (accidentally)
relabeled tape without any other support. It also
shows  scanner’s capabilities.

As you will see, it worked here. This does not mean
that it will necessarily work under other conditions.
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20.4.1. Preparation

The experiments begins with a simple full backup of 10 save sets, one for each of 10 directories, each
file was 10.000.000 bytes in size:

D:\TEST_0\TEST_00.DAT
          TEST_01.DAT
          TEST_02.DAT
          TEST_03.DAT
          TEST_04.DAT
          TEST_05.DAT
          TEST_06.DAT
          TEST_07.DAT
          TEST_08.DAT
          TEST_09.DAT
D:\TEST_1\TEST_10.DAT
          TEST_11.DAT
          TEST_12.DAT
          TEST_13.DAT

......
          TEST_84.DAT
          TEST_85.DAT
          TEST_86.DAT
          TEST_87.DAT
          TEST_88.DAT
          TEST_89.DAT
D:\TEST_9\TEST_90.DAT
          TEST_91.DAT
          TEST_92.DAT
          TEST_93.DAT
          TEST_94.DAT
          TEST_95.DAT
          TEST_96.DAT
          TEST_97.DAT
          TEST_98.DAT
          TEST_99.DAT

The  Save set  list of the client setup was

D:\TEST_0
D:\TEST_1
D:\TEST_2
D:\TEST_3
D:\TEST_4
D:\TEST_5
D:\TEST_6
D:\TEST_7
D:\TEST_8
D:\TEST_9

To ensure that the data was not multiplexed, i used NetWorker 6.1.1 and specificed the  Savegroup
parallelism  to 1. Then i started the automatic backup:

Z:\NSR\BIN>savegrp -l full -N 1 -G Default
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The layout of the media after the backup looked like this:

This shows you a coarse layout of the media structure - obviously there are “2 file marks per save set“.

Now i labeled the media, deleting all informations about it in the media and the client file index. Scanning
the media after this process is a problem due to the logical end-of-tape mark, that has been ‘moved’ and
now is located directly after the label. You must find a way to delete this mark - and overwriting is the
only way. However, once you do a new backup, even a very short one, the end-of-tape mark is only
moved again, but will not be deleted.

To overcome the problem, i used a simple trick - i started a backup of  D:\BEST  and simply switched
off power after the backup has started. Doing this, the drive could not write anything to this media, but
also no end-of-tape mark. Then i killed the backup process.

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -s creinfeld -q "volume=creinfeld.003" //
  -r "name(20), ssid, mediafile, mediarec"
 name               ssid        file  rec
D:\TEST_0           3242308097     2    0
D:\TEST_0           3242308097     3    0
D:\TEST_1           3242346497     4    0
D:\TEST_1           3242346497     5    0
D:\TEST_2           3242378753     6    0
D:\TEST_2           3242378753     7    0
D:\TEST_3           3242410753     8    0
D:\TEST_3           3242410753     9    0
D:\TEST_4           3242442753    10    0
D:\TEST_4           3242442753    11    0
D:\TEST_5           3242474753    12    0
D:\TEST_5           3242474753    13    0
D:\TEST_6           3242507009    14    0
D:\TEST_6           3242507009    15    0
D:\TEST_7           3242539009    16    0
D:\TEST_7           3242539009    17    0
D:\TEST_8           3242571265    18    0
D:\TEST_8           3242571265    19    0
D:\TEST_9           3242603265    20    0
D:\TEST_9           3242603265    21    0
index:creinfeld     3242635521    22    0
bootstrap           3242641921    23    0

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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FMKLabel FMKFMK FMK FMKFMKLabel

As a consequence, the tape layout changed as displayed here:

• After the backup:

1. Save Set 2. Save Set 10. Save Set

• After the labeling:

• After the trick:

This method deleted the first end-of-tape mark, allowing to proceed reading. However, it also overwrote
the first old save set. But as partial save sets are not of any value, NetWorker will skip to the beginning
of the next save set when scanning the media.

Now, i could try to rescan the information for the media database - please find the detailled results on the
next pages. First it seemed to work, but then it failed beause the program found that the volume id read
by the label was not the same than the one of the second save set. But this is a problem that you
cannot overcome.

However,  scanner  also can be used to recover data, and with the proper option, you do not even have
to repopulate the media index. The general procedure to achieve this is:

scanner -s server device -x uasm -rv

So an immediate recovery should be possible by piping the  scanner  output through a  uasm  read
process.

Label FMKFMK FMK FMKFMKFMK FMKLabel

Label FMKFMK FMK FMKFMK FMKLabel
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This is when the read
problem occurs ...

NetWorker automatically
tries to recover from the
error

Z:\nsr\bin>scanner -s creinfeld -mv \\.\Tape0
scanner: using '\\.\Tape0' as the device name
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: Reading the label...
scanner: Reading the label done
scanner: scanning 4mm 20GB tape creinfeld.003 on \\.\Tape0
scanner: volume id 3243504641 record size 32768
  created 10/31/02 17:01:56 expires 10/30/04 18:01:56
scanner: 4mm 20GB tape creinfeld.003 already exists in the media index
scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: setting position from fn 0, rn 0 to fn 2, rn 0
scanner: scanning file 2, record 0
scanner: ssid 3243534849: found beginning of creinfeld:D:\BEST
scanner: scanning file 2, record 100
scanner: scanning file 2, record 200
scanner: scanning file 2, record 300
scanner: scanning file 2, record 400
scanner: scanning file 2, record 500
scanner: scanning file 2, record 600
scanner: scanning file 2, record 700
scanner: fn 2 rn 712 read error The request could not be performed because of an I/O device error.
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: fn 3 rn 0 read error The request could not be performed because of an I/O device error.
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: fn 3 rn 0 read error The request could not be performed because of an I/O device error.
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: ssid 3243534849: NOT complete
scanner: ssid 3243534849: 22 MB
scanner: done with 4mm 20GB tape creinfeld.003

scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: tape_rewind rewind failed: The request could not be performed because of an //
  I/O device error. (268436573)
scanner: tape_rewind rewind failed: The request could not be performed because of an //
  I/O device error. (268436573)
scanner: error, tape_rewind rewind failed: The request could not be performed because //
  of an I/O device error. (268436573)
.....
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Actually, NetWorker
restarts the whole
process ...

.....
scanner -s creinfeld -mv \\.\Tape0
scanner: using '\\.\Tape0' as the device name
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: Reading the label...
scanner: Reading the label done
scanner: scanning 4mm 20GB tape creinfeld.003 on \\.\Tape0
scanner: volume id 3243504641 record size 32768
  created 10/31/02 17:01:56 expires 10/30/04 18:01:56
scanner: 4mm 20GB tape creinfeld.003 already exists in the media index
scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: setting position from fn 0, rn 0 to fn 2, rn 0
scanner: scanning file 2, record 0
scanner: ssid 3243534849: found beginning of creinfeld:D:\BEST
scanner: scanning file 2, record 100
scanner: scanning file 2, record 200
scanner: scanning file 2, record 300
scanner: scanning file 2, record 400
scanner: scanning file 2, record 500
scanner: scanning file 2, record 600
scanner: scanning file 2, record 700
scanner: fn 2 rn 712 read error The request could not be performed because of an I/O device error.
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: fn 3 rn 0 read error The request could not be performed because of an I/O device error.
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: fn 3 rn 0 read error The request could not be performed because of an I/O device error.
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: ssid 3243534849: NOT complete
scanner: ssid 3243534849: 22 MB
scanner: done with 4mm 20GB tape creinfeld.003

scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: tape_rewind rewind failed: The request could not be performed because of an I/O //
  device error. (268436573)
scanner: tape_rewind rewind failed: The request could not be performed because of an I/O //
  device error. (268436573)
scanner: error, tape_rewind rewind failed: The request could not be performed because of //
  an I/O device error. (268436573)
.....
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Finally NetWorker gives
up.

As you can see, repopulating the index is obviously impossible. But can you recover  without repopulating the index?
This is in fact possible - you just have to pipe the output through  uasm  like  scanner  was used in TIN 26/2002.

The practical example starts on the next page.

However, you first must delete the existing entry for the volume from the media index.
I additionally have deleted the source directories.

.....
scanner: the following save sets continue on another volume:
client name  save set             save time     level   size  files   ssid    S
creinfeld    D:\BEST             10/31/02 17:03  f         0      0 3243534849 B
scanner: when next volume is ready, enter device name (or `q' to quit) [\\.\Tape0]? \\.\Tape0
scanner: starting file number (or `q' to quit) [2]? 4
scanner: starting record number (or `q' to quit) [0]? 0
scanner: continuing scan with tape on device `\\.\Tape0'
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: tape_rewind rewind failed: The request could not be performed because of an //
  I/O device error. (268436573)
scanner: tape_rewind rewind failed: The request could not be performed because of an //
  I/O device error. (268436573)
scanner: error, tape_rewind rewind failed: The request could not be performed because //
  of an I/O device error. (268436573)
scanner: scanning for valid records...
scanner: read: -1 bytes : The request could not be performed because of an I/O device //
  error.
scanner: Cannot continue
scanner: No valid tape records found

Z:\nsr\bin>
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Z:\nsr\bin>scanner -s creinfeld \\.\Tape0 -x uasm -rv
scanner: using '\\.\Tape0' as the device name
scanner: scanning 4mm 20GB tape creinfeld.003 on \\.\Tape0
D:\BEST\MAKERAND.DAT
D:\BEST\MAKERAND.DAT file exists, overwrite (n, y, N, Y) or rename (r, R) [n]? n
skipping recover of D:\BEST\MAKERAND.DAT
scanner: fn 2 rn 712 read error The request could not be performed because of an I/O //
  device error.
scanner: fn 3 rn 0 read error The request could not be performed because of an I/O //
  device error.
scanner: fn 3 rn 0 read error The request could not be performed because of an I/O //
  device error.
scanner: ssid 3243534849: NOT complete
scanner: ssid 3243534849: 22 MB
scanner: done with 4mm 20GB tape creinfeld.003

scanner: tape_rewind rewind failed: The request could not be performed because of an //
  I/O device error. (268436573)
scanner: tape_rewind rewind failed: The request could not be performed because of an //
  I/O device error. (268436573)
scanner: error, tape_rewind rewind failed: The request could not be performed because //
  of an I/O device error. (268436573)
scanner: the following save sets continue on another volume:
client name  save set             save time     level   size  files   ssid    S
creinfeld    D:\BEST             10/31/02 17:03  f         0      0 3243534849 B
scanner: when next volume is ready, enter device name (or `q' to quit) [\\.\Tape0]?
scanner: starting file number (or `q' to quit) [2]? 4
scanner: starting record number (or `q' to quit) [0]?
scanner: continuing scan with tape on device `\\.\Tape0'
scanner: tape_bsf bsf failed: The request could not be performed because of an I/O //
  device error. (268436573)
scanner: tape_bsf bsf failed: The request could not be performed because of an I/O //
  device error. (268436573)
scanner: tape_rewind rewind failed: The request could not be performed because of an //
  I/O device error. (268436573)
scanner: tape_rewind rewind failed: The request could not be performed because of an //
  I/O device error. (268436573)
scanner: tape_rewind rewind failed: The request could not be performed because of an //
  I/O device error. (268436573)
scanner: tape_rewind rewind failed: The request could not be performed because of an //
  I/O device error. (268436573)
.....

Of course NetWorker
starts with the recovery of
the first but incomplete
save set ... until it hits the
problem ...

And it tries to solve the
problem by itself ...
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scanner:  please enter record size for this volume (`q` to quit) [32] 32
D:\TEST_1\TEST_10.DAT
D:\TEST_1\TEST_11.DAT
D:\TEST_1\TEST_12.DAT
D:\TEST_1\TEST_13.DAT
D:\TEST_1\TEST_14.DAT
D:\TEST_1\TEST_15.DAT
D:\TEST_1\TEST_16.DAT
D:\TEST_1\TEST_17.DAT
D:\TEST_1\TEST_18.DAT
D:\TEST_1\TEST_19.DAT
D:\TEST_1\
D:\
scanner: ssid 3242346497: scan complete
scanner: ssid 3242346497: 97 MB, 13 file(s)
/
D:\TEST_2\TEST_20.DAT
D:\TEST_2\TEST_21.DAT
D:\TEST_2\TEST_22.DAT
D:\TEST_2\TEST_23.DAT
D:\TEST_2\TEST_24.DAT
D:\TEST_2\TEST_25.DAT
D:\TEST_2\TEST_26.DAT
D:\TEST_2\TEST_27.DAT
D:\TEST_2\TEST_28.DAT
D:\TEST_2\TEST_29.DAT
D:\TEST_2\
D:\
/
scanner: ssid 3242378753: scan complete
scanner: ssid 3242378753: 97 MB, 13 file(s)
D:\TEST_3\TEST_30.DAT
D:\TEST_3\TEST_31.DAT
D:\TEST_3\TEST_32.DAT
D:\TEST_3\TEST_33.DAT
D:\TEST_3\TEST_34.DAT
D:\TEST_3\TEST_35.DAT
D:\TEST_3\TEST_36.DAT
D:\TEST_3\TEST_37.DAT
.....

Finally, he could sync
on the file mark where
the next save set is
stated! - And he now
asks for the block size -
this is very good as
another block size could
have been used for the
older backups.

And NetWorker can
really recover !!!
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As i could not specify a
certain save set, he now
continues and tries to
recover the residual index
and boostrap save sets -
in this case, they are
useless.

.....
D:\TEST_8\TEST_86.DAT
D:\TEST_8\TEST_87.DAT
D:\TEST_8\TEST_88.DAT
D:\TEST_8\TEST_89.DAT
D:\TEST_8\
D:\
/
scanner: ssid 3242571265: scan complete
scanner: ssid 3242571265: 97 MB, 13 file(s)
D:\TEST_9\TEST_90.DAT
D:\TEST_9\TEST_91.DAT
D:\TEST_9\TEST_92.DAT
D:\TEST_9\TEST_93.DAT
D:\TEST_9\TEST_94.DAT
D:\TEST_9\TEST_95.DAT
D:\TEST_9\TEST_96.DAT
D:\TEST_9\TEST_97.DAT
D:\TEST_9\TEST_98.DAT
D:\TEST_9\TEST_99.DAT
D:\TEST_9\
D:\
/
scanner: ssid 3242603265: scan complete
scanner: ssid 3242603265: 97 MB, 13 file(s)
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d89fba5.rec
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d89fba5.rec file exists, overwrite (n, y, N, Y) or rename (r, R) [n]? n
skipping recover of Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d89fba5.rec
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d8a09b4.rec
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d8a09b4.rec file exists, overwrite (n, y, N, Y) or rename (r, R) [n]? n
skipping recover of Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d8a09b4.rec
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d8a17c5.rec
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d8a17c5.rec file exists, overwrite (n, y, N, Y) or rename (r, R) [n]? n
skipping recover of Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d8a17c5.rec
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d8a33e4.rec
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d8a33e4.rec file exists, overwrite (n, y, N, Y) or rename (r, R) [n]? n
skipping recover of Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d8a33e4.rec
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d8a41f5.rec
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d8a41f5.rec file exists, overwrite (n, y, N, Y) or rename (r, R) [n]? n
skipping recover of Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d8a41f5.rec
.....
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.....
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3dc145b5.rec
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3dc14633.rec
uasm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\
scanner: ssid 3242635521: scan complete
scanner: ssid 3242635521: 857 KB, 26 file(s)
Z:\nsr\res\nsr.res
Z:\nsr\res\nsr.res file exists, overwrite (n, y, N, Y) or rename (r, R) [n]? n
skipping recover of Z:\nsr\res\nsr.res
Z:\nsr\res\nsrjb.res
Z:\nsr\res\nsrjb.res file exists, overwrite (n, y, N, Y) or rename (r, R) [n]? n
skipping recover of Z:\nsr\res\nsrjb.res
Z:\nsr\res\nsrla.res
Z:\nsr\res\nsrla.res file exists, overwrite (n, y, N, Y) or rename (r, R) [n]? n
skipping recover of Z:\nsr\res\nsrla.res
Z:\nsr\res\rservers
Z:\nsr\res\rservers file exists, overwrite (n, y, N, Y) or rename (r, R) [n]? n
skipping recover of Z:\nsr\res\rservers
Z:\nsr\res\servers
Z:\nsr\res\servers file exists, overwrite (n, y, N, Y) or rename (r, R) [n]? n
skipping recover of Z:\nsr\res\servers
Z:\nsr\res\
scanner: ssid 3242641921: scan complete
scanner: ssid 3242641921: 81 KB, 88 file(s)
scanner: ssid 3243534849: NOT complete
scanner: ssid 3243534849: 22 MB
scanner: done with 4mm 20GB tape volid 3242203393

nsrmmdbasm -r Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6\
Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6\ file exists, overwrite (n, y, N, Y) or rename (r, R) [n]? n
skipping recover of Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6\
Z:\nsr\mm\
scanner: the following save sets continue on another volume:
creinfeld    D:\BEST             10/31/02 17:03  f         0      0 3243534849 B
scanner: when next volume is ready, enter device name (or `q' to quit) [\\.\Tape0]? q
uasm: Unable to read checksum from save stream
scanner: -x command `uasm' pid 856 exited with code 1

Z:\nsr\bin>
Finally, the recovery
process completed.
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This works, even if the media has been overwritten by another backup program - i have simulated this by
deleting the label on a file device, which is represented by the file  volume .

As NetWorker does not know about it, it expects to scan the media from the very beginning - but the
label does not exist any more. As a consequence, you have to tell networker where to start with the
scanning process ... and you do this by specifying an offset with the option  -f number :

Z:\NSR\BIN>scanner -s avuspdc -f 3 Y:\BU_DEV1 -x uasm -rv
scanner: using 'Y:\BU_DEV1' as the device name
scanner: scanning file disk avuspdc.001 on Y:\BU_DEV1
D:\BEST\BLKFILES.EXE
D:\BEST\MAKERAND.DAT
D:\BEST\MAKERAND.EXE
D:\BEST\MAKETEXT.EXE
D:\BEST\TEST_11.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST_12.DAT
D:\BEST\TEST_13.DAT
D:\BEST\
D:\
scanner: ssid 3259839233: scan complete
scanner: ssid 3259839233: 3947 KB, 10 file(s)
/
scanner: done with file disk avuspdc.001

Z:\NSR\BIN>

You may even relocate a certain path by using the option  -m source_path=dest_path :

Z:\NSR\BIN>scanner -s avuspdc -f 3 Y:\BU_DEV1 -x uasm -rv //
  -m D:\BEST=D:\FEST
scanner: using 'Y:\BU_DEV1' as the device name
scanner: scanning file disk avuspdc.001 on Y:\BU_DEV1
D:\FEST\BLKFILES.EXE
D:\FEST\MAKERAND.DAT
D:\FEST\MAKERAND.EXE
D:\FEST\MAKETEXT.EXE
D:\FEST\TEST_11.DAT
D:\FEST\TEST_12.DAT
D:\FEST\TEST_13.DAT
D:\FEST\
D:\
/
scanner: ssid 3259839233: scan complete
scanner: ssid 3259839233: 3947 KB, 10 file(s)
scanner: done with file disk avuspdc.001

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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If you start from the beginning and the label does not exist, NetWorker cannot read it and it does not
know the block size - in this case it will simply prompt you to enter it:

Z:\NSR\BIN>scanner -s avuspdc -f 1 Y:\BU_DEV1 -x uasm -rv //
  -m D:\BEST=D:\FEST
scanner: using 'Y:\BU_DEV1' as the device name
scanner:  please enter record size for this volume (`q` to quit) [32] 32
D:\FEST\BLKFILES.EXE
D:\FEST\MAKERAND.DAT
D:\FEST\MAKERAND.EXE
D:\FEST\MAKETEXT.EXE
D:\FEST\TEST_11.DAT
D:\FEST\TEST_12.DAT
D:\FEST\TEST_13.DAT
D:\FEST\
D:\
/
scanner: ssid 3259839233: scan complete
scanner: ssid 3259839233: 3947 KB, 10 file(s)
scanner: done with file disk avuspdc.001

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Unfortunately, the redirection of all data found on the media is not possible - it only works
for a certain pathname.
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NetWorker Basics (24)

20.5. Recovering Index Information

As you know from TID 8/2002, the NetWorker server will create automatic index backups only during
a server-initiated backup. At this point he will of course only backup the indexes of the clients that
have been backed up by running this group. This makes sense as only their indexes changed. After the
index backups, the  bootstrap, containing the resource directory and the media database, will be
created and saved.

A  bootstrap  shall only be saved once per day. This is achieved by the fact that the NetWorker client,
representing the NetWorker server, shall be backed up by an enabled savegroup every day. As the
group will be started at least once a day, the  bootstrap  will also be generated at that time.

However, if the NetWorker server’s client is not a member of an enabled group  (as i most often use it),
he does not know when he will have the next chance to create a  bootstrap. As a precaution, the
bootstrap  is created at the end of every savegroup that will be started.

You may also start special client-initiated index and  bootstrap  backups by using the command

savegrp -O -G group_name

But do not forget that only the indexes for these clients will be backed up that
‘are members of this group’.

Especially since NetWorker 6.0, the recovery of the index and bootstrap save sets is a very easy task
for a NetWorker administrator, because the software assists you as much as possible.

As you may imagine, there is a separate step for the recovery of each database:

- The media database is recovered with the program mmreocv

- The client file indexes will be recovered with nsrck -L7 [client_name(s)]

This makes sense, as in case of a total recovery of your NetWorker server, you only need to recover the
bootstrap  save set (including the media database and resource directory) to be able to perform new
backups. As the  boostrap  is small compared to the index backups, this is a very fast operation.

Once this is done, you may recover old client file indexes to assist in the recovery of older backups, if
necessary. As there is a separate set of index files for each save set, the recovery of old indexes may
even take place while new backups of the same client are running (for details, please also read TID 16/
2002).
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20.5.1. Recovering the Client File Index Information

You may start the client file index recoveries as a fully automated process but you may also recover
the file index for each client independently. This is beneficial as the second method allows you to have
full control - you may initiate it when you want it to happen and you also may determine the sequence
and so prioritize the clients as you prefer them.

nsrck -L7 client_name to recover the file index for a specific client

nsrck -L7 to recover the file index for all clients

The rest is done by NetWorker automatically.

You just have to ensure that the NetWorker can perform the operation by
himself. Do not forget to monitor the server and take corrective action in
case he requests a media - it may be that these backups have been started
or completed on another media.

This is especially important after a disaster when you may not have created
and configured all your autochangers already.

As the NetWorker server can query the media index by himself, he can find out about the last save sets
that are necessary to recover a client file index completely. But if he can do this, he can also recover
these save sets automatically. This is exactly what NetWorker will do to assist you during such
operations.

I mentioned in my previous TID that NetWorker 6.x backs up only the  *.rec  files when saving a client
file index. The key files will not be saved as they will be rebuild during the recovery process. The data
will be saved by  uasm  as it has been stored on disk in XDR Format already (see TID 15/2002). This
method especially saves time and media which is beneficial especially for larger client indexes.

Of course you could also restore every client file index by recovering the appropriate index save set using
nothing else but a standard save set recovery (see TID 22/2002). This could make you think that you
even could recover older index backups, such for save sets that already have the status  recoverable  or
recyclable , and make such save set become  browsable  again using this method.

The index recovery itself will work without problems. However, you cannot recover the key file information
during such process but you must rebuild those files later manually by running the specific command
nsrck -L3 client_name  as an additional process. However, at this point in time, NetWorker will
discover that the save sets status are not  browsable  and consequently and correctly will delete such
save sets from the client file index directory again.

Please be aware that not all client indexes are prepared for recoveries.

For instance, if you scanned a foreign tape from another, non-existing client to
be able to recover his data, you will most likely not have him backed up later
because he just does not exist. Consequently there are no index backups and
the recovery of his index files is impossible.

The following pages will show recovery examples of NetWorker clients. This is how you can test it - just
delete the client file indexes and recover them as described above.

Needless to say that commands for a NetWorker server for UNIX/Linux are of course the same.
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Z:\nsr\bin>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld: 10130 records requiring 990 KB
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc: 66 records requiring 10 KB
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\ultra: 2084 records requiring 325 KB
Z:\nsr\index\ultra is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\bin>del /S /F /Q Z:\nsr\index
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc\nsr.dir
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc\README
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc\db6\3dbfb178.k0

.....
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc\db6\v6ck.lck
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc\db6\v6hdr
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc\db6\v6hdr.lck
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc\db6\v6journal
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\nsr.dir
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\README
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d89fba5.k0
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d89fba5.k1
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d89fba5.rec

.....
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\v6ck.lck
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\v6hdr
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\v6hdr.lck
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\v6journal
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\ultra\nsr.dir
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\ultra\README
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\325f7390.k0
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\325f7390.k1
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\325f7390.rec

.....
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\v6ck.lck
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\v6hdr
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\v6hdr.lck
Deleted file - Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\v6journal

Z:\nsr\bin>

Checking the size of the
client file indexes  for later
verification ...

Deleting the client file
indexes ...
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Z:\nsr\bin>nsrls
nsrls: SYSTEM error: Cannot open journal for client 'creinfeld' (No such file or directory)

nsrls: SYSTEM error: Cannot open journal for client 'avuspdc' (No such file or directory)

nsrls: SYSTEM error: Cannot open journal for client 'ultra' (No such file or directory)

Z:\nsr\bin>nsrck -L2
nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld'
nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\nsr.dir is missing; re-creating
nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld contains 0 records occupying 0 KB
nsrck: checking index for 'avuspdc'
nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc\nsr.dir is missing; re-creating
nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc contains 0 records occupying 0 KB
nsrck: checking index for 'ultra'
nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\ultra\nsr.dir is missing; re-creating
nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\ultra contains 0 records occupying 0 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 3 client(s)

Z:\nsr\bin>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\ultra: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\ultra is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\bin>

Checking the databases
again - with the
appropriate ‘success’ ...

Recreating the empty
databases ...

This step is not
necessary in preparation
for the index recovery - it
is shown for demo
purposes only.

Now a database check
will show that they are
empty ...
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Z:\nsr\bin>nsrck -L7
nsrck: checking index for 'ultra'
nsrck: The file index for client 'ultra' will be recovered.
nsrck: Recovering index savesets of 'ultra' from 'creinfeld'
Recover completion time: Sat Nov 02 17:01:47 2002
nsrck: completed recovery of index for client 'ultra'

nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\ultra contains 2084 records occupying 325 KB
nsrck: checking index for 'avuspdc'
nsrck: The file index for client 'avuspdc' will be recovered.
nsrck: Recovering index savesets of 'avuspdc' from 'creinfeld'
Recover completion time: Sat Nov 02 17:01:50 2002
nsrck: completed recovery of index for client 'avuspdc'

nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc contains 66 records occupying 10 KB
nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld'
nsrck: The file index for client 'creinfeld' will be recovered.
nsrck: Recovering index savesets of 'creinfeld' from 'creinfeld'
Recover completion time: Sat Nov 02 17:01:52 2002
nsrck: completed recovery of index for client 'creinfeld'

nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld contains 10130 records occupying 990 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 3 client(s)

Z:\nsr\bin>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld: 10130 records requiring 990 KB
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc: 66 records requiring 10 KB
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\ultra: 2084 records requiring 325 KB
Z:\nsr\index\ultra is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\bin>

This is the index recory ...

Finally the index check
will lead to the samne
result as at the beginning.
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Z:\nsr\bin>nsrck -vv -L7
nsrck: checking index for 'ultra'
nsrck: The file index for client 'ultra' will be recovered.
nsrck: Recovering index savesets of 'ultra' from 'creinfeld'
Recovering files within / into Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\tmprecov
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\ultra\db6\3da98bb1.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\ultra\
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\ultra\db6\325f7390.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\ultra\db6\325f73a6.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\ultra\db6\365b1533.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\ultra\db6\365b1534.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\ultra\db6\365b1552.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\ultra\
uasm: Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\ultra\db6\
uasm -r Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\ultra\db6\
uasm: Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\ultra\db6\
uasm -r Z:\nsr\index\ultra\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\ultra\db6\
Received 10 matching file(s) from NSR server `creinfeld'
Recover completion time: Sat Nov 02 17:05:17 2002
nsrck: completed recovery of index for client 'ultra'

nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\ultra contains 2084 records occupying 325 KB
nsrck: checking index for 'avuspdc'
nsrck: The file index for client 'avuspdc' will be recovered.
nsrck: Recovering index savesets of 'avuspdc' from 'creinfeld'
Recovering files within / into Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc\db6\tmprecov
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\avuspdc\db6\3dbfb178.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\avuspdc\db6\3dbfb268.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\avuspdc\db6\3dbfb333.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\avuspdc\
uasm: Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\avuspdc\db6\
uasm -r Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\avuspdc\db6\
Received 5 matching file(s) from NSR server `creinfeld'
Recover completion time: Sat Nov 02 17:05:19 2002
nsrck: completed recovery of index for client 'avuspdc'

.....

As you can see, only the
record files will be
recovered to a temporary
directory where the key
files will also be recreated
automatically ...

asm  is ahidden, internal
ASM - it does not exist
as an executrable file ...
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.....
nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc contains 66 records occupying 10 KB
nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld'
nsrck: The file index for client 'creinfeld' will be recovered.
nsrck: Recovering index savesets of 'creinfeld' from 'creinfeld'
Recovering files within / into Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d89fba5.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d89fba5.rec
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d89fba5.rec: file exists,//
  skipping
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d8a09b4.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d8a17c5.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d8a33e4.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d8a41f5.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3d8a5005.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3dbf8a94.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3dbf98a4.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3dbfa6b4.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3dbfb4c4.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3dbfc2d4.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3dbfd0e4.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3dbfdef5.rec
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3dc11487.rec
uasm: Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\
uasm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\
asm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\
uasm: Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\
uasm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\
Received 19 matching file(s) from NSR server `creinfeld'
Recover completion time: Sat Nov 02 17:05:22 2002
nsrck: completed recovery of index for client 'creinfeld'

nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld contains 10130 records occupying 990 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 3 client(s)

Z:\nsr\bin>
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Z:\NSR\BIN>dir Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6
 Volume in drive Z is NETWORKER
 Volume Serial Number is 6C83-6E1E

 Directory of Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6

11/02/2002  05:05p      <DIR>          .
11/02/2002  05:05p      <DIR>          ..
11/02/2002  05:05p                 204 3d89fba5.k0
11/02/2002  05:05p                   0 3d89fba5.k1
09/19/2002  06:30p               1,128 3d89fba5.rec
11/02/2002  05:05p                 140 3d8a09b4.k0
11/02/2002  05:05p                   0 3d8a09b4.k1
09/19/2002  07:30p                 808 3d8a09b4.rec
11/02/2002  05:05p                 140 3d8a17c5.k0
11/02/2002  05:05p                   0 3d8a17c5.k1
09/19/2002  08:30p                 816 3d8a17c5.rec
11/02/2002  05:05p                 204 3d8a33e4.k0
11/02/2002  05:05p                   0 3d8a33e4.k1
09/19/2002  10:30p               1,144 3d8a33e4.rec

.....
11/02/2002  05:05p                 204 3dbfc2d4.k0
11/02/2002  05:05p                   0 3dbfc2d4.k1
10/30/2002  12:30p               1,144 3dbfc2d4.rec
11/02/2002  05:05p                 204 3dbfd0e4.k0
11/02/2002  05:05p                   0 3dbfd0e4.k1
10/30/2002  01:30p               1,144 3dbfd0e4.rec
11/02/2002  05:05p                 204 3dbfdef5.k0
11/02/2002  05:05p                   0 3dbfdef5.k1
10/30/2002  02:30p               1,144 3dbfdef5.rec
11/02/2002  05:05p             160,772 3dc11487.k0
11/02/2002  05:05p                   0 3dc11487.k1
10/31/2002  12:31p             837,136 3dc11487.rec
11/02/2002  05:05p                   0 v6ck.lck
11/02/2002  05:05p                 328 v6hdr
11/02/2002  05:04p                   0 v6hdr.lck
11/02/2002  05:05p                   0 v6journal
              46 File(s)      1,014,952 bytes
               2 Dir(s)     719,567,872 bytes free

Z:\NSR\BIN>

If you look into a directory
after the process, you will
see that all files are there
- the record and the key
files ...
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20.5.2. Recovering the Media Index Information

This is done by recovering the  bootstrap  save set, which contains the resource directory and the media
index. As you know from TID 16/2002, the media database still uses the WISS structure. Consequently,
you can not add data by recovering the media index backup - the only way to ‘add’ data despite using
scanner  is to fully overwrite the media index. This is actually what the program will do:

mmrecov will overwrite the media index and recover the resource directory to the new
directory  /nsr/res.R . If you need the recovered resource files, you may
later copy them from here to  /nsr/res .

The following picture shows how  mmrecov  recovers the bootstrap save set:

BU Data Other Client File Indexes Server’s CFI /nsr/res EO
F

EO
F

BOT EOT

/nsr/mm

?
Start

NW 6.x Bootstrap

Those of you who have used  mmrecov  already know that you need three things to perform the
operation:

- A compatible NetWorker device
- The backup media containing the bootstrap save set
- The save set id of the bootstrap save set and the exact location on the media, which you can find

in the bootstrap notification report.
In fact you do not even need the information about the boostrap’s position - the only thing you
need is the information about the media it is stored on. You can then use  scanner  again to find
out about the bootstrap’s location.

I also want to point out an important technical detail:

Administrators most often say that the bootstrap’s save set id is the most important
information. They say this, because they know that  mmrecov  will ask for it at the very
beginning.

Honestly - it is useless. If NetWorker wants to recover the most actual bootstrap, why
couldn’t he do it automatically as for the client file index ? - But most obviously, if you
need to recover the media index, it is because it is either defect or missing. As a
consequence, the NetWorker server can not resolve the save set id to a physical media
position by himself - you have to lead him by telling him the exact position from the
bootstrap report (mminfo’s  mediafile  &  mediarec  parameters). The ssid itself can just
be used for verification purposes once the beginning of the bootstrap save set has been
read.
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20.5.2.1. Preparing the Test Scenario

For the following exercises, i have simulated the disaster on the NetWorker server:

• I verified the boostrap notification and the backup media.
From the file  Z:\nsr\logs\savegrp.log  i got this information:

level full
ssid 3287670785
file 3287670785
record 0
volume creinfeld.002

• As it was on a file device, i checked which backup device this media has been used:
device Y:\BU_DEV2

• I stopped the NetWorker daemons.

• I deleted the directories that described the NetWorker data zone:
Z:\nsr\index for the client file indexes
Z:\nsr\mm for the media index
Z:\nsr\res for the configuration

• Consequently, other directories also became useless and i deleted them as well:
Z:\nsr\logs the directory for the old log files
Z:\nsr\tmp the directory containing information about locked files

• I then restarted the daemons. As you may remember, NetWorker will just begin with a ‘fresh’
installation.

• Finally i created two backup devices, just to show you another effect later:
\\.\Tape0
Y:\BU_DEV2
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20.5.2.2. Searching the bootstrap on the backup media

If you only know the media with the bootstrap backup, you may search for the bootstrap location with a
specific variant of the scanner command:

scanner -B device_name

As a result, NetWorker will search along the media until it finds the last bootstrap.

This is the result for a tape:

And this is the result for a file device:

As you can see, for a file device the file number is the same as the save set id.

Although this method is sufficient, you should add more verbosity to
the command.

This has two major advantages:

- You will receive information about all save sets on the media, especially all bootstraps.
This is beneficial because you may find out later that the last bootstrap already contained
errors and you need to recover an earlier one.

- You will see an “activity report“ during the process.
As the process may take multiple hours, you may want to check whether the process still
works. Otherwise you may think that the process hangs. With more verbosity you will receive
such feedback.

Another alternative is to save the output to a file. This will not show any activity on your screen but you
can monitor the file’s size during the process and so verify that it is still active.

Such command for Windows and UNIX/Linux is:

Z:\NSR\BIN>scanner -B \\.\Tape0
scanner: scanning 4mm 20GB tape creinfeld_c.001 on \\.\Tape0
scanner: done with 4mm 20GB tape creinfeld_c.001

scanner: Bootstrap 3287670785 of 11/02/02 16:57:20 located on volume //
creinfeld_c.001, file 56.

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Z:\NSR\BIN>scanner -B Y:\BU_DEV2
scanner: scanning file disk creinfeld.002 on Y:\BU_DEV2
scanner: done with file disk creinfeld.002

scanner: Bootstrap 3287670785 of 11/02/02 16:57:20 located on volume //
creinfeld.002, file 3287670785.

Z:\NSR\BIN>

scanner -Bv device_name > output_file 2>&1
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Here is an example with additional verbosity for a tape device:

Z:\NSR\BIN>scanner -Bv \\.\Tape0
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: Reading the label...
scanner: Reading the label done
scanner: scanning 4mm 20GB tape creinfeld_c.001 on \\.\Tape0
scanner: volume id 3294234881 record size 32768
  created 11/03/02  0:04:41 expires 11/02/04  0:04:41
scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: setting position from fn 0, rn 0 to fn 2, rn 0
scanner: scanning file 2, record 0
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: scanning file 3, record 0
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: scanning file 4, record 0
scanner: ssid 2314983169: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: scanning file 5, record 0
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: scanning file 6, record 0
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: scanning file 7, record 0
scanner: ssid 2315904513: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: scanning file 8, record 0
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading

.....
scanner: scanning file 49, record 0
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: scanning file 50, record 0
scanner: ssid 3219072769: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: scanning file 51, record 0
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: scanning file 52, record 0
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: scanning file 53, record 0
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: scanning file 54, record 0
scanner: ssid 3239373569: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: scanning file 55, record 0
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: scanning file 56, record 0
scanner: ssid 3287670785: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: done with 4mm 20GB tape creinfeld_c.001

scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: Bootstrap 3287670785 of 11/02/02 16:57:20 located on volume //
creinfeld_c.001, file 56.

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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This shows an example with additional verbosity for a file device:

Z:\NSR\BIN>scanner -Bv Y:\BU_DEV2
scanner: Reading the file label
scanner: scanning file disk creinfeld.002 on Y:\BU_DEV2
scanner: volume id 2314831105 record size 32768
  created  9/19/02 18:21:25 expires  9/18/04 18:21:25
scanner: scanning file 2314970369, record 0
scanner: scanning file 2314970369, record 100
scanner: scanning file 2314970369, record 200
scanner: scanning file 2314970369, record 300
scanner: scanning file 2314970369, record 400
scanner: scanning file 2314970369, record 500
scanner: scanning file 2314970369, record 600
scanner: scanning file 2314970369, record 700
scanner: scanning file 2314976769, record 0
scanner: scanning file 2314983169, record 0
scanner: ssid 2314983169: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap
scanner: scanning file 2315891713, record 0
scanner: scanning file 2315891713, record 100
scanner: scanning file 2315891713, record 200
scanner: scanning file 2315891713, record 300
scanner: scanning file 2315898113, record 0
scanner: scanning file 2315904513, record 0
scanner: ssid 2315904513: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap
scanner: scanning file 2316813569, record 0
scanner: scanning file 2316813569, record 100
scanner: scanning file 2316813569, record 200
scanner: scanning file 2316813569, record 300
scanner: scanning file 2316819969, record 0
scanner: scanning file 2316826369, record 0
scanner: ssid 2316826369: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap
scanner: scanning file 2317734913, record 0
scanner: scanning file 2317741313, record 0
scanner: scanning file 2317747713, record 0
scanner: ssid 2317747713: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap

.....
scanner: scanning file 3239347969, record 2900
scanner: scanning file 3239347969, record 3000
scanner: scanning file 3239347969, record 3100
scanner: scanning file 3239347969, record 3200
scanner: scanning file 3239347969, record 3300
scanner: scanning file 3239347969, record 3400
scanner: scanning file 3239347969, record 3500
scanner: scanning file 3239367425, record 0
scanner: scanning file 3239373569, record 0
scanner: ssid 3239373569: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap
scanner: scanning file 3287663617, record 0
scanner: scanning file 3287670785, record 0
scanner: ssid 3287670785: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap
scanner: done with file disk creinfeld.002

scanner: Bootstrap 3287670785 of 11/02/02 16:57:20 located on volume //
creinfeld.002, file 3287670785.

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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20.5.2.3. Recovering the Media Index

As mentioned already, the command is  mmrecov . This is all you need to know - the rest is done
interactively with you, the administrator.

The following page shows a run with  mmrecov . These are the steps that you will see during the
process:

1. As mentioned earlier, there is no method to append or merge data to the WISS database during
the recovery process -   mmrecov , or exactly  nsrmmdbasm  is just capable to overwrite the
media index. As this is an irreversible process,  mmrecov  warns you at the very beginning about
the risk that is involved here.

2. The next step is that NetWorker needs to know from which device you want to recover. However,
mmrecov  will only prompt you for the device name when you have already installed more than
one backup device.

3. NetWorker prompts you for the boostrap details: ssid, file number and record number.
Besides the ssid, the file number is also important - NetWorker will actually use the command
scanner -f file_number  to move fast to this position. If you do not know the file number,
his only choice is to read the media sequentially, which takes time. Remember that the bootstrap
could just be stored at the end of the media.

To give you an idea about the importance of this detail, let me tell you about a test i made some
years ago, using a 4 mm DDS-3 drive where the bootstrap was located at the end of a 2.2 GB
full backup:

- Given the correct file number  mmrecov  started the data recovery process after about 2
minutes.

- Without this number,  mmrecov reached the position after about 2 hours.

These numbers are only examples - the true values of course depend on the device type - but they
clearly point out the importance of this detail.

4. NetWorker then asks you to load the media in the device and press  return  to start the process.
The recovery begins.

5. As the diagram on page 9 indicates, it starts recovering the resource directory relocating it to
another directory  ..\nsr\res.R . This makes sense as you may not need these files as well.

6. NetWorker recovers the media index using  nsrmmdbasm .

7. Finally, with the information about the volume in the media index, it can now mount the media.
As a precaution, he will use the media write protected. Of course you may change this later if
this is necessary.

This is it. Of course this will take a bit longer in a real environment, but the sequence is exactly the
same.

8. If you need to recover your resource files and the client file indexes, you must perform additional
steps (see chapter 20.4.3).
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Z:\NSR\BIN>mmrecov
mmrecov: Using creinfeld as server

NOTICE: mmrecov is used to recover the NetWorker server's media index and
resource files from media (backup tapes or disks) when any of this
critical NetWorker data has been lost or damaged.  Note that this
command will OVERWRITE the server's existing media index.  mmrecov is not
used to recover NetWorker clients' on-line indexes; normal recover
procedures may be used for this purpose.  See the Legato NetWorker
Disaster Recovery Guide for more details.

\\.\Tape0
Y:\BU_DEV2

What is the name of the device you plan on using [\\.\Tape0]? Y:\BU_DEV2
Y:\BU_DEV2: unmounted creinfeld.002

Enter the latest bootstrap save set id: 3287670785
Enter starting file number (if known) [0]: 3287670785
Enter starting record number (if known) [0]: 0

Please insert the volume on which save set id 3287670785 started
into Y:\BU_DEV2.  When you have done this, press <RETURN>: return

Scanning Y:\BU_DEV2 for save set 3287670785; this may take a while...
scanner: scanning file disk creinfeld.002 on Y:\BU_DEV2
Z:\nsr\res.R\nsr.res
Z:\nsr\res.R\nsrjb.res
Z:\nsr\res.R\nsrla.res
Z:\nsr\res.R\rservers
Z:\nsr\res.R\servers
Z:\nsr\res.R\
scanner: ssid 3287670785: scan complete
scanner: ssid 3287670785: 83 KB, 93 file(s)
nsrmmdbasm -r Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6\
Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6\: file exists, overwriting
Z:\nsr\mm\
Y:\BU_DEV2: mounted file disk creinfeld.002 (write protected)

If your resource files were lost, they are now recovered in the 'res.R'
directory.  Copy or move them to the 'res' directory, after you have shut
down the service.  Then restart the service.

Otherwise, just restart the service.

If the on-line index for creinfeld was lost, it can be recovered using
the nsrck command.

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Here is the example of a media database recovery. The numbers on the left hand side point to the steps
listed on last page:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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20.5.3. Finalizing the Disaster Recovery

In case of a true disaster, you also need to the old configuration and the old file indexes, in this
sequence.

To recover the resource files:

• Stop the NetWorker Daemons.

• If you have a NetWorker server of version 6.2 and higher, do not forget the following step:

Delete the  /nsr/res  directory.
Forgetting this will result in multiple resources of the same name.

The reason is that the new resource database keeps the resources in separate files, where the
resource id is used as the file name. As the id will be different after a recovery, the resources will
be stored by their ‘old’ and their ‘new’ names, resulting in resource duplicated which will lead to
multiple resources of the same name. This of course will confuse you and needs to be corrected.

• Copy the recovered resource files from  /nsr/res.R  to the  /nsr/res  directory.

• Restart the NetWorker daemons.

• Verify that all your resources are present.

• If you have jukeboxes installed, do a re-inventory. This ensures a complete match with the real
world.

After you have done this, you should have everything in place execpt the old client file indexes. If you
need to recover them, you can do this at any time, just using the method you know already:

To recover the indexes, please go back to chapter 20.4.1 on page 2.

This concludes the end of my  NetWorker Basics  book. My major intentions were:

• To make you unterstand the general NetWorker concept

• To convince you about the easy use of NetWorker once you understood the concept

• To show the UNIX/Linux and Windows similarities and the interoperability

• To take away the fear of NetWorker

I hope it did not only show you the fact but was also interesting to read. Please join me again, if i will
contionue and discuss NetWorker details in the future.
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What is new in NetWorker 7 ? (1)
Please use the information in the document as is. There might be final
management decisions that the one or the other feature will not be
available with NetWorker 7.0 but with a later release.

1. General
The new NetWorker version which is currently expected to be released for general availability in
Q2 2003, indicates a major milestone in product development. I want to take this opportunity to prepare
you in advance about the technical details so that you will be ready when this new version will become
generally available.

NetWorker 7 is a so-called major release change - you can already verify this by looking at the version
number - the major release number. In general you may interprete the version numbers as follows:

NetWorker x.y.z

x major release number
y minor release number
z patch release number

This view may not be completely in coincidence with marketing terminology. However, it makes the
version number pretty well understandable to you.

NetWorker 7 will be general available for all platforms except for NetWorker for NetWare.

Despite some minor differences, everything is valid for both, UNIX/Linux
and Windows NT/2000 platforms.

As you know, NetWorker in general works the same on both platforms. As a
consequence, i will not always use examples for both platforms if one is enough
to explain the details as necessary. Please adjust as necessary.

In general, the new features can be organized into 3 areas:

- major changes
- minor changes
- other changes

I will explain these changes accordingly.
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1.1. Updating from previous NetWorker versions

1.1.1. Check and install an Update Enabler, if necessary

As this is a major release, you can already answer one of the most important FAQs:

YES - to update to version 7.0, you must have an update enabler !
And you must have this present at the installation time -
If not, NetWorker will disable itself immediately.

A disabled NetWorker server means that you can still recover your data but you will not be able to run
new backups until this problem will be resolved.

If you do not know it already, there is only one Update Enabler that allows you to update to this specific
NetWorker Version:

- It is valid for all operating systems
- It is valid for all NetWorker editions

It is a good advise to check the enabler before you add it to your NetWorker resource database.
Use the following command:

# nsrcap -nvv -c enabler_code

Please have a look at this example:

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrcap -nvv -c 57cdd9-1da396-f1331d
Read an enabler:
        name:    Update/7 (manufactoring code unknown)
        enabler code: 57cdd9-1da396-f1331d (000666669)
        license type: U7
        demo days:    45 days

nsrcap: License enabler code is valid.

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Here is a list of all NetWorker Update Enablers that have been issued so far and how they will show by
using this command:

Updates to NetWorker version ...

Update/1 4.1 / UNIX
Update/2 4.2 / UNIX
Update/3 4.4 / Windows
Update/4 4.0 / NetWare
Update/5 5.0 / UNIX 5.1 / Windows
Update/6 5.5 / UNIX & Windows
Update/7 6.0 / UNIX & Windows
Update/8 ? 7.0 / UNIX & Windows
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1.1.2. Update methods

In general, there are two different update methods:

The automatic method

• Make sure you have good index and bootstrap backups
• Install the update license
• Uninstall the old NetWorker version

NetWorker will not delete any database information.
• Install the new NetWorker version

All existing databases will be converted automatically, if needed, using this sequence:
1. The resource files (the resource database)
2. The media index
3. The client file index (in alphabetical order)

You are ready to do new backups after step 3.

The recovery method

• Make sure you have good index and bootstrap backups
• Install the update license
• Uninstall the old NetWorker version

NetWorker will not delete any database information.
• Delete all NetWorker file index directories
• Install the new NetWorker version

All existing databases will be converted automatically, if needed, in this sequence:
1. The resource files (the resource database)
2. The media index

• Recover each client client file index separately, with  nsrck -L7 client_name , if needed
(see TID 24/2002).

You are ready for new backups after step 2.

Both methods have advantages and caveats:

• The automatic method is the easiest one.
- It is invoked automatically.
- Once started, it shall not be interrupted.
- Depending on the index sizes, it can take one big block of time.

• The second method needs more manual intervention, however it is much more flexible.
- It is invoked automatically.
- Once started, it shall not be interrupted.
- As the media index is usually small, the automatic conversion will end soon.
- You can start each client file index’ recovery process at the time when the NetWorker

server is idle. If necessary, a conversion will be done on the fly.
- You may prioritze the clients as needed.
- Of course file level recoveries are only possible after the full recovery of a client file index.
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2. New NetWorker features

In this short chapter i will just list these features - detailled explainations will follow later. I estimate 4..6
TIDs to cover all feature’s details properly.

The list does not imply any priority.

2.1. Major changes

These features are listed as major ones by marketing:

• Access Control
This feature allows you to assign different access rights for a certain NetWorker user group.
So far, such was not possible at all.

• Media Database Enhancements
The media database’s robustness has been improved significantly.

• Recovering from Multiple Volumes
To optimize recoveries, NetWorker can now recover data from multiple media simultaneously.
For instance, if you have to recover a complete filesystem from a ‘full’ and a ‘level’ backup,
NetWorker can use multiple devices to recover all data at the same time. This will of course
only work, if the save sets have been stored to different pieces of media.

• Common Device Interface (CDI) & Tape Alert
This new method to control backup device requests is more flexible than anything used so far.

• NetWorker DiskBackup
Finally, you can now write and read to a file device at the same time, thanks to the new media
type  Advanced File .

• Staging Enhancements
Staging has been improved in general. Additionally, you may now setup smaller intervals for
more frequent operations.

• NDMP Enhancements
New is the support of NDMP version 4 which allows cloning, for example.

• RAP Database Changes
The NetWorker storage node and the server recource files

/nsr/res/nsr.res and
/nsr/res/nsrjb.res will be split to a separate file for each resource.

This will allow better and especially faster management, especially for very large NetWorker
data zones.

• Resource Update Logging
With this feature you can now trace all updates to the new resource database and use them
to go back to a previous configuration.

• Reporting Enhancements
Besides other features, it is now possible to save reports in files that are ready to be imported
by spreadsheet applications, for example.
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• Jukebox Configuration Changes
nsrjb  is still the program to be used. However, it has been streamlined to especially make
more complex configurations like DDS environments easier.

• nsr_support  changes
Finally, this program has been improved to create a  html  file that you now can investigate
using your most prefered web browser.

2.2. Minor changes

These features are considered to be ‘minor’:

• New Behavior of Volume Cloning
Cloning a volume will now only clone those save sets that were started on the source volume.

• New Behavior of Pool Modification during Backup & Restore
So far it was not possible to change a pool’s characteristic when NetWorker was busy. This
has been improved.

• Unique Identification of Devices
Using the serial number or world-wide number of a backup device helps with unique
identification.

• Soft Device Disable
This allows a NetWorker administrator to disable a device while it is still in use. You must not
necessarily wait any more until it will become idle.

• Timezone offset  Attribute
You may now set this attribute for a NetWorker server resource. This make it easier for the
clients to adjust their backup times.

• Last end  Attribute
This  savegroup  status attribute helps you to determine how long the last run of this group
took place.

• Licensing changes
As mentioned on page 2 you now at least need an update enabler for NetWorker 7. And you
will need licenses for the  (Advanced) File Type  devices.

• Preparation for PowerSnap Support
These modifications are steps that will be required for future use. They are necessary to
implement a NetWorker snapshop solution which will be available with one of the future
NetWorker releases.

• Error Decode Utility for NetWorker Supported Drives & Libraries
A lookup functionality now helps in the translation of the backup device’s status information
into a verbal message.

• Archive Enhancement
You may now also run an indexed archive process for a UNIX client. So far this was only
possible on a NetWorker for Windows client.

• New Platform Support
A number of new operating systems will be supported.
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• Error Handling for Lost Volume Names
This has been improved in a way that networker will now not accidentally overwrite a media
that could not be correctly verified in the jukebox.

• Cluster Client Backup to Local Storage Node
A new alias ensures that such storage node will always backup locally, even after a failover.

• Product Header in  daemon.log
This information will be inserted each time the NetWorker server will be started. It allows you
the easy identification of a NetWorker version via the log file.

2.3. Other changes

These features are considered to be ‘other’:

• Comment Field in the Client Resource
A long awaited feature - a string added to the resource helps you identifying its purpose. This
is especially beneficial for multiple clients of the same host which necessarily must have the
same name.

• Updated NetWorker  Error Message Guide
This manual has been extended to even cover more error messages.

• Changes in Device Support
The support for a number of new devices has been added.

• Localization
Some more languages have been added to the product and/or the documentation, supporting
an even wider range of foreign languages.

• Journaling File System (JFS) Support for Linux
This extends the number of supported file systems on Linux platforms.

• Default device at startup
On NetWorker for UNIX/Linux, the default  8mm 5GB  device has been deleted. Like for
NetWorker for Windows, it does not not make sense to specify a default device at all.

• New default option for NetWorker/Windows
This has to be changed from the  NetWorker Server & Client  to the  NetWorker Client .
This makes sense as this is true for the majority of all NetWorker nodes within the same
NetWorker data zone.

• Support for native packaging mechanism for AIX
You can now use AIX’s  installp  programm to add and remove NetWorker software.

• Support DDS in a cluster
This list has also been extended.

• Runtime packages for NetWorker functionalities under UNIX/Linux
Now  nsrexecd  needs to be up and running before  nsrd  can be started.
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3.0. Technical information about all ‘major’ changes

3.1. Access Control

Access control for certain NetWorker functionalities has not really been available within NetWorker at
at all - this feature will be introduced in NetWorker 7 for the first time.

To achieve this functionality, the new NetWorker resource type  NSR usergroup  has been added - as
you can see from the screenshots:

For Windows ...

On Windows, you can
find the new resource
within the NetWorker
Administrator GUI  in
the section  Manage
Server .

With this ‘contents’:
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For UNIX/Linux:

On UNIX/Linux, you
can find the resource in
the  Customize  menu.

The purpose of this resource is in general nothing else than what you will find by default for each on the
operating systems - to assign the same rights to a number of users. However, grouping users needs
much less administration efforts than administering every user independently.

As you will see on the next pages, two groups have been preconfigured in advance for your
convenience:

- a member of the  Administrators  group
can do everything in the data zone

- a member of the  Users  group
can only backup and recover (his own) data and monitor the NetWorker server

In general this is no other functionality than what already existed in previous NetWorker
versions.

And it does neither change nor extend the capabilities because right now, you cannot add new or
delete usergroups at all - you just may add or delete rights and of course users to the user groups.
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The UNIX GUI shows all rights for those groups on one view.

For the  Administrators  group :

For the  Users  group :

Note the preconfigured
groups and rights as
well as the Comment
string that will also
appear in the list.

Also please note that
there are no  Add  or
Delete  buttons.
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And this is how the Windows configuration screen looks like:

Please note that here
the  Comment  string,
even used, will not
appear in the list. As a
consequence, you
need to open the
resource to verify the
configuration.

And again, there is
neither an  Add  nor a
Delete  option.
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Although not possible from the GUI, it is possible for an  Administrator  to create a new  Usergroup
resource from  nsradmin , the command line utility. To do this ...

• Create a configuration file, for instance  /add_usergroup.txt
For a usergroup, it would look something like:

create type: NSR usergroup; name: Operators;

• Run  nsradmin  and import the configuration file.
Example:

# nsradmin -i /add_usergroup.txt
created resource id 0.22.1.39.61.255.12.103.195.214.75.200(1)
#

You may now edit the resource - here is an obvious setup for an  Operators  usergroup:

To delete a  Usergroup  resource:

• Create another configuration file, for instance  /delete_usergroup.txt
For a usergroup, it would look something like:

delete type: NSR usergroup; name: Operators;

• Run  nsradmin  and import the configuration file.
Example:

# nsradmin -i /delete_usergroup.txt
deleted resource id 0.22.1.39.61.255.12.103.195.214.75.200(1)
#
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3.1.1. What happens, if the necessary rights are missing ?

Obvious problems will occur when you either want to monitor or change the configuration of a data zone
or if you want to recover data from another client. There are a number of different scenarios, here just
two examples:

If you do not even have
Monitor NetWorker
rights, you may still
connect to the server
but you cannot even
see any resource - all
types appear to be
empty.

If you want to perform a
Directed Recovery and
you do not own the
Remote acess all
clients  attribute, then
you cannot even see a
client at all.
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Of course similar messages appear if you want to run such a program from the command line:

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrinfo -s ultra ultra
scanning client ‘ultra’ for all savetimes from the backup namespace  //
  on server ultra
nsrinfo: cannot start session with server ultra
nsrinfo: File index error: permission denied, ‘Administrator’ on  //
‘avuspdc’ must have the ‘Operate NetWorker’ privilege.

Z:\NSR\BIN>

3.1.2. Enabling directed recoveries

This is not really tight to the  Usergroup  resource but to the NetWorker client’s resource file
(/nsr/resr/nsrla.res). Located at the client site, it is used to generally enable or disable the
directed recovery to this networker client. This is a precaution that resides at the client side so that
nobody can accidentally harm the remote client’s file system:

# more nsrla.res
administrator: "user=root,host=localhost", "isroot,host=ultra";  //
  auth methods: nsrauth/kerberos;
disable directed recover: No;
migration server:;
type: NSRLA;
resource identifier: 0.4.3.209.61.127.42.4.195.214.75.200(2)
     .....

To disable directed recoveries, simply do the following:

• Use your favorite editor to change the setting form  No  to  Yes .

• Save your settings.

• Restart the NetWorker client process/service  (nsrexecd(.exe)) to re-read this file again.

If you forget this important step, the change will not become effective.
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3.2. Media Database Enhancements

3.2.1. What has changed ?

Although the implementation of the new client file index in NetWorker 6.0 was a milestone in the
NetWorker database improvement, the media database was still a potential troublemaker - it was not
intelligent enough to automatically cure from errors. As you may know, a corrupt media index will
prevent every NetWorker server from restarting automatically, especially after a power fail. However, a
self-healing mechanism is absolute mandatory for a clustered NetWorker server.

Let us have a look at the NetWorker media index file structure:

VolHdr clients
clients.0
clients_i0
clients_i0.0
clients_i1
clients_i1.0

ss
ss.0
ss_i0
ss_i0.0
ss_i1
ss_i1.0
ss_i2
ss_i2.0
ss_i3
ss_i3.0

vol
vol.0
vol_i0
vol_i0.0
vol_i1
vol_i1.0
vol_i2
vol_i2.0
vol_i3
vol_i3.0
vol_i4
vol_i4.0

Only the marked files
contain the important
data - all other files can
be rebuild, if required.

The maximum data
size is 2 GB. After
reaching this size, a
new segment file will
be started:
  *.1, *.2, *.3 etc.

As a consequence, only the record files need to be protected. To improve the robustness, additional
mechanisms have been implemented in NetWorker’s media index which now make the media index
much safer. The keywords are:

• Checksums
32-bit Checksums have been added at the record level.

- This is done when a record file will be updated.
- It is also done when the database is compressed.
- CRC calculations are only performed when accessing records.
- The size of the database (the number of records) does not matter.
- There is no measurable difference during  mminfo  queries.

• Journaling
Journaling also protects data at the record level. It is done by modifying WISS buffering.

- It effects only write/update operations to the record files.
- It groups the changes before they will be written to disk.
- It mark periods of time save all changes to the disk (cache).
- It does not write partial records to disk.
- It also writes to a  Journal File.

However, journaling will not protect against inconsistencies across the records, since
accesses are not grouped across client request. High level cross checks will remove these
records.

• Additional check options are available from the command line
For more sophisticated checking that can be started manually, if necessary.
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3.2.2. How is it implemented ?

On the first view, nothing seems to have changed. The structure is still the same - pure WISS (see also
TID 16/2002). All files are located in  /nsr/mm/mmvolume6 - there is just one new file:

# ls -l /nsr/mm/mmvolume6
total 1424
-rw-------   1 root     other       8192 Dec 17 17:30 VolHdr
-rw-------   1 root     other      32768 Dec 16 21:51 clients
-rw-------   1 root     other      16384 Dec 17 17:37 clients.0
-rw-------   1 root     other      32768 Dec 16 21:48 clients_i0
-rw-------   1 root     other      16384 Dec 17 17:37 clients_i0.0
-rw-------   1 root     other      32768 Dec 16 21:48 clients_i1
-rw-------   1 root     other      16384 Dec 17 17:37 clients_i1.0
-rw-------   1 root     other      24576 Dec 17 17:53 jplog_T
-rw-------   1 root     other      32768 Dec 16 21:51 ss
-rw-------   1 root     other      16384 Dec 17 17:53 ss.0
-rw-------   1 root     other      32768 Dec 16 21:48 ss_i0
-rw-------   1 root     other      16384 Dec 17 17:53 ss_i0.0
-rw-------   1 root     other      32768 Dec 16 21:48 ss_i1
-rw-------   1 root     other      16384 Dec 17 17:53 ss_i1.0
-rw-------   1 root     other      32768 Dec 16 21:48 ss_i2
-rw-------   1 root     other      16384 Dec 16 21:48 ss_i2.0
-rw-------   1 root     other      32768 Dec 16 21:48 ss_i3
-rw-------   1 root     other      16384 Dec 17 17:53 ss_i3.0
-rw-------   1 root     root           0 Dec 17 17:30 temp_0
-rw-------   1 root     root        8192 Dec 17 17:53 temp_0.0
-rw-------   1 root     other      32768 Dec 16 21:51 vol
-rw-------   1 root     other      16384 Dec 17 17:53 vol.0
-rw-------   1 root     other      32768 Dec 16 21:48 vol_i0
-rw-------   1 root     other      16384 Dec 17 17:30 vol_i0.0
-rw-------   1 root     other      32768 Dec 16 21:48 vol_i1
-rw-------   1 root     other      16384 Dec 17 17:30 vol_i1.0
-rw-------   1 root     other      32768 Dec 16 21:48 vol_i2
-rw-------   1 root     other      16384 Dec 17 17:30 vol_i2.0
-rw-------   1 root     other      32768 Dec 16 21:48 vol_i3
-rw-------   1 root     other      16384 Dec 17 17:30 vol_i3.0
-rw-------   1 root     other      32768 Dec 16 21:48 vol_i4
-rw-------   1 root     other      16384 Dec 16 21:48 vol_i4.0
#

These are the visible changes:

• The file  jplog_T  is an internal, temporary file used to store un-committed data records for the
database.

• The new command  nsrck -m  has been added to manually invoke a consistency check on the
media database.

• The log file  /nsr/logs/messages  will now report an improper shutdown of the media index.

• The log file  /nsr/logs/daemon.log  will now report inconsistencies in the media index.
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3.2.3. Changes to the NetWorker installation

There are no changes:

• You do not need to follow any additional or special installation instructions.

• There are no new binaries installed.

• There will be no special processing during the installation.

• There are no additional licenses needed for this enhancement.

3.2.4. Additional NetWorker server resource requirements

Yes, more recources are needed. However, the impact is minimal:

• The system needs additional 0.5 MB of RAM for internal caching.

• 32 more bits need to be added to each media database record.

• Additional CPU processing power is needed during record writes and reads (not searches).

• Additional I/O overhead is needed when records are written to the media index.

• Additional processes need to run to detect corruption.

3.2.5. Automatic error checking

This is done under the following conditions:

• When the NetWorker server process will start.

• During the  bootstrap  save set recovery (when  mmrecov  needs to be invoked)

• During the NetWorker operation.

• When you will check the databases manually with  nsrck -m .
Here is the output of the file  /nsr/logs/daemon.log :

12/17/02 20:20:32 nsrmmdbd: media db manage operation invoked
12/17/02 20:20:32 nsrd: media database notice: media db manage  //
  operation invoked
12/17/02 20:20:32 nsrmmdbd: media db verifying checksums
12/17/02 20:20:35 nsrmmdbd: media db is consistency checking the database
12/17/02 20:20:35 nsrmmdbd: media db is record checking
12/17/02 20:20:35 nsrmmdbd: media db is cross checking the save sets
12/17/02 20:20:35 nsrmmdbd: media db is cross checking the volumes
12/17/02 20:20:35 nsrmmdbd: media db manage operation completed
12/17/02 20:20:35 nsrd: media database notice: media db manage  //
  operation completed
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3.3. Recovering from Multiple Volumes

3.3.1. General

To optimize recoveries, NetWorker can now recover data from multiple media simultaneously. For
instance, if you have to recover a complete filesystem from a ‘full’ and a ‘level’ backup, NetWorker can
use multiple devices to recover all data at the same time.

For the recovering NetWorker user it is nothing else but a ..

• Parallel recovery (of files)
• of multiple save-sets
• from multiple volumes
• in a single recover session
• to maximize the device usage in a multiple device environment.

This will of course only work, if the save sets have been stored to different
media.

This feature is called  Reverse Striped Recovery , which will from now on be another standard
NetWorker feature for NetWorker for UNIX/Linux. A normal  NetWorker user will probably just say, it is
a  Parallel Recovery .

Reverse Striped Recovery  is not ...

• A demultiplexed recovery
This allows a single  nsrmmd  process to recover multiple independent save-sets from a
single volume.

• A “ganged” recover
This allows a single  nsrmmd  process to admit yet another recover session into a demuxed-
recover session already in progress from a single volume.

Both operations would only deal with a single device.

3.3.2. How  Parallel Recovery  works

Explaining the operation is simple:

• NetWorker will determine which volume it needs to recover from.

• If all volumes are mounted already ...
- the files will be recovered in parallel.

• If not all volumes are mounted ...
- the user will be prompted to mount them.
- The recovery will start with the first volume mounted and parallel recovery will start as more

volumes are mounted.
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3.3.3. Configuration

Although everything is implemented in the NetWorker software, the support for parallel recoveries will
not be configured by default.

• To enable parallel recoveries ...
simply touch (create) the file  /nsr/debug/striped_recover .

• To disable parallel recoveries ...
simply touch (create) the file  /nsr/debug/no_striped_recover .

3.3.4. Examples

At the time of the test, the parallel recover was just implemented for the NetWorker /Solaris version.

To prepare the first test, i have made two backups:

• I created 2 large files:
/test/TEST_1.DAT and
/test/TEST_2.DAT both with a size of about 100 MB

• I prepared two file device media:
- One was labeled to the pool  Full .
- One was labeled to the pool  NonFull .

• I ran the following backups:
/test/TEST_1.DAT has been saved to the pool  Full .
/test/TEST_2.DAT has been saved to the pool  NonFull  with an incremental

backup.

• I started the  nwrecover  GUI and selected  /test  to be recovered. Then i started the
recovery process.

The following screenshots show the effect ...
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The fist attempt does not really show something special - nothing indicates that this is a parallel
recovery:

But you can see it from the NetWorker Administrator GUI :
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For the next test, i changed the scenario have made two backups:

• I prepared two file device media:
- One was labeled to the pool  Full .
- One was labeled to the pool  NonFull .

• I ran the following backups:
/test/TEST_1.DAT has been saved to the pool  Full .
/test/TEST_2.DAT has been saved to the pool  NonFull  with an incremental

backup, along with a changed version of
/test/TEST_1.DAT

• I started the  nwrecover  GUI and selected  /test  to be recovered, while i was selecting both
versions of  /test/TEST_1.DAT .

This was my file selection screen:
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First it looks like all files would be recovered (300 MB) ...

... buit this is not true as clearly indicated:

This is a bit different
than the normal
behavior which would in
fact recover multiple
versions of a file and
will rename them, if
necessary.
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What is new in NetWorker 7 ? (2)

3.4. Changes in the Configuration Database

3.4.1. History

Until NetWorker 6.1.x there was exactly 1 file responsable to describe the configuration of an installed
NetWorker software package. These files were called resource files  and were stored in the resource
directory,  /nsr/res  or  ..\nsr\res  respectively. With respect of the hosts’ functionalities and the
dependencies of the software packages, these files existed in certain combinations:

• On a NetWorker Client
nsrla.res

• On a NetWorker Storage Node
nsrla.res
nsrjb.res

• On the NetWorker Server
nsrla.res
nsrjb.res
nsr.res

As you can verify yourself, there is exactly one file for each software package, as mentioned above:

nsrla.res
- is installed by the NetWorker Client package.
- saves information about the used TCP/IP ports to configure operation through the firewall.
- saves information about a so-called local administrator  (NSRLA) that takes over portmapper

functionality.

A portmapper dynamically assigns TCP/IP ports as requested. Such a function is
mandatory for routable communications as TCP/IP transfers. Portmapper funtionality exist
on UNIX/Linux systems by default but must be achieved by additional software on
Windows.

For compatbility reasons, NetWorker does not install a separate portmapper any more (it
did before NW 5.5.). Since then NetWorker uses an emulator built in the NetWorker client
software.

nsrjb.res
- is installed by the NetWorker Storage Node package.
- saves information about the NetWorker media labels.
- saves information about configured autochangers (if available).
- exists even if there is no jukebox installed.

nsr.res
- is installed by the NetWorker Server package.
- saves information about all other configurations.
- also saves some status informations.
- might become very large for larger data zones.
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This in general worked fine, but there was a general problem:

Although the resource information can be seen as a database, it is actually not handled by a
database engine - instead the infomation is stored as plain text, gathering a number of resources
in one of the three resource files.

Please find below a sample of resources from a  nsr.res  file:

.....
action: nsrlpr -P%PRINTER;
administrator: Administratoren@avuspdc.avus.de;
event: Savegroup;
name: Bootstrap;
priority: critical;
type: NSR notification;
resource identifier: 8.0.240.6.101.220.6.62.195.214.75.150(2)

.....

action: full incr incr incr incr incr incr;
administrator: Administratoren@avuspdc.avus.de;
name: Default;
override:;
period: Week;
type: NSR schedule;
resource identifier: 38.0.240.6.101.220.6.62.195.214.75.150(2)

.....

administrator: Administratoren@avuspdc.avus.de;
name: Week;
number of periods: 1;
period: Weeks;
type: NSR policy;
resource identifier: 48.0.240.6.101.220.6.62.195.214.75.150(2)

.....

administrator: Administratoren@avuspdc.avus.de;
auto media verify: No;
clients:;
devices:;
enabled: Yes;
groups:;
label template: Default;
levels:;
name: Default;
pool type: Backup;
Recycle from other pools: No;
Recycle to other pools: No;
save sets:;
store index entries: Yes;
type: NSR pool;
volume type preference:;
resource identifier: 68.0.240.6.101.220.6.62.195.214.75.150(2)

.....
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This structure has a number of caveats, especially for large installations. Major ones are:

• Only a single resource can be handled at a time.
This is another bottleneck when updating resource files.

• Only sequential access to a resource is possible.
Because they are not randomly accessible, a certain resource simply can be found by
reading through the whole file from the very beginning.

• New resources are just added at the end of the file.
As a consequence, searching through a resource file is getting worse the more resources are
added. This is especially true for very large installations.

• Updates may take too long.
This may be acceptable for resource editing. However, for some resources, NetWorker stores
also status information in the resource files. Updating this information within an acceptable
time is especially important for situations in which the system should react quickly, for
instance when the NetWorker server should migrate asn member of a cluster environment.

Consequently, Legato was searching for a way to improve the handling of the resource files. The
implementation was difficult, as Legato had to achieve the best result without re-designing the whole
layout for the resources. This was an inperative prerequisite to meet as an easy conversion of existing
resource files had to be achieved.

3.4.2. The new resource database

The solution was first introduced in NetWorker 6.2 (a Windows only version) - its technology can be
best described with a single word that is used very often in the IT technology: hashing . And this is how
it is done:

• The file  nsrla.res  is not affected at all.
It will remain as is.

• The resources in the files  nsrjb.res  and  nsr.res  are split.
This is very easy, as each resource was clearly separated from the next one by an emplty
line.

• Each ‘new’ resource is saved in a separate file.

• The resource files are saved to multiple subdirectories for equal distribution.
This saves also time when searching for a specifc resource.

On NetWorker/Windows servers you may investigate the new directory structure (the new directory tree)
best by using Microsoft’s Explorer (see next page) - of course the structure is the same on UNIX/Linux
NetWorker servers (see page 5).
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This is how the new NetWorker 7.0 resource database is structured:

As mentioned, each file contains exactly one resource, for example:

Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\00>more 3c0044069177de3dc3d64b9c
administrator: Administrators@creinfeld;
fields: creinfeld, archive, 001-999;
name: Archive;
next: creinfeld.archive.001;
separator: .;
type: NSR label;
resource identifier: 60.0.68.6.145.119.222.61.195.214.75.156(6)

Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\00>

You may have already thought about a resource’s file name - it is nothing else but the hexadecimal
encoding of the  resource id :

resource iddec 60. 0.68. 6.145.119.222.61.195.214.75.156(6)

resource idhex 3c 00 44 06  91  77  de 3d  c3  d6 4b  9c

As a consequence, whatever you do to a resource file, you must not change the
resource id or the file name.

I will discuss later what will happen in such case.
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# ls -la /nsr/res
total 12
drwxr-xr-x   3 root     other        512 Dec 26 21:56 .
drwxr-xr-x  14 root     other        512 Dec 17 17:29 ..
-rw-rw-rw-   1 root     root           9 Dec 26 21:56 .nsr
drwx------  12 root     other        512 Dec 26 21:57 nsrdb
-rw-r--r--   1 root     root         967 Dec 26 21:56 nsrla.res
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        263 Dec 16 21:41 servers
#
# ls -la /nsr/res/nsrdb
total 24
drwx------  12 root     other        512 Dec 26 21:57 .
drwxr-xr-x   3 root     other        512 Dec 26 21:56 ..
drwx------   2 root     other        512 Dec 22 09:37 00
drwx------   2 root     other        512 Dec 17 16:47 01
drwx------   2 root     other        512 Dec 17 17:02 02
drwx------   2 root     other        512 Dec 26 21:56 03
drwx------   2 root     other        512 Dec 17 18:08 04
drwx------   2 root     other        512 Dec 26 21:57 05
drwx------   2 root     other        512 Dec 17 17:42 06
drwx------   2 root     other        512 Dec 16 21:48 07
drwx------   2 root     other        512 Dec 26 21:56 08
drwx------   2 root     other        512 Dec 26 21:56 09
#
# ls -la /nsr/res/nsrdb/00
total 22
drwx------   2 root     other        512 Dec 22 09:37 .
drwx------  12 root     other        512 Dec 26 21:57 ..
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        202 Dec 16 21:47 000a03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        208 Dec 16 21:47 001403d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        443 Dec 16 21:47 001e03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        179 Dec 16 21:47 002803d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        142 Dec 16 21:48 003203d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        524 Dec 16 21:48 003c03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        193 Dec 16 21:48 004603d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        346 Dec 16 21:48 005003d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        344 Dec 16 21:48 005a03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
#
# more /nsr/res/nsrdb/00/000a03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
action: /usr/ucb/logger -p local0.alert;
comment:;
event: Media;
name: Tape mount request 2;
priority: critical;
type: NSR notification;
resource identifier: 0.10.3.216.61.254.59.251.195.214.75.200(1)

#

The same principle of course applies to NetWorker server for UNIX/Linux:
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3.4.3. The result

There are three important improvements to be mentioned:

• The new database helps in cutting the time to update a resource dramatically.
Here is an example to explain the speed improvement for a NetWorker data zone with 1130
resources - it has been taken from tests with NetWorker 6.2/Windows:

- Shutdown using NetWorker 6.1.1 44.86 s
- Shutdown using NetWorker 6.2.0   6.93 s

Please note that the startup may take a bit longer as more files need to be read. Here are the
values for the same configuration:

- Startup using NetWorker 6.1.1   0.40 s
- Startup using NetWorker 6.2.0   1.13 s

• Corrupt resources do not harm others.
This is just due to the fact that there is a separate file for each ressource.

• Defect resources will be recognized at startup time and will be isolated automatically.
If the NetWorker server detects that it can’t read one of the resource files because it is
corrupted, the following happens:

- A  Warning  message is added in the file  ..\nsr\logs\daemon.log , for example:

nsrd: WARNING: NSR configuration database detected invalid //
  resource C:\Program Files\nsr\res\nsrdb\01\00019803aa1...

nsrd: Invalid resource saved at //
  C:\Program Files\nsr\res\nsrdb\...

- NetWorker removes any invalid resource files from the  ..\nsr\res\nsrdb  directory.

- These resource files are saved in the new directory “dbg” below the  res  directory (for
example  ..\nsr\res\nsrdb\dbg) .

This directory will only be present if a RAP resource error is detected.

- You should then manually recreate the resource using  nwadmin  or  nsradmin .

- You should remove the  dbg  directory and its contents after you have corrected the
problem.

In addition to that, there is another important fact to be noted:

• The resource handling is absolute the same as before.
As long as you use the standard tools to administer your NetWorker data zone (the graphical
user interface  NetWorker Administrator , or  nsradmin , the command line utility), there is
no change at all.

In other words: the handling of the new resource database is absolute transparent to the
NetWorker administrator or anybody else who has the appropriate rights.
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3.4.4. Consequences

The most important one is:

After the resource database has been converted to NetWorker 7 , the process
cannot be reversed.

If you really have to reinstall an older NetWorker version, you must recover older resource files from an
existing  bootstrap  backup . In this case you have two possibilities:

• You may recover the whole  bootstrap  save set which will also overwrite the media database.

• You may also recover old resource files only, using the direct recovery method:

Z:\NSR\BIN>recover -s server -S ssid# -a res_dir_pathname

# recover -s server -S ssid# -a res_dir_pathname

Please consult TID 22/2002 for further details.

However, there are more issues you may think about. Some of the open questions are:

- Can you merge all resources into a single file ?

- Can you still copy the resource database to another NetWorker server for verification purposes ?

- Can you still create new resources ?

- Can you still manipulate the resource files directly ?

- What happens if you delete resources ?

- What happens if the IP address changes ?

- What else needs to be considered ?

This more or less leads to the question whether you can manipulate the resource text files outside of
the supported methods ( nwadmin  or  nsradmin ). Yes, if you really need to do this, it is still possible
as before. Just always keep in mind:

As this method is dangerous and because you may harm you configuration,
it is not recommended - and it is of course not supported !

All these questions will be answered in the following chapters.
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3.4.4.1. Can you merge all resources into a single file ?

In general, there is absolute no need to do this. If you want to transfer the resources to another
NetWorker server, you may still use archiving tools like  gzip  or  tar  for this purpose.

However, if you need this feature for whatever purpose, the best utility to use is provided by Legato - the
nsrsup  program. As you may know, it gathers all important information of the system in a single file,
which is sometimes requested by Legato’s support if you open an incident.

3.4.4.2. Can you still copy the resource database to another NetWorker server for
verification purposes  ?

This was an easy method to verify a customer setup. On old NetWorker versions, you just

- stopped the NetWorker daemons on a test system
- copied the resource files from your customer
- restarted the NetWorker daemons.

Once you connected with  nwadmin  your environment appeared like the on of your customer.

Yes, this is still possible, even between Windows and UNIX/Linux servers. But please keep in mind:

The result is of course not a working system - the purpose is the graphical
verification of a configuration problem !

3.4.4.3. Can you still create new resources ?

No, this is not possible. The reason is that you simple cannot cheat NetWorker by using a fake
resource id. Instead, you must use  nwadmin  or  nsradmin  to create a new resource. However, you
may of course change its contents later.

For an example how to create new resources with  nsradmin  please have a view at the last TID ,
issue 01/2003, page 11.
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3.4.4.4. Can you still manipulate the resource files directly with a text editor ?

Yes, this is possible. However, you must take care:

As the resource id is used as the file name, please be careful and do not
change it at all !

However, the problem is to find the resource to edit within the resource database.

• On a NetWorker server for Windows, this is rather easy:
Just use Explorer’s text search capability and search for the right key word:

Then use the a text editor which can deal with UNIX style text files to edit this resource file.

• Searching through the NetWorker resource database on a NetWorker server for UNIX/Linux is
more difficult. There may be nice utilities, but if you have to rely on operating system capabilities,
this is the command you should use:

find /nsr/res/nsrdb -type f -exec grep -l “string“ {} \;

For example:

# find /nsr/res/nsrdb -type f -exec grep -l "NSR group" {} \;
/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/003c03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
#
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3.4.4.5. What happens if you delete resources ?

This is not a problem at all.

3.4.4.6. What happens if the IP address changes ?

This is a valid and important question. As you know this had not been a real problem - you may have
changed the IP address at any time. The only effect that could appear was that your authorization
codes became invalid because on early NetWorker/Windows servers (up to version 5.5) and on
NetWorker for Linux systems, the IP address was or is still used as the  hostid . In such case you
needed to request new authorization codes for your licenses by doing what is called a  host transfer .

However, the resource id always contained the IP address. Please have a look at page number 4 where
it is shown in cyan characters. And now the resource id not only exists as part of the resource - it also
exists in the resources’ file names (see page 4). Will a different IP address now affect the resource
files?

To investigate this, two case studies are obviously important:

• What happens if the IP address changes during a running NetWorker server ?

To do this, i used the  ifconfig  command on the Solaris computer and changed the IP
address from 195.214.75.200 to 195.214.75.100 . Then i created a new resource (a file device)
and checked the resource’s file name. As you can see, the new device name still uses the old IP
address (c8hex = 200dec) :

# find /nsr/res/nsrdb -type f -exec grep -l "/nsr/bu_dev2" {} \;
/nsr/res/nsrdb/01/001501103e0c629bc3d64bc8
#
#
# ls -l /nsr/res/nsrdb/01
total 18
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        222 Dec 16 21:47 000b03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     root        1121 Dec 28 08:07 001501103e0c629bc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        275 Dec 16 21:47 001503d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        321 Dec 16 21:48 002903d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        144 Dec 16 21:48 003303d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        203 Dec 16 21:48 004703d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        363 Dec 16 21:48 005103d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        377 Dec 16 21:48 005b03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
#
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# ls -l /nsr/res/nsrdb/01
total 18
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        222 Dec 16 21:47 000b03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     root        1121 Dec 28 08:07 001501103e0c629bc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        275 Dec 16 21:47 001503d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        321 Dec 16 21:48 002903d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        144 Dec 16 21:48 003303d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        203 Dec 16 21:48 004703d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        363 Dec 16 21:48 005103d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        377 Dec 16 21:48 005b03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
#

• But what happens if the IP address changes while the NetWorker server is down ?

To check this, i just restarted the NetWorker daemons and created another file device.

First of all, it is important to note that the resources’ file names will not be adjusted - they will
stay the same as before:

But what about the new resource, the new file device:

# find /nsr/res/nsrdb -type f -exec grep -l "/nsr/bu_dev3" {} \;
/nsr/res/nsrdb/01/00150ca63e0d535dc3d64b64
#
#
#
# ls -l /nsr/res/nsrdb/01
total 22
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        222 Dec 16 21:47 000b03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other       1121 Dec 28 08:34 001501103e0c629bc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        275 Dec 16 21:47 001503d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other       1122 Dec 28 08:34 00150ca63e0d535dc3d64b64
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        321 Dec 16 21:48 002903d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        144 Dec 16 21:48 003303d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        203 Dec 16 21:48 004703d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        363 Dec 16 21:48 005103d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        377 Dec 16 21:48 005b03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
#

As you can see, the new IP address will indeed be used (64hex = 100dec) . However, the other IP
address does not seem to matter at all - IP addressing is obviously completely transparent to the
NetWorker administrator, as before.
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3.4.4.7. What else needs to be considered ?

First of all, if you recover the resource database now, for instance with  mmrecov , you might get
scared due to the large number of resource files that now rush through - this must be of course different
with respect to earlier versions. Here an small example for an almost ‘empty’ database:

# mmrecov
mmrecov: Using ultra as server

NOTICE: mmrecov is used to recover the NetWorker server's media index and
resource files from media (backup tapes or disks) when any of this
critical NetWorker data has been lost or damaged.  Note that this
command will OVERWRITE the server's existing media index.  mmrecov is not
used to recover NetWorker clients' on-line indexes; normal recover
procedures may be used for this purpose.  See the mmrecov(1m) and
nsr_crash(1m) man pages for more details.

/nsr/bu_dev1
/nsr/bu_dev2
/nsr/bu_dev3

What is the name of the device you plan on using [/nsr/bu_dev1]? /nsr/bu_dev1
/nsr/bu_dev1: unmounted ultra.001

Enter the latest bootstrap save set id: 4111292416
Enter starting file number (if known) [0]: 411292416
Enter starting record number (if known) [0]: 0

Please insert the volume on which save set id 4111292416 started
into /nsr/bu_dev1.  When you have done this, press <RETURN>: <cr>

Scanning /nsr/bu_dev1 for save set 4111292416; this may take a while...
scanner: scanning file disk ultra.001 on /nsr/bu_dev1
/nsr
/nsr: file exists, overwriting
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrla.res
/export/home/nsr/res.R/servers
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/00/000a03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/00/001403d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/00/001e03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/00/002803d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/00/003203d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/00/003c03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/00/004603d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/00/005003d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/00/005a03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/00/
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/01/000b03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/01/001503d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/01/001501103e0c629bc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/01/002903d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/01/003303d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/01/004703d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/01/005103d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/01/005b03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/01/00150ca63e0d535dc3d64b64

.....
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.....
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/01/
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/02/000c03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/02/002a03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/02/003403d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/02/003e03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/02/004803d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/02/005203d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/02/005c03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/02/
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/03/000303d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/03/000d03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/03/001703d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/03/002103d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/03/002b03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/03/003503d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/03/004903d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/03/005303d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/03/
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/04/000e03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/04/001803d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/04/002203d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/04/002c03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/04/003603d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/04/004a03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/04/005403d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/04/
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/05/000503d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/05/000f03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/05/002303d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/05/002d03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/05/003703d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/05/004103d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/05/004b03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/05/005503d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/05/005f03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/05/001901273dff0c67c3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/05/
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/06/000603d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
scanner: ssid 4111292416: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4111292416: 50 KB, 98 file(s)
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/06/001003d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/06/002403d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/06/002e03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/06/004203d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/06/004c03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/06/005603d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/06/006003d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/06/001a01273dff0c67c3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/06/
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/07/000703d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/07/001103d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/07/001b03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/07/002503d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/07/002f03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/07/003903d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8

....
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.....
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/07/004303d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/07/004d03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/07/005703d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/07/
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/08/000803d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/08/001203d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/08/002603d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/08/003003d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/08/003a03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/08/004403d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/08/004e03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/08/005803d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/08/
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/09/000903d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/09/001303d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/09/001d03d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/09/004503d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/09/005903d83dfe3bfbc3d64bc8
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/09/
/export/home/nsr/res.R/nsrdb/
/export/home/nsr/res.R/
/export/home/nsr/mm/
nsrmmdbasm -r /export/home/nsr/mm/mmvolume6/
/nsr/bu_dev1: Mount operation in progress
/nsr/bu_dev1: mounted file disk ultra.001 (write protected)

If your resource files were lost, they are now recovered in the 'res.R'
directory.  Copy or move them to the 'res' directory, after you have shut
down the service.  Then restart the service.

Otherwise, just restart the service.

If the on-line index for ultra was lost, it can be recovered using
the nsrck command.
#

The only issue that you need to be aware is that you need an additional step to perform during the
bootstrap recovery of a NetWorker server. This is due to the fact that the resource ids (and as a
consequence the resource file names) are „randomly“ assigned. Due to that fact, copying the resource
database after restauration must not necessarily overwrite all existing existing resource files - most
likely this will just not happen. If you then restart the NetWorker server, the result will be that you will
have multiple resources with the same name.

Please note:

Whenever you have recovered your resource database, you must delete the
/nsr/res  directory before you copy the recource files to this location.
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3.5. Resource update logging

Another NetWorker 7.0 feature is that you can log all changes to the resource files. This is important
for a NetWorker administrator to check who has (intentionally) changed any resource. It is good for
debugging purposes as well.

By default, everything is available - you do not need a license but you must enable this feature. It is a
hidden attribute for the NetWorker server resource:

Select  Monitor RAP
Enabled  for a
NetWorker server for
UNIX/Linux.

Select  Monitor RAP
Enabled  for a
NetWorker server for
Windows.
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Once enabled, all updates to the NetWorker resources will be automatically logged in a separate file,
/nsr/logs/rap.log . This information of course also allows you to revert a resource to a previous
state, if necessary. Each logged event will include the user account, host name, time and date.

The file size is controlled in the same way like the  daemon.log  file:

If the size reaches 1 MB, a new file will be created once the NetWorker daemons have been
restarted.

Here is an example of  /nsr/logs/rap.log :

-----------------
12/28/02 12:00:45 MONITOR_RAP: root@ultra CREATED 'NSR device' resource with //
attributes:
               access weight: 1;
                    accesses: 0;
               administrator: "user=root,host=ultra";
       auto media management: No;
               autodetect id: ;
                         CDI: Not used;
           cleaning interval: ;
           cleaning required: No;
                     comment: ;
          connection message: ;
       connection process id: ;
           connection status: ;
          consecutive errors: 0;
           date last cleaned: ;
      dedicated storage node: No;
                 description: ;
           device block size: handler default;
     device default capacity: ;
           device eject time: ;
            device file size: ;
            device load time: ;
       device min load tries: ;
        device poll interval: ;
           device tape flags: ;
                     enabled: Yes;
                   event tag: ;
                 hardware id: ;
                    hostname: ultra;
              jukebox device: No;
              logical family: ;
                logical name: ;
                logical type: ;
              long volume id: ;
      max consecutive errors: 20;
                media family: disk;
                  media type: file;
                     message: ;
                  minor mode: ;
                        name: /nsr/bu_dev4;
                        ndmp: No;
               NSR operation: ;

.....
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.....
                  minor mode: ;
                        name: /nsr/bu_dev4;
                        ndmp: No;
               NSR operation: ;
          ONC program number: 390109;
               ONC transport: TCP, UDP;
          ONC version number: 2;
               operation arg: ;
                    password: ;
                   read only: No;
                 remote user: ;
                save lockout: 0;
          save mount timeout: 30;
              shared devices: done;
                  statistics: ;
          TapeAlert Critical: ;
       TapeAlert Information: ;
           TapeAlert Warning: ;
             target sessions: 4;
                        type: NSR device;
     unlabeled volume loaded: No;
           volume block size: ;
     volume current capacity: ;
     volume default capacity: ;
         volume error number: ;
           volume expiration: ;
                volume flags: ;
                   volume id: ;
                volume label: ;
              volume message: ;
                 volume name: ;
            volume operation: ;
                 volume pool: Default;
           volume write time: ;
               write enabled: Yes;
-----------------
12/28/02 12:01:12 MONITOR_RAP: root@ultra CHANGED 'NSR pool' resource, Full:
                     enabled: No;
                     enabled: Yes;
-----------------
12/28/02 12:01:56 MONITOR_RAP: root@ultra CHANGED 'NSR client' resource, //
creinfeld:
                    save set: "D:\\TEST";
                    save set: "D:\\TEST", "E:\\TEST";
-----------------
12/28/02 12:02:29 MONITOR_RAP: root@ultra CHANGED 'NSR group' resource, //
Default:
                  start time: "3:33";
                  start time: "22:00";

If a resource attribute has changed, it will be logged in the following way:

attribute_name: old_entry;
attribute_name: new_entry;
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Of course, if a resource is deleted, NetWorker will also save all necessary informations to rebuild this
resource:

-----------------
12/28/02 12:33:28 MONITOR_RAP: root@ultra DELETED 'NSR device' resource with //
attributes:
               access weight: 1;
                    accesses: 0;
               administrator: "user=root,host=ultra";
       auto media management: No;
               autodetect id: ;
                         CDI: Not used;
           cleaning interval: ;
           cleaning required: No;
                     comment: ;
          connection message: ;
       connection process id: ;
           connection status: ;
          consecutive errors: 0;
           date last cleaned: ;
      dedicated storage node: No;
                 description: ;
           device block size: handler default;
     device default capacity: ;
           device eject time: ;
            device file size: ;
            device load time: ;
       device min load tries: ;
        device poll interval: ;
           device tape flags: ;
                     enabled: Yes;
                   event tag: ;
                 hardware id: ;
                    hostname: ultra;
              jukebox device: No;
              logical family: ;
                logical name: ;
                logical type: ;
              long volume id: ;

.....
             target sessions: 55;
                        type: NSR device;
     unlabeled volume loaded: No;
           volume block size: ;
     volume current capacity: ;
     volume default capacity: ;
         volume error number: ;
           volume expiration: ;
                volume flags: ;
                   volume id: ;
                volume label: ;
              volume message: ;
                 volume name: ;
            volume operation: ;
                 volume pool: Default;
           volume write time: ;
               write enabled: Yes;
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3.6. Comment field for the resources

This is a feature NetWorker users have long waited for - a  Comment  field allows to describe the
purpose of a resource without actually opening them. This is especially useful for multiple client
configurations for the same NetWorker node, because the name must of course be nothing else but the
hostname. Thus multiple client resources for the same machine are nothing else but confusing.

As you can see, the comment field is really helpful ...

Enter your  Comment
here.

The comments are also
visible when you
browse the clients
through the  Groups
resource.
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Although the  Comment  field is generally available for all resources on both NetWorker platforms,
UNIX/Linux and Windows, it will only be displayed for the client on a Windows system.

However, on UNIX, you can see the field for each resource as the example shows:

Of course, this is the
only place where you
can see the  Comment
field.

This may change in the final version because the documentation only laks about a „comment field for
the client resource“.
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NetWorker Cloning - Pain or Feature ?

In TID 19/2002 i already explained a lot about cloning - what it is, how it works and how you start the
clone processes. However, recent concerns from some customers which i heard during my
workshops convinced me to explain it even more. In general, the complaint was:

If NetWorker could only clone as fast as it is doing the backup !

This is why i bring up this issue one more time - clonings needs to be understood as otherwise you
will not use it. But fo not forget:

A cloned save set is your only alternative to recover your backup data once
the original media has been lost or damanaged.

1. Cloning NetWorker data means copying NetWorker save sets logically

Cloning NetWorker backup data means copying a single save set or a number of save sets from one
media to another. The only rule to follow is that both media must belong to different pools.

As a consequence, you need at least two backup devices - one to keep the source and one for the
destination media. The logical approach makes it possible to clone the data from any to any media
type family as you see below:

Tape

Optical

File

Tape

Optical

File

This has a lot of advantages but also a general caveat - if you clone a media, the destination media -
even if it is from the same type - will most likely not have the same contents and layout.
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2. Cloning NetWorker data always means copying whole NetWorker save sets

Why did Legato prefer such a design that does clone the data at the save set level, rather than one
that copies the data on a the volume level ? - There are a lot of good reasons, for example:

• Duplicate volumes are difficult if not impossible to track
With all volumes having the same identifying labels, they simply cannot be distinguished
from one another.

• Save sets can span backup volumes
Duplicating a volume containing the beginning of a save set without the volume containing
the end of that save set will simply result in data loss.

• It allows data consolidation
Because a backup volume usually contains data from many different sources (clients), from
different periods of time, there may be situations where backup volumes contain data not
suitable for cloning - i.e. aborted save sets, less important clients, etc. By cloning at the
save set level, the data for particular clients and filesystems can be filtered out for cloning,
while other less important or invalid data can be ignored, avoiding unnecessary
duplications.

Of course you could avoid the mixing of different save sets already during the backup by
saving them to multiple pools. However, this would also mean that you need more devices
to be able to support simulteanous backups to multiple pools.

• Physical tapes do not hold the same exact amount of data
If the destination tape holds less data than the source tape, then multiple tapes will be
required. The second tape will probably not be filled to capacity. The remaining space
would be due to the tapes association with a single source volume. Statistically, if no two
tapes are the same length, then 50% of the time, the destination will be shorter than the
source.

By cloning at the save set level, NetWorker ensures that the data is cloned reliably and efficiently,
and accurately tracked and managed in the media database.

Only under certain circumstances the clone media will have the same physical
layout as the backup media.

You may also clone volumes. However, if you look closer, this is really nothing else than cloning all
save sets that have a reference on the backup volume (the source volume).

Source Media

Clone Media

Volume cloning
behavior until
NetWorker 6.x
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Volume cloning
behavior for
NetWorker 7.0 and
higher.

With the upcoming NetWorker version 7.0, the behavior will change a litte bit: Only the save sets
started on the backup media will get cloned during a volume clone process. As a result, the diagram
will change like this:

Source Media

Clone Media

3. Does cloning mean data consolidation ?

Unfortunately, the save sets are usually not stored in such a “clean“ way. As NetWorker allows
multiplexing of save streams onto the same medium, it is most likely that multiple data streams will be
served during the backup and they will consequently be interleaved on the backup volume, if it is a
tape.

NetWorker will never mix the backup data on a file type device !

This is not good for recovery purposes as you most likely will never recover all multiplexed save
streams at the same time. However, as cloning is nothing else but a  recover-while-save  process, the
same rule applies here.

Source Media

Clone Media

Cloning can be used
to demultiplex save
sets.

This is in general good for a single save set but you need to keep in mind:

• To recover (to clone) a single save set, you must bypass data from other save sets as
well.

This simply reduces your recover (clone) speed.

• To recover (to clone) all save sets with consolidation, you must bypass data from other
save sets as well.

Assuming equally multiplexed save sets of the same length, the recover (clone) speed will
remain the same as above, but you have to repeat the process  n-1  times. Such a cloning is
simply unacceptable in the field.
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But NetWorker can also clone multiple save sets the more intelligent way ...

It can also start the simultaneous cloning of multiple save sets to the same media. And of course the
result is different:

Source Media

Clone Media

Such method would be great but it does not improve the recover speed for a single save
set.

Of course, it would not be optimal for single save set recoveries as well. However, as usual, you need
to compromise to find the best scenario for your environment.

Normally, if you clone, you will most likely have longer cloning periods compared with the backup
times. Consequently, you may think that NetWorker in general will clone the ‘demultiplexing’ way
which i described on the last page. Actually, the opposite is true.

NetWorker will always use the ‘fast’ cloning mechanism by default.

4. How fast can NetWorker clone ?

To make it crystal clear - NetWorker can clone a volume in a single pass.
And it will try to do it by default.

Have a look at the following example - i just used ‘Automatic Cloning’ to create a clone medium of the
backed up save sets (6 equally mixed save sets of 2000 Mio Bytes, backed up and cloned by 2
DLT4000 tape drives).

Cloning multiplexed
save sets at the same
time will result in a
multiplexed clone
media again.
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As you can easily see, the clone time is in the range of the backup time for all save sets - so the clone media must simply have been written in a single
pass.

Duration:  50:30

Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld: NetWorker Savegroup: (notice) Default completed, 1 client(s) (All Succeeded)
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld: Start time:   Sun Jan 26 12:35:55 2003
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld: Clone Start:  Sun Jan 26 13:23:29 2003
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld: End time:     Sun Jan 26 14:13:59 2003
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld: Automatic cloning of save sets to pool Default Clone succeeded.
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld: --- Successful Save Sets ---
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld:   creinfeld: D:\                    level=full,   1955 MB 00:46:19     52 files
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld:   creinfeld: E:\                    level=full,   1953 MB 00:46:19     25 files
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld:   creinfeld: F:\                    level=full,   1953 MB 00:46:20     25 files
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld:   creinfeld: R:\                    level=full,   1953 MB 00:46:19     25 files
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld:   creinfeld: S:\                    level=full,   1953 MB 00:46:19     25 files
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld:   creinfeld: T:\                    level=full,   1953 MB 00:46:20     25 files
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld:   creinfeld: Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld level=full,     19 KB 00:00:03      6 files
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld:   creinfeld: bootstrap              level=full,     45 KB 00:00:02     13 files
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld: * creinfeld:bootstrap nsrlpr: Either a printer isn't defined for printing the   //
  Bootstrap for this savegroup,
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld: * creinfeld:bootstrap or the '-PPRINTER' part of the notification resource is absent.
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld: * creinfeld:bootstrap Please correct as appropriate.
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld: * creinfeld:bootstrap printing bootstrap information failed (reproduced below).
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld: * creinfeld:bootstrap
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld: * creinfeld:bootstrap
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld: * creinfeld:bootstrap January 26 14:13 2003  creinfeld's bootstrap information Page 1
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld: * creinfeld:bootstrap
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld: * creinfeld:bootstrap   date     time    level       ssid  file  record   volume
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld: * creinfeld:bootstrap 01/26/03 14:13:11   full      28760 28760       0   creinfeld.002
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld: * creinfeld:bootstrap 01/26/03 14:13:11   full      28760 28760       0   creinfeld_c.001
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld: --- Cloned Save Sets ---
Jan 26 14:13:59 creinfeld: Automatic cloning of save sets to pool Default Clone succeeded.
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5. So what happens during the clone process ?

Regardless of the method you used to start the cloning process (save set cloning or volume cloning),
NetWorker will always send a list of all save sets to the  nsrclone  process.

The  nsrclone  process uses this list to determine which volumes are necessary to complete the task.
nsrclone  determines which host it will use to mount the source volume:

• If the volume to be cloned is already mounted in a device, then NetWorker will leave that
volume mounted and clone it from where it is mounted.

• If the source volume is in a non-shared library, then NetWorker will mount the source volume on
the NetWorker server or storage node that owns the library containing that volume. Where the
destination clone volume is mounted will be determined by querying the "Clone Storage Node"
affinity list of the client resource for the source host.

• If the source volume is in a shared library, then all the hosts/storage nodes sharing the library
have access to the source volume. Because the "clone storage node" attribute is an attribute of
the storage node’s client resource, each storage node having access to the shared library will
have it's own "clone storage node" value(s). This renders the "clone storage node" attribute an
invalid attribute to base the selection of the source host on. With the introduction of library
sharing functionality in NetWorker 5.5.3, the jukebox resource got a new attribute, the 'read
hostname'  attribute, which is used to determine which host will mount the source volume. The
"clone storage node" attribute is then used to determine where to mount the destination volume.

• In the current implementation of NetWorker, the 'read hostname' can define only one host. The
result of this is that all cloning (in a shared library environment), will occur on that host.

The  nsrclone  process begins communicating with a  nsrmmd  process, (the NetWorker process
responsible for multiplexing and writing datastreams to the backup devices), on the source host. This
nsrmmd  is placed into  clone-read  mode. In this mode, no other saves, recovers or clones will be
able to access this device until the cloning session is completed.

The  nsrclone  process queries the "clone storage node" affinity list of the source hosts client resource
to determine which host it will use to mount the destination volume. The “reading”  nsrmmd  will initiate
a connection with a  nsrmmd  process on the destination host, which will perform the save/write phase
of the operation. The “reading”  nsrmmd  can establish more than one connection to the “writing”
nsrmmd, so the clone process can clone multiplexed savestreams to the new volume - it reads and
writes each save set as found on the source volume during a single pass through the volume.

NetWorker writes data to tape in an XDR encoded format. The cloning process will read that XDR
datastream, and writes it to another storage device. The cloning process does not decode the XDR
encoded stream, so while it does verify that the tape is readable, it does not verify the integrity of the
data. For data verification purposes, scanner or recover are the best tools available to verify that all
the data on the volume is recoverable.

Volume spanning is handled just as during a routine save. If the destination volume fills before the
cloning process is completed, then a new volume will be requested to and the cloning will continue to
that volume when it is available.
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6. But if this is the case, why are my cloning processes so slow ?

The answer is simple - the environment does not match well to allow the preparation of your backup
data in a good way for cloning. Here are just some reasons:

• Savegroups using the same drives for backups overlap.
If you selected ‘automatic’ cloning this can cause many problems:

- Although the backups of an early group have finished, the backup device cannot be
placed in  clone-read  mode as it is still be used by remaining save processes. The
clone process simply has to wait until all saves will have finished.

- Even if all saves have been finished, only one  nsrclone  process can be served at the
same time for the same device. As a consequence, the clone processes of each
group need to be managed sequentially.

In a large environment, overlapping savegroups are intended by the NetWorker
administrator or it will most likely occur automatically.

• Device contention (fighting for drive access)
Device contention can be caused by multiplexed save sets spanning tapes. For instance,
consider an environment with 2 savegroups, each writing 4 save sets per backup volume
(target sessions has been set to 4). 2 savesets on each of these volumes complete while the
remaining 4 save sets (2 per volume) continue until their tapes are full. NetWorker now
needs to provide a new tape to continue the backup.

At this point in time, NetWorker discovers that there are only 4 save sets running, and that all
of them could be handled by a single tape drive. As a consequence, he will send all 4 to the
same tape drive.

During the attempt to clone these savesets, 2  nsrclone  processes for each tape drive will
be started, 1 for tape A, 1 one for tape B. When the first  nsrclone  process reaches the end
of its first backup volume, it will automatically mount tape C to clone the remainder of it's
save sets. When the second  nsrclone  reaches the end of it's first backup volume, it will also
read data from tape C, but it will be forced to wait until the first  nsrclone  process reading
from that tape has finished. In a large environment, this can lead to many  nsrclone
processes sitting idle for long periods of time waiting for access to volumes that are in use.
This can lead to significant increases in the total time necessary to complete the entire
cloning process.

Another example of device contention would be if save set one spans volume A and B, while
save set two begins on volume B. If two nsrclone processes (one for each saveset) are
invoked, then when the clone process for volume A completes cloning the saveset fragment
on volume A, it will not be able to access volume B until the clone process for volume B is
complete.

• Media contention (fighting for the media)
As you can see from above, it is not only drive contention that matters - it has the same
consequences for the media that is involved.
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7. How can you improve cloning problems ?

This is not easy to answer because it depends on your environment. However, there are some
general guidelines that are worth to consider:

• If you use automatic cloning, simply do not set up overlapping savegroups.

If this is not possible, try to clone when all backups have finished.

• Use the new parameter  Savegroup parallelism.

NetWorker knows this parameter since version 6.1.0. It is useful to limit the number of save
streams which will be opened during the sun of the savegroup. The intention is that an
earlier savegroup will not reserve all possible streams for itself but leave enough for other
groups.

• Use more media pools and devices to avoid device contention.

Simply try to de-couple the save streams.

However, sending the backup sessions to more pools will most likely require more devices
and media if all streams need to be served simulteanously.

• Use file devices as ‘cache’, if possible.

File devices will never multiplex the save set data - they are fast, do not need to reposition
and support recovery processes very well.

Actually, NetWorker 7 will introduce a new file device type that allows reading while writing -
perfect for all recover and cloning/staging processes. As soon as a save set has finished, it
is ready for cloning while new backups can still continue.

• Try to set the  Target sessions  for the devices as low as possible.

Do avoid save set multiplexing if possible. However, this will consequently also reduce your
backup speed.

• Do not assign devices to pools.

This is not really necessary but customers just love to do that.
It does not allow the device’s availability for other than the specified pools.

• Use scripted cloning if possible.

Using the command line options give you extended flexibility for these processes.

As so often, there is no straight way to a better solution, as larger environments are very complex and
cannot been easily broken down. But it is worth to try.
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8. Two simple case studies

If you look at the last page, there are a lot of different scenarios you may encounter, depending
whether you do not follow only one but a combination of these guidelines. In this chapter, i will just
compare how overlapping savegroups only already affect the overall backup process.

To demonstrate the effect, i have used this configuration:

• Test 1

  Client       Save set  Size  Save group Start time Clones

creinfeld D:\TEST\1.DAT 500MB     Group 1    23:00    yes
E:\TEST\1.DAT 500MB
F:\TEST\1.DAT 500MB
R:\TEST\1.DAT 500MB
S:\TEST\1.DAT 500MB
T:\TEST\1.DAT 500MB

creinfeld D:\TEST\2.DAT 500MB     Group 2    23:15    yes
E:\TEST\2.DAT 500MB
F:\TEST\2.DAT 500MB
R:\TEST\2.DAT 500MB
S:\TEST\2.DAT 500MB
T:\TEST\2.DAT 500MB

To support the scenario, i also changed the following parameters:

- Server Client parallelism 32
- Client parallelism 12
- Target Sessions 12

And to prevent timeout problems, i also increased this value high enough:

- Inactivity timeout 300 min

• Test 2

The only difference was that i assigned the two logical clients to the same group (Group 1)
which was started at 03:30

Please find the  daemon.log  file and the analysis for both tests on the next pages.
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Test 1 - overlapping savegroups

02/12/03 23:00:02 nsrd: savegroup info: starting Group 1 (with 1 client(s))
02/12/03 23:00:37 nsrd: creinfeld:S:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:00:37 nsrd: creinfeld:T:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:00:37 nsrd: creinfeld:F:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:00:37 nsrd: creinfeld:D:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:00:37 nsrd: creinfeld:E:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:00:37 nsrd: creinfeld:R:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:15:02 nsrd: savegroup info: starting Group 2 (with 1 client(s))
02/12/03 23:15:27 nsrd: savegroup info: creinfeld:D:\TEST\2.DAT: There are no save sets in the media database; //
  performing a full backup
02/12/03 23:15:27 nsrd: savegroup info: creinfeld:E:\TEST\2.DAT: There are no save sets in the media database; //
  performing a full backup
02/12/03 23:15:28 nsrd: savegroup info: creinfeld:F:\TEST\2.DAT: There are no save sets in the media database; //
  performing a full backup
02/12/03 23:15:28 nsrd: savegroup info: creinfeld:R:\TEST\2.DAT: There are no save sets in the media database; //
  performing a full backup
02/12/03 23:15:28 nsrd: savegroup info: creinfeld:S:\TEST\2.DAT: There are no save sets in the media database; //
  performing a full backup
02/12/03 23:15:29 nsrd: savegroup info: creinfeld:T:\TEST\2.DAT: There are no save sets in the media database; //
  performing a full backup
02/12/03 23:15:31 nsrd: creinfeld:E:\TEST\2.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:15:31 nsrd: creinfeld:T:\TEST\2.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:15:31 nsrd: creinfeld:S:\TEST\2.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:15:32 nsrd: creinfeld:D:\TEST\2.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:15:32 nsrd: creinfeld:R:\TEST\2.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:15:32 nsrd: creinfeld:F:\TEST\2.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:38:44 nsrd: creinfeld:S:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:38:45 nsrd: creinfeld:E:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:38:45 nsrd: creinfeld:T:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:38:46 nsrd: creinfeld:D:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:38:46 nsrd: creinfeld:F:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:38:46 nsrd: creinfeld:R:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:39:05 nsrd: creinfeld:Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:39:10 nsrd: creinfeld:Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 26 KB

.....
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.....
02/12/03 23:53:47 nsrd: creinfeld:T:\TEST\2.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:53:47 nsrd: creinfeld:E:\TEST\2.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:53:47 nsrd: creinfeld:S:\TEST\2.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:53:47 nsrd: creinfeld:D:\TEST\2.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:53:47 nsrd: creinfeld:R:\TEST\2.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:53:47 nsrd: creinfeld:F:\TEST\2.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:53:53 nsrd: savegroup info: creinfeld:Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld: There are no save sets in the media //
  database; performing a full backup
02/12/03 23:54:05 nsrd: creinfeld:Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:54:09 nsrd: creinfeld:Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 29 KB
02/12/03 23:54:43 nsrd: write completion notice: Writing to volume creinfeld.001 complete
02/12/03 23:54:49 nsrd: media info: suggest mounting creinfeld_c.001 (000099) on creinfeld for writing  to pool //
  'Default Clone'
02/12/03 23:54:51 nsrd: media waiting event: Waiting for 1 writable pool backup Default Clone tape(s)
02/12/03 23:55:39 nsrd: media info: loading volume creinfeld_c.001 into \\.\Tape0
02/12/03 23:56:02 nsrd: \\.\Tape0 verify label operation in progress
02/12/03 23:56:44 nsrd: \\.\Tape0 mount operation in progress
02/12/03 23:56:55 nsrd: media event cleared: Waiting for 1 writable pool backup Default Clone tape(s)
02/13/03 00:02:25 nsrd: creinfeld:cloning session saving to pool 'Default Clone' (creinfeld_c.001)
02/13/03 00:41:28 nsrd: cloning session:1 of 7 save set(s) reading from creinfeld.001 500 MB of 3000 MB
02/13/03 00:41:35 nsrd: creinfeld:cloning session done saving to pool 'Default Clone' (creinfeld_c.001)
02/13/03 00:41:35 nsrd: cloning session:save sets done reading 3000 MB
02/13/03 00:42:08 nsrd: write completion notice: Writing to volume creinfeld_c.001 complete
02/13/03 00:45:06 nsrd: creinfeld:bootstrap saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 00:45:08 nsrmmdbd: media db is saving its data.  This may take a while.
02/13/03 00:45:08 nsrmmdbd: media db is open for business.
02/13/03 00:45:11 nsrd: creinfeld:bootstrap done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 44 KB
02/13/03 00:45:43 nsrd: write completion notice: Writing to volume creinfeld.001 complete
02/13/03 00:48:16 nsrd: media waiting event: Waiting for 1 writable pool backup Default Clone tape(s)
02/13/03 00:49:38 nsrd: media event cleared: Waiting for 1 writable pool backup Default Clone tape(s)
02/13/03 00:50:26 nsrd: creinfeld:cloning session saving to pool 'Default Clone' (creinfeld_c.001)
02/13/03 00:50:27 nsrd: cloning session:1 of 1 save set(s) reading from creinfeld.001 44 KB of 44 KB
02/13/03 00:50:28 nsrd: creinfeld:cloning session done saving to pool 'Default Clone' (creinfeld_c.001)
02/13/03 00:50:28 nsrd: cloning session:save sets done reading 44 KB
02/13/03 00:50:31 nsrd: savegroup notice: Group 2 completed, 1 client(s) (All Succeeded)

.....
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.....
02/13/03 00:50:59 nsrd: write completion notice: Writing to volume creinfeld_c.001 complete
02/13/03 00:55:19 nsrd: creinfeld:cloning session saving to pool 'Default Clone' (creinfeld_c.001)
02/13/03 01:34:34 nsrd: cloning session:1 of 7 save set(s) reading from creinfeld.001 500 MB of 3000 MB
02/13/03 01:35:06 nsrd: creinfeld:cloning session done saving to pool 'Default Clone' (creinfeld_c.001)
02/13/03 01:35:06 nsrd: cloning session:save sets done reading 3000 MB
02/13/03 01:35:38 nsrd: write completion notice: Writing to volume creinfeld_c.001 complete
02/13/03 01:39:17 nsrd: creinfeld:bootstrap saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 01:39:21 nsrmmdbd: media db is saving its data.  This may take a while.
02/13/03 01:39:21 nsrmmdbd: media db is open for business.
02/13/03 01:39:23 nsrd: creinfeld:bootstrap done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 50 KB
02/13/03 01:39:58 nsrd: write completion notice: Writing to volume creinfeld.001 complete
02/13/03 01:48:54 nsrd: write completion notice: Writing to volume creinfeld_c.001 complete
02/13/03 01:48:59 nsrd: re-setting overall number of authorized save sessions, changing value from (2) to (0)
02/13/03 01:55:30 nsrd: creinfeld:cloning session saving to pool 'Default Clone' (creinfeld_c.001)
02/13/03 01:55:31 nsrd: cloning session:1 of 1 save set(s) reading from creinfeld.001 50 KB of 50 KB
02/13/03 01:55:32 nsrd: creinfeld:cloning session done saving to pool 'Default Clone' (creinfeld_c.001)
02/13/03 01:55:32 nsrd: cloning session:save sets done reading 50 KB
02/13/03 01:55:37 nsrd: savegroup notice: Group 1 completed, 1 client(s) (All Succeeded)
02/13/03 01:59:10 nsrd: write completion notice: Writing to volume creinfeld_c.001 complete
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Test 1 - Analysis

Group 1 Backup

Group 1 backups take about 38 minutes

Group 2 Backup

Group 2 backups also take 38 minutes

02/12/03 23:00:37 nsrd: creinfeld:S:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:00:37 nsrd: creinfeld:T:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:00:37 nsrd: creinfeld:F:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:00:37 nsrd: creinfeld:D:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:00:37 nsrd: creinfeld:E:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:00:37 nsrd: creinfeld:R:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)

02/12/03 23:38:44 nsrd: creinfeld:S:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:38:45 nsrd: creinfeld:E:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:38:45 nsrd: creinfeld:T:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:38:46 nsrd: creinfeld:D:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:38:46 nsrd: creinfeld:F:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:38:46 nsrd: creinfeld:R:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB

02/12/03 23:00:37 nsrd: creinfeld:S:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:00:37 nsrd: creinfeld:T:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:00:37 nsrd: creinfeld:F:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:00:37 nsrd: creinfeld:D:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:00:37 nsrd: creinfeld:E:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/12/03 23:00:37 nsrd: creinfeld:R:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)

02/12/03 23:38:44 nsrd: creinfeld:S:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:38:45 nsrd: creinfeld:E:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:38:45 nsrd: creinfeld:T:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:38:46 nsrd: creinfeld:D:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:38:46 nsrd: creinfeld:F:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/12/03 23:38:46 nsrd: creinfeld:R:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
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Group 1 Cloning

Group 1 cloning takes about 39 minutes, which is the same time as for the backup.

Group 2 Backup

Group 2 cloning takes about 40 minutes, which is the same time as for the backup.

Overall time

Due to the fact that the two group overlap, the total time is 2:55 hours.

02/13/03 00:02:25 nsrd: creinfeld:cloning session saving to pool 'Default Clone' (creinfeld_c.001)
02/13/03 00:41:28 nsrd: cloning session:1 of 7 save set(s) reading from creinfeld.001 500 MB of 3000 MB
02/13/03 00:41:35 nsrd: creinfeld:cloning session done saving to pool 'Default Clone' (creinfeld_c.001)
02/13/03 00:41:35 nsrd: cloning session:save sets done reading 3000 MB

02/13/03 00:55:19 nsrd: creinfeld:cloning session saving to pool 'Default Clone' (creinfeld_c.001)
02/13/03 01:34:34 nsrd: cloning session:1 of 7 save set(s) reading from creinfeld.001 500 MB of 3000 MB
02/13/03 01:35:06 nsrd: creinfeld:cloning session done saving to pool 'Default Clone' (creinfeld_c.001)
02/13/03 01:35:06 nsrd: cloning session:save sets done reading 3000 MB

02/12/03 23:00:02 nsrd: savegroup info: starting Group 1 (with 1 client(s))
02/13/03 01:55:37 nsrd: savegroup notice: Group 1 completed, 1 client(s) (All Succeeded)

02/12/03 23:15:02 nsrd: savegroup info: starting Group 2 (with 1 client(s))
02/13/03 00:50:31 nsrd: savegroup notice: Group 2 completed, 1 client(s) (All Succeeded)
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Test 2 - only 1 savegroup

02/13/03 03:30:01 nsrd: savegroup info: starting Group 1 (with 1 client(s))
02/13/03 03:30:33 nsrd: media info: suggest mounting creinfeld.001 (000098) on creinfeld for writing  to pool//
  'Default'
02/13/03 03:30:35 nsrd: media waiting event: Waiting for 1 writable pool backup Default tape(s)
02/13/03 03:30:38 nsrd: media info: loading volume creinfeld.001 into \\.\Tape1
02/13/03 03:31:01 nsrd: \\.\Tape1 verify label operation in progress
02/13/03 03:31:43 nsrd: \\.\Tape1 mount operation in progress
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: media event cleared: Waiting for 1 writable pool backup Default tape(s)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:T:\TEST\2.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:R:\TEST\2.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:F:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:S:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:F:\TEST\2.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:D:\TEST\2.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:E:\TEST\2.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:D:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:E:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:S:\TEST\2.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:T:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:R:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:R:\TEST\2.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:T:\TEST\2.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:F:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:S:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:F:\TEST\2.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:D:\TEST\2.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:E:\TEST\2.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:E:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:T:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:R:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:56 nsrd: creinfeld:D:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:56 nsrd: creinfeld:S:\TEST\2.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB

.....
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02/13/03 04:25:21 nsrd: creinfeld:Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 04:25:25 nsrd: creinfeld:Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 39 KB
02/13/03 04:25:56 nsrd: write completion notice: Writing to volume creinfeld.001 complete
02/13/03 04:26:03 nsrd: media info: suggest mounting creinfeld_c.001 (000099) on creinfeld for writing  to pool //
  'Default Clone'
02/13/03 04:26:03 nsrd: media waiting event: Waiting for 1 writable pool backup Default Clone tape(s)
02/13/03 04:26:48 nsrd: media info: loading volume creinfeld_c.001 into \\.\Tape0
02/13/03 04:27:11 nsrd: \\.\Tape0 verify label operation in progress
02/13/03 04:27:53 nsrd: \\.\Tape0 mount operation in progress
02/13/03 04:27:58 nsrd: media event cleared: Waiting for 1 writable pool backup Default Clone tape(s)
02/13/03 04:30:18 nsrd: creinfeld:cloning session saving to pool 'Default Clone' (creinfeld_c.001)
02/13/03 05:24:53 nsrd: cloning session:1 of 13 save set(s) reading from creinfeld.001 500 MB of 6001 MB
02/13/03 05:25:03 nsrd: creinfeld:cloning session done saving to pool 'Default Clone' (creinfeld_c.001)
02/13/03 05:25:03 nsrd: cloning session:save sets done reading 6001 MB
02/13/03 05:25:35 nsrd: write completion notice: Writing to volume creinfeld_c.001 complete
02/13/03 05:28:47 nsrd: creinfeld:bootstrap saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 05:28:47 nsrmmdbd: media db is saving its data.  This may take a while.
02/13/03 05:28:47 nsrmmdbd: media db is open for business.
02/13/03 05:28:50 nsrd: creinfeld:bootstrap done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 52 KB
02/13/03 05:29:22 nsrd: write completion notice: Writing to volume creinfeld.001 complete
02/13/03 05:31:29 nsrd: creinfeld:cloning session saving to pool 'Default Clone' (creinfeld_c.001)
02/13/03 05:31:30 nsrd: cloning session:1 of 1 save set(s) reading from creinfeld.001 52 KB of 52 KB
02/13/03 05:31:31 nsrd: creinfeld:cloning session done saving to pool 'Default Clone' (creinfeld_c.001)
02/13/03 05:31:31 nsrd: cloning session:save sets done reading 52 KB
02/13/03 05:31:36 nsrd: savegroup notice: Group 1 completed, 1 client(s) (All Succeeded)
02/13/03 05:32:02 nsrd: write completion notice: Writing to volume creinfeld_c.001 complete
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Test 2 - Analysis

Group 1 Backup

Group 1 backups take about 53 minutes.

02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:T:\TEST\2.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:R:\TEST\2.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:F:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:S:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:F:\TEST\2.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:D:\TEST\2.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:E:\TEST\2.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:D:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:E:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:S:\TEST\2.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:T:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)
02/13/03 03:31:50 nsrd: creinfeld:R:\TEST\1.DAT saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001)

02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:R:\TEST\2.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:T:\TEST\2.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:F:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:S:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:F:\TEST\2.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:D:\TEST\2.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:E:\TEST\2.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:E:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:T:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:52 nsrd: creinfeld:R:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:56 nsrd: creinfeld:D:\TEST\1.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
02/13/03 04:24:56 nsrd: creinfeld:S:\TEST\2.DAT done saving to pool 'Default' (creinfeld.001) 500 MB
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Group 1 Cloning

Group 1 cloning takes about 55 minutes, which is about the same time as for the backup.

Overall time

The total time is about 2:00 hours.

  This really simple example already proves that although the same data is saved and cloned, overlapping
  savegroups will increase the overall runtime for the backup and the clone process by about 50% .

In a more complex scenario, this may have much more dramatic effects. It may even be that a savegroup will not have ended when it is about to
start the next day.

02/13/03 04:30:18 nsrd: creinfeld:cloning session saving to pool 'Default Clone' (creinfeld_c.001)
02/13/03 05:24:53 nsrd: cloning session:1 of 13 save set(s) reading from creinfeld.001 500 MB of 6001 MB
02/13/03 05:25:03 nsrd: creinfeld:cloning session done saving to pool 'Default Clone' (creinfeld_c.001)
02/13/03 05:25:03 nsrd: cloning session:save sets done reading 6001 MB

02/13/03 03:30:01 nsrd: savegroup info: starting Group 1 (with 1 client(s))
02/13/03 05:31:36 nsrd: savegroup notice: Group 1 completed, 1 client(s) (All Succeeded)
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How to check NetWorker client licenses ?

One of the most powerful NetWorker commands is the command that can help you to check the
client licenses - nsrlic. However, the manual pages do not cover the capabilities of the command
at all - so let me take the opportunity to explain it more detailled in this TID.

The easiest way to get an overview is to run the command with added verbosity, as shown later on
a NetWorker 6.1.3/Windows server.

The report contains a lot of information, separated into the following categories:

nsrlic: License Summary:
This section contains a summary of all the other licenses which will be listed in detail by the
the following report.

SERVER (UNIVERSAL) CLIENT LICENSES
This section contains information about the  Server  licenses. Server  licenses are required for
every NetWorker client which is supported to become a NetWorker server.

WORKSTATION CLIENT LICENSES
This section contains information about the  Workstation  licenses. Workstation  licenses are
required for every NetWorker client which is not supported to become a NetWorker server.

CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
This section contains information about the  Cluster Client  licenses. Cluster Client  licenses are
required for every NetWorker client which is recognized as a clustered client.

NT CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
This section contains specific information about discovered Windows NT/2000 cluster client
licenses.

UNIX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
This section contains specific information about discovered UNIX cluster client licenses.

LINUX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
This section contains specific information about discovered Linux cluster client licenses.

In each of the section, details will be shown as follows:

               Available: 0 The number of  Available  licenses
                    Used: 0 The number of  Used  licenses
               Remaining: 0 Available  minus  Used  licenses
       Connected Clients: client_name(s); The client names according to the number

of  Used  licenses

NetWorker only uses a license when it will be back up a client for the first
time. Until then, the client will be listed as  Defined Client . This information
is shown almost at the end of the report.
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So far, NetWorker client licensing is easy to understand. However, you will also find the following
lines:

               Borrowed from Server: 0 The number of  Borrowed  NetWorker
server licenses

       Borrowed from Cluster for NT: 0 The number of  Borrowed  NetWorker
Windows NT cluster licenses

     Borrowed from Cluster for UNIX: 0 The number of  Borrowed  NetWorker
UNIX cluster licenses

    Borrowed from Cluster for LINUX: 0 The number of  Borrowed  NetWorker
Linux cluster licenses

The  Borrowed from...  statement contains information about licenses that have been given away to
another section. This is not easy to understand - please have a look at one of the following examples.

The remaining sections are:

SERVER/CLUSTER CLIENT TYPES
WORKSTATION CLIENT TYPES

The two sections will show the number of used server and workstation client licenses which can
be found in the appropriate section.

Defined Clients
This section contains a list of all clients, which have been created but have not been backed up
yet. With the first backup, the name will move to the list of  Connected clients  in the
appropriate section (see last page).

PRE-5.0 CLIENT TYPES
Such ‘old’ NetWorker clients do not have the „self-identifying client mechanism“ yet. As a
consequence, the NetWorker server cannot determine the correct license requirement - neither
a server or a workstation client license is necessary for such clients.

CLIENT PAKS
This section contains information about the licensed client paks. Such license is needed if there
is a client of another operating system than the one of the NetWorker server.

CLIENT TYPES ALLOWED
This section contains the list of the supported operating systems for all clients in the Networker
data zone.

Please find a first example on the following pages. It shows the comprehensive report in general.
However, in evaluation mode, no license checking will take place at all.
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Example 1: NetWorker 6.1.3/Windows 1 in Evaluation Mode

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrlic -v
connecting to creinfeld ...
nsrlic: License Summary:
nsrlic:  Available: sv=10, ws=0, clu=10, clu_nt=10, clu_unix=10, clu_linux=10
nsrlic:  Borrowed:  sv_borrowed=0, clu_borrowed_nt=0, clu_borrowed_unix=0,  //
  clu_borrowed_linux=0
nsrlic:  Remaining: sv=10, ws=0, clu=10, clu_nt=10, clu_unix=10, clu_linux=10
nsrlic: server creinfeld does NOT have Self-Identifying capability.

SERVER (UNIVERSAL) CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 10
                          Used: 0
          Borrowed from Server: 0
                     Remaining: 10
             Connected Clients: ;

   WORKSTATION CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

       CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 10
                          Used: 0
  Borrowed from Cluster for NT: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for UNIX: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for LINUX: 0
                     Remaining: 10
             Connected Clients: ;

    NT CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 10
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 10
             Connected Clients: ;

.....
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.....

  UNIX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 10
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 10
             Connected Clients: ;

 LINUX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 10
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 10
             Connected Clients: ;

   SERVER/CLUSTER CLIENT TYPES
                           AIX: 0
                  Digital UNIX: 0
                         HP UX: 0
                        HP MPE: 0
                         Linux: 0
                       NetWare: 0
             Network Appliance: 0
                       Sequent: 0
                           SGI: 0
                       Solaris: 0
                         SunOS: 0
                      UnixWare: 0
             Windows NT Server: 0

      WORKSTATION CLIENT TYPES
                           DOS: 0
                     Macintosh: 0
                          OS/2: 0
                  Windows 3.1x: 0
                    Windows 95: 0
        Windows NT Workstation: 0
                       UX/4800: 0
                        Others: 0

.....
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               Defined Clients: creinfeld;
          PRE-5.0 CLIENT TYPES: ;

                   CLIENT PAKS: unix clientpak,
                                linux clientpak,
                                desktops clientpak,
                                netapp clientpak,
                                netware clientpak,
                                nt clientpak,
                                macintosh clientpak,
                                hpmpe clientpak;

          CLIENT TYPES ALLOWED: AIX client, DOS client,
                                Digital Unix client,
                                HP MPE client, HP client,
                                Linux/NetBSD/FreeBSD/BSDI client,
                                Macintosh client,
                                NetWare client,
                                Network Appliance Filer client,
                                OS/2 client, SCO client,
                                Sequent Unix client,
                                Silicon Graphic client,
                                Solaris client, Sun client,
                                Unixware client,
                                Windows 3.1x client,
                                Windows 95 client,
                                Windows NT Server client,
                                Windows NT Workstation client;

Z:\NSR\BIN>

In Evaluation Mode, all
clients will just be listed
as Defined Clients.
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General rules
• In Evaluation Mode (without any ‘Base Enabler’ installed), no license checking will be performed

at all.

You can easily verify this, if you look at the  daemon.log  file on the NetWorker server:

• License checking will just become active when you install the ‘Base Enabler’.

The ‘Base Enabler’ is the license for one of the NetWorker ‘Editions’, for example the NetWorker
Power Edition .

• Each NetWorker client will use a license when he will be backed up for the first time.

At this time, his client file index will be filled for the first time.

• Multiple ‘logical’ clients (different client configurations for the same host computer) will only
require one NetWorker client license.

This is due to the fact that all client resources of the same name use the same client file index
database. You may recognize this by looking in the  /nsr/index  directory on your NetWorker
server.

• If the NetWorker client is running on another operating system than the NetWorker server, you
need the appropriate Client Pak License .

• Client Paks Licenses usually license multiple operating systems of the same ‘group’.

As you will see in one of the following examples, for instance the Client Pak for UNIX will allow
a lot of different UNIX clients to be saved. This keeps the number of different Client Pak Licenses
moderate.

• Client Pak Licenses are only necessary once for the whole NetWorker data zone.

After installing such license, the section Allowed Client Types will contain the licensed operating
system types - additional Client Pak Licenses of the same type are of no additional value.

25.02.2003 09:47:56 nsrd: server notice: started
25.02.2003 09:48:00 nsrmmdbd: media db is cross checking the save sets
25.02.2003 09:48:00 nsrmmdbd: media db is open for business
25.02.2003 09:48:04 nsrindexd: Running nsrck to check client file indices
25.02.2003 09:48:04 nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld'
25.02.2003 09:48:04 nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\nsr.dir is missing; //
  re-creating
25.02.2003 09:48:04 nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld contains 0 records //
  occupying 0 KB
25.02.2003 09:48:04 nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)
25.02.2003 09:48:10 nsrd: Evaluation Edition
25.02.2003 09:48:10 nsrd: License Checking disabled

.....
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• Server Client Licenses may replace Workstation Client Licenses.

If this is the case, you will see a number other than 0 assigned to the Borrowed from ... value.
For instance, as you can see in example number 3, only a Workstation Client License is needed
to backup the NetWorker server creinfeld. This is due to the fact that creinfeld uses the
Windows 2000 Professional operating system (same as the Windows NT Workstation), which is
not officially supported for a NetWorker server. As a consequence, it ‘only’ needs a Workstation
Client License.

Legato does not distinguish between ‘Server’ and ‘Workstation’ Client Licenses since years. If no
Workstation Client License is available but such is needed, an available Server (Universal) Client
License will be used instead.

• Cluster Client Licenses replace ‘normal’ Client Licenses.

This is true as you can see in example number 5 and 6. However, NetWorker assigns the need
according what he is able to detect. In other words:

- The NetWorker server can only detect the need for Cluster Client Licenses if he supports
this cluster configuration. To be able to do this, the cluster must be active of course.

- If the cluster is not active and backups will be made, NetWorker will use ‘normal’ Client
Licenses at this point in time.

• Virtual cluster clients of supported clusters will not use any client license at all.

Such clients will always remain in the state “Defined Client“ and consequently will not use any
license. Their data will be backed up via the Cluster Client License where their disk is currently
attached.

To cluster a NetWorker server, you must have NetWorker Power Edition
installed !
This is important as Cluster Client Licenses can be purchased individually.
However, buying such licenses for a NetWorker Network Edition will not achieve
the same functionality.

• To release a (Cluster) Client License, the file index for a client needs to be deleted.

It does not work to just delete the client resource.
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Example 2: NetWorker 6.1.3/Windows (Server) with Power Edition Enabler after a backup

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrlic -v
connecting to nttest ...
nsrlic: License Summary:
nsrlic:  Available: sv=10, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=2, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0
nsrlic:  Borrowed:  sv_borrowed=0, clu_borrowed_nt=0, clu_borrowed_unix=0, //
  clu_borrowed_linux=0
nsrlic:  Remaining: sv=9, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=2, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0
nsrlic:  Connected Servers: (1)
nsrlic:  nttest

SERVER (UNIVERSAL) CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 10
                          Used: 1
          Borrowed from Server: 0
                     Remaining: 9
             Connected Clients: nttest;

   WORKSTATION CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

       CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
  Borrowed from Cluster for NT: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for UNIX: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for LINUX: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

    NT CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 2
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 2
             Connected Clients: ;

.....

10 client licenses come
with the ‘Base Enabler’.
1 is used to backup the
server - 9 licenses are
still available.

2 Cluster Client Licenses
only come with the
NetWorker Power
Edition.
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.....

  UNIX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

 LINUX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

   SERVER/CLUSTER CLIENT TYPES
                           AIX: 0
                  Digital UNIX: 0
                         HP UX: 0
                        HP MPE: 0
                         Linux: 0
                       NetWare: 0
             Network Appliance: 0
                       Sequent: 0
                           SGI: 0
                       Solaris: 0
                         SunOS: 0
                      UnixWare: 0
             Windows NT Server: 1

      WORKSTATION CLIENT TYPES
                           DOS: 0
                     Macintosh: 0
                          OS/2: 0
                  Windows 3.1x: 0
                    Windows 95: 0
        Windows NT Workstation: 0
                       UX/4800: 0
                        Others: 0

.....

1 Windows NT Server
license is used for this
purpose.
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               Defined Clients: ;
          PRE-5.0 CLIENT TYPES: ;

                   CLIENT PAKS: none;

          CLIENT TYPES ALLOWED: Windows 3.1x client,
                                Windows 95 client,
                                Windows NT Server client,
                                Windows NT Workstation client;

Without additional Client
Pak Licenses, only
clients using these
operating systems can
be backed up.
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Example 3: NetWorker 6.1.3/Windows (Workstation) with Power Edition Enabler after a backup

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrlic -v
connecting to creinfeld ...
nsrlic: License Summary:
nsrlic:  Available: sv=10, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=2, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0
nsrlic:  Borrowed:  sv_borrowed=1, clu_borrowed_nt=0, clu_borrowed_unix=0, //
  clu_borrowed_linux=0
nsrlic:  Remaining: sv=9, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=2, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0
nsrlic:  Connected Workstations: (1)
nsrlic:  creinfeld

SERVER (UNIVERSAL) CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 10
                          Used: 0
          Borrowed from Server: 1
                     Remaining: 9
             Connected Clients: ;

   WORKSTATION CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 1
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: creinfeld;

       CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
  Borrowed from Cluster for NT: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for UNIX: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for LINUX: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

    NT CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 2
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 2
             Connected Clients: ;

.....

10 client licenses come
with the ‘Base Enabler’.
1 is used to backup a
Workstation - 9 licenses
are still available.

There is 1 license used
although there is 0
available - it is borrowed
from the Server Licenses
for client creinfeld which
now is ‘connected’.

2 Cluster Client Licenses
only come with the
NetWorker Power
Edition.
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  UNIX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

 LINUX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

   SERVER/CLUSTER CLIENT TYPES
                           AIX: 0
                  Digital UNIX: 0
                         HP UX: 0
                        HP MPE: 0
                         Linux: 0
                       NetWare: 0
             Network Appliance: 0
                       Sequent: 0
                           SGI: 0
                       Solaris: 0
                         SunOS: 0
                      UnixWare: 0
             Windows NT Server: 0

      WORKSTATION CLIENT TYPES
                           DOS: 0
                     Macintosh: 0
                          OS/2: 0
                  Windows 3.1x: 0
                    Windows 95: 0
        Windows NT Workstation: 1
                       UX/4800: 0
                        Others: 0

.....

1 Windows NT
Workstation license is
used for this purpose.
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               Defined Clients: ;
          PRE-5.0 CLIENT TYPES: ;

                   CLIENT PAKS: none;

          CLIENT TYPES ALLOWED: Windows 3.1x client,
                                Windows 95 client,
                                Windows NT Server client,
                                Windows NT Workstation client;

Without additional Client
Pak Licenses, only
clients using these
operating systems can
be backed up.
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Example 4: NetWorker 6.1.3/Windows (Workstation) with Power Edition Enabler & Client Paks for Windows
and UNIX

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrlic -v
connecting to creinfeld ...
nsrlic: License Summary:
nsrlic:  Available: sv=10, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=2, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0
nsrlic:  Borrowed:  sv_borrowed=1, clu_borrowed_nt=0, clu_borrowed_unix=0, //
  clu_borrowed_linux=0
nsrlic:  Remaining: sv=9, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=2, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0
nsrlic:  Connected Workstations: (1)
nsrlic:  creinfeld

SERVER (UNIVERSAL) CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 10
                          Used: 0
          Borrowed from Server: 1
                     Remaining: 9
             Connected Clients: ;

   WORKSTATION CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 1
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: creinfeld;

       CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
  Borrowed from Cluster for NT: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for UNIX: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for LINUX: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

    NT CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 2
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 2
             Connected Clients: ;

.....

Nothing will change so
far ....
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  UNIX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

 LINUX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

   SERVER/CLUSTER CLIENT TYPES
                           AIX: 0
                  Digital UNIX: 0
                         HP UX: 0
                        HP MPE: 0
                         Linux: 0
                       NetWare: 0
             Network Appliance: 0
                       Sequent: 0
                           SGI: 0
                       Solaris: 0
                         SunOS: 0
                      UnixWare: 0
             Windows NT Server: 0

      WORKSTATION CLIENT TYPES
                           DOS: 0
                     Macintosh: 0
                          OS/2: 0
                  Windows 3.1x: 0
                    Windows 95: 0
        Windows NT Workstation: 1
                       UX/4800: 0
                        Others: 0

.....
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                  CLIENT PAKS: unix clientpak, nt clientpak;

          CLIENT TYPES ALLOWED: AIX client,
                                Digital Unix client, HP client,
                                Linux/NetBSD/FreeBSD/BSDI client,
                                SCO client,
                                Sequent Unix client,
                                Silicon Graphic client,
                                Solaris client, Sun client,
                                Unixware client,
                                Windows 3.1x client,
                                Windows 95 client,
                                Windows NT Server client,
                                Windows NT Workstation client;

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Here you see the
licensed Client Paks.

Consequently, these
additional operation
systems are supported
now.

In fact, nothing will
change for the Windows
operating systems.
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Example 5: A NetWorker 6.1.1/Windows Server with a Power Edition Enabler installed and a clustered
NetWorker Client

Z:\SR\BIN>nsrlic -v -s nttest
connecting to nttest ...
nsrlic: License Summary:
nsrlic:  Available: sv=10, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=2, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0
nsrlic:  Borrowed:  sv_borrowed=0, clu_borrowed_nt=0, clu_borrowed_unix=0, //
  clu_borrowed_linux=0
nsrlic:  Remaining: sv=10, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=0, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0
nsrlic:  Connected NT Clusters: (2)
nsrlic:  node1a node1b
nsrlic: server nttest does NOT have Self-Identifying capability.

SERVER (UNIVERSAL) CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 10
                          Used: 1
          Borrowed from Server: 0
                     Remaining: 9
             Connected Clients: nttest;

   WORKSTATION CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

       CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
  Borrowed from Cluster for NT: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for UNIX: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for LINUX: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

    NT CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 2
                          Used: 2
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: node1a, node1b;

.....

The 2 NT Cluster Client
Licenses will be used for
these nodes ...
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  UNIX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

 LINUX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

   SERVER/CLUSTER CLIENT TYPES
                           AIX: 0
                  Digital UNIX: 0
                         HP UX: 0
                        HP MPE: 0
                         Linux: 0
                       NetWare: 0
             Network Appliance: 0
                       Sequent: 0
                           SGI: 0
                       Solaris: 0
                         SunOS: 0
                      UnixWare: 0
             Windows NT Server: 3

      WORKSTATION CLIENT TYPES
                           DOS: 0
                     Macintosh: 0
                          OS/2: 0
                  Windows 3.1x: 0
                    Windows 95: 0
        Windows NT Workstation: 0
                       UX/4800: 0
                        Others: 0

.....

2 Windows NT Cluster
Client Licenses will be
used plus the one for the
NetWorker server.
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.....

               Defined Clients: cluster;
          PRE-5.0 CLIENT TYPES: ;

                   CLIENT PAKS: none;

          CLIENT TYPES ALLOWED: Windows 3.1x client,
                                Windows 95 client,
                                Windows NT Server client,
                                Windows NT Workstation client;

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Here you see the name
of the virtual cluster node
- it will never use a
license.
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Example 6: A clustered NetWorker 6.1.1/Windows Server with a Power Edition Enabler installed

Z:\SR\BIN>nsrlic -v -s nwserver
connecting to nwserver ...
nsrlic: License Summary:
nsrlic:  Available: sv=10, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=2, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0
nsrlic:  Borrowed:  sv_borrowed=0, clu_borrowed_nt=0, clu_borrowed_unix=0, //
  clu_borrowed_linux=0
nsrlic:  Remaining: sv=10, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=0, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0
nsrlic:  Connected NT Clusters: (2)
nsrlic:  node1a node1b
nsrlic: server nwserver does NOT have Self-Identifying capability.

SERVER (UNIVERSAL) CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 10
                          Used: 0
          Borrowed from Server: 0
                     Remaining: 10
             Connected Clients: ;

   WORKSTATION CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

       CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
  Borrowed from Cluster for NT: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for UNIX: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for LINUX: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

    NT CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 2
                          Used: 2
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: node1a, node1b;

.....

Please note that there is
no Server Client License
used at all...

... instead the 2 NT
Cluster Client Licenses
will be used for these
nodes ...
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.....

  UNIX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

 LINUX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

   SERVER/CLUSTER CLIENT TYPES
                           AIX: 0
                  Digital UNIX: 0
                         HP UX: 0
                        HP MPE: 0
                         Linux: 0
                       NetWare: 0
             Network Appliance: 0
                       Sequent: 0
                           SGI: 0
                       Solaris: 0
                         SunOS: 0
                      UnixWare: 0
             Windows NT Server: 2

      WORKSTATION CLIENT TYPES
                           DOS: 0
                     Macintosh: 0
                          OS/2: 0
                  Windows 3.1x: 0
                    Windows 95: 0
        Windows NT Workstation: 0
                       UX/4800: 0
                        Others: 0

.....

2 Windows NT Cluster
Client Licenses will be
used.
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.....

               Defined Clients: nwserver;
          PRE-5.0 CLIENT TYPES: ;

                   CLIENT PAKS: none;

          CLIENT TYPES ALLOWED: Windows 3.1x client,
                                Windows 95 client,
                                Windows NT Server client,
                                Windows NT Workstation client;

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Here you see the virtual
name of the NetWorker
server - it will never use
a license.
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What is new in NetWorker 7 ? (3)

3.7. Disk backupTM

3.7.1. History

Before NetWorker 5.0, backup to disk was a difficult:
Device Type: Optical
Device Descriptor: File Name
Characteristic: The device was used like a tape

- All save sets were written into a single file
- No save set migration was possible

Since NW 5.0, backup to disk was better:
Device Type: File
Device Descriptor: Directory Name
Characteristic: The device was still used like a tape

- One file was created per save set
- Save set migration was possible

The biggest caveat for the NetWorker  File Device  available so far: It could only read or write at the
same time. However, there are other caveats as well:

• Possible performance problems when backing up a large number of save sets
- As they are stored in single device path directory

• Full volumes cannot used for reading if a save is still in-progress

• No simulteanous reads and writes were possible
- Although the OS would of course allow such simulteanous processes

• Old save sets would not be deleted automatically
- This resulted in wasted space
- Cleanup was a manual task for the administrator
- Or the media simply would have to be relabeled

• Missing features in problem management
- Aborted save sets were not deleted automatically

As a result, there were specific problems, especially the (error) handling on a staging device was
problematic.
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3.7.2. NetWorker 7 disk backup changes

With NetWorker 7.0 Legato made these changes to the  File  device:

• Aborted and expired save sets will be automatically removed from disk
As a consequence, they would not use disk space unnecessarily.

In NetWorker 7.0, Legato also introduced a new device type for this purpose: The  Advanced file  device.
Major features of the  Advanced file  device type are:

• Concurrent Operations
Simulteanous write and read operations are now possible.

• Automatic removal of aborted save sets rigtht after backup has been terminated
Invalid save sets will never unnecessarily use the capacity.

• Removal of expired save sets based on retention policy
Obsolete save sets will free capacity.

• Multiple locations are possible:
- A local directory on any NetWorker Storage Node
- A mapped NAS device

A UNIX-based disk device NFS mounted to a UNIX NetWorker Storage Node
A Windows-based disk device CIFS mounted to a Windows NetWorker Storage Node

The disk device vendor’s implementations of NFS/CIFS must behave the same as the
NFS/CIFS implementation of UNIX/Windows

3.7.3. How the  Advanced file  device works

You can descrive the behaviour of the  Advanced file  device type as follows:

NetWorker will never set an  Advanced file  device’s media to ‘full’.

It is designed for very large disk devices and it it will always be ‘appendable’. To prevent filling the
device (better: the file system), you may ...

• Setup an appropriate staging policy    and/or

• Define the retention policies for the save sets in a way to automatically reclaim the space for
the expired save sets

When the file system is about to be filled,

• 2 new default notification actions will be issued

• If no corrective action has been taken, a new backup will just wait until more space becomes
available - NetWorker will not use another media from the same pool !
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3.7.4. Characteristics

All important facts are listed in the table below:

             Function

Create device

Capacity

Label operation

Simulteanous read/write
operations

License

Reclaim/Recover
space from disk

File system (volume) full

Save set consolidation

Save Set Continuation

Volume Default Capacity

Save Set Data format

         adv_file  type device

Media type: adv_file
UNIX: local/NFS path
Windows: local/CIFS (!) path

Volume default capacity  is not
respected

Volume name <= 60 chars,
2 volumes are created:
  - 1 for read/write
  - 1 for read only

yes

DiskBackupTM enabler

  - aborted save sets will be
immediately removed from disk

  - expired save sets will be
removed by  nsrim

2 default notification actions:
  - 1st automatically reclaims

space on expired save sets
  - 2nd as email; then waits for

available space on disk

not supported

not supported

not supported

Save stream format (uasm)

            file  type device

Media type: file
UNIX: local/NFS path
Windows: local path only

Volume default capacity  is
respected

Volume name <= 63 chars,
1 volume is created:
  - 1 for read/write

no

DiskBackupTM enabler (7.x)

  - aborted save sets will be
removed by  nsrim (7.x)

  - expired save sets will not be
removed automatically

  - The volume is marked as  full,
no backups to this device

  - NW waits for another
appendable file/tape volume and
will continue

supported

supported

set during labeling

Open Tape Format

nsrim  is usually run by  savegrp  once a day, see  nsrim (1m)  man page.
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3.7.5. NetWorker 7 disk backup licensing

To backup to a file or an advanced file device, you now need a NetWorker  DiskBackupTM Option
license. This is a tiered pricing model:

It is based on the maximum capacity of the disk backup device -
It is not based on the Volume default capacity of the NetWorker file device

There are 5 tiers as the table shows:

For more details about NetWorker DiskBackupTM licensing please see TIN #7/2003.

To support the new device types, both must have at least NetWorker 7.0 installed on these nodes:

• The NetWorker Server
• The NetWorker Storage Node

No additional software needs to be installed.

3.7.6. Configuring an  Advanced file  device

In general, the creation of the new device type is not different that it was for a file device:

• For a NetWorker Storage Node on Windows, you must start the NetWorker services as
“Administrator”

• You must create a directory on the storage node.

• You need to define the NetWorker  Advancd File  device (see next page).

There is nothing real unusual so far.

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Tier 4 Tier 5

< 1TB 1..6 TB 6..10 TB 10..50 TB > 50 TB

LIC-002095 LIC-002096 LIC-002097 LIC-002098 LIC-002099
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• You need to define the NetWorker  Advancd File  device (see next page).
- Name enter the pathname

UNIX [rd=sn_host:]/path
Windows [rd=sn_host:]\\cifs_host\share\path_name or

[rd=sn_host:]drive_letter:\path_name
- Media type select  adv_file

For a CIFS (network)  adv_file  device on a Windows remote storage node
you must also specify:

Remote user Administrator
Password his password
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The device also shows up as usual:

• Finally, you need to label the media in the device. Again this is nothing unusual. However, the
effect is strange as it will create another but read-only file type device:

This is the new device.

By the way - the read only device does NOT use one of your drive licenses
within the data zone.
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And the device really exists - it has automatically been created during the labeling process:

This is the new device.

If you open the device’s resource, you will see its characteristics:

- the  Media type  is also  adv_file
- it is a ‘mirrored’ device, just for read-only purposes.
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• Also, the contents of the file device’s path has changed - 100 subdirectories have been added:

This is an assembled picture!

After a backup there
can an will be more
subdirectories in each
of these directories.

The directory  active  is
dedicated for in-
progress save sets,
used to reclaim space
during startup, after a
crash or a shutdown
process.

However, the contents of the mirrored device is not much different compared to the usual file device -
it just has a  volhdr  file instead of a  volume  file:
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3.7.7. Using the  Advanced file  device

With respect to any other backup device there is no difference - again the usage is totally transparent to
the user. So a short automatic test of one save set should result in the usual three backups for client
data, index and bootstrap. However, now you will see two instances - one on the ‘normal’ R/W and the
duplicate on the ‘read only’, the RO media:

And this is different for an  Advanced file  device ...
- There are 2 media database entries (two instances) for each save set
- Both refer to the same save time
- However they have a different creation time (in ‘UNIX’ seconds)as indicated by the Clone ID
- The ‘RO’ save set has been created 1 second earlier, indicating the 1st instance
- Both are stored on a different media although one is just a ‘fake’.

A further investigation of the  Advanced file  device shows that no save set resides in the  _AF_readonly
directory:

Z:\nsr\bin>mminfo -av
 volume        client         date     time       size ssid      fl   lvl name
Full.002       creinfeld     12/29/02 21:48:27   66 KB 4161757083 cr full bootstrap
Full.002       creinfeld     12/29/02 21:47:37   97 MB 4195311465 cb full D:\TEST
Full.002       creinfeld     12/29/02 21:48:03    3 KB 4178534275 cr full index:creinfeld
Full.002.RO    creinfeld     12/29/02 21:48:27   66 KB 4161757083 cr full bootstrap
Full.002.RO    creinfeld     12/29/02 21:47:37   97 MB 4195311465 cb full D:\TEST
Full.002.RO    creinfeld     12/29/02 21:48:03    3 KB 4178534275 cr full index:creinfeld

Z:\nsr\bin>

Z:\nsr\bin>mminfo -a -r "volume, savetime(17), ssid, cloneid, sumflags, name"
 volume          date     time  ssid          clone id fl name
Full.002       12/29/02 21:47:37 4195311465 1041194857 cb D:\TEST
Full.002.RO    12/29/02 21:47:37 4195311465 1041194856 cb D:\TEST

Z:\nsr\bin>
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0nly three directories have been written to:

These are the backup
files.

As the file names do not seem to correspond with the save set id any more, but again, this is not true.
What you see here is nothing else but the full length of the save set ID, which you can also verify with
mminfo, if you just specify the length of the ssid big enough (ssid(60) will do). The other question is
whether this knowledge is really beneficial.

The whole effort does not seem to be anything else but a ‘hack’ to ..

- ensure that there are at least 2 ‘logical’ instances of each save set
- while the backup data only exists once
- ensure that the instance on the RO media is touched first

By default NetWorker will aways use the save set with the smallest clone id.
- implement concurrent processing without the need of dramatic changes in the core program
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3.7.8. Simultaneous cloning of the same save set to multiple devices

Twinning  is one of the most wanted features for a backup solution - it is the capability to produce two
instances of the backup data (twins) at the same time by writing to two backup devices simultaneously.
With such feature you would have the possibility to create an ‘original’ and a ‘cloned’ save set during one
backup process.

Implementing this is not an easy task. Despite the problems that in general will appear to keep both data
streams in sync (for instance if there is a problem with one destination drive or media), there are some
NetWorker specific issues that are not that easy to overcome. One major point is that a second backup
of the same source data will need to have a different save set id and, due to the delay, a potential
difference with respect to the source data.

However, as just seen in the last chapter, there are two instances of the same save set when a backup
has been made to an  Advanced File Type  device. And both of them carry the same SSID. The simple
but obvious question is:

If NetWorker does not allow twinning during the backup, could the two save sets not help in
creating two clone instances simultaneously ? - This would not be ideal but be a good help.

This idea would absolutely make sense as there are benefits:

• It is most likely that you will migrate the save sets to tape anyway using staging.

• During the cloning, the client is not needed any more. As a consequence, the true backup time
will remain the same.

Thinking logically, producing two identical clone instances from the two backup instances at the same
time should be possible - all it needs is:

• Starting a separate clone command for each instance and

• Specifying the clone id as parameter as well.

To test this, we just need to add two new devices to the configuration and label each media to a
separate clone pool, here  Pool 1  and  Pool 2 . Then we must start the two clone processes on the two
backup instances.

After setting up the devices, we need to find out the clone ids:

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -av
 volume        client         date     time       size ssid      fl   lvl name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld     12/29/02 23:48:25   97 MB 4144987066 cb      D:\TEST
Full.002       creinfeld     12/29/02 21:48:27   66 KB 4161757083 cr full bootstrap
Full.002       creinfeld     12/29/02 21:47:37   97 MB 4195311465 cb full D:\TEST
Full.002       creinfeld     12/29/02 21:48:03    3 KB 4178534275 cr full index:creinfeld
Full.002.RO    creinfeld     12/29/02 21:48:27   66 KB 4161757083 cr full bootstrap
Full.002.RO    creinfeld     12/29/02 21:47:37   97 MB 4195311465 cb full D:\TEST
Full.002.RO    creinfeld     12/29/02 21:48:03    3 KB 4178534275 cr full index:creinfeld

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -q ssid=4195311465 -r "ssid,cloneid"
 ssid         clone id
4195311465  1041194856
4195311465  1041194857

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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Then just start the clone commands, under Windows each in a separate command window:

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrclone -b "Pool 1" -S 4195311465/1041194856

and

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrclone -b "Pool 2" -S 4195311465/1041194857

and monitor the NetWorker server ... it really starts the two processes simultaneously:

And the verification shows that the two clones really exist:

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -q ssid=4195311465 -r "name,volume,ssid,cloneid"
 name                          volume         ssid          clone id
D:\TEST                        Full.002       4195311465  1041194857
D:\TEST                        Full.002.RO    4195311465  1041194856
D:\TEST                        Pool.001       4195311465  1042466290
D:\TEST                        Pool.002       4195311465  1042466286

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Please be careful - this is not officially supported yet as it probably needs more
investigation.

The clone processes
run in parallel ...
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However, when using this feature, it is obvious that you cannot use the  Advanced File Device  for
another simulteanous save process, as the following example shows:

Another save process
just has to wait ...

As soon as the clone processes have finished, the ‘drive’ will automatically become available again for
another write process:

The pending backup
will automatically
resume ...

This proves, that each “sub-device“ of an  Advanced File Device  can obviously again be used only for
either writing or reading at the same time - the only restriction is that the “readonly“ device will not
accept any write processes at all.
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3.7.9. Other enhancements

To support the automatic removal of save sets, NetWorker’s index management routine  nsrim  needed
to be enhanced:

- to remove aborted save sets from a  file  type device
- to remove expired save sets from a  file  and an  adv_file  type device based on the save set’s

retention policies

An optional parameter has been added to the  nsrim  command: [-V volume-name]

- It is automatically invoked when the file system of an  adv_file  device has become full during a
backup

- It is necessary to make reclaiming space possible

Additionally, two new default  Notifications  have been added to support the  adv_file  device:

• Filesystem full - recover adv_file space
The first notification invokes  nsrim  to reclaim space on expired save sets on the  adv_file
volume

• Filesystem full - waiting for adv_file space
Second notification will be triggered about 10 minutes later (email on UNIX, log file entry on
Windows)

Note: On an adv_file device the backup waits until disk space becomes
available on the file system !

These are the new
notifications.
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3.7.10. Other considerations

You should be aware of the following issues:

• During an update obsolete save sets will be deleted from a file device
When updating the NetWorker server and storage node to 7.0, the first time  nsrim  is run
(at the end of each savegroup), all aborted and expired save sets on the file type device
volumes will be removed from disk - they will no longer be recoverable if there is no other
instance !

• A missing license will stop backups to the file devices
When updating your NetWorker server to the 7.0 release, backups to existing file type devices
will no longer be possible until the NetWorker  DiskBackupTM  enabler is applied.

Recoveries from the file devices are still supported, even if the license is missing, as usual.

• You must adjust file device setting if you have no license
To enable recover operation on unmounted file type volume when unlicensed, you must set the
device’s  Read only  attribute to  Yes . If not, you will not be able to mount the volume.

• The ceation of new  file  and  adv_file  devices fails if there is no license

• Known Limitations
- Those for the  file  type device in pre-7.0 releases apply also for the  adv_file  type device
- The support of large (>4GB) save sets is limited by the individual file size support in the

filesystem of the disk device imposed by the operating system or the disk vendors
- DDS (Dynamic Drive Sharing) is not needed and is not supported with NetWorker

DiskBackup
- NDMP backups are not supported

3.7.11. Troubleshooting

Here are some solutions for the most common problem, a NAS  adv_file  device:

• Labeling or a backup to an  adv_file  type device on a network filesytem (a NAS device)
is impossible

Check whether the user  root / administrator  on the NetWorker storage node has the
necessary write permissions to the  adv_file  path on the NFS/CIFS filesystems

For verification purposes, try to create, label and backup to an  adv_file  device on a NFS
(UNIX) or CIFS (Windows) filesystem of another machine to help with problem investigation.
This helps to determine if the disk device vendor’s NFS/CIFS implementation behaves the
same as the NFS/CIFS implementation of the operating system.

• In case of these problems on a CIFS (Windows) network filesytem, you should also check:
- Has the NetWorker service been started as Windows “Administrator” ?
- Check the device’s configuration:

- Is the specified UNC pathname correct ?
- Has a  Remote user / Password  for the  adv_file  device been specified ?
- Does the same user account exist on the CIFS filesystem so that the connection/

mapping can be established ?

You may also try to delete the  adv_file  type device and try to create and label it again.
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3.8. Staging Enhancements

3.8.1. History

Staging has been available in NetWorker since release 5.0. Staging is a method to move a save set from
one medium to another. Technically the following steps are executed during a staging process:

• The backed up save set will be cloned to the destination medium.

• The records in the media database will be adjusted to now point to the new location.

• If the save set has been staged from a file device, the source save set can be deleted making
room available for new backups.

There are two different staging methods:

• Manual staging (client initiated)
The NetWorker administrator initiates this process from the command line on demand.

• Automatic staging (server initiated)
The NetWorker server monitors a file device used for backups and moves the save sets to a
clone pool automatically, based on a pre-configured staging policy for the file device.

The configuration is done by creating a staging resource which needs to be applied to a file
or an adv_file device.

Once configured, the NetWorker server would monitor at  File system check intervals  the
filling level of the file device and would migrate the save sets (usually later) when the  Recover
space interval  has passed.

As you might guess already, NetWorker staging enhancements only applies to the automatic staging
process. In general, it worked pretty well already but over the years, there was a need for improvements,
especially due to the fact that backup to/via disk became much more popular over the years:

• Staging from a file device was not possible while it was used for backups.
- This was simply a limitation due to the fact that NetWorker treats a file device like a tape

device. If you now select the “read only“ instance of the  Advanced file device  for your
staging policy, there simply will be no harming write process.

-
• The staging intervals that could be setup were very course:

- The save sets had to remain on the file device for at least 1 day. There was no way to
bypass this limitation so far.

- The File system check interval  and the  Recover space interval  could only be specified in
hours. This did not meet the requirement of more frequent migration intervals which was
especially demanded by database administratiors who wanted to move their log files to tape
more frequently.

• General handling could be improved
- Aborted save sets were not been deleted automatically from the file device.
- The same was true for expired save sets.
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3.8.2. Improvements

The timing granularity has been improved, as the following table shows:

Parameter NW 5.x/6.x       NW 7.x

Max. storage period days days/hours

Recover space interval hours hours / minutes

File system check interval hours hours / minus

This is how it will appear in the NetWorker Administrator GUI:

To support the
improved granularities,
you may now select
another unit.

Besides the finer granularity the major difference is that the maximum storage period
now shrinks from 1 day to 1 hour.
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Of course you may now select an  Advanced file device  to be monitored by the staging policy. Please
note that both device instances appear in the list. Whichever instance you select, the other one will be
automatically checked as well which you will notice after you have re-opened the window:

If you stage save sets from an  Advanced file device , you may now also run new backups to the same
device simultaneously:

For an  Advanced file
device, all instances
will be seletced
automatically.

Of course, the data
throughput will shrink
accordingly.
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Once the staging has finished, the data rate for the remaining stream increases again:
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What is new in NetWorker 7 ? (4)

3.9. The Common Device Interface (CDI)

3.9.1. General

Up to NetWorker 6.x NetWorker used the  Standard Jukebox Interface (SJI) for autochangers as well
as the  Magnetic Tape Input/Output (MTIO) for device control. Although this worked fine so far, there
are some limitations:

• Not all tape devices could be perfectly supported.

• It was difficult to collect good status and error information
- Although very sophisticated SCSI error information is available from the device, MTIO does

not allow to access it.
- That’s why NetWorker also logged SCSI’s ASC/ASCQ natively (hexadecimal).

• Advanced features of tape drives could not be used
Example: NetWorker would like to write FMKs more often for better positioning.

However MTIO would decrease the performance in this case.

• It needed specific code for different platforms.

Since version 7.0 NetWorker uses a new technology called  Common Device Interface (CDI) . It
allows to send any SCSI command to SCSI (or SCSI-like) connected tape drives. Major benefits are:

• CDI removes the limitation to use only MTIO functions present on all Unix platforms.

• Unix and Windows use the same code path.

• It allows the usage of “TapeAlert” to react on tape drive requests.
For example NetWorker can now react on cleaning requests.

This is a standard NetWorker feature - no extra license is necessary.

Using CDI does not change what is written to tape. A tape written with a
CDI enabled device can be read in a device with CDI disabled. The same is
true for the other direction.

Essentially you should only change the CDI feature on the advice of a Legato Technical Support
representative. In a situation where you have enabled the CDI feature and are experiencing any tape or
SCSI issues, contact Legato Technical Support. The CDI feature enables NetWorker to collect better
diagnostic information and facilitates when Legato Technical Support needs to address any issues you
may encounter.
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3.9.1.1. System requirements for CDI

The following considerations are important:

• CDI and TapeAlert deals with tape drives only
They can be attached as

- SCSI or SCSI-like tape drives
- Parallel SCSI attached local drives
- Fibre Channel drives or bridged SCSI drives

• CDI and TapeAlert both do not work on NDMP tape drives
When attached to a file, NetWorker does not control the device any more but the filer

• It does not matter whether the tape drives are used
- as standalone devices
- as autiochanger devices
- as silo devices or
- in a AlphaStor/SmartMedia configuration

• Unsupported operating systems:
- SGI IRIX
- HP-UX 10.x
- Sequent/ptx

The CDI feature is not supported for tape devices connected directly on such systems.
However they can be used by CDI supported storage nodes (for example, Solaris)
controlled by a NetWorker server running on SGI, HP-UX 10.x or Sequent.

In other words: Not the operating system of the server but the one of the storage node
is the important issue.
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3.9.2. Configuration

CDI is controlled by a new attribute in the device resource:  CDI . If possible, it is set by default to
SCSI commands  which means CDI is enabled. You may disable it in two ways:

• You may disable the usage for each single device.
To do this, simply select  CDI  Not used  for the specific device, as shown below:

• You may generally disable CDI for all devices.
To do this, simply create a file  ..\nsr\debug\cdidisable  or
/nsr/debug/cdidisable  on the NetWorker server and restart the NetWorker daemons.

If CDI cannot be enabled, this platform is not supported.
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3.9.3. Implementation and usage

The usage is completely transparent for the NetWorker user - he will not become aware that NetWorker
uses a different mechanism. NW builds the SCSI commands in the background and sends them to the
drives via the operating system’s tape driver passthrough mechanism.

However, due to this new feature, NetWorker 7 has a number of utilities to be able to test CDI
compliance. These programs are:

libcdi.xxx (extension depends on OS)

cdi_* (.exe)
generate_test_tape (.exe)
read_a_block (.exe)

Be careful - these programs are for test and debugging purposes !
If used during a running NetWorker operation, they can interfere with the
proper operation of the system and worst case can cause data loss.

This is the general usage for all  CDI  commands:

cdi_command -f device_file_name [options]

Some options are:

-n count for commands that need a count of operations to perform
-a for certain commands that can execute asynchronously (e.g.  cdi_rewind )
-v for the verbose output on many commands

Here is a list of all  CDI  commands and what they do:

cdi_block_limits
Returns the tape drive’s limits for the largest and smallest blocks that it can use.

cdi_bsf
Back spaces a certain number of filemarks.

cdi_bsr
Back spacse a certain number of records (blocks).

cdi_eod
Moves to the logical end of data (EOT).

cdi_filemark
Writes a certain number of filemarks, asynchronously, if possible.

cdi_fsf
Forward spaces a certain number of filemarks.

cdi_fsr
Forward spaces a certain number of records (blocks).
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cdi_get_config
Returns SCSI configuration information.

cdi_get_status
Checks and reports tape drive’s status.

cdi_inq
Shows tape drive’s SCSI inquiry information including serial numbers and SCSI-3 Device IDs.

cdi_load_unload
Loads or unloads the tape.

cdi_locate
Moves to the specified block location on the tape.

cdi_offline
Rewinds and unloads the tape.

cdi_rewind
Rewinds the tape.

cdi_set_compression
Sets the tape driver’s compression mode. This currently works on NW/Windows only !!!

cdi_space
Moves a certain number of records, filemarks in forward or reverse direction.

cdi_tapesize
Returns the tape drive’s estimate of the current tape’s capacity (uncompressed).

cdi_tur
Tests to see whether the tape drive is ready for use.

generate_test_tape
Creates a tape with lots of blocks and filemarks, with the data in each block being the number of
the block. Use the tape later with various CDI commands to space and  read_a_block  to
verify the correct operation of the CDI.

This command will overwrite any tape !

read_a_block
Reads the next block from the specified tape device and returns the value of the data in the
block, which is the block number.
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3.9.4. CDI status messages

Please find below descriptions for the most important CDI status messages:

The tape drive is ready for use
Normal state for us to read from or write to a tape.

Drive reports no error - but state is unknown
Previous operation succeeded but we currently don’t know whether the drive is ready for use or
not. (e.g. after a rewind operation, the rewind succeeds, but the drive may not actually be ready
yet.)

A filemark was found
During a read or write or space by records command we found a filemark on the tape.This usually
means that we’re not quite where we thought we were on the tape.

The end of medium was reached
Some operation that may not expected to get to the end of tape got to the end of the tape. If this
is found when the tape gets full then there is not a problem.

The beginning of medium was reached
Operation ran into the beginning of the tape. May be seen during label or verify label operations.

The tape drive is ready for use
Normal state for us to read from or write to a tape.

The end of data was reached
While reading, we found the end of recorded data on the tape. Likely during an append operation,
otherwise it means that we are not where we thought we were.

The tape in the drive is write-protected
We tried to write to a tape that was write protected

The tape may have changed
For some reason the drive thinks that the tape was changed since the last operation. This should
only be seen (if ever) during label or mount operations.

The tape drive has been reset
Somebody did reset the tape drive.

The drive is not ready - it requires an initialization command
This is usually only seen on DLT drives where they have unloaded a tape but the tape has not
been removed from the drive.

The tape drive needs user attention
The drive is stuck in such a way that somebody needs to investigate the problem.

The tape drive is reserved by another host
A different host has issued a SCSI Reserve command for the drive we’re trying to use. This most
likely occurs in DDS cases.

Drive reports vendor specific error code
We have gotten status information back from the drive that does not match the error codes that
we know about. You can try to use the new  ascdcode  utility to figure out what the ASC and
ASCQ mean.
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Drive status is currently unknown
The drive is not ready and the reason is not known.
For unspecified reasons we are unable to figure out what state the drive is in. Hopefully you will
never see this.

The following messages should be self-explainatory:

The tape in the drive is unreadable
The tape drive is busy
There is not a tape in the drive
There is a cleaning tape in the drive
There is a tape cartridge fault
The drive is in the process of loading a tape

3.9.5. CDI utility examples

To benefit from the CDI utilities you need to understand exactly

- how the data on tape is organzied
- how to read SCSI status information (for example, the output of the  Request Sense  command)
- what the command will do

Also you need to keep in mind:

As there is no option to specify a computer, the commands must be executed
locally at the storage node (where the device is attached).

The following examples show explain the usage of the CDI utilities the status messages have been marked:

Z:\nsr\bin>cdi_block_limits -v -f \\.\Tape0
CDI_GET_VERSION returns 1
Block size limits returned from Quantum  DLT4000     //
     accessed through \\.\Tape0
         maximum block size allowed is 16777215
         minimum block size allowed is 1
  cdi_info.drivestat is:
    status = 1, DRIVE_STATUS_NO_ERROR
    msg = Drive reports no error - but state is unknown

Z:\nsr\bin>

Z:\nsr\bin>cdi_tapesize -f \\.\Tape0
CDI Get_Tape_Size returns:
Tape size: 20000000
Tape left: 0
  cdi_info.drivestat is:
    status = 1, DRIVE_STATUS_NO_ERROR
    msg = Drive reports no error - but state is unknown

Z:\nsr\bin>
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Z:\nsr\bin>cdi_tapesize -v -f \\.\Tape2
CDI_GET_VERSION returns 1
cdi_open failed: cdi_info.status = CDI_DEVICE_FILE_MISSING (7)
errormsg = there was not a device file name passed in to CDI

Z:\nsr\bin>

Z:\nsr\bin>cdi_inq -f \\.\Tape0
Standard Inquiry data:
 Vendor:        Quantum
 Product:       DLT4000
 Rev:           CD41

VPD pages supported:
        Pages 00 80 c0
 Serial number page (80):
        JF70613301
Non-standard pages displayed only with -v parameter
  cdi_info.drivestat is:
    status = 1, DRIVE_STATUS_NO_ERROR
    msg = Drive reports no error - but state is unknown

Z:\nsr\bin>

Z:\nsr\bin>cdi_inq -v -f \\.\Tape0
CDI_GET_VERSION returns 1
Standard Inquiry data:
 Vendor:        Quantum
 Product:       DLT4000
 Rev:           CD41

VPD pages supported:
        Pages 00 80 c0
 Serial number page (80):
        JF70613301
 Vendor unique page c0
        36 6b 8d 15 d9 cc 80 d4 33 30 2d 41 55 47 2d 31   6k......30-AUG-1?
        39 39 36 20 39 3a 35 31 3a 31 39 00 00 00 00 00
  cdi_info.drivestat is:
    status = 1, DRIVE_STATUS_NO_ERROR
    msg = Drive reports no error - but state is unknown

Z:\nsr\bin>

Z:\nsr\bin>cdi_get_status -f \\.\Tape0
CDI_GET_STATUS returns:
DRIVE_STATUS_READY
current density code = 1a
position is absolute block number 2

Z:\nsr\bin>
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Z:\nsr\bin>cdi_get_config -f \\.\Tape0
SCSI config info for Quantum  DLT4000          via \\.\Tape0:
        active_format                0000
        active_partition             0008
        write_full_ratio             001a
        read_empty_ratio             0000
        write_delay_time             0000
        flags                        0000000000000000
        buffer_size_early_warning    0000100e
        data_compress_algorithm      0000
        discon_buffer_full           0010
        discon_buffer_empty          0008
        discon_bus_inactive          1a00
        discon_time_limit            0000
        discon_connect_time_limit    0000
        discon_max_burst_time        0000
        compression_algorithm        1a000000
        decompression_algorithm      00000000
  cdi_info.drivestat is:
    status = 1, DRIVE_STATUS_NO_ERROR
    msg = Drive reports no error - but state is unknown

Z:\nsr\bin>

Z:\nsr\bin>cdi_rewind -v -f \\.\Tape0
CDI_GET_VERSION returns 1
 CDI_REWIND successful.
  elapsed time for command was 2 seconds
  cdi_info.drivestat is:
    status = 0, DRIVE_STATUS_READY
    msg = The tape drive is ready for use

Z:\nsr\bin>

Z:\nsr\bin>cdi_fsf -v -f \\.\Tape0 -n 1
CDI_GET_VERSION returns 1
 CDI_FSF 1 successful.
  elapsed time for command was 1 seconds
  cdi_info.drivestat is:
    status = 0, DRIVE_STATUS_READY
    msg = The tape drive is ready for use

Z:\nsr\bin>

Z:\nsr\bin>cdi_offline -f \\.\Tape0
 CDI_OFFLINE successful.
  elapsed time for command was 15 seconds
  cdi_info.drivestat is:
    status = 1, DRIVE_STATUS_NO_ERROR
    msg = Drive reports no error - but state is unknown

Z:\nsr\bin>
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Z:\nsr\bin>generate_test_tape -f \\.\Tape0 -b 10000 -s 10000
         ready to fill tape on QUANTUM
                DLT7000          using device file \\.\Tape0
         each tape record will be 32768 bytes
         a filemark will be written every 10000 records
         the process will end when 10000 total records have been written  //
          to the tape
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600  //
  1700 1800 1900 2000 2100 2200 2300 2400 2500 2600
 2700 2800 2900 3000 3100 3200 3300 3400 3500 3600 3700 3800 3900 4000  //
  4100 4200 4300 4400 4500 4600 4700 4800 4900 5000
 5100 5200 5300 5400 5500 5600 5700 5800 5900 6000 6100 6200 6300 6400   //
  6500 6600 6700 6800 6900 7000 7100 7200 7300 7400
 7500 7600 7700 7800 7900 8000 8100 8200 8300 8400 8500 8600 8700 8800  //
8900 9000 9100 9200 9300 9400 9500 9600 9700 9800
 9900 10000  |FM|

Z:\nsr\bin>cdi_rewind -f \\.\Tape0
 CDI_REWIND successful.
  elapsed time for command was 5 seconds
  cdi_info.drivestat is:
    status = 0, DRIVE_STATUS_READY
    msg = The tape drive is ready for use

Z:\nsr\bin>cdi_space -f \\.\Tape0 -Tb -n 1000
 CDI_SPACE 1000 Blocks successful.
  elapsed time for command was 3 seconds
  cdi_info.drivestat is:
    status = 0, DRIVE_STATUS_READY
    msg = The tape drive is ready for use

Z:\nsr\bin>read_a_block -f \\.\Tape0
read returns buffer full of 3e9 (1001 decimal)

Z:\nsr\bin>read_a_block -f \\.\Tape0
read returns buffer full of 3ea (1002 decimal)

Z:\nsr\bin>read_a_block -f \\.\Tape0
read returns buffer full of 3eb (1003 decimal)

Z:\nsr\bin>cdi_offline -f \\.\Tape0
 CDI_OFFLINE successful.
  elapsed time for command was 25 seconds
  cdi_info.drivestat is:
    status = 1, DRIVE_STATUS_NO_ERROR
    msg = Drive reports no error - but state is unknown

Z:\nsr\bin>
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3.9.6. Tape Alert

Tape Alert  is a solution for intelligent tape drive management, based on an extension to the SCSI error
system. It has been developed by Hewlett-Packard. The major benefits are:

• It allows customers to see drives developing some problems before they become severe.
• It allows auto-cleaning on-demand.

Detailled documentation is available via the internet:

• Specification
ftp://ftp.t10.org/t10/document.02/02-142r0.pdf

• Tape Drive Event Code Look-up
http://www.hp.com/cposupport/information_storage/support_doc/lpn11958.html

With NetWorker 7.0, Tape Alert  is automatically enabled if CDI support is enabled for the device.
In general, there are two Tape Alert informations:

• TapeAlert Messages
Such will be logged in the appropriate files

/nsr/logs/daemon.log and in
/nsr/logs/messages

• TapeAlert Flags
They are logged in the device resource to assist in diagnosing intermittent problems. They
are cleared in the tape drive when  nsrmmd  reads them, which is usually after any failed tape
operation.

- Some flags are only set by NetWorker – they must be cleared by the user.
For instance hardware problems:

“nsrd: media critical: TapeAlert flag “Hardware b” has been posted for    //
/dev/rmt/0cbn”

- Some flags are both, set and cleared by NetWorker.
For instance, read warnings get cleared after the next successful volume mount:

“nsrd: media warning: TapeAlert flag “Read warning” has been cleared for   //
/dev/rmt/0cbn”

Cleaning notices go into the logs, but they get also handled automatically, by setting
the  Cleaning required  attribute for the drive.

Example:

03/13/03 11:36:49 nsrd: media info: dlt7000 tape will be over-written
03/13/03 11:36:49 nsrd: media critical : TapeAlert flag "Read failure"  //
  has been posted for /dev/rmt/1cbn
03/13/03 11:36:50 nsrd: media critical : TapeAlert flag "Clean now"  //
  has been posted for /dev/rmt/1cbn
03/13/03 11:36:50 nsrd: media warning : TapeAlert flag "Hard error"  //
  has been posted for /dev/rmt/1cbn

And sometime later…

03/13/03 11:38:41 nsrd: media critical : TapeAlert flag "Clean now"  //
  has been cleared for /dev/rmt/1cbn
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3.10. NDMP Enhancements

3.10.1. General

Networker supports the backup of NAS filers via the  Network Data Management Protocol  or NDMP
since a while. NDMP allows the backup and recovery of NAS filers without any software installed at all.
To be able to do this, the backup data path needs to be separated from the control path.

The picture explains the general functionality of the simpliest backup scenario for a NDMP filer - the local
backup:

The NDMP client initiates the backups and the recoveries via the control path (indicated by the black
arrows). However, the data itself only travels via the data path (the blue arrows) between the appropriate
NDMP servers:

• The  NDMP Data Server  controls the storage device (usually a RAID system)
• The  NDMP Tape Server  controls the backup device

Please note that the descriptions for these components have changed with the NDMP versions. However
i think that these names describe their purpose best.

You may also look at NDMP an an extension to the SCSI copy command, which allowed the direct copy
between two SCSI devices for more than 15 years - unfortunately, this feature was very rarely used.

NDMP
Tape Server

NDMP
Data Server

NDMP Client

NDMP Filer

NetWorker Server

NetWorker NDMP Client

nsrndmp_backup
nsrndmp_recover
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NetWorker 7.0 has heen been enhanced with these major features:

• It supports NDMP version 4
• It supports cloning of NDMP save sets
• It introduces  Subdirctory Level Restores  of NDMP files

3.10.2. NDMP version 4 support

Like NetWorker, NDMP is also undergoing constant development end feature enhancement. The latest
definition of the protocal is version 4 . As one of the founder of the NDMP initiative, it makes total sense
for Legato to support the current version as early as possible. Besides that there are also technical
reasons for version 4 as earlier versions had several limitations:

• Interoperability issues between different NDMP data and tape servers
• Not all abort scenarios could be handled properly
• Exception conditions and error handling suffered from incapabilities
• Environment variables would not be updated properly

Major improvements of NDMP version 4 are:

• It defines NDMP cloning exactly
- This has not been properly specified in version 3

• It clearly describes the abort scenarios and Tape File Mark conditions
• It precisely specifies interoperability between NDMP data and tape servers of different versions
• It implements new error codes & better error handling
• It improves robustness and reliability of NDMP Servers
• It implements vendor specific extension features
• It supports rebuilding of on-line file history
• It enables the  Fibre Channel Data Connection  interface (NDMP_ADDR_FC)

- Both, the data and the tape server must support the interface

The NetWorker 7.0 code has been improved in the following areas:

• Better error handling
• Strict checking on the arguments for the parameters (only  y / n  is allowed)

- LEVEL
- TYPE (BUTYPE)
- DIRECT
- HIST

• The environmental variables at the end of the backup will now be updated properly

To support NDMP 4, the NetWorker server must have NetWorker 7.0 and up installed.

• Right now, only Network Appliance supports NDMP version 4
• The NDMP version has to be especially set at the NAS filer.
• If version 4 is not available on all participating NDMP hosts, they will negotiate and

agree on the highest level that is available on all machines.
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3.10.3. NDMP cloning

Earlier versions of NDMP did not support cloning of NDMP backup tapes. The only way to create another
instance was to make another backup of the same data. But there are problems:

• The data may have changed in the interim
• This is not acceptable for very large amounts of backup data

In NetWorker 7, a new binary is available to perform cloning of NDMP save sets

nsrndmp_clone

It initializes the DMA (the Data Management Application, the Networker server) to instruct the source
and the destination NDMP tape servers to copy data. In such a scenario, the picture shown on page 12
changes slightly, but the concept is still the same:

NDMP
Tape Server

NDMP
Data Server

NDMP Client

NDMP Filer

NetWorker Server

NetWorker NDMP Client

NDMP
Tape Server

nsrndmp_clone
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Several rules for NDMP cloning apply:

• All known features and rules known from a NetWorker standard, non-NDMP clone process also
apply to this operation

- Except that the data on a NDMP media is never multiplexed
- This is iIdeal for automatic cloning

• However, NDMP save sets must be cloned to another NDMP device

• As a consequence, for automatic cloning, you must now select the  Clone storage nodes
attribute in the NetWorker client resource to force the clones to also go to the filer:

You need to set this
attribute !

The options for the command  nsrndmp_clone  are almost the same like for the ‘standard’ clone
command  nsrclone :

• Cloning a save set

nsrndmp_clone [-s server] [-b pool] -S {-f file | ssid...}

• Cloning a volume

nsrndmp_clone [-s server] [-b pool]    {-f file | volume_name...}

or

nsrndmp_clone [-s server] [-b pool] -V {-f file | volid...}

Of course, these operations are also implied from the NetWorker Administrator GUI when using the
clone windows.
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You must at least work with NDMP version 3 as NDMP cloning has been
first introduced with this version.

Please also note:

• Cloning of save sets greater >4GB fail with DNMP version 4 with NetApp’s OnTap 6.2R1
- Workaround: Clone with V3 on Data OnTap 6.2R1
- Fix: Upgrade to OnTap 6.2.1 or higher

• NDMP cloning shows extremely poor write performance with NetApp’s OnTap 6.2R1
- Workaround: With OnTap versions 6.1.3 or 6.2 or higher, run the command

ndmpd tcpwinsize -1  on the filer
- Fix: Upgrade to OnTap 6.2.1 or higher

• There is no support for heterogeneous filer configurations
There are several reasons:

- Only Network Appliance supports NDMP V4
- As there are NDMP inconsistencies among the NDMP implementation of the filer,

it is just too risky for one vender to set up such an environment

• Multiplexing and de-multiplexing is not possible
This is imply no feature of the NDMP protocol - these backups must run as a single stream
(with NDMP backups, a NDMP device’s  Target session = 1  attribute will be honoured)

As the following questions are really frequently asked, i want to repeat them once again:

Q: Can a backup media be written with both, ‘normal’ and NDMP save sets ?
A: Technically, there is no need to separate NDMP data from ‘standard’ NetWorker data. In principle,

they can reside on the same media. The NetWorker Open Tape Format supports this functionality.
However, due to other reasons mentioned below, it is recommended to separate the two types of
data and back them up to separate pools:

- The block sizes used for the NetWorker tape device might differ from the one that the
NDMP device uses.
However, as the data block size is exclusively stated in the tape label, one configuration
would use the wrong block size. (As far as I know, this applies to all backup solutions on
the market - there is always only one data block size per tape allowed).

- NetWorker bootstraps must be backed up and recovered from a tape drive locally attached
to the NetWorker server. As this is not true for an NDMP backup device, such media simply
cannot save NetWorker bootstrap information.

- Cloning of such volume will not be possible as the wrong command will be used for at least
one save set.

Q: Can a backup device be used as shared device (DDS device) with 'normal' and NDMP
characteristics ?

A: Yes, this is possible. Please keep in mind that for a DDS environment NetWorker basically does
nothing else only than "assigning a logical device path to the physical device". In other words, it
does not matter, which type of device you configured as logical device, the drive will server this
role. Do not forget to remember the following issues as well:

- All other parameters must match, for instance there must be media available for NDMP and
non-NDMP pools as both functions must be supported.

- Legato’s NetWorker Compatibility Guide still counts. Right now, the general functionality
only is supported for NetWork Appliance filers.

- Also, this works only for pure NetWorker. If you have other solutions involved like AlphaStor
or EMC systems, please look at the compatibility guide.
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3.10.4. Subdirectory Level Restore (SDR)

A common problem of dealing with NAS filers is the limitation for the number of files which is supported
for a single recovery process. For instance the limits on a NetWork Appliance filer are as follows:

• No more than 1024 files with Direct Access Recovery (DAR)
• No more than 10240 files without DAR

As a consequence, a huge file needs to be sent to the filer consuming a lot of his resources.
Subdirectory Level Recovery  does not overcome this restriction but it bypasses it. Instead of naming
all files in a directory, you now can just specify the directory name you want to recover.

SDR also helps to recover a partial save set even if the file index is corrupt or it never has been created
(by setting the backup command’s attribute  HIST=y ).

You may also look at this feature like bringing the  direct recover  method (done by using the command
recover -S ssid -a filename ) to the filer’s environment. Please have a look at page 10 of TID
22/2002. As a consequence, the command almost looks the same:

nsrndmp_recover [-c client] [-s server] [-R recover_target]  //
                       {-r raw_device –S ssid -m mount_point [-v {on|off}]  //
                       [path[path…]]|-F}

        -v on Will force the verification and entries not in index database would be skipped
during the recovery

        -v off The recover command will be sent to the filer without verification.

        [path[path…]] Specifies the individual directories that need to be recovered.

How does SDR work?

• With the  Subdirectory Level Restore  feature, nsrndmp_recover  interacts with  nsrindexd :

This is the default behavior. You may disable this feature if the index is not present (HIST = N) or
“corrupt”.

nsrndmp_recover

Client File Index

NDMP Server
nsrindexd

nsrmmdbd

Media Index
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This is of course available from the recover GUI:

• Without the  Subdirectory Level Restore  feature, nsrndmp_recover  can not interact with the
client file index - only with the media index:

This is of course available from the recover GUI.

nsrndmp_recover

NDMP Server

nsrmmdbd

Media Index

Enter the names as
usual.
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3.10.4.1. Considerations

Please note the following issues:

• If working from the GUI, the verification flag is enabled by default.
Currently there is no option provided to toggle the flag settings - you need to use the command
line if the verification flag shall be switched to “off”.

• The command line should be used if the verification flag shall be switched to “off”.
This is useful when performing a selective restore in case the index database for this save set has
been lost or the index information was not generated during the backup

• If the client file index information for this save set is corrupt or missing, you will see this message
when using the GUI

Entry <entry name> not present in index, skipping.

This message will not appear if verify flag (-v) is turned off. To do this you must use the command
line

It is also important to understand:

Subdirectory Level Restore does not optimize the “Index Restore” process !
It does not optimize the file list generated during “Index Restore”.
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What is new in NetWorker 7 ? (5)

3.11. Reporting Enhancements

3.11.1. General

So far, reports produced by NetWorker’s major database reporting tools, nsrinfo  and  mminfo
have done a terrific job - they just suffered from a certain caveat - they could not deliver computer
readable reports. However, this is essential if you must run statistics - and this is true for every admin
job. And such is also important for summerizing the effort for backup host companies.

Of course, you could save their output in a text file already. But then you had to write scripts or utilities
that converted these files appropriately.

NetWorker 7 will make this step obsolete as  nsrinfo  and  mminfo can now already deliver the
output n a computer readable format, that can be imported in databases or spreadsheet editors.

nsrinfo  and  mminfo  now also have the capabilities to provide their information in two additional
formats:

• XML Extensible Markup Language

• CSV Character Separated Value

3.11.2. What is XML ?

XML is a meta language that defines document types. This is important if you want to standardize
documents. In other words: If one use XML all docs follow the same scheme. This is important because
it then can be used by much more purposes than a single application that uses its own, proprietary
format.

XML is getting more and more popular for document description. One of XML’s predecessors is HTML
which defines the layout of a web page.

3.11.3. What is CSV ?

CSV is nothing else but a specific text file where each database output value is separated from the
other by a specific text character. Using this delimiter, you can easily detect the end of an output
string. Many spreadsheet and database program can read these files easily.

This of course only mkes sense, if you only use a character that is not included in the string. As an
example a string like  “this is an output“  should not be seprated from the next one by a space
character (“ “).
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3.11.4. nsrinfo  Examples

Let’s do a simple backup:

C:\>save D:\TEST
save: Using creinfeld as server
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_10.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_11.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_12.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_13.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_14.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_15.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_16.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_17.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_18.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_19.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_20.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_21.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_22.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_23.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_24.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_25.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_26.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_27.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_28.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_29.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_30.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_6.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_7.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_8.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_9.DAT
D:\TEST\
D:\
/

save: D:\TEST  29 MB 00:00:04     33 files
save completion time:  4-04-03 12:50a

C:\>
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3.11.4.1. nsrinfo  Output

This is the usual output with  nsrinfo :

C:\>nsrinfo creinfeld
scanning client `creinfeld' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_10.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_11.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_12.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_13.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_14.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_15.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_16.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_17.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_18.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_19.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_20.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_21.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_22.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_23.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_24.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_25.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_26.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_27.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_28.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_29.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_30.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_6.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_7.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_8.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\TEST_9.DAT, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\TEST\, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
D:\, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
/, date=1049410222 Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
33 objects found

C:\>
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3.11.4.2. nsrinfo  CSV Output

As you may expect, the „space“ character is not allowed:

But any other character is accepted, for example a „semi-colon“:

This shows that there are obviously fields (objects, client, name-space) that usually do not show but
they are listed here as empty fields.

C:\>nsrinfo -xc creinfeld  > D:\A\NSRINFO_1.TXT
nsrinfo: no delimiter-char specified for -xc<delimiter-char>
usage: nsrinfo [-vV] [-s server | -L] [-n namespace] [-N filename] //
  [-t time] [-X application] [-x exportspec] client

C:\>
C:\>nsrinfo -xc  creinfeld  > D:\A\NSRINFO_1.TXT
nsrinfo: no delimiter-char specified for -xc<delimiter-char>
usage: nsrinfo [-vV] [-s server | -L] [-n namespace] [-N filename] //
  [-t time] [-X application] [-x exportspec] client

C:\>

C:\>nsrinfo -xc; creinfeld  > D:\A\NSRINFO_1.TXT

C:\>type D:\A\NSRINFO_1.TXT
objects;client;name-space;file-name;date1;date2
;creinfeld;backup;;;
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_10.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_11.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_12.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_13.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_14.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_15.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_16.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_17.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_18.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_19.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003

.....
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_30.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_6.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_7.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_8.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\TEST\TEST_9.DAT;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\TEST\;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;D:\;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
;;;/;1049410222;Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
33;;;;;

C:\>
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But what happens, if we use a „comma“ as delimiter, which already shows up to separate the file name
from the backup time (see page 3):

As you see, this is not a problem as this delimiter does not appear twice.

C:\>nsrinfo -xc, creinfeld  > D:\A\NSRINFO_2.TXT

C:\>type D:\A\NSRINFO_2.TXT
objects,client,name-space,file-name,date1,date2
,creinfeld,backup,,,
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_10.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_11.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_12.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_13.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_14.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_15.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_16.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_17.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_18.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_19.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_20.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_21.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_22.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_23.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_24.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_25.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_26.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_27.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_28.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_29.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_30.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_6.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_7.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_8.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\TEST_9.DAT,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\TEST\,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,D:\,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
,,,/,1049410222,Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
33,,,,,

C:\>
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Besides the „space“, you can actually use all other (special) characters except „<“ and „>“ .

But this does not always make sense as this example shows:

Be careful - some special charecters, as for example such as the German
‘Umlauts’, do in fact result in garbage output.

C:\>nsrinfo -xcd creinfeld  > D:\A\NSRINFO_3.TXT

C:\>type D:\A\NSRINFO_3.TXT
objectsdclientdname-spacedfile-nameddate1ddate2
dcreinfelddbackupddd
dddD:\TEST\TEST_1.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_10.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_11.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_12.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_13.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_14.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_15.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_16.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_17.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_18.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_19.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_2.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_20.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_21.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_22.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_23.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_24.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_25.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_26.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_27.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_28.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_29.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_3.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_30.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_4.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_5.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_6.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_7.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_8.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\TEST_9.DATd1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\TEST\d1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
dddD:\d1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
ddd/d1049410222dFri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003
33ddddd

C:\>
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3.11.4.3. nsrinfo  XML Output

C:\>nsrinfo -xm creinfeld  > D:\A\NSRINFO_4.XML

C:\>type D:\A\NSRINFO_4.XML
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE nsrinfo-report [
<!ELEMENT result (field*)>
<!ELEMENT field (app1 | app2 | client | copy-group-name | copy-id1-part1 | //
  copy-id1-part2 | copy-id2-part1 | copy-id2-part2 | copy-type1 | //
  copy-type2 | copy-type3 | create-time1 | create-time2 | create-time3 | //
  ctime | da_dirl | date-part1 | date-part2 | date1 | date2 | description | //
  exchange-admin-group | exchange-organization | exchange-version | //
  ext-type | fd-creator | fd-flags | fd-type | fid1 | fid2-part1 | //
  fid2-part2 | fid3-part1 | fid3-part2 | fid3-part3 | fid3-part4 | //
  file-name | file-size1 | file-size2 | file-size3 | file-type | fileid | //
  files | from | fsid | hardlink | informix-backup-level | //
  informix-create-time1 | informix-create-time2 | informix-create-time3 | //
  informix-dbspace-name | informix-dbspace-type | informix-object-size | //
  len | lifecycle-group-name | logical-file-list-filegroup | //
  logical-file-list-name | logical-file-list-pathname | //
  logical-file-list-size | logmark-description | logmark-name | //
  logmark-time | mtime | name-space | new-direntry-part1 | //
  new-direntry-part2 | nsr-size | object-info | object-name-part1 | //
  object-name-part2 | object-owner-part1 | object-owner-part2 | //
  object-size-part1 | object-size-part2 | object-status1 | object-status2 | //
  object-type1 | object-type2 | objects | off | old-direntry-part1 | //
  old-direntry-part2 | old-direntry-part3 | old-direntry-part4 | //
  old-direntry-part5 | res-size | resource-type | restore-order-part1 | //
  restore-order-part2 | savetime1 | savetime2 | sent-part1 | sent-part2 | //
  server | size | subject | symlink | to | version)>
<!ELEMENT app1 (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT app2 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT client (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT copy-group-name (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT copy-id1-part1 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT copy-id1-part2 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT copy-id2-part1 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT copy-id2-part2 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT copy-type1 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT copy-type2 (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT copy-type3 (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT create-time1 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT create-time2 (time-field)>
<!ELEMENT create-time3 (time-field)>
<!ELEMENT ctime (time-field)>
<!ELEMENT da_dirl (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT date-part1 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT date-part2 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT date1 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT date2 (time-field)>
<!ELEMENT description (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT exchange-admin-group (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT exchange-organization (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT exchange-version (string-field)>

.....
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.....
<!ELEMENT ext-type (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT fd-creator (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT fd-flags (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT fd-type (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT fid1 (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT fid2-part1 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT fid2-part2 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT fid3-part1 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT fid3-part2 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT fid3-part3 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT fid3-part4 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT file-name (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT file-size1 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT file-size2 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT file-size3 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT file-type (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT fileid (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT files (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT from (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT fsid (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT hardlink (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT informix-backup-level (level-field)>
<!ELEMENT informix-create-time1 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT informix-create-time2 (time-field)>
<!ELEMENT informix-create-time3 (time-field)>
<!ELEMENT informix-dbspace-name (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT informix-dbspace-type (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT informix-object-size (bytes-field)>
<!ELEMENT len (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT lifecycle-group-name (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT logical-file-list-filegroup (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT logical-file-list-name (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT logical-file-list-pathname (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT logical-file-list-size (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT logmark-description (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT logmark-name (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT logmark-time (time-field)>
<!ELEMENT mtime (time-field)>
<!ELEMENT name-space (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT new-direntry-part1 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT new-direntry-part2 (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT nsr-size (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT object-info (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT object-name-part1 (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT object-name-part2 (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT object-owner-part1 (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT object-owner-part2 (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT object-size-part1 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT object-size-part2 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT object-status1 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT object-status2 (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT object-type1 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT object-type2 (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT objects (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT off (number-field)>

.....
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.....
<!ELEMENT old-direntry-part1 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT old-direntry-part2 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT old-direntry-part3 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT old-direntry-part4 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT old-direntry-part5 (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT res-size (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT resource-type (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT restore-order-part1 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT restore-order-part2 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT savetime1 (time-field)>
<!ELEMENT savetime2 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT sent-part1 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT sent-part2 (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT server (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT size (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT subject (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT symlink (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT to (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT version (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT boolean-field (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT bytes-field (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT id-field (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT kilobytes-field (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT level-field (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT number-field (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT string-field (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT time-field (#PCDATA)>
]>

<nsrinfo-report>
<result>
<client>creinfeld</client>
<name-space>backup</name-space>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_10.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_11.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_12.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>

.....
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.....
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_13.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_14.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_15.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_16.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_17.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_18.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_19.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_20.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_21.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_22.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>

.....
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.....
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_25.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_26.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_27.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_28.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_29.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_30.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_6.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_7.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>

.....
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.....
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_8.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\TEST_9.DAT</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\TEST\</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>D:\</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<file-name>/</file-name>
<date1>1049410222</date1>
<date2>Fri Apr 04 00:50:22 2003</date2>
</result>
<result>
<objects>33</objects>
</result>
</nsrinfo-report>

C:\>

As you can see, reading the XML file as a text file does not really make sense as it contains a lot of
control characters. However, you can clearly identify its structure:

- a lot of control statements in the beginning (magenta)
- the begin and end of the report („nsrinfo“  and  „/nsrinfo“, cyan)
- the begin and end of a report line („result“  and  „/result“, red)
- the begin and end of a data field (for example „date1“  and  „/date1“, blue)
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But if you open the file with an appropriate viewer (such as Microsoft’s Internet Explorer), a lot of control
characters are not visible but ‘embedded’:

These control characters
are responsible for this
‘staggered’ kind of view.

3.11.5. mminfo  Examples

After a few more backups, the following pages show the analog same examples for the  mminfo
command.
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C:\>mminfo -av
 volume        client          date     time        size ssid      fl   lvl name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/04/2003 01:26:57 AM   29 MB 3884761922 cb      D:\TEST
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/04/2003 01:26:36 AM   29 MB 3901539116 cb      D:\TEST
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/04/2003 01:26:27 AM   29 MB 3918316323 cb      D:\TEST
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/04/2003 01:26:19 AM   29 MB 3935093531 cb      D:\TEST
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/04/2003 01:26:09 AM   29 MB 3951870738 cb      D:\TEST
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/04/2003 01:25:49 AM   29 MB 3968647934 cb      D:\TEST
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/04/2003 01:25:41 AM   29 MB 3985425141 cb      D:\TEST
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/04/2003 01:25:32 AM   29 MB 4002202349 cb      D:\TEST
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/04/2003 01:25:18 AM   29 MB 4018979550 cb      D:\TEST
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  04/04/2003 12:50:22 AM   29 MB 4253858478 cb      D:\TEST

C:\>

3.11.5.1. mminfo  Output

This is the usual output with  nsrinfo :
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C:\>mminfo -av -xc > D:\A\MMINFO_1.TXT
mminfo: no delimiter-char specified for -xc<delimiter-char>
usage: mminfo [-avV] [-o order] [-s server] [-x exportspec] [report] [query] [volname...]

<report>: [ -m | -p | -B | -S | -X | -r reportspec ]
<query>:  [-c client] [-N name] [-t time] [-q queryspec]

C:\>
C:\>mminfo -av -xc  > D:\A\MMINFO_1.TXT
mminfo: no delimiter-char specified for -xc<delimiter-char>
usage: mminfo [-avV] [-o order] [-s server] [-x exportspec] [report] [query] [volname...]

<report>: [ -m | -p | -B | -S | -X | -r reportspec ]
<query>:  [-c client] [-N name] [-t time] [-q queryspec]

C:\>
C:\>mminfo -av -xc;  > D:\A\MMINFO_1.TXT

C:\>type D:\A\MMINFO_1.TXT
volume;client;date-time;sum-size;ssid;flags;level;name
creinfeld.001;creinfeld;04/04/2003 01:26:57 AM;29 MB;3884761922;cb;;D:\TEST
creinfeld.001;creinfeld;04/04/2003 01:26:36 AM;29 MB;3901539116;cb;;D:\TEST
creinfeld.001;creinfeld;04/04/2003 01:26:27 AM;29 MB;3918316323;cb;;D:\TEST
creinfeld.001;creinfeld;04/04/2003 01:26:19 AM;29 MB;3935093531;cb;;D:\TEST
creinfeld.001;creinfeld;04/04/2003 01:26:09 AM;29 MB;3951870738;cb;;D:\TEST
creinfeld.001;creinfeld;04/04/2003 01:25:49 AM;29 MB;3968647934;cb;;D:\TEST
creinfeld.001;creinfeld;04/04/2003 01:25:41 AM;29 MB;3985425141;cb;;D:\TEST
creinfeld.001;creinfeld;04/04/2003 01:25:32 AM;29 MB;4002202349;cb;;D:\TEST
creinfeld.001;creinfeld;04/04/2003 01:25:18 AM;29 MB;4018979550;cb;;D:\TEST
creinfeld.001;creinfeld;04/04/2003 12:50:22 AM;29 MB;4253858478;cb;;D:\TEST

C:\>

3.11.5.2. mminfo  CSV Output

As you may expect, the „space“ character is not allowed:
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C:\>mminfo -av -xc, > D:\A\MMINFO_2.TXT

C:\>
C:\>type D:\A\MMINFO_2.TXT
volume,client,date-time,sum-size,ssid,flags,level,name
creinfeld.001,creinfeld,04/04/2003 01:26:57 AM,29 MB,3884761922,cb,,D:\TEST
creinfeld.001,creinfeld,04/04/2003 01:26:36 AM,29 MB,3901539116,cb,,D:\TEST
creinfeld.001,creinfeld,04/04/2003 01:26:27 AM,29 MB,3918316323,cb,,D:\TEST
creinfeld.001,creinfeld,04/04/2003 01:26:19 AM,29 MB,3935093531,cb,,D:\TEST
creinfeld.001,creinfeld,04/04/2003 01:26:09 AM,29 MB,3951870738,cb,,D:\TEST
creinfeld.001,creinfeld,04/04/2003 01:25:49 AM,29 MB,3968647934,cb,,D:\TEST
creinfeld.001,creinfeld,04/04/2003 01:25:41 AM,29 MB,3985425141,cb,,D:\TEST
creinfeld.001,creinfeld,04/04/2003 01:25:32 AM,29 MB,4002202349,cb,,D:\TEST
creinfeld.001,creinfeld,04/04/2003 01:25:18 AM,29 MB,4018979550,cb,,D:\TEST
creinfeld.001,creinfeld,04/04/2003 12:50:22 AM,29 MB,4253858478,cb,,D:\TEST

C:\>
C:\>mminfo -av -xc/ > D:\A\MMINFO_3.TXT

C:\>
C:\>type D:\A\MMINFO_3.TXT
volume/client/date-time/sum-size/ssid/flags/level/name
creinfeld.001/creinfeld/04/04/2003 01:26:57 AM/29 MB/3884761922/cb//D:\TEST
creinfeld.001/creinfeld/04/04/2003 01:26:36 AM/29 MB/3901539116/cb//D:\TEST
creinfeld.001/creinfeld/04/04/2003 01:26:27 AM/29 MB/3918316323/cb//D:\TEST
creinfeld.001/creinfeld/04/04/2003 01:26:19 AM/29 MB/3935093531/cb//D:\TEST
creinfeld.001/creinfeld/04/04/2003 01:26:09 AM/29 MB/3951870738/cb//D:\TEST
creinfeld.001/creinfeld/04/04/2003 01:25:49 AM/29 MB/3968647934/cb//D:\TEST
creinfeld.001/creinfeld/04/04/2003 01:25:41 AM/29 MB/3985425141/cb//D:\TEST
creinfeld.001/creinfeld/04/04/2003 01:25:32 AM/29 MB/4002202349/cb//D:\TEST
creinfeld.001/creinfeld/04/04/2003 01:25:18 AM/29 MB/4018979550/cb//D:\TEST
creinfeld.001/creinfeld/04/04/2003 12:50:22 AM/29 MB/4253858478/cb//D:\TEST
C:\>

As you can see again, this character is not very useful.
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C:\>mminfo -av -xm > D:\A\MMINFO_4.XML

C:\>
C:\>type D:\A\MMINFO_4.XML
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE mminfo-tabular-report [
<!ELEMENT result (field*)>
<!ELEMENT field (annotation | attributes | avail | barcode | browse-time | capacity | client | //
  client-ID | clone-flags | clone-id | clone-time | continued | copies | date-time | expires | family | //
  files-saved | first | flags | frag-flags | frag-size | full | group | in-use | incomplete | labeled | //
  last | level | location | manual | media-file | media-mark | metric | mounts | name | ndmp | near | //
  newline | next | next-rec | orig-label | percent-used | pool | prev-ssid | read | read-only | record | //
  recoverable | recycled | retention-time | rolled-in | savesets | savetime | smartmedia | space | //
  ss-access | ss-completed | ss-created | ss-expires | ss-inserted | ss-recycle | ssflags | ssid | //
  sum-size | suspect | total | type | valid | vol-access | vol-attributes | vol-recycle | volflags | //
  volid | volstate | volume | written)>
<!ELEMENT annotation (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT attributes (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT avail (boolean-field)>
<!ELEMENT barcode (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT browse-time (time-field)>
<!ELEMENT capacity (kilobytes-field)>
<!ELEMENT client (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT client-ID (id-field)>
<!ELEMENT clone-flags (boolean-field)>
<!ELEMENT clone-id (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT clone-time (time-field)>
<!ELEMENT continued (boolean-field)>
<!ELEMENT copies (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT date-time (time-field)>
<!ELEMENT expires (time-field)>
<!ELEMENT family (string-field)>
<!ELEMENT files-saved (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT first (number-field)>
<!ELEMENT flags (boolean-field)>
<!ELEMENT frag-flags (boolean-field)>
<!ELEMENT frag-size (bytes-field)>

.....

3.11.5.3. mminfo  XML Output
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.....
<!ELEMENT string-field (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT time-field (#PCDATA)>
]>

<mminfo-tabular-report>
<result>
<volume>creinfeld.001</volume>
<client>creinfeld</client>
<date-time>04/04/2003 01:26:57 AM</date-time>
<sum-size>29 MB</sum-size>
<ssid>3884761922</ssid>
<flags>cb</flags>
<name>D:\TEST</name>
</result>
<result>
<volume>creinfeld.001</volume>
<client>creinfeld</client>
<date-time>04/04/2003 01:26:36 AM</date-time>
<sum-size>29 MB</sum-size>
<ssid>3901539116</ssid>
<flags>cb</flags>
<name>D:\TEST</name>
</result>

.....
<result>
<volume>creinfeld.001</volume>
<client>creinfeld</client>
<date-time>04/04/2003 12:50:22 AM</date-time>
<sum-size>29 MB</sum-size>
<ssid>4253858478</ssid>
<flags>cb</flags>
<name>D:\TEST</name>
</result>
</mminfo-tabular-report>

C:\>
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But if you open the file with an appropriate viewer (such as Microsoft’s Internet Explorer), a lot of control
characters are not visible but ‘embedded’:

These control characters
are responsible for this
‘staggered’ kind of view.

3.12. nsr_support / nsrsup  Changes

These programs have been incorporated withing NetWorker for years. Their purpose is to gather
important information that is necessary for support purposes:

nsr_support is a UNIX/Linux script
nsrsup is a Windows  .EXE  file (was a batch file until NetWorker 6.x)

Except some cleanup issues for the UNIX program the major improvement with NetWorker 7.0 is that
you can now also create an output in HTML format. This allows you to use a standard web browser to
investigate the output file.

At the beginning, you will have to answer some questions about the support incident - the rest ist done
automatically.

The next page shows you how you deal with  nsrsup  on a NetWorker server for Windows. For UNIX,
please use the same syntax but  nsr_support  as program name.

Do not forget that the output file can become very large, depending on
your configuration and the number of backups you have done already !
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C:\>nsrsup -o D:\A\CREINFELD.HTML

Networker Support Tool: System Diagnostics
Legato Systems

Instructions:
- Provide information requested, then press <enter>

Please enter a Legato Incident Case No: 12345
Company Name: Legato Systems GmbH
Contact Name: Carsten Reinfeld
Phone Number: +49 89 899692-0
Email address: creinfeld@legato.com
Setting up Env
Output will be sent to D:\A\CREINFELD.HTML
Networker server is running
Building list of tasks to run in your environment
Could not load version number

Running System commands...
Running: PATH
Running: Environment Variables
Running: IP Configuration
Running: Active Network Connections
Running: Network Interface Statistics
Running: Started Windows Services
Running: Server Services Configuration
Running: Workstation Services configuration
Running: Server statistics
Running: Workstation statistics
Running: Memory: Process status
Running: hosts file
Running: lmhosts file
Running: Dr. Watson Log

Getting Networker information.
Some commands might take a while...
Running: Networker Bin Directory
Running: nsrls Output
Running: mminfo: Completed Savesets
Running: nsradmin: resource database
Running: nsrjb.res File
Running: nsrla.res File
Running: Daemon_log
Running: Messages
Running: Group Information
Running: NW Servers List
Running: Jukebox
Done.

Results are in: D:\A\CREINFELD.HTML
Done
Press any key to continue...

C:\>
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And this is how the output file displays if you open it with your web browser:

At the top, you will see
your user and system
information, followed by a
section with machine
information.

Click on the appropriate
link to jump to that
section.

Underneath that info, you will see a breakdown of NetWorker related information:
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This is an example for the output of all completed backups:

Please be aware that there is the link to the file  nsr.res . However, as it does not exist any longer, it
can not be displayed:
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You can verify all resources if you click on  nsradmin: resource database :

As you can see, this section lists all resource information except for  nsrla.res  resources:

Click on this link to verify
all resources:

The  type: NSR notification;  points to a resource for the NetWorker server software (former
nsr.res), while  type: NSR label;  points to a resource for the NetWorker storage node software
(former  nsrjb.res).
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3.13. Product header in  /nsr/logs/daemon.log file

If the networker server is started,  nsrd  will now save information about the current software version in
the file  daemon.log . This is nothing but a reminder for support purposes. This is the information:

DBG= will display the debug level (if used)
OPT= will display some optional paramaters (if used)

And this is what you will see if you use the output from the  nsrsup  output file:

03/18/03 21:16:19 nsrd: server notice: started
03/18/03 21:16:19 nsrmmdbd: media db is checking btrees
03/18/03 21:16:19 nsrmmdbd: media db is consistency checking the database
03/18/03 21:16:19 nsrmmdbd: media db is open for business
03/18/03 21:16:23 nsrd: NetWorker
03/18/03 21:16:23 nsrd: 7.0.Build.322
03/18/03 21:16:23 nsrd: 322
03/18/03 21:16:23 nsrd: Fri Feb 14 23:24:04 2003
03/18/03 21:16:23 nsrd: Build arch.:  nt86
03/18/03 21:16:23 nsrd: DBG=0,OPT=
03/18/03 21:16:23 nsrindexd: Running nsrck to check client file indices
03/18/03 21:16:23 nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld'
03/18/03 21:16:23 nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld contains 35 records //
  occupying 7 KB
03/18/03 21:16:23 nsrck: checking index for 'ultra'

.....
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What is new in NetWorker 7 ? (6)

3.14. Unique Identification of Devices

3.14.1. General

As you know, it is Legato's policy not to write its own device drivers. Whatever device handle the
operating system will assign, Legato will take it and use it. In a running environment, this is fine. It
also works when a device becomes inactive, either due to hardware problems or due to NetWorker
administrator's intervention.

However, the problem arises when the machine, such device is attached, will be rebooted. Due to the
way Windows NT/2000 works, the drives will be rescanned and the device names (the device handles)
will be automatically reassigned, which in case of a missing or defect device will lead to the fact that
the new assigned Windows configuration does not map the old NetWorker configuration any more. As
a consequence, this will lead to a (partially) non-functional NetWorker backup environment. This is
especially important in more complex backup scenarios, for instance in a SAN where drives are also
configured to support Dynamic Device Sharing (DDS).

In principle, there are several ways to overcome the problem, depending on where you want to
implement the solution:

- Let the operating system not reassign the device names.
Unfortunately, this is not an option. Unlike other operating systems, Windows NT/2000 does
not have the capability to suppress auto-detection of peripherals. And to my knowledge, there
is no plan to install such option that will finally leave the decision to the customer.

- Installing Persistent Bindings
This is the method to solve the operating system’s problem at the host bus adaptor's (HBA)
driver level. With this solution, the hardware's serial number (SN) in a SCSI or the world-wide-
number (WWN) in a SAN environment will be stored in a table that keeps the relationships
between the SN/WWN and the operating system’s device handles.

- Drive Serialization
This is the option to solve the operating system’s problem within the backup software. In
principle, it is the same method as Persistent Bindings, just implemented in another area
of the backup solution.

As a prerequisite NetWorker must have the capability to recognize the SN/WWN of a device, which is
also a very good help when you need to investigate general jukebox installation problems. This makes it
easy to verify the location of a specific device in a given situation whenever this is needed.

NetWorker release 7.0 contains the following enhancements to make device configuration easier:

• The  inquire  command has been enhanced to uniquely identify attached devices by a
combination of identifiers including manufacturer, product ID, serial number, World Wide Number
(WWN) and World Wide Port Name (WWPN).

• A new command, sjisn, has been added. The sjisn command displays the attached devices
in the order of their element connection.
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3.14.2. Examples

Here is a simple example using a SCSI jukebox with two devices:

Z:\NSR\BIN>inquire
scsidev@0.0.0:IC35L040AVER07-0        ER4O|Disk, \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE0
scsidev@1.0.0:TOSHIBA CD-ROM XM-5602B 1796|CD-ROM
scsidev@2.3.0:OVERLANDLIBRARYPRO      0208|Autochanger (Jukebox)
                                           S/N: 0O00001234
scsidev@2.4.0:Quantum DLT4000         CD41|Tape, \\.\Tape0
                                           S/N: JF70613301
scsidev@2.5.0:Quantum DLT4000         CC37|Tape, \\.\Tape1
                                           S/N: JF70505132

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Z:\NSR\BIN>sjisn scsidev@2.3.0
Serial Number data for scsidev@2.3.0 (OVERLAND LIBRARYPRO      ):
        Library:
                Serial Number: 0O00001234
        Drive at element address 0:
        Drive at element address 241:
                Serial Number: non-ASCII S/N

Z:\NSR\BIN>sjisn scsidev@2.4.0
SJISN: Resource device
usage: sjisn scsidev@b.t.l

Z:\NSR\BIN>sjisn scsidev@2.5.0
SJISN: Resource device
usage: sjisn scsidev@b.t.l

Z:\NSR\BIN>sjisn \\.\Tape1
\\.\Tape1: No such device
usage: sjisn scsidev@b.t.l

Z:\NSR\BIN>

However the jukebox controller must be ‘young’ enough to support this feature - otherwise the result is
looking like this:
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And here is an example of a jukebox that supports the command  sjisn :

# inquire
scsidev@1.1.0:SEAGATE ST39204LCSUN9.0G4207|Disk, /dev/rdsk/c3t1d0s2
                                           S/N: 3BV0HV1F00002052DD80
scsidev@1.4.0:ARCHIVE Python 03812-XXX652B|Tape, /dev/rmt/5cbn
                                           S/N: GC07LTK
scsidev@2.0.0:STK     L180            0221|Autochanger (Jukebox)
                                           S/N: MPC02205422
scsidev@3.1.0:QUANTUM DLT7000         2565|Tape, /dev/rmt/0cbn
                                           S/N: PXB18S2509
scsidev@3.2.0:QUANTUM DLT7000         2565|Tape, /dev/rmt/1cbn
                                           S/N: PXB18S2478
scsidev@3.3.0:QUANTUM DLT7000         2565|Tape, /dev/rmt/2cbn
                                           S/N: PXA50S1979
scsidev@3.4.0:QUANTUM DLT7000         2565|Tape, /dev/rmt/3cbn
                                           S/N: PXB18S2542
#
#
#
# sjisn scsidev@2.0.0
Serial Number data for scsidev@2.0.0 (STK      L180            ):
        Library:
                Serial Number: MPC02205422
        Drive at element address 500:
                SCSI-3 Device Identifiers:
                        VENN:PXB18S2509
        Drive at element address 501:
                SCSI-3 Device Identifiers:
                        VENN:PXB18S2478
        Drive at element address 502:
                SCSI-3 Device Identifiers:
                        VENN:PXA50S1979
        Drive at element address 503:
                SCSI-3 Device Identifiers:
                        VENN:PXB18S2542
#
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3.15. Changes to Jukebox Installation

3.15.1. General

On the first view, jbconfig , which have been used for years to install autochangers and their devices,
has not changed that much - in fact no functional changes or new features have been added. However,
the program has been improved with respect to the following subjects:

• Redundant questions have been eliminated
• If possible, you may now use automatic configuration
• You now receive a number of specific and informational error messages

If not already transparent to you, all changes are more or less intuitive. In general, you will not need to
learn how to use  jbconfig  but you will need a little time to learn its new appearance.

In the beginning, you should carefully interact with  jbconfig  and read all
questions and messages carefully, before you proceed.

Here are some details about  jbconfig’s new usage:

• Deleting unnecessary prompts
On selecting the option “auto-detected SCSI jukebox”, if there is only one jukebox on the
system that has not been configured, jbconfig  assumes that this is the one that is being
configured and proceeds to the next step without asking for confirmation.

• Allow automatic configuration
If all drives in a jukebox can be detected automatically, the detected information is displayed
and you are asked whether you want to proceed with the automatic configuration of the
displayed information or with the manual configuration of each drive.

If only some drives are detected, the information for the detected drives is displayed and the
user will be asked to enter the information for the unknown drives.

• Automatic assignment of DDS Hardware-Ids
They are generated and assigned internally for shared devices without asking the user to input
them. You may modify them later within the NetWorker Administrator program, if really
necessary.

• Jukebox configuration verification
If you entered an invalid name for a jukebox, jbconfig  now prompts you for a new name
instead of just exiting.

• Device configuration verification
If you entered a non-existent or invalid path for a drive,  jbconfig  prompts you for a new
path instead of just exiting. Additionally, error-checking for valid device names and paths and
other user input has been added throughout.
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• Simplificiation of the device configuration
Instead of asking user the drive model for every drive in a jukebox, these changes have been
implemented:

- You will be asked in the beginning whether all drives are of same type.
If not, you will see a small list of drives based on automatic detection and pre-
configured drives.

- If the small list is not sufficient, then  jbconfig  will display the whole list of models.
- The same applies to shared drive (DDS) configuration - once the model for a drive has

been specified, the same model is applied to all shared instances.
- For NDMP drives, if drives are being defined on the same host and user, you will only

be asked once for the  username  and  password .
- If a drive in the jukebox you configure already exists in the Networker database, you

will be asked whether you want to either delete the existing device configuration,
re-define the device configuration or keep the old configuration. In previous releases,
jbconfig  would just keep the old configuration.

• A summary of all jukebox options will be displayed at the end.

• The introduction of CDI (see TID 7/2003) does not affect anything in the way  jbconfig  works.

• Future releases of NW may have additional features in CDI (usage of WWN, for instance) that
might improve the detection in  jbconfig .

Please keep in mind that you must run  jbconfig  on the host (usually a storage node) that controls
the robotic arm (except for a NDMP jukebox, where no NetWorker software can be installed at the filer).
However, the resource files reside at the NetWorker server. As a consequence you must have the
appropriate rights (you need to be part of a  User Group  that owns the privilege  Configure NetWorker  ).

Unfortunately, the right is only checked when the new resource needs to be written which is at the end
of the jukebox installation process.

To prevent unsuccessful jukebox installations, please ensure that you have the
necessary rights before you run  jbconfig  at a remote storage node.

Finally, one new feature has been added to  jbconfig.exe :

If you run  jbconfig.exe  at a Windows server or storage node, you will now see a new option
that allows to setup a jukebox to share between the hardware betweeen NetWorker and Microsoft’s
Removable Storage Manager  program. Although this is possible and supported, such configurations
will be very rare in real life. As a consequence i will not explain it here.

The following pages show configuration examples which are more or less self explainatory. Specific
details will be marked and commented.
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Z:\NSR\BIN>jbconfig
         1) Configure an AlphaStor/SmartMedia Jukebox.
         2) Configure an Autodetected SCSI Jukebox.
         3) Configure an Autodetected NDMP SCSI Jukebox.
         4) Configure an SJI Jukebox.
         5) Configure an STL Silo.
         6) Configure a Microsoft Removable Storage Jukebox.

What kind of Jukebox are you configuring? [1] 2
Installing 'Standard SCSI Jukebox' jukebox - scsidev@2.3.0.

What name do you want to assign to this jukebox device? jbox
Turn NetWorker auto-cleaning on (yes / no) [yes]? yes

The following drive(s) can be auto-configured in this jukebox:
 1> dlt @ 2.4.0 ==> \\.\Tape0
 2> dlt @ 2.5.0 ==> \\.\Tape1
These are all the drives that this jukebox has reported.

To change the drive model(s) or configure them as shared or NDMP drives,
 you need to bypass auto-configure. Bypass auto-configure? (yes / no) [no] no

Jukebox has been added successfully

.....

3.15.2. Example - Automatic Installation of a simple, local installed jukebox

Option 6 is new.

Both devices are locally
attached.

This option defaults to
automatic installation.
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.....

The following configuration options have been set:

   > Jukebox description to the control port and model.
   > Autochanger control port to the port at which we found it.
   > Networker managed tape autocleaning on.
   > Barcode reading to on.
   > Volume labels that match the barcodes.
   > Slot intended to hold cleaning cartridge to 10.  Please insure that a
     cleaning cartridge is in that slot
   > Number of times we will use a new cleaning cartridge to 20.
   > Cleaning interval for the tape drives to 6 months.

You can review and change the characteristics of the autochanger and its
associated devices using nwadmin.

Would you like to configure another jukebox? (yes/no) [no]no

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Finally, all options are
repeated.

To support  Tape Alert,
the cleaning interval now
defaults to 6 months.
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Z:\NSR\BIN>jbconfig
         1) Configure an AlphaStor/SmartMedia Jukebox.
         2) Configure an Autodetected SCSI Jukebox.
         3) Configure an Autodetected NDMP SCSI Jukebox.
         4) Configure an SJI Jukebox.
         5) Configure an STL Silo.
         6) Configure a Microsoft Removable Storage Jukebox.

What kind of Jukebox are you configuring? [1] 2
Installing 'Standard SCSI Jukebox' jukebox - scsidev@2.3.0.

What name do you want to assign to this jukebox device? jbox
Turn NetWorker auto-cleaning on (yes / no) [yes]? no

The following drive(s) can be auto-configured in this jukebox:
 1> dlt @ 2.4.0 ==> \\.\Tape0
 2> dlt @ 2.5.0 ==> \\.\Tape1
These are all the drives that this jukebox has reported.

To change the drive model(s) or configure them as shared or NDMP drives,
 you need to bypass auto-configure. Bypass auto-configure? (yes / no) [no] yes

Is (any path of) any drive intended for NDMP use? (yes / no) [no] no
Is any drive going to have more than one path defined? (yes / no) [no] no

.....

3.15.3. Example - Manual Installation of a simple, local installed jukebox

Option 6 is new.

Both devices are locally
attached.

Enter  yes  for a manual
installation.
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.....

Please enter the device path information in one of the following formats:

        \\.\Tape0 --for local path or
        host:device-path --for remote node or
        host:drive-letter:directory path --for Windows disk file

Drive  1, element 240, system name = \\.\Tape0,
       local bus / target / lun value = 2/4/0,
           model dlt
Drive path ? [\\.\Tape0] <cr>

Drive  2, element 241, system name = \\.\Tape1,
       local bus / target / lun value = 2/5/0,
           model dlt
Drive path ? [\\.\Tape1] <cr>

Only model dlt drives have been detected.
Are all drives in this jukebox of the same model?  (yes / no) [yes] yes

Jukebox has been added successfully

.....

Finally, all options are
repeated.

jbconfig  still detects
the devices - you may
just confirm what it has
found.
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.....

The following configuration options have been set:

   > Jukebox description to the control port and model.
   > Autochanger control port to the port at which we found it.
   > Autocleaning off.
   > Barcode reading to on.
   > Volume labels that match the barcodes.
   > Slot intended to hold cleaning cartridge to 10.  Please insure that a
     cleaning cartridge is in that slot
   > Number of times we will use a new cleaning cartridge to 20.

You can review and change the characteristics of the autochanger and its
associated devices using nwadmin.

Would you like to configure another jukebox? (yes/no) [no] no

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Finally, all options are
repeated.
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Z:\NSR\BIN>jbconfig
         1) Configure an AlphaStor/SmartMedia Jukebox.
         2) Configure an Autodetected SCSI Jukebox.
         3) Configure an Autodetected NDMP SCSI Jukebox.
         4) Configure an SJI Jukebox.
         5) Configure an STL Silo.
         6) Configure a Microsoft Removable Storage Jukebox.

What kind of Jukebox are you configuring? [1] 2
Installing 'Standard SCSI Jukebox' jukebox - scsidev@2.3.0.

What name do you want to assign to this jukebox device? jbox
Turn NetWorker auto-cleaning on (yes / no) [yes]? yes

The following drive(s) can be auto-configured in this jukebox:
 1> dlt @ 2.4.0 ==> \\.\Tape0
The 1 drive(s) that cannot be auto-configured will be addressed in a moment,
 but first:
Do you want to configure any of the drives as shared or NDMP
drives? (yes / no) [no] no

.....

3.15.4. Example - Installation of a shared jukebox

Option 6 is new.

Only one device can be
detected locally although
2 are reported by the
jukebox controller.
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.....

Please enter the device path information in one of the following formats:

        \\.\Tape0 --for local path or
        host:device-path --for remote node or
        host:drive-letter:directory path --for Windows disk file

You will be prompted only for those drives that could not be auto-configured;
the others will be skipped. Please provide the paths for these drives:

Drive  2, element 241
Drive path ? test001:\\.\Tape0

Only model dlt drives have been detected.
Are all drives in this jukebox of the same model?  (yes / no) [yes] yes

A Dedicated Storage Node can backup only local data to its devices.
Should test001 be configured as a Dedicated Storage Node? (yes / no) [no] no

Jukebox has been added successfully

.....

Remote devices must be
entered in the format
hostname:device_name
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.....

The following configuration options have been set:

   > Jukebox description to the control port and model.
   > Autochanger control port to the port at which we found it.
   > Networker managed tape autocleaning on.
   > Barcode reading to on.
   > Volume labels that match the barcodes.
   > Slot intended to hold cleaning cartridge to 10.  Please insure that a
     cleaning cartridge is in that slot
   > Number of times we will use a new cleaning cartridge to 20.
   > Cleaning interval for the tape drives to 6 months.

You can review and change the characteristics of the autochanger and its
associated devices using nwadmin.

Would you like to configure another jukebox? (yes/no) [no] no

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Finally, all options are
repeated.
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Z:\NSR\BIN>jbconfig
         1) Configure an AlphaStor/SmartMedia Jukebox.
         2) Configure an Autodetected SCSI Jukebox.
         3) Configure an Autodetected NDMP SCSI Jukebox.
         4) Configure an SJI Jukebox.
         5) Configure an STL Silo.
         6) Configure a Microsoft Removable Storage Jukebox.

What kind of Jukebox are you configuring? [1] 2
Installing 'Standard SCSI Jukebox' jukebox - scsidev@2.3.0.

What name do you want to assign to this jukebox device? jbox
Turn NetWorker auto-cleaning on (yes / no) [yes]? yes

The following drive(s) can be auto-configured in this jukebox:
 1> dlt @ 2.4.0 ==> \\.\Tape0
 2> dlt @ 2.5.0 ==> \\.\Tape1
These are all the drives that this jukebox has reported.

To change the drive model(s) or configure them as shared or NDMP drives,
 you need to bypass auto-configure. Bypass auto-configure? (yes / no) [no] yes

Is (any path of) any drive intended for NDMP use? (yes / no) [no] no
Is any drive going to have more than one path defined? (yes / no) [no] yes

You will be prompted for multiple paths for each drive.
Pressing <Enter> on a null default advances to the next drive.

.....

3.15.5. Example - Installation of a shared jukebox with DDS devices

Option 6 is new.

Both devices can be
detected locally.

Enter  yes  in case of
DDS devices.
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.....

Please enter the device path information in one of the following formats:

        \\.\Tape0 --for local path or
        host:device-path --for remote node or
        host:drive-letter:directory path --for Windows disk file

Drive  1, element 240, system name = \\.\Tape0,
       local bus / target / lun value = 2/4/0,
           model dlt
Device path 1 ? [\\.\Tape0] \\.\Tape0
Device path 2 ? [] test001:\\.\Tape0
Device path 3 ? []

Drive  2, element 241, system name = \\.\Tape1,
       local bus / target / lun value = 2/5/0,
           model dlt
Device path 1 ? [\\.\Tape1] \\.\Tape1
Device path 2 ? [] test001:\\.\Tape1
Device path 3 ? []

Only model dlt drives have been detected.
Are all drives in this jukebox of the same model?  (yes / no) [yes] yes

A Dedicated Storage Node can backup only local data to its devices.
Should test001 be configured as a Dedicated Storage Node? (yes / no) [no] no

....

Remote devices must be
entered in the format
hostname:device_name
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.....

Jukebox has been added successfully

The following configuration options have been set:

   > Jukebox description to the control port and model.
   > Autochanger control port to the port at which we found it.
   > Networker managed tape autocleaning on.
   > At least one drive was defined with multiple paths.  All such drives are
     defined with a hardware identification as well as a path value to avoid
     confusion by uniquely identifying the drive.  The hardware identification
     for all drives which have one is always 'autochanger_name - Drive #' where
     "autochanger_name" is the name you gave to the autochanger that was
     just defined, and the # symbol is the drive numer.
   > Barcode reading to on.
   > Volume labels that match the barcodes.
   > Slot intended to hold cleaning cartridge to 10.  Please insure that a
     cleaning cartridge is in that slot
   > Number of times we will use a new cleaning cartridge to 20.
   > Cleaning interval for the tape drives to 6 months.

You can review and change the characteristics of the autochanger and its
associated devices using nwadmin.

Would you like to configure another jukebox? (yes/no) [no] no

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Finally, all options are
repeated.
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3.16. Soft Device Disable

Service  is a new option for the device attribute  Enabled . It allows you to disable a device while it is
still in use. The result is that the device will be ‘put to sleep’ after the current process will have
completed - NetWorker will not assign any new jobs to this device.

The benefit is important as you will not need to wait until the device will be idle, which can take a long
time.

There is also a new option for the  Shared devices  attribute called  service all . The effect is the same
as for the standalone device. However, you should use this option to disable all device paths in a DDS
environment instead of disabling all shared devices by themselves.

The following note is especially important for administrators who love to assign devices to pools:

Do not forget to check whether there are other devices assigned to that pool
as otherwise there will be no devices that can serve that pool’s media!

This is how you select
the new  Service  option
for a device.
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This is how you select
the new  service all
option for all device
instances.

To disable all devices in a DDS environment as described on the last page, you first need to make the
Hidden Attributes  (Windows) visible or you need to select  View  -  Details  from the NetWorker
Administrator  for UNIX/Linux:

The device is still busy, but you receive the confirmation in the  Messages  panel:

This is your confirmation.

The device is still busy.
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While the ‘old’ device is in service mode, another device needs to support the new jobs:

At the end of the process the media will be ejected:

The device is now in
service mode.

These changes are also logged in the file  daemon.log .
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3.17. Error Decode Utility

A small but important utility has been added to NetWorker that allows you to ‘translate’ SCSI status
codes into verbal messages without any documentation. Usually, the descriptions of these information
codes

ASC Additional Sense Code
ASCQ Additional Sense Code Qualifier

are exclusively available from the vendor specific manuals. Now, you do not need to carry these
documents with you any longer.

The usage is simple as you can see from the command line help:

# ascdcode
usage: ascdcode [ -o vendor id [ -p product id ] ] asc ascq
#

Here is an example:

# ascdcode 0x04 0x83
ASC/ASCQ(0x04/0x83)
ADIC    : aisle power disabled, door could be open

BHTi    : not ready - door/ieport open

EXABYTE : The front door is open

OVERLAND: lun not ready - magazine door open

SPECTRA : door is open, robot disabled

TANDBERG: Front door is open

#

Of course, these informations are only available for the hardware supported by Legato
NetWorker. They are stored in text files that reside in the new specifc directory  lgtovendors
located underneath the directory for the NetWorker binary files (see next page).

If you wish, you may extend these tables for any other hardware just by copying and editing one of
these text tables. However, this of course does not extend the supported hardware.
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# ls -l /usr/sbin/lgtovendors
total 88
-rw-r--r--   1 root     bin         1574 Feb 15 11:16 ADIC
-rw-r--r--   1 root     bin         3296 Feb 15 11:16 ATL
-rw-r--r--   1 root     bin         2665 Feb 15 11:16 BHTi
-rw-r--r--   1 root     bin         2155 Feb 15 11:16 BNCHMARK
-rw-r--r--   1 root     bin         3133 Feb 15 11:16 EXABYTE
-rw-r--r--   1 root     bin          124 Feb 15 11:16 FUJITSU
-rw-r--r--   1 root     bin          594 Feb 15 11:16 HP
-rw-r--r--   1 root     bin          212 Feb 15 11:16 IBM
-rw-r--r--   1 root     bin         1901 Feb 15 11:16 OEM_MAP
-rw-r--r--   1 root     bin         1329 Feb 15 11:16 OVERLAND
-rw-r--r--   1 root     bin         1679 Feb 15 11:16 PLASMON
-rw-r--r--   1 root     bin         1070 Feb 15 11:16 QUALSTAR
-rw-r--r--   1 root     bin         1946 Feb 15 11:16 QUANTUM
-rw-r--r--   1 root     bin         6350 Feb 15 11:16 SEAGATE
-rw-r--r--   1 root     bin          138 Feb 15 11:16 SONY
-rw-r--r--   1 root     bin         1777 Feb 15 11:16 SPECTRA
-rw-r--r--   1 root     bin          113 Feb 15 11:16 STK
-rw-r--r--   1 root     bin         1880 Feb 15 11:16 TANDBERG
#
# more /usr/sbin/lgtovendors/ADIC
#
# NetWorker
# 7.0.Build.322
# Legato Systems, Inc.
#
# ADIC ASC/ASCQ Error Codes
#
0x04, 0x83, aisle power disabled, door could be open
0x04, 0x8d, offline
0x04, 0x90, library needs teaching
0x15, 0x80, robot dropped a cartridge
0x15, 0x81, robot could not pick a cartridge
0x15, 0x82, robot could not put a cartridge

.....

0x40, 0x80, component (num - 80) failure
0x40, 0x91, gripper error
0x40, 0xa0, accessor could not move vertical (y) axis
0x40, 0xb0, accessor could not move horizontal (x) axis
0x40, 0xb1, accessor could not home horizontal (x) axis
0x40, 0xc0, accessor could not move
0x40, 0xe0, accessor lost power
0x40, 0xe1, excessive temperature
0x53, 0x80, cartridge in ie station not properly loaded
0x53, 0x81, IE station door is open
0x53, 0x82, cannot lock the IE station
0x53, 0x83, cannot unlock the IE station
0x80, 0x01, picker full prior to command
0x83, 0x00, label too short, too long or duplicate
0x83, 0x01, could not read a bar code due to scanner error
0x83, 0x03, cell status and barcode questionable
0x83, 0x04, drive not present
0x84, 0x00, firmware error
#
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What is new in NetWorker 7 ? (7)

3.18. Cross-Platform Browse (and Recovery)

3.18.1. General

Long time ago Legato's introduced a feature called  Directed Recovery - it allows you to recover data
from any client to any client from a third NetWworker client - even local recoveries are not anything else
but a specific scenario of a  Directed Recovery .

The following picture describes the principle:

While the data virtually flows from the  Source Client  to the  Destination Client , the data is actually
read from the media at the storage node and is sent to the  Destination Client . The initiating user at the
Administering Client is starting the process.

Due to NetWorker internals, the  Directed Recovery  only supports homogenous environments:

• Source and destination client needed to be of the same operating system family: either Windows
or UNIX/Linux. The recovery between these platforms (so-called  Cross Platform Recovery ) was
not possible.

• The administering client machine also had to be of the same opertaing system family.

Source Client

Destination Client

 Administrator

Actual Data Flow

Virtual Data Flow

Administering Client

NetWorker
Server / SN
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In NetWorker 7, Legato has implemented this principle strictly for the graphical user interfaces:

• In the Windows User GUI (winworkr.exe), there is nothing else available but a  Directed
Recovery - even for local recoveries you will now be asked to select the source and the
destination client:

All recoveries will start
from here ...

You need to specify the  Source Client  first:
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Finally the browse window opens:

In the next step, you need to select the  Destination Client :

However, this is not possible for the UNIX recovery GUI (nwrecover), as it is
not capable to specify a destination client from this GUI !
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3.18.2. Cross Platform Browsing

In NetWorker 7 the graphical interfaces now support browsing through a file index for a client of the
other operating system family - the GUI adjusts as needed.

Here an example for the Windows GUI that browses through the file index of a UNIX client:

This is a UNIX client !

And here an example for  nwrecover  that browses through a Windows client’s file index:

This is a Windows client !
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3.18.3. Recovery

If possible, these GUIs can be used to recover the data between two clients of the same platform
family.

Here an example that uses the Windows GUI to recover UNIX files to a UNIX client:

But recovering files from a UNIX client to a Windows client will of course fail:

This is a UNIX client !

This is a Windows client !

This is a UNIX client !
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And of course using  nwrecover  to restore Windows files to a Windows client must simply fail:

This is a Windows client !

As you cannot select another destination client, data is assumed to be recovered to the  Administering
Client - a UNIX machine. This is not supported as the example on the last page already shows.
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3.19. Archive Enhancements

3.19.1. General

Years ago, when NetWorker’s archiving capabilities were developed for the NetWorker UNIX clients the
idea was like this:

Archiving was intended to migrate files but not to keep file index information. If you use this feature
on a ‘closed’ set of data it makes sense, as most obviously single files will not be recovered. If such
is really needed, the whole save set can still be restored to a temporary location and the required file
can be copied from there.

When NetWorker was ported to Windows, another archiving option was introduced:

While the existing function was maintained, you could now archive and write client file index
information. This depends whether you archive to media belonging to the  Archive  or to the
PC Archive  pool.

This makes file level recovery easy. However there is the risk that you may forget the amount of
space to maintain the client file index information as such save sets will never change their status to
recoverable  or  recyclable . In other words:

The client file index information of such save sets will never expire.

You can easily check this with the command  mminfo :

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -av -r "name(20), pool, ssbrowse, ssretent"
 name               pool            browse   retent
Y:\ARCHIVE          Archive          forever  forever
Y:\PC_ARCHIVE       PC Archive       forever  forever

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Although this option did also exist for UNIX clients, the file-level recovery was impossible from the GUI:

• The UNIX program  nwretrieve  did not provide file level granularity for archived files.

• The UNIX program  nwrecover  provided file level granularity. However you could only browse
through a backed up but not an archived save set - the client file index data was not even written
although an archived save set to the pool  PC Archive  has been set to  browsable .
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NetWorker 7 now allows file level browse and recovery capabilities for UNIX clients when you archive the
data to the new pool  Indexed Archive . To achieve this from the GUI, no new program is provided -
instead the ‘normal’ routine  nwrecover  has been improved to distinguish between backed up and
archived data.

Please keep in mind that in Windows you will see the client file index information for
both, the backed up and the archived save sets in the same window.

3.19.2. Retrieving Archived Files with  nwrecover

To select between backed up and archived files you have two possibilities:

• You may either select this when starting  nwrecover :

nwrecover & selects the file index for backed up files as usual

nwrecover -x archive & selects the file index for archived files

• However, you may also select the appropriate file index from the GUI itself. To do this, the new
option  Index Namespace  has been introduced for the program.

Here you can verify the
current index namespace.

Here you can switch to
the other index
namespace from the GUI.

Do not forget that the contents of the file index windows will change. So keep in mind,
that you may accidentally have selected the wrong index namespace if you cannot find
a desired file.
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And this is how you can recognize the index namespace  archive :

Here you can verify the
current index namespace.
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3.20. Cluster Client Backup to the Local Storage Node

This is a problem for the virtual node in a clustered NetWorker storage node scenario:

Application
Database

Private
Disk

Private
Disk

TCP/IP

NetWorker
Server

node_a node_b

node_c

node_a
node_b

Storage
node list for
client
node_c :

Until now, only the physical hostnames could be listed in the client’s  Storage nodes  list. However, as
the list was also used top down to check the next available storage node, it was resulting in a local
backup for the virtual node  node_c  solely if the NetWorker storage node runs on the physical node
node_a .

After a migration, the list is still valid. However, if the virtual  node_c  is running on the physical  node_b
the backup will still go to  node_a , if available. In this case the backup will not be local any more.

To overcome the problem, customers dynamically adjusted the configuration via an  nsradmin  script
after the migration. This is not necessary any more - the new internal alias  curphyhost , which points
to the  current physical host  will help in such scenarios as the diagram on the next page shows.

Please keep in mind:

• Currently only virtual cluster clients are supported with this feature.
Although one can use it on standalone clients, Legato does not officially support it.

• This feature does not provide the functionality for highly available storage nodes.

• To avoid problems, the names  curphyhost  and  nsrserverhost  of course must not exist as
physical or virtual node names (or aliases).
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Of course,  curphyhost  should be listed first in the  Storage nodes  list for the virtual client:

Application
Database

TCP/IP

Private
Disk

Private
Disk

TCP/IP

NetWorker
Server

node_a node_b

node_c

curphyhost
node_a
node_b

Storage
node list for
client
node_c :

Do not forget:

curphyhost  is just an alias for the NetWorker configuration. Just by using this
name, you of course do not improve the high availability of your cluster.
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3.21. New Behaviour of Volume Cloning

Cloning a NetWorker volume most obviously is never a physical copy of the source media. As writes
are just processes that append data to a pool, NetWorker will always append data to the media. If you
do not remove or write protect it before it is filled, then there will be spanned or continued save sets that
continue on another piece of media in the same pool.

This is no problem at all. However, NetWorker can only use complete save sets. As a consequence it
will always start copying the complete save set, even if it has not started on the media you want to
clone.

If you want to clone a certain save set, this is what you expect. However, if you want to clone an entire
volume, the complete copy of save sets will most likely result in the fact that the clone media needs to
be of a larger capacity than the source media. And this is what most customers do not like.

To correct this problem, the behaviour of volume cloning has changed in NetWorker 7.0:

• Until NetWorker 6.x,  nsrclone -V  was cloning all save sets that were found on the source
volume.

• Since NetWorker 7.0,  nsrclone -V  will only clone all save sets that were started on the
source volume.

Please have a look at the following examples to understand the impact.

Cloning a NetWorker Volume in NetWorker 6.x

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -a -r "volume,savetime(17),sumsize(9),ssid,sumflags"
 volume          date     time       size ssid      fl
avuspdc.001    01/01/01 12:05:33    14 MB 1348762881 cb
avuspdc.001    01/01/01 12:08:46  4946 KB 1348812289 hb
avuspdc.002    01/01/01 12:08:46  9747 KB 1348812289 tb
avuspdc.002    01/01/01 12:11:55    14 MB 1348860673 cb
avuspdc.002    01/01/01 12:15:08    14 MB 1348910081 cb

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrclone avuspdc.002

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -a -r "volume,savetime(17),sumsize(9),ssid,sumflags"
 volume          date     time       size ssid      fl
avuspdc.001    01/01/01 12:05:33    14 MB 1348762881 cb
avuspdc.001    01/01/01 12:08:46  4946 KB 1348812289 hb
avuspdc.002    01/01/01 12:08:46  9747 KB 1348812289 tb
avuspdc.002    01/01/01 12:11:55    14 MB 1348860673 cb
avuspdc.002    01/01/01 12:15:08    14 MB 1348910081 cb
avuspdc_c.001  01/01/01 12:08:46    14 MB 1348812289 cb
avuspdc_c.001  01/01/01 12:11:55    14 MB 1348860673 cb
avuspdc_c.001  01/01/01 12:15:08    14 MB 1348910081 cb

Z:\NSR\BIN>

As you can see, the save set  1348812289  which has ended on the volume  avuspdc.002  will
appear completely on the clone media  avuspdc_c.001 .
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Cloning a NetWorker Volume in NetWorker 7.x

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -a -r "volume,savetime(17),sumsize(9),ssid,sumflags"
 volume          date     time       size ssid      fl
avuspdc.001    09/18/02 17:27:42  4945 KB 4152925038 hb
avuspdc.001    09/18/02 17:27:11    14 MB 4169702223 cb
avuspdc.002    09/18/02 17:28:34    14 MB 4102593442 cb
avuspdc.002    09/18/02 17:28:29    14 MB 4119370653 cb
avuspdc.002    09/18/02 17:27:42  9748 KB 4152925038 tb

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrclone avuspdc.002

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -a -r "volume,savetime(17),sumsize(9),ssid,sumflags"
 volume          date     time       size ssid      fl
avuspdc.001    09/18/02 17:27:42  4945 KB 4152925038 hb
avuspdc.001    09/18/02 17:27:11    14 MB 4169702223 cb
avuspdc.002    09/18/02 17:28:34    14 MB 4102593442 cb
avuspdc.002    09/18/02 17:28:29    14 MB 4119370653 cb
avuspdc.002    09/18/02 17:27:42  9748 KB 4152925038 tb
avuspdc_c.001  09/18/02 17:28:34    14 MB 4102593442 cb
avuspdc_c.001  09/18/02 17:28:29    14 MB 4119370653 cb

Z:\NSR\BIN>

As you can see, the partial save set  4152925038  will not be cloned to the destination volume any
more.

Please keep in mind that due to the fact that NetWorker copies all save sets entirely, it is still
possible that the destination media can not keep all save sets. However, this is usually only a
mental problem for those administrators who lived with physical copies for years. Besides this fact,
the cloning of logical save sets versus the cloning of physical media also gives you full flexibility -
you must not necessarily have the same media for both instances.
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3.22. New Behaviour of Pool Modification during Backup and Restore

In previous versions, a major problem was that you could not change any NetWorker pool when the
NetWorker server was busy. This was a problem because in very large installations a NetWorker server
will most like always be busy somehow.

This was the warning you received so far:

Since NetWorker 7.0, the modification of any pool, even the pool that is written to, may be modified. Of
course this is dangerous as well, so the following warning will appear:

Once you have applied the change again, it will in fact be executed.
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3.23. Timezone offset  Attribute

The NetWorker server resource now carries information about the timezone that has been configured for
this computer. This is the information that needs to be distributed to all NetWorker hosts as a
difference will simply lead to a number of problems just due to a missing synchronization. One of the
smallest problems would be that you do not see files for recovery because the system time of your
NetWorker client simply points too far to the future.

The attribute is hidden - you must make the ‘hidden’ attributes on a NetWorker/Windows available to
you or you need to select  View  -  Details  for a NetWorker server für UNIX/Linux, respectively.

Here you see the
information.
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3.24. ‘Last end’ Attribute for a NetWorker Group

This is not really a new information - you could get it from the savegroup completion reports for years.
However, since NetWorker 7.0, the info is also available in the NetWorker resource which allows you to
get all necassary data from only one location.

The attribute is hidden - you must make the ‘hidden’ attributes on a NetWorker/Windows available to
you or you need to select  View  -  Details  for a NetWorker server für UNIX/Linux, respectively.

Here you see the
information.
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What is new in NetWorker 7 ? (8)

4. Other useful information

4.1. Resource changes

Besides all changes that have been implemented in NetWorker 7 in this area like

- the implementation of the new resource database
- the capability to log resouce updates
- the new resource  User Groups

there are a few changes to the resources with respect to earlier versions. Some of them are
important. I will explain them using the Windows Administrator GUI.

Please keep in mind that some of them may have already been implemented in earlier NetWorker
versions (6.1.2, 6.1.3 or 6.2) for specific operating systems. NetWorker 7.0 consolidates the changes
for all platforms.

4.1.1. Set Up Server  -  Search all luns

In SAN environments the devices are most often mapped via Logical Unit Numbers (LUNs) instead of
just SCSI IDs. The reason is to overcome the very limited number of devices that can be addressed
when using only SCSI IDs. However, if you search all LUNs but have no such devices, the automatic
jukebox configuration just takes a lot of unnecessary time. This option by default prevents these long
search processes and saves time.

By default, this option
is set to  No .
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4.1.2. Set Up Server  -  User ID

This new attribute just contains read-only information. Its purpose is to provide information about the
logged in user who is using this GUI. He can see information about

User id The account he used to connect to this NetWorker server

Privileges The NetWorker rights this user owns

Memer of The membership of the local user groups

In case of a domain account, the information will change accordingly:
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4.1.3. Client  -  Ndmp

You must set this option to  Yes  if you configure a NDMP filer as a NetWorker client.

This is not a new option. However, its location has changed - for Windows, it can now be found under
the  Preferences  tab instead of the  Miscellaneous  tab which does not exist any longer. This makes
sense as thoe old tab was solely used for this single attribute.

The new location of
the Ndmp  attribute.
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4.1.4. Group  -  Progress file name

This is an attribute that the NetWorker server uses internally. It lists the file name that he uses to save
the current status. The name points to the temporary file

/nsr/tmp/sec/sg/group_name/pr# UNIX/Linux

..\nsr\tmp\sec\sg\group_name\pr# Windows

while  pr#  begins with  pr000001  and increases hexadecimally with each single step.

These files do not contain any valid information for the administrator - they are only used for internal
purposes.
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4.1.5. Device  -  Dedicated Storage node

The  Dedicated Storage Node  is a new name for the old term  SAN Storage Node . If this attribute is
set, the device can only backup the local data.

Such is important for license purposes as  Dedicated Storage Nodes  licenses are much cheaper than
‘normal’ storage node licenses.

Set this attribute to
Yes , if you want to
limit this device to
support local backups
only.

4.1.6. Device  -  Device block size

You can use this new attribute to easily change the block size for a device.

This is important as the old method was much more difficult (see TID #2/2001).

Adjusting the block size is necessary for data exchange purposes - this can only be achieved if the
block size of the destination device has been setup to the same value as for the source device.

For instance, a DLT7000 uses a block size of 128 kB on a UNIX/Linux storage node, why most likely
the same device on a Windows storage node only writes 64 kB data blocks.

Do not forget that for a Windows storage node, you most likely have to patch the
registry to write blocks larger than 64 kB for SCSI devices.

However, this is not necessary for fibre channel devices as their drivers already
allow larger block sizes.

You may find more details about how to overcome this problem in the  Performance Tuning Guide,
perftune.pdf .
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The block size can only be selected in certain steps:

- in steps of 32 kB up to 256 kB
- for larger block sizes in steps of 128 kB

The default setting is
handler default , which
points to the standard
block size for this
device.

TID 2/2001 also
informs you how to
find out the default
block sizes.

To make such changes become effective for writing, you must re-label the media.

File  devices only support the block size of 32 kB - all other block sizes will result
in an  invalid argument  message during labeling.

This picture shows the
potential block sizes.
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4.2. Using the CDI utilities without NetWorker

In TID 7/2003 i introduced the new tape device control mechanism, Common Device Interface  or
CDI .
I also explained the CDI test utilities and told you that these directly access the drives. This is why
you must not use these utilities when any other NetWorker operation is running.

However, it would be beneficial if these utilities also could be used to perform general hardware tests.
So the question to answer is:

What is necessary to support these utilities or can they even be used without NetWorker ?

First of all, the CDI utilities do not need any NetWorker daemon started. This is fine because shutting
down NetWorker is a good idea to prevent accidental misuse of the CDI utilities on running NetWorker
systems.

But what do you need from a NetWorker installation to use the CDI utilities as general SCSI test tools
?

I have made tests with a NetWorker for Windows and a NetWorker for Solaris installation as they
represent the two big operating system families. In general it is possible if you copy the listed files
from  a running installation to a directory - i recommend a new one. For other operating systems
please be aware that the filenames may be slightly different.

No other action was necessary - the search paths did not need to be adjusted. However, for a UNIX/
Linux environment, make sure that you start the ultilities from the current directory because the
standard search path of course does not point to a new directory without further adjustment.
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These are the NetWorker files that you need to copy on a Windows system to achieve CDI test
capabilities:

Z:\CDI_TEST>dir
 Volume in drive Z has no label.
 Volume Serial Number is 7C9E-8BAD

 Directory of Z:\CDI_TEST

06/19/2003  11:14a      <DIR>          .
06/19/2003  11:14a      <DIR>          ..
02/15/2003  12:24a              20,543 cdi_block_limits.exe
02/15/2003  12:24a              20,534 cdi_bsf.exe
02/15/2003  12:24a              20,534 cdi_bsr.exe
02/15/2003  12:24a              20,534 cdi_eod.exe
02/15/2003  12:24a              20,539 cdi_filemark.exe
02/15/2003  12:24a              20,534 cdi_fsf.exe
02/15/2003  12:24a              20,534 cdi_fsr.exe
02/15/2003  12:24a              20,541 cdi_get_config.exe
02/15/2003  12:24a              20,541 cdi_get_status.exe
02/15/2003  12:24a              20,534 cdi_inq.exe
02/15/2003  12:24a              20,542 cdi_load_unload.exe
02/15/2003  12:24a              20,537 cdi_locate.exe
02/15/2003  12:24a              20,538 cdi_offline.exe
02/15/2003  12:25a              20,537 cdi_rewind.exe
02/15/2003  12:25a              20,546 cdi_set_compression.exe
02/15/2003  12:25a              20,536 cdi_space.exe
02/15/2003  12:25a              20,533 cdi_ta.exe
02/15/2003  12:25a              20,539 cdi_tapesize.exe
02/15/2003  12:25a              20,534 cdi_tur.exe
02/15/2003  12:25a              20,545 generate_test_tape.exe
02/14/2003  11:40p              61,493 libcdi.dll
02/14/2003  11:39p             147,506 libdm.dll
02/14/2003  11:35p             233,524 liblocal.dll
02/14/2003  11:39p              53,303 libndmp.dll
02/14/2003  11:39p              36,929 libndmp_clnt.dll
02/14/2003  11:39p              36,920 libpscsi.dll
02/14/2003  11:36p             143,409 librpc.dll
02/14/2003  11:40p             200,760 libscsi.dll
02/15/2003  12:25a              20,539 read_a_block.exe
              29 File(s)      1,345,138 bytes
               2 Dir(s)   1,178,613,760 bytes free

Z:\CDI_TEST>
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And these are the NetWorker files that you need to copy on a Solaris system to achieve CDI test
capabilities:

# cd /cdi
# ls -l
total 34938
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     760620 Jun 19 12:38 cdi_block_limits
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     760332 Jun 19 12:38 cdi_bsf
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     760300 Jun 19 12:38 cdi_bsr
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     760252 Jun 19 12:38 cdi_eod
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     760968 Jun 19 12:38 cdi_filemark
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     760300 Jun 19 12:38 cdi_fsf
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     760332 Jun 19 12:38 cdi_fsr
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     764236 Jun 19 12:38 cdi_get_config
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     761652 Jun 19 12:38 cdi_get_status
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     764116 Jun 19 12:38 cdi_inq
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     761076 Jun 19 12:38 cdi_load_unload
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     760360 Jun 19 12:38 cdi_locate
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     760264 Jun 19 12:38 cdi_offline
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     760480 Jun 19 12:38 cdi_rewind
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     759224 Jun 19 12:38 cdi_set_compression
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     761240 Jun 19 12:38 cdi_space
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     764908 Jun 19 12:38 cdi_ta
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     760192 Jun 19 12:38 cdi_tapesize
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     760132 Jun 19 12:38 cdi_tur
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     761424 Jun 19 12:39 generate_test_tape
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other      56004 Jun 19 13:19 libcdi.so
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     156804 Jun 19 13:19 libscsi.so
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     156804 Jun 19 13:19 libscsi.so.1
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     230320 Jun 19 13:19 libscsi27.so.1
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other      77688 Jun 19 13:19 libsji.so
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other      77688 Jun 19 13:19 libsji.so.1
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     619112 Jun 19 13:19 libstlemass.so
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other      63304 Jun 19 13:19 libstlibm.so
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     182664 Jun 19 13:19 libstlstk.so
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other     760344 Jun 19 12:40 read_a_block
#

For informations on how to use these commands, may i ask you to read TID 7/2003.
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4.3. Using the new realtime debugging capabilities

This is just mentioned very briefly in the  NetWorker Administrator’s Guide for UNIX/Linux , and only
there. It refers to the usage of the command  dbgcommand  that is not part of the distribution
software.

And this makes total sense. Usually customers overestimate the information that you may receive by
increasing a debugging level. As a consequence, the technicians who know about the feature use it
very often but will be disappointed later because the mass of additional info does not point straight
enough to the problem. Due to this reason i personally have never used the legacy NetWorker debug
levels that you could start along with a NetWorker daemon - my personal preference is a combination
of a good product knowledge and a lot of experience. Unfortunately, both will need some time to grow.

Consequently, you should only use the  dbgcommand  if Legato supports asks you to do this. In such
case you will receive it from support for the operating system you need to investigate.

Unfortunately, there is not even a manual page on how to use the command. That is what i want to
show you here.

Please proceed as follows:

• Copy the  dbgcommand  to the directory where your NetWorker executables reside.

• Find out the process number (PID) of the running NetWorker daemon or command that you
want to investigate further.

dbgcommand  can be used with all commands except for  nsrjb .

• Start the realtime debugging utility with the command:

dbgcommand -p pid_# debug=debug_level_#

Supported debug levels are 0..9 while 0 switches debugging off again.

• Run the command you want to investigate. There is no extra output file - all additional
information will be logged in the file  daemon.log .

• If done, turn debugging off again:

dbgcommand -p pid_# debug=0

The next pages show examples for both operating system families.
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For a NetWorker server for Windows:

Z:\NSR\BIN>pulist | findstr nsr
nsrexecd.exe      1152 NT-AUTORIT-T\SYSTEM
nsrpm.exe         1548 NT-AUTORIT-T\SYSTEM
nsrd.exe          1168 NT-AUTORIT-T\SYSTEM
nsrmmdbd.exe       980 NT-AUTORIT-T\SYSTEM
nsrindexd.exe     1260 NT-AUTORIT-T\SYSTEM
nsrmmd.exe        1080 NT-AUTORIT-T\SYSTEM

Z:\NSR\BIN>
Z:\NSR\BIN>dbgcommand -p 1080 debug=5

Z:\NSR\BIN>save D:\TEST
save: Using creinfeld as server
D:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT
D:\TEST\MAKERAND.EXE
D:\TEST\MAKETEXT.EXE
D:\TEST\WS_FTP.LOG
D:\TEST\
D:\
/

save: D:\TEST  9794 KB 00:00:07      7 files
save completion time:  5-01-03  5:35p

Z:\NSR\BIN>dbgcommand -p 1080 debug=0

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Instead of the command  pulist  which comes with the Microsoft Resource Kit, you may of course
use any appropriate command or ultility, for example the Windows  Task Manager .
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06/19/03 17:19:52 nsrd: server notice: started
06/19/03 17:19:53 nsrmmdbd: media db is checking btrees
06/19/03 17:19:54 nsrmmdbd: media db is consistency checking the database
06/19/03 17:19:54 nsrmmdbd: media db is open for business
06/19/03 17:19:57 nsrd: NetWorker
06/19/03 17:19:57 nsrd: 7.0.Build.322
06/19/03 17:19:57 nsrd: 322
06/19/03 17:19:57 nsrd: Fri Feb 14 23:24:04 2003
06/19/03 17:19:57 nsrd: Build arch.:  nt86
06/19/03 17:19:57 nsrd: DBG=0,OPT=
06/19/03 17:19:57 nsrindexd: Running nsrck to check client file indices
06/19/03 17:19:57 nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld'
06/19/03 17:19:57 nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\nsr.dir is missing; re-creating
06/19/03 17:19:57 nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld contains 0 records occupying 0 KB
06/19/03 17:19:57 nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)
06/19/03 17:20:27 nsrd: Evaluation Edition
06/19/03 17:20:27 nsrd: License Checking disabled
06/19/03 17:21:13 nsrmmd #1: Start nsrmmd #1, with PID 1080, at HOST creinfeld
06/19/03 17:21:15 nsrmmd #2: Start nsrmmd #2, with PID 780, at HOST creinfeld
06/19/03 17:22:23 nsrd: \\.\Tape1 is now disabled
06/19/03 17:23:46 nsrmmd #1: Diagnostic: Changing Debug level of process (id 1080) from 0 to 5
06/19/03 17:25:55 nsrd: \\.\Tape0 Verify label operation in progress
06/19/03 17:25:55 nsrmmd #1: valid_host: returning TRUE
06/19/03 17:25:55 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: init_cdi_tape_ops top
06/19/03 17:25:55 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_open top
06/19/03 17:25:55 nsrmmd #1: load time is 80
06/19/03 17:25:55 nsrmmd #1: exited timing loop, status is DRIVE_STATUS_RESET
06/19/03 17:25:55 nsrmmd #1: cdi handle closed
06/19/03 17:25:55 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_set_block_size top
06/19/03 17:25:55 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: nt_tape_capabilities top
06/19/03 17:26:37 nsrmmd #1: Cannot set \\.\Tape0 block size: The device is not ready.
06/19/03 17:26:37 nsrmmd #1: Can't set tape \\.\Tape0 block size, The device is not ready.
06/19/03 17:26:37 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_max_recsz (win32) top
06/19/03 17:26:37 nsrmmd #1: tape_op_max_recsz: Can't open tape drive \\.\Tape0, The process cannot access  //
  the file because it is being used by another process.
06/19/03 17:26:37 nsrmmd #1: (cdi) Entering tape_cdi_setstate() for device:\\.\Tape0, state: 1
06/19/03 17:26:37 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_open top
06/19/03 17:26:37 nsrmmd #1: load time is 80

.....
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06/19/03 17:26:37 nsrmmd #1: in opening loop: get tur failed: = CDI_CHECK_CONDITION, command completed  //
  successfully
06/19/03 17:26:37 nsrmmd #1: DRIVE_STATUS = DRIVE_STATUS_LOADING
06/19/03 17:26:37 nsrmmd #1: \\.\Tape0: snoozing for 5 seconds (on open)
06/19/03 17:26:42 nsrmmd #1: in opening loop: get tur failed: = CDI_CHECK_CONDITION, command completed  //
  successfully
06/19/03 17:26:42 nsrmmd #1: DRIVE_STATUS = DRIVE_STATUS_LOADING
06/19/03 17:26:42 nsrmmd #1: \\.\Tape0: snoozing for 5 seconds (on open)
06/19/03 17:26:47 nsrmmd #1: DRIVE_STATUS = DRIVE_STATUS_TAPE_CHANGED
06/19/03 17:26:47 nsrmmd #1: \\.\Tape0: snoozing for 5 seconds (on open)
06/19/03 17:26:52 nsrmmd #1: exited timing loop, status is DRIVE_STATUS_READY
06/19/03 17:26:52 nsrmmd #1: cdi handle closed
06/19/03 17:26:52 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_check_tapealert top
06/19/03 17:26:52 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi_check_tapealert called with closed cdi_info struct
06/19/03 17:26:52 nsrmmd #1: check_tapealert: check_cdi_infop and cdi_open failed, 8 8 the device file name  //
  specified is unusable by CDI for device \\.\Tape0
06/19/03 17:26:52 nsrmmd #1: (cdi) Entering tape_cdi_setstate() for device:\\.\Tape0, state: 0
06/19/03 17:26:53 nsrd: media warning: \\.\Tape0 reading: read open error: drive status is The tape drive is  //
  ready for use
06/19/03 17:26:55 nsrd: nsrjb notice: nsrjb -j jbox -Y -O2 -L -g -bDefault -f \\.\Tape0 -S 1-1
06/19/03 17:27:00 nsrmmd #1: valid_host: returning TRUE
06/19/03 17:27:00 nsrd: \\.\Tape0 Verify label operation in progress
06/19/03 17:27:00 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: init_cdi_tape_ops top
06/19/03 17:27:00 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_open top
06/19/03 17:27:00 nsrmmd #1: load time is 80
06/19/03 17:27:00 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi_open: cdi_open failed
06/19/03 17:27:00 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_max_recsz (win32) top
06/19/03 17:27:00 nsrmmd #1: tape_op_max_recsz: Can't open tape drive \\.\Tape0, The process cannot access  //
  the file because it is being used by another process.
06/19/03 17:27:00 nsrmmd #1: (cdi) Entering tape_cdi_setstate() for device:\\.\Tape0, state: 1
06/19/03 17:27:00 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_open top
06/19/03 17:27:00 nsrmmd #1: load time is 80
06/19/03 17:27:00 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi_open: cdi_open failed
06/19/03 17:27:00 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_check_tapealert top
06/19/03 17:27:00 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi_check_tapealert called with closed cdi_info struct
06/19/03 17:27:00 nsrmmd #1: check_tapealert: check_cdi_infop and cdi_open failed, 8 8 the device file name  //
  specified is unusable by CDI for device \\.\Tape0
06/19/03 17:27:00 nsrmmd #1: (cdi) Entering tape_cdi_setstate() for device:\\.\Tape0, state: 0
06/19/03 17:27:00 nsrd: media warning: \\.\Tape0 reading: read open error: drive status is

.....
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06/19/03 17:44:53 nsrd: Diagnostic: Changing Debug level of process (id 1440) from 0 to 5
06/19/03 17:44:53 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 17:44:55 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 17:44:57 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 17:44:59 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 17:45:01 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 17:45:03 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 17:45:05 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
dev_deact: time = 1056037507, dev = \\.\Tape0, mmd, lastaccess = 0, 1056037467.
dev_deact: time = 1056037507, dev = \\.\Tape1, mmd, lastaccess = 0, 1056036866.
06/19/03 17:45:07 nsrd: monitor device `\\.\Tape0', last access: 1056037467, current: 1056037507
06/19/03 17:45:07 nsrd: monitor device `\\.\Tape1', last access: 1056036866, current: 1056037507
06/19/03 17:45:07 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 17:45:07 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 17:45:07 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with creinfeld
06/19/03 17:45:07 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 17:45:07 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with creinfeld
06/19/03 17:45:09 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 17:45:11 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 17:45:13 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 17:45:15 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 17:45:17 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 17:45:19 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 17:45:19 nsrd: now = 1056037519
06/19/03 17:45:19 nsrd: next = 1056037519
06/19/03 17:45:19 nsrd: mmd #1, timeout: 1056037519
06/19/03 17:45:19 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): 1
06/19/03 17:45:19 nsrd: get_excess_mmds: entry
06/19/03 17:45:19 nsrd: enabled_devs_on_host: entry
06/19/03 17:45:19 nsrd: mmds_on_host: entry
06/19/03 17:45:19 nsrd: mmds_on_host: 2, enabled_dev: 2, helper_count: 0
06/19/03 17:45:19 nsrd: mmds_on_host: entry
06/19/03 17:45:19 nsrd: enabled_devs_on_host: entry
06/19/03 17:45:19 nsrd: excess_mmds: 0
06/19/03 17:45:19 nsrd: mmd #2, timeout: 1056037535
06/19/03 17:45:19 nsrd: mmd #1, timeout: 1056037519

.....

... and so on.
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For a NetWorker server for Solaris:

Zbash-2.02# ps -ef |grep nsr
    root   666   665  0 18:39:01 ?        0:01 nsrexecd
    root   665     1  0 18:39:01 ?        0:01 nsrexecd
    root   881   668  0 18:44:25 ?        0:00 /usr/sbin/nsrmmd -n 1
    root   668     1  0 18:39:05 ?        0:03 nsrd
    root   672   668  0 18:39:08 ?        0:00 /usr/sbin/nsrmmdbd
    root   673   668  0 18:39:10 ?        0:00 /usr/sbin/nsrindexd
bash-2.02# dbgcommand -p 668 Debug=5
bash-2.02# dbgcommand -p 881 Debug=5
bash-2.02# savegrp -l full -G Default
bash-2.02#
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06/19/03 18:39:06 nsrd: server notice: started
06/19/03 18:39:09 nsrmmdbd: media db is checking btrees
06/19/03 18:39:09 nsrmmdbd: media db is consistency checking the database
06/19/03 18:39:09 nsrmmdbd: media db is open for business
06/19/03 18:39:12 nsrd: @(#) Product:      NetWorker
06/19/03 18:39:12 nsrd: @(#) Release:      7.0.Build.322
06/19/03 18:39:12 nsrd: @(#) Build number: 322
06/19/03 18:39:12 nsrd: @(#) Build date:   Fri Feb 14 22:34:46 2003
06/19/03 18:39:12 nsrd: @(#) Build arch.:  solaris
06/19/03 18:39:12 nsrd: @(#) Build info:   DBG=0,OPT=-O
06/19/03 18:39:12 nsrindexd: Running nsrck to check client file indices
06/19/03 18:39:12 nsrck: checking index for 'ultra'
06/19/03 18:39:12 nsrck: /export/home/nsr/index/ultra contains 544 records occupying 84 KB
06/19/03 18:39:12 nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)
06/19/03 18:39:17 nsrd: registration warning: License enabler #none (NetWorker/10 Eval) will expire in 10  //
  day(s).
06/19/03 18:39:17 nsrd: Evaluation Edition
06/19/03 18:39:17 nsrd: License Checking disabled
06/19/03 18:39:33 nsrmmd #1: Start nsrmmd #1, with PID 684, at HOST ultra
06/19/03 18:39:35 nsrmmd #2: Start nsrmmd #2, with PID 685, at HOST ultra
06/19/03 18:39:54 nsrd: /nsr/bu_dev1/_AF_readonly unmounted ultra.001.RO
06/19/03 18:39:57 nsrd: /nsr/bu_dev1 unmounted ultra.001
06/19/03 18:44:25 nsrmmd #1: Start nsrmmd #1, with PID 881, at HOST ultra
06/19/03 18:44:27 nsrd: /dev/rmt/2cbn Verify label operation in progress
06/19/03 18:44:32 nsrd: media warning: /dev/rmt/2cbn reading: no tape label found
06/19/03 18:44:35 nsrd: /dev/rmt/2cbn Label operation in progress
06/19/03 18:44:36 nsrd: media info: dlt7000 tape  will be over-written
06/19/03 18:47:31 nsrd: Diagnostic: Changing Debug level of process (id 668) from 0 to 5
06/19/03 18:47:33 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:47:35 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:47:37 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:47:39 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:47:41 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:47:43 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:47:45 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:47:47 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:47:49 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:47:51 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.

.....
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06/19/03 18:47:52 nsrmmd #1: Diagnostic: Changing Debug level of process (id 881) from 0 to 5
06/19/03 18:47:53 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:47:55 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:47:57 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:47:59 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:01 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:03 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:05 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:06 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:08 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:10 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:12 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:14 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:17 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:19 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:21 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:23 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:25 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:27 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:29 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:31 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:33 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:35 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:37 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:38 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:38 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:38 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:38 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:38 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:38 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:38 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:38 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:38 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:38 nsrd: svcnsr_start ultra:root: mode is 6, prio 0, est 0
06/19/03 18:48:38 nsrd: index name space value is 1.
06/19/03 18:48:38 nsrd: valid_mmd_affiniy: entry
06/19/03 18:48:38 nsrd: valid_mmd_affiniy: null snode - YES
06/19/03 18:48:38 nsrd: nsr_start for ultra:root failed:
06/19/03 18:48:38 nsrd: savegroup info: starting Default (with 1 client(s))
06/19/03 18:48:38 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value

.....
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06/19/03 18:48:38 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:38 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:38 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:40 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:40 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:40 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:40 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:40 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:40 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:42 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: direct checking for ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: direct checking for ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: broker for op SAVE
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: get_SN_vallist, client: ultra.
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: get_SN_vallist checking storage nodes of ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: get_client_vl storage nodes: nsrserverhost
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: valid_mmd_affiniy: entry
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: valid_mmd_affiniy: Yes
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: get_SN adding: nsrserverhost
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: rm_broker_2(), vl_SN: nsrserverhost.
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: save wanted with Parallelism = 4, auth_cursaves = 0
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: select_mmd_saving(): entry

.....
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06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: snode: nsrserverhost.
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: broker_mm_mode
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd:    mmd #1
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: valid_mmd_affiniy: entry
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: valid_mmd_affiniy: Yes
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: valid_mmd_affiniy: entry
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: valid_mmd_affiniy: Yes
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: is_device_busy: device is not shared
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: broker_select_mmd_init(): entry
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd:     snode: nsrserverhost.
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd:    mmd #1
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: valid_mmd_affiniy: entry
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: valid_mmd_affiniy: Yes
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: client handle already set for mmd #1
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: broker reply (available daemon): number 1
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: br_select_mmd_init(): returned TRUE
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: got SAVE  mmd #1
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_auth server: ultra.
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: direct checking for ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: valid_host: returning TRUE
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: setting up save session, mounting volume from pool `Default'

.....
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06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: set_mm_lastheard(): mmd #1, now: 1056041323
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: is_device_busy: device is not shared
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: hostcheck_mmd_dev: entry
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): returning cached value
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: nsr_getserverhost(): exiting with ultra
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: is_storage_node_active, hostname: ultra.
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: init_cdi_tape_ops top
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_open top
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: load time is 300
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: exited timing loop, status is DRIVE_STATUS_READY
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: cdi handle closed
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: open returns 11
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_set_block_size top
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: (**) tape_open() vol's fd: 11, /dev/rmt/2cbn
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: cdi_bus_reset top
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_close top
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_max_recsz (unix) top
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: (cdi) Entering tape_cdi_setstate() for device:/dev/rmt/2cbn, state: 1
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_open top
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: load time is 300
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: exited timing loop, status is DRIVE_STATUS_READY
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: cdi handle closed
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: open returns 11
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_set_block_size top
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: (**) tape_open() vol's fd: 11, /dev/rmt/2cbn
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: cdi_bus_reset top
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_bsf top
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: cdi_bus_reset top
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: set_mm_lastheard(): mmd #1, now: 1056041323
06/19/03 18:48:43 nsrd: /dev/rmt/2cbn verifying label, moving backward 2 file(s)
06/19/03 18:48:44 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_set_block_size top
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrmmd #1: (cdi) Entering tape_cdi_setstate() for device:/dev/rmt/2cbn, state: 0
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_close top
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrmmd #1: (cdi) Entering tape_cdi_setstate() for device:/dev/rmt/2cbn, state: 2
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_open top

.....
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.....
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrmmd #1: load time is 300
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrmmd #1: exited timing loop, status is DRIVE_STATUS_READY
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrmmd #1: cdi handle closed
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrmmd #1: open returns 11
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_set_block_size top
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrmmd #1: (**) tape_open() vol's fd: 11, /dev/rmt/2cbn
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: cdi_bus_reset top
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrmmd #1: tape_cdi.c: tape_cdi_fsf top
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrd: set_mm_lastheard(): mmd #1, now: 1056041326
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrd: /dev/rmt/2cbn setting up for writing, moving forward 1 file(s)
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrd: broker update: daemon 1 Save ready, vol ultra.002 dev `/dev/rmt/2cbn'
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrd: broker update: daemon 1 Save ready, vol ultra.002 dev `/dev/rmt/2cbn'
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrd: set_mm_lastheard(): mmd #1, now: 1056041326
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrd: /dev/rmt/2cbn ready for writing, idle
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrd: pool in mmd=Default, session=Default
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrd: save requested with Parallelism 4, cursaves 0
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrd: max saves = 1, cursaves = 1
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrd: new session mmd #1 saving, cnt 1
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrd: session id is 0: 06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrd: ultra:/test saving
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrd: set_mm_lastheard(): mmd #1, now: 1056041326
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrd: is_storage_node_active, hostname: ultra.
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrmmd #1: (Default) ultra: /test inactivity timeout=30 minutes
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrd: session id is 446: 06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrd: ultra:/test saving to pool 'Default'  //
  (ultra.002)
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrd: set_mm_lastheard(): mmd #1, now: 1056041326
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrd: broker update: daemon 1 Save, vol ultra.002 dev `/dev/rmt/2cbn'
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrmmd #1: shmget failed to get 1589248 memory buffer: Invalid argument
06/19/03 18:48:46 nsrmmd #1: sysv shmem create failed: Invalid argument
06/19/03 18:48:47 nsrmmd #1: ssid 4294044014 doing immediate save via `mmap:/nsr/tmp/sec/300105'
06/19/03 18:48:47 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:47 nsrd: set_mm_lastheard(): mmd #1, now: 1056041327
06/19/03 18:48:47 nsrd: /dev/rmt/2cbn writing, 128 KB
06/19/03 18:48:48 nsrd: session id is 446: 06/19/03 18:48:48 nsrd: ultra:/test saving to pool 'Default'  //
  (ultra.002) 1018 KB
06/19/03 18:48:48 nsrd: set_mm_lastheard(): mmd #1, now: 1056041328
06/19/03 18:48:48 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:48 nsrd: session id is 446: 06/19/03 18:48:48 nsrd: ultra:/test saving to pool 'Default'   //
  (ultra.002) 2039 KB
06/19/03 18:48:48 nsrd: set_mm_lastheard(): mmd #1, now: 1056041328

.....
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.....
06/19/03 18:48:49 nsrd: set_mm_lastheard(): mmd #1, now: 1056041329
06/19/03 18:48:49 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:50 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:50 nsrd: set_mm_lastheard(): mmd #1, now: 1056041330
06/19/03 18:48:50 nsrd: /dev/rmt/2cbn writing at 3883 KB/s, 11 MB
06/19/03 18:48:51 nsrd: session id is 446: 06/19/03 18:48:51 nsrd: ultra:/test saving to pool 'Default'  //
  (ultra.002) 16 MB
06/19/03 18:48:51 nsrd: set_mm_lastheard(): mmd #1, now: 1056041331
06/19/03 18:48:51 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:52 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:53 nsrd: set_mm_lastheard(): mmd #1, now: 1056041333
06/19/03 18:48:53 nsrd: /dev/rmt/2cbn writing at 4289 KB/s, 28 MB
06/19/03 18:48:53 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:53 nsrd: session id is 446: 06/19/03 18:48:53 nsrd: ultra:/test saving to pool 'Default'  //
  (ultra.002) 32 MB
06/19/03 18:48:53 nsrd: set_mm_lastheard(): mmd #1, now: 1056041333
06/19/03 18:48:54 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:56 nsrd: set_mm_lastheard(): mmd #1, now: 1056041336
06/19/03 18:48:56 nsrd: /dev/rmt/2cbn writing at 5121 KB/s, 49 MB
06/19/03 18:48:56 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:58 nsrd: check_all_mm_control(): entry.
06/19/03 18:48:58 nsrd: session id is 446: 06/19/03 18:48:58 nsrd: ultra:/test saving to pool 'Default'  //
  (ultra.002) 64 MB
06/19/03 18:48:58 nsrd: set_mm_lastheard(): mmd #1, now: 1056041338
06/19/03 18:48:59 nsrd: set_mm_lastheard(): mmd #1, now: 1056041339
06/19/03 18:48:59 nsrd: /dev/rmt/2cbn writing at 4865 KB/s, 68 MB

.....

... and so on.

This concludes the series about the new NetWorker 7.0 features.
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How do Block Sizes, File Sizes and Network
Speed affect NetWorker Backup Performance ?

1. General
These are questions which i want to answer in this TID. Although i do not have the ‘state-of-the-art’
equipment, i can give you at least a clue how these values may influence the backup performance.
This is important because users often either over- or underestimate the effect these values may have.

For example, if you have a scenario that uses UNIX and Windows storage nodes, each with DLT
7000 tape drives equipped, and where you need to ensure general media exchangability, it would be
good to know whether you should increase the smaller block size of 64 kB for a DLT 7000 drive on
Windows or whether you should decrease the default block size for such device on UNIX, which is
128 kB.

Another FAQ is whether it makes sense to use an ISDN line between a NetWorker server and a
dedicated storage node to support local backups.

2. Test environment
This is the general test scenario that i used for this purpose:

Of course, i have used the current NetWorker software version, 7.0/Build 322. As pointed out in the
last TID, changing the block size for a NetWorker 7 tape device is very easy.

NW Server
Windows 2000

NW Storage Node
SuSE 8.0

DLT 7000

100 Mbit/s or 10 Mbit/s TCP/IP
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Although this is a only very small environment, the speed is fast enough for this investigation. You can
easily test this yourself with the routines described in the  NetWorker Performance Tuning Guide,
perftune.pdf .

suse:/ # ls -l /root/test
total 488762
drwxr-x---    2 root     root           72 Jun 20 17:21 .
drwx------   18 root     root          992 Jun 20 17:29 ..
-rw-r-----    1 root     root     500000000 Jun 20 17:19 test.dat
suse:/ #
suse:/ # more /benchmark
date
/usr/lib/nsr/uasm -v -s /root/test/test.dat > /dev/null
date

suse:/ # ./benchmark
Fri Jun 20 17:31:59 CEST 2003
uasm -s /root/test/test.dat
Fri Jun 20 17:32:15 CEST 2003
suse:/ #

The resulting transfer rate is 31.25 Mio Bytes/s or 30.52 MB/s which is fast enough to keep the DLT
7000 tape drive streaming under any condition.

To test the speed for different file sizes, i have prepared directories with 10.000 files of a certain size.
To achieve this, i have written a small Windows program a while ago that creates up to 10.000 files
of 100, 1.000, 10.000 and 100.000 bytes in size. These are the directories which needed to be
specified for the client’s  Save set  attribute:

/root/test10k_100
/root/test10k_1000
/root/test10k_10000
/root/test10k_100000

Especially the small file sizes may have a high impact on the transfer rate as they influence two
parameters:

• The load on the hard disk is very heavy but

• The relationship of NetWorker index data to ‘real’ data is also high

By the way - for your own tests you may download this and other tools from the  German Support
Page :

http://ftp.legato.com/pub/NetWorker/German/inhalt.htm

Then scroll down - at the bottom of the page you will find the  English Section  with the references for
the files. This one is called  BLKF_ENG.EXE . Unfortunately, i am not a software engineer - i am just
familiar with Turbo Pascal. As a consequence, you must first create these files on a Windows
computer before you can use an FTP client to transfer them to a UNIX or a Linux host.

But if somebody has time to write such tools for UNIX or Linux, i am very open  ;-))
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3. Using a 100 MBit/s network between server and storage node

3.1. File size tests using the block size ‘handler default’ (128 kB)

These are the test results for the various file sizes:

File size = 100 Bytes

.....
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST6294.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST9432.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST1283.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST4421.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST2559.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST8845.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /
* suse:/root/test10k_100
  suse: /root/test10k_100           level=full,   2976 KB 00:00:10  //
    10033 files
* suse:/root/test10k_100 completed savetime=1054397917
.....

The transfer rate is 0,298 MB/s .

File size = 1.000 Bytes

.....
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST6294.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST9432.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST1283.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST4421.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST2559.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST8845.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /
* suse:/root/test10k_1000

  suse: /root/test10k_1000          level=full,     11 MB 00:00:24  //
    10033 files
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 completed savetime=1054389901
.....

The transfer rate is 0,5 MB/s .
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File size = 10.000 Bytes

.....
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST6294.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST9432.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST1283.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST4421.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST2559.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST8845.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /
* suse:/root/test10k_10000
  suse: /root/test10k_10000         level=full,     99 MB 00:02:42  //
    10033 files
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 completed savetime=1054398243
.....

The transfer rate is 0,585 MB/s .

File size = 100.000 Bytes

.....
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST6294.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST9432.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST1283.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST4421.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST2559.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST8845.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /
* suse:/root/test10k_100000
* suse:/root/test10k_100000
  suse: /root/test10k_100000        level=full,    978 MB 00:02:48  //
    10033 files
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 completed savetime=1054398581
.....

The transfer rate is 5,821 MB/s .
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Control test: File size =500 MB (bigasm)

05/31/03 19:44:47 savegrp: suse:/root/test/test_1.dat succeeded.
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat rcmd suse, user root: `save -s ultra -g  //
  suse -LL -m suse -l full -W 78 -N /root/test/test_1  //
  .dat /root/test/test_1.dat'
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat /root/test/test_1.dat
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat bigasm: generating 500 MB for  //
  /root/test/test_1.dat
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat /root/test/
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat /root/
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat /
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat
  suse: /root/test/test_1.dat       level=full,    500 MB 00:01:18  //
    4 files
05/31/03 19:44:47 savegrp: suse:index    //
    started
.....

The transfer rate is 6,410 MB/s .
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3.2. File size tests using the block size 32 kB

These are the test results for the various file sizes:

File size = 100 Bytes

.....
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST6294.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST9432.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST1283.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST4421.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST2559.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST8845.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /
* suse:/root/test10k_100
  suse: /root/test10k_100           level=full,   2976 KB 00:00:10  //
    10033 files
* suse:/root/test10k_100 completed savetime=1054403781
.....

The transfer rate is 0,298 MB/s .

File size = 1.000 Bytes

.....
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST6294.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST9432.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST1283.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST4421.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST2559.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST8845.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /
* suse:/root/test10k_1000

  suse: /root/test10k_1000          level=full,     11 MB 00:00:25  //
    10033 files
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 completed savetime=1054403958
.....

The transfer rate is 0,44 MB/s .
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File size = 10.000 Bytes

.....
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST6294.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST9432.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST1283.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST4421.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST2559.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST8845.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /
* suse:/root/test10k_10000
  suse: /root/test10k_10000         level=full,     99 MB 00:02:43  //
    10033 files
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 completed savetime=1054404105
.....

The transfer rate is 0,607 MB/s .

File size = 100.000 Bytes

.....
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST6294.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST9432.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST1283.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST4421.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST2559.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST8845.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /
* suse:/root/test10k_100000
* suse:/root/test10k_100000
  suse: /root/test10k_100000        level=full,    978 MB 00:02:49  //
    10033 files
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 completed savetime=1054404406
.....

The transfer rate is 5,787 MB/s .
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Control test: File size =500 MB (bigasm)

05/31/03 20:23:02 savegrp: suse:/root/test/test_1.dat succeeded.
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat rcmd suse, user root: `save -s ultra -g  //
  suse -LL -m suse -l full -W 78 -N /root/test/test_1.dat  //
  /root/test/test_1.dat'
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat /root/test/test_1.dat
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat bigasm: generating 500 MB for  //
  /root/test/test_1.dat
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat /root/test/
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat /root/
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat /
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat
  suse: /root/test/test_1.dat       level=full,    500 MB 00:01:20  //
    4 files
05/31/03 20:23:02 savegrp: suse:index    //
    started
.....

The transfer rate is 6,25 MB/s .
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4. Using a 10 MBit/s network between server and storage node

4.1. File size tests using the block size ‘handler default’ (128 kB)

These are the test results for the various file sizes:

File size = 100 Bytes

.....
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST6294.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST9432.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST1283.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST4421.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST2559.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST8845.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /
* suse:/root/test10k_100
  suse: /root/test10k_100           level=full,   2976 KB 00:00:10  //
    10033 files
* suse:/root/test10k_100 completed savetime=1054406449
.....

The transfer rate is 0,298 MB/s .

File size = 1.000 Bytes

.....
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST6294.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST9432.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST1283.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST4421.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST2559.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST8845.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /
* suse:/root/test10k_1000
  suse: /root/test10k_1000          level=full,     11 MB 00:00:24  //
    10033 files
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 completed savetime=1054408798
.....

The transfer rate is 0,458 MB/s .
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File size = 10.000 Bytes

.....
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST6294.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST9432.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST1283.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST4421.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST2559.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST8845.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /
* suse:/root/test10k_10000
  suse: /root/test10k_10000         level=full,     99 MB 00:02:44  //
    10033 files
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 completed savetime=1054409259
.....

The transfer rate is 0,604 MB/s .

File size = 100.000 Bytes

.....
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST6294.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST9432.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST1283.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST4421.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST2559.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST8845.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /
* suse:/root/test10k_100000
* suse:/root/test10k_100000
  suse: /root/test10k_100000        level=full,    978 MB 00:02:50  //
    10033 files
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 completed savetime=1054409519
.....

The transfer rate is 5,753 MB/s .
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Control test: File size =500 MB (bigasm)

05/31/03 20:23:02 savegrp: suse:/root/test/test_1.dat succeeded.
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat rcmd suse, user root: `save -s ultra -g  //
  suse -LL -m suse -l full -W 78 -N /root/test/test_1.dat  //
  /root/test/test_1.dat'
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat /root/test/test_1.dat
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat bigasm: generating 500 MB for  //
  /root/test/test_1.dat
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat /root/test/
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat /root/
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat /
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat
  suse: /root/test/test_1.dat       level=full,    500 MB 00:01:20    //
  4 files
05/31/03 20:23:02 savegrp: suse:index
.....

The transfer rate is 6,250 MB/s .
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4.2. File size tests using the block size 32 kB

These are the test results for the various file sizes:

File size = 100 Bytes

.....
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST6294.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST9432.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST1283.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST4421.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST2559.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/TEST8845.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/test10k_100/
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /root/
* suse:/root/test10k_100 /
* suse:/root/test10k_100
  suse: /root/test10k_100           level=full,   2976 KB 00:00:11  //
    10033 files
* suse:/root/test10k_100 completed savetime=1054422726
.....

The transfer rate is 0,271 MB/s .

File size = 1.000 Bytes

.....
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST6294.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST9432.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST1283.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST4421.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST2559.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/TEST8845.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/test10k_1000/
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /root/
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 /
* suse:/root/test10k_1000
  suse: /root/test10k_1000          level=full,     11 MB 00:00:24  //
    10033 files
* suse:/root/test10k_1000 completed savetime=1054423079
.....

The transfer rate is 0,458 MB/s .
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File size = 10.000 Bytes

.....
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST6294.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST9432.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST1283.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST4421.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST2559.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/TEST8845.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/test10k_10000/
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /root/
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 /
* suse:/root/test10k_10000
  suse: /root/test10k_10000         level=full,     99 MB 00:02:44  //
    10033 files
* suse:/root/test10k_10000 completed savetime=1054423459
.....

The transfer rate is 0,596 MB/s .

File size = 100.000 Bytes

.....
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST6294.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST9432.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST1283.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST4421.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST2559.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/TEST8845.DAT
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/test10k_100000/
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /root/
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 /
* suse:/root/test10k_100000
* suse:/root/test10k_100000
  suse: /root/test10k_100000        level=full,    978 MB 00:02:49  //
    10033 files
* suse:/root/test10k_100000 completed savetime=1054424142
.....

The transfer rate is 5,787 MB/s .
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Control test: File size =500 MB (bigasm)

05/31/03 21:16:36 savegrp: suse:/root/test/test_1.dat succeeded.
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat rcmd suse, user root: `save -s ultra  //
  -g suse -LL -m suse -l full -W 78 -N /root/test/test_1.dat  //
  /root/test/test_1.dat'
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat /root/test/test_1.dat
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat bigasm: generating 500 MB for  //
  /root/test/test_1.dat
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat /root/test/
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat /root/
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat /
* suse:/root/test/test_1.dat
  suse: /root/test/test_1.dat       level=full,    500 MB 00:01:18   //
    4 files
05/31/03 21:16:36 savegrp: suse:index
.....

The transfer rate is 6,41 MB/s .
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5. Using an ISDN network between server and storage node
As this configuration was never expected to deliver maximum throughput, i have not tested different
block sizes using this link. And i have modified the environment a little bit:

NW Server
Windows 2000

NW Storage Node
Windows 2000

DLT 7000

64 kbit/s TCP/IP
(ISDN)

Additionally, i have modified the test procedure a little bit as well: I just used one pass to backup all
directories. Of  course, the save streams should not be multiplexed - this was ensured by setting the
Client parallelism to one.

The following page contains the complete test results taken from the savegroup completion report.
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5.1. File size tests using the block size ‘handler default’ (64 kB on Windows)

These are the test results for the various file sizes:

File size = 100 Bytes

..... 5086 KB 00:05:28

The transfer rate is 0,016 MB/s .

File size = 1.000 Bytes

..... 13 MB 00:05:45

The transfer rate is 0,038 MB/s .

File size = 10.000 Bytes

..... 101 MB 00:05:59

The transfer rate is 0,281 MB/s .

File size = 100.000 Bytes

..... 980 MB 00:05:25

The transfer rate is 3,015 MB/s .

Control test: File size =1 GB (bigasm)

..... 1000 MB 00:03:21

The transfer rate is 4,975 MB/s .
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6. Conclusion
The following statements can be made easily:

• If you compare the minimum and the maximum throughput for a certain file size, the total
difference is minimal. Even the maximum difference of 10% does not really say that much
because the backup time is so small that already one second makes a big difference:

• The block size does not matter at all - at least not for a DLT 7000 backup device.
Obviously, the effect of increasing the block size is a minor one. So you do not loose anything if
you cut the maximum block size for compatibility reasons.

Of course the link between the NetWorker server and a storage node needs to be fast enough to
support the transport of the file index information.

• As long as the network between the NetWorker server and the storage node uses a certain
speed, this also does not matter as well. At least the difference between a 10 MB/s and a 100
MB/s network is not measurable.

Please keep in mind that 10 MB/s is about 1 MBytes/s. With an average index entry of 155
Bytes per entry you need to backup more than 6765 files per second to reach this value.
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• To achieve a reasonable throughput, the files should have a certain size (they should be larger
than 100 kBytes) as you see here:

• As expected, the ISDN connection between NetWorker server and storage node is a
bottleneck. Taking the same calculation as on the last page, the maxium file number on such
connection with NetWorker 6 or 7 is about 50.

This is why the backup speed is so low, when you use very small files:

As you can see, the overall file size should as well at least be around 100 kB to at least achieve
a moderate result.

Throughput vs. File Size using a 'normal' Network
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NetWorker SnapImage 2.0 for Windows (1)
Since about August 2001 NetWorker offers such a solution - at that time exclusively for HP/UX and
Solaris. Two years later Legato released the version 2.0 which now also ports that functionality to the
Windows world, making it available for a much larger number of customers. The next documents
shall explain the general functionality, the installation and configuration and the usage of this module.

1. Background information

1.1. Introduction

Today, even standard file backup scenarios suffer some major problems, for example:

• The backup of a large number of (small) files is most likely relative slow.
For each file, there is an administrative overhead. This in general decreases the data
throughput. The smaller your files to backup the worse is the real transfer rate. (see also
TID 13/2003)

• The applications must remain online during the backup.
However, as files will change during the backup, the saved data set will not be consistent.

• The network load shall remain as minimal as possible.
Spoken in NetWorker terminology, the backup shall be issued locally at a storage node.

(For Windows,) there are several solutions which may help to overcome them, but they all are
compromises:

• RAW backups
Advantages - No extra hardware is needed

- The save set data will be consistent
- The backup is as fast as the hard disk can be read

Disadvantages - All data on the partition must be backed up
- Nobody can access the data during the save
- A file or a subset recovery is not possible

• Backing up a mirrored filesystem
Advantages - The save set will be consistent

- A file recovery is possible
- One storage system will remain online for the users
- Just the used space needs to be backed up

Disadvantages - You need a duplicate disk system and a mirroring solution
- The file backup will not necessarily improve the backup speed
- The mirror needs a resync after the backup

If you look at these solutions, it is obvious that the backup of the mirrored disk is the more practical
option. Unfortunately, it is the most expensive one because you simply need the raid system and
the infrastructure to support it twice.

As a consequence, the ideal solution would simply be a ‘mirrored’ solution, but without the need for
extra hardware. But is this possible ?
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Yes, it is. Some filer server manufacturers have implemented such solutions some years ago - it is
called Snapshotting:

Snapshots are nothing else but ‘frozen data images’ which can be used to save and
recover consistent data sets.

The very important difference with respect to a mirroring solution is that the snapshot technology
does not need extra hardware if your disk system is big enough.

The characteristics is as follows:

• Backing up snapshots
Advantages - The save set will be consistent

- A file recovery is possible
- The storage system will remain online for the users
- You do not need duplicate hard disks and a mirroring solution

Disadvantages - All data on a partition must be backed up
- Changes during the backup must be cached
- The mirror needs a resync after the backup

As you can see, the number of disadvantages is minimal.

Along with the shnapshot technology you will usually find another one with the name NDMP. This is
the abbreviation for Network Data Management Protocol . NDMP separates the data path from the
control path. This is necessary as there is usually no method to install a (complete) client software on
such file server. I will explain the reasons in the next chapter.

With respect to backup technology, NDMP has a lot of advantages. Some of them are:

• It is an operating system-independent protocol.
All NDMP devices can transparently communicate with each other.

• It can be used without any backup software on the client or the storage node.

• Once initiated, the no server needs to monitor the data transfer process.
This minimizes the data transfer overhead.

However, like with any other protocol, only capable devices can communicate with each other. There
are only two elementary tasks to fulfil:

- A lot of manufacturers have to release and to support NDMP devices. However, this is obvious
as it would otherwise not make sense to introduce a new protocol.

- NetWorker, it must also be made NDMP compatible.

To understand the NetWorker SnapImage software, it is essential for you to also understand the
NDMP technology. This is the reason why i want to explain this protocol in the next chapter.
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1.2. What is a NDMP file server ?

First of all you need to understand that there are two types of file servers:

There are also non-NDMP file servers available on the market. However, such do
not use a new technology - they will usually work on a Windows 2000 based
operating system with limited funtionality. With respect to NetWorker, they can be
backed up using the normal client and storage node software for Windows.

While the data of open source solutions increased significantly, it became necessary to keep the
administration costs for the storage minimal. The consequence was to consolidate as much data as
possible on a few number of centralized file servers and to make the data available via network
shares - the idea of Networked Attached Storage or NAS was born to store terabytes of data on huge
intelligent disk arrays. Along with this idea, a lot of other solutions should be integrated as well - the
major ones were:

• The storage system should store all data, no matter which OS they have been created for.
As a consequence, a new file system which is capable to support UNIX file systems (NFS,
NetWare File System) as well as Windows file systems (CIFS, Common Interface File
System, CIFS) had to be developed.

• As the new storage system shall not be universal but only work as a file server, it can be
optimized for this purpose.

However, this makes a filer a specific, not a universal computer.

Of course these ideas could be implemented, in general. However, with respect to the supporting
backup software, some major problems needed to be solved:

• Data of multiple operating systems needed to be supported.
This meant that the client software had to be adopted. Unfortunately, the usual operating
systems could not even be used.

• At least the client and the storage node software needed to be ported to the new optimized
operating system.

However, with a new, minimized and very specific OS, it is almost impossible to simply port
existing software - you must more or less re-invent it.

• In case of multiple NAS filer solution suppliers, it is obvious that each one would design its
own filer operating system.

Consequently, the development costs for the backup software would just multiply with each
new vendor.

The solution was to agree on a simple but effective and, most important, an OS-independant solution
that would work in the same way for everybody - a new data protocol for that purpose was designed
and implemented: NDMP.

Actually, the implementation of the new protocol was not very difficult, because the necessary
‘kernel’ existed already: it was the SCSI-3 Extended Copy command. However, SCSI is a hardware
protocol - a SCSI data transfer is always a block level copy from an initiator to a target device. This
ensures already software-independency.

The rest is adopting the software to control the hardware when executingon standard processes -
this is a very small task that can be easily extended because it only needs a new software release.
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In principle, a NDMP filer is nothing else but a standard PC - in fact it also uses standard PC
hardware. The only major difference is the usage of a RAID system, usually an external peripheral.
For a big centralized storage system, using a RAID system is mandatory because:

- A RAID system has redundant power supplies. If one fails, the other can still take the full load.

- A RAID has added security features which overcome problems like failing drives.

- Defective RAID disks can usually be changed while the system is running.

- The same is true for additional expansion units.

However, besides that, there is nothing else but a general PC hardware block diagram:

Usually, the OS is also
stored on the safest
place, the RAID
system.

Main Board

SCSI / Fibre
Channel

Controller

SCSI / Fibre
Channel

Controller

NIC

SCSI / FC Controller

Operating System

NDMP RAID
System

NDMP BU device

TCP/IP

If you look at the supporting software, it is important to mention that the NDMP devices must be
controlled by specific drivers, as shown below:

OS &
Administration SW

NDMP Data
Server

NDMP Tape
Server

NIC Driver

Disk Driver

Operating System

NDMP RAID
System

NDMP BU device

TCP/IP

As NDMP developed, these drivers carried various names during the years. However, the terms
showed above, which relate to NDMP version 2, describe their purpose best, to my opinion.
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Of course a recovery is processed in the same manner, just the direction of the data flow will be
inverted.

What has not been mentioned yet is the snapshot capability: As the data must be present 24 x 7, it
is necessary to create a frozen image of the data that needs to be backed up. However, if the file
system shall remain available for the users, changes have to be managed somehow, transparently
for the users.

To manage file system updates during the backups, two general principles became very popular:

• On-line mirroring
EMC Symmetrix is one well known solution

It mirrors the whole partiton(s). If a backup shall be done, the mirror will be disconnected
and its data can be backed up as a consistent data set.

• Cache-on-Write (COW)
This is how Legato’s SnapImage/Celetestra works

If a file system block will be updated during the backup, the original block will be copied
to a cache area first, from where it can be savely backed up.

The major advantage is that only blocks which have changed need to be cached. As a
consequence, you only need to provide cache space for a fraction of your partition(s).
space. However, the (user’s) write process must be intercepted and the copy must be
finished before the actual write takes place. If not, the snapshot would be inconsistent.

To achieve that, a write interceptor software must be present to copy/move the new data
from the file system to the cache area(s).

OS &
Administration SW

NDMP Data
Server

NDMP Tape
Server

NIC Driver

Disk Driver

Backup Request

Operating System

NDMP RAID
System

NDMP BU device

TCP/IP

In case of a backup, the backup server simply initiates a local NDMP command execution:
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1.3. How does the NetWorker SnapImage Module work ?

The NetWorker SnapImage module simply maps the NDMP features to a standard NetWorker data
zone. Consequently, you will see exactly the same components that you will find on an NDMP ‘filer’:

- A NetWorker NDMP Tape Device Driver must be installed at the NetWorker storage node.

- A NetWorker NDMP Disk Device Driver and the Write Interceptor (WI) must be installed at the
NetWorker client.

- The NetWorker client must have a software which administers the snapshots.

The diagram below shows the scenario during normal operation. The only difference with respect to
the NDMP filer is the fact, that i have shown the SnapImage Client and the Storage Node as
separate computers. However, the only purpose is better ‘visibility’ - as mentioned already, NDMP
backups shall be carried out locally to achieve LAN-free backups:

BTW - there is another detail that has not been mentioned: The nature of the filer (the SnapImage
Client) only allows the storage of files for its own file system, which is Windows 2000 files for
SnapImage 2.0.

The next pages show how SnapImage’s Cache-on-Write works during a backup. For caching
purposes, SnapImage uses RAW partitions. Such is nothing else but a partition that is not formatted
with a file system format. On a RAW device, each data block lives ‘independently’ - it can only be
addressed by its number.

NetWorker
Server

NetWorker
Storage Node

’normal‘ Tape
Device NDMP Tape

Device

NW SnapImage Client

Workstations
File
System

Cache
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SnapImage begins to backup the file system data block for block ...

... here shown as a ‘top down’ process:

Orig.

Orig.

Orig.

Orig.

SI CacheFilesystem

Blocks

NW Storage Node

Orig.

Filesystem RAW Partition

NW SnapImage Client

SI CacheFilesystem

Blocks

Filesystem RAW Partition NW Storage Node

Orig.

Orig.

Orig.

Orig.

Orig.

NW SnapImage Client
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If data on the file system is about to be updated, this access will be blocked ...

... and the existing data blocks will be copied to the cache first ...

SI CacheFilesystem

Blocks

Filesystem RAW Partition NW Storage Node

NW SnapImage Client

Orig.

Orig.

Orig.

Orig.

Orig.
New

SI CacheFilesystem

Blocks

Filesystem RAW Partition NW Storage No

NW SnapImage Client

Orig.

Orig.

Orig.

Orig.

Orig.

Orig.
New
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... before the new data will overwrite the existing data block:

Now the original data block can be backed up ...

SI CacheFilesystem

Blocks

Filesystem RAW Partition NW Storage Node

NW SnapImage Client

Orig.

Orig.

Orig.

Orig.

New

Orig.

Orig.

SI CacheFilesystem

Blocks

Filesystem RAW Partition NW Storage Node

NW SnapImage Client

Orig.

Orig.

Orig.

Orig.

New

Orig.

Orig.
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... and the backup of the other data blocks will continue:

If a changed data block will change again, it will not affect the current backup, because the original
data has already been saved:

SI CacheFilesystem

Blocks

Filesystem RAW Partition NW Storage Node

NW SnapImage Client
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1.4. NetWorker NDMP requirements

Beside the necessary components which need to be implemented, there are some technical details
you should now:

• NDMP is a client/server software
The NDMP Tape Device Driver is only the client part of the NDMP solution. I have not
mentioned that a NDMP Server software, nsmpd  needs to be installed as well, which
works in the background.

• NDMP backups do not use the  save  command
As you should know by now, the essential program for a ‘normal’ NetWorker backup is
save. However,  save  is a client-initiated program. Although the client software needs to
be installed on the Windows 2000 clients, it cannot support NDMP backups. Due to that
reason, a new save command,  nsrndmp_save  , must be used for this purpose.

• NDMP recoveries can not use the  recover  command
Logically, the same is true for NDMP recoveries. For this purpose you must use the new
command  nsrndmp_recover .

• NDMP backups and recoveries must be started at the NetWorker server
There is no command that can be executed at the NDMP client.

• NDMP backups are unintelligent
As there is no intelligent software running on the client, the save set All will not work - no
software will investigate which files shall be included in the backup. Consequently, you
must explicitely specify each single directory/path that shall be included.

• NDMP backups cannot be multiplexed
Such feature is currently not implemented in the NDMP protocol (it is inteded for a future
release). This has consequences:

- Multiple save set entries are processed sequentially.

- If you want to save multiple save sets in parallel, you must ...
- Have the approriate number of NDMP devices
- Create multiple client resources with different save set specifications
- Create a new group for each client
- Configure each group to use another device
- Start all groups simulteanously

• The NDMP backup device must be a tape device
This is simply due to the fact that there exists no separate NDMP Disk Device Driver - it is
built into the Write Interceptor software.

• NDMP backups are block level backups
The disk sectors will be read and sent straight to the backup device - there will no addtional
data be added like the client file index information as with ‘normal’ NetWorker backups.

• Consequently the client file index data must be generated and saved in a separate
session

During ‘normal’ NetWorker backups, the client file index information is generated by the
NetWorker client software. However, although it may be installed on that client, it would not
help in this case. As a consequence, the index info must be generated and save in an extra
step. The new command nsrndmp_save takes  care about the necessities.
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Of course, the index data must not only be backed up but also fill the client file index (CFI).
To achieve this, an index translation program must run during these backups, nsrdmpix .
All this is indicated by this diagram:

• The format of the NDMP tape media is different than NetWorker’s Open Tape Format
Although it is possible to mix ‘normal’ NetWorker backups with NDMP backups on the same
media, it is something that you should avoid.

This makes sense - just assume you would insert such tape in a non-NDMP device and use
the scanner command. In this case, the process will start without problem but it cannot
proceed once it encounters a NDMP save set. However, there could be more non-NDMP
backups further down the tape which you cannot scan any more. The same of course
would also apply to other commands like  nsrclone .

• There are a lot of NDMP specific configuration issues that must be setup

- NDMP backups are ‘level’ backup
SnapImage only supports the two levels 0 (full) and 1.

- Surprisingly, the device parallelism (Target sessions) for an NDMP device must be
set to 1.

This is only starnge because it could be done implicitely if you configure the
device as NDMP device.

- Dynamic Device Sharing (DDS) is not allowed for NDMP backup devices

- NetWorker resources must be configured as NDMP resources, if necessary
In this case you also have to specify the login parameters Remote user/Password.

• Consequently you need NDMP licenses
This applies to clients and storage nodes.

CFI
CFI

CFI

NDMP Data Server

NDMP Tape Server
Media

DB

nsrd

savegrp

nsrmmdbdnsrindexd

NW Server
and NDMP Client

nsrdmpix

nsrndmp_save

ndmpd 

ndmpd 
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1.5. Sizing the cache memories

The last item which needs to be considered is how to size memory for cache purposes.

It is most important that you reserve these numbers. If the cache fills up,
a backup simply can not continue.

These are the rules stated in appendix B of the NetWorker SnapImage 2.0 Module Installation and
Administrator’s Guide :

• The NetWorker tmp directory requires approximately 250 MB for every million files in a
backup.

• The SnapImage  %NDMPHOME%  directory requires approximately 400 MB for every million files
in a filesystem.

There are also 2 pagefiles that need to be considered:

• The Microsoft pagefile size
Microsoft recommends setting the pagefile size to 2.5 times the amount of RAM that is
installed on the system.

• The NetWorker pagefile size
As a rule of thumb, use 110 MB for each 1 million files in a backup.

• The SnapImage pagefile size
As a rule of thumb, use 50 MB for each 1 million files in a backup.

Of course you may also calculate these numbers more precisely. The templates on the next pages
will show you how, followed by an example.
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Templates

Estimating the size for the NetWorker \tmp directory

Estimating the size for the NetWorker  pagefile

The calculation of this value is based on two parameters.
The first one relates to the program  nsrndmp_2fh  and calculates as follows:

 

 

 

 

Size of  nsrndmp_2fh  value

Operation

 take larger value 

+ 3 MB

Size of  nsrdmipx  value

The second value, corresponding to the binary nsrdmpix  is a little bit more complicated:

Determine the final value using this formula:

Operation

 x 16  Avg. # of files on file system

Avg. length of filenames (bytes)  x 2

Operation

 

+ 180  

 x  Avg. # of files on file system

  

 

  

 

 

 

Avg. length of filenames (bytes) + 40

Operation

x

xAvg. # of files in a directory

Avg. # of levels in directory tree

x 32Avg. # of files on file system

+
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Estimating the the space requirements for the metadata cache directory,
%NDMPHOME%\mdcache

This relates on the following 4 parameters:

The size of the Directory Metadata File

The size of the Map Datafile

The size of the Index Table File

The size of the File Metadata File

Operation

 x 0.2 MB  Size of data on file system (GB)

The total size for the  %NDMPHOME%\mdcache  directory

This is nothing else but the total of all these subtotals:

 

 

  

 

 

Directory Metadata File Cache

Operation

+

+Index Table File Cache

File Metadata File Cache

 +Map Datafile Cache

Operation

 x 8  Avg. # of files on file system

Operation

 x 300  Avg. # of files on file system

Avg. length of filenames (bytes)  + 12

Operation

 

 x  Avg. # of files on file system
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Example

Estimating the size for the NetWorker \tmp directory

Estimating the size for the NetWorker  pagefile

The calculation of this value is based on 2 parameters.
The first one relates to the program  nsrndmp_2fh  and calculates as follows:

The second value, corresponding to the binary nsrdmpix  is a little bit more complicated:

Determine the final value using this formula:

Avg. length of filenames (bytes) 32 x 2

Operation

+ 180

xAvg. # of files on file system

64

244

1 Mio 244 MB

Operation

x 16Avg. # of files on file system 1 Mio 16 MB

Size of  nsrndmp_2fh  value

Operation

 take larger value 

+ 3 MB

Size of  nsrdmipx  value

34 MB

37 MB

34 MB

16 MB

Avg. length of filenames (bytes) + 40

Operation

x

xAvg. # of files in a directory

Avg. # of levels in directory tree

x 32Avg. # of files on file system

+

32

34 MB

2

1 Mio 32 MB

1.44 MB

144

72

10 k
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Estimating the the space requirements for the metadata cache directory,
%NDMPHOME%\mdcache

This relates on the following 4 parameters:

The size of the Directory Metadata File

The size of the Map Datafile

The size of the Index Table File

The size of the File Metadata File

The total size for the  %NDMPHOME%\mdcache  directory

This is nothing else but the total of all these subtotals:

Avg. length of filenames (bytes) + 12

Operation

xAvg. # of files on file system

32

44 MB

44

1 Mio

Operation

x 300Avg. # of files on file system 1 Mio 300 MB

Operation

x 8Avg. # of files on file system 1 Mio 8 MB

Operation

x 0.2 MBSize of data on file system (GB) 20 4 MB

Directory Metadata File Cache

Operation

+

+Index Table File Cache

File Metadata File Cache

+Map Datafile Cache

300 MB

356 MB

8 MB

4 MB

44 MB

344 MB

352 MB
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NetWorker SnapImage 2.0 for Windows (2)

2. Installing the solution
This is what the test scenario looked like:

2.1. Installation Roadmap

In addition to the ‘normal’ steps which are used to install the hardware etc, these are the necessary
steps which you need to perform during the installation:

• Preparing the SnapImage client system
As pointed out at the end of the last chapter, you need to calculate and ajdust the values for
the various cache memories and files.

• Installing the software
As usual an Windows systems, this is just a very easy and a fast step.

• Licensing the software
This is a mandatory step as there is this clear statement:

The NetWorker SnapImage software must be licensed under all conditions !
You can not run NetWorker in evaluation mode but you must install all
necessary enablers.

• Configuring the solution
This is what is really different with respect to a ‘normal’ windows client - it will take much
longer.

NetWorker Server 7.1
Windows 2000

NetWorker
Client &

SnapImage
Software 2.0

NDMP Tape
Device

NetWorker Client

NetWorker
Server +

License Mgr.

Backup
Files

Cache

creinfeld2

dx2kserver

drive:\pathname

T:

IDE Disk

Other Partitions
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2.2. Preparing the SnapImage client system

According to the literature, these are the necessary requirements:

• Hardware
- Intel x86 processor
- Windows 2000 Server or Windows 2000 Advanced Server, Service Packs 2 and 3
- 256 MB RAM minimum
- 50 MB disk space to install the SnapImage directory
- One or more dual-channel ultra SCSI cards and/or Fibre Channel host adapters
- Compatible tape drives/autochangers
- SAN devices

• Volume Management Support
- Microsoft Logical Disk Manager subsystem (LDM)
- VERITAS VxVM 2.7 and later RAID 0, 1, 5

• Fileystem Support
- NTFS exclusively
- Partitions can be of type Basic or Dynamic (Basic drives can be upgraded)

• Sizes on temporary directories
- For the NetWorker temporary directory

..\nsr\tmp about 250 MB / 1 Mio files in a backup
- For the SnapImage temporary directory

%NDMPHOME%\mdcache about 400 MB / 1 Mio files in a filesystem

• Size of the Windows pagefile
- Microsoft recommends setting the pagefile size to 2.5 times the amount of the system’s

RAM
- Additionally

- For the NetWorker pagefile size about 110 MB / 1 Mio files in a backup
- For the SnapImage pagefile size about   50 MB / 1 Mio files in a backup

In this environment, the following is true for the SnapImage client:
- RAM   640 MB
- The Windows pagefile has been setup to 2000 MB
- Empty space on  ..\nsr\tmp   500 MB
- Empty space on  %NDMPHOME\mdcache 1000 MB
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Other important issues:

• SnapImage Software in a SAN
SnapImage supports SAN environments. Additionally, depending on the system
environment, a LAN is required in the following configuration setups:

- If the SnapImage client and NetWorker server are installed on separate hosts. The
LAN transports commands, messages, and other information between the two
systems.

- If the NDMP TapeServer is installed on a remote host. The LAN transmits data and
provides communications between the SnapImage client and the remote NDMP
TapeServer storage node.

• SnapImage Software in a Cluster Environment
The following cluster software is supported:

- MSCS for Windows 2000 Advanced Server, SP 1 and 2
- LAAM, release 4.8.1, and Windows 2000
- In a cluster environment, only backup level 0 is supported.
- In the event of a cluster failover during a backup or restore operation, the SnapImage

software terminates the operation - it needs to be restarted.

Multiple licenses are required if a cluster environment has storage nodes or
dedicated storage nodes. Each storage node in the cluster must be installed
with a separate NDMP TapeServer license.

• Multipath Support
The following solutions are currently supported:

- EMC PowerPath, version 3.0.0
- HP StorageWorks Secure Path, version 4.1

• Dynamic FIle System (DFS) Support
A distributed file system (DFS) allows operators to access multiple shared volumes that are
on different network servers from a single location, without requiring specific server
information where the volumes are located.

DFS Limitations
- Only primary volumes that are locally mounted are backed up - backups of DFS

replicas are not considered
- Operating system (OS) partitions containing the Windows System database and DFS

root must be backed up with the NetWorker client software, not with the SnapImage
software.

- The DFS root and the SYSTEM registry must be backed up at the same time
to ensure consistency.

- The active directory for domain-based DFS trees must be backed up with the
NetWorker client.

- If the DFS root is not on the OS partition, the partition on which it is located
must be added to the NetWorker client configuration containing that partition.
This way, the two partitions can be backed up at the same time.

- All DFS root and registry backups must be full backups. Differential DFS
backups are not supported.

- The registry and the DFS root partition must be restored from the same save
set.

- When you perform a directed restore of a DFS partition to a host other than the
original host, the DFS link to the partition will not be restored.

- You must use the DFS console to create a new DFS link.
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2.3. Installing the software

2.3.1. Software compatibility

According to Legato’s Software Compatibility Guide, the NetWorker Server software
must be of release 7.0 with patches to support the SnapImage 2.0 software.
You may download the patch from
http://www.legato.com/resources/downloads/networker.cfm

This patch replaces the following binaries:

..\nsr\bin\
  liblndmp.dll
  libndmp_clnt.dll
  libnetworker.dll Windows only
  nsrmmd.exe
  nsrndmp_2fh.exe
  nsrndmp_clone.exe Windows only
  nsrndmp_recover.exe
  nsrndmp_save.exe

I have verified that the patched files are not identical with the NetWorker 7.1
binaries. As a consequence i used the NetWorker 7.0 patch files to also patch
NetWorker 7.1 - i just assumed that the compatibility has not been tested yet. As it
turned out later, NetWorker 7.1 must not be patched for SnapImage 2.0.

Installation steps:

• On the NetWorker Server
- Install the NetWorker 7.x Server software with the License Manager software

The SnapImage 2.0 software requires the License Manager software to be up
and running !

- Install the patches according to the  readme  file

• On the NetWorker SnapImage Client
- Install the NetWorker Client and Storage Node software

It must be installed for supporting programs like monitoring remote devices and for
‘normal’ backup and recovery processes

- Install the patches according to the  readme  file
- Install the NDMP Tape Server software
- Install the NetWorker SnapImage Module software

All software can be obtained from  http://www.legato.com/resources/downloads

As you should be familiar with the installation of NetWorker and its patches, i will exclusively explain
the installation of the NDMP Tape Server and the NetWorker SnapImage Module software.
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2.3.2. Installing the NDMP Tape Server software

The installation process is simple - please have a look at the following screenshots.

Start the Setup program to begin the installation - the program will prepare ...

... and will show the installation screen:
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You need to accept the license agreement:

You also must fill out the Customer Information :
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You may change the default installation path ...

In this example, the software shall be installed at  Z:\Legato\NDMPSvc :
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The program will show you the installation parameters. Click Install to continue:

Unlike the NetWorker installation, the pathname will not be changed automatically:
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The software will be installed:

Finally, there is the strong advice that you must use the Legato License Manager software to add the
required licenses:
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After the installation you can see that the NDMP server software has been installed as new service:
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2.3.3. Installing the NetWorker SnapImage software

Once again, the installation itself is straight forward.

Start the Setup program to begin the installation - the program will prepare ...

... and will show the installation screen:
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Again you need to accept the license agreement ...

... and you must enter the Customer Information :
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As you can see, there is no option to change the pathname - it will be installed where the Legato
NDMP tape driver resides.

Click on Install to continue:

The installation continues ...
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Hopefully, it will terminate without errors:

However, you must restart the SnapImage client computer  - This is due to the fact that the Write
Interceptor needs to be activated:
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If you look at the registry, you will find new parameters.

- For the NDMP listener:

- For the SnapImage synchronization tool:
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- For the Write Interceptor :

There will be no new service:
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But there is another program running,  ndmpdCM.exe  :

ndmpCM  is a NDMP “server“ binary which listens for a NDMP request from a NDMP client. It is a
binary which does some initialization and spawns off its child process ndmpd, which is responsible
to communicate with the client.

The SnapImage software also installs a graphical administration utility:
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If you start this program, the General tab will inform you about the memory:

The Cache Manager tab will show configured cache devices - of course there is none yet:
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From the next tab WI admin, the Write Interceptor can be configured:

The tab Browse will show diagnostic information:
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With the Probe tab you can create support files and review them.

A disaster recovery must be initiated from the Disaster Recovery tab:
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In the tab Miscellaneous you can monitor a running NDMP process. You can also modify the
retention policies for the cache and diagnostic files:
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NetWorker SnapImage 2.0 for Windows (3)

3. Configuring the system

3.1. Licensing the software

As mentioned already, the NetWorker SnapImage Module needs:

• The Legato License Manager software installed and running

• The appropriate licenses to be added via the Legato License Manager

The second demand is obvious. However, some older products just wanted the
License Manager software to be installed but licenses were not required during
the evaluation period.

If you want to test the SnapImage functionality you have to add at least these licenses:

• The NetWorker Server license

• The NetWorker SnapImage 2.0 license

• The NDMP Tape Server License

• One NDMP Client Connection License

• One (Dedicated) Storage Node License
Such is necessary in this case because a LAN-free backup solution shall be setup.
Of course, it is also possible to send the NDMP data back to a NDMP device attached to
the NetWorker server.

• Two NetWorker Client Licenses
- One for the NetWorker Server
- One for the NetWorker SnapImage Storage Node

Do not forget that the NDMP also has ‘normal’ files - for a total protection
these must be backed up as well. However these backups require a ‘normal’
client license.

Also do not forget that you might need other licenses for ClientPacks, Disk Backup
Option, Storage Node etc., depending on you configuration.

Please request appropriate enablers from your Legato sales representative.
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By default the License Manager Service is setup to Startup Type - Automatic.
However, be aware that it will not be started automatically !

Do not forget to start this service. Otherwise you will receive messages like this:

C:\>lgtolic -s"avuspdc.avus.de::1" -c fb6e7d-xxxxxx-81b841
lgtolic: Program not registered

C:\>lgtolic -s"avuspdc.avus.de::1" -c 352cb7-xxxxxx-86527f
lgtolic: Program not registered

C:\>

Unfortunatly a successful installation of a license code is not that informative as well:

C:\>lgtolic -s"dx2kserver::1" -cfb6e7d-xxxxxx-81b841
lgtolic:    To obtain authorization codes for this product via the World Wide
    Web, simply point your web browser to license.legato.com.  You will
    be asked to enter the enabler code for each authorization code that
    you request. For more details on licensing, including other methods
    to obtain authorization codes, refer to the product Installation and
    Administration Guide and the latest Release Supplement.

C:\>

But finally, you may review all installed license codes as shown on the next page.
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C:\>lgtolic -s"dx2kserver::1" -l
        name: NetWorker for Windows, Power Edition (10 clients per server)/1 //
          server (5902, 5903, 5902-2U, 5902-4U, 5902-6U)
        enabler code: fb6e7d-b40740-81b841 (2143#000000122)
        license type: R10   (82/00 0a 00 00 00/1)
        expires:      Thu Mar 04 00:00:00 2004

        name: Legato NDMP TapeServer /1 (2270)
        enabler code: 352cb7-90c148-86527f (2143#003292590)
        license type: Z104   (90/00 68 00 00 00/1)
        expires:      Thu Mar 04 00:00:00 2004

        name: NDMP Client Connections/1 (2032)
        enabler code: da755c-9c262d-5d0ca0 (2143#003292589)
        license type: n0   (110/00 00 00 00 00/1)
        expires:      Thu Mar 04 00:00:00 2004

        name: NetWorker SnapImage Module for Windows 2000 /1 (2264)
        enabler code: 3c27be-96b8b3-ffaf06 (2143#003292588)
        license type: Z105   (90/00 69 00 00 00/1)
        expires:      Thu Mar 04 00:00:00 2004

        name: Storage Nodes/1 (2002, 2003)
        enabler code: ee7570-a40a2e-60dbb4 (2143#001905774)
        license type: Z21   (90/00 15 00 00 00/1)
        expires:      Thu Mar 04 00:00:00 2004

Totals:
        NetWorker for Windows, Power Edition (10 clients per server)/1 server //
          (82/00 0a 00 00 00)
        Used: 0   Available: 1
        Allowed: All

        Legato NDMP TapeServer /1 (90/00 68 00 00 00)
        Used: 0   Available: 1
        Allowed: All

        NDMP Client Connections/1 (110/00 00 00 00 00)
        Used: 0   Available: 1
        Allowed: All

        NetWorker SnapImage Module for Windows 2000 /1 (90/00 69 00 00 00)
        Used: 0   Available: 1
        Allowed: All

        Storage Nodes/1 (90/00 15 00 00 00)
        Used: 0   Available: 1
        Allowed: All

C:\>
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3.2. Configuring the software

3.2.1. Editing the password

In an NDMP environment, processes must to logon to the NDMP member (a NDMP client, a NDMP
device etc.) to be able to execute. In a Windows environment, only the Administrator can perform
backups and recoveries - you must have his password to configure the various resources.

Usually passwords are sent in plain, unencrypted text over the network. As an alternative, you may
also use MD5 password encryption but this has to be setup separately. Please find more information
on how to setup such password in the SnapImage Administrator’s Guide .

Do not forget:

NetWorker uses a safe environment - it does not create one !

3.2.2. Setting up the system’s pagefile

As pointed out in TID #7, you must size the system’s pagefile large enough.

Microsoft recommends the size to be at least 2.5 times the size of the system RAM. In this case the
RAM size is 640 MB. According to the rule the file  %SystemDrive%\pagefile.sys  has to be set
to a minimum value of 1500 MB - i added another 30% for security reasons ;-)

Setting up the file size is done in the  Control Panel  -  System  as shown below. Click on the tab
Advanced and on Performance Options... to verify the current setting. Then click on Change... to
modify the setting:
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Verify the current setting details:

Enter the new vaules for Initial size (MB) and Maximum size (MB). Then click on Set to confirm the
new settings:
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Verify the changed setting details and click OK to close the window:

Ensure that the new minimum value also appears here. If yes, close the window with OK .

Do not forget to restart your computer to make this change become effective !
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3.2.3. Setting up the SnapImage cache

In TID #7/2004 you will find details on how to size the cache.

Please calculate the size carefully - if the cache will fill up, the backup will fail !

SnapImage uses at least one RAW (unformatted) partition for this purpose. This must be either a
Basic  or a  Dynamic  drive type. If you do not have an unformatted partition you have to create these
first. As usual, this is done using the Windows 2000 Disk Management utility which you may either
start by executing the file  %systemdrive%\winnt\system32\diskmgmt.msc  or by from the
Computer Management tool, as indicated below:
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Only RAW devices (partitions without a file system) may be used as SnapImage cache devices. If
there is none, you have to ‘demote’ an existing one.

Select a volume and ...

... open the menu with a right click. Then select Format... :

With respect to
performance, it is not
really appropriate to
let all data reside on
one physical device.
However, this system
will not be able to
achieve optimal
performance anyway.
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As there is no option that ‘removes a file systen’ - you must format the an existing partition to create
a RAW device.

Cancel the operation ...

... and select Delete Logical Drive... :
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As this will delete existing data, you will be asked for a confirmation:

Click on Yes to proceed - the drive will be instantly deleted. Close the window with OK .
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With the slice selected, re-open the menu and select the command Create Logical Drive... :

This starts the appropriate wizard:
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Finally use this partition to create a new logical drive:

As you want to use all the free space, simply proceed with Next > :
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Assign a drive letter by selecting one from the list. Then click on Next > :

The next window is usually used to format the drive - this option is preselected:

Now you must change the option !  (see next page)
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Select Do not format this partition and click Next > to proceed:

The next window will once again show your format settings. Start the process with Finish :
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As usual, this will take a while...

... but you will finally see the new drive without a file system installed:
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Now you may verify the drive’s Properties :

Once again, the window reports an unknown file system:
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Configure more cache devices, if necessary:

The devices can now be configured for the use by SnapImage.

This is done in the SnapImage Admnistrator program. Open it and go to the Cache Manager tab:
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As you can see, all unformatted drives are listed as Cache device candidates :

Select the one you want to use as cache device and click on  =>  to move it to the list under
Configured cache devices :
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You will be warned once again that this will overwrite existing data. Click on Yes to confirm your
intention:

The new cache device appears in the list - of course it is not in use yet:
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NetWorker SnapImage 2.0 for Windows (4)

4. First tests

In principle, the SnapImage client is now ready for a first test. However, the NetWorker resources must
still be configured.

4.1. Final configuration

You must fulfill at least these absolute necessary steps before you can run the first backup:

• Create a new group for NDMP backups

• Create the NDMP client

• Create the backup devices

• Create a separate pool for the NDMP Backups

• Label the media

4.1.1. Creating the new group for NDMP backups

These saves shall be performed by manually starting a new group. As i do not intend to change the
source data at all, i have specified the Level full for the group. This means that it will overrule all
client schedules:
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In this case, the save set has not been specified (correctly):

For a SnapImage backup, must use a drive letter for the save set !
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4.1.2. Creating the NDMP client

For NDMP backups, the client resource must have a special configuration:

- Save sets must be specified explicitely
For SnapImage backups, it must be a complete partition !

- The client must be defined as NDMP client
This also requires a network login (Username & Password)

- If the backup shall run locally
You must adjust the Storage nodes list

The client must be
configured as NDMP
Client !

In this case, you must
ensure that the
backup will be sent to
the local device.

As there is no
appropriate device
attached at the NW
server, the entry
nsrserverhost does
not make sense at all -
however, it must exist!

The Save set must
be a drive letter !

The client shall be
saved by running the
appropriate group.
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- All recoveries are directed recoveries
You must assign the appropriate Remote access Rights

- You must login on an NDMP client
Therefore you must specify the Remote user and the Password

- The appropriate Backup command must be used
save  is the improver command

There they are - the new group and its client:
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4.1.3. Creating the backup devices

As described, NDMP and ‘normal‘ backups must be sent to separate media. In this scenario, it shall
be implemented as follows:

• NDMP backups shall be sent to a DLT7000 attached at the SnapImage client:

For a NDMP device,
the Target sessions
value must be set to 1.

You must configure
the drive as NDMP
device and again you
need to logon.
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All other backups shall be sent to a file device at the NetWorker server:

This of course must
not be a NDMP
device. But NetWorker
would not allow you to
configure such.
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4.1.4. Creating a separate pool for the NDMP backups

Although you may use one pool only (Default), and separate the data using the storage node lists, a
second pool makes sense:

- You will clearly separate the NDMP data into another pool

- You will recognize NDMP backups easier

All other data may go to the pool Default.

In this case, the client
name is the only
sorting criteria.
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4.1.5. Labeling the media

As last preparation step, you must label the media and assign it to the appropriate pool:
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4.2. The first backups

All SnapImage backups are automatic backups - you must start the appropriate group. For added
verbosity all backups shall be run from the command line.

As usual, the backup without verbosity runs rather unspectacular:

C:\>savegrp -G NDMP_Backups

C:\>

However, there is a slight difference when you display the save set infomation with  mminfo :

C:\>mminfo -a -r "client,volume,savetime,sumsize,ssid,sumflags,name"
 client    volume           date      size ssid         fl name
creinfeld2 NDMP.001      01/18/2004 3101 MB 4127868395 cbN V:\

C:\>

A NDMP save set will be especially marked. This is also true for the graphical interface:
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During the next backup, let’s monitor some details.

On the first view, the backup speed seems to be very high. However, as these values depend on a
short time period, this is not a real good reporting tool:

What does the new SnapImage Administration tool offer for this purpose ?

First you may monitor the memory usage. However, these values do not really defer from the ones
you saw at configuration time:
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In the Cache Manager tab, you will see that the designated cache device is now in use:

And in the Miscellaneous tab, you will see that a NDMP server process has been started
automatically:
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Of course you may also verify the existence of this process in the Task Manager window. However,
you will not be able to see a  nsrndmp_save  process:

The next pages show the backup process running with added verbosity. All interesting info is marked
in blue color.
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C:\>savegrp -v -G NDMP_Backups
creinfeld2:V:                             level=full
01/18/04 09:57:20 savegrp: Run up to 4 clients in parallel
01/18/04 09:57:20 savegrp: creinfeld2:probe                              started
savefs -s dx2kserver -c creinfeld2 -g NDMP_Backups -p -l full -R -m -v -F V:
01/18/04 09:57:27 savegrp: creinfeld2:probe succeeded.
rcmd creinfeld2, user administrator: ‘savefs -s dx2kserver -c creinfeld2 -g NDMP_Backups -p -l full -R -m -v  //
  -F V:’
nsrexec: authtype nsrexec
type: NSR client description;
pools supported: Yes;
browse time supported: Yes;
multiple balanced streams supported: Yes;
remote user: SYSTEM;
groups: Administrators, Everyone, Authenticated Users;
arch: Windows 2000;
client OS type: Windows NT Server on Intel;
CPU type: INTEL_PENTIUM;
CPUs: 1;
machine type: server;
MB used: 8802;
NetWorker version: 7.1.Build.287;
OS: Windows 2000 5.0;
version: 7.1.Build.287;
save set: path=“V:\\“, arg=“V:“, level=full, diskno=0, max_sessions=1, stype=save ;
parallelism: 8
creinfeld2:V:\                     level=full, dn=0, mx=1, vers=ssbrowse, p=4
01/18/04 09:57:27 savegrp: creinfeld2:V:\                                started
nsrndmp_save -T image -s dx2kserver -c creinfeld2 -g NDMP_Backups -l full -LL -W 78 -N V:\ V:\
01/18/04 10:04:58 savegrp: creinfeld2:V:\ succeeded.
* creinfeld2:V:\ rcmd creinfeld2, user administrator: ‘nsrndmp_save -T image -s dx2kserver -c creinfeld2  //
  -g NDMP_Backups -l full -LL -W 78 -N „V:\\“ „V:\\“’

.....
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.....
* creinfeld2:V:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (103 0005) SnapImage advanced backup of V:\.
* creinfeld2:V:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (103 -0001) Diag File for the session ndmpd.040118.180057.308.diag on  //
  host creinfeld2
* creinfeld2:V:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (111 0133) Using T:\ as cache device.
* creinfeld2:V:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (111 0109) SnapImage Image backup
* creinfeld2:V:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (104 0047) SnapShot created.
* creinfeld2:V:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (133 -0001) Total size of the file system is 6136760 sectors
* creinfeld2:V:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (133 -0001) Started Generating Metadata
* creinfeld2:V:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (133 -0001) Started BACKUP
* creinfeld2:V:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (133 -0001) Done generating metadata
* creinfeld2:V:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (133 -0001) Backup Completed,  SuccessCode=0
* creinfeld2:V:\ NDMP Service Log: L: Copied Metadata and Mapdata to Tape - 0
  creinfeld2: V:\ level=full, 3101 MB 00:07:25  10018 files
* creinfeld2:V:\ completed savetime=1074416247
01/18/04 10:04:58 savegrp: creinfeld2:index                              started
save -s dx2kserver -S -g NDMP_Backups -LL -f - -m dx2kserver -V -l full -LL -W 78 -N index:71c7c758-00000004- //
  400a3e5f-400a3e5e-00020000-c3d64b9f E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\index\creinfeld2
01/18/04 10:05:07 savegrp: creinfeld2:index succeeded.
* creinfeld2:index rcmd localhost, user root: ‘save -s dx2kserver -S -g NDMP_Backups -LL -f - -m dx2kserver -V //
  -l full -LL -W 78 -N index:71c7c758-00000004-400a3e5f-400a3e5e-00020000-c3d64b9f  //
  „E:\\Program Files\\Legato\\nsr\\index\\creinfeld2“’
* creinfeld2:index mtimeasm -s E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\index\creinfeld2\db6\400a45e3.rec
* creinfeld2:index mtimeasm -s E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\index\creinfeld2\db6\400a4a77.rec
* creinfeld2:index uasm -s E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\index\creinfeld2\db6\
* creinfeld2:index E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\index\creinfeld2\
* creinfeld2:index
  dx2kserver: index:creinfeld2      level=full,   1964 KB 00:00:07      4 files
01/18/04 10:05:07 savegrp: dx2kserver:bootstrap                          started
save -s dx2kserver -S -g NDMP_Backups -LL -f - -m dx2kserver -V -l 0 -LL -W 78 -N bootstrap  //
  E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\mm
01/18/04 10:05:23 savegrp: dx2kserver:bootstrap succeeded.
* dx2kserver:bootstrap rcmd localhost, user root: ‘save -s dx2kserver -S -g NDMP_Backups -LL -f -  //
  -m dx2kserver // -V -l 0 -LL -W 78 -N bootstrap „E:\\Program Files\\Legato\\nsr\\res“  //
  „E:\\Program Files\\Legato\\nsr\\mm“’

.....
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.....
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\lgtolm.res
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\lictype.res
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\00\0a00c80355170940c3d64b9f
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\00\1400e003b7ff0940c3d64b9f
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\00\2800c80355170940c3d64b9f
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\00\3200c80355170940c3d64b9f
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\00\3c00c80355170940c3d64b9f
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\00\4600c80355170940c3d64b9f
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\00\5000c80355170940c3d64b9f
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\00\
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\01\0b00c80355170940c3d64b9f
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\01\1500c80355170940c3d64b9f

.....
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\05\3700c80355170940c3d64b9f
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\05\4100c80355170940c3d64b9f
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\05\4b00c80355170940c3d64b9f
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\05\5500c80355170940c3d64b9f
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\05\
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\06\0600c80355170940c3d64b9f
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\06\1000c80355170940c3d64b9f
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\06\2400c80355170940c3d64b9f
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\06\2e00c80355170940c3d64b9f

.....
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\09\4500c80355170940c3d64b9f
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\09\4f00c80355170940c3d64b9f
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\09\
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb\
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrla.res
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\rservers
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\servers
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\
* dx2kserver:bootstrap nsrmmdbasm -s E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\mm\mmvolume6\
* dx2kserver:bootstrap E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\mm\
* dx2kserver:bootstrap
  dx2kserver: bootstrap             level=full,    104 KB 00:00:08     99 files
* dx2kserver:bootstrap completed savetime=1074416708
01/18/04 10:05:23 savegrp: nsrim run recently, skipping

C:\>
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The client file index’ contents looks normally:

C:\>nsrinfo creinfeld2
scanning client `creinfeld2' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
V:\System Volume Information\tracking.log, date=1074416247 Sun Jan 18
09:57:27 2004
V:\System Volume Information\, date=1074416247 Sun Jan 18 09:57:27 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\TEST1000.DAT, date=1074416247 Sun Jan 18 09:57:27 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\TEST1001.DAT, date=1074416247 Sun Jan 18 09:57:27 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\TEST1002.DAT, date=1074416247 Sun Jan 18 09:57:27 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\TEST1003.DAT, date=1074416247 Sun Jan 18 09:57:27 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\TEST1004.DAT, date=1074416247 Sun Jan 18 09:57:27 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\TEST1005.DAT, date=1074416247 Sun Jan 18 09:57:27 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\TEST1006.DAT, date=1074416247 Sun Jan 18 09:57:27 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\TEST1007.DAT, date=1074416247 Sun Jan 18 09:57:27 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\TEST1008.DAT, date=1074416247 Sun Jan 18 09:57:27 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\TEST1009.DAT, date=1074416247 Sun Jan 18 09:57:27 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\TEST1010.DAT, date=1074416247 Sun Jan 18 09:57:27 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\TEST1011.DAT, date=1074416247 Sun Jan 18 09:57:27 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\TEST1012.DAT, date=1074416247 Sun Jan 18 09:57:27 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\TEST1013.DAT, date=1074416247 Sun Jan 18 09:57:27 2004

.....
V:\TEST10K_100000\TEST___7.DAT, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\TEST___8.DAT, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\TEST___9.DAT, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\\<1>\, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\\<2>\, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\\<3>\, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\\<4>\, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\\<5>\, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\\<6>\, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\\<7>\, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\\<8>\, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\\<9>\, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\\<10>\, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\\<11>\, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004

.....
V:\TEST10K_100000\\<28>\, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\\<29>\, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\\<30>\, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\\<31>\, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
V:\TEST10K_100000\, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
V:\, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
/, date=1074415075 Sun Jan 18 09:37:55 2004
20072 objects found

C:\>

These entries are called Continuation Directories -
they are for internal purposes only. However, they will
increase the number of file entries in the client file
index.
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4.3. Troubleshooting

Common errors usually belong to the categories:

• Configuration
- Missing backup command  nsrndmp_save
- Wrong configuration

• Licensing
- License Manager is not installed
- NetWorker is running in evaluation mode
- The licenses are added in the NetWorker Administrator GUI, not using the License

Manager software

• Backup

The next pages show some of the most common examples.

Example #1  -  Configuration Error
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The reason for this error is somehow hard to understand. The part number from the the storage node
enabler ...

C:\>system32>nsrcap -nvv -c ee7570-xxxxxx-60dbb4
Read an enabler:
        name:    Storage Nodes/1 (2002, 2003)
        enabler code: ee7570-xxxxxx-60dbb4 (001905774)
        license type: Z21
        demo days:    45 days

nsrcap: License enabler code is valid.

C:\>

clearly points to a Dedicated Storage Node license. However, this error appears when you set the
device attribute Dedicated storage node to yes .

Always set the attribute Dedicated storage node to “no“ !
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Example #2  -  License Error

This problem occured while trying to label the NDMP backup media. Actually, NetWorker was running in evaluation mode - no license code installed.
From the  deamon.log  file:

10/26/03 15:07:13 nsrd: \\.\Tape0 Verify label operation in progress
10/26/03 15:07:13 nsrd: media notice: The CDI attribute for NDMP device "\\.\Tape0" has been changed to  //
  "Not used"
10/26/03 15:07:14 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E: **********************************************************
10/26/03 15:07:14 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E:  ------      E R R O R     -------
10/26/03 15:07:14 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E: License check failed: Invalid parameters specified  //
  within License API [lic_request_license]
10/26/03 15:07:14 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E: **********************************************************
10/26/03 15:07:19 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E: *********************************************************
10/26/03 15:07:19 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E:  ------      E R R O R     -------
10/26/03 15:07:19 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E: License check failed: nsrd did not respond on  //
  195.214.75.155. nsrd must be started.  If nsrd is running, you may have exceeded a resource limit.
10/26/03 15:07:19 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E: **********************************************************

.....
10/26/03 15:12:05 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E: **********************************************************
10/26/03 15:12:05 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E:  ------      E R R O R     -------
10/26/03 15:12:05 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E: License check failed: nsrd did not respond on  //
  195.214.75.155. nsrd must be started.  If nsrd is running, you may have exceeded a resource limit.
10/26/03 15:12:05 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E: **********************************************************
10/26/03 15:12:09 nsrd: shutting down
10/26/03 15:12:09 nsrmmdbd: media db is closed
10/26/03 15:12:10 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E: **********************************************************
10/26/03 15:12:10 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E:  ------      E R R O R     -------
10/26/03 15:12:10 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E: License check failed: Program not registered
10/26/03 15:12:10 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E: **********************************************************
10/26/03 15:12:15 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E: **********************************************************
10/26/03 15:12:15 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E:  ------      E R R O R     -------
10/26/03 15:12:15 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E: License check failed: Program not registered
10/26/03 15:12:15 nsrmmd #2: NDMP Service Error: E: **********************************************************
10/26/03 15:12:15 nsrmmd #2: failed to close ndmp tape device, SCSI device is not open
10/26/03 15:12:15 nsrmmd #2: failed to open ndmp tape device, connection has not been authorized
10/26/03 15:12:15 nsrmmd #2: ndmp tape setstate failed
10/26/03 15:12:15 nsrd: media warning: \\.\Tape0 reading: failed to open ndmp tape device, connection has  //
  not been authorized
10/26/03 15:12:15 nsrd: successful shutdown
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Example #3  -  NDMP Backup Error

However, even if you are sure that you have provided all licenses properly, there might still be the
problem that not all licenses will be recognized properly.

If you see the following error ...

.. it points to a well known problem with NetWorker 7.1 & SnapImage 2.0. Please find all details
on the next page.
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Example #3  - NDMP Backup Error (details, from  savegrp.log )

.....
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: NetWorker savegroup: (alert) NDMP_Backups completed, total 1 client(s),  //
  0 Hostname(s) Unresolved, 1 Failed, 0 Succeeded. (creinfeld2 Failed)
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: Start time:   Fri Jan 30 16:52:24 2004
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: End time:     Fri Jan 30 16:53:08 2004
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: --- Unsuccessful Save Sets ---
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: * creinfeld2:S:\ 1 retry attempted
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: * creinfeld2:S:\ nsrndmp_save: RAP error: Unable to grant NDMP license to  //
  client creinfeld2: Too many NDMP clients. Maximum is 0
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: * creinfeld2:S:\
******************************************************************
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: * creinfeld2:S:\  ------      E R R O R     -------
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: * creinfeld2:S:\ Error establishing the connections
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: * creinfeld2:S:\
******************************************************************
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver:   creinfeld2: S:\ level=full, 0 KB 00:00:00      0 file
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: --- Successful Save Sets ---
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver:   dx2kserver: index:creinfeld2      level=full,    983 KB 00:00:02      3 files
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver:   dx2kserver: bootstrap             level=full,    108 KB 00:00:08    103 files
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap nsrlpr: Either a printer isn't defined for printing the  //
  Bootstrap for this savegroup,
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap or the '-PPRINTER' part of the notification resource is
absent.
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap Please correct as appropriate.
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap printing bootstrap information failed (reproduced below).
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap January 30 16:53 2004  dx2kserver's bootstrap  //
  information Page 1
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap      date     time      level ssid        file  record  //
  volume
Jan 30 16:53:08 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap 01/30/2004 02:56:41 PM   full 4196033177 4196033177  0  //

.....
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In this case you should double-check:

• Make sure that there is no NDMP Client Connection License(s) in the NetWorker Server
Registration window.

• Make sure that the Legato License Manager service is running.

• Make sure that you have added the NDMP Client Connection license using the Legato
License Manager software.

For details, please read the last TID.

• If the problem still persists, update the NetWorker licenses as follows:
In the NetWorker Administrator GUI ...

- Make sure that the License server has been entered properly (see below)
- Select Update liceses: Yes
- Click OK

This will initiate the license checking right away.

A permanent fix was supposed to be implemented in NetWorker 7.1.1 .
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Example #4  - NDMP Backup Error

C:\>savegrp -G NDMP_Backups
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K ******************************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K  ------      E R R O R     -------
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP backup method (type) not specified
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K ******************************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K Usage:  $s -T backup-type -c client [-Lnq] [-g group] [-l level] [-m masquerade] //
  [-N name] [-s server] [-t date] [-e expiration] [-w browse time] [-y retention time] [-W width] path
01/18/04 09:16:32 savegrp: creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K will retry 1 more time(s)
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K 1 retry attempted
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K ******************************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K  ------      E R R O R     -------
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP backup method (type) not specified
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K ******************************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K Usage:  $s -T backup-type -c client [-Lnq] [-g group] [-l level] [-m masquerade] //
  [-N name] [-s server] [-t date] [-e expiration] [-w browse time] [-y retention time] [-W width] path
01/18/04 09:16:34 savegrp: creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K will retry 0 more time(s)

C:\>
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In this case, the backup command has not been specified (correctly):

For a SnapImage backup, you must use the special backup command
  nsrndmp_save -T image

If not, NetWorker will use the standard  save  command, which can not perform NDMP backups.

nsrndmp_save -T image
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Example #5  - NDMP Backup Error

E:\>savegrp -G NDMP_Backups
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Log: L: (103 0005) SnapImage advanced backup of D:\TEST10K\.
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Log: L: (103 -0001) Diag File for the session
ndmpd.040118.172447.516.diag on host creinfeld2
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E: ************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E:  ———      E R R O R     ———-
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E: (111 -0001) 2KDiscovery - Couldn’t get volume name.Reason: //
  The file or dir directory is not a reparse point.
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E: ************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E: ************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E:  ———      E R R O R     ———-
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E: (111 -0001) 2KDiscovery-VolumeName couldn’t be found
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E: ************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E: ************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E:  ———      E R R O R     ———-
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E: (111 0313) Failed to get file system type for D:\TEST10K\
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E: ************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K ******************************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K  ———      E R R O R     ———-
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K Data server halted: Error during the backup.
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K ******************************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K ******************************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K  ------      E R R O R     -------
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K Error running backup. status=3
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K ******************************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K ******************************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K  ------      E R R O R     -------
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K Error during NDMP backup
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K ******************************************************************
  creinfeld2: D:\TEST10K level=full, 512 KB 00:00:24      0 file
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K backup failed.
01/18/04 09:23:06 savegrp: creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K will retry 1 more time(s)
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K 1 retry attempted
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Log: L: (103 0005) SnapImage advanced backup of D:\TEST10K\.
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Log: L: (103 -0001) Diag File for the session  //
 ndmpd.040118.172513.1296.diag on host creinfeld2

.....
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.....
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E: ************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E:  ------      E R R O R     -------
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E: (111 -0001) 2KDiscovery - Couldn't get volume name.Reason:  //
  The file or directory is not a reparse point.
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E: ************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E: ************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E:  ------      E R R O R     -------
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E: (111 -0001) 2KDiscovery-VolumeName couldn't be found
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E: ************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E: ************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E:  ------      E R R O R     -------
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E: (111 0313) Failed to get file system type for D:\TEST10K\
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K NDMP Service Error: E: ************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K ******************************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K  ------      E R R O R     -------
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K Data server halted: Error during the backup.
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K ******************************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K ******************************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K  ------      E R R O R     -------
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K Error running backup. status=3
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K ******************************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K ******************************************************************
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K  ------      E R R O R     -------
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K Error during NDMP backup
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K ******************************************************************
  creinfeld2: D:\TEST10K level=full, 512 KB 00:00:24      0 file
* creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K backup failed.
01/18/04 09:23:36 savegrp: creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K will retry 0 more time(s)

E:\>
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In this case, the save set has not been specified (correctly):

For a SnapImage backup, must use a drive letter for the save set !
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NetWorker SnapImage 2.0 for Windows (5)

5. More tests
In this chapter i will explain a number of interesting scenarios that are worth to investigate. You shall just
learn how the software behaves under these conditions.

Unfortunately i have to say that the SnapImage 2.0 Installation and Administration Guide
is poorly written, especially with respect to the recover scenarios. I honestly refer to my
own documentation.

5.1. Recoveries

In general, SnapImage knows 3 different recovery types:

• File Recovery
- As usual, such can only be done if the client file index is (still) present.
- If it is lost it can not be rebuilt due to the nature of the NDMP tape structure.

But it can be recovered from index backups, as usual.

You may  scan  a NDMP media but you can only recover the media index
information !

• Save Set Recovery (Destructive Recovery)
- As usual, it does not need the client file index information.
- It works like the recovery of a RAW backup
- It will always overwrite the whole partition, destroying all existing data

• Disaster Recovery
- The name is misleading - it does not mean „Recovering from a Disaster“
- It is a special save set recovery which can be executed even without the save set info

in the media database present

However, this is nothing special - in principle this is the same situation as if you
would need to recover the bootstrap save set.

There is another fact that you should be aware of:

Recovering differential SnapImage backups processes the data from the differential
backup tape first, then it processes the full backup tape. This is unlike standard
backup methods, which works in the ‘normal’ order (first recover the full backup data,
then the differential backup data).
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5.1.1. File recoveries

First of all you need to be aware of some restrictions:

-  NDMP recoveries are always Directed Recoveries.
As mentioned in the beginning, there is no supporting  recover  command running on a
NDMP client.

Currently, the process must be executed on the NetWorker Server !

- The backed up volume will be shown with the appropriate icon.

- There is no recognition of existing filenames - if a file exists already, the file will be overwritten
without any notice, even if you set the recover options appropriately.

- Read-only files must be relocated to be able to be recovered.

While recovering files in a NTFS filesystem, the following attributes are automatically recovered for
Windows 2000 SnapImage clients:

- Multiple data streams in a file
- Compression
- File security information (ACLs)
- Registry files
- Reparse point
- Object ID
- Sparse files
- Mounted volumes

For a first simple test, let us recover the first file listed in the index ...
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... and the last file of the save set:

This will hopefully be successful, but the result is displayed in a different way - the filenames will not
be listed:

For each process,
there is log
information saved in
this file which is stored
in the directory
 ..\NSMPSvc\diag
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And this will happen if you try to run the same process using the NetWorker GUI at the SnapImage
Client:

Let us now look at some recovery options.

Relocating the files

As existing files will
just be overwritten, it
makes sense recover
them to a new location
to see what will really
happen.

SnapImage backups
must be server
initiated backups!
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Once again, the status window will not tell you much:

But the files have really been recovered to the relocation path:
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Duplicate filename behavior

Let us now check whether we can use this recover option, for example the automatic renaming
feature:

There is nothing special noted in the recover window:
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However, as there are no renamed files in the same directory...

 this simply proves the statement: All existing files will be overwritten !
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Selecting the whole disk for recovery

Of course you may do this ...

However, the recovery will fail with this error:

The reason for the problem is that it is impossible to restore the system files. The manual clearly
states that the System Volume Information must be excluded from restores !
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Handling German ‘Umlaut’ Characters

The SnapImage Release Notes clearly state that the software is incapable to
handle file and directory names containing non-english characters !

So let us verify this using such a scenario:

The backup at least did not show a problem. And the files are correctly listed in the file index. You
can select them in preparation for a recovery:
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Again, to be able to verify what really will be recovered, they should be relocated to another directory:

Obviously, this worked fine:
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And surprisingly, the files are even there:

Of course i do not know the real purpose of the limitation statement, but at least the combination of

NetWorker 7.1 Software
SnapImage 2.0 Software
Windows 2000 English

does not seem to produce any problems.
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As promised, a ‘normal’ recovery will not work:

Treatment of Read-Only Files

As mentioned earlier, they must be relocated for a successful recovery. Thesimple reason for this is
that these files can not be overwritten.

Let us verify this using the following scenario:
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... the recovery will just run fine ...

However, if you relocate the files ...
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File Recoveries from the Command Line

Of course you may also initiate file recoveries from the command line. However, as the manual
pages clearly point out, it shall be done using the  recover  command, not  nsrndmp_recover .

The example on the next page shows such an example - in general, it is nothing else but a ‘normal’
Directed Recovery.

... and the files will be there as expected:
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C:\>recover -s dx2kserver -c creinfeld2 -R creinfeld2 -iY
recover: Current working directory is /
recover> ls
 V:
recover> cd V:\
recover> ls
 RECYCLER                    TEST10K_100000
 System Volume Information   AÖÜßäöü
recover> add ÄÖÜßäöü
V:\ÄÖÜßäöü
5 file(s) marked for recovery
recover> recover
Recovering 5 files into their original locations
Volumes needed (all on-line):
        NDMP.001 at rd=creinfeld2:\\.\Tape0
Requesting 5 file(s), this may take a while...
Performing the file retrieval from the level 0 backup image ...
Open the tape device : \\.\Tape0
NDMP Service Log: L: (103 -0001) Diag File for the session ndmpd.040123.160312.304.diag on host creinfeld2
NDMP Service Log: L: (116 0107) Get file information from cache.
NDMP Service Log: L: (116 0048) Requested directory and children are created
NDMP Service Log: L: (116 0113) Transferring data to files
NDMP Service Log: L: (116 0054) SnapImage restore is done
Close the tape device.
OK
recover> quit

C:\>
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5.1.2. Save set recoveries

As mentioned, a save set recovery is a destructive recovery. If you want to verify the correct
execution, you should compare the file system’s contents before the recovery:

In the WinWorker GUI, open the menu Operation and select Save Set Recover... and select the
version you want to restore. You must then open the Recover Options... window:
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Once again, the status information is rather unspectacular:

Again, this is a Directed Recovery - you need to enter all necessary parameters, the client, the
source and the destination partition. Then click OK to start the restore process:

Of course, you might
restore the data to
anoter client and/or
another partition,
which must be large
enough to keep the
backup data !

As you see, the
destination volume will
be unmounted (if
possible) and
unlocked - no other
process may use it
during the recovery !
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Once the process has finished, you may check potential changes. If you compare this picture with
the one on page 16, you will see that some directories are missing - they did not exist when this older
backup has been created:

Now let us see whether you also may select certain files from a save set to be recovered.

To do this, simply click on the Files... button, as usual:
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Then specify the filenames with their full pathname and initiate the restore:

But as you will instantly see, this method will not work:

This problem will occur on all save sets, no matter whether they are browsable
or not !
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Recovering a Save Set from the Command Line

This is of course possible:

C:\>nsrndmp_recover -s dx2kserver -c creinfeld2 -R creinfeld2 -S 4127868395 -r V: -m V:
Performing the Save Set retrieval from the level 0 backup image ...
Open the tape device : \\.\Tape0
NDMP Service Log: L: (103 -0001) Diag File for the session ndmpd.040123.182110.1140.diag on host
creinfeld2
NDMP Service Log: L: (111 0289) SnapImage Image restore
NDMP Service Log: L: (116 0003) Restoring DDIMAGE
NDMP Service Log: L: (116 -0001) Unmounted the volume
NDMP Service Log: L: (116 -0001) Unlocked the volume
NDMP Service Log: L: (116 -0001) Closed the Volume
Close the tape device.
OK

C:\>

With -r RAW Device name
-m Mount Point
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Toubleshooting

If the destination partition cannot be reserved for exclusive use, SnapImage will show the following
message:

This error indicates a wrong location for the source and/or destination volume(s):
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And of course, both values must be defined !

Compare this screenshot with the one on page 18.
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As i was on vacation and no TID was released
this week, this is just a dummy.
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NetWorker SnapImage 2.0 for Windows (6)

5.1.3. Disaster recoveries

A Disaster Recovery is nothing else but a specific save set recovery. The difference is that the save
set information must not necessarily exist in the media dabase any more. In principle this is the same
situation as you would do a NetWorker bootstrap recover using  mmrecov .

For a Disaster Recovery you must only know the physical location where a save sets starts:

• If you have the info present in the media index, you may just use  mminfo  to check it.

• If you do not have the info present in the media index,  scanner  is the right command to find
out this missing info.

NetWorker always starts a save set after a new file mark, so you only need to know the file number.

Finally, you must run the recovery routine at the SnapImage client !

This is how you retrieve the file number using  mminfo  - mediafile is the key paramater you want to
know:

C:\>mminfo -q “volume=NDMP.001“ -r
“volume,savetime(24),ssid,mediafile,sumflags,level,name“
 volume              date     time     ssid        file fl  lvl name
NDMP.001         01/18/2004 09:37:55 AM 4127868395    9 cbN full V:\
NDMP.001         01/18/2004 09:57:27 AM 4077537964   12 cbN full V:\
NDMP.001         01/23/2004 06:48:40 AM 4195399105   27 cbN full V:\
NDMP.001         01/23/2004 08:35:41 AM 4145073915   30 cbN full V:\

C:\>
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And this is how you retrieve the information using the  scanner  command:

C:\>scanner -v rd=creinfeld2:\\.\Tape0
scanner: Opened \\.\Tape0 for read
scanner: Reading the label...
scanner: Reading the label done
scanner: scanning dlt7000 tape NDMP.001 on rd=creinfeld2:\\.\Tape0
scanner: volume id 4278861826 record size 131072
  created  1/18/04  9:12:50 expires  1/17/06  9:12:50
scanner: setting position from fn 0, rn 1 to fn 2, rn 0
scanner: scanning file 2, record 0
scanner: found NDMP save set
scanner: ssid 4194976335: found beginning of creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K
scanner: Opened \\.\Tape0 for read
scanner: scanning file 4, record 0
scanner: found NDMP save set
scanner: ssid 4194976335: finished, but incomplete
scanner: ssid 4194976335: 0 KB (of 513 KB, 0 file(s)) read
scanner: Opened \\.\Tape0 for read
scanner: scanning file 5, record 0
scanner: found NDMP save set
scanner: ssid 4178199146: found beginning of creinfeld2:D:\TEST10K
scanner: Opened \\.\Tape0 for read
scanner: scanning file 7, record 0
scanner: found NDMP save set
scanner: ssid 4178199146: finished, but incomplete
scanner: ssid 4178199146: 0 KB (of 513 KB, 0 file(s)) read
scanner: Opened \\.\Tape0 for read
scanner: scanning file 8, record 0

.....
scanner: found NDMP save set
scanner: ssid 4127868395: found beginning of creinfeld2:V:\
scanner: Opened \\.\Tape0 for read
scanner: scanning file 10, record 0
scanner: found NDMP save set
scanner: ssid 4127868395: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4127868395: 0 KB (of 3101 MB, 10018 file(s)) read
scanner: Opened \\.\Tape0 for read
scanner: scanning file 11, record 0
scanner: found NDMP save set
scanner: ssid 4077537964: found beginning of creinfeld2:V:\
scanner: Opened \\.\Tape0 for read
scanner: scanning file 13, record 0
scanner: found NDMP save set
scanner: ssid 4077537964: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4077537964: 0 KB (of 3101 MB, 10018 file(s)) read
scanner: Opened \\.\Tape0 for read
scanner: scanning file 14, record 0
scanner: found NDMP save set
scanner: ssid 1091554: found beginning of creinfeld2:V:\
scanner: Opened \\.\Tape0 for read
scanner: scanning file 16, record 0
scanner: found NDMP save set
scanner: ssid 1091554: finished, but incomplete
scanner: ssid 1091554: 0 KB (of 513 KB, 0 file(s)) read

.....
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.....
scanner: Opened \\.\Tape0 for read
scanner: scanning file 26, record 0
scanner: found NDMP save set
scanner: ssid 4195399105: found beginning of creinfeld2:V:\
scanner: Opened \\.\Tape0 for read
scanner: scanning file 28, record 0
scanner: found NDMP save set
scanner: ssid 4195399105: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4195399105: 0 KB (of 3101 MB, 10018 file(s)) read
scanner: Opened \\.\Tape0 for read
scanner: scanning file 29, record 0
scanner: found NDMP save set
scanner: ssid 4145073915: found beginning of creinfeld2:V:\
scanner: Opened \\.\Tape0 for read
scanner: scanning file 31, record 0
scanner: found NDMP save set
scanner: ssid 4145073915: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4145073915: 0 KB (of 3101 MB, 10018 file(s)) read
scanner: Opened \\.\Tape0 for read
scanner: fn 32 rn 0 read error Input/output error
scanner: Opened \\.\Tape0 for read
scanner: fn 32 rn 0 read error Input/output error
scanner: Opened \\.\Tape0 for read
scanner: done with dlt7000 tape NDMP.001

C:\>

You may now run the Disaster Recovery either from the SnapImage GUI or from the command line,
but

You must run the Disaster Recovery locally at the SnapImage client !

Unfortunately there is a tiny little problem:

mminfo reports   scanner reports

file
   9 scanning file 10, record 0
  12 scanning file 13, record 0
  27 scanning file 28, record 0
  30 scanning file 31, record 0

So which values are correct ?
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5.1.3.2. Performing Disaster Recoveries from the command line

Let us just try one value, first from the command line:

C:\Program Files\Legato\NDMPSvc\bin>drutil -f 10 \\.\Tape0 V:
Using \\.\Tape0 as tape and V: as destination device.
Rewinding tape...
Positioning to required file...
Please make sure the destination device(V:) is unmounted.
Press[c] to continue, [a] to abort:c
Continuing Restore.
Starting restore.
DD image detected.
120000 KB retrieved
240000 KB retrieved
360000 KB retrieved
480000 KB retrieved
600000 KB retrieved
720000 KB retrieved
840000 KB retrieved
960000 KB retrieved
1080000 KB retrieved
1200000 KB retrieved
1320000 KB retrieved
1440000 KB retrieved
1560000 KB retrieved
1680000 KB retrieved
1800000 KB retrieved
1920000 KB retrieved
2040000 KB retrieved
2160000 KB retrieved
2280000 KB retrieved
2400000 KB retrieved
2520000 KB retrieved
2640000 KB retrieved
2760000 KB retrieved
2880000 KB retrieved
3000000 KB retrieved
3072000 KB retrieved
Retrieval completed.

C:\Program Files\Legato\NDMPSvc\bin>

As this works, the value reported by  mminfo  must be increased by 1  !
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As this again is a destructive recovery, you will be asked for a confirmation:

5.1.3.2. Performing Disaster Recoveries from the SnapImage GUI

To do this, start the problem and switch to the Disaster Recovery tab. Then enter the three
parameters as indicated, before you start the process by clicking Restore :
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The operation starts ...

... and proceeds as seen already from the command line ...

Please note that the
values you entered
will disappear.
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... until the process ended:

Please be aware that this process, like  mmrecov , will change the media status to read-only. You
may change it again with the usual procedures:
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Troubleshooting

If you start with the wrong file number ...

... this is what you will see - the data can not synchronize properly:

Of course, the same
errors will appear if
you use the command
line.
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If you specify the device as a remote one, as it is in fact the case for NetWorker ...

... the program will not find the tape device:
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6. Benchmark Comparison

6.1. General

In this chapter i want to compare

• File Backups with

• RAW Backups and with

• SnapImage Backups

Sure, i have to admit that it looks a little bit like comparing pears with apples. And of course, there
should a lot of different scenarios be tested to really have a valid picture. However, i think the scenario
is good enough to recognize trends - and this is all i want to do at this point in time.

The test scenario looked as follows - it was the same as before, just that i used a different partition as
data source:

The  S:  drive contained about 1.5 mio files of 10.000 bytes, created with my utility  MIOF_ENG.EXE.
It is available from the German Support Page :

        ftp://ftp.legato.com/pub/NetWorker/German

NW Server 7.1
Windows 2000

NDMP Tape Device NTFS

Cache

NW SnapImage Client

S:
T:

DLT7000

File Device

dx2kserver
creinfeld2
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This is what the file system looked like:

C:\>chkdsk s:
The type of the file system is NTFS.
Volume label is 1MIO_FILES.

WARNING!  F parameter not specified.
Running CHKDSK in read-only mode.

.....
  20482843 KB total disk space.
  17488416 KB in 1457370 files.
    344092 KB in 13 indexes.
         0 KB in bad sectors.
   1524455 KB in use by the system.
     65536 KB occupied by the log file.
   1125880 KB available on disk.

      4096 bytes in each allocation unit.
   5120710 total allocation units on disk.
    281470 allocation units available on disk.

C:\>

And this is the contents of the major directory:

C:\>dir s:\1MIO_FILES
 Volume in drive S is 1MIO_FILES
 Volume Serial Number is 6CD0-B66D

 Directory of s:\1MIO_FILES

11/09/2003  07:44a      <DIR>          .
11/09/2003  07:44a      <DIR>          ..
01/08/2003  02:14a              13,040 MIOF_ENG.EXE
10/24/2003  03:37p              10,000 T_100000.DAT
10/24/2003  03:37p              10,000 T_100001.DAT
10/24/2003  03:37p              10,000 T_100002.DAT
10/24/2003  03:37p              10,000 T_100003.DAT
10/24/2003  03:37p              10,000 T_100004.DAT
10/24/2003  03:37p              10,000 T_100005.DAT
10/24/2003  03:37p              10,000 T_100006.DAT
10/24/2003  03:37p              10,000 T_100007.DAT
10/24/2003  03:37p              10,000 T_100008.DAT
10/24/2003  03:37p              10,000 T_100009.DAT
10/24/2003  03:37p              10,000 T_100010.DAT
10/24/2003  03:37p              10,000 T_100011.DAT
10/24/2003  03:37p              10,000 T_100012.DAT
10/24/2003  03:37p              10,000 T_100013.DAT

.....
10/24/2003  03:37p              10,000 T______7.DAT
10/24/2003  03:37p              10,000 T______8.DAT
10/24/2003  03:37p              10,000 T______9.DAT

C:\>
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The next page will show the important information from the backup.

To calculate the backup speed, these are the key values:

Backup Time (from next page) 40:07 min = 2407 s

15.091.300.736 Bytes / 1024 / 1024 = 14.392 MB

14.392 MB / 2407 s = 5.979 MB/s

File Backup/Recovery

I will not show all setup details but the key information - one of course it is the save set:
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Tthis is the key information from the save set completion report:

.....
Jan 24 15:57:42 dx2kserver: NetWorker savegroup: (notice) FILE_Backups completed, total 1 client(s),  //
  0 Hostname(s) Unresolved, 0 Failed, 1 Succeeded.
Jan 24 15:57:42 dx2kserver: Start time:   Sat Jan 24 15:16:10 2004
Jan 24 15:57:42 dx2kserver: End time:     Sat Jan 24 15:57:42 2004
Jan 24 15:57:42 dx2kserver: --- Successful Save Sets ---
Jan 24 15:57:42 dx2kserver:   creinfeld2:S:\: No full backups of this save set were found in the media  //
  database; performing a full backup
Jan 24 15:57:42 dx2kserver:   creinfeld2: S:\                   level=full,     14 GB 00:40:07 1461959 files
Jan 24 15:57:42 dx2kserver:   dx2kserver: index:creinfeld2      level=9,       122 MB 00:00:28      4 files
Jan 24 15:57:42 dx2kserver:   dx2kserver: bootstrap             level=full,    112 KB 00:00:07    103 files
Jan 24 15:57:42 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap nsrlpr: Either a printer isn't defined for printing the  //
  Bootstrap for this savegroup,
Jan 24 15:57:42 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap or the '-PPRINTER' part of the notification resource is  //
  absent.
Jan 24 15:57:42 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap Please correct as appropriate.
Jan 24 15:57:42 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap printing bootstrap information failed (reproduced below).
Jan 24 15:57:42 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap
Jan 24 15:57:42 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap
Jan 24 15:57:42 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap January 24 15:57 2004  dx2kserver's bootstrap information /
/
  Page 1
Jan 24 15:57:42 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap
Jan 24 15:57:42 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap      date     time      level ssid        file  record  //
  volume
Jan 24 15:57:42 dx2kserver: * dx2kserver:bootstrap 01/18/2004 09:44:46 AM   full 4094314366 4094314366  0   //
  dx2kserver.001

.....

And this is what  mminfo  reports as save set size:

C:\>mminfo -a -r "volume,client,savetime,sumsize(15),level,name"
 volume        client       date              size  lvl name
FILE.001       creinfeld2 01/24/2004   15091300736 full S:\

C:\>
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Recovering the file T_500000.DAT

This is very fast, just 1:23 min (83 s)

Recovering the whole save set

From the  daemon.log  file:

01/24/04 17:50:08 nsrd: creinfeld2: browsing
01/24/04 17:51:35 nsrd: creinfeld2:S:\ (1/24/04) starting read  //
  from FILE.001 of 14 GB
01/24/04 21:13:12 nsrd: creinfeld2:S:\ (1/24/04) done reading 14 GB
01/24/04 21:13:13 nsrd: creinfeld2: done browsing

To calculate the recover speed, these are the key values:

Recover Time 3:21:37 h = 12097 s

15.091.300.736 Bytes / 1024 / 1024 = 14.392 MB

14.392 MB / 12097 s = 1.190 MB/s
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The next page will show the important information from the backup.

To calculate the backup speed, these are the key values:

Backup Time (from next page) 40:07 min = 2407 s

15.091.300.736 Bytes / 1024 / 1024 = 14.392 MB

14.392 MB / 2407 s = 5.979 MB/s

RAW Backup/Recovery

If you simply specify the save set properly, NetWorker knows exactly what to do:
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Tthis is the key information from the save set completion report:

C:\>savegrp -v -G RAW_Backups
creinfeld2:\\.\S:                         level=full
01/25/04 00:48:55 savegrp: Run up to 4 clients in parallel
01/25/04 00:48:55 savegrp: creinfeld2:probe                              started
savefs -s dx2kserver -c creinfeld2 -g RAW_Backups -p -l full -R -v -F \\.\S:

.....
creinfeld2:\\.\S:                  level=full, dn=0, mx=1, vers=ssbrowse, p=4
01/25/04 00:49:18 savegrp: creinfeld2:\\.\S:                             started
save -s dx2kserver -g RAW_Backups -LL -m creinfeld2 -l full -W 78 -N \\.\S: \\.\S:
01/25/04 01:19:55 savegrp: creinfeld2:\\.\S: succeeded.
* creinfeld2:\\.\S: rcmd creinfeld2, user root: `save -s dx2kserver -g RAW_Backups -LL -m creinfeld2  //
  -l full -W 78 -N "\\\\.\\S:" "\\\\.\\S:"'
* creinfeld2:\\.\S: \\.\S:
* creinfeld2:\\.\S: /
* creinfeld2:\\.\S:
  creinfeld2: \\.\S:                level=full,     20 GB 00:30:30      2 files
01/25/04 01:19:55 savegrp: creinfeld2:index                              started
save -s dx2kserver -S -g RAW_Backups -LL -f - -m dx2kserver -V -l full -LL -W 78 -N index:71c7c758-00000004-
400a3e5f-400
a3e5e-00020000-c3d64b9f E:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\index\creinfeld2
01/25/04 01:20:04 savegrp: creinfeld2:index succeeded.

.....

And this is what  mminfo  reports as save set size:

C:\>mminfo -a -r "volume,client,savetime,sumsize(15),level,name"
 volume        client       date              size  lvl name
FILE.001       creinfeld2 01/24/2004   15091300736 full S:\

C:\>
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Recovering the file T_500000.DAT

Of course, this is not applicable for RAW backups.

Recovering the whole save set

From the  daemon.log  file:

01/25/04 01:41:46 nsrd: creinfeld2:\\.\S: (1/25/04) starting read   //
  from FILE.001 of 20 GB
01/25/04 02:21:53 nsrd: creinfeld2:\\.\S: (1/25/04) done reading 20 GB
01/25/04 02:21:54 nsrd: dx2kserver: done browsing

To calculate the recover speed, these are the key values:

Recover Time 40:07 min = 2407 s

20.978.299.480 Bytes / 1024 / 1024 = 20.006 MB

20.006 MB / 2407 s = 8.312 MB/s
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The control is done via the backup command:

To calculate the backup speed, these are the key values:

Backup Time (from next page)       01:08:12 h = 4092 s

21.288.038.404 Bytes / 1024 / 1024 = 20.302 MB

20.302 MB / 4092 s = 4.961 MB/s

SnapImage Backup/Recovery

The save set is the same as for the file backup:
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Tthis is the key information from the save set completion report:

E:\>savegrp -v -G NDMP_Backups
creinfeld2:S:                             level=incr
01/24/04 03:38:16 savegrp: Run up to 4 clients in parallel
01/24/04 03:38:16 savegrp: creinfeld2:probe                              started
savefs -s dx2kserver -c creinfeld2 -g NDMP_Backups -p -l full -R -m -v -F S:
01/24/04 03:38:23 savegrp: creinfeld2:probe succeeded.
rcmd creinfeld2, user administrator: `savefs -s dx2kserver -c creinfeld2 -g NDMP_Backups -p -l full -R -m  //
  -v -F S:'
nsrexec: authtype nsrexec
type: NSR client description;
pools supported: Yes;
browse time supported: Yes;
multiple balanced streams supported: Yes;
remote user: SYSTEM;
groups: Administrators, Everyone, Authenticated Users;
arch: Windows 2000;
client OS type: Windows NT Server on Intel;
CPU type: INTEL_PENTIUM;
CPUs: 1;
machine type: server;
MB used: 8821;
NetWorker version: 7.1.Build.287;
OS: Windows 2000 5.0;
version: 7.1.Build.287;
save set: path="S:\\", arg="S:", level=full, diskno=0, max_sessions=1, stype=save ;
parallelism: 8

.....
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.....
creinfeld2:S:\                     level=full, dn=0, mx=1, vers=ssbrowse, p=4
01/24/04 03:38:23 savegrp: creinfeld2:S:\                                started
nsrndmp_save -T image -s dx2kserver -c creinfeld2 -g NDMP_Backups -l full -LL -W 78 -N S:\ S:\
01/24/04 04:46:37 savegrp: creinfeld2:S:\ succeeded.
  creinfeld2:S:\: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full backup
* creinfeld2:S:\ rcmd creinfeld2, user administrator: `nsrndmp_save -T image -s dx2kserver -c creinfeld2  //
  -g NDMP_Backups -l full -LL -W 78 -N "S:\\" "S:\\"'
* creinfeld2:S:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (103 0005) SnapImage advanced backup of S:\.
* creinfeld2:S:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (103 -0001) Diag File for the session ndmpd.040124.113746.1108.diag  //
  on host creinfeld2
* creinfeld2:S:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (111 0133) Using T:\ as cache device.
* creinfeld2:S:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (111 0109) SnapImage Image backup
* creinfeld2:S:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (104 0047) SnapShot created.
* creinfeld2:S:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (133 -0001) Total size of the file system is 40965680 sectors
* creinfeld2:S:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (133 -0001) Started Generating Metadata
* creinfeld2:S:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (133 -0001) Started BACKUP
* creinfeld2:S:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (133 -0001) Done generating metadata
* creinfeld2:S:\ NDMP Service Log: L: (133 -0001) Backup Completed,  SuccessCode=0
* creinfeld2:S:\ NDMP Service Log: L: Copied Metadata and Mapdata to Tape - 0
  creinfeld2: S:\ level=full, 20 GB 01:08:12 1457390 files
* creinfeld2:S:\ completed savetime=1074911903

.....

And this is what  mminfo  reports as save set size:

C:\>mminfo -a -r "volume,client,savetime,sumsize(15),level,name"
 volume        client       date              size  lvl name
FILE.001       creinfeld2 01/24/2004   21288038404 full S:\

C:\>
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Recovering the file T_500000.DAT

This was still fast: it just took 4:11 min  =  251 s

Recovering the whole save set

I used the NetWorker User GUI...

and stopped the time manually:  34:44 min

To calculate the recover speed, these are the key values:

Recover Time 34:44 min = 2084 s

21.288.038.404 Bytes / 1024 / 1024 = 20.302 MB

20.302 MB / 2084 s = 9.913 MB/s

Please note the
progress messages,
which obviously
appear every 6 GB.
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Conclusion

This of course is dangerous as you compare different backup and recovery methods - however, you
may see trends. The real results of course also depend on the file size.

I think the file size of 10.000 Bytes is a good value for a small test:
- it represents the average file size in a Document Image Processing (DIP) environment
- 1 Mio files of 100.000 Bytes would need at least a 100 MB partition
- The file size of 1.000 bytes would not be very practical

As expected, the RAW backup data rate is the fastest - File & SnapImage backups have about the
same speed.

Due to caching, SnapImage is in fact the fastest method backup, even faster than a RAW backup.
File recovery is the slowest by far because it is non-destructive.
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NetWorker SnapImage 2.0 for Windows (7)

7. Diagnostic Files & Reports
Each NDMP daemon process creates one diagnostic file. It is stored at the SnapImage client using
the filename  ..\NDMPSvc\diag\nsrmpd.jjmmdd.hhmmss.pid.diag .

The SnapImage Administrator GUI allows you to view each file inidividually and to use them for
creating consolidated reports - both types are good for troubleshooting as well.

7.1. Selecting Diagnostic Files

By default, these files will be deleted after 3 days. You may change this, if necessary.
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Of course you may shrink and move the date range. Simply check Only those diagnostic files
between dates ... and overwrite the date, or ...

In the Browse tab, you may open them and use them for reporting. By default, All diagnostic files are
preselected:
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The date will change appropriately. Now click Search... to retrieve the list of all diagnostic files for
that date range:

... click on the down arrow to open the calender. Then click on the date you want to select:
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Now you can see the complete time stamp. To view a specific diagnostic file, simply double-click it:

The list will be shown in the left column. To see all details, move the bar at the bottom of the window
to the right:
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7.2. Creating Reports

To create a report, you must first ‘copy’ the source files to the right list.

Mark a file in the left column and click on  =>  to copy its name to the right one.

This will open your internet browser which will then load the file for review.
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Switch to the Probe tab to select the reports. By default, only the System summary information report
is preselected:

Be careful: Although you may select multiple files (see last page), only the
last one of the list will be copied. As a consequence, you must
copy each file individually !
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You will recognize the end of the process if these three buttons will become available:

This function will create one file for each report, which are stored in the directory  sup_hhmmss ,
underneath the  ..\NDMPSvc\tmp  directory. You can not change the filename !
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However, if you also check File layout information, you must specify the name of the file to be
checked:

Of course you may select multiple reports as well. :
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Click the ‘...’ button to browse through your file systems and select the file or enter the filename in the
next window:

If not you will see this error:
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... with an independent text file for each specific report:

As mentioned, a new report will create a new directory ...
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Change them appropriately and click on FTP to execute the transfer:

7.3. Processing Reports

If you click on FTP... this window opens where you see these default values:
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Be careful:  Although it seems that a subset of the report files also may be
 transfered ...

This message indicates a successful file transfer :
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The reports can also be forwarded by email - unfortunately, i had no email server installed:

... this is not true - with each transfer all files will be copied, as indicated by
the message !
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This will start your internet browser which will then load the file for rewiew:

If you clicked View... , the window below will appear. Now select the report file and click View or just
double-click the file name:
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This is a sample representing the Drive Layout Report :

7.3.1. Report Samples

This is a sample representing the Disk Layout Report :
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This is a sample representing the Detailed winmsd Report :

This is a sample representing the File Layout Report :
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This is a sample representing the SCSI Probe Report :

This is a sample representing the Registry Information Report :

This concludes the TID series about SnapImage 2.0 for Windows.
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Introducing NetWorker Management Console (1)

1. General

Recently Legato announced that customers may be entitled to receive a license for this product for
free. Here is the information again as stated in TIN #13/2004:

Customers who order any NetWorker Network, Business or Power Edition can now also
receive NetWorker Management Console 3.1 + the Access Control license + an NMC
Connection at no additional cost.

* Limit one per customer. Workgroup Edition is not included in this promotion.

NMC bundles deliver a common, user friendly, browser-based GUI for NetWorker that increases
management efficiency while delivering lower total cost of ownership via advanced reporting on
backups and recovery in heterogeneous enterprise environments.

Key Value Propositions for NetWorker Management Console with NetWorker
- Reduce the time-to-value. Start administrating and getting information about your backups with

minimum training
- Less system administrator man-hours dedicated to backup (lower TCO)
- Vastly increased intelligence on NetWorker management with verification and troubleshooting

capabilities from a centralized location
- Access the information necessary to plan backup activities effectively and proactively in order

to minimize or avoid costly interruptions and loss of productivity

Key Features of NMC
- User friendly NetWorker GUI that simplifies administration tasks
- Manage NetWorker from anywhere, even from home
- Easy to install/deploy (1 hour)
- Manage NetWorker servers in remote locations (Cost option – per server)
- NetWorker enterprise reports! (Export data to HTML, PDF, PS, and CSV formats)
- Manage multi-platform environments from a common interface

The following part numbers MUST be used instead of the usual part numbers
for NetWorker Network, Business, and Power Edition on your orders!
Limit One Per Customer!

BIC-000025 NetWorker and Management Console for Windows (Network Edition)
BIC-000026 NetWorker and Management Console for Windows (Power Edition)
BIC-000027 NetWorker and Management Console for Windows (Business Edition)
BIC-000028 NetWorker and Management Console for UNIX (Network Edition)
BIC-000029 NetWorker and Management Console for UNIX (Power Edition)
BIC-000030 NetWorker and Management Console for UNIX (Business Edition)
BIC-000031 NetWorker and Management Console for Linux (Network Edition)
BIC-000032 NetWorker and Management Console for Linux (Power Edition)
BIC-000033 NetWorker and Management Console for Linux (Business Edition)

These part numbers above will NOT appear on a Corporate Price List – Please keep this
information for your future reference!!!
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Frequently Asked Questions

Q: What customers qualify for this promotion ?
A: Any new or existing customer who buys a new NetWorker Network, Business or Power

Edition will be entitled to this promotion. NetWorker Workgroup Edition is NOT a part of this
promotion.

Q: Is this everything a customer will need to take full advantage of NMC?
A: Customers with 1 NetWorker server will have everything they need. Customers with multiple

NetWorker servers will need one additional NMC Administration Connection License
(LIC-007064 for 1 connection or LIC-007065 for 5 connections) to enable management for
each additional NetWorker server.

Q: What date does this promotion start and end?
A: The promotion begins June 1st and may be discontinued at any time. So make sure your

customers take advantage of this opportunity NOW!

Q: Are current customer’s eligible for the promotion?
A: Yes, when they purchase a new NetWorker Network, Business or Power Edition server.

Q: My customer just ordered NetWorker and/or NetWorker Management Console, can they get
this reduced price?

A: No, the effective date for this pricing and bundling opportunity begins on June 1st of 2004.
Only orders placed on this date and anytime within the time frame in which the promotion is
available, are eligible for participation. Please keep in mind, the part numbers listed above
MUST be used in order for your customers to get this FREE offer!

Q: Is this promotion available to our Channel Partners?
A: Yes, channel partners and Direct Sales can both sell this promotion

Q: What are the features of NetWorker Management Console?
• Java-based web start user interface

- Launches from the desktop and delivers superior performance over Java applets
- Designed to allow easy management of one or multiple NetWorker servers from

any point on the network
- Real time event reporting

• Management reports on the most commonly requested backup activities, such as
- How much data has been backed up
- Success and failure of backups

• Protect the integrity of the backup environment,
- Limit NetWorker users to specific duties and functions
- Capability to audit NetWorker user requests
- Report on what they have done

• Reports the way YOU want them
- Save and share reports
- Run reports from the command line
- Export reports in various formats, such as csv, html, pdf, and ps….
- Drill down reports to get the details you need

• NetWorker Administration enhancements
• Centralized device management

Q: What are the new features in NMC 3.1?
• Centralized device management
• Capability to audit NetWorker Management Console user requests
• Roles based restrictions for user views of the enterprise
• NetWorker Administration enhancements
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Q: How does this compare with NetBackup, Tivoli and CommVault?
A: Below is a quick and easy comparison, a more detailed comparison will be available. See the

collateral section for further details.

Q: Does NMC run on all the platforms supported by NetWorker?
A: No, NMC only runs on Windows and Solaris. However, this does not mean however the

promotion is limited to Windows and Solaris customers.
You can use the promotion with the purchase of any NetWorker server, regardless of the OS,
but customers will require either a Windows or Solaris machine to install and use NMC. The
NetWorker server can be in any of the supported platforms.

So it is at least a product to pay a litlle bit more attention to than just knowing about it. This is what i
will do during the next Technical Info Documents.

1.1. History

The origin of NetWorker Management Console dates back to the year 1997.

Do you remember GEMS?

• GEMS was the abbreviation for Global Enterprise Management of Storage

• GEMS’ functionality was almost exactly the same as NMC’s is today:
- License Management
- (Remote) Administration
- Reporting

With GEMS, Legato introduced two new terms and generally separated an enterprise storage
management solution in two major areas:

The Data Zone
This name describes one NetWorker server and all of its associated clients and storage nodes
along with the media devices and the databases (resource files, client file indexes and media
database). Due to the fact that each NetWorker server has his own databases, it represents
a totally separated Data Zone.

BTW, only the clients may share multiple Data Zones which means that a NetWorker client
may be defined and backed up by multiple NetWorker servers.

The Control Zone
This term describes a layer on top of the data zones, with the purpose of managing all Data
Zones within your enterprise. This was the major tasks GEMS has been designed for.
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A GEMS solution consisted of three major components:

• GEMS Console
The management interface for the GEMS objects

• GEMS Station
- Point of control
- Data storage location

• Appliances
- Known as Managed Nodes
- The NetWorker Servers

The client/server principle of the GEMS software resulted in two functionalities

• The Client (GEMS Console)
Its main task was to represent the gathered data in various ways.

The user interface in this case was nothing else but a standard
• Internet Browser

- Netscape (Windows)
- Internet Explorer (Windows)
- Hotjava (Windows)

• The server (GEMS Station)
Its major task was to collect and exchange the data between the managed nodes and the
client (the GEMS Console program)

It mainly had to handle the
• The databases

• Third Party RDBMS
- Oracle (Windows or Solaris)
- MS-SQL (Windows)
- Sybase (Solaris)

• Internal Databases
- The License Manager
- The Software Manager

• The web server
- Apache (Solaris)
- Netscape Server (Solaris)
- MS-Internet Information Server (Windows)

You may imagine that due to the various components the installation of the software was a nightmare
- at that time it took about one to two days. And of course there were a lot of compatibility issues.

GEMS
Console

GEMS Station

Appliances

Control Zone

Data Zone
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Here are three examples representing GEMS at realease 1.2:

GEMS 1.2 and Internet Explorer 4.x

GEMS 1.2 and HotJava
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GEMS 1.2 and Netscape Navigator

At this point in time GEMS was already capable to configure NetWorker Data Zones as well:

Over the years, GEMS changed its name a bit - i just recall GEMS Reporter and GEMS Director.
Additionally, SmartMedia (now replaced by AlphaStor) joint the GEMS family as it was also a product
that could be used from multiple Data Zones.
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1.2. NetWorker Management Console (NMC) 3.1

NMC is a client/server management application designed to help centrally manage and monitor
multiple NetWorker servers. Its major tasks are

• License Management
• Remote Administration
• Reporting

NMC does not require the installation of any additional software on the
NetWorker servers!

New Features in NMC 3.1
• Centralized administration of product licenses and NetWorker servers
• Centralized managed events
• Reporting enhancements (including command line reporting and customizable reports)
• Enterprise hierarchy structure
• Access control and the ability to restrict user views
• Centralized library management
• System options settable through the interface
• Internationalization/localization enhancements

Although the name (according to the price list) is NetWorker Management Console, the software has
two major funtionalities which is expressed by the name of the NMC manuals:

NetWorker™ Administration and NetWorker Management Console Release Notes
NetWorker™ Administration and NetWorker Management Console Installation Guide
NetWorker™ Administration User's Guide
NetWorker™ Management Console User's Guide

1.2.1. NetWorker Administration

Administration is an integral part of the NMC client software, which is a web-deployed Java
application:

• You access the NetWorker Administration interface through the NetWorker Management
Console interface.

• Each Console client can spawn multiple instances of the Administration window. Multiple
Console clients may connect to a single Console server.

• NetWorker Administration communicates with a NetWorker server through the Console server.
The Console server passes commands from Administration to the NetWorker server.

The main purpose of Administration - a common interface

• Make it easier to centrally manage, monitor, and configure all your world wide NetWorker
environments using a the same web-deployed Java interface, regardless of server platform
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Please note these important facts:

• The functions available within Administration depend on the level of NetWorker
software running on the server that is being monitored/managed

• Administration provides most of the same functions as the NetWorker
Administrator software. However, it does not replace the NetWorker command
line utilities.

1.3. How does NMC work?

As already seen in GEMS, NMC also follows the client/server concept:

• The server‘s main task is data management
- Monitoring
- Administration
- Reporting

• The client‘s main task is the data presentation
This is now done through a standard web browser via the Java Runtime Environment (JRE)
software.

The figure below shows the information exchange between Data Zone and Control Zone:

TCP/IP

NetWorker
Server

NMC Server NMC Client

CommandsCommands &
Polling

Status Information
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1.3.1. NetWorker Management Console Core: GST

The NetWorker Management Console software is built on top of the Generic Services Toolkit (GST).
Please note the following details:

• The GST is an API for building cross-platform, cross-language, client/server applications.
Applications which use the GST share a common infrastructure, and therefore may be
developed and distributed independently, or combined to form a larger application
framework.

• The NetWorker Management Console product is a superset of the GST
On top of that software sits application software specifically designed to manage and
administer Legato NetWorker. With this layering, it is possible to build new products which
use the GST core, and interact together as a whole.

• The NMC server provides a core which provides kernel services
- For example, it provides an RPC service that clients can use to communicate with the

server

• The kernel loads a set of modules during startup
- Each module contains code that performs a specific application. The set of modules

installed in a particular installation then determines the set of installed functionality.
- By mixing the installed modules, one can create multiple product installations. The GST

contains a set of core modules that should be part of most GST installations.

• NetWorker GST functionalities (modules)
These include, but are not limited to

- a module for access control and authentication
- a module for license enforcement
- a module for event generation and propagation
- a module for persistent storage

• The GST client uses the Java Runtime Environment (JRE)
- The UI is included in the NMC product
- Such Java based client can be used by all supported web browsers

• Generic Windowing Toolkit (GWT) provides UI framework and cross-platform code

• Updates for the client UI are done asynchronously from the server
- Updates are only done when when needed
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1.3.2. Why Java Runtime Environment (JRE) ?

Over the years This software has gained a tremendous success:

For some companies, using JRE has become a strategic decision:

• Sun’s strategic direction for GUI’s
- Solaris 10 is moving away from Motif/X11

• HP’s strategic direction for cross-platform GUI’s

• IBM’s strategic direction for cross-platform GUI’s

1.4. Screenshot examples

The following pictures shall give you a first impression how NMC appears for the various tasks.

Due to software concept you have to access the application via a web browser (to be explained in
the next TIDs). However, the NMC GUI itself does not look like a web-based application software.
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1.4.1. Screenshot examples - Monitoring

Centralized management of multiple NetWorker Data Zones:

Monitoring NetWorker events:
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Centralized management of multiple NetWorker Data Zones:

Each window corresponds with one icon from the shortcut menu:
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Monitoring devices:

Monitoring a jukebox:
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1.4.2. Screenshot examples - Management

NetWorker client administration:

NetWorker client configuration:
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Copying NetWorker client configurations:

Configuring NetWorker 7 user groups:
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Media management:
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1.4.2. Screenshot examples - Reporting

Centralized reporting:

Static versus Drilldown reports

• User definable data retention period

• Static
Traditional “printed” or “paged” reports

• Drill-down
Interactive: users can click on rows or chart items to drilldown to the next level of detail
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User audit report:

A complex bar chart:

Static
Reports

Drill-down
Reports

Interactive View
Document View
Chart View
Table View
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A typical report:

Interactive table view:
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A chart in ‘Document view’:

A table in ‘Document view’:
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A drill down report:

A table in ‘Document view’:
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A drill down report:

This was a quick introduction in NetWorker Management Console software functionalities.

In the next TIDs i will explain the installation of the software. Stay tuned.
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Introducing NetWorker Management Console (2)

2. Installing NMC under Solaris

2.1. System requirements

2.1.1. System requirements for the NMC server

According to the manuals, these are the requirements for the NMC 3.1 Server on Solaris:

Processor & RAM
Sparc CPU with 128 MB of RAM; 512 MB to run reports

As the number of servers being monitored increases, increase the computer’s capabilities:
- For   50 servers: No less than 192 MB
- For 100 servers: No less than 256 MB
- For 200 servers: No less than 512 MB

Operating System
One of the following Solaris operating systems:

- Release 7, with the March 2002 patch cluster from Sun Microsystems
- Release 8
- Release 9

NetWorker Software
The following programs must already be installed and running:

- NetWorker Client, release 6.1.2a or later
- NetWorker License Manager (from the same installation package)

This can also be installed on a remote host

Java Runtime Environment
This is required to run the command line reporting feature

- JRE 1.4.x, starting from version 1.4.2

Internet Browsers
One of the following:

- Netscape Communicator 4.76 (or later 4.7x version) on the supported Solaris platforms
- Netscape Communicator 7.x on the supported Solaris platforms

Disk Space
195 MB + x where x is a buffer of disk space for the NMC database
  50 MB for the Java Runtime Environment (JRE), including with Web Start

Staging Area for Backup
An amount of space equal to the size of the current database should be available for use
during database backups
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GSTD Database Size
Default location: /space/lgto_gstdb

A sufficient disk space for the NMC database. Several factors affect the amount of disk space
required:

- The number of NetWorker servers monitored for the reports
- The number of savegroups run by each of those servers
- The frequency with which savegroups are run
- The length of time report data is saved (data retention policies)

Note: Since the amount of required disk space is directly related to the amount of historical
data stored, the requirements can vary greatly, on average between you may calculate
with a number between 0.5 GB and several GB

2.1.2. System requirements for the NMC client

According to the manuals, these are the requirements for the NMC 3.1 Client on Solaris:

Processor & RAM
Sparc CPU with 128 MB of RAM; 512 MB to run reports

As the number of servers being monitored increases, increase the computer’s capabilities:
- For   50 servers: No less than 192 MB
- For 100 servers: No less than 256 MB
- For 200 servers: No less than 512 MB

Operating System
One of the following Solaris operating systems:

- Release 7, with the March 2002 patch cluster from Sun Microsystems
- Release 8
- Release 9

Graphics Card
Must support display of both:

- At least 16-bit color resolution (65,000 colors)
- At least a screen resolution of at least 1024 x 768 pixel

Java Runtime Environment
This is required to run the command line reporting feature

- JRE 1.4.x, starting from version 1.4.2

Internet Browsers
One of the following:

- Netscape Communicator 4.76 (or later 4.7x version) on the supported Solaris platforms
- Netscape Communicator 7.x on the supported Solaris platforms

Disk Space
    5 MB for the NMC Client software
  50 MB for the Java Runtime Environment (JRE), including with Web Start
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2.2. The installation procedure

For a successful installation you should follow this sequence:
• Prepare the NetWorker environment
• Install the Java Runtime Environment software
• Install the NetWorker Management Console software

2.2.1. Preparing the NetWorker environment

In this case i just assume that you are familiar with the installation of Legato NetWorker under
Solaris so i can keep the information to a minimum. Please note:

- The Legato License Manager must be installed and running
- The NetWorker server should be configured to point to the License Manager Server

2.2.1.1. Verifying the installation of the License Manager software

This is how you check whether this software is installed on your computer:

- A license is not required for installation
- This is usual for the NetWorker evaluation period

Also, you must ensure that the License Manager software is running (on your computer):

bash-2.05# pkginfo | grep LGTO
application LGTOclnt NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Client
system      LGTOdrvr NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Device Drivers
application LGTOlicm NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Licensing Manager
application LGTOman NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Man
application LGTOnode NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Storage Node
application LGTOserv NetWorker for Solaris (Backup/Recover) Server
bash-2.05#

bash-2.05# ps -ef | grep nsr
    root   440   277  0 17:13:28 ?        0:00 /usr/sbin/nsrmmd -n 4
    root   268   267  0 17:12:26 ?        0:01 /usr/sbin/nsrexecd
    root   267     1  0 17:12:26 ?        0:01 /usr/sbin/nsrexecd
    root   274     1  0 17:12:42 ?        0:01 /usr/sbin/lgtolmd -p /nsr/lic -n 1
    root   277     1  0 17:12:43 ?        0:02 /usr/sbin/nsrd
    root   441   277  0 17:13:30 ?        0:00 /usr/sbin/nsrmmd -n 5
    root   368   277  0 17:12:57 ?        0:00 /usr/sbin/nsrmmdbd
    root   386   277  0 17:12:59 ?        0:00 /usr/sbin/nsrindexd
    root   434   277  0 17:13:26 ?        0:00 /usr/sbin/nsrmmd -n 3
    root   417   277  0 17:13:22 ?        0:00 /usr/sbin/nsrmmd -n 1
    root   427   277  0 17:13:24 ?        0:00 /usr/sbin/nsrmmd -n 2
bash-2.05#
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2.2.1.3. Verifying the installation of the License Manager software

The NetWorker server(s) you will manage may use the Legato License Manager software. In this
case each NW server should be configured to point to the License Manager server.

Even if all software packages will run on only one physical host, this is a
necessary step. If not the NetWorker server may not be able to connect
properly.

First open the Server menu and select the command Server Setup...
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As the configuration attribute is a hidden parameter, you must now open the View menu and activate
the option Details :

As result you will see more attributes and parameters:
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Now move down to the attribute License server - it is empty by default:

Enter the name of the License Manager server in the edit field and click add. This will copy the name
down to the list. Finally click Apply to confirm your setting:
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If accepted, the Apply button will become unavailable.

Close the window via the File menu.

This is all you have to do to prepare your NetWorker server.
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2.2.2. Preparing the Java Runtime Environment (JRE)

You can now begin with the installation of the NMC software modules.

If you download the NMC software from the web http://www.legato.com/resources/downloads/
you will receive one big file:

lmcon31_solaris_full.tar

This file contains all necessary programs:
- The Java Runtime Environment software (JRE)
- The NetWorker Management Console software

2.2.2.1. Unpacking the NMC software packages

To do this you must  ...
- FTP the file to the Solaris host and
- Login as  root  user
- Unpack the software before you can install the packages

The following example shopws how to unpack the software if the tar file has been copied to the
directory  /software/LMCONSOLE_310 :

The file

j2re-1_4_2-solaris-sparc.sh is an auto-install script for the Java Runtime
Environment software

lmcon31_solaris.tar.gz contains the NMC software installation packages

bash-2.05# cd /software/LMCONSOLE_310
bash-2.05# ls
lmcon31_solaris_full.tar
bash-2.05#

bash-2.05# tar xvf lmcon31_solaris_full.tar
x j2re-1_4_2-solaris-sparc.sh, 14581457 bytes, 28480 tape blocks
x lmcon31_solaris.tar.gz, 59998472 bytes, 117185 tape blocks
bash-2.05#

bash-2.05# ls -l
total 291552
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     root     14581457 Sep 30  2003 j2re-1_4_2-solaris-sparc.sh
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other    74588160 Jul 12 04:33 lmcon31_solaris_full.tar
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other    59998472 Jan 24 16:48 lmcon31_solaris.tar.gz
bash-2.05#
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2.2.2.2. Installing the JRE software

NMC uses the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) software - consequently this software package must
be installed on the NMC server first.

The JRE software will install in the new subdirectory j2re1.4.2  (from the current
directory). As a consequence you should move the file to the destination parent
directory first.

However, to be able find the software later without adjusting the search path, i
strongly recommended to install the software in a path which is covered by the
default search path (for example: /usr/local )

bash-2.05# mkdir /usr/local
bash-2.05# cd /usr/local
bash-2.05# /software/MGMT_CONSOLE/319/j2re-1_4_2-solaris-sparc.sh
           Sun Microsystems, Inc.
        Binary Code License Agreement

                for the

JAVATM 2 RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT (J2RE), STANDARD EDITION,
                VERSION 1.4.2_X

SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC. ("SUN") IS WILLING TO LICENSE THE
SOFTWARE IDENTIFIED BELOW TO YOU ONLY UPON THE CONDITION
THAT YOU ACCEPT ALL OF THE TERMS CONTAINED IN THIS BINARY
CODE LICENSE AGREEMENT AND SUPPLEMENTAL LICENSE TERMS
(COLLECTIVELY "AGREEMENT").  PLEASE READ THE AGREEMENT
CAREFULLY.  BY DOWNLOADING OR INSTALLING THIS SOFTWARE, YOU
ACCEPT THE TERMS OF THE AGREEMENT. INDICATE ACCEPTANCE BY
SELECTING THE "ACCEPT" BUTTON AT THE BOTTOM OF THE

.....

.....
paragraphs 5 and 6 of the Binary Code License Agreement
shall apply to all Software in this distribution.

For inquiries please contact: Sun Microsystems, Inc., 4150
Network Circle, Santa Clara, California 95054, U.S.A.
(LFI#129530/Form ID#011801)

Do you agree to the above license terms? [yes or no]
y
Unpacking...
Checksumming...
0
0
Extracting...
Archive:  ./install.sfx.609
  inflating: j2re1.4.2/bin/java
  inflating: j2re1.4.2/bin/ControlPanel
  inflating: j2re1.4.2/bin/java_vm
  inflating: j2re1.4.2/bin/keytool
  inflating: j2re1.4.2/bin/policytool
  inflating: j2re1.4.2/bin/rmiregistry

.....
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.....
  inflating: j2re1.4.2/javaws/resources/miniSplash.jpg
  inflating: j2re1.4.2/javaws/resources/copyright.jpg
  inflating: j2re1.4.2/javaws/resources/messages.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2/javaws/resources/messages_zh_TW.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2/javaws/resources/messages_de.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2/javaws/resources/messages_es.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2/javaws/resources/messages_fr.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2/javaws/resources/messages_it.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2/javaws/resources/messages_ja.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2/javaws/resources/messages_ko.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2/javaws/resources/messages_sv.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2/javaws/resources/messages_zh_CN.properties
 extracting: j2re1.4.2/javaws/sunlogo64x30.gif
Creating j2re1.4.2/lib/rt.jar
Creating j2re1.4.2/lib/jsse.jar
Creating j2re1.4.2/lib/charsets.jar
Creating j2re1.4.2/lib/ext/localedata.jar
Creating j2re1.4.2/lib/plugin.jar
Creating j2re1.4.2/javaws/javaws.jar
Done.
bash-2.05#

Be aware that the directory name is  j2re1.4.2 , not  j2rel.4.2  !

2.2.3. Installing the NMC software

Before you can actually begin, you must again do some preparation.

2.2.3.1. Preparing the environment

• Verify the file  /.mailcap

Make sure that the file contains the following line:

• Verify the file  /.mime.types

Make sure that the file contains the following line:

bash-2.05# more /.mailcap
# Java Web Start
application/x-java-jnlp-file; /usr/local/j2re1.4.2/javaws/javaws %s
bash-2.05#

bash-2.05# more /.mime.types
#--Netscape Communications Corporation MIME Information
#Do not delete the above line. It is used to identify the file type.
#mime types added by Netscape Helper
type=application/x-java-jnlp-file desc="Java Web Start" exts="jnlp"
bash-2.05#
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• Set the environment variable NPX_PLUGIN_PATH

This variable must point to a plugin of the JRE software. Of course you may achieve the same
result in various ways, depending on the shell you use:

Please note:
- Of course the path (here: /usr/local ) depends on your specific environment
- You should make these commands part of your login script to set the environment

properly whenever you login

Now everything is ready to install the NetWorker Management Console software.

2.2.3.2. Installing the NMC software

This software is organized in packages which you have to unpack first:

Please note that the  tar  process will take longer than the other commands - with my system it
took about 2 minutes.

bash-2.05# NPX_PLUGIN_PATH=/usr/local/j2re1.4.2/plugin/sparc/ns4
bash-2.05# export NPX_PLUGIN_PATH
bash-2.05# echo $NPX_PLUGIN_PATH
/usr/local/j2re1.4.2/plugin/sparc/ns4
bash-2.05#

bash-2.05# ls -l
total 291552
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     root     14581457 Sep 30  2003 j2re-1_4_2-solaris-sparc.sh
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other    74588160 Jul 12 04:33 lmcon31_solaris_full.tar
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other    59998472 Jan 24 16:48 lmcon31_solaris.tar.gz
bash-2.05# gunzip lmcon31_solaris.tar.gz
bash-2.05# ls -l
total 362704
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     root     14581457 Sep 30  2003 j2re-1_4_2-solaris-sparc.sh
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other    74588160 Jul 12 04:33 lmcon31_solaris_full.tar
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other    96419840 Jan 24 16:48 lmcon31_solaris.tar
bash-2.05#
bash-2.05# tar xf lmcon31_solaris.tar
bash-2.05# ls -l
total 362710
-r-xr-xr-x   1 root     other    14581457 Sep 30  2003 j2re-1_4_2-solaris-sparc.sh
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     other        512 Jan 24 14:35 LGTObgst
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     other        512 Jan 24 14:36 LGTOcon
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     other        512 Jan 24 14:35 LGTOnwa
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other    74588160 Jul 12 04:33 lmcon31_solaris_full.tar
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other    96419840 Jan 24 16:48 lmcon31_solaris.tar
bash-2.05#
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bash-2.05# pkgadd -d .

The following packages are available:
  1  LGTObgst     Base GST Server
                  (sparc) 3.1.Build.100
  2  LGTOcon      Legato NetWorker Management Console
                  (sparc) 3.1.Build.100
  3  LGTOnwa      Legato NetWorker Administration
                  (sparc) 3.1.Build.100

Select package(s) you wish to process (or 'all' to process
all packages). (default: all) [?,??,q]: <return>

Processing package instance <LGTObgst> from </software/MGMT_CONSOLE/310>

Base GST Server
(sparc) 3.1.Build.100
LEGATO Software, a division of EMC

.....
               Base GST Server(TM) - Release 3.1.Build.100
  Copyright (c) 1990-2004, LEGATO Software, a division of EMC All rights reserved

    This product includes software developed by the University of
              California, Berkeley, and its contributors.

                        LEGATO SOFTWARE
                   A DIVISION OF EMC CORPORATION
                    END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT

THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS CERTAIN COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND OTHER
PROPRIETARY MATERIAL, THE USE OF WHICH IS SUBJECT TO THIS
END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT (THE "EULA").  DO NOT PROCEED
WITH THE INSTALLATION OF THIS PRODUCT UNTIL YOU (LATER
DEFINED AS LICENSEE) HAVE READ THIS EULA AND AGREE TO BE
BOUND BY AND BECOME A PARTY TO THIS EULA.  BY PROCEEDING
WITH THE INSTALLATION OF THIS PRODUCT (OR AUTHORIZING ANY
OTHER PERSON TO DO SO), YOU AND YOUR COMPANY ACCEPT THIS
EULA AND YOU REPRESENT THAT YOU ARE AUTHORIZED TO DO SO.

PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE <return>
.....

What directory should the LGTObgst package be installed in [/opt]? <return>

The Command Line Reports feature of NetWorker Management
Console requires a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) be
installed on this machine. The JRE version should be
1.4.2 or higher, up to (but not including) 1.5.

Is there a supported JRE already installed on this machine [y]? y

Please specify the directory where JRE is installed? /usr/local/j2re1.4.2
.....

The resulting directories contain one software package each. Their installation can now be done
the same way as any other Solaris software package (for example: NetWorker). Just read the
questions and answer them carefully. And do not ignore warnings!
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.....
What port should the web server use [9000]? 9000

WARNING: Port 9000 is already in use.

Do you wish to specify a different port number [y]? <return>

What port should the web server use [9000]? 10000

What port should the GST server use [10001]? 10001

What directory should be used for the LGTObgst database [/export/home/lgto_gst] //
  <return>

Do you want to migrate data from a previous GEMS Console database [n]? n

Where are the NetWorker binaries installed [/usr/sbin]? <return>

This package requires a valid Legato License Manager server
.....

/opt/LGTOnwa/web/help/whxdata/whtdata9.xml
/opt/LGTOnwa/web/help/whxdata/whtoc.xml
/opt/LGTOnwa/web/java/nwadmin.jar
/opt/LGTOnwa/web/java/nwadmin_res.jar
[ verifying class <none> ]
## Executing postinstall script.

Creating installation log in /opt/LGTOnwa/logs/install.log.

Performing initialization. Please wait...

Installation successful.

Installation of <LGTOnwa> was successful.

The following packages are available:
  1  LGTObgst     Base GST Server
                  (sparc) 3.1.Build.100
  2  LGTOcon      Legato NetWorker Management Console
                  (sparc) 3.1.Build.100
  3  LGTOnwa      Legato NetWorker Administration
                  (sparc) 3.1.Build.100

Select package(s) you wish to process (or 'all' to process
all packages). (default: all) [?,??,q]: q

bash-2.05#

As mentioned above, you may check the file  /opt/LGTOnwa/logs/install.log  for installation
problems.

This concludes the NMC software installation. You may now start the GUI.
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2.3. First run

At the beginning you must start the NMC software which you can do by running a script which is
automatically installed with the software:

bash-2.05# /etc/init.d/gst start
Starting GST:
Base GST Services, Version 3.1.Build.100

done.
bash-2.05#

Now you may connect to the GST server using this URL: http://gst_server_name:port

This will bring you to the NMC start screen:

BTW - if the window is
to short (as you can
see here), the screen
will be horizontally
split to be able to
display the action
button Start
NetWorker
Management Console
at the bottom.
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You may now correct
your proxy settings.

Then the Java NMC
software will be
started.
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The application needs
full access to the
computer and
therefore asks for a
confirmation.

Click Start to proceed.

You must login to the
NMC server. For this
reason you will be
asked for the User
Name and Password .
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Enter the default value
for both parameters,
administrator .

Then click OK to
proceed.

Finally, you will see the NMC default screen (Managed Events) for your configured
environment. Right now, it is empty.
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Of course you can
remotely connect with
any other browser ...

If you restart the
software via the
browser as before,
you will see this image
for some seconds ...
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... before you will see
the empty login screen
again.

The lower section also
contains online help
text on how to solve
the problem.

2.3.1. Troubleshooting

If the JRE software has not been correctly installed, it can not be found locally:
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Introducing NetWorker Management Console (3)

3. Installing NMC under Windows

3.1. System requirements

3.1.1. System requirements for the NMC server

According to the manuals, these are the requirements for the NMC 3.1 Server on Windows:

Processor & RAM
Pentium 500 MHz (or compatible) with 128 MB of RAM; 512 MB to run reports

As the number of servers being monitored increases, increase the computer’s capabilities:
- For   50 servers: No less than 192 MB
- For 100 servers: No less than 256 MB
- For 200 servers: No less than 512 MB

Operating System
One of the following Windows operating systems:

- Windows 2000, with SP 4
- Windows 2003, 32-bit

NetWorker Software
The following programs must already be installed and running:

- NetWorker Client, release 6.1.2a or later
- NetWorker License Manager (from the same installation package)

This can also be installed on a remote host

Java Runtime Environment
This is required to run the command line reporting feature

- JRE 1.4.x, starting from version 1.4.2

Internet Browsers
One of the following:

- MS Internet Explorer 5.5 or 6.x on the supported Microsoft Windows platforms
- Netscape Communicator 4.76 (or later 4.7x version) or 7.x on the supported Microsoft

Windows platforms

Disk Space
  60 MB + x where x is a buffer of disk space for the NMC database
  50 MB for the Java Runtime Environment (JRE), including with Web Start

Staging Area for Backup
An amount of space equal to the size of the current database should be available for use
during database backups
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GSTD Database Size
Default location:

\%SystemDrive%\Program Files\Legato\Management\GST\lgto_gstdb

Sufficient disk space for the NMC database. Several factors affect the amount of disk space
required:

- The number of NetWorker servers monitored for the reports
- The number of savegroups run by each of those servers
- The frequency with which savegroups are run
- The length of time report data is saved (data retention policies)

Note: Since the amount of required disk space is directly related to the amount of historical
data stored, the requirements can vary greatly, on average between you may calculate
with a number between 0.5 GB and several GB

3.1.2. System requirements for the NMC client

According to the manuals, these are the requirements for the NMC 3.1 Client on Solaris:

Processor & RAM
Pentium 500 MHz (or compatible) with 128 MB of RAM; 512 MB to run reports

As the number of servers being monitored increases, increase the computer’s capabilities:
- For   50 servers: No less than 192 MB
- For 100 servers: No less than 256 MB
- For 200 servers: No less than 512 MB

Operating System
One of the following Windows operating systems:

- Windows 2000, with SP 4
- Windows 2003, 32-bit
- Windows XP, with SP 1

Graphics Card
Must support display of both:

- At least 16-bit color resolution (65,000 colors)
- At least a screen resolution of at least 1024 x 768 pixel

Java Runtime Environment
This is required to run the command line reporting feature

- JRE 1.4.x, starting from version 1.4.2

Internet Browsers
One of the following:

- MS Internet Explorer 5.5 or 6.x on the supported Microsoft Windows platforms
- Netscape Communicator 4.76 (or later 4.7x version) or 7.x on the supported Microsoft

Windows platforms

Disk Space
    5 MB for the NMC Client software
  50 MB for the Java Runtime Environment (JRE), including with Web Start
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3.2. The installation procedure

For a successful installation You should follow this sequence:
• Prepare the NetWorker environment
• Install the Java Runtime Environment software
• Install the NetWorker Management Console software

3.2.1. Preparing the NetWorker environment

In this case i just assume that you are familiar with the installation of Legato NetWorker under
Solaris. Assuming this i can keep the information to a minimum. Please note:

- The Legato License Manager must be installed and running
- The NetWorker server should be configured to point to the License Manager Server

3.2.1.1. Verifying the installation of the License Manager software

The Legato License Manager can not be detected as separate program.
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But indirectly in the Services panel. Make sure that the service has been started.

3.2.1.2. Adding a missing License Manager software

The easiest way to install the missing License Manager software is by starting the NetWorker
‘re-installation’.

The installation software will find an existing NetWorker software and will show you a screen where
you may change the software options:
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Make sure that you include the LLM when you (re-)install your NetWorker server.

Check again whether the Legato License Manager software has been installed and started.
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3.2.1.3. Configuring NetWorker to use the License Manager software

The NetWorker server(s) you will manage may use the Legato License Manager software. In this
case each NW server should be configured to point to the License Manager server.

Even if all software packages will run on only one physical host, this is a
necessary step. If not the NetWorker server may not properly connect.

As the configuration attribute is a hidden parameter, you must first Customize... the NetWorker
Administration GUI and ensure that the option Display Hidden Attributes has been selected:
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Now connect to your NetWorker server(s) and open the Set Up Server resource.

Make sure that you enter the name of your LLM server. You  should even do this if all programs run
on one node only.
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3.2.2. Preparing the Java Runtime Environment (JRE)

You can now begin with the installation of the NMC software modules.

If you download the NMC software from the web http://www.legato.com/resources/downloads/
you will receive one big file:

lmcon31_x86_full.zip

This file contains all necessary programs:
- The Java Runtime Environment software (JRE)
- The NetWorker Management Console software

3.2.2.1. Unpacking the NMC software packages

If you run WinZip the archive file be extracted to the two files you see below

The file

j2re-1_4_2-windows-i586.exe is the installation package for the Java Runtime
Environment software

lmcon31_x86.exe contains the NMC software installation package

Simply browse through your file system until you find the software. Then start the installation with a
double-click on the file name.
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3.2.2.2. Installing the JRE software

NMC uses the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) software - consequently this software package must
be installed on the NMC server first.

Simply browse through your file system until you find the software. Then start the installation with a
double-click on the file j2re-1_4_2-windows-i586.exe . This starts the InstallShield Wizard:

Be aware that,
depending on the
Windows regional
settings, the
installation program
will come up with
another language than
English.

Once you changed
the settings and
restart the process,
this can be corrected.
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You must accept the license agreement for the Next > button to become available:

Click Next > to proceed:
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The default is a Typical installation:

If you select Custom ...
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... you can see which software will be installed. By default, it is just the Java 2 Runtime Environment
software:

With a right-click you may verify the meaning of the icons.

Clicking Next > will start the installation process:
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The process will start immediately and will just take some seconds:

That’s it:
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To verify the installation, open the Windows Control Panel and select the command Add/Remove
Programs :

3.2.3. Installing the NMC software

Now everything is ready to install the NetWorker Management Console software itself. Browse
through your file system until you find it. Then start the installation with a double-click:
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As usual for a lot of Windows programs, the InstallShield will initialize ...

This is required for the installation process:
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After this, the Welcome screen will appear. Click Next > to proceed:

You must accept the license agreement for the Next > button to become available:
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Click Next > to proceed:

If the Java Runtime Environment has not been installed, you will see this error. It is strongly
recommended to exit the program and to install JRE first.
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In the next screen you must enter/change the Customer Information:

Please note the default Product Setup parameters for the GST server ...
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... as well as more Configuration Options. You may correct them if necessary.

If you change the ports, you need to remember them later:

In this window you must enter the name of the computer which runs the Legato License Manager
software:
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Finally the program will report all your settings:

... before you will be asked to  start the installation:
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This error will show up if the Legato License Manager server could not be connected:

In this case please check the prerequisites and restart the installation process. The installation
process will finish shortly:
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After the installation you may launch your internet browser and run the client software from this
screen. However, in this example, i will deselect the option to show the different start methods:

3.3. First run

Now open your favorite browser and enter the URL as shown in the last picture:

http://gst_server_name:port

This will bring up the NMC start screen:

BTW - if the window is
too short (as you can
see it here), the
screen will be
horizontally split to
display the action
button
Start NetWorker
Management Console
at the bottom.
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If this is a Windows 2003 server and you start the program the first time, you must add the program
to a ’trustee list’.

Simply click Add to make this Web site join your ‘trustee list’:
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Do not click again!

You may now Close the window to proceed:

This will load and initialize the Java Runtime Environment software ...
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...

The application needs full access to the computer and therefore asks for a confirmation.

Click Start to proceed:

Do not click again!

Do not click again!
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You must login to the NMC server. For this reason you will be asked for the User Name & Password :

Enter the default values for both parameters, administrator . Then click OK to proceed..

Do not click again!

Do not click again!
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Finally, you will see the NMC default screen for Managed Events within your configured environment.
Right now, it is empty of course:

If you restart the software via the browser as before, you will see this image for some seconds ...

Do not click again!
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... before you will see the empty login screen again:

Additionally, these icons have been installed on your Windows desktop.
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Browsing through the program tree, you will find their equivalent icons as well.

If you restart the NMC software via the NetWorker Management Console desktop icon, you will see
this image for some seconds ...
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... before you will see the empty login screen again :

You may also restart the NMC software via the Java Web Start desktop icon ...
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In this case you will see this image for some seconds ...

... before the Java Web Start Application Manager window will appear.

Mark the NMC software icon (it will automatically become selected if this is the only application) and
click Start :
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You will see this image for some seconds ...

... before you will be prompted to provide the login information:
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This error will show up if the Legato License Manager server could not be connected.

In this case please check whether the NetWorker server points to the Legato License Manager
server and restart the process.
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Introducing NetWorker Management Console (..)

As i was on vacation and no TID was released
this week, this is just a dummy.
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Introducing NetWorker Management Console (..)

As i was on vacation and no TID was released
this week, this is just a dummy.
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Introducing NetWorker Management Console (4)

4. The first touch (part 1of 2)

4.1. Starting and stopping the NMC services

4.1.1. Starting and stopping GST (Solaris)

Under Solaris, this is done pretty similar to NetWorker. You call a ‘general’ script - an additional
parameter is used to tell the propgram to either start or stop the functionality:

bash-2.05# /etc/init.d/gst start
Starting GST:
Base GST Services, Version 3.1.Build.100

done.
bash-2.05#
bash-2.05# ps -ef | grep gst
    root  1149  1148  0 12:20:30 ?        0:01 /opt/LGTObgst/bin/gsttclsh //
      -D 0 -p 1148 /opt/LGTObgst/bin/httpd.tcl
    root  1148     1  1 12:20:30 ?        0:00 /opt/LGTObgst/bin/gstd
    root  1153   345  0 12:20:49 pts/1    0:00 grep gst
    root  1151  1148  2 12:20:41 ?        0:01 /opt/LGTObgst/sybasa/bin/dbsrv8 //
      -ct- -x tcpip(ServerPort=2638) -ti 1500 -tl 864
bash-2.05#
bash-2.05# /etc/init.d/gst stop
Stopping GST: ..
done.

bash-2.05
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4.1.2. Starting and stopping GST (Windows)

Under Windows, the GST engine is represented by a service which you can start and stop like any
other Windows service:

4.1.3. Dependencies

Be aware of program dependencies. The GST program needs the assistence by these programs:

- The NetWorker Client software nsrexecd(.exe)

- The Legato License Manager Software lgtolmd(.exe)
this must not necessarily run locally

If everything runs locally, you may look at it like a pyramid where the upper parts need the lower
ones to be able to exist:

gst

lgtolmd

nsrexecd
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Consequently, if you stop the NetWorker client software, all programs ‘on top’ need to be stopped as
well:

This screenshot
proves this statement.

In this case there was
also a NetWorker
server running locally
which of course will
also be affected.

4.2. The NMC screens

NMC 3.1 has 5 different management screens:

• Managed Events
• Enterprise
• Device Central
• Reports
• Software Administration

Of course almost all of them are empty right now as the following screenshots show.
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The Managed Events screen informs you about important messages from the monitored NetWorker
servers. Of course there is none defined yet:

Once setup, you may use the Enterprise screen to browse through all the NetWorker servers within
your enterprise.
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In the Device Central screen you may see the status of all library devices within your enterprise-
wide NetWorker solution.

In the Reports screen you may start one of the 48 preconfigured reports which are organized in 5
categories.
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In the Software Administration screen you define which person may contact which NetWorker
server. Also you may manage all licenses within all your Data Zones from here.

4.3. Changing the administrator’s password

For optimal security you should change it as soon as possible:

- In the Software Administration screen browse through the Users tree until you find the
Administrator.

- Select him and do a right-click to open this submenu. Then select Permissions...
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- In the General tab, enter the new string in the field Password and in the Confirm Password .
Then click OK to confirm the change.

In the Permissions tab, you grant a user access to a certain group of computers. As no host has been
defined yet, there is none available, of course.
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This will make details become available. Of course there are none available right now:

4.4. Creating the Enterprise view

You now should create the structure of your enterprise NetWorker environment. This will result in a
set of NetWorker servers managed by NMC:

- In the Enterprise screen you must click on the Enterprise to connect:
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To create a new enterprise view, please process as follows:

- In the left panel do a right-click on Enterprise to open the submenu.
- Then create your enterprise structure using a combination of new Folders and Hosts:

The name of a new folder will automatically be assigned:
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- You may open the right-click menu and Rename it:

One idea could be to create an enterprise view organized by regions:
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With the same commands, you may organize a deeper nested structure.

- Of course, you must name at least one NetWorker server Host Name.
- Proceed with Next >  :

These following features are set by default. Click on Finish to confirm your settings:
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There it is - your first NetWorker server managed by NMC:

Of course you may add more NetWorker hosts. These may not even exist at this moment:
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If you select a specific server, the column Application Features will become available:

- To change the Application Features, mark the NetWorker server entry and open the submenu
with a right-click.

- Then select Set Features :
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- In this menu you may deselect the features, if necessary:

4.5. Monitoring your Networker servers

If you select a specific host you will see its managed application(s).

With a double-click on the application ...
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... you can now switch to the NetWorker Administration view.

By default, you will see Activities Monitor with the Groups Status selected:

- To return to the NMC view, simply open the File menu and click on Close :
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- If you now click on Managed Events, you will see if there exist a problem in your enterprise.
- To see more details, just double-click on the event.

To get this info, the NetWorker server must be contacted ...

Emergency

Alert

Critical

Waiting

Warning

Notice

Info

These icons may
appear in the column
Priority.
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... which of course is not possible in case of a non-existing NetWorker server.

This screen shows again how you return to the NMC view :
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Introducing NetWorker Management Console (5)

4. The first touch (part 2of 2)

4.6. Users and user rights

4.6.1. What are NMC users ?

You must be a NMC User to get general access to a set of certain NetWorker hosts. Please also
note the following rules:

- Different NMC Users can be defined to access (different) NetWorker servers
- NMC Users do not define which specific rights they have for a NetWorker servers.

This is done by the NetWorker User groups resource and their associates Privileges .
Consequently, the results are specific views:

The effects of restricting the user views to certain hosts depend on the
current NMC functionality (which NMC screen you have selected).

According to the last TID, there are four different NMC screens:

- In the Managed Events screen ...
the user only sees events from allowed NetWorker servers.

- In the Enterprise screen ...
the user sees all of the hierarchy folders, but only the allowed NetWorker servers appear in
those folders.

- In the Device Central screen ...
the user only sees the devices controlled by allowed NetWorker servers.

- In the Reports screen ...
the user sees report data only from allowed NetWorker servers, groups, and clients.

For the reported details, this means:

- Since each user can view and manage different sets of NetWorker servers, the contents of the
reports will most likely vary among each user.

- If no data is available for a given server, that server will not appear in any lists or reports,
regardless of the user’s permissions.

A standard (a non-Administrator user) can ...
- View and edit his own properties
- View other users’ properties, but cannot edit them
- View and manage the NetWorker servers to which the administrator has granted him or her

permissions
- Customize and save reports
- View his own reports as well as shared reports created by other users
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4.6.2. Creating new NMC users

To do this, please proceed as follows:
- Open the Create User window with a right-click.
- Then enter at least the User Name and the Password and click on the Permissions tab.

By default, a new NMC user is allowed to access all hosts. If you want to remove this right from a
certain host ...

- Select the Allowed Host and click Remove.
- Then exit the window with OK.
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There he is - the new NMC User :

By the way - by clicking on a column’s title you may sort the lines in either ascending ...
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... or descending order:

The NMC user administrator has access to all hosts.
This configuration can not be changed !
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For this purpose you must mark/uncheck the Privileges for a certain user.

4.6.3. Changing NMC user rights

To grant/restrict specific access rights, you must do this via NetWorker’s  User Groups resource:
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This will result in the overlapped view of all NMC screens (windows):

4.7.  The Parallel View

The Parallel View is the way to open all 5 NMC screens at the same time. Of course this only makes
sense if you have a screen which is large enough.

- To switch the view open the View menu and select View Parallel :
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- To switch back to the single window view, simply open the menu and select View Parallel again:

The window which has been selected before will again show. Please note that the split bar may have
shifted.
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In this window you may change the System Options, if necessary.

4.8. System Options

System Options are parameters to optimize the system performance. Some of them have been
defined as environment variables in earlier NMC releases.

To change the system settings ...
- Open the menu Software Administration and
- Select System Options...
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Here is the explaination of all System Options :

• Debug Level  (0..20)
– Sets the level of debugging information written to the file  gstd.log.
– Increasing this value increases the number of operation and status messages that NMC

records.

• Polling intervals
– Sets the minimum time that must pass before Console checks a NetWorker server for

managed events.

Be aware that a new jukebox will not be detected before a delay of 12 hours
(min. 1 hour) has passed.

• Polling thread factor
– Determines the number of programming threads that are used when polling NetWorker

servers.

• NetWorking user auditing
– When enabled, this function logs all NMC users’ requests to NetWorker servers managed

by the NMC software.

• User authentication for NetWorker
– This option restricts a user’s access to a given NetWorker server only if the user groups

on that server have been set up to do so.
User groups can be created, modified, or deleted from NetWorker Administration.

This option requires restarting the NMC server to take effect!

• RPC ping via UDP when connecting to NetWorker
– Enables the use of user datagram protocol (UDP) when NMC first checks whether a

NetWorker server is up and running.
- Set this option if the firewall allows for UDP connections.
- Note that there will be a significant performance degradation.
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Introducing NetWorker Management Console (6)

5. NetWorker Server Administration

5.1. Changing display modes

This can be done in various ways, depending on where you are currently working.

To switch to the NetWorker Administration mode use one of the following methods:
- From the Managed Events view: Double-click on an event
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- To switch back to the NMC mode, open the File menu and select Close.

This will open the Administration window and select the option which has been selected last
time (by default: Activities Monitor with the Groups tab selected).
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- From the Enterprise view: Double-click on a NetWorker server icon
Then select a managed hostname and double-click on
the NetWorker application.

This will also open the Administration window and select the option which has been selected
last time (by default: Activities Monitor with the Groups tab selected).
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- From the Device Central view: Double-click on a library icon

This will also open the Administration window and select the Device Management option for that
jukebox where it reports the current status.
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5.2. The Activities Monitor window

In the Activities Monitor you may use the tabs to shows activity information about
- Groups
- Archive Requests
- Devices
- Alerts
- Sessions
- Logs

The Groups status window shows all groups for the selected NetWorker server and their current
status. To see details, simply double-click the name of the group...

... and check the information. You may close the window by clicking the close field:

Please note that the
window is taller than
600 pixels! - You
should use a higher
resolution than 800 x
600 pixels.
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Right now, only the Log window already has some information ...

5.3. The Configuration window

In the Configuration window you will configure most NetWorker resources. But note:
- Jukeboxes are excluded
- All device and media related resources will be configured using Device Management window

Using an example i will explain how to
- use the GUI to monitor NetWorker resources and
- how to change NetWorker resources

I will not discuss the
resources themselves
- you should know this
from your NetWorker
experience by now.
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You may of course browse through the tree as usual.

To change a resource, simply mark it and do a right-click to open the associated menu. Then select
Properties.
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You will see all attributes, even the ‘hidden’ ones (for example the assigned Administrator).

In general, the program usage is the same like for nwadmin - there are only minor differences.

For example, changing options is a bit different - instead of selecting them one by one, you have to
build a list here.
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If you are done, just click on OK to confirm your new settings.

Unchangeable attributes appear in grey, as usual.
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This will make the server’s attributes appear so that they can be edited.

Do not forget that the OK button is at the bottom of this window.

If you select the NetWorker server’s name, you will only see statistical information.

To change the NetWorker server settings, open the menu with a right-click and select Properties.
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5.3.1. Creating new resources

Except for a jukebox resource, this is also done via the ‘right-click menu‘. To demonstrate the general
usage, I will use the creation of a stand-alone device as example.

This is what you will see in the device tree - even if there is no device configured at all !

However, browsing through the device path proves that no Devices exist at all.
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This will open the device configuration window, with these default parameters.

To create a new device, open the menu with a right-click and select New, the only choice.
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There it is - the new device.

Simply enter/change the to new values and click OK.
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5.3.2. Editing a resource

Again i will use a device ressource as example.

Select the device and do a right-click to open the menu. Then select Properties.

With a configured device, you will see a lot more tabs and attributes.
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Do not forget that some resource windows are so tall that you have to move down to reach the OK
button. This is why a resolution of at least 1024 x 768 pixels is strongly recommended!

5.3.3. Operating a device

To operate a device, select its name and do a right-click to open the menu. Then select Device
Operations.
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Now select one of the four iconss to mount, unmount, label or eject the media. or choose your option
from the Device Management menu.

To label the media, just select the Pool, correct the Volume Label (if necessary) and click OK to start
the process.
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An this is how you see the result.

5.4. The Media Management window

Media Management contains all media related settings. It has two functionalities:
- Configuration of Label Templates and Pools
- Management of Volumes and Indexes

This is what you will see if you enter Media Management.
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Within Label Templates, you define the default volume labels for a pool.

Media Pools  will define in which logical sink (on which volumes) the data will be collected.
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In the Volumes window you will see all media that is known to this NetWorker server.

These are the menu options for the Volumes view.
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The Indexes window displays information about all known client file indexes.

These are the menu options for the Indexes view.
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Introducing NetWorker Management Console (7)

6. Jukebox operation
This chapter maybe a bit boring as the jukebox operation within NMC is very similar compared with
the NetWorker Administrator for Windows. However, this is completely different for NetWorker/UNIX
administrators. This is the reason why i want to explain the jukebox administration and operation
here again.

6.1. Administering and operating jukeboxes using NMC

Actually there is no such function within NMC. If you invoke such process, you will automatically
enter the integrated NetWorker Administration program.

The only option within NMC is Administer Library:
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However, this will actually switch to the Device Management in NetWorker Administration.

6.2. Configuring a jukebox

As usual, the initial configuration is done from the commanline with  jbconfig(.exe) . To modify
an existing configuration

- Select a library and open the menu with a right-click and
- Choose Properties.
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As the parameter list is very long, it will not fit a 800 x 600 pixel
screen.

To change the Jukebox Parallelism, you must click on the Preferences tab ...

... and scroll down to the bottom of that page.
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Now you may change the parameter Max parallelism and click OK to confirm the new value.

6.3. Operating a jukebox

Please be aware that there are some conditions which are not always plausible. See the next
screenshots for example.

The availability of the options of course depends on the scenario.
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If you select a device, nothing changes.

However, this is somehow misleading. For instance, you may select a tape and an unknown media.
This makes the Mount option become available although an unknown media can not be mounted, of
course.
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Even if the jukebox has no mailslot, the options Deposit and Withdraw are available for operations.

If you mark a volume and open the menu from here, the Volume Management commands also
become available.
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If you also select a device, the Mount option will become available, even if the media is not known to
the Data Zone yet.

These icons are obviously for future purposes - i have never seen them active so far.
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While the process is still active you will see this ‘status bar’.

6.4. Resetting a jukebox

Resetting is a process that issues a command to the autochanger which will try to re-initialize the
hardware. Such method is intended to bring the autochanger to a definitive status without recycling
power.

Start resetting a jukebox either from the Device Management window or from the shortcut icons. You
will be asked for a confirmation.
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6.5. Inventoring a jukebox

An inventory tries to recognize the media in all or certain slots of the autochanger either using the
barcode and/or the media label. This is necessary whenever you added media either directly or
through a mailslot (Cartridge Access Port, CAP)

If the jukebox has a barcode reader you might see two different inventory methods:
- If the media is unknown, the barcode and the media label will be read
- If the media is known already in the media index, only the barcode label will be scanned

Be aware that there are two modes, which do not exist in the UNIX Administrator
GUI yet.

Inventoring ...

- The slow mode (default)
- It uses only one (selected) device

- The fast mode
- It uses no specific device but such up to the Max. Parallelism value

As both ways are also available for labeling i will show the difference using a slow
inventory and a fast labeling process.

To inventory in Slow mode,
- enter the First and the Last slot of the Slot Range, select the Operation Type Slow / Verbose

and the Device and click OK to start the process.
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To inventory in Slow mode,
- enter the First and the Last slot of the Slot Range,
- select the Operation Type Slow / Verbose as well as the Device
- and click OK to start the process.

A status bar will appear which will dynamically update.

Finally the Volume list will be updated.
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6.6. Labeling jukebox media

No matter which backup software you use - you must label a media before it can be written to. A
label does contain certain operating characteristics but its main purpose is to prevent the media from
becoming accidentally overwritten by the same program.

Also do not forget that a label must be read before new data will be written to the media. This is
mandatory as bar code labels may have fallen off or may have swapped in the interim. So NetWorker
does not only trust barcode labels.

Be aware that there are two modes, which do not exist in the UNIX Administrator
GUI yet.

Labeling ...
- The slow mode (default)

- It uses only one (selected) device
- It asks for a confirmation during the label processes

- The fast mode
- It uses no specific device but such up to the Max. Parallelism value
- It does not asks for a confirmation during label processes

As both ways are also available for inventory purposes i will just explain the fast
label process here. Please have a look at the last chapter where i have explained
the slow inventory process.

To label a media in Fast mode,
- enter the First and the Last slot of the Slot Range,
- select the Pool and the Operation Type Fast / Silent (note that the Device list will become

unavailable) and
- click OK to start the process.
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A status bar will appear which will dynamically update.

Finally the Volume list will be updated.
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However, if you use the Slow / Verbose mode you will always be asked for a confirmation to overwrite
the media.

6.7. Monitoring backup processes

There a multiple places to look at. However, there is no such possibility with NMC. To monitor the
devices and sessions you must open the NetWorker Administration view and look at Device
Management or the Activities Monitor.

To monitor the device activity,
- change to the Device Management window and
- look at the Device Activity LED.
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You may also use the Activities Monitor, Devices tab. Here you can again see the Device Activity LED
but also the backup and/or recovery speed.

To monitor the Savegroup activity, change to the Activities Monitor, Groups tab.

During an automatic
backup this icon
represents a ‘running’
group.
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6.8. Managing media and save sets from the Device Management window

Most of these commands are available from NMC’s NetWorker Administrator GUI. The Device
Management window offers these 4 commands for this purpose:

- Show Save Sets (Volume)
- Change Status (Save Set)

- Change Mode (Volume)
- Recycle (Volume)
- Remove Volume (Volume)

There are a lot of different ways to invoke these commands:
- via the Device Management menu
- Via a right-click submenu on the jukebox volume
- Via a shortcut icon

To demonstrate this, i have merged these possibilities in the next screenshots

To see active sessions you may need to change to the Activities Monitor, Sessions tab. Here you can
see the sessions and their backup speed as well as the amount of data which has already been
saved.
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Show Save Sets

These three methods will lead to the same result ...

... the save set list:
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Here you may select a save set and do a right-click and modify its status.

You must set the Save Set Status to Suspect if you want to recover from a clone media via the
NetWorker recover GUI.
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Please note that there is obviously a bug in the NW 7.1.2 GUI: it reports some
save sets as incomplete - although all save sets should appear completely.

The same effect is reported by the standard NetWorker Admin GUI.
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At least the command line shows the correct result !
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... opening a menu which allows you to change the Volume Status:

Change Volume Operation Mode

These three methods will lead to the same result ...
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... opening a menu which allows you to chose the method.

Unfortunately, deleting File Index Entries Only does not remove any(thing from a)
volume, as indicated by the window title.

Remove Volumes

These three methods will lead to the same result ...
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Do not forget that Media and Save Set Management is of course also available
from the Media Management window.

For example: Show Save Sets .

If you selected a media in the Volumes view, you will again have the same options.
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Introducing NetWorker Management Console (8)

7. Monitoring and Reporting

Monitoring
is done by the the NMC Administration console

- Activities Monitor
- Device Management
- Management Management

Reporting
is achieved by NMC‘s intelligent reporting feature
This has 5 categories

- NetWorker Backup Statistics
- NetWorker Backup Status
- Managed Events
- Hosts
- Users

Reports run in the background. The time to create them is rather fast - usually they are available
within seconds. Of course this depends on the period for which the statistic has been asked for.

As i do not have a permantly runnig system, i took the following screenshots from a smaller active
NetWorker Data Zone. These are examples to demonstrate some of the NMC capabilites.

For data security reasons, some information has been “blacked out“.
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If you double-click a group’s name you will see its details.

Running

Successful

Failed

7.1. Monitoring

In the Activities Monitor, the Groups tab shows nothing else but the savegroup’s current status.
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In the Media Management panel, you may see strange things: one tape is obviously written with
database data - it can store much more data than others. The other one has reached 100% (of the
drive’s Volume Default Capacity), but it is not full yet. As a well-experienced NetWorker administrator
you should know that this nothing but usual.

Double-click a volume to see its save sets.

In the Device Management panel, you may have a look at the device’s status. Please note the little
‘LED’ at the lower tape drive.
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7.2. Reporting

7.2.1. Reporting - NetWorker Backup Statistics

Server Summary

First you must select the report type. Then, using the Add/Remove buttons, the report parameters.

To change the Save Time, click the Down button ...

... which opens a calendar. Of course you may change date and time as usual.

To close the calendar, just click on the blue date.
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All variables will be added by default. In this example, just the Save Time has been defined.

To start the report generator, simply change to the View Report tab ...

... and you will see the Report in Table format.

You may now change the presentation mode by clicking on the icons above. However it does not
make sense for this specific report.
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Group Summary

The same principle applies to all other reports, for instance for the Group Summary report.

Again, the default form for a report is the Table view. For any graphical form, click the icon above ...
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... which will make the report appear as bar chart.

Please keep in mind that the default size of 1012 x 737 pixel is too small if you have too many objects
to be reported.

If you have clicked the Document button, the report looks like this.
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You may of course change the Chart Type as well as the Chart Selectors.

Especially for a Pie chart, there is only one Chart Selector allowed.
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Not all reports make sense as long as you do not compare them with other reports of the same type.

For example it does not really matter, how many save sets have been created by running a group at
a certain time.

This of course improves the legibility, but it will also change with each relationship.
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Have a look at this assembled screenshot.

In the Reports menu, select Data Retention and modify the periods which specify how long to keep all
report data in the GST database.

Client Summary

If you have too many clients, the result in the standard window is almost not legible any more.
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Save Set Summary

The same is true, if you combine very big and very small numbers in the same bar chart.
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A pie chart will most likely show the relationship much better.

Level Summary

For instance, you may use the Level Summary report to check the relationship between data and files
for full and other level backups.
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Backup Tape Summary

With the Backup Type Summary, you may easily verify the relationship between your FILE and your
database backups.

If you leave the mouse cursor on one of the plots, a subwindow will pop up showing its details.

This of course also works for a pie chart.
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Daily Summary

A Daily Summary in Bar chart form shows the amount of backed up data for a certain period.
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... the total amount of data backed up during a certain period by the NetWorker servers .

Backup Summary over Time

The report Backup Summary over Time shows ...
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... you may see its  Client Summary report.

Monthly Group Statement

This assembled screenshot shows that you can of course print but also Export a report in various
formats.

Sometimes, you may even drill down to run more specific reports. For instance, the first level is the
Group Summary by Server. If you double-click a specific server name ...
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With this report you may see in one view, which of your servers in the enterprise produced events at
all.

7.2.2. Reporting - Managed Events

Server Summary

For Managed Events, there are nothing else but NetWorker events that can be reported right now.
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Priority Summary

As the Managed Events reports do not have a statistical functionality, there is no time range to
specify. In this report you may filter the current events by their priority.

In this case only such with the priority Alert have been detected.
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As a consequence, possible events could have been reported while a savegroup was running.

Category Summary

The only Category NMC supports so far are Savegroup summaries.
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There you can see the same number of reports (2) which have been shown in the summary.

Do not forget that you must move to the right edge of the window ...

Event Details

Of course, the Event Details reports are important.
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... to see the error messages.

Annotation Details

Here you may even search for annotations you have added earlier.
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Introducing NetWorker Management Console (9)

8. Tips & Tricks

8.1. Resetting the Administrator Password

In case the administrator’s password is lost or forgotten, it can be reset to the default. This is done by
using the environment variable GST_RESET_PW .

After the password has been reset, set the environment variable to null on the NMC server.

Unless this is done, the administrator’s password will be reset to the default value every time the
system will be restarted.

Resetting the Password in Windows

1. From the command line, enter the following command:
set GST_RESET_PW=a_non-null_value <return>

2. In the Services program, stop and restart the GST service.
At this point, the password resets.

3. Log on to the Console server as Administrator, with the default password administrator.
You shall now change the password to a secure value.

4. From the command line, set the environment variable to null with this command:
set GST_RESET_PW=<return>

5. In the Services program, stop and restart the GST service.
At this point, the password resets again.

6. Log in as Administrator using the new, secure password.
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Resetting the Password in Solaris

1. Set  GST_RESET_PW  to a non-null value:
set GST_RESET_PW a_non-null_value <return>

2. Stop and restart the gst daemon with a reboot, or enter:
/etc/init.d/gst stop
/etc/init.d/gst start

At this point, the password resets.

3. Log on to the NMC server as Administrator, with the default password administrator.
You shall now change the password to a secure value.

4. Set  GST_RESET_PW  back to null:
set GST_RESET_PW <return>

5. Stop and restart the gst daemon with a reboot, or enter:
/etc/init.d/gst stop
/etc/init.d/gst start

At this point, the password resets again.

6. Log in as Administrator by using the secure password.
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8.2. Licensing

This is how the Evaluation License shows up ...

... and its details.
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If you enter a real license ....

... there are other details. Of course the license type is the same.
.
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8.3. Making a jukebox appear immediately

If you created a new jukebox, it may take a while until it will apear in NMC. This delay depends on the
System Options. As you can see from the screenshot below, the default value for the Polling interval
for NetWorker libraries is 12 hours. You may reduce this here.

Do not forget that the minimum value is still 1 hour.

The NMC System Options are availaible from Software Administration - System Options.

The following procedure shows how you make a new jukebox appear immediately. Please note that
this can still take some time in large Data Zones.
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As this can take some time, you will be asked to confirm your decision.

In the NMC Device Central, open the View menu and choose Refresh.
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If one of the managed NetWorker servers is unavailable, you will receive this message.

During the operation you will see a status bar.
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However, the new jukebox will appear as soon as possible.
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8.4. Message annotations

You may add a text to a NMC Managed Event to give it a better, self-describing identification. Once
added, such strings can not be changed any more.

Select a reported Managed Event and open the menu with a right click. Then choose Annotation.

Then enter a new annotation and click OK to close the window.
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Of course you may also Dismiss a Managed Event.

If you move the scrollbar to the right you can recognize a message with an Annotation by a special
icon. Later, you may not change it any more but you may add a new Annotation.
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8.5. Addings hosts via the hostnames file

For larger enterprises, it may be more convenient to add or delete multiple NetWorker servers in a
single step. You can do this using the  gstmodconf  command and a hostname file. This text file
contains one NetWorker server name per line.

With this method, hosts are added to or deleted from the base level of the enterprise hierarchy with
the default settings. After a host has been added, the graphical user interface can be used to move
the host(s) to a selected folder.

If a host already exists anywhere in the enterprise its name can not be copied by this command.

The screenshot below shows 3 NetWorker servers which have been added using this procedure. The
commands are listed on the next page.

You find the description of the command lines at the end of the NMC User’s Guide.
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This is an example for Windows - the conversion to UNIX/Linux should not be any problem.

C:\>copy con: D:\a\hostslist
server1
server2
server3
^Z
        1 file(s) copied.

C:\>gstmodconf -s creinfeld3 -i D:\A\hostslist
'gstmodconf' is not recognized as an internal or external command, operable program or batch file.

C:\>cd "\Program Files\Legato\Management\GST\bin"

C:\Program Files\Legato\Management\GST\bin>gstmodconf -s creinfeld3 -i D:\A\hostslist
Trying 195.214.75.158...  connected.
processing file `D:\A\hostslist'

adding host `server1'
successfully added host `server1'

adding host `server2'
successfully added host `server2'

adding host `server3'
successfully added host `server3'

// Closing connection...

C:\Program Files\Legato\Management\GST\bin>
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8.6. Environment variables

There are 3 environment variables which are used to control the file  gstd.log . By the way - this is
the same mechanism that also controls the NetWorker  daemon.log  file.

To set/change the variables, please read the section Resetting the Administrator Password at the
beginning of this chapter.

GST_MAXLOGSIZE
Sets the maximum size of the file  gstd.log  before a new log file is created at server startup
time. If this variable is undefined, the maximum size defaults to 1 MB.
Range:  >= 1 Default: 1 MB

GST_MAXLOGVERS
Sets the maximum number of historical versions of  gstd.log  that NMC retains. Older versions
are deleted when the number of versions exceeds this value.
Range:  1..999 Default: 4

GST_DEBUG
Sets the level of debugging information written to the file  gstd.log . Setting this value higher
increases the number of operation and status messages NMC records.
Range:  1..20    Default: 0
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8.7. Backup and recovery of the GST database

To protect and ensure management data you need to perform regular backups of NMC’s database.
To backup and recover the NMC database, use the following commands:

- for backups savepsm
- for recoveries recoverpsm

The NMC database remains available during the backup.

8.7.1. GST database backups

Backups can be initiated manually or automatically - recoveries are always manually initiated
processes, as usual.

8.7.1.1. Manual backups with  savepsm

It makes a temporary copy of the database in a temporary directory. It then backs up the database
copy from this directory. Finally, it deletes the temporary files.

The  savepsm  command has the following syntax:

savepsm -I GST_install_dir save_options -E|temporary_directory

Besides the two options, -I and -E, the  savepsm  command supports the same options as the
NetWorker  save  command.

For a complete description of the command and its options, please read the manual pages at the end
of the NMC User‘s Guide.
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8.7.1.2. Automatic backups with  savepsm

A NMC database backup is always a full backup, even if an incremental backup was specified.

To prepare for backing up the database:

1. Create an intermediate directory with sufficient free space to hold the database and the log file.
Of course this directory should have enough space to keep a copy of the NMC database.

2. Be sure that the GST service is running before using  savepsm .

3. Prepare for scheduled backups of the database by configuring an additional NetWorker client
resource.

- As Backup Command, enter  the  savepsm  command
- As Save set, specify the intermediate directory path of the database

The save set path is case sensitive, and the full directory path must be specified.
Also do not forget to make a note of the directory path, since it is required by the
recoverpsm  command during recoveries

These are the default pathnames:
Solaris /opt/LGTObgst
Windows %SystemDrive%\Program Files\Legato\Management\GST

8.7.2. GST database recoveries

As usual, recoveries are always manual processes.

The  recoverpsm  command has the following syntax:

recoverpsm recover_options -f intermediate_dir

Besides the -f (force overwriting an existing database without confirmation, the  recoverpsm
command supports the same options as the NetWorker  recover  command.

For a complete description of the command and its options, please read the manual pages at the end
of the NMC User‘s Guide.

The last pages show an example for manual backups and a recovery.
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Manual backup of the GST database

C:\>savepsm -I "C:\Program Files\Legato\Management\GST" "D:\GST_TEMP"
Adaptive Server Anywhere Backup Utility Version 8.0.2.4122
 (731 of 731 pages, 100% complete)
 (2 of 2 pages, 100% complete)
Transaction log truncated
Database backup completed
savepsm: Using creinfeld3 as server
D:\GST_TEMP\gstbkp\lgto_gst.db
D:\GST_TEMP\gstbkp\lgto_gst.log
D:\GST_TEMP\gstbkp\
D:\GST_TEMP\
D:\
/

savepsm: D:\GST_TEMP  2940 KB 00:00:01      6 files
savepsm completion time:  7-20-04  2:33a

C:\>

Recovery of the GST database

C:\>recoverpsm -f D:\GST_TEMP
'recoverpsm' is not recognized as an internal or external command,
operable program or batch file.

C:\>cd "C:\Program Files\Legato\Management\GST\bin"

C:\Program Files\Legato\Management\GST\bin>recoverpsm -f D:\GST_TEMP

C:\Program Files\Legato\Management\GST\bin>recoverpsm -f "D:\GST_TEMP"

C:\Program Files\Legato\Management\GST\bin>
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However, the option -E does not seem to work:

C:\>savepsm -I "C:\Program Files\Legato\Management\GST" -E|"D:\GST_TEMP"
'"D:\GST_TEMP"' is not recognized as an internal or external command,
operable program or batch file.

C:\>savepsm -I "C:\Program Files\Legato\Management\GST" -E| "D:\GST_TEMP"
'"D:\GST_TEMP"' is not recognized as an internal or external command,
operable program or batch file.

C:\>savepsm -I "C:\Program Files\Legato\Management\GST" -E "D:\GST_TEMP"
savepsm: Usage: savepsm {-I GST Install directory} [save options]  { -E | Intermediate Directory }

C:\>
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What’s new in NetWorker 7.2 ?

1. General

As you may already become aware, the latest version of Legato NetWorker, revision 7.2, has been
released some weeks ago. Although not announced to the public yet, the software and all related
documentation is available via downlaod and of course it can be sold already as any other product.

This document wants to give you a short overview about the new features and enhancements,
pointing out the most important changes as refered by the Release Supplements. If necessary,
examples will explain further details.

1.1. New or enhanced features

According to the Release Supplements, the following new features have been introduced with this
release:

For both, NetWorker for UNIX/Linux and Windows
- NetWorker Configuration Wizard
- Data Service Agent
- Firewall Support Enhancements
- NDMP Index Processing Improvements
- NetWorker Storage Node Support for NDMP

• For NetWorker for UNIX/Linux
- Direct File Access with Advanced File Type Devices

• For NetWorker for Windows
- NetWorker User program enhancements

I expect two or three TIDs to cover these items extensively.
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2. The NetWorker Configuration Wizard

2.1. General

The NetWorker Configuration Wizard is available as an add-on tool to easily create NetWorker
client resources for NetWorker 7.2 client computers.

Administrators can run the wizard and connect to any available NetWorker 7.2 server to create one
or more client resources for performing scheduled backups. The wizard also provides options for
creating a new group resource, or adding the new client to an existing savegroup.

Client and Group resources created with the wizard can later be edited by using the NetWorker
Administrator program.

In short, the NetWorker Configuration Wizard does not add any new functionality to the
exitistng NetWorker Administrator GUIs. However, it provides you an additional tool that
shall ease the creation of additional NetWorker clients and guide you in a way that it shall
prevent you from forgetting any important client parameter.

Operating System Support

The configuration wizard can be installed on NetWorker 7.2 servers or clients running the
following operating systems:

• All supported versions of Microsoft Windows (except Windows Server 2003, 64-bit version)
• Solaris SPARC 7, 8 and 9 (32bit and 64bit versions)

The wizard can create client resources for NetWorker 7.2 client computers running any supported
operating system, using any supported file system type.

The wizard also supports NetWorker servers and clients running in a cluster environment.

2.2. Installing the NetWorker Configuration Wizard

The installation of this program is as easy as any other NetWorker software, thanks to the NetWorker
software modularity. However, there is a dependency:

You must have the NetWorker Client software installed before it will allow you
to install the NetWorker Configuration Wizard.
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2.2.1. Installing the NetWorker Configuration Wizard on UNIX

As usual i would like to show this for the Solaris operating system.

Please download the appropropriate version for your operation system:

nw72_wiz10_solaris_32.tar.gz NetWorker 7.2 for Solaris 32-bit
nw72_wiz10_solaris_64.tar.gz NetWorker 7.2 for Solaris 64-bit

Once you have downloaded the software, you have to uncompress it. Here the example for the
64-bit version:

bash-2.03# gunzip nw72_wiz10_solaris_64.tar.gz
bash-2.03# tar xf nw72_wiz10_solaris_64.tar
bash-2.03#

If you now look at the available software packages there is a new one available:

bash-2.03# ls -l
total 243230
drwxr-xr-x   5 root     other        512 Oct 26 04:32 LGTOclnt
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     other        512 Oct 26 04:28 LGTOdrvr
drwxr-xr-x   5 root     other        512 Oct 26 04:30 LGTOlicm
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     other        512 Oct 26 04:34 LGTOman
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     other        512 Oct 26 04:31 LGTOnode
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     other        512 Oct 26 04:30 LGTOserv
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     other        512 Nov 17 09:55 LGTOwiz
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other    124446720 Jan 15 15:46 //
  nw72_wiz10_solaris_64.tar
bash-2.03#

LGTOwiz represents the new NetWorker Configuration Wizard software. Of course you might think
you could install it by itself. However this will fail due to the dependencies:

bash-2.03# pwd
/software/NW/720
bash-2.03# pkgadd -d . LGTOwiz

Processing package instance <LGTOwiz> from </software/NW/720>

NetWorker Configuration Wizard 1.0
(sparc) rb_nw_7_2_crystal.Build.22
Copyright (c) 1990-2004, LEGATO Software, a division of EMC.
## Executing checkinstall script.
Neither SUNWebsc or LGTOclnt is installed on your
system. Please install either of these
clients and try this installation again.

checkinstall script suspends

Installation of <LGTOwiz> was suspended (administration).
No changes were made to the system.
bash-2.03#
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With respect to the installation of this package, there is nothing special to see ...

.....
Processing package instance <LGTOwiz> from </software/NW/720>

NetWorker Configuration Wizard 1.0
(sparc) rb_nw_7_2_crystal.Build.22
Copyright (c) 1990-2004, LEGATO Software, a division of EMC.
## Executing checkinstall script.
Using </usr> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.

Do you want to continue with the installation of <LGTOwiz> [y,n,?] y

Installing NetWorker Configuration Wizard 1.0 as <LGTOwiz>

## Installing part 1 of 1.
/usr/bin/nwwiz
/usr/lib/nsr/libfswiz.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libgcc_s.so.1
/usr/lib/nsr/libqt-mt.so.3
/usr/lib/nsr/libstdc++.so.5
/usr/lib/nsr/wiz_img.bmp
[ verifying class <none> ]
/usr/share/man/man1m/nwwiz.1m
[ verifying class <manclass> ]
## Executing postinstall script.
Updating catman database. Running /bin/catman -w 1m

Installation of <LGTOwiz> was successful.
.....

... except for the new configuration program  nwwiz  and the fact that there seems to be a new
database (catman  see above). However, catman is nothing else but an operating system program
to prepare the manpages:

bash-2.03# man catman
Reformatting page.  Please Wait... done

Maintenance Commands                                   catman(1M)

NAME
     catman - create the formatted files for the reference manual

SYNOPSIS
.....
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2.2.1. Installing the NetWorker Configuration Wizard on Windows

If you have downloaded the software, you first have to uncompress it. For the ‘usual’ 32bit version
this will result in two installation programs:

nw72_wiz10_win_x86.exe the downloaded software - it will self-extract into

nw72_win_x86.exe the NetWorker 7.2 software
nwwiz10_win_x86.exe the NetWorker 1.0 Configuration Wizard software

To install the NetWorker Configuration Wizard, just start the program nwwiz10_win_x86.exe. The
installation runs by itself and is done in a few seconds. As shown for UNIX, you must at least have
the NetWorker client software installed on this host - if not, you will receive this error:

This is how you will recognized the NetWorker Configuration Wizard program (nwwiz.exe):
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Of course the wizard is also accessible from the NetWorker group:

2.3. Starting the NetWorker Configuration Wizard

2.3.1. General

Be aware that general NetWorker rules also apply to this new program:

• Do not forget that, although you may run the program from any client, you must have the
proper rights to change the NetWorker data zone’s configuration which is finally stored in the
resource database at the NetWorker server.

The easiest way to achieve this is by adding your account to the NetWorker’s administrator’s
list. Since NetWorker 7.0 you may also refine the by using the NetWorker User Groups
resource.

However, do not forget that to add new user groups you must have an Access
Enabler in place. Additionally, you can only create new usergroups via one of
the following methods

- via nsradmin  (Windows and UNIX/Linux)
- via nwadmin for Windows  (only in the Expanded Server Resources view

via the menu Resources  -  Create ...
- via the NetWorker Management Console (NMC) program

• The hostname of the computer running the wizard must be in the /nsr/res/servers file
on the client computer (or the servers file must be empty or missing).

To avoid having to update the servers file on each client, Legato recommends installing and
running the wizard on the NetWorker server where the resources will be created.
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• Search Timeout environment variables
By default, the configuration wizard searches for a maximum of 30 minutes when you click the
Search button on the Specify NetWorker Server or Specify NetWorker Client page. To reduce
this time limit, you may set the following environment variables before you start the wizard:

- NSR_SERVER_SEARCH_TIMEOUT
The maximum number of minutes the wizard searches for NetWorker servers.
For example, to limit the search to five minutes, set this value to 5.

- NSR_CLIENT_SEARCH_TIMEOUT
The maximum number of minutes the wizard searches for NetWorker clients.
For example, to limit the search to 10 minutes, set this value to 10.

When the maximum time is reached, the search operation ends and a partial list of servers
or clients appears in the list box.

2.3.2. Starting the NetWorker Configuration Wizard on Solaris

Be aware of the following characteristics:

• Environment variables for changing the font type and size
By default on Solaris, the font type and size used in the configuration wizard are not
controlled by the Window Manager. The default font is set to Arial 9pt.

You may change the font type and size for the wizard by setting the environment variables:

- NSR_WIZARD_FONT

- NSR_WIZARD_FONT_SIZE

For example, to set the wizard font to Tahoma 10pt, set the environment variables as
follows:

NSR_WIZARD_FONT=tahoma; export NSR_WIZARD_FONT
NSR_WIZARD_FONT_SIZE=10; export NSR_WIZARD_FONT_SIZE

Note: Changing the font type and size might adversely affect the appearance of the wizard
screens.

• Letting the Window Manager control the wizard’s font type and size
To have the Window Manager control the wizard font type and size, set this environment
variable

- NSR_WIZARD_SYSTEM_FONT=true

Once this variable is set, the variables NSR_WIZARD_FONT and NSR_WIZARD_FONT_SIZE
will be ignored.
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• Setting the correct pathname for the libraries:
On Solaris, ensure that the environment variable LD_LIBRARY_PATH is set correctly
before the NetWorker Configuration Wizard is started.

To set the variable LD_LIBRARY_PATH correctly, login as user root and enter the
following commands:

pkgparam LGTOclnt BASEDIR this returns the NetWorker
base directory

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=basedir/lib/nsr this sets the pathname

Example:

# pkgparam LGTOclnt BASEDIR
/usr
# export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/lib/nsr
#

Note: If the client software (LGTOclnt package) is not relocated to a nondefault directory
during the NetWorker 7.2 installation, the LD_LIBRARY_PATH variable can remain
unset; however, if the variable is set, the variable value must be /usr/lib/nsr.

Finally, you may start the NetWorker Client Wizard using the command:

# nwwiz &
#

This is the introductional screen of the GUI - due to the default font and size it looks pretty much like
the Windows version:
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2.3.3. Starting the NetWorker Configuration Wizard on Windows

To start the program just double-click the icon on windows or start the program
nwwiz.exe .

The program’s usage of course is the same, no matter whether you use Windows or Solaris.
Surprisingly, even the graphical representation is the same, with some very minor differences:

This makes the explaination easy - as it is easier to incorporate Windows screenshots, i will use
Windows examples for the rest of this chapter.
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2.4. Using the NetWorker Configuration Wizard

In the second screen you will be for asked for which NetWorker Server you want to create the new
client resource.

You may either enter the NetWorker server name directly  ...
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... or you may click on Search ...

... to create a list of all your active NetWorker servers within your subnet:

I have noticed that
this takes some time,
even on a very small
subnet.
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Then simply select a server name from the list (which will make the name appear in the NetWorker
server edit field and click Next > to continue:

In the next window you will be asked which type of NetWorker client you want to create. As you can
see, there is room enough for a long list of different NetWorker client types. However, right now, the
application is only able to create NetWorker client resources which shall perform file backups.

Select NetWorker Filesystem Client (the only client type available) and click Next > to proceed.
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Now you must specifiy the NetWorker client you want to setup:

If you specify a short client name but the client uses a fullly qualified domain name (FQDN), it will
automatically be adjusted. So the usage of short names is allowed:

This works exactly like
selecting the
NetWorker server and
shall not be repeated
again.
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Once the connection has been established, a listener will started on the NetWorker client - it will
remain active until you exit the wizard:

Please keep in mind that there are two versions on Solaris:
nsrcscd the 64bit version
nsrcscd32 the 32bit version

Both versions will be installed with each NetWorker client software package.

nsrcscd is installed
with the NetWorker
client software. This
explains the
dependency i
mentioned already.
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Then next screen depends on the client capabilities.

If the client is capable to perform Windows Volume Shadow Copy Services (VSS), for instance a
Windows 2003 server, you will see this window:

I will come back to this definition later.

For all other NetWorker clients this screen appears where you will be asked whether you want to
configure the client for a complete or for a partial backup:
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In case of a partial backup, you need to specify the save sets. However, for the first time, the
NetWorker Configuration Wizard allows you to complete the Save set list entries by browsing through
the directory tree and selecting the path- or filenames using the point-and-click method (see below):

In this case, i have selected two entire file systems for the client. However you may even select a
single file:

This is the biggest
advantage of the new
wizard - never before
you could generate a
client’s save set list
so easily.
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If you have a client which is VSS capable, you will only see a difference if you select the option
Disable specific VSS writers and/or volumes:

In this case you must of course specify which elements you want to disable.

In the example below, i selected the C: the D: and the E: disks:
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In the next window, you have to specify the Browse and Retentention policy, the Schedule and the
Storage node:

As their specification is nothing unusual, i simply kept the default values.

In the next window, you must assing the client to a Savegroup (here called Backup Group). By
default, the option to add the client to a new group is selected:
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Here is an example for the new group Test which will be automatically started all days at 01:00. This
of course also implies that the wizard is capable to create new savegroups:

If you click on Next > , all configuration parameters will be shown again in a summary window:

If you confirm these settings with Create, the new client (and the group) will be added to the
NetWorker server’s resource database.
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Of course you will receive a confirmation:

You may now exit the program with Finish.

If you select the option Configure another client or device (device ???) the Finish button will change
the function to Repeat and you may start creating another client (here shown for the Solaris wizard):
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Be aware ...

The usage uf the alias localhost is not allowed!

If you want to exit the program, the pending configurations will be lost!
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If you have not specified the environment variable LD_LIBRARY_PATH correctly, you will see
such error message when you try to connect to the client:

In this case, the
program tried to
access the NetWorker
library at the
X-Windows client and
not at the Solaris
host.

One interesting detail: The following resource files will be installed by the wizard on the
NetWorker client:

# ls -l /nsr/res
total 12
drwx------  12 root     other        512 Jan 12 22:17 nsrdb
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other       1088 Jan 12 20:04 nsrla.res
-rwxr-xr-x   1 root     other        238 Jan 12 16:44 nsrwizclnt.res
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        371 Jan 12 16:53 nsrwizcon.res
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other        265 Jan 12 16:44 servers
#
# more /nsr/res/nsrwizclnt.res
Library paths: /usr/lib/nsr/libfsdc.so;
Library versions: 7.2;
Plugin name: NetWorker Filesystem Client;
Plugin type: FSWIZ;
type: Wizard registration file;
resource identifier: 0.1.1.173.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.65.234.139.204.195.214.75.201(1)

#
# more /nsr/res/nsrwizcon.res
               Library paths: /usr/lib/nsr/libfswiz.so;
            Library versions: 7.2;
                 Plugin name: NetWorker Filesystem Client;
                 Plugin type: FSWIZ;
          Registered clients: ultra60;
                        type: Wizard registration file;
         resource identifier:
0.1.3.56.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.65.234.140.29.195.214.75.201(1);

#
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What’s new in NetWorker 7.2 ?

3. Direct File Access with Advanced File Type Devices

What it is
Direct File Access (DFA) is a new mechanism, which right now is only implemented for recover
processes from save sets which have been stored on a UNIX Advanced File Type Device
(AFTD). Instead of using NetWorker traditional mechanisms, the save set can be read directly
using the file system’s capabilities.

How you benefit from it
In general the transfer rate will be faster because overhead caused by the existing NetWorker
data transport mechanism will be avoided.

Please keep in mind that under a lot of circumstances, you may not
become aware of these improvements. The simple reason is that the
existing data transport mechanism is already very fast. Consequently,
you will benefit most from it when you recover very large save sets.

On the other side, DFA will reduce the recover time significantly when
multiple save sets are to be recovered.

How it works
To explain it easily, you may just say: “Using operating system’s and file system’s capabilities,
DFA bypasses NetWorker’s Media Multiplexor Daemon nsrmmd for the AFTD and avoids
unnecessary overhead. To compare the differences, please take a look at the schematics on the
next page.

If the new mechanism fails for whatever reason, NetWorker will automatically switch back
to the ‘old’ data transportation method.

With DFA, any number of recovers can run simultaneously. DFA requires fewer resources.

Because nsrmmd does not move data when DFA is used, it only has to deliver the file name to
the recovery program. Each recover process caches saveset to location mappings in NetWorker’s
tmp/adv_ssids subdirectory. Unix (but not Windows) caches mappings that persist across
processes using symbolic links.
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This is how the data transport works with the existing mechanism:

/adv_file/_AF_readonly
Sub-directory

/adv_file
  Filesystem

nsrd
nsrmmd Write

operations

Read
operations

NetWorker Client

1. The client requests the
recovery

2. nsrmmd reads the save
set file and passes the
data to the recover

program.

nsrmmd

AFTD

/adv_file/_AF_readonly
Sub-directory

/adv_file
  Filesystem

nsrd
nsrmmd Write

operations

Read
operations

NetWorker Client

1. The client requests the
recovery

2. nsrmmd requests the
save set file and passes

the symlink of the file
name to the recover

program.

3. The recover program
opens the file through the
share and reads it directly

from the file system.

AFTD

nsrmmd

And this is how the data transport works with the new DFA access mechanism:

This of course means that in a SAN the storage node will be bypassed during the data transfer.
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How you install it
Everything is inside the NetWorker core product. There is no need to install special software.

How you configure it
There is nothing that needs to be configured. By default the new DFA mechanism will be used
automatically.

What you will see
There is nothing that you will see under ‘normal’ conditions, except for a shorter recovery time.

To see details, you must use the recover program with a higher debug level, at least with debug
level 4. Please have a look at the following nwrecover status:

The first statement indicates a failing DFA recovery due to a missing symbolic link. However, the
second message indicates a successful recovery which can only be possible if the older data
transfer mechanism will be used.
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Notes
Please be aware of the following issues:

• Since filesystems support concurrent access, Direct File Access also enables true
concurrent access to AFTDs. This means that save sets can be recovered simultaneously.

Please keep in mind that this is also possible with the previous NetWorker 7 versions
(see TID 6/2003).

• As clearly stated in the NetWorker 7.2 Release Supplement, right now this will only work if
you start the recover process from the command line.

I am not sure about this statement. If this would be true, the information in the last
page’s screenshot would not be possible.

• Recovery through direct file access is only possible when the files in the filesystem are
accessible under the following conditions:

• Appropriate file permissions are set.
• The filepath of the AFTD must meet these requirments:

- It must be appropriate for the client.
- It must be the same for every client that directly accesses the files.

• The remote filesystem where the AFTD resides is properly mounted or mapped on a
system where the recover program will run.

• Clone recovery cannot make use of direct file access, because recovery of a clone requires
an nsrmmd based device.

• If you define the AFTD for DFA, you usually use shares. In this case you may use the
device’s comment field to define an alternative path.

For instance, if you want to use the same device to be available for UNIX and Windows
(SMB=Server Message Block (Samba)) clients, you may define both pathnames for one
device as follows:

The upper entry
represents the UNIX
pathname, the lower
one the SMB path.
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On the first view, this make the device name looks strange ...

Do not forget that a “backslash“ will be automatically ‘translated’ into a “double backslash“
in the background. So the resource file entry will look like this:

                        type: NSR device;
                        name: /enterprise/hostname/pathname;
                     comment: "\\\\hostname\\pathname";
                 description: ;
                  media type: adv_file;
                     enabled: Yes;
                   read only: No;

   .....

For more details, please also read the NetWorker Administrator’s Guide.
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4. Data Service Agent & Storage Node Support for NDMP Clients

What it is
The Data Service Agent (DSA) is a new method for the Networker server to communitcate with a
client which has no NetWorker software installed. This especially applies to NDMP Networker
clients. However, this is just an example - any other client computer could be used. And of course
this also applies to recoveries.

How you benefit from it
In general, it provides an “any-to-any“ capability:

• Any NetWorker client may deliver data and send it to any NetWorker device
This is especially benefical for NDMP clients as their save sets now can also be sent to
a non-NDMP backup device. Such of course must be attached to a NetWorker storage
node.

• A DSA save set is treated like any other save set
As a logical consequence this means that such save set follows all rules which ave valid
for all other non-NDMP NetWorker save sets.

To explain it, just think about the following issues:
• A DSA save set can go to any non-NDMP NetWorker device

- Tape
- Optical
- Disk

• All ‘traditional’ save set operations may apply
- NDMP save sets may coexist with non-NDMP save sets on one media
- Multiplexing of multiple NDMP save sets is possible
- Backup-to-disk of NDMP save sets is possible
- Cloning, and consequently
- Staging are possible
- Auto media verification is possible

• Consequently, the configuration will be easier
You do not necessarily need special devices and pools to setup (mixed) NDMP backup
scenarios.

• NDMP version compatibility do not matter
As DSA save sets are non-NDMP save sets, features like cloning are possible, no
matter which NDMP level the NDMP filers/devices support.

• There is no NDMP device driver software needed

• NetWorker is automatically ready for future enhancements
As mentioned above, DSA is a mechanism which is ideal for NDMP clients. However,
this is not a limitation (remember the “any-to-any“ principle).

Although these are important enhancements, NetWorker is backward compatible - the traditional
NDMP backup scenarios are still supported.
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How it works
Let me explain the potential NDMP backup solutions.

The oldest and simpliest solution is to connect a tape device directly to the NAS filer to perform
local backups:

TCP/IP

NetWorker Clients
NetWorker Server

.....

SCSI/FC

NAS Filer

Backup
data

Index data

NDMP
Device

TCP/IP

NetWorker Clients
NetWorker Server

.....

NAS Filer

Backup data

Index data

SCSI/FC

NAS Filer

NDMP
Device

Another method may be setup if you have multiple NDMP filers - in such case a central filer could
serve as ‘NDMP storage node’ for all NDMP clients (so-called third-party backup):

Although this should work with any NDMP filer (automatically implied), such
scenarios will have support problems. Of course, no filer manufacturer will support
a scenario with a competitive product.
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TCP/IP
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NetWorker Server

.....

SCSI/FC
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Index data

Storage Node
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Non-NDMP
Device

If you use a NetWorker NDMP driver to ‘create’ a NDMP device, you may send the backup data to
any NetWorker storage node (network backup to a remote NDMP device):

The necessary NDMP drivers are available
- for a UNIX Storage Node from NetWorker’s SnapImage 1.6 software for UNIX
- for a Windows Storage Node from NetWorker SnapImage 2.0 for Windows

And this is how this NDMP backup scenario changes with the new DSA technology - the only
difference is that the data can now be sent to any NetWorker ‘traditional’ (non-NDMP) device:
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In a NDMP/DSA scenario the Data Service Agent works like a translation program - in the data
chain, it works between the NDMP Data Server and the nsrmmd ‘Tape Server’:

Of course, the same principle works in the opposite direction during recoveries.

With respect to the real world, DSA functionality is achieved by two little helpers which belong to
the NetWorker client software:

nsrdsa_save during backups
nsrdsa_revover during recoveries

These programs are not to be started by themselves - they are helpers which are
invoked automatically by the existing NetWorker NDMP programs
nsrndmp_save and nsrndmp_recover. You only have to tell these command
to use DSA via a special option (see Configuration).

Also, please keep in mind that (at least for now) there are no manual pages for
these commands available.

And this is an example how nsrdsa_save is used during a backup. I intentionally omitted the
database daemons on the NerWorker server for better visibility:
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Multiplexing

With NDMP devices, there is no multiplexing allowed - multiple streams may come from any
NDMP client. However, only one stream will be saved at a time.

With DSA and non-NDMP devices, true multiplexing is possible - any client can deliver at
any time. This is now also true for NDMP clients.

This implies that even data from NDMP and non-NDMP may be interleaved which i have not
shown here.
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Cloning

With NDMP devices and at least NDMP version 3 beiing active, cloning can only take place
locally or to another NDMP filer:

With DSA and non-NDMP devices, cloning may take place between all NetWorker devices and
all NetWorker storage nodes (here shown for a local cloning operation). Of course, the data
may even be cloned to another device type and family, as indicated here:
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Do not forget that recoveries from the Advanced File Type Device now may be faster due to
the new Direct File Access mechanism (see last chapter).
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Automatic Staging

With NDMP devices, this is not allowed as a NetWorker (advanced) file type devices can not
be defined as an NDMP device:

With DSA and non-NDMP devices, this is no problem at all:
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Do not forget that recoveries from the Advanced File Type Device now may be faster due to
the new Direct File Access mechanism (see last chapter).
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Dynamic Drive Sharing

You may share a tape drive and define a ‘normal’ and a NDMP drive instance. This will work.
However, you should avoid to mix ‘normal’ with NDMP backups (for example, some
commands like scanner will not work on NDMP save sets). Consequently you need media
from different pools to support this scenario:

With DSA and non-NDMP devices, this is no problem at all - you may even store normal and
NDMP backups on the same media:
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How you install it
Everything is inside the NetWorker core product. There is no need to install special software.

How you configure it
I assume you know how to setup both - a NetWorker scenario for a ‘normal’ storage node for an
NDMP client.

With respect to DSA, there is no real configuration. To activate DSA, you only need to add the
option -M for the nsrndmp_save command.  Please see the examples at then end of this
chapter. And of course, during a recovery, NetWorker always recognizes the method how the
data has been backed up and would automatically invoke the DSA functionality, if required.

What you will see
The process will not change in any way - to see details you must start the programs with the
debug Level 9 which is not recommend due to the huge amount of data it produces.

NDMP save sets created via DSA will be especially marked in the media index - see examples.

Notes
Please be aware of the following issues:

• NetWorker server, client and storage node packages need to be installed to get this
feature. The Data Zone must run NetWorker 7.2.

• Pre-7.2 NetWorker storage nodes are not supported.

• DSA should run on the host where device is attached so that it uses best of NetWorker
technologies such as immediate save.

• If nsrdsa_save is running on the storage node, immediates save technology will be
used. It can not be used if nsrdsa_save is not running on the storage node.

• Direct File Access (DFA) technology for backup-to-disk is currently not available. This is
planned for a future release of NetWorker.

• Known issues
- The NDMP Data Servers should run with NDMP version 2 or higher
- The backup of a SnapImage Data Server is not supported.
- The option -I hostname option is not supported in this release.
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Example 1 - saving NDMP data to a standard file device
As the backup to non-NDMP device is essential for all further operations (staging, cloning etc.)
a good and easy test would be whether the backup to a File Device with the media labeled to the
pool Default will be possible.

In preparation i just created a ‘normal’ file device - for test purposes i prefer them to Advanced
File Tape Devices because i want to avoid irritation caused be the readonly device instance.

The Target sessions
value has not been
changed to 1 as it is
mandatory for a
NDMP device - i left
this value with 4.

The client setup looks
like one for any other
NDMP client - except
for the Backup
command option -M.
It instructs NetWorker
to use the DSA
mechanism.
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Of course it remains a
NDMP client ... which
in this case backs up
to the NetWorker
server (look at the
Storage nodes list).

For test purposes, i
created an extra
Group.

Of course the Save
set entry must match
the filer type’s
requirement.
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Then i started the group - and in fact the NDMP data as well as the non-NDMP data (index and
bootstrap save sets) were sent to the same media. Thanks to DSA.

With respect to
licensing, these are
the ones that you
need to allow this
scenario to work
successfully.
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bash-2.03# savegrp -v -G Filer
netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE           level=incr
01/20/05 00:26:50 savegrp: Run up to 4 clients in parallel
01/20/05 00:26:50 savegrp: netapp:probe                                  started
savefs -s ultra60 -c netapp -g Filer -p -l full -R -m -v -F /vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
01/20/05 00:26:53 savegrp: netapp:probe succeeded.
rcmd localhost, user root: `savefs -s ultra60 -c netapp -g Filer -p -l full -R -m -v -F   //
  /vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE'
nsrexec: authtype
type: NSR client description;
pools supported: Yes;
browse time supported: Yes;
multiple balanced streams supported: Yes;
remote user: root;
groups: other, root, bin, sys, adm, uucp, mail, tty, lp, nuucp, daemon;
arch: sparc;
client OS type: Solaris;
CPU type: sun4u;
CPUs: 1;
kernel arch: sun4u;
machine type: workstation;
MB used: 1579;
NetWorker version: 7.2.Build.172;
OS: SunOS 5.8;
version: 7.2.Build.172;
save set: path=/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE, arg=/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE, level=full, diskno=0, max_sessions=1, //
   stype=save
;
parallelism: 8
netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE    level=full, dn=0, mx=1, vers=ssbrowse, p=4
01/20/05 00:26:53 savegrp: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE               started
nsrndmp_save -M -T dump -s ultra60 -c netapp -g Filer -l full -LL -W 78 -N /vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE   //
  /vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
01/20/05 00:27:13 savegrp: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE succeeded.
  netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database;  //
    performing a full backup

.....

And this is how such backup will report the DSA usage:
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.....
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE rcmd localhost, user root: `nsrndmp_save -M -T dump -s ultra60 -c netapp  //
  -g Filer -l full -LL -W 78 -N /vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE /vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE'
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: Performing backup to Non-NDMP type of device
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrdsa_save: DSA savetime = 1106177214
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrdsa_save: READY : (host, port) = (ultra60, 8476)
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE NDMP save running on 'ultra60'
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_2fh: Reading file /nsr/tmp/FileIndex4075744447/fhfile
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: creating "/vol/vol0/../  //
  snapshot_for_backup.2" snapshot.
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrdsa_save: Performing Immediate save
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: Using subtree dump
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: Date of this level 0 dump: Wed Jan  //
  19 23:19:55 2005.
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: Date of last level 0 dump: the epoch.
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: Dumping /vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE to  //
  NDMP connection
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: mapping (Pass I)[regular files]
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: mapping (Pass II)[directories]
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: estimated 97853 KB.
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: dumping (Pass III) [directories]
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: dumping (Pass IV) [regular files]
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: dumping (Pass V) [ACLs]
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: 98057 KB
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: DUMP IS DONE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: Deleting "/vol/vol0/../  //
  snapshot_for_backup.2" snapshot.

.....
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.....
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrdsa_save: Successfully Done.
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
  netapp: /vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE level=full, 98 MB 00:00:18      2 files
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE completed savetime=1106177214
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: Save session closed with NW server successfully
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: Sorting File History....
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: Sorting File History completed Successfully in 00:00:00 Hours
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: Processing NDMP File History...
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE Processing NDMP File History //
  completed Successfully on 'ultra60' in 00:00:01 Hours
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: Successfully done
01/20/05 00:27:13 savegrp: netapp:index                                  started
save -s ultra60 -S -g Filer -LL -f - -m ultra60 -V -t 1106177056 -l 9 -LL -W 78  //
  -N index:93ae10d4-00000004-41eee079-41eee078-00010000-c3d64bc9 /export/home/nsr/index/netapp
01/20/05 00:27:13 savegrp: netapp:index succeeded.
* netapp:index rcmd localhost, user root: `save -s ultra60 -S -g Filer -LL -f - -m ultra60 -V -t 1106177056  //
  -l 9 -LL -W78 -N index:93ae10d4-00000004-41eee079-41eee078-00010000-c3d64bc9 /export/home/nsr/index/netapp'
* netapp:index save: Saving files modified since Thu Jan 20 00:24:16 2005.
* netapp:index /export/home/nsr/index/netapp/db6/41eeecbe.rec
* netapp:index /export/home/nsr/index/netapp/db6/
* netapp:index /export/home/nsr/index/netapp/
* netapp:index
  ultra60: index:netapp             level=9,         2 KB 00:00:00      3 files
01/20/05 00:27:13 savegrp: ultra60:bootstrap                             started
save -s ultra60 -S -g Filer -LL -f - -m ultra60 -V -l 0 -LL -W 78 -N bootstrap /nsr /nsr/res /nsr/mm
01/20/05 00:27:14 savegrp: ultra60:bootstrap succeeded.
* ultra60:bootstrap rcmd localhost, user root: `save -s ultra60 -S -g Filer -LL -f - -m ultra60 -V -l 0 -LL  //
  -W 78 -N bootstrap /nsr /nsr/res /nsr/mm'
* ultra60:bootstrap /nsr
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrla.res
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/servers
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrwizclnt.res
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrwizcon.res
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/000a0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/00140373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9

.....
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.....
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/09/003b0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/09/00450373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/09/004f0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/09/00590373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/09/001d03ba000000000000000041ed5a8dc3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/09/
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/mm/
* ultra60:bootstrap
  ultra60: bootstrap                level=full,     62 KB 00:00:00    103 files
* ultra60:bootstrap completed savetime=1106177234
01/20/05 00:27:15 savegrp: nsrim run recently, skipping
bash-2.03#

bash-2.03# mminfo -av
 volume        client          date     time        size ssid      fl   lvl name
ultra60.001    ultra60      01/20/05 12:27:14 AM   62 KB 4042190034 cr full bootstrap
ultra60.001    ultra60      01/20/05 12:27:13 AM    2 KB 4058967249 cr    9 index:netapp
ultra60.001    netapp       01/20/05 12:26:54 AM   98 MB 4075744447 cbNs full /vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
ultra60.001    ultra60      01/20/05 12:24:17 AM   58 KB 4092521505 cr full bootstrap
ultra60.001    ultra60      01/20/05 12:24:16 AM  117 KB 4109298720 cr full index:netapp
ultra60.001    netapp       01/20/05 12:23:31 AM  197 MB 4126075891 cbNs full /vol/vol0/cr_unix
bash-2.03#

NDMP save sets will be marked with the letter N - NDMP/DSA save set withh have an additional s character, representing the mminfo flag dsa:
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None of these save set status information is available from the NetWorker Administrator GUI for UNIX ...
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... or from the NetWorker Administrator GUI for Windows ...
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... or from the NetWorker Management Console (NMC).
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Example 2 - multiplexing NDMP save streams
If you specify multiple save sets in the NetWorker client resource, you will see that they can be
backed up to one media simultaneously (if they all will end up in the same pool).

This is also not possible with a NDMP device.
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What’s new in NetWorker 7.2 ?

5. Improved NDMP Index Processing

What it is
During a NDMP backup, the NDMP Data Server sends file index metadata to the NetWorker
Server in XDR (XDR = Extended Data Replication, see TID 14/2002) packets. This information
can reach the NetWorker server in any random order from the backup directory tree being backed
up. This is why you sometimes see effects like the one described in the next page.

Depending on the manufacturer, the NDMP Data Server uses one of two types of file index
information modes:

• Directory or node based information
EMC & NetApp NAS Filers dump
Celestra/SnapImage image

• File based information
EMC tar

To support both methods, the NDMP save program ‘translates’ this information into the format the
NetWorker file index database manager (nsrindexd) will understand.

The improvement for the NDMP index processing is just a new method how to ‘translate’ and sort
the NAS filer’s index data. This is necessary because the operating systems also have some
limitations with respect to to their virtual memory management and segment sizes.

How you benefit from it
The result is a faster file index processing while also saving resources on the NetWorker server .
NDMP file index information is backed up faster now - this saves time and consequently allows to
be prepared to handle more NDMP files more efficiently during a NDMP backup.

How it works
The solution in general does not do anything else but offloading a lot of work from the processor
and RAM to the hard disk - as hard disk data transfers are done by a lot of specialized controller
chips (for example, DMA controllers), this reduces CPU load and frees RAM. In the end, it results
in a faster solution.

For this purpose, NetWorker 7.2 incrementally inserts NDMP file index information into a new,
temporary WISS based B-Tree index database. The helper nsrndmp_2fh tries to finish sorting
the entries along with the backup. nsrdmpix simply reads the temporary WISS database and
commits the file index information for each NDMP client.

This new algorithm and data structure showed improved performance for all NDMP Data Servers
for all NDMP versions.
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sun1 # nsrinfo netapp

scanning client `netapp' for all savetimes from the backup namespace on server sun1
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST7657.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST7658.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST7659.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST7660.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST7661.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002

....
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST7672.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST7673.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST7674.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST7675.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST7676.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST9586.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST9587.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST9588.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST9589.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST9590.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002

.....
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST9613.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST9614.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST9615.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST9616.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST9617.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST8738.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002
/vol/vol0/reinfeld_1/TEST10K/TEST8739.DAT, date=1020790137 Tue May 07 18:48:57 2002

.....

Here is an example for a client file index index which has been created with NetWorker 6:

Here is an
inconsistency in the
filename index ‘log’.

And here is another
one.
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The diagrams on this page show how the file index data will be procossed on its way to the CFI
database. I do not expect anybody to remember them but they are interesting for NetWorker
freaks.

This is the method which was used until NetWorker 7.1:

And this is how the mechanism works since NetWorker 7.2:

File Index 
Database

NAS Filer

File Index SSID/
fhfilensrndmp_2fh

nsrindexd

Temporary File 
Index SSID/

WISS DB

nsrdmpix

nsrdmp_save

File Index 
Database

NAS Filer

2fhfile<pid>
2fhdir<pid>

2fhnode<pid>
nsrndmp_2fh

nsrindexd

File<host>#pid 
Dir<host>#pid

Node<host>#pid

nsrdmpix

nsrdmp_save
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How you install it
Everything is inside the NetWorker core product. There is no need to install special software.

How you configure it
There is nothing that needs to be configured. By default the new algorithm will be used
automatically.

What you will see
First of all, you will see a significant improvement for the time the NDMP index data needs to be
backed up. In fact, the more files are included in the backup, the greater the time save. I could
list some numbers here but this might irritate you as these values of course heavily depend on the
system and your general backup scenario environments. So i only want to state that internal tests
lead to index backup time savings which were more than 75%, sometimes even more than 90%,
compared to the legacy method.

During the NDMP backup, a new directory ...\nsr\tmp.FileIndexssid is created. If you
know how NetWorker’s media index database is structured (see the ..\nsr\mm directory),
this looks very similar. No wonder - it is a WISS database:

After the backup has finished, this directory will be deleted again.

By default the temporary directory is created under /nsr/tmp . You may change the location by
setting the environment variable NSR_NDMP_TMP_DIR=absolute_pathname .

The temporary directory can also be specified in the client’s Application information list:
NSR_NDMP_TMP_DIR=absolute_pathname

If the setting of the environment variable NSR_NDMP_TMP_DIR is different from
the client’s Application information list, the client’s Application information entry
will take precedence.
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....
01/26/05 05:50:57 nsrd: savegroup info: starting  netapp (with 1 client(s))
01/26/05 05:51:00 nsrd: savegroup info: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs: No full backups of this save  set were  //
  found in the media database; performing a full backup
               administrator: True;
     application information: HIST=y;
                  auth index: netapp;
       auth index name space: backup, 1;
                  auth level: full;
                   auth mode: save;
                 auth server: test2003;
                 auth ssname: /vol/vol0/cr_ntfs;
            auth ssname long: /vol/vol0/cr_ntfs;
                 auth sstime: 1106715063;
          auth sstime 64-bit: 1106715063;
                   client id: ;
                    DSA save: Yes;
                      groups: netapp;
                    hostname: test2003;
                      locale: English_United States.1252;
                   Member of: Users, Administrators;
                    password: ********;
                  privileges: Backup local data, Change security settings,
                              Configure NetWorker, Monitor NetWorker,
                              Operate devices and jukeboxes,
                              Operate NetWorker, Recover local data,
                              Remote access all clients;
               remote access: ;
                 remote user: root;
                   save sets: /vol/vol0/cr_ntfs;
         store index entries: Yes;
                    user SID: S-1-5-18;
                 volume pool: netapp;

.....

In the daemon.log file there are also specific information about the backup time for a NDMP save se as well as detailled information about
the NDMP client configuration:
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.....
01/26/05 05:51:03 nsrd: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs saving to pool 'netapp' (netapp.001)
01/26/05 05:51:05 nsrd: ndmp save notice: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs NDMP save running on 'test2003'
01/26/05 05:56:10 nsrd: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs done saving to pool 'netapp' (netapp.001) 708 MB
01/26/05 05:56:11 nsrd: ndmp save notice: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs Processing NDMP File History on 'test2003'.
01/26/05 05:56:17 nsrd: ndmp save notice: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs Processing NDMP File History  //
  completed Successfully on 'test2003'
01/26/05 05:56:18 nsrd: ndmp save notice: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs NDMP save succeeded on 'test2003'
01/26/05 05:56:18 nsrd: savegroup info: test2003:index:netapp: No full backups of this save set were  //
  found in the media database; performing a full backup
01/26/05 05:56:20 nsrd: test2003:index:netapp saving to pool 'netapp' (netapp.001)
01/26/05 05:56:22 nsrd: test2003:index:netapp done saving to pool 'netapp' (netapp.001) 10 MB
01/26/05 05:56:22 nsrd: test2003:bootstrap saving to pool 'netapp' (netapp.001)
01/26/05 05:56:22 nsrmmdbd: media db is saving its data.  This may take a while.
01/26/05 05:56:22 nsrmmdbd: media db is open for business.
01/26/05 05:56:23 nsrd: test2003:bootstrap done saving to pool 'netapp' (netapp.001) 80 KB
01/26/05 05:56:23 nsrd: savegroup info: Added 'test2003' to the group 'netapp' for bootstrap backup.
01/26/05 05:56:23 nsrd: savegroup notice: netapp completed, total 2 client(s), 0 Hostname(s) Unresolved,  //
  0 Failed, 2 Succeeded.
01/26/05 05:56:23 nsrd: write completion notice: Writing to volume netapp.001 complete
01/26/05 05:56:23 nsrd: index notice: nsrim has finished cross checking the media db .....
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C:\> nsrinfo netapp

.....
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_914.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_913.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_912.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_911.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_910.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_909.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_908.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_891.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_984.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_937.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_936.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_935.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_934.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_933.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_932.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_931.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_930.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_929.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_928.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_927.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_926.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_925.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_924.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_923.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_890.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_889.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_888.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_887.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005
/vol/vol0/cr_ntfs/1000_FILES/TEST_886.DAT, date=1106715553 Wed Jan 26 05:59:13 2005

.....

However, nsrinfo will still report non-continously listed file names:
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Notes
Please be aware of the following issues:

• When the number of files is expected to be 20 million or more, it is recommended to have
at least 256MB of physical memory and 2GB of swap space

• The requirements for the temporary storage are as follows:

2 * (144 + average file name length) * number of entries in the file system

For example, with the average length of file/directory name of 64 bytes and 10 million files,
the indexes file system requires approximately 4GB of space.

• Error messages you might see:

ndmp save notice: molokai:/etc Sorting File History failed
This message indicates that nsrndmp_2fh failed to update the WISS database.

ndmp save notice: molokai:/etc Processing NDMP File History  //
  failed on ‘molokai

This message shows when nsrdmpix failed to update the file index to
nsrindexd

In case one of these messages appears,
- the backup will complete successfully
- the saveset will be marked as recoverable
- and the file index XDR input file is left at FileIndexssid/fhfile

In a support case event, the fhfile can be passed to engineering, when any
unexpected behavior occurs while or after committing the indexes

Creating the file ..\nsr\debug\ndmp_savedbg file will always leave this file
behind.
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6. Improved Firewall Support

What it is
Firewall support enables you to back up remote NetWorker clients and storage nodes  via a
packet filtering firewall. Please find below a typical scenario for such environment:

Until NetWorker 7.1, a rsh (rsh = Remote Shell) like protocol was used to start remote processes.
NetWorker’s protocol (like rsh) would use two ports (one for stdin/stdout and the other for stderr)
per remote process. One of these ports would be a service port (a listening port) on the
NetWorker server while the other would be a connection port (a sending port) on the NetWorker
server.

Unfortunately, the number of service ports, the real critical ports in a firewall scenario, depended
on the number of clients that could be backed up at the same time and the NetWorker server
parallelism. As this is hard to predict and as it changes dynamically during a large backup job, a
network administrator usually had to open more service ports than necessary.

This results in the following problems:
- NetWorker uses many service ports during an automated backup
- The number of service ports that NetWorker uses during an automated backup increases

significantly from the number being used when no automated backups are running
- The number of service ports that NetWorker is using at any point in time is hard to predict
- The exit code of the remote process can not be returned
- This method does not allow future protocol enhancements

In NetWorker 7.2, the internal mechanism has been changed to solve these problems.

How you benefit from it
The most obvious benefit for you is that the number of service ports will remain stable - it will not
vary with the number of backup streams.

NetWorker
Server

Client

Storage
Node

Firewall Firewall

Internet

Intranet DMZ Internet
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How it works
Since NetWorker 7.2 the NetWorker nodes communicate via structured messages using XDR
(called XDR messages protocol for now). For more details about XDR please visit this URL:

http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc1014.html

The combination of the new protocol and the API
- works similar to RPC except it is peer to peer instead of client/server
- supports routing messages from one connection to another
- supports multiple different protocol types including rsh, RPC, XDR messages, and raw stdio

from a child process. This allows multiple different connections using different protocols
in the same select loop.

The XDR messages version of the session channel allows two peers to send synchronous
messages to each other without creating a possible deadlock situation.

The only process that is affected is the communications between nsrexec and nsrexecd.
nsrexec is the helper which automatically starts for each new save set on the NetWorker
Server. Its main task is to monitor activity and watch timeouts.

If you put this new communication method into a diagram, it will most likely look a tunnel for the
communication channel:

The XDR messages protocol will now allow to send un-translated strings from save to the
NetWorker server which is alos a requirement for internationalization enhancements (I18N).
There will no longer be the need to parse the output that may either be meant for a machine or for
the user.

nsrexecdnsrexec

NW Server NW Client

save

stdio

XDR messages session channel
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How you install it
Everything is inside the NetWorker core product. There is no need to install special software.

How you configure it
There is also no need for configuration - the new method will be used automatically.

What you will see
There is nothing to see except for the fact that the number of service ports will remain stable.
You may calculate the number of service ports using the following formula:

Number of Service Ports Number of Service Ports
before NetWorker 7.2 since NetWorker 7.2

Server 2 + 3 + 2T + P + C 2 + 3 + 2T

Storage Node 2 + 2T 2 + 2T

Client 2 2

2 The 2 NetWorker client processes (listener and portmapper) for nsrexecd.

3 The 3 NetWorker server daemons nsrd, nsrindexd, nsrmmdbd
Add an additional port for each NDMP or AlphaStor service.

C The total number of clients that could be backed up at the same time by savegrp

P The value of the NetWorker Server parallelism attribute

T The total number of devices defined - it reflects to the number of active nsrmmd
processes

Notes
Using the –D flag to nsrexec and nsrexecd can be helpful to collect debug information:

- Debug level 1 (–D 1) will cause all errors to be displayed.
There are no debug messages above level 10 for this feature.

- nsrexecd can be started with the –D flag.
You may also change the debug level with the command dbgcommand (see TID 12/2003).

- Running savegrp with the –D flag will cause the nsrexecd command to be started
with the same debug level (except for when the probe is run).
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7. Improvements to the Winworker GUI

What it is
It is nothing else than improving the software for

- better readability
- better functionality
- more Windows feeling

How you benefit from it
Well ... simply look at the following examples.

How it works
Nothing has really changed with respect to the functionality. However, there are some fine
differences which will make the program easier to use. As it is a GUI, what is better to compare
the old and the new appearance and functionality.

Below is a real bad example for the appearance in the old GUI:

Do you really like it at? - Of course it is almost a worst-case example but there is no structure at
all except for the fact that filenames and directories are sorted by their names. But that’s it.
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Even a more simple example still looked confusing - just look at the directory C:\WINDOWS on a
fresh installed Windows 2003 server:

Again - the only
structured information
is available from the
„sort-by-name“
functionality.

As the arrow
indicates, there are
now also column
names available.

And here it comes - the same view in the new NetWorker 7.2 GUI:

On the first view, you already recognize the improvement as files and directories are grouped.
However they are still sorted by their names within the group.
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As usual for a lot of Windows GUIs, you may click on the column name to sort the objects by
ascending or descending order :

Even now, directories and filenames will remain grouped:
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You may probably expect this when you sort by name. However, this separation will remain if you
sort by file size ...

... or by date:

This really improves readability.
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Next, have a look how the backup options will be displayed. With the old GUI you had two places
where little icons appeared left to the file/directory name:

With the new Winworker 7.2 GUI it is a letter in the new column Attributes:
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Of course you may sort by attributes as well ...

... but be aware that when you sort in ascending order, such folders and directories will appear
at the end of their respective groups:

I assume this is simply due to the fact that the ‘space’ character comes first in the list of the
hexadecimal representation of the ASCII characters.
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As you may have noticed already, the tool icons also look different now:

As these icons have
no names, there are
now also „tool tips“
available.

Of course the same is true for the other icons as well, here shown for the Backup window:

Before NetWorker 7.2

Before NetWorker 7.2

Since NetWorker 7.2

Since NetWorker 7.2

As the new icons are smaller, they allow more space for the directory tree.
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If you want to connect to another NetWorker server with the old GUI, this was not an option. In
fact, you had to start winworkr -s server_name from the command line to achieve this:

In the NetWorker 7.2 GUI there is now such command available in the Operation menu - you do
not have to exit the program for this purpose any longer:
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If you want to relocate the files during a recovery, this was possible trough the Recover Options
command. However, you had to know and to enter the pathname as indicated below:

In the NetWorker 7.2. GUI this is still an option. But you may now also click an Browse to open a
Browse window and to select the destination path like in almost all other Windows applications:
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Finally, you may now use the output from the status windows to easily create and file a report.

In the old GUI, you could mark any output line but for no obvious purpose:

In the new GUI you may mark your selection of output lines and open a context menu with a right-
click. In there, the Copy option is available which transfers these lines to the scratch pad:

From there you may paste them into a reporting document using your favorite editor.
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What’s new in NetWorker 7.2 ?

8. DMFASM

What it is
DMFASM is a NetWorker ASM (ASM = Application Specific Module), just another tool for a
specific backup and recovery purpose. If you want to lean more about ASMs in general, please
read the Directives section in the Administrator’s Guide as well as TID 14/2002 and the uasm
manpage.

DFASM is almost undocumented - the only short information i found is stated in
the NetWorker 7.2 uasm manpage (see below).

For more details please also read the DMF Administrator’s Guide as well as the
DMF Release and Installation Guide which you may obtain from
http://techpubs.sgi.com

This is what is what you will find in the uasm manpage:

dmfasm
The dmfasm is used to backup and recover files that are managed by the SGI Data Migration
Facility (DMF). On backup, offline files not recalled. On recover, offline and dual-state files
are recovered as recallable offline files.

DMFASM is an internal NetWorker ASM (it is not a separate executable file) for the backup and
recovery of DMF data files for SGI Irix and SGI ProPack Linux. It is implemented to support SGI’s
DMF solution (DMF = Data Migration Facility), the hierarchical storage management (HSM)
system from SGI.

How you benefit from it
DMFASM allows the backup of migrated DMF files without recalling them. As a consequence

- Backups and recoveries are faster
as only non-migrated files will be backed up completely

- Backups require less storage space
as migrated files will only backed up as a stub.

By the way - this is the same how EMC/Loegato’s DiskXtender 2000 (DX2000) product will work
with all backup software.

How it works
DMFASM simply works like any other NetWorker ASM.
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How you install it
Everything is inside the NetWorker client software for SGI. There is no need to install special
software.

When installing Linux IA64 NetWorker 7.2 on SGI Altix machines, suppression of
dependency-checking might be needed: rpm -i --nodeps *

How you configure it
As usual, you have to specify a NetWorker Directive to activate an ASM otehr than uasm for a
backup. As usual, during recoveries, NetWorker will automatically recognize the ASM that was
used to create this save set and will start using this ASM as well, now in the opposite direction.

Examples for DFASM directives:

- As global directive (as a NetWorker Directive resource):
<< /dmfdir >>

+dmfasm : * .?*

- As local directive (stored locally in the file .../dmfdir/.nsr on the NetWorker SGI
client:

+dmfasm : * .?*

where dmfdir is a directory on the DMF filesystem. If for example the DMF filesystem is
mounted on /dmfmnt, dmfdir can be directories such as dmfmnt/dir,
dmfmnt/user1/workdir, or dmfmnt itself.

What you will see
This is the difference you will see for the original files:

# dmls -l
total 2720
-rw-r--r--    1 root     sys       694822 Oct  6 16:26 (DUL) test1.txt
-rw-r--r--    1 root     sys       694822 Oct  6 16:57 (OFL) test2.txt
-rw-r--r--    1 root     sys       694822 Oct  6 16:58 (REG) test3.txt

Note that both files, test1.txt and test2.txt are migrated files: test1.txt is dual state
(with online data), test2.txt is offline (file stub only).

For the recovered files, you will see this:
# dmls -l
total 1360
-rw-r--r--    1 root     sys       694822 Oct  6 16:26 (OFL) test1.txt
-rw-r--r--    1 root     sys       694822 Oct  6 16:57 (OFL) test2.txt
-rw-r--r--    1 root     sys       694822 Oct  6 16:58 (REG) test3.txt

After recovery both files, test1.txt and test2.txt become offline files. Comparing them
with the original files using utilities such as diff or cksum will trigger the recall of the files and
will indicate that they are identical to the original files.
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Notes
Do not forget:

- Backups with DMFASM work only inside a DMF filesystem.

- To backup or recover DMF filesystems, you need root privileges.

- Migrated DMF files are recovered as DMF offline files (i.e., file stubs).
They cannot be relocated outside of a DMF filesystem.

- Non-migrated files are recovered as regular files.

9. The new Device Configuration Wizard

Since i issued TID 1/2005, Legato has released the second part of the NetWorker Configuration
Wizard - this version now also supports device configurations.

If you want to download the software, you might be confused because there are now 3 versions
available from the web:

- The previous NetWorker 7.2 version which only included the Client Configuration Wizard
- The new version which includes the Device and the Client Configuration Wizard
- Only the Device Configuration Wizard to complete the previous NetWorker version

So please pay close attention what you download the files from here (you may of course also go
directly to the directory on the FTP server where the links point to and browse through its files).
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9.1. Installing the NetWorker Device Configuration Wizard on UNIX

As usual i would like to show this for the Solaris operating system.

Please download the appropropriate version for your operation system:

nw72_ncw10_solaris_32.tar.gz NetWorker 7.2 for Solaris 32-bit
nw72_wcw10_solaris_64.tar.gz NetWorker 7.2 for Solaris 64-bit

Once you have downloaded the software, you have to uncompress and un-tar it. Here the example
for the 64-bit version:

bash-2.03# gunzip nw72_ncw10_solaris_64.tar.gz
bash-2.03# tar xf nw72_wcw10_solaris_64.tar
bash-2.03#

If you now look at the available software packages there is a new one available:

bash-2.03# ls -l
total 22
drwxr-xr-x   5 root     20           512 Dec 22 15:30 LGTOclnt
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     20           512 Dec 22 15:30 LGTOdrvr
drwxr-xr-x   5 root     20           512 Dec 22 15:30 LGTOlicm
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     20           512 Dec 22 15:30 LGTOman
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     20           512 Dec 22 15:30 LGTOnode
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     20           512 Dec 22 15:30 LGTOserv
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     20           512 Dec 22 15:30 LGTOwiz
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     20           512 Dec 22 15:30 LGTOwizd
-rw-r--r--   1 root     root        2228 Jan 11 21:25 README
bash-2.03#

LGTOwizd represents the new NetWorker Device Configuration Wizard software. As the ‘old’
wizard software still exists and all other packages were already installed i just added/installed the last
package (see next page).
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bash-2.03# pwd /software/networker/720_64
/software/networker/720_64
bash-2.03# pkgadd -d . LGTOwizd

Processing package instance <LGTOwizd> from </software/networker/720_64>

NetWorker Device Configuration Wizard 1.0
(sparc) rb_nw_7_2_crystal.Build.45
Copyright (c) 1990-2004, LEGATO Software, a division of EMC.
## Executing checkinstall script.
Using </usr> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.

Do you want to continue with the installation of <LGTOwizd> [y,n,?] y

Installing NetWorker Device Configuration Wizard 1.0 as <LGTOwizd>

## Installing part 1 of 1.
/usr/lib/nsr/libdcwiz.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libdcwizgui.so
/usr/sbin/dcwtest
[ verifying class <none> ]
/usr/share/man/man1m/dcwtest.1m
[ verifying class <manclass> ]
## Executing postinstall script.
Updating catman database. Running /bin/catman -w 1m

Installation of <LGTOwizd> was successful.
bash-2.03#

As you can see, the package is very small - it only consists of three files and one describing
manpage.

Do not forget - right now no manual exists for the Configuration Wizards -
the only information you may get is from the installed manpages which do
exist for the UNIX versions only, of course.
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9.2. Installing the NetWorker Device Configuration Wizard on Windows

If you have downloaded the software, you first have to uncompress it. For the ‘usual’ 32bit version
this will result in two installation programs:

nw72_ncw10_win_x86.exe the downloaded software - it will self-extract into

nw72_win_x86.exe the NetWorker 7.2 software
nwwiz10_win_x86.exe the NetWorker 1.0 Configuration Wizard software
nwwizd10_win_x86.exe the NetWorker 1.0 Configuration Wizard software

To install the NetWorker Device Configuration Wizard, just start the program
nwwizd10_win_x86.exe. The installation runs by itself and is done in a few seconds. Of course
you must the NetWorker client and the previous Configuration Wizard software installed host - if not,
you will receive this error, for example:

There is no new icon, just the one for the NetWorker Configuration Wizard program (nwwiz.exe):

This points to the fact
that the wizard now
serves both, the client
and the device
configuration task.
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9.3. Starting the NetWorker Configuration Wizard

9.3.1. General

Be aware that general NetWorker rules also apply to this new program:

• Do not forget that, although you may run the program from any client, you must have the
proper rights to change the NetWorker data zone’s configuration which is finally stored in the
resource database at the NetWorker server.

The easiest way to achieve this is by adding your account to the NetWorker’s administrator’s
list. Since NetWorker 7.0 you may also refine the by using the NetWorker User Groups
resource.

However, do not forget that to add new user groups you must have an Access
Enabler in place. Additionally, you can only create new usergroups via one of
the following methods

- via nsradmin  (Windows and UNIX/Linux)
- via nwadmin for Windows  (only in the Expanded Server Resources view

via the menu Resources  -  Create ...
- via the NetWorker Management Console (NMC) program

• The hostname of the computer running the wizard must be in the /nsr/res/servers file
on the client computer (or the servers file must be empty or missing).

To avoid having to update the servers file on each client, Legato recommends installing and
running the wizard on the NetWorker server where the resources will be created.

• Search Timeout environment variables
By default, the configuration wizard searches for a maximum of 30 minutes when you click the
Search button on the Specify NetWorker Server or Specify NetWorker Client page. To reduce
this time limit, you may set the following environment variables before you start the wizard:

- NSR_SERVER_SEARCH_TIMEOUT
The maximum number of minutes the wizard searches for NetWorker servers.
For example, to limit the search to five minutes, set this value to 5.

- NSR_CLIENT_SEARCH_TIMEOUT
The maximum number of minutes the wizard searches for NetWorker clients.
For example, to limit the search to 10 minutes, set this value to 10.

When the maximum time is reached, the search operation ends and a partial list of servers
or clients appears in the list box.
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9.3.2. Starting the NetWorker Configuration Wizard on Solaris

Be aware of the following characteristics:

• Environment variables for changing the font type and size
By default on Solaris, the font type and size used in the configuration wizard are not
controlled by the Window Manager. The default font is set to Arial 9pt.

You may change the font type and size for the wizard by setting the environment variables:

- NSR_WIZARD_FONT

- NSR_WIZARD_FONT_SIZE

For example, to set the wizard font to Tahoma 10pt, set the environment variables as
follows:

NSR_WIZARD_FONT=tahoma; export NSR_WIZARD_FONT
NSR_WIZARD_FONT_SIZE=10; export NSR_WIZARD_FONT_SIZE

Note: Changing the font type and size might adversely affect the appearance of the wizard
screens.

• Letting the Window Manager control the wizard’s font type and size
To have the Window Manager control the wizard font type and size, set this environment
variable

- NSR_WIZARD_SYSTEM_FONT=true

Once this variable is set, the variables NSR_WIZARD_FONT and NSR_WIZARD_FONT_SIZE
will be ignored.

• Setting the correct pathname for the libraries:
On Solaris, ensure that the environment variable LD_LIBRARY_PATH is set correctly
before the NetWorker Configuration Wizard is started.

To set the variable LD_LIBRARY_PATH correctly, login as user root and enter the
following commands:

pkgparam LGTOclnt BASEDIR this returns the NetWorker
base directory

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=basedir/lib/nsr this sets the pathname

Example:

# pkgparam LGTOclnt BASEDIR
/usr
# export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/lib/nsr
#

Note: If the client software (LGTOclnt package) is not relocated to a nondefault directory
during the NetWorker 7.2 installation, the LD_LIBRARY_PATH variable can remain
unset; however, if the variable is set, the variable value must be /usr/lib/nsr.
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Finally, you may start the NetWorker Client Wizard using the command:

# nwwiz &
#

This is the introductional screen of the GUI - due to the default font and size it looks pretty much like
the Windows version:
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9.3.3. Starting the NetWorker Configuration Wizard on Windows

To start the program just double-click the icon on windows or start the program
nwwiz.exe .

The program’s usage of course is the same, no matter whether you use Windows or Solaris.
Surprisingly, even the graphical representation is the same, with some very minor differences:

This makes the explaination easy - as it is easier to incorporate Windows screenshots, i will use
again Windows examples for the rest of this chapter.
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In the second screen you will be for asked for which NetWorker server you want to create a new
resource:

You may either enter the NetWorker server name directly or search for it. As i have explained both
methods in chapter 1 already, i do not want to repeat them again.
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In this chapter i want to concentrate on the Device resource. Please select this option and click
Next > to proceed:

9.4. Using the NetWorker Device Configuration Wizard

The next window is the first one which differs from the previous version. Here you need to select
whether you want to configure a NetWorker client or a device. The option Client resource is
preselected by default:

As an example i want to explain the program’s usage with a simple jukebox directly connected to the
NetWorker server.
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In this screen you must first select the NetWorker storage node where you want to add the device.
You may either do this from the list or enter another one by IP address or hostname.

The wizard is also capable to only edit existing devices. For this purpose you must select the option
Skip this step ... at the bottom of the window. Then click Next > to proceed:

The software now queries the SCSI/FC busses at the storage node for available peripherals - it does
not do anything else but a running the inquire command in the background. This may of course
take longer. You will not see any ‘feedback’ during this period.

Finally, it displays the detected devices. If an autochanger has been found, you may click on the
entry and browse through his installed devices as shown here:

You do not receive
any other message
saying „devices
found“ or similar. If
you added more
jukebox devices and
do not browse
through them, you
may not even become
aware that these have
been found.
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You may now select a device and klick an Next > to refine the configuration, for example to add
more pathnames in a DDS environment. However, i do not want to explain this any further. Any
experienced user should know about it.

It is now good to test the jubox devices. To do this, please select the jukebox entry and click Next >
again:

But first you may change the default name for the jukebox. Choose the option Specify a new name...
and continue with Next > :
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Enter the self-describing name for the jukebox and click OK:

This will lead you to a screen where you can select a specific device for editing (jbedit) and later
for test/label purposes.

Now you will see the message about the successful configuration!
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In this case there is nothing i want to edit:

This window reminds me at the NetWorker Administrator/Windows GUI where you inventory and/or
label your jukebox media. Select a device ...
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... and a media and start the test with Next > :

If all is o.k. the media will be labeled. Of course, if it is a valid NetWorker tape, you will be asked for
a confirmation to allow overwriting:

Please note the
appearance of the file
devices which have
already been
configured.
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You should see the new volume name in the Slots window:

You may of course select another device and/or media combination for tests or just choose Skip this
step and click on Next > to finalize the job:

If you do not select Configure another client or device and click Finish, the program will end.
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However, if you select this option and click Repeat you may start another configuration cycle. Before
you enter it, you may even change to another NetWorker server from here:

Be aware ...
Finally, i would like to share some experiences i have encountered when i worked with this wizard.

• The fact that no device could be found does not necessarily mean that there are none installed
devices - this message also pops up if there are no more unconfigured NetWorker devices:
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• If new devices could not be found, the next window will give you some useful tips for
troubleshooting:

• Make sure that your hardware is installed and ready before you start the program. If not, you
may not be able to proceed due to the autodetection feature.

• On Windows you may of course scan for new devices, but this might also create a new
problem which at least since NetWorker 7.2 is now reported very clearly:

C:\>inquire -cl

-l flag found: searching all LUNs, which may take over 10 minutes per adapter
        for some fibre channel adapters.  Please be patient.

  Inquire cannot be run when there are one or more devices enabled for
  Microsoft Removable Storage.

C:\>

Be aware that re-scanning your hardware may re-enable the RSM service.
And obviously, Legato does not support the coexistence of RSM and
NetWorker services any longer.
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• No matter whether you run the program locally or remotely, you must of course have the
proper rights to change the configuration within your NetWorker Data Zone. But you are lucky -
this will now be checked already when you try to connect to the NetWorker server, not after all
configuration steps have been made:

• And of course the necessary programs (nsrexecd in this case) must all be up and running:
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What’s new in NetWorker 7.3 ?  (1)

1. Overview

Of course you have become aware that the new NetWorker version has been released by the end of
2005. Besides a number of new functionalities, the major change is the implementation of the new
administration GUI. Finally, there is one GUI which is platform-independant. And nwadmin does not
exist any longer.

1.1. New or enhanced features

According to the Release Supplements, the following new features have been introduced with this
release:

For both, NetWorker for UNIX/Linux and Windows

• NetWorker Management Console (NMC) is the only Administration GUI
Finally, after years of discussions and various attempts, there is the same GUI for all
operating systems

• Ability to start the backup & recover GUI from NMC
NMC is the central program from where you access everything

• New Configuration Wizards are available for the enterprise setup
- To set the administrator's password
- To define the Legato® License Manager
- To specify the NMC database backup server
- To add NetWorker servers to the NMC configuration

• New Client Configuration Wizard
This relative new feature (NetWorker 7.2) is now fully integrated in NMC.

• New user interface to administrate devices and media
These tasks are now separated from all other resources.

• The ability to query the save sets from NMC
This is now fully integrated in NMC.

• Improved reporting
NMC has a lot of predefined reports.
For details, please see my NMC 3.0 workshop beginning TID 14/2004.

• Support to backup and recover the NMC database
NetWorker now creates a local client resource to fully integrate this database.

• Integration with EMC® Dantz® Retrospect
This allows the integration and management of Retrospect 7.5 servers from NMC.

• Ability to enable/disable support for hard links
This provides even more flexibility.
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• Ability to enable/disable support for DOS 8.3 filenames
This maintains the compatibility with older filenames.

• Ability to enable/disable scheduled saves for a specific client
You must not necessarily remove a client resource from a group to exclude it from a
scheduled backup.

• Cloning improvements
You may now assign independent retention policies for clones.

• Changes to the retention policy for index save sets
They are now tight to the data save set policies and not to the NetWorker server‘s client
policies any longer.

• Improved security
SSL (Secure Socket Layer) protocols are now used for stronger authentication.

• NetWorker improvements for NAT and DHCP
This is now possible due to the SSL protocol usage.

• Improvement to label write protected media
A changed algorithm now prevents premature deletions of the volume’s media index
entries.

• Direct Access Restore (DAR) is now also supported...
- For SnapImage backups
- For NDMP backups using the Direct Service Agent (DSA) feature

• Capability to recognize EDM media
Such prevents accidental overwrites for such media.

• ACSLS 7.0 support
To support the latest version of this silo control software.

• Advanced File Type Device (AFTD) Improvements
Concurrent recoveries are now supported.
Also (Advanced) File Type Devices can now be defined for Dynamic Drive Sharing.

• Support for the SCSI commands Reserve Unit/Release Unit
This has been a long awaited software support for this legacy SCSI command.

• Improvements to the scanner command
The new option scanner -z limits the operation to the current volume if a save set
spans multiple media.
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For the NetWorker for UNIX/Linux

• Ability to start save set recover from the nwrecover GUI
As nwadmin does not exist any more, the access to this function had to be moved to
another GUI. Now it is in the right place.

• Support for international filenames in the Client File Index
Unicode is now supported. Assuming the correct local environment, all filenames should
be browsable now.

• Improvements to nsr_shutdown
This script has completely been rewritten to improve flexibility

• nsrjb -N is no longer supported
It is not necessary any longer

• Compatibility
Support has been added for

- Veritas Volume Management Software on HP-UX MC Service Guard
- Solaris 10
- LTO-3 tape devices

For the NetWorker for Windows

• Direct File Access for Advanced File Type Devices
So far this feature has exclusively been available for NetWorker for UNIX

• Support for EMC® FullTime AutoStart (FTAS)
NetWorker now supports backup and recovery operations in an EMC Fulltime Autostart
environment on Windows.

• Increased device support for scanner and nsrjb
This is necessary to accomodate CLARIION® disk libraries
Now 2048 instead of 256 devices are supported
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Undocumented features
The following changes are not mentioned in the Release notes. However, if you need to
understand NetWorker, some of the changes are essential and need more explanation.

• New packaging
The NetWorker Driver package does not exist any longer. The programs will now be
installed with the Storage Node software.

• New daemon nsrjobd
It supports and monitors automatic backup processes. It works on savegrp, savefs,
and save processes.
Along with this change there is the new job database /nsr/res/nsrjobdb.

• New resource database for the client configurations
The client specific resource file nsrla.res will be converted to another new resource
database /nsr/res/nsrladb.

• New directory /nsr/run for UNIX/Linux hosts
This directory contains temporary files to support the new nsr_shutdown script.

• nsrexecd only lives as one process on UNIX/Linux
Previously, there were two dependent daemons running on such systems.

• nsrexecd must now run to support other functionalities
For example, to support remote administration processes

• Client file index files are now grouped in subdirectories
This is to avoid a huge flat CFI directory structure.

• New parameter for Device: Max. sessions
It limits the number of streams for this device.

• New parameter for Pool: Max. parallelism
It limits the number of streams per device when saving to this pool.

• New parameter for Client: Recover Storage Nodes list
It allows to define a prefered node list for recoveries.

• True data encryption is available now
Data from a lost media can not be recovered any longer without a key. This is optimal
security for the backup media.

• Mailhost Notifications
New notifications are pre-configured. These are for supported customers only.
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2. Installing the new NetWorker software

2.1. General

As mentioned already the packaging has changed a little bit: the Driver software package has been
removed - it is now part of the Storage Node software.

This is the old NetWorker packaging scheme -
it only lists the NetWorker modules:

- Manual Pages and
- License Manager

do not add anything to the
NetWorker functionality at all

Due to dependencies you had to install
the pyramide bottom-up (well, you better
always build from the basement ;-)

Please also be aware that the Driver
software package does not exist for all
operating systems as other mechanism
can provide this functionality.

In principle, nothing really changed with the new NetWorker 7.3 software:

- Manual Pages and
- License Manager

still exists, as well as the software dependencies.

The NetWorker Administrator software
(nwadmin) which was part of the
NetWorker client package, has now been
removed. Instead, the optional NetWorker
Management Console (NMC) software
can be installed.

NMC must only be installed on one
computer in the enterprise. If you have
only one NetWorker server, then a local
installation is preferred as this will
result in only one machine which keeps
all the databases.

To administer from a remote host, you must only install a compatible web browser and the Java
Runtime Environment (JRE) software which is also delivered with the NetWorker software.

Server
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*) if available
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Please keep in mind that a full installation now needs much more space on
your hard drive - almost 1 GB should be available.

As media kits will only be released once per quarter, the NetWorker 7.3 software could only be
obtained from the web server in the past.

2.2. Updating an existing NetWorker Data Zone

This is ‘business as usual’. Please proceed as follows:

• Read the Release Notes Compatibility Guides and the Installation Giude to avoid problems.

• Add the Update Enabler.
Such is mandatory as your server will be disabled if it is not present.
To check the license code, i recommend to install it already at this point in time.
It should appear as „Update/8“ enabler with any prior version to NetWorker 7.3.

• Begin the software installation at your NetWorker server.
- De-install the NetWorker software.

This uninstalls the program files but leaves all databases behind.
- Install the new software.

All existing databases will be recognized and converted, if needed.
Also the new databases will be created automatically in the background.

• Now continue with the storage nodes and clients.

However, the following pages in this chapter will describe a fresh installation of the NetWorker server
software, along with NMC and the Legato License Manager.
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2.3. Installing the NetWorker 7.3 server on Solaris

The downloaded file is almost 300 MB in size:

# ls -l
total 579776
-rw-r—r—   1 root     other    296688818 Jan  7 15:26 nw73_solaris_64.tar.gz
#

After unzipping, the resulting file needs about 500 MB of space:

# gunzip nw73_solaris_64.tar.gz
#
# ls -l
total 920224
-rw-r—r—   1 root     other    470906880 Jan  7 15:26 nw73_solaris_64.tar
#
170936      88  170848     1%    /var/run

Do not forget: Both files must co-exist for a moment - this is almost 800 MB!

The next step is to un-tar the file:

# tar xvf nw73_solaris_64.tar
x LGTOclnt, 0 bytes, 0 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/pkgmap, 5275 bytes, 11 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/pkginfo, 245 bytes, 1 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/root, 0 bytes, 0 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/root/usr, 0 bytes, 0 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/root/usr/openwin, 0 bytes, 0 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/root/usr/openwin/lib, 0 bytes, 0 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/root/usr/openwin/lib/app-defaults, 0 bytes, 0 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/root/usr/openwin/lib/app-defaults/Networker, 70117 bytes, 137 tape

blocks
x LGTOclnt/reloc, 0 bytes, 0 tape blocks

.....
x LGTOserv/reloc/sbin/oldmmdbasm, 524736 bytes, 1025 tape blocks
x LGTOserv/reloc/sbin/savegrp, 1497840 bytes, 2926 tape blocks
x LGTOserv/reloc/sbin/v5xindexasm, 1212540 bytes, 2369 tape blocks
x LGTOserv/reloc/sbin/v5xmmdbasm, 1270572 bytes, 2482 tape blocks
x j2re-1_4_2_09-solaris-sparc.sh, 14802723 bytes, 28912 tape blocks
#
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After that process, the software uses another 500 MB with 150 for JRE alone.

# ls -l
total 949164
drwxr-xr-x   5 root     20           512 Dec 15 13:17 LGTOclnt
drwxr-xr-x   5 root     20           512 Dec 15 13:17 LGTOlicm
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     20           512 Dec 15 13:17 LGTOman
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     20           512 Dec 15 13:17 LGTOnmc
drwxr-xr-x   5 root     20           512 Dec 15 13:17 LGTOnode
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     20           512 Dec 15 13:17 LGTOserv
-rwxr—r—   1 root     20       14802723 Oct 28 21:18  //
  j2re-1_4_2_09-solaris-sparc.sh
-rw-r—r—   1 root     other    470906880 Jan  7 15:26 nw73_solaris_64.tar
#

You should always install the Java software before you install or update NetWorker - this will make
sure that all programs will be in place when they are needed. The following pages show the installation
process in detail.
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# cd /usr/local
#
#
# chmod +x /software/NW/730/j2re-1_4_2_09-solaris-sparc.sh
#
#
# /software/NW/730/j2re-1_4_2_09-solaris-sparc.sh
             Sun Microsystems, Inc.
          Binary Code License Agreement
                  for the
JAVATM 2 RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT (J2RE), STANDARD EDITION,
              VERSION 1.4.2_X

SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC. (“SUN”) IS WILLING TO LICENSE THE
SOFTWARE IDENTIFIED BELOW TO YOU ONLY UPON THE CONDITION
THAT YOU ACCEPT ALL OF THE TERMS CONTAINED IN THIS BINARY
CODE LICENSE AGREEMENT AND SUPPLEMENTAL LICENSE TERMS
(COLLECTIVELY “AGREEMENT”).  PLEASE READ THE AGREEMENT
CAREFULLY.  BY DOWNLOADING OR INSTALLING THIS SOFTWARE, YOU
ACCEPT THE TERMS OF THE AGREEMENT. INDICATE ACCEPTANCE BY
SELECTING THE “ACCEPT” BUTTON AT THE BOTTOM OF THE
AGREEMENT. IF YOU ARE NOT WILLING TO BE BOUND BY ALL THE
TERMS, SELECT THE “DECLINE” BUTTON AT THE BOTTOM OF THE
AGREEMENT AND THE DOWNLOAD OR INSTALL PROCESS WILL NOT
CONTINUE.

.....
Do you agree to the above license terms? [yes or no]
y
Unpacking...
Checksumming...
0
0
Extracting...
Archive:  ./install.sfx.1831
   creating: j2re1.4.2_09/
   creating: j2re1.4.2_09/bin/
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/bin/java
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/bin/ControlPanel
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/bin/java_vm

.....
 creating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/splash.jpg
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/miniSplash.jpg
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/copyright.jpg
  .....
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/messages_ko.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/messages_sv.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/messages_zh_CN.properties
 extracting: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/sunlogo64x30.gif
Creating j2re1.4.2_09/lib/rt.jar
Creating j2re1.4.2_09/lib/jsse.jar
Creating j2re1.4.2_09/lib/charsets.jar
Creating j2re1.4.2_09/lib/ext/localedata.jar
Creating j2re1.4.2_09/lib/plugin.jar
Creating j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/javaws.jar
Done.
#
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Finally you must perform the following post-installation steps. Be careful as those depend your
operating system.

To my surprise, these changes have been already made.

# NPX_PLUGIN_PATH=/usr/local/j2re1.4.2_09/plugin/sparc/ns4
# export NPX_PLUGIN_PATH
# echo $NPX_PLUGIN_PATH
/usr/local/j2re1.4.2_09/plugin/sparc/ns4
#
# find / -name .mime.types
/.mime.types
#
# find / -name .mailcap
/.mailcap
#
# more /.mime.types
#—Netscape Communications Corporation MIME Information
#Do not delete the above line. It is used to identify the file type.
#mime types added by Netscape Helper
type=application/x-java-jnlp-file desc=”Java Web Start” exts=”jnlp”
#
#
# more /.mailcap
# Java Web Start
application/x-java-jnlp-file; /usr/local/j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/javaws %s
#

You may now start the installation of NetWorker and NMC using Solaris’ pkadd:

# pkgadd -d .

The following packages are available:
  1  LGTOclnt     NetWorker Client
                  (sparc) 7.3.Build.190
  2  LGTOlicm     NetWorker License Manager
                  (sparc) 7.3.Build.190
  3  LGTOman      NetWorker Man Pages
                  (sparc) 7.3.Build.190
  4  LGTOnmc      NetWorker Management Console
                  (sparc) 3.2.Build.190
  5  LGTOnode     NetWorker Storage Node
                  (sparc) 7.3.Build.190
  6  LGTOserv     NetWorker Server
                  (sparc) 7.3.Build.190

Select package(s) you wish to process (or ‘all’ to process
all packages). (default: all) [?,??,q]: 1 2 3 4 5 6

.....
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.....
Processing package instance <LGTOclnt> from </software/NW/730>

NetWorker Client
(sparc) 7.3.Build.190
Copyright (c) 1990-2005, EMC Legato Software
This product includes software developed by the University of
California, Berkeley and its contributors.

To setup NetWorker you need to specify a directory to store various
data files in. For a NetWorker client or storage node the default
directory of /var/nsr is acceptable. However, for a NetWorker server,
this directory can become quite large and should reside on a big enough
file system.

Below is a list of file systems which you might consider:

File system              Free space in KB
/                                 3503755
/export/home                       168189

Enter a NetWorker data directory (default=/var/nsr) [?] /nsr

The NetWorker client restricts access to a select set of NetWorker
servers. Please enter the names of each computer running a NetWorker
server that will back up this computer, one name at a time. If a
computer has more than one network interface, please enter each
interface’s name (one at a time).

Enter a NetWorker server hostname [no more]: ultra51
Enter a NetWorker server hostname [no more]:

Restart NetWorker daemons at end of install? (default=no) [y,n,?] n
## Executing checkinstall script.
Using </usr> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
   7 package pathnames are already properly installed.
## Verifying package dependencies.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.

Do you want to continue with the installation of <LGTOclnt> [y,n,?] y

Installing NetWorker Client as <LGTOclnt>

## Executing preinstall script.
## Installing part 1 of 1.
/usr/bin/fumount
/usr/bin/nsrfile
/usr/bin/nsrib
/usr/bin/nsriba

.....
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.....
/usr/sbin/nsrmm
/usr/sbin/nsrndmp_2fh
/usr/sbin/nsrndmp_clone
/usr/sbin/nsrndmp_recover
/usr/sbin/nsrndmp_save
/usr/sbin/nsrrcopy
/usr/sbin/nsrretrieve
/usr/sbin/nsrstage
/usr/sbin/nsrsup
/usr/sbin/nsrwizreg
/usr/sbin/nsrwreg
/usr/sbin/nwinstcreate
/usr/sbin/preclntsave <symbolic link>
/usr/sbin/pstclntsave <symbolic link>
/usr/sbin/recover <symbolic link>
/usr/sbin/save <symbolic link>
/usr/sbin/savefs
/usr/sbin/savepnpc
/usr/sbin/uasm
[ verifying class <none> ]
## Executing postinstall script.
Creating the /nsr directory structure
Creating the /nsr/res/servers file
Creating NetWorker start/stop scripts
Adding NetWorker entries to /etc/rpc

Installation of <LGTOclnt> was successful.

Processing package instance <LGTOlicm> from </software/NW/730>

NetWorker License Manager
(sparc) 7.3.Build.190
Copyright (c) 1990-2005, EMC Legato Software
This product includes software developed by the University of
California, Berkeley and its contributors.

Restart NetWorker daemons at end of install? (default=no) [y,n,?] n
## Executing checkinstall script.
Using </usr> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
   1 package pathname is already properly installed.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.

.....
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Do you want to continue with the installation of <LGTOlicm> [y,n,?] y

Installing NetWorker License Manager as <LGTOlicm>

## Executing preinstall script.
## Installing part 1 of 1.
/nsr/lic/res/lictype.res
/usr/sbin/lgtolic
/usr/sbin/lgtolmd
[ verifying class <none> ]
## Executing postinstall script.
Adding License Manager entry to /etc/rpc

Installation of <LGTOlicm> was successful.

Processing package instance <LGTOman> from </software/NW/730>

NetWorker Man Pages
(sparc) 7.3.Build.190
Copyright (c) 1990-2005, EMC Legato Software
This product includes software developed by the University of
California, Berkeley and its contributors.

Using </usr> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
   3 package pathnames are already properly installed.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

Installing NetWorker Man Pages as <LGTOman>

## Installing part 1 of 1.
/usr/share/man/man1m/EMASS_silo.1m
/usr/share/man/man1m/IBM_silo.1m

.....
/usr/share/man/man5/pathownerignore.5
/usr/share/man/man5/resource.5
[ verifying class <none> ]

Installation of <LGTOman> was successful.

.....
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.....
Processing package instance <LGTOnmc> from </software/NW/730>

NetWorker Management Console
(sparc) 3.2.Build.190
EMC Legato Software

               Base GST Server(TM) - Release 3.2.Build.190
  Copyright (c) 1990-2005, EMC Legato Software All rights reserved.

    This product includes software developed by the University of
              California, Berkeley, and its contributors.

List of local filesystems and available space:

/                             : 3419430
/export/home                  :  168189

What directory should the LGTOnmc package be installed in [/opt]? <return>

NOTE
====
Install has detected the configuration file of a previous LGTOnmc
package. Install will attempt to read the configuration parameters
in this file and present them as default values where appropriate.
Please modify any value that is incorrect or needs to be changed.

The Command Line Reports feature of this product
requires a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) be
installed on this machine. The JRE version should be
1.4.2 or higher, up to (but not including) 1.5.

Is there a supported JRE already installed on this machine [y]? y

Please specify the directory where JRE is installed? /usr/local/j2re1.4.2_09

What port should the web server use [9000]? <return>

What port should the GST server use [9001]? <return>

What directory should be used for the LGTOnmc database [/lgto_gstdb]? <return>

Where are the NetWorker binaries installed [/usr/sbin]? <return>

Start daemons at end of installation [n]? n
## Executing checkinstall script.
Using </opt> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
   2 package pathnames are already properly installed.
## Verifying package dependencies.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

.....
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This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.

Do you want to continue with the installation of <LGTOnmc> [y,n,?] y

Installing NetWorker Management Console as <LGTOnmc>

## Executing preinstall script.
## Installing part 1 of 1.
/opt/LGTOnmc/bin/GST_HA.serv.rtr
/opt/LGTOnmc/bin/gst_ha.cluster
/opt/LGTOnmc/bin/gst_ha.fm_start
/opt/LGTOnmc/bin/gst_ha.fm_stop

.....
/opt/LGTOnmc/web/stats/index.tml
/opt/LGTOnmc/web/stats/notfound.tml
/opt/LGTOnmc/web/warning.gif
[ verifying class <none> ]
## Executing postinstall script.

Creating installation log in /opt/LGTOnmc/logs/install.log.

Performing initialization. Please wait...

Installation successful.

Installation of <LGTOnmc> was successful.
.....

Processing package instance <LGTOnode> from </software/NW/730>

NetWorker Storage Node
(sparc) 7.3.Build.190
Copyright (c) 1990-2005, EMC Legato Software
This product includes software developed by the University of
California, Berkeley and its contributors.

Restart NetWorker daemons at end of install? (default=no) [y,n,?] n
## Executing checkinstall script.
Using </usr> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
   7 package pathnames are already properly installed.
## Verifying package dependencies.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.

Do you want to continue with the installation of <LGTOnode> [y,n,?] y
.....
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Installing NetWorker Storage Node as <LGTOnode>

## Executing preinstall script.
## Installing part 1 of 1.
/usr/kernel/drv/lus.conf
/usr/kernel/drv/op.conf
/usr/kernel/drv/sparcv9/lus
/usr/kernel/drv/sparcv9/op
/usr/lib/nsr/libcdi.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libdmi_api.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libpal-1.3.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libscsi.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libsji.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libsmci.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libstlemass.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libstlibm.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libstlstk.so
/usr/sbin/ascdcode

.....
/usr/sbin/tur
/usr/sbin/writebuf
[ verifying class <none> ]
## Executing postinstall script.
Adding entries to /etc/devlink.tab
lus driver configured and loaded
optical driver configured and loaded

Installation of <LGTOnode> was successful.
.....

Processing package instance <LGTOserv> from </software/NW/730>

NetWorker Server
(sparc) 7.3.Build.190
Copyright (c) 1990-2005, EMC Legato Software
This product includes software developed by the University of
California, Berkeley and its contributors.

Restart NetWorker daemons at end of install? (default=no) [y,n,?] n
## Executing checkinstall script.
Using </usr> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
   3 package pathnames are already properly installed.
## Verifying package dependencies.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.

Do you want to continue with the installation of <LGTOserv> [y,n,?] y
.....
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Installing NetWorker Server as <LGTOserv>

## Executing preinstall script.
## Installing part 1 of 1.
/usr/lib/nsr/networker.fm_start
/usr/lib/nsr/networker.fm_stop
/usr/lib/nsr/networker.start
/usr/lib/nsr/networker.stop
/usr/lib/nsr/networker.validate
/usr/sbin/LGTO.serv.rtr
/usr/sbin/ansrd
/usr/sbin/hadump
/usr/sbin/hagentd
/usr/sbin/haprune
/usr/sbin/mmrecov
/usr/sbin/nsraddadmin
/usr/sbin/nsrcap
/usr/sbin/nsrcat
/usr/sbin/nsrck
/usr/sbin/nsrd
/usr/sbin/nsrim
/usr/sbin/nsrindexasm
/usr/sbin/nsrindexd
/usr/sbin/nsrjobd
/usr/sbin/nsrlic
/usr/sbin/nsrlmc
/usr/sbin/nsrls
/usr/sbin/nsrmmdbasm
/usr/sbin/nsrmmdbd

.....
/usr/sbin/oldmmdbasm
/usr/sbin/savegrp
/usr/sbin/v5xindexasm
/usr/sbin/v5xmmdbasm
[ verifying class <none> ]
## Executing postinstall script.
Adding entry for NetWorker to /etc/syslog.conf
Restarting the syslog daemon

Installation of <LGTOserv> was successful.

The following packages are available:
  1  LGTOclnt     NetWorker Client
                  (sparc) 7.3.Build.190
  2  LGTOlicm     NetWorker License Manager
                  (sparc) 7.3.Build.190
  3  LGTOman      NetWorker Man Pages
                  (sparc) 7.3.Build.190
  4  LGTOnmc      NetWorker Management Console
                  (sparc) 3.2.Build.190
  5  LGTOnode     NetWorker Storage Node
                  (sparc) 7.3.Build.190
  6  LGTOserv     NetWorker Server
                  (sparc) 7.3.Build.190

Select package(s) you wish to process (or ‘all’ to process
all packages). (default: all) [?,??,q]: q
#
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After the installation you may now start ond stop the NetWorker daemons as usual:

# /etc/init.d/networker start
#
# ps -ef | grep nsr
    root  2227     1  0 16:47:38 ?        0:01 /usr/sbin/lgtolmd -p /nsr/lic -n 1
    root  2243  2230  0 16:47:43 ?        0:01 /usr/sbin/nsrmmdbd
    root  2244  2230  0 16:47:45 ?        0:01 /usr/sbin/nsrindexd
    root  2245  2230  0 16:47:47 ?        0:01 /usr/sbin/nsrjobd
    root  2262  1807  0 16:49:01 pts/10   0:00 grep nsr
    root  2230     1  0 16:47:39 ?        0:01 /usr/sbin/nsrd
    root  2224     1  1 16:47:32 ?        0:06 /usr/sbin/nsrexecd
#
# nsr_shutdown
Stopping service: lgtolmd (2227)
Stopping service: nsrd (2230)
Service nsrd (2230) shutdown.
Service lgtolmd (2271) shutdown.
Stopping service: nsrexecd (248)
Service nsrexecd (2224) shutdown.
#

Here you can see a first differences:
- There is only one instance of the nsrexecd daemon.
- The new nsrjobd is started by the server daemon.
- When stopping NetWorker, the daemon name is shown along with its PID.

This is is obviously due to the new nsr_shutdown script.

Of course you may also start the daemons manually ...

# nsrexecd
# nsrd
# ps -ef | grep nsr
    root   615   613  1 08:57:48 ?        0:00 /usr/sbin/nsrindexd
    root   608     1  3 08:57:40 ?        0:01 nsrd
    root   614   608  2 08:57:45 ?        0:01 /usr/sbin/nsrjobd
    root   613   608  3 08:57:43 ?        0:01 /usr/sbin/nsrindexd
    root   617   369  0 08:57:48 pts/2    0:00 grep nsr
    root   606     1  1 08:57:36 ?        0:01 nsrexecd
    root   612   608  3 08:57:41 ?        0:01 /usr/sbin/nsrmmdbd
#
# nsr_shutdown -q
#

But in this case you have to maintain the right order:

# nsrd
01/15/06 09:06:28 nsrd: RAP error: Service not available.

01/15/06 09:06:28 nsrd: Failed to get port range from local nsrexecd:  //
  Service not available.

01/15/06 09:06:28 nsrd: nsrexecd is unavailable, cannot start.
#
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And this is the NetWorker 7.3 networker script:

# cat /etc/init.d/networker
#!/bin/sh

NSREXECD=/usr/sbin/nsrexecd
LGTOLMD=/usr/sbin/lgtolmd
NSRD=/usr/sbin/nsrd
NSR_SHUTDOWN=/usr/sbin/nsr_shutdown
CLUSTER=/usr/sbin/NetWorker.clustersvr
NSRWIZRES=/usr/sbin/nsrwreg
PKG_INSTALL_ROOT=

case $1 in
‘start’)
(echo ‘starting NetWorker daemons:’) > /dev/console
if [ -x “${NSREXECD}” ]; then
        if [ -f “${CLUSTER}” ]; then
                if [ -f “${PKG_INSTALL_ROOT}/nsr.NetWorker.local” -o   //
                   -h “${PKG_INSTALL_ROOT}/nsr.NetWorker.locn
                        if [ -h “${PKG_INSTALL_ROOT}/nsr” ]; then
                                rm -f ${PKG_INSTALL_ROOT}/nsr
                                ln -s ${PKG_INSTALL_ROOT}/nsr.NetWorker.local  //
                                  ${PKG_INSTALL_ROOT}/nsr
                        fi
                fi
        fi
        (${NSREXECD}) > /dev/console 2>&1
        (echo ‘ nsrexecd’) > /dev/console
fi

if [ -x “${LGTOLMD}” ]; then
        (${LGTOLMD} -p /nsr/lic -n 1) > /dev/console 2>&1
        (echo ‘ lgtolmd’) > /dev/console
fi
if [ -x “${NSRD}” -a ! -f “${CLUSTER}” ]; then
        (${NSRD}) > /dev/console 2>&1
        (echo ‘ nsrd’) > /dev/console
fi
if [ -x “${NSRWIZRES}” ]; then
        (${NSRWIZRES}) > /dev/console 2>&1
fi
;;
‘stop’)
(echo ‘stopping NetWorker daemons:’) > /dev/console
if [ -x “${NSR_SHUTDOWN}” ]; then
        (${NSR_SHUTDOWN} -q) > /dev/console 2>&1
        (echo ‘ nsr_shutdown -q’) > /dev/console
fi
;;
*)
echo “usage: `basename $0` {start|stop}”
;;
esac
bash-2.03#
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What’s new in NetWorker 7.3 ?  (2)

2.4. Installing the NetWorker 7.3 server on Linux

Of course you must logon as root user to be able to do perform all step.

Although this NetWorker version is not supported on SUSE81 Linux, the
installation is not a problem. It just proves again that ‘supported‘ only means
‘tested and approved‘.

The downloaded file is almost 280 MB in size:

# cd /software/networker/730
#
# ls -l
total 269431
drwxr-xr-x    2 root     root           88 Jan  7 20:13 .
drwxr-xr-x    4 root     root          128 Jan  7 20:58 ..
-rw-r--r--    1 root     root     275627039 Dec 15 04:29 mnw73_linux_x86.tar.gz
#

After unzipping, the resulting file has about the same size:

# gunzip nw73_linux_x86.tar.gz
# ls -l
total 270496
drwxr-xr-x    2 root     root           88 Jan  7 21:02 .
drwxr-xr-x    4 root     root          128 Jan  7 20:58 ..
-rw-r--r--    1 root     root     276715520 Dec 15 04:29 mnw73_linux_x86.tar
#

Do not forget: Both files must co-exist for a moment - this is almost 560 MB!

The next step is to un-tar the file:

# tar xvf nw73_linux_x86.tar
j2re-1_4_2_09-linux-i586.bin
lgtoclnt-7.3-1.i686.rpm
lgtolicm-7.3-1.i686.rpm
lgtoman-7.3-1.i686.rpm
lgtonmc-3.2-1.i686.rpm
lgtonode-7.3-1.i686.rpm
lgtoserv-7.3-1.i686.rpm
#
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After that process, the software uses another 306 MB.

# ls -l
total 540998
drwxr-xr-x    2 root     root          376 Jan  7 21:06 .
drwxr-xr-x    4 root     root          128 Jan  7 20:58 ..
-rwxr—r—    1 root     cdrom    14411078 Oct 28 21:18   //
  j2re-1_4_2_09-linux-i586.bin
-rw-rw-r—    1 root     cdrom    28106978 Dec 15 12:01 lgtoclnt-7.3-1.i686.rpm
-rw-rw-r—    1 root     cdrom      895470 Dec 15 12:02 lgtolicm-7.3-1.i686.rpm
-rw-rw-r—    1 root     cdrom      350586 Dec 15 12:03 lgtoman-7.3-1.i686.rpm
-rw-r—r—    1 root     cdrom    200772125 Dec 15 12:44 lgtonmc-3.2-1.i686.rpm
-rw-rw-r—    1 root     cdrom    21247139 Dec 15 12:21 lgtonode-7.3-1.i686.rpm
-rw-rw-r—    1 root     cdrom    10924721 Dec 15 12:33 lgtoserv-7.3-1.i686.rpm
-rw-r—r—    1 root     root     276715520 Dec 15 04:29 nw73_linux_x86.tar
#

You should always install the Java software before you install or update NetWorker - this will make
sure that all programs will be in place when they are needed. The following pages show the Java
software installation process in detail.

# cd /usr/local
#
# /software/networker/730/j2re-1_4_2_09-linux-i586.bin
             Sun Microsystems, Inc.
          Binary Code License Agreement
                  for the
JAVATM 2 RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT (J2RE), STANDARD EDITION,
              VERSION 1.4.2_X

SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC. ("SUN") IS WILLING TO LICENSE THE
SOFTWARE IDENTIFIED BELOW TO YOU ONLY UPON THE CONDITION
THAT YOU ACCEPT ALL OF THE TERMS CONTAINED IN THIS BINARY
CODE LICENSE AGREEMENT AND SUPPLEMENTAL LICENSE TERMS
(COLLECTIVELY "AGREEMENT").  PLEASE READ THE AGREEMENT
CAREFULLY.  BY DOWNLOADING OR INSTALLING THIS SOFTWARE, YOU
ACCEPT THE TERMS OF THE AGREEMENT. INDICATE ACCEPTANCE BY
SELECTING THE "ACCEPT" BUTTON AT THE BOTTOM OF THE
AGREEMENT. IF YOU ARE NOT WILLING TO BE BOUND BY ALL THE
TERMS, SELECT THE "DECLINE" BUTTON AT THE BOTTOM OF THE
AGREEMENT AND THE DOWNLOAD OR INSTALL PROCESS WILL NOT
CONTINUE.

.....
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.....
Do you agree to the above license terms? [yes or no]
yes
Unpacking...
Checksumming...
0
0
Extracting...
UnZipSFX 5.40 of 28 November 1998, by Info-ZIP (Zip-Bugs@lists.wku.edu).
   creating: j2re1.4.2_09/
   creating: j2re1.4.2_09/bin/
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/bin/java
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/bin/ControlPanel
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/bin/java_vm
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/bin/keytool
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/bin/policytool
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/bin/kinit
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/bin/klist
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/bin/ktab
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/bin/rmiregistry
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/bin/rmid
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/bin/orbd
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/bin/servertool
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/bin/tnameserv
   creating: j2re1.4.2_09/lib/
   creating: j2re1.4.2_09/lib/applet/
   creating: j2re1.4.2_09/lib/i386/
   creating: j2re1.4.2_09/lib/i386/native_threads/
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/lib/i386/native_threads/libhpi.so
  ....
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/readme_zh_TW.html
   creating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/splash.jpg
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/miniSplash.jpg
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/copyright.jpg
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/messages.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/messages_zh_TW.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/messages_de.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/messages_es.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/messages_fr.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/messages_it.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/messages_ja.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/messages_ko.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/messages_sv.properties
  inflating: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/resources/messages_zh_CN.properties
 extracting: j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/sunlogo64x30.gif
Creating j2re1.4.2_09/lib/rt.jar
Creating j2re1.4.2_09/lib/jsse.jar
Creating j2re1.4.2_09/lib/charsets.jar
Creating j2re1.4.2_09/lib/ext/localedata.jar
Creating j2re1.4.2_09/lib/plugin.jar
Creating j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/javaws.jar
Done.
#
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Finally you must perform the following post-installation steps. Be careful as those depend your
operating system.

To my surprise, these changes have been already made.

# find / -name .mime.types
/root/.mime.types
#
#
# find / -name .mailcap
/root/.mailcap
#
#
# cat /root/.mime.types
#--Netscape Communications Corporation MIME Information
#Do not delete the above line. It is used to identify the file type.
#mime types added by Netscape Helper
type=application/x-java-jnlp-file desc="Java Web Start" exts="jnlp"
#
#
# cat /root/.mailcap
# Java Web Start
application/x-java-jnlp-file; /usr/local/j2re1.4.2_09/javaws/javaws %s
#

You may now start the installation of NetWorker and NMC using Linux’ rpm software.
Compared to the Solaris installation, this is a very ‘quiet’ one:

# cd /software/networker/730
#
# rpm -ivh lgtoclnt-7.3-1.i686.rpm
lgtoclnt                    ##################################################
#
#
# rpm -ivh lgtolicm-7.3-1.i686.rpm
lgtolicm                    ##################################################
#
#
# rpm -ivh lgtolman-7.3-1.i686.rpm
lgtoman                     ##################################################
# rpm -ivh lgtonmc-3.2-1.i686.rpm
lgtonmc                     ##################################################

NOTE: To complete configuration execute the following script as root:
      /opt/lgtonmc/etc/config.sh

# /opt/lgtonmc/etc/config.sh

The Command Line Reports feature of NetWorker Management
Console requires a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) be
installed on this machine. The JRE version should be
1.4.2 or higher, up to (but not including) 1.5.

.....
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.....
Is there a supported JRE already installed on this machine [y]? y

Please specify the directory where JRE is installed? /usr/local

ERROR: Could not locate executable file: /usr/local/bin/java

Please specify the directory where JRE is installed? /usr/local/j2re1.4.2_09

What port should the web server use [9000]? <return>

What port should the GST server use [9001]? <return>

What directory should be used for the LGTOnmc database [/opt/lgtonmc/
lgto_gstdb]? <return>

Where are the NetWorker binaries installed [/usr/sbin]? <return>

Start daemons at end of configuration [n]? <return>

Creating installation log in /opt/lgtonmc/logs/install.log.

Performing initialization. Please wait...

Installation successful.
#
#
#
# rpm -ivh lgtonode-7.3-1.i686.rpm
lgtonode                    ##################################################

#
# rpm -ivh lgtoserv-7.3-1.i686.rpm
lgtoserv                    ##################################################
#
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After the installation you may now start and stop the NetWorker daemons as usual. This is done with
the networker script, as usual:

# cat /etc/init.d/networker
#! /bin/sh

# Copyright (c) 1990-2005, EMC Legato Software

# All rights reserved.

# chkconfig: 35 95 05
# description: EMC Legato Networker. A backup and restoration software package.

### BEGIN INIT INFO
# Required-Start: syslog network
# Required-Stop: syslog network
# X-UnitedLinux-Should-Start: portmap
# Should-Start: portmap
# Default-Start: 3 5
# Default-Stop: 0 1 2 6
# Description: EMC Legato Networker. A backup and restoration software package.
### END INIT INFO

case $1 in
    start)
        (echo 'starting NetWorker daemons:') > /dev/console
        if [ -f /usr/sbin/nsrexecd ]; then
                if [ -f /usr/sbin/NetWorker.clustersvr ]; then
                        if [ -f /nsr.NetWorker.local -o   //
  -h /nsr.NetWorker.local ]; then
                                if [ -h /nsr ]; then
                                        rm -f /nsr
                                        ln -s /nsr.NetWorker.local /nsr
                                fi
                        fi
                fi
            (/usr/sbin/nsrexecd) > /dev/console 2>&1
            (echo ' nsrexecd') > /dev/console
        fi
        if [ -f /usr/sbin/lgtolmd ]; then
            (/usr/sbin/lgtolmd -p /nsr/lic -n 1) > /dev/console 2>&1
            (echo ' lgtolmd') > /dev/console
        fi
        if [ -f /usr/sbin/nsrd -a \
             ! -f /usr/sbin/NetWorker.clustersvr ]; then
            (/usr/sbin/nsrd) > /dev/console 2>&1
            (echo ' nsrd') > /dev/console
        fi
        if [ -f /usr/sbin/nsrwreg ]; then
                /usr/sbin/nsrwreg > /dev/console 2>&1
        fi
        ;;

.....
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.....
    stop)
        (echo 'stopping NetWorker daemons:') > /dev/console
        if [ -f /usr/sbin/nsr_shutdown ]; then
            if [ -f /usr/sbin/NetWorker.clustersvr ]; then
                (/usr/sbin/nsr_shutdown -q) > /dev/console 2>&1
                (echo ' nsr_shutdown -q') > /dev/console
            else
                (/usr/sbin/nsr_shutdown -q) > /dev/console 2>&1
                (echo ' nsr_shutdown -q') > /dev/console
            fi
        fi
        ;;
    status)
        if [ -f /usr/sbin/nsr_shutdown ]; then
            /usr/sbin/nsr_shutdown -l
        fi
        ;;
    *)
        echo "usage: `basename $0` {start|stop|status}"
        ;;
esac

#

However, if you start NetWorker on this computer, you will see a surprising effect:

# /etc/init.d/networker start
#
# ps -ef | grep nsr
root      1580     1  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrexecd
root      1581  1580  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrexecd
root      1582  1581  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrexecd
root      1583  1581  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrexecd
root      1584  1581  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrexecd
root      1590     1  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/lgtolmd -p /nsr/lic -n 1
root      1595     1  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrd
root      1612  1595  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrmmdbd
root      1616  1595  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrindexd
root      1623  1595  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrjobd
root      1627  1623  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrjobd
root      1628  1627  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrjobd
root      1629  1627  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrjobd
root      1642  1627  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrjobd
root      1802  1118  0 12:23 pts/0    00:00:00 grep nsr
#

Some NetWorker daemons will in fact have multiple instances!
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This effect can also be seen for the NetWorker Management Console (NMC) daemon:

# /etc/init.d/gst start
Starting GST:
Base GST Services, Version 3.2.Build.190

done.
#
#
# ps -ef | grep gst
root      1898     1  0 12:46 ?        00:00:00 /opt/lgtonmc/bin/gstd
root      1899  1898  0 12:46 ?        00:00:00 /opt/lgtonmc/bin/gstd
root      1900  1899  0 12:46 ?        00:00:00 /opt/lgtonmc/bin/gstd
root      1901  1899  0 12:46 ?        00:00:00 /opt/lgtonmc/bin/gstd
root      1902  1899  0 12:46 ?        00:00:00 /opt/lgtonmc/bin/gstd
root      1904  1118  0 12:46 pts/0    00:00:00 grep gst
#

You may also verify this effect using the appropriate GUIs. For SuSE Linux, you may inspect the
processes with the utility ksysguard.

As shown above, you can see the effect for the NetWorker daemons ...
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... as well as for the NMC daemon ...

... and for its associated database daemons:
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But this is obviously not an unusual effect as it even can be seen for the default internet browser:

The effect is due to multi-threading and the fact that NetWorker 7.3 runs on a
Linux system with a 2.4.x kernel.

The prevoius NetWorker 7.2.x server software, installed on the same system does not show this
effect:
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However, if NetWorker 7.3 is installed on a  Linux with 2.6.x kernel (RedHat Advanced Server 4.0)
shows ‘normal’ process instances (the graphical process monitor program for this operating system is
gnome-system-monitor):

bash-2.03# ps -ef | grep nsr
    root   274   245  0   Jan 15 ?        0:02 /usr/sbin/nsrmmdbd
    root   239     1  0   Jan 15 ?        0:14 /usr/sbin/nsrexecd
    root   242     1  0   Jan 15 ?        0:01 /usr/sbin/lgtolmd -p /nsr/lic -n 1
    root   245     1  0   Jan 15 ?        2:14 /usr/sbin/nsrd
    root   292   245  0   Jan 15 ?        0:01 /usr/sbin/nsrindexd
    root   295   245  0   Jan 15 ?        0:02 /usr/sbin/nsrjobd
    root   359   245  0   Jan 15 ?        0:00 /usr/sbin/nsrmmd -n 1
    root  1396  1059  0 23:22:45 pts/3    0:00 grep nsr
bash-2.03#
bash-2.03# ps -ef | grep lgto
    root   242     1  0   Jan 15 ?        0:01 /usr/sbin/lgtolmd -p /nsr/lic -n 1
    root  1398  1059  0 23:22:53 pts/3    0:00 grep lgto
bash-2.03#
bash-2.03# ps -ef | grep dbsrv9
    root   341   271  0   Jan 15 ?        0:51 /opt/LGTOnmc/sybasa/bin/dbsrv9  //
  -ct- -x tcpip(ServerPort=2638) -ti 1500 -t l 6000
    root  1400  1059  0 23:23:02 pts/3    0:00 grep dbsrv9
bash-2.03#
bash-2.03# ps -ef | grep gst
    root   271     1  0   Jan 15 ?        0:13 /opt/LGTOnmc/bin/gstd
    root   300   271  0   Jan 15 ?        0:06 /opt/LGTOnmc/bin/gsttclsh -D 0  //
  -p 271 /opt/LGTOnmc/bin/httpd.tcl
    root  1402  1059  0 23:23:12 pts/3    0:00 grep gst
bash-2.03#
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What’s new in NetWorker 7.3 ?  (3)

2.5. Installing the NetWorker 7.3 server on Windows

To be able to perform all steps, you must logon as user Administrator or as user belonging to the local
group Administrators.

Although this NetWorker version is not supported on Windows XP (Professional),
the installation is not a problem. It just proves that ‘supported‘ means nothing else
but ‘tested and approved‘.

The downloaded file is 223 MB in size:
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• To unzip, select it, open the context menu and choose Extract All...

This opens the Extraction Wizard:
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By default, the files will be extracted to a subdirectory with the same name.
Of course you may enter a different one or Browse... to another location:

The option Show extracted files is preselected. However, i usually rely on my own methods and
uncheck it.
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Once the process is over, you may close the window with Finish.

In fact, a new directory with the same name has been created:
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• There are 4 subdirectories, representing 4 ‘packages’.
And there is the large jre* file in the ‘root’ directory which represents the Java Runtime
Environment software.

• The directory autorun is required for the autostart function of the CD-ROM version.
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• The directory nmc contains all files for the NetWorker Management Console - the new
administration and reporting program:

• All files/utilities in the directory support are unsupported. They can be useful for testing
and troubleshooting:

You may now begin with the installation itself.
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• To start the installation, simply double-click the setup program, as usual:

This opens the new NetWorker Installation Wizard:

By default, the option Install NetWorker is preselected. This is o.k. as the installation of NMC
would make no sense without it.
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However, if you move the mouse across the options, the colours and the describing text will
change:

NetWorker Installation

• To install the NetWorker software, click Install NetWorker.
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This initiates the installation process ...

... and starts with the Welcome screen.

• Click Next > to proceed.
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Name and Organization will automatically be read from the registry:

• Of course the software needs to know some options and parameters.
By default, the type Client is preselected and the Location points to the standard path on the
system drive:
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Of course, the system shall become a NetWorker Server.
I also want to install the Legato License Manager and i want to choose a special drive for the
NetWorker installation.

Whatever path you enter ...
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... the program will automatically append the NetWorker directory path, ..\nsr .

This pops up the End-User License and Maintenance Agreement:
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• As usual, you must accept it to be able to proceed:

• This screen summarizes all options before you start the installation process with Install .
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The process is indicated by this bar.
Some verbal messages may also appear temporarily:

You must now specify the servers which may backup this NetWorker client.
If you click Update List ... , all running NetWorker servers in this subnet shall be discovered.
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Of course you may also enter each name directly and click Add...

... which adds the name to the list Selected Servers.
If you click Next ...
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... this list and the server name below will be taken under consideration. This is why this error
 appears:

Finally the NetWorker services will be started ...
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... before the installation completes.

The NetWorker Change Journal Manager is not new with NetWorker 7.3. Therefore, i want to
deselect this option here.

Finish will return you to the previous screen.
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What’s new in NetWorker 7.3 ?  (4)

NetWorker Management Console Installation

• Now select the program NetWorker Management Console.

Again this starts a preparation process.
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• Click Next > to continue:

Of course some steps repeat:
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As NMC is a Java based application, the existence of the JRE software is mandatory.
However, you also may install it separately.

Once installed, a new icon appears on your desktop.

By the way- GST represents the name Gems Station, the original name of the NMC software.

Of course i want to Change... the default path name.

Be aware of this
compatibility issue as
JRE 1.5 will not work.
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Be careful when you enter the Folder name ...

... as this time no further directory name will be appended.
To correct it, simply click Change... again ...
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... and adjust it appropriately.

NMC uses a separate database which by default is stored in a NMC subdirectory. However, this
screen indicates that the GST database can be installed in a different path than the program files.
You may also change the Port Numbers, if necessary:
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The summary screen returns all parameters. This gives you a last chance to verify them.

You may now start the installation process with Install.
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The process is indicated by this bar. Some verbal messages may also appear temporarily.

Finally you receive information about the install log and how to start the NMC GUI.
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Of course i want to start the GUI later.

That’s it.

• You may now Quit the installation program.
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As you can see, NMC has replaced the legacy NetWorker Administrator program.

These 3 packages have been installed.

Verification

The new program group Legato NetWorker will be created containing these programs:
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Besides the known NetWorker services, NMC adds the new EMC Legato GST Service .

The NetWorker Databases

Besides the known resource database which exists since NwtWorker 7.0, there are new
directories. Their names point to Jobs and Local Administration purposes.

Two files are obviously related to the new wizards.
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As you can see, the jobsdb consists of 4 internal databases.

Each of them has in internal structure like the known resource database, nsrdb .
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The same is true for the second new database, nsrladb .
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If you look inside the NMC directory tree, all points to a web based application (Java) with a
Sybase database.

However, this does not seem to be true:

But if you search the web for Adaptive Server Anywhere, you will actually end up at
www.sybase.com .
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Of course, the database is still empty.
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What’s new in NetWorker 7.3 ?  (5)

3. A brief introduction to NMC

3.1. The directories

• For Solaris:

• For Linux (SuSE Enterprise Server 8.1):

The NMC database
may reside in another
directory.
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• For Windows (2003):

• sybasa obviously does not point to a Sybase database system.

However, if you search the web for Adaptive Server Anywhere, you will end up at
www.sybase.com.
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Of course, the GST database is still empty.
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3.2. Starting the NMC program

Simply start your favorite browser and address the GST server on port 9000. You should see
 this screen.

• Click Start to continue.
This launches the NetWorker Administration GUI ...
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... which starts the NMC Java application.

This Security Warning requests your confirmation.
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• You must now authenticate your login request.
The default values for User Name and Password are both ‘administrator’.

In case of a typo you will see this message.
• Simply retry to login.
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• Although you already accepted one to be able to perform the installation, there is another EULA
which you must of course Accept to be able to continue.

The Welcome screen informs you about the necessary steps you have to perform now.
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• In the first window, you must set a new Administrator Password.
A line of asterixes is appears as a dummy.

• Enter and confirm the new Password and continue.
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If you have installed a Legato License Manager server, you must enter its name now.

Of course, the GST database must be backed up as well. In this window you specify the
NetWorker server which shall perform this task.
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And this is the consequence if you only have one computer serving also as NetWorker server.

The whole NetWorker environment is seen as ‘The Enterprise’. You may now add your
NetWorker servers in this list but you can also do this later.
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3.3. The NMC screens

This leads you to the NMC main screen. By default with the online help window is also opened.
• Close it.

Of course there are no events on a ‘virgin’ system.

So far, nothing exists for The Enterprise ...

At the lower left hand
corner of the help
screen, you will find
an option which
suppresses the
automatic opening of
this window.

Check it and exit NMC
properly to activate
this option.
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... as well as for the Libraries ...

... and the Reports .
There are a lot of predefined reports, stored in 6 categories:

I will not explain their
usage any further. For
more details, please
see the NMC session i
started in TID 23/2004.
Although the screens
appear different, the
core information is still
valid.
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In the Setup window you obviously maintain Users and Licenses .
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3.4. The setup commands

In the menu Setup you find several NMC settings:

These are the System Options you may adjust. Even the possibility of a deeper Debug level
exists. However, i strongly recommend not  to use it without instruction from EMC|Legato
support:
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Here you may set/change the Database Backup Server, the NetWorker server which is
responsible to backup the NMC (GST) database:

• Choosing the Configuration Wizard will make this window re-appear.
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3.5. Setting up the enterprise

Before you can administer your NetWorker server(s), you have to create them as Enterprise
objects.

• Mark the Enterprise, open the context menu and define a new Host.
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• You must now enter the Host Name.
You may even pre-configure servers which do not exist yet.

• You now have to define the Application type.
As you can see, NMC can even administer EMC Retrospect servers.
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There are a few options you may set. These are the default settings:

And there it is - the new NetWorker server:
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• It would not be an enterprise if you could not define more than one server.
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... a new window will be opened for the NetWorker Administration program.
Most resources will be defined under Configuration:

3.6. General configuration of NetWorker resources

If you click the server name, the column Name shows the application type.
If you double-click it ...
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All backup Devices and autochangers/silos will be installed under Devices:

Label Templates and Pools will be configured here, because those are Media-related objects.
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In the tree hierarchy, you can browse through your resources.

If you double-click the resource in the right window, like the client here ...

... the Properties window will open where you finally configure the resource itself.
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3.7. NMC reporting capabilities

In the NMC window, there are a lot of preconfigured reports which are categorized in 6 groups.
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For more information and details, please read my NMC workshop (starting with TID 23/2004).
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4. Device Installation

With respect to the previous NetWorker 7.2.x this has changed a bit. The main differences are:

• The new Device Configuration Wizard has been discontinued.
The functionality has been integrated into the NetWorker Administration program and still
exists. However it does not exist as a separate ‘subprogram’ in the wizard system.

• It is now possible to autodetect devices, even on other computers (remote storage nodes).
This feature also is not new. It has been implemented in the NetWorker 5.7 Administrator
GUI for Windows, so it did exist already for about 6 years. Although the UNIX/Linux Admin
GUI did not offer the possibility to search for devices, i believe it was possible to also detect
them on a UNIX/Linux storage node. However, i never tried that.

4.1. Installing standalone devices

4.1.1. The manual device installation

This is done in the window Devices.

• Open the context menu and select New:
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• Enter the device’s Name ...

• ... and select the Media type ...

Please note the the
Hardware id appears
in grey and can not be
set manually at this
point any longer.
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• ... before you confirm your selection:

And here it is - the new device:
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4.1.2. The automatic detection

Detecting the devices

• One method is to open the Devices menu, go to Server Configuration and select the command
Scan for devices.

• The same command, Scan for devices, is also available if you select the Devices entry and
open the context menu:
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• From the devices list area, you may also open the context menu and select the command
Scan for devices:

To be able to support this operation, the NetWorker client and storage
Node software must have been installed on remote nodes. Of course,
the client software (nsrexecd) must have been started.

All commands lead to this window where you need to control/modify the search parameters.
By default all known active nodes are selected.
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• If required, deselect nodes and/or devices - for example on NetWorker clients.
Then click Start Scan to initiate the process.

• You must change the window ...
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• ... to check for the end of the process.

• If you go back to the Devices window, you will see the detected devices.
The “wrench” icon indicates that they still must be configured.
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But this must not necessarily end successfully:

• In such cases, please use the manual configuration method.

Configuring the device(s)

• To do this, select a drive and open the context menu.
Then select the command Configure drive.
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4.2. Installing autochangers

4.2.1. Preparing the hardware for the operating system

• As usual - before you can install the hardware for NetWorker, make sure that changer and
jukebox can be seen by the operating system:

• For Windows, the Removable Storage Manager service (RSM) must be disabled ...
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... as this is mandatory now:

• Finally, install the NetWorker Client and Storage Node software and make sure that
NetWorker’s inquire command shows changer and devices.

D:\>inquire
  Inquire cannot be run when there are one or more devices enabled for
  Microsoft Removable Storage.

D:\>

D:\>inquire
Could not start a Removable Storage session (0x00000422).
scsidev@0.0.0:ST380011A               8.01|Disk, \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE0
scsidev@0.1.0:TOSHIBA DVD-ROM SD-M1912TM00|CD-ROM
scsidev@1.0.0:HL-DT-STDVDRAM GSA-4163BA102|CD-ROM
scsidev@3.0.0:HP      C7200-8000      1520|Autochanger (Jukebox), \\.\Changer0
                                           S/N: US0EK00003
                                           ATNN:HP      C7200-8000
US0EK00003
scsidev@3.0.1:QUANTUM DLT8000         023B|Tape, \\.\Tape0
                                           S/N: CXA35P4827
                                           IENN:00E09E600000522F
scsidev@3.0.2:QUANTUM DLT8000         023B|Tape, \\.\Tape1
                                           S/N: CKA28P3588
                                           IENN:00E09E6000001230
scsidev@3.1.0:QUANTUM DLT8000         023B|Tape, \\.\Tape2
                                           S/N: CXA11P2353
                                           IENN:00E09E6000020027
scsidev@3.1.1:QUANTUM DLT8000         023B|Tape, \\.\Tape3
                                           S/N: CXA03P2011
                                           IENN:00E09E60000105F1

D:\>
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Watch the NetWorker version.
If you use an older NetWorker Data Zone, for example NetWorker 7.2 -
this is not an option.

4.2.2. Scanning for devices

As you can see, the entry Storage Node is missing. Consequently the context menu does not
‘know’ any command.
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The default screen shows that at least one library already exists ...

... but this is not the case:

As for the standalone devices, there are several opportunities to initiate the process.
In this case, the command Scan for devices is opened via the context menu.
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• In the next window, you may specify the Storage Nodes to search along with other criteria.

• Then click Start Scan to start the detection process.

• As for the standalone devices, you must switch to the Monitoring window:
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• Here you should wait, until the process has finished:

• Now switch back to the Devices window.
As a result, you should see the new Libraries along with their internal Devices.

The “wrench’ icon indicates that they must still be configured.
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4.2.3. Configuring the library

In the context menu, there is a command that can even Configure all libraries which have
previously been discovered:

• Of course you must tell NetWorker about special configurations which can be a bit more
complicated:

In this case, a simple, local attached SCSI/FC library shall be installed which does not need
any more definitions.
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If necessary you may also specify more storage nodes. This is similar to the device detection
process:

• Finally begin the configuration with Start Configuration.
Again, you will be lead to the Monitoring window:
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But nothing has changed for the library:

• This is a retry using the library’s context menu. It would only Configure one library.
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But there is also no success:

However, the message is clear - the execution from the GUI is not possible.
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D:\>jbconfig

Jbconfig is running on host test2003 (Windows Server 2003 5.2),
  and is using test2003 as the NetWorker server.

         1) Configure an AlphaStor Library.
         2) Configure an Autodetected SCSI Jukebox.
         3) Configure an Autodetected NDMP SCSI Jukebox.
         4) Configure an SJI Jukebox.
         5) Configure an STL Silo.
         6) Configure a Microsoft Removable Storage Jukebox.

What kind of Jukebox are you configuring? [1] 2
Scanning SCSI buses; this may take a while ...
Installing 'Standard SCSI Jukebox' jukebox - scsidev@3.0.0.

What name do you want to assign to this jukebox device? jbox
Attempting to detect serial numbers on the jukebox and drives ...

Will try to use SCSI information returned by jukebox to configure drives.

Turn NetWorker auto-cleaning on (yes / no) [yes]? y

The following drive(s) can be auto-configured in this jukebox:
 1> dlt8000 @ 3.0.1 ==> \\.\Tape0
 2> dlt8000 @ 3.0.2 ==> \\.\Tape1
 3> dlt8000 @ 3.1.0 ==> \\.\Tape2
 4> dlt8000 @ 3.1.1 ==> \\.\Tape3
These are all the drives that this jukebox has reported.

To change the drive model(s) or configure them as shared or NDMP drives,
 you need to bypass auto-configure. Bypass auto-configure? (yes / no) [no]n

Jukebox has been added successfully
The following configuration options have been set:

> Jukebox description to the control port and model.
> Autochanger control port to the port at which we found it.
> Networker managed tape autocleaning on.
> Barcode reading to on.  Your jukebox does not report that it has a bar
code reader, but it does report that it can handle volume tags.  Some
        jukeboxes that have barcode readers report this way.
> Volume labels that match the barcodes.
> Slot intended to hold cleaning cartridge to 59.  Please insure that a
        cleaning cartridge is in that slot
> Number of times we will use a new cleaning cartridge to 5.
> Cleaning interval for the tape drives to 6 months.

You can review and change the characteristics of the autochanger and its
        associated devices using the NetWorker Management Console.

Would you like to configure another jukebox? (yes/no) [no]n

D:\>
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At least the old-fashioned method with jbconfig worked.

As you can see, the name changes accordingly and the icon for a configured Library looks
more logical which also applies to the Devices:
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If you select the Library on the left hand side, the right hand side gives you an overview about
its associated Devices and Media. Of course the tapes are not known to the media index yet:

All operations are available from the context menu or from the icon line.
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4.3. Operating the jukebox

As the operation via the GUI also had to change, i think it is a good time to show how it is done now.

4.3.1. Inventoring the jukebox

• First of all, you must Inventory the library:

With NetWorker 7.3 all options are available for all operating systems.

• You may either select the Operation Type Slow / Verbose and use a specific Device ....
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• ... or you may select the Operation Type Fast / Silent.
In this case, the parameter Jukebox parallelism defines the maximum number of devices used
for this process.

• Once again, you can not monitor the process from the Devices window...
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• ... but you must switch to the window Monitoring .

• Back in the Devices window, you can verify that the volume labels have been read.
But the media still has not been added to the NetWorker’s media index yet:
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4.3.2. Labeling the jukebox media

Be careful - these 3 pools are disabled by default:
Full
NonFull
Offsite

Until NetWorker 7.2.x
On UNIX/Linux,labeling to a disabled pool was impossible
On Windows, labeling to a disabled pool was     possible

With NetWorker 7.3
On UNIX/Linux,labeling to a disabled pool is         possible
On Windows, labeling to a disabled pool is         possible

Labeling the jukebox media can also be initiated from the context menu:
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Like for the inventory, you again have the Fast / Silent or the Slow / Verbose option which shall
be used in this case.

If the jukebox has an active  barcode reader, the option Bar Code Label will be used by default:
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And again, the monitoring is  not possible in this window:

But if the tape is mounted, the status will change here as well.

Please note the green bar on top of the device icon:
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Of course, the new media can also be seen as new Volume in the Media window:
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... the contents may look a bit different:

4.3.3. Other jukebox operations

General

If you open the context menu on the left hand side ...

In this case, the previous selection of the Slot makes the difference.
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Mounting a media

For a Mount process, you should select the target device and of course the media from a
specific Slot .

Again, the program wants you to go to the Monitoring window to watch the process.
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As a result, the library Slot is empty and the drive has a green bar on top of its icon.

Unmounting a media

To Unmount the media, you of course must select the source device to unload.
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Again, the program wants you to go to the Monitoring window to watch the process.

As a result, you will see the media back in the library’s Slot.
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Ejecting and withdrawing a media

To Eject the media, you must only select the media ...

... and to confirm the operation:
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As the result, the media will disappear from the Slot ... and moved to the mailslot or CAP.
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You must confirm this operation:

Depositing a media

In this case, the opposite process Deposite shall be initiated here by clicking the appropriate
icon.
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You already know this message ...  ;-)

Disabling and enabling jukebox devices

Via the context menu, you can Disable or Enable a selected device:

Unfortunately, you can not put it also to Service mode from here.
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But once again, you can not monitor the change from the Library window:

You must go to the Devices overview to be able to detect the change.
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But from here you may re-Enable it again ...

... which makes the message disabled disappear:
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5. The new ‘Local Hosts’ resource

5.1. General

Despite the new GUI, this new resource is the next obvious difference with respect to the visible changes
in NetWorker 7.3. Although it is there, you most likely will rarely need to deal with it.

However, it is important that the information which is stored as resources
underneath this resource tree is important for the authentication process
between the NetWorker nodes. Do not loose it!

The backgound about Local Hosts is not easy to understand. You need fundamental knowledge of the
following subjects:

• Security related issues
- How to establish secure data transfers

- Authentication and Authorization
- Encoding and Decoding

- SSL and the differences between SSL and NetWorker SSL

• NetWorker related issues
- NetWorker resource history
- Administration of NetWorker resources
- The specific resource NSRLA
- What does the resource Local Hosts represent?
- What does the Local Hosts’ Peer Information contain?

... and more. Therefore i estimate the whole chapter will take me at least four issues, if not more.
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5.1.1. ‘Authentication’ versus ‘Authorization’

Both are security issues.

Authentication
is the process of attempting to verify the identity of the sender of a cummunication process.
The sender may be either be

- a person using a computer
- a computer
- a computer program

A simple example is the user account (login name & password) you have to provide when trying to
login to a restricted environment.

Unfortunately, authentication is rather often mixed up with authorization. However, this is a separate
issue.

Authorization
is the process of attempting to verify whether a user has the right to perform a certain operation.

Consequently, authentication has to take place before the authorization may start.

Example
Think about a person using an ATM (cash machine):

• He authenticates himself using
- His credit card and
- His PIN code

• However, he must not be be fully authorized.
Although he owns all his money, he can only withdraw a certain maximum of every day.

Authentication is usually implemented in the network protocols. With their safety improvements, a lot of
the older protocols will be more and more replaced by their improved (secure) equivalents:

The main advantage of secure applications:

Beginning from the authentication between the computers up to the data transfer,
all data can be encrypted.

Weak Protocols Secure Protocols
ftp sftp

telnet ssh

rcopy scp

http https
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5.1.2. The implementation

Of course the implementation is based on standards for
- Authentication protocols and
- Encryption algorithms

Examples for authentication protocols are:
- SSL (Web)
- OpenSSL (open, NetWorker)

‘Open’ standards have a lot of advantages:
- They are not controlled by any authority
- They do not cost any license fees
- There are no export restrictions

This is why EMC choose to design NetWorker on ‘open’ standards.

Examples for encoding algorithms are:
- DES Data Encryption Standard

AES Advanced Encryption Standard (open, NetWorker)

With respect to the encoding mechanisms, two key terms are also relevant:

Symmetric Encoding
The same key is used for encoding and decoding

- Sender & receiver have to agree on the same key
- This has to be exchanged (which usually does not take place in an encoded way)
- So if a hacker has the key, he can read everything

Asymmetric Encoding
Here multiple keys are used for encoding and decoding

- Sender & receiver will use different keys
- Of course these keys have to be exchanged as well
- Much more secure because a hacker would need a lot of more information to crack the code

Along with the encoding mechanisms you also find a lof of code words, usually called keys.
Common keys are:

- Private keys These belong to the hosts and are never exchanged
- Public keys These will be exchanged between the hosts
- Session keys Are only valid for a session
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Exchanging the keys and the data are fundamental issues. And of course, this part is a very specific
discipline in the IT world. Although i do not even see me as a beginner, let me try to describe briefly how
i understand these processes work. Using Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) as an example, i just hope that
there are only minor mistakes:

Public Key

Encoded
Session Key

Asymmetric
Encoding

Random
Generator

Session 
Key (temp.)

Program

Symmetric
Encoding

Encoded
Data

Data

Checksum
Generator

Checksum

Private Key

Decoding

Decoded
Session Key

Encoded
Session Key

Encoded
Data Checksum

Checksum
Check Decoding

Data

- In the first step, the application Program uses a Random Generator to create a temporary
Session Key.

- Using this key, the Data will be ciphered using Symmetric Encoding.
- Then the Session Key will be Asymmetrically Encoded using the Public Key.
- At the end, a Checksum will be generated and appended to the data.

- At the receiver, the first step is to verify the Checksum so that a manipulation will be detected.
- Then the Private Key is used to decode the Session Key.
- Finally, the decoded Session Key is used to decode the Data itself.

The Public/Private Key method is exclusively used to achieve the safe transfer
for the symmetric Session Key.
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However, one important detail is still missing:

The sender needs to check that the receiver is the host it pretends to be.
To prove this, the receiver uses a Certificate.

In the internet, the usual SSL environment, this SSL Certificate must be installed on the (web) server.

SSL Certificates
- They are available from a trusted organization
- This is also called a CA institute (CA = Certified Authorization)

- The most well known is probably VeriSign

CA Certificates must be licensed. The price for such a CA Certificate depends on
- the license period and on
- the encoding depth

40, 56, 128 & 256 bit encodings are available
- 40 bit will already allow 1 Billion x 1 Billion combinations
- 128 bit will result in even 288 combinations

A hacker would need billions of years to crack such code !

5.2. SSL and NetWorker SSL

5.2.1. What is SSL ?

SSL is the abbreviation for Secure Socket Layer. It is a protocol to secure the data transfer between
two hosts. The most known usage is to establish a secure internet connection: https://www...

How does it create a secure environment ?

Security is achieved by using an asymmetric code. This means that one code is used to cipher
and another one is used to decipher the data. 3 main components (codes) are used for this
purpose:

- The Private Key it is for exclusive use on a computer and it never travels
- The Public Key it is created and sent to the other node allowing him to decipher

the data
- The SSL Certificate it is used to authenticate the keys by a ‘third party code’

Where does it work ?

SSL adds 2 more layers between the TCP/IP layer and the application layer:
- The SSL Record Protocol and
- The SSL Handshake Protocol
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How does it work ?

SSL negotiations can be broken down into multiple steps or phases.

Phase 1: Both sides establish connection and agree on the best encryption method.

Browser Server

SSL
Certi-
ficate

Phase 2: - The client requests the SSL Certificate and the Public Key
- The server sends the SSL Certificate, the Public Key and ID information

Phase 3: The client checks:
- Is the SSL Certificate valid ?
- Has it been created for this URL ?
- Is the certification institute known ?

Browser Server

SSL
Certi-
ficate

SSL Certificate
Public Key

ID Information

Browser Server

SSL
Certi-
ficate
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Phase 5: Both sides test the encoding/decoding mechanism.
If successful, the data transfer starts.

Phase 4: - The client uses the server’s public key to generate a symmetric session key for
this session only.

- It transfers it to the server.
- The server checks the session key using the public key.
- If successful, it accepts the connection.

Browser Server

SSL
Certi-
ficate

Browser Server

SSL
Certi-
ficate

5.2.2. NetWorker uses OpenSSL

The major differences between SSL and OpenSSL are:

• OpenSSL is licensed via GNU-GPL
- No control
- No license fees
- No export restrictions

• The https protocol is not used

• No third party but self-signed certificates are used - the communication takes place between
two nsrexecd processes. This is thew reason why a NetWorker client must be up and running
at all times now.

• The data transfer can be initiated from any side.
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5.3. NetWorker Resources

Legacy NetWorker versions had 3 resource files, one was created by each package:

/nsr/res/nsrla.res by the Client
/nsr/res/nsrjb.res by the Storage Node
/nsr/res/nsr.res by the Server

Inside these files, each resource was separated from the next one by an empty line.

In NetWorker 7.0 the resource database was introduced:

- Each resource was now stored in a separate file
- Now, random access became possible
- Unfortunately, finding a specific resource is not easy any more ... but it is not impossible  ;-)

/nsr/res/nsrla.res for the Client
/nsr/res/nsrjb.res for the Storage Node
/nsr/res/nsr.res for the Server

/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/resource_id
hex

   ..
/nsr/res/nsrdb/09/resource_id

hex

Throughout all versions nsrla.res almost never changed - here an example for NetWorker 7.2.x:

administrator: Administratoren, "group=Administratoren,host=xpprof";
disable directed recover: No;
emulate portmapper: Yes;
type: NSRLA;
resource identifier: 2.0.52.3.26.167.27.68.195.214.75.37(2)

administrator: Administratoren, "group=Administratoren,host=xpprof";
 .....
type: Host Agent Schedule;
resource identifier: 4.0.52.3.26.167.27.68.195.214.75.37(1)

administrator: Administratoren, "group=Administratoren,host=xpprof";
  .....
type: Host Agent Client;
resource identifier: 7.0.52.3.26.167.27.68.195.214.75.37(1)

administrator: *@localhost;
connection ports: 10001-30000;
service ports: 7937-9936;
type: NSR system port ranges;
resource identifier: 12.0.52.3.26.167.27.68.195.214.75.37(1)

As the Host Agent software is inactive, there are only two valid resources in this file:

- NSR system port ranges defines the firewall settings
- But what does NSRLA configure?
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In NetWorker 7.3 the nsrla resource database has been introduced:

- This is due to the new feature ‘strong authentication’
- A new database was necessary as there can be a lot of resources now
- The size of the database depends on the total number of NetWorker 7.3 clients and storage nodes

/nsr/res/nsrla.res for the Client

/nsr/res/nsrladb/00/resource_id
hex

   ..
/nsr/res/nsrladb/09/resource_id

hex

5.3.1. Administering NetWorker Resources

To change the contents of the resources you have various alternatives:

Supported methods

nwadmin  or   NMC The graphical user interface
- ‘Only’ supports nsr.res and nsrjb.res or the nsrdb

database
- Does not support the client-side resources (from nsrla.res or

nsrladb),
- Except for NSR system port ranges
- But as these were almost empty, this was not really a

problem
- Could also be modified by the nsrports command

nsradmin The equivalent command line utility

Unsupported method

- With text-based resources a direct comparison of the ‘true’ resource and the information from
the GUI is possible

- If you stop NetWorker, you could edit each resource text file directly
- This method is useful in rare cases

However, as this is an uncontrolled method, user mistakes are easily possible!

Both methods by default update resources via the NetWorker server process, nsrd.

However, none of these methods administers the nsrls.res file or the new nsrladb database
... if you do not connect properly.
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This is what you have to know:

administrator: Administratoren, "group=Administratoren,host=xpprof";
disable directed recover: No;
emulate portmapper: Yes;
type: NSRLA;
resource identifier: 2.0.52.3.26.167.27.68.195.214.75.37(2)

administrator: Administratoren, "group=Administratoren,host=xpprof";
 .....
type: Host Agent Schedule;
resource identifier: 4.0.52.3.26.167.27.68.195.214.75.37(1)

administrator: Administratoren, "group=Administratoren,host=xpprof";
  .....
type: Host Agent Client;
resource identifier: 7.0.52.3.26.167.27.68.195.214.75.37(1)

administrator: *@localhost;
connection ports: 10001-30000;
service ports: 7937-9936;
type: NSR system port ranges;
resource identifier: 12.0.52.3.26.167.27.68.195.214.75.37(1)

Administered
exclusively by
nsradmin

Administered by
nsradmin,
nsrports

& nwadmin

But this is not enough:

To access the nsrla.res file or the nsrladb database, you must also
connect via a specific method.

By default, nsradmin connects to nsrd:

Z:\nsr\bin>nsradmin -s xpprof
NetWorker administration program.
Use the “help” command for help.
nsradmin> print type: NSR system port ranges
No resources found for query:
                        type: NSR system port ranges;
nsradmin> quit

However, to access the nsrla.res file or the nsrladb database you must connect to nsrexec:

Z:\nsr\bin>nsradmin -s xpprof -p nsrexec
NetWorker administration program.
Use the “help” command for help.
nsradmin> print type: NSR system port ranges
                        type: NSR system port ranges;
               service ports: 7937-9936;
            connection ports: 10001-30000;
               administrator: *@localhost;
nsradmin> quit

Z:\nsr\bin>
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But where does this information come from?

As you see it already existed in NetWorker 5.5 ...

This of course is also true for NSRLA. As you can see, the ONC numer is also an option

Z:\nsr\bin>nsradmin -s xpprof -p 390113
NetWorker administration program.
Use the “help” command for help.
nsradmin> print type: NSRLA
                        type: NSRLA;
                        name: xpprof;
                     version: “Legato NetWorker 7.2.1.Build.311 “;
                     servers: ;
               administrator: Administrators,
                              “group=Administrators,host=xpprof”;
                        arch: Windows XP;
                    CPU type: INTEL_PENTIUM;
                machine type: desktop;
                          OS: Windows XP 5.1;
           NetWorker version: 7.2.1.Build.311;
              client OS type: Windows NT Workstation on Intel;
                        CPUs: 1;
                     MB used: 30815;
                  IP address: 195.214.75.37;
nsradmin> quit

Z:\nsr\bin>

C:\NSR\bin>nsradmin -s nt40ws -p nsrexec
NetWorker administration program.
Use the “help” command for help.
nsradmin> print type: NSRLA
                        type: NSRLA;
                        name: nt40ws;
                     version: “Legato NetWorker 5.5.Build.38 “;
               administrator: Administrators;
                        arch: Windows NT;
                    CPU type: INTEL_PENTIUM;
                machine type: desktop;
                          OS: Windows NT 4.0;
           NetWorker version: 5.5.Build.38;
              client OS type: Windows NT Workstation on Intel;
                        CPUs: 1;
                     MB used: 7964;
                  IP address: 195.214.75.103;
nsradmin> quit

C:\NSR\bin>
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... and even for Networker 4.2.x ...

C:\nsr\bin>nsradmin -s nt40ws -p nsrexec
NetWorker administration program.
Use the “help” command for help.
nsradmin> print type: NSRLA
                        type: NSRLA;
                        name: nt40ws;
                     version: Legato NetWorker 4.2.1 12/01/95;
               administrator: Administrators@nt40ws, Administrators@;
                        arch: Windows NT;
                    CPU type: INTEL_PENTIUM;
                          OS: Windows NT 4.0;
                        CPUs: 1;
                  IP address: 195.214.75.103;
nsradmin> quit

C:\nsr\bin>

 ... and most likely for even earlier versions. Sorry, i do not have any of those any more to check ;-)
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And there are even hidden attributes:

Z:\nsr\bin>nsradmin -s xpprof -p nsrexec
NetWorker administration program.
Use the “help” command for help.
nsradmin> option hidden
Hidden display option turned on

Display options:
        Dynamic: Off;
        Hidden: On;
        Resource ID: Off;
nsradmin> print type: NSRLA
                        type: NSRLA;
                        name: xpprof;
                     version: “Legato NetWorker 7.2.1.Build.311 “;
                     servers: ;
    disable directed recover: No;
          emulate portmapper: Yes;
               types created: NSR system port ranges, GUI screen metadata,
                              Host Agent Master, Host Agent Schedule,
                              Host Agent Client Module, Host Agent Client,
                              system information, scsi devices,
                              file system information;
               administrator: Administrators,
                              “group=Administrators,host=xpprof”;
                        arch: Windows XP;
                    CPU type: INTEL_PENTIUM;
                machine type: desktop;
                          OS: Windows XP 5.1;
           NetWorker version: 7.2.1.Build.311;
              client OS type: Windows NT Workstation on Intel;
                        CPUs: 1;
                     MB used: 30795;
                  IP address: 195.214.75.37;
                    hostname: xpprof;
          ONC program number: 390113;
          ONC version number: 1;
               ONC transport: TCP, UDP;
nsradmin> quit

Z:\nsr\bin>

Conclusion

• nwadmin can not edit the resource type: NSRLA
Use nsradmin instead, but with the right options

• Wrong command
nsradmin [-s server] It will work with program 390109 (nsrd)

• Right command
nsradmin [-s server] -p nsrexec It will work with program 390113 (nsrexec)

• For NSRLA the 1:1 relationship between resourceand resource file does not exist any longer!
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5.4. type: NSRLA changes in NetWorker 7.3

All NSRLA attributes can now be seen and edited from NetWorker Administration (NMC). That is what
you see inside the new resource-tree Local Hosts.

However, to be able to edit them you must have the proper rights.
Even as a local administrator you do not have them by default.

The nature of NSRLA did not change at all:

• NSRLA is still tight to nsrexec
The consequence is that nsrexec’s administrator attribute is independent - it is not
inherited from the NetWorker server resource!

• If you want to change any attribute, you must explicitly be listed as administrator for this resource.

You can only change this list from the command line through
nsradmin.

5.4.1. Why new NSRLA attributes?

They are needed to support the new authentication method, based on OpenSSL, which improves the
data transfer security between two NetWorker hosts.

Of course, OpenSSL should be used whenever possible. In fact it is used by default, if possible. However,
to support it, all participating hosts must run on NetWorker 7.3

- Client and
- Storage Node and
- Server

OpenSSL can not be used if any of the nodes runs on an earlier
NetWorker version.

Therefore, two authentication types are supported since NetWorker 7.3:

• oldauth the legacy method
This authentication is enabled by default - only for compatibility reasons
If two hosts cannot authenticate by using nsrauth, they will attempt to authenticate
by using oldauth

• nsrauth new in NetWorker 7.3
Strong authentication based on the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol
(provided by the OpenSSL library)
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5.4.2. How do the authentication methods work?

How does oldauth work ?

For authentication, it uses
- Hostname
- User(group) name
- Privileges

The problem
- It is not very safe

How does nsrauth work ?

This is not so easy to explain without knowing how (Open)SSL works. As i do not want to switch more
than necessary, i postpone the detailled explanation of the SSL process. However, let me state this
already:

• The SSL protocol is designed to provide privacy between two communicating applications.

• It authenicates the server, and optionally, the client.

• The authentication is achieved by using an encryption/negotiation method along with electronic
keys

- The private key is machine specific and is never transfered.
- The public key is transfered during the negotiation phase.
- The certificate (key) is usually issued by a trust-center (for example Verisign).

Self-signed certificates can be used as well (usually for test
purposes).

• nsrauth It uses authentication services are provided by nsrexecd
Therefore, nsrexecd must be run on each NetWorker 7.3 host from now on.

• Each host has its own private key and a self-signed certificate for authentication
- The private key is generated by nsrexecd when it starts up.

It can also be loaded from a file (to recover from a loss)
- The private key is used to generate the corresponding self-signed certificate

• Also session information will be exchanged during the SSL connection setup.
It includes:

- Session keys
- Session ID
- User's information
- User's NetWorker permissions

The only problem: You must not loose the keys !

As these parameteres must be stored somewhere, the NSRLA resource now contains a lot more
attributes (see next page. Also note that you can not see the private key by default. The parameter
auth methods has been setup so that both, the old and the new method will be accepted.
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Z:\nsr\bin>nsradmin -s xpprof -p nsrexec
NetWorker administration program.
Use the “help” command for help.
nsradmin> option hidden
Hidden display option turned on

Display options:
        Dynamic: Off;
        Hidden: On;
        Resource ID: Off;
nsradmin> print type: NSRLA
                        type: NSRLA;
                        name: xpprof;
              NW instance ID: \
4bd8cceb-00000004-bc8b13a4-441d503b-00010000-c3d64b25;
                 my hostname: xpprof;
certificate: \
“——BEGIN CERTIFICATE——-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——END CERTIFICATE——”;
                 private key: Not enough privileges to view this attribute;
 NW instance info operations: ;
       NW instance info file: ;
          installed products: ;
                     version: “EMC NetWorker 7.3.Build.190 “;
                     servers: ;vss writers:;
    disable directed recover: No;
          emulate portmapper: Yes;
                auth methods: “0.0.0.0/0,nsrauth/oldauth”;
               types created: NSR system port ranges, GUI screen metadata,
                              Host Agent Master, Host Agent Schedule,
                              Host Agent Client Module, Host Agent Client,
                              NSR peer information, system information,
                              scsi devices, file system information;
               administrator: Administrators,
                              “group=Administrators,host=xpprof”;
                 kernel arch: INTEL_PENTIUM;
                machine type: desktop;
                          OS: Windows XP 5.1;
           NetWorker version: 7.3.Build.190;
              client OS type: Windows NT Workstation on Intel;
                        CPUs: 1;
                     MB used: 30851;
                  IP address: 195.214.75.37;
                    hostname: xpprof;
          ONC program number: 390113;
          ONC version number: 1;
               ONC transport: TCP, UDP;
nsradmin> quit

Z:\nsr\bin>
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To verify the Local Hosts resource, open the context menu and select Configure Local Agent...

5.5. The ‘Local Hosts’ resource tree

In NetWorker Administration NSRLA is represented by the Local Hosts resources.

Be aware that you see a big difference depending on whether you have switched the Diagnostic
Mode on or not.

In ‘normal’ mode you will see the column Peer hostname.
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The information in this tab seems to be only of statistical value.

Surprisingly, certain rights are obviously missing.

With the default rights you can only verify most of the resource’s attributes.
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The info in this tab is for administrative purposes only.

If you enable the Diagnostic Mode you will also see the column NW instance ID:
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In this mode  the key difference is in the tab Advanced:

The ‘framed’ information is only available in Diagnostic Mode.

5.5.1. Backward compatibility or maximum security?

As the installation of a new NetWorker version never changes the configuration, the default setting is
to allow both, the old (oldauth) as well as the new (nsrauth) method.

However, in general - it is up to you:

• For maximum security ...
- The older authentication method should be disabled

• For backward compatibility with older NetWorker hosts
- the older authentication method should be enabled

• NetWorker automatically selects the most secure method, if possible
- It will even fit if you update a legacy client to NetWorker 7.3 later

• You may even configure the connection between any hosts independently on a peer-to-peer
basis
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What’s new in NetWorker 7.3 ?  (10)

5.6. Details about the new NSRLA attributes

• auth methods
- Used to specify the authentication methods to be used with a peer
- Multiple entries are possible
- Format must be as follows:

IP/mask,auth1/auth2/…
  auth1 & auth2 may have the only values nsrauth and oldauth or

both
  mask is not required

- Examples:
137.69.168.22,nsrauth
137.69.168.0/24,nsrauth
137.69.0.0/255.255.0.0,nsrauth/oldauth

The attribute is order dependent!
The first match top down will be used.

• name & NW instance ID
Used to identify a machine

• certificate & private key
Used to authenticate the machine

If any of this information is lost, then the machine will not be
able to authenticate to other machines using the new
authentication method!

This problem can not easily be solved!

• NW instance info operations & NW instance info file
- To maintain the above information
- They can be used for ‘backup & restore’ purposes as well as to change the identification

and authentication information
- NW instance info operations knows 3 ‘commands’:

Export
Exports all attributes required for identification and authentication
The output file name must be provided in the attribute NW instance info file

Import
Imports all attributes required for identification and authentication
The input file name must be provided in the attribute NW instance info file

New Keys
Use it to reset the private key and the certificate
name & NW instance ID attributes will not be reset
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5.7. Adjusting NSRLA’s administrator rights

Editing the NSRLA resource requires the correct rights - this of course is the case for all resources.
However, as you have learned at the beginning of this chapter, NSRLA has separate rights:

They are not inherited from the NetWorker server (NSR) because NSRLA is tight to
nsrexec.

Besides the fact that the Private key never becomes visible ...

... this message already indicates that my rights are insufficient to manage the resource ...

... although as NetWorker Administrator i have all rights to administer the NetWorker data zone.
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Even if the user creinfeld - as member of the local group Administrators - is allowed to install and
administrate NetWorker, he has no rights for NSRLA:

This is the key difference - nsrd uses another ONC program number - the administrators you find here
are not the same as for NSRLA :
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Changing the administrator list for NSRLA

To do this you must ...
• Login as local Administrator (user root on UNIX/Linux).
• Start nsradmin properly
• Connect through nsrexec
• Explicitly add your name and/or group(s) to the NSRLA resource

Z:\nsr\bin>nsradmin -s xpprof -p nsrexec
NetWorker administration program.
Use the "help" command for help.
nsradmin> . type: NSRLA
Current query set
nsradmin> print
                        type: NSRLA;
                        name: xpprof;
 NW instance info operations: ;
       NW instance info file: ;
          installed products: ;
                     version: "EMC NetWorker 7.3.Build.190 ";
                     servers: ;
                auth methods: "0.0.0.0/0,nsrauth/oldauth";
               administrator: Administrators,
                              "group=Administrators,host=xpprof";
                 kernel arch: INTEL_PENTIUM;
                machine type: desktop;
                          OS: Windows XP 5.1;
           NetWorker version: 7.3.Build.190;
              client OS type: Windows NT Workstation on Intel;
                        CPUs: 1;
                     MB used: 30851;
                  IP address: 195.214.75.37;
nsradmin>
nsradmin> update administrator: "user=Administrator,host=xpprof",  //
"user=creinfeld,host=xpprof"
               administrator: "user=Administrator,host=xpprof",
                              "user=creinfeld,host=xpprof";
Update? y
updated resource id 2.0.80.14.57.80.29.68.195.214.75.37(5)
nsradmin>
nsradmin> print
                        type: NSRLA;
                        name: xpprof;
 NW instance info operations: ;
       NW instance info file: ;
          installed products: ;
                     version: "EMC NetWorker 7.3.Build.190 ";
                     servers: ;
                auth methods: "0.0.0.0/0,nsrauth/oldauth";
               administrator: "user=Administrator,host=xpprof",
                              "user=creinfeld,host=xpprof";
                 kernel arch: INTEL_PENTIUM;
                machine type: desktop;
                          OS: Windows XP 5.1;
           NetWorker version: 7.3.Build.190;
              client OS type: Windows NT Workstation on Intel;
                        CPUs: 1;
                     MB used: 30851;
                  IP address: 195.214.75.37;
nsradmin> quit

Z:\nsr\bin>
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New keywords for the user lists

To define the users and user groups better, there is a new keyword for
- The Administrator lists
- The Remote access list and
- The Users in the User Groups resource

Current keywords are:
domain
domainpdc
domainsid
domaintype
group
host
isroot
user
usersid

The new keyword is:
nwinstname or nwinstancename

- It can also be used for authentication
- It is more secure than using the keyword host
- The value of this keyword should be set to the name value in the NSRLA resource that the

user is logging in from
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5.7.1. Operating the NetWorker instance information

With the correct rights, you may export the info to and import the info from a file.
You may also create new keys.

This is how you initiate an export to a (UNIX style) text file ...
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... which also closes the resource window:

certificate:\
“——BEGIN CERTIFICATE——-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——END CERTIFICATE——”;
my hostname: xpprof;
name: xpprof;
NW instance ID: 4bd8cceb-00000004-bc8b13a4-441d503b-00010000-c3d64b25;
private key:\
“——BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY——-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——END RSA PRIVATE KEY——”;
type: NW instance Information;

resource identifier: 15.0.80.14.57.80.29.68.195.214.75.37(1)

This is the information inside the file -. Here you can now even see the private key:
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• Inside the new database, right after the NW 7.3 server has been installed, there are only 4
resource files. One is rather large.

This is a known resource:

5.8. Other resource changes

Let me summarize them as follows:

• The nsrexecd’s RAP database (/nsr/res/nsrladb) is hashed like /nsr/res/nsrdb.
There are a number of new resources the database. This is due to the new NSR peer
information resources (see next chapter).
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This one belongs to the Host Agent  ‘sub- package’ ...

The next one is also Host Agent related:

The Host Agent
software is installed
since NetWorker 7.0
but was never
released.

Consequently, it is not
supported.
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This resource file is obviously the right one. It stores the information about the authentication
method and the SSL Certificate ...

... as well as the Private Key:
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NetWorker
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2003red 2003blue

What’s new in NetWorker 7.3 ?  (11)

5.9. Why is there a new resource type ?

To maintain nsrauth capabilities, it is essential that you never loose
the keys and certificates!

The ones on the NetWorker server are located in the /nsr/res directory. This means that they are
backed up whenever the NetWorker bootstrap save set will be created.

However, the keys on the client must not necessarily be backed up. If the client computer dies, a
problem will be obvious. Consequently, it would be a good idea to send these keys to the NetWorker
server to be backed up as well. This is what will be stored in the Local Hosts resources along with
their associated Peer hostnames. And as the connection can be established from both sites, there
are two Local Hosts entries, one for each NetWorker client.

This is of course only possible if both hosts run NetWorker 7.3.

5.9.1. How are the keys generated and exchanged ?

The following sequence shall explain how the important information will be exchanged. This is done
automatically in the background when the new NetWorker client will be created.

However, i will start with the remote client installation. This also proves that this sequence can also be
used.

On the NetWorker client

When nsrexecd is started, the new client database (..\nsr\res\nsrladb) is created.
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This is obviously the important file - it is bigger than the others:

It contains the self-signed certificate:
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... and the private key:

On the NetWorker server

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue

• When nsrexecd is started, the new client database ..\nsr\res\nsrladb is created as well.
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This is obviously the important file:

This is the self-signed certificate. It is of course different.
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And this is the private key. Again, it is a different one.
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Whether you have selected the ‘normal’ ...

... or the Diagnostic Mode - the column NW instance ID is the only difference you will see.
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If you now create the remote client nothing really happens ...

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue

... except that the Local Hosts resource for the client will be created.
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However, if you now click one of these resources ...

... after a short delay, the Peer hostname information will appear for this connection ...

... and of course as well for the other direction:
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To provide this information, a new resource file must have been created ...

... which does not contain anything but the opposite site’s (the peer’s) certificate.
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The appropriate file is created in the client’s nsrladb database.

Again, it does not contain anything but the opposite site’s (the peer’s) certificate:
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Adding and updating a legacy client

If you add a legacy client, its Local Hosts resource will be automatically created as usual.
Of course no peer information will be available:

But you can verify the Local Hosts setup:
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First, the system will try to establish a connection with the peer.

Then the resource details will become available.
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The following slides will just guide you through the various tabs ....
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When you update the client to NetWorker 7.3 later, the certificates will automatically be
exchanged as usual.
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The entry for Auth methods ensures that the strong authentication method will  automatically be
used, if possible.

There is no need for additional maintenance.
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Deleting a client resource

Again, there is no need for maintenance. In fact, there is no command to support it.

If you delete a client, its Local Hosts resource will automatically be deleted as well:
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What’s new in NetWorker 7.3 ?  (12)

5.10. Maintenance

As mentioned already, the information in the nsrladb database is
essential for authentication.

Usually, the nsrladb directory is backed up when the NetWorker bootstrap is created. This will be
done at least once every day when the NetWorker server’s client is backed up.

However, the database at the client must not automatically backed up. This is true, whenever you have
made modifications to your client’s save set list. In this cae, you may export the NSR instance info
information. The purpose is to get it backed it up so that you may import it later whenever necessary.

Do not forget that you must be listed as NSRLA administrator.
This is not true by default.

If you can not see the Administrator list, it is not yet possible.
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You must change the admin rights appropriately. For details, please see the last chapter.

Do not forget that this must be done for each Local Host
(NetWorker client) locally!

The reason is that NSLRA only exists locally. But you may ‘login’ remotely by specifying the
correct ‘server’: nsradmin -s local_host -p nsrexec

In this case, it will result in a successful attempt.

This closes the resource window.
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The resulting file contains all necessary information. It is always created locally at the client.

Only here you can see the Private Key.
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5.11. Case studies

The key questions are of course:

• What will happen, if an internal attribute changes ? - For instance
- The certificate
- The instance ID

• What will happen if you loose the resource files ?

• How would it be different, if you compare the default authentication with the strong one ?

• And finally: how can you recover from such a problem ?

For this pupose i made a number of tests. However, changing the Certificate and the Instance ID is
not easy - they can not be changed via nsradmin:

.....
nsradmin>
nsradmin> update NW instance ID: 12345678
update failed: `NW instance ID' is a read-only attribute.
nsradmin>
nsradmin> update certificate: 12345678
update failed: `certificate' is a read-only attribute.
nsradmin>
nsradmin> quit

C:\>

However, a corrupt resource file is a possible scenario. So, to test it, i had to manipulate the resource
file directly.
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5.11.1. Using the default authentication (nsrauth/oldauth)

5.11.1.1. Deleting the certificate at the client

I almost deleted the whole Certificate within the resource file and restarted nsrexecd.

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue

If you want to see the Local Hosts resource, NMC can not even establish a connection any more.
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NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue

  .....
05/26/06 11:05:44 nsrexecd: Impersonation was requested by: „administrator@2003blue“,  //
  but the user does not have enough privileges to impersonate.
05/26/06 11:05:44 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to read certificate
Remote host 2003blue
05/26/06 11:05:44 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to read certificate
Remote host 2003blue
05/26/06 11:05:45 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to read certificate
Remote host 2003blue
  .....

daemon.log at the NetWorker client:

  .....
05/26/06 11:05:46 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to initiate client connection
Remote host 2003red
05/26/06 11:05:46 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to initiate client connection
Remote host 2003red
05/26/06 11:05:47 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to initiate client connection
Remote host 2003red
05/26/06 11:05:47 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to initiate client connection
Remote host 2003red
  .....

daemon.log at the NetWorker server:

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue
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NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue

5.11.1.2. Manipulating the certificate at the client

I changed the first character within the Certificate and restarted nsrexecd.

If you want to see the Local Hosts resource ‘inside’ NMC, there is no problem.
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NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue

  .....
05/26/06 11:51:50 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to read certificate
Remote host 2003blue
05/26/06 11:51:50 nsrexecd: Impersonation was requested by: "administrator@2003blue", //
  but the user does not have enough privileges to impersonate.
05/26/06 11:51:50 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to read certificate
Remote host 2003blue
05/26/06 11:51:51 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to read certificate
Remote host 2003blue
05/26/06 11:51:51 nsrexecd: Impersonation was requested by: "administrator@2003blue", //
  but the user does not have enough privileges to impersonate.
  .....

daemon.log at the NetWorker client:

  .....
05/26/06 11:51:52 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to initiate client connection
Remote host 2003red
05/26/06 11:51:52 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to initiate client connection
Remote host 2003red
05/26/06 11:51:53 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to initiate client connection
Remote host 2003red
05/26/06 11:51:54 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to initiate client connection
Remote host 2003red
05/26/06 11:52:01 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to initiate client connection
Remote host 2003red
  .....

daemon.log at the NetWorker server:

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue
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NetWorker
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NetWorker
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5.11.1.3. Manipulating the instance ID at the client

I changed the first character within the instance ID and restarted nsrexecd.

If you want to see the Local Hosts resource, NMC, there is no problem.
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NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue

daemon.log at the NetWorker client:

  .....
05/26/06 12:06:45 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: There is already a machine using the name:   //
  “2003red”. Either choose a different name for your machine, or delete the “NSR peer  //
  information” entry for “2003red” on host: “2003blue”
05/26/06 12:06:46 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: There is already a machine using the name:   //
  “2003red”. Either choose a different name for your machine, or delete the “NSR peer  //
  information” entry for “2003red” on host: “2003blue”
05/26/06 12:06:46 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: There is already a machine using the name:   //
  “2003red”. Either choose a different name for your machine, or delete the “NSR peer  //
  information” entry for “2003red” on host: “2003blue”
  .....

daemon.log at the NetWorker server:

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue

  .....
05/26/06 12:06:43 nsrexecd: Impersonation was requested by: „administrator@2003blue“,  //
  but the user does not have enough privileges to impersonate.
05/26/06 12:06:44 nsrexecd: Impersonation was requested by: “administrator@2003blue”,  //
  but the user does not have enough privileges to impersonate.
05/26/06 12:06:49 nsrexecd: Impersonation was requested by: “administrator@2003blue”,  //
  but the user does not have enough privileges to impersonate.
05/26/06 12:06:50 nsrexecd: Impersonation was requested by: “administrator@2003blue”,  //
  but the user does not have enough privileges to impersonate.
  .....
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5.11.1.4. Losing the resource files at the client

I have to admit that the previous tests were rather fictious. However, i wanted to see what might
happen. In this test i want to see what will happen if you loose the recource file at the client.

I deleted the resource files at the client and restarted nsrexecd.

If you want to see the Local Hosts resource, there is no problem.
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Do you know why ?

Do not forget that the usage of the old authentication method is still an alternative.

You may even successfully recover:
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NetWorker
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  .....
05/26/06 13:04:43 nsrexecd: Impersonation was requested by: „administrator@2003blue“,  //
  but the user does not have enough privileges to impersonate.
05/26/06 13:04:43 nsrexecd: Impersonation was requested by: “administrator@2003blue”,  //
  but the user does not have enough privileges to impersonate.
05/26/06 13:05:47 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: Connection reset by peer
05/26/06 13:05:47 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: Connection reset by peer
05/26/06 13:05:47 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: Connection reset by peer
  .....

daemon.log at the NetWorker client:

  .....
05/26/06 13:06:13 nsrd: 2003red: browsing
05/26/06 13:06:13 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: There is already a machine using the name:   //
  “2003red”. Either choose a different name for your machine, or delete the “NSR peer  //
  information” entry for “2003red” on host: “2003blue”
05/26/06 13:06:13 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: There is already a machine using the name:   //
  “2003red”. Either choose a different name for your machine, or delete the “NSR peer  //
  information” entry for “2003red” on host: “2003blue”
05/26/06 13:06:13 nsrd: 2003red:D:\TEST (5/26/06) starting read from 2003blue.001 of 9779 KB
05/26/06 13:06:24 nsrd: 2003red:D:\TEST (5/26/06) done reading 9779 KB
05/26/06 13:06:24 nsrd: 2003red: done browsing
  .....

daemon.log at the NetWorker server:

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue
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As i was on vacation and no TID was
released this week, this is just a dummy.
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5.11.2. Using the strong authentication (nsrauth)

5.11.2.1. Deleting the certificate at the client

I almost deleted the whole Certificate within the resource file and restarted nsrexecd.

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue

If you want to see the Local Hosts resource, NMC can not even establish the connection any more.
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However, in the end you receive a clear error message:
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  .....
05/26/06 13:37:41 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to read certificate
Remote host 2003blue
05/26/06 13:37:51 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to read certificate
Remote host 2003blue
05/26/06 13:38:01 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to read certificate
Remote host 2003blue
05/26/06 13:38:11 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to read certificate
Remote host 2003blue
  .....

daemon.log at the NetWorker client:

  .....
05/26/06 13:37:43 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to initiate client connection
Remote host 2003red
05/26/06 13:37:53 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to initiate client connection
Remote host 2003red
05/26/06 13:38:03 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to initiate client connection
Remote host 2003red
05/26/06 13:38:13 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to initiate client connection
Remote host 2003red
  .....

daemon.log at the NetWorker server:

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue
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5.11.2.2. Manipulating the certificate at the client

I changed the first character within the Certificate and restarted nsrexecd.

If you want to see the Local Hosts resource, NMC can not even establish the connection any more.
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However, in the end you receive a clear error message:
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  .....
05/26/06 13:50:54 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to read certificate
Remote host 2003blue
05/26/06 13:51:04 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to read certificate
Remote host 2003blue
05/26/06 13:51:14 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to read certificate
Remote host 2003blue
05/26/06 13:51:24 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to read certificate
Remote host 2003blue
05/26/06 13:52:07 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to read certificate
Remote host 2003blue
  .....

daemon.log at the NetWorker client:

  .....
05/26/06 13:50:56 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to initiate client connection
Remote host 2003red
05/26/06 13:51:06 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to initiate client connection
Remote host 2003red
05/26/06 13:51:16 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to initiate client connection
Remote host 2003red
05/26/06 13:51:27 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: SSL Error: Unable to initiate client connection
Remote host 2003red
  .....

daemon.log at the NetWorker server:

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue
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5.11.2.3. Manipulating the instance ID at the client

I changed the first character within the instance ID and restarted nsrexecd.

If you want to see the Local Hosts resource, NMC can not even establish the connection any more.
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However, in the end you receive a clear error message:
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daemon.log at the NetWorker client:

  .....
05/26/06 15:18:21 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: There is already a machine using the name:    //
  “2003red”. Either choose a different name for your machine, or delete the “NSR peer   //
  information” entry for “2003red” on host: “2003blue”
05/26/06 15:18:31 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: There is already a machine using the name:    //
  “2003red”. Either choose a different name for your machine, or delete the “NSR peer   //
  information” entry for “2003red” on host: “2003blue”
05/26/06 15:18:41 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: There is already a machine using the name:    //
  “2003red”. Either choose a different name for your machine, or delete the “NSR peer   //
  information” entry for “2003red” on host: “2003blue”
  .....

daemon.log at the NetWorker server:

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue

Surprisingly, the file was just empty.
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5.11.2.4. Losing the resource files at the client

I have to admit that the previous tests were rather fictious. However, i wanted to see what might
happen. In this test i want to see what will happen if you loose the recource file at the client.

I deleted the resource files at the client and restarted nsrexecd.

If you want to see the Local Hosts resource, there is no problem.
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However, the recover process will fail.
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  .....
05/26/06 15:57:05 nsrexecd: Impersonation was requested by: „administrator@2003blue“,  //
  but the user does not have enough privileges to impersonate.
05/26/06 15:57:17 nsrexecd: Impersonation was requested by: “administrator@2003blue”,  //
  but the user does not have enough privileges to impersonate.
05/26/06 15:57:17 nsrexecd: Impersonation was requested by: “administrator@2003blue”,  //
  but the user does not have enough privileges to impersonate.
05/26/06 15:57:46 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: Connection reset by peer
05/26/06 15:57:46 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: Connection reset by peer
05/26/06 15:57:46 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: Connection reset by peer
  .....

daemon.log at the NetWorker client:

  .....
05/26/06 15:57:07 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: There is already a machine using the name:   //
  “2003red”. Either choose a different name for your machine, or delete the “NSR peer  //
  information” entry for “2003red” on host: “2003blue”
05/26/06 15:57:07 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: There is already a machine using the name:   //
  “2003red”. Either choose a different name for your machine, or delete the “NSR peer  //
  information” entry for “2003red” on host: “2003blue”
05/26/06 15:57:19 nsrexecd: SYSTEM error: There is already a machine using the name:   //
  “2003red”. Either choose a different name for your machine, or delete the “NSR peer  //
  information” entry for “2003red” on host: “2003blue”
  .....

daemon.log at the NetWorker server:

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue
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Recovering from the problem

As you will see from the next pages, nothing really helps but the recovery of the files:
- The best way is really to recover the resource files on the client
- The one the NetWorker server will be backed up anyway (bootstrap)

If you use nsrauth only - never forget to backup the client’s nsr directory !

If you now request New Keys ...

... you wil not see any difference here ...
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Even a new backup will fail:

C:\>save -s 2003blue D:\TEST
NSR server 2003blue: Authentication error
save: waiting 30 seconds then retrying
NSR server 2003blue: Authentication error
save: waiting 36 seconds then retrying
NSR server 2003blue: Authentication error
save: waiting 60 seconds then retrying
save: RPC error: Authentication error
save: Cannot open save session with 2003blue
save completion time:  5-26-06  4:33p

C:\>

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

2003red 2003blue

... but the result will not change:
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Only the recovery of the old resource files will cure the problem:
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What’s new in NetWorker 7.3 ?  (14)

6. New features for all operating systems except the NMC software

6.1. Starting the backup and recover GUI from NMC

NetWorker will always use the local software at the NMC client:

UNIX/Linux

Windows

NMC
Server

UNIX/Linux

WindowsWill try to start
winworkr.exe

Will try to start
nw* GUIs
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On a Windows client winwork.exe will come up as before:

Do not forget that the
Windows GUI is
capable to recover
UNIX/Linux clients via a
Directed Recovery.

6.1.1. Starting the backup and recover GUI for Windows

• To do this you must change to the window Monitoring.
• Open the menu Monitoring.
• Go to the end of the list and start the command Launch NetWorker User Application ...
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Each of them will of course come up as on previous versions:

Do not forget that 4
separate programs
exist for this type of
client.

6.1.2. Starting the backup and recover GUIs for UNIX/Linux

• To do this you must change to the window Monitoring.
• Open the menu Monitoring.
• Go to the end of the list and start the command Launch NetWorker User Application ...

- select the appropriate binary (see below):

In this case you work
on a UNIX client but
you are connected to a
Windows NetWorker
server.
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6.1.3. Considerations

Do not forget some environmental issues:
• The software must have been installed
• The pathnames must fit
• The environment variables must have been adjusted, if necessary

For example...
• You can of course connect from your browser to the NMC server if JRE is locally installed.
• However, if you have not also installed the NetWorker client software on this computer, you will

not be able to open the graphical backup and recover programs.

Here are some examples for an incomplete installation or wrong configuration:
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6.2. Using the Client Configuration Wizard

Most likely, experienced NetWorker Administrators will not use wizards at all. However, if you are new
to the NetWorker software, you should consider it as it helps you in preventing mistakes and false
client configurations.

Within the NMC GUI you start this wizard pretty similar as the backup and recover GUIs:
• Change to the window Configuration.
• Open the menu Configuration and
• Select the command Lauch Client Wizard:

If you have already used the wizard, which was introduced with NetWorker 7.2, you will recognize the
welcome screen:
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The wizard is a general control tool from where you now select specific ‘sub-’wizards, depending on
the type. By default, the only one that is available is the Filesystem Client configuration wizard:

• Select the wizard of your choice and klick Next to continue:

If you have installed
one of the latest
NetWorker database
modules, you will also
see the appropriate
database client
configuration wizard.

Of course the next windows are depending on the type of the wizard.
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You must now specify the name of the NetWorker client.
• You may either search for all clients and select the name ...

• ... or enter the name directly in the edit field NetWorker client.
Make sure that one appears here before you continue with Next .

Of course NetWorker
can only find a client if
the NetWorker client
software has been
installed and is
running.
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The wizard adopts to your choices.

• If you want to backup all files of this client, simply accept the default Back up entire system .

• If you only want to do a partial backup of the client’s disks, select Back up selected filesystem
objects before you proceed with Next .
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You can now browse through the client’s filesystems to select your files and and/or directories. Of
course, you may still choose All objects:

As you see, there is no difference with respect to any other graphical directory tree:

• Make your selection and proceed with Next .
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In the next window you specify the other most important Client Properties. Of course the setup is not
different than for the other windows.

• To activate these parameters you must select Customize the client:

• Click Next to proceed.

In this window you may add the client to an existing group or even create a new one. The default is to
Create a new group:
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Here you see an appropriate example:

• Click Next to continue.
You now see your settings again and you are asked to confirm them:

You should not
increase the Client
retries without an
instruction from EMC
support.

• Click Create to confirm your configuration and to create the new client resource.
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And this is how you can verify the successful operation:

You may now either ...
• Configure another client or device (device???) or
• Click Finish to quit the wizard.

Of course the new client resource will appear in the Configuration window:
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6.2.1. Considerations

If you have (accidentally) deleted the resource files nsrwizcon.res and nsrwizclnt.res the
program will not start at all but only showing this error:

This error appears if you have copied other resource files to /nsr/res just to fake the program:
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As with the NetWorker Administration program, the wizard will also check for plausible errors.

Although the software sometimes behaves a bit strange (see page 12) the Device Configuration Wizard
which also has been introduced in NetWorker 7.2 does not exist any more. It is now integrated in the
new device detection and configuration software:
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Look at this screen and the two occurances of the U: drive:

This is not an error!

It happens on a Windows client, if you have ‘soft linked’ one partition to an existing drive letter:

If you do not use the save set All, you must explicitely check such a ‘drive’
as otherwise it would never be backed up!
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What’s new in NetWorker 7.3 ?  (15)

6.3. New save set information from the GUI

Well, this is how marketing wants to sell this feature. However, an ‘older’ NetWorker administrator
simply knows that this is not true. It has been delivered with the product for years.

6.3.1. The legacy behavior

However, it was not directly visible for an unexperienced administrator. The reason for that was that you
actually had to pretend to start a NetWorker Save Set Clone process.

6.3.1.1. From the UNIX/Linux Admin GUI

Do get to the appropriate GUI you actually had to ...
• start the Administrator GUI
• open the Save Set menu and
• select the Clone command:
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This opened another window where you could set your parameters to query the media database
for matching save sets.

• You even could click on << Less to choose a less complicated search mask.
• Once yor search criteria was fine, you clicked Query to start the search.

If there was any hit it would appear in the Save Sets window at the bottom of this Save Set Clone
window:

• If you did not want to start the clone process, you would have simply closed the window.
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The only difference was that you could not shrink the number of search criteria - a button
<< Less simply did not exist:

6.3.1.2. From the Windows Admin GUI

In Windows the procedure was absolutely the same:
• Start the Administrator GUI
• Then open the Clone Save Sets ‘resource’ to open the equivalent search mask:
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• Finally you must set your search criteria and click the register Save Set List to see the result in
the list below. As usual for such GUIs you may sort the list by clicking the name of the column:

6.3.2. The NetWorker 7.3 behaviour

• In the NetWorker Administration program, go to the Media window.

• Then select Save Sets to access the search mask.

If you now want to clone specific save sets, just mark them, open the context menu and select the
Clone option.
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I just mention this item again because it appears as a separate feature in the Release Notes.

If you need to know more about how to detect, configure and how to operate devices using this window,
may i kindly ask to read the TIDs 11/2006 and 12/2006.

The media handling and its related configuration (Label Templates, Media Pools) as well as the
Volumes and Indexes maintenance (see last page) has not changed at all.

6.4. New device and media admin interfaces

Devices and media will be operated in the Devices window.
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You can easily recognize the status of this option by looking at your list of  configured clients:

  By default the option
  Scheduled backup is
  checked.

6.5. Enabling/disabling automatic saves for a client

This is an important option as the drag & drop of a client to an inactive NetWorker group is not possible
any more/yet. To leave the client in the group but to exclude him from automatic backups simply
uncheck the client option Scheduled backup:
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This option will assign the same retention policy for all save sets in this pool. This feature can be
used for any pool.

• You may also set the retention policy for each save set individually when you start the clone
process from the command line, using the new option -y:

nsrclone -S ssid -b pool -y mm/dd/yy

6.7. The retention policies rules for index save sets has been modified

On previous versions, the retention policy for the index save sets was taken from the one for the
NetWorker server‘s client setup. This was logical, as those save sets ‘belong’ to this NetWorker client.
However, this was hard to understand, especially for a new NetWorker user.

With NetWorker 7.3 the retention policy for the index save set now follows the one for the data save set
which makes it easier to be understood.

6.6. Setting a different retention policy for clones

By default, clone data will inherit the same policies as the original save set.

However, with NetWorker 7.3 the retention policy for clone data can be specified independently from the
one for the original backup. You have two choices:

• You may set it for the whole pool resource:
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6.8. Improvement in handling write-protected media

The old recycle (relabel) method worked as follows:
- NetWorker determined whether the media was write-protected
- It then deleted the volume entry from the media index
- Finally, it tried to relabeled the media

The problem with this sequence was if the media was write-protected. In this case the information in the
media index was deleted from the media index before the label process was executed and determined
that the media was write-protected. In this case, the information about this volume was deleted without
a reason.

The routine has changed in a way that NetWorker now retains the volume entry in the media database
until the relabel process has successfully been executed.

6.9. Improvements to the Direct Access Restore (DAR) capability

Directed Access Restore (DAR) is the method which exclusively works on NDMP backups. It allows
you to recover data in the middle of a save set without the necessity to parse the tape set sequentially.
For large backups, this method reduces the recovery time dramatically.

Direct Access Restore (DAR) is now also supported with SnapImage™ and the NetWorker NDMP
Data Service Agent (DSA) feature.

DSA has been implemented in NetWorker 7.2. It allows you to save any NetWorker client data without
the NetWorker client software installed (like NDMP filers) to any standard (i.e. non-NDMP) device. This
allows you to use all other features that are available to such devices like remote storage nodes,
multiplexing, scanning, the usage of (Advanced) File Type Devices, just to name the most important
ones.

Any data server that supports DAR will be able to use this function when:
- DIRECT=y is set as an Application information variable for the NDMP client and
- when using a DSA enabled NetWorker storage node (it must run on at NetWorker 7.2 or higher)

6.10. NetWorker can now recognize EDM Media

EDM is EMC’s legacy backup software. As the support for this product will time out, currently all EDM
customers are converted to use NetWorker. To prevent accidental overwrites in an autochanger
containing both types of media, NetWorker has been modified so that it also can recognize EDM
labeled media.

6.11. Support for StorageTek‘s ACSLS 7.0 software

Support for StorageTek’s Automatic Cartridge System Library Software (ACSLS) has been improved for
a firewall-protected environment. NetWorker now uses the firewall-secure solution provided by ACSLS
7.0 (restricting connections for ACSLS communications to a single TCP port for all registered program
numbers).
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6.12. Improvements to the Advanced File Type Device

Some important improvements for the Advanced File Type Device (AFTD) have been implemented in
this version:

• The AFTD now supports concurrent recoveries
- This works for command-line operations only
- It applies to these commands

recover
nsrclone
nsrstage

• An AFTD can now be shared between storage nodes
- The storage nodes must be of the same platform

In my opinion this in fact is not a new feature - it has been available for (Advanced) File Type
Devices since years. I demonstrated it in front of a lot of customers. However, it is finally
supported!

Unfortunately, i do not see how to set it up easily from the new NetWorker Admin
GUI as the  the Hardware id edit field simply is not available here! - The only chance
you have is using nsradmin or the old NetWorker Admin GUI.
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6.13. Support for SCSI Reserve/Release Unit

SCSI reservation is definitively worth to be discussed in a separate TID. However, i will try to pack all
necessarys information into this one page.

By default the SCSI device with the highest priority (the lowest SCSI ID) will get the bus. This
is determined in the SCSI Arbitration Phase. That is why SCSI HBAs usually run on ID 7 so no no
other SCSI device can overrule them.

For a backup or recovery software this means, that an existing connection between two SCSI devices
could be intercepted by any other device with a higher priority.

To overcome this problem, SCSI-2 defined a mechanism, where an Initiator (device), once it gained
access to the bus, could reserve a Target (device) by sending the SCSI command Reserve Unit. To
share the drive again with ‘the public‘ the same Initiator must send the command Release Unit. Thus,
the statement „SCSI Reserve/Release is a component of the Dynamic Drive Sharing (DDS) feature“ is
simply wrong if not explained any further.

• DDS provides NetWorker software with the ability to recognize shared drives and to skip shared
drives that are in use and route the backups or recoveries to other available shared drives.

• DDS is currently supported exclusively in a Storage Area Network (SAN) fibre channel
environment and not in a direct-connect SCSI environment.

(IMHO this will never change - the limitation of the SCSI cable length simply does not allow
such a configuration.)

- Reserve/Release Unit only works with the CDI platform
This means that the NetWorker client and storage node software must be
installed and running. And the device must be defined to use CDI.
Consequently, NDMP devices are not supported.

- It can not operate with a Reserve Unit/Release Unit feature from the operating
system. If such exists, you must disable it.

- Only specific hardware and configurations are supported.
See the Release Notes and the Administration Guide for details.

- Be aware that SCSI bus resets will reset all reservations !

As mentioned above, this subject would at least need another TID for a proper discussion. In the
interim, if you want to learn more about this feature and how to set it up, please consult the original
NetWorker manuals for details.
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6.14. Improvements to the ‘scanner’ command

A new option allows you to limit the scanner operation to the current media.

With the old behavior, if scanner discovered that the save set was continued on another piece of
media, it would simply request it to be inserted.

With the new option -z, you can actually limit the scanner command to be applied to the current
media only.

6.15. Firewall considerations

The following information refers to the Appendix B be of the NetWorker 7.3 Administration Guide. To the
best of my knowledge, i tried to condense the information found in there and to convert it into a few
easy diagrams.

Connection ports are outgoing ports. As such, they are not considered to be dangerous any longer.
As a consequence, their default range has been set to 0-0 which is a specific string to indicate that
NetWorker now allows the operating system to determine these ports by itself.

Service ports are incoming ports. As such they are potential gates where intruders may attack your
NetWorker node if too many have been opened by your firewall software. Consequently, it is important
to determine the exact exact number of service ports required for your NetWorker node.

These rules changed once again. Not only that the number of ports decreased again - there are also a
number of new services/daemons around. Please use the following diagrams to determine the exact
number of service ports.
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The following diagrams show the port requirements by NetWorker functionality.
Do not forget, that the storage node and the client have multiple functionalities to
fulfill.

• For the NetWorker Client functionality:

Service Ports
  nsrmmd 2 * n

Connection Ports

  nsrlcpd 1 * n

nsrmmd 2 ports per device (+1 if a save set spans media)
nsrlcpd 1 port per library (if applicable)

• For the NetWorker Server functionality:

Service Ports
nsrexecd 4 *)

Connection Ports

NDMP 1
Client Config. Wizard 1 * n

*) Portmapper (1), Remote Execution (1), Authentication (2)
plus 1 port per Client Configuration Wizard Module

• For the NetWorker Storage Node functionality:

nsrmmgd Jukebox server support daemon (if applicable)
nsrcscd Client Configuration Wizard server (if applicable)

Service Ports
nsrd 1
  nsrmmdbd 1
  nsrindexd 1
  nsrjobd 1

  nsrmmgd 1
  nsrcscd 1

Connection Ports
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• For the NetWorker Management Console server functionality:

*) RPC (1), HTTP Requests (1), Reporting (1)

• For the Legato License Manager Server functionality

Service Ports
gstd 3 *)

Connection Ports

Service Ports
lgtolmd 1

Connection Ports
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7. New features for UNIX/Linux

7.1. Starting save set recoveries from nwrecover

In previous versions, save set recoveries were started from the admintration GUI nwadmin. As it does
no longer exist, this option had to be ‘relocated’.

• To start the process, open the menu Options and run Recover...
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• Then select the Client, the Save Set and the Instance to restore and click Recover to start the process.

7.2. Support for international filenames in the client file index (CFI)

NetWorker 7.3 now supports unicode. Assuming the correct locale environment variable has been set
accordingly, all browsable filenames should now be stored without strange characters.
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7.3. Improvements to nsr_shutdown

nsr_shutdown is the usual way to stop the NetWorker daemons.

• The old nsr_shutdown script had a lot of problems. The major ones are:
- Process dependencies were not honored at all - all processes were just stopped in an

unpredictable order.
- The script was not scalable.
- To add processes to its target list, the old nsr_shutdown had to be edited.

• Then new nsr_shutdown has the following features:
- Process dependencies are now fully honored

For example, nsr_shutdown will not try to stop nsrexecd before nsrd has
successfully been stopped.

nsr_shutdown now uses run files to determine which processes to shut down and in
what order they need to be shut down. To support this feature, the new directory
/nsr/run contains information about the NetWorker processes and their associated
process numbers. Run files are created in /nsr/run by each NetWorker daemon or
parent process like: nsrd, nsrexecd, savegrp, etc.

Run files contain three pieces of information:
The process name nsrexecd
The process ID 12345
Dependent service(s) like nsrd and savegrp

Please find examples on the next page.

- The new script is scalable
Target services are specified outside of nsr_shutdown’s source code.

- It is safe
By default, nsr_shutdown will not SIGKILL processes unless it has been explicitly
told to do so.

- It is informative
nsr_shutdown -l lists NetWorker services and process IDs in their hierarchical

order
nsr_shutdown displays all processes and their respective PIDs

- It is specific
You can target individual services to stop with the nsr_shutdown script.
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Here is an example for the new /nsr/run directory (Solaris 9)

The filename has the
format
  process.pid

The reference for the
dependent process(es)
is stored within the file
itself.

bash-2.03# ls -l /nsr/run
total 4
-rw-r—r—   1 root     root           0 Feb 15 15:17 lgtolmd.246
-rw-r—r—   1 root     root           8 Feb 15 15:18 nsrd.249
-rw-r—r—   1 root     root          13 Feb 15 15:17 nsrexecd.243
bash-2.03# cat /nsr/run/nsrd.249
savegrp
bash-2.03# cat /nsr/run/nsrexecd.243
nsrd
savegrp
bash-2.03#
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nsr_shutdown -l lists all processes and dependencies

bash-2.03# nsr_shutdown -l
+--o lgtolmd (246)
+--o nsrd (249)
   +--o nsrindexd (304)
   +--o nsrmmdbd (297)
   +--o nsrjobd (310)
+--o nsrexecd (243)
bash-2.03#

nsr_shutdown service stops a specific daemon

bash-2.03# nsr_shutdown lgtolmd
Stopping service: lgtolmd (246)
Service lgtolmd (246) shutdown.
bash-2.03#

nsr_shutdown stops all NetWorker daemons and shows details about the stopped
processes

bash-2.03# nsr_shutdown
Stopping service: nsrd (249)
Service nsrd (249) shutdown.
Stopping service: nsrexecd (243)
Service nsrexecd (243) shutdown.
bash-2.03#

7.4. Obsolete option nsrjb -N

According to the NetWorker 7.3 Release Notes, nsrjb -N is not supported any longer.

From the nsrjb 7.2 manpage:

-N Tells nsrjb to skip the confirmation prompt when used in conjunction with the -LR
options. When NetWorker recycles volumes, NetWorker prompts you to confirm that it is
okay to overwrite any volumes considered to be non-recyclable. See nsrim(1m) for a
discussion of the per-volume flags.

Even in the latest (NetWorker 7.3.2 manpages) you will find still find a description for this option. The
reason for this is that you still may connect to an older (pre NetWorker 7.3) data zone.
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7.5. Compatibility issues

In NetWorker 7.3 support has been added for
• Veritas Volume Management Software on HP-UX MC Service Guard
• LTO-3 tape drives
• Solaris 10 (limited support)

Notes on Solaris 10 support

• NetWorker 7.3 provides base support for Solaris 10 only
No new features that were introduced between Solaris 9 and Solaris 10 are supported

• The LUS driver is not supported by Solaris 10
NetWorker uses Solaris’ native drivers sgen, st and fp

• The following issues should be taken into consideration when configuring devices on Solaris 10
- The LUS driver is not supported by Solaris 10
- The sji commands are not supported
- Run the command cfgadm –lav to ensure that all devices will be detected and

assigned to the /dev/rmt directory
- The driver sgen might take a long time to load
- The driver st may not be configured properly

For more details about Solaris 10 support please read the NetWorker 7.3/UNIX Release Notes.
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I will explain this
feature in detail in the
next TID.

8. New features for Windows

8.1. Support for hard links

The NetWorker server backs up and recovers files with hard links. However, the hard links of files
created by using a POSIX application are not preserved during recovery.

Set this option for the NetWorker client to change this behavior:
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8.2. Support for DOS 8.3 filenames

Windows filename mapping is an operating system feature in which each file or folder with a name that
does not conform to the MS-DOS 8.3 naming standard is automatically assigned a second name that
does. For example, a directory named Microsoft Office might be assigned a second name of
MICROS~2.

To improve performance, support for short filenames is disabled by default. You may set this
individually for leach logical client:

Due to limitations for the operating system, NetWorker clients can not save or
restore these system-assigned short filenames when running on Windows 2000 or
Windows NT 4.0.
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8.3. Support of Direct File Access (DFA) for Advanced File Type Devices (AFTDs)

Direct File Access (DFA) means that the files on the media/device can be accessed directly, avoiding
the use of the NetWorker nsrmmd process. This is especially true for (A)FTD devices where the
operating system can fulfill this job. This saves resources and may improve the throughput.

BTW - this is only true for red(write processes. You still need NetWorker’s
nsrmmd process(es) for labeling and mounting the media.

• NetWorker now supports Direct File Access for Windows (A)FTD devices.

• You may disable this feature with a switch in the ..\nsr\debug directory:
- If the file nodirectfile does        exist, DFA is not used
- If the file nodirectfile does not exist, DFA is        used

• For debug level information, you must at least use level 3 or 4:
- Debug level 3 reports unsuccessful attempts to use DFA
- Debug level 4 reports successful use of DFA

8.4. Compatibility issues

These are the changes in NetWorker Support 7.3

• Support for EMC® FullTime AutoStart (FTAS) has been added
NetWorker 7.3 now supports backup and recovery operations in an EMC Fulltime Autostart
(FTAS) environment on Microsoft Windows.

• Increased device support for scanner and nsrjb
- Now 2048 devices instead of 256 devices are supported
- This is needed to accomodate CLARIION® disk libraries
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8.5. Hard Link Support for Windows - Details

This chapter expresses in detail the support for Windows Hard Links mentioned in the last TID.
With respect to the subject, it is more an extension to chapter 8.3. However, for consistency reasons, i
had to number it 8.5.

8.5.1. General

Before i begin to explain the new NetWorker 7.3 feature, let me give you a general overview.

What is a Hard Link at all ?
- A Hard Link is a connection to an inode on the same volume/partition.
- It is nothing else but another pointer to the same physical file.
- It is a reference, not a real element (data will not be copied at all).
- After the execution, you may also access the file via the new reference.

Example:

ln /new_path/new_file /existing_path/existing_file

If you want to really compare it with NetWorker it is „Dynamic File Sharing“ (somehow similar
with respect to Dynamic Drive Sharing).

Considerations
- It is not easy to determine the original file any more.

Opening both filenames will have the same result. But where is the data actually stored ?
The more connections exist, the more confusing will be the result.

- Hard links can only be used on the same partition.

File Deletion
- Of course you can delete the file or a link.

Once again, you can not really tell which instance is the ‘original’.
- Such file is accessible as long as not the last ‘instance’ has been deleted.

Due to the nature of Hard Links they are rarely used.
However, rare application use this mechanism. Consequently such files/links
must also be backed up and recoverd.

To show you the effect of NetWorker’s Hard Link Support for Windows, i have made the following tests
on Windows XP with NetWorker 7.3. This is not officially supported but a valid combination for
demonstration purposes. Please keep in mind that there might be slight differences if you use another
Windows operating system.
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8.5.2. Preparing the Hard Links

This is the source directory:

D:\>dir R:\TEST
 Volume in drive R is R
 Volume Serial Number is 4C67-EB2A

 Directory of R:\TEST

05/27/2006  05:38 PM    <DIR>          .
05/27/2006  05:38 PM    <DIR>          ..
05/27/2006  05:35 PM        10,000,000 TEST_1.TXT
05/27/2006  05:35 PM        10,000,000 TEST_2.TXT
05/27/2006  05:35 PM        10,000,000 TEST_3.TXT
05/27/2006  05:35 PM        10,000,000 TEST_4.TXT
05/27/2006  05:35 PM        10,000,000 TEST_5.TXT
               5 File(s)     50,000,000 bytes
               2 Dir(s)     986,600,448 bytes free

D:\>

D:\>chkdsk R:
The type of the file system is NTFS.
Volume label is R.

WARNING!  F parameter not specified.
Running CHKDSK in read-only mode.

CHKDSK is verifying files (stage 1 of 3)...
File verification completed.
CHKDSK is verifying indexes (stage 2 of 3)...
Index verification completed.
CHKDSK is verifying security descriptors (stage 3 of 3)...
Security descriptor verification completed.

   1020095 KB total disk space.
     48866 KB in 8 files.
        20 KB in 12 indexes.
         0 KB in bad sectors.
      7732 KB in use by the system.
      7152 KB occupied by the log file.
    963477 KB available on disk.

      1024 bytes in each allocation unit.
   1020095 total allocation units on disk.
    963477 allocation units available on disk.

D:\>

If you run chkdsk, the capacity will of course be reported for these files.
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In the example above, i created five hard links - each of them from the same file.

Now it is time to create some hard links. The command fsutil is part of the Windows 2003 & XP
command set.

D:\>fsutil hardlink create S:\BEST\BEST_5.TXT R:\TEST\TEST_1.TXT
The new link and the existing file must be on the same volume.

D:\>fsutil hardlink create R:\BEST\BEST_1.TXT R:\TEST\TEST_1.TXT
Error:  The system cannot find the path specified.

D:\>mkdir R:\BEST

D:\>fsutil hardlink create R:\BEST\BEST_1.TXT R:\TEST\TEST_1.TXT
Hardlink created for R:\BEST\BEST_1.TXT <<===>> R:\TEST\TEST_1.TXT

D:\>fsutil hardlink create R:\BEST\BEST_2.TXT R:\TEST\TEST_1.TXT
Hardlink created for R:\BEST\BEST_2.TXT <<===>> R:\TEST\TEST_1.TXT

D:\>fsutil hardlink create R:\BEST\BEST_3.TXT R:\TEST\TEST_1.TXT
Hardlink created for R:\BEST\BEST_3.TXT <<===>> R:\TEST\TEST_1.TXT

D:\>fsutil hardlink create R:\BEST\BEST_4.TXT R:\TEST\TEST_1.TXT
Hardlink created for R:\BEST\BEST_4.TXT <<===>> R:\TEST\TEST_1.TXT

D:\>fsutil hardlink create R:\BEST\BEST_5.TXT R:\TEST\TEST_1.TXT
Hardlink created for R:\BEST\BEST_5.TXT <<===>> R:\TEST\TEST_1.TXT

D:\>

As you see the link can only be on the same drive. Also, the linked directory
must already exist.
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To detect the links you must use a program which is capable to do this. The Windows tree
command will not show hard links at all:

As links are not physical copies, the used space does not change at all.

D:\>chkdsk R:
The type of the file system is NTFS.
Volume label is R.

WARNING!  F parameter not specified.
Running CHKDSK in read-only mode.

CHKDSK is verifying files (stage 1 of 3)...
File verification completed.
CHKDSK is verifying indexes (stage 2 of 3)...
Index verification completed.
CHKDSK is verifying security descriptors (stage 3 of 3)...
Security descriptor verification completed.

   1020095 KB total disk space.
     48866 KB in 8 files.
        20 KB in 13 indexes.
         0 KB in bad sectors.
      7732 KB in use by the system.
      7152 KB occupied by the log file.
    963477 KB available on disk.

      1024 bytes in each allocation unit.
   1020095 total allocation units on disk.
    963477 allocation units available on disk.

D:\>

D:\>tree R: /F
Folder PATH listing for volume R
Volume serial number is 4C67-EB2A
R:\TEST
    TEST_1.TXT
    TEST_2.TXT
    TEST_3.TXT
    TEST_4.TXT
    TEST_5.TXT

No subfolders exist

D:\>
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The Windows command dir will show the filenames, but not as hard links:

D:\>dir R:\*.* /S
 Volume in drive R is R
 Volume Serial Number is 4C67-EB2A

 Directory of R:\

05/27/2006  05:42 PM    <DIR>          BEST
05/27/2006  05:38 PM    <DIR>          TEST
               0 File(s)              0 bytes

 Directory of R:\BEST

05/27/2006  05:42 PM    <DIR>          .
05/27/2006  05:42 PM    <DIR>          ..
05/27/2006  05:35 PM        10,000,000 BEST_1.TXT
05/27/2006  05:35 PM        10,000,000 BEST_2.TXT
05/27/2006  05:35 PM        10,000,000 BEST_3.TXT
05/27/2006  05:35 PM        10,000,000 BEST_4.TXT
05/27/2006  05:35 PM        10,000,000 BEST_5.TXT
               5 File(s)     50,000,000 bytes

 Directory of R:\TEST

05/27/2006  05:38 PM    <DIR>          .
05/27/2006  05:38 PM    <DIR>          ..
05/27/2006  05:35 PM        10,000,000 TEST_1.TXT
05/27/2006  05:35 PM        10,000,000 TEST_2.TXT
05/27/2006  05:35 PM        10,000,000 TEST_3.TXT
05/27/2006  05:35 PM        10,000,000 TEST_4.TXT
05/27/2006  05:35 PM        10,000,000 TEST_5.TXT
               5 File(s)     50,000,000 bytes

     Total Files Listed:
              10 File(s)    100,000,000 bytes
               6 Dir(s)     986,600,448 bytes free

D:\>
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The utility hlscan is part of the Windows 2003 Resource Kit. It is also part of the file rktools.exe
which can be downloaded for free.

D:\>hlscan /dir R:\
Hard Links Report for \\XPPROF
Report Time: 05/27/2006 17:45:18
Scanned Areas: R:\

Hard Links Found in R:\ (recursive search):

ID: 0x1000000000027 - Hard Links Count: 6 - Missing: 0
  Creation Time: 05/27/2006 17:37:51
  Last Access Time: 05/27/2006 17:38:55
  R:\TEST\TEST_1.TXT
  R:\BEST\BEST_1.TXT
  R:\BEST\BEST_2.TXT
  R:\BEST\BEST_3.TXT
  R:\BEST\BEST_4.TXT
  R:\BEST\BEST_5.TXT

Summary:
        Files scanned: 13
        Physical files with more than one name: 1
        Hard links: 6

D:\>

In Windows Explorer, hard links appear as standard files:
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... not the links only but the ‘real’ files will be backed up.

8.5.3. Manual backups with NetWorker 7.3

If you select the directory with the hard links ...
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Consequently, if you select both directories ...

This is also what you see in the media index.
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This means that you have created a save set with 100 MB from 50 MB of true data - not efficient
for a backup solution:

... the links will once again create the same amount of data although the files in reality only exists
once:
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... and no Hard links support ...

8.5.4. Automatic Backups

If you define Save set: All ...
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However, if you leave the same entry for the Save set ...

... all hard links to a file will in fact take the same amount of data (as for manual backups):
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... this will only backup the physical amount of data, which in reality only exists once::

... but enable Hard links support ...
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... and use Hard links support ...

If you define the save set list manually ...
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... this will (of course) not change anything:
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... the recovery is really fast.

This is obvious, because you can only recover what you have backed up -in this case only the links.

8.5.5. Recoveries

If you recover the hard links ...
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... this must of course take a bit longer.

If you recover the real files ...

Conclusion
- Hard links do not contain physical data.

- Hard link support for NetWorker/Windows clients is only an option for automatic backups
- Without the Hard links option NetWorker will backup all links as physical files.
- With the Hard links option only the Iinks will be saved.
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What’s new in NetWorker 7.3 ?  (18)

9. Undocumented features

I admit that this chapter refers to my personal attitude: I name a feature ‘undocumented’ if it is not
listed in the Release Notes, although you may even find details in other documents.

However, if not listed in the Release Notes, you would not really expect a net feature and consequently
not search for it. And most likely you will not use it as well.

9.1. The new jobs database

9.1.1. General

As you have seen already in TID 5, there is the new nsrjobd. This is what the nsrjobd manpage
states:

Description
The nsrjobd daemon is one of the NetWorker server daemons. It is responsible for spawning and
monitoring of ´jobs´ of NetWorker client binaries. All executions of save(1m), savefs(1m) and
savegrp(1m) are considered jobs. Every execution of the binary is considered a separate job.
nsrjobd allows for monitoring and long term recording of NetWorker activities. Ultimately, all
functionality requiring monitoring or remote execution will be considered a job and handled with help
of nsrjobd.

nsrjobd extends the capabilities previously offered by nsrexec. An example of where nsrjobd’s
capabilities are taken advantage of is when savegrp(1m) requires execution of save(1m) and
savefs(1m). In addition to the remote spawning, nsrjobd collects run-time information to be used
by the NetWorker GUI to report and monitor on both actively running as well as completed jobs.

For storing job related information, nsrjobd maintains its own RAP database in /nsr/res/jobsdb. To
prevent this database from constantly growing, there is an upper limit of size and a retention period
placed on the data in the database. Data pertaining to completed jobs will be migrated to an SQL
database maintained by the NetWorker GUI, then deemed eligible for purging from the RAP
database. The values for the retention period and database size are stored in the NSR Resource in
nsrd’s RAP database. They are configurable by the administrator. In contrast to NetWorker’s RAP
database, nsrjobd’s database is considered an opaque data store for nsrjobd’s private use, and thus
no tools are provided for viewing or manipulating its contents.

.....

I think this needs to be explained a bit further.
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In general, the structure looks like ‘any other NetWorker 7 resource database’.

The 4 directories are:
 general
 indication
 savejobs
 ssninfo

Let us begin with a look at the database structure. As stated in the manpages, it is located in
/nsr/res/jobdb ...

... where it is organized in 4 directories, each containing 10 more subdirectories:
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9.1.2. How is the database used at all ?

After a new NetWorker installation and the start of the server, you will only find one entry - it is located
in the general directory:

This is obviously how the start of the ‘database’ is logged.

To check how the entries are added and modified i used a very simple example:

- I executed a manual backup spanning 2 pieces of media
To be able to check for changes, i unmounted the media before the backup

- followed by a recovery
To be able to check for changes, i also unmounted the media before the recovery

And this is where you may change the default values which determine the size of this database. These
settings are located in the NetWorker server’s properties:

These values represent
the default settings.

Last job id: 0;
type: active job db;
resource identifier: 2.0.220.5.25.105.64.69.195.214.75.153(1)
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9.1.2.1. During the backup ?

When the backup was started (still pending), there was a new entry created in the directory
savejobs:

actual exit code:;
authtype:;
automatic: False;
command:;
completed savetime:;
completion severity:;
completion status:;
data class:;
dependent job id: 0;
end time:;
exit code known:;
group name:;
host: de-creinfeld;
input flag: False;
job id: 1;
job state: ACTIVE;
level:;
name: backup;
ndmp flag: False;
NW Client name/id:;
parent job id: 0;
previous job id: 0;
Reason job was terminated:;
redirect stdio: False;
remote password:;
remote user:;
saveset name:;
start time: 1161849581;
type: save job;
userid:;
resource identifier: 25.0.220.5.25.105.64.69.195.214.75.153(2)

Please note the job state.
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While the backup was running, two new ‘resources’ have been created in the path ssninfo - this was
obviously due to the fact, that the save set used two different volumes:

client name: de-creinfeld;
completed: 0;
current pool: Default;
current read/write total: 98492;
Device path: "Z:\\BU_DEV1";
Jobid from session info: 1;
number of volumes used: 0;
recover file count: 0;
recover file total: 0;
savegroup name:;
saveset id: 50d44d29-00000006-fe406bd9-45406bd9-00040000-c3d64b99;
saveset name: "D:\\TEST";
Session end time: 1161849837;
session id: 26426;
Session mode: 0;
Session start time: 1161849817;
total amount to be read/written: 0;
total volumes needed: 0;
transfer rate: 5335;
type: session info;
volume name: de_creinfeld.001;
resource identifier: 27.0.220.5.25.105.64.69.195.214.75.153(2)

client name: de-creinfeld;
completed: 0;
current pool: Default;
current read/write total: 98492;
Device path: "Z:\\BU_DEV2";
Jobid from session info: 1;
number of volumes used: 1;
recover file count: 0;
recover file total: 0;
savegroup name:;
saveset id: 50d44d29-00000006-fe406bd9-45406bd9-00040000-c3d64b99;
saveset name: "D:\\TEST";
Session end time: 1161849998;
session id: 26426;
Session mode: 0;
Session start time: 1161849998;
total amount to be read/written: 0;
total volumes needed: 0;
transfer rate: 0;
type: session info;
volume name: de_creinfeld.002;
resource identifier: 29.0.220.5.25.105.64.69.195.214.75.153(1)

Obviously ssninfo means session information.
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In the end the savejob’s entry in the path savejobs will be updated appropriately:

actual exit code: 0;
authtype:;
automatic: False;
command:;
completed savetime: 1161849582;
completion severity: 10;
completion status: succeeded;
data class:;
dependent job id: 0;
end time: 1161850031;
exit code known: True;
group name:;
host: de-creinfeld;
input flag: False;
job id: 1;
job state: COMPLETED;
level:;
name: backup;
ndmp flag: False;
NW Client name/id:;
parent job id: 0;
previous job id: 0;
Reason job was terminated:;
redirect stdio: False;
remote password:;
remote user:;
saveset name:;
start time: 1161849581;
type: save job;
userid:;
resource identifier: 25.0.220.5.25.105.64.69.195.214.75.153(7)

Of course the result would be different if there woulkd have been an unrecoverable error.

Also keep in mind that information for aborted save operations will not be deleted.
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9.1.2.2. During the recovery ?

If all NetWorker backup & recovery operations are now considered to be jobs operations, i wondered
why those would not appear in the jobs database as well. To verify this, i also monitored a recovery
process.

With the recovery pending, there was in fact a new entry created in the path general:

actual exit code:;
authtype:;
automatic: False;
browse time:;
command:;
completion severity:;
completion status:;
data class:;
dependent job id: 0;
destination host:;
end time:;
exit code known:;
host: de-creinfeld;
input flag: False;
job id: 3;
job state: ACTIVE;
name: recover;
ndmp flag: False;
number of files:;
NW Client name/id:;
parent job id: 0;
previous job id: 0;
Reason job was terminated:;
redirect stdio: False;
remote password:;
remote user:;
size:;
source host:;
start time: 1161851329;
type: recover job;
userid:;
resource identifier: 31.0.220.5.25.105.64.69.195.214.75.153(2)

So in fact the manpage is wrong - recovery process are in fact listed in the jobs database as well.
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While the recovery was running, two new ‘resources’ have been created in the path ssninfo - this
was obviously due to the fact, that the save set used two volumes:

client name: de-creinfeld;
completed: 0;
current pool: Default;
current read/write total: 0;
Device path: "Z:\\BU_DEV1";
Jobid from session info: 3;
number of volumes used: 0;
recover file count: 0;
recover file total: 0;
savegroup name:;
saveset id: 0;
saveset name: "D:\\TEST (10/26/06)";
Session end time: 1161851706;
session id: 26431;
Session mode: 1;
Session start time: 1161851706;
total amount to be read/written: 210043;
total volumes needed: 2;
transfer rate: 0;
type: session info;
volume name: de_creinfeld.001;
resource identifier: 37.0.220.5.25.105.64.69.195.214.75.153(1)

client name: de-creinfeld;
completed: 0;
current pool: Default;
current read/write total: 98460;
Device path: "Z:\\BU_DEV2";
Jobid from session info: 3;
number of volumes used: 1;
recover file count: 0;
recover file total: 0;
savegroup name:;
saveset id: 0;
saveset name: "D:\\TEST (10/26/06)";
Session end time: 1161851722;
session id: 26431;
Session mode: 1;
Session start time: 1161851722;
total amount to be read/written: 210043;
total volumes needed: 1;
transfer rate: 0;
type: session info;
volume name: de_creinfeld.002;
resource identifier: 39.0.220.5.25.105.64.69.195.214.75.153(1)

Unfortunately, you can not see that this is a recover job. You can only determine them by comparing
the time stamps and the job ids - new jobs have a different number.
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Probably this is the reason why in the end there will is a third resource be created unde the path
ssninfo:

client name: de-creinfeld;
completed: 1;
current pool:;
current read/write total: 210043;
Device path:;
Jobid from session info: 3;
number of volumes used: 1;
recover file count: 0;
recover file total: 0;
savegroup name:;
saveset id: 0;
saveset name: "D:\\TEST (10/26/06)";
Session end time: 1161851726;
session id: 26431;
Session mode: 1;
Session start time: 1161851722;
total amount to be read/written: 210043;
total volumes needed: 1;
transfer rate: 0;
type: session info;
volume name:;
resource identifier: 33.0.220.5.25.105.64.69.195.214.75.153(2)

Obviously the information that these entries are recover jobs can only be done by associating the jobid
and the type and/or name from the resource entry in the general path (see page 7).

9.2. On UNIX/Linux there is only one instance of nsrexecd

Since NetWorker 6.0, there were two nsrexecd daemons working in the background. From the PIDs
you could see that they both were ‘linked together’.

Now, a simple command proves that there is only one ‘instance’ left - do not search the other one ;-)

bash-2.03# nsr_shutdown -l
+—o lgtolmd (246)
+—o nsrd (249)
   +—o nsrindexd (304)
   +—o nsrmmdbd (297)
   +—o nsrjobd (310)
+—o nsrexecd (243)

bash-2.03#
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The name of a
subdirectory is taken
from the first 4
characters of the
filename.

9.3. Grouping the files for the client file index databases

To avoid a huge flat directory structure, client file index files are now grouped into subdirectories. In
principle, this ‘hashing’ mechanism is nothing else but what you have for the resource databases and
the AFTD directories.

9.4. Encryption improvements

Data encryption for NetWorker has been available for a while. You could use two options:
PW1 Password protection
PW2 Password protection & encryption

Unfortunately, there were two major limitations:
- It worked for Netware and Windows only
- The encryption mechanism was very week

Due to this limitation both of them were hardly used at all.

Due to the fact that NetWorker 7.3 uses openSSL, it can simply use its sophisticated 256-bit wide
Advanced Encrypted Standard (AES) encryption algorithm. This will lead to the following facts:

• The backup data is encrypted at the client
- Consequently, the data transfer and the data on the media will be protected
- Data from a lost media can not be recovered without the password

• Keep in mind that this method only works for such clients where openSSL exists
- Currently, it exists for UNIX and Windows clients only

• To use it with NetWorker, you need
- a password string (Passphrase) and
- a (global) directive
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And this is how you should specify your directive :

You define your pass phrase for the NetWorker server. Consequently, it can only be one for the
entire NetWorker data zone:
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Its backups will now be encrypted.

For the recovery, just start as usual:

... which you must of course select for your client:
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But if the pass phrase key is wrong or not available, you will only get this message:

If required, the program will request the name conflict procedure from you, as ususal:

Do i really have to point out  that you must never delete the pass
phrase ?
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Considerations

• A missing pass phrase key can also be applied when starting the recovery process

- From the command line
recover -p pass-phrase ...

- When you start the GUI
nwrecover  -p pass-phrase
nwretrieve -p pass-phrase
winworkr   -p pass-phrase

Consequently, the pass-phrase key will only be active until you quit
the current session.

• A missing pass-phrase key does not prevent you from executing the scanner command
- You are able to retrieve the client file index
- But you still can not recover

C:\>scanner -S 4097892379 Z:\BU_DEV1 | uasm -r
scanner: scanning file disk xpprof.001 on Z:\BU_DEV1
uasm: no decryption key available!
uasm: no decryption key available!
uasm: no decryption key available!
uasm: no decryption key available!
uasm: no decryption key available!
uasm: no decryption key available!
scanner: ssid 4097892379: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4097892379: 9834 KB, 10 file(s)
uasm: no decryption key available!
uasm: no decryption key available!

C:\>
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What’s new in NetWorker 7.3 ?  (19)

9.5. Limiting the streams per device

Up top NetWorker 7.2.x, the parameter for the ‘device parallelism’ (Target sessions) did not limit the
number of streams at all. In a scenario with more pending streams than drives for the same pool, the
value for Target sessions could be auto-incremented by the NetWorker server. The reason for this
pupose was NetWorker’s load-balancing concept.

Unfortunately, this could lead to the fact that the multiplexing of the data was higher than intended
which usually decreased the recovery speed (if not all save sets will be recovered at the same time).

Finally, the new parameter Max sessions has been added to the device setup to limit the maximum
number of backup streams for this device at a time:

As usual, a new parameter will not change the current configuration. Consequently, the default value
has been set to 512, which is the maximum possible parallelism for the data zone.
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Each of them will trigger a mail command (Windows: smtpmail) command.

Notes:
• This feature is not intended for standard users.
• It will not work if NetWorker runs in Evalutation Mode.
• To activate the feature, you must have a special license (key).

9.6. Mailhost notification

This feature is exclusively intended for customer who convert from EMC’s backup solution (EDM) to
NetWorker. To support such customers during the transition phase, 4 new notifications have been
added. Their intention is to send an email directly to EMC’s support whenever the appropriate
combination of Event and Priority will be triggered:
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The intention is to support customers who want to use a different host for recoveries than for backups.
Such can be an interesting alternative, especially in a SAN.

Like the Storage nodes list, you may now define an independent list of storage nodes to recover from (if
possible). For all lists you should have not exclusively one storage node listed. If this will fails, the next
down the list will be used and so on - in general it is the same behavior which you know from the
Storage nodes list.

If the Recover storage nodes list is empty, the Storage nodes list will be followed.

Please keep in mind, that the functionality of this new feature will be
limited if you assigned devices to a pool which are not connected to this
storage nodes.

For more details about this specific subject, please read my TIDs #7 and
#8/2004.

9.7. The new ‘Recover Affinity List’

NetWorker 7.3 introduces a new client feature which is called Recover storage nodes:
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# nsraddadmin -?
usage: nsraddadmin -u user_admin_entry
#
# nsraddadmin -u creinfeld@*
added user 'creinfeld@*' to the administrator list
#
# nsraddadmin -u user='Carsten Reinfeld' host=*
added user 'user=Carsten Reinfeld' to the administrator list
#
# nsraddadmin -u *@*
nsraddadmin: user '*@*' is already on the administrator list
#

9.8. New commands

9.8.1. nsraddadmin

This command is intended to easily add a local user or user group to your NetWorker server’s
administrators list if it has been ‘misconfigured’.

Such may happen accidentally due to a wrong input, of course. It will also happen, if you moved your
NetWorker server to a new host without having extended the administrator’s list in advance.

Please note:

• The program updates the server only on the same host where the command runs.

• Consequently, it must be started locally at the NetWorker server.

• This user will get full administrator privileges assigned.

Here are some examples:

For safety reasons, please ensure that only root users ore administrators can
access this program.
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9.8.2. tape_perf_test

This command starts a performance test on the selected tape device to check the throughput with
respect of the block size and several data patterns. As result, you may later resize the default block
size on your tape device.

Please note:

• Be aware that on Windows, the SCSI drivers usually limit the block size to 64 kB. If you want to
use larger data blocks, you must patch the registry.

For more information about this subject, please read the NetWorker Performance Tuning Guide
or read my TID 2/2001

• Even if you have performed the step above, the installation of Windows 2003 service pack 1 will
again limit the block size to 64 kB.

For more details, please read my TINs 21/2005 and TIN 4/2006.

• However, although the manpages also refer to Windows, tape_perf_test is not available for
Windows at all ! - This is still true for the latest release 7.3.2.

Honi soit qui mal y pense!  (french for ‘Don’t think twice, it’s all right!’ ;-)

• Do not forget, that - depending on your (slow) hardware - this test may take hour(s) to complete.

• Do not start the command during backup hours!

For the best understanding, i have added a sample run of this command, tested with a DLT7000 tape
drive on a SUN Ultra 60 host. BTW - the output file contains the same information what you will see
here or on the screen:

# cd /usr/sbin
# tape_perf_test -f /dev/rmt/0cbn
Block size performance test for device: QUANTUM DLT7000 1E46 (/dev/rmt/0cbn)
        from 1024 kB to 16 kB with a data size of 500 MB
 >>> results being logged to file  //
  QUANTUM-DLT7000-1E46-ultra60-solaris-04-14-2006-1819.log <<<
                run on solaris system ultra60 on 04-14-2006 @ 18:19
                drive identifiers:
                        serial: CX908S0538
open_it returns 4
  .....
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  .....
testing 1024kB blocks:
        *** test using random data:
                write returns 120 sec —> 4266 kB/s
                read returns 121 sec —> 4231 kB/s
        *** test using bigasm-like data:
                write returns 69 sec —> 7420 kB/s
                read returns 74 sec —> 6918 kB/s
        *** test using copies of /usr/bin/vi in buffer:
                write returns 68 sec —> 7529 kB/s
                read returns 76 sec —> 6736 kB/s
        *** test using 2:1 compressible data:
                write returns 57 sec —> 8982 kB/s
                read returns 79 sec —> 6481 kB/s
        *** test using 3:1 compressible data:
                write returns 53 sec —> 9660 kB/s
                read returns 62 sec —> 8258 kB/s
        *** test using 4:1 compressible data:
                write returns 48 sec —> 10666 kB/s
                read returns 56 sec —> 9142 kB/s
        *** test using buffer full of zeros:
                write returns 43 sec —> 11906 kB/s
                read returns 49 sec —> 10448 kB/s
  .....
testing 768kB blocks:
        *** test using random data:
                write returns 115 sec —> 4452 kB/s
                read returns 119 sec —> 4302 kB/s
        *** test using bigasm-like data:
                write returns 69 sec —> 7420 kB/s
                read returns 70 sec —> 7314 kB/s
        *** test using copies of /usr/bin/vi in buffer:
                write returns 68 sec —> 7529 kB/s
                read returns 72 sec —> 7111 kB/s
        *** test using 2:1 compressible data:
                write returns 57 sec —> 8982 kB/s
                read returns 75 sec —> 6826 kB/s
        *** test using 3:1 compressible data:
                write returns 52 sec —> 9846 kB/s
                read returns 62 sec —> 8258 kB/s
        *** test using 4:1 compressible data:
                write returns 48 sec —> 10666 kB/s
                read returns 56 sec —> 9142 kB/s
        *** test using buffer full of zeros:
                write returns 43 sec —> 11906 kB/s
                read returns 49 sec —> 10448 kB/s
  .....
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.....  .....
testing 512kB blocks:
        *** test using random data:
                write returns 114 sec —> 4491 kB/s
                read returns 116 sec —> 4413 kB/s
        *** test using bigasm-like data:
                write returns 68 sec —> 7529 kB/s
                read returns 70 sec —> 7314 kB/s
        *** test using copies of /usr/bin/vi in buffer:
                write returns 68 sec —> 7529 kB/s
                read returns 69 sec —> 7420 kB/s
        *** test using 2:1 compressible data:
                write returns 58 sec —> 8827 kB/s
                read returns 73 sec —> 7013 kB/s
        *** test using 3:1 compressible data:
                write returns 53 sec —> 9660 kB/s
                read returns 62 sec —> 8258 kB/s
        *** test using 4:1 compressible data:
                write returns 48 sec —> 10666 kB/s
                read returns 56 sec —> 9142 kB/s
        *** test using buffer full of zeros:
                write returns 43 sec —> 11906 kB/s
                read returns 49 sec —> 10448 kB/s
  .....
testing 384kB blocks:
        *** test using random data:
                write returns 115 sec —> 4452 kB/s
                read returns 116 sec —> 4413 kB/s
        *** test using bigasm-like data:
                write returns 69 sec —> 7420 kB/s
                read returns 70 sec —> 7314 kB/s
        *** test using copies of /usr/bin/vi in buffer:
                write returns 67 sec —> 7641 kB/s
                read returns 68 sec —> 7529 kB/s
        *** test using 2:1 compressible data:
                write returns 58 sec —> 8827 kB/s
                read returns 74 sec —> 6918 kB/s
        *** test using 3:1 compressible data:
                write returns 52 sec —> 9846 kB/s
                read returns 63 sec —> 8126 kB/s
        *** test using 4:1 compressible data:
                write returns 48 sec —> 10666 kB/s
                read returns 54 sec —> 9481 kB/s
        *** test using buffer full of zeros:
                write returns 43 sec —> 11906 kB/s
                read returns 48 sec —> 10666 kB/s
  .....
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  .....
testing 256kB blocks:
        *** test using random data:
                write returns 114 sec --> 4491 kB/s
                read returns 116 sec --> 4413 kB/s
        *** test using bigasm-like data:
                write returns 69 sec --> 7420 kB/s
                read returns 70 sec --> 7314 kB/s
        *** test using copies of /usr/bin/vi in buffer:
                write returns 66 sec --> 7757 kB/s
                read returns 67 sec --> 7641 kB/s
        *** test using 2:1 compressible data:
                write returns 59 sec --> 8677 kB/s
                read returns 68 sec --> 7529 kB/s
        *** test using 3:1 compressible data:
                write returns 52 sec --> 9846 kB/s
                read returns 66 sec --> 7757 kB/s
        *** test using 4:1 compressible data:
                write returns 48 sec --> 10666 kB/s
                read returns 53 sec --> 9660 kB/s
        *** test using buffer full of zeros:
                write returns 43 sec --> 11906 kB/s
                read returns 49 sec --> 10448 kB/s
  .....
testing 192kB blocks:
        *** test using random data:
                write returns 115 sec --> 4452 kB/s
                read returns 116 sec --> 4413 kB/s
        *** test using bigasm-like data:
                write returns 69 sec --> 7420 kB/s
                read returns 70 sec --> 7314 kB/s
        *** test using copies of /usr/bin/vi in buffer:
                write returns 72 sec --> 7111 kB/s
                read returns 73 sec --> 7013 kB/s
        *** test using 2:1 compressible data:
                write returns 58 sec --> 8827 kB/s
                read returns 71 sec --> 7211 kB/s
        *** test using 3:1 compressible data:
                write returns 53 sec --> 9660 kB/s
                read returns 62 sec --> 8258 kB/s
        *** test using 4:1 compressible data:
                write returns 48 sec --> 10666 kB/s
                read returns 54 sec --> 9481 kB/s
        *** test using buffer full of zeros:
                write returns 43 sec --> 11906 kB/s
                read returns 48 sec --> 10666 kB/s
  .....
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  .....
testing 128kB blocks:
        *** test using random data:
                write returns 114 sec --> 4491 kB/s
                read returns 116 sec --> 4413 kB/s
        *** test using bigasm-like data:
                write returns 69 sec --> 7420 kB/s
                read returns 70 sec --> 7314 kB/s
        *** test using copies of /usr/bin/vi in buffer:
                write returns 71 sec --> 7211 kB/s
                read returns 74 sec --> 6918 kB/s
        *** test using 2:1 compressible data:
                write returns 58 sec --> 8827 kB/s
                read returns 68 sec --> 7529 kB/s
        *** test using 3:1 compressible data:
                write returns 53 sec --> 9660 kB/s
                read returns 60 sec --> 8533 kB/s
        *** test using 4:1 compressible data:
                write returns 49 sec --> 10448 kB/s
                read returns 55 sec --> 9309 kB/s
        *** test using buffer full of zeros:
                write returns 43 sec --> 11906 kB/s
                read returns 49 sec --> 10448 kB/s
  .....
testing 96kB blocks:
        *** test using random data:
                write returns 115 sec --> 4452 kB/s
                read returns 116 sec --> 4413 kB/s
        *** test using bigasm-like data:
                write returns 68 sec --> 7529 kB/s
                read returns 70 sec --> 7314 kB/s
        *** test using copies of /usr/bin/vi in buffer:
                write returns 70 sec --> 7314 kB/s
                read returns 71 sec --> 7211 kB/s
        *** test using 2:1 compressible data:
                write returns 58 sec --> 8827 kB/s
                read returns 66 sec --> 7757 kB/s
        *** test using 3:1 compressible data:
                write returns 54 sec --> 9481 kB/s
                read returns 59 sec --> 8677 kB/s
        *** test using 4:1 compressible data:
                write returns 49 sec --> 10448 kB/s
                read returns 53 sec --> 9660 kB/s
        *** test using buffer full of zeros:
                write returns 44 sec --> 11636 kB/s
                read returns 49 sec --> 10448 kB/s
  .....
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  .....
testing 64kB blocks:
        *** test using random data:
                write returns 115 sec --> 4452 kB/s
                read returns 116 sec --> 4413 kB/s
        *** test using bigasm-like data:
                write returns 68 sec --> 7529 kB/s
                read returns 70 sec --> 7314 kB/s
        *** test using copies of /usr/bin/vi in buffer:
                write returns 68 sec --> 7529 kB/s
                read returns 70 sec --> 7314 kB/s
        *** test using 2:1 compressible data:
                write returns 60 sec --> 8533 kB/s
                read returns 68 sec --> 7529 kB/s
        *** test using 3:1 compressible data:
                write returns 53 sec --> 9660 kB/s
                read returns 60 sec --> 8533 kB/s
        *** test using 4:1 compressible data:
                write returns 50 sec --> 10240 kB/s
                read returns 55 sec --> 9309 kB/s
        *** test using buffer full of zeros:
                write returns 45 sec --> 11377 kB/s
                read returns 49 sec --> 10448 kB/s
  .....
testing 32kB blocks:
        *** test using random data:
                write returns 114 sec --> 4491 kB/s
                read returns 116 sec --> 4413 kB/s
        *** test using bigasm-like data:
                write returns 68 sec --> 7529 kB/s
                read returns 88 sec --> 5818 kB/s
        *** test using copies of /usr/bin/vi in buffer:
                write returns 64 sec --> 8000 kB/s
                read returns 90 sec --> 5688 kB/s
        *** test using 2:1 compressible data:
                write returns 62 sec --> 8258 kB/s
                read returns 84 sec --> 6095 kB/s
        *** test using 3:1 compressible data:
                write returns 53 sec --> 9660 kB/s
                read returns 68 sec --> 7529 kB/s
        *** test using 4:1 compressible data:
                write returns 51 sec --> 10039 kB/s
                read returns 63 sec --> 8126 kB/s
        *** test using buffer full of zeros:
                write returns 48 sec --> 10666 kB/s
                read returns 58 sec --> 8827 kB/s
  .....
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  .....
testing 16kB blocks:
        *** test using random data:
                write returns 114 sec --> 4491 kB/s
                read returns 179 sec --> 2860 kB/s
        *** test using bigasm-like data:
                write returns 70 sec --> 7314 kB/s
                read returns 143 sec --> 3580 kB/s
        *** test using copies of /usr/bin/vi in buffer:
                write returns 69 sec --> 7420 kB/s
                read returns 134 sec --> 3820 kB/s
        *** test using 2:1 compressible data:
                write returns 68 sec --> 7529 kB/s
                read returns 130 sec --> 3938 kB/s
        *** test using 3:1 compressible data:
                write returns 71 sec --> 7211 kB/s
                read returns 120 sec --> 4266 kB/s
        *** test using 4:1 compressible data:
                write returns 75 sec --> 6826 kB/s
                read returns 116 sec --> 4413 kB/s
        *** test using buffer full of zeros:
                write returns 84 sec --> 6095 kB/s
                read returns 108 sec --> 4740 kB/s
  .....

Surprisingly, NetWorker tests 16kB blocks as well although this size is never used - the smallest block
size is 32 kB.

In the end, the program lists all results in a table for a better overview (see next page). In this table i have
marked

- the  smallest block size which already showed the optimal throughput
- the default block size for this device using Solaris

As you see, for this combination, the maximum difference is less than 10% of the optimum throughput.
These variations can almost be negligated.

Do not forget that other drive/block size/data combinations may show total
different results.

Never ever exclusively rely on these numbers. The are guidelines only. Always verify
the real throughput with your system’s data.
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  .....
Results:

xfer    random      bigasm-like   executable        2:1           3:1           4:1          zeros
size    W     R       W     R       W     R       W     R       W     R       W     R       W     R
—— —————— —————— —————— —————— —————— —————— ——————-
1024 004266/004231 007420/006918 007529/006736 008982/006481 009660/008258 010666/009142 011906/010448
0768 004452/004302 007420/007314 007529/007111 008982/006826 009846/008258 010666/009142 011906/010448
0512 004491/004413 007529/007314 007529/007420 008827/007013 009660/008258 010666/009142 011906/010448
0384 004452/004413 007420/007314 007641/007529 008827/006918 009846/008126 010666/009481 011906/010666
0256 004491/004413 007420/007314 007757/007641 008677/007529 009846/007757 010666/009660 011906/010448
0192 004452/004413 007420/007314 007111/007013 008827/007211 009660/008258 010666/009481 011906/010666
0128 004491/004413 007420/007314 007211/006918 008827/007529 009660/008533 010448/009309 011906/010448
0096 004452/004413 007529/007314 007314/007211 008827/007757 009481/008677 010448/009660 011636/010448
0064 004452/004413 007529/007314 007529/007314 008533/007529 009660/008533 010240/009309 011377/010448
0032 004491/004413 007529/005818 008000/005688 008258/006095 009660/007529 010039/008126 010666/008827
0016 004491/002860 007314/003580 007420/003820 007529/003938 007211/004266 006826/004413 006095/004740
#

smallest block size for optimal throughput
default block size for Solaris
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10. Backup and recovery of the NMC database

Although NMC uses a real database (Sybase), the backup and recovery of the NMC/GST database is
very easy.

• If you have installed the programs in the right sequence, an appropriate client resource will
automatically be created.

• Of course, this client node must at least run on NetWorker 7.3, otherwise the database backup
and recovery commands simply will not exist.

• Although listed in the NetWorker manpages, the backup command savepsm as well as the
recover command recoverpsm are both NMC binaries.

They will reside in the directory where the other NetWorker binaries are stored. However, they will
only be installed when NMC will also be installed on this host.

And here is the appropriate NetWorker client resource with an ‘artificial’ name for the save set ...

The Save set name is
not an absolute
pathname to the
database!

Not shown here: The Backup command is simply savepsm.
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If you start the group, you will not see that much - even if you have used a higher verbosity:

D:\>savegrp -vv -l full -G GST
xpprof:NMCASA:/gst_on_xpprof/lgto_gst     level=full
03/11/06 21:14:40 savegrp: Group will not limit job parallelism
03/11/06 21:14:40 savegrp: xpprof:probe                                  started
savefs -s xpprof -c xpprof -g GST -p -l full -R -v -F NMCASA:/gst_on_xpprof/lgto_gst
xpprof:NMCASA:/gst_on_xpprof/lgto_gst level=full, dn=0, mx=1, vers=ssbrowse, p=4
* xpprof:Probe savefs xpprof: succeeded.
03/11/06 21:14:40 savegrp: xpprof:probe succeeded.
03/11/06 21:14:41 savegrp: xpprof:NMCASA:/gst_on_xpprof/lgto_gst started
savepsm -s xpprof -g GST -LL -m xpprof -l full -W 78 -N  //
  NMCASA:/gst_on_xpprof/lgto_gst NMCASA:/gst_on_xpprof/lgto_gst
* xpprof:NMCASA:/gst_on_xpprof/lgto_gst 03/11/06 21:14:43 savepsm: Backup of database completed successfully
03/11/06 21:14:43 savegrp: xpprof:NMCASA:/gst_on_xpprof/lgto_gst  succeeded.
03/11/06 21:14:43 savegrp: xpprof:index started .....
  .....

There will be this new save set:

D:\>mminfo -v
 volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
xpprof.001     xpprof         3/11/2006 9:14:45 PM  218 KB 3692244917 cr full bootstrap
xpprof.001     xpprof         3/11/2006 9:14:44 PM    3 KB 3709022132 cr full index:xpprof
xpprof.001     xpprof         3/11/2006 9:14:42 PM 3209 KB 3725799346 cb full NMCASA:/gst_on_xpprof/lgto_gst

D:\>
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A recovery from the GUI is not possible ...

... although this save set is shown with the status browsable:

D:\>mminfo -v
 volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
xpprof.001     xpprof         3/11/2006 9:14:45 PM  218 KB 3692244917 cr full bootstrap
xpprof.001     xpprof         3/11/2006 9:14:44 PM    3 KB 3709022132 cr full
index:xpprof
xpprof.001     xpprof         3/11/2006 9:14:42 PM 3209 KB 3725799346 cb full  //
  NMCASA:/gst_on_xpprof/lgto_gst

D:\>

However, a file index for this save set will not be created at all:

D:\>nsrinfo xpprof
scanning client `xpprof' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
0 objects found

D:\>
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Z:\Legato\Management\GST\bin>recoverpsm
recoverpsm: NMC server needs to be stopped first

Z:\Legato\Management\GST\bin>
Z:\Legato\Management\GST\bin>net stop gstd
The EMC Legato GST Service service is stopping....
The EMC Legato GST Service service was stopped successfully.

Z:\Legato\Management\GST\bin>recoverpsm
03/11/06 21:40:54 recoverpsm: The file Z:\\Legato\\Management\\lgto_gstdb\\lgto_gst.db
already exists, please remove the file or use the -f option before proceeding

Z:\Legato\Management\GST\bin>
Z:\Legato\Management\GST\bin>del /S /F Z:\Legato\Management\lgto_gstdb
Z:\Legato\Management\lgto_gstdb\*. Are you sure (Y/N)? y
Deleted file - Z:\Legato\Management\lgto_gstdb\lgto_gst.db
Deleted file - Z:\Legato\Management\lgto_gstdb\lgto_gst.log

Z:\Legato\Management\GST\bin>
Z:\Legato\Management\GST\bin>recoverpsm
03/11/06 22:32:40 recoverpsm: Restore of database completed successfully

Z:\Legato\Management\GST\bin>
Z:\Legato\Management\GST\bin>net start gstd
The EMC Legato GST Service service is starting.
The EMC Legato GST Service service was started successfully.

Z:\Legato\Management\GST\bin>

And this demonstrates how you recover the NMC database. The messages are self-explanatory:
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Monitoring Service Ports in NetWorker 7.x

Like any other TCP/IP network application, NetWorker also uses ports for the communication among
the various nodes. In general, one distinguishes between connection ports and service ports:

• Connection ports are outgoing ports and not considered to be any risk of security.
Consequently, no security related precaution is necessary.

• Service ports are incoming ports and as such potential security risks.
Consequently, in an internet/intranet environment, it is mandatory to determine the exact
number of required service ports to be opened for the firewall.

- If you open to few, the application (NetWorker) can not work properly.
- If you open more ports than necessary, the unused ones are open gates for hackers.

As you should know, the Administration Guide and Technical Bulletin 388 describes the calculation for
the usage of TCP/IP service ports in a NetWorker data zone. But is there any way to check whether the
theory matches the reality ?

Recently, i was looking for a program which i could use to prove the theory easily. For this purpose i
downloaded about 25 firewall/network monitoring programs and tested them for usability. Most of they
were to powerful and/or to complicated to use. However, i found a Windows program which really
focused on my needs. In this document i want to share my experiences and my test results with you -
i hope it will sched some more light on this delicate subject.

The test scenario was homogenous and actually rather simple:

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

best2003 test2003

Windows XP

NetWorker
Storage Node

Windows 2003Windows 2003

xpprof

To monitor the NetWorker service port usage i used the software Easy Guard Server Protector, which is
downloadable from

http://www.easy-guard.com

It is easy to install and does not need a network expert. I just used it to determine the listening ports.
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However, port 111 also seemed to be used by nsrexecd:

This is o.k.

According to the OSI
reference, port 111 is
used for Sun’s RPC
protocol. This specific
port is used for the
internal
RPC <---> TCP/IP
portmapper.

This proves that
nsrexecd works in
fact also works as a
portmapper.

1. Monitoring the service ports with NetWorker 7.0

1.1. At the NetWorker client

According to the documentation, the NetWorker Client (nsrexecd) uses 2 service ports:
1 port for the program itself (the NetWorker client listener)
1 port for the built in portmapper

These ports are fixed for numbers 7937 and 7938, respectively. Easy Guard shows their usage as follows:
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As already mentioned on the last page, these ports can not be moved. If you try to change the default
setting ...

... to a total different range like in this example ...

Do not forget to restart the NetWorker services/daemons to make such change
become effective!
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... it does not change the behavior:

1.2. At the NetWorker storage node

In addition to the client’s ports you will recognize
1 port for each configured and active device

The process (and the associated port) will also be used if the device has been
disconnected for whatever reason.

Please note that the
port numbers are
obviously assigned
randomly.
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When the backup ended, the helper is not needed any longer:

It is also mentioned in the documentation that a nsrmmd ‘helper’ (and consequently 1 more service port)
is needed when a save set spans medias (if it continous on another media). This effect is also visible:

The second port is the reason why you should calculate 2 service ports for each device,
covering the worst-case scenario. This is the recommendation.
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Of course, when installing the mandatory backup device at the server, the scenario will change as
expected:

During the installation,
no default device will
be configured.

1.3. At the NetWorker server

According to the documentation, you will see 1 service port per daemon:
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Obviously, this will not
affect the number of
service ports at the
NetWorker server!

Such process also has
no effect on the
NetWorker server’s
service ports at all.

2. Monitoring service port changes at the server during backups

As mentioned in the literature, the number of service ports at the server for NetWorker 7.0 also depends on
the number of clients and the server parallelism. Let’s verify this.

2.1. A local backup at the storage node

2.2. A client backup to the NetWorker server
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If you have a file device, you must now define another one, which of course needs another port.

However, if the media is full, the new nsrmmd ‘helper’ of course will use a new listening port:
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It will only be closed when the backup has finished:

When the backup continues, the ‘helping’ port is still active:
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This was the status before the backup started. 12 ports were listening:

In this case, 12
streams should be
backed up using an
automatic backup.

2.3. Multi-client backups

Until now, surprisingly no additional service port usage could be monitored at the NetWorker server.
Will this change if multiple clients will backup simultaneously, like in the next test?

NetWorker
Client

NetWorker
Server

NetWorker
Storage Node

best2003 test2003

Windows 2003Windows 2003

Windows XP

xpprof

4 4

4
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... i could not recognize any port change at the NetWorker server at all.

However, although a lot of save sets started ...

Obviously, the dependency between the service ports and the number of clients and the server
parallelism does not exist any more since a while.
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So i limited the number of ports to 6 ...

2.4. Limiting the service ports at the NetWorker server

This test is very similar with respect to the last one. However, this time i wanted to limit the number of
service ports on the NetWorker server to the absolute minimum value (6 ports), making it impossible to
increase them, if necessary.

These are the needed listening ports at the NetWorker server:

... and restarted the daemons.
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However, there was no problem to backup the save sets at the same time:

As expected, this changed the port range appropriately:
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Also, no problem was reported in the daemon.log file (see next pages):

There is no change in the used ports list:
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  .....
11/29/06 11:00:59 nsrd: savegroup info: starting Default (with 3 client(s))
11/29/06 11:01:25 nsrd: savegroup info: best2003:C:\: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full backup
11/29/06 11:01:25 nsrd: savegroup info: test2003:C:\: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full backup
11/29/06 11:01:25 nsrd: savegroup info: best2003:D:\: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full backup
11/29/06 11:01:25 nsrd: savegroup info: best2003:E:\: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full backup
11/29/06 11:01:25 nsrd: savegroup info: best2003:V:\: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full backup
11/29/06 11:01:25 nsrd: savegroup info: test2003:D:\: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full backup
11/29/06 11:01:25 nsrd: savegroup info: test2003:E:\: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full backup
11/29/06 11:01:25 nsrd: savegroup info: test2003:U:\: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full backup
11/29/06 11:01:27 nsrd: media info: suggest mounting PLO972 on best2003 for writing  to pool ‘Default’
11/29/06 11:01:27 nsrd: media waiting event: Waiting for 1 writable volumes to backup pool ‘Default’ tape(s) or disk(s) on best2003
11/29/06 11:01:27 nsrd: test2003:D:\ saving to pool ‘Default’ (test2003.001)
11/29/06 11:01:27 nsrd: test2003:E:\ saving to pool ‘Default’ (test2003.001)
11/29/06 11:01:27 nsrd: test2003:U:\ saving to pool ‘Default’ (test2003.001)
11/29/06 11:01:27 nsrd: test2003:C:\ saving to pool ‘Default’ (test2003.001)
11/29/06 11:01:28 nsrd: media info: loading volume PLO972 into rd=best2003:\\.\Tape1
 ....
11/29/06 11:01:50 nsrd: savegroup info: xpprof:C:\: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full backup
11/29/06 11:01:50 nsrd: savegroup info: xpprof:D:\: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full backup
11/29/06 11:01:50 nsrd: savegroup info: xpprof:E:\: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full backup
11/29/06 11:01:50 nsrd: savegroup info: xpprof:U:\: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full backup
11/29/06 11:01:52 nsrd: rd=best2003:\\.\Tape1 Verify label operation in progress
11/29/06 11:02:46 nsrd: rd=best2003:\\.\Tape1 Mount operation in progress
11/29/06 11:03:02 nsrd: media event cleared: Waiting for 1 writable volumes to backup pool ‘Default’ tape(s) or disk(s) on best2003
11/29/06 11:03:02 nsrd: best2003:E:\ saving to pool ‘Default’ (PLO972)
11/29/06 11:03:02 nsrd: best2003:C:\ saving to pool ‘Default’ (PLO972)
11/29/06 11:03:02 nsrd: best2003:D:\ saving to pool ‘Default’ (PLO972)
11/29/06 11:03:02 nsrd: best2003:V:\ saving to pool ‘Default’ (PLO972)
11/29/06 11:03:07 savegrp: command ‘save -s test2003 -g Default -LL -m xpprof -l full -q -W 78 -N C:\ C:\ ‘ for client xpprof exited with return  //
  code 9.
11/29/06 11:03:07 savegrp: xpprof:C:\ will retry 1 more time(s)
11/29/06 11:03:07 nsrd: savegroup info: xpprof:C:\: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full backup
11/29/06 11:03:10 nsrd: best2003:E:\ done saving to pool ‘Default’ (PLO972) 2614 KB
11/29/06 11:03:32 savegrp: command ‘save -s test2003 -g Default -LL -m xpprof -l full -q -W 78 -N U:\ U:\ ‘ for client xpprof exited with return  //
  code 9.
11/29/06 11:03:32 savegrp: xpprof:U:\ will retry 1 more time(s)
11/29/06 11:03:32 savegrp: command ‘save -s test2003 -g Default -LL -m xpprof -l full -q -W 78 -N E:\ E:\ ‘ for client xpprof exited with return  //
  code 9.
11/29/06 11:03:32 savegrp: xpprof:E:\ will retry 1 more time(s)
  .....
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.....
11/29/06 11:03:32 savegrp: xpprof:D:\ will retry 1 more time(s)
11/29/06 11:03:32 nsrd: savegroup info: xpprof:D:\: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full backup
11/29/06 11:03:42 nsrd: savegroup info: xpprof:E:\: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full backup
11/29/06 11:03:42 nsrd: savegroup info: xpprof:U:\: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full backup
11/29/06 11:03:42 nsrd: xpprof:C:\ saving to pool 'Default' (test2003.001)
11/29/06 11:04:50 nsrd: xpprof:E:\ saving to pool 'Default' (test2003.001)
11/29/06 11:05:24 savegrp: command 'save -s test2003 -g Default -LL -m xpprof -l full -q -W 78 -N D:\ D:\ ' for client xpprof exited with return  //
  code 9.
11/29/06 11:05:24 savegrp: xpprof:D:\ will retry 0 more time(s)
11/29/06 11:05:50 savegrp: command 'save -s test2003 -g Default -LL -m xpprof -l full -q -W 78 -N U:\ U:\ ' for client xpprof exited with return  //
  code 9.
11/29/06 11:05:50 savegrp: xpprof:U:\ will retry 0 more time(s)
11/29/06 11:09:41 savegrp: group Default aborted.
11/29/06 11:09:41 savegrp: killing pid 2420
11/29/06 11:09:41 savegrp: killing pid 780
11/29/06 11:09:41 savegrp: killing pid 3428
11/29/06 11:09:41 savegrp: killing pid 3412
11/29/06 11:09:41 savegrp: killing pid 724
11/29/06 11:09:41 savegrp: killing pid 916
11/29/06 11:09:41 savegrp: killing pid 1228
11/29/06 11:09:41 savegrp: killing pid 2080
11/29/06 11:09:41 savegrp: killing pid 2124
11/29/06 11:09:41 nsrd: savegroup alert: Default aborted, total 3 client(s), 0 Hostname(s) Unresolved, 3 Failed, 0 Succeeded. (best2003,  //
  test2003, xpprof Failed)
11/29/06 11:09:41 nsrd: xpprof:C:\ done saving to pool 'Default' (test2003.001) 1379 MB
11/29/06 11:09:41 nsrd: xpprof:E:\ done saving to pool 'Default' (test2003.001) 697 MB
  .....

Of course, waiting for the end of the backups was not necessary any more.

Conclusion
- The server parallelism and
- The number of clients

most likely do not have any influence with respect to the number of service ports needed on the NetWorker server.
This is a contradiction with respect to the documents.
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If you also start the Device Configuration Wizard on the same node, the port usage does not change:

2. Monitoring the service ports with NetWorker 7.2

The only difference expected is due to the usage of the new Configuration Wizards . As i found out, a new
port will be used by the Configuration Wizard listener

• At the NetWorker Client/Storage Node/Server
- which client shall be configured or
- where a device shall be configured

• If at least the appropriate version has been installed

For example, the program nsrcscd will use one port at the NetWorker server, if this client will be
configured:
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However, if you start the wizard remotely (for example, if you want to configure a client and/or a device
for another client/storage node) the nsrcscd process (if still needed) is started over there:

If you start the wizard at the storage node and configure a device here, the listener will be active here as
well:
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For an interim, you might even see 2 ports for nsrclpd :

3. Monitoring the service ports with NetWorker 7.3

3.1. At the NetWorker client & storage node

Due to the new authentication method (if enabled), the client now uses 4 service ports.
As a jukebox is installed, the Library Control Program nsrlcpd also needs 1 port:
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And here you see the port usage by the Jukebox Manager, nsrmmgd :

3.2. At the NetWorker server

Most surprisingly, 2 service ports are obviously used by nsrjobd :
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These 2 ports are used by the GST server:

Of course the ports
900x could not be used
any longer in my
scenario.

3.3. At the NMC server (GEMS Console server)

Do not forget the Sybase database server (dbsrv9) - it also needs 1 port (2638), which is fixed by OSI:
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And of course a Configuration Wizard would also adds 1 more port while it is used:
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... you can do this of course. However, as mentioned already, this will not change the usage for the
2 fundamental  client ports, 9737 and 9738:

The entry for the
connection ports is not
0-0 because this was
an update! - such
process does not
change an existing
configuration.

4. Moving the service ports

4.1. Example 1

If you want to move the service ports, like in this example ...
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4.2. Example 2

If the port range is to small ...
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... some important services will simply be missing:
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You will find an appropriate messages in the daemon.log file.

11/28/06 19:43:14 nsrd: server notice: started
11/28/06 19:43:15 nsrmmdbd: media db is checking btrees
11/28/06 19:43:15 nsrmmdbd: media db is consistency checking the database
11/28/06 19:43:15 nsrmmdbd: media db is open for business
11/28/06 19:43:18 nsrmmgd: Starting nsrmmgd.
11/28/06 19:43:22 nsrd: NetWorker
11/28/06 19:43:23 nsrd: 7.3.2.Build.364
11/28/06 19:43:23 nsrd: 364
11/28/06 19:43:23 nsrd: Wed Aug 23 19:35:24 2006
11/28/06 19:43:23 nsrd: Build arch.:  nt86
11/28/06 19:43:23 nsrd: DBG=0,OPT=
11/28/06 19:43:23 nsrindexd: Running nsrck to check client file indices
11/28/06 19:43:23 nsrjobd: Cannot bind socket to service port in configured port range on system test2003.
11/28/06 19:43:23 nsrmmgd: Cannot bind socket to service port in configured port range on system test2003.
11/28/06 19:43:23 nsrmmgd: select error: Invalid argument
  .....
11/28/06 19:43:23 nsrmmgd: select error: Invalid argument
11/28/06 19:43:23 nsrmmgd: Started nsrlcpd on host `best2003' with command line options  //
  '-s test2003 -N 1 -n 1 '.
11/28/06 19:43:23 nsrmmgd: select error: Invalid argument
  .....
11/28/06 19:43:23 nsrmmgd: select error: Invalid argument
11/28/06 19:43:23 nsrd: nsrjobd was terminated.  Restarting.  All scheduled jobs which were in progress  //
  were killed
11/28/06 19:43:23 nsrmmgd: select error: Invalid argument
  .....

To correct the problem, simply extend the range of service ports.

For proper operation never forget to restart the daemons after any port change.
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What’s new in NetWorker 7.4 ?

1. Overview
NetWorker 7.4 was not intended to include a lot of the usual spectacular features - the major goal
for this release was intended to improve usability and managability.

1.1. New or enhanced features

The following new or enhanced features have been introduced with this release - i will explain almost
all of them very thoroughly later in this document:

For both, NetWorker for UNIX/Linux and Windows

• Internationalization
The NetWorker release 7.4 software has been internationalized. As a result, it now
supports additional languages, which can be added via so-called Language Packs during
the NetWorker installation process. They may also be installed separately later.

This means that the software can now display the language-specifc character set and
local information correctly. Although this does not sound very spectactular, there is a lot
of effort involved here for a full Internationalization, also known as I18N. This step is an
absolute requirement for the correct implementation of localized (translated) versions.

NetWorker 7.4 knows these available ‘foreign’ Language Packs:
- French
- Simplified Chinese
- Japanese
- Korean

• Cluster support and internationalization
Microsoft Cluster Server (MSCS) is now fully supported in all supported locales.

The following clusters are supported in English only:
- Sun Cluster
- Veritas Cluster
- HP MC/ServiceGuard
- TruCluster
- IBM HACMP

• Centralized distribution and update of the NetWorker software
Using the new Software Administration Wizard you may now remotely distribute and
update the NetWorker software on your clients and storage nodes from the NetWorker
server. If the clients are already running at least NetWorker 7.3, you may update these
NetWorker software packages remotely:

- Client
- Storage node
- Man pages
- NetWorker Application Modules
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• NetWorker Management Console & NetWorker Administration GUI enhancements
With NetWorker 7.4, a number of changes have been implemented in this area,
improving the usability of the new graphical interfaces. New features include:

- Drag & Drop support
- Copy groups with clients
- Selection of multiple objects for operation

• Improved Advanced File Type Device (AFTD) configuration
A new attribute for the Storage Node resource provides control over the directories where
an AFTD can be created on that node. Once it is set, other people with appropiate rights,
for example operators, can not define such a device anywhere else on the storage node
any longer. This feature prevents misconfigurations.

• Changes to the log files
A number of changes have been made to log files in NetWorker release 7.4 to better
accommodate internationalized message logging.

- The new log file viewer nsr_render_log is a non-interactive command line
program which renders the internationalized NetWorker log files into the desired
language that the user wishes to view the log in.

- Log files in NetWorker release 7.4 are now named with a .raw extension (for
example, daemon.raw). This indicates that the log file has not been rendered into
a language-specific version and must be viewed using the nsr_render_log
program.

• The Silo Type Library (STL) enabler has been discontinued
NetWorker 7.4 has changed the internal licensing detection in a way, that a ‘normal’
autochanger license can now also be used for STL libraries (silos). There is no need for
a separate type of enablers any longer.

• Other licensing changes
To adjust to the customer needs, some minor licensing changes have been made to the
NetWorker software. Please see details at the end of this document.

For NetWorker for UNIX/Linux

• Introduction of a new client recover GUI
With NetWorker 7.4, a new nwrecover utility combines both functionalities which have
been available through the previous commands nwrecover and nwretrieve. These
graphical interfaces for UNIX/Linux client operation have been discontinued:

- nwbackup
- nwarchive
- nwretrieve it now links to nwrecover

No graphical interface for manual backup and archive operations are available any
longer:

- For manual backups, use the save command
- For manual archive operations, use the nsrarchive command
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• Direct SCSI backup and recover feature
This new feature is especially beneficial you need to backup and recover an EMC
Symmetrix:

- If an access path to a SCSI device is available over a Storage Area Network
(SAN), the direct backup and recovery of such is now possible without mounting it
on the backup host.

- On an EMC Symmetrix, it will migrate the NetWorker software to this device to be
able to perform a backup and recovery of the Business Continuance Volume
(BCV) devices on the Symmetrix server (as well as backup and recover of raw
devices) over a SCSI bus. In a Symmetrix storage environment, these devices can
be viewed from a primary application host and from a proxy backup host.

- It protects BCV devices from a proxy backup host by a raw backup.

For NetWorker for Windows

• Inactive files report
A NetWorker administrator can now manage inactive files on a client or group and set the
NetWorker software to automatically generate a list of inactive files in an environment. To
support the inactive files management, the software can:

- Generate a report on the percentage of inactive files backed up as part of a group.
- Set a File inactivity threshold period per group. Files that have not been accessed

for more than this value will be considered as inactive files.
- Set a File inactivity alert threshold period per group so that the NetWorker software

sends a notification when the File inactivity threshold for this group has exceeded.
- Provide a report that details the percentage of inactive files backed up as part of a

group.
- Report the percentage of inactive files per client.

Although all NetWorker 7.4 servers are supporting this feature, it can momentarily be
used for Windows clients only.

• Microsoft Vista support
The NetWorker client is now supported on Microsoft Windows Vista. The NetWorker
server and storage node functionalities are not supported on Microsoft Windows Vista.

Volume Shadow Copy (VSS) with Microsoft Windows Vista
Microsoft Windows Vista supports Volume Shadow Copy (VSS) backups only. Legacy
(non-VSS) SYSTEM save sets are not supported on Windows Vista. VSS support is
provided with the base Vista client license; no VSS client license is required for Vista.

Automated System Recovery (ASR) with Microsoft Windows Vista
The Automated System Recovery (ASR) feature in Microsoft Vista is not supported
with the 7.4 release of the NetWorker software.

Notes

• A temporary enabler is required for a Virtual Tape Library
If your environment has a virtual tape library (VTL) installed, a temporary VTL license
must be applied before updating to NetWorker release 7.4 or the VTL may become
disabled. The temporary enabler is 3b38bd-77c79e-0ebe01.

• An update enabler is required when updating from NetWorker releases prior to 7.3
When updating from a NetWorker release earlier than 7.3. The required update
enabler is 150397-d1e144-54605f.
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1.2. Internationalization and localization

Although considered one of the new NetWorker 7.4 features, i want to explain it already now. The
reason is simple: you should already know about it before you even install the software.

The challenge for developers sounds simple: „Create an application for global usage.“ - But what does
this really mean?

• It shall adopt to all language, country, regional, culturally dependent and other specifica.
This process is called Internationalization.

• It shall be translated if necessary.
This process is called Localization.

With version 7.4, NetWorker is a mostly globalized application due to Internationalization and
Localization.

And be careful: There is a difference between the terms Locale and Localization

Locale The operating system parameter to use a certain type and
character set

Localization The translation into a ‘foreign’ language

1.2.1. Internationalization (I18N)

Internationalization (I18N) is an absolute prerequisite for an easy product localization.
It must be capable to adopt a program

• To different languages and
• To different countries/regions

With version 7.4, NetWorker is now ready to work in a multi-locale datazone:
• It supports different date/time strings
• It supports various character sets to handle filenames with ‘other-than-english’ characters

properly

Besides other character sets, NetWorker 7.4 now also supports Unicode (the Unicode
Transformation Format). UTF-8 is the most popular Unicode format. 1 character will be defined by
 up to 4 bytes.

Why is  the support of Unicode so important? - It is mandatory for the universal exchange of
data. And there is an increasing demand for Unicode support.

The next pages will brief you about how NetWorker 7.4 supports I18N. As you can see, a lot of issues
have to be considered - I18N support is a much more complicated process than you may think.
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New NetWorker 7.4 Internationalization capabilities - overview
• Scheduled non-English save sets are supported for backup and archive
• If save set All is used

- Non-English mountpoints of local filesystems on UNIX machines will be detected and
backed up

• If a save set other than All will be used
- Non-English save sets are supported for backup and archive

• (Directed) recovery to a non-English directory is supported
• Recovery of a non-English save set is independent of the locale from which the backup was

taken
• The maximum Save set name length has been increased to 1024 bytes

Internationalization support details for the NetWorker components

For example, if you want to save a simple Notepad text file in Windows Vista, you will already be asked
which Encoding algorithm you want to use:

 NetWorker Component  Display Behavior

   NMC
 - Dependent on locale setting
 - Uses UTF-8 internally
 - Displays UTF-8 data correctly

   Windows Client GUI

 - Data from a Windows machine displays correctly
 - UTF-8 data from UNIX machine displays correctly
 - Display of non-UTF-8 data on a UNIX machine is

dependent on locale setting

   UNIX Client GUI
 - Dependent on locale setting
 - Data displays correctly if character encoding supported

by current locale

   Command Line
 - Dependent on locale setting
 - Data displays correctly if character encoding supported

by current locale
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In general, NetWorker 7.4 has is ready to work with any locale
However only a certain set of locales on specific operating systems are qualified and officially
supported:

• Chinese
• English
• French
• German
• Italian
• Japanese
• Korean
• Portugese
• Spanish

Supported locales (according to the Release Notes)

Language
Operating System

Windows Solaris HPUX AIX Linux

UTF-8
ISO8859-1

ISO8859-15

UTF-8

OS Default
Locale

English

French

Japanese

Chinese

English

French

Japanese

Chinese

UTF-8
ISO8859-1

ISO8859-15

UTF-8
ISO8859-1

ISO8859-15

UTF-8
ISO8859-1

ISO8859-15

OS Default
Locale

OS Default
Locale

OS Default
Locale

UTF-8
EUC-JP

S-JIS

UTF-8
EUC-JP

UTF-8
EUC-JP

UTF-8
EUC-JP

S-JIS

KoreanKorean UTF-8 UTF-8 UTF-8

UTF-8
EUC-CN
GB18030

GBK
BIG5

UTF-8
EUC-CN

UTF-8
EUC-CN

UTF-8
EUC-CN
GB18030

GBK
BIG5

Localization is not supported on MacOS, Tru64 & SGI platforms !

Supported manpage locales
The following Manpage locales are supported:

• Chinese EUC-CN
• French ISO8859-15
• Korean EUC-KR
• Japanese EUC-JN

If the locale is not set to a specific language matching an installed language pack,
the manpages will be displayed in English.
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Mixed locale scenarios
Here is an example for a ‘mixed locale’ scenario:

NetWorker
Server

NetWorker Client

English locale

Japanese locale

Be aware of platform dependent limitations:

For example, when browsing client backups on a UNIX system, only those
characters supported by the active locale on the browsing system will be
displayed correctly.

Interoperability with previous NetWorker releases
• Multiple locales within the same datazone is only fully supported if all nodes in the datazone

are running NetWorker 7.4.

• In data zones with a NetWorker 7.3 server and 7.4 clients.
Support for scheduled backups of path or file names containing non-ASCII characters is
limited to the support provided by the NetWorker release 7.3.

• Displaying UNIX save sets (general)
Binaries from releases earlier than NetWorker 7.3 will not be able to display UNIX save
sets containing non-ASCII characters correctly.

• Displaying UNIX save sets (Windows)
- UNIX paths containing non-ASCII characters may be incorrectly displayed on

Windows as Windows does not have native support for many character sets used on
UNIX.

- If a non-ASCII character is encoded using these character sets, it will not be displayed
correctly on Windows. Examples of these character sets include EUC-JP, EUC-CN
and EUC-TW.

Client/Archive request resources of non-ASCII files/directories
The value of the Save operations attribute for the Client or Archive request resource should be set
to:

• NetWorker UNIX clients at release 7.4 or higher: I18N:mode=nativepath
• NetWorker UNIX clients at a release level prior to 7.4: I18N:mode=utf8path
• Microsoft Windows clients: I18N:mode=utf8path

If the Client Configuration Wizard is used, this attribute will be automatically filled-in based on the
client platform when non-ASCII save sets are specified.
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Date and Time restrictions
Date and times may be still in North American format:

• Not all date and time displayed are internationalized
• This is a known restriction that will be addressed in a future release

UTF-8 input file support on command line operations
• The usage of input files in UTF-8 format is supported for these commands:

nsradmin -i filename
nsrclone -f filename
nsrndmp_clone -f filename
nsrexec -f filename
nsrexecd -f filename
recover -I filename
save -I filename
savepnpc -I filename

The UTF-8 file must be encoded with UTF-8 Byte Order Mark (BOM)
- This will be automatically done if it is created with Windows Notepad/Wordpad
- This is not available for UNIX/Linux

UTF-8 output file support
• The usage of output files in UTF-8 format is supported for these commands and options:

lgtolic
jbverify -f filename -U

• If the file will be in UTF-8 BOM format it can be opened directly in Windows Notepad or
Wordpad

UTF-8 directive file support
• The usage of directive files (.nsr/nsr.dir) in UTF-8 format is supported for these

commands:
nsrarchive -f filename
save -f filename
savefs -f filename
savepnpc -f filename
uasm -f filename

The UTF-8 file must be encoded with UTF-8 Byte Order Mark (BOM)
- This will be automatically done if it is created with Windows Notepad/Wordpad
- This is not available for UNIX/Linux (not considered as a problem)
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1.2.2. Localization (L10N)

Localization (L10N) is the process of adapting a product to a specific language, country, and/
or region.

It requires the translation of product elements like user interface, error messaging and help files.
Manuals, manpages and packaging also must be translated.

NetWorker 7.4 is localized in these languages
Simplified Chinese (zh)
Traditional Chinese (docs only)
English (default)
French (fr)
Japanese (ja)
Korean (ko)

Consequently, there are more NetWorker packages which may need installation. These are the
so-called Language Packs .

Installation changes
At the beginning of the installation you must already choose the language. You may also add
more Language Packs during the installation.

How does it work ?
The translation of the NetWorker messages is done at the NMC server:

- All messages from the NetWorker server and from the NMC client will be ‘translated’ at this
node

- For that purpose (additional) Language Packs must be installed there
- Commands like gstclreport will also have local help and options

The NMC clients sets the language version according to the locale:
- The locale on the NetWorker server and the NMC server does not matter
- The appropriate fonts to support the locale must be installed here

NetWorker Server NMC Server NMC Client

RAP DB

nsrd gstd

NetWorker
Message
Catalog

NMC DB

NMC GUI

Java
Resource
Bundles

GUI
texts/labels

Manage events
Status/ 
Errors

Resources

Non-rendered information

        rendered information

FontsNetWorker Language Packs
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Messaging
One of the biggest challenge was the adoption of a multi-language messaging system. Due to this
fact, some of the message files are now ‘rendered’. This means they carry additional information to
support I18N and L10N to display the information correctly.

But let us install the software first ...
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2. Installing the new NetWorker software

2.1. General

With respect to NetWorker 7.3.x the packaging once again changed a little bit. This is due the new
localized versions.

For a better comparison, let’s firsthave a brief view at the NetWorker 7.3.x software:

Of course...
- Manual Pages and
- License Manager

still exists, as well as the software dependencies.

The legacy NetWorker Administrator software
(nwadmin) which was part of the NetWorker
client package, was removed. Instead, the
optional NetWorker  Management Console
(NMC) software can be installed.

NMC must only be installed on one
computer in the enterprise. If you have
only one NetWorker server, then a local
installation is preferred as this will
result in only one machine which keeps
all the databases.

To administer from a remote host, you must only install a compatible web browser and the Java
Runtime Environment (JRE) software which is also delivered with the NetWorker software.

In principle, nothing really changed with the NetWorker 7.4 software:

Only the optional Language Packs have been added
which you only need to install whenever you want to
change to one of the supported ‘foreign’ languages -
of course the english NetWorker client version must
already been installed.

Also keep in mind that of course
you must have installed the
necessary operating system
requirements to support those
language(s) in general.

Please keep in mind that a full installation needs a lot of (temporary) space
on your disk drive - about 1 GB of free space should be available.

Client Software

Server
Software

NMC SoftwareDe
-In

sta
lla

tio
n Installation

Storage Node
Software

Client Software

Server
Software

De
-In

sta
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tio
n Installation

Storage Node
Software

NMC Software
Language Packs
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2.2. Updating an existing NetWorker Data Zone

For well-experienced NetWorker administrator, this is ‘business as usual’. Please proceed as follows:

• Read the Release Notes, the  Compatibility Guides and the Installation Giude to avoid
potential problems.

• Add the additional temporary VTL Enabler (if required).

• Add the additional temporary Update Enabler (if required).

Such is mandatory as your server will be disabled if it is not present.

You do not need an Update Enabler to update from NetWorker 7.3.x to 7.4.
However, you need one (or more) if you update from any older version.

To check the license code, i recommend to install it already at this point in time.
The latest one (for NetWorker 7.3.x) should appear as “Update/9“ enabler code.

• Begin the software installation at your NetWorker server.
- De-install the NetWorker software.

This uninstalls the program files but leaves all databases behind.
- Install the new software.

All existing databases will be recognized and converted, if needed.
Also new databases (if necessary) will be created automatically in the background.

• Now continue with the storage nodes and clients.

As you have seen, NetWorker 7.4 now also allows the remote update of the NetWorker clients. I will
describe this functionality later in this document.
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2.3. Installing the NetWorker 7.4 server on Solaris

The downloaded file is more than 360 MB in size:

# ls -l
total 1986660
-rw-r—r—   1 root     other    363427947 Jul  8 13:56 nw74_solaris_64.tar.gz
#

After unzipping, the resulting file needs more than 520 MB of disk space:

# gunzip nw74_solaris_64.tar.gz
#
# ls -l
total 2298788
-rw-r—r—   1 root     other    523151360 Jul  8 13:56 nw74_solaris_64.tar
#

Do not forget: Both files must co-exist for a moment - this is almost 900 MB!

The next step is to un-tar the file:

# tar xvf nw74_solaris_64.tar
x jre-1_5_0_11-solaris-sparc.sh, 21376252 bytes, 41751 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt, 0 bytes, 0 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/root, 0 bytes, 0 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/root/opt, 0 bytes, 0 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/root/opt/nsr, 0 bytes, 0 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/root/opt/nsr/fr, 0 bytes, 0 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/root/opt/nsr/fr/networkr.cat, 2020195 bytes, 3946 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/root/opt/nsr/ja, 0 bytes, 0 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/root/opt/nsr/ja/networkr.cat, 2388957 bytes, 4666 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/root/opt/nsr/ko, 0 bytes, 0 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/root/opt/nsr/ko/networkr.cat, 2098589 bytes, 4099 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/root/opt/nsr/zh, 0 bytes, 0 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/root/opt/nsr/zh/networkr.cat, 1589908 bytes, 3106 tape blocks
x LGTOclnt/root/opt/nsr/configcat, 248 bytes, 1 tape blocks
  .....
x LGTOzh/reloc/share/man/zh/man1m/cdi_space.1m, 3511 bytes, 7 tape blocks
x LGTOzh/reloc/share/man/zh/man1m/cdi_filemark.1m, 1566 bytes, 4 tape blocks
x LGTOzh/reloc/share/man/zh/man1m/changers.1m, 2548 bytes, 5 tape blocks
x LGTOzh/reloc/share/man/zh/man1m/savepnpc.1m, 14727 bytes, 29 tape blocks
x LGTOzh/reloc/share/man/zh/man1m/nsrindexasm.1m, 881 bytes, 2 tape blocks
x LGTOzh/pkgmap, 15025 bytes, 30 tape blocks
x LGTOzh/pkginfo, 338 bytes, 1 tape blocks
x LGTOzh/install, 0 bytes, 0 tape blocks
x LGTOzh/install/postinstall, 2564 bytes, 6 tape blocks
x LGTOzh/install/copyright, 147 bytes, 1 tape blocks
x LGTOzh/install/postremove, 1128 bytes, 3 tape blocks
#
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After that process, the software uses another 510 MB with more than 210 MB for JRE alone. The
marked packages indicate the new language packs:

# ls -l
total 1064156
-rwxr-xr-x   1 root     20          3937 Jun  9 03:39 LGTO_METAFILE.solaris64
drwxr-xr-x   5 root     20           512 Jun  9 05:58 LGTOclnt
drwxr-xr-x   5 root     20           512 Jun  9 05:58 LGTOfr
drwxr-xr-x   5 root     20           512 Jun  9 05:58 LGTOja
drwxr-xr-x   5 root     20           512 Jun  9 05:58 LGTOko
drwxr-xr-x   5 root     20           512 Jun  9 05:58 LGTOlicm
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     20           512 Jun  9 05:58 LGTOman
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     20           512 Jun  9 05:58 LGTOnmc
drwxr-xr-x   5 root     20           512 Jun  9 05:58 LGTOnode
drwxr-xr-x   4 root     20           512 Jun  9 05:58 LGTOserv
drwxr-xr-x   5 root     20           512 Jun  9 05:58 LGTOzh
-rwxr-xr-x   1 root     20       21376252 Feb  8 17:40 //
  jre-1_5_0_11-solaris-sparc.sh
-rw-r—r—   1 root     other    523151360 Jul  8 13:56 nw74_solaris_64.tar
#

You should always install the Java software before you install or update NetWorker -
this will make sure that all programs will be in place when they are needed. The
following pages show the installation process in detail.
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# cd /usr/local
#
#
# chmod +x /software/NW/740/j2re-1_5_0_11-solaris-sparc.sh
#
#
# /software/networker/740/jre-1_5_0_11-solaris-sparc.sh
Sun Microsystems, Inc.  Binary Code License Agreement

for the JAVA 2 PLATFORM STANDARD EDITION RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT
5.0

SUN  MICROSYSTEMS,  INC.  ("SUN") IS WILLING TO LICENSE  THE
SOFTWARE  IDENTIFIED  BELOW TO YOU ONLY  UPON THE  CONDITION
THAT YOU ACCEPT ALL OF THE TERMS  CONTAINED  IN THIS  BINARY
CODE  LICENSE  AGREEMENT  AND  SUPPLEMENTAL   LICENSE  TERMS
(COLLECTIVELY   "AGREEMENT").  PLEASE  READ  THE   AGREEMENT
CAREFULLY.  BY DOWNLOADING OR INSTALLING  THIS SOFTWARE, YOU
ACCEPT THE TERMS OF THE  AGREEMENT.  INDICATE  ACCEPTANCE BY
SELECTING   THE  "ACCEPT"   BUTTON  AT  THE  BOTTOM  OF  THE
AGREEMENT.  IF YOU ARE NOT  WILLING  TO BE BOUND  BY ALL THE
TERMS,  SELECT  THE  "DECLINE"  BUTTON AT THE  BOTTOM OF THE
AGREEMENT  AND THE  DOWNLOAD  OR  INSTALL  PROCESS  WILL NOT
CONTINUE.

.....
Do you agree to the above license terms? [yes or no]
y
Unpacking...
Checksumming...
0
0
Extracting...
Archive:  ./install.sfx.2450
   creating: jre1.5.0_11/
   creating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/java
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/ControlPanel
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/java_vm
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/javaws

.....
   creating: jre1.5.0_11/plugin/sparc/ns4/
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/plugin/sparc/ns4/libjavaplugin.so
   creating: jre1.5.0_11/plugin/desktop/
 extracting: jre1.5.0_11/plugin/desktop/sun_java.png
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/plugin/desktop/sun_java.desktop
   creating: jre1.5.0_11/javaws/
    linking: jre1.5.0_11/javaws/javaws  -> ../bin/javaws
Creating jre1.5.0_11/lib/rt.jar
Creating jre1.5.0_11/lib/jsse.jar
Creating jre1.5.0_11/lib/charsets.jar
Creating jre1.5.0_11/lib/ext/localedata.jar
Creating jre1.5.0_11/lib/plugin.jar
Creating jre1.5.0_11/lib/javaws.jar
Creating jre1.5.0_11/lib/deploy.jar

Done.
#
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Finally you must perform the following post-installation steps. Be careful as those depend your
operating system.

To my surprise, these changes have been already made.

# NPX_PLUGIN_PATH=/usr/local/jre1.5.0_11
# export NPX_PLUGIN_PATH
# echo $NPX_PLUGIN_PATH
/usr/local/jre1.5.0_11
#
# find / -name .mime.types
/.mime.types
#
# find / -name .mailcap
/.mailcap
#
# more /.mime.types
#—Netscape Communications Corporation MIME Information
#Do not delete the above line. It is used to identify the file type.
#mime types added by Netscape Helper
type=application/x-java-jnlp-file desc=”Java Web Start” exts=”jnlp”
#
# more /.mailcap
# Java Web Start
application/x-java-jnlp-file; /software/networker/740/jre1.5.0_11/bin/javaws %s
#

You may now start the installation of NetWorker and NMC using Solaris’ pkadd:

# pkgadd -d .

The following packages are available:
  1  LGTOclnt     NetWorker Client
                  (sparc) 7.4.Build.187
  2  LGTOfr       NetWorker French Language Pack
                  (sparc) 7.4.Build.187
  3  LGTOja       NetWorker Japanese Language Pack
                  (sparc) 7.4.Build.187
  4  LGTOko       NetWorker Korean Language Pack
                  (sparc) 7.4.Build.187
  5  LGTOlicm     NetWorker License Manager
                  (sparc) 7.4.Build.187
  6  LGTOman      NetWorker Man Pages
                  (sparc) 7.4.Build.187
  7  LGTOnmc      NetWorker Management Console
                  (sparc) 3.4.Build.187
  8  LGTOnode     NetWorker Storage Node
                  (sparc) 7.4.Build.187
  9  LGTOserv     NetWorker Server
                  (sparc) 7.4.Build.187
 10  LGTOzh       NetWorker Chinese Language Pack
                  (sparc) 7.4.Build.187

Select package(s) you wish to process (or 'all' to process
all packages). (default: all) [?,??,q]: 1 2 5 6 7 8 9

.....
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Processing package instance <LGTOclnt> from </software/networker/740>

NetWorker Client
(sparc) 7.4.Build.187
Copyright (c) 1990-2007, EMC Legato Software
This product includes software developed by the University of
California, Berkeley and its contributors.

To setup NetWorker you need to specify a directory to store various
data files in. For a NetWorker client or storage node the default
directory of /var/nsr is acceptable. However, for a NetWorker server,
this directory can become quite large and should reside on a big enough
file system.

Below is a list of file systems which you might consider:

File system              Free space in KB
/                                 2511194

Enter a NetWorker data directory (default=/var/nsr) [?] <return>

The NetWorker client currently restricts access to the following list
of NetWorker servers:

Do you want to replace this list with a different list? (default=no) [y,n,?] y
The list of allowed NetWorker servers will be replaced.

The NetWorker client restricts access to a select set of NetWorker
servers. Please enter the names of each computer running a NetWorker
server that will back up this computer, one name at a time. If a
computer has more than one network interface, please enter each
interface’s name (one at a time).

Enter a NetWorker server hostname [no more]: ultra60
Enter a NetWorker server hostname [no more]:

Restart NetWorker daemons at end of install? (default=no) [y,n,?] n
## Executing checkinstall script.
Using </usr> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
   7 package pathnames are already properly installed.
## Verifying package dependencies.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.

Do you want to continue with the installation of <LGTOclnt> [y,n,?] y

Installing NetWorker Client as <LGTOclnt>
  .....

new!
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.....
## Executing preinstall script.
## Installing part 1 of 1.
/opt/nsr/configcat
/opt/nsr <implied directory>
/opt/nsr/fr/networkr.cat
/opt/nsr/fr <implied directory>
/opt/nsr/ja/networkr.cat
/opt/nsr/ja <implied directory>
/opt/nsr/ko/networkr.cat
/opt/nsr/ko <implied directory>
/opt/nsr/zh/networkr.cat
/opt/nsr/zh <implied directory>
/usr/bin/nsr_render_log
/usr/bin/nsrfile
/usr/bin/nsrports
/usr/bin/nsrwatch
/usr/bin/nwrecover
/usr/bin/nwretrieve <symbolic link>
/usr/bin/nwwiz
/usr/bin/nwwize
/usr/bin/preclntsave
/usr/bin/pstclntsave
/usr/bin/recover
/usr/bin/save
/usr/lib/nsr/C/nsr.help
/usr/lib/nsr/hostagent/hafs

.....
/usr/sbin/nsrmm
/usr/sbin/nsrndmp_2fh
/usr/sbin/nsrndmp_clone
/usr/sbin/nsrndmp_recover
/usr/sbin/nsrndmp_save
/usr/sbin/nsrrcopy
/usr/sbin/nsrretrieve
/usr/sbin/nsrstage
/usr/sbin/nsrwizreg
/usr/sbin/nsrwreg
/usr/sbin/nwinstcreate
/usr/sbin/preclntsave <symbolic link>
/usr/sbin/pstclntsave <symbolic link>
/usr/sbin/recover <symbolic link>
/usr/sbin/save <symbolic link>
/usr/sbin/savefs
/usr/sbin/savepnpc
/usr/sbin/uasm
[ verifying class <none> ]
## Executing postinstall script.
Creating the /nsr directory structure
Creating the /nsr/res/servers file
Creating NetWorker start/stop scripts
Adding NetWorker entries to /etc/rpc

Installation of <LGTOclnt> was successful.
  .....
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Processing package instance <LGTOfr> from </software/networker/740>

NetWorker French Language Pack
(sparc) 7.4.Build.187
Copyright (c) 1990-2007, EMC Corporation
This product includes software developed by the University of
California, Berkeley and its contributors.

Using </usr> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
   6 package pathnames are already properly installed.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.

Do you want to continue with the installation of <LGTOfr> [y,n,?] y

Installing NetWorker French Language Pack as <LGTOfr>

## Installing part 1 of 1.
/opt/nsr/tmp/fr/networkr.cat
/opt/nsr/tmp <implied directory>
/opt/nsr/tmp/fr <implied directory>
/opt/nsr/web/gconsole_fr.jnlp

.....
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_jukebox.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_la.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_label.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_layout.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_license.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_mount_request.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_notification.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_op.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_peer_information.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_policy.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_pool.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_regexp.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_resource.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_schedule.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_service.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_stage.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_storage_node.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_storage_node_resource.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_unconfigured_library.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/nsr_usergroup.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/pathownerignore.5
/usr/share/man/fr/man5/resource.5
[ verifying class <none> ]
## Executing postinstall script.

Installation of <LGTOfr> was successful.
  .....
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Processing package instance <LGTOlicm> from </software/networker/740>

NetWorker License Manager
(sparc) 7.4.Build.187
Copyright (c) 1990-2007, EMC Corporation
This product includes software developed by the University of
California, Berkeley and its contributors.

Restart NetWorker daemons at end of install? (default=no) [y,n,?] n
## Executing checkinstall script.
Using </usr> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
   1 package pathname is already properly installed.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.

.....
Do you want to continue with the installation of <LGTOlicm> [y,n,?] y

Installing NetWorker License Manager as <LGTOlicm>

## Executing preinstall script.
## Installing part 1 of 1.
/nsr/lic/res/lictype.res
/usr/sbin/lgtolic
/usr/sbin/lgtolmd
[ verifying class <none> ]
## Executing postinstall script.
Adding License Manager entry to /etc/rpc

Installation of <LGTOlicm> was successful.
.....
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Processing package instance <LGTOman> from </software/networker/740>

NetWorker Man Pages
(sparc) 7.4.Build.187
Copyright (c) 1990-2007, EMC Corporation
This product includes software developed by the University of
California, Berkeley and its contributors.

Using </usr> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
   5 package pathnames are already properly installed.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

Installing NetWorker Man Pages as <LGTOman>

## Installing part 1 of 1.
/usr/share/man/man1m/EMASS_silo.1m
/usr/share/man/man1m/IBM_silo.1m
/usr/share/man/man1m/STK_silo.1m
/usr/share/man/man1m/ansrd.1m
/usr/share/man/man1m/ascdcode.1m
/usr/share/man/man1m/cdi_block_limits.1m
/usr/share/man/man1m/cdi_bsf.1m
/usr/share/man/man1m/cdi_bsr.1m
/usr/share/man/man1m/cdi_eod.1m

.....
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_jukebox.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_la.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_label.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_layout.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_license.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_mount_request.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_notification.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_op.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_peer_information.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_policy.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_pool.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_regexp.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_resource.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_schedule.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_service.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_stage.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_storage_node.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_storage_node_resource.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_unconfigured_library.5
/usr/share/man/man5/nsr_usergroup.5
/usr/share/man/man5/pathownerignore.5
/usr/share/man/man5/resource.5
[ verifying class <none> ]

Installation of <LGTOman> was successful.

.....
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Processing package instance <LGTOnmc> from </software/networker/740>

NetWorker Management Console
(sparc) 3.4.Build.187
EMC Corporation.

               Base GST Server(TM) - Release 3.4.Build.165
  Copyright (c) 1990-2007, EMC Corporation All rights reserved.

    This product includes software developed by the University of
              California, Berkeley, and its contributors.

List of local filesystems and available space:

/                             : 2416327

What directory should the LGTOnmc package be installed in [/opt/LGTOnmc]? <return>

The Command Line Reports feature of this product
requires a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) be
installed on this machine. The JRE version should be
1.4.2 or higher, up to (but not including) 1.6.

Is there a supported JRE already installed on this machine [y]? y

Please specify the directory where JRE is installed? /usr/local/jre1.5.0_11 <return>

What port should the web server use [9000]? 9000

What port should the GST server use [9001]? 9001

What directory should be used for the LGTOnmc database [/lgto_gstdb]? <return>

Where are the NetWorker binaries installed [/usr/sbin]? <return>

Start daemons at end of installation [n]? n
## Executing checkinstall script.

The selected base directory </opt/LGTOnmc> must exist before
installation is attempted.

Do you want this directory created now [y,n,?,q] y
Using </opt/LGTOnmc> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
   1 package pathname is already properly installed.
## Verifying package dependencies.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

.....
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This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.

Do you want to continue with the installation of <LGTOnmc> [y,n,?] y

Installing NetWorker Management Console as <LGTOnmc>

## Executing preinstall script.
## Installing part 1 of 1.
/opt/LGTOnmc/bin/GST_HA.serv.rtr
/opt/LGTOnmc/bin/gst_ha.cluster
/opt/LGTOnmc/bin/gst_ha.fm_start
/opt/LGTOnmc/bin/gst_ha.fm_stop

.....
/opt/LGTOnmc/web/stats/index.tml
/opt/LGTOnmc/web/stats/notfound.tml
/opt/LGTOnmc/web/warning.gif
[ verifying class <none> ]
## Executing postinstall script.

Creating installation log in /opt/LGTOnmc/logs/install.log.

Performing initialization. Please wait...

Installation successful.

Installation of <LGTOnmc> was successful.
.....

Processing package instance <LGTOnode> from </software/networker/740>

NetWorker Storage Node
(sparc) 7.4.Build.187
Copyright (c) 1990-2007, EMC Legato Software
This product includes software developed by the University of
California, Berkeley and its contributors.

Restart NetWorker daemons at end of install? (default=no) [y,n,?] n
## Executing checkinstall script.
Using </usr> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
   7 package pathnames are already properly installed.
## Verifying package dependencies.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.

Do you want to continue with the installation of <LGTOnode> [y,n,?] y
.....
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Installing NetWorker Storage Node as <LGTOnode>

## Executing preinstall script.
## Installing part 1 of 1.
/usr/kernel/drv/lus.conf
/usr/kernel/drv/sparcv9/lus
/usr/lib/nsr/libcdi.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libdmi_api.so
/usr/lib/nsr/liboim_emc_symm.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libpal-1.3.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libscsi.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libsji.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libsmci.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libstlemass.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libstlibm.so
/usr/lib/nsr/libstlstk.so
/usr/sbin/ascdcode
/usr/sbin/cdi_block_limits
/usr/sbin/cdi_bsf

.....
/usr/sbin/tur
/usr/sbin/writebuf
[ verifying class <none> ]
## Executing postinstall script.
Adding entries to /etc/devlink.tab
lus driver configured and loaded

Installation of <LGTOnode> was successful.
.....

Processing package instance <LGTOserv> from </software/networker/740>

NetWorker Server
(sparc) 7.4.Build.187
Copyright (c) 1990-2007, EMC Legato Software
This product includes software developed by the University of
California, Berkeley and its contributors.

Restart NetWorker daemons at end of install? (default=no) [y,n,?] n
## Executing checkinstall script.
Using </usr> as the package base directory.
## Processing package information.
## Processing system information.
   3 package pathnames are already properly installed.
## Verifying package dependencies.
## Verifying disk space requirements.
## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed.
## Checking for setuid/setgid programs.

This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user
permission during the process of installing this package.

Do you want to continue with the installation of <LGTOserv> [y,n,?] y
.....
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Installing NetWorker Server as <LGTOserv>

## Executing preinstall script.
## Installing part 1 of 1.
/usr/lib/nsr/networker.fm_start
/usr/lib/nsr/networker.fm_stop
/usr/lib/nsr/networker.start
/usr/lib/nsr/networker.stop
/usr/lib/nsr/networker.validate
/usr/sbin/LGTO.serv.rtr
/usr/sbin/ansrd
/usr/sbin/cpsh/aix_cp_scripts.asm
/usr/sbin/cpsh/dec_cp_scripts.asm
/usr/sbin/cpsh/hp_ux_cp_scripts.asm
/usr/sbin/cpsh/irix_cp_scripts.asm
/usr/sbin/cpsh/linux_cp_scripts.asm
/usr/sbin/cpsh/mac_cp_scripts.asm
/usr/sbin/cpsh/sun_cp_scripts.asm
/usr/sbin/cpsh/unix_cp_kicker.asm

.....
/usr/sbin/oldmmdbasm
/usr/sbin/savegrp
/usr/sbin/v5xindexasm
/usr/sbin/v5xmmdbasm
[ verifying class <none> ]
## Executing postinstall script.
Adding entry for NetWorker to /etc/syslog.conf
Restarting the syslog daemon

Installation of <LGTOserv> was successful.

The following packages are available:
  1  LGTOclnt     NetWorker Client
                  (sparc) 7.4.Build.187
  2  LGTOfr       NetWorker French Language Pack
                  (sparc) 7.4.Build.187
  3  LGTOja       NetWorker Japanese Language Pack
                  (sparc) 7.4.Build.187
  4  LGTOko       NetWorker Korean Language Pack
                  (sparc) 7.4.Build.187
  5  LGTOlicm     NetWorker License Manager
                  (sparc) 7.4.Build.187
  6  LGTOman      NetWorker Man Pages
                  (sparc) 7.4.Build.187
  7  LGTOnmc      NetWorker Management Console
                  (sparc) 3.4.Build.187
  8  LGTOnode     NetWorker Storage Node
                  (sparc) 7.4.Build.187
  9  LGTOserv     NetWorker Server
                  (sparc) 7.4.Build.187
 10  LGTOzh       NetWorker Chinese Language Pack
                  (sparc) 7.4.Build.187

Select package(s) you wish to process (or 'all' to process
all packages). (default: all) [?,??,q]: q
#
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After the installation you may now start ond stop the NetWorker daemons as usual:

# /etc/init.d/networker start
#
# ps -ef | grep nsr
root  1629     1  0 16:42:22 ?        0:00 /usr/sbin/lgtolmd -p /nsr/lic -n 1
    root  1625     1  0 16:42:21 ?        0:01 /usr/sbin/nsrexecd
    root  1633     1  1 16:42:23 ?        0:01 /usr/sbin/nsrd
    root  1651  1633  0 16:42:28 ?        0:01 /usr/sbin/nsrmmdbd
    root  1652  1633  0 16:42:29 ?        0:01 /usr/sbin/nsrindexd
    root  1658  1633  0 16:42:31 ?        0:00 /usr/sbin/nsrjobd
#
# nsr_shutdown
Stopping service: lgtolmd (1629)
Stopping service: nsrd (1633)
Service nsrd (1633) shutdown.
Service lgtolmd (1629) shutdown.
Stopping service: nsrexecd (1625)
Service nsrexecd (1625) shutdown.
#

Please remember:
- Since NetWorker 7.3 there is only one instance of the nsrexecd daemon
- The new nsrjobd is started by the server daemon
- When stopping NetWorker, the daemon name is shown along with its PID

This is is obviously due to the new nsr_shutdown script.

Of course you may also start the daemons manually ... but in the right order:

# nsrexecd
# nsrd
# ps -ef | grep nsr
    root  1936   455  0 16:48:00 pts/2    0:00 grep nsr
    root  1913  1903  0 16:46:59 ?        0:01 /usr/sbin/nsrmmdbd
    root  1901     1  0 16:46:53 ?        0:01 nsrexecd
    root  1919  1903  0 16:47:03 ?        0:00 /usr/sbin/nsrjobd
    root  1903     1  0 16:46:56 ?        0:01 nsrd
    root  1918  1903  0 16:47:01 ?        0:00 /usr/sbin/nsrindexd
#
# nsr_shutdown
Stopping service: nsrd (1903)
Service nsrd (1903) shutdown.
Stopping service: nsrexecd (1901)
Service nsrexecd (1901) shutdown.
#
#
# nsrd
39078 1183913386 0 0 2 1 2116 0 ultra60 nsrd 14 %s error: %s%s 3 0 3 RAP 49 //
  31 4199 23 Service not available.  0 0
4196 1183913386 2 0 0 1 2116 0 ultra60 nsrd 48 Failed to get port range from //
  local nsrexecd: %s 1 0 22 Service not available.
12506 1183913386 2 0 0 1 2116 0 ultra60 nsrd 38 nsrexecd is unavailable, //
  cannot start. 0
#

Please note the new message id and the UNIX timestamp at the start of each line.
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And this is the NetWorker 7.4 networker script:

# cat /etc/init.d/networker
#!/bin/sh

NSREXECD=/usr/sbin/nsrexecd
LGTOLMD=/usr/sbin/lgtolmd
LGTOLICPKG=LGTOlicm
NSRD=/usr/sbin/nsrd
NSR_SHUTDOWN=/usr/sbin/nsr_shutdown
CLUSTER=/usr/sbin/NetWorker.clustersvr
NSRWIZRES=/usr/sbin/nsrwreg
PKG_INSTALL_ROOT=
SRVRPKGNAME=LGTOserv

case $1 in
‘start’)
(echo ‘starting NetWorker daemons:’) > /dev/console
(echo 'starting NetWorker daemons:') > /dev/console
if [ -x "${NSREXECD}" ]; then
        if [ -f "${CLUSTER}" ]; then
                if [ -f "${PKG_INSTALL_ROOT}/nsr.NetWorker.local" -o -h  //
  "${PKG_INSTALL_ROOT}/nsr.NetWorker.local" ]; then
                        if [ -h "${PKG_INSTALL_ROOT}/nsr" ]; then
                                rm -f ${PKG_INSTALL_ROOT}/nsr
                                ln -s ${PKG_INSTALL_ROOT}/nsr.NetWorker.local

${PKG_INSTALL_ROOT}/nsr
                        fi
                fi
        fi
        (${NSREXECD}) > /dev/console 2>&1
        (echo ' nsrexecd') > /dev/console
fi
#
# For Solaris 10, /usr/sbin is share between global and sparse zones. This means
# the /etc/init.d/networker script will run it for the sparse/small zone also
# regardless of what was installed on that zone.
#
# This fix  prevents the license manager and the Server from being launched on
# a non-global (or local) zone.
#
if [ -x "${LGTOLMD}" ]; then
        # only run lgtolmd if it's from LGTO package
        pkginfo -q ${LGTOLICPKG}
        if [ $? -eq 0 ]; then
                (${LGTOLMD} -p /nsr/lic -n 1) > /dev/console 2>&1
                (echo ' lgtolmd') > /dev/console
        fi
fi
if [ -x "${NSRD}" -a ! -f "${CLUSTER}" ]; then
        # only run nsrd if Server package installed
        pkginfo -q LGTOserv
        if [ $? -eq 0 ]; then
                (${NSRD}) > /dev/console 2>&1
                (echo ' nsrd') > /dev/console
        fi
fi
  .....
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  .....
if [ -x "${NSRWIZRES}" ]; then
        (${NSRWIZRES}) > /dev/console 2>&1
fi
;;
'stop')
(echo 'stopping NetWorker daemons:') > /dev/console
if [ -x "${NSR_SHUTDOWN}" ]; then
        (${NSR_SHUTDOWN} -q) > /dev/console 2>&1
        (echo ' nsr_shutdown -q') > /dev/console
fi
;;
*)
echo "usage: `basename $0` {start|stop}"
;;
esac
#
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2.4. Installing the NetWorker 7.4 server on Linux

Of course you must logon as root user to be able to do perform all step.

The downloaded file is more than 340 MB in size:

# cd /software/networker/740
#
# ls -l
total 335900
-rw-r—r—  1 root root 343614816 Jun  8 23:12 nw74_linux_x86.tar.gz
#

After unzipping, the resulting file has about the same size:

# gunzip nw74_linux_x86.tar.gz
#
#
# ls -l
total 336872
-rw-r—r—  1 root root 344606720 Jun  8 23:12 nw74_linux_x86.tar
#

Do not forget: Both files must co-exist for a moment - this is almost 700 MB!

The next step is to un-tar the file:

# tar xvf nw74_linux_x86.tar
jre-1_5_0_11-linux-i586.bin
lgtoclnt-7.4-1.i686.rpm
lgtofr-7.4-1.i686.rpm
lgtoja-7.4-1.i686.rpm
lgtoko-7.4-1.i686.rpm
lgtolicm-7.4-1.i686.rpm
lgtoman-7.4-1.i686.rpm
LGTO_METAFILE.linuxx86
lgtonmc-3.4-1.i686.rpm
lgtonode-7.4-1.i686.rpm
lgtoserv-7.4-1.i686.rpm
lgtozh-7.4-1.i686.rpm
#
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After that process, the software uses another 306 MB.

# ls -l
total 673844
-rwxr-xr-x  1 root games  17115102 Feb  8 18:40 jre-1_5_0_11-linux-i586.bin
-rw-rw-r—  1 root games  29480861 Jun  9 06:09 lgtoclnt-7.4-1.i686.rpm
-rw-rw-r—  1 root games   3954435 Jun  9 06:10 lgtofr-7.4-1.i686.rpm
-rw-rw-r—  1 root games   4546921 Jun  9 06:13 lgtoja-7.4-1.i686.rpm
-rw-rw-r—  1 root games   4086393 Jun  9 06:14 lgtoko-7.4-1.i686.rpm
-rw-rw-r—  1 root games    960421 Jun  9 06:14 lgtolicm-7.4-1.i686.rpm
-rw-rw-r—  1 root games    361039 Jun  9 06:15 lgtoman-7.4-1.i686.rpm
-rwxr-xr-x  1 root games      4199 Jun  9 03:47 LGTO_METAFILE.linuxx86
-rw-rw-r—  1 root games 253961615 Jun  9 06:25 lgtonmc-3.4-1.i686.rpm
-rw-rw-r—  1 root games  12143136 Jun  9 06:18 lgtonode-7.4-1.i686.rpm
-rw-rw-r—  1 root games  13477494 Jun  9 06:20 lgtoserv-7.4-1.i686.rpm
-rw-rw-r—  1 root games   4497136 Jun  9 06:21 lgtozh-7.4-1.i686.rpm
-rw-r—r—  1 root root  344606720 Jun  8 23:12 nw74_linux_x86.tar
#

You should always install the Java software before you install or update NetWorker -
 this will make sure that all programs will be in place when they are needed. The
following pages show the Java software installation process in detail.

# cd /usr/local
#
# /software/networker/740/jre-1_5_0_11-linux-i586.bin
Sun Microsystems, Inc.  Binary Code License Agreement

for the JAVA 2 PLATFORM STANDARD EDITION RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT
5.0

SUN  MICROSYSTEMS,  INC.  ("SUN") IS WILLING TO LICENSE  THE
SOFTWARE  IDENTIFIED  BELOW TO YOU ONLY  UPON THE  CONDITION
THAT YOU ACCEPT ALL OF THE TERMS  CONTAINED  IN THIS  BINARY
CODE  LICENSE  AGREEMENT  AND  SUPPLEMENTAL   LICENSE  TERMS
(COLLECTIVELY   "AGREEMENT").  PLEASE  READ  THE   AGREEMENT
CAREFULLY.  BY DOWNLOADING OR INSTALLING  THIS SOFTWARE, YOU
ACCEPT THE TERMS OF THE  AGREEMENT.  INDICATE  ACCEPTANCE BY
SELECTING   THE  "ACCEPT"   BUTTON  AT  THE  BOTTOM  OF  THE
AGREEMENT.  IF YOU ARE NOT  WILLING  TO BE BOUND  BY ALL THE
TERMS,  SELECT  THE  "DECLINE"  BUTTON AT THE  BOTTOM OF THE
AGREEMENT  AND THE  DOWNLOAD  OR  INSTALL  PROCESS  WILL NOT
CONTINUE.

.....
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.....
Do you agree to the above license terms? [yes or no]
yes
Unpacking...
Checksumming...
0
0
Extracting...
UnZipSFX 5.42 of 14 January 2001, by Info-ZIP (Zip-Bugs@lists.wku.edu).
   creating: jre1.5.0_11/
   creating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/java
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/ControlPanel
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/java_vm
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/javaws
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/keytool
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/policytool
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/kinit
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/klist
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/ktab
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/rmiregistry
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/rmid
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/tnameserv
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/orbd
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/servertool
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/unpack200
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/bin/pack200
   creating: jre1.5.0_11/lib/
   creating: jre1.5.0_11/lib/applet/
   creating: jre1.5.0_11/lib/i386/
   creating: jre1.5.0_11/lib/i386/native_threads/
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/lib/i386/native_threads/libhpi.so
  ....
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/man/ja_JP.eucJP/man1/klist.1
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/man/ja_JP.eucJP/man1/ktab.1
   creating: jre1.5.0_11/plugin/
   creating: jre1.5.0_11/plugin/i386/
   creating: jre1.5.0_11/plugin/i386/ns7/
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/plugin/i386/ns7/libjavaplugin_oji.so
   creating: jre1.5.0_11/plugin/i386/ns7-gcc29/
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/plugin/i386/ns7-gcc29/libjavaplugin_oji.so
   creating: jre1.5.0_11/plugin/desktop/
 extracting: jre1.5.0_11/plugin/desktop/sun_java.png
  inflating: jre1.5.0_11/plugin/desktop/sun_java.desktop
   creating: jre1.5.0_11/javaws/
    linking: jre1.5.0_11/javaws/javaws  -> ../bin/javaws
Creating jre1.5.0_11/lib/rt.jar
Creating jre1.5.0_11/lib/jsse.jar
Creating jre1.5.0_11/lib/charsets.jar
Creating jre1.5.0_11/lib/ext/localedata.jar
Creating jre1.5.0_11/lib/plugin.jar
Creating jre1.5.0_11/lib/javaws.jar
Creating jre1.5.0_11/lib/deploy.jar

Done.
#
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Finally you must perform the following post-installation steps. Be careful as those depend your
operating system.

To my surprise, these changes have been already made.

# find / -name .mime.types
/root/.mime.types
#
#
# find / -name .mailcap
/root/.mailcap
#
#
# cat /root/.mime.types
#--Netscape Communications Corporation MIME Information
#Do not delete the above line. It is used to identify the file type.
#mime types added by Netscape Helper
type=application/x-java-jnlp-file desc="Java Web Start" exts="jnlp"
#
#
# cat /root/.mailcap
# Java Web Start
application/x-java-jnlp-file; /usr/local/jre1.5.0_11/javaws/javaws %s
#

You may now start the installation of NetWorker and NMC using Linux’ rpm software.
Compared to the Solaris installation, this is a very ‘quiet’ one:

# cd /software/networker/740
#
# rpm -ivh lgtoclnt-7.4-1.i686.rpm
Preparing...               ########################################### [100%]
   1:lgtoclnt              ########################################### [100%]
# rpm -ivh lgtofr-7.4-1.i686.rpm
Preparing...               ########################################### [100%]
   1:lgtofr                ########################################### [100%]
# rpm -ivh lgtolicm-7.4-1.i686.rpm
Preparing...               ########################################### [100%]
   1:lgtolicm              ########################################### [100%]
# rpm -ivh lgtoman-7.4-1.i686.rpm
Preparing...               ########################################### [100%]
   1:lgtoman               ########################################### [100%]
# rpm -ivh lgtonode-7.4-1.i686.rpm
Preparing...               ########################################### [100%]
   1:lgtonode              ########################################### [100%]
# rpm -ivh lgtoserv-7.4-1.i686.rpm
Preparing...               ########################################### [100%]
   1:lgtoserv              ########################################### [100%]
#
# rpm -ivh lgtonmc-3.4-1.i686.rpm
Preparing...               ########################################### [100%]
   1:lgtonmc               ########################################### [100%]

NOTE: To complete configuration execute the following script as root:
      /opt/lgtonmc/bin/nmc_config

#
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# /opt/lgtonmc/bin/nmc_config

The Command Line Reports feature of NetWorker Management
Console requires a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) be
installed on this machine. The JRE version should be
1.4.2 or higher, up to (but not including) 1.6.

Is there a supported JRE already installed on this machine [y]? y

Please specify the directory where JRE is installed?  //
  /software/networker/jrel1.5.0_11

What port should the web server use [9000]? 9000

What port should the GST server use [9001]? 9001

What directory should be used for the LGTOnmc database [/opt/lgtonmc/lgto_gstdb]?  //
  <return>

Where are the NetWorker binaries installed [/usr/sbin]? <return>

Start daemons at end of configuration [n]? <return>

Creating installation log in /opt/lgtonmc/logs/install.log.

Performing initialization. Please wait...

Installation successful.
#
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After the installation you may now start and stop the NetWorker daemons as usual. This is done with
the networker script, as usual:

# cat /etc/init.d/networker
#! /bin/sh

# Copyright (c) 1990-2007, EMC Corporation

# All rights reserved.

# chkconfig: 35 95 05
# description: EMC Networker. A backup and restoration software package.

### BEGIN INIT INFO
# Required-Start: syslog network
# Required-Stop: syslog network
# X-UnitedLinux-Should-Start: portmap
# Should-Start: portmap
# Default-Start: 3 5
# Default-Stop: 0 1 2 6
# Description: EMC Networker. A backup and restoration software package.
### END INIT INFO

case $1 in
    start)
        (echo 'starting NetWorker daemons:') > /dev/console
        if [ -f /usr/sbin/nsrexecd ]; then
                if [ -f /usr/sbin/NetWorker.clustersvr ]; then
                        if [ -f /nsr.NetWorker.local -o -h /nsr.NetWorker.local ];

then
                                if [ -h /nsr ]; then
                                        rm -f /nsr
                                        ln -s /nsr.NetWorker.local /nsr
                                fi
                        fi
                fi
            (/usr/sbin/nsrexecd) > /dev/console 2>&1
            (echo ' nsrexecd') > /dev/console
        fi
        if [ -f /usr/sbin/lgtolmd ]; then
            (/usr/sbin/lgtolmd -p /nsr/lic -n 1) > /dev/console 2>&1
            (echo ' lgtolmd') > /dev/console
        fi
        if [ -f /usr/sbin/nsrd -a \
             ! -f /usr/sbin/NetWorker.clustersvr ]; then
            (/usr/sbin/nsrd) > /dev/console 2>&1
            (echo ' nsrd') > /dev/console
        fi
        if [ -f /usr/sbin/nsrwreg ]; then
                /usr/sbin/nsrwreg > /dev/console 2>&1
        fi
        ;;

.....
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  .....
    stop)
        (echo 'stopping NetWorker daemons:') > /dev/console
        if [ -f /usr/sbin/nsr_shutdown ]; then
            if [ -f /usr/sbin/NetWorker.clustersvr ]; then
                (/usr/sbin/nsr_shutdown -q) > /dev/console 2>&1
                (echo ' nsr_shutdown -q') > /dev/console
            else
                (/usr/sbin/nsr_shutdown -q) > /dev/console 2>&1
                (echo ' nsr_shutdown -q') > /dev/console
            fi
        fi
        ;;
    status)
        if [ -f /usr/sbin/nsr_shutdown ]; then
            /usr/sbin/nsr_shutdown -l
        fi
        ;;
    *)
        echo "usage: `basename $0` {start|stop|status}"
        ;;
esac

#

Do not forget this effect which i already explained for NetWorker 7.3.

If you start NetWorker on certain (unsupported) Linux computers, you may see a surprising effect:

# /etc/init.d/networker start
#
# ps -ef | grep nsr
root      1580     1  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrexecd
root      1581  1580  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrexecd
root      1582  1581  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrexecd
root      1583  1581  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrexecd
root      1584  1581  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrexecd
root      1590     1  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/lgtolmd -p /nsr/lic -n 1
root      1595     1  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrd
root      1612  1595  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrmmdbd
root      1616  1595  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrindexd
root      1623  1595  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrjobd
root      1627  1623  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrjobd
root      1628  1627  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrjobd
root      1629  1627  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrjobd
root      1642  1627  0 12:22 ?        00:00:00 /usr/sbin/nsrjobd
root      1802  1118  0 12:23 pts/0    00:00:00 grep nsr
#

Some NetWorker daemons will in fact have multiple instances!
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This effect can also be seen for the NetWorker Management Console (NMC) daemon:

# /etc/init.d/gst start
Starting GST:
Base GST Services, Version 3.4.1.Build.187

done.
#
#
# ps -ef | grep gst
root      1898     1  0 12:46 ?        00:00:00 /opt/lgtonmc/bin/gstd
root      1899  1898  0 12:46 ?        00:00:00 /opt/lgtonmc/bin/gstd
root      1900  1899  0 12:46 ?        00:00:00 /opt/lgtonmc/bin/gstd
root      1901  1899  0 12:46 ?        00:00:00 /opt/lgtonmc/bin/gstd
root      1902  1899  0 12:46 ?        00:00:00 /opt/lgtonmc/bin/gstd
root      1904  1118  0 12:46 pts/0    00:00:00 grep gst
#

You may also verify this effect using the appropriate GUIs. For SuSE Linux, you may inspect the
processes with the utility ksysguard.

As shown above, you can see the effect for the NetWorker daemons ...
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... as well as for the NMC daemon ...

... and for its associated database daemons:
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But this is obviously not an unusual effect as it even can be seen for the default internet browser:

The effect is due to multi-threading and the fact that NetWorker 7.3 runs on a
Linux system with a 2.4.x kernel.

The prevoius NetWorker 7.2.x server software, installed on the same system does not show this
effect:
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However, if NetWorker 7.3+ is installed on a  Linux with 2.6.x kernel (RedHat Advanced Server 4.0)
shows ‘normal’ process instances (the graphical process monitor program for this operating system is
gnome-system-monitor):
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2.5. Installing the NetWorker 7.4 server on Windows

To be able to perform all steps, you must logon as user Administrator or as user belonging to the local
group Administrators.

Although this NetWorker version is not supported on Windows XP (Professional),
the installation is not a problem. This is enough for demonstration purposes. It just
proves that ‘supported‘ means nothing else but ‘tested and approved‘.

The downloaded file is more than 300 MB in size:

The nmc directory does not exist in the ‘root’ directory of the installation software any longer, ...
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... it is now a subdirectory in the networkr path:

The autorun directory now contains all available languages, each in a separate directory:
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As indicated by the contents of the autorun directory, even the installation can already be run in
another language. This is what the program wants to know as the first step:

• To start the installation, simply double-click the setup program, as usual:
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As mentioned before in chapter 1, these are the current available languages:

• Select the one of your choice and click OK to start the process.
The installation begins using the language you have chosen:
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• This screen has changed - you may now also select to install  the NetWorker Management
Console and the new Language Packs:

Name and Organization will automatically be read from the registry:
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... the program will automatically append the NetWorker directory path, ..\nsr :

In this case, all options shall be installed.

I never install in the default directory.By default, the type Client is preselected and the Location
points to the standard path on the system drive.

Whatever pathname you enter ...
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• In the next screen, you may add the Language Packs of your choice.
By default, only the one you selected as the installation language has been selected:

In this case, i wanted to add all available foreign languages:
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Now the End-User License and Maintenance Agreement appears:

• As usual, you must accept it to be able to proceed:
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• This screen summarizes all options before you start the installation process with Install :

The process is indicated by this bar.
Some verbal messages may also appear temporarily:
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You must now specify the servers which may backup this NetWorker client.
If you click Update List ... , all running NetWorker servers in this subnet shall be discovered:

Of course you may also enter each name directly and click Add...
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... which adds the name to the list Selected Servers.
If you click Next ...

... this list and the local server name below will be taken under consideration. This is why this
error appears:
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• Proceed with Next > .

The next step has changed as well - if you have also selected the NMC as an installation
option, this process is now embedded within the procedure.

After a while, the program starts the installation of the NMC software:

Now more software will be installed:
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Of course some steps repeat as before:

By looking at the running Applications in the Task Manager, you can verify that the NetWorker
Setup process is still running:
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By the way - GST represents the term Gems Station, the original name of the NMC software.
Of course i want to Change... the default path name:

As NMC is a Java based application, the existence of the JRE software is mandatory. However,
you also may install it separately:
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... as this time no further directory name will be appended:

Be careful when you enter the Folder name ...
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The summary screen returns all parameters. This gives you a last chance to verify them:

This indicates that the GST database can be installed in a different path than the program files.
You may also change the default Port Numbers, if necessary:
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The progress is indicated by this bar. Some verbal messages will also appear temporarily:

You may now start the installation process with Install :
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But i want to start NMC later. If you now click Finish ...

Finally you receive information about the install log and how to start the NMC GUI:
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So i deselect this option here. Finish will exit the program:

... the NMC installation terminates and the NetWorker Setup program re-appears to execute the
final steps.

In this case i do not care about the NetWorker Change Journal Manager:
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The new program group EMC NetWorker will be created containing these programs.
NetWorker Management Console has replaced the legacy NetWorker Administrator:

These 3 packages have been installed:
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3. Starting the NetWorker Management Console GUI
As this document is an update to NetWorker 7.3, i assume by now that you are familar with the
general usage of the NetWorker Management Console (NMC), the new NetWorker Administrator
GUI.

• To start the NMC, just open your compatible browser and connect to the GST server on port
9000:

The GUI starts ...
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... and now confirms that the program has been digitally signed:

On a Windows host, you also may create a shortcut on your desktop:
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If you click Configure ...

... you will end up in the Java Control Panel - it has nothing to do with NMC at all:
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You must now logon to NMC:

The default User Name and Password are administrator:
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You once again must accept an EULA:

Before you can use NMC, you must perform these 4 steps:
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First you need to change the default password. By default, you see a lot of  placeholders:

• Enter the Password of your choice and confirm it:
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If you use the License Manager, you must tell the program on which server it runs - this is
necessary for NetWorker to know from where to request new licenses:

It also makes sense to backup the NMC database. Of course the NetWorker Server could run
on another computer:
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However, in this case, all runs on this one machine:

This is another way to add entries to the NetWorker Server’s file:
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Finally, the NMC GUI and the online help window appear:

If you want to switch off the automatic appearance, you must deselect the option Always show
this window at startup:
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That’s it - NMC is ready to use:

3.1. Selecting another language

Of course i have not installed all new language options as i could not read (even simplified) Chinese
anyway. And my Japanese knowledge is also very poor ;-(  As an example, i want to use French.

The following example explains how to do this on Windows. I assume that the general procedure is
very similar on UNIX/Linux.

Prerequisites
- The operating systems have been installed so that they can the required locale
- The appropriate NetWorker language packs have been installed
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The setup is done in the Windows Control Panel under Regional and Language Options:

• In the tab Regional Options, you must set the appropriate Standard and formats as well as the
Location:

French is my only option as all Asian languages need additional Windows software to be
installed.
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If you now connect to your NMC server, it already starts automatically according to your locale:

Be careful - the default user administrator of course does not become
administrateur ! - Maybe in a french Windows:
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Of course, the NetWorker Administration program now also appears in French:
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4. New features for all operating systems

4.1. NMC and NetWorker Administrator GUI improvements

With NetWorker 7.4, these new features have been added for these GUIs:

• Drag & Drop support
The capability to move an object to another object with the mouse. For example, it was not
possible to drag a client to a group in these GUIs yet.

• Multi-selection for operations
The possibility to select more than one object for an operation

• Copying Groups (with their Clients)
The feature to copy a savegroup, even if it contains clients

• Library operation improvements
Splitters and a new monitor area delete the necessity to toggle between the Devices and the
Monitoring screen. You may now start and control jukebox operations from the same
window.

• Table management improvements
Smaller but important improvents has been added to make the handling of tables and their
information more convenient.

These features are belong to the GUI (NMC/NetWorker Administration) - they do not belong to the
NetWorker version:

- If you use NMC 3.4 (NetWorker 7.4) to administrate older NW servers, you will
also get these features.

- If you use NMC 3.2 (NetWorker 7.3) to administrate later NW servers, you will
not get these features.

- Both require at least JRE 1.4.2. JRE 1.5 is delivered with NetWorker 7.4.

4.1.1. Drag & drop support

In NMC 3.4, Drag & Drop support has been added for specific features:

• For NMC
- Managing Enterprise Hierarchy
- Any combination of hosts and folders to other folders

• For NetWorker Administrator
- Moving Clients to Groups
- Updating Group Schedule
- Mounting and Unmounting Library Volumes

With the Ctrl key pressed, copy actions are also available.
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For the NetWorker Management Console (NMC)

For example, you may drag a host to a folder:

You may even drag folders into folders:

While the object is
moved, it appears as
‘ghost-image’.
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Do not forget that you then might need to rename folders:
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For the NetWorker Administration program

For example, you may use this method to assign a Client to another Group:.

If you look at the client now, you can see how its setup has changed:

While the object is
moved, it appears as
‘ghost-image’.
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As it is the same client, it of course applies to all instances - for the resource in the ‘old’ group as well:

You may even use Drag & Drop to assign resources to other resources, as shown here when you
assign a schedule to a group:

Of course this does
not work for all
resources.
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With NetWorker 7.4 you may now apply this command to multiple groups at the same time:

4.1.2. Multiple selection

This new feature is available for these features:
- Start/stop/restart/schedule/disable multiple groups or archive requests
- Enable/disable libraries and individual devices
- Library operations such as Mount, Label, Inventory, Withdraw on multiple devices and slots
- Dismissing multiple managed events
- Removing multiple clients from a group
- Delete operation for multiple objects

For example, in  NetWorker 7.3.x you only could select one group to start:
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However, please keep in mind that this is  a general feature. Although you may execute it on other
resources as well, this operation must not always make sense:

But in these cases, you receive a clear error message:
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For library operations, these operations will allow multiple device selection:
- Mount/Unmount
- Enable/Disable
- Load
- Inventory
- Withdraw
- Release (STL silos)
- Remove (STL silos, AlphaStor & RSM jukeboxes)

For example, if you select all slots in your library and start an inventory, they will be copyied to the
appropriate Slot Range list:
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4.1.3. Copy groups with clients

While the option to Copy a group already existed in NMC 3.2 ...

... you may now even Copy a group with its clients:
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To make the OK button appear, you must change the Name ...

... like in this example:
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This is especially helpful when you want to create another instance of the group which you want to
manually start at the end of a month, for example:

If you want to delete them you may once again, select more than one resource:
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4.1.4. Library management improvements

This is an example for the NetWorker 7.3.x jukebox window:

- One major improvement is the introduction of ‘splitter’ bars. Below the horizontal bar, you can
now see the new ‘operation status’ table.

- Updating is now dynamic - you do not need to switch to the Monitoring window.
- The Message column is also new.
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Another improvement is the added drag & drop feature to mount or unmount (multiple pieces of)
media:

If you drag & drop multiple tapes to one certain device, this does not matter because ...
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... NetWorker (if allowed) will use as much devices as possible:

Be aware that the status information will automatically disappear after a while - you still have the logs in
the Monitoring window:
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- If you were the user who initiated the operation and NetWorker needs further input, you will see
the appropriate User Input icon.

- Another improvement is the new Ignore button which you may use for User Input requests like in
this example.

If you click it you may proceed with another job but you will also be reminded by the User Input icon at
the right side of the window. This is important as the other one in the status ‘window’ may be ‘erased’:
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If you click the Supply Input icon ...

... you bring the old request to the front:

Be aware that you must answer now as the Ignore button no longer exists.
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4.1.5. Table management improvements

As you may know, you may even Choose the Table Columns ... you want to see within a sheet:

Below you see the selection window for NMC 3.2. Unfortunately, you can not add more colums which
would be be very nice,  especially for a customized save set report:
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In NMC 3.4 you may also specify the column and way to sort the results. These settings will be stored
for the next session. You may even switch back to the original settings with Restore Defaults:
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Did you know that if you do a (multiple) selection, you may use Ctrl-C to copy the contents ...

... and use the combination of Ctrl-V to insert this information into a text file or a spreadsheet for further
processing.
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If you create the list, it will even recognize whether the pathnames for existing AFTDs is met. To
correct the problem, you may either add the existing path to the list or you must delete the existing
AFTD first:

4.2. Advanced File Type Device (AFTD) configuration enhancements

A new mechanism allows the creation of AFTDs in a list of predefined directories. If the requested
directory is not valid, an error message appears.

The new list AFDT allowed directories is a Storage Node attribute:
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If your list has been defined, this is the result: If you create an AFTD in another directory, ...

... NetWorker will prevent to allow it. As you see, you will even get the list of allowed directories:
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However, if you obey the rules ...

... you also have the option to verify the device path. This is important as you may now also define non-
existing directories:
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This is the expected o.k. message:

There it is - the new AFTD:
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Be careful - this does not work for the older File Type Device (FTD)!

However, the device path verification is active by default for a FTD:
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4.3. The new software administration feature

4.3.1. General

NetWorker 7.4 is capable to update the NetWorker software on all known clients and storage nodes
within the data zone. Manual updates at each client are not necessary any longer. This is the first step
towards the remote NetWorker software installation.

These features are available:
• Updates multiple clients in a single operation
• Updates multiple products in a single operation
• Provides a restart mechanism to allow continuation of a cancelled operation or retry of failed

clients

For this purpose, the NetWorker 7.4 Administratiorn GUI provides a new wizard which can be started
from the Configuration window via the Configuration menu:
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From the starting window, these are the 4 tasks which you may initiate:
• Manage your software repository
• Inventory your NetWorker clients
• Update your NetWorker clients
• Monitor inventory and update activity

Let me first brief you about some terminology and background information.

• The software repository
It is the central point to store all NetWorker software versions.

The repository must be maintained on the NetWorker server.

The data will be transfered to the repository by a NetWorker backup operation.
Consequently there is:

- 1 save set per software package (Solaris, AIX, Linux)
- 1 save set per product (Windows, HP)
- The software must be read from the appropriate client type family

To describe the contents of the repository, the NetWorker resource NSR Software Repository has
been added.

Of  course, obsolete versions may be deleted from the repository.
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• Metafiles
New Metafiles are included with the distribution media, one for each platform specific
version of a product. Metafiles include information about

- Product
- Version
- Packages,
- File and directory names
- Dependencies
- Restrictions

If a software does not have a metafile, it is unsupported.

• New binaries
nsrcpd - The new NetWorker server daemon to support remote updates

- It is automatically started by the NetWorker server  (nsrd)

nsrpush The client binary for maintaining the software repository and the software
update operations

• Additional firewall service ports
This feature requires 1 more service port on the NetWorker server.

• New supporting directories
- The repository directory (configurable)

UNIX /nsr/repository
Windows C:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\repository

- The script directory
UNIX /usr/sbin/cpsh
Windows C:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\cpsh

- The resource directories
It is created when nsrcpd starts the first time

UNIX /nsr/res/cpdb
Windows C:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\cpdb
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• Supported platforms

• Unsupported platforms

Server ClientsOperating System

------
---not available

------

 aix_32
 aix_64
 hpux11_64
 hpux11_ia64
 linux_ia64
 linux_ppc64
 linux_x64
 linux_x86
 solaris_64
 solaris_amd64
 solaris_x86
 win_ia64
 win_x64
 win_x86

 AIX

 HPUX

 Linux

 Solaris

 Windows

---not available

Server Clients
------
------

Operating System

---not available
---not available

 HP Tru64

 Mac OS-X
 Irix

 Netware
 Open VMS

---not available

from
7.3+

Supported Software

NetWorker

SunStorageTek

Notes
Non-default language 
packs need to be 
installed manually

to
7.4+Client

Storage Node
Manpages

NM Oracle

7.3+ Non-default language 
packs need to be 
installed manually

7.4+Client
Storage Node
Manpages

4.1+ 4.5+

NM SQL 4.1+ 5.1+

NM Exchange 4.0+ 5.1+
Windows clients must 
be manually upgraded

 win_x86 only
NM SQL 5.1+ 5.2+  win_ia64

 win_x64

• Supported software
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• General restrictions
The program will automatically suppress the update of

- Cluster clients
- PowerSnap clients
- Hosts with these installed packages
- NetWorker server
- License Manager
- NMC

• AIX restrictions
Only the simultaneous update of client & module software is possible

• Windows restrictions
On Windows

The program can not update any software if NetWorker is not installed on the
system drive. This will be no future problem with later NetWorker versions.

• Other considerations
- Make sure the respository will be big enough to keep all NetWorker versions. It can be

linked, if necessary.

- Make sure that the repository will not be backed up more often than necessary. Do not
put it in the /nsr/res tree.

- You may want to permanently exclude clients from this feature. For this purpose, run
this command

nsrpush -e client_1 client_2 ...

4.3.2. A simple update example

Do not forget these requirements:

- The NetWorker software for all Windows clients has been installed on the system drive.
- The software repository is filled by NetWorker backups.

Consequently, you must read the Windows software from a Windows client and UNIX/Linux
software from a client of this family.

- The metafiles are important.
To see them, the software must be unpacked first.

According to these rules, i have copied the software to the appropriate clients.

This is the environment:

best2003 NetWorker server
avusxp Windows XP client
xpprof Windows XP client
ultra60 Solaris client
redhat4 Linux client
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These are the configured clients for the NetWorker Windows server best2003:

As the NetWorker server runs Windows, the uncompressed software was already available on this
node:
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ultra60 of course keeps the Solaris software:

It also stores the software for the client redhat4:
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Starting the process

So far, the new daemon nsrcpd did not start:

If you now start the Software Administration Wizard ...
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... this welcome window appears, displaying general information:

But this was enough to start the nsrcpd daemon:
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In the next window you select your desired operation. It is the start for all further operations:

Managing the software repository

The right option is already preselected:
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This is the only plausible operation right now:

Of course, the  software detects whether the repository already exists:
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The software recognizes the current nsr path and uses it as root directory for the new subdirectory
repository:

As my drive Z: is not big enough, i changed to another partition:
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For a moment, you may notice this feedback:

The repository will be created, if necessary:
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Due to the different fileystem structure, NetWorker needs separate processes for both families, UNIX/
Linux and Windows:

However, for an instant success, i thought that it was a good idea to start with Windows as it is the
operating system of the NetWorker server:
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The program now wants to know where the source data resides:

I entered the directory where i the unzipped installation files are stored:
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The process starts ...

... and detects the existing software, if possible:
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To add the software, just select the entry and proceed with Next > :

Due to the large size of the software, this could take a bit longer:
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But in the end, there should be no problem:

Once you confirmed the feedback the program will return to this window:
:
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And this is the result - the  repository for the NetWorker Windows software:

Please note this statement from the Installation Guide:

• To add another platform software
- It must be present on the server (for recognition) and
- On the client (to be transfered to the repository)

However, i found that for the recognition only the metafile must be detected. This saves at
some hundred MB of disk space space on the NetWorker server.

However, this is a most important rule:

To add software to the repository from another OS family (cross-platform), the
NetWorker 7.4 Installation Guide states that both directories must have the same
level depth.
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As the software resides on this directory ...

... i simply created the same structure on the NetWorker server and just copied the appropriate
metafile to the directory:
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Then i had to start the process once again:
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Obviously the last selection remains active:

This is why i have now chosen the other operating system family:
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In the next picture, you must once again, specify the directory, where the source software is located:

The detection again takes a moment ...
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... but then the Linux software can be detected as well. Obviously the metadata file is enough to
achieve that:

Now select the software and proceed with Next > :
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As mentioned already, the software can not be added to the repository cross-platform. Consequently,
the software now asks for the Linux or UNIX client and where it can be found:

So i entered the source directory at the remote client. Remember that it must have the same level
depth, 4 sub-directories in this case:
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The detection process starts:

If everything is fine, the software will be added automatically. Of course this may take a while:
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But finally, there should be no problem:

If you confirm the feedback the program once again return to this screen:
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And here it is, the Linux repository on the NetWorker Windows server:

Finally, the Solaris software shall be added to the software repository:

You will find trouble-
shooting tips at the
end of this section.
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The previous selection is still active:

Of course, the same rules apply again:
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With the proper metafile in place, there is no problem to also recognize this software:

When you name  the source directory, do not forget to specify the same level depth:
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If you obey all the rules, there should be no problem:

Finally, you should verify the contents of the repository. To do this, you must use the same operation ...
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... and pretend to remove software from the repository:

And here they are - all 3 versions:
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And of course you will see these files and directories when you browse through your repository:
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If you search for the new resource NSR Software Repository, you will find a lot of entries in the new
resource database cpdb

Z:\nsr\res>findstr /S /C:"Software Repository" *.*
cpdb\00\14000c0822f19346c3d64b66:type: NSR Software Repository;
cpdb\00\32000c0822f19346c3d64b66:type: NSR Software Repository;
cpdb\00\46000c0822f19346c3d64b66:type: NSR Software Repository;
cpdb\01\0b000c0822f19346c3d64b66:type: NSR Software Repository;
cpdb\01\15000c0822f19346c3d64b66:type: NSR Software Repository;
cpdb\01\33000c0822f19346c3d64b66:type: NSR Software Repository;
cpdb\01\47000c0822f19346c3d64b66:type: NSR Software Repository;
  .....
cpdb\07\4d000c0822f19346c3d64b66:type: NSR Software Repository;
cpdb\08\12000c0822f19346c3d64b66:type: NSR Software Repository;
cpdb\08\3a000c0822f19346c3d64b66:type: NSR Software Repository;
cpdb\08\44000c0822f19346c3d64b66:type: NSR Software Repository;
cpdb\09\13000c0822f19346c3d64b66:type: NSR Software Repository;
cpdb\09\3b000c0822f19346c3d64b66:type: NSR Software Repository;
cpdb\09\45000c0822f19346c3d64b66:type: NSR Software Repository;

Z:\nsr\res>

Z:\nsr\res>type Z:\nsr\res\cpdb\00\14000c0822f19346c3d64b66
base path: “V:\\nsr\\repository\\NetWorker-7.4-win_x86”;
bundle savestream name: NetWorker.cps;
description: Networker 7.4;
do not upgrade flag: No;
first required package choices:;
first required package versions:;
first required platform packages:;
first required platform versions:;
install level:;
installer path: “networkr\\setup.exe”;
metafile name: LGTO_METAFILE.winx86;
original media kit path: “D:\\SOFTWARE\\NW_740\\win_x86”;
OS name: Windows;
OS platform: win_x86;
package name: Chinese Language Pack;
package size (bytes): 28426240;
package subproduct:;
package version: 7.4;
platform package name: zh_Feature;
platform package version: 7.4;
product: NetWorker;
product platform name: NetWorker;
replaced packages:;
savestream name:;
second required package choices:;
second required package versions:;
second required platform packages:;
second required platform versions:;
type: NSR Software Repository;
version: 7.4;
resource identifier: 20.0.12.8.34.241.147.70.195.214.75.102(1)

Z:\nsr\res>

The reason is that there is at least one resource for each product, platform and language:
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Troubleshooting example #1

If you specify the wrong directory for the recognition of the software (the metafile) ...

... it can of course not be detected:
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... the metafile of course can be detected:

Troubleshooting example #2

If the recognition directory is correct ...
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However, if the path of the source directory has a different level ...:

... adding the software to the repositoy will fail in the end:
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Inventoring the client software

Please remember:
• It queries configured clients only

- To determine installed client/module packages and their versions
- It exclusively queries the supported software
- It compares the installed software with the repository and
- It determines clients that are eligible for updates

• Other features
- It allows a cancelled inventory operation to continue
- It provides a retry mechanism for failed clients

To support the inventory, another new resource is introduced: NSR installed software. There is one
record per package.

If you have manually updated a software package, you must re-inventory the client
to update the information.

Select the appropriate operation and proceed with Next > :
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First, the list of clients will be created. Even within my small data zone, this takes a while:

And this was the result:

Surprisingly, not even
the NetWorker
server’s client has
been inventoried yet.
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With the new multi-selection feature, i wanted to inventory all my 5 clients in one pass:

You will be asked, whether you want to monitor the process:
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Of course i wanted to use this feature:

This opens the appropriate window and starts the process:
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Of course it will take minutes to read all client information:

During this period, the number of Completed Clients will of course increase:
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Even if the process has already completed, you may still see a Warning. This of course points to a
problem with at least one client:

As you can verify, for my five clients, the process already took more than 20 minutes. However, this
was obviously due to retry procedures.

Finish will return you to the Configuration window:
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If you retry, you will recognize that there were even problems with two clients:

You may do to the directory /nsr/logs and read through the log file nsrcpd.raw to find more
details about the problem.

Of course you may restart the process for a single client as well:

Unfortunately, the
table does not state
the found version at
all.
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After some unsuccessful retries, the problem obviously did not exist any more:

And this was causing the problem:

Due to german Windows, the NetWorker client’s suggested default installation
directory C:\Programme was wrong.
You must install the software to C:\Program Files\Legato\nsr for a
successful inventory.
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The reason for the un-inventoried Linux client redhat4 was even simplier - the client daemon
(nsrexecd) had not been started. Consequently the client could not answer any server’s request. After
the daemon had been started, the inventory ran successfully ...

... resulting in this final inventory:
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If you search for the new resource NSR Installed Software, you will find again more entries than
available clients.

Remember that grep and findstr are case sensitive.

Z:\nsr\res>findstr /S /C:“Installed Software“ *.*
cpdb\00\0a0048031f9b9446c3d64b66:type: NSR Installed Software;
cpdb\01\0b0048031f9b9446c3d64b66:type: NSR Installed Software;
cpdb\01\0b006803f6ac9446c3d64b66:type: NSR Installed Software;
cpdb\02\0c0048031f9b9446c3d64b66:type: NSR Installed Software;
cpdb\02\0c00900ec1a59446c3d64b66:type: NSR Installed Software;
cpdb\03\0d0048031f9b9446c3d64b66:type: NSR Installed Software;
cpdb\04\0e0048031f9b9446c3d64b66:type: NSR Installed Software;
cpdb\05\0f0048031f9b9446c3d64b66:type: NSR Installed Software;
cpdb\09\090048031f9b9446c3d64b66:type: NSR Installed Software;

Z:\nsr\res>

Z:\nsr\res>type Z:\nsr\res\cpdb\00\0a0048031f9b9446c3d64b66
cluster: No;
description:;
installation path: “Z:\\nsr\\”;
installation status: installation ok;
installation time: 24;
job ID: 0;
name: best2003;
OS name: Windows NT Server on Intel;
OS platform: win_x86;
package name: Server;
package size (bytes): 0;
package version: 7.4;
parent job ID: 0;
platform package name: NwServer;
platform package version: 7.4;
previous package name:;
previous package version:;
product: NetWorker;
type: NSR Installed Software;
version: 7.4;
resource identifier: 10.0.72.3.31.155.148.70.195.214.75.102(1)

Z:\nsr\res>

And here is an example of one of the resource files:
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You may either bring all clients to the same NetWorker version (default) or only update specific hosts:

Updating the client software

With the Upgrade option - which in fact is an Update command - you may now upload new NetWorker
 versions to the clients:
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However, i wanted to test specifc clients first:

The process needs to be initialized first:
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Next you have to select you clients to be updated. Here the NetWorker server’s client does not appear:

With this method, i wanted to only update my Windows clients:
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First the software repository is checked for the correct software version:

Next you see the list of clients which can be updated:
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You must now (re-)select your clients and start the process with Next > :

Finally, the clients will be updated ...
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... one after the other. Of course, this will take a while:

Just wait until the Status has changed to Completed or the End time has en entry. Then click Finish :
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You will return again to the Configuration window:

In another attempt ...
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... i wanted to use the option By Product and Version:

The next screen displays all available versions within the repository:
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This time i selected the Solaris and the Linux product:

The process started ...
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... and to my surprise ended with this error message, which was obviously wrong:

Consequently, i again wanted to update the software By Client:
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So i selected the appropriate clients and started the process one more time:

It only took a moment ...
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... and the software once again returned an obviously wrong problem:

The reason was that the installed software version (NW 7.3.2 Jumbo) only reported version 7:

Z:\nsr\bin>nsrpush -s ultra60 redhat4

 ultra60  solaris_64
     NetWorker 7
                Client

 redhat4  linux_x86
     NetWorker 7
                Client

Z:\nsr\bin>

Z:\nsr\bin>nsrpush -s ultra60 redhat4

 ultra60  solaris_64
     NetWorker 7.3.2
                Client

 redhat4  linux_x86
     NetWorker 7.3.2
                Client

Z:\nsr\bin>

The installation of an older 7.3.2 build and the re-inventory of the client software corrected the problem:
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I now retried the update. After a moment, 1 client was already updated but there was also a warning:
:

The warning was still present when the process was over:
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If you mark an operation in the upper list, you will see details about the client jobs below. The button
Restart Master Job will also become available:

The problem was also reported from the command line:

Z:\nsr\bin>nsrpush -s ultra60 redhat4

 ultra60  solaris_64
     NetWorker 7.4
                Client

 redhat4  linux_x86
     NetWorker 7.3.2
                Client

Z:\nsr\bin>

To understand the problem, you have to know that one step at the beginning of the update is to check
for enough space in the client’s /tmp directory. Only if enough space is available, the software can
be copied from the repository to the client directory to continue the update.

The problem was the Linux internal filesystem name. It was too long so that the value Use% could not
be parsed properly:

[root@redhat4 bin]# df -k
Filesystem           1K-blocks      Used Available Use% Mounted on
/dev/mapper/VolGroup00-LogVol00
                      74699952   5059684  65845736   8% /
/dev/hda1               101086      9186     86681  10% /boot
none                    257868         0    257868   0% /dev/shm
[root@redhat4 bin]#
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4.3.3. Debugging information

The easiest way is to user the GUI. If you mark an operation in the upper list (so-called Master Job),
you will see the details about the Client Jobs in the list below. Also the option Restart Master Job will
become available:

If you select a failed Client Job, you will then be able to restart it:
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Of course, this does not make sense on a successful Completed job:

Here you see why the update of client redhat4 failed - obviously, there was not enough space in the
/tmp directory. Unfortunately, this was not true:
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And this error points to the fact that scripts will be copied to redhat’s /tmp directory at the beginning
of the process:

Additionally, the file /nsr/logs/nsrcpd.raw is maintained on the NetWorker server. It also writes
debugging information, if necessary. You may control the amount of data if you start the nsrcpd
daemon manually - this capability is available for other NetWorker daemons as well:

nsrcpd -D [1..9]

You may also set a switch to produce readable output right away instead writing raw information.
However, in this case, you must set an attribute. This can only be done by using the command line
administration program nsradmin:

C:\>nsradmin -p nsrexecd
NetWorker administration program.
Use the "help" command for help.
nsradmin> print type: NSR log; name: nsrcpd.raw
                        type: NSR log;
               administrator: Administrators,
                              "group=Administrators,host=best2003";
                       owner: NetWorker;
             maximum size MB: 2;
            maximum versions: 10;
        runtime rendered log: ;
                        name: nsrcpd.raw;
                    log path: "Z:\\nsr\\logs\\nsrcpd.raw";
nsradmin> update runtime rendered log: "Z:\\nsr\\logs\\nsrcpd.log"
        runtime rendered log: "Z:\\nsr\\logs\\nsrcpd.log";
Update? y
updated resource id 18.0.220.0.238.246.121.70.195.214.75.102(2)
nsradmin> q

C:\>
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5. New features for UNIX/Linux

5.1. The new UNIX/Linux recover GUI

With NetWorker 7.4, a new UNIX/Linux recover GUI (replacing nwrecover) is introduced. These are
the main features:

• It is capable to support I18N & L10N
• It is a consolidated interface for

- File index based recovery
- Save set recovery
- Archived save set recovery (nwretrieve)

• It has improvements for the file menu, toolbar and dialog
• The recover options are consolidated into one dialog screen
• Directed recover support is finally available from the GUI
• You are able to cancel recover operations
• Improved basic and advanced search

- There are expanded Index and save set search criteria available
- All search results are displayed together
- Results can be marked for recovery
- Versions can be queried and marked within the search dialog

• The ability to save the output of a recover session

Supported platforms are
• AIX
• HP/UX
• IRIX
• Linux
• Solaris
• Tru64

And this is how it looks like:

If available, the icons
will be colored as you
can see with the
magnifying glass.
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These menus are available. As you see, all known features are still present:

All commands from the Selected menu, except one, are also available from the context menu:
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Here is an example for multiple file versions:

If you do not know which version you need to recover, you may even select multiple versions:
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As a consequence, you will see the filename more than once:

Once you finished your file selection, simply start the process by clicking the Start button:
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Now the Recover Options become available. You may even see More Options:

This is what you must select if you want to start a Directed Recover from the GUI:
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Depending on the recover options, files will (automatically) be renamed  - even multiple instances of
the same file. From here you may also Save... the output:

The new GUI even offers you the possibility to Cancel a recover job ...
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... which you must confirm of course:

5.2. RAW backups (for EMC Symmetrix)

5.2.1. General

Such solution allows the backup of data which is not supported by the client software or a NetWorker
module. In general, this is not a new feature - NetWorker had the internal (rawasm) built-in since
release 4. Unfortunately, it could not be used for EMC Symmetrix devices. On the other hand,
customers using the legacy EMC backup solution (EDM) already knew this feature as Open
Integration Module, OIM.

NetWorker 7.4 is now also capable to backup and recover RAW devices on an EMC Symmetrix. This
feature is called Direct SCSI Backup. In principle, it is nothing but a special ‘rawasm’ backup. The
usage is a bit different and the main purpose is to use it for EMC Symmetrix disks. However, Direct
SCSI Backup can still be used to backup a ‘standard’ RAW device.
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The diagrams below show the general functionality:
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5.2.2. Preparation

Please note:

• NetWorker 7.4 supports Direct SCSI Save & Recover only for Solaris StorageNodes.

• You need the Symmetrix Solutions Enabler license version 5.5 or above.

• The SCSI access path needs to be configured from the storage node to BCV devices.

• Before you start a backup or recovery operation, the following is recommended:
- Set the backup/recovery device to offline or read-only mode from the application host, or

set the file system(s) residing on the device to readonly.
- If the device is a Symmetrix BCV, the BCV should be detached from the standard before

starting the backup/recovery, and should remain detached during the operation.

5.2.3. Backups

You must use a specific backup command for this save set: nsrscsi_save. It starts the internal
scsiasm on the raw device path to move data from device to a storage node via SCSI commands.
If the device is vendor specific the program automatically loads the vendor specific plug-in shared
library.

You can perform such backups:
- On a single device
- On a device set consisting of a list of devices specified in a resource file

5.2.4. Recovers

Please understand:

• As it is a RAW backup, the recovery is save set based. No file recovery is possible.

• Recovering data on a Symmetrix BCV device must be performed from the command line by
using the specific command nsrscsi_recover.

• Recoveries can be performed for:
- A single saveset
- All save sets in a device set
- A mixed group of savesets from different device sets
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5.2.5. Known limitations

Be aware of these issues:

• Splitting and establishing of the BCV is not done by NetWorker. This has to be done using
custom scripts around nsrscsi_save/nsrscsi_recover.

• The backup and recover device has to be either offline or in read-only mode during direct SCSI
operations.

• Pre and post backup processing has to be done using custom scripts around nsrscsi_save.
An example is stated in the NetWorker 7.4 Administration Guide. Just replace the save
command by nsrscsi_save.

• Auto-cloning is not supported. If you really need this, please use post-backup scripts.

• For a recovery, the target device has to be at least the size of the original device. Of course this
is a mandatory rule for all RAW devices.

• The GUI based saveset recovery is not supported. This would start the recover command,
not nsrscsi_recover.

As i did not have access to an EMC Symmetrix yet and i want to share this TID with you as soon as
possible, i do not gather any personal experience yet. So far, for more details please see the
NetWorker 7.4 Administration Guide.
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6. New features for Windows

6.1. Support for Microsoft Vista

6.1.1. General

With 7.4, NetWorker supports Microsoft Vista exclusively for NetWorker clients:
• Supported platforms are x86 and x64
• Vista support is available for English only

NetWorker 7.4 does not support Vista ...
• As NetWorker Storage Node or Server
• On ia64 platforms
• ASR recovery
• Bitlocker
• Vista‘s built-in drive encryption tool
• Other than English languages

Below is a quick briefing about a lot of other details ...

UAC support
UAC is a new security feature for Vista. In Vista, all applications run as a standard user with limited
rights. Even if you logged in as Administrator, a new process may need more rights which must
be requested every time again.

UAC can be disabled to
- Prompt (default)
- Automatically grant or
- Ask for a password

NetWorker has to cope with this mechanism. It internally manifest files to deal with UAC.

VSS support
Two new VSS writers exist in Vista. Of course, NetWorker 7.4 supports them:

- MS Search Writer
- Shadows Copy Optimizer Writer

In Vista, the Windows System State must be backed up with VSS. The legacy backup of System
State does not work for Vista any longer. Consequently there is a slight change in the NetWorker
Backup and Recover GUI:

- Previous versions of the NetWorker User GUI allowed VSS to be disabled
- The NetWorker 7.4 version does not have this option any more
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Windows licensing file backup
Windows licensing files must be backed on Vista. The support for backing up and restoring these
licensing files is transparent to user. The Windows licensing files are not restored for online restore
and are restored for offline restore.

Junction points and hardlink support
The support for these special Windows features was already implemented in NetWorker 7.3 for the
Windows 200x and XP series - it is now also available for Vista clients.

Considerations
Please note:

A VSS license is not required for Vista
The number of system files has increase significantly. Consequently, backups and restores
will take significantly longer.
As the amount of resources required for restore is significantly greater than previous
Windows operating systems, the resource requirements increased dramatically:

- 2 GB RAM is the absolute minimum. Insufficient system resources could lead to failure
at restore time

• The recovery of the system files takes a very long time.
- During this period, NetWorker 7.4 displays the message Processed directory…
- The free disk space required for restore is almost the same size as for the backup

6.1.2. Installation specifica

The Windows Firewall shield icon on the NetWorker setup icon indicates that this program supports the
Windows Firewall:
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As usual for Windows Vista, the User Account Control (UAC) intercepts the execution of a program
and asks for a confirmation:

Then, as for the ‘standard’ Windows programs, you will be asked to choose the Setup Language:
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So far the execution seems to run smoothly:

You must now confirm or enter the Customer Information:
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The next screen is specific to Vista. The NetWorker software can automatically configure the Windows
Vista firewall - this option is even preselected by default:

From here on, the installation will continue as described in chapter 2.5 ...
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6.1.3. NetWorker User issues

When you start the NetWorker User GUI, UAC once again requests a confirmation:

These are the VSS save sets. Please note that the ASR save set does not exist any longer:
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This screenshot shows the contents of the VSS save sets:

As mentioned, the command Save Operations...  is not available for Vista clients:
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6.2. The new ‘Inactive Files’ report

This new report which is exclusively available for Windows clients provides details on the
percentage of inactive files on backup clients, i.e

• The number of inactive files
• Percentage of inactive files
• Size of inactive files

It consists of two parts
• The inactive file detection ...

Such are files which have not been opened for a certain period of time
The period is called File inactivity threshold

• Threshold detetction
If inactive files exceed a certain percentage an alert Notification is sent
The percentage value is called File inactivity alert threshold

By default, both values are 0 which disables the Inactive File Report. For  demonstration purposes, set
these values to 1 each:

max. 3650 days

max. 99 %
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The default specification for the Inactive Files Alert notification writes to the log files:

This is how the notifications appear in the log:
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In the NMC - Reports window, these are the new Inactive Files reports:

Select the report of your choice and click View Report ...
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... to start the creation:

The result will show up as any other NMC report:
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Here is the example for the Client File Details report:

The result of course depends on the report type:
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7. Other new features

7.1. Log file rendering

7.1.1. General

Although it does not look spectacular, this is a most important feature - its main purpose is the online
translation of messages to the user, according to the selected locale. Providing messages in the local
language is not really a problem, but the old mechanism has a lot of limitations. The most important
one is most likely the required effort in a multi-lingual environment:

If a message file only contains text, each message must be translated to be used for a ‘foreign’
language. For example, if you want to support five different languages, messages had to be written
to five files, one for each language.

NetWorker 7.4 addresses the problem of the legacy english-only message system by adding control
information to the messages. This ‘meta-data’ instructs the viewer to translate the messages into one
of the supported languages at the time it is needed. Consequently, although NetWorker is now
available as a multi-lingual solution, it still only needs one message file. The benefits are obvious:

• No time is lost by writing the information to multiple message files

• Only one message files saves disk space

• The messages can now be localized to any locale
This makes it easy whenever new languages will be supported

• There is no translation problem any more
With respect to support, customer and support engineer speak the same language as they
use the same source

• Message IDs allow clear identification of a problem
- Even if the online translation is faulty or a language is not supported yet, customers who

are not very knowledgeable of English can now clearly identify the problem by refering to
the message ID

- Non-localizable messages will be clearly marked with Message ID 0
- Non-NetWorker messages will be clearly marked with Message ID -1

This is important as many customers assign foreign error numbers to
NetWorker

• The contents of the logged information has improved again

• The managability of the log files has improved
- You may now specify the size of a message file and the number of instances to be stored

before the oldest will be overwritten
- This is controlled by the new resource NSR log
- Older message files will have a timestamp for better identification

And there might be even more reasons.
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To clearly identify the new message files, they have been renamed from *.log to *.raw. Such
files are available for the 3 main daemons:

nsrd
gstd
nsrcpd

Also, for Windows clients, you may also find the file networkr.raw file which represents the output
of the last NetWorker User GUI (winworkr) operation. Of course it does not make sense to manage
this file.

These log (files) are still available in the legacy format:
savegrp.log (Windows)
savegroup completion report (UNIX/Linux)
summary
messages
install.log (NMC)
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As mentioned, the control over the log mechanism is done via the new resource NSR log. Please
see the following example:

Z:\nsr\res>findstr /S /C:"NSR log" *.*
nsrladb\06\10006005edbf9346c3d64b66:type: NSR log;
nsrladb\07\11006005edbf9346c3d64b66:type: NSR log;
nsrladb\08\12006005edbf9346c3d64b66:type: NSR log;

Z:\nsr\res>type \nsr\res\nsrladb\06\10006005edbf9346c3d64b66
administrator: Administrators, "group=Administrators,host=best2003";
log path: "Z:\\nsr\\logs\\daemon.raw";
maximum size MB: 2;
maximum versions: 10;
name: daemon.raw;
owner: NetWorker;
runtime rendered log:;
type: NSR log;
resource identifier: 16.0.96.5.237.191.147.70.195.214.75.102(1)

Z:\nsr\res>type \nsr\res\nsrladb\07\11006005edbf9346c3d64b66
administrator: Administrators, "group=Administrators,host=best2003";
log path: "Z:\\Legato\\Management\\GST\\logs\\gstd.raw";
maximum size MB: 2;
maximum versions: 10;
name: gstd.raw;
owner: NMC Log File;
runtime rendered log:;
type: NSR log;
resource identifier: 17.0.96.5.237.191.147.70.195.214.75.102(1)

Z:\nsr\res>type \nsr\res\nsrladb\08\12006005edbf9346c3d64b66
administrator: Administrators, "group=Administrators,host=best2003";
log path: "Z:\\nsr\\logs\\nsrcpd.raw";
maximum size MB: 2;
maximum versions: 10;
name: nsrcpd.raw;
owner: NetWorker;
runtime rendered log:;
type: NSR log;
resource identifier: 18.0.96.5.237.191.147.70.195.214.75.102(1)

Z:\nsr\res>

You must use nsradmin to change the configuration.
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Here is an example for the information within daemon.log and the structure of each message line:

MsgID   timestamp   severity   error   taskID   processID  activityID   hostname   program ...

38752 1184427224 2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 5 %s %s 2 21 10 z:\bu_dev1 49 53 38337 24 %s operation in //
  progress 1 0 12 Verify label
42506 1184427224 2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 9 %s %s: %s 3 0 5 media 0 7 warning 49 141 0 5 %s %s 2 21  //
  10 z:\bu_dev1 49 105 38698 6 %s: %s 2 11 13 11572:reading 49 62 8361 27 cannot read file label: %s  1 0 //
  19 Bad file descriptor
38752 1184427229 2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 5 %s %s 2 21 10 z:\bu_dev1 49 45 38337 24 %s operation in //
  progress 1 0 5 Label
38718 1184427300 0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 33 %s:%s saving to pool '%s' (%s) %s 5 0 8 best2003 0 10 //
  E:\RealVNC 27 7 Default 22 12 best2003.001 49 39 38705 6 %s%s%s 3 0 0  49 3 0 0 49 3 0 0
38714 1184427305 0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 38 %s:%s done saving to pool '%s' (%s) %s 5 0 8 best2003 //
  0 10 E:\RealVNC 27 7 Default 22 12 best2003.001 49 45 38705 6 %s%s%s 3 0 6 756 KB 49 3 0 0 49 3 0 0
0 1184427321 2 0 0 4004 3676 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd 4 %.*s 2 1 2 39 0 38              pools supported: Default;
42506 1184427346 2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 9 %s %s: %s 3 0 16 write completion 0 6 notice 49 58 9132 //
  29 Writing to volume %s complete 1 22 12 best2003.001
11627 1184427380 0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 14 %s:%s browsing 2 0 8 best2003 0 0
11625 1184427394 0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 19 %s:%s done browsing 2 0 8 best2003 0 0
11627 1184427396 0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 14 %s:%s browsing 2 0 8 best2003 0 0
38742 1184427399 0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 35 %s:%s starting read from %s of %s%s 5 0 8 best2003 0 //
  20 E:\RealVNC (7/14/07) 22 12 best2003.001 0 6 229 KB 49 3 0 0
38732 1184427399 0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 23 %s:%s done reading %s%s 4 0 8 best2003 0 20 E:\RealVNC //
  (7/14/07) 0 6 229 KB 49 3 0 0
11625 1184427403 0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 19 %s:%s done browsing 2 0 8 best2003 0 0
38718 1184427527 0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 33 %s:%s saving to pool '%s' (%s) %s 5 0 8 best2003 0 11 //
  E:\ACROBAT6 27 7 Default 22 12 best2003.001 49 39 38705 6 %s%s%s 3 0 0  49 3 0 0 49 3 0 0
38714 1184427537 0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 38 %s:%s done saving to pool '%s' (%s) %s 5 0 8 best2003 //
  0 11 E:\ACROBAT6 27 7 Default 22 12 best2003.001 49 44 38705 6 %s%s%s 3 0 5 44 MB 49 3 0 0 49 3 0 0
0 1184427542 2 0 0 4004 3676 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd 4 %.*s 2 1 2 39 0 38              pools supported: Default;
11627 1184427566 0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 14 %s:%s browsing 2 0 8 best2003 0 0
42506 1184427568 2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 9 %s %s: %s 3 0 16 write completion 0 6 notice 49 58 9132 //
  29 Writing to volume %s complete 1 22 12 best2003.001
11625 1184427591 0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 19 %s:%s done browsing 2 0 8 best2003 0 0
11627 1184427593 0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 14 %s:%s browsing 2 0 8 best2003 0 0
38742 1184427596 0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 35 %s:%s starting read from %s of %s%s 5 0 8 best2003 0 //
  20 E:\RealVNC (7/14/07) 22 12 best2003.001 0 6 751 KB 49 3 0 0
38732 1184427596 0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 23 %s:%s done reading %s%s 4 0 8 best2003 0 20  //
  E:\RealVNC (7/14/07) 0 6 751 KB 49 3 0 0
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7.1.2. Adapting to the locale from the GUIs

This is done automatically.

If you are using a french locale, you of course expect french messages:

If you are using an english computer, they should be displayed in English - well, there are obviously
slight problems:
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Here you can directly compare the information:
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This is another example:
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Even the messages within the NetWorker User GUI are translated:
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7.1.3. Adapting to the locale from the command line (and filtering information)

For this process, NetWorker includes a new ‘viewer’, nsr_render_log. It ..
• reads a raw log file
• finds log lines meeting filter criteria
• renders according to specified display and locale params
• outputs to stdout (generally redirected to target rendered log file)

General usage
nsr_render_log [filter params] [display params] filename

Filtering raw file information
Besides the capability to render the output into a (specific) locale, nsr_render_log’s most
powerful feature is to filter the raw files for specific information. There are a number of options
available for this purpose, including:

• specify start and end time, starting line/number of lines, or last N lines in the file
• specify desired Thread ID, Process ID
• output only lines referencing specified host, device or program name
• output only lines of certain severity or category (RAP err, RPC err).
• Up to 8 values can be specified for each parameter, quote the set

As with other NetWorker utilities, for example mminfo, multiple values are ORed together, multiple
parameters are ANDed together. Example:

nsr_render_log -O “nsrd nsrindexd” –J “test best” daemon.raw

renders messages from nsrd OR nsrindexd AND which come from clients test OR best.

Here is a brief list of all available filter parameters - more details are available from the
nsr_render_log manpage:

-A activityID output messages matching this activityID(s)
-B startline output messages only starting with this number
-C category output messages matching this category(s) (e.g. RAP, RPC)
-E endtime does not output messages later than endtime
-F devicename output messages only if references specified device(s)
-G groupname output messages only if references specified group(s)
-H hostname output messages only if originated by specified host(s)
-J hostname output messages only if references specified host(s)
-L locale output messages in the specified locale
-M messageID output messages matching this messageID
-N lines output messages up to the number of lines
-O program output messages only if references specified program(s)
-P processID output messages matching this processID(s)
-S starttime does not output messages earlier than starttime
-T threadID output messages matching this threadID(s)
-Y severity output messages with this severity or higher
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Output parameters
You may also format the output by suppressing any of these fields:

-a Do not output the activity ID
-c Do not output the category
-d Do not output the timestamp
-e Do not output the error number
-h Do not output the hostname
-l Output the header information line before the log output
-m Do not output the messageID
-o Do not output the program name
-p Do not output the processID
-r Do a catalog look up on a remote host and need to be specified along

with -R option
-t Do not output the threadID
-y Do not output the severity
-z Obfuscate secure information

Hostnames, usernames and network addresses shall be aliased

You now understand that - besides your personal knowledge and experience, nsr_render_log is
a very powerful tool for troubleshooting.

I have attached some simple examples to demonstrate the usage of the nsr_render_log program.
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Z:\nsr\logs>nsr_render_log daemon.raw
  .....
38752 14/07/2007 19:13:17  2 0 0 2420 2408 0 best2003 nsrd z:\bu_dev1 opération Monter en cours
42504 14/07/2007 19:13:33  2 0 0 2420 2408 0 best2003 nsrd événement media effacé : backup vers le pool  //
  "Default"(disque ) sur best2003 est en attente pour 1 volume(s) autorisé.
38718 14/07/2007 19:13:35  0 0 2 2420 2408 0 best2003 nsrd best2003:E:\B enregistre dans le pool 'Default'  //
  (best2003.001)
38714 14/07/2007 19:13:41  0 0 2 2420 2408 0 best2003 nsrd best2003:E:\B a terminé l'enregistrement dans le  //
  pool 'Default' (best2003.001) 756 KB
0 14/07/2007 19:13:56  2 0 0 3776 3772 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd               pools supported: Default;
42506 14/07/2007 19:14:16  2 0 0 2420 2408 0 best2003 nsrd write completion notice : L'écriture sur le volume  //
  best2003.001 est terminée
6657 14/07/2007 20:42:57  2 0 0 1452 1808 0 best2003 nsrexecd session utilisateur pour l'authentification GSS  //
  Legato, entrée(avertissement): "Le délai de la session d'authentification de l'utilisateur a expiré et est   //
  dès lors non valide.".
Numéro session  = ff3248:6b3b80, domaine = 0, nom d'utilisateur = 85, nom d'instance NetWorker = BEST2003

Z:\nsr\logs>
Z:\nsr\logs>nsr_render_log -L english daemon.raw
  .....
38752 7/14/2007 7:13:17 PM  2 0 0 2420 2408 0 best2003 nsrd z:\bu_dev1 Monter operation in progress
42504 7/14/2007 7:13:33 PM  2 0 0 2420 2408 0 best2003 nsrd media event cleared: Waiting for 1 writable  //
  volumes to backup pool 'Default' disque on best2003
38718 7/14/2007 7:13:35 PM  0 0 2 2420 2408 0 best2003 nsrd best2003:E:\B saving to pool 'Default' (best2003.001)
38714 7/14/2007 7:13:41 PM  0 0 2 2420 2408 0 best2003 nsrd best2003:E:\B done saving to pool 'Default'  //
  (best2003.001) 756 KB
0 7/14/2007 7:13:56 PM  2 0 0 3776 3772 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd              pools supported: Default;
42506 7/14/2007 7:14:16 PM  2 0 0 2420 2408 0 best2003 nsrd write completion notice: Writing to volume  //
  best2003.001 complete
6657 7/14/2007 8:42:57 PM  2 0 0 1452 1808 0 best2003 nsrexecd GSS Legato authentication user session entry  //
  (avertissement): "Le délai de la session d'authentification de l'utilisateur a expiré et est dès lors non  //
  valide.". Session number =  //
  ff3568:6b3b80, domain = 0, user name = 85, NetWorker Instance Name = BEST2003

Z:\nsr\logs>
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Z:\nsr\bin>nsr_render_log -O nsrmmdbd Z:\nsr\logs\daemon.raw
10100 12.07.2007 17:53:12  2 0 0 4004 3676 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd media db is checking btrees
9870 12.07.2007 17:53:12  2 0 0 4004 3676 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd media db is consistency checking the database
10106 12.07.2007 17:53:12  2 0 0 4004 3676 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd media db is open for business
0 14.07.2007 17:35:21  2 0 0 4004 3676 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd              pools supported: Default;
0 14.07.2007 17:39:02  2 0 0 4004 3676 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd              pools supported: Default;
10107 14.07.2007 18:39:12  2 0 0 4004 3676 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd media db is closed
10100 14.07.2007 18:42:29  2 0 0 3776 3772 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd media db is checking btrees
9870 14.07.2007 18:42:29  2 0 0 3776 3772 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd media db is consistency checking the database
10106 14.07.2007 18:42:29  2 0 0 3776 3772 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd media db is open for business
0 14.07.2007 19:13:56  2 0 0 3776 3772 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd              pools supported: Default;

Z:\nsr\bin>
Z:\nsr\bin>nsr_render_log -F “Z:\BU_DEV1” Z:\nsr\logs\daemon.raw
38752 14.07.2007 17:33:44  2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd z:\bu_dev1 Verify label operation in progress
42506 14.07.2007 17:33:44  2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd media warning: z:\bu_dev1 reading: cannot read file
label: Bad
 file descriptor
38752 14.07.2007 17:33:49  2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd z:\bu_dev1 Label operation in progress
38752 14.07.2007 19:04:18  2 0 0 2420 2408 0 best2003 nsrd z:\bu_dev1 démontage best2003.001
38752 14.07.2007 19:13:17  2 0 0 2420 2408 0 best2003 nsrd z:\bu_dev1 Monter operation in progress

Z:\nsr\bin>
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Z:\nsr\bin>nsr_render_log -M 38732 Z:\nsr\logs\daemon.raw
38732 14.07.2007 17:36:39  0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd best2003:E:\RealVNC (7/14/07) done reading 229 KB
38732 14.07.2007 17:39:56  0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd best2003:E:\RealVNC (7/14/07) done reading 751 KB

Z:\nsr\bin>
Z:\nsr\bin>nsr_render_log -M 11627 Z:\nsr\logs\daemon.raw
11627 14.07.2007 17:36:20  0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd best2003: browsing
11627 14.07.2007 17:36:36  0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd best2003: browsing
11627 14.07.2007 17:39:26  0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd best2003: browsing
11627 14.07.2007 17:39:53  0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd best2003: browsing

Z:\nsr\bin>
Z:\nsr\bin>nsr_render_log -M 11625 Z:\nsr\logs\daemon.raw
11625 14.07.2007 17:36:34  0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd best2003: done browsing
11625 14.07.2007 17:36:43  0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd best2003: done browsing
11625 14.07.2007 17:39:51  0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd best2003: done browsing
11625 14.07.2007 17:39:57  0 0 2 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd best2003: done browsing

Z:\nsr\bin>
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Z:\nsr\bin>nsr_render_log -Y 0 -N 10 Z:\nsr\logs\daemon.raw
42506 12.07.2007 17:53:12  2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd server notice: started
10100 12.07.2007 17:53:12  2 0 0 4004 3676 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd media db is checking btrees
9870 12.07.2007 17:53:12  2 0 0 4004 3676 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd media db is consistency checking the database
10106 12.07.2007 17:53:12  2 0 0 4004 3676 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd media db is open for business
0 12.07.2007 17:53:18  2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd NetWorker
0 12.07.2007 17:53:18  2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 7.4.Build.187
0 12.07.2007 17:53:18  2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 187
0 12.07.2007 17:53:18  2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd Fri Jun  8 18:12:50 2007
0 12.07.2007 17:53:18  2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd Build arch.:  nt86
0 12.07.2007 17:53:18  2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd DBG=0,OPT=

Z:\nsr\bin>
Z:\nsr\bin>nsr_render_log -Y 2 -N 10 Z:\nsr\logs\daemon.raw
42506 12.07.2007 17:53:12  2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd server notice: started
10100 12.07.2007 17:53:12  2 0 0 4004 3676 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd media db is checking btrees
9870 12.07.2007 17:53:12  2 0 0 4004 3676 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd media db is consistency checking the database
10106 12.07.2007 17:53:12  2 0 0 4004 3676 0 best2003 nsrmmdbd media db is open for business
0 12.07.2007 17:53:18  2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd NetWorker
0 12.07.2007 17:53:18  2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 7.4.Build.187
0 12.07.2007 17:53:18  2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd 187
0 12.07.2007 17:53:18  2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd Fri Jun  8 18:12:50 2007
0 12.07.2007 17:53:18  2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd Build arch.:  nt86
0 12.07.2007 17:53:18  2 0 0 636 2412 0 best2003 nsrd DBG=0,OPT=

Z:\nsr\bin>
Z:\nsr\bin>nsr_render_log -Y 3 -N 10 Z:\nsr\logs\daemon.raw

No more lines in the log file to render.
No lines match the search criteria.

Z:\nsr\bin>
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Do not use nsr_render_log for *.raw files with debug information!
Such additional information can not be rendered.

If you want to use debugging you should shutdown NetWorker and save your current *.raw files first.

Rendering such files will not only take very long and will cause problems ...

:\nsr\bin>nsr_render_log -J „redhat4 ultra“ Z:\nsr\logs\nsrcpd.raw
33543 12.07.2007 17:56:09  1 10 0 2132 4012 0 best2003 nsrcpd Checking tmp space on client redhat4.
Error rendering message: 0 138266 1184255769 1 10 0 2132 4012 0 best2003 nsrcpd 59 Successfully issued a tmp  //
  space check command to client %s. 1 12 7 redhat4
38267 12.07.2007 17:56:09  0 0 2 2132 4012 0 best2003 nsrcpd Insufficient space in tmp for copying distibution //
  packages on client redhat4
43751 12.07.2007 17:56:09  2 10400 0 2132 4012 0 best2003 nsrcpd Error in ‘Checking Tmp Space’ phase. Can’t  //
  continue processing client redhat4.
Error rendering message: 184255769 2 0 0 1324 4012 0 best2003 nsrcpd 2 %s 1 0 49 remote process (job 404) //
  exited with exit code: 0

Error rendering message: freeing unused errinfo with msgid 39078

Error rendering message: freeing unused errinfo with msgid 39076

38253 12.07.2007 17:56:09  0 0 2 1324 4012 0 best2003 nsrcpd redhat4
Error rendering message: ).

Error rendering message: 0 1184255858 2 0 0 1784 4012 0 best2003 nsrcpd 56 2 0 0 1784 4012 0 best2003 nsrcpd  //
2 %s 1 0 39 About to clean up any old CP resources.

Error rendering message: 0 1184255858 2 0 0 1784 4012 0 best2003 nsrcpd 2 %s 1 0 84255858 2 0 0 1784 4012 0 //
  best2003 nsrcpd 4 %.*s 2 1 2 37 0 36                    ndmp flag: False;

Z:\nsr\bin>
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... it will also boost up your (virtual) memory usage - you may be lucky if you
can get control over your system again!
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7.2. Licensing changes

This chapter contains a brief overview about the NetWorker 7.4 license changes.

Silo Type Library (STL) licensing

• Up to NetWorker 7.3
There were different licenses for autochanger and silos (STL libraries)

• With NetWorker 7.4
- Autochanger licenses now supports both types
- You only need to choose the right amount of slots

Virtual Tape Library (VTL) licensing

• Up to NetWorker 7.3
A license bundle of unlimited autochanger modules was necessary to support VTLs

• With NetWorker 7.4
A license has been created to support VTLs

- 1 VTL enabler is needed for each physical VTL
- No matter how many “virtual libraries” are configured
- For that purpose, the Autochanger resource includes the new attribute Virtual jukebox

frameid (see below)
- Each ‘basic’ VTL license supports up to 10TB
- Add-on licenses are available in 10, 25 & 50 TB steps
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NDMP client licensing within a NDMP array

• Up to NetWorker 7.3
Each client in the array required a NDMP client license

• With NetWorker 7.4
- NetWorker’s NDMP client licenses are still tiered
- You only need one license per NAS device no matter how many physical or virtual data

movers have been configured will use it
- For this purpose, you must set the new NDMP client’s attribute NDMP Array Name to

specify the array name

MSCS cluster client licensing

• Up to NetWorker 7.3
Cluster client connections were required per physical cluster host but standard client
licenses were also required

• With NetWorker 7.3
Cluster client connections are still required per physical cluster host but no standardclient
licenses are required any longer

Vista client licensing
The System State can only be backed up via VSS. Legacy methods are not supported. As a result,
for a full backup of your Vista client, you need 2 VSS licenses:

- 1 for the file system backup
- 1 for the System State backup

To simplify the licensing, management has decided to disable license checking for Vista clients.
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Storage node licensing for local cluster clients

• Up to NetWorker 7.3
Cluster clients needed a Full Storage Node license

• With NetWorker 7.4
- Cluster clients can now also backup using the cheaper Dedicated Storage Node license
- To enable the feature, you must enter “curphyhost” in the virtual client’s storage node

affinity list

Storage node licensing for virtual NetWorker servers

• With NetWorker 7.4
- If the virtual NetWorker server runs on a Dedicated Store Node (DSN) physical node, the

server license overrides the DSN limitations
- Consequently, all ‘normal’ server and device functionality is available

This is not recommended because the virtual server client can’t specify curphyhost
or a remote storage node in its storage node affinity list
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8. Undocumented changes
For me, Undocumented Features are changes which are not listed in the Release Notes. They may,
however, appear in different documents like Manual Pages or the Administration Guide.

8.1. nsrcap does not show as many information as before

Although the command syntax did not change at all, nsrcap does not show as much information as in
previous NetWorker releases. The best way to demonstrate the change is to compare the outputs
directly as shown below for the enablers listed in the NetWorker 7.4 Release Notes.

NetWorker 7.3 Update enabler

• Up to NetWorker 7.4
C:\>nsrcap -nvv -c 150397-d1e144-54605f
Read an enabler:
        name:    Update for NetWorker 7.3 (manufactoring code unknown)
        enabler code: 150397-d1e144-54605f (002019260)
        license type: U9
        demo days:    45 days

nsrcap: License enabler code is valid.
C:\>

• With NetWorker 7.4
C:\>nsrcap -nvv -c 150397-d1e144-54605f
Read an enabler:
        name:    Update for NetWorker 7.3 (manufactoring code unknown)
        enabler code: 150397-d1e144-54605f (002019260)
C:\>

Virtual Tape Library Frame enabler

• Up to NetWorker 7.4
C:\>nsrcap -nvv -c 3b38bd-77c79e-0ebe01
Read an enabler:
        name:    Enabler type 68/1 (manufactoring code unknown)
        enabler code: 3b38bd-77c79e-0ebe01 (002019260)
        license type: D137
        demo days:    45 days

nsrcap: License enabler code is valid.
C:\>

• With NetWorker 7.4
C:\>nsrcap -nvv -c 3b38bd-77c79e-0ebe01
Read an enabler:
        name:    Update for NetWorker 7.3 (manufactoring code unknown)
        enabler code: 3b38bd-77c79e-0ebe01 (456-100-088)
C:\>
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8.2. The 'Error Message Guide' now also refers to Message IDs

This is very convenient as you now use this info as search criteria as well. Example:
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nsradmin - The forgotten NetWorker command

1. Overview
Today’s world is graphical - if possible, i would assume that a lot of admin freaks would even remotely
control their systems from sub-notebooks or organizers like an iPhone. And of course, a graphical
interface has a lot of advantages, i have to admit. In general, i prefer them as well.

However, a GUI is not everything. A NetWorker administrator becomes pretty soon aware that the
display capabilities the NetWorker Administrator or NMC GUI are limited. For example, it is not
possible to add more than the already defined columns - if you want to see others than those, i.e. if
you want to display additional that the available columns if you query the media index with mminfo,
there is on other way - you must use the command line.

But querying the databases and starting processes from the command line is just one issue -
sometimes, it would be nice to also configure your data zone from the command line. Some of the
reasons for this purpose would be:

• Configuring the networker client resource
The NetWorker Administration GUI only connects to the NetWorker server (via nsrd).
However, sometimes you must configure a client resource and connect to nsrexecd. This
is not possible from any GUI.

• Having a workaroud for a GUI limitation
Some parameters can just not be configured from the NetWorker Administration GUI -
there they are displayed in grey and consequently they are read-only. However, from
nsradmin (and sometimes the old NetWorker Admin GUI) there is no problem.

• A dynamic, unattended reconfiguration while backups are running
For instance, you may dynamically adjust a clients’s storage node list. This was in deed
necessary after a failover of a clustered NetWorker server in older NetWorker versions (up
to NetWorker 6.x), before the Storage Node list alias curphyhost got introduced.

• Preparing a basic configuration for a ‘bulk’ deployment
You can provide configuration via an input file. This is ideal for a scenario, where you must
configure a number of data zones with the same parameters.

• Creating a lot of (similar) resources for a certain purpose
This is actually nothing else but a special case of the last purpose.

Unfortunately, nsradmin is not described in the NetWorker Administration Guide - the only
assistance you get is from the Command Line Reference (the manual pages) and from the built-in
online help. This is the reason why i decided to write this document.
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2. General usage
To start the program, simply execute the command:

nsradmin [-i file] [-s server] [-p {prognum | progname}]

There are a few more options available. However, they are so specific that i will
not explain them here. For a complete reference, please read the nsradmin
manual pages.

And this is what you will see if you call the online help:

C:\>nsradmin
NetWorker administration program.
Use the "help" command for help.
nsradmin> help
Legal commands are:
           bind [query]
         create attrlist
         delete [query]
           edit [query]
           help [command]
          print [query] (set current query)
         server [name]
           show [attrlist]
          types
         update attrlist
         append attrlist
           quit
         visual [query]
         option [list]
          unset [list]
              . [query]
              ? [command]

Where:
        query ::= attrlist
        attrlist ::= attribute [; attribute]*
        attribute ::= name [: [value [, value]* ]
nsradmin>

If you are a programmer, you will most likely understand it. However, for the ordinary administrator,
this information is not really helpful. Fortunately, you can survive with these essential commands:

create creates a new NetWorker resource
delete deletes an obsolete NetWorker resource
print lists the result of a query
show controls the resource attributes to be displayed
update updates a NetWorker resource attribute
append adds a new value to NetWorker resource list attribute
quit exits the program
option switches an option on
unset switches an option off
. queries the resource database
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Be aware of the following rules:

All resource information supports UNIX text format. Consequently, for Windows
specific resources, you must

- substitute the backslash (\) with a “\\“
- ‘wrap’ text containing spaces with hyphens
- specify all parameters correctly (Unix pathnames are case sensitive)

To explain the general usage i want to use examples.

2.1. The query

This is the most important command as it allows you to monitor a resource. You should execute it
before and after a resource manipulation. For example, you can use it to display the contents of the
NetWorker server configuration resource (type: NSR) as follows:

nsradmin> . type: NSR
Current query set
nsradmin> print
                        type: NSR;
                        name: avusxp;
                     version: NetWorker 7.4.Build.187 Eval;
                     comment: ;
                 parallelism: 4;
                manual saves: Enabled;
             public archives: Disabled;
             volume priority: NearLine Priority;
       SmartMedia save mount: volume by characteristics;
              license server: ;
             update licenses: No;
         device sharing mode: maximal sharing;
WORM pools only hold WORM tapes: Yes;
WORM tapes only in WORM pools: Yes;
    Jobsdb retention in days: 7;
    Jobsdb maximum size (KB): 5120;
               administrator: "group=Administratoren,host=avusxp",
                              "user=administrator,host=avusxp",
                              "user=system,host=avusxp";
                contact name: ;
                     company: ;
              street address: ;
                   city/town: ;
              state/province: ;
             zip/postal code: ;
                     country: ;
                       phone: ;
                         fax: ;
               email address: ;
              server OS type: Windows NT Workstation on Intel;
                     site-id: ;
       support email address: ;
               purchase date: ;
       product serial number: ;
        datazone pass phrase: ;
nsradmin>
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However, if you have more than one resoruce of the same type, this will not lead to a unique result:

nsradmin> . type: NSR policy
Current query set
nsradmin> print
                        type: NSR policy;
                        name: Decade;
                     comment: ;
                      period: Years;
           number of periods: 10;

                        type: NSR policy;
                        name: Week;
                     comment: ;
                      period: Weeks;
           number of periods: 1;

                        type: NSR policy;
                        name: Month;
                     comment: ;
                      period: Months;
           number of periods: 1;

                        type: NSR policy;
                        name: Quarter;
                     comment: ;
                      period: Months;
           number of periods: 3;

                        type: NSR policy;
                        name: Year;
                     comment: ;
                      period: Years;
           number of periods: 1;

                        type: NSR policy;
                        name: Day;
                     comment: ;
                      period: Days;
           number of periods: 1;
nsradmin>

In this case, you need to combine multiple attributes, using a semicolon (;) as operator:

nsradmin> . type: NSR policy; name: Quarter
Current query set
nsradmin> print
                        type: NSR policy;
                        name: Quarter;
                     comment: ;
                      period: Months;
           number of periods: 3;
nsradmin>
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Do not end the line with a semicolon (;) - in this case the program waits for a
new input, at least a Carriage Return character.

If you use nsradmin interactively, you will directly become aware of this behavior
- however, if you do this within a parameter file, it will most likely not work.

In some cases, you might even need more than two attributes to query a certain resource:

nsradmin> . type: NSR policy; number of periods: 1
Current query set
nsradmin> print
                        type: NSR policy;
                        name: Week;
                     comment: ;
                      period: Weeks;
           number of periods: 1;

                        type: NSR policy;
                        name: Month;
                     comment: ;
                      period: Months;
           number of periods: 1;

                        type: NSR policy;
                        name: Day;
                     comment: ;
                      period: Days;
           number of periods: 1;

                        type: NSR policy;
                        name: Year;
                     comment: ;
                      period: Years;
           number of periods: 1;
nsradmin>

nsradmin> . type: NSR policy; name: Quarter;
<cr>
Current query set
nsradmin> print
                        type: NSR policy;
                        name: Quarter;
                     comment: ;
                      period: Months;
           number of periods: 3;
nsradmin>

As you see, the result is not unique.
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nsradmin> . Type: NSR policy; number of periods: 1; nAme: Day
Current query set
nsradmin> print
                        type: NSR policy;
                        name: Day;
                     comment: ;
                      period: Days;
           number of periods: 1;
nsradmin>

An additional attribute clarifies the query:

nsradmin> . type: NSR policy; number of periods: 1, name: Day
Current query set
nsradmin> print
                        type: NSR policy;
                        name: Day;
                     comment: ;
                      period: Days;
           number of periods: 1;
nsradmin>

Please be aware that the query will not change automatically - consequently, there
is no need to repeat it all the time.

nsradmin> . type: nSR policy; number of periods: 1, name: day
Current query set
nsradmin> print
                        type: NSR policy;
                        name: Day;
                     comment: ;
                      period: Days;
           number of periods: 1;
nsradmin>

... nor for the attribute names:

Obviously, the commands are not case sensitive, neither for the attribute values ...
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nsradmin> option

Display options:
        Dynamic: Off;
        Hidden: Off;
        Raw I18N: Off;
        Resource ID: Off;
nsradmin>

nsradmin> option Resource ID
Resource ID display option turned on

Display options:
        Dynamic: Off;
        Hidden: Off;
        Raw I18N: Off;
        Resource ID: On;
nsradmin>
nsradmin> option hidden
Hidden display option turned on

Display options:
        Dynamic: Off;
        Hidden: On;
        Raw I18N: Off;
        Resource ID: On;
nsradmin>

2.1.1.  The options

These are the available options - by default, they are all disabled:

Use the command option to switch them on ...

... and the command unset to deselect the option. Once again, you may specify more than one
option in a single statement:

nsradmin> unset hidden; resource id
Hidden display option turned off
Resource ID display option turned off

Display options:
        Dynamic: Off;
        Hidden: Off;
        Raw I18N: Off;
        Resource ID: Off;
nsradmin>
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Here is a direct comparison for the result without and with options:

nsradmin> . type: NSR policy; number of periods: 1; name: day
Current query set
nsradmin> print
                        type: NSR policy;
                        name: Day;
                     comment: ;
                      period: Days;
           number of periods: 1;
nsradmin>
nsradmin> option Resource ID; hidden
Hidden display option turned on
Resource ID display option turned on

Display options:
        Dynamic: Off;
        Hidden: On;
        Raw I18N: Off;
        Resource ID: On;
nsradmin>
nsradmin> . type: NSR policy; number of periods: 1; name: day
Current query set
nsradmin> print
                        type: NSR policy;
                        name: Day;
                     comment: ;
                      period: Days;
           number of periods: 1;
                    hostname: avusxp;
               administrator: "group=Administratoren,host=avusxp",
                              "user=administrator,host=avusxp",
                              "user=system,host=avusxp";
          ONC program number: 390109;
          ONC version number: 2;
               ONC transport: TCP;
         resource identifier: 61.0.128.3.168.72.68.71.195.214.75.152(1);
nsradmin>
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nsradmin> . type: NSR
Current query set
nsradmin> print
                        type: NSR;
                        name: avusxp;
                     version: NetWorker 7.4.Build.187 Eval;
                     comment: ;
                 parallelism: 4;
                manual saves: Enabled;
             public archives: Disabled;
             volume priority: NearLine Priority;
       SmartMedia save mount: volume by characteristics;
              license server: ;
             update licenses: No;
         device sharing mode: maximal sharing;
WORM pools only hold WORM tapes: Yes;
WORM tapes only in WORM pools: Yes;
    Jobsdb retention in days: 7;
    Jobsdb maximum size (KB): 5120;
               administrator: "group=Administratoren,host=avusxp",
                              "user=administrator,host=avusxp",
                              "user=system,host=avusxp";
                contact name: ;
                     company: ;
              street address: ;
                   city/town: ;
              state/province: ;
             zip/postal code: ;
                     country: ;
                       phone: ;
                         fax: ;
               email address: ;
              server OS type: Windows NT Workstation on Intel;
                     site-id: ;
       support email address: ;
               purchase date: ;
       product serial number: ;
        datazone pass phrase: ;
nsradmin>

2.1.2.  Controlling the length of a report

Use the show command to determine the output lines of a resource. By default, all (hidden)
attributes are listed:

To solely report one parameter, for example the NetWorker version, use the show command:

nsradmin> show type; version
nsradmin> print
                        type: NSR;
                     version: NetWorker 7.4.Build.187 Eval;
nsradmin>
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nsradmin> . type: NSR client
Current query set
nsradmin> show type; name; storage nodes
nsradmin> print
                        type: NSR client;
                        name: redhat4;
               storage nodes: redhat4;

                        type: NSR client;
                        name: netapp;
               storage nodes: nsrserverhost;

                        type: NSR client;
                        name: avusxp;
               storage nodes: nsrserverhost;

                        type: NSR client;
                        name: ultra60;
               storage nodes: nsrserverhost;
nsradmin>

This is useful if you want to produce a general report for a certainattribute of all resources. Here is
an example to display an overview for the storage node attributes of all your NetWorker clients:

Another nice example is to generate a list of all licenses:

nsradmin> . type: NSR license
Current query set
nsradmin> show name
nsradmin> print
                        name: \
"NetWorker for Windows, Power Edition (10 clients per server)/1 server";

                        name: Storage Nodes/21;

                        name: Storage Nodes/21;

                        name: ClientPaks for UNIX/22;

                        name: DiskBackup Tier 1;

                        name: "Autochanger Module, Unlimited Slots/32767";

                        name: Update for NetWorker 7.3;

                        name: NDMP Client Connections/1;
nsradmin>

Unfortunately, there is no way to direct the output to a file. For such purpose you
can only mark the output in a command line window and copy and paste it into a
text file.
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Of course you can also generate a list of all enablers:

nsradmin> show
Will show all attributes
nsradmin> show enabler code
nsradmin> print
                enabler code: fb6e7d-xxxxxx-81b841;

                enabler code: 6deaef-xxxxxx-dea637;

                enabler code: 6eebf0-xxxxxx-d9a134;

                enabler code: 63e0e5-xxxxxx-13e529;

                enabler code: 838e7a-xxxxxx-2790c9;

                enabler code: 8abb0c-xxxxxx-52e6d0;

                enabler code: 150397-xxxxxx-54605f;

                enabler code: 6dc0ef-xxxxxx-4cfc37;
nsradmin>

Here is the example:

nsradmin> show name
nsradmin> print
                        name: \
"NetWorker for Windows, Power Edition (10 clients per server)/1 server";
                enabler code: fb6e7d-xxxxxx-81b841;

                        name: Storage Nodes/21;
                enabler code: 6deaef-xxxxxx-dea637;

                        name: Storage Nodes/21;
                enabler code: 6eebf0-xxxxxx-d9a134;

                        name: ClientPaks for UNIX/22;
                enabler code: 63e0e5-xxxxxx-13e529;

                        name: "Autochanger Module, Unlimited Slots/32767";
                enabler code: 838e7a-xxxxxx-2790c9;

                        name: DiskBackup Tier 1;
                enabler code: 8abb0c-xxxxxx-52e6d0;

                        name: NDMP Client Connections/1;
                enabler code: 6dc0ef-xxxxxx-4cfc37;

                        name: Update for NetWorker 7.3;
                enabler code: 150397-xxxxxx-54605f;
nsradmin>

The marked show command is important - if you would just execute another
show [attrlist] command, the new attribute will just be added to the list.
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nsradmin> . type: NSR client; name: redhat4
Current query set
nsradmin> show
Will show all attributes
nsradmin> show name; storage nodes
nsradmin> print
                        name: redhat4;
               storage nodes: redhat4;
nsradmin> append storage nodes: nsrserverhost
               storage nodes: nsrserverhost;
Append? y
updated resource id 25.0.44.2.236.10.75.71.195.214.75.152(4)
nsradmin> print
                        name: redhat4;
               storage nodes: redhat4, nsrserverhost;
nsradmin> append storage nodes: ultra60
               storage nodes: ultra60;
Append? y
updated resource id 25.0.44.2.236.10.75.71.195.214.75.152(5)
nsradmin> print
                        name: redhat4;
               storage nodes: redhat4, nsrserverhost, ultra60;
nsradmin>

2.2.  Modifying existing resources

There are two nsradmin commands for this purpose:
append adds a new value to a resource list attribute
update overwrites a resource attribute completely

For instance, you may add another storage node to one of your clients as follows:

Using the wrong command will of course create an error:

nsradmin> . type: NSR
Current query set
nsradmin> show parallelism
nsradmin> print
                 parallelism: 4;
nsradmin> append parallelism: 8
                 parallelism: 8;
Append? y
append failed: parallelism has too many values
nsradmin> update parallelism: 8
                 parallelism: 8;
Update? y
updated resource id 2.0.128.3.168.72.68.71.195.214.75.152(47)
nsradmin> print
                 parallelism: 8;
nsradmin>

This is obvious as the parallelism is not a list attribute.
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nsradmin> . type: NSR client; name: redhat4
Current query set
nsradmin> show name; storage nodes
nsradmin> print
                        name: redhat4;
                 parallelism: 4;
               storage nodes: redhat4, ultra60, nsrserverhost;
nsradmin> update storage nodes: redhat4
               storage nodes: redhat4;
Update? y
updated resource id 25.0.44.2.236.10.75.71.195.214.75.152(7)
nsradmin> print
                        name: redhat4;
                 parallelism: 4;
               storage nodes: redhat4;
nsradmin> update storage nodes: redhat4, nsrserverhost
               storage nodes: redhat4, nsrserverhost;
Update? y
updated resource id 25.0.44.2.236.10.75.71.195.214.75.152(8)
nsradmin> print
                        name: redhat4;
                 parallelism: 4;
               storage nodes: redhat4, nsrserverhost;
nsradmin>

However, append simply adds the new value to the attribute - it does not change
the sequence. For this purpose you must use the command update and
specify all values (again).

Here is the example:
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nsradmin> create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV1"
                        type: NSR device;
                        name: "Z:\\BU_DEV1";
Create? y
create failed: Device Z:\BU_DEV1 is not a valid 4mm device.
nsradmin>

2.3.  Creating new resources

New resources will be added to the resource database via the nsradmin command create.
As usual, you just need to specify only the absolute mandatory attributes for this purpose.

For example you may create a new file device for an existing directory as shown in this example:

Note the double backslash as this is a Windows directory.

However, without the correct media type, NetWorker simply assumes the wrong one and fails this
time. Also, do not forget that some characters are significant:

nsradmin> create type: NSR device; media type: file; name: Z:\\BU_DEV1
Resource parse error: unterminated value list
 type: NSR device; media type: file; name: Z:\\BU_DEV1
                                            ^
usage: create attrlist
nsradmin>
nsradmin>
nsradmin> create type: NSR device; media type: file; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV1"
                        type: NSR device;
                        name: "Z:\\BU_DEV1";
                  media type: file;
Create? y
created resource id 34.0.44.2.236.10.75.71.195.214.75.152(1)
nsradmin>

nsradmin> . type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV1"
Current query set
nsradmin> show
Will show all attributes
nsradmin> option

Display options:
        Dynamic: Off;
        Hidden: On;
        Raw I18N: Off;
        Resource ID: Off;
nsradmin>

The resource id is generated automatically and will be used for the resource’s filename - it is
nothing else but the hexadecimal representation of the resource id.

Of course you should verify the new resource:
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nsradmin> unset hidden
Hidden display option turned off

Display options:
        Dynamic: Off;
        Hidden: Off;
        Raw I18N: Off;
        Resource ID: Off;
nsradmin> print
                        type: NSR device;
                        name: "Z:\\BU_DEV1";
                     comment: ;
                 description: ;
                message_I18N: " ";
                     message: " ";
                 volume name: ;
                media family: disk;
                  media type: file;
                     enabled: Yes;
                   read only: No;
             target sessions: 4;
                max sessions: 512;
              parent jukebox: ;
           cleaning required: No;
           cleaning interval: ;
           date last cleaned: ;
       auto media management: No;
                        ndmp: No;
      dedicated storage node: No;
                 remote user: ;
                    password: ;
                 hardware id: ;
                         CDI: Not used;
          TapeAlert Critical: ;
           TapeAlert Warning: ;
       TapeAlert Information: ;
                WORM capable: No;
             DLTWORM capable: No;
      WORM cartridge present: No;
        device serial number: ;
nsradmin>

And this is the result:

But if you want to create a new client resource, you just have to specify the name:

nsradmin> create type: NSR client; name: redhat3
                        type: NSR client;
                        name: redhat3;
Create? y
created resource id 35.0.44.2.236.10.75.71.195.214.75.152(1)
nsradmin>
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nsradmin> delete type: NSR client; name: redhat3
                        type: NSR client;
                        name: redhat3;
                      server: avusxp;
                   client id: \
7d849a81-00000004-474bfbdf-474c324a-00050000-c3d64b98;
            scheduled backup: Enabled;
                     comment: ;
             Save operations: ;
            archive services: Disabled;
                    schedule: Default;
               browse policy: Month;
            retention policy: Year;
                  statistics: ;
                   directive: ;
                       group: Default;
                    save set: All;
                    priority: 500;
   File inactivity threshold: 0;
File inactivity alert threshold: 0;
               remote access: ;
                 remote user: ;
                    password: ;
              backup command: ;
     application information: ;
                        ndmp: No;
             NDMP array name: ;
             executable path: ;
    server network interface: ;
                     aliases: redhat3;
                  index path: ;
          owner notification: ;
                 parallelism: 4;
               archive users: ;
               storage nodes: nsrserverhost;
       recover storage nodes: ;
         clone storage nodes: ;
                  hard links: Disabled;
             short filenames: Disabled;
              client OS type: ;
                        CPUs: ;
           NetWorker version: ;
              enabler in use: No;
       licensed applications: ;
               licensed PSPs: ;
Delete? y
deleted resource id 35.0.44.2.236.10.75.71.195.214.75.152(1)
nsradmin>

2.4.  Deleting obsolete resources

If you want to delete a resource you do not need any longer, you just need to run the delete
command on the exactly define resource. In this case, all not hidden attributes will be listed and you
must confirm this step:
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3. Useful examples
If you understand the general usuage of nsradmin, you may now use the program in some practical
situations. For demonstration purposes, i especially want to concentrate on operations which are not
available from the NetWorker Administration GUI.

3.1.  Creating a online rendered daemon.log file

With NetWorker 7.4, localized versions are available. This means that not only the GUI needs to be
multi-lingual, the same applies to the log files as well. These log file versions can be identified by the
extension “raw“. For example, NetWorker will now create the appropriate file daemon.raw instead
of daemon.log.

Unfortunately, the new file contains a lot of control parameters for the multi-lingual support, making
the messages hard to read by themselves. To overcome this issue, the new executable
nsr_render_log has been created, which is capable to translate the contents of daemon.raw
into the language of your choice. However, nsr_render_log is not so easy to use.

On the other hand, if one is used to work with certain tools, he wants to use them forever. Wouldn’t it
be nice to have an english daemon.log file version created as well? - with nsradmin, you can do
this. Simply connect to the NetWorker client program and modify the appropriate resource:

C:\>nsradmin -p nsrexecd
NetWorker administration program.
Use the "help" command for help.
nsradmin> . type: NSR log
Current query set
nsradmin> print
                        type: NSR log;
               administrator: Administrators@avusxp;
                       owner: NetWorker;
             maximum size MB: 2;
            maximum versions: 10;
        runtime rendered log: ;
                        name: daemon.raw;
                    log path: "Z:\\nsr\\logs\\daemon.raw";
nsradmin>
nsradmin> update runtime rendered log: "Z:\\nsr\\logs\\daemon.log"
        runtime rendered log: "Z:\\nsr\\logs\\daemon.log";
Update? y
updated resource id 12.0.148.2.77.90.68.71.195.214.75.152(3)
nsradmin> quit

C:\>

Now you must restart the NetWorker daemons.

If you then compare the files, you will notice the difference.
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This is the contents of the file daemon.raw:

42506 1196178961 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 9 %s %s: %s 3 0 6 server 0 6 notice 49 14 7324 7 started
10100 1196178962 2 0 0 1628 1484 0 avusxp nsrmmdbd 27 media db is checking btrees 0
9870 1196178962 2 0 0 1628 1484 0 avusxp nsrmmdbd 45 media db is consistency checking the database 0
10106 1196178962 2 0 0 1628 1484 0 avusxp nsrmmdbd 29 media db is open for business 0
0 1196178968 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 2 %s 1 0 9 NetWorker
0 1196178968 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 2 %s 1 0 13 7.4.Build.187
0 1196178968 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 2 %s 1 0 3 187
0 1196178968 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 2 %s 1 0 24 Fri Jun  8 18:12:50 2007
0 1196178968 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 2 %s 1 0 18 Build arch.:  nt86
0 1196178968 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 2 %s 1 0 10 DBG=0,OPT=
9513 1196178968 2 0 0 736 1548 0 avusxp nsrindexd 42 Running nsrck to check client file indices 0
42506 1196178968 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 9 %s %s: %s 3 0 5 index 0 6 notice 49 46 9352 24 checking \\
  index for '%s'  1 0 7 ultra60
42506 1196178971 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 9 %s %s: %s 3 0 5 index 0 6 notice 49 90 31713 36 %s contains \\
  %s records occupying %s  3 23 20 Z:\nsr\index\ultra60 36 1 0 0 4 0 KB
42506 1196178971 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 9 %s %s: %s 3 0 5 index 0 6 notice 49 45 9352 24 checking \\
  index for '%s'  1 0 6 netapp
42506 1196178971 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 9 %s %s: %s 3 0 5 index 0 6 notice 49 89 31713 36 %s contains \\
  %s records occupying %s  3 23 19 Z:\nsr\index\netapp 36 1 0 0 4 0 KB
42506 1196178971 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 9 %s %s: %s 3 0 5 index 0 6 notice 49 46 9352 24 checking \\
  index for '%s'  1 0 7 redhat4
42506 1196178971 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 9 %s %s: %s 3 0 5 index 0 6 notice 49 90 31713 36 %s contains \\
  %s records occupying %s  3 23 20 Z:\nsr\index\redhat4 36 1 0 0 4 0 KB
42506 1196178971 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 9 %s %s: %s 3 0 5 index 0 6 notice 49 45 9352 24 checking \\
  index for '%s'  1 0 6 avusxp
42506 1196178971 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 9 %s %s: %s 3 0 5 index 0 6 notice 49 89 31713 36 %s contains \\
  %s records occupying %s  3 23 19 Z:\nsr\index\avusxp 36 1 0 0 4 0 KB
42506 1196178971 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 9 %s %s: %s 3 0 5 index 0 6 notice 49 48 9354 32 Completed \\
  checking %d client(s)  1 1 1 4
12112 1196178993 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 13 Power Edition 0
12116 1196178993 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 16 License Summary: 0
12117 1196178993 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 79  Available: sv=%d, ws=%d, clu=%d, clu_nt=%d, clu_unix=%d, \\
 clu_linux=%d, ndmp=%d 7 1 2 10 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
12118 1196178993 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 91  Borrowed:  sv_borrowed=%d, clu_borrowed_nt=%d, \\
  clu_borrowed_unix=%d, clu_borrowed_linux=%d 4 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
12119 1196178993 2 0 0 1492 1536 0 avusxp nsrd 79  Remaining: sv=%d, ws=%d, clu=%d, clu_nt=%d, clu_unix=%d, \\
  clu_linux=%d, ndmp=%d 7 1 2 10 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
     .....
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ï»¿42506 27.11.2007 16:56:01  nsrd server notice: started
10100 27.11.2007 16:56:02  nsrmmdbd media db is checking btrees
9870 27.11.2007 16:56:02  nsrmmdbd media db is consistency checking the database
10106 27.11.2007 16:56:02  nsrmmdbd media db is open for business
0 27.11.2007 16:56:08  nsrd NetWorker
0 27.11.2007 16:56:08  nsrd 7.4.Build.187
0 27.11.2007 16:56:08  nsrd 187
0 27.11.2007 16:56:08  nsrd Fri Jun  8 18:12:50 2007
0 27.11.2007 16:56:08  nsrd Build arch.:  nt86
0 27.11.2007 16:56:08  nsrd DBG=0,OPT=
9513 27.11.2007 16:56:08  nsrindexd Running nsrck to check client file indices
42506 27.11.2007 16:56:08  nsrd index notice: checking index for 'ultra60'
42506 27.11.2007 16:56:11  nsrd index notice: Z:\nsr\index\ultra60 contains 0 records occupying 0 KB
42506 27.11.2007 16:56:11  nsrd index notice: checking index for 'netapp'
42506 27.11.2007 16:56:11  nsrd index notice: Z:\nsr\index\netapp contains 0 records occupying 0 KB
42506 27.11.2007 16:56:11  nsrd index notice: checking index for 'redhat4'
42506 27.11.2007 16:56:11  nsrd index notice: Z:\nsr\index\redhat4 contains 0 records occupying 0 KB
42506 27.11.2007 16:56:11  nsrd index notice: checking index for 'avusxp'
42506 27.11.2007 16:56:11  nsrd index notice: Z:\nsr\index\avusxp contains 0 records occupying 0 KB
42506 27.11.2007 16:56:11  nsrd index notice: Completed checking 4 client(s)
12112 27.11.2007 16:56:33  nsrd Power Edition
12116 27.11.2007 16:56:33  nsrd License Summary:
12117 27.11.2007 16:56:33  nsrd  Available: sv=10, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=2, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0, ndmp=1
12118 27.11.2007 16:56:33  nsrd  Borrowed:  sv_borrowed=0, clu_borrowed_nt=0, clu_borrowed_unix=0, \\
  clu_borrowed_linux=0
12119 27.11.2007 16:56:33  nsrd  Remaining: sv=10, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=2, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0, ndmp=1
33526 27.11.2007 16:56:38  nsrmmd#1 Start nsrmmd #1, with PID 1756, at HOST avusxp
33526 27.11.2007 16:56:40  nsrmmd#2 Start nsrmmd #2, with PID 1436, at HOST avusxp

And this is the contents of the new file daemon.log - which version would you prefer?

Interesting enough - even the new message IDs at the beginning of each line will be preserved.
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But this only seems to be a GUI problem - as long as you have a DDS license in place, nsradmin
will help you to overcome the problem:

nsradmin> create type: NSR device; media type: file;  \\
  name: "Z:\\BU_DEV2"; hardware id: dds_1
                        type: NSR device;
                        name: "Z:\\BU_DEV2";
                  media type: file;
                 hardware id: dds_1;
Create? y
created resource id 23.0.240.3.236.70.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
nsradmin> create type: NSR device; media type: file;  \\
  name: "rd=avusxp:Z:\\BU_DEV2"; hardware id: dds_1
                        type: NSR device;
                        name: "rd=avusxp:Z:\\BU_DEV2";
                  media type: file;
                 hardware id: dds_1;
Create? y
created resource id 25.0.240.3.236.70.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
nsradmin>

3.2.  Creating a shared file device

I love to demonstrate this in my workshops as this displays the principle of DDS without a SAN or
other expensive hardware. In fact, you can even do it on your laptop.

As you may know, a shared device needs the attribute Hardware id to be set. However, this is not
possible from the new NetWorker Administration program any longer (it was from the old GUI ;-) :

The Hardware id is
just greyed out and
not available for any
input.
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And these pictures prove the existence of the shared device:

By the way - the creation of the Hardware id is just a problem for a standalone device. If you define an
autochanger with DDS devices, there will be no obstacle.
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C:\>FOR /L %i IN (1,1,100) DO mkdir Z:\BU_DEV%i

C:\>mkdir Z:\BU_DEV1

C:\>mkdir Z:\BU_DEV2

C:\>mkdir Z:\BU_DEV3

C:\>mkdir Z:\BU_DEV4

C:\>mkdir Z:\BU_DEV5

C:\>mkdir Z:\BU_DEV6

C:\>mkdir Z:\BU_DEV7

C:\>mkdir Z:\BU_DEV8

C:\>mkdir Z:\BU_DEV10

  .....

C:\>mkdir Z:\BU_DEV91

C:\>mkdir Z:\BU_DEV92

C:\>mkdir Z:\BU_DEV93

C:\>mkdir Z:\BU_DEV94

C:\>mkdir Z:\BU_DEV95

C:\>mkdir Z:\BU_DEV96

C:\>mkdir Z:\BU_DEV97

C:\>mkdir Z:\BU_DEV98

C:\>mkdir Z:\BU_DEV99

C:\>mkdir Z:\BU_DEV10

C:\>

3.3.  Checking license capabilities

Finally i have a nice example to demonstrate how you can use an input file for bulk configurations.
The question is: “How may devices will you be able to create if you buy a Power Edition Storage Node
license?“ - Due to inconsistent information in the docs there is even a misunderstanding even for
NetWorker ‘oltimers’.

The easiest way to test this is once again by using file devices. First of all you have to create the
appropriate directories. And because it is a repetitive process, an appropriate command shall help:
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Now you must create an appropriate input file for the nsradmin creation process:

create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV1"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV2"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV3"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV4"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV5"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV6"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV7"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV8"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV9"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV10"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV11"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV12"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV13"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV14"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV15"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV16"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV17"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV18"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV19"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV20"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV21"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV22"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV23"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV24"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV25"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV26"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV27"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV28"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV29"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV30"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV31"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV32"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV33"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV34"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV35"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV36"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV37"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV38"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV39"; media type: file
  .....
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV60"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV61"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV62"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV63"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV64"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV65"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV66"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV67"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV68"; media type: file
create type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV69"; media type: file

In this example, i want to save the file as Z:\create_devices.txt.
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Finally - on a new installation with a Power Edition plus a Disk Backup enabler - execute the following
command:

C:\>nsradmin -i Z:\create_devices.txt
created resource id 109.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 110.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 111.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 112.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 113.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 114.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 115.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 116.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 117.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 118.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 119.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 120.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 121.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 122.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 123.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 124.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 125.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 126.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 127.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 128.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 129.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 130.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 131.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 132.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 133.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 134.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 135.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 136.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 137.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 138.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 139.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 140.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
create failed: Cannot create device (too many devices).
 Maximum number of devices that can be created on this server is 32.
Add Storage Node enabler to allow more devices.
  .....
create failed: Cannot create device (too many devices).
 Maximum number of devices that can be created on this server is 32.
Add Storage Node enabler to allow more devices.

C:\>
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Now add a Power Edition Storage Node enabler and repeat the operation:

C:\>nsradmin -i Z:\create_devices.txt
create failed: device Z:\BU_DEV1 already exists
create failed: device Z:\BU_DEV2 already exists
create failed: device Z:\BU_DEV3 already exists
     .....
create failed: device Z:\BU_DEV30 already exists
create failed: device Z:\BU_DEV31 already exists
create failed: device Z:\BU_DEV32 already exists
created resource id 142.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 143.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 144.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 145.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 146.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 147.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 148.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 149.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 150.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 151.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 152.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 153.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 154.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 155.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 156.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 157.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 158.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 159.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 160.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 161.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 162.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 163.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 164.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 165.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 166.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 167.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 168.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 169.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 170.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 171.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 172.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
created resource id 173.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
create failed: Cannot create device (too many devices).
 Maximum number of devices that can be created on this server is 64.
Add Storage Node enabler to allow more devices.
  .....
create failed: Cannot create device (too many devices).
 Maximum number of devices that can be created on this server is 64.
Add Storage Node enabler to allow more devices.

C:\>

This proves that a Power Edition Storage Node enabler license allows the creation
of the same number of devices as the Base enabler.
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After the test you should delete the devices again. For this purpose, modify the input file as follows ...

delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV1"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV2"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV3"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV4"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV5"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV6"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV7"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV8"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV9"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV10"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV11"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV12"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV13"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV14"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV15"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV16"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV17"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV18"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV19"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV20"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV21"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV22"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV23"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV24"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV25"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV26"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV27"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV28"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV29"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV30"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV31"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV32"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV33"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV34"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV35"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV36"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV37"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV38"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV39"; media type: file
  .....
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV61"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV62"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV63"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV64"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV65"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV66"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV67"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV68"; media type: file
delete type: NSR device; name: "Z:\\BU_DEV69"; media type: file

... and save it appropriately, for example as Z:\delete_devices.txt.
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Then execute the same command again - just with the correct input file:

C:\>nsradmin -i Z:\delete_devices.txt
deleted resource id 109.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(64)
deleted resource id 110.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(63)
deleted resource id 111.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(62)
deleted resource id 112.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(61)
deleted resource id 113.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(60)
deleted resource id 114.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(59)
deleted resource id 115.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(58)
deleted resource id 116.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(57)
deleted resource id 117.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(56)
deleted resource id 118.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(55)
deleted resource id 119.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(54)
deleted resource id 120.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(53)
deleted resource id 121.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(52)
deleted resource id 122.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(51)
deleted resource id 123.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(50)
deleted resource id 124.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(49)
deleted resource id 125.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(48)
deleted resource id 126.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(47)
deleted resource id 127.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(46)
deleted resource id 128.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(45)
deleted resource id 129.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(44)
deleted resource id 130.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(43)
deleted resource id 131.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(42)
deleted resource id 132.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(41)
deleted resource id 133.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(40)
deleted resource id 134.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(39)
deleted resource id 135.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(38)
  .....
deleted resource id 160.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(14)
deleted resource id 161.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(13)
deleted resource id 162.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(12)
deleted resource id 163.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(11)
deleted resource id 164.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(10)
deleted resource id 165.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(9)
deleted resource id 166.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(8)
deleted resource id 167.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(7)
deleted resource id 168.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(6)
deleted resource id 169.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(5)
deleted resource id 170.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(4)
deleted resource id 171.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(3)
deleted resource id 172.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(2)
deleted resource id 173.0.116.0.147.115.76.71.195.214.75.152(1)
no resources to delete!
no resources to delete!
no resources to delete!
no resources to delete!
no resources to delete!

C:\>
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What’s new in NetWorker 7.4.1 ?

1. Overview
The main purpose of NetWorker 7.4 SP1 (7.4.1) was to introduce the NetWorker De-Duplication Clients along
with the associated changes in the NetWorker NMC/Admin GUI. Of course, some more enhancements, along
with bugfixes, have also been added.

1.1. New or enhanced features

According to the NetWorker 7.4.1 Release Notes, the following new or enhanced features have been introduced
with this release :

For both, NetWorker for UNIX/Linux and Windows

• Introduction of the NetWorker de-dupe clients
Merging EMC Avamar with NetWorker now allows NetWorker clients to benefit from the
Avamar de-duplication feature for a NetWorker 7.4.1 client. This will ensure that the same
same data chunk will only be stored once in the NetWorker Data Zone. Depending on the
backup data type, this will dramatically reduce the backup time, especially for additional full
backups.

Along with this issue, a number of necessary changes have been added to NMC and the
the NetWorker Administration GUI, respectively.

• Storage Node selection during cloning in a CDL
When cloning is used in a CDL environment, the NetWorker software will now always honor
the recover storage node affinity list even if the requested volume is already mounted.

This will clarify the volume selection process.

• ClientPak enablers have been deleted from the licensing scheme
With the NetWorker 7.4.1, ClientPak enablers are no longer required. Client licensing is now
solely based on the client connection/cluster client connection enablers.

• Improvements to NetWorker and VMware VCB backups
A number of improvements have been made to the VMWare Consolidated Backup (VCB)
support for this release. NetWorker release 7.4.1 now includes:

- A simplified VCB configuration via the Client resource.
- The ability to perform a full backup of the virtual client (including configuration files on

the ESX server) or a backup of all the filesystems attached to the virtual client. You can
also select a single drive letter for the save set.

- Backups are now stored in NetWorker using the virtual client name, rather than the VCB
proxy name.

- Recovery workflows are simplified; you can now browse the client file index of the virtual
the virtual client, perform a full backup of the ESX server including configuration files,
and staged recoveries from any client or ESX server.
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2. The new NetWorker de-duplication clients
In order to properly understand this new feature you should know how Avamar works in general. As a logical
consequence, i have included in the following chapter 2.1.

2.1. An introduction to Avamar

EMC Avamar is a product that has become a member of the EMC software portfolio by acquiring Avamar about
2 years ago. However, before that point-in-time, the names were a bit different:

• The old constellation
- Company Avamar
- Product name Axion

• The new constellation
- Company EMC
- Product name Avamar

Please be aware of these inconsistencies as you will find them in some pictures and screenshots as well.

2.1.1. Avamar and NetWorker - conflicting or coexistencing products?

To compare both products, let us have a look at NetWorker first.

• BURA solutions like NetWorker work ...
- Client based

Backup software includes (new) versions of any file per client.
The BURA solution does not know, whether the same file exists on other clients as well.

- Instance based
A new backup will save the files once again, no matter whether they have changed at all

- File based
Whatever has changed in the file - BURA will always backup the file completely

Unfortunately, the result is a huge data redundancy in the networked environment. This is what Avamar addresses.
Avamar (Axion) ... captures and stores only one copy of all common data at the sub-file level (so-called
chunks) across the network. This is known as “Single-instance Store”.

Avamar uses its patented Snapup process to locate, capture, and store all other unique data data in the Axion
Content Storage system. The result is a dramatic reduction in the amount of data that is moved across the
network and stored on the ‘backup device’, the Avamar server.

• Avamar however works ...
- Network based

Avamar is aware of redundant files on all clients in the whole network
- Single-Instance based

The same data will not be stored more than once in this network
- Chunk based

- Avamar works on a file-subset (chunk)
- Only the changed chunk will be backed up
- This reduces the amount of saved data even further
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Some of the major Avamar benefits are:

• Speed
Backups to disk supports fast as well as slow (WAN) clients

• Ultra high data compression rate
Due to the single-instance restore of chunks

• Commonality reduces network traffic
This is already done at the clients

• Random Access
No wait time during recoveries

• Easy handling
- No tape backup hardware problems
- No SAN, DDS, Reserve/Release problems
- High internal redundancy

• No backup media costs

The key question of course is: “If Avamar has such advantages, will it replace NetWorker?”. In fact, there are
certain reasons why both solutions will still co-exist in the future:

• The data structure
- Avamar is a good solution for structured data. However, it is not a good solution if your data is

unstructured to a high percentage like
• Music files
• Video files

- The commonality factor is very bad
- Even structured data can be a problem

• If the majority of your data is stored in dynamic databases

• Data consolidation
- Due to the different concept, Avamar hashes the chunks ‘somewhere on the server’, but not on

one consecutive ‘piece’ of the ‘media’

• Data migration
- You can not simply ‘export’ an Avamar file

• The primary goal for Avamar is not archiving
- By default, Avamar does not support archiving at all

If the retention time is over, the data will simply be deleted
- An optional Archive Manager is available

Currently only for Avamar or Centera data repositories

• Media pricing
- Tapes are still cheaper
- More Avamar media means you need to buy another Avamar node

• However, some customers like the idea ...
- ... to reduce their tape costs
- ... and buy Avamar just for this reason
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Avamar works with 4 key features:

• Backup to Disk
– This means it is a fast and easy meadia with random access for recoveries

• Data De-Duplication
- To store data only once in the enterprise (the network)

• This is not done at the file but at the file-subset (chunk) level
- The detection is done already at the client

• This reduces the amount to transfer to the backup server dramatically

• High Data Compression Rate
- This reduces the amount of ‘backup media‘

• Node Granularity (RAIN)
- An Avamar solution consists of one or more supported nodes

• This is a scalable solution and
• It is easy to maintain

The important point is that a single object can be shared across multiple systems, like displayed below:
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FS FS ORA XCHG FSFS

FS FS ORA XCHG FSFS

For maximal throughput and redundancy purposes, the client data will be split across multiple Avamar nodes:

Due to data de-duplication, one chunk on the ‘media’ may belong to multiple clients:
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Client software

Axion server

Management
Console
software

Policy engine
and storage

2.1.2. The Avamar architecture

First of all, it is a client/server solution, consisting of these three components:

Notes on the Avamar (Axion) server:

• The above picture shows a simplified view.
Usually an Avamar server consists of a RAIN (Redundant Array of Inexpensive Nodes) system.
For a perfect redundancy and performance, you should at least combine 5 nodes. However,
although it is not recommended, it is technically possible to run the Avamar server on a single
node.

• Each node must run on a certified piece of server hardware.
Currently these servers are supported:

- Dell 2850 & 2950
- HP DL-380 & DL-385
- IBM x436
- Sun v40z

• The operating system is a modified Linux version.

• Internally, there is a RAID 5 array installed.
The current capacity is 1.5 TB/node. However, due to internal processes, a certain amount of
data (35%) is not available to the user. Consequently, the user capacity is limited to 975 GB per
node.
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Of course you may combine these components to a global solution, to achieve ...

• Efficient communication
• Centralized management
• Consistent policies

In this scenario, one Avamar server is replicated to another one, making the data
high-available. This is important as the Avamar server will be the only location for
your valuable data.

• Wide scalability
• Disaster recovery
• Optimal performance
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2.1.3. How does Avamar de-duplication work ?

This is how a standard backup works:

Multiple copies of the
same document exist
on different servers.

Multiple copies of the
same document exist
on the backup media.

And this is how an Avamar ‘Snapup’ works:

Multiple copies of the
same document exist
on different servers.

Communality Factoring
generates a „single-
instance store“.
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The key feature is called Communality Factoring - it finds and filters common data, ensuring that each unique
object is stored only once inside the Avamar storage system.

Commonality Factoring can take place on multiple levels:

• On the file level
- Although it is not called that way
- This reduces the number of files to be backed up

• On the sub-file level
This reduces the amount of backup data

In an Avamar system, Commonality Factoring works as a combination of both methods:

• Avamar Commonality Factoring on the file level
During an Avamar snapup, the Avamar client traverses each directory and compares the file name
with the information in a local file cache to determine which have not been previously backed up.

• Avamar Commonality Factoring on the sub-file level
- When a new or changed file has been detected, a commonality factoring algorithm is started.
- It identifies data sequences and breaks the file into small, variable-sized chunks or objects.
- Sticky-byte factoring locates where data has been changed since the previous snapup and very

quickly re-syncs the data chunking process to match data chunks created during the previous
snapup.

- Each chunk is compressed and assigned a unique object address or hash.
- It is used to find the chunk on the Avamar system.

- Then, for each chunk, the Avamar client checks its local chunk cache to see if it has already
been stored on the server.

- Only if the chunk has not already been backed up it is it sent to the Avamar server and stored
there.

- Once an object is stored on the server, it will never be re-sent.
- This dramatically reduces network traffic.
- It guarantees the most effective deduplication of the data.
- It enhances backup storage efficiency.

The local cache is the key differentiator with respect to the competition.
So the major workload takes place at the Avamar client.

As a consequence, all Avamar snapups are full backups. However, wasn’t
this perfect for recoveries?

This was the coarse description - the whole process is a little bit more complicated and happens in several
phases:

1. Sticky-byte Factoring  (U.S. patent #6810398)
Have a look at the ‘abstract’ description  ;-)

2. Data Compression

3. SHA-1 Hashing  (SHA = Secure Hash Algorithm)

4. Commonality Factoring

5. Content-addressed Storage (CAS)
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• Step #1 - Sticky-byte Factoring

- The client agent splits raw data into “chunks”.
- They vary in size between 1 byte and 64KB (the average size is 24KB).

The key task is to find a ‘good’ breakpoint in the raw data. This process in fact takes the most time
during the ‘snapup’ process.

• Step #2 - Data Compression

- The client agent compresses the chunks created during Sticky-byte Factoring .
As a result, it will be reduced to 35-40% of the original size.

- This is accomplished using a compression algorithm which is optimized for its speed.
- This is also known as Enhanced Commonality Factoring.

• Step #3 - SHA-1 Hashing on the sub-file level

- Creating a fixed-length (20-byte) data address string
from the variable-sized chunks of data.

- To identify the chunks.
- SHA = Secure Hash Algorithm

The average 24KB chunk of data is the
input to the SHA-1 algorithm.

SHA-1 processes the data and creates
a unique 20-byte ‘hash’ address.

Note: It is imortant to remember that
the data chunk remains untouched.
Both, the data chunk and the hash
now exist.

The result is a 20-byte identifier
called the ‘hash’.
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- Continous Hashing Process
- Atomic Hashes are merged to create Composite Hashes.
- Now Sticky-byte Factoring is also applied to the Composite Hashes.
- The cycle continues until a single hash, the Root Hash will be created.
- There is exactly 1 Root Hash representing the ‘backup‘.

Hashing

Sticky-byte
Factoring

- The Root Hash represents the backup.
- The result is a very high percentage of redundant backup data.

- Multiple copies of the same data exists because of typical daily incremental and weekly
full backups.

- A large number of OS and application files are common across the network.
- A large number of identical files (.doc, .xls, .ppt, etc.) are stored by many users on the

same network.
- Users often store multiple versions of the same document that all end up in the backup

stream.

• Step #4 - Commonality Factoring

- Commonality Factoring eliminates redundant data at the client (the source).
It drastically reduces the amount of data that travels across the network to be stored and
managed by the backup host.

- Hash and data chunk is finally ready to be sent to the Avamar server.
- The Avamar client also stores the hashes in a file cache.

During all following backups, commonality detection is much faster than during the initial
backup.
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• Step #5 - Content Address Storage (CAS)

- An address is created to locate the corresponding chunk of data on disk.
The address uses part of the random and unique number of the 160-bit hash.

- Each hash is a beautifully random and unique number.
Consequently, the data is evenly distributed across all of the available Storage Nodes and
their disks within the Avamar System.

No database is required - there is no extra overhead.

- Chunks are platform independent data objects
That’s why one Avamar server can store data from any supported client OS.

- CAS Object Size
- Each chunk size is ~16-20kB.
- Each stripe is about about 20MB in size.
- Each data stripe can hold up to ~6000-8000 chunks, depending on the chunk size.
- Each data stripe fills in like grain being poured into a silo.

- By storing data intelligently, backup data can be leveraged with Avamar search capabilities to
assist in legal discovery and other regulatory and compliance activities.
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Avamar Server

Data

Data Storage Stripes

This is how the client data will be stored on the Avamar server:

And this is a view at the data and the metadata on the Avamar server:

Note:
- Data Storage Stripes are filled like grain in a silo
- Each stripe keeps about 6000 - 8000 chunks,

depending on their size
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2.1.4. Notes and considerations

Please keep in mind:

• Avamar Snapups are always full backups.
This is due to the fact that each snapup will create and save a root hash entry.

• However, the true amount of snapped data could even be zero.
This happens if nothing has changed at all - this is how the client data will be stored on the Avamar
server.

• This is why Avamar snapups can be so fast - the result of the commonality procedure is stored in local
cache files at the client:

f_cache.dat
File cache
Stores file metadata

p_cache.dat
Stores each chunck sent to the Avamar server

Those files are loaded into RAM at snapup time
- The processing is very fast
- For ~1 Mio files it needs only ~ 500 MB RAM

However, this method does not work well on databases - or in general,
where file contents changes frequently.
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6.13,573 586:1Windows file systemsA

104.27,831 75:1Mix of Linux file systems and
databasesE

80.09,583 120:1
Mix of 20 percent databases,
80 percent file systems
(Windows and UNIX)

D

24.23,265 135:1Engineering files on NetApp
Filers (NDMP backups)C

11.7

 Amount of
Data Moved
Daily (GB)

5,097 436:1Mix of Windows, Linux, and
UNIX file systemB

 Amount of
Primary Data

(GB)

 Reduction
Factor Data MixCustomer

• Typical commonailty values:
- File system commonality

Initial backup ~ 70%
Day-over-Day backup ~ 99.7%

- Database commonality
Initial backup ~ 30%
Subsequent backups - typically ~ 95-97%

This means that the amount of data in a subsequent backup is about
ten times higher than for a file system backup!

• True customer results (source: Avamar):

4 MNDMP Files/Accelerator

10-20 GB/hrNDMP Initial (L-0)Snapup Performance

10 GB/HrNDMP Level-1 Performance

~10 GB/hr to ~70 GB/hr, depending on client
performance, operating system, and average

size of files being restored

Restoring to clients

~0.4 MB/s/disk drive
~0.7MB/s/disk drive for File System Data with

ECF enabled
(SCSI drives in RAID5)

Validating snapup from server

~100 GB/hrSnapping up Axion client with large database
files

~1 M files/hourSnapping up Axion client with lots of small files

~10 GB/hr/clientInitial snapup of Axion client

Typical PerformanceOperation

• Typical performance metrics:
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• The target for an Avamar solution is an environment mixed of
- 80% file server data
- 20% database server data

• Preferred clients
- File servers
- Remote offices
- Laptops
- VMware servers
- Database servers (with moderate changes or read-only data)

• As pointed out already, there are conceptual limitations for
- Streaming files (MP3, video etc.)
- Heavily changing databases

• The client must have some power to support the local workload.

• Multi-threading
- Right now, the client process is a single-threaded process
- You may start multiple processes at the Avamar client but they will just be queued

• Axion Snapups vs. File Compression

Unorchestrated substitution, hashing
eliminates comparisons and scaling issues,

lossless conversion.

Dictionary based scan for token substitutions (i.e.
LZW, RLE, DCT, Wavelets, MP3, Mpeg).  Lossy

adds filtering to improve substitution rates.
Theory of operation

Billion bytes Thousand bytesLow end:

Trillion Trillion bytes Million bytesHigh end:

Across files
Across systems

Across time
Within a single fileScope of operation

Large Scale Small scaleScale of operation

Typical reduction factors

Typical substitutions

Applications

Characteristics

Always lossless
Typically 100:1 to 1000:1

2:1 up to 4:1 for lossless
10:1 up to 100:1 for lossy

20 Bytes for 1KB..1MB 2 or 3 Bytes for 10s of Bytes

Works on all data sets
Data specific – JPEG for still images, MP3 for audio,

Zip for text and binary.

Axion Snapup File Compression
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Objects Variable sized units of
Commonality Factored data

Stripes Units of disk space
managed for fault tolerance

Nodes

A slim server with internal
storage, running the Axion
server software.
May have embedded or NAS
storage.

Modules A group of Nodes on a local,
high-speed network

System A set of Modules that
can be replicated to each other

2.1.5. Avamar terminology

2.1.6. Summary

Avamar de-duplication uses these 4 basic concepts ...

• Identify and store only unique sub-file data objects
• Stored objects take maximum advantage of disks
• Create and store “trees” that link all data objects
• Recreate files for restore

… and 5 key technologies

• Commonality Factoring (CF) for data efficiency
• Content Addressed Storage (CAS) to manage CF objects
• Systematic fault tolerance: RAID, RAIN & Replication
• Highly reliable, inexpensive disk storage
• Standard IP network architectures

Avamar advantages:

• Backup and restore is a true disk-based process.
• Client agents eliminate all redundant data at the source.
• Scalable server/archive built of modules that provide a balance of connectivity, processing and disk

storage resources
• Low bandwidth ethernet network usage between the clients and the backup/restore server
• Scheduled replication for protection against server loss and offsite disaster recovery
• Centralized policy-based management

System

Objects

Module

Nodes

Stripes
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2.2. The new NetWorker de-duplication Client

2.2.1. General

As already mentioned, this new optional client type adds the Avamar client functionality to the well-known
NetWorker client software. But please be aware

The full ‘Avamar’ client functioniality needs much more integration into NetWorker.
NetWorker 7.4.1 is just the first step of the complete effort.

The big benefits of such a solution are obvious:

• The de-duplication already begins at the client.
This means that you have to transfer less data to the storage node.

• There is a seamless integration of de-duplication feature into the existing NetWorker environment.
- It works in the background.
- For the user, the backup and recover behavior does not change at all.
- The browse and recover workflow will also not change.

Although this looks like an easy tasks, a lot of technical issues need to be taken care of. Some of them are:
- parallelism
- browsing
- policies
- following directives, etc.

And right now, due to the nature of the products, there are also a certain number of limitations which i will
explain later.

On the next page i compare a simple standard NetWorker setup with the new NetWorker de-duplication client
and finally show a combined configuration. As you can see, the Storage Node for a NetWorker de-duplication
client does not backup any data at all - it just receives the pointer to the Avamar snapup, represented by the
Hash ID.
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The de-duplication scenario:

The mixed scenario:

The standard NetWorker scenario:

NetWorker
Server

NetWorker
Storage Node

NetWorker Clients

NW Client

NetWorker
De-Dupe
SNode

NW De-Dupe Client

Backup Data Hash IDs

NetWorker
Server

NetWorker Clients

NW Client SW
Avamar Client SW

NetWorker
De-Duplication
Storage Node

Avamar Server SW
NW Client SW

Backup Data Hash IDs

NetWorker
Server

NetWorker
Storage Node

NetWorker Clients

NW Client SW

NW Client SW
NW SNode SW

Backup Data Metadata

While the backup
data is sent to the
remote Storage Node,
the index information
is stored at the
NetWorker server.
This picture is
intentionally simplified
- actually not the
storage node but the
client provides the
information for the
media index.

As the processing for
the NetWorker index
data does not
change, i do not show
this information. The
key difference is the
Avamar Hash ID - this
is the only data the
storage node will
receive from the
client.

Both solutions may of
course be combined.
In such case, the path
of the Hash IDs is
much better to follow.
Once again, i do not
show the tracking
data (Client File Index
and Media Index
information).
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2.2.2. NetWorker/Avamar integration

2.2.2.1. On the NetWorker de-dupe client

To achieve the de-duplication functionality, the NetWorker client software has been extended by the Avamar
client software (avtar):

• avtar
It is the Avamar command line interface to backup a file system onto the Avamar server.

• For the NetWorker client avtar has been modified
- avtar has been enhanced to support NetWorker
- avtar has been renamed to nsravtar
- nsravtar is now part of NetWorker client software package

The integration of the Avamar technology into NetWorker is done via a new internal NetWorker ASM. An ASM
(Application Specific Module) is the low level software that does data movement during backup and recover:

• For the de-dupe functionality, the new internal ASM avasm has been integrated.
- It will only be applied when the client has been configured as de-dupe client.
- avasm works on the file data like any other NetWorker ASM (compressasm, uasm, etc.).
- avasm will communicate with the Avamar client module (avtar).
- avasm sends all data blocks of a file to the avtar module and an EOF.
- The Avamar ‘metadata’ (the hash id) is returned by the avtar module.
- Only the hash id is saved on the NetWorker storage node.

• avasm-avtar synchronize through a communication protocol on the control interface (libavctl DLL)

These are the new binaries and libraries for the NetWorker de-dupe client:
nsravtar all de-dupe supported platforms
libavctl all de-dupe supported platforms
nsravamar Linux only
nsrmccli Linux only, (symbolic link pointing to native mccli)

nsravamar is the new client-side binary packaged only on the NetWorker/Linux client. It is only required/
used when installed on the Axion server node running the MCS (Metadata Catalogue Service) server instance.

nsravamar invokes the mccli methods on the Axion server to gather various administrative and state
information and to snapup the deletion on de-dupe node.

NMC event management of de-duplication node, creation/deletion and maintenance of de-duplication node
is carried through nsravamar.

2.2.2.2. On the Avamar server (the NetWorker de-dupe storage node)

As it will exclusively be installed by authorized personal, further details of the Avamar server shall not matter
here. The only issue is the Avamar software software itself:

To be able to support the NetWorker de-dupe client, the Avamar server version
must be at least of release 3.7.2 build 57.
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2.2.3. More Technical details

In this chapter i will briefly summarize most of the technical details.

• The Avamar server
- It will be installed by authorized personal only.
- Just the Avamar server software version must be 3.7.2 build 57 or higher.

• General technical issues
- The NetWorker browse and recover workflow remains unchanged.
- The query mechanism is enhanced to support de-dupe savesets.
- Non ASCII dataset is supported for de-dupe backups.

• The NetWorker de-dupe client
- The NetWorker 7.4.1 client software now also contains some Avamar client commands/libraries:

- nsravtar all de-dupe supported platforms
- libavctl all de-dupe supported platforms
- nsravamar Linux only
- nsrmccli Linux only (symbolic link, pointing to native mccli)

- Directory changes/extensions
- The new directory /nsr/dedup contains the avtar client-side cache

Right after the
installation, the new
directory
/nsr/dedup is
empty.

Note that this directory may require a considerable amount of space!
By default, the file cache is allowed to grow

- up to 1/8 the size of main memory on a client and the hash cache is allowed
- up to 1/16 the size of main memory on a client

Also note:
- The cache files are for performance improvement only
- They may be deleted without any effect on the resulting backup
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- The well known NetWorker log file directory /nsr/logs now also contains avtar client-side
log files.

- Cluster clients are not supported right now. Of course those will be implemented in a future release.

- Client parallelism considerations
- It is supported but there are limitations
- Pure Avamar clients do not support client parallelism due to cache lock
- NetWorker works around this by allocating different cache for each avtar process

It is strongly recommend not to increase the default client parallelism value.

- NetWork module support
- The NetWorker de-dupe client software does not support NetWorker modules yet.

• The NetWorker Storage Node
- In a de-duplication backup the storage node it will just receive the Hash IDs while the actual data

will be sent to the de-dupe node.

- An AFTD storage node is recommended for de-dupe clients.
For recoveries, the data chunks need to be access from random locations .

• The NetWorker Server
- De-duplicated save sets are especially marked in the media db

- Additional information contain details about
- Total Size Protected
- Size on de-dupe node
- New data on the de-dupe node

Example:

# mminfo –S –q “de-dupe”
ssid=4246722279 savetime=10/24/07 04:36:07 PM (1193268967)
abc.legato.com:/
*Data set size: 81,035,784,884.00;
*De-Dup session id: 1;
*De-Dup snapup time: 2007-10-24;
*De-duplication: Yes;
*De-duplication host: scip2d089.legato.com;
*Domain: /NetWorker/abc.legato.com;
*New data on De-Dup Node: 1,819,753,069.00;
*New files: 103426;
*Replication host: replication.legato.com;
*Size on De-Dup Node: 4,748,760,063.00;
*group: Test
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• Backup considerations
- Usage

The usage of save and savegrp has not changed at all.

- Directives
All NetWorker directives are honored in general.
However all NetWorker directives that modify data will be skipped. This is obvious as there
is no equivalent Avamar program that can cope with this feature.

- Groups
De-dupe clients are recommended to be in a separate group.

As de-dupe backups can not be automatically cloned - there is no command to support this.

- Levels
- All NetWorker levels are supported.
- However, for existing clients, ensure that first de-dupe backup is a ‘full’.

If at least one file is not de-duped, the save set will be registered as a regular
save set.

• Recover considerations
- Usage

The usage of the recover command has not changed.

- Directed recoveries
Such are supported.
However, the target host must have the appropriate NetWorker client software (7.4 SP1)
installed

.
- Striped recoveries

Striped recover sessions are limited to 4 Avtar sessions though there are more than 4 threads
running. If you have more than that pending, those will simply be queued.

• Scanner Considerations
- Usage

- scanner can be used to add the save set information to the media index.
- scanner can not be used to restore the data directly.

scanner | uasm -r
This will not work as the data is actually hashes - the real data resides on the de-dupe node
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• Saveset Deletion Considerations
- De-dupe savesets are treated like legacy save sets.

They are either deleted based on .
- the retention policies
- the volume recycling process or
- the user invoked command (nsrmm)

 - During de-dupe saveset deletion, NetWorker will store a distinct label in the RAP database
associated with the de-dupe node.

- This de-dupe node RAP resource acts as a ‘worklist’ for the asynchronous deletion of
de-dupe savesets.

- This label has enough information to delete the corresponding snapup on Axion server at
a later time.

- Every six hours ...
... a temporary process is invoked by the NetWorker server to delete the snap-up on the
dupe node and to clean these entries.

- When the server is started, nsrd also runs a cleanup of these entries.

- When a save set is deleted, its corresponding snap up information is pushed into the de-dupe
node resource queue for asynchronous deletion.

• Replication Considerations
- Pure Avamar supports the replication of a primary Axion server.

- NetWorker can detect this replication environment during the configuration of the de-duplication
node:

- The replication node should be configured as de-dupe node.
- Replication should be scheduled on the Axion server separately as one time operatio.n
- At the time of backup, the replication node is registered in the save set.

- At the time of restore, if the primary Axion server is down,  the restore will automatically fall back
to the replication node.

- Ensure that the replication node name is exactly the same as the one populated in the
replication node field of the de-dupe node resource.

- The system name mentioned in the replication cron job properties should be the same as
the one used for creating the de-dupe node resource.

- Please verify the name under /REPLICATE on replication node is same as the one of
de-dupe node resource of source. Verify this by starting replication manually.

- If the system name specified in the replication cron job properties does not match
de-dupe dupe node resource, recover from replication will fail with login errors. Make
sure the system name is exactly the same name as the de-dupe node.
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• Licensing Considerations
- This functionality is embedded - you do not need a new licenses to use the de-duplication

functionality. But of course you need an Avamar server

• Known Issues & Limitations
- Staging and Cloning

Although functional at the operation level, such process applied to de-dupe save sets would
just clone/stage the metadata stored on NW storage node.

- NetWorker Tape-out
This feature is provided as a duplicate backup of the client data sets a using traditional
NetWorker client from a different group.

Honor the read-only state of the Avamar server! Backups scheduled during the
read-only state of the Avamar server may hang and eventually be killed by a
NetWorker server timeout. The only workaround to the above limitation is to
schedule the de-dupe backups for another time than the Axion server’s RO state.

- The deletion of a snapup on the primary Axion server does not automatically propagate this
change to the replication server.

- Metadata replication
In replication environments, it would be best practice to clone/stage the metadata to
another AFTD node.

- I18N support
- Pure Avamar is not I18N compliant. However, this environmentcan backup non English

data.
- All the code added in to NetWorker source base for the de-dupe clients is fully I18N

compliant but not localized (yet).
- NetWorker 7.4 SP1 is fully I18N compliant for traditional NetWorker backups.
- For de-dupe clients, it is not I18N compliant because of a nsravtar limitation.
- 7.4 SP1 can backup the non English locales for de-dupe workflow.
- However, the message, log and screenshots for de-dupe workflow remains English only.

• Best Practices
- Use an AFTD device type on the de-dupe storage node.

It will allow random and simultanous read/write access.

- Use a separate group for de-dupe clients
To avoid automatic cloning processes.

- Do not increase the client parallelism (not higher than 4).

- Make sure any existing directive in the save set are checked thoroughly.

- After the upgrade, make sure you run a full backup.

- Plan your backups with consideration to Axion server’s read-only state

- Remember the Avmar client logs under /nsr/dedup/logs

- There is also the Avamar server log nsravamar.raw
You will find it in the directory /nsr/logs .
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2.2.4. The NetWorker de-dupe client configuration

The configuration itself is a rather simple 2-step process:

• First, you must add at least one De-duplication Storage Node.
This is done in the Devices window: Add the computer Name and the login account information.
Then click OK:

• Then, you must configure the client resource as de-duplication client.
This is done in the tab Apps & Modules. In the new area De-Duplication, simply check the option
De-duplication backup and select the De-duplication node which you just created from the list:
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1. During an automatic backup, savegrp spawns the save on the client host. (not shown here).
save does a reverse lookup of the client resource in the resource database. If the de-dupe attribute
is present, it is starting a de-dupe backup process.

2. save starts the backup, using the internal avasm to read the file system data.

3. avasm is sending the data to the Avamar client software (nsravatar).

4. The snapup will be stored on the de-dupe node (the Avamar server).

5. The Avamar server returns the Hash ID which is a pointer to the Avamar backed up file.
The Hash ID will be saved in the clients cache database.

6. The Hash ID will also be returned to the avasm program which will now forward it to the NetWorker
storage node.

7. Only the Hash ID will be saved in the save set at the NetWorker storage node.

8. The filenames will be stored in the client file index as usual. (not shown here).

9. At the end of the backup, nsravtar sends the snapup-id that is the collection of all the data saved
in this session (not shown here).
save stores this snapup-id in the media database. Other relevant information is saved in the form of
extended saveset attributes, and the backup is marked completed.

2.2.5. Workflow details

2.2.5.1. Backup workflow

This is the graphical view of a NetWorker de-dupe backup process. Please be aware that it does not show the
‘usual’ metadata (client file index and media index information) transport:

avasm nsravtar

6. Hash ID

3. Data

save

Cache

De-dupe
node

nsrmmd

4. Data
5. Hash ID

Hash IDs
7. Hash ID

2. Data

Disk
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The browse and high-level recover workflow remains unchanged.

1. When the recovered save stream is processed for a de-dupe save set, the Hash IDs are extracted
from the save stream.

2. For each file, the Hash ID will be forwarded to nsravtar.

3. nsravtar sends them to the Avamar server.

4. In return, the de-dupe nodes return the backup data.

5. nsravtar now sends the data back to the recover program ...

6. ... which will use the same ASM (avasm) to restore the files on the disk.

2.2.5.2. Recover workflow

This is the graphical view of a NetWorker de-dupe recover process. Please be aware that it does not show the
‘usual’ metadata (client file index and media index information) transport:

avasm nsravtar

5. Data

2. Hash ID

recover

Cache

De-dupe
node

nsrmmd

3. Hash ID
4. Data

Hash IDs
1. Hash ID

Disk

6. Data
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Please note that for Striped recovers the maximum of 4 threads are active at a
time, the rest will just be queued.

recover

recover

run

recover

run

recover

run

recover

run

recover

run wait wait
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2.3. Related changes to the NMC GUI

First of all, please be aware of the following support restriction:

• NMC (NetWorker Management Console) today supports JRE 1.4.x and 1.5.
- In NetWorker 7.4.1 (NMC 3.4.1) JRE 1.5 is provided with the NMC server.

2.3.1. The Enterprise view

NMC is now capable to monitor a third application: Besides NetWorker and Retrospect, there is now also
Avamar. NMC starts in the usual way.

As usual you start by entering the Host Name:
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If you define the host as an Avamar system ...

However, in NMC 3.4.1 you will now find 3 Managed Applications. By default, NetWorker is pre-selected:
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When finished, the new NMC host’s icon appears next to the hostname:

... this is what you will see:

As usual, the option
Capture Events is
pre-selected for NMC.
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And these are the available options in the context menu:

Only if you select the hostname in the Enterprise tree, you will see the Avamar specific icon for the host:
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Unfortunately, using the same icon does not allow you to see the host’s functionality in the right-hand list:

Its Properties will not show any new information:
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... and an Avamar server respectively:

You must select the hostname in the Enterprise tree to recognize a NetWorker server ...
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As a consequence, it makes sense to organize your Enterprise in folders according to the hosts’ functionailty,
like in this example:

2.3.2. NMC reporting

The following enhancements have been made to the NMC reporting capabilities.

• If captured, Backup Statistics and Backup Status reports will automatically include information on
de-duplication save sets. Users will be able to use ...

- Groups containing de-duplication clients
- De-duplication clients and
- Save sets as report parameters

... in the same way they use regular groups, clients, and save sets today.

• Additionally, NMC offers the new drill-down De-duplication Backup Summary report.
- This report allows customers to view statistical data about ded-uplication backups.
- It presents summary information for both de-duplication clients and save sets, as well as details

about particular save set instances.
- The collected de-duplication save set information will be retained in the NMC database using

the same retention policy as defined for all save set data.
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The new De-Duplication Backup Summary Report:

Here is an example - i hope it is legible. Unfortunately, i did not have an Avamar server to sit down and create
a better one myself so far:
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This is an example for the NMC Events view also showing Avamar Server Type events:

And these are the options for managing an event:
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Of course this hostname must exist:

2.4. Related changes to the NetWorker Administration GUI

As mentioned already, enhancements have also been made to the NetWorker Administration program.

2.4.1. The de-duplication node configuration

The De-duplication Node is added in the Devices window. Simply add the computer Name and the login
account. Then click OK:
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It must also have the correct software installed and this must be running. If not, you will see such message:

And of course, the configuration must make sense. In this case, a Windows server is not feasible as the
Avamar server software runs on Linux:
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However, if such serrver exists, this window also provides statistics. The picture below shows an example of
existing NetWorker de-dupe nodes:

Note the Avamar Replication Node configuration.
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2.4.2. The de-duplication client configuration

In the client’s Apps & Modules tab, go to the De-Duplication area. Then check the option De-duplication backup
and select the De-duplication node from the list:

You may also choose the new client’s table columns De-duplication backup and De-duplication node:
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For the Save Sets query, the new area Type has been added. By default, the Type: All will be selected:

Of course you may select any combination of those 5 types:
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And this would be the result. By default, the new column Type will be shown as displayed here:

Here is a true example:

Obviously, ‘no type’
refers to a standard
file backup.
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3. Software distribution improvements

3.1. General

The NetWorker 7.4. Software Distribution feature had certain limitations:

• NetWorker upgrades are limited to the NetWorker software and a few NetWorker modules: NMO,
NMSQL and NMEXCH.

• Clients with NetWorker module language packages installed cannot be upgraded with the Software
Distribution feature.

In NetWorker 7.4.1, these problems are now solved by using a Software Distribution specific resource file for
the NetWorker and NetWorker module software. These are the benefits:

• The Software Distribution feature no longer uses hard-coded lists of the supported modules and packages.

• New versions of the resource file can be included with future module releases without changing the code
in the NetWorker software.

The new resource file defines ...

• The products and packages
- Currently supported NetWorker modules with language packs installed

NMO
NMSQL
NMEXCH

- Additional supported NetWorker modules will follow as new versions will be released
NMSAP
NML
NMDB2

• The platforms they run on
- Currently supported platforms

Windows win_x86, win_x64, and win_ia64
AIX aix_32, aix_64
Linux linux_x86, linux_x64
Solaris solaris_64
HPUX hpux11_64, hpux11_ia64

- Potential support for additional platforms, when qualified
Linux linux_ia64, linux_ppc64
Solaris solaris_amd64, solaris_x86

• The supported software distribution release

Besides these enhancements there are no changes with respect to the user interfaces for the software distribution
features:

• Software updates are supported by GUI and CLI

• Via the Software Administration Wizard (launched from NMC)
- It provides a monitoring panel that even allows a retry of failed upgrades

For more details about this feature, please read TID 03/2007 (What’s new in NetWorker 7.4?).
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3.2. Packaging changes

The new file sd_products.res is included within the NetWorker and NetWorker modules software. It is
included with each platform’s distribution, at the top directory level, i.e. at the same place as software distribution
metafile resides (LGTO_METAFILE.xxx). Here are two examples ...

For Windows x86

For Linux x86

You will see these files in new distributions, beginning with ...
NetWorker 7.4.1
NMO 4.6
NMSAP 4.0
NMSQL 5.2
NMEXCH 5.2
NMDB2
NML
  ...
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3.2.1. The contents of the new file sd_products.res

If you open the sd_products.res file, you will see a lot of resources, generally containing information about
these parameters:

• Version number resource
- This is one attribute

• Product resource attributes
- Platform(s)
- Common product name
- Platform specific product name(s)
- Containing product name (for NMC within NetWorker in Windows)
- Common package names
- Installed packages that block upgrades (e.g. NMC, Server)
- Do not upgrade product flag

• Package resource attributes
- Platform(s)
- Common package name
- Platform specific package name(s)

Here is an example:

type: NSR Software Distribution Configuration;
version: 1.8;
resource identifier: 0.48.61.51.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.71.56.184.44.10.241.177.141(2)

do not upgrade flag: No;
OS platform: solaris_64;
package name: Client, Man Pages, Storage Node, Server, License Manager,
French Language Pack, Japanese Language Pack, Chinese Language Pack,
Korean Language Pack, Management Console;
product: NetWorker;
product platform name:;
subproduct of product name:;
type: NSR Software Distribution Product;
upgrade blocking package names: Server, License Manager, Management Console;
resource identifier: 0.49.61.51.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.71.56.184.44.10.241.177.141(1)
  ...
OS platform: solaris_64;
package name: Client;
platform package name: LGTOclnt;
type: NSR Software Distribution Package;
resource identifier: 0.51.61.51.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.71.56.184.44.10.241.177.141(1)
  ...

To examine the contents of the file, you may also use nsradmin:

nsradmin –f software_directory/sd_products.res
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4. VCB backup improvements

4.1. VCB backups up to NetWorker 7.4

Up to NetWorker 7.4, VMware Consolidated Backups (VCB) were not so easy to be configured:

• The Save set list entries were like this:
VM:VM1:C\Documents And Settings:D\OraData
VM:VM1
VM:VM1:*FULL*

• The Backup command entry refered to a script, for example
save_vcb.bat

In the screenshot below, you see an example for the Save set entry:
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And this is what you had to enter for the Backup command:

• Consequently, the save sets stored in the media database will look like
VM:VM1:C\Data
   ...

The indexes of the backed up save sets were associated with the proxy client and will be the mounted paths
on the proxy. As the result, a recovery needed to be done on the proxy or the ESX server and transfered from
there to the VMware server.

4.2. VCB backups with NetWorker 7.4.1

With the new NetWorker version, the VCB configuration improved to become more logical.

• You now create 2 client instances:
- One client resource for the virtual machine
- One client resource for the proxy host (using the default settings)

• For the VMware client instance, you now specify ...
- The Save set list (almost as usual)

C\Documents And Settings D\OraData
ALLVMFS
*FULL*

Please note that in this case, no indexes are saved - only save set recoveries will be
possible

- There is no more need for a Backup command
- Instead, you specify new Proxy Backup parameters for the VMware client
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This is an example for the new Save set entry:

In the tab Apps & Modules, you will now find the new Proxy Backup parameters. Here is the list of the current
available Proxy backup types:

Be aware - there is no
‘:’ any longer!
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You need to select the correct Proxy backup type and to add the name of the Proxy backup host:

This has the following consequences:

• All the indexes of the backed up save sets ...
- are now associated with the virtual machine and
- the indexes are the actual paths on the virtual machine

• In the media database, the save sets are reported ‘as usual’, for example as
C:\Data etc.

• As a consequence, you may now run a ‘usual’ Directed Recovery for the virtual machine.

This behavior fits much better into the well known NetWorker procedures.

5. Other changes

5.1. Licensing improvements
With NetWorker 7.4.1, the need for a ClientPak license has been removed. This makes licensing easier and the
product cheaper.
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6. Undocumented changes
For me, Undocumented features are changes which are not listed in the Release Notes. However, they may
appear in different documents, though (Manual Pages, Administration Guide, etc).

So far i have not (accidentally) become aware of such issues for NetWorker 7.4.1.

7. Limitations
Such which have been found during the development and/or qualification process are listed in the Release
Notes.

You should always read the Release Notes before you update any software.

Here, i am especially refering to issues which i discovered in addition to those statements.

7.1. Windows XP limitations

As Windows XP is not supported as a NetWorker server platform, you should only
use this operating system for test/demonstration purposes.

However, ensure that your XP host has been fully patched - otherwise you will
see very strange effects, for example:

- Random reboots even for the idle host
- Worst case, a backup (save) will even cause a blue screen (BSOD)

For more details, please read TIN 18/2007.

Also, i do not recommend to run NMC 3.4.1 on a Windows XP Host. There is no problem installing the software
but you may later have problems to connect to the NMC GUI.
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First personal experiences with NetWorker’s de-
dupe functionality

1. General

When i introduced NetWorker’s data de-duplication feature in TID 1/2008, this could not be anything else but
theory. Now, after i upgraded my Avamar server - which by the way is a very easy support task - and installed
the NetWorker 7.4.1 software, i can share some additional information.

This TID contains some tiny examples to demonstrate the configuration of ...
- The NetWorker De-Duplication Node
- The NetWorker De-Duplication Client

It will also show some backup and recovery examples and how they appear in the NetWorker databases.

For such a scenario you must have
- An Avamar server system running at least Avamar 3.7.2
- A NetWorker server running at least NetWorker 7.4.1
- A NetWorker client running at least NetWorker 7.4.1

2. The test scenario

The test scenario was very small - in fact, all machines were running on my laptop. Consequently, i could just
use a NetWorker file device as backup media. And these were the software components which must be installed
to be able to support it:

Avamar Server SW 3.7.2
NW Client SW 7.4.1

NetWorker Server
2003blue

NetWorker De-Duplication
Storage Node

NetWorker Client
2003red

NW Client SW 7.4.1

NW Server SW 7.4.1
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In the new configuration window, supply the Avamar host Name as well as the login account information
Remote user and Password:

3. The configuration of the NetWorker De-Duplication Node

In the Devices window, from the resource tree, select the entry De-duplication Nodes. Then open the context
menu and choose New:
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The process takes a few seconds but in the end ...

... the new De-duplication Node should appear like this:

If you scroll to the right ...
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... you will just see the information about the Last (Validated) Checkpoint (when your data is safe):

The right column would only be used if you would replicate the Avamar server to a Replication Node:
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If you re-open the de-dupe node’s Properties, this is all what you will see:

Even in Diagnostic Mode you do not see much more, neither in the General tab ...
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... nor in the Status tab ...

... and also not in the System tab:
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The de-dupe node does not also appear as a ‘regular’ NetWorker client:

However, as it has the NetWorker client software installed, the name of course appears as peer for the
NetWorker server’s client:
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... except for these new attributes for the De-Duplication option in the tab Apps & Modules:

4. The configuration of the NetWorker De-Duplication Client

This is nothing else but ‘business as usual’ ....
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In the clients’ list, a de-dupe client does not show any difference with respect to a ‘normal’ one:

And the de-dupe client does not show a changed entry for the Storage nodes list. This is logical as the
Avamar server does not have the NetWorker storage node software installed - consequently, it can not act
as a ‘standard’ NetWorker storage node:
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The manual backup does not show any problem - only the size of the backup is ridiculous small compared
to the size of the source file:

D:\TEST>save D:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT
3817:save: Using 2003blue as server
57803:save: Saving with De-Duplication enabled
D:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT
61819:save: Saving data to de-duplication node trn01
42923:save: AVCTL Service Log: nsravtar version 3.7.2-59 built on  //
  Nov 30 2007 07:05:45 running on Windows Server 2003 Server Enterprise  //
  Terminal Services SP 1.0
61187:save: De-Dup session established successfully
57769:save: Backup of D:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT never been done, checkfile disabled
56076:save: AVCTL backup: successful
61189:save: De-Dup session closed successfully
60894:save: nsravtar exited with “Success”
D:\TEST\
D:\
/

save: D:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT  6 KB 00:00:43      4 files
7167:save: save completion time: 3/25/2008 5:03:09 PM

D:\TEST>

5. The very first backup

As backup objects i will use a random file and a text file where only an index changes. Both files have the same
size of exactly 100.000.000 bytes:
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The De-Dupe Data Flow

NetWorker Server
2003blueNetWorker De-Duplication

Storage Node

NetWorker Client
2003red

Hash IDsBackup Data

The reason is simple:

Do not forget that in the case of a NetWorker de-dupe node, the storage
node will only receive the Hash ID.
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Except for its size, the backup does not appear any ‘special’:

C:\>nsrinfo 2003red
scanning client ‘2003red’ for all savetimes from the backup namespace
D:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT, date=1206460946 3/25/2008 5:02:26 PM
D:\TEST\, date=1206460946 3/25/2008 5:02:26 PM
D:\, date=1206460946 3/25/2008 5:02:26 PM
/, date=1206460946 3/25/2008 5:02:26 PM
4 objects found

C:\>
C:\>mminfo -av
 volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
2003blue.001   2003red        3/25/2008 5:02:26 PM    6 KB 4293468687 cb      D:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT

C:\>

This is the new parameter to query the media index for de-dupe backups:

C:\>
C:\>
C:\>mminfo -a -q “dedupe”
 volume        client       date      size   level  name
2003blue.001   2003red    3/25/2008   6 KB          D:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT

C:\>
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Be careful when you search for de-duped save sets - the attribute’s name is ‘dedupe’ and not ‘de-dupe’ as stated in TID 1/2008.

C:\>mminfo -a -q “de-dupe“
unknown query constraint: de-dupe
usage: mminfo [-avV] [-o order] [-s server] [-x exportspec] [report] [query] [volname...]

<report>: [ -m | -p | -B | -S | -X | -r reportspec ]
<query>:  [-c client] [-N name] [-t time] [-q queryspec]

C:\>
C:\>mminfo -a -q “!de-dupe”
unknown query constraint: de-dupe
usage: mminfo [-avV] [-o order] [-s server] [-x exportspec] [report] [query] [volname...]

<report>: [ -m | -p | -B | -S | -X | -r reportspec ]
<query>:  [-c client] [-N name] [-t time] [-q queryspec]

C:\>
C:\>mminfo -a -q “dedupe”
 volume        client       date      size   level  name
2003blue.001   2003red    3/25/2008   6 KB          D:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT

C:\>
C:\>mminfo -a -q “!dedupe”
6095:mminfo: no matches found for the query

C:\>
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As you can see, the backup has almost the exact size as the source file:

C:\>mminfo -S -q “dedupe”
ssid=4293468687 savetime=3/25/2008 5:02:26 PM (1206460946) 2003red:D:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT
  level=     sflags=vF       size=5704         files=4          insert=3/25/2008
  create=3/25/2008 complete=3/25/2008 browse=4/25/2008 11:59:59 PM retent=3/25/2009 11:59:59 PM
  clientid=09e6fc21-00000004-47e91f02-47e91f01-00010000-c3d64bd2
                *Client path: /NetWorker/2003blue/2003red;
              *Data set size: 100000000;
          *De-Dup session id: 1;
         *De-Dup snapup time: 2008-03-24;
             *De-duplication: Yes;
        *De-duplication host: trn01;
                     *Domain: /NetWorker/2003blue;
    *New data on De-Dup Node: 100000204.00;
                  *New files: 1;
        *Size on De-Dup Node: 100000204.00;
  Clone #1: cloneid=1206460946  time=3/25/2008 5:02:26 PM    retent=3/25/2009  flags=F
    frag@         0 volid=  15277960 file/rec=4293468687/0     rn=0 last=3/25/2008

C:\>
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If you select the file and start the recovery ...

6. The recovery

As mentioned in TID 1/2008, there is no difference with respect to a ‘normal’ file recovery:
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... you will of course also be prompted in case of a Naming Conflict:

Except for some additional notes the process is once again ‘business as usual’:
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And this is the proof that original and backed up file match exactly:

D:\TEST>comp MAKERAND.DAT ~MAKERAND.DAT
Comparing MAKERAND.DAT and ~MAKERAND.DAT...
Files compare OK

Compare more files (Y/N) ? n

D:\TEST>

D:\TEST>save D:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT
3817:save: Using 2003blue as server
57803:save: Saving with De-Duplication enabled
D:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT
61819:save: Saving data to de-duplication node trn01
42923:save: AVCTL Service Log: nsravtar version 3.7.2-59 built on  //
  Nov 30 2007 07:05:45 running on Windows Server 2003 Server Enterprise  //
  Terminal Services SP 1.0
61187:save: De-Dup session established successfully
57768:save: Backup of D:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT previously been done, checkfile
enabled
56076:save: AVCTL backup: successful
61189:save: De-Dup session closed successfully
60894:save: nsravtar exited with “Success”
D:\TEST\
D:\
/

save: D:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT  6 KB 00:00:07      4 files
7167:save: save completion time: 3/25/2008 5:31:16 PM

D:\TEST>

7. A repetitive backup

The backup behavior is of course the same:
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C:\>mminfo -av
 volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
2003blue.001   2003red        3/25/2008 5:31:09 PM    6 KB 4276693194 cb      D:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT
2003blue.001   2003red        3/25/2008 5:02:26 PM    6 KB 4293468687 cb      D:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT

C:\>
C:\>mminfo -S -q “dedupe, ssid= 4276693194”
ssid=4276693194 savetime=3/25/2008 5:31:09 PM (1206462669) 2003red:D:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT
  level=     sflags=vF       size=5704         files=4          insert=3/25/2008
  create=3/25/2008 complete=3/25/2008 browse=4/25/2008 11:59:59 PM retent=3/25/2009 11:59:59 PM
  clientid=09e6fc21-00000004-47e91f02-47e91f01-00010000-c3d64bd2
                *Client path: /NetWorker/2003blue/2003red;
              *Data set size: 100000000;
          *De-Dup session id: 2;
         *De-Dup snapup time: 2008-03-25;
             *De-duplication: Yes;
        *De-duplication host: trn01;
                     *Domain: /NetWorker/2003blue;
    *New data on De-Dup Node: 0.00;
                  *New files: 0;
        *Size on De-Dup Node: 100000000.00;
  Clone #1: cloneid=1206462669  time=3/25/2008 5:31:09 PM    retent=3/25/2009  flags=F
    frag@         0 volid=  15277960 file/rec=4276693194/0     rn=0 last=3/25/2008

C:\>

The difference is actually in the backed up data! - as no data has changed, nothing will be saved at all:
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D:\TEST>save -s 2003blue D:\TEST\MAKETEXT.DAT
57803:save: Saving with De-Duplication enabled
D:\TEST\MAKETEXT.DAT
61819:save: Saving data to de-duplication node trn01
42923:save: AVCTL Service Log: nsravtar version 3.7.2-59 built on Nov 30 2007
07:05:45 running //
  on Windows Server 2003 Server Enterprise Terminal Services SP 1.0
61187:save: De-Dup session established successfully
57769:save: Backup of D:\TEST\MAKETEXT.DAT never been done, checkfile disabled
56076:save: AVCTL backup: successful
61189:save: De-Dup session closed successfully
60894:save: nsravtar exited with “Success”
D:\TEST\
D:\
/

save: D:\TEST\MAKETEXT.DAT  6 KB 00:00:20      4 files
7167:save: save completion time: 3/25/2008 5:40:55 PM

D:\TEST>

8. The backup of the text file

The final question is how much the commonality or the reduction factor of the text file would be.

The backup process of course does not differ at all:
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C:\>mminfo -av -q “dedupe“
 volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
2003blue.001   2003red        3/25/2008 5:40:35 PM    6 KB 4259916546 cb      D:\TEST\MAKETEXT.DAT
2003blue.001   2003red        3/25/2008 5:31:09 PM    6 KB 4276693194 cb      D:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT
2003blue.001   2003red        3/25/2008 5:02:26 PM    6 KB 4293468687 cb      D:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT

C:\>
C:\>
C:\>mminfo -S -q “dedupe, ssid=4259916546”
ssid=4259916546 savetime=3/25/2008 5:40:35 PM (1206463235) 2003red:D:\TEST\MAKETEXT.DAT
  level=     sflags=vF       size=5704         files=4          insert=3/25/2008
  create=3/25/2008 complete=3/25/2008 browse=4/25/2008 11:59:59 PM retent=3/25/2009 11:59:59 PM
  clientid=09e6fc21-00000004-47e91f02-47e91f01-00010000-c3d64bd2
                *Client path: /NetWorker/2003blue/2003red;
              *Data set size: 100000000;
          *De-Dup session id: 3;
         *De-Dup snapup time: 2008-03-25;
             *De-duplication: Yes;
        *De-duplication host: trn01;
                     *Domain: /NetWorker/2003blue;
    *New data on De-Dup Node: 5461307.00;
                  *New files: 1;
        *Size on De-Dup Node: 100000204.00;
  Clone #1: cloneid=1206463237  time=3/25/2008 5:40:37 PM    retent=3/25/2009  flags=F
    frag@         0 volid=  15277960 file/rec=4259916546/0     rn=0 last=3/25/2008

C:\>

As the backed up data is only 5.5 MB, the commonality factor for this file is 94.5%:
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NetWorker and VMware Consolidated Backups
(VCB)

Virtualization is one of today’s key technologies - sometimes i wonder whether i still live in a real world. But no
doubt - especially in the IT busines, virtualization has changed a lot. And it still does.

This situation has of course created some new backup challenges as well. In this article i will use the most
popular virtualization software from VMware (an EMC2 owned company) to explain the general situation and
how backup challenges can be solved with NetWorker, the most popular EMC backup and recovery software.

1. General
In the pre-virtual, the physical world, there were a number of servers, where each of them had one major task,
it became a dedicated standalone server. However, although all were online at the same time, most of them
were not loading the system resources. It has been found out, that most servers were usually only used to about
20%. The schema below shows such a situation:

TCP/IP

Standalone Server 

Backup ‘Bandwith’
for each Server 

With respect to backup, this means that there are enough resources to achieve a good overall backup
throughput.
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TCP/IP

Backup ‘Bandwith’
for ESX Server 

VMware ESX Server 

In a virtual world, you will only have one physical machine, the ‘Virtual Machine Server’, hosting all virtual hosts.
In the VMware product line, the physical machine runs the VMware ESX software, a Linux based operating
system and its application software to serve virtual hosts, as shown below:

This consolidation uses the ESX server resources much better, saving a lot of money which you usually had
to spend for each host. Of course, this also improves power consumption.

As intended by such a consolidation, this shares the expensive hardware resources much more effectively and
consequently uses is to a much higher percentage. And this will become a problem for the backup of the virtual
machines - if you back them all up simuleanously, which is usually the case, then the residual resource capacity
will not be capable enough to achieve a good data throughput, especially not if you want to use new approaches
to backup the data during the day.

Yes, recent solutions like EMC Avamar could help to solve the problem - and the Avamar mechanism to detect
duplicate data chunks already at the client (the ESX server) is an almost perfect solution for VMware servers.
However, such solution requires the investment of at least one Avamar server and this money often is not
available.

However, as usual for a backup environment, there is not only one solution. A lot of possible ways can be
implemented and as usual, it finally depends on how much money you have to get the best solution for that
amount in place.

On the other hand i bet that you have already a good backup solution in place. So isn’t there a way to merge
the virtual world with the existing backup scenario? - Yes, it is. In this article i will introduce some possible
configurations for a VMware ESX/NetWorker configuration and i will especially explain the combination of a
VMware ESX server along with the VMware Consolidated Backup (VCB) interface as clients for a NetWorker
data zone.
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1.1. Traditional backup solutions

If it comes to the backup of the virtual machines, you have these two general choices:

• Backing up the virtual machines individually

• Backing up the ESX Service Console (the ESX server)

Each of these solutions has its pros and cons:

• Backing up the virtual machines individually
- The client software must be installed for each virtual machine
- The virtual machine must be running to support the backup
- The backups can be done in multiple ways (file backups and image backups)

- However, image backups of an active (system) partition are impossible
- Full (bare metal) recoveries of the virtual machines are impossible
- There will be a heavy load on each virtual machine

• Backing up the ESX Service Console (the ESX server)
- Only one client is needed (on the ESX server)
- Each virtual machine must be powered down for the backup
- Only full image backups are possible
- Full (bare metal) recoveries of the virtual machines are very easy
- The load on the ESX server is still high

This is usually a solution which you should only use for a standalone ESX server.

But the methods above only reflect to the client of the backup software - you also need to consider where to
place the backup server. In general, it could be on the ESX server host as well.

With respect to these scenarios, the VMware Virtual Machine Backup Guide for ESX Server 3.0.1 and Virtual
Center 2.0.1 talks about these configurations:

• Internally The backup server is a virtual host inside the VMware ESX server

• Externally The backup server is another physical host

Consequently, using traditional backup methods, there are 4 possible combinations. The next pages will explain
them each in a diagram and briefly list their pros and cons again.
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The external solution

1.1.1. The backup client is installed on the virtual machine

The internal solution

VMware ESX Server 

NW 
Client

NW 
Client

NW 
Client

NW 
Server

Full virtual machine
restore No

Quiescing Excellent

Load on ESX Server Extremly high

LAN-free backup No

Backup Impact No

Manageability Very poor

File level restore Very easy

Full virtual machine
restore No

Quiescing Excellent

Load on ESX Server Extremly high

LAN-free backup No

Backup Impact No

Manageability Very poor

File level restore Very easy

TCP/IP

VMware ESX Server 

NW 
Client

NW 
Client

NW 
Client

NW 
Client

NW 
Server

File level restore Very easy

Full virtual machine
restore No

Quiescing Excellent

Load on ESX Server High

LAN-free backup No

Backup Impact No

Manageability Very poor

File level restore Very easy

Full virtual machine
restore No

Quiescing Excellent

Load on ESX Server High

LAN-free backup No

Backup Impact No

Manageability Very poor

TCP/IP
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1.1.2. The backup client is installed on the ESX server

The internal solution

VMware ESX Server 

NW 
Server

NW 
Client

File level restore No

Full virtual machine
restore Very easy

Quiescing Excellent

Load on ESX Server Extremly high

LAN-free backup No

Backup Impact No

Manageability Very poor

File level restore No

Full virtual machine
restore Very easy

Quiescing Excellent

Load on ESX Server Extremly high

LAN-free backup No

Backup Impact No

Manageability Very poor

TCP/IP

VMware ESX Server 

NW 
Client

NW 
Client

NW 
Client

NW 
Client

NW 
Server

File level restore No

Full virtual machine
restore Very Easy

Quiescing Excellent

Load on ESX Server High

LAN-free backup No

Backup Impact No

Manageability Very poor

File level restore No

Full virtual machine
restore Very Easy

Quiescing Excellent

Load on ESX Server High

LAN-free backup No

Backup Impact No

Manageability Very poor

NW 
Client

TCP/IP

The external solution
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1.2. Alternate solutions

However, with state-of-the-art technologies, you may also think about other solutions

1.2.1. SAN snapshot backups

If the virtual disk files are stored on an intelligent SAN device, you can use the SAN’s internal capabilities to
create snapshots and back those up.

VMware ESX Server 

SANSAN

NW 
Server

TCP/IP

Considerations

• Not all vendors support snapshots for both virtual disk systems
- VMFS VMware File System
- RDM RAW Device Mappings

• If VMFS & RDMs are supported you an make either
- A snapshot of the whole virtual machine file system for a host

or
- Snapshots for the individual virtual machines (one per disk)

• If only RDM is supported
You can make snapshots of individual virtual machines
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Once again, in general, please keep in mind that to create consistent backups ....

• Perform backups only when your computer resources are mostly idle
- You might even need to take critical applications offline

• Make sure that enough network bandwidth for the backup data traffic is available

• With a large number of servers, both physical and virtual
- Allocate enough resources to manage the backup software on each host

• Managing clients on every virtual machine is very time consuming

To overcome most of these restrictions, VMware developed a new method which became more and more
popular: VMware Consolidated Backup (VCB).

1.2.2. NAS snapshot backups

If your virtual machines are stored on external network attached storage (NAS) systems using the NFS protocol,
you can perform image-level backups of the virtual machines.

VMware ESX Server 

NFS
only

NW 
Server

TCP/IP
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1.3. VMware Consolidated Backup (VCB)

VCB creates an easy to manage backup solution for VMware ESX SAN environments. VCB combines 3
components ...

• The ESX server
- It provides the VMFS datastore
- It creates ESX snapshots

• A dedicated Windows 2003 host
- It works as VMware VCB Backup Proxy
- It processes the backup operation
- It offloads these tasks from the ESX server

• A third party backup software
- To schedule and manage the backups

Backup 
Proxy

TCP/IP

SANSAN
VMFS

Datastore

NW 
Server

VMware ESX Server 

This is how VMware VCB works in principle:

• In the first step the snapshot capabilities of the SAN disk device are triggered to create a snapshot of
the virtual machine (VM) which resides on the SAN

• The snapshot is then mounted on the Backup Proxy

• Changes to the VM have been cached and will now be applied

• While the VM can continue its work, the consistent backup can be created without the need of the
VM host
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A VCB solution has a lot of benefits. Here are the most important ones:

• You are in fact backing up the ESX server instead of the virtual machines
- No client software is needed on the virtual machine

• There is only one backup client to install and administer
- This means less administration

• VCB uses snapshot technology
- Backups are possible 24 x 7 - there is no need for a backup window
- Backups are even possible for VMs which are powered off
- Backups are also possible for VMs which have no client

• VCB backups are LAN-free backups
- There is no overload of the data center networks

• The backup processes are offloaded to a dedicated physical host the (VCB proxy)
- This mean there is almost no load on the ESX Server systems

• Flexibility
- VCB works with a lot of 3rd party backup software

• If supported, you have the choice to use your prefered backup method
- File level backups Windows only !!!

or
- Image level backups For all guest OS

Some FAQs

• an the ESX Server act as its own Proxy ?
No - the proxy must be a W2K3 server but the ESX server runs a Redhat LINUX kernel. As a
logical consequence, this will not be possible.

• Can the VCB Proxy be a NetWorker Storage Node ?
Yes - it can even be the NetWorker server itself (as shown on the last page).

• How do I handle applications like Oracle and Exchange running in a VM ?
In this case you need the traditional NetWorker VMware support.
You will require the NW Client software and the NW Module on the VM.

• Where to get the latest VCB software ?
Use this URL: http://www.vmware.com/download/vi/drivers_tools.html
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1.3.1. VCB requirements

For a VCB solution, you currently need:

• One or more VCB proxy server(s) running at least Windows 2003 SP1
- A network connection to

- either the ESX VirtualCenter Server
or

- the single ESX Server system
- The VCB proxy of course also needs a FC host bus adapter (HBA)

• The backup software that supports VCBs

• The backup hardware

• A FC SAN storage hosting VMFS or RDMs
The VCB proxy needs to access the SAN LUNs

VCB 1.0.3 is not supported for iSCSI or NAS/NFS storage.
However, VCB 1.1.0 is.

1.3.2. VCB limitations

Right now, you can not use VCB to do any of the following:

• Backup VMs with disk images stored on a storage device that the VCB proxy cannot access

• Backup VMs with virtual disks that are RAW Disks (RDMs) in physical compatibility mode

• Backup VMs that do not have an IP address or a domain name server DNS name associated with
them

• Perform file-level backups of virtual machines running operating systems other than
Microsoft Windows NT 4.0
Windows 200x
Windows XP (Professional)

• Backup virtual machines that reside on NAS/NFS or iSCSI storage devices

In such cases, you must take the traditional approach:

• Deploy a 3rd-party backup agent in the VM and

• Perform the backup from within the VM
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1.3.3. VCB backup processing

VCB backups are always taking place in 3 phases:
- The pre-backup phase
- The backup phase
- The post-backup phase

The Pre-Backup Phase
The backup software starts the pre-backup script.

• On virtual Windows machines, it quiesces the NTFS file systems inside the virtual machine to create
consistent backups

- This only takes about 1s

• It puts the virtual machine into snapshot mode
- To cache file system changes

• It takes the virtual machine snapshot and makes it available to the third-party backup software:
- For image-level backups, it exports the VM snapshot to the VCB proxy
- For file-level backups of Microsoft Windows virtual machines, it mounts the VM snapshot from

the SAN to a local directory on the VCB proxy

The Backup Phase
The backup software then performs an ‘ordinary’ backup of the virtual machine snapshot.

• The virtual machine can continue to operate during this process

• For all VMs, the backup client backs up the contents of the virtual machine as a virtual disk image

• For all Windows VMs, the backup client can also back up the contents of the virtual machines as a
set of files and directories

The Post-Backup Phase
The backup software then calls the post-backup script.

• It unmounts the virtual machine snapshot from the backup proxy

• It takes the virtual machine out of snapshot mode, committing to disk any changes made while the
machine was in snapshot mode
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2. Preparing the backup environment

2.1. General preparation steps

According to the documentation, which includes VMware’s Virtual Machine Backup Guide, you must install ...
- The SAN fabric
- VMware ESX Server (version 3.0 or higher)
- The virtual machines which must reside on the SAN fabric

In addition to that you need ...
- To prepate each of your virtual machines which shall be protected

- With the version of VMware Tools which corresponds to your ESX Server version
- To prepare the Windows VCB proxy server

- With Windows 2003
- With the backup software client
- With the VCB software
- The backup software specifc VCB integration tool

- To configure backup environment
- The proxy host and
- The backup server according to your bachup software

2.2. My test scenario

The diagram below shows my installed test scenario. As indicated, there are virtual machines on the ESX
server’s SCSI datastore (storage1). However, as those can not be used for VCB backups, i just stopped them:

Backup 
Proxy

TCP/IP

SANSAN
VMFS Datastore

clariion

NW 
Server

test2003

VMware ESX 3.5 Server 

rh4clariion
2003clariion

Windows 2003 SP2
NetWorker 7.4.1
VCB 1.1.0 Software

VMFS Datastore
storage1

To keep the environment as small as possible i also used the Windows NetWorker server as backup proxy.
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With respect to the general sceanrio, this means in my case:

- To prepate each of your virtual machines which shall be protected
- With the version of VMware Tools which corresponds to your ESX Server version

- To prepare the Windows VCB proxy server
- With Windows 2003 SP2
- With the NetWorker 7.4.1+ client software
- With the VCB 1.1.0 software

This version is mandatory as this is the first version which supports NetWorker 7.4.x.
- The backup VCB Legato Integration tool for NetWorker (LNIM)

- To configure backup environment
- The proxy host and
- The NetWorker 7.4.1+ backup server resources

2.3. Preparing the ESX server host

For this document i assume that you are familar with the installation of
- the VMware ESX server software
- the SAN fabric
- the virtual machines

- the VMware tools

Consequently, i will not repeat these steps here.

2.4. Preparing the VCB backup proxy host

These are the requirements for this computer:

• Operation system requirements
The computer must at least run Microsoft Windows 2003

• Hardware Requirements
- A network adapter (NIC)
- A FC host bus adapter (HBA)

• The backup software
A VCB compatible backup software must be installed and configured

• Firewall considerations
- The firewall must permit TCP/IP connections to the ESX VirtualCenter

By default, VirtualCenter uses incoming connections at TCP/IP port 902

• Special configuration
- You must disable Windows automatic drive letter assignment feature

As all other steps are common tasks, i will only explain how to suppress Windows’ automatic drive letter
assignment.
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2.4.1. Disabling Windows’ automatic drive letter assignment

All versions of Windows usually assign drive letters to each visible NTFS and FAT volume automatically.
However, there are two exceptions:

- Windows 2003 Enterprise Edition and
- Windows 2003 Datacenter Edition

For VCBs backup proxy hosts you must change this default behavior to prevent the automounting of volumes
on the proxy.

If you forget this, data corruption for the VMs using RAW disks can occur.

To avoid automounting ...
- Shut down the Windows proxy
- Disconnect the Windows proxy from the SAN or mask all the LUNs containing VMFS volumes or RAW

disks for the VMs
- Boot the backup proxy and log on as Administrator (or with these rights)
- Open a command window.
- Start the command diskpart

- Execute the diskpart subcommand automount disable
- Execute the diskpart subcommand automount scrub
- Exit the diskpart utility with exit

- Shut down Windows.
- Reconnect the Windows proxy to the SAN or unmask all previously masked LUNs containing, either

VMFS volumes or RAW disks
- Start the VCB proxy host

This is how you execute the diskpart program:
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2.4.2. Downloading the VCB software

You can download the NW Module for VMware ESX from

http://www.vmware.com/download/vi

However, here you will not find VCB 1.1.0.

This is the better location:

http://www.vmware.com/download/vi/drivers_tools.html

Here you will also find the LNIM software
You must scroll down to find the software.

Finally, you should have downloaded these two software packages:

The VCB 1.1.0 file is
significantly smaller
than the 1.0.x
versions.
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... and displays the Welcome screen:

2.4.3. Installing the VCB software

This is ‘business as usual’:

• Logon to the VCB proxy host
- Use an account with Administrator privileges

• Double-click the executable (see last page).
The process starts ...
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In the next window, you will be asked to accept the License Agreement ...

• ... which you must do of course to be able to proceed:
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The next slide gives you the possibility to change the installation directory:

However, i did not want to change anything.

• Click Install to start the installation process:
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... until it stops and it displays this security related message:

It does not take very long ...

• Click Yes to continue the installation.
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Now, obviously a program will be started which modifies the registry:

And this is it - the whole installation process just takes about one minute:
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Verification

These are the files which have been installed in the destination directory:

This is the new entry in the program inventory:

Surprisingly it shows
here again with
almost 39 MB.
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There is no new program icon. Obviously, no user program has been installed:

But a new service has been configured - it will obviously only be started automatically and it has not
been started yet:
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And this is its associated binary:

2.4.4. Installing the Legato NetWorker Integration Module (LNIM)

Now start the extraction of the VCB moduile which is specific for your backup application software.

• You must first unzip it:
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As you can see, there is also a configuration file and a README file:

• Open the README file in your web browser.
Surprisingly, the software is called here the Interoperability Module:

• Scroll down ...
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... to find the installation instructions:

According to them, you must extract all files to the VCB software’s destination directory:
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Verification

There you will now see the new directory legato which contains these files:

2.4.5. Running the install.bat file

• Change to the legato directory and run the install program

C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework\legato>install.bat
Path to VMware VCB Integration Framework
[C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework] ? y
Legato Networker install path on this server
[Z:\nsr\] ? y

Configuration Summary
=====================

Path to VMware VCB Integration Framework:
 -->y
Legato Networker install path on this server:
 -->y
Confguration ok
[y/N]? y
Creating alternate save command save_vcb.bat...
Error: Path not found
Error Code: 76

C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework\legato>

Obviously, the ‘confirmation’ of the reported pathnames obviously does not work !
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• You must repeat the pathnames instead ! - They must appear correctly below. This is the correct
example:

C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework\legato>install.bat
Path to VMware VCB Integration Framework
[C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework] ? //
  C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework
Legato Networker install path on this server
[Z:\nsr\] ? Z:\nsr\

Configuration Summary
=====================

Path to VMware VCB Integration Framework:
 -->C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework
Legato Networker install path on this server:
 -->Z:\nsr
Confguration ok
[y/N]? y
Creating alternate save command save_vcb.bat...Done
Legato Networker Interoperability module was installed successfully.

Please review the VCB Framework configuration file
  C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework\config\config.js
and the Legato Networker Interoperability Module configuration file
  C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework\legato\config.js

Do you want to review the VCB Framework configuration file
  C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework\config\config.js
now
[Y/n]? n
Do you want to review the Legato Networker Interoperability Module
configuration file  C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup //
Framework\legato\config.js
now
[Y/n]? n

For more information on how to use VCB with Legato Networker,
please refer to C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup //
  Framework\legato\README-legato.html
Do you want to review this documentation now
[Y/n]? n
Legato Networker VCB Interoperability Module has been successfully installed.

C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework\legato>

In the end you will be instructed to review these configuration files. I is what i will do next.
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Verification

And there it is - the VCB client specific backup command in the proxy’s ..\nsr\bin directory.

2.4.6. Configuring the VCB software

Essential for the VCB software is the configuration file config.js - it is located in a subdirectory named
config within the installation directory for the VCB software.

Only three parameters must be adjusted:

Default ValueParameter

BACKUPROOT

HOST

902

USERNAME root

PASSWORD XXX

SNAPSHOT_POLICY

bu02.eng.vmware.com

PORT

automatic

You will find more
details in the VMware
Virtual Machine
Backup Guide .
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Besides some generic scripts ...

... this is one which you must modify:
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/*
 * Generic configuration file for VMware Consolidated Backup (VCB).
 */

/*
 * Directory where all the VM backup jobs are supposed to reside in.
 * For each backup job, a directory with a unique name derived from the
 * backup type and the VM name will be created here.
 * If omitted, BACKUPROOT defaults to c:\\mnt.
 *
 * Make sure this directory exists before attempting any VM backups.
 */
// BACKUPROOT="C:\\mnt";

/*
 * URL that is used by "mountvm" to obtain the block list for a
 * disk image that is to be mounted on the backup proxy.
 *
 * Specifying this option is mandatory. There is no default
 * value.
 */
HOST="bu02.eng.vmware.com";

/*
 * Port for communicating with all the VC SDK services.
 * Defaults to 443
 */
// PORT="443";

/*
 * Username/password used for authentication against the mountvm server.
 * Specifying these options is mandatory.
 */
USERNAME="root";
PASSWORD="XXX";

/*
 * TRANSPORT_MODE determines how VCB accesses virtual disk data.
 * Currently, two modes are supported on Windows:
 *
 * +) "san"
 *    Virtual disk data is read directly off a shared storage device
 *    that that the virtual disk resides on. This requires VMFS
 *    storage on SAN or iSCSI and the storage device has to be
 *    accessible from both ESX and the VCB proxy.
 * +) "nbd"
 *    In this mode, VCB will use an over-the-network protocol to
 *    access the virtual disk. Data is read from the storage device by
 *    the ESX host and then sent across an unencrypted network channel
 *    to the VCB proxy.
 *    Please note that this mode does not provide the offload
 *    capabilities of the "san" mode (since data is still transferred
 *    from the ESX host across the network). However, "nbd" does not
 *    require shared storage and also enables VCB to be run inside a
 *    virtual machine.
  .....

Inside the config.js file:
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  .....
 * +) "nbdssl"
 *    This mode is same as "nbd" except that the data transfered over
 *    the network is encrypted. The data transfer in "nbdssl" mode can
 *    be slower and use more CPU than in the "nbd" transport mode. The
 *    "nbdssl" mode will fail when connecting directly to ESX 3.0.x
 *    or VC 2.0.x host.
 *
 * The default option is "san".
 */
// TRANSPORT_MODE="san";

/*
 * The log level determines the amount of log output generated by VCB.
 * Valid ranges are from 0 (least verbose) to 6 (most verbose), with a
 * default setting of 3. Change this setting to 6 when troubleshooting.
 */
// LOGLEVEL=6;

/*
 * SNAPSHOT_POLICY determines how disk snapshots for backup are being created:
 * +) "automatic"
 *    A snapshot is being generated automatically by the Interoperability
 *    Module right before backup and it is being removed
 *    automatically right after backup.
 * +) "manual" -
 *    Exactly one snapshot named "_VCB-BACKUP_" must already exist for
 *    each protected VM. The snapshot is mounted/unmounted on the proxy,
 *    but the snapshot is neither created nor deleted by VCB.
 *    This can be used to have external tools manage the backup snapshot.
 * +) "createonly"
 *    The Interoperability Module will create the snapshot for each VM
 *    right before it gets backed up, but will not remove the snapshot
 *    after unmounting.
 * +) "deleteonly"
 *    The Interoperability Module assumes that the snapshot named
 *    "_VCB-BACKUP_" has been created beforehand. The snapshot will be
 *    deleted automatically after backup.
 *
 * The default option is "automatic"
 *
 */
//SNAPSHOT_POLICY="automatic";
  .....
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  .....
/*
 * The criteria to be used to identify a virtual machine
 *
 * +) ipaddr
 *    VMs are looked up based on their DNS name/IP address.
 * +) name
 *    VMs are looked up based on their name as shown in VirtualCenter.
 *    Note that backup will fail for VMs with non-unique names.
 *
 * The default option is "ipaddr". You should only change this
 * if you have multiple sets of VMs with the same IP address, but with
 * different names.
 */
//VM_LOOKUP_METHOD="ipaddr”;

/*
 * Behavior for a backup job when the VM mount point already exists.
 *
 * +) fail
 *    A pre-existing mountpoint is causing a backup job to fail
 * +) delete
 *    Attempt to remove the pre-existing mount point (and backup
 *    snapshots associated with it). If this op. fails, fail
 *    the backup job.
 *
 * The default option is "fail"
 */
//PREEXISTING_MOUNTPOINT="fail";

/*
 * Behavior for backup job when a previous backup snapshot of a virtual
 * machine already exists.
 *
 * +) fail
 *    A pre-existing backup snapshot is causing a backup job to fail
 * +) delete
 *    Attempt to delete the pre-existing backup snapshot. If the
 *    backup snapshot can be deleted without errors, proceed with
 *    the backup job. Otherwise fail the backup job.
 *
 * the default option is "fail"
 */
//PREEXISTING_VCB_SNAPSHOT="fail";

/*
 * Number of times an operation is re-tried after it fails.
 * You might want to use this option if you see a large number
 * of backup jobs fail with "resource busy" errors.
 *
 * Usually, backup software will retry failed jobs, but it
 * might be hours until the backup software retries.
 *
 * By default, retry is disabled (set to 0).
 */
//MAX_RETRIES=0;
  .....
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  .....
/*
 * Number of seconds to wait before retrying a failed
 * operation. The default value is 10 seconds.
 *
 * If you change this default, you probably also want to change
 * the default for MAX_RETRIES (since this setting only matters
 * if MAX_RETRIES is larger than 0).
 */
//BACKOFF_TIME=10;
 *    Please note that this mode does not provide the offload
 *    capabilities of the "san" mode (since data is still transferred
 *    from the ESX host across the network). However, "nbd" does not
 *    require shared storage and also enables VCB to be run inside a

For this scenario, i made the following changes:

BACKUPROOT="Y:\\mnt";

HOST="esxserver";

PASSWORD="root_password";

Do not forget to delete the ‘//’ at the beginning of the BACKUPROOT definition!

Unfortunately, the password is listed in clear text.
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3. VCB tests and debugging
Before you setup the NetWorker environment for VCB, you should test whether VCB works at all, independently.

3.1. The VCB commands

These are the VCB 1.1.0 commands which you can use for test and troubleshooting:

As it is mandatory to have a perfect name resolution for a program which uses the network, i strongly recommend
to check this prerequisite first. For that test use the program vcbVmName.

3.2. Testing the name resolution

As everybody should know what this is all about, there is no further background information which i have to clarify
upfront.
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C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework>vcbvmname -?
[2008-02-05 16:37:30.125 'App' 3436 info] Current working directory:  //
  C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework
[2008-02-05 16:37:30.156 'BaseLibs' 3436 info] HOSTINFO: Seeing AMD CPU, numCoresPerCPU 1 numThreadsPerCore 1.

[2008-02-05 16:37:30.171 'BaseLibs' 3436 info] HOSTINFO: This machine has 1 physical CPUS, 1 total cores, //
  and 1 logical CPUs.

[2008-02-05 16:37:30.203 'App' 3436 error] Error: Unknown command line option.
VMware Consolidated Backup -- VM Locator Utility, Version 1.0.3 (51389)
(C) 2005,2006, VMware, Inc. All rights reserved.
Usage:
vcbVmName -h <url> -u <username> -p <password>
          -s <searchSpec> [-c <cachefile>] [<verbosity>]

      <url>   := <hostname>[":"<port>]
 <username>   := <string>
 <password>   := <string>
 <searchSpec> := <Type>":"<Qualifier>
     <Type>   := "Any"|"IpAddr"|"MoRef"|"Uuid"|"Powerstate"|
                 "Name"
<Qualifier>   := <string>
<cachefile>   := <filename>
<verbosity>   := -L (0-6)

Example:
Use the following command line to locate a VM with the host name
"buvm01.eng.vmware.com" on the ESX server "esx17.vmware.com"
using the user name "sdk" and the password "foobar":

vcbVmName -h esx17.vmware.com -u sdk -p foobar -s ipaddr:buvm01.eng.vmware.com

C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework>

An unknown option makes the command’s usage appear:
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C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework>vcbvmname -h esxserver -u root -p legato  //
  -s ipaddr:rh4clariion
[2008-02-05 16:40:57.656 'App' 3008 info] Current working directory:  //
  C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework
[2008-02-05 16:40:57.656 'BaseLibs' 3008 info] HOSTINFO: Seeing AMD CPU, numCoresPerCPU 1 numThreadsPerCore 1.

[2008-02-05 16:40:57.656 'BaseLibs' 3008 info] HOSTINFO: This machine has 1 physical CPUS, 1 total cores,  //
  and 1 logical CPUs.

[2008-02-05 16:40:57.859 'BaseLibs' 3008 info] Using system libcrypto, version 90703F

[2008-02-05 16:41:00.140 'BaseLibs' 2140 warning] [Vmdb_Unset] Unsetting unknown path: /vmomi/

C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework>

This command seems to run fine - at least without errors. According to the internet, the warning is ‘common’:
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C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework>vcbvmname -h esxserver -u root -p legato  //
  -s ipadd:2003clariion
[2008-02-05 16:41:54.609 'App' 2700 info] Current working directory: //
  C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework
[2008-02-05 16:41:54.718 'BaseLibs' 2700 info] HOSTINFO: Seeing AMD CPU, numCoresPerCPU 1 numThreadsPerCore 1.

[2008-02-05 16:41:54.750 'BaseLibs' 2700 info] HOSTINFO: This machine has 1 physical CPUS, 1 total cores,  //
  and 1 logical CPUs.

[2008-02-05 16:41:54.796 'BaseLibs' 2700 info] Using system libcrypto, version 90703F

[2008-02-05 16:41:57.140 'BaseLibs' 2524 warning] [Vmdb_Unset] Unsetting unknown path: /vmomi/

[2008-02-05 16:41:57.359 'vcbVmName' 2700 error] Error: Invalid search specifier: ipadd:2003clariion

C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework>

Obviously, this points to the wrong name resolution method:

Later, i discovered that the problem obviously occured because or a typo.

Instead of writing ipaddr
i wrote ipadd
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  .....
/*
 * The criteria to be used to identify a virtual machine
 *
 * +) ipaddr
 *    VMs are looked up based on their DNS name/IP address.
 * +) name
 *    VMs are looked up based on their name as shown in VirtualCenter.
 *    Note that backup will fail for VMs with non-unique names.
 *
 * The default option is "ipaddr". You should only change this
 * if you have multiple sets of VMs with the same IP address, but with
 * different names.
 */
//VM_LOOKUP_METHOD="ipaddr";
VM_LOOKUP_METHOD=”name";

Anyway, i do not have a DNS server but only hosts files. So i changed the name resolution method in the VCB specific configuration file ...
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C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework>vcbvmname -h esxserver -u root -p legato  //
  -s name:2003clariion
[2008-02-05 16:43:15.468 'App' 3728 info] Current working directory: //
  C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework
[2008-02-05 16:43:15.500 'BaseLibs' 3728 info] HOSTINFO: Seeing AMD CPU, numCoresPerCPU 1 numThreadsPerCore 1.

[2008-02-05 16:43:15.531 'BaseLibs' 3728 info] HOSTINFO: This machine has 1 physical CPUS, total cores,  //
  and 1 logical CPUs.

[2008-02-05 16:43:15.562 'BaseLibs' 3728 info] Using system libcrypto, version 90703F

[2008-02-05 16:43:17.656 'BaseLibs' 1916 warning] [Vmdb_Unset] Unsetting unknown path: /vmomi/

Found VM:
moref:256
name:2003clariion
uuid:564d4885-cd6e-fe1d-c6d2-ba0db3b9af8c
ipaddr:195.214.75.51

C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework>

... and i retried the command, of course with the correct option. The new result obviously looks much better.
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C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework>vcbvmname -h esxserver -u root -p legato  //
  -s name:rh4clariion
[2008-02-05 17:40:15.187 'App' 2140 info] Current working directory: //
  C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework
[2008-02-05 17:40:15.187 'BaseLibs' 2140 info] HOSTINFO: Seeing AMD CPU, numCoresPerCPU 1 numThreadsPerCore 1.

[2008-02-05 17:40:15.187 'BaseLibs' 2140 info] HOSTINFO: This machine has 1 physical CPUS, 1 total cores,  //
  and 1 logical CPUs.

[2008-02-05 17:40:15.187 'BaseLibs' 2140 info] Using system libcrypto, version 90703F

[2008-02-05 17:40:17.546 'BaseLibs' 3568 warning] [Vmdb_Unset] Unsetting unknown path: /vmomi/

[2008-02-05 17:40:22.187 'vcbVmName' 2140 warning] IP address not set.
Found VM:
moref:272
name:rh4clariion
uuid:564da2e4-c38f-01f7-7e01-61254e8763b8
ipaddr:

C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework>

However, there was now a problem with the Linux client:

Never mind - later worked eveything as expected. I just wanted to show you this example as well.
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Snapshots are created with the command vcbmounter. As before, an unknown option displays the
command’s usage:

3.3. Testing the snapshot functionality

As a prerequisite for the creation of a snapshot, the VCB mounter service on the proxy must have started. So
it is best practice to verify this first:

C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework>vcbmounter -?
[2008-02-05 18:31:43.921 'App' 3432 info] Current working directory: //
  C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework
[2008-02-05 18:31:44.046 'BaseLibs' 3432 info] HOSTINFO: Seeing AMD CPU, //
  numCoresPerCPU 1 numThreadsPerCore 1.

[2008-02-05 18:31:44.046 'BaseLibs' 3432 info] HOSTINFO: This machine has  //
  1 physical CPUS, 1 total cores, and 1 logical CPUs.

[2008-02-05 18:31:44.046 'App' 3432 error] Error: Invalid command line option
VMware Consolidated Backup -- Virtual Machine Mount Utility V1.0.3 (51389)
(C) 2005-2007, VMware, Inc. All rights reserved.
Usage:
vcbMounter -h <url> -u <username> -p <password> <operation> [<verbosity>]
            <url> := <hostname>[":"<port>]
      <operation> := <mount_op> | <file_umount_op> | <auto_umount_op>
      <verbosity> := -L (0-6)
       <mount_op> := -a <VM> <mountPoint> [<flavor>][<datastores>]
 <file_umount_op> := -d <VM> <SsId> <mountPoint>
 <auto_umount_op> := -U <mountpoint_dir>
  .....
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  .....
             <VM> := <moref>|<uuid>|<ipaddr>|<...> [-c <cacheFile>]
                     (See VM Backup guide for complete list of search
                     criteria.)
     <mountPoint> := -r <dir>
         <flavor> := <fullvm_flavor>|<file_flavor>
     <datastores> := -C <datastore_catalog_file>
           <SsId> := -n "ssid:"<Sdk-MoRef>
  <fullvm_flavor> := -t "fullvm" [<export-flags>]
    <file_flavor> := -t "file"
   <export-flags> := -M (0|1) -F (0|1)

Export Flags:
 -M: If set, the disk is exported into a single (monolithic) file.
     When turned off (default), the disk is split into multiple 2GB files.
 -F: If set, the disk is exported as "flat" disk, with no optimizations.
     When turned off (default), the exported disk files will be more compact as
     unused space in the disk image is not included in the  exported file.

Examples:
+) Do a full VM style backup of vm "foo.bar.com" across the SAN,
   talk to ESX/VC host "wisdom.bar.com" as user "vc" with
   password "foobar". - Export will go to "d:\backups":

   vcbMounter -h wisdom.bar.com -u vc -p foobar -a ipaddr:foo.bar.com \
              -r d:\backups\foo-fullVM -t fullvm

   Full VM backups export an entire virtual machine into a set of
   files within a directory. Backing up this file set allows for the
   entire virtual machine to be restored later on.

+) Same as above, but do a file-level mount and assume that the
   VM's disk files are on a datastore, mounted on the proxy as
   described in the datastore catalog "datastores.lst":

   vcbMounter -h wisdom.bar.com -u vc -p foobar -a ipaddr:foo.bar.com \
              -r d:\backup\foo-files -t file \
              -C datastores.lst

   File level mounts allow access to the data contained within the
   virtual machine's disk images.

+) Do an automatic unmount of the export just created:

   vcbMounter -h wisdom.bar.com -u vc -p foobar \
              -U d:\backups\foo-fullVM

   An automatic unmount will work for both file-level and full VM mounts.
   (A full VM unmount operation just has to delete the exported files.)

C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework>
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C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework>vcbmounter -h esxserver -u root -p legato  //
  -a name:2003clariion -r Y:\1 -t fullvm
[2008-02-05 23:45:02.062 'App' 2620 info] Current working directory:  //
  C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework
[2008-02-05 23:45:02.093 'BaseLibs' 2620 info] HOSTINFO: Seeing AMD CPU, numCoresPerCPU 1 numThreadsPerCore 1.

[2008-02-05 23:45:02.109 'BaseLibs' 2620 info] HOSTINFO: This machine has 1 physical CPUS, 1 total cores,  //
  and 1 logical CPUs.

[2008-02-05 23:45:02.156 'BaseLibs' 2620 info] Using system libcrypto, version 90703F

[2008-02-05 23:45:03.328 'BaseLibs' 2808 warning] [Vmdb_Unset] Unsetting unknown path: /vmomi/

[2008-02-05 23:45:15.218 'vcbMounter' 2620 warning] NFC ticket did not specify a port to establish an NFC  //
  connection to host esxserver. The ticket was granted by esxserver. If this host is an ESX host, make sure  //
  the vmware-authd service is listed in /etc/services. Look for a line reading "vmware-authd 902/tcp" in  //
  /etc/services.
[2008-02-05 23:45:15.250 'vcbMounter' 2620 warning] Falling back to default port #902
Copying "[clariion] 2003clariion/2003clariion.vmx":
        0%=====================50%=====================100%
        **************************************************

Copying "[clariion] 2003clariion/2003clariion.nvram":
        0%=====================50%=====================100%
        **************************************************

Copying "[clariion] 2003clariion/vmware-1.log":
        0%=====================50%=====================100%

        **************************************************
Copying "[clariion] 2003clariion/vmware-2.log":
        0%=====================50%=====================100%
        **************************************************

Copying "[clariion] 2003clariion/vmware-3.log":
        0%=====================50%=====================100%
        **************************************************
  .....

So i tried to create my first snapshot:
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  .....
Copying "[clariion] 2003clariion/vmware-4.log":
        0%=====================50%=====================100%
        **************************************************

Copying "[clariion] 2003clariion/vmware.log":
        0%=====================50%=====================100%
        **************************************************

[2008-02-05 23:45:16.906 'BaseLibs' 1672 warning] [Vmdb_Unset] Unsetting unknown path: /vmomi/

[2008-02-05 23:45:17.890 'BlockList' 2620 error] Your VirtualCenter or the ESX server hosting the virtual  //
  machine you are dealing with needs to be upgraded to work with this version of VCB. (VCB attempted to  //
  invoke the method "acquireLeaseExt" on a remote object of type "vim.host.DiskManager", but this method is  //
  unknown to this object type.)
[2008-02-05 23:45:17.921 'vcbMounter' 2620 error] Error: Failed to open the disk: Unspecified error
[2008-02-05 23:45:17.937 'vcbMounter' 2620 error] An error occurred, cleaning up...

C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework>

This message in fact points to a compatibility problem with the ESX Server version. In the beginning, i started my tests with an older version.
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So i changed the test scenario slightly ....

On the first view, there is no big difference:

Backup 
Proxy

TCP/IP

SANSAN
VMFS Datastore

clariion

NW 
Server

test2003

VMware ESX 3.5.0 Server 

rh4clariion
2003clariion

Windows 2003 SP2
NetWorker 7.4.1
VCB 1.0.3 Software

VMFS Datastore
storage1
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By the way - this is how you start the internal ESX Snapshot Manager from the GUI:

Before i started another test, i first wanted to verify the status quo:
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Now, without any further change, i retried the previous snapshot creation. The command was again ..

vcbmounter -h esxserver -u root -p legato -a name:2003clariion -r Y:\1  //
  -t fullvm

The program started as before and copied the log files first - even a new one was created:

These are the files in the virtual machine’s directory:
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I now started Windows Explorer to visually check what else will happen in the snapshot directory. This time, the
command seemed to work. Obviously, the big vdmk file will be broken up and a bunch of snapshot files were
created. Then the first one started to fill:

At about 25% ...
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... the first file has been closed and the next one will start to get filled:

The CPU usage is not even so high ... and my sytem is a rather old one:
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At about 50% ...

... two files have been closed - of course the write process continues:
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But all of a sudden, this error occured. And the snapshot could not even be deleted.

Consequently, the snapshot files were left behind. But surpringly, file #1 was missing - the result of a faulty
cleanup process?

So i manually deleted them all.
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In the ESX Snapshot Manager, the snapshot or what has been left over, was also visible:

So i tried to cleanup and started the Delete All process. Of course you need to confirm this operation:
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But at least this operation did not create a problem:

In the VM’s storage directory, there should be no new files (if they existed at all):

So at least this is a way to delete a faulty snapshot.
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Now i granted the process to be more verbose:

C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework>vcbmounter -h esxserver -u root -p legato  //
  -a name:2003clariion -r Y:\1 -t fullvm -L 6
[2008-02-06 20:35:13.437 'App' 3412 info] Current working directory:  //
  C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework
[2008-02-06 20:35:13.437 'BaseLibs' 3412 info] HOSTINFO: Seeing AMD CPU, numCoresPerCPU 1 numThreadsPerCore 1.

[2008-02-06 20:35:13.437 'BaseLibs' 3412 info] HOSTINFO: This machine has 1 physical CPUS, 1 total cores,  //
  and 1 logical CPUs.

[2008-02-06 20:35:13.437 'vcbMounter' 3412 trivia] Initializing SSL context
[2008-02-06 20:35:13.437 'BaseLibs' 3412 info] Using system libcrypto, version 90703F

[2008-02-06 20:35:14.296 'App' 3412 info] Vmacore::InitSSL: doVersionCheck = true, handshakeTimeoutUs = //
  120000000
[2008-02-06 20:35:14.296 'vcbMounter' 3412 info] Connecting to host esxserver on port 902

[2008-02-06 20:35:14.546 'vcbMounter' 3412 verbose] Connected to stream:  //
  [class Vmacore::Ssl::SSLStreamImpl:01634F90]
[2008-02-06 20:35:14.546 'BaseLibs' 2988 warning] [Vmdb_Unset] Unsetting unknown path: /vmomi/
[2008-02-06 20:35:14.593 'vcbMounter' 3412 info] Authenticating user root
[2008-02-06 20:35:14.781 'vcbMounter' 3412 info] Logged in!
[2008-02-06 20:35:14.781 'vcbMounter' 3412 info] Attempting cache lookup.
[2008-02-06 20:35:14.781 'vcbMounter' 3412 info] Attempting traversal search.
[2008-02-06 20:35:18.281 'vcbMounter' 3412 info] Found VM using traversal search.
[2008-02-06 20:35:18.281 'vcbMounter' 3412 info] Got VM MoRef
[2008-02-06 20:35:18.281 'vcbMounter' 3412 info] Got access method
[2008-02-06 20:35:18.281 'vcbMounter' 3412 info] Got coordinator object
[2008-02-06 20:35:18.281 'vcbMounter' 3412 info] Attempting data access.
[2008-02-06 20:35:18.281 'vcbMounter' 3412 error] Error: Mount point "Y:\1" already exists.
[2008-02-06 20:35:18.281 'vcbMounter' 3412 error] An error occurred, cleaning up...
[2008-02-06 20:35:18.281 'vcbMounter' 3412 verbose] Shutting down VMDB service...
[2008-02-06 20:35:18.281 'vcbMounter' 3412 verbose] Unregistering callback...
[2008-02-06 20:35:18.281 'vcbMounter' 3412 verbose] ...done

C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework>

However, another error reminded me that i should have delete the mount point directory as well.
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But after i corrected the problem, the next attempt started sucessfully:

C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework>vcbmounter -h esxserver -u root -p legato  //
  -a name:2003clariion -r Y:\1 -t fullvm -L 6
[2008-02-06 20:38:56.593 'App' 2664 info] Current working directory: //
  C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework
[2008-02-06 20:38:56.593 'BaseLibs' 2664 info] HOSTINFO: Seeing AMD CPU, numCoresPerCPU 1 numThreadsPerCore 1.

[2008-02-06 20:38:56.593 'BaseLibs' 2664 info] HOSTINFO: This machine has 1 physical CPUS, 1 total cores,  //
  and 1 logical CPUs.

[2008-02-06 20:38:56.593 'vcbMounter' 2664 trivia] Initializing SSL context
[2008-02-06 20:38:56.593 'BaseLibs' 2664 info] Using system libcrypto, version 90703F

[2008-02-06 20:38:57.453 'App' 2664 info] Vmacore::InitSSL: doVersionCheck = true, handshakeTimeoutUs =  //
  120000000
[2008-02-06 20:38:57.453 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Connecting to host esxserver on port 902

[2008-02-06 20:38:57.718 'vcbMounter' 2664 verbose] Connected to stream: [class  //
  Vmacore::Ssl::SSLStreamImpl:01634F90]
[2008-02-06 20:38:57.718 'BaseLibs' 1264 warning] [Vmdb_Unset] Unsetting unknown path: /vmomi/

[2008-02-06 20:38:57.765 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Authenticating user root
[2008-02-06 20:38:57.906 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Logged in!
[2008-02-06 20:38:57.906 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Attempting cache lookup.
[2008-02-06 20:38:57.906 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Attempting traversal search.
[2008-02-06 20:39:01.406 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Found VM using traversal search.
[2008-02-06 20:39:01.406 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Got VM MoRef
[2008-02-06 20:39:01.406 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Got access method
[2008-02-06 20:39:01.406 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Got coordinator object
[2008-02-06 20:39:01.406 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Attempting data access.
[2008-02-06 20:39:01.609 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] No snapshot info for this VM, nothing to do.
[2008-02-06 20:39:01.609 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Creating snapshot
[2008-02-06 20:39:03.375 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Snapshot created,  //
  ID: /vmfs/volumes/47a5cd5a-cf0d5990-930a-000d56b9e47d/2003clariion/2003clariion.vmx-snapshot-29
  .....
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.....
[2008-02-06 20:39:03.375 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Mount operation created snapshot.
[2008-02-06 20:39:03.562 'vcbMounter' 2664 verbose] Found a device: vim.vm.device.VirtualLsiLogicController
[2008-02-06 20:39:03.562 'vcbMounter' 2664 verbose] Found a device: vim.vm.device.VirtualDisk
[2008-02-06 20:39:03.640 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Mount operation obtained backup info.
[2008-02-06 20:39:03.640 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Creating export directory
[2008-02-06 20:39:03.640 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Writing restore config file
[2008-02-06 20:39:08.296 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Exporting VM config files
[2008-02-06 20:39:08.734 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Establishing NFC connection to host esxserver on port 902
Copying "[clariion] 2003clariion/2003clariion.vmx":
        0%=====================50%=====================100%
        **************************************************

Copying "[clariion] 2003clariion/2003clariion.nvram":
        0%=====================50%=====================100%
        **************************************************

Copying "[clariion] 2003clariion/vmware-5.log":
        0%=====================50%=====================100%
        **************************************************

Copying "[clariion] 2003clariion/vmware-1.log":
        0%=====================50%=====================100%
        **************************************************

Copying "[clariion] 2003clariion/vmware-2.log":
        0%=====================50%=====================100%
        **************************************************

Copying "[clariion] 2003clariion/vmware-4.log":
        0%=====================50%=====================100%
        **************************************************

Copying "[clariion] 2003clariion/vmware-3.log":
        0%=====================50%=====================100%
        **************************************************

Copying "[clariion] 2003clariion/vmware-6.log":
        0%=====================50%=====================100%
        **************************************************
  .....
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  .....
Copying "[clariion] 2003clariion/vmware.log":
        0%=====================50%=====================100%
        **************************************************

[2008-02-06 20:39:10.218 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Exporting disks
[2008-02-06 20:39:10.234 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Filenames: blklst:///vmfs/volumes/47a5cd5a-cf0d5990-930a-
000d56b9e47d/2003clariion/2003clariion.vmx-snapshot-29[clariion] 2003clariion/2003clariion.vmdk@esxserver?root/
legato  -->  Y:\1\scsi0-0-0-2003clariion.vmdk
[2008-02-06 20:39:10.359 'App' 2664 trivia] Evaluating 1 paths.
[2008-02-06 20:39:10.375 'App' 2664 trivia] Trying to open path  //
  \\?\scsi#disk&ven_dgc&prod_raid_1&rev_0216#5&2f0b8dad&0& //
100#{53f56307-b6bf-11d0-94f2-00a0c91efb8b}.
[2008-02-06 20:39:10.406 'App' 2664 info] Now using Path  //
  \\?\scsi#disk&ven_dgc&prod_raid_1&rev_//
  0216#5&2f0b8dad&0&100#{53f56307-b6bf-11d0-94f2-00a0c91efb8b}.
[2008-02-06 20:39:10.421 'App' 2664 trivia] Reading 32256 bytes from offset 0.
[2008-02-06 20:39:10.437 'App' 2664 trivia] Found 1 partition(s) on this device.
[2008-02-06 20:39:10.453 'App' 2664 info] Partition #1 is a VMFS partition.
[2008-02-06 20:39:10.468 'App' 2664 trivia] Reading 1574400 bytes from offset 1114112.
[2008-02-06 20:39:10.531 'App' 2664 trivia] Found an ESX LVM v3 signature on partition 1.
[2008-02-06 20:39:10.531 'App' 2664 info] Found logical volume 47a5cd55-4745ae6a-1d8e-000d56b9.
[2008-02-06 20:39:10.546 'App' 2664 trivia] Obtained list of SCSI disk devices.
[2008-02-06 20:39:10.562 'BlockList' 2664 info] Establishing new connection for esxserver:root
[2008-02-06 20:39:10.578 'blocklist' 2664 trivia] Initializing SSL context
[2008-02-06 20:39:10.593 'blocklist' 2664 info] Connecting to host esxserver on port 902

[2008-02-06 20:39:10.843 'blocklist' 2664 verbose] Connected to stream: [class  //
  Vmacore::Ssl::SSLStreamImpl:01656FE0]
[2008-02-06 20:39:10.859 'BaseLibs' 2032 warning] [Vmdb_Unset] Unsetting unknown path: /vmomi/

[2008-02-06 20:39:10.921 'blocklist' 2664 info] Authenticating user root
[2008-02-06 20:39:11.140 'blocklist' 2664 info] Logged in!
[2008-02-06 20:39:12.015 'App' 2664 trivia] Attempting to open  //
  LVID:47a5cd57-57dad892-61df-000d56b9e47d/47a5cd55-4745ae6a-1d8e-000d56b9e47d/1.
[2008-02-06 20:39:12.031 'App' 2664 trivia] Evaluating 1 paths.
  .....

Here you can see the
link between source
and destination.
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  .....
[2008-02-06 20:39:12.046 'App' 2664 trivia] Trying to open path  //
  \\?\scsi#disk&ven_dgc&prod_raid_1&rev_0216#5&2f0b8dad&0&
100#{53f56307-b6bf-11d0-94f2-00a0c91efb8b}.
[2008-02-06 20:39:12.062 'App' 2664 info] Now using Path  //
  \\?\scsi#disk&ven_dgc&prod_raid_1&rev_ //
  0216#5&2f0b8dad&0&100#{53f56307-b6bf-11d0-94f2-00a0c91efb8b}.
Converting "Y:\1\scsi0-0-0-2003clariion.vmdk" (compact file):
        0%=====================50%=====================100%
        **************************************************

[2008-02-06 20:46:21.890 'BlockList' 2664 info] Closing connection esxserver:root
[2008-02-06 20:46:21.890 'blocklist' 2664 verbose] Shutting down VMDB service...
[2008-02-06 20:46:21.890 'blocklist' 2664 verbose] Unregistering callback...
[2008-02-06 20:46:21.890 'blocklist' 2664 verbose] ...done
[2008-02-06 20:46:21.890 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Disk export complete
[2008-02-06 20:46:28.562 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Successfully exported data to directory Y:\1.
[2008-02-06 20:46:28.562 'vcbMounter' 2664 info] Operation completed successfully
[2008-02-06 20:46:28.562 'vcbMounter' 2664 verbose] Shutting down VMDB service...
[2008-02-06 20:46:28.562 'vcbMounter' 2664 verbose] Unregistering callback...
[2008-02-06 20:46:28.562 'vcbMounter' 2664 verbose] ...done

C:\Program Files\VMware\VMware Consolidated Backup Framework>

Finally, it worked without problems - the whole process took about 7.5 min.
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And here are the snapshot files. This time, the amount of data was much smaller:

So, the snapshot creation finally works - no idea what caused the problem at the first attempt.

However, in the VM Snapshot Manager, there is none listed (any more):

As the snapshot creation works now, i can now switch to NetWorker and perform its final configuration.

This is obviously due
to the fact, that the
snapshot now exists
on the VCB proxy  -
the ESX server does
not need it any
longer.
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4. NetWorker 7.4.1 tests

4.1. Configuring the NetWorker 7.4.1 resources

As expected, the NetWorker client configuration is slightl different from a ‘normal’ one. Of course, you must
create a client resource for each virtual host.

• The Save Set attribute is special:
- Due to limitations of the VCB software, only one entry is allowed for this attribute

• You must define it as a VCB client and specify the Proxy hostname

• Do not forget to expand the Remote Access list as VCB recoveries can only be directed recoveries
- So far, there is no client software installed
- Neither on the virtual hosts nor on the ESX server

4.1.1. The client setup

For a non-Windows virtual host, only full image backups are possible.

Consequently, this is what you must specify in the Save set list for the Linux client:

Please note, that the save set entries are NetWorker version specific.
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Finally, do not forget to extend the Remote access list:

These are the attributes which you have to specify in the tab Apps & Modules to make this one a VCB client:
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And these are the appropriate entries for the Windows client. For this host, i just want to backup the D:\
partition:

Once again - Note that the Save set entries are NetWorker version specific.

These are the attributes which you have to specify in the tab Apps & Modules :
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Finally, do not forget to extend the Remote access list:

Here you see the clients’ list. The level full is set for the savegroup ESXserver :
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4.1.2. The media and pools setup

For an easy setup, the data and index/bootstrap backups will be stored each on a separate file devices. To
separate the backup from the index data, i have created the extra pool Index :

4.2. The first backup

For that purpose i changed the Save set entry for the Windows client again:

And i also wanted to backup the client 2003clariion as the only member of the group.
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And it really worked - there was no problem at all:

And there is not a lot of details:

BTW - the Duration
just refers to the
backup time, not to the
snapshot creation
time.

On my old system, this
took considerably
longer, about 15 min.

The short ‘progress
bar’ at the bottom is
just due to the fact that
this is a proportional
font - if you see the
savegroup’s command
output, everything is
fine.
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4.3. A directory backup

For that purpose i changed the Save set entry for the Windows client again:

However, the backup just lasted for 3 s - so it only could be an empty one. And this was true, although the group
reported a successful backup:

Well, at least 1 KB of data has been backed up ;-)
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But this ended in the same result: Although no data has been backed up, the group reported a successful run:

So i changed the Save set entry to backup the whole partition:
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Finally, i tried to use the old Save set specification for a directory backup:

But this was also no success:

Obviously, the Save set entry was not the problem.
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Conclusion/Summary

This is not a supported configuration.
The combination of VCB 1.1.0 and NetWorker 7.4.1 is not officially supported yet
It has not been fully tested.

And this is the problem:

Investigations showed that there are current limitations with respect to
- The name of the mount point on VCB proxy host
- It must not contain the string ‘vcb’
- Any other save set name than ‘*FULL*’ does not work

These bugs have been promised to get fixed in NetWorker 7.4.2. For the moment ...

Inside the config.js file:

/*
 * Generic configuration file for VMware Consolidated Backup (VCB).
 */

/*
 * Directory where all the VM backup jobs are supposed to reside in.
 * For each backup job, a directory with a unique name derived from the
 * backup type and the VM name will be created here.
 * If omitted, BACKUPROOT defaults to c:\\mnt.
 *
 * Make sure this directory exists before attempting any VM backups.
 */
// BACKUPROOT="C:\\mnt";

Do not include ‘vcb’ in the mount point name!
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5. NetWorker 7.4.2 tests
In NetWorker 7.4.1 a bug prevented a successful file backup of the virtual node. This should have been fixed
NetWorker 7.4.2. Consequently, it makes sense to retry this operation with the new NetWorker version 7.4.2.

Do not forget that you must update both
- The NetWorker server and
- The NetWorker proxy server

Just in this special setup, both functionalities run on the same host.

5.1. A directory backup

For the first test, it is always good to backup a well known file or directory. The directory D:\TEST10K contains
10.000 files with 10.000 bytes each:

As explained in the last chapter, the Save set entry for the Windows client is defined as D\TEST10K, not as
D:\TEST10K.

It is a ‘standard’ file backup - there is no specifc Backup command for the client.
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C:\>savegrp -l full -v -G ESXserver
32451:savegrp: 2003clariion:D\TEST10K                    level=full
7236:savegrp: Group will not limit job parallelism
32494:savegrp: 2003clariion:D\TEST10K                        started
save_vcb.bat -s test2003 -c 2003clariion -g ESXserver -LL -m 2003clariion -o "\"vss:*=off\"" -l full -W 78  //
  -N "VM:2003clariion:D\\TEST10K” "VM:2003clariion:D\\TEST10K"
savegrp:ESXserver * 2003clariion:D\TEST10K  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000002 for output of  //
  save command.
7341:savegrp: 2003clariion:D\TEST10K succeeded.
32494:savegrp: 2003clariion:index                            started
save -s test2003 -S -g ESXserver -LL -f - -m test2003 -V -l full -LL -W 78  //
  -N index:95ee1576-00000004-47a70b22-47a74e3b-00050000-c3d64b65 "Z:\\nsr\\index\\2003clariion"
savegrp:ESXserver * 2003clariion:index  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000003 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: 2003clariion:index succeeded.
32494:savegrp: test2003:bootstrap                            started
save -s test2003 -S -g ESXserver -LL -f - -m test2003 -V -l 0 -LL -W 78 -N bootstrap -x "Z:\\nsr\\res"  //
  "Z:\\nsr\\mm"
savegrp:ESXserver * test2003:bootstrap  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000004 for output of save  //
   command.
7341:savegrp: test2003:bootstrap succeeded.
7241:savegrp: nsrim run recently, skipping

C:\>

To see possible errors, i started the backup from the command line.

And in fact - there was no problem any longer.
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C:>mminfo -av -ot
 volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
test2003.001   2003clariion    4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM  101 MB 4210612805 cb full D\TEST10K
Index.001      test2003        4/6/2008 4:12:54 PM  749 KB 4193835622 cr full index:2003clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/6/2008 4:12:56 PM  137 KB 4177058408 cr full bootstrap

C:\>
C:\>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\2003clariion: 10036 records requiring 903 KB
Z:\nsr\index\2003clariion is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\rh4clariion: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\rh4clariion is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\test2003: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\test2003 is currently 100% utilized

C:\>

And this is how the save set appears in the media index. The higher number of files in the CFI is due to ‘connected directories’ (see page 75).
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Details you should know

The first thing i noticed was a delay until the backup starts to run. This is actually the time which is needed
to create the snapshot:

In this case, the backup starts after about 50 seconds:

Do not look at the
backup speed - for
such a small amount
of data, the transfer
rate has no real value.

During this period, the
client will appear with
the status is Waiting to
Run and the
Command is
Contacting Client.
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In the end, the GUI of course also showed no problem:

An this is what you will see for the savegroup details:

As you can see, the
backup time was less
than the time to create
the snapshot.
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Connected directories

As they are obviously inserted in the CFI, you can actually see ‘connected directories’ when you list the CFI
contents for a client. They appear at the very end of the file list.

‘Connected directories’ are for internal use only - they will not appear when you browse the client’s CFI.

Please also note the entry for the snapshot file ... which does not even exist any more.

C:\>nsrinfo 2003clariion
scanning client `2003clariion' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
D:\TEST10K\T___1000.DAT, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\T___1001.DAT, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\T___1002.DAT, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\T___1003.DAT, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\T___1004.DAT, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\T___1005.DAT, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\T___1006.DAT, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\T___1007.DAT, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\T___1008.DAT, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\T___1009.DAT, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\T___1010.DAT, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\T___1011.DAT, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\T___1012.DAT, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\T___1013.DAT, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\T___1014.DAT, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\T___1015.DAT, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
  .....
D:\TEST10K\T______7.DAT, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\T______8.DAT, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\T______9.DAT, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<1>\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<2>\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<3>\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<4>\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<5>\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<6>\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<7>\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<8>\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<9>\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<10>\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<11>\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<12>\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<13>\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
.....
D:\TEST10K\\<28>\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<29>\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<30>\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<31>\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\TEST10K\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
D:\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
Y:\mnt\2003clariion\letters\D\\, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
/, date=1207491141 4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM
10036 objects found

C:\>
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5.2. A partition file backup

Next i just wanted to test that the partition backup works as described. First i looked at the amount of used data:

Then i just needed to change the save set entry appropriately:

Please note once
again, that the Save
set entry for the
Windows client is
defined without a ‘:’ -
so it is D\, not D:\.
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Once again, the process finished without problems:

Details you should know

The delay until the backup starts is of course a bit longer. But the data rate was acceptable:

And the avarage data date was in fact o.k. for this rather old hardware.
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C:\>mminfo -av -ot
 volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
test2003.001   2003clariion    4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM  101 MB 4210612805 cb full D\TEST10K
Index.001      test2003        4/6/2008 4:12:54 PM  749 KB 4193835622 cr full index:2003clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/6/2008 4:12:56 PM  137 KB 4177058408 cr full bootstrap
test2003.001   2003clariion    4/6/2008 4:21:02 PM  794 MB 4160281678 cb full D\
Index.001      test2003        4/6/2008 4:22:04 PM 1579 KB 4143504524 cr full index:2003clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/6/2008 4:22:10 PM  146 KB 4126727314 cr full bootstrap

C:\>

And this is how the save set appears in the media index.
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... as well as the Destination Client:

5.3. The file recovery

As mentioned earlier, this can only be a Directed Recovery. So you must select the right Source Client ...
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The client file index appears as for any other ‘normal’ backup:

For a short test, i just selected a tiny file and started the process:

Please note that the
CFI entry for the
snapshot file (see
page 75) does not
appear here.
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It took a very long time ...

In this case i just wanted to use the default options:
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... and obviously no recover process started:

However, the log did not show any error:
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But after a while, this error appeared in the GUI:

Unfortunately, the reason is wrong, because in fact there is no NetWorker software on the virtual client which
could refuse a connection attempt:
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A Networker recovery is a client-side process. Consequently, you must install
the NetWorker client software on the virtual machine to make recoveries possible.

However, as the snapshot does not exist any more on the proxy, it can only be
recovered from the backup media - and this can only be done from one
NetWorker (storage node) client to another client.

But this also means that VCB recoveries must always use the network !
Consequently, such processes are relatively slower

However, after the installation of the client software on the virtual machine ...

... there is no recovery problem any longer:
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5.4. Backing up the virtual client’s system partition

In this test i just wanted to see, whether there is a problem to backup the system partition as usually open
files and active processes will cause problems.

All i needed to do was changing the Save set entry once again:
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C:\>savegrp -l full -v -G ESXserver
32451:savegrp: 2003clariion:C\                           level=full
7236:savegrp: Group will not limit job parallelism
32494:savegrp: 2003clariion:C\                               started
save_vcb.bat -s test2003 -c 2003clariion -g ESXserver -LL -m 2003clariion -o “\”vss:*=off\”” -l full -W 78  //
  -N “VM:2003clariion:C\\” “VM:2003clariion:C\\”
savegrp:ESXserver * 2003clariion:C\  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000002 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: 2003clariion:C\ succeeded.
32494:savegrp: 2003clariion:index                            started
save -s test2003 -S -g ESXserver -LL -f - -m test2003 -V -l full -LL -W 78  //
  -N index:95ee1576-00000004-47a70b22-47a74e3b-00050000-c3d64b65 “Z:\\nsr\\index\\2003clariion”
savegrp:ESXserver * 2003clariion:index  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000003 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: 2003clariion:index succeeded.
32494:savegrp: test2003:bootstrap                            started
save -s test2003 -S -g ESXserver -LL -f - -m test2003 -V -l 0 -LL -W 78 -N bootstrap -x “Z:\\nsr\\res”  //
  “Z:\\nsr\\mm”
savegrp:ESXserver * test2003:bootstrap  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000004 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: test2003:bootstrap succeeded.
7241:savegrp: nsrim run recently, skipping

C:\>

As this is a snapshot backup, there was no problem with open files etc.:
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C:\>mminfo -av -ot
 volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
test2003.001   2003clariion    4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM  101 MB 4210612805 cb full D\TEST10K
Index.001      test2003        4/6/2008 4:12:54 PM  749 KB 4193835622 cr full index:2003clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/6/2008 4:12:56 PM  137 KB 4177058408 cr full bootstrap
test2003.001   2003clariion    4/6/2008 4:21:02 PM  794 MB 4160281678 cb full D\
Index.001      test2003        4/6/2008 4:22:04 PM 1579 KB 4143504524 cr full index:2003clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/6/2008 4:22:10 PM  146 KB 4126727314 cr full bootstrap
test2003.001   2003clariion    4/7/2008 5:37:36 PM 2981 MB 4244258752 cb full C\
Index.001      test2003        4/7/2008 5:43:39 PM 3147 KB 4227481899 cr full index:2003clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/7/2008 5:43:43 PM  244 KB 4210704687 cr full bootstrap

C:\>
C:\>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\2003clariion: 36422 records requiring 3713 KB
Z:\nsr\index\2003clariion is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\rh4clariion: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\rh4clariion is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\test2003: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\test2003 is currently 100% utilized

C:\>

And this is how the backup appears in the NetWorker databases:
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Details you should know

The average backup speed was considerably slower, just about 8.3 MB/s :

During the backup, the CPU load and the memory load was moderate:
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5.5. Backing up multiple virtual partitions of the same client with
multiple client instances

As mentioned earlier ...

Right now there is a limitation of the VCB software that you can only have one
entry in the client’s Save set list. This is a challenge when backing up multiple
partitions with one client instance (resource).

However, there is the workaround that you can define ...
- Multiple client resources with
- One partition in their Save set list

But for NetWorker, this is ‘business as usual’. Consequently, i just assume that this will run and i have not tested
here.

5.6. Backing up 2 virtual partitions of the same client with one client
instance

With this test, i just wanted to verify whether this was really a VCB problem or a NetWorker problem. If so, it might
have been corrected with the 7.4.2 version.

So i entered two lines in my Save set list:
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C:\>savegrp -l full -v -G ESXserver
32451:savegrp: 2003clariion:C\                           level=full
32451:savegrp: 2003clariion:D\                           level=full
7236:savegrp: Group will not limit job parallelism
32494:savegrp: 2003clariion:C\                               started
save_vcb.bat -s test2003 -c 2003clariion -g ESXserver -LL -m 2003clariion -o "\"vss:*=off\"" -l full -W 78  //
  -N "VM:2003clariion:C\\" "VM:2003clariion:C\\"
32494:savegrp: 2003clariion:D\                               started
save_vcb.bat -s test2003 -c 2003clariion -g ESXserver -LL -m 2003clariion -o "\"vss:*=off\"" -l full -W 78  //
  -N "VM:2003clariion:D\\" "VM:2003clariion:D\\"
savegrp:ESXserver * 2003clariion:C\  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000002 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: 2003clariion:C\ failed.
7339:savegrp: 2003clariion:C\ will retry 1 more time(s)
32494:savegrp: 2003clariion:C\                               started
save_vcb.bat -s test2003 -c 2003clariion -g ESXserver -LL -m 2003clariion -o "\"vss:*=off\"" -l full -W 78  //
  -N "VM:2003clariion:C\\" "VM:2003clariion:C\\"
savegrp:ESXserver * 2003clariion:C\  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000004 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: 2003clariion:C\ failed.
savegrp:ESXserver * 2003clariion:D\  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000003 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: 2003clariion:D\ succeeded.
32494:savegrp: 2003clariion:index                            started
save -s test2003 -S -g ESXserver -LL -f - -m test2003 -V -l full -LL -W 78  //
  -N index:95ee1576-00000004-47a70b22-47a74e3b-00050000-c3d64b65 "Z:\\nsr\\index\\2003clariion"
savegrp:ESXserver * 2003clariion:index  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000005 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: 2003clariion:index succeeded.
32494:savegrp: test2003:bootstrap                            started
save -s test2003 -S -g ESXserver -LL -f - -m test2003 -V -l 0 -LL -W 78 -N bootstrap -x "Z:\\nsr\\res"  //
  "Z:\\nsr\\mm"
savegrp:ESXserver * test2003:bootstrap  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000006 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: test2003:bootstrap succeeded.
7241:savegrp: nsrim run recently, skipping

C:\>

And in fact, one save set failed - but one was backed up successfully:
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Details you should know

Of course the GUI will also show the same result:

The error message in the savegroup details explains why you can currently have only one entry for the save
set list:

And this in fact is a functionality of the VCB software, not of NetWorker.
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5.7. Backing up all virtual partitions as an image backup

To be able to run such a backup, you must use this alias for the Save set entry:

It takes about a minute before the snapshot starts:
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As expected, there is no problem:

Details you should know

Only in the Group details, you will see the partitions which have been backed up for this client:
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C:\>mminfo -av -ot
 volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
test2003.001   2003clariion    4/6/2008 4:12:21 PM  101 MB 4210612805 cb full D\TEST10K
Index.001      test2003        4/6/2008 4:12:54 PM  749 KB 4193835622 cr full index:2003clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/6/2008 4:12:56 PM  137 KB 4177058408 cr full bootstrap
test2003.001   2003clariion    4/6/2008 4:21:02 PM  794 MB 4160281678 cb full D\
Index.001      test2003        4/6/2008 4:22:04 PM 1579 KB 4143504524 cr full index:2003clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/6/2008 4:22:10 PM  146 KB 4126727314 cr full bootstrap
test2003.001   2003clariion    4/7/2008 5:37:36 PM 2981 MB 4244258752 cb full C\
Index.001      test2003        4/7/2008 5:43:39 PM 3147 KB 4227481899 cr full index:2003clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/7/2008 5:43:43 PM  244 KB 4210704687 cr full bootstrap
test2003.001   2003clariion    4/7/2008 5:49:44 PM  776 MB 4193927832 cb full D\
Index.001      test2003        4/7/2008 5:50:47 PM 3941 KB 4177150679 cr full index:2003clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/7/2008 5:50:53 PM  256 KB 4160373469 cr full bootstrap
test2003.001   2003clariion    4/7/2008 5:56:44 PM  776 MB 4143596604 cb full D\
Index.001      test2003        4/7/2008 5:57:46 PM 4734 KB 4126819450 cr full index:2003clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/7/2008 5:57:52 PM  267 KB 4110042240 cr full bootstrap
test2003.001   2003clariion    4/7/2008 6:04:57 PM 3861 MB 4093265450 cb full ALLVMFS
Index.001      test2003        4/7/2008 6:12:07 PM 7144 KB 4076488663 cr full index:2003clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/7/2008 6:12:14 PM  276 KB 4059711454 cr full bootstrap

C:\>

Of course, in the media index, the entry is the same as in the Admin GUI:
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Of course, such backups will result again in file backups:

Be aware that when you browse, you will not see the Windows specific SYSTEM
save sets. This is obvious as the backup has been created by VCB snapshots,
not by the NetWorker client software.
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6. VCB image backups and recoveries
The image backup is the only backup method for non-Windows virtual hosts. Of course, for Windows you have
this option as well.

6.1. Backing up the Windows host

The amount of  used data is about 3.53 GB.

To initiate the image backup you must simply use the correct ‘alias’ for the Save set name, *FULL* :
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C:\>savegrp -l full -v -G ESXserver
32451:savegrp: 2003clariion:*FULL*                       level=full
7236:savegrp: Group will not limit job parallelism
32494:savegrp: 2003clariion:*FULL*                           started
save_vcb.bat -s test2003 -c 2003clariion -g ESXserver -LL -m 2003clariion -o “\”vss:*=off\”” -l full -W 78  //
  -N VM:2003clariion:*FULL* VM:2003clariion:*FULL*
savegrp:ESXserver * 2003clariion:*FULL*  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000002 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: 2003clariion:*FULL* succeeded.
32494:savegrp: 2003clariion:index                            started
save -s test2003 -S -g ESXserver -LL -f - -m test2003 -V -l full -LL -W 78  //
  -N index:95ee1576-00000004-47a70b22-47a74e3b-00050000-c3d64b65 “Z:\\nsr\\index\\2003clariion”
savegrp:ESXserver * 2003clariion:index  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000003 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: 2003clariion:index succeeded.
32494:savegrp: test2003:bootstrap                            started
save -s test2003 -S -g ESXserver -LL -f - -m test2003 -V -l 0 -LL -W 78 -N bootstrap -x “Z:\\nsr\\res”  //
  “Z:\\nsr\\mm”
savegrp:ESXserver * test2003:bootstrap  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000004 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: test2003:bootstrap succeeded.
7241:savegrp: nsrim run recently, skipping

C:\>

This happened during the process:
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C:\>mminfo -av -ot
 volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
test2003.001   2003clariion    4/7/2008 7:20:55 PM 4112 MB 3891943415 cr full FULLVM
Index.001      test2003        4/7/2008 7:23:30 PM    2 KB 3875166354 cr full index:2003clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/7/2008 7:23:32 PM  307 KB 3858389140 cr full bootstrap

C:\>
C:\>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\2003clariion: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\2003clariion is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\rh4clariion: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\rh4clariion is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\test2003: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\test2003 is currently 100% utilized

C:\>

Although the amount does not match exactly, it looks like that only the used space will be backed up. The obvious difference is due to Windows internal
(hidden) files.

Of course, there is no client file index for an image backup:
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But as you might expect already, the backup speed was very high - about 27 MB/s:

Details you should know

In this case, it took about 5 minutes before tha backup started:
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6.2. Backing up the Linux host

The Linux client used about 7.2 GB of disk space:

Of course the entry for the Save set was the same - it was just another client:
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C:\>savegrp -l full -v -G ESXserver
32451:savegrp: rh4clariion:*FULL*                        level=full
7236:savegrp: Group will not limit job parallelism
32494:savegrp: rh4clariion:*FULL*                            started
save_vcb.bat -s test2003 -c rh4clariion -g ESXserver -LL -m rh4clariion -o “\”vss:*=off\”” -l full -W 78  //
  -N VM:rh4clariion:*FULL* VM:rh4clariion:*FULL*
savegrp:ESXserver * rh4clariion:*FULL*  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000002 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: rh4clariion:*FULL* succeeded.
32494:savegrp: rh4clariion:index                             started
save -s test2003 -S -g ESXserver -LL -f - -m test2003 -V -l full -LL -W 78  //
  -N index:3ad8e7b6-00000004-47a70b21-47a74d7c-00040000-c3d64b65 “Z:\\nsr\\index\\rh4clariion”
savegrp:ESXserver * rh4clariion:index  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000003 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: rh4clariion:index succeeded.
32494:savegrp: test2003:bootstrap                            started
save -s test2003 -S -g ESXserver -LL -f - -m test2003 -V -l 0 -LL -W 78 -N bootstrap -x “Z:\\nsr\\res”  //
  “Z:\\nsr\\mm”
savegrp:ESXserver * test2003:bootstrap  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000004 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: test2003:bootstrap succeeded.
7241:savegrp: nsrim run recently, skipping

C:\>

This happened during the process:
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C:\>mminfo -av -ot
 volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
test2003.001   2003clariion    4/7/2008 7:20:55 PM 4112 MB 3891943415 cr full FULLVM
Index.001      test2003        4/7/2008 7:23:30 PM    2 KB 3875166354 cr full index:2003clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/7/2008 7:23:32 PM  307 KB 3858389140 cr full bootstrap
test2003.001   rh4clariion     4/7/2008 9:33:38 PM 6906 MB 4244272914 cr full FULLVM
Index.001      test2003        4/7/2008 9:37:20 PM  788  B 4227495920 cr full index:rh4clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/7/2008 9:37:21 PM  336 KB 4210718705 cr full bootstrap

C:\>
C:\>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\2003clariion: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\2003clariion is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\rh4clariion: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\rh4clariion is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\test2003: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\test2003 is currently 100% utilized

C:\>

And this is how the save set apears in the databases. Once again, only the used space seems to be backed up:
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Details you should know

The delay until the backup started was much longer - almost 19 minutes.

But the backup speed was even higher - about 32 MB/s:
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6.3. Backing up 2 hosts by 1 group

This shall become the final backup test - 2 image client backups in 1 savegroup:

Of course, you would expect this behavior - the time to wait for the backup to start should be considerable
longer:
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The 2 client directories indicate that in fact snapshots for both clients are created and copied to the proxy host
simultaneously:

This is an important fact as you must provide the appropriate amount of disk
space!
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Suddenly, after about 30 minutes, one of the clients failed:

Could this be due to the default NetWorker client timeout of 30 minutes?. However, another problem was
reported for the client:
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C:\>savegrp -l full -v -G ESXserver
32451:savegrp: 2003clariion:*FULL*                       level=full
32451:savegrp: rh4clariion:*FULL*                        level=full
7236:savegrp: Group will not limit job parallelism
32494:savegrp: 2003clariion:*FULL*                           started
save_vcb.bat -s test2003 -c 2003clariion -g ESXserver -LL -m 2003clariion -o “\”vss:*=off\”” -l full -W 78  //
  -N VM:2003clariion:*FULL* VM:2003clariion:*FULL*
32494:savegrp: rh4clariion:*FULL*                            started
save_vcb.bat -s test2003 -c rh4clariion -g ESXserver -LL -m rh4clariion -o “\”vss:*=off\””  -l full -W 78  //
  -N VM:rh4clariion:*FULL* VM:rh4clariion:*FULL*
savegrp:ESXserver * 2003clariion:*FULL*  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000002 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: 2003clariion:*FULL* failed.
7339:savegrp: 2003clariion:*FULL* will retry 1 more time(s)
32494:savegrp: 2003clariion:*FULL*                           started
save_vcb.bat -s test2003 -c 2003clariion -g ESXserver -LL -m 2003clariion -o “\”vss:*=off\”” -l full -W 78  //
  -N VM:2003clariion:*FULL* VM:2003clariion:*FULL*
savegrp:ESXserver * rh4clariion:*FULL*  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000003 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: rh4clariion:*FULL* failed.
7339:savegrp: rh4clariion:*FULL* will retry 1 more time(s)
32494:savegrp: rh4clariion:*FULL*                            started
save_vcb.bat -s test2003 -c rh4clariion -g ESXserver -LL -m rh4clariion -o “\”vss:*=off\”” -l full -W 78  //
  -N VM:rh4clariion:*FULL* VM:rh4clariion:*FULL*
savegrp:ESXserver * rh4clariion:*FULL*  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000005 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: rh4clariion:*FULL* failed.
32494:savegrp: rh4clariion:index                             started
save -s test2003 -S -g ESXserver -LL -f - -m test2003 -V -l full -LL -W 78  //
-N index:3ad8e7b6-00000004-47a70b21-47a74d7c-00040000-c3d64b65 “Z:\\nsr\\index\\rh4clariion”
savegrp:ESXserver * rh4clariion:index  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000006 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: rh4clariion:index succeeded.
32473:savegrp: group ESXserver is being aborted.
7251:savegrp: 2003clariion:2003clariion:index Never started
7085:savegrp: All jobs did not end gracefully, multiple abort requests forcing exit now...
32490:savegrp: group ESXserver aborted.

C:\>

And the process also reported ‘connection problems’. As the continuation did not make sense, i finally aborted the savegroup:
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This was also true for the client who has not failed until that point in time:

In the end, the snapshot files on the proxy were removed, but not the snapshot directory:

Additional attempts showed other weird failures:
- The proxy frooze or
- The proxy even rebooted

To overcome this problem, i ‘installed’ the proxy host and NetWorker server on a new computer with
- A Dualcore CPU and
- 2 GB RAM
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As it was using the mainboard from the same manufacturer it was just enough to
- Move the boot disk
- And the FC HBA (due to the WWN)

The rest were just tiny little adjustments.

The new NetWorker server/backup proxy system

This was the new disk layout:

Before i retried the parallel image backups i first wanted to run a short test with the Windows client:

The major difference
here was that the new
backup disk, a S-ATA
disk with about
230 GB of space.
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The throughput was rather impressive for such a standard system:

And without any further change, the average data rate was even higher than 40 MB/s:
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Backing up the 2 Hosts in 1 Group - the retry

Once again, this was the backup scenario to be tested:

And really, the new system did not cause any problem any more:
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C:\>savegrp -l full -v -G ESXserver
32451:savegrp: rh4clariion:*FULL*                        level=full
32451:savegrp: 2003clariion:*FULL*                       level=full
7236:savegrp: Group will not limit job parallelism
32494:savegrp: rh4clariion:*FULL*                            started
save_vcb.bat -s test2003 -c rh4clariion -g ESXserver -LL -m rh4clariion -o “\”vss:*=off\”” -l full -W 78  //
  -N VM:rh4clariion:*FULL* VM:rh4clariion:*FULL*
32494:savegrp: 2003clariion:*FULL*                           started
save_vcb.bat -s test2003 -c 2003clariion -g ESXserver -LL -m 2003clariion -o “\”vss:*=off\”” -l full -W 78  //
  -N VM:2003clariion:*FULL* VM:2003clariion:*FULL*
savegrp:ESXserver * 2003clariion:*FULL*  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000004 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: 2003clariion:*FULL* succeeded.
32494:savegrp: 2003clariion:index                            started
save -s test2003 -S -g ESXserver -LL -f - -m test2003 -V -l full -LL -W 78  //
  -N index:95ee1576-00000004-47a70b22-47a74e3b-00050000-c3d64b65 “Z:\\nsr\\index\\2003clariion”
savegrp:ESXserver * 2003clariion:index  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000005 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: 2003clariion:index succeeded.
savegrp:ESXserver * rh4clariion:*FULL*  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000003 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: rh4clariion:*FULL* succeeded.
32494:savegrp: rh4clariion:index                             started
save -s test2003 -S -g ESXserver -LL -f - -m test2003 -V -l full -LL -W 78  //
  -N index:3ad8e7b6-00000004-47a70b21-47a74d7c-00040000-c3d64b65 “Z:\\nsr\\index\\rh4clariion”
savegrp:ESXserver * rh4clariion:index  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000006 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: rh4clariion:index succeeded.
32494:savegrp: test2003:bootstrap                            started
save -s test2003 -S -g ESXserver -LL -f - -m test2003 -V -l 0 -LL -W 78 -N bootstrap -x “Z:\\nsr\\res”  //
  “Z:\\nsr\\mm”
savegrp:ESXserver * test2003:bootstrap  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\ESXserver\sso.000007 for output of save  //
  command.
7341:savegrp: test2003:bootstrap succeeded.
7241:savegrp: nsrim run recently, skipping

C:\>

This happened during the process:
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However, when the second save stream started, it was very slow. Obviously the whole bandwith was used
for the first one:

Details you should know

This time, less than 5 minutes passed before the first backup started:
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However, about 1.5 minutes later the first stream also dropped the speed dramatically:

This did not change for a while:
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... although the Windows Task Manager showed that the load on CPU and RAM was almost negligible:

And this behavior got even worse ...
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And it seemed that it almost reached the maximum speed:

The average backup speed of the first stram was not even 2 MB/s. However, now the speed for the active
stream increased again:
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However, this just seemed to be an intermediate effect as finally, the backup ended successfully:

For a moment i got scared because this situation re-appeared:

And the backup speed for this stream almost reached the 3 MB/s mark ;-)
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Unfortunately, in the save set status details there was no hint at all for this behavior:

Conclusion

Another attempt of the parallel image backup streams proved the exact same behavior. Right now i
have no clue why this effect happens. Obviously it has to do with the fact that multiple save streams
are active for *FULL* inamge backups.

As a workaround may i suggest that for such scenario you ...
- Create a special group and move all clients with a *FULL* save set to this group
- Also, to ensure that only 1 save stream will be active at a time, you should set the

Savegroup parallelism = 1
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In this case, it took a little longer than 4 minutes before the first backup started:

6.4. Backing up 2 hosts by 1 group - mixed backup types

This time i wanted to mix a file backup with an image backup. And i wanted to check whether i could see
the same backup as before.

This was the appropriate scenario:
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Look at the backup speed for both save streams running simultaneously - these values were excellent!

Even the fact that the speed decreased a bit does not change the general result:
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And when the first save set ended (with an average of 29 MB/s), the speed of the residual one increased once
again:

And this save stream had an average speed of is once again about 30 MB/s.

Conclusion

The dramatical decrease of the backups speed that you see when creating image backups of multiple
clients by the same group does not appear if you run a file image and an image backup by the same
group.
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6.5. Recovering VMware image backups

6.5.1. General

With the current configuration, FULLVM image backups belong to the their respective clients. This was not the case with earlier NetWorker versions:

Z:\nsr\bin>mminfo -av -ot
 volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
test2003.001   2003clariion    4/8/2008 3:13:47 PM 1953 MB 3959123852 cb full C\TEST
test2003.001   rh4clariion     4/8/2008 3:13:55 PM 8546 MB 3942346643 cr full FULLVM
Index.001      test2003        4/8/2008 3:15:07 PM    4 KB 3925569499 cr full index:2003clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/8/2008 3:18:39 PM  788  B 3908792495 cr full index:rh4clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/8/2008 3:18:40 PM  405 KB 3892015280 cr full bootstrap
test2003.001   rh4clariion     4/8/2008 3:28:41 PM 8546 MB 3875238665 cr full FULLVM
test2003.001   2003clariion    4/8/2008 3:28:48 PM 5427 MB 3858461456 cr full FULLVM
Index.001      test2003        4/8/2008 4:38:48 PM    4 KB 3841688440 cr full index:2003clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/8/2008 4:40:40 PM  788  B 3824911336 cr full index:rh4clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/8/2008 4:40:41 PM  419 KB 3808134121 cr full bootstrap

Z:\nsr\bin>
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Be aware that the recovery of VMware image backups face certain challenges:

• Major VMware problems
- Backups from the Windows proxy server must be recovered to the Linux ESX server
- As you have seen, the backup splits the big virtual disk file into several backup files

Those need to be merged again during the recovery

• Major NetWorker problems
- There is no client file index created for image backups

That is impossible as no client software is installed on the ESX server which is in charge of
that task.

- Consequently, directed recoveries cannot be used
Well, this is more an operator issue ;-)

- A direct NetWorker recovery is not possible
- Again, the client software is missing at the ESX server to support that
- Recovering Windows backups would mean a cross-platform recovery, which is not

possible at all

Consequently, the recovery of a virtual machine’s image backup must result in a 2-step process:

1. You must recover the backup to the proxy host via a NetWorker save set recovery

2. Then you must restore the backup to the ESX server
As NetWorker cannot do this, this step must be performed with VMware tools
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Z:\nsr\bin>mminfo -av -ot
 volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
test2003.001   2003clariion    4/8/2008 3:13:47 PM 1953 MB 3959123852 cb full C\TEST
test2003.001   rh4clariion     4/8/2008 3:13:55 PM 8546 MB 3942346643 cr full FULLVM
Index.001      test2003        4/8/2008 3:15:07 PM    4 KB 3925569499 cr full index:2003clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/8/2008 3:18:39 PM  788  B 3908792495 cr full index:rh4clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/8/2008 3:18:40 PM  405 KB 3892015280 cr full bootstrap
test2003.001   rh4clariion     4/8/2008 3:28:41 PM 8546 MB 3875238665 cr full FULLVM
test2003.001   2003clariion    4/8/2008 3:28:48 PM 5427 MB 3858461456 cr full FULLVM
Index.001      test2003        4/8/2008 4:38:48 PM    4 KB 3841688440 cr full index:2003clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/8/2008 4:40:40 PM  788  B 3824911336 cr full index:rh4clariion
Index.001      test2003        4/8/2008 4:40:41 PM  419 KB 3808134121 cr full bootstrap

Z:\nsr\bin>
Z:\nsr\bin>recover -S 3875238665
Total estimated disk space needed for recover is 8546 MB.
Recovering files into their original locations.
FULLVM:\catalog
Failed to create FULLVM:\catalog: The filename, directory name, or volume label syntax is incorrect.

FULLVM:\rh4clariion.nvram
Failed to create FULLVM:\rh4clariion.nvram: The filename, directory name, or volume label syntax is incorrect.

FULLVM:\rh4clariion.vmx
Failed to create FULLVM:\rh4clariion.vmx: The filename, directory name, or volume label syntax is incorrect.

FULLVM:\scsi0-0-0-rh4clariion-s001.vmdk
Failed to create FULLVM:\scsi0-0-0-rh4clariion-s001.vmdk: The filename, directory name, or volume label  //
  syntax is incorrect.

FULLVM:\scsi0-0-0-rh4clariion-s002.vmdk
Failed to create FULLVM:\scsi0-0-0-rh4clariion-s002.vmdk: The filename, directory name, or volume label //
  syntax is incorrect.
  .....

6.5.2. Recovering the backups to the proxy host

As you may imagine, a simple save set recovry run at the proxy will not work.
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  .....
FULLVM:\scsi0-0-0-rh4clariion-s006.vmdk
Failed to create FULLVM:\scsi0-0-0-rh4clariion-s006.vmdk: The filename, directory name, or volume label  //
  syntax is incorrect.

FULLVM:\scsi0-0-0-rh4clariion.vmdk
Failed to create FULLVM:\scsi0-0-0-rh4clariion.vmdk: The filename, directory name, or volume label syntax  //
  is incorrect.

FULLVM:\unmount.dat
Failed to create FULLVM:\unmount.dat: The filename, directory name, or volume label syntax is incorrect.

FULLVM:\vmware-1.log
Failed to create FULLVM:\vmware-1.log: The filename, directory name, or volume label syntax is incorrect.

FULLVM:\vmware-2.log
Failed to create FULLVM:\vmware-2.log: The filename, directory name, or volume label syntax is incorrect.

FULLVM:\vmware-3.log
Failed to create FULLVM:\vmware-3.log: The filename, directory name, or volume label syntax is incorrect.

FULLVM:\vmware-4.log
Failed to create FULLVM:\vmware-4.log: The filename, directory name, or volume label syntax is incorrect.

FULLVM:\vmware-5.log
Failed to create FULLVM:\vmware-5.log: The filename, directory name, or volume label syntax is incorrect.

FULLVM:\vmware-6.log
Failed to create FULLVM:\vmware-6.log: The filename, directory name, or volume label syntax is incorrect.

FULLVM:\vmware.log
Failed to create FULLVM:\vmware.log: The filename, directory name, or volume label syntax is incorrect.

FULLVM:\
Failed to create FULLVM:\: The filename, directory name, or volume label syntax is incorrect.

Received 0 matching file(s) from NSR server `test2003'
Recover errors with 19 file(s)
Recover completion time: 4/19/2008 5:47:14 PM

Z:\nsr\bin>
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However, the second attempt, specifying another destination directory, worked, but did not succeed in a
perfect result:

In general, the command runs fine.
However, you should use deeper nested directory names. If not, the recovery of
another client to this path will result in conflicting filenames.

Z:\nsr\bin>recover -d Y:\mnt -S 3875238665
Total estimated disk space needed for recover is 8546 MB.
Recovering 19 files within / into Y:\mnt
Y:\mnt\FULLVM\catalog
Y:\mnt\FULLVM\rh4clariion.nvram
Y:\mnt\FULLVM\rh4clariion.vmx
Y:\mnt\FULLVM\scsi0-0-0-rh4clariion-s001.vmdk
Y:\mnt\FULLVM\scsi0-0-0-rh4clariion-s002.vmdk
Y:\mnt\FULLVM\scsi0-0-0-rh4clariion-s003.vmdk
Y:\mnt\FULLVM\scsi0-0-0-rh4clariion-s004.vmdk
Y:\mnt\FULLVM\scsi0-0-0-rh4clariion-s005.vmdk
Y:\mnt\FULLVM\scsi0-0-0-rh4clariion-s006.vmdk
Y:\mnt\FULLVM\scsi0-0-0-rh4clariion.vmdk
Y:\mnt\FULLVM\unmount.dat
Y:\mnt\FULLVM\vmware-1.log
Y:\mnt\FULLVM\vmware-2.log
Y:\mnt\FULLVM\vmware-3.log
Y:\mnt\FULLVM\vmware-4.log
Y:\mnt\FULLVM\vmware-5.log
Y:\mnt\FULLVM\vmware-6.log
Y:\mnt\FULLVM\vmware.log
Y:\mnt\FULLVM\
Received 19 matching file(s) from NSR server ‘test2003’
Recover completion time: 4/19/2008 6:08:31 PM
Z:\nsr\bin>
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In the third attempt, i used the client name as differentiator.

In this test i also wanted to verify, whether parallel recoveries are possible - in fact they are:

Both directory trees will be created ...
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... and filled simulteanously:

During this test, the average recover speed was 37.2 MB/s for 2003clariion and 21.7 MB/s for rh4clariion:
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As this save set was larger, the recovery of the Linux client took a bit longer:

But finally, these were the recovered files, for the Windows ...
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6.5.3. Restoring the image backups to the ESX server

According to the NetWorker Administration Guide, you have 2 possiblities to do this:

- Using the ESX command VCBrestore
A command line utility

- Using VMware’s VMconverter
A graphipcal tool for Windows

As i heard that VMconverter is very flexible - and i was concerned how to merge the backup files again - i
exclusively want to show the VMconverter solution here ... i will save the VCBrestore solution for later. If you
want to try it yourself, see the next pages for usage information.

... and for the Linux client:
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Actually, there is a typo in the NetWorker Admin Guide - the correct command is in fact vcbRestore:

[root@esxserver root]# find / -name VBCrestore
[root@esxserver root]# find / -name vcbRestore
/usr/sbin/vcbRestore
/usr/lib/vmware/vcb/vcbRestore
[root@esxserver root]# man vcbRestore
No manual entry for vcbRestore
[root@esxserver root]# vcbRestore --help
[2008-04-19 20:30:57.595 'App' 3076449088 info] Current working directory: /root
[2008-04-19 20:30:57.628 'vcbRestore' 3076449088 error] Error: Unexpected extra arguments encountered.
VMware Consolidated Backup -- Virtual Machine restore utility
Version 1.1.0 (build-64607)
Copyright (C) 1998-2007 VMware, Inc.  All rights reserved.
Usage:
vcbRestore -h <url> -u <username> [-p <password>] [-C <datastorecatalog>]
           -s <sourcedir> [-a <catalog>] [-V(0|1)] [-M(0|1)] [-F(0|1)]
           [-m <mode>] [-b <behavior>] [-o <powerop>] [<verbosity>]

              <url> := <hostname>[":"<port>]
 <datastorecatalog> := <filename>
        <sourcedir> := <dirname>
          <catalog> := <filename>
             <mode> := cos|nas
         <behavior> := overwrite|prompt|keep|abort
          <powerop> := on|allon|alloff
        <verbosity> := -L (0-6)

If no password is specified on the command line, you will be prompted for one.

Import Disk Flags:
 -V: If set to 1, the disk is imported into a VMFS-style disk. This will
     only work if the target location for the disk is on a VMFS file
     system. This flag defaults to 1 in COS mode and to 0 otherwise.
     This flag is mutually exclusive with -M
 -M: If set (default), the disk is imported into a single (monolithic) file.
     When unset, the disk is split into multiple 2GB files.
 -F: If set (default), the disk is imported as "flat" disk, with
     no space optimizations, but better I/O performance.
[root@esxserver root]#
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This Welcome screen will appear for a moment ...

6.5.4. Installing the VMware Converter software

Download the VMware Converter from http://www.vmware.com/download/converter/download.html

I of course used the latest version, 3.0.2 Update 1. You will only get these two files:
- The software itself
- The Release Notes (html format)

As it is a Windows program, it must of course be installed on the VCB proxy.
To install the software, simply double-click the program name:
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... before it slightly changes:

Click Next > to proceed.

As you may already expect, you will see the EULA ...
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... which you must of course accept to be able to proceed:

This time, i just wanted to use the default installation directory:
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These are the installation options. Of course the Typical option is preselected:

However, i selected the option Custom ...
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... just to see what will be installed:

This software will need about 54 MB of disk space.

Click Install to start the installation process.
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The process will not take very long:

Obviously, a new service is also installed:
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And that is it:

An icon will also be added to your desktop.

As i first wanted to verify what has been installed, i deselected the checkbox Run VMware Converter now.

Verification

This is how the software appears in the inventory:
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To my surprise a number of files and directories have been copied to the installation path:

Here you see the new VMware Converter Service:
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If you open its properties, you can see the associated binary:

As you can see, it uses about 30 MB RAM - this is quite an amount:
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Finally, there is the VMware user program icon VMware Converter:
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6.5.5. Restoring the recoved images with VMware Converter

As i also wanted to try the restoration to a new directory, i have not deleted the virtual machines - they still exist:

Both used the disk capacity of about 10 GB each:
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Although multiple partitions have been installed, there was only one big virtual disk file of that size:

The Linux client was or course organized the same way:

[root@esxserver root]# cd /vmfs/volumes/clariion/2003clariion
[root@esxserver 2003clariion]#
[root@esxserver 2003clariion]# ls -l
total 10491328
-rw-------    1 root     root     10737418240 Apr 19 20:23 2003clariion-flat.vmdk
-rw-------    1 root     root         8684 Apr 19 20:23 2003clariion.nvram
-rw-------    1 root     root          344 Apr 19 18:46 2003clariion.vmdk
-rw-------    1 root     root          945 Apr  8 16:40 2003clariion.vmsd
-rwx------    1 root     root         1601 Apr 19 18:27 2003clariion.vmx
-rw-------    1 root     root          256 Feb  6 03:07 2003clariion.vmxf
-rw-r--r--    1 root     root       351008 Apr  7 23:11 vmware-10.log
-rw-r--r--    1 root     root        78221 Apr  8 02:09 vmware-11.log
-rw-r--r--    1 root     root       185322 Apr  8 17:56 vmware-12.log
-rw-r--r--    1 root     root       933297 Feb  8 11:22 vmware-7.log
-rw-r--r--    1 root     root       184063 Apr  6 18:36 vmware-8.log
-rw-r--r--    1 root     root        25907 Apr  6 21:37 vmware-9.log
-rw-r--r--    1 root     root        34149 Apr 19 20:23 vmware.log
-rw-r--r--    1 root     root
[root@esxserver 2003clariion]#

root@esxserver root]# cd /vmfs/volumes/clariion/rh4clariion
[root@esxserver rh4clariion]#
[root@esxserver rh4clariion]# ls -l
total 10491328
-rw-------      1 root     root     10737418240 Apr 19 20:20 rh4clariion-flat.vmdk
-rw-------    1 root     root         8684 Apr 19 20:22 rh4clariion.nvram
-rw-------    1 root     root          340 Apr 19 18:37 rh4clariion.vmdk
-rw-------    1 root     root          474 Apr  8 16:39 rh4clariion.vmsd
-rwxr-xr-x    1 root     root         1525 Apr 19 18:27 rh4clariion.vmx
-rw-------    1 root     root          255 Feb  6 03:07 rh4clariion.vmxf
-rw-r--r--    1 root     root        23203 Feb  6 01:39 vmware-2.log
-rw-r--r--    1 root     root        94201 Feb  8 11:22 vmware-3.log
-rw-r--r--    1 root     root        93229 Apr  6 21:36 vmware-4.log
-rw-r--r--    1 root     root       211998 Apr  7 23:12 vmware-5.log
-rw-r--r--    1 root     root        67756 Apr  8 02:10 vmware-6.log
-rw-r--r--    1 root     root        94544 Apr  8 17:56 vmware-7.log
-rw-r--r--    1 root     root        22827 Apr 19 20:22 vmware.log
[root@esxserver rh4clariion]#
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Now i started the VMware Converter program:

VMware Converter is not a free product:

However, for my purpose i wanted to run the test without a license.
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This is the main window. The first step was to maximize it:

But obviously, this does not make a lot of more statistic appear:
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The restoration process is initiated via the Import... command:

As for a lot of programs today, this step just starts the appropriate wizard:
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In the left pane you can already see what needs to be defined:

As you may see from the various Source Types, VMware Converter is a very flexible tool:

By default, it will import a Physical computer.
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As i wanted to restore a VCB backup, i had to select the option Standalone virtual machine, backup or disk
image:

Now it makes sense to define the location of the source files. For that purpose you may Browse...
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... to the appropriate directory and Open the *.vmx file:

Here you can verify the complete pathname. It of course points to the loacation where the backup had been
recovered:
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The program now verifies the characteristics of the recovered image ...

... and its size:

You may obviously even resize the space during this process, but i just wanted to recover the machine as it
did exist before.
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Now it makes sense to specify the destination:

In this case, it must of course be the ESX server:

Here you once again
recognize the
versatility of the
program as you may
even convert the
machine to another
VMware application.
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Of course you must be able to login to this computer, so ...

... entering the ESX/VC Server name and the User name and Password combination are obvious:

Another reason to prefer the GUI is that the password will not show up in
clear text - such is impossible if you use the command line.
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You can now even customize the restoration which starts with the Virtual machine name:

In this case i wanted to restore the backup to a new virtual machine:
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If you have more than ESX server, you must now select the destination server ...

... and its Datastore:

It seems as if you
could even restore
the backup to the
SCSI datastore
storage1, but i did not
test that further.
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So i selected my clariion Datastore and clicked Advanced >> ...

... to see that you may now even split the restoration:

For a lot of customers
it makes sense to
store the VM
configuration file and
disks on separate
datastores.
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For each Source you will see the associated Datastore volumes:

In this case, they are the same for both Sources:

As i did not want to change anything, i proceeded with Next > .
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Now the program checked for available space on the destination ...

... and it verified other parameters on this machine aswell:
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In this window you may even change the number of configured NICs for the virtual machine:

Finally you can even reconfigure the virtual machine. I will look into this after at the end of this chapter:

This is almost it.
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Before you start the restoration with Finish you may even decide whether the VM shall be started at the end
of the process:

This closes the window and returns you to the status window where you can follow the task’s status:
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Cloning the data obviously takes the most time:

In the Summary tab you will not see any information about the process itself:
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And this indicates the end:

The restoration for this virtual  machine took about 18 minutes.

Customization

Be aware that if you would have choosen to Customize the restoration in step 3 ...
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... the parameters depend on the operating system of the machine to be restored.

Here is an example for a Windows VM. Of curse, the identity change and the creation of a new SID would be
very handy:

In my case, it just failed as i did not provide the Windows Sysprep files:
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However, for a Linux client ...

... there is no customization at all - you may only select the option to Install VMware tools:
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Verification and test

The recovered VM will automatically be added to the ESX server’s inventory:

If you now compare the directory of the original VM ...
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... with the cloned one, you will see that some files are missing:

And here is the final proof - you may start the recovered VM as expected:

As expected, the
smaller backup files
have been remerged
to a big *.vdmk file
which has been
renamed
appropriately.
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Of course the relocated restoration of the Linux client is also no problem:

Cleanup
Please keep in mind ...

The restoration of the virtual machine will of course not delete the recovered
image backup files. Consequently, do not forget to delete the recovered files
after the successful restoration!
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6.6. Troubleshooting

Such effect indicates that the ESX server has not mounted the SAN disk for whatever reason:
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Do not forget that you must delete ‘fragments’ of a failed snapshot ...

... and you must delete the mount directory as well before you retry a failed backup. If either one exists, the
backup will fail immediately:
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Did you ever use iSCSI yet ?

1. General

The schematics below shows a well known, very simple NetWorker data zone:

NetWorker Clients

NetWorker 
Server

NetWorker
Storage Node

NetWorker Clients

NetWorker 
Server

But what about using a device on another host (not even a NetWorker host) as if it would be attached locally
to the NetWorker server. So let us slightly change the picture:

I admit, the scenario is a bit unusual, but let us just assume for a moment that this is a given one, for whatever
reason. Can it be used at all?
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Yes - with today’s emulation capabilities this is possible. In the example from the last page, this would just mean
that you have to make the ‘remote device’ to appear on your NetWorker server’s local SCSI bus. And because
there is no other connection than the network, this would mean that you have to create a SCSI over IP connection
which is nothing else but iSCSI (Internet SCSI).

Actually, iSCSI has become a well-established technology over the recent years as it provides a new way to
attach ‘remote’ devices easily over the existing network instead of installing a rather expensive SAN
infrastructure. And with the new upcoming network speeds of 10GB/s and more, it is for sure an important
alternative in the storage market.

So far, i never had to deal with iSCSI yet. I knew, that a lot of technologies use it ‘in the background’, like virtual
jukeboxes, but i personally did not have the chance to see its setup and usage. So i searched the internet a little
bit for more information. I soon found that iSCSI is in fact nothing else but a client/server solution. According
to the SCSI terminology, the server is called the Target while the client is called the Initiator. I just had to look
where to find appropriate software packages.

Due to the fact that i had nothing else but my laptop with me, i tried to find an easy to install an iSCSI for Windows
solution. In fact Microsoft has both components in their portfolio:

• The Windows iSCSI Initiator is available for free as a Windows 200x extension

• The Windows iSCSI Target is available with Microsoft’s Unified Data Storage Server Software 2003

However, for my short test i did not want to setup a new (virtual) Windows server so i looked for another solution.
It did not toke long to find it - RocketDivision (http://www.rocketdivision.com) offers its software StarWind iSCSI
Target which obviously can do the job. Another nice attitude is that you can even get a limited license for free.
Why not just give this product a try, it should be sufficient to explain the iSCSI principle. And this TID shall not
go any further.

So i decided to install StarWind iSCSI Target as my iSCSI server und to use Microsoft’s Windows iSCSI Initiator
as the iSCSI client.
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As it is standard today, the installation uses a wizard:

2. The iSCSI server software

2.1. Installing the software

After registration, you receive an email with the download instructions. These were the files which i could
download:

Actually,
starwind.exe is
the correct program
name - i just renamed
it to clearly point out
the 32 bit version.
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Of course there is a license agreement ...

... which you must of course accept to be able to proceed:
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Because the default pathname is too long for me ...

... i changed the Destination Location to this directory:
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There are only these two components which are already preselected by default:

I did not want to change the name of the Start Menu Folder:
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The creation of the desktop icon is also fine:

Now start the installation with Install:
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The small software package needs to be copied before the service can be installed and started:

This is it. The whole process does not even take a minute. And you do not need to restart the computer.
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This is how the software appears in the program inventory:

2.2. Verifying the installation

By default, the service should have been started automatically. You can recognize it by this tiny icon in the
taskbar:
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The installation directory contains more files than expected:

This is the new program group and its associated programs:
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So far it does not even use 5 MB of RAM:

These are the properties of the installed StarWind iSCSI Service:
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2.3. Starting the StarWind Administration GUI

You start the StarWind management software (the admin GUI) via this program icon:

This is the maximized main window:
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All configurations will be managed via a context menu. However, you can not Add a Device yet - you must
Connect... to the host first:

The default User name is test ...
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And this is the default license information which appears after a successful connect process. For 30 days,
you do not even need a license:

... with his Password test:
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2.4. Adding a license

One method to start the process is to open the Help menu and to select the command Registration...

The license key is long - you better Load it from the supplied license file:
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Simply browse to the location as shown earlier and Open it:

This is the proof - you better do not manually enter the license key  ;-))
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The registration process takes a moment ...

... but in the end you should see this success message:
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You may either start this command to verify the license details ...

... which appear like this ...
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... or you may also open the context menu for the connection and select the command  Show Server
License...

Here it appears a bit different:
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2.5. Creating an iSCSI device

Now you can open the context menu and select the command Add Device...

Of course, with this limited edition, you do only have limited capabilities. I am going for the default Image
File device:
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The default option wants me to Mount an existing image:

But in my case such did not exist. Instead, i had to Create a new image first:
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For my short test, i just used the default values except for the pathname:

In this window, you may change the default characteristics for the device:

Note that the filename
must end with the
extension .img.
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I did not want to use a specific target name:

Next > will now finalize the configuration:
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And this is the feedback:

... the program will return to the main window where you can see the new ImageFile0:

If you click Finish ...
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You can now open the context menu and do further ‘tuning’, if necessary:

And this is how the ImageFile will appear in the file system:
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Of course it is just a file - you will not see any new disk in the Windows Disk Manager:

3. The iSCSI client software

3.1. Installing the software
You can download Microsoft’s iSCSI Software Initiator from http://www.microsoft.com/downloads. Simply double-
click the appropriate executable to start the installation process:

You do not need any
license to use it.
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These are the pre-selected packages which shall both be installed:

This is the installation wizard:
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And of course, there is a license agreement ...

... which you must accept to be able to proceed:
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No other parameter needs to be defined - the installation will start right away:

As expected, it does not take long before you will see the success:

Again, there is no need to restart the computer.
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3.2. Verifying the installation

Surprisingly, there is no product specifc folder in the usual destination directory:

This is how the software appears in the program inventory:
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As expected, a new service has been installed:

These are its properties:
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And of course it can be seen in the Task Manager:

Finally, there is this new program group:

To proceed, simply double-click the Microsoft iSCSI Initiator symbol.
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3.3. Configuring the Microsoft iSCSI Initiator

And this is what you get - just a window to configure its  Properties:

Proceed to the Discovery tab. Here you must Add a new Target Portal:
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The Port is correct ...

... so you must only add the IP address or DNS name. If you click Advanced...
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... you will see these parameters in the General tab ...

... and those in the IPSec tab. Right now, i just want to use the default values. If you click OK ...
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... you will now see the new Target Portal entry:

In the Targets tab, the name should appear automatically. If it does, the two iSCSI components already
exchanged information.

However, the Status is still Inactive. To change this, you must Log On...
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... and set the appropriate options before you click OK :

This closes the window and the Status will change to Connected:
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Finally, i just looked into the other tabs, Persistent Targets ...

... and Bound Volumes/ Devices before i clicked OK:
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4. The result
If you now open the Windows Device Manager on the initiator host, you will see the remote image file as
a new local disk.

And this is iSCSI - the new SCSI device is in fact a ‘network device’:

But doesn’t this mean that it should be detectable by NetWorker’s inquire command? - In fact, this is
what you will see whn you run inquire:

C:\>inquire
In update_scsi_bus_map: open_bus invalid on nadapters = 4
scsidev@0.0.0:_NEC    DVD+RW ND-6100A 104D|CD-ROM
scsidev@1.0.0:VMware, VMware Virtual S1.0 |Disk, \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE0
scsidev@1.1.0:VMware, VMware Virtual S1.0 |Disk, \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE1
scsidev@1.2.0:VMware, VMware Virtual S1.0 |Disk, \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE2
scsidev@3.0.0:ROCKET  IMAGEFILE       0001|Disk, \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE3
                                           S/N: C7821DB2898DCE25
                                           IENN=C7821DB2898DCE25

C:\>
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If you now switch to the Disk Manager, the new drive will be detected automatically - you must just initialize
it  as usual ...
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... but most likely you will not convert it to a Dynamic Disk:

Click Finish to start the process:
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And there is your new ‘local’ disk - ready for partitioning and formatting:

From here, i am sure you know how to proceed.

Once again - it does not matter which device to use to understand the principle of iSCSI.
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Can you run a ‘full’ backup on a DiskXtender/
Windows ‘Extended Drive’ at all ?

1. General

DistXtender for Windows (DXW) is EMC’s Windows migration (HSM) software solution. If you want to read more
about it, please have a look at the introduction i published in my 2004 TIDs. At this time the software was known
as DiskXtender 2000. Since then, the features improved but besides name it did not really change.

Let me start with some DXW terminology:

• The source partition from where the files are migrated, is called the Extended Drive. As it is nothing
else but a Windows NTFS partition, you can back it up of course.

• If the file is exist completely and unmigrated, DXW does not control it yet. In DXW terms it is called
‘unmanaged’.

• If the file is exist completely and if it has been migrated already, DXW talks about a ‘moved’ file. At
this point, the file descriptor (aka ‘stub’) for this file already exists.

• If the file has been ‘purged’, only ‘stub’ remains in this location (the DXW Media Folder).

With respect to Extended Drive backups, the interesting question is what will really backed up if the file has been
moved or purged. Will the whole file or just the file descriptor be backed up?

• If the ‘stub’ already exists
Both, the file and the ‘stub’ can be backed up.

• If only the stub exists
The same is possible. However, if the whole file is supposed to be backed up, this would mean
that it must be copied back to the Extended Drive before it can be backed up. DXW calls such files
fetched.

However, if the file must be fetched, the consequences would be that
- the backups will take much longer
- the Extended Drive might become filled by the remigrated files

So what will happen if you backup the Extended Drive? - The actual behavior is in fact a combination of

• the backup software capabilities
• the type of backup data and
• how you configure DiskXtender

As soon as the file has been moved, DXW consideres it as safe. This means that
there is no need to back it up. Consequently, DXW relys on the stub and just
copies this information during a backup.

However, to support this behavior, the backup software must be able to ‘recognize the stub’ - it must be capable
to read the file’s Extended Attributes. If not, there is no other possibility but to fetch a purged file.
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But what will happen if you really change this option to Full - will a purged file really be fetched before the
backup?

To control the backup behavior, DiskXtender has these two options for the Extended Drive. By default, the option
3rd party backup mode for managed files is set to Fast, ensuring the fast backup (stubs only).

The second option,
3rd party backup
saves migration info
is of no real interest
for the backup and
shall not matter here.

As mentioned already on the first page, the answer also depends on the backup software and its capabilities.
Of course, NetWorker supports the Fast backup mode - but can it also run Full backups? - This is what i want
to investigate in this TID.

For the tests in this
TID, i exclusively
used the Full mode.
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2. DiskXtender 6.2.0 & NetWorker 7.4.2

To test this, i of course looked at the last software versions. First of all, i prepared my purged files on the Extended
Drive:

When i browsed through my files with the NetWorker User GUI, i became aware that purged files actually were
reported with a lenght of 0 bytes:
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However, this is also true for a ‘normal’ Windows directory - and this will of course be backed up completely:

So with DiskXtender’s 3rd party backup mode set to Full, i selected the purged files and started the backup:
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But to my surprise, only 20 KB were backed up - this could only be the stubs:

And this was not a bogus message - NetWorker’s media index information also supported it:

It seems as for this software combination, only fast backups are possible. So were full backups possible for
earlier versions at all?
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... and made sure DiskXtender was set to Full backup mode:

3. DiskXtender 5.6.0 & NetWorker 6.1.4

To investigate this, i now tested the last versions before the last major releases. These were version 5.6 for
DiskXtender and 6.1.4 for NetWorker.

I once again prepared my purged files ...
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So i selected my files as before (using the old GUI) and started the backup:

In fact, this time the backup now took much longer. And as a result, obviously 195 MB were backed up:
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This was supported by Microsoft’s Explorer - it showed that the purged files in fact have been copied back to
my Media Folder:

This clearly pointed to the fact that, with earlier releases, a Full backup with NetWorker was possible. I now just
had to find out whether the previous behavior was due to DiskXtender or NetWorker.
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... and repeated the test:

4. DiskXtender 6.0.0 & NetWorker 6.1.4

I now installed the next major version of DiskXtender, 6.0.0, prepared my system ...

Obviously, only the stubs were backed up once again. This pointed to an inconsistency with the DiskXtender
software.
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Searching for and explanation, i became aware of this article in the EMC knowledgebase - it titles DiskXtender
causes the NetWorker backup jobs to run very slow and refers to ID 81861:

Symptoms

List symptoms here

Cause

New feature of DiskXtender 6.0

Resolution

Starting with DiskXtender 6.0, a change has been made to make NetWorker backups perform better on a
DiskXtender extended drive. Basically, the NetWorker backup-reads will be treated as "unfiltered",
significantly reducing the amount of work DX does during a NetWorker backup.

Normal operation:
Full Backup = we recall purged files and let the backup application read all data in a migrated file
Fast Backup = we do not recall purged files and backup applications read migrated files as 0 byte stubs

New code:

NetWorker backups will get an image of the drive as-is. Purged files will not be recalled and migrated files
will appear with all their data as it is on the hard drive. This is regardless of whether you have "Fast Backup"
or "Full Backup" set.  This means that fetched files will be backed up in FULL (instead of just backing up
pointers), which could significantly increase the amount of time it takes to perform a backup.

This is the new default behavior.

Should it become necessary to DISABLE this new behavior (and go back to the old behavior), a registry key
may be set:

Browse to the following key in the Registry:

HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\DxSpy\Parameters\XXXX-XXXX

Where XXXX-XXXX is the serial ID of the extended drive.

Create a DWORD Value called NetworkerMode

NetworkerMode = 0 or non-existent is the new default behavior
NetworkerMode = 1 reverts to the original coding
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This is worth a test. So i opened the Registry editor (regedit), and began to browse for the parameter list:

Down the Services list, i found the mentioned location:

Be careful when you
edit you Registry -
you may also harm
your system setup.
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To add the new DWORD Value, just select the drive’s volume ID, open the context menu and select the
appropriate command:

This will result in a new entry which you must now rename ...
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... as appropriate:

Then select it, open the context menu again and select Modify:
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Change the default Value data 0 ...

... to the correct Value data 1:
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And here it is - the new Parameter NetworkerMode with the value 1:

However, when i retried the test, the result did not change at all - once again, only the stubs were backed up:
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This was also supported by Explorer:

But wasn’t the new parameter NetWorkerMode used for the DiskXtender service? - Maybe this needs to be
restarted first to read the new configuration:
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And in fact, a new backup attempt now showed the expected behavor ...

... supported by Explorer:

Finally, it is worth to check whether this also works troughout other software releases.
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5. DiskXtender 6.2.0 & NetWorker 6.1.4

At least, the latest DiskXtender version still allows a Full backup:

So let’s lest other NetWorker versions.

6. DiskXtender 6.2.0 & NetWorker 6.2.0
This combination also allows Full backups:
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7. DiskXtender 6.2.0 & NetWorker 7.0.0

The same was true for NetWorker 7.0.0:

8. DiskXtender 6.2.0 & NetWorker 7.1.0

But updating to NetWorker 7.1.0 suppressed Full backups once again - and it
obviously did not change since.
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9. DiskXtender 6.2.0 & NetWorker 7.1.1

I just tested the next version to see whether the changed behavior had been detected and corrected. But this
was not the case:

Conclusion

My tests proved that the NetWorker version ‘controls’ the backup behavor for the managed files on a
DiskXtender Extended Drive.

Of course, i have to admit that a Full backup does not really make sense - backups shall be as short as possible.
And as managed DXW files already reside on a safe media, it gives no extra value when you include them in
a backup. However, if the option is there, it should work as expected. And if it is just for demo purposes.

But i also have forgotten one important fact - NetWorker’s support for Windows
VSS, introduced with NetWorker 7.1. Of course, you must disable it.
If not, only the VSS snapshot will be backed up. And this is not controlled by
DiskXtender.
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The window should of course appear with a white editable field:

10. DiskXtender 6.2.0 & NetWorker 7.2.0 & disabled VSS support

To disable NetWorker’s VSS support, you must set the appropriate Save Operations:
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... there is no other way - you must exist and restart the NetWorker User GUI.

Now you must disable VSS snapshots, at least for the Extended Drive. Here is the appropriate example:

If it appears grey (read only) like shown below ...

You will find further
details in the
NetWorker
Administrator Guide
and in the Command
Line Reference.
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And here is the proof - with disabled VSS snaphshots you can even run a Full DiskXtender backup with the
latest NetWorker software:

The result will already show when you select the files - they now appear with the real file size and not with a length
of 0 bytes any longer:
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... using about 50% of my Extended Drive, leaving only 100 MB of free space and 200 MB of purged data:

11. Be careful - you may fill the Extended Drive !

Finally, i wanted to see how NetWorker backups behave if you fill the Extended Drive during the backup process.
For that purpose i now added a file in my Media Folder which was not covered by a DXW Move Rule -
FILLER.DAT was 100 MB in size ...
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Of course, i did not want to backup FILLER.DAT:

The Full backup started ‘normally’ ...
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... but then showed this error:

Once again this was the supported by Explorer:

So, there are situations when you can fill your source drive by a NetWorker
backup  ;-))
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Did you already work with an EDL ?

So far i did not have this opportunity. But recently i attended the EMC ‘Backup to Disk’ training where setting
up an EDL for various backup application was a major topic. Logically that i took the chance to document my
first experience which i want to share in this document.

1. General

Until some years ago, there were only Physical Tape Libraries (PTLs) to store the backup or archive media.
These consist of these ...

Standard components
• At least one tape drive
• The robot or picker
• The media slots

Optional components
• One or more mail slots (also know as Cartridge Access Port, CAP)
• A barcode reader

Conseqently, the general ‘rules’ for such jukebox apply:

Considerations
• They are not “intelligent”
• Each location has its own address
• The robot and the drives are separate devices

Software control commands are
• Read Element Status/Inventory (library)
• Move/Load media (library)
• Space/Locate (drive)
• Read/Write (drive)
• Unload (drive)

Virtual Tape Libraries (VTLs) are different - these are disk-based systems which emulate a PTL. Consequently,
they have all benefits which are also true for intelligent disk systems like an EMC Clariion or a Symmetrix:

They are performant
• They are very fast
• They are highly scalable
• Random access results in fast position processes
• They have faster single stream and aggregate performance compared with tape

They are high availability by design
• They contain redundant controllers to eliminate a single point of failure
• They uses RAID systems for data protection
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With respect to the backup application, their intelligent software emulates a tape library. This means ...
• They are completely compatible with existing software, applications, and processes
• They can easily be deployed in an existing backup environment
• The software can easily emulate a wide range of popular PTLs
• This range can be extended very easily just by adding new software versions

1.1. The EMC VTL solution: EDL

The diagram below shows how the EDLs (EMC Disk Library) work:
• Based of an intelligent EMC disk array
• At least one intelligent device called the Engine emulates a PTL and ‘translates’ the tape based SCSI

commands from the backup hosts into appropriate commands for the disk array

SAN based
Disk Array

SANSAN

LANLAN

SAN Clients
(Backup Servers,
Storage Nodes)

Tape
Library

(optional)

FC Target (to hosts)

Ethernet

FC Initiator (Tape Library)

Disk Array

SANSAN

1 or more
DL Engines

Some notes:

• The Engine is nothing else but a Linux based computer which is mounted inside the disk array rack.
• To support the disk array optimally, the data transfer is done via fibre channel connections.
• Those can be variably configured for input and output (initiator and target). By default 4 are available

for each direction.
• The output to a physical tape library for archiving purposes is optional.
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There are two general EMC VTL types - their major difference is which EMC disk array they use as backend
storage:

DL210/DL4x00

=
CLARiiON Back-end

DL Engine(s)
(Appliance may contain one or two 

Intel based 2U or 5U servers)

DL6x00

=
Symmetrix Back-end

DL Engine(s)
(Appliance may contain two or four 

Intel based 5U servers)

These are special features for EMC’s VTLs:

They are cost effective
• S-ATA or LCFC drive technologies offer competitive cost-per-gigabyte
• Additionally, in-band compression is available for lower usable cost-per-gigabyte

Automated archival process
• A policy-based mechanism for final tape archiving
• Allows traditional offsite backup vaulting
• For a complete information lifecycle process (ILM)

They are scalable
• DL210 24TB uncompressed
• DL4100/DL4200/DL4400 174TB/174TB/348TB uncompressed
• DL6100/DL6300 615TB/580TB uncompressed

Hardware and software compression can be used
• Such compresses data up to 3:1 for lower cost per gigabyte

Capacity on demand (auto-expansion)
• Maximizes disk storage capacity
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Embedded copy functionality
• Attached to a NetWorker storage node they can run local clones to tapes
• This is also true for the appropriate hosts in competitive backup systems ( for example, for

NetBackup’s media server)

Physical tape to virtual disk import
• You may even migrate your existing tape backups to a random access disk media

Emulated Hardware Support
Tape Libraries

• ADIC Scalar24 and 100, i500, i2000 Series
• Sony PetaSite
• ATL P-Series, 7100
• STK L-Series, SL500, 97xx, ACSLS
• IBM 3590, 3584, 3583
• Overland Data NEO2000, NEO4100
• Quantum M1500, M1800

Tape Drives
• DLT, SuperDLT
• AIT, SAIT
• LTO, LTO2, LTO3
• IBM 3590, IBM 3592
• STK 9840, 9940

Supported Backup Applications
• EMC NetWorker, EMC Data Manager (EDM)
• Symantec NetBackup, BackupExec
• IBM Tivoli Storage Manager
• BRMS OS/400 Native
• CommVault Galaxy
• Computer Associates ARCserve, BrightStor Enterprise Backup

The table below shows the most recent models:

DL210
DL410x
DL420x
DL440x
DL6100
DL6300

Model
1
2
2
2
2
4

# Engines
AX150

1 CX3-80
1 CX3-80
2 CX3-80
1 DMX-3
1 DMX-3

# SAN Arrays

Discontinued

Notes

Available as
4x00 (RAID-5)
4x06 (RAID-6)

There is also the new DL3D series available. However, these are LAN connected DL solutions and shall not
be discussed in this document.
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The picture below demonstrates the scalability of the EDL models and their key features:

Optional features

Remote Copy
• To copy virtual tapes from a source EDL to a remote target EDL
• The replication data travels through the LAN
• At least two EDLs are required
• A license is required for each EDL involved

Active Engine Failover
• Supported in DL4200, DL4400, DL6100 and DL6300 models
• Active Engine Failover feature is a licensed option

Active Engine Failover Triggers
• Ethernet port failure
• EDL target port failure
• EDL services down
• EDL server major failure/power down
• User initiated via the Console
• Cold start

WWPNs of failed server ports moves over to the working one
• Fibre port runs loop only; requires loop switch (FC-AL)
• All ports fail over
• Backups in progress fail, must be restarted
• Remote copy jobs in progress fail, resume at next schedule
• Can failback automatically if configured

Check the latest EMC Support Matrix for supported combinations

DL4000 Series
CLARiiON CX3-80 UltraScale arrays 
4 Gbit/s end-to-end architecture

DL4200

One engine x 
one CLARiiON 
CX3-80
12 x 4 Gb FC 
ports
4 x GigE ports
174 TB useable
465 drives
1,100 MB/s

DL4400

Two engines x 
one CLARiiON 
CX3-80
24 x 4 Gb FC 
ports
8 x GigE ports
174 TB useable
465 drives
1,100 MB/s

Two engines x 
two CLARiiON 
CX3-80s
24 x 4 Gb FC 
ports
8 x GigE ports
348 TB useable
930 drives
2,200 MB/s

DL4100

DL210
Eight Fibre 
Channel 
ports
24 TB 
380 MB/s

FUNCTIONALITY

C
O

ST

FUNCTIONALITY

C
O

ST

DL6100

DL6300

Two engines x 
one Symmetrix 
DMX-3
24 x 4 Gb FC 
ports
8 x GigE ports
615 TB useable
1,440 drives
1,500 MB/s

Four engines x one 
Symmetrix DMX-3
48 x 4 Gb FC ports
16 x GigE ports
584 TB useable
2,400 drives
3,000 MB/s

DL6000 Series
Symmetrix DMX-3 arrays 
Direct Matrix architecture
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EDL as an ACSLS Client
• Optional licensed feature
• Up to 64 tape drives
• Configuration is done through the Management Console (API)
• No proxy agent required on the ACSLS management server

Consolidated Media Management
• Backup-application function also runs on the disk library engine

- Faster time to recovery
- Reduces network traffic
- Improves backup server performance
- Flexible cloning functions

• Single point of control to manage virtual and physical tape pools
• Requires NetWorker V7.3 and NetBackup V5.1

Embedded Storage Node / Media Server
• Enhanced EDL cloning capabilities

- Local (data sets from virtual tape to physical tape)
- Remote (data sets from virtual or physical tape in one engine to another engine)

• Done under the backup application’s control
• Supported Backup Applications

NetWorker 7.3.x
NetBackup 5.1 / 6

Using this feature it as a “backup” storage node is not supported.

EMC NetWorker and 
Symantec NetBackup*

Tape

EMC Disk Library

Master
server

SAN Media
Server

EMC NetWorker and 
Symantec NetBackup*

Tape

EMC Disk Library

Master
server

SAN Media
Server
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1.1.1. The Clariion based EDLs

The internal structure of a DL210:

The internal structure of the DL4100 (1x1)

CX3-80

SANSAN

LANLAN

SAN Clients
(Backup Servers,
Storage Nodes)

Tape
Library

bond0

4, 5, 8, 91, 3, 7, 11

0, 2, 6, 10

FC Target (to hosts)

Ethernet

FC Initiator (Tape Library)

CLARiiON

FC Target (to hosts)

Ethernet

FC Initiator (Tape Library)

CLARiiON

SANSAN

The DL210 appliance
consists of a modified
Dell 2850 server, at
least one fully
populated AX150 boot
array, and an eight
port Ethernet switch. It
can be expanded by
adding up to five
additional fully
populated AX150
expansion arrays.

The DL4100 features
one active engine with
12 4Gb ports and one
CX3-80 storage
system. There can be
one extra engine on a
DL4100, which acts as
a cold stand-by
engine. This slide
shows the default
settings of four target
ports and four initiator
ports.
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The internal structure of the DL4200 (2x1)

CX3-80

SAN
(FC-AL)

SAN
(FC-AL)

SAN Clients
(Backup Servers,
Storage Nodes)

SAN Clients
(Backup Servers,
Storage Nodes)Tape

Library

bond0

4, 5, 8, 9

1, 3,
7, 11

0, 2, 6, 10

LANLAN

bond0

eth0
(heartbeat)

LANLAN

0, 2, 6, 10

4, 5, 8, 9

1, 3,
7, 11

Tape
Library

FC Target (to hosts)

Ethernet

FC Initiator (Tape Library)

CLARiiON

SANSANSANSAN

FC Target (to hosts)

Ethernet

FC Initiator (Tape Library)

CLARiiON

FC Target (to hosts)

Ethernet

FC Initiator (Tape Library)

CLARiiON

The internal structure of the DL4400 (2x2)

2x CX3-80

SAN
(FC-AL)

SAN
(FC-AL)

SAN Clients
(Backup Servers,
Storage Nodes)

SAN Clients
(Backup Servers,
Storage Nodes)Tape

Library

bond0

4, 8

1, 3,
7, 11

0, 2, 5,
6, 9, 10

LANLAN

bond0

LANLAN

0, 2, 5,
6, 9, 10

4, 8

1, 3,
7, 11

Tape
Library

eth0
(heartbeat)

SANSANSANSAN

FC Target (to hosts)

Ethernet

FC Initiator (Tape Library)

CLARiiON

FC Target (to hosts)

Ethernet

FC Initiator (Tape Library)

CLARiiON

The DL4400 features
two active engines
with 12 4Gb FC ports
each, and two CX3-80
storage systems. It
features twice the
maximum capacity,
and support for Active
Engine Failover.

Because the two
engines are clustered,
such configuration
allows their redundant
operation (Active
Engine Failover).
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1.1.2. The Symmetrix based EDLs

The internal structure of the DL6100 (2x1)

DMX-3

SAN
(FC-AL)

SAN
(FC-AL)

SAN Clients
(Backup Servers,
Storage Nodes)

SAN Clients
(Backup Servers,
Storage Nodes)Tape

Library

bond0

4,  8

1, 3,
7, 11

LANLAN

bond0

eth0
(heartbeat)

LANLAN

4, 8

1, 3,
7, 11

Tape
Library

FC Target (to hosts)

Ethernet

FC Initiator (Tape Library)

Symmetrix

SANSANSANSAN

0, 2, 5,
6, 9, 10

0, 2, 5,
6, 9, 10

The DL6100 model
features two active
engines, with 12 4Gb
fibre channel ports
each, and one DMX-3
storage system. The
Active Engine Failover
feature is supported.
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The internal structure of the DL6300 (4x1)

DMX-3

SAN Clients
(Backup Servers,
Storage Nodes)

SAN Clients
(Backup Servers,
Storage Nodes)Tape

Library

bond0 1, 3,
7, 11

0, 2, 6, 10

LANLAN eth0
(heartbeat)

4, 5, 8, 9

Tape
Library

FC Target (to hosts)

Ethernet

FC Initiator (Tape Library)

Symmetrix

SANSAN

1, 3,
7, 11

0, 2, 6, 10

SAN
(FC-AL)

SAN
(FC-AL) SANSAN

4, 5, 8, 9

eth0
(heartbeat)

bond0

LANLAN

The DL6300 features
four active engines
with 12 4Gb FC ports
each, and one DMX-3
storage system. The
DL Engines are
addressed as Server
A , Server B, Server
C, and Server D.
Server A and B are
configured as a
failover group and
Server C and D are
configured as a
failover group if Active
Engine Failover is
enabled.
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2. Configuring a virtual tape library in an EDL

2.1. Connecting to the EDL engine

This is the main screen of the EMC Disk Library Console program. In the training environment 11 EDL
engines were installed:

Actually, there was one more as disklib21 is just a folder containing the two libraries disklib21-A and
disklib21-B :

The Console GUI
management software
must be installed on a
Windows host on the
same subnet.
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Before you can perform any administration task, you must first login to the EDL engine:

After the successful login, you will see its properties:
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2.2. Configuring a virtual library

To do this, select the resource Virtual Tape Libraries, open the context menu and select New :

You will see a list with all autochanger models you may configure:

In this case, i wanted to install a STK L700.
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Select the appropriate entry – this will automatically fill the Virtual Library Name. Then proceed with Next > :

In this window you use the same method to select the tape drive type:

As you can see, all drives must be of the same type. The default drive type is an Ultrium LTO1 and the
default quantity is 10 Total Virtual Drives.
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In this case i just wanted to change the number of drives to a lower value:

In this very simple example i did not want to use any other EDL feature:
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The barcode values are also filled by default. Again, i did not want to change the defaults:

This is the summary screen:

Click Finish to configure your virtual autochanger.
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As hardware problems are impossible, you should see this success message:

And there is the new virtual tape library:

Now it is time to stuff it with tapes.
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By default, just 1 of the maximum Number of Virtual Tapes will be created:

Enter your desired number and click OK :
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This should also run without problems:

And there they are – they have already been allocated to slots 0..9 of the L700 library:
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And here you see the 5 virtual tape drives:

2.3. Configuring the SAN client
Now use your HBA utility or GUI to determine the WWN of the NetWorker server or storage node. In the
San Clients tree you see the entry NetWorker Storage Node. This means that the NetWorker client and
storage node software has been installed on the EDL engine and is ready for use:
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To create a new SAN client, mark the entry SAN Clients, open the context menu and click Add :

Now enter the name of your NetWorker storage node or server. With respect to the EDL, it is nothing else
but a client:
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You will see the list of all recognized FC HBAs in your SAN zone. Check the one you want to select and
click Next :

In this case i did not want to use any additional FC options:
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This is the summary screen. Click Finish to proceed:

This will add your new SAN client to the list:
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2.4. Linking the FC connections

To do this, select your EDL SAN client, open the context menu and click Assign :

The next screen displays all libraries this SAN client can see. The green ball indicates an autochanger that
has not been assigned yet:
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Check the one you want to assign and click Next :

Finally, select your Target WWPN with the Link Status Link Up and establish the link by clicking Next :

This will close the window.
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2.5. Assigning the VTL to the SAN client

To do this, select your Virtual Tape Library, open the context menu and select Assign :

Make sure that the option Assign the tape library… is checked. Then mark the Client Name from the list,
choose the Access option and click Next:
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Again, select your Target WWPN with the Link Status Link Up and establish the link by clicking Next :

Check your configuration and click Finish :

This will close the window.
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You can recognize the successful link by the fact that the virtual autochanger name has been added under
your SAN client:

3. Configuring the virtual autochanger in NetWorker

3.1. Preparing the operating system

In this case, just a simple library at a NetWorker/Windows server shall be installed. With all drivers loaded,
open the Windows Device Manager and Scan for hardware changes:

As usual, NetWorker
just relies on the
devices the operating
system can see.
Consequently, you
must install all
necessary drivers first.
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If all has been setup properly, the OS will recognize the autochanger’s robot as well as the tape drives:

For Windows, do not forget to disable the Removable Storage service.
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3.2. Installing the VTL in NetWorker 7.3.4

Now you can start the jukebox installation for NetWorker. As you see, such will be recognized as a
‘standard’ jukebox - NetWorker will not even notice any difference except for the string Virtual device :

The easiest way is to use the new NetWorker Administration GUI. First of all, you must detect the devices.

In the Devices window, select the Storage Node which shall control the jukebox, open the context menu
and select Scan for devices:
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If you just scan a ‘simple’ autochanger, this is already it – you may immediately click Start Scan:

The program leads you to the Monitoring window to check the end of the process:
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In the end, you will see all detected SCSI targets in the Devices window:

The ‘wrench’ icon points to the fact, that the detected jukebox and its tape drives still need to be configured.
To do this, mark the jukebox again, open the context menu and select Configure library:
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The program now wants to know all devices which shall be configured:

In this case, i selected all devices by clicking Check All . Then i began the process with Start Configuration:
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This takes a moment …

… but finally, the icons will change indicating that the jukebox and the drives have successfully been
configured:
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If you click the library you will see that the inventory has already automatically been initiated and this case it
has even finished already - this step will of course take longer the more media has been prepared:
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4.  Operating the ‘virtual’ NetWorker autochanger

4.1. ‘Normal‘ jukebox operations

As you may imagine, operating the ‘virtual’ jukebox is not any different than dealing with a physical one.
However, if you start processes like Label…

… and you use the Fast/Silent option for enough tapes …
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… you will recognize that the drives are used right away, because a load media delay does not exist any
more:

For instance, this inventory finished in less than a minute:
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4.2. Withdrawing and depositing media

If you Eject/Withdraw a media …

… which you must confirm of course …
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… it will be moved to the virtual mailslot (CAP).

However, it is not lost. For the EDL this means that the media will be moved to the internal Virtual Vault :

You may think at the
Virtual Vault beeing a
Recycle Bin.
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From here you may even move it back to the ‘virtual’ library using the appropriate command:

Just make sure that it is checked before you click OK :
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In this case, this will empty the Virtual Vault :

To prove that it is accessible again, just load it from the CAP to the storage area with the  Deposit
command:
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Once again, you will need to confirm this operation:

But in the end it will be present again in the jukebox - as the media still exists in the media index, there is
not even the need to inventory it:
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Using NetWorker ‘multihomed’ servers

1. General

In this article i want to explain how to configure a separate backup for NetWorker and i want to see what has
to be considered when using it.

1.1.What is a ‘multihomed’ system ?

A 'multihomed' system is a computer which uses more than one network interface (NIC). There are
various reasons for such setup. Some of them are:

• To separate the network traffic
For example, in your organization, you want to separate the database traffic from the usual ‘public’
network to reduce its load.

• For redundancy purposes
In high availability scenarios, it makes sense to have at least one additional ‘standby’ network
which can take over in case one network or network adapter of the server fails.

• Security issues
In general, it is best practice to install a firewall host to separate the intranet traffic from the internet.
Consequently, this host must have two separate network adapters. In practical life today, your
router is most likely working as a firewall already.

• To increase network speed
There are solutions available which allow to bundle the various subnets to increase the network
bandwith.

1.2. What is a ‘multihomed’ NetWorker system ?

This is nothing else but refering to the first bullet in the above list. In this case, a second network shall exclusively
be used for backup and recovery, thus not disturbing the usual ‘public’ network traffic. This makes total sense
because as an experienced NetWorker administrator you of course know:

You can not throttle the network load in NetWorker - if it can, it will use the
full bandwidth.

My investigations shall help to answer these questions:

• Will both, the backup data and the metadata (the client file index data) use the same network ?

• If so, how will the network speed for the index affect the backup speed

• Is there anything else which needs to be considered ?
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1.3. The test scenario

For this purpose, i have setup this very simple NetWorker Data Zone:

These are nothing else but 2 PCs with an ASUS P5K motherboard running an Intel dualcore CPU. The
Attansic NIC is onboard, the Intel NIC is provided by a separate adapter card.

For the NetWorker client, i installed a separate disk and prepared these nine directories, each representing
about 10 GB of client (exactly: 10.000.000.000 bytes) with different file sizes:

For an easy deletion later, you better do such on a separate partition which
you can format after the tests.

I created these files
with my tiny Turbo
Pascal utilities i wrote
years ago.

By the way - the
creation of the 10
million files directory
took ‘only’ 2:30 hrs.

Windows 2003
NW 7.4.2 server

avusxp
195.214.75.152

Z:\nsr

Windows XP

fest2003
195.214.75.38

avusxpbu
195.214.70.152

fest2003bu
195.214.70.38

Y:\BU_DEV1

P:\

Public Network
(Intel)

Backup Network
(Attansic)
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I also touched the file P:\bigfile and created a local local directive (nsr.dir) using a bigasm directive:

C:\>chkdsk P:
The type of the file system is NTFS.
Volume label is SOURCE.

WARNING!  F parameter not specified.
Running CHKDSK in read-only mode.

CHKDSK is verifying files (stage 1 of 3)...
File verification completed.
CHKDSK is verifying indexes (stage 2 of 3)...
Index verification completed.
CHKDSK is verifying security descriptors (stage 3 of 3)...
Security descriptor verification completed.

 488375968 KB total disk space.
 110845936 KB in 11111129 files.
   2623360 KB in 21 indexes.
         0 KB in bad sectors.
  11195712 KB in use by the system.
     65536 KB occupied by the log file.
 363710960 KB available on disk.

      4096 bytes in each allocation unit.
 122093992 total allocation units on disk.
  90927740 allocation units available on disk.

C:\>

C:\>more P:\nsr.dir
bigasm -S10G: bigfile

C:\>

It will create a save stream of 10 GB whenever this file will be backed up. For more details about bigasm, please
see the NetWorker Performance Tuning Guide which is available from Powerlink.

In total, this makes more than 1.1 mio files. For the P:\ volume, the Windows chkdsk command took about
1:50 hrs to finish.

2. Backups

2.1. The first manual backup

For a first test, i backed up the file P:\bigfile to the file device attached to the NetWorker server. This will
create a save stream of 10 GB whenever NetWorker will backup this file. Bigasm is usually used to test the write
speed of a backup device.
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To control the NICs, i used Windows Task Manager's Networking tab. As expected, the 'public' network was
used for a ‘normal’ setup:

You can also see that network load is not constant - sometimes, it even dropped dramatically for a moment:
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The whole process took less than 3 minutes. In this case, the whole curve fits in a 800 x 600 screen size:

The average backup data rate for this test was 10 GB / 161s =  62.1 MB/s. This is the maximum you can expect
for a remote backup without any further tuning:
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2.2. The first automatic backup

To do this, you simply set the client parameter Server network interface to the server's NIC name on the
backup network. In this case, this is:

However, this did not change anything - once again, the public network (the Intel NIC) was used:
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A second test showed that the difference was marginal - just 5 seconds:

The explanation for the fact that the same network was used could be that the client resource is not used during
a manual backup at all. Consequently, it is a good idea to test the behavior for an automatic backup.

For this purpose, i changed the client's Save set parameter appropriately …
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… and i started the group:

However, this resulted in an immediate error because a client resource with the name of the backup network
interface did not yet exist:
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So i created the requested client resource. As i did not want to back it up at all, I did not state any Save set entry:

However, NetWorker will not allow that:
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To satisfy NetWorker, i entered a file name that did not exist. Of course, I did not assign any Group to this client:

This time, NetWorker  accepted my definition. There it was - the new client resource:
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Another automatic backup now showed that the backup network in fact was used:

Unfortunately, the 'dropouts' on the Attansic NIC were even worse than for the Intel adapter. But the backup
speed was even slightly faster:
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2.3. Configuring the network adapters

It is best practice that the network cards shall be setup to a fixed speed - Auto-negotiation is not recommended.
So far i only used the default settings. Consequently, it makes sense to verify them and to change their
configuration, if necessery. Of course you must do this on all nodes.

But i am not a network specialist. So i will not look into any further network tuning.

To my surprise, the Intel boards only offer the option Auto-negotiate 1000Mbps:

Only the onboard Attansic NIC seemed to offer a 'fixed' speed which i now used for my further tests:
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But another test did not show any true improvement for the Attansic NIC:

The backup speed even decreased by  about 5%:
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This is the 'performance' of the Attansic NIC:

If you compare both NICs, the curves are different. However, their average throughput is about the same:
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But even the Intel adapter sometimes showed significant dropouts:

2.4. Further automatic backups
With such source disk it makes of course sense to run benchmark tests in various configurations. And i have
done this. However, in this document i do not want to look into the details at all - those will be covered in my
next TID.

3. Recoveries
Like the save command, recover is also a client-initiated process. Consequently, it will not use the client
resource as well. This means it will not automatically 'switch' to the backup network.

So let us see:
- Whether the backup network can be usedfor recoveries at all
- And if so, what do you need to consider

For this purpose, i exclusively use the NetWorker User GUI this is 'worst case' - i assume that then the command
line works the same way.
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3.1. Browsing and recovering large directories

In the end, these were the backed up save sets of my client avusxp:

To demonstrate a certain effect on the NetWorker client, i clicked a directory containing a huge number of files
- 100.000 in this case.

For a while, you will see the filenames rushing through the status line:
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After the name transfer, the NetWorker client hashes the names internally. This will take a while - even hours
- if you want to browse through millions of files. During this period the GUI is not responding:

In this case, the ‘latency’ was about 8 min.

Obviously, the file index information was sent over the 'public' network:
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When hashing has finished, the GUI will become available again …

… and you can now select your files which shall be recovered:
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In this case i wanted to use the Recover Options…

… to relocate them to another directory:
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While the recovery was running …

… you can verify that the data itself is transfered over the backup network ...
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… without any significant dropouts:

However, the speed was much slower. This was obviously due to the fact not only the data needed to be
recovered but also that all files had to be created in the new directory as well.

The recovery process showed no problem at all:
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3.2. Using exclusively the ‘server network interface’

This should be possible if you connect to the backup network's name of the NetWorker server host.

If you start the NetWorker GUI and connect to the 'right' interface … will it then use this network for the file index
transport?:

Surprisingly, it showed later, that this is no problem at all - the software will remember the last active connection
and find it automatically again.

This was obviously not possible:
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But at first, you must start the GUI connecting to the 'real' NetWorker server:

However, if you then try to Change the NetWorker Server…
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… the alternate entry appears in the list:

So let us try to change it here:
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And in fact, this is possible:
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3.3. Index transfers during recoveries

If you are connected to the NetWorker server via the backup network and ask for file index information …

… the transfer of the file index data now in fact uses the backup network:
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4. Manual backups using the ‘server network interface’

So let us try to use the same rules for manual backups.

4.1. From the winworkr GUI

If you are connected to the NetWorker server via the backup network and run a backup …

… the backup network will in fact be used as expected:
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Do not forget, the backup window might not be updated, especially in this example which saves one 10 GB file:

After a while the software even reported a 'missing connection':
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However, finally, there is no problem at all.

4.2. From the command line
As seen before, the savegrp command uses the 'correct' network. But savegrp just starts a save command
during the backup.

Obviously the  save command uses 'special' parameters to work properly. Consequently, it makes sense to
investigate the automatic backup process to find the proper command. Unfortunately, the output is suppressed
with this NetWorker version (7.4.2) - to see it, you must use the savegrp -nv command (see next page).
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Actually, there is no secret - the program just uses the appropriate NetWorker server name.

So let me try the same. In fact, there is no problem at all when connecting to the ‘wrong’ server:

C:\>savegrp -nv -l full -G avusxp
32451:savegrp: avusxp:P:\bigfile                         level=full
7236:savegrp: Group will not limit job parallelism
32493:savegrp: avusxp:probe                                  started
savefs -s fest2003bu -c avusxp -g avusxp -p -n -l full -R -v -F "P:\\bigfile"
avusxp:P:\bigfile                     level=full, dn=0, mx=1, vers=pools, p=12
savegrp:avusxp * avusxp:Probe  See the file Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\avusxp\sso.000001  //
  for output of save command.
7340:savegrp: avusxp:probe succeeded.
32494:savegrp: avusxp:P:\bigfile                             started
save -s fest2003bu -g avusxp -n -LL -m avusxp -l full -W 78 -N "P:\\bigfile" //
  "P:\\bigfile"
savegrp:avusxp * avusxp:P:\bigfile  See the file
Z:\nsr\tmp\sg\avusxp\sso.000002 //
  for output of save command.
7341:savegrp: avusxp:P:\bigfile succeeded.
32494:savegrp: avusxp:index                                  started
  .....
* avusxp:index uasm -s Z:\nsr\index\avusxp\db6\48540000\
* avusxp:index uasm -s Z:\nsr\index\avusxp\db6\
* avusxp:index Z:\nsr\index\avusxp\
* avusxp:index 32477:save:
  fest2003:index:e31fa379-00000004-4853e058-4853e175-00020000-c3d64b26 11
records //
  3 KB header 829 MB data
* avusxp:index
  fest2003:index:e31fa379-00000004-4853e058-4853e175-00020000-c3d64b26 //
  829 MB estimated
7241:savegrp: nsrim run recently, skipping
C:\>

C:\>save -s fest2003bu P:\bigfile
P:\bigfile
32057:save: bigasm: generating 10 GB for P:\bigfile
32058:save: bigasm: saved 1000 MB for P:\bigfile
32058:save: bigasm: saved 2000 MB for P:\bigfile
32058:save: bigasm: saved 3000 MB for P:\bigfile
32058:save: bigasm: saved 4000 MB for P:\bigfile
32058:save: bigasm: saved 5000 MB for P:\bigfile
32058:save: bigasm: saved 6000 MB for P:\bigfile
32058:save: bigasm: saved 7000 MB for P:\bigfile
32058:save: bigasm: saved 8000 MB for P:\bigfile
32058:save: bigasm: saved 9000 MB for P:\bigfile
32058:save: bigasm: saved 10 GB for P:\bigfile
P:\
/

save: P:\bigfile  10 GB 00:03:14      3 files
7167:save: save completion time: 6/15/2008 12:03:28 PM

C:\>
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… and really- now the correct network interface will be used:
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5. Other considerations

5.1. Revovering a ‘bigasm’ file

If you recover a file, which has been 'enlarged' with bigasm …

… the file does not really exist. Consequently, only the ‘index entry’ can be recovered:
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5.2. Client licenses

As you can see below, only the 'public' client name will be used to store the client file information. This means
that only this client will use a license:

Of course you can see this in Explorer as well - one database is used …

C:\>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\avusxp: 11146201 records requiring 1003 MB
Z:\nsr\index\avusxp is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\avusxpbu: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\avusxpbu is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\fest2003: 9 records requiring 1 KB
Z:\nsr\index\fest2003 is currently 100% utilized

C:\>
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… while the other one is empty:

This of course is also supported by nsrlic:

C:\>nsrlic -v
connecting to avusxp ...
12116:nsrlic: License Summary:
64046:nsrlic:  Available: sv=12, ws=0, ndmp=0
64047:nsrlic:  Borrowed:  sv_borrowed=1
64048:nsrlic:  Remaining: sv=10, ws=0, ndmp=0
nsrlic:  Connected Servers: (1)
nsrlic:  fest2003
nsrlic:  Connected Workstations: (1)
nsrlic:  avusxp

SERVER (UNIVERSAL) CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 12
                          Used: 1
          Borrowed from Server: 1
                     Remaining: 10
             Connected Clients: fest2003;

   WORKSTATION CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 1
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: avusxp;

          NDMP CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients
  .....
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  .....
   SERVER/CLUSTER CLIENT TYPES
                           AIX: 0
                  Digital UNIX: 0
                         HP UX: 0
                        HP MPE: 0
                         Linux: 0
                       NetWare: 0
             Network Appliance: 0
                 IBM DYNIX/ptx: 0
                           SGI: 0
                       Solaris: 0
                         SunOS: 0
                      UnixWare: 0
             Windows NT Server: 1

      WORKSTATION CLIENT TYPES
                           DOS: 0
                     Macintosh: 0
                          OS/2: 0
                  Windows 3.1x: 0
                    Windows 95: 0
        Windows NT Workstation: 1
                       UX/4800: 0
                        Others: 0

               Defined Clients: avusxpbu, fest2003bu;
          PRE-5.0 CLIENT TYPES
          APPLICATION LICENSES

                   CLIENT PAKS: unix clientpak,
                                linux clientpak,
                                netware clientpak,
                                nt clientpak,
                                macintosh clientpak;

          CLIENT TYPES ALLOWED: AIX client,
                                Digital Unix client, HP client,
                                IBM DYNIX/ptx client,
                                Linux client, Macintosh client,
                                NetBSD/FreeBSD/BSDI client,
                                NetWare client, SCO client,
                                Silicon Graphic client,
                                Solaris client, Sun client,
                                Unixware client,
                                Windows 3.1x client,
                                Windows 95 client,
                                Windows NT Server client,
                                Windows NT Workstation client;

C:\>

As you can see, the two clients on the backup network have the status ‘defined’ which means they do not use
a license.
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You might think that this is due to the same Client ID. However, as the following screenshots show, they are
different for the hostnames on the public network …

… and for those on the backup network:
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This of course is also true for the remote client:
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5.3. Tips & tricks

I got the following hint from a felIow reader.

Instead of using the attribute Server network interface, you may also setup the Storage nodes list appropriately.
Define your remote client resource …

… as usual …
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… but instead using the Server network interface …

… directly specify the correct Storage nodes:
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This avoids extra client resources for those on the backup network:

As this screenshot proves, an automatic backup is causing no problem …
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… and the correct network is also used:

The licenses are used in the same way as before …

C:\>nsrlic -v
connecting to avusxp ...
12116:nsrlic: License Summary:
64046:nsrlic:  Available: sv=12, ws=0, ndmp=0
64047:nsrlic:  Borrowed:  sv_borrowed=1
64048:nsrlic:  Remaining: sv=10, ws=0, ndmp=0
nsrlic:  Connected Servers: (1)
nsrlic:  fest2003
nsrlic:  Connected Workstations: (1)
nsrlic:  avusxp

SERVER (UNIVERSAL) CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 12
                          Used: 1
          Borrowed from Server: 1
                     Remaining: 10
             Connected Clients: fest2003;

   WORKSTATION CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 1
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: avusxp;

          NDMP CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients
  .....
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  .....
   SERVER/CLUSTER CLIENT TYPES
                           AIX: 0
                  Digital UNIX: 0
                         HP UX: 0
                        HP MPE: 0
                         Linux: 0
                       NetWare: 0
             Network Appliance: 0
                 IBM DYNIX/ptx: 0
                           SGI: 0
                       Solaris: 0
                         SunOS: 0
                      UnixWare: 0
             Windows NT Server: 1

      WORKSTATION CLIENT TYPES
                           DOS: 0
                     Macintosh: 0
                          OS/2: 0
                  Windows 3.1x: 0
                    Windows 95: 0
        Windows NT Workstation: 1
                       UX/4800: 0
                        Others: 0

               Defined Clients:
          PRE-5.0 CLIENT TYPES
          APPLICATION LICENSES

                   CLIENT PAKS: unix clientpak,
                                linux clientpak,
                                netware clientpak,
                                nt clientpak,
                                macintosh clientpak;

          CLIENT TYPES ALLOWED: AIX client,
                                Digital Unix client, HP client,
                                IBM DYNIX/ptx client,
                                Linux client, Macintosh client,
                                NetBSD/FreeBSD/BSDI client,
                                NetWare client, SCO client,
                                Silicon Graphic client,
                                Solaris client, Sun client,
                                Unixware client,
                                Windows 3.1x client,
                                Windows 95 client,
                                Windows NT Server client,
                                Windows NT Workstation client;

C:\>

… just the Defined Clients are missing as there was no need to create these resources.
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5.4. Conclusion

Using NetWorker’s server network interface is not a complicated issue:

• It will be used automatically for automatic backups

• It will also be used automatically for recoveries

• However, you must specify the server network interface for manual backups

• If you want to use the server network interface to transfer the client file index data during browse
processes, you must connect to the ‘right’ server.

Be careful - if you are using the wrong network during browse processes, this
may result in a severe impact on your ‘public’ network.
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How do file size and network speed affect backup
performance ?

1. Introduction

You might remember that i investigated this behavior already long time ago - i described the general NetWorker
behavior already in my TID 13/2003. Now, with the multihomed server setup i used for my last TID and a separate
disk as a fast backup device i wanted to do similar tests again. Especially, i wanted to see whether the network
speed in a usual NetWorker environment (a data center with LAN connections) will have a similar results. The
only parameter which i did not change this time was the default block size because this time i backed up to disk
device.

For that purpose, i slightly modified my test setup from the last TID:

- I set my server parallelism = 1 .
- I disconnected the second (backup) network.

The reason for that was that i could only select another backup speed for my Intel network card.
- I added a special disk with my source filesystem which i connected as needed at either the backup server

or at the backup client/storage node.

This was necessary as the P: drive contained a special setup of files (see also next page):

- 1 file with 10 GB (created by bigasm)
- 1 file with   10.000.000.000 bytes
- 10 files with  1.000.000.000 bytes
- 100 files with  100.000.000 bytes
- 1.000 files with  10.000.000 bytes
- 10.000 files with  1.000.000 bytes
- 100.000 files with  100.000 bytes
- 1.000.000 files with  10.000 bytes
- 10.000.000 files with  1.000 bytes

Of course, i did not want to create such filesystem on two disks ;-)

Windows 2003
NW 7.4.2 server

avusxp
195.214.75.152

Z:\nsr

Windows XP

fest2003
195.214.75.38

P:\

Public Network
(Intel)

Y:\BU_DEV1 Y:\BU_DEV1

P:\
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For an easy deletion later, you better do such on a separate partition which
you can easily format after the tests.

I created these files
with my tiny Turbo
Pascal utilities i wrote
years ago.

By the way - the
creation of the 10
million files directory
took ‘only’ 2:30 hrs.

And this is what the directory structure on my P: drive looked like:

Now the system was ready for my investigations.
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e Sets —-
fest2003:   fest2003: P:\bigfile              level=full,     10 GB 00:02:39      3 files
fest2003:   fest2003: P:\1_10GB_FILES         level=full,   9768 MB 00:02:38      4 files
fest2003:   fest2003: P:\10_1GB_FILES         level=full,   9768 MB 00:02:38     13 files
fest2003:   fest2003: P:\100_100MB_FILES      level=full,   9768 MB 00:02:40    103 files
fest2003:   fest2003: P:\1000_10MB_FILES      level=full,   9748 MB 00:02:29   1004 files
fest2003:   fest2003: P:\10000_1MB_FILES      level=full,   9772 MB 00:03:55  10034 files
fest2003:   fest2003: P:\100000_100KB_FILES   level=full,   9813 MB 00:16:59 100318 files
fest2003:   fest2003: P:\1000000_10KB_FILES   level=full,     10 GB 00:13:16 1003157 files
fest2003:   fest2003: P:\10000000_1KB_FILES   level=full,     14 GB 01:13:48 10031548 files
fest2003:   fest2003: index:fest2003          level=full,    829 MB 00:00:31     13 files
fest2003:   fest2003: bootstrap               level=full,    376 KB 00:00:03    411 files

2. Testing the backup speed without a network limitation

With these tests i just wanted to check the backup speeds for the three scenarios:
- local backups at the NetWorker server
- remote backups from a remote client to the NetWorker server
- local backups at the NetWorker storage node

Of course this scenario is somehow weird - as a well-trained NetWorker user you should know that for local
backups and recoveries at the server, NetWorker does not use the network at all, thanks to NetWorker’s
‘Immediate Save & Recover’ technology. However, i wanted to use this as a reference, because i wanted to find
the maximum achievable backup data rate. And these were the results:

Here is the excerpt from the savegroup completion report:

Note that for the smallest file size not 10 but 14 GB will be saved. This is obviously
due to the fact that there is a decent overhead compared to the actual file size.
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With these many files it makes sense to look at the client file index:

This means that the overall CFI is about 1 GB in size. If you devide this amount by the file numbers ...

C:\>chkdsk P:
The type of the file system is NTFS.
Volume label is SOURCE.

WARNING!  F parameter not specified.
Running CHKDSK in read-only mode.

CHKDSK is verifying files (stage 1 of 3)...
File verification completed.
CHKDSK is verifying indexes (stage 2 of 3)...
Index verification completed.
CHKDSK is verifying security descriptors (stage 3 of 3)...
Security descriptor verification completed.

 488375968 KB total disk space.
 110845936 KB in 11111129 files.
   2623360 KB in 21 indexes.
         0 KB in bad sectors.
  11195712 KB in use by the system.
     65536 KB occupied by the log file.
 363710960 KB available on disk.

      4096 bytes in each allocation unit.
 122093992 total allocation units on disk.
  90927740 allocation units available on disk.

C:\>

... it seems that one file name entry of these files will result in about 100 bytes.

The index backup
(see last page) is only
830 MB in size. This
is due to the fact that
NetWorker does not
need to backup the
key files (*.k0 &
*.k1). It does not
need them because it
can rebuild them on-
the-fly during the
index recovery. You
may also do this with
nsrck -L6 client.
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fest2003: — Successful Save Sets —-
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\bigfile                level=full,     10 GB 00:02:58      3 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\1_10GB_FILES           level=full,   9766 MB 00:02:47      4 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\10_1GB_FILES           level=full,   9766 MB 00:02:57     13 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\100_100MB_FILES        level=full,   9766 MB 00:03:16    103 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\1000_10MB_FILES        level=full,   9747 MB 00:03:03   1004 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\10000_1MB_FILES        level=full,   9771 MB 00:04:39  10034 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\100000_100KB_FILES     level=full,   9811 MB 00:11:38 100318 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\1000000_10KB_FILES     level=full,     10 GB 00:13:29 1003157 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\10000000_1KB_FILES     level=full,     14 GB 01:12:31 10031548 files
fest2003:   fest2003: index:avusxp            level=full,    829 MB 00:00:31     12 files
fest2003:   fest2003: bootstrap               level=full,    407 KB 00:00:03    435 files

And here is the excerpt from the savegroup completion report:

These are the values for the client backup to the NetWorker Server:
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fest2003: — Successful Save Sets —-
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\bigfile                level=full,     10 GB 00:02:55      3 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\1_10GB_FILES           level=full,   9768 MB 00:02:55      4 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\10_1GB_FILES           level=full,   9768 MB 00:02:56     13 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\100_100MB_FILES        level=full,   9768 MB 00:02:59    103 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\1000_10MB_FILES        level=full,   9748 MB 00:03:09   1004 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\10000_1MB_FILES        level=full,   9772 MB 00:04:22  10034 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\100000_100KB_FILES     level=full,   9813 MB 00:20:10 100318 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\1000000_10KB_FILES     level=full,     10 GB 00:13:10 1003157 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\10000000_1KB_FILES     level=full,     14 GB 01:10:22 10031548 files
fest2003:   fest2003: index:avusxp            level=full,   1659 MB 00:01:02     21 files
fest2003:   fest2003: bootstrap               level=full,    443 KB 00:00:02    461 files

And this is the excerpt from the savegroup completion report:

These are the values for the client backup to the local NetWorker storage node:
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The diagram below compares the speed for these backup methods in a single graph:

Interpretation:

1. The local backup at the server (which does not use the network but shared memory buffers) is of
course the fastest method.

2. The smaller the file size, the less is the difference between a local, a lan-free (storage node) and a
network backup.

3. The backup speed significantly drops with a file size of less than 10 MB.

4. With a file size of 10 KB and less, there is obviously no difference in speed any more, no matter
which backup method you choose.
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fest2003: — Successful Save Sets —-
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\bigfile                level=full,     10 GB 00:02:55      3 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\1_10GB_FILES           level=full,   9768 MB 00:02:55      4 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\10_1GB_FILES           level=full,   9768 MB 00:02:56     13 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\100_100MB_FILES        level=full,   9768 MB 00:02:59    103 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\1000_10MB_FILES        level=full,   9748 MB 00:03:09   1004 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\10000_1MB_FILES        level=full,   9772 MB 00:04:22  10034 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\100000_100KB_FILES     level=full,   9813 MB 00:20:10 100318 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\1000000_10KB_FILES     level=full,     10 GB 00:13:10 1003157 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\10000000_1KB_FILES     level=full,     14 GB 01:10:22 10031548 files
fest2003:   fest2003: index:avusxp            level=full,   1659 MB 00:01:02     21 files
fest2003:   fest2003: bootstrap               level=full,    443 KB 00:00:02    461 files

3.  Testing the backup speed at the storage node with different
 network speeds

As limitations for client backups to the server are obvious, i now wanted to check whether the LAN’s speed
influences the backup speed when running local backups at the storage node.

3.1. Testing the backup speed with the network speed of 1 Gb/s

For this scenario, i just could use the test results from the last chapter:

Once again, here is the excerpt from the savegroup completion report:
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fest2003: — Successful Save Sets —-
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\bigfile                level=full,     10 GB 00:05:58      3 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\1_10GB_FILES           level=full,   9768 MB 00:03:33      4 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\10_1GB_FILES           level=full,   9768 MB 00:03:35     13 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\100_100MB_FILES        level=full,   9768 MB 00:03:40    103 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\1000_10MB_FILES        level=full,   9748 MB 00:03:50   1004 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\10000_1MB_FILES        level=full,   9772 MB 00:04:46  10034 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\100000_100KB_FILES     level=full,   9813 MB 00:19:55 100318 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\1000000_10KB_FILES     level=full,     10 GB 00:15:17 1003157 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\10000000_1KB_FILES     level=full,     14 GB 01:28:39 10031548 files
fest2003:   fest2003: index:avusxp            level=full,   2489 MB 00:01:33     30 files
fest2003:   fest2003: bootstrap               level=full,    504 KB 00:00:03    509 files

3.2. Testing the backup speed with the network speed of 100 Mb/s

Now i tested the backup changing the network speed to 100 Mb/s. You may wonder why because a gigabit NIC
is obviously today’s standard. However, please consider:

- A lot of customers still use 100 Mb/s NICs.
- Do not forget that in a non-dedicated network (or even in a dedicated network with multiple clients

transfering data at the same time) your resulting network throughput for one client may finally end up with
this speed.

These were the results:

And here is the excerpt from the savegroup completion report:
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fest2003: — Successful Save Sets —-
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\bigfile                level=full,     10 GB 00:02:52      3 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\1_10GB_FILES           level=full,   9768 MB 00:02:51      4 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\10_1GB_FILES           level=full,   9768 MB 00:03:44     13 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\100_100MB_FILES        level=full,   9768 MB 00:02:52    103 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\1000_10MB_FILES        level=full,   9748 MB 00:02:57   1004 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\10000_1MB_FILES        level=full,   9772 MB 00:04:18  10034 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\100000_100KB_FILES     level=full,   9813 MB 00:19:52 100318 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\1000000_10KB_FILES     level=full,     10 GB 00:19:19 1003157 files
fest2003:   avusxp: P:\10000000_1KB_FILES     level=full,     14 GB 03:44:37 10031548 files
fest2003:   fest2003: index:avusxp            level=full,   3319 MB 00:02:04     40 files
fest2003:   fest2003: bootstrap               level=full,    550 KB 00:00:06    545 files

3.3. Testing the backup speed with the network speed of 10 Mb/s

Finally, ran the same tests for a network speed of 10 Mb/s. Remember that in general, the same rule apply as
before:

- If you use a 100 Mb/s network, do not forget that in a non-dedicated network (or even in a dedicated
network with multiple clients transfering data at the same time) your true network speed for one client may
finally end up with this number.

So the tests in fact have the a true background. These were the results:

Ond of course this is the excerpt from the savegroup completion report:
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3.4. Result & interpretation

These are the resulting diagrams for the storage node backups:

Interpretation:

1. There are 2 strange effects:
- Although the network should not be not involved at all, using bigasm with a 100 Mb/s

network has a very bad backup performance.
- For a file size of 1 GB, the 10 Mb/s network has a severe impact and drops the backup speed

by 25%.
Unfortunately, i do not have any explanation for these effects.

2. Surprisingly, for big files, the low network speed of 10 Mb/s performs significantly better than the
faster 100Mb/s network.

3. The smaller the file size, the smaller is the effect of the network speed.

3. Once again, the backup speed significantly drops with a file size of less than 10 MB.

4. With a file size of 100 KB and less, a faster backup network is beneficial. For 10 KB files you may
get an increase by  50% compared to the slowest network speed. So if your files are smaller than
1 MB, you should use a fast network connection even if you run local backups at the storage node.
This is obviously due to the fact that the number of filenames is significantly higher than for large
files.
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What’s new in NetWorker 7.4.3 ?

Although a few new features have been added with this version, the main purpose of NetWorker 7.4 Serv ice
Pack 3 (7.4.3) was to extend the supported environments.

1. New or enhanced features

1.1. Support to automatically import NetWorker license enablers
and authorization codes from EMC Powerlink Licensing

NetWorker 7.4.3 introduces support to automatically import and install NetWorker license enablers and
authorization codes from EMC Powerlink® Licensing directly to a NetWorker server or the NetWorker License
Manager.

For further details, please read the procedure in the EMC NetWorker Release 7.4 Service Pack 3 Release
Notes.

1.2. Support for Bare Metal Recovery (BMR)

NetWorker release 7.4 Service Pack 3 provides integration with EMC HomeBase Agent version 6.1.3 to enable
Bare Metal Recovery (BMR) of server system data.

During the NetWorker client installation, the HomeBase Agent installation binaries are copied to these standard
locations:

• UNIX /opt/homebase-agent
• Windows d:\nwinstall_dir\HomeBaseAgent

You must run the installation script to install the HomeBase Agent software.

I will most-likely describe how NetWorker works in conjunction with HomeBase in a separate TID. If you can
not wait, you will find some information towards the end of the NetWorker 7.4.3 Release Notes.

1.3. NetWorker licensing model to support virtual environments

NetWorker 7.4 Service Pack 3 introduces a new simplified licensing model for virtualized environments with the
new license type Virtual Edition Client Connection. Each physical computer hosting one or more  virtual clients
now will consume the new Virtual Edition Client Connection license, regardless of how many virtual clients are
running on that host.

This is ‘analog’ to the licensing of NetWorker’s Dynamic Drive Sharing (DDS).
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To support the new licensing scenarios you will find the new area Virtualization in the General tab of a
NetWorker’s client resource:

• To indicate that a client is working as a virtual machine, check the attribute Virtual client and enter
the name of the computer hosting the virtual machine in the edit field Physical host below, as shown
in this example:

At this point, the physical host needs a Virtual Edition Client Connection license.
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Notes

• The physical host identified in the virtual client hostname attribute will consume one Virtual Edition
Client Connection license, regardless of how many virtual clients are running on that host.

• If a virtual machine is licensed on one physical host and the migrates to another physical host, the
new physical host will require its own Virtual Edition Client Connection license.

The hostname does not need to be fully-qualified, and must be less than 64 bytes. All clients sharing
the same physical host must use an identical name - as usual, you must not mix name formats such
short, FQDN or IP address.

• To free a Virtual Edition Client Connection license that has been assigned to a physical host, all
references to the physical host must be removed, either by:

- Changing the Virtual client physical hostname attribute in the Client resources for all virtual
clients that reference the physical host.

- Deleting all Client resources for virtual clients that reference the physical host.

Licensing changes for NetWorker Modules in virtual environments:

• When a NetWorker Module software is running natively on a virtual machine, one module license will
be consumed per physical host. The virtual client connection license allows file system backups of
unlimited number of VMs on a single physical host.

• For application-consistent backups, a NetWorker Virtual Client Connection and the appropriate
NetWorker Application module are required for each of the individual virtual machines. One license
is required for each application type (SQL, Exchange, SharePoint, Oracle, SAP, etc.) used within all
of the virtual machines on a single physical server. There are no changes to model codes for
NetWorker Modules, so use existing codes and license enablers.

• For module licenses that specify the operating system, operating system restrictions will not be
enforced for modules running on virtual clients, allowing the physical host to run multiple types of
virtual operating systems without regard for operating system restrictions in the module license.

• Applying the Virtual Client Connection license to an existing VM after upgrading from a previous
release:

The VCC license is not automatically applied to an existing VM after upgrading to NetWorker
7.4 SP3. As a result, the VM uses one standard client license for the pre-existing virtual client
instead of using the virtual client license.

To enable the use of the virtual client license and free up the use of the standard client license,
select the Virtual client attribute checkbox for this client's resource, and specify the Physical
Host.

• Licensing Changes for VMware Consolidated Backup
With NetWorker release 7.4 Service Pack 3, when VMware Consolidate Backup (VCB) is being
used, each proxy backup host will consume one standard Client Connection license, regardless
of how many virtual clients are configured to backup via the proxy backup host.

Information how to configure the NetWorker software to back up a VMware virtual client is also
available from the Release Notes as well as from TID 3/2008.

This new licensing model works with all server virtualization environments supported by the NetWorker
software. The EMC Software Compatibility Guide provides a detailed list of supported server virtualization
environments.
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And this is how you verify the Virtual Edition Client Connection enabler:

Z:\nsr\bin>nsrcap -nvv -c 9dxxxx-yyyyyy-zzzze7
Read an enabler:
        name:    Virtual Edition Client Connection/1 (manufactoring code unknown)
        enabler code: 9dxxxx-yyyyyy-zzzze7 (000196015)
        license type: v0
        demo days:    45 days

740:nsrcap: License enabler code is valid.

Z:\nsr\bin>

1.4. New alert message added for NetWorker licenses that are
about to expire, or have expired

A new license alert message has been defined in the NetWorker software. This alert is generated 15 days before
a NetWorker license is about to expire, or has just expired. The alert appears until the NetWorker license is
authorized or deleted.

To view the license alert ...
• Use the NetWorker Administration GUI and proceed to the Monitoring window.
• Then the switch to the tab Alert :

This alert is also forwarded to the NetWorker Management Console GUI where you will find it in the window
Events.
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1.5. New information message added for local directives applied to
client data

A new information message has been defined in the NetWorker software. It is generated when the NetWorker
software detects that a local directive has been applied to a directory on a client that is to be backed up.

This message is applied as follows:
• For manual backups it is printed to stderr.
• For scheduled backups it is logged in the file /nsr/logs/messages:

  .....
Dec 15 18:51:06 2003green: --- Successful Save Sets ---
Dec 15 18:51:06 2003green: * 2003green:D:\TEST 66135:save:  //
  NSR directive file (D:\TEST\nsr.dir) parsed
Dec 15 18:51:06 2003green:   2003green: D:\TEST             //
   level=incr,      0 KB 00:00:02      0 files
  .....

1.6. Support to persistently turn on the NDMP DDAR setting
With NetWorker 7.4.3 you may now persistently turn the NDMP Directory Direct Access Recovery (DDAR)
feature on or off for such NetWorker client attached to a NAS filer, across different recovery sessions.

To turn on DDAR persistently for a NetWorker client across different recovery sessions, please proceed as
follows:

• Create/touch the following file in the in the /nsr/debug/ directory: ndmp_ddar_clientname
Where clientname is a hostname or IP address of the NetWorker client associated with the NAS
filer to which data is recovered.

Ensure that the clientname part of the filename exactly matches the name in the
NetWorker client resource. For example:

- If the client resource associated with the filer is named abc.emc.com, create
the file /nsr/debug/ndmp_ddar_abc.emc.com .

- If the client resource name is an IP address 192.168.0.10, create the file
/nsr/debug/ndmp_192.168.0.10.

The file ndmp_ddar_clientname can be used along with the environment variable NSR_NDMP_DDAR.
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1.7. Support in the nwrecover program for specifying a particular
NetWorker server during a client recovery operation

NetWorker release 7.4 Service Pack 3 includes support for specifying a particular NetWorker server during a
recovery operation using the nwrecover program.

When performing a NetWorker client recovery operation, you can enter a specific NetWorker server to connect
to using the -s option, or you can select the server using the Change Server dialog box in the nwrecover
user interface:

• If a NetWorker server is specified from the command line using the option -s servername, the
software directly connects to the specified NetWorker server.

• If no server is specified from the command line and the file /nsr/res/servers contains only one
NetWorker server name, nwrecover connects directly to this NetWorker server.

• If no server is specified from the command line and the servers file contains more than one NetWorker
server entry, the Change Server dialog box appears. You can select a NetWorker server from the list.

• If no server is specified from the command line and the servers file is empty, the Change Server dialog
box also appears.

Here you have the choice to ...

• Select the NetWorker server from the list,

• Click Update to detect additional NetWorker servers on the network or

• Enter the name of a NetWorker servers in the field Selection.

• Finally, click OK to proceed.
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Of course you may also change the server later:

To do so, open the
Options menu and
select the command
Change Server ...

This will also make the
window Choose
NetWorker Server
appear.
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1.8. Support in the winworkr program for specifying a particular
NetWorker server

The same behavior i explained for nwrecover now also applies to the appropriate Windows client program
winworkr.exe. Below you see how to change the NetWorker server later:

• If you check the option Save as Default Server, the program will save your selection in the Windows
registry an will remember it whenever it is restarted:
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1.9. Diagnostic Mode can be set and now saved as a user
preference

The NetWorker Administration GUI will now save the current settings for the Diagnostic Mode for subsequent
sessions.

1.10. Support to update the current inventory of devices

When devices are re-ordered, the NetWorker software detects the change and stops the backup or recover
operation. This is a proactive behavior which is intended to prevent the following errors:

• Duplication of volume information appearing in the NetWorker jukebox resource
• Unavailable volumes in the NetWorker media database

To manually update the current inventory of devices, perform the following:

• Ensure that CDI is enabled on all the devices.

• For each storage node that hosts devices that do not have the serial number listed, perform a the
process Scan for devices to populate and update the serial number data in the NetWorker
resource database.

Devices whose serial numbers do not appear in the resource database might have been manually
configured or added using a previous version of NetWorker software.
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1.11. User configurable notifications added for SCSI bus resets

A new user configurable notification has been defined in the NetWorker software. This notification sends an alert
when a SCSI bus reset condition has been detected and logged in the daemon.raw file (see below):

For information about how to configure the Action field for notifications, please see the EMC NetWorker
Administration Guide.

Although not explicitely mentioned, it could well be that the default action of this
notification only works with the appropriate enabler (see TID 24/2006).
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1.12. New log messages added for directed recovery operations

A new success or failure log message for directed recovery operations has been defined in the NetWorker
software. This new log message includes the name of the NetWorker client that saved the files. During a directed
recovery operation, the recovered save sets belong to the NetWorker client named in the new success or failure
log message.

The success or failure log message for the host that initiates the directed recovery displays in the Console. The
success or failure log message for the NetWorker server is also logged in the daemon.raw file.

The success or failure log message in the file daemon.raw is seen only when a
directed recovery is run with the -R option from the command line interface, or
when the recover GUI is launched on a different client than the one to where the
data is being recovered.

Here is an example:

Z:\nsr\bin>nsr_render_log daemon.raw
  .....
38732 12/17/2008 6:25:39 AM  0 0 2 1480 1476 0 2003blue nsrd rh4-green:/etc  //
  (12/16/08) done reading 560 KB
11625 12/17/2008 6:25:39 AM  0 0 2 1480 1476 0 2003blue nsrd rh4-green:root  //
  done browsing
42506 12/17/2008 6:25:41 AM  2 0 0 1480 1476 0 2003blue nsrd recover info:
  Successfully recovered using directed recover from Host: `2003blue' by the  //
  User: `Administrator' for the Client: `rh4-green', on to Target host:  //
  `rh4-green' using NetWorker server: `2003blue'
11625 12/17/2008 6:25:41 AM  0 0 2 1480 1476 0 2003blue nsrd 2003blue:  //
  done browsing

Z:\nsr\bin>
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2. New supported environments
The NetWorker 7.4.3 Release Notes lists these new supported environments:

• Support for Veritas Cluster Server 5.0
NetWorker release 7.4 Service Pack 3 introduces NetWorker client support for Veritas Cluster
Server 5.0 (VCS) on Solaris, Linux, and Microsoft Windows 2003.

You will find technical details in the NetWorker Release 7.4 Service Pack 3 Release Notes.

• Support for Microsoft Failover Cluster on Windows Server 2008
NetWorker release 7.4 Service Pack 3 introduces support for Microsoft Failover Cluster on
Windows Server 2008.

You will find technical details in the NetWorker Release 7.4 Service Pack 3 Release Notes.

• Support for EMC Avamar Server version 4.0.1
NetWorker release 7.4 Service Pack 3 introduces support for Avamar® version 4.0.1.

• Support for NetWorker server on Microsoft Windows Server 2008
NetWorker release 7.4 Service Pack 3 includes support for the NetWorker server running on
Microsoft Windows Server 2008 providing these features:

- Microsoft Windows Server 2008 failover cluster support
Provides the same level of failover cluster support as was provided for previous releases
of Windows Server.

- NetWorker server support for Microsoft Windows Server 2008
When NetWorker Server is installed on Windows Server 2008, then NetWorker clients,
storage nodes, and other resources can be configured for this server.

• Support for the NetWorker storage node on Microsoft Windows Server 2008
NetWorker release 7.4 Service Pack 3 includes support for the NetWorker storage node running on
a Microsoft Windows Server 2008.

• Support for DAS silo on Microsoft Windows Server 2008
NetWorker release 7.4 Service Pack 3 includes support for DAS silos running on Microsoft
Windows Server 2008 (x86 or 32-bit).

• Support for the NMC server and client on Microsoft Windows Server 2008
NetWorker release 7.4 Service Pack 3 includes support for the NetWorker Management Console
(NMC) server and client that is running on Microsoft Windows Server 2008.

You will find details about NetWorker Management Console requirements in table 3 of the
NetWorker Release 7.4 Service Pack 3 Release Notes.

• Support for de-duplication client platforms
You will find a detailed overview about all supported de-duplication client platforms in table 4 of
the  NetWorker Release 7.4 Service Pack 3 Release Notes.
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• Support for NetWorker client with Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V Guest Operating System
NetWorker release 7.4 Service Pack 3 introduces NetWorker client backup and recovery support of
system state and data volumes within Hyper-V guest machines running Microsoft Windows Server
2008 supported guest operating systems.

The EMC Software Compatibility Guide provides a detailed list of NetWorker client supported
Hyper-V guest operating systems.

The NetWorker client support within a Hyper-V guest machine is independent of
the Hyper-V role implementation on Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server
2008 core.

3. Undocumented features
For me, Undocumented features are changes which are not listed in the Release Notes. However, they may
appear in different documents. The only one i discovered so far relates to the Recover Options for both, the
Windows and the UNIX/Linux GUI which of course also applies to the recover command.

3.1. The Recover Exclusion list

Within nwrecover, you will see the new area Recover Exclusions in the Recover Options window:
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In the Windows NetWorker User - Recover window you need to open the Options menu and select the command
Exclusion Options...

... to make the Window Exclusion File List appear:

Unfortunately, there has no other new document been released where you can read about this new feature.
Just the online Help can bring some light to this new feature ...
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  .....
       -e exclude file
              Specifies an exclude file that contains a list of all the paths
              to  exclude from the recovery. The exclude file can be an abso-
              lute or relative path for browsable or save-set based recovery.
              The  exclude  file must be an absolute path for directed recov-
              ery. If the exclude  file  lists  a  valid  directory  path  to
              exclude but does not list file entries from the directory, then
              the directory is recovered along with  the  files  in  it.  The
              recovery total in the exclude file report will account for this
              directory exclusion.

              The following wildcards are supported for pattern  matching  in
              the  list  of files to exclude. Except for the ** wildcard, any
              of the wildcards can appear anywhere in the file path.

              ** - Specifies a directory and all the files and subdirectories
              within it.

              For   example,   the   pattern   C:\globe\**  (on  Windows)  or
              /usr/globe/** (on UNIX) in the exclude file specifies the globe
              directory  and  all  its subdirectories and files for exclusion
              from the recovery. The ** wildcard must appear at  the  end  of
              the file path.

              * - Matches any string of characters in a path.

              For   example,   the   pattern   C:\globe\*   (on  Windows)  or
              /usr/globe/* (on UNIX) in the exclude file  specifies  all  the
              subdirectories and files within the globe directory.

... as well as the recover manpage is a little bit more informative about this new switch:
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              Similarly, the pattern /a*/globe/* specifies any directory that
              starts with the letter a in the root directory and contains the
              globe  directory  within  it.  All the subdirectories and files
              within the globe directory are also excluded from the recovery.

              [..]  -  Matches any single character within a range, where the
              range is specified with a dash (-).

              For example, the pattern globe[0-9] specifies  globe,  followed
              by a number between 0 and 9, inclusive.

              The pattern globe[adrs] specifies globe, followed by any single
              character within the brackets.

              ? - Matches any single character in a path.

              For example, the pattern C:/gl?be/ (on Windows) or  /usr/gl?be/
              (on  UNIX)  in  the  exclude  file  specifies all the files and
              directories with the name gl?be, where ?  is any single charac-
             ter.

As you may imagine, the exlude file is client-specific:
- It must reside on the NetWorker client system
- Consequently, the file must list filenames refering to a client-supported file

system.

Let’s have a look at the following example:

Assume you have created the file /tmp/exclude on your NetWorker Linux client containing the filename
/etc/hosts.

Now you start a directed recover process and select these 6 filenames ...
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... automatically renaming and relocating them according to these Recover Options ...

... and appropriately refering to the Exclude file list you added in the new window ...
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... then, starting the recover process will exclude the file(s) listed in the Exclude file list. As you can see,
there is also an appropriate entry in the status window:

Of course, the software just follows rules but does not check for plausible mistakes. Consequently, in
case you use the same recover options but only selected /etc/hosts as the file to be recovered, you
will end up with this result:
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. MS Exchange backups are full although scheduled for incrementals

The following message does represent the problem:

"HrBackupPrepare: unknown error 0 (0x0) A full backup will be performed."

This indicates that Microsoft Exchange encountered a situation where incremental backups will not be
allowed. Potentential reasons might be:

- After the defragmentation or migration of the database, there has not been made a full yet.
- Circular Logging is still active
- Transaction logs are out of sequence
- The previous backup failed

To find out the reason, please have a look at the following entry in the registry

HKEY_Local_Machine\Software\Microsoft\Exchange\backupinformation

This key has two entries: Exchange DS database  and  Exchange MDB database .

This entry should show the last log that was backed up. When an incremental backup is requested the
API will check this value, if the value is something other than the last log, a full will be forced and the
entry is updated. When a full is requested the value is not checked but only updated upon completion.

However the entry will only be updated upon a successful completion. If the previous incremental
backup failed, the entry will not point to the last log that was backed up and the next requested
incremental will be forced to be done as a full backup.

2.2. Drive Limitations within a NetWorker Data Zone

Althout the theoretical limit of devices in a data zone is 256, there are OS restrictions that restricts to
reach this number. So far, Legato has successfully tested these numbers:

max. 45 drives for a NetWorker/Windows server
max. 64 drives for a NetWorker/UNIX server

This number does not apply to the number of physical backup devices but to the total number  nsrmmd
processes that a NetWorker server is capable to administer. As a consequence, these numbers
represent the total number of physical and logical (shared) devices within the data zone.

It is important to remember that this is just one limitation within the data zone.

Other limitations are:

- The performance of the NW server itself
- How many savegroups you are running at once
- Network performance
- The TCP/IP stack (bigger hit on Windows than UNIX)

creinfeld
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. New undocumented parameter  Savegroup Parallelism

With NetWorker 6.1 a new parameter was introduced for the savegroup resource - here shown for the
Windows administrator GUI:

This value has been implemented for load balancing reasons. In the past there was the possibility that
one savegroup or very few groups could claim all streams for itself (themselves). As a consequence, it
was not possible to run multiple groups in parallel and effectively.

If the value is not zero, then it overrides any other parallelism considerations that savegroup may use
to avoid overutilizing the system's resources. Modifying the value has no effect on currently running
savegroups. The value must be between 0 and 1000.
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2.2. An undocumented Icon appears during a Windows Recovery

While browsing for a recovery under Windows, you might see two different icons for a logical volume,
for example:

   'normal'      new

The new icon does indicate that this drive is currently not locally available on the host you want to
recover to (the destination client). This especially appears during directed recoveries or if you want to
recover data from a virtual disk in a cluster configuration after migration of the application has taken
place.

This is not a NetWorker but a Windows icon. As it is not available through the Windows NT 4 libraries,
it only exists for Windows 2000 (and probably Windows XP).

2.3. NetWorker and "Mixed Media"

"Mixed Media" describes the situation where you have at least two different types of media in the same
autochanger/jukebox. This is not a supported NetWorker scenario.

When setting up NetWorker pools, you are able to assign a pool for certain backup device(s). This may
make you think that such a configuration might solve the problem. This however works solely for the
situation where pools have been designed for: to separate the data streams. This however is only done
while writing.

During read operation, NetWorker in fact does not check the pool and as such does not care which
device can be used for recoveries - to support the read request immediately, it will take the first
available one, which might be incompatible with the media.

2.4. Recovering incomplete Save Sets

In principle, NetWorker is able to recover every single data block that ever has been saved. If you later
discover, that an incomplete save set contains data that you absolutely must recover, then you may try
to do so by starting a save set recover process.

Recovering a single file by browsing is impossible as the file index information for a partial save set will
be removed automatically during the next index check, performed by  nsrck , which in the meantime
will have taken place already.

It is obvious that NetWorker is only capable to recover the data blocks until he encounters the end of
the save set - it is the user's responsibility to check the integrity of the recovered data.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Dynamic allocation of client licenses with NetWorker License Manager

Using the Legato License Manager, it is possible to split NetWorker client licenses to different
NetWorker data zones.

This however is only true for addtional client licenses. The client licenses that come with the
NetWorker base licenses are not subject to this capability - they are static to the data zone they belong
to.

2.2. scanner -m -S ssid# device  produces garbage on the monitor

Analog to the scanner -i -S  command, it is possible to run the same command with the  -m
option. Unfortunately, all output of the data stream will be sent to the monitor as this is the usual
behaviour.
To prevent this problem, please redirect the output to the  null  device:

instead of scanner -m -S ssid# device
use scanner -m -S ssid# device > null

Note: scanner -m  is a useful command
scanner -m -S  is not useful at all

The output would be information that you already have -
(You would not be able to use  -S  without the media index in
place. However,  scanner -m  -S only repopulates the media
index, information that you already have.)

2.3. How does NetWorker save data from an Encrypted File System, EFS?

Under Windows 2000, you may encrypt files stored on an NFTS volume. This will be done in the
background if you have set the appropriate attribute for that file or directory. However, the term EFS is
misleading as you cannot encrypt a file system but only files or directories.

NetWorker saves those files encryptedly. For verification you may:
- create a text file on a windows 2000 NTFS volume
- activate encryption for this file
- backup this file to a NetWorker file device
- Open the save set in that file device with a hex-editor - you will not be able to read the contents.

2.4. Do not forget to disable the Windows 2000 Storage Resource Manager!

Although clearly pointed out in the NetWorker documentation, this is an important issue that you might
forget. The problem is that the result varies - NetWorker may even work (for a while).

If you have additional (backup) devices that are controlles outside of NetWorker, please remember that
you may either enable the service in general or for specific devices - but you must disable it for the
NetWorker backup devices.
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2.5. How does NetWorker select files unter Windows NT/2000?

Under certain circumstances, it may well happen that NetWorker is unable to detect changed files. In
principle, NetWorker detects files as follows:

If the modification time (MTIME) or the archive attribute has changed, then the file will be
included in the next automatic backup.

This however may become problematic on moved files: Windows NT/2000 will not change those
attributes during a move. As a consequence, these files will be saved not earlier than with the next
full backup. This problem is well known to Microsoft who has taken corrective action as follows:

Under Windows 2000
There is the new feature  Change Journal  that supports all conditions that could not be
detected by the Networker client software so far.

Change and Trigger Descriptions Without CJ Without CJ
Change: a file was deleted (or moved to another directory).
Trigger: save of the deleted file’s directory.

yes no

Change: a directory was deleted.
Trigger: save of the parent directory.

yes no

Change: a directory was renamed.
Trigger: save of all files and subdirectories within the directory.

yes no

Change: a file or directory was compressed or decompressed.
Trigger: save of the file or directory.

yes no

Change: a file or directory was encrypted or decrypted.
Trigger: save of the file or directory.

yes no

Change: the NTFS extended attributes of a file or directory were
changed.
Trigger: save of the file or directory.

yes no

Change: the access rights of a file or directory were changed.
Trigger: save of the file or directory.

yes no

Change: an NTFS hard link was added to or removed from a file
or directory.
Trigger: save of the file or directory.

yes no

NetWorker 6.1 and higher supports usage of the Change Journal .
Please read the  NetWorker Administrator's Guide for Windows  how to configure NetWorker to use
Microsoft's  Change Jounal .

Under Windows NT
There is no other alternative than to use a 3rd party copy command that also will change the
attributes as required.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. NetWorker Server/Client Compatibility

Legato’s support is beeing asked freque ntly, which NetWorker clients can be backed up by which
NetWorker servers. The usual answer is that there are no problems as far as the NetWorker server
will use the latest NetWorker release.

However, there is no such limitation in principle. The engineering answer is even better: “any to any“.
To underline this statement, Legato has done extensive tests. The result is shown in the NetWorker
6.x Release Supplement .

This is the “Compatibility Guide“:

Backed up by/to Recovered by Success?
6.x client to 6.x server/storage node 6.x client yes
6.x client to 5.x server/storage node 6.x client yes
5.x client to 6.x server/storage node 6.x client yes
5.x client to 5.x server/storage node 6.x client yes
6.x client to 6.x server/storage node 5.x client no
6.x client to 5.x server/storage node 5.x client yes
5.x client to 6.x server/storage node 5.x client yes
5.x client to 5.x server/storage node 5.x client yes

Please do not forget two issues:

- Older NetWorker client software is not capable of NetWorker features that have been
implemented in a later release. This of course applies to both, backups and recoveries.
As a consequence, there might be problems between different operating systems and certain
files (for example special save sets like SYSTEM STATE ), which are not available for older
NetWorker clients.

- "any to any" of course is only valid for recoveries between clients of the same operating
system. As usual, cross-platform recoveries are not allowed.

2.2. Directed recoveries between NDMP clients

In general, this is no problem at all, as long as the clients run the same operating system. However,
this is not always true for such scenarions.

As the NDMP operating systems are specific for the filer manufacturers, a Directed Recovery
between foreign NDMP hosts, for example between Auspex and NetApp computers, is impossible. Of
course there is no problem running a recovery from NetApp to NetApp .

And of course, a cross-platform to an "ordinary" NetWorker client will fail.
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2.3. NDMP backups and 'directives'

NetWorker directives will not be recognized by an NDMP filer. The reason is that NetWorker will not
use the same mechanism to traverse the filesystem as usual. As a consequence, directives can not
be understood.

In the rare case that you have to rely on directives, your only choice is to mount the filesystem and to
back it up "the usual way" via  save/uasm , which is possible but usually much slower than the built-
in  NDMP snapshot backup.

2.4. Error "cannot encode arguments"

This problem is due to a missing entry for the  Backup Command  (nsrxchsv.exe) in the NetWorker
client resource. This necessity can be easily forgotten because

- the current  Administrator's Guide  for the NetWorker Module 2.0 for MS Exchange clearly
explain this fact but

- the explaining screenshot only shows an empty field.

So please read the text carefully.

This is the technical explaination:

- If there is no backup command, NetWorker uses the standard program to read and write the
filesystem during backups and recoveries, usam.exe .

- uasm  however recognizes only pathnames as save sets, but pseudo save sets as for example
All  ,  SYSTEM STATE: , REGISTRY:  or  MSEXCH  cannot be understood. As a consequence,
uasm  is complaining about an illegal parameter.

2.5. Supporting jukeboxes with double-gripper

This is just a short note, that such libraries, for example IBM’s 3584L32, are currently not supported in
a way, that the second gripper can be used as well. However, it can be used as a "standard" jukebox.

2.6. Notes for using jukeboxes with LTO devices

If you are about to install such hardware, please note these issues:

- Due to a longer loading cycle, the jukebox parameter  Load Sleep  has to be increased to a
minimum value of  40  (seconds).

- Additionally, you have to enable the library option  fast load .
Be careful: This seems to vary with the hardware manufacturer.
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2.3. For recoveries, NetWorker will request a media at the server, not at the storage
node

In principle, there are multiple reasons for this problem:

During writes ...

... the preferred storage node was not available and cannot suport the backup

... the save stream has been sent to the incorrect pool
You probably didn't even notice it yet.

During reads ...

... the storage node that did the save is unavailable

... the relation between client and save set does not exist any longer

While the first three reason are logical, understanding the last may become hard:

When recovering, NetWorker checks if another client with the same name exists as that there
could be more than one destination.

However, such a client name might have been changed already and the matching client resource has
been deleted. As a consequence, NetWorker is not interested in any other resource for that client and
he will not read any storage node list - instead he is using the Networker server and trying to receive
the information from there.

Solution:

Change the save set setting for that client appropriately or create a new client instance with this
save set, which you probably do not want to reuse again.

2.4. Problems saving files > 2GB under Linux

This was a known problem until NetWorker 6.0.x. It has been resolved with NetWorker 6.1.1 for Linux
(kernel 2.4 and ext2 file system).

2.5. Backups of Windows NT 4 clients will result in errors "... No address for
SFCAPI: ..."

This problem should not have occured - but it can be ignored.

SFC is a software package, that has been integrated in Windows 2000. It gurantees, that certain files
of the operation system kernel will not be overwritten. As a consequence, those failes cannot be
backed up at all under NT 4.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. NetWorker and  High Speed Devices

Such devices are marked in the  NetWorker Hardware Compatibility Guide . However you might
overlook them as this usually is only a footnote to such devices. This is the reason why they shall be
listed here again.

NetWorker knows exactly 4 devices that count as so-called High Speed Devices :

Manufacturer Drive Type
Sony      DTF
Ampex      DST
IBM      3590
STK      SD3  RedWood

The speed alone does not explain the usage of the term  High Speed Device , although these tape
drives were much faster than others when they came to market.

To support such devices properly, you need a  High Speed Device  license. Such was provided with
NetWorker's Power Edition - it was an add-on license for the other NetWorker editions.

Since NetWorker 6.1.1, the support for these devices was built into the elementary functionality of
all NetWorker "Editions" - a High Speed Device license does not exist any longer.

2.2. Backing up the SAP DB with NetWorker

The SAP database (Adabas) can be backed up in either ways:

- Using the NetWorker database module for Oracle or
- Directly via the  Named Piped  mechanism

To do this, a little utility is delivered with the SAP database, that does support both methods. The
creation of specific scripts is not necessary.

Please use the following URL to find a detailled description:

http://www.sap.com/solutions/technology/sapdb/framesets/sap_db_documentation.htm

Please download the document "External Backup Tools: SAP DB 7.2 and 7.3" for details.

2.3. The installation of Legato GEMS Console 2.0 on a Windows NT/2000 system
using a foreign language is not possible

If you want to install GEMS Console on a Windows system running another than the English language,
the installation will be aborted due to the language specific settings.

The problem has been solved with the Legato GEMS Console patch version 2.0.1. Please use only
this release on other than English windows computers.
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2.4. Problems with the IBM Ultrium device driver under Windows 2000

Please ensure that the driver is at least of version 5.0.2.3. Using older drivers may result in
configuration problems, if multiple Windows 2000 hosts share such device - write errors and even
data losses may be the result.

Please download the latest driver from IBM, using the following URL:

ftp://ftp.software.ibm.com/storage/devdrvr/Win2000

2.5. Will a clone process create a multiplexed clone tape?

In general, there are two methods to clone NetWorker save sets:

- Automatically by setting the appropriate group attribute
- Manually by invoking the program  nsrclone .

While the first method is very easy to configure, the second one needs scripting for automization.

As experienced NetWorker user, you now that NetWorker in general prefers to work on save set
levels. This is exactly what happens here.

- During automatic cloning, NetWorker copies sequentially all save sets that have been created by
running this group.

Advantage:
- Easy to configure
- The data will be separated (de-multiplexed).
- The result is a faster recovery from the clone tape.

Problem:
- Handling a single save set at a time, the process is just slow. It might even be that the

clone still runs when the group will be started once again on the next day.

- During manual cloning, NetWorker can copy multiple save sets at the same time which, as a
consequence, will result in a multiplexed clone tape as well.

Advantage:
- The process will be much faster as the tape can be kept streaming.
- The result is a faster recovery from the clone tape.

Problem:
- As usual, recoverying from a multiplexed save set is slower as foreign data has to be

passed during tape motion.
- To automate this process, one has to script the solution which shall be executed as post-

backup script.

Please remember that data on a file device will be backed up in one file per save set, thus resulting in
the fact that multiplexing is impossible when sending the data to a file device.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. NetWorker and Bootstrap backups

Although all other NetWorker save sets can be sent to any other NetWorker storage node, the
NetWorker bootstrap, which is used during a NetWorker disaster recovery, must be saved to a local
device at the NetWorker server himself.

The good reason for this restriction is that you need the bootstrap data at this node because a
NetWorker's disaster recovery is nothing else than recovering the internal databases which are only
stored at the NetWorker server. However, you need at least one NetWorker device at the NetWorker
server himself.

Some customers use the cheapest way - the implement a file device at the NetWorker server only
keeping the bootstrap information. They then clone these save sets to another storage node, which is
possible. However, although this is a good solution for backup scenarios, it will not work during the
disaster recovery of the server. The reason is that the bootstrap must be retrieved from a local
backup device. However, in case the bootstrap lives on the file device at the server's disk and it has
been lost, there must be a compatible tape drive added to this machine to load the clone tape at this
point in time. As a consequence, it is obviously easier to work with a local attached tape drive from the
very beginning.

As you will see below, NetWorker prevents a disaster recovery from a remote device:

Z:\nsr\bin>mmrecov
mmrecov: Using avuspdc.avus.de as server

NOTICE: mmrecov is used to recover the NetWorker server's media index and
resource files from media (backup tapes or disks) when any of this
critical NetWorker data has been lost or damaged.  Note that this
command will OVERWRITE the server's existing media index.  mmrecov is not
used to recover NetWorker clients' on-line indexes; normal recover
procedures may be used for this purpose.  See the Legato NetWorker
Disaster Recovery Guide for more details.

Enter the latest bootstrap save set id: 315635457
Enter starting file number (if known) [0]:
Enter starting record number (if known) [0]:

Please insert the volume on which save set id 315635457 started
into rd=testeng2:H:\BU_DEV1.  When you have done this, press <RETURN>:

Scanning rd=testeng2:H:\BU_DEV1 for save set 315635457; this may take a
while...
scanner: rd=testeng2:H:\BU_DEV1: No such file or directory
uasm: invalid save stream
rd=testeng2:H:\BU_DEV1: Mount operation in progress
mmrecov: RAP error: file disk avuspdc_c.001 not in media index
mmrecov:
Cannot Mount volume on rd=testeng2:H:\BU_DEV1
mmrecov: uasm exited with error 1

mmrecov aborted.

Z:\nsr\bin>
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2.3. Recently Updated Technical Bulletins

Legato’s Technical Bulletins, www.legato.com/resources/bulletins/, are constantly being updated. The
following is a list of Technical Bulletins that have been added (N) or updated (U) over the past few
months:

- 138: How to Rename a NetWorker Client (UNIX) (U)
- 355: Installing a Pass-Through Driver on an HP-UX Computer (U)
- 366: Running NetWorker Software on TruCluster Server 5.x during a Rolling Upgrade (U)
- 367: Installing NetWorker Release 6.0.x in a Legato Cluster for HP-UX Environment (N)
- 368: How to Implement smtpmail for the Bootstrap Notification (N)
- 369: How to Perform Frequent Incremental Backups of a Microsoft SQL Server Database over a

   24-Hour Period (N)
- 370: Best Practice in Using the nsr_shutdown Command (N)
- 371: Mixed-Media Backups and Restores with NetWorker Software (N)
- 404: nsrd Fails to Start during Failover When Configured on a Microsoft Cluster Server (N)
- 403: Mixed-Media Backups with SmartMedia Software (N)

2.4. 2GB Limit in Microsoft Exchange .PST files

Microsoft Exchange clients are limited to 16,384 items in a table. This means PST files can accept
16,384 folders of up to 16,384 items in a folder. The maximum size a PST can be is 2 gigabytes (GB)
total file size.

NetWorker is subsequently restricted by this limitation, but Legato is working on a workaround for
NetWorker Module for Exchange 2000.

A Microsoft Knowledge Base article, http://support.microsoft.com/support/kb/articles/Q159/1/63.asp,
explains the limitation.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. NetWorker and wildcards for backup purposes

When you setup NetWorker client resources for automatic backup purposes, you normally leave the
entry in the field  Save Set  to  the default value of  All . If you change this setting, you usually
specifiy a complete partition or a subdirectory. However it is possible to also specify file names.

On NetWorker for Windows, you may use wildcards as well. Files will then be selected as if you
entered the command from the command line. Of course, if no file can be found with this criter ia, the
backup will fail with a clear error:  No such file or directory .

On NetWorker for UNIX, wildcards will be interpreted as characters. And as you usually have no files
containing "*" and "?", it is most likely that such backups will fail due do non-existing files.

However, if you do a manual backup from the command line, wildcards are allowed as the examples
below show:

# save /test/*.*
save: Using ultra as server
/test/MAKERAND.DAT
/test/test___1.dat
/test/test___2.dat
/test/test___3.dat
/test/test___4.dat
/test/test___5.dat
/test/
/

save: /test/  3911 KB 00:00:01      8 files
#
#
# save /test
save: Using ultra as server
/test/test___1.dat
/test/test___2.dat
/test/test___3.dat
/test/test___4.dat
/test/test___5.dat
/test/MAKERAND.DAT
/test/
/

save: /test/  3911 KB 00:00:01      8 files
#

2.2. NetWorker's Save Set Consolidation and databases

Please be aware that Save Set Consolidation is useless for databases since the databases keep track
of what was backed up themselves. This means that the databases will recover from the original
savesets anyhow.
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2.3. NetWorker Security

Several circumstances can affect NetWorker security. In the following you will learn about the most
important security issues in a NetWorker data zone and how to solve them. There are 3 major issues:

1. A reverse Domain Name System (DNS) lookup fails. A failed DNS lookup can cause
unauthorized access.

This affects all NetWorker Servers up to release 6.1 - storage nodes and clients are not affected.

If a NetWorker client is configured with an IP address for which a reverse DNS lookup fails to
return a hostname, the NetWorker server uses a secondary access authorization method that
allows the client process access to the NetWorker server. This secondary access method can give
a client unauthorized access to the NetWorker server.

In NetWorker 6.1.1 the authorization method has been enhanced to ensure that the results of a
forward and reverse DNS lookup on the hostname and the IP address of the client process lead to
correct results. Access to NetWorker services is denied if the client process fails to be authorized.

NetWorker 6.1.1 is located on the Q4, 2001 media kit. Besides the 2001 media kit, NetWorker
6.1.1 can be downloaded from  http://www.legato.com/resources/downloads/networker.cfm .

2. Non-Aadministrators can view the Administrator list for a NetWorker server.

This affects all NetWorker Servers up to release 6.1.1 - storage nodes and clients are not affected.

By design, all NetWorker clients can view the Administrator list for any NetWorker server.

NetWorker release 6.1.1 with Legato fix LGTpa33164 prevents the Administrator list from being
viewed by non-administrators.

To obtain this enhancement, download LGTpa33164.tar.gz for UNIX or LGTpa33164.tar.zip for
Windows from the Legato FTP site,  ftp://ftp.legato.com/pub/NetWorker/Updates .

Please see the corresponding readme file for installation instructions.

3. An empty file  /nsr/res/servers   (UNIX) or  ..\nsr\res\servers   (Windows) file
allows any NetWorker server to back up or restore a NetWorker client.

This affects all NetWorker nodes since 5.x.

During the installation of NetWorker client software, you are asked to list the hostnames of the
NetWorker servers that are authorized to backup data from this client. The list of authorized
hostnames is kept in the "servers" file, which is located on the client.

If no hostnames are entered as valid NetWorker servers, an empty servers file is created and any
NetWorker server can back up this client. Likewise, any NetWorker server can perform a directed
recover onto this client. Take care - on Windows, the default servers file also contains
comments. However, a valid NetWorker server name may be missing.

All NetWorker administrators should ensure that a servers file exists on the client and contains the
hostname of at least one valid NetWorker server. Future NetWorker releases will display a
warning message if you fail to provide a valid hostname for the NetWorker server during the
installation process.
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2. Technical Hints 

2.1. Slow labeling with NetWorker 6.1.1 on Compaq MSL5026

In such a configuration, labeling NetWorker tapes might be very slow although other operations run fine.
Here is the solution:

Compaq CCS support had reported this (slow labeling) as a bug and the resolution was to update the
micro code version(don't remember what version, but the latest). We did upgrade the macrocode to
get reasonable improvement but i did not see any significant improvement.

2.2. Mixing NDMP NetWorker data and ‘standard’ NetWorker data on the same 
media

As this is quite often misunderstood, so here some clarifying statements about this subject:

- Technically, there is no need to separate NDMP data from ‘standard’ NetWorker data.
In principle, they can reside on the same media. The NetWorker Open Tape Format
supports this functionality.

- However, due to other reasons mentioned below, it is mandatory to separate the two types of
data and back them up to separate pools. 

There are two major reasons for data separation:

- The block sizes used for the NetWorker tape device might differ from the one that the NDMP
device uses.

However, as the data block size is exclusively stated in the tape label, one configuration would
use the wrong block size. (As far as I know, this applies to all backup solutions on the market –
there is always only one data block size per tape allowed).

- NetWorker bootstraps must be backed up and recovered from a tape drive locally attached to
the NetWorker server. 

As this is not true for an NDMP backup device, such media simply cannot save NetWorker
bootstrap information.
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2. Technical Hints 

2.1. Undocumented Parameter:  Savegroup Parallelism

This parameter for a NetWorker savegroup defines the maximum number of active backup processes 
(= number of save streams) that can be activated by this specific savegroup at the same time.

In general, NetWorker save streams will be managed by the FIFO (first-in-first-out) principle which 
means that they will be served in the sequence they will be opened. As a consequence, if multiple 
groups are started at the same time, it is most obvious that these save streams will be unequally 
distributed among the groups. It can even be possible that one group takes all possible save streams
for itself which will lead to the scenario, that the other groups are active but actually do nothing.

To ensure that only a certain maximum number of save streams will be opened by this group, you 
may not set the  Savegroup Parallelism  to a certain value. 

Note: The default value is 0, which means that the old principle (no limitation) is active.

Savegroup Parallelism  has been introduced in NetWorker 6.1 but it has not yet been mentioned in any 
documentation.

2.2. Autochanger Parameter: Max. Parallelism

Max. Parallelism  defines the maximum number of backup devices that a jukebox may use for 
inventory, verification and label purposes.

NetWorker will always use whatever drives are available for standard read/write operations. However,  

as the processes mentioned above will be executed by the  nsrjb  command, multiple of those 
commands must be executed at the same time. This is especially useful in scenarios, where you want
to prematurely label a large number of backup media or if you must run an inventory on the whole 
library.

After the jukebox installation, this value will be automatically set to  # of jukebox devices - 1 ,
ensuring that there will be at least one device available for other purposes. So you may not even 
notice a slow performance if you have a larger number of drives installed in your jukebox. However, if
you have a jukebox with only two or three devices, you may increase the performance dramatically by
increasing the  Max. Parallelism  value.
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Note: In the  NetWorker Administrator  for Windows, there are two options for these operations:
- Slow

Uses only one but a specific jukebox backup device
- Fast

Uses all but one device in the jukebox, if available

To benefit from the  Max. Parallelism  parameter, you must use the  Fast  mode, 
which is not enabled by default.

3. Frequently Asked Questions
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2.3. Backing up Compaq EMV Snapshots with NetWorker

There is nothing official yet. Legato is currently working with the EVM people to create a module to manage 
the snaps.  In the meantime, there are scripts available in the EVM documentation that should help you. 
Legato’s consulting organization will help you to incorporate these scripts.

From the EVM web based user interface you can create jobs to perform snapshot and backup tasks.
As a result, the user interface will show you an "backup command" line where you simply add the 
save  command.

2.4. NetWorker Server Service fails to start under MSCS/Windows 2000

In such a cluster environment, there might be the possibility that the service  NetWorker Backup and 
Recover Server  cannot be started any more.

There is a problem with Windows 2000 ServicePacks 1 and 2. This is resulting in a malfunction of the 
Subroutine  gethostbyaddr()  in a cluster. As a result, the NetWorker server service cannot start
properly.

For further details and a hotfix, please read the document that you can download using this URL:

http://support.microsoft.com/support/kb/articles/Q265/0/17.ASP
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2. Technical Hints 

2.1. Tru64 Cluster - Backup Hardware Support

Please be aware: TruCluster will NOT support just any tape drive as a shared cluster cluster resource.

TruCluster is the only operating system that has done the extra work in the tape driver to make this 
really safe, but they depend on the device's firmware behaving itself precisely according to the
specifications.

After exhaustive testing, Compaq found that most do not. As a consequence, you cannot use every
backup hardware in a Tru64 cluster configuration as shared cluster cluster resource. Please have a
look at the appropriate Compaq compatibility guide.

2.2. Support for Dynamic Drive Sharing in Tru64 & MSCS Clusters - Update

Many of you waited for the general release of this support as indicated in TIN 07/01. This has not 
been issued yet. There are still many questions about whether drive sharing is supported with 
TruCluster and MSCS. Here are some update details:

- For MSCS, Legato verified that SCSI drives connected to a SAN through FC-SCSI bridge could 
be shared inside and outside of cluster nodes. It means that:

- NW server on any supported OS, for example, Solaris can share a drive with any MS 
cluster node that runs NW storage node.

- cluster nodes that run NW storage node can share a drive
- cluster nodes can share drives with any other storage node on a SAN.

However, if drives are the native FC ones and there is no bridge, we observed the following 
problem:

Environment: NetWorker server is Solaris 8 ( with one JNI HBA) in a SAN composed of two 
fabrics (zones) , where a Microsoft Cluster is sharing the same drives : 4 STK 9840  via 
Emulex HBAs Cluster nodes (two W2K). Each have two Emulex 9000 HBAs each HBA 
acceses one zone/fabric : one for the tape zone the other for the disk zone.

The Tape drives, the Solaris host and the W2K first HBAs are all in the tape zone.

A disk array is in the disk zone, so are the second HBAs of the W2K nodes of the Cluster.
The Solaris host doesn't have any access to the disk zone.

The Library is an L180 from StorageTek with 4 9840, everything is FC between the Library 
and the hosts in the tape zone.

The virtual machine on the cluster is w2clustsql where Microsoft SQL is running using a 
shared drive for its database instances on S:

The concern was raised following a report of a customer in a similar but larger environment. 
In Legato we tested the backup integrity when Solaris was saving its save sets and a cluster
node was rebooting itself (reboot has raised concern in the past in DDS environment).

In house the Solaris backups (while a cluster node was rebooted) were verified a number of
times and were successfully cloned (or recovered).

creinfeld
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The problem surfaces 80% of the time when the virtual machine (w2clustsql) shared drive 
(S:\) was being saved to the node that is controlling the cluster (here: w2clust1) and the 
other node (here: w2clust2) was rebooted.

Out of 5 backups of w2clustsql: S\  1 succeeded and 4 got corrupted The corruption is not 
being detected during backup, and the backup finishes as if it succeeded and reports the 
total amount for backup and no sign of any failure detection . The corruption will be 
discovered when trying to recover or clone that save set.

Now this is one instance of such test. While saving the virtual machine shared disk to the 
active node of the cluster w2clust1 and rebooting w2clust2, it looked like that save set 
finished and was saved. But once you try to recover it or clone you will run into this failure, 
we observed  the same failure 4 times out of 5 backups.

Unfortunately the corruption is not being detected during backup, and the backup finishes  
as if it succeeded and reports the total amount for backup and no sign of any failure 
detection. The corruption will be discovered when trying to recover or clone that save set. 
The problem was also reproduced with FC LTO drives by IBM.

Engineering is working on a solution, however, there is no time estimate on when it will be 
available. We are not even sure if it is doable with our current design. It could be that the 
only way to avoid the problem would be writing our own tape drivers for Win2K and, 
probably other Microsoft OS, which would change the general paradigm of how NetWorker 
interacts with backup devices.

- What about drive sharing for TruCluster nodes?

Legato verified that SCSI drives could be shared between TruCluster nodes on a shared 
SCSI bus. There is at least one technically knowledgeable and trustworthy customer that 
already shares SCSI drives between TruCluster nodes in multiple installations across the 
whole enterprise in production. However, considering our experience with MSCS, product 
management is not ready to make any statements about support for FC drives without 
additional testing.

Having limited resources on Tru64 platform, we can not perform any TruCluster testing on a 
SAN ourselves. That is why on Tuesday Feb 5th, we start testing at Compaq SAN lab in 
Europe. At the same time we try to push Compaq Enterprise Backup Solution lab in the US
to do that qualification for us. However, please be aware that the availability of the labs also
depends on Compaq's priorities.

Qualifying a solution, especially such a complicated one as DDS between cluster nodes, means more 
than making sure it works. We also have to:

- understand challenges and limitation so we can prepare technical documentation and 
marketing materials, for example, update my DDS white paper.

- provide education to the field and to the technical support.
- have adequate resources in tech support to reproduce customer's problem.

So what is the schedule? 
By the middle of February we hope to have enough information to make a statement about 
supporting these configs:

- DDS for SCSI drives with MSCS Win2K nodes.
- Both SCSI and FC drives for TruCluster nodes.

By that time we also hope to have more visibility for our roadmap for sharing of FC drives with MSCS 
on Win2K. When NetWorker 7.0 is released (Q3/2002) we plan to have drive sharing for SunCluster, 
.NET, HP and AIX clusters as well.
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2.3. Automatic Reconfiguration of Backup Hardware in a Microsoft Environment

As you know, it is Legato's policy to not write its own device drivers. Whatever device handle the 
operating system will assign, Legato will take it and use it. In a running environment, this is fine. It
also works when a device becomes inactive, either due to hardware problems or due to NetWorker
administrator's intervention.

However, the problem arises when the machine, such device is attached, will be rebooted. Due to the 
nature of Windows NT/2000, the drives will be rescanned and the device names (the device handles)
will be automatically reassigned, which in case of a missing or defect device will lead to the fact that 
the new assigned Windows configuration does not map the old NetWorker configuration any more. As
a consequence, this will lead to a (partially) non-functional NetWorker backup environment. This is
especially important in more complex backup scenarios, for instance in a SAN where drives are also
configured to support Dynamic Device Sharing (DDS).

In principle, there are several ways to overcome the problem, depending on where you want to 
implement the solution:

- Let the OS not reassign the device names.
Unfortunately, this is not an option. Unlike other operating systems, Windows NT/2000 do
not have the problem to suppress auto-detection of peripherals. And to my knowledge, there
is no plan to install such option that will finally leave the decision to the customer.

- Installing Persistent Bindings
This is the method to solve the OS problem at the host bus adaptor's (HBA) driver level. 
With this solution, the hardware's serial number (SN) in a SCSI or the world-wide-number 
(WWN) in a SAN environment will be stored in a table that keeps the relationships between 
the SN/WWN and the OS device handles.

- Drive Serialization
This is the option to solve the OS problem within the backup software. 
In principle, it is the same method as Persistant Bindings, just implemented in another area
of the backup solution.

Right now, NetWorker does not support the last option. This will be implemented in the NetWorker 7.0
software, which will be released in Q3/2002 according to the current road map. So far, the only 
method to suppress auto-reconfiguration is to setup persistent binding using your HBA driver 
software.

2.4. Automatic Reconfiguration of Backup Hardware in a Linux Environment

This is to inform you that tests at Compaq Austria have shown that you can use a Linux environment
to prevent the problems discussed in 2.3. 

In other words: It is possible in Linux to support auto-reconfiguration of backup hardware.

Thank you Birgit Frühwirth for verifying this issue.
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2. Technical Hints 

2.1. NetWorker Startup Scripts Files on UNIX/Linux

The NetWorker script files on a NetWorker server for UNIX/Linux are used to start and stop the
NetWorker daemons gracefully. For this purpose, you must simply call the NetWorker script residing in 

the directory  .../init.d  using the appropriate parameters:

For Solaris
Startting the daemons # /etc/init.d/networker start
Stopping the daemons # /etc/init.d/networker stop

For Tru64
Starting the daemons # /sbin/init.d/NSRstartstop start
Stopping the daemons # /sbin/init.d/NSRstartstop stop

For Redhat Linux
Starting the daemons # /etc/rc.d/init.d/networker start
Stopping the daemons # /etc/rc.d/init.d/networker stop

As you can see, there are slight differences with respect to the pathname but also differences with
respect to the script name. The other name for the Tru64 scripts has historical reasons.

There is a potential problem in the 'stop' area of the NetWorker script, where another NetWorker 
command is actually used to kill the NetWorker daemons:  nsr_shutdown . 
This command is used with the following parameters:

nsr_shutdown -c -a -q&

The problem is due the usage of the ‘&’ character in conjunction with a system shutdown, because 
the following scenario may occur:

The ‘&’ will cause the NetWorker shutdown process to be moved to the background immediately.
As a consequence, the operating system receives the information that this process has already
terminated. The consequence is that the system shutdown will be accelerated because it got the
application’s ‘permission’ to proceed.

However, in a large NetWorker Data Zone, an ‘instant’ shutdown will not always be possible - it 
may take some time. Due to the ‘permission’, the operating system will start and may already 
dismount the hard disks. This may lead to the problem, that the /nsr directory is already 
dismounted when NetWorker still wants to save data to its files. The consequence could be that the 

media database and/or the resource files will be incomplete or corrupted.

Right now, if the NetWorker’s media database is corrupted, it must be repaired or even totally  
recovered before new backups or recoveries may be initiated. This will change with the NetWorker
7.0 version, where the media database will be organized in a similar way as the file index has 
changed in NetWorker 6.0. Until then you should prevent media database corruption because the 
repair is a major issue - it is rather easy to be executed but it needs some time. 

So far, i recommend to remove the ‘&’ character from the script, if your environment
allows this change. 
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2.2. nsrd.exe will not start in a MSCS 2000 Cluster 

There is a known bug in Windows 2000 for SP1 and SP2. Due to this problem, the elementary 
function  gethostbyaddr()  cannot work properly in a cluster environment. As a consequence, the 
NetWorker server daemon  nsrd.exe  cannot be started any more.

The following Microsoft document describes the problem and leads to a hot fix to resolve the problem.
Here is the url where you will find further details:

http://support.microsoft.com/support/kb/articles/Q265/0/17.ASP

2.3. Support of Sun Cluster 3.0

Whenever you work in a heterogenous environment, this is important to know:

With release 6.1.1. NetWorker also supports this cluster solution, which is also supported by Sun.
However, Sun's OEM NetWorker Version, Solstice Backup 6.1, also supports Sun Cluster 3.0, but
need's patch 111962-04 installed. 

Does NetWorker also support the "Global File System", GFS ?

This file system, which is integrated in the Sun Cluster 3.0 solution, is fully supported by 
NetWorker. GFS works independantly with respect to the underlaying file system or a volume 
manager. Sun Cluster currently supports the file systems UFS, VxFS and HSFS as well as the 
volume managers Solstice DiskSuite and Veritas Volume Manger (VxVM).

2.4. The 'quiet' Installation for NetWorker/Windows

Using this method, you have the possibility to install the NetWorker software on each Windows
node in your data zone without any further action.   

To do this, just start the  setup  program with the appropriate parameter. You will define the 
pathname of the installation directory and the NetWorker node functionality by using the command
parameters  INSTALLDIR  and  INSTALLLEVEL  respectively.

- to install a NetWorker client, use

C:\_LEGATO_SW\NW611\WINNT\networkr>setup /S /V"/QN INSTALLDIR=Z:\NSR 

  INSTALLLEVEL=400"

- to install a NetWorker storage node, use

C:\_LEGATO_SW\NW611\WINNT\networkr>setup /S /V"/QN INSTALLDIR=Z:\NSR 

  INSTALLLEVEL=600"

- to install a NetWorker server, use

C:\_LEGATO_SW\NW611\WINNT\networkr>setup /S /V"/QN INSTALLDIR=Z:\NSR 

  INSTALLLEVEL=800"

The installation works totally in the background - no other window will appear.
Note: The first '"'  must follow the option '/V' immediately, no space is allowed.
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2.5. NetWorker/Windows - Using Wildcards within Save Set Names 

With NetWorker it is possible to use  Meta Characters  or  Wildcards  in save sets names, either in
the save set list of a NetWorker client resource or as command line parameter for the save command.

However, to prevent surprises, you must know how NetWorker selects files. Let me explain the
behaviour using the following example.

With the given directory layout ...
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT

         TEST_2.DAT
        TEST_3.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_NEU\
                \TEST_N_1.DAT
                \TEST_N_2.DAT
                \TEST_N_3.DAT

Using the following command:
Z:\NSR\BIN>save D:\TEST\*.DAT
save: Using avuspdc as server
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT
D:\TEST\
D:\
/

save: D:\TEST\  29 MB 00:00:02      6 files
save completion time:  1-04-02  1:48a

Z:\NSR\BIN>

But ...
Z:\NSR\BIN>save D:\TEST\T*.*
save: Using avuspdc as server
D:\TEST\TEST_C_1.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_C_2.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_C_3.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_NEU\TEST_N_1.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_NEU\TEST_N_2.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_NEU\TEST_N_3.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_NEU\
D:\TEST\
D:\
/

save: D:\TEST\  58 MB 00:00:04     10 files
save completion time:  1-04-02  1:49a

Z:\NSR\BIN>

- In the first case, the name applies only to the current directory as the subdirectory
to walk through does not have the extention  ".DAT"

- In the second case the name applies also to the subdirectories
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- In the first case, the name applies only to the current directory as the subdirectory
to walk through does not have the extention  ".DAT"

- In the second case the name applies also to the subdirectories because the save set 
name also matches the name of the subdirectory.

Cross check - If you rename  D:\TEST\TEST_NEW  to  D:\TEST\TEST_NEW.DAT  this is the result:

Z:\NSR\BIN>save -s avuspdc D:\TEST\*.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_NEW.DAT\TEST_N_1.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_NEW.DAT\TEST_N_2.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_NEW.DAT\TEST_N_3.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_NEW.DAT\
D:\TEST\
D:\
/

save: D:\TEST\  58 MB 00:00:05     10 files
save completion time:  1-04-02  2:52a

Z:\NSR\BIN>

2.2. Backup of Windows RAW Devices 

RAW partitions  are usually hard disk partitions which have not been finally formatted. You may also 
say that a  RAW partition  can store data but it cannot be mounted as a filesystem, because the disk
has not been formatted according to such standard. This can be useful in cases where applications
have their own, usually faster methods to manage the data they store in such partitions.

To backup such a disk with NetWorker, you cannot use the usual utility  uasm , because  uasm  can
only deal with filesystem data - as logical consequence, a specific asm  (Application Specific Module) 
must be used, in this case  rawasm . The name explains it already - it is an  asm  that knows how to 
write and read a RAW partition or a RAW disk. 

The data transfer takes place at hardware level - it is nothing else than transfering a certain number
of consecutive data blocks. This method has several characteristics:

- The file system is totally bypassed. 
The partition may be formatted in any file system format or not at all.

- As there is no other granularity, you must always recover the whole save set.

- You can use RAW backups also if you have millions of small files that usually decreases the
backup speed dramatically. However, today other methods are available (snaphot technology)
that not only optimize the backup speed but also provide file granularity during recovers. 

- The data backup is fast.
As it is a sequential transfer, the disk can deliver data at optimum speed and with a continous 
data rate. The disks read/write heads only do micro-stepping from track to track.
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Unfortunately, most people also think that a RAW backup is faster than a normal file backup.
However, if the tape drives were already streaming at full speed during a file system backup, 
there will be no difference at all because this is all you can achieve.

The usual way to advise NetWorker to use a certain asm is to setup a specific directive, along with 
the save set entry where it shall be applied. However, for a Windows environment, it is even easier:

NetWorker will interprete the save set entry and automatically recognize
whether this is a save set where it must use rawasm - if not it will apply 
usam as usual.

To backup a Windows RAW partition,

specify the save set as follows: \\.\drive_letter:
example \\.\F:

To backup a Windows RAW disk,

specify the save set as follows: \\.\physical_drive# 
example: \\.\PhysicalDrive1 

 Important notes to be considered when dealing with RAW partitions/devices

- During backup and recovery, the contents must not change. Therefore it is necessary to stop
all applications that may access the volume(s).
Of course this can be achieved using NetWorker pre- and post-backup command scripts.

- As additional precaution, you may mount the disk in read-only mode before the backup starts.

- It is mandatory that the partition/devicenames exist in the registry before starting the recovery.

- The destination space must be error-free. 
This is usually done by intelligent defect mapping in the disk drive already.

- Data recovery must take place to a destination that is capable to hold at least the same amount
of data as the source device: 

- If the space at the destination location is smaller, the recovery will fail.

- If the space at the destination location is bigger, you will loose the residual free space.
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2. Technical Hints 

2.1. Improving the Security for a NetWorker Environment

Recently a customer claimed a security problem. He stated:

The bug is that if you install NetWorker in one network segment and when you install another
NetWorker server in a different network segment (a computer that has the same name as the first
NetWorker NetWorker server) you are able to view/administaer his configuration and backup all 
his clients (stealing data).

In general, this is a true statement. However there are some important things to consider:

- NetWorker assumes a safe environment - NetWorker does not create a save environment.
In other words: NetWork security is not one of NetWorkers tasks.

- Assuming correct name resolution, it should not be possible that another machine with the 
same name will remain undetected in the network.

- NetWorker does not care about computer names - it cares about IP addresses.
It is not NetWorker's task to do the proper name resolution.

- NetWorker also accepts IP addresses as hostnames - hostnames usually just make IP 
addresses easier to read.

    If you really want to prevent unauthorized access, please do the following:
- open the file  ..\nsr\res\servers  and
- instead of specifying the servers names, use the ip addresses.
- do not forget to restart the NetWorker client service. Forgetting this will not activate the

changes.

2.2. NetWorker and very large TCP/IP Data Packages

As the Gigabit Ethernet becomes more and more popular, there is also the intention to tune this 
network. One of the wishes is to send larger data packages, increasing the MTU size (MTU = 
Maximum Transfer Unit) leading to so-called "jumbo frames". The question is whetehr NetWorker will
support such method.

NetWorker uses TCP/IP - but it does not define any of its parameters. This is done in the lower levels 
of the OSI 7-level model. As a consequence, NetWorker should work with any method of a TCP/IP 
connection.
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2.Technical Hints 

2.1. Make sure to add your Jukebox Enablers in the right Sequence

Please notice that NetWorker will assign the jukebox enablers according to the sequence in which
they are listed under NetWorker's administrator programs. This is no problem if all jukeboxes are of 
the same model or have the same capabilities. However, in case of different types, the sequence is 
important. Please have a look at the following example:

- You install a 30 slot jukebox
- and a 200 slot jukebox afterwards.
- You have two licenses: one for a jukebox with 32 slots and one for a 256 slot jukebox.
- If you enter the large license first, it will be assigned to the first (small) jukebox.
- As a consequence, the other license will be rejected as it is "too small for the large jukebox".

And this is how you solve the problem:

- Stop the NetWorker daemons/services.
- Delete all jukebox licenses from the configuration file  /nsr/res/nsr.res .

Be very careful: Unexperienced NetWorker administrators might damage the
configuration of their data zone.

- Restart the NetWorker server.
- Add the licenses in the right sequence.

2.2. Old Magnetic Tapes will not be written with a higher Density

Please notice that a tape drive in general will reuse the same density that it has detected during the 
insertion of the tape. This is the obvious reason why for example a DLTIV tape, which has been used 
in a DLT4000 so far, will not automatically be written with a higher density if used in a DLT7000.

This is nothing special - intelligent tape drives work the same way since about 25 years.

To enforce a higher density, you have several possibilities:

- Erase the tape with a "bulk eraser". This is nothing else than a transformer with a large air gap.
This device will make the tape appear like unused.

Be careful: Some magnetic tapes also contain control information which will 
be recorded prior to shipment - this info will of course also be 
deleted by the eraser. You should not work with a bulk eraser if you 
are using such tapes.

- After inserting the tape, manually select a higher density at the tape drive.

- Use the appropriate parameter for the device driver, that will take care about overwriting. For 
example, activate ST_AUTODEN_OVERRIDE (0x0040) in the file  st.conf  under Solaris.
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2.Technical Hints 

2.1. Recovering the NetWorker Bootstrap to a different directory

Maybe you wish to move the NetWorker directory to another partition with more free space, using the
standard method recovering the NetWorker bootstrap with  mmrecov . With this direct method, this is
impossible.

The reason for this behaviour is that NetWorker always saves the files using their absolute 
pathnames. As a consequence, the recovery must also be done to the same path, as  mmrecov  
does not have the possibility to specify a relocation path. This, in general, is nothing specific – the 
same principle also applies to all other files. However, the  recover  program has a built-in 
relocation option.

So it is not possible to install NetWorker to another directory and run a successful disaster recovery
with  mmrecov – the result would be that NetWorker will recover the configuration files, the media and
the NetWorker server’s client file index (NetWorker 5.x only) to the original (the wrong) locations,
where the current NetWorker installation will not expect them.

2.2. NetWorker and very large TCP/IP data packages

The increasing popularity of the Gigabit ethernet also raises the wish to exchange network data using
larger TCP/IP packages – the so-called  MTU  (Maximum Transfer Unit) shall be increased to what is
known as  Jumbo Frames . Now the question arises whether this will be supported by NetWorker.

This note is to point out that NetWorker does use TCP/IP – but it does not define any of its 
parameters. This is done in a lower layer of the OSI network model. As a consequence, NetWorker 
should work under all conditions of a TCP/IP data transport without any problems.

2.3. How NetWorker/Windows backs up the system databases

There is an exception within the NetWorker behaviour with respect to handling the system databases,  

SYSTEM DB: , SYSTEM FILES:  and  SYSTEM STATE:  during the backup:

Although these will appear as separate save sets in  NetWorker User  backup window and 
although they will appear as separate save sets in the media database later, these save sets will
not be started in parallel but will be processed sequentially.

This is specific to the API that allows backing up this data. So do not be surprised when you will not
see three but only one save stream to be started during the backup of those three save sets. 
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2.Technical Hints 

2.1. Optimizing the backup of very large filesystems

As you know, the maximum size of a save set is a file system. If you leave the client’s save set list to
All  (the default setting), the maximum save sets NetWorker will create depends upon the number of
file systems that exist on your system hard disks.

This may be inconvenient for very large filesystems. Suppose you have several hundred gigabytes of
data that exist on only one partition. With the default setting for the client’s save set attribute, no more 
than one single save stream will be opened and sent to only one backup device. If you have more
devices, the other ones will not be used for saving this partition. To increase the throughput, it would
be much better if you create multiple save sets of this partition that can then be distributed to multiple
backup devices simulteanously.

To achieve this, you currently have to devide your partition into several logical save sets (if possible)
and list those explicitely in the client’s save set list. According to your directory structure, this can be
achieved more or less easily, depending whether you use subdirectories at all. Right now, you must
do the process manually or write intelligent scripts to do this dynamically, but especially implementing
the last solution is not easy. 

Only a very few solutions can do this automatically - one is the NetWorker module for SAP/R3 on 
Oracle. With this NetWorker database module, you only need to specify the number of save sets that
will be opened when backing up the database - the ‘save set generation’ is done automatically.

Do not forget that this will also have its impact for the recovery. In principle, NetWorker can recover as
fast as it has backed up. However it can only recover as many save sets for a partition as have been
created during a backup. If you want to recover a full partition, NetWorker can of course only create 
as many save streams as have been started during the backup. 

Other parameters will affect the throughput as well. In general the problem to solve is to prevent 
updates of the client file index as those will be performed while the save stream is processed. And of 
course, the motion of the source’s hard disk heads should be prevented as much as possible. This is 
almost impossible, as the backup needs to read the directory structure and the files contents, which 
are usually saved on different locations of the hard disk. To prevent this, it is recommended that you 
install NetWorker on a specific hard drive. Only the de-coupling of hard disks can improve the 
performance, that is especially harmful on filesystems with millions of small files. It is obvious that 
backing up a large single file will have almost no effect on the backup speed at all. Hwever, a lot of
very small files will break the backup more than necessary.

To minimize the impact of the fileystem structure, you may also use block level backup solutions like
NetWorker SnapImage or Celestra or use filers where you can use the built-in NDMP backups utilities
to achieve block level backups. NetWorker also has a cheap built-in solution for doing block-level
backups of the source partition – RAW device backups (see TID #5/2001).

Under no circumstances the source hard disks shall also be used as a NetWorker 
file devices in a real backup scenario, this will only increase the trouble. 
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Q: What happens if there is a  ..\nsr\res\nsrdb  structure and there are  nsr.res  and 
nsrjb.res files?

A: This scenario could occur:

- If the customer upgraded (or installed) NetWorker 6.2 and then decided to go back to an
earlier release of NetWorker (i.e. release 6.1.1)

- If the customer performed a disaster recovery from a bootstrap that was created prior to 
conversion.

In either case if there is both a  nsrdb  directory as well as a  nsr.res  and  nsrjb.res  file in
the  ..\nsr\res  directory, then a message will be placed in the  daemon.log  file and the files
nsr.res  and  nsrjb.res  files will be ignored:

nsrd: NSR configuration database (C:\Program Files\nsr\res\nsrdb)
  already exists, previous release version ignored

You must decide which (nsrdb  directory or  res  files) you wish to use and delete or rename the
other.
Upon startup if the  nsr.res  and  nsrjb.res  files exist (and there is no  nsrdb  directory), 
these resource files will be converted to the new  nsrdb  directory structure.

There is no procedure or utility provided that would take the converted  nsrdb  directory
and recreate the  nsr.res  and  nsrjb.res  files. 
You must recover the bootstrap if this is required.

Also, please keep in mind, that customized scripts using nsradmin to modify the
resource files will not work any longer.

2.2. NetWorker 6.2 for Windows – Hardlink Support for NTFS

What is a hard link? 
It is nothing else than a directory entry that points to the same file. The main purpose is to save
disk space. This can be especially useful in an environment where multiple users share the same
file. Using hard links, Windows only needs to save the same file once, although multiple file names
may exist. 

Are hard links used often? 
No. In fact the usage of hard links on Windows is very rare. So far, the problem has just been
seen at one customer site. 

How do you create hard links on Windows? 
For test purposes, there are two binaries available in the Windows NT 4.0 Resource Kit:

ln.exe creates a hardlink to a file.
ls.exe (similar to dir) makes a hard link visible.
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Please have a look at the following example:

Z:\TEST>ls -ilL
   505 -rwxrwxrwx    1 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_1.DAT
   506 -rwxrwxrwx    1 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_2.DAT
   507 -rwxrwxrwx    1 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_3.DAT
   508 -rwxrwxrwx    1 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_4.DAT
   509 -rwxrwxrwx    1 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_5.DAT

Z:\TEST>ln TEST_5.DAT TEST_6.DAT

Z:\TEST>ls -ilL
   505 -rwxrwxrwx    1 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_1.DAT
   506 -rwxrwxrwx    1 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_2.DAT
   507 -rwxrwxrwx    1 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_3.DAT
   508 -rwxrwxrwx    1 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_4.DAT
   509 -rwxrwxrwx    2 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_5.DAT
   509 -rwxrwxrwx    2 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_6.DAT

Z:\TEST>

The recognition is easy:
- Identical "file serial numbers" represent a link to the same physical file location.
- Different "file serial numbers" point to physical different file locations.

What was the problem?
After recovering hard linked files from a NTFS file system, the linked files had a different number,
which meant that there has been created another instance of the file at least once more time.
This could lead to the fact, that the file system could be overfilled during a recovery.

Was there a workaround?
Yes. Until NetWorker 6.2, the solution was not do use a file backup but backup/restore the blocks
of the whole partition using a RAW backup.

With NetWorker 6.2, hard linked files on a NTFS file system will be recovered with the same file serial
number (also known as 'inode' number).

Please note that the file serial numbers will be assigned dynamically. This means that 
after the recovery of two linked files, they will have the same number again, but those 
might be different than the original ones.

Please have a look at the example on the next page.
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Z:\TEST>ls -ilL
   505 -rwxrwxrwx    1 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_1.DAT
   506 -rwxrwxrwx    1 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_2.DAT
   507 -rwxrwxrwx    1 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_3.DAT
   508 -rwxrwxrwx    1 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_4.DAT
   509 -rwxrwxrwx    2 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_5.DAT
   509 -rwxrwxrwx    2 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_6.DAT
Z:\TEST>save -s creinfeld Z:\TEST
Z:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT
Z:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT
Z:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT
Z:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT
Z:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT
Z:\TEST\TEST_6.DAT
Z:\TEST\
Z:\
/
save: Z:\TEST  4887 KB 00:00:02      9 files
save completion time:  3-25-02  3:56a

Z:\TEST>Z:\TEST>del *.DAT

Z:\TEST>copy con: DUMMY.TXT
This is a dummy file.
^Z
        1 file(s) copied.

Z:\TEST>z:\nsr\bin\recover -s creinfeld Z:\TEST
recover: Current working directory is Z:\TEST\
recover> add *.*
6 file(s) marked for recovery
recover> recover
recover: Total estimated disk space needed for recover is 4885 KB.
Recovering 6 files into their original locations
Volumes needed (all on-line):
        creinfeld.001 at Y:\BU_DEV1
Requesting 6 file(s), this may take a while...
Z:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT
Z:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT
Z:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT
Z:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT
Z:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT
Z:\TEST\TEST_6.DAT
Received 6 file(s) from NSR server `creinfeld'
Recover completion time: Mon Mar 25 03:52:16 2002
recover> quit

Z:\TEST>ls -ilL
   505 -rwxrwxrwx    1 Administ None           23 Mar 25 03:51 DUMMY.TXT
   507 -rwxrwxrwx    1 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_1.DAT
   520 -rwxrwxrwx    1 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_2.DAT
   521 -rwxrwxrwx    1 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_3.DAT
   522 -rwxrwxrwx    1 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_4.DAT
   523 -rwxrwxrwx    2 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_5.DAT
   523 -rwxrwxrwx    2 Administ None      1000000 Mar 18 19:15 TEST_6.DAT
Z:\TEST>
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2.Technical Hints 

2.1. Additional info about NetWorker 6.2/NT

In addition to the informations explained in TIN 12/2002, please note as well:

- DAR (Direct Access Recovery) is implemented but currently available from the command line 
only. Implementation for the graphical NetWorker user interface is scheduled for the next major
NetWorker release (2H02).

- The "visibility" of the resources' Comment field in the resource type's list is also scheduled for 
the next major NetWorker release (2H02).

2.2. What is the "Volume Expiration Date" ?

The volume expiration date is set by default at two years from the date that the volume was most 
recently labeled. The two-year expiration is assigned whether the volume is being labeled for the first 
time or for the fifth time. Therefore, volume expiration date is not a reliable gauge of the age of a
volume.

The volume expiration date can be overridden from the command line in either one of two ways. The 
first is by invoking the command nsrmm with the -e expiration parameter. The second method applies
only to volumes stored in autochangers. If an administrator uses the command line to relabel a tape 
in an autochanger (the nsrjb program), an expiration date can be specified from the command line.

If a volume receives an explicit expiration date, NetWorker will not write a save set to the volume 
until it checks that the expiration date (or retention policy) of the save set is less than the expiration 
date of the volume. If the save set’s expiration date (or the client’s current retention policy) is greater,
NetWorker does not write the save set until an acceptable, receiving volume is mounted.

Volume expiration is not used as a criterion in any other NetWorker volume management operation 
(such as volume selection for writing or for recycling).
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2.3. What does this message indicate: "media db must be scavenged" ?

This message is not to be ignored. It means the index pages in the media database are corrupt and 
the b-tree needs to be rebuilt. Hopefully it is not a problem with the data pages in the Media DB. You
can rebuild (scavenge) the media databases indexes by performing a controlled corruption. 

You can verify the NetWorker behaviour yourself ...

On a NetWorker test system, create a controlled corruption of the media database:
- Stop all NetWorker daemons.

- In the directory  ..\nsr\mm\mmvolume6 , delete only all index files for the media 
database:

clients_i*.*
ss_i*.*
vol_i*.*

- Restart NetWorker.

- Examine the file  ..\nsr\logs\daemon.log  .
You will see the following message (example):

04/07/02 21:04:52 nsrmmdbd: WISS error: Unable to mount
Z:\NSR\mm\mmvolume6: bad database header

04/07/02 21:04:52 nsrmmdbd: media db must be scavenged
04/07/02 21:04:52 nsrmmdbd: media db scavenge successful
04/07/02 21:04:52 nsrmmdbd: WARNING: clients file missing from
Z:\NSR\mm\mmvolume6
04/07/02 21:04:52 nsrmmdbd: media db is cross checking the save sets
04/07/02 21:04:52 nsrmmdbd: media db is open for business
04/07/02 21:05:02 nsrindexd: Running nsrck to check client file
indices

- Examine the directory  ..\nsr\mm\mmvolume6 .
All the index files you deleted are back again.

- Restart the NetWorker server.

- Examine the file  ..\nsr\logs\daemon.log  once again.
The complaint you saw before will not be reported any more.

As you can see from the log already, NetWorker is self-healing. During the start of the server it will 
automatically re-create all missing files, if possible.

The method explained here is of course also a valid method to repair a corrupt media database on a
"hot" NetWorker server.
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2.Technical Hints 

2.1. NetWorker and SNMP

The NetWorker SNMP Module supports is capable to support thi. However there is no MIB file. As a
consequence, you should configure your monitor to just read NetWorker traps.

2.2. Which status will offline media finally become?

This question actually arises quite often - the customer wants to know whether offline media will also
become recyclable as media in the jukebox. Actually you can test this yourself. Just proceed as follows:

Run an automatic backup on a new file device and have a look at the media report - the expiration date 
is set to 1 year in the future, because the default retention policy for the save set is 1 year.

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -mv
   volume                  written  (%) expires      read mounts capacity volid      next type
   avuspdc.001               59 MB 100% 04/05/03     0 KB     4      0 KB 2915853313    0 file

Z:\NSR\BIN>

The expiration date is represented by the  mminfo  field  volretent :

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -q "volume=avuspdc.001" -r "volume, volretent"
 volume        expires
avuspdc.001    04/05/03

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Now verifiy the save set information:

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -av
 volume        client         date     time       size ssid      fl   lvl name
avuspdc.001    avuspdc       04/05/02 18:10:47   58 MB 2915862273 cb full D:\TEST
avuspdc.001    avuspdc       04/05/02 18:11:12    3 KB 2915868673 cr full index:avuspdc
avuspdc.001    avuspdc       04/05/02 18:11:37   54 KB 2915875073 cr full bootstrap

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Unmount the media and delete all save sets:

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrmm -u avuspdc.001
Unmounted device: Y:\BU_DEV1

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrmm -o recyclable -S 2915862273
Mark save set 2915862273 as recyclable? y

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrmm -o recyclable -S 2915868673
Mark save set 2915868673 as recyclable? y

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrmm -o recyclable -S 2915875073
Mark save set 2915875073 as recyclable? y

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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Now check for the volume expiration date again - it is undefined:

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -q "volume=avuspdc.001" -r "volume, volretent"
 volume        expires
avuspdc.001    undef

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Initiate the index management process - this is usually done automatically at the end of the next 
automatic backup:

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrim
avuspdc:D:\TEST, 1 browsable cycle(s)
0 browsable files of 10 total, 0 KB recoverable of 58 MB total

avuspdc:bootstrap, 0 browsable cycle(s)
0 browsable files of 84 total, 0 KB recoverable of 54 KB total

avuspdc:index:55d13b39-00000004-3c6482c8-3c6482c7-00010000-c3d64b96, 0 browsable cycle(s)
0 browsable files of 3 total, 0 KB recoverable of 3 KB total

avuspdc.001:   59 MB used,     3 save sets, appendable->recyclable, 3 recyclable save sets

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -q "volume=avuspdc.001" -r "volume, volretent"
 volume        expires
avuspdc.001    expired

Finally, check the date again - the media has expired:

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrmm -m avuspdc.001
file disk avuspdc.001 mounted on Y:\BU_DEV1, write protected

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -q "volume=avuspdc.001" -r "volume, volretent"
 volume        expires
avuspdc.001    expired

Z:\NSR\BIN>

2.3. Automatic verification of backups

Older 'NetWorkers' will know that this is not so easy to achieve - in fact, NetWorker never does a true
comparison of the backed up data and the source data except for a archive process. However, you 
can use the following methods to verify that the backed up data can be read properly:

- Clone the save sets or the media.

- Run the command  recover -n -S ssid .

If  either method will run successfully, you are sure that NetWorker will be able to read the data.
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2.4. Interaction between NetWorker and Microsoft Services for UNIX

There is a problem when these two products are installed on the same computer.

Summary
An interaction between Legato NetWorker client, server, or storage node software (any version) 
and Microsoft Windows Services for UNIX version 2.0 and higher can cause some components 
of Windows Services for UNIX to start up improperly. This may happen when both products are 
installed on a single system. To avoid this problem, ensure that the NetWorker software and the
Services for UNIX start up in the proper order. This issue is also documented in Microsoft
Knowledge Base article Q313621.

More Information
Any computer running NetWorker software requires portmapper functionality. Such is built into the 
NetWorker  nsrexecd  service to ensure its availability in the event native portmapper is not 
running in the Windows environment. Windows Services for UNIX also delivers portmapper 
functionality and contains several services that require the portmapper service to be running.

If the NetWorker  nsrexecd  service is started first, it begins serving the portmapper services on 
port 111. In this situation, the Windows Services for UNIX portmapper is unable to start, causing 
dependent services to fail. Conversely, if the Windows Services for UNIX portmapper is started 
first, the Networker  nsrexecd  process will simply not service portmapper requests on port 111, 
allowing both products to coexist without problems.

Resolution
To resolve this interaction problem, add a value to the Windows Registry to delay the start of the 
nsrexecd service until the Microsoft Windows Services for UNIX portmapper is running. This is 
accomplished through the  regedt32.exe  tool (commonly from the command prompt). To add
the appropriate value to the registry:

- Start the  regedt32.exe  tool.

- Open the following key: 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\nsrexecd

- Highlight  nsrexecd  and select  Edit  -  Add Value  from the menu bar.

- Select  REG_MULTI_SZ  from the  Data Type  list, enter  DependOnService  in the
Value Name  text box above the  Data Type  list, and click  OK .

- The Multi-String Editor opens. Enter  Portmap  in the  Data  text box, and click  OK .

- Exit  regedt32.exe  program.

When the system is restarted, the services will start in the correct order, allowing all services to start 
properly. If problems persist, repeat the above steps, ensuring that the value added is spelled 
correctly, including capitalization and data type.

Follow this procedure only if both Legato NetWorker software and Microsoft Windows 
Services for UNIX are installed. If Microsoft Windows Services for UNIX is not 
installed, and you add this value to the Windows Registry, the  nsrexecd  service 
will not start correctly.
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2.Technical Hints 

2.1. Executing a 'Directed Recovery' of a SAP/Oracle Database

This is how you can recover such files from another client:

- Ensure that the new client is a member of the same organization, the same site and the same
domain. His resource should be configured the same as the original client.

- Do not forget to put the client, whose Oracle backups you want to recover, off-line.

- Edit the parameter file  oracle_sid.utl .

Delete the comment for the client name and change it to the hostname of that client, whose
files you want to recover (change  client = source_client).
If this parameter does not exist, you may also add this line.

Now you should be able to do a directed recovery.

2.2. Adding new Devices to an existing Autochanger Configuration

Right now this is not so easy. The best method is to re-create the autochanger using  jbconfig .
But this is quite an effort if you have a lot of DDS configurations as well. 

The other alternative is to create the devices from  nwdamin  and to edit the resource file for the
autochanger manually. This will lead to success, however this method is not officially supported as 
the risk is high that you damage your NetWorker configuration.

Currently, there is no better alternative. A 'graphical' jbconfig routine is currently under development 
and shall be released with NetWorker 7 in Q3/2002. This will make such corrections much easier.

2.3. Using the 'Change Journal' (CJ) on Microsoft Windows 2000

As stated in the  NetWorker Administrator Guide , using this Windows database is beneficial, because
it will also detect changed files and directories that cannot be detected for backups with the standard
detection methods. Please read the document for detailled information.

By default, NetWorker will be automatically configured to use the CJ. If not, it can be activated later at
any time.

However, as clearly stated in the book, using CJ will only work if you backup
the partition from the root directory. As a consequence, you must either specify
the save set  All  or only the partition name  d:  in the  save set  edit field for this 
client resource.
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2.Technical Hints 

2.1. A different block size will decrease throughput for NDMP tape drives 
If you compare the throughput for the same device type, configured as NetWorker device and as 
NDMP device, it is obvious that they will not be the same. The reason for this effect is that NDMP will 
use smaller block sizes than NetWorker.

As an example, LTO drives will use a block size of 256kB when configured as "standard" NetWorker
devices. However, if set up as NDMP devices, the block size will only be 64kB. As a consequence, 
there will be more gaps on the NDMP tape which will decrease the overall data rate.

2.2. Why does one want to assign a level to a manual backup ?

As an experienced NetWorker administrator, you know that a save set created by running a manual 
backup (a client-initiated backup) will usually get no level assigned. However, if you run the backup 
from the command line, you will also be able to assign whatever level to this save set. On first sight
this looks weird and contradictionary, but it makes complete sense:

- As you know, an automatic backup (running savegrp ) will later execute the save command 
on the client and finally execute a "remotely started client-initiated backup" on the client node.
See TID 8/2002 for details.

As such save set will be assigned a level in the media index, save simply must inherit the level
that has been used with the savegrp command. And if you run savegrp -v you will see the
appropriate save command that proves this fact (see TIB 8/2002, page 21).

- If you apply a level to a manual backup, you can actually follow the "usual" client level which is
scheduled for that day. For example, if your client uses the schedule Default and today is 
tuesday, the level for an automatic backup is incremental. If you now run a manual backup with 
the same level, you can just follow your client schedule.

- Another important issue is if you have configured pools that also use save set levels to sort the
save streams.

2.3. What does the "% used" value for a client index indicate ?

A database entry is usually not deleted, it is just marked for deletion. The actual deletion will be done
when compressing the database (Reclaim space). Until this point, your databases will just have 
"holes". The  % used  value does not tell you anything else but the percentage of remaining data with
respect to the overall size of the database.

This was the case until NetWorker 5.x .With the new file index structure in NetWorker 6.x, each save
set contains a set of index files that can instantly be deleted if they become obsolete - there is no need
for compressing the file index any longer. 

However, as the actual size of the file index for a client shrinks as well, in NetWorker 6 you will see no 
other value than 100% - as a consequence, reclaim space will have no effect any longer. It is just 
available for compatibility reasons.
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2.Technical Hints 

2.1. * client:d:\ Backup Failed.    Could not find the log file
This error due to a wrong client setup. It does not mean that NetWorker cannot find a NetWorker log 
file but but a database log file. If a NetWorker log file is missing, it will not complain but automatically 
create the missing file.

The obvious reason is that you did not properly set up all your client instances. Multiple instances of  
the same client node may have several reasons, the most obvious is that you want to separate file 
backups from database backups.

Have a look at the following diagram - this is how NetWorker saves file system data in general:

save  starts and controls the process. The Universal Application Specific Module, uasm , reads the
filesystem data and forwards the data to the device (and finally to the media) via  nsrmmd . 

save

nsrmmd

NetWorker Client NetWorker Storage Node

OpenTape
Format

Data

XDR
Format

uasm

uasm The ASM that reads and
writes to the file system
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In general, the same principle applies for a database backup using a NetWorker database module. 
However, because NetWorker does not read a standard file system, he must use a specific database
save command to read the data via the standard database's interface:

Consequently,  to enable a NetWorker client to perform a hot database backup, these are the general
steps you have to fulfil:

- Install the appropriate NetWorker database module software on the NetWorker Client
- Add the NetWorker database module license (at the NetWorker server)
- Configure a directive that excludes the database directories for 'normal' file backups

- Configure your 'normal' client to exclude the database for a file system backup
- The save set entry is the pointer to the file system save set(s).
- The excluding directive must be used to skip database files during 'normal' backups.

- Configure a specific NetWorker client resource that is different from the one you use for the file
system backup: 

- The save set entry is the pointer to the database's save set(s).
- The backup command must be specified, according to the database. 

This advises NetWorker to use another command than  save .

Please find an example for both client resources and Microsoft's SQL database on the next page.

The problem especially occurs under nwadmin for Windows when you copy an existing "database
client". If you want to create the file system backup client resource and forget to edit his parameters, it
is obvious that NetWorker will use the wrong command for the save set. For example, if you leave the
backup command  then NetWorker will expects to read the data from a database log file ... and cannot
find it in the save set you specified for the file backup. This is exactly what this error message explains
to you.

db_save

nsrmmd

NetWorker Client NetWorker Storage Node

OpenTape
Format

Data

XDR
Format

DB I/F

The  db_save  command contains
the specific database ASM
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File system backup client resource Database backup client resource

Of course, you may also specify all file system save sets explicitely and avoid the use of a special directive.
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However, this is nothing special. The entry is inherited from the NetWorker  Server Set Up  resource,
as usual:

2.2. Recovering the resource files without overwriting the media index

The resource files are automatically saved along with the NetWorker bootstrap save set. Since 
NetWorker 6.x, this save set will directly start with the state  recoverable . This means that no file
index information will be maintained any longer. However, recovering the bootstrap will also overwrite 
the the media index. So is there no chance at all?

In this case you must use the method  Automatic File Recover  utility. By telling NetWorker the exact
pathname, you can tell NetWorker to recover files and directories without having information in the
file index at all.

- Be careful to direct the recovered resource files to another directory!
- Do not forget to 

- Stop the NetWorker daemons
- Copy the recovered files to the  ..\nsr\res  directory
- Restart the NetWorker daemons

The next page shows an example. 

creinfeld
However, this is nothing special. The entry is inherited from the NetWorker Server Set Up resource,as usual:
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This example already shows the new resource database of NetWorker 6.2 for Windows:
 

Z:\NSR\BIN>recover -s creinfeld -S 4192129600 -d Z:\A -a Z:\NSR\RES
Recovering files within / into Z:\A
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\00\0a00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\00\2800340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\00\3200340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\00\3c00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\00\4600340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\00\5000340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\00\
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\01\0b00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\01\1500340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\01\1f00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\01\2900340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\01\3300340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\01\3d00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\01\5100340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\01\
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\02\0200340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\02\0c00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\02\1600340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\02\2000340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\02\2a00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\02\3400340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\02\3e00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\02\4800340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\02\5200340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\02\
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\03\0d00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\03\2100340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\03\2b00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\03\3f00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\03\4900340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\03\
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\04\0400340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\04\0e00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\04\2200340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\04\2c00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\04\3600340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\04\4000340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\04\4a00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\04\
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\05\0500340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\05\0f00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\05\1900340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\05\2300340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\05\2d00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\05\4100340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\05\4b00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\05\5500340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\05\
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\06\0600340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\06\1000340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\06\2400340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\06\2e00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\06\3800340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\06\4200340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\06\4c00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\06\5600340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\06\

.....
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.....
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\07\0700340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\07\1100340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\07\1b00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\07\4300340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\07\4d00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\07\5700340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\07\
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\08\0800340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\08\1200340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\08\1c00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\08\2600340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\08\3000340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\08\4400340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\08\4e00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\08\5800340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\08\
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\09\0900340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\09\1300340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\09\2700340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\09\3100340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\09\3b00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\09\4500340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\09\4f00340999cdde3cc3d64b96
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\09\
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrdb\
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\nsrla.res
Z:\A\Z\NSR\res\
Received 84 matching file(s) from NSR server `creinfeld'
Recover completion time: Sun May 12 22:38:58 2002

Z:\NSR\BIN>  
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2.Technical Hints 

2.1. Save set specification in a pool resource for a NetWorker/Windows client

Quite a lot of configuration issues in NetWorker are still reflecting the NetWorker origin: UNIX. As a
consequence, there still exist some restrictions with respect to the fact, that NetWorker cannot 
easily recognize Windows terminology. One exception is the save set definition for a pool resource.

Although you may specifcy a save set for the client like  D:\TEST , if you use the same string for a
pool’s save set specification, it must be written with a “double backslash” as this picture indicates:

So be careful - although book and online help show clear examples, you may just 
work intuitively … and fail.
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2.Technical Hints 

2.1. Finding all active NetWorker servers in your subnet

This may be useful for various reasons. Some of them are:
- to check whether an unauthorized NetWorker server exists in this subnet
- to check in case of name resolution problems

To do this, you may use the program  rpcinfo  and search for the ONC program number for the
NetWorker server. This is the number you can find if you look at your NetWorker server configuration
in the  Protocol  tab.

This is a hidden attribute. Do not forget to enable the appropriate option:
- Windows Options  -  Customize  -  Display Hidden Attributes
-  UNIX/Linux View  -  Details

Here is an example:
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rpcinfo  is a standard program on a UNIX computer, it is not installed with a Windows NT or 2000 
operation system. Legato does provide such program for Windows, you may find it in the
..\nsr\bin directory.

And here is an example on how to search for the NetWorkler servers as mentioned above: 

Z:\NSR\BIN>rpcinfo -b 390109 2
195.214.75.150 avuspdc
195.214.75.140 eumelnt
195.214.75.200 ultra
195.214.75.140 eumelnt
195.214.75.200 ultra
195.214.75.150 avuspdc
195.214.75.150 avuspdc
195.214.75.140 eumelnt
195.214.75.140 eumelnt
195.214.75.200 ultra
195.214.75.200 ultra
195.214.75.150 avuspdc

Z:\NSR\BIN>

2.2. What does the jukebox attribute  Read hostname ?

This is an attribute that might be of interest when an autochanger has been shared by multiple storage
nodes. It determines which drive to be used for a recover process. It will contain a storage node
hostname that is attached to one of the drives in the jukebox. 

This new functionality designates an alternative device to use for recoveries and cloning if a storage
node’s preferred hosts are unavailable. Normally, when a recovery is requested, the NetWorker
software matches the host that is controlling the device required for the recovery with the hosts listed
in the Storage Nodes list located in the Client resource. After the first match, the recover or clone
operation takes place. If there is no match, then the request reverts to the host listed in the Read
Hostname attribute.

By default, the attribute's value will be the hostname of the first drive. An administrator may change its
value to the hostname of any host sharing the jukebox:

- if the needed volume is already mounted, use that host.
- if the volume is not mounted, match the requesting client's "storage nodes" attribute with the 

defined drives in the jukebox where the volume resides. The first drive that matches the 
earliest host in the "storage nodes" list will be used.

- if no matching drives, use the hostname in the "read hostname" attribute.

Another good idea to use this attribute is if you have a shared jukebox with DDS devices and you want
to recover the data to another host - but not over the network. By using the "Read hostname" you can 
do local recoveries to another computer than the one where the data has been backed up from. 
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2.Technical Hints 

2.1. Recovering client data without a running NetWorker server

This is one for our technical freaks: 

Did you know that can revover data even without a running NetWorker server?

To do this, you just have to pipe the output of a  scanner  command through  usam . Here is an 
example, shown on a NetWorker server for Windows 2000:

C:\>net stop nsrexecd
The following services are dependent on the NetWorker Remote Exec Service
service.
Stopping the NetWorker Remote Exec Service service will also stop these
services.
   NetWorker Backup and Recover Server
Do you want to continue this operation? (Y/N) [N]: y
.........
The NetWorker Backup and Recover Server service was stopped successfully.
...
The NetWorker Remote Exec Service service was stopped successfully.

C:\>
C:\>
C:\>
C:\>scanner -S 585843713 Y:\BU_DEV3 | uasm -rv
scanner: scanning file disk creinfeld.003 on Y:\BU_DEV3
D:\TEST10K\TEST1000.DAT
D:\TEST10K\TEST1000.DAT file exists, overwrite (n, y, N, Y) or rename //
   (r, R) [n]? r
renaming D:\TEST10K\TEST1000.DAT to D:\TEST10K\~TEST1000.DAT
D:\TEST10K\TEST1001.DAT
D:\TEST10K\TEST1001.DAT file exists, overwrite (n, y, N, Y) or rename //
   (r, R) [r]? r
renaming D:\TEST10K\TEST1001.DAT to D:\TEST10K\~TEST1001.DAT
D:\TEST10K\TEST1002.DAT
D:\TEST10K\TEST1002.DAT file exists, overwrite (n, y, N, Y) or rename //
   (r, R) [r]? r

. . . . .
C:\>
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C:\>dir D:\TEST10K\~*.*
 Volume in drive D is DATEN
 Volume Serial Number is 80DD-280E
 Directory of D:\TEST10K
14.11.2001  01:05                  100 ~TEST1000.DAT
14.11.2001  01:05                  100 ~TEST1001.DAT
14.11.2001  01:05                  100 ~TEST1002.DAT
14.11.2001  01:05                  100 ~TEST1003.DAT
14.11.2001  01:05                  100 ~TEST1004.DAT
14.11.2001  01:05                  100 ~TEST1005.DAT
14.11.2001  01:05                  100 ~TEST1006.DAT
14.11.2001  01:05                  100 ~TEST1007.DAT
14.11.2001  01:05                  100 ~TEST1008.DAT
14.11.2001  01:05                  100 ~TEST1009.DAT
14.11.2001  01:05                  100 ~TEST1010.DAT
14.11.2001  01:05                  100 ~TEST1011.DAT
              12 File(s)          1.200 bytes
               0 Dir(s)   3.217.838.080 bytes free
C:\>

Using the task manager or appropriate tools, you can also proove that no NetWorker daemon is
running: 

C:\>pulist |findstr nsr
nsrpm.exe         776  NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM
C:\>

As you can see, only the NetWorker Power Monitor service is running.

Please keep the following issues in mind:

- On a stopped NetWorker server, no other supporting programs are available. This is why you
must have loaded the media already in the drive you want to use.

- This only works for client data. Since NetWorker 6, the server must be up and running to
 recover client file and media indexes.

By the way – this command has been described in the very first Technical Bulletin released more
than 10 years ago (it was published 11/06/90). As you can see, NetWorker still works the same.
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2.2. The NetWorker recover GUI takes too long to return while browsing

 In this particular case a user wanted to browse through a folder to select files for a recovery.   
  Unfortunately, the GUI took more than an hour before it returned control to the user again.

First of all you have to understand that if you open a path for browsing, all filenames that have been
 backed up from here need to be brought back to you for file selection – otherwise you simply would 

not be able to browse. 

 This can take a while, especially if you open a directory with a huge number of files. So a delay is
obvious. 

However, there is also a bug in the NetWorker 6.1.1 client software when you browse through
incremental backups with more than 10.000 files. Meanwhile the problem has been fixed and both, 
NetWorker 6.1.2 and NetWorker 6.2 got this fix already implemented.

2.3. Please prevent a “-“ within the hostname

 As you may know, this is a potential problem on a Windows computer – it has been solved to my  
knowledge for Windows 2000.

However, as this picture from a savegroup completion report prooves, it is still a problem:

As you can see, the “-“ will be converted to a “_” which may lead to severe name resolution problems. 

creinfeld
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2. Technical Hints 

2.1. How to optimize the output when scanning a media for bootstrap save sets 

I just assume that you know how to scan a media for  bootstrap  information:

Z:\nsr\bin>scanner -B Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: scanning file disk creinfeld.001 on Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: done with file disk creinfeld.001

scanner: Bootstrap 1233612289 of  8/01/02 21:09:34 located on volume
creinfeld.001, file 1233612289.

Z:\nsr\bin>

Unfortunately, this returns only the last bootstrap on this media. However, you may find out later, that
you have to go even further back in time and recover an older bootstrap.

To see all bootstraps on the media, you need to slightly modify the command:

Z:\nsr\bin>scanner -Bv Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: Reading the file label
scanner: scanning file disk creinfeld.001 on Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: volume id 1232676865 record size 32768
  created  8/01/02 20:08:40 expires  7/31/04 20:08:40
scanner: scanning file 1232706305, record 0
scanner: scanning file 1232736769, record 0
scanner: scanning file 1233228545, record 0
scanner: scanning file 1233254401, record 0
scanner: scanning file 1233286401, record 0
scanner: ssid 1233286401: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap
scanner: scanning file 1233397505, record 0
scanner: scanning file 1233423361, record 0
scanner: scanning file 1233455361, record 0
scanner: ssid 1233455361: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap
scanner: scanning file 1233554433, record 0
scanner: scanning file 1233580289, record 0
scanner: scanning file 1233612289, record 0
scanner: ssid 1233612289: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap
scanner: done with file disk creinfeld.001

scanner: Bootstrap 1233612289 of  8/01/02 21:09:34 located on volume
creinfeld.001, file 1233612289.

Z:\nsr\bin>

The result is o.k., but you may not want to see all the other messages. How can you suppress them ?
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If you filter the output through  findstr , the result will be in fact the same:

Z:\nsr\bin>scanner -Bv Z:\BU_DEV1 | findstr boot
scanner: Reading the file label
scanner: scanning file disk creinfeld.001 on Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: volume id 1232676865 record size 32768
  created  8/01/02 20:08:40 expires  7/31/04 20:08:40
scanner: scanning file 1232706305, record 0
scanner: scanning file 1232736769, record 0
scanner: scanning file 1233228545, record 0
scanner: scanning file 1233254401, record 0
scanner: scanning file 1233286401, record 0
scanner: ssid 1233286401: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap
scanner: scanning file 1233397505, record 0
scanner: scanning file 1233423361, record 0
scanner: scanning file 1233455361, record 0
scanner: ssid 1233455361: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap
scanner: scanning file 1233554433, record 0
scanner: scanning file 1233580289, record 0
scanner: scanning file 1233612289, record 0
scanner: ssid 1233612289: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap
scanner: done with file disk creinfeld.001

scanner: Bootstrap 1233612289 of  8/01/02 21:09:34 located on volume
creinfeld.001, file 1233612289.

Z:\nsr\bin>

This is due to the internal data processing. However, you will succeed if you also use the information
sent to  standard input  (STDOUT) and  standard error  (STDERR). To achieve this, please modify the
syntax as follows:

Z:\nsr\bin>scanner -Bv Z:\BU_DEV1 2>&1 |findstr boot
scanner: ssid 1233286401: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap
scanner: ssid 1233455361: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap
scanner: ssid 1233612289: found beginning of creinfeld:bootstrap

Z:\nsr\bin>

2.2. Dr. Watson errors may occur during the backup of MS Exchange databases

In conjunction with this error, you may aIso see this error message:

Error: 'nsrxchsv.exe access violation 0XC0000005'

This problem may arise if you use the  Antigen  software for Exchange.

When  Antigen  starts successfully, the Microsoft version of the  ese.dll  file is temporarily renamed 
to  xese.dll  and the Sybari version of the  ese.dll  file is put in its place. 

After the Sybari version of the  ese.dll  file has been loaded, the Microsoft version is renamed back
to  ese.dll  and the Exchange Server information store is enabled to complete its startup process.

To solve the problem simply disable the  Antigen  software. It is not supported by Microsoft. 
For further reference, please have a look at Microsoft’s articles Q250500 and Q316629 .

creinfeld
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2. Technical Hints 

2.1. Important notes when using the NetWorker Recovery Manager for Windows 

This additional software allows the so-called “Bare Metal Recovery“. It will create an ISO CD-ROM 
image of the protected computer’s operating system that allows you in the case of a disaster to 

- boot the old operating system
- automatically partition the disk as before
- install a minimal operating system (MOS) and
- install the NetWorker client software to be finally able to
- recover all further data from the backups that are accessible from a NetWorker server or

storage node.

The NetWorker Recovery Manager for Windows is currently available for Windows NT clients – it will
be available to protect Windows 2000 clients soon.

Please be aware of the following issues - they might look trivial but they are important:

- Your CD-ROM write program must be capable of burning  *.ISO  files. Not all such programs
support this.

- Don't get scared - although the  *.ISO  file is not capable to boot the system, the burning 
process ensures that "all files will be created as necessary".

- Make sure that your CD-ROM drive is capable to read the media that contains the MOS image.
This is especially important if you use CD-RW media on older CD-ROM drives. Such drives 
may not be support reading such media. Similar applies to CD-R media with larger capacities.

2.2. How does NetWorker handle Windows NT streams ?

A Windows NT stream is a very specific feature - you may look at it as optional hidden information 
within a file stored on a NTFS partition; this may be useful for specific reasons. But how does 
NetWorker treat such files ?

Addressing a stream is simple, just state  filename.extension:stream_identifier  
instead of  filename . In fact you may have multiple streams that belong to the same file. To 
distinguish them, just give them their specific identifier which is nothing else but a string.

Actually, is it not easy to create files containing streams. Of course, such data may be programmed,
but how can you create such files without being a programmer? This is especially important as only
a few Windows NT commands understand the 'stream extension'.

Fortunately, you can use the  notepad  program to create such files, as you can see on the next 
page. First, a 'normal' file shall be created, then the hidden stream.
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Creating the visible part, the file  Y:\VISIBLE.TXT :

Creating the hidden stream  Y:\VISIBLE.TXT:HIDDEN .
Please note the window title - notepad  obviously has no problem with streams: 
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As a stream is hidden, you will usually not see him:

Z:\NSR\BIN>dir y:
 Volume in drive Y is STREAMS
 Volume Serial Number is E04E-098F

 Directory of Y:\

08/05/2002  02:42a           1,000,000 VISIBLE.TXT
               1 File(s)      1,000,000 bytes
               0 Dir(s)  25,608,859,648 bytes free

Z:\NSR\BIN> 

In fact, the file actually is 2.000.000 bytes in size as i created the hidden stream as big as the 'normal'
information within the file. Of course this does not change when you select the file for backup:

But when run from the command line, NetWorker will report the total file size, including the hidden
stream(s):

Z:\NSR\BIN>save Y:\VISIBLE.TXT
save: Using creinfeld as server
Y:\VISIBLE.TXT
Y:\
/

save: Y:\VISIBLE.TXT  1955 KB 00:00:01      3 files
save completion time:  8-05-02  2:46a

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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If you now format the drive and recover the file, you will see again only the visible part:

Z:\NSR\BIN>c:\winnt\system32\format Y: /FS:NTFS /Q
The type of the file system is NTFS.
Enter current volume label for drive Y: STREAMS

WARNING, ALL DATA ON NON-REMOVABLE DISK
DRIVE Y: WILL BE LOST!
Proceed with Format (Y/N)? y
QuickFormatting 24489M

Format cannot run because the volume is in use by another
process.  Format may run if this volume is dismounted first.
ALL OPENED HANDLES TO THIS VOLUME WOULD THEN BE INVALID.
Would you like to force a dismount on this volume? (Y/N) y
Volume dismounted.  All opened handles to this volume are now invalid.
Volume label (ENTER for none)? STREAMS
Creating file system structures.
Format complete.
  25077432 KB total disk space.
  25010928 KB are available.

Z:\NSR\BIN>dir Y:
 Volume in drive Y is STREAMS
 Volume Serial Number is 44CD-1D29

 Directory of Y:\

File Not Found

Z:\NSR\BIN>recover -s creinfeld
Z:\NSR\bin\ not in index
<return> will exit.
Enter directory to browse: Y:\
recover: Current working directory is Y:\
recover> ls
 VISIBLE.TXT
recover> add v*.*
v*.*: No match.
recover> add V*.*
1 file(s) marked for recovery
recover> list
Y:\VISIBLE.TXT @ Mon Aug 05 02:46:39 2002
1 file(s) marked for recovery
recover> recover
recover: Total estimated disk space needed for recover is 977 KB.
Recovering 1 file into its original location
Volumes needed (all on-line):
        creinfeld.001 at Z:\BU_DEV1
Requesting 1 file(s), this may take a while...
Y:\VISIBLE.TXT
Received 1 file(s) from NSR server `creinfeld'
Recover completion time: Mon Aug 05 02:49:29 2002
recover> quit

Z:\NSR\BIN> 

But of course - as NetWorker saved the whole file, it will also recover the whole file - including all
streams. Which you can verify yourself ...
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2. Technical Hints 

2.1. During data recovery on Windows short file names will not be created 

Unfortunately, this may happen. To be able to recover the shortnames of the files, you have the set
the variable

NSR_DISABLE_POSIX_CREATE=YES

on the NW Server. When set, windows creates the short file names.

The following related information comes from Microsoft's support article (Q176014):

Symptoms
After you back up a volume that contains long file names with associated 8.3 short file names, 
the short file names that were previously associated with the long file names may not be 
retained after a restore operation. This may happen using the Windows NT backup program 
or any third-party OEM backup software. 

Using the COPY or XCOPY command will result in the same behavior of not retaining short file 
names. Short file names are always created dynamically. This may cause certain applications  
to fail if they are looking for specific 8.3 short file names to be associated with long file name 
(LFN) files.

 
Cause

NT Backup restores the files in alpha-numeric order and does not restore the short file name. 
The short file name is therefore recreated and may not be the same as the original. 

Workaround
Adhere to a pure 8.3 short file naming convention if in a mixed environment of clients that are 
both capable and incapable of using long file names. That way the backup programs will be 
dealing strictly with 8.3 short file names and restore them correctly. 

2.2. Aborting and restarting a NetWorker clone process will ask for another clone 
media

As you may know, Legato NetWorker is very save set reluctant - incomplete or aborted are of no good
use. Such save sets will be deleted from the media database during the next cleanup. In general, this 
makes total sense.

However, there is another inportant rule for a NetWorker scenario:

There can only be one instance of the same save set on the same media !

Unfortunately, on a tape, you cannot physically delete such save sets. Although you could do it easily 
on a NetWorker file device, this is a manual process right now (it will improve with NetWorker 7).

However, as the incomplete/aborted save set has been assigned to the media, NetWorker will simply
follow the rule and must ask for another media from the same pool.
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2. Technical Hints 

2.1. NetWorker and Windows 2000/ServicePak 3 compatibility 

Please be careful as this constellation is currently not supported. Right now, the only known problem
is that NetWorker's License Manager cannot be installed using this operating system version, but
there might be more. Legato will let you know when this configuration will be supported.

2.2. Increase the "Load sleep" parameter for a NDMP Jukebox

NDMP Jukeboxes are autochangers where the robot is controlled via the NDMP (NetWorker Data
Management Protocol) interface, that you usually find on a filer.

As this protocol takes longer to perform jukebox operations, it might be that you encounter errors 
when NetWorker acees the drives too early after a lod process. To prevent such problems, you need 
to increase the "Load sleep" parameter for the jukebox resource. It creates a delay before NetWorker 
will access the loaded media for the first time. 

Make sure that the value (by default: 5 seconds) is high enough - you should start with 30 .. 60 s but
it could even be higher depending on the configuration.

2.3. Important notes for NetWorker Laptop

Please note the following facts about the NetWorker Laptop product:

- The NetWorker Laptop Server must be installed on the same computer where the SQL 
supporting SQL server runs.

- To backup this computer via NetWorker, you must of course have a NetWorker client license
and the NetWorker SQL module be installed and licensed.

- NetWorker Laptop HSM is migrating unfrequently used files to a jukebox attached to the
NetWorker laptop server. However, as this jukebox is controlled via a different software 
interface, it cannot be shared by a NetWorker application.

2.4. Migrating from Co-StandbyServer to Legato Co-StandbyServer AAdvanced

This is not that easy. Unlike Legato AAM, Co-StandbyServer does not have the capability to export the
database re-import it. Currently, you need to start all over.

However, Legato currently develops a tool that will pull the data out of a CSBS configuration registry
and then translate it into an AAM definition file, but an availability has not been scheduled yet. As most
CSBS customers are running Windows NT, this will be the first solution.
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2.5. How does Networker backup DiskXtender/Windows stub files ?

DiskXtender is the Legato's HSM solution. Such will migrate files to other storage media but will still
pretend presence by leaving a "stub" on the hard disk. Networker will perfectly support this solution. 
In other words:

- NetWorker will backup the stub only
- NetWorker will not retrieve the migrated file before he will back it up.

Actually, this is controlled by the DiskXtender (DX) software. DX has a feature called "Backup Mode
for Managed Files" and the two options are  Fast  and  Full . Fast  backup is set by default. Here some
information: 
 

The backup settings found on the Extended drive property sheet, pertain only to third-party system backups 
that are external to DiskXtender. These settings are not related in any way to the Extended Drive Backup 
Utility. 

For example, when the backup mode is set to  Full  backup, DX Backup will still only backup the non-
DX files, and file information of purged and fetched files (not the data of fetched files). For implementation 
decisions, it is recommended that Non-DiskXtender data such as database files be stored on drives other 
than those extended by DiskXtender.

FULL BACKUP

When using the Full Backup option on a DiskXtender Extended Drive, Third Party Applications will fetch 
any DiskXtender files that have been purged and backup the file data. Third Party Applications will also 
back up any file on the Extended Drive that are not DiskXtender files (Files that have not migrated to 
media).

NOTE: The Full Backup option does not apply to DX Backup and it will always save the non-Dx files, 
and file information of purged and fetched DiskXtender files (not the data of fetched files).

FAST BACKUP

When using the Fast Backup option on a DiskXtender Extended Drive, Third Party Applications will 
backup file data for Non-DiskXtender files (Files that have not been migrated to media) and will only 
backup the file tag information for any DiskXtender files whether they are Fetched or Purged. 

However, verification of the backup data may fail if you have used the  Fast Backup  option:

The verification process of tape backup software requires full access to the data. With the DX Fast Backup 
option, only file information and extended attributes will be sent to the requesting tape backup software, data 
from DX manage file will not be sent. Tape backup with Verify may fail because of discrepancies in file size 
information or data read during comparison because DX will hide information from the tape backup software.

2.6. Mailbox size limitation with NMEXCH 3.1

For NMEXCH 3.0 and earlier there was a limitation for a single mailbox size (2GB). This was due to
the fact that Microsoft does not allow pst files to grow larger than 2 GB. Please also read Microsoft's
article
http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb;en-us;Q159163

The 2 GB limitation is moved down to be a per-folder limitation, instead of a per-mailbox limitation.

In NMEXCH 3.1, everything in a mailbox is put into one temporary file - other folders, and even
subfolders of this mailbox are "separate".  Thus, if a user has left a huge mailbox (especially an Inbox
with all email is not too uncommon), the user can now create separate folders and split this mailbox
prior to backup.
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2. Technical Hints 

2.1. Using Open File Manager (OFM) to support databases 

You should definitively avoid such operations due to these facts:

Open or active databases, especially those with a high transaction rate, do not reside with in data files or 
even a single data file. They reside in portions of memory. The data files are only used when the transactions 
memory become quiescent, very much like a swap file for memory. The database will then update the data 
files with memory resident transactions periodically.

Database modules, are necessary because they access the API associated with the database and can check 
point the database properly flushing the memory resident transactions to disk and putting the data files in a 
consistent state such that they can be recovered.

All OFM does is wait for a period of time such that the file(s) one is wishing to backup are inactive. It then 
blocks access to this/these file(s) and allows the backup application to access this/them without change. 
Whether the file(s) are in a check pointed mode is a complete game of chance. Now this works great for 
Word and Excel or standard desktop or CAD type applications but certainly not databases.

2.2. "Cluster Awareness" and "Cluster Support" of a backup application

These are in fact two different issues:

Cluster support
This defines whether an application will run successfully on a cluster and if so how.

In case of NetWorker, it defines whether the cluster solution will support a NetWorker client,
storage node or server functionality. 

Cluster awareness
This describes whether a backup application is able to recognize cluster client data: 

- If a backup solution is not cluster aware, it will not recognize the difference between  
virtual and physical clients. During a scheduled backup, it will backup all data of the 
virtual and the physical node, which simply results in two backups.

- If a backup solution is cluster aware, it will recognize the difference between virtual and
physical clients. As a consequence, it will backup only the private data of the physical 
nodes.

In other words:

If a backup solution supports a cluster environment, it does not necessarily mean that it is also 
cluster aware. However, if this is not the case, the node's data just will be backed up twice.

For all supported cluster configurations, NetWorker is also cluster aware. This is not necessarily 
the case for competitive solutions. So please compare carefully.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Does Windows NT/2000 distinguish between upper case and lower case
filenames ?

The answer is "yes" and "no":

- Windows does not allow you to create a file with the same name. For instance, if you have a file
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT, you may not copy it to  D:\test\test_1.dat  or create such file.

All methods (command line, Windows Explorer or Windows File Manager) will fail.

- However, this does not necessarily mean that Windows does not support it.

Let's again assume you have a file  D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT .
- You back it up with NetWorker.
- You delete this file.
- You now create a file D:\test\test_1.dat  .

If you now recover the first file D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT, both files will exist in the directory
without any problems.

2.2. Real time client monitoring & reporting for NetWorker

Is this somehow available from NetWorker ?

NetWorker Availability has this capability -- it monitors whether a Client system is running or not, and
reports immediately when it becomes unavailable. This is real-time reported on the monitoring
Console and also triggers an email to be sent to whatever email address(es) are specified.

NetWorker Availability does not monitor the activities of individual save sets nor the status of backups
- this is still done by NetWorker.

2.3. Problem saving a resource group in AAM 5.0

It has been discovered that the AAM 5.0 console will not allow resource groups with script objects to
be saved.

The short term workaround is to use a utility process object of type "script" instead in the resource
group.

A fix for this AAM 50 console program should be available sometime next week.
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2.4. Backing up SAP's Database SAPDB, also known as ADABAS

This is possible. However, since Legato does not have a module, you need to rely on the native tools.
One possible solution is to backup the database to a file and then use NetWorker. You might be able
to automate the process, if you can call the Adabas backup tools from command line.

But Adabas can also do a backup to a 'pipe' . If you configure NetWorker to accept data from that pipe
you do not have to have a disk file which is one more step in the backup process.

You will find SAP documentation how to set up NetWorker to backup ADABAS/SAPDB at

http://www.sapdb.org/pdf/extsich_74eng.pdf

2.5. Analizing the age of your NTFS files

If HSM might become a potential storage solution for you, it would be great to know about the age of
your files on your file system.

Such tool is available from Legato's Partnernet web site, where you also find these documents. You
may find this tool named  Legato Storage Space Analyzer  in the category  Business Value/ROI Tools
or you may seacrh for its name.

The  Legato Storage Space Analyzer  will perform an analysis of your NTFS volume and report how
many files have not been modified in 0-30, 30-60, 60-90, 90-365 and 365+ days as the example below
shows. It will also show you how much space those files are using. Give it a try!
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Can you migrate a NetWorker server between UNIX/Linux and Windows ?

The resource files always have the same "data format" on all operating systems and can be
exchanged in general. By the way, this is a nice feature for NetWorker support technicians:

- Install a test NetWorker server
- Stop the daemons/services
- Copy the resource files from your customer to this machine
- Restart the NetWorker server

Once the NetWorker server fully started (which may take a while for a larger installation), you may use
the  NetWorker Administrator  to verify your customer's configuration.

Of course this will not result in a true running system.

But you will have a problem to recover the NetWorker media index. The problem is that  mmrecov  will
of course try to recover the database files using the original path, which is of course wrong when you
do this on a 'foreign' operating system family. And there is no way to bypass this obvious problem.

So if you really want to do this, the only way currently is to

- copy and adapt all resource files and
- to scan in all media that you need in the media database.

2.2. The installation of NetWorker 6.x /Windows will fail with error 1603

Starting NetWorker's  setup.exe  program may be aborting showing this error message:

This is due the fact that your Windows computer has an obsolete version of the installer program
(msiexec) installed. Please download the latest version form Microsoft's FTP server.
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2.3. Error: 'An attempt was made to put compressed data on a non-compressed
volume'

You may see this error if you try to recover older files to your NetWare client:

Fact
NetWorker Client for NetWare

Symptom
   Error: 'An attempt was made to put compressed data on a non-compressed volume'

Cause
NetWorker does not restore compressed files to a non-compressed volume state.
This is a NetWare issue pending further resolution by Novell.

Fix
NetWorker software accesses the NetWare filesystems via TSA. The current TSA will read the
corresponding blocks for backup software. The files are then backed up without touching the files
itself, but only updating their attributes. Therefore the files are not decompressed before backing
them up. The backed up files stay in their original state.

On NetWare 6, a new TSA600 will be introduced. According to Novell, SMS team, this new TSA
will have the ability to decompress a compressed file automatically when needed. This will then
solve the restoring compressed files to a non-compressed volume problem.

2.4. Can you recover NDMP backups saved on a NDMP device on a non-NDMP
device ?

This really a Frequently Asked Question. To make it short: This is not possible.

The reason is that on a NAS box its internal NDMP tape server software writes the backup data to the
NDMP tape drive. NDMP allows the NetWorker server to direct the NAS box to perform the backup,
and to capture the list of files the NAS box is writing to tape (so the list of files can be placed in the
NetWorker Client File Index).

You also could explain it more technically: This is not possible as you just try to use the media in a
non-compatible device.

- If you have a 'normal' tape drive, it will not work as the appropriate NDMP tape server will not
be used on the storage node.

- Assume you have the driver (from Celestra) loaded and made the device a NDMP device, yes
this will work. But in this case, it is no longer a non-NDMP device.

Remember, that from the client side, you also have to use different commands for the appropriate
scenario:  nsrndmp_recover  instead of  recover .
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Can a backup device be used as shared device (DDS device) with 'normal' and
NDMP characteristics ?

If you have a NDMP filer, could you use his backup devices and share them with a 'normal' NetWorker
Storage Node or the NetWorker server in the same data zone ?

Yes, this is possible. Please keep in mind that for a DDS environment NetWorker basically does
nothing else only than "assigning a logical device path to the physical device". In other words, it does
not matter, which type of device you configured as logical device, the drive will server this role.

Do not forget to remember the following issues as well:

- All other parameters must match, for instance there must be media available for NDMP and
non-NDMP pools as both functions must be supported.

- The  Legato Compatibility Guide  still counts. Right now, the general functionality only is
supported for NetWork Appliance filers.

- Also, this works only for pure NetWorker. If you have other solutions involved like AlphaStor
or EMC systems, please look at the compatibility guide.

2.2. Backups & recoveries of UNIX clients fail with error: 'Not enough space'

This may happen on NetWorker 5.x or 6.x clients if you need to backup a very large number of very
small files - in this case more than 3 mio files of files with less than 32 kB were involved.

In such situations, a resource issue on the backup client is obvious. The issue is with used memory
that will not be released after copying files smaller than 32k. When backing up a large amount of small
files the system will slowly but surely run out of memory and will come to a halt.

Hotfix  
This specific case involved AIX 4.33, however the issue is not specific to AIX and you may see this
on other UNIX platforms as well:

1. Check the available swap space and number of file discriptors.
2. Check the swap space, this should be across all disks.
3. Check number of file discriptor using the command  ulimit -a .
4. Adjust the number of file discriptor using  ulimit -n number .

Do not set it to  unlimited  -  this may cause other problems-.

Permanent fix for AIX computers:
There is a bug fix 1Y21894 XMALLOC does not reuse freed memory efficiently.
This fix is about 300MB in size and can be obtain through IBM.

Permanent fix for other UNIX operating systems:
If you enconter such problems on any other UNIX operating system, please contact your OS
manufacturer.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. How to query the media database for a data range

How can you find save sets that have been created during a certain period ?
This is pretty easy - simply use 2 "savetime queries" for the media database instead of 1 as you will
see for the following given save sets:

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -a -r "savetime,ssid,sumflags,level,name"
  date   ssid       fl   lvl name
 11/13/02 3524871681 cb      D:\TEST
 11/13/02 3525036289 cb full D:\TEST
 11/13/02 3529387521 cb full D:\TEST
 11/14/02 3549630465 cb full D:\TEST10K
 11/17/02 3620389889 cb full D:\TEST
 11/14/02 3547897601 hb full D:\TEST
 11/14/02 3547897601 tb full D:\TEST
Z:\NSR\BIN>

If you just use one "savetime query" you can ask for a certain date, but this must not necessarily lead
to success:

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -q "savetime=11/13/02"  //
  -r "savetime,ssid,sumflags,level,name"
mminfo: no matches found for the query
Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -q "savetime<=11/13/02"  //
  -r "savetime,ssid,sumflags,level,name"
mminfo: no matches found for the query

The reason for this obvious problem is that NetWorker internally uses the savetime to the second .
This is why you have to set the limits accordingly, for example by increasing the upper time limit to the
next day:

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -q "savetime<11/14/02"   //
  -r "savetime,ssid,sumflags,level,name"
  date   ssid       fl   lvl name
 11/13/02 3524871681 cb      D:\TEST
 11/13/02 3525036289 cb full D:\TEST
 11/13/02 3525055745 cr full index:creinfeld
 11/13/02 3525074945 cr full bootstrap
 11/13/02 3529387521 cb full D:\TEST
 11/13/02 3529407233 cr full index:creinfeld
 11/13/02 3529426433 cr full bootstrap
Z:\NSR\BIN>
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If you now want to look for a certain time range, just use 2 savetime queries. Here is an example for a
certain date:

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -q "savetime>=11/14/02, savetime<=11/15/02"  //
  -r "savetime,ssid,sumflags,level,name"
  date   ssid       fl   lvl name
 11/14/02 3549674497 cr full index:creinfeld
 11/14/02 3549630465 cb full D:\TEST10K
 11/14/02 3547897601 hb full D:\TEST
 11/14/02 3547897601 tb full D:\TEST
Z:\NSR\BIN>

But be careful - NetWorker reads and uses the queries 'from left to right'. As a consequence, switching
the position of the queries will have a different result:

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -q "savetime<=11/15/02, savetime>=11/14/02"  //
  -r "savetime,ssid,sumflags,level,name"
  date   ssid       fl   lvl name
 11/13/02 3524871681 cb      D:\TEST
 11/13/02 3525036289 cb full D:\TEST
 11/13/02 3525055745 cr full index:creinfeld
 11/13/02 3525074945 cr full bootstrap
 11/13/02 3529387521 cb full D:\TEST
 11/13/02 3529407233 cr full index:creinfeld
 11/13/02 3529426433 cr full bootstrap
Z:\NSR\BIN>

By the way - do you know why you see  index  and  bootstrap  backups in the specific media database
queries but not in the general query ( mminfo -a -r "report" ) ?

By default, mminfo  and  mminfo -a  only display browsable save sets - but the  index  and
bootstrap  backups start their lifecycle already with the status recoverable .
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. Can a NetWorker data zone have two volumes with the same bar code label ?

As you may know from TID 6/2002 (NetWorker Basics #6), it is no problem for NetWorker to have two
volumes with the same label in the same data zone, thanks to the use of the internal volume id.

But how does NetWorker react if he receives a media from another data zone that also contains the
same bar code label (which in this case is also used for the label) ?

This is a bit more tricky, but it is also no problem.

First of all, if you insert the volume to your jukebox (which is an obvious installation if you use bar code
labels) and run an inventory, you will see that NetWorker obviously has no problem to recognize it:

Of course, you will not be able to mount it ... because an inventory does not add anything to the media
database:
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And of course, you cannot see it from the command line as well:

Z:\nsr\bin>mminfo -m
   volume                  written  (%) expires      read mounts capacity
   PLO971                     0 KB   0% undef        0 KB     0     17 GB
Z:\nsr\bin>

To add it to the media scan it it, you have to load (not mount) the right media with the following
command:

Z:\nsr\bin>nsrjb -l -n -f \\.\Tape0 -S 3
Z:\nsr\bin

Now you can use  scanner  command to (re-)build the media (and the client file index) as usual.
And this is the final result:

Z:\nsr\bin>mminfo -m
   volume                  written  (%) expires      read mounts capacity
   PLO971                  4674 MB  47% 11/24/03     0 KB     0     10 GB
   PLO971                     0 KB   0% undef        0 KB     0     17 GB
Z:\nsr\bin>
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. Maximal Server Parallelism for Solaris

Although NetWorker's server parallelism may be set up to 512 (depending on the number of storage
node licenses), you must ensure that Solaris can support this:

By default, Solaris is only capable to use up to 256 open files. For higher values, you must
increase this number accordingly. For instance, to increase the limit to 1024, you must use the
following command:

umlimit -n 1024
If you forget this, NetWorker will crash when the limit has been reached.

2.2. Can Replistor replicate data between Windows NT and Windows 2000 ?

Yes, that will work and it is supported.

2.3. Can NetWorker recover a bootstrap save set that spans multiple media ?

If you need to recover a NetWorker server's media database, you usally assume that the bootstrap
save set is completely stored on one backup media. However, how will NetWorker react if a
bootstrap spans multiple media?

First of all, this scenario is not easy to achieve with the small test environment i usally work with. It
took me a while to fill a file device exactly to the point, that also a very small bootstrap would not
completely fit on the media. But finally it worked, as the report shows:

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -q "Name=bootstrap" -r "volume,savetime(17),sumsize,ssid, //
sumflags"
 volume          date     time     size ssid      fl
Bootstrap.001 11/18/02 21:51:18   25 KB 3646080513 cr
Bootstrap.001 11/18/02 22:01:18   26 KB 3646234113 cr
Bootstrap.001 11/18/02 22:06:19   27 KB 3646311169 cr
Bootstrap.001 11/18/02 22:11:19   28 KB 3646387969 cr
Bootstrap.001 11/18/02 22:16:18   29 KB 3646464769 cr
Bootstrap.001 11/18/02 22:21:18   30 KB 3646541569 cr
Bootstrap.001 11/18/02 22:26:18   31 KB 3646618113 cr full bootstrap
Bootstrap.001 11/18/02 22:31:18   32 KB 3646694913 cr full bootstrap
Bootstrap.001 11/18/02 22:36:19   33 KB 3646771969 cr full bootstrap
Bootstrap.001 11/18/02 22:41:18   33 KB 3646848513 cr full bootstrap
Bootstrap.001 11/18/02 22:46:18   34 KB 3646925313 cr full bootstrap
Bootstrap.001 11/18/02 22:51:18   35 KB 3647002113 cr full bootstrap
Bootstrap.002 11/18/02 22:56:19   37 KB 3647079169 cr full bootstrap
Bootstrap.002 11/18/02 23:01:18   29 KB 3647155713 hr full bootstrap
Bootstrap.003 11/18/02 23:01:18   10 KB 3647155713 tr full bootstrap
Bootstrap.003 11/18/02 23:06:18   40 KB 3647232513 cr full bootstrap
Z:\NSR\BIN>

creinfeld
2.1. Maximal Server Parallelism for SolarisAlthough NetWorker's server parallelism may be set up to 512 (depending on the number of storagenode licenses), you must ensure that Solaris can support this:By default, Solaris is only capable to use up to 256 open files. For higher values, you mustincrease this number accordingly. For instance, to increase the limit to 1024, you must use thefollowing command:umlimit -n 1024If you forget this, NetWorker will crash when the limit has been reached.2.2. Can Replistor replicate data between Windows NT and Windows 2000 ?Yes, that will work and it is supported.
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 How will  mmrecov  differ from the usual behavior - let us have a first test:

Z:\NSR\BIN>mmrecov
mmrecov: Using avuspdc as server
NOTICE: mmrecov is used to recover the NetWorker server's media index and
resource files from media (backup tapes or disks) when any of this
critical NetWorker data has been lost or damaged.  Note that this
command will OVERWRITE the server's existing media index.  mmrecov is not
used to recover NetWorker clients' on-line indexes; normal recover
procedures may be used for this purpose.  See the Legato NetWorker
Disaster Recovery Guide for more details.
Enter the latest bootstrap save set id: 3647155713
Enter starting file number (if known) [0]: 3647155713
Enter starting record number (if known) [0]: 0
Please insert the volume on which save set id 3647155713 started
into Y:\BU_DEV3.  When you have done this, press <RETURN>: <cr>
Scanning Y:\BU_DEV3 for save set 3647155713; this may take a while...
scanner: scanning file disk Bootstrap.002 on Y:\BU_DEV3
Z:\nsr\res.R\nsr.res
Z:\nsr\res.R\nsrjb.res
Z:\nsr\res.R\nsrla.res
Z:\nsr\res.R\servers
Z:\nsr\res.R\
scanner: ssid 3647155713: NOT complete
scanner: ssid 3647155713: 29 KB
scanner: the following save sets continue on another volume:
client name  save set             save time     level   size  files   ssid    S
avuspdc      bootstrap           11/18/02 23:01  f         0      0 3647155713 B
scanner: when next volume is ready, enter device name (or `q' to quit) //
[Y:\BU_DEV3]? Y:\BU_DEV4
scanner: no `NSR device' with the name of `Y:\BU_DEV4' found
scanner: starting file number (or `q' to quit) [0]? q
nsrmmdbasm -r Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6\
Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6\: file exists, overwriting
uasm: unknown error running nsrmmdbasm on file Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6\
uasm: invalid save stream
Y:\BU_DEV3: Mount operation in progress
mmrecov: RAP error: file disk Bootstrap.002 not in media index
mmrecov:
Cannot Mount volume on Y:\BU_DEV3
mmrecov: uasm exited with error 1

mmrecov aborted.
Z:\NSR\BIN>

In this case,  mmrecov  does not allow any more to recreate the missing device during the process
- it must already exist before the program will ask for it.

It follows the second attempt (after the second device has been created) - and it is successful:
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Z:\NSR\BIN>mmrecov
mmrecov: Using avuspdc as server
NOTICE: mmrecov is used to recover the NetWorker server's media index and
resource files from media (backup tapes or disks) when any of this
critical NetWorker data has been lost or damaged.  Note that this
command will OVERWRITE the server's existing media index.  mmrecov is not
used to recover NetWorker clients' on-line indexes; normal recover
procedures may be used for this purpose.  See the Legato NetWorker
Disaster Recovery Guide for more details.
Y:\BU_DEV3
Y:\BU_DEV4
What is the name of the device you plan on using [Y:\BU_DEV3]? Y:\BU_DEV3
Enter the latest bootstrap save set id: 3647155713
Enter starting file number (if known) [0]: 3647155713
Enter starting record number (if known) [0]: 0
Please insert the volume on which save set id 3647155713 started
into Y:\BU_DEV3.  When you have done this, press <RETURN>: <cr>
Scanning Y:\BU_DEV3 for save set 3647155713; this may take a while...
scanner: scanning file disk Bootstrap.002 on Y:\BU_DEV3
Z:\nsr\res.R\nsr.res
Z:\nsr\res.R\nsrjb.res
Z:\nsr\res.R\nsrla.res
Z:\nsr\res.R\servers
scanner: ssid 3647155713: NOT complete
scanner: ssid 3647155713: 29 KB
Z:\nsr\res.R\
scanner: the following save sets continue on another volume:
client name  save set             save time     level   size  files   ssid    S
avuspdc      bootstrap           11/18/02 23:01  f         0      0 3647155713 B
scanner: when next volume is ready, enter device name (or `q' to quit) //
[Y:\BU_DEV3]? Y:\BU_DEV4
scanner: starting file number (or `q' to quit) [0]? 3647155713
scanner: starting record number (or `q' to quit) [1]? 0
scanner: continuing scan with disk on device `Y:\BU_DEV4'
scanner: scanning file disk Bootstrap.003 on Y:\BU_DEV4
Z:\nsr\mm\
nsrmmdbasm -r Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6\
scanner: ssid 3647155713: scan complete
scanner: ssid 3647155713: 38 KB, 7 file(s)
Y:\BU_DEV3: mounted file disk Bootstrap.002 (write protected)
If your resource files were lost, they are now recovered in the 'res.R'
directory.  Copy or move them to the 'res' directory, after you have shut
down the service.  Then restart the service.
Otherwise, just restart the service.
If the on-line index for avuspdc was lost, it can be recovered using
the nsrck command.
Z:\NSR\BIN>

 As you can see, recovering a spanning bootstrap save set is not a problem for NetWorker at all.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. How does NetWorker use the field "location" in the media database ?

This field gives you the opportunity to define a string that helps you identifying where the volume
currently is. You can either do this from the  NetWorker Administrator  GUI or by using the command
mmlocate . For instance like this:

# mminfo -a -r "ssid, volume, location"
 ssid      volume         location
4039241217 ultra.001
4039243265 ultra.001
4039262721 ultra.001

# mmlocate -n ultra.001 -u test
mmlocate: NetWorker notice: file disk ultra.001 is currently mounted //
  unmount it first

# nsrmm -u ultra.001
Unmounted device: /export/home/nsr/bu_dev1

# mmlocate -n ultra.001 -u "in drive"
# mminfo -a -r "ssid, volume, location"
 ssid      volume         location
4039241217 ultra.001  in drive
4039243265 ultra.001  in drive
4039262721 ultra.001  in drive

#

NetWorker uses this field and updates it automatically, when he is able to recognize the media - which
is only possible when it is "under his control" - in a jukebox. In this case he is filling the field  location
with the name of the jukebox.

However, this does not necessarily mean that he will trace a piece of media when he recognized it
during a jukebox inventory. The reason for that is that the  inventory  does update the database for the
jukebox but it does not also add unknown media to the media database - a "foreign" media can just be
added with the  scanner  command.

As a consequence, NetWorker will only update the field location, if the media detected by an inventory
is already known to the media database.
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2.2. Can NetWorker clone the same save set to two media (devices) at the same time ?

You may think that this is possible if you just clone the data to two different destination pools.
However, NetWorker issues a clear message for such case:

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrclone -b CloneA -b CloneB -S 4225321924
nsrclone: Only one destination pool may be specified
usage: nsrclone [-v] [-s server] [-b pool] {-f file | volname...}
   or  nsrclone [-v] [-s server] [-b pool] -V {-f file | volid...}
   or  nsrclone [-v] [-s server] [-b pool] -S {-f file | ssid...}

Z:\NSR\BIN>

2.3. Why are Oracle RMAN block level incremental backups slow ?

The reason for this is that an incremental backup still reads through all database files. Most of the time
is spent with read operations compared to read and write on full backups. Therefore the statement
"full backups take the same time as incremental" is more or less true. You only save tape space.

The situation changes if you have many read-only tablespaces. In this case incremental runs faster as it isn't
necessary to read through those files.

2.4. How can you change colors for NetWorker UNIX/Linux GUIs ?

As you may know, the standard color scheme for these graphical programs is using rather dark colors
which makes it different for black & white documentation. This is most likely the reason why you want
to change it.

All information, along with other configuration information, is located in a configuration text file for the
X11 windows systems. Here are two examples where you can find them - please look for analog
locations on other operating systems:

Solaris

/usr/lib/X11/app-defaults/Networker

SuSE Linux

/usr/X11R6/lib/X11/app-defaults/Networker

Be careful - as this file contains a lot of other configuration, you must handle
it with care - you potentially may also harm your NetWorker Installation.

And due to this reason, this method is officially not supported, of course.

You can easily figure out where the section with the color mapping scheme starts - directly below the
line:

!! Color Mappings
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I am sure that if you deal with this file, you know how to change the colors - i do not want to describe
this here ...

Once you have saved your changes, you must make them active. This is done by propagating the
changes to the X11 resource database with the following command:

# xrdb path_to_nw_configuration_file

So for the operating systems mentioned before, you have to issue the following commands:

Solaris

# xrdb /usr/lib/X11/app-defaults/Networker

SuSE Linux

# xrdb /usr/X11R6/lib/X11/app-defaults/Networker

Since a while (i assume since NetWorker 6.1.1) you must have set the environment
variable  XAPPLRESDIR  pointing to the  path_to_the_app-defaults_directory
before applying the  xrdb  command.

Once you have done everything right, you may see something like this, according to your settings:
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. Why are NDMP backups to an LTO drive slower than local backups to the same
but non-NDMP device ?

Benchmarks at customer site showed that an average backup data rate of 11 MB/s could be achieved
with the LTO drives 'normally' configured. However, attached to an EMC Celerra, the maximum
backup data rate did not exceed 6 MB/s to the same drives.

There is an issue with the LTO drives in using NDMP, as NetWorker has no control of the block size.
Because of that, NetWorker simply cannot keep those drives streaming. There is DDTS record for this
issue stating that a block size of 64 kB is used for backup into the LTO drives.

2.2. Can NetWorker recover data from a NDMP backup to a non-NDMP client ?

The answer is NO. The reason is that the NAS box is the one that writes the backup data to tape. NDMP
allows the NetWorker server to direct the NAS box to perform the backup, and to capture the list of
files the NAS box is writing to tape (so the list of files can be placed in the NetWorker Client File
Index).

However, the NDMP data written to tape is written in a format specific to the filer and it is not in the
same format as a NetWorker storage node would write to the tape. Therefore you cannot use the
commands  save  &  recover  but you must use  nsrndmp_save  &  nsrndmp_recover .

Even if you do a file recovery on the NAS system with the GUI, nsrndmp_recover  will be used in
the background to support the process.

2.3. Error: 'Illegal request. Incompatible medium installed'

Please be careful - although the error message 'usually' is executed at the right time, it may also pop
up although you know that you using nothing else but compatible media.

A recent problem in the field showed that this message was issued when handling a StorageTek L180
library (84 slots, 4 tape drives). However, this problem had another origin:

The barcode labels on the media have been simply mounted upside down.

So please always make sure that such labels are sticked in the proper position.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. "Cannot contact nsrexecd service on <server>, Service not available"

Since NetWorker 6.1.2 you cannot start the NetWorker server daemon, nsrd , independently any
more - instead, you must have started the NetWorker client daemon, nsrexecd , as a prerequisite.

If you do not follow the rule but start  nsrd  first, the following message will pop up (example):

bash-2.02# nsrd
12/15/02 19:38:43 nsrd: Cannot contact nsrexecd service on ultra, //
  Service not available.
12/15/02 19:38:43 nsrd: nsrexecd is unavailable, cannot start.
bash-2.02#

The error message clearly points to the problem. However, if you start  nsrexecd  first, there will be
no problem:

bash-2.02#
bash-2.02# nsrexecd
bash-2.02# nsrd
bash-2.02#

This depedency (which by the way exists for a NetWorker server for Windows since version 5.5)
makes total sense:

If you only started the server using the  nsrd  command on earlier releases, the "listener" would
not start up as well. As a consequence, the NetWorker server could support automatic backups of
all remote clients but could not fulfil the local automatic backups (for instance  index  and
bootstrap  backups). To prevent this potential error source, the dependency has been added.

Unfortunately, this feature is not mentioned in any release note.

2.2. "Cannot access nsr server '<server>' "

This if course may be possible. However, it is obviously weird, if it happens on the NetWorker server
itself. You may think that everything must simply work but then you receive such messages during a
server-initiated backup:

Z:\NSR\BIN>savegrp -l f -G Default
* avuspdc:D:\TEST nsrexec: authtype nsrexec
* avuspdc:D:\TEST savefs: RPC error: Remote system error
* avuspdc:D:\TEST savefs: Cannot access nsr server `195.214.75.160'
  savefs avuspdc: failed.
12/16/02 13:15:25 savegrp: avuspdc:probe will retry 1 more time(s)
* avuspdc:D:\TEST 1 retry attempted
* avuspdc:D:\TEST nsrexec: authtype nsrexec
* avuspdc:D:\TEST savefs: RPC error: Remote system error
* avuspdc:D:\TEST savefs: Cannot access nsr server `195.214.75.160'
  savefs avuspdc: failed.
12/16/02 13:16:15 savegrp: avuspdc:probe will retry 0 more time(s)

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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This time, the problem is due to a wrong or forgotten entry for the client's attribute  Server network
interface , which specifies an alternate (dedicated) backup network interface to be used:

- When you specify the IP adress explicitely (like in the above example), you may encounter such
problem if the adress has changed and was not corrected.

- If you have used a hostname entry, the result may of course be the same if you forgot to adjust
the  hosts  files or the DNS lookup tables.

2.3. Wildcards are valid for a NetWorker/Windows client save set name

Meta-characters like a "*" will be interpreted as such if used for a NetWorker/Windows client. This is
especially beneficial for backups of large NetWorker clients, where you may want to split a filesystem
in multiple save streams to backup them by multiple devices at the same time. One easy way to select
the files for a specific save set is using their starting letter as shown in this example:

Z:\NSR\BIN>save D:\A*
save: Using creinfeld as server
D:\A\
D:\AA\bootfiles.zip
D:\AA\custom.zip
D:\AA\DEUTSCH\cdr38b-g.exe
D:\AA\DEUTSCH\cd_boot.bin
D:\AA\DEUTSCH\Joachim Schlosser - Erstellung einer bootfähigen Win2k SP2
CD.pdf
D:\AA\DEUTSCH\TweakPC - Hardwaretests, Previews, Overclocking, Tipps und
mehr.pdf
D:\AA\DEUTSCH\
D:\AA\Making a Bootable Windows 2000 CD with Service Pack Integrated.pdf
D:\AA\Making a bootable Windows 2000 CD.pdf
D:\AA\
D:\ALPHASTOR\200\INSTALL\DIENSTE.TXT
D:\ALPHASTOR\200\INSTALL\INST_1.bmp
D:\ALPHASTOR\200\INSTALL\INST_10.bmp
D:\ALPHASTOR\200\INSTALL\INST_11.bmp

.....

D:\AZS\AZS_2002\TEST\Q1.xls
D:\AZS\AZS_2002\TEST\Q2.xls
D:\AZS\AZS_2002\TEST\Q3.xls
D:\AZS\AZS_2002\TEST\Q4.xls
D:\AZS\AZS_2002\TEST\
D:\AZS\AZS_2002\
D:\AZS\
D:\
/

save: D:\  58 MB 00:00:53    895 files
save completion time: 12-09-02  3:07a

Z:\NSR\BIN>

This of course is the same as if you would specify  D:\A*  for the client's save set in preparation to a
server-initiated backup.

It will not work on a UNIX/Linux client as these operating systems do not 'know' metacharacters -
NetWorker will simply report the error  No such file or directory .
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. Which browse and retention policies does NetWorker use during manual
backups ?

This obviously simple question is not that easy to answer. But you can firgure it out easily.

The manpage for the  save  command states:

If you do not specify a certain browse and retention policy, then Networker will " ... use the existing
browse and retetention policies for this save set".

But this does not cover all scenarios. Can you answer the following questions:

- What happens if no policy has been defined for this save set ?
- What happens if there are overlapping save set policies for this save set ?

For investigation, i have prepared the following client resources:

Client Name creinfeld creinfeld

Save Set D:\TEST E:\TEST

Browse Policy Week Quarter

Retention Policy Month Year

If you now do an automatic backup, the result is as expected:

Z:\nsr\bin>date
The current date is: Fr 10.01.2003
Enter the new date: (dd-mm-yy) <cr>
Z:\nsr\bin>
Z:\nsr\bin>mminfo -a -r "volume,name(15),ssid,level,ssbrowse,ssretent"
 volume        name           ssid         lvl browse   retent
creinfeld.001  D:\TEST        524395777   full 01/17/03 02/10/03
creinfeld.001  E:\TEST        524395778   full 04/13/03 01/10/04

Z:\nsr\bin>

The only surprising issue is the date  04/13/03  as browse policy for the save set  E:\TEST . However,
this is just due to the fact that NetWorker uses 91 days and not 12 weeks for the period  quarter .

Additional manual backups for these save sets show that these backups will have the same policies -
they will be inherited from the client's resources:

Z:\nsr\bin>mminfo -a -r "volume,name(15),ssid,level,ssbrowse,ssretent"
 volume        name           ssid         lvl browse   retent
creinfeld.001  D:\TEST        524395777   full 01/17/03 02/10/03
creinfeld.001  D:\TEST        524573697        01/17/03 02/10/03
creinfeld.001  E:\TEST        524395778   full 04/13/03 01/10/04
creinfeld.001  E:\TEST        524798209        04/13/03 01/10/04

Z:\nsr\bin>
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But what happens if we now manually backup from another partition which has not been defined as a
client's save set and, as a consequence, does not have any policies defined ?

Z:\nsr\bin>save -s creinfeld F:\TEST
F:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT
F:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT
F:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT
F:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT
F:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT
F:\TEST\TEST_6.DAT
F:\TEST\
F:\
/

save: F:\TEST  5865 KB 00:00:01      9 files
save completion time:  1-10-03 11:35p

Z:\nsr\bin>
Z:\nsr\bin>mminfo -a -r "volume,name(15),ssid,level,ssbrowse,ssretent"
 volume        name           ssid         lvl browse   retent
creinfeld.001  D:\TEST        524395777   full 01/17/03 02/10/03
creinfeld.001  D:\TEST        524573697        01/17/03 02/10/03
creinfeld.001  E:\TEST        524395778   full 04/13/03 01/10/04
creinfeld.001  E:\TEST        524798209        04/13/03 01/10/04
creinfeld.001  F:\TEST        524984065        04/13/03 01/10/04

Z:\nsr\bin>

As you can see, in this case NetWorker uses the most conservative policies that exist for all save
sets of that client. This is o.k. as it will ensure that the save sets will be retained as long as possible.

And what happens if there are overlapping save sets ? - Let's have a llok at this example:

Z:\nsr\bin>save -s creinfeld D:\TEST E:\TEST
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST_6.DAT
D:\TEST\
E:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT
E:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT
E:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT
E:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT
E:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT
E:\TEST\TEST_6.DAT
E:\TEST\
D:\
E:\
/

save: /  11 MB 00:00:08     17 files
save completion time:  1-11-03  1:04a

Z:\nsr\bin>
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Z:\nsr\bin>mminfo -a -r "volume,name(15),ssid,level,ssbrowse,ssretent"
 volume        name           ssid         lvl browse   retent
creinfeld.001  /              526355969        04/13/03 01/11/04
creinfeld.001  D:\TEST        524395777   full 01/17/03 02/10/03
creinfeld.001  D:\TEST        524573697        01/17/03 02/10/03
creinfeld.001  E:\TEST        524395778   full 04/13/03 01/10/04
creinfeld.001  E:\TEST        524798209        04/13/03 01/10/04
creinfeld.001  F:\TEST        524984065        04/13/03 01/10/04

Z:\nsr\bin>

As you have learnt from last week's TIN, NetWorker will in this case use another value as save set
name, which is the nampe next higher common subdirectory. However, in this case it is nothing else
but the root directory "/". And as there is no definition for this save set, the previous rule applies -
NetWorker will again take the most convservative policies.

2.2. Upgrading RepliStor may not migrate settings if using Terminal Server

Upgrading from previous version RepliStor may not migrate settings if using Terminal Server.

If you are upgrading RepliStor on a remote computer using Terminal Server, you may find that the old
settings and specifications would not be present after the upgrade.

This is a bug in RepliStor 5.0 to 5.1. It will be fixed in 5.2 and possibly in an update to 5.1.

Workaround

The problem is that Terminal Services may be set for "Use temporary folders per session" and
RepliStor does not currently support this.

Before starting the upgrade, use the Terminal Services Configuration tool to turn OFF the above
setting. You must log off and log back on for the setting to take effect. Now perform the upgrade
and RepliStor settings should be preserved.

More information on this Terminal Server option is available in the Microsoft article:

Q243555 - Terminal Services Temporary Folder Configuration Is Stored in Multiple Registry
Locations

2.3. Can Dynamic Drive Sharing be used with the drives in a STK Silo running
ACSLS ?

Yes, it works and it is supported.

Remember that ACSLS does affect only the jukebox' robotic control but does not deal with the backup
devices at all. As a consequence, it will not affect NetWorker's Dynamic Drive Sharing (DDS).

creinfeld
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. How can you keep your clones longer than your originals ?

A customer asked this, because he wanted to keep cloned media longer than the backup media.

In principle, it does not matter which media to keep - the backup or the backup clone media. Since
NetWorker 6.0, you may set the browse and the retention dates for each save set individually - but
may
you also do this for the save set and its clone ? ... if this would be possible, you must use this
accordingly for all save sets on that volume.

So the key question is: "Can you assign an individual browse or and/retention date for a save set
instance after the backup ?"

This is easy to test - just look at the example:

Z:\nsr\bin>mminfo -q "ssid=1120796929" -r "ssid, cloneid, ssbrowse, //
ssretent"
 ssid         clone id browse   retent
1120796929  1044565504 03/09/03 02/06/04
1120796929  1044565560 03/09/03 02/06/04

Z:\nsr\bin>

As expected, all save set instances have the same values for browse and retention date.

You may change the dates with the  nsrmm  command - just apply it to a save set instance instead of
a save set id as shown here:

Z:\nsr\bin>nsrmm -S 1120796929/1044565560 -e "02/06/10"
Z:\nsr\bin>

However, if you verify the change, you will see that the manipulation has been executed for all
instances:

Z:\nsr\bin>mminfo -q "ssid=1120796929" -r "ssid, cloneid, ssbrowse, //
ssretent"
 ssid         clone id browse   retent
1120796929  1044565504 03/09/03 02/06/10
1120796929  1044565560 03/09/03 02/06/10

Z:\nsr\bin>

Actually, this is nothing elso but confirming the statement that you will find when reading the  Manual
Pages :

-S ssid Changes ( -o) or removes ( -d) a sav e set from the NetWorker databases, or used in
changing the browse time (specified with -w) or the retention time (specified with -e) of
the specified save set record. The save set is identified by a save set identifier, ssid.
A save set instance, or clone, can be specified using the format ssid/cloneid (but, it is
ignored when used for the options -w and -e). The mminfo(1m) program may be used to
determine save set and clone identifiers.
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So you cannot succeed with altering the save set's checkpoints. But there are other alternatives:

- Set the clone volume to  Manual  recycle .
In this case, only a NetWorker administrator can relabel (overwrite) the media - the
automatism has been blocked.

- Remove the media from the jukebox.
This will prevent NetWorker from beeing able to recycle the media.

- Write protect the media.
Not a very elegant way, but of course, this will work.

- Manually recycle only the backup media.
This will not touch the clone media at all.

2.2. Can a Netware client backup to a NetWorker storage node ?

Yes, this is possible. However, as there is no NetWorker storage node for Netware, the data has to be
sent via the NetWorker server to this storage node. Consequently, the data has to travel twice over
the network. So it does not really make sense to use a remote storage node to store a
NetWorker/Netware client's data.

2.3. How does NetWorker support multiplexing for NDMP devices ?

NetWorker has supported multiplexing for years. The ongoing problem is that NDMP currently is not
capable to support it. It is scheduled for version 5 of the NDMP protocol, but this is not available yet.

2.4. How to make automatic clones of a SAP backup ?

This is just not possible:

Automatic cloning is not possible for the NetWorker SAP/Oracle module because of name space
in the save set. As you may know, SAP save sets use  backint  at the beginning of the save set.
It is not an issue with SAP only as we have the same problem with other modules that have name
space in their save set name."

2.5. How to make NDMP backups through a firewall ?

How can you backup a NetApp filer through a firewall, using a Networker 6.1.3 server on Windows
2000 with the tape drives attached to the filer ?

The NetWorker server connects with the NDMP servers via TCP port 10,000.

Do not forget - if you have your NetWorker Server running on Windows 2000, you must update to
6.2 to support filer backups.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. DiskBackup Option Licensing

The DiskBackup Option is Legato's licensing scheme of the  file  type device. It has been introduced
for NetWorker 6.x about a year a, will also be used for the new  advanced file  type device which will
be introduced with NetWorker 7.

The DiskBackup Option is a single license that enables both the file type device and the advanced file
type device. The licensing of DiskBackup is a direct result of the engineering efforts and continued
innovation by Legato in this arena. It is not acceptable to have a disk backup technology that behaves
like tape. Instead, it is necessary to engineer and develop technology that will use all the benefits of
disk and file systems to the utmost potential allowed. All of this must integrate seamlessly into
NetWorker. As a result of Legato’s efforts in this area, it is necessary to charge for these efforts and
continued support. We provide the customer with DiskBackup capabilities unparalleled by competitors.

Two important definitions to apply in the DiskBackup Option environment are:

- Disk storage subsystem is an external disk array or pool of internal system disks.
This term includes a SAN attached disk array, NAS attached disk array, JBOD, or internal disk
pool of a system.

 - “Useable” capacity is the total amount of the physical disk storage subsystem capacity that is
available to an individual NetWorker server or storage node.

The DiskBackup Option licensing is based off of total useable capacity of the disk storage
subsystem or internal disk pool. This means you will have

- a single DiskBackup Option license for each subsystem
- and the tier for the license will incorporate the full, useable capacity of all physical disk
 available to NetWorker server or storage nodes for purposes of DiskBackup.

Since many of the disk storage subsystems use hardware/software RAID to protect the data it hosts, it
is not necessary to calculate space used for RAID in terms of the tiered pricing of the DiskBackup
Option. For example, RAID 1 (mirroring) will use up half of the maximum capacity of the disk storage.
Even RAID 5 (parity) will use one disk for parity in a disk group to protect the data disks in that disk
grouping.

An individual tiered DiskBackup Option license is required for each disk
storage subsystem that is used by a NetWorker server (a NetWorker data
zone) for DiskBackup.

This means that any number of NetWorker storage nodes in a single NetWorker data zone may use
the same disk storage subsystem under the same license. In that same configuration, the individual
storage nodes can also have a mix of file type device and advanced file type device under the same,
single license. As soon as another storage node connects from another NetWorker data zone, a
second license based on the full amount of useable storage on the disk storage subsystem is required
for the NetWorker server in the second data zone.

Tier1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Tier 4 Tier 5
< 1TB 1..6 TB 6..10 TB 10..50 TB > 50TB

LIC-002095 LIC-002096 LIC-002097 LIC-002098 LIC-002099
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Q: Is licensing based on maximum storage capacity of the disk storage subsystem or the useable
capacity of the disk storage subsystem?

A: It is based on maximum useable storage capacity of the disk storage subsystem.

Q: Is licensing based on each storage node that uses the storage?
A: No, it is based on the number of NetWorker servers, or NetWorker data zones, that connect or have

storage nodes that connect to the individual disk storage subsystem.

Q: Do I need to license each NW server for the full useable space of the disk storage subsystem
even if two or more NW servers are accessing it with the DiskBackup Option?

A: Yes, each NetWorker server must be licensed for maximum useable capacity of the disk storage
subsystem it uses for the DiskBackup Option. The licensing is the same as if it were a shared tape
library. Licensing is based on full useable capacity for each NetWorker server attaching to it.

Q: How does licensing work?
A: Installing a single license for DiskBackup Option turns the functionality on entirely. The license does

not have a capacity or multi instance enforcement. So, if a customer purchases the lowest tier
DiskBackup Option license, nothing prohibits the customer from exceeding the license limit within the
same NetWorker data zone. It is necessary to correctly define the customers tier for initial licensing
and revisit as necessary.

Q: How is licensing enforced?
A: Licensing is not currently enforced with the NetWorker 6.X. In NetWorker 7 licensing of the

DiskBackup Option will be enforced, and all backups to file type device or advanced file type device
will no longer work. Even if the DiskBackup Option is not licensed in NW 7 and backups stop, restores
will continue to work from file type devices. Again, it is necessary to correctly define the customers tier
for initial licensing and revisit as necessary.

Q: Do I need to license DDS with the DiskBackup Option?
A: If you would like to dynamically share savesets and have them accessible between NetWorker servers

and storage nodes using the same file type device or advanced file type device, DDS is required.

Q: Can I use the same file type device without licensing DDS?
A: Yes, you can use the same file type device between two NetWorker servers or storage nodes. Without

DDS the savesets will only be accessible from the device that wrote it.

Q: Do I have to license Advanced File Type Device and File Type device separately?
A: No, the licensing of the DiskBackup Option enables both the file type device and the advanced file

type device without differentiation and full use of both.

Q: How does the tiered price model apply to mount points and drive letters?
A: The pricing model is not based on individual mount point/lun/volume/drive letter. DiskBackup licensing

is based on a per disk storage subsystems combined capacity of NetWorker server or storage node
NFS mount points, drive letters, and any logical representation of the physical disk space available to
the systems from the disk storage subsystem.

If a physical disk array of 12TB is segmented into 3 volumes or file systems (1 is 3TB, 2 is 4TB, and 1
is 5TB), and only volumes 1 and 2 are used to back up data on NetWorker clients to them (via 2 SNs,
i.e. SN#1 is mounted to volume 1 and SN#2 is mounted to volume 2), then customer should get one
license for 7TB (which is LIC-002097 -- from 6TB to less than 10TB) for both SNs.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. Once again - Mixed Media

There is confusion about what 'mixed media' really means. In general there are three types of mixed
media:

- Mixed Form Factor

Mixed form factor applies to robots that have 2 or more different type of media (tape cartridges)
in the inventory (i.e. LTO and SDLT). The library hardware can differentiate between LTO and
SDTL. This allows the library control software to automatically associate the correct cartridge in
the correct drive.

- Mixed Cartridge Type

Mixed cartridge type applies when you may have media with the same form factor, such as AIT,
but different versions of that form factor, such as AIT-1, AIT-2 or AIT-3. These can all be read
by the latest revision of the drive, but not the reverse. That is similar to the next form of mixed
media, but is different in that the physical media itself has different capabilities.

- Mixed writing technology on the same media

The 'mixed writing' libraries contain tape drives capable of writing data in incompatible formats
on the same physical piece of media. A library configured with DLT4000 and DLT 7000 drives in
the same physical tape library frame is an example of 'mixed writing'. Both drive types use the
same media. However a tape written by a DLT7000 will confuse a DLT4000 drive and make it
believe it needs to be cleaned. This can cause problems to the data mover software if not
handled correctly.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Q: What should you do to implement Mixed Media solutions ?
A: You should sell AlphaStor to customers who want 'mixed media' or 'mixed writing' support with

NetWorker. At this time Legato has no intentions of officially supporting 'mixed media'
environments with NetWorker or impprove it to support mixed media in a future NetWorker
release.

Q: What about Technical Bulletin #371 ?
A: Legato's Technical Bulletin #371 discusses how a customer can implement 'mixed media' in a

NetWorker only environment. This will work, but because of the caveat on restores and the
ability for customers to corrupt or lose data it is not "officially" supported. If a customer calls in to
get support because of data loss, corruption or other bad results from implementing 'mixed
media' control through NetWorker, they will not receive support.
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Q: How does AlphaStor work to handle 'mixed media' ?
A: AlphaStor automatically detects true 'mixed media' configurations and will handle resource
allocation correctly with no special configuration requirements.

AlphaStor supports the 'mixed writing' configuration via multiple virtual robots defined with a
physical robot. One virtual library is created with the DLT4000 drives. A second with the
DLT7000 drives. The libraries are defined with specific barcode ranges. The ranges are unique
to the media type. The tapes that will be used with the DLT4000 drives must have barcodes that
are different from the tapes targeted for the DLT7000 drives. Once the ranges are defined the
AlphaStor robot control software will only allow a virtual robot to "see" tapes within in the
barcode range defined for that robot. A hard partition is formed between the DLT4000 media
(drives and tapes) and the DLT7000 media.

Q: What about SmartMedia ?
A: SmartMedia handles mixed media in its base functionality without any special configuration.

However, SmartMedia has been announced 'End of life' a while ago. Contact your Legato sales
representative for any SmartMedia questions or opportunities.

2.2. RPC error: RPC program or version mismatch

This happened to myself during the last week. The system was a NetWorker server 6.1.1 on Solaris 8
(2.8), backing up also a remote Windows 2000 client. Here is part of the file
/nsr/logs/daemon.log :

02/24/03 22:15:12 nsrd: /nsr/bu_dev2 Label operation in progress
02/24/03 22:15:16 nsrd: media event cleared: Waiting for 1 writable
volumes to backup pool 'Full' disk(s) on e250
02/24/03 22:15:16 nsrd: creinfeld:D:\TEST10K saving to pool 'Full' //
  (Full.001)
02/24/03 22:16:09 nsrd: creinfeld:D:\TEST10K done saving to pool //
  'Full'  (Full.001) 13 MB
02/24/03 22:16:10 nsrd: savegroup info: e250:index:creinfeld: No //
  full backups of this save set were found in the media database; //
  performing a full backup
  e250:index:creinfeld: No full backups of this save set were found //
  in the media database; performing a full backup
* creinfeld:index save: RPC error: RPC program or version mismatch
* creinfeld:index save: Cannot open save session with e250
02/24/03 22:16:11 savegrp: creinfeld:index will retry 1 more time(s)
* creinfeld:index 1 retry attempted
  e250:index:creinfeld: No full backups of this save set were found //
  in the media database; performing a full backup
* creinfeld:index save: RPC error: RPC program or version mismatch
* creinfeld:index save: Cannot open save session with e250
02/24/03 22:16:13 savegrp: creinfeld:index will retry 0 more time(s)
* e250:bootstrap save: RPC error: RPC program or version mismatch
* e250:bootstrap save: Cannot open save session with e250
02/24/03 22:16:14 savegrp: e250:bootstrap will retry 1 more time(s)
* e250:bootstrap 1 retry attempted
* e250:bootstrap save: RPC error: RPC program or version mismatch
* e250:bootstrap save: Cannot open save session with e250
02/24/03 22:16:14 savegrp: e250:bootstrap will retry 0 more time(s)
02/24/03 22:16:15 nsrd: savegroup alert: creinfeld completed, //
  1 client(s) ( creinfeld, e250 Failed)
02/24/03 22:16:16 nsrd: runq: NSR group creinfeld exited with return //
  code 1.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. NetWorker 7 - Licensing Changes

The following Legato NetWorker components are affected by licensing changes in version 7:

NetWorker DiskBackupTM Option
- The Legato licensing policy requires the DiskBackup OptionTM license when performing

backups-to-disk. This is now enforced in NetWorker 7.
- If you have performed backups to disk using NetWorker versions 5 or 6 and does not have a

DiskBackupTM Option license, please contact your sales representative about the ‘grandfather’
program for DiskBackupTM customers.

- The DiskBackup OptionTM license is valid for both the new ‘adv_file’ device as well as the
existing ‘file’ device.

- If a customer does not have a valid DiskBackup OptionTM license and upgrades to NetWorker 7,
disk backup functionality will be disabled. Recovery from an unlicensed disk device, however, is
still allowed.

NetWorker NDMP Client Connection (NDMP CC)
- The Legato licensing policy requires one NDMP Client Connection per NDMP data server. This

is now enforced in NetWorker 7.
- If a customer has no valid NDMP CC enabler for a data mover, NetWorker will no longer allow

an NDMP based backup for that data server. Recovers are still functional, however.

NetWorker Dynamic Drive Sharing (DDS)
- The Legato licensing policy requires one DDS license per shared tape drive. This is now

enforced in NetWorker 7.
- If a DDS drive becomes unlicensed (e.g. eval expires, license is deleted, NetWorker 7 upgrade

without a DDS license for each shared drive), all device paths except one will be disabled (not
deleted) for that drive. When a valid DDS enabler is entered, customers do not need to
reconfigure the drive again. However, they will need to ‘re-enable’ the disabled device path(s).

Dedicated Storage Node (DSN; formerly known as SAN Storage Node)
- The SAN Storage Node (SSN) has been renamed “Dedicated Storage Node” (DSN) to reflect

its true functionality – only local backup data streams are supported. A traditional Storage Node
must be used to accept backup data streams from other remote NetWorker client hosts.

Note: Dedicated Storage Nodes can be used to recover remote client data, cloning and
staging operations from another remote Storage Node. Also, DSNs can reside on
physical nodes in a cluster.

- Allowing ‘local’ backups only when using a DSN is now enforced in NetWorker 7.

NetWorker Application Modules
- NetWorker licensing policy specifies one (1) NetWorker Application Module per host that the

application is running on. This is now enforced in NetWorker 7.0.
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NetWorker Business / Workgroup Edition
- Legato licensing policy specifies that Workgroup and Business Editions support up to a

maximum of 4 devices. This is now enforced in NetWorker 7.0.
- Workgroup and Business Editions do not support Storage Node(s). This is now enforced in

NetWorker 7.0.

Microsoft Sharepoint Portal Server (MSPS)
- NetWorker 7.0 introduces protection for Microsoft Sharepoint Portal Server.
- This feature requires an enabler. Licensing is tiered based.
- Customers will need to upgrade their NetWorker server to version 7. The NetWorker client

running on the Microsoft Sharepoint Portal Server must also be at version 7.

NetWorker ClientPak for Mac OS X (10.2)
- The NetWorker ClientPak for Mac OS X will be available shortly via the LEGATO.com Website.

The licensing policy for the ClientPak for Mac OS X is the same as other supported platforms
(i.e. Unix, Windows, Linux).

2.2. Potential data loss when updating to NetWorker 7

Please be aware that due to the internal functionality of the NetWorker 7 software
you might loose data under the following conditions.

All operating systems

Due to the fact of the new staging enhancements on file devices, save sets with the status
'recyclable' will be deleted when the next index check is run, latest at the end of the next
automatic backup. If you do not have migrated or cloned them onto tape, you will loose them at
this point in time.

Please ensure that you have a secure instance of these save sets before you update your
NetWorker server to version 7.

NetWorker for Windows

If you delete the NetWorker 7 software, the default options have been configured in a way
that all NetWorker data (also the NetWorker databases) will be deleted.

The reason for this behavior simply is that Microsoft defines 'removing an application' as
'deleting all associated data'.

As a consequence, if you do not read the screens properly, you might proceed too fast which
will lead to the deletion of the databases. If you have valid bootstrap and index save sets you
can still recover this data but of course you will loose time.

Although these facts have been clearly pointed out in the Installation Guides, i thought it is important
to mention them again, as especially long-time NetWorker users will simply follow their intuition and
most likely not read the books.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. Updating/Upgrading a NetWorker server from 5.x to 7.x

Please be aware of the following rules for this subject:

- If the NetWorker server is Unix/Linux, then you can upgrade directly from 5.x to 7.

- If NW server is Windows, this is not directly possible, since NW 5.x does not support Windows
2000 and NW 7 doesn't support Windows NT.

As a consequence, customers which want to update from NW 5.x to NW 7 need to follow these
steps:

- Upgrade NW from 5.x to 6.x
- Update the Windows from NT to 2000
- Finally update NetWorker from 6.x to 7.0

2.2. Recover granularity for a Windows 2000 Active Directory (AD) object

This is a real FAQ. And actually, the answer is in the manual. From the  NetWorker 7.0 Administrator's
Guide for Windows :

Because AD is a component of the system state, the NetWorker software automatically backs it up
as a component of the SYSTEM STATE save set. An AD backup or restore includes the AD log
files, database, patch files, and expiry token.

To recover the AD, Windows requires that you restore the entire SYSTEM STATE save set.
The AD cannot be recovered separately from the entire SYSTEM STATE.

2.3. Having NetWorker 7 clients in a NetWorker 6.x data zone

Legato does not recommend the configuration with NetWorker 7 clients in a NetWorker 6.1.x
datazone. However, there are situations when a customer has stable production environment and only
a few servers that can not be protected with NetWorker 6.1.x client software, for example, 64-bit Linux
or HP 11i on Itanium. If that's the case, then you can use NetWorker 7 clients with a fix described on
page 40 of NetWorker 7 Release Supplement for UNIX:

http://web1.legato.com/infodev/publications/NetWorker/UNIX/7.0/uxrs_7.0.pdf

NetWorker Release 7.0 Clients Backing up to a NetWorker Datazone Earlier Than Release 7.0
(LGTpa52303)

If installing a NetWorker client release 7.0 into NetWorker datazone earlier than release 7.0 (for
example, a NetWorker 6.1.3 Server backing up 7.0 Client), you will require a fix for the pre-7.0
NetWorker Server. Please contact Legato Technical Support for this fix.

A release 7.0 client will be able to backup and recover to a pre-7.0 server without this fix, but
backup failures of the 7.0 client will be reported as successful.
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2.4. Installation problems with NetWorker software on Red Hat 8.0

Red Hat 8.0 is qualified with NetWorker 6.1.3 as a client, storage node, and server. Unfortunately,
Red Hat 8.0 has a bug that prevents 'out of the box' installation of NetWorker. Here is the work-around
note that is being added to the UNIX NW 6.1.3 release supplement.

In Red Hat 8.0 there is a problem with Red Hat RPM 4.1:

https://bugzilla.redhat.com/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=75550

The problem is in  any control script which references RPM_INSTALL_PREFIX.
It appears that this variable is ending up with a null value.

To install NetWorker 6.1.3 on Red Hat 8.0 please do the following:

 - install the package ncrurses4-5.0-2.i386.rpm available with the Red Hat Installation
Media (CD 2) or at www.rpmfind.net (search for ncurses4)

- Before running the program NWinstall,  enter the following:

# RPM_INSTALL_PREFIX=/usr; export RPM_INSTALL_PREFIX

- Start the installation script: ./NWinstall

- Follow the NetWorker 6.1 installation manual for Linux.

2.5. Are there any limitations on the NetWorker media database ?

The only limitation for media database for all NetWorker version 6.X and 7.0 is the number of save
sets on a single volume. This number is roughly 270.000 save sets. This number is limited by the size
of the volume record itself. There are no other architectural limits on the media database size.
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2.4. A little problem with NetWorker's 7.0 User GUI on Windows

As you may know, you may drag & drop a computer name from the Network tree onto the default
client (the one with the red checkmark) to create a new NetWorker client resource which inherits the
same settings as the default client.

This is still possible. However, in the NetWorker 7
window, the new client will not be created on the
same level but 'underneath' the default client (see
upper example).

This is only a small temporary problem. Once you
refresh the window, then eveything should appear
'normal' again.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. NetWorker/Windows Application Module Licensing

A variety of questions have arisen lately regarding NetWorker application module licensing. These
questions relate to both new technologies and new Legato policies. Rules and pricing will be the same
for all application modules (with the exception of SAP) that run on Windows. These include:

- DB2
- Informix
- Lotus
- MS Exchange
- MS SQL Server
- Oracle
- Sybase

Four Basic Tiers
A tiered pricing structure has been introduced for Windows-based application modules. This makes
the modules price-competitive with similar solutions from other vendors and addresses the extreme
variation in performance of Windows servers. The tiers are based on number of physical CPUs in
the system.

Tier # Of CPUs
Tier 1 1
Tier 2 2
Tier 3 3 or 4
Tier 4 5 and up

Upgrades
There are 2 upgrade methods:

Adding more CPUs to an existing piece of hardware
If a customer upgrades a system, for example, from 1 CPU to 2 CPUs for licensing purposes
they need to upgrade to a Tier 2 license. In practical terms this involves refunding the old
product and charging them for the new one. There are no special “upgrade” part numbers.

Migrating solution to a new machine with more CPUs
A new machine will have a new host ID and the customer will need to contact Legato for a
new Authorization Code regardless of whether that new server has more CPUs. If it does,
however, they will need to purchase the correct tier license at that time. We should refund
the old product and charge for the new one.

Hyper-Threading and the Xeon MP
New servers have come on the market which make use of Intel’s latest Xeon Processor MPs.
These CPUs implement a technology called Hyper-Threading. Each physical CPU in the system
presents 2 “logical” CPUs to the BIOS and Operating System. This creates obvious confusion with
respect to licensing for many vendors’ products. As mentioned in the section on tiers above, our
licensing will also count physical CPUs.
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Useful facts:
- Intel claims a Hyper-Threaded CPU should see a 10%-30% increase in performance.

(A traditional  SMP system with 2 physical CPUs should see considerably better than that in
most circumstances.)

- Microsoft bases their product licensing for products which are licensed per CPU (e.g. SQL
Server) on physical CPUs, not logical CPUs.

Clustering
When applications are clustered (MSCS, etc.) each active node in a configuration requires a
module license.  Passive nodes do not require a license.

Virtual Machines (Partitioned machines)
Licensing is based on IP address. A 4-CPU machine with 2 virtual machines will require 2 Tier 2
licenses – it is seen as two 2-CPU machines.  We charge by the number of processors assigned to
each virtual client

2.2. "grace" does not work properly with NetWorker 7.0 on Windows

As clearly stated in the  Release Notes , the pseudo-authorization code "grace", which is usually used
to extend the evaluation period of a NetWorker license by 15 more days, is recognized but not
correctly used. When the system time advances to the next day, your NetWorker Server will be
disabled.

Workaround: If you must extend an evaluation period with NetWorker 7.0 on Windows, you
need to use another enabler.

2.3. What is a "temporary enabler" or "loaner" ?

Such license codes are issued by Legato for evaluation purposes at customer site. You always need
such license for a specific purpose, whenever at least a so called  Base Enabler  (for Workgroup,
Business, NetWorker or Power Edition) has been installed on your NetWorker Server.

However, the names often cause confusion for the customers and partners as they imply a 'special'
license code. Technically, this is not true. In fact there are no special NetWorker licenses. The only
difference with respect to a 'normal' enabler is that they are especially marked in Legato's registration
database so that nobody can register them and receive an authorization code.

2.4. Media Index Limitations

We are often asked this question. The answer is easy - there is almost none.

The only technical restriction is the maximal number of active save sets per volume - right now this
value may increase up to 250.000. However, this number will most likely never appear in practice.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. Transfering NetWorker Media Database Information between different
Operating Systems

This is another frequently asked question. The reason for this always comes up when customers want
to migrate a NetWorker server between two different operating systems. The only supported method
is:

- to setup the new (the destination) NetWorker server and
- to scan in all tapes in the new datazone.

Why does this restriction exist, which of course results in a long task if you have plenty of media ? -
Shouldn't it be possible to just copy database files between these computers? - And some customers
have even copied these files from one machine to another, restarted NetWorker and the system
worked fine after some re-adjustments. So it is obviously possible somehow.

In this article, i just want to schedule some light about the background of the above statement. I want
to explain the technical facts why the important data must be treated in a certain way - i will not cover
all other technical aspects like adjuting the configuration, for example.

Needles to say that everything i do here is unsupported. It shall just open
your mind to understand NetWorker.

As experienced NetWorker administrator, you should know that since NetWorker 6.0 only the media
database is causing a potential problem. So i will only concentrate on how to handle this object.

In general, there are 3 methods that might help us in transfering the media database:

- Scanning all tapes
- Recovering the media index with  mmrecov
- Copying the files directly (for instance via FTP)

1. Scanning all tapes

As this is the official method, i think i do not need to explain this method any further. Every
administrator who is involved in the migration of a NetWorker Server of course must know how to
deal with this command.

It is simple to use but reading all tapes (this is what scanner actually does) simply costs time.
Depending on the number of devices, the device types and the quantity of media, such operation
just would take some time between hours and months.
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2. Recovering the media index with  mmrecov
This will work if both servers, the new and the old one belong to the same operating system family.
However, it will not work when you migrate from UNIX/Linux to Windows NT/2000 and vice versa.

The reason is simple:
As you know, the first objects to recover are the NetWorker configuration files (the resource
files, or since NetWorker 6.2, the resource database). However, NetWorker does not use
anything else but  uasm  which simply tries to re-create the files under the same pathname.
However, as  uasm  does not support cross-platform recoveries, it cannot create a Windows
pathname on a UNIX/Linus file system or the other way around.

As a consequence, mmrecov  will already hang when it recovers the resource files to a
host that runs on a different OS family - and we cannot bypass this step as  mmrecov
does not know any option at all that needs to be invoked to modify the standard
behaviour.

However, if you execute  mmrecov  for instance to recover a NW/Solaris bootstrap on a Linux host
(or vice-versa), this will of course be possible. And the media database would be recoverd just fine.
I have tested this with NetWorker 7.0 between a NetWorker/Solaris and a NetWorker/Linux server.

3. Copying the media database (for instance via FTP)

This will work under certain conditions. Using this method, the key is not the operating system -
it is in fact how the data is processed by the microprocessor, which is specific to the CPU's internal
structure. The important keywords related to this subject are  little-endian  and  big-endian :

little-endian describes a computer architecture in which, within a given 16- or 32-bit word,
bytes at lower addresses have lower significance (the word is stored `little-end-
first'). The PDP-11 and VAX families of computers and Intel microprocessors
and a lot of communications and networking hardware are little-endian.

big-endian describes a computer architecture in which, within a given multi-byte numeric
representation, the most significant byte has the lowest address (the word is
stored `big-end-first'). Most processors, including the IBM 370 family, the PDP-
10, the Motorola microprocessor families, and most of the various RISC
designs are big-endian. Big-endian byte order is also sometimes called
`network order'.

Short personal tests have shown, that you can in fact transfer the media index directory betweeen
a Linux and a Windows 2000 machine in both directions, because both are working with Intel (type)
processors which are little-endians.

However, transfering the database between a Solaris (Sparc) and a Linux (Intel) computer just
resulted in the fact, that starting the NetWorker daemons, just deleted the contents of the media
database without any specifc message in the  daemon.log  file.

Taking all these issues under considerations, scanning the media is the most reliable methode that
always works when migrating a NetWorker server between different operating system platforms.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. Can NetWorker simultaneously backup client data and its internal databases ?

This is another FAQ. Let us think about the NetWorker databases first:

The configuration files
are nothing else but text files. They could in general be backed up at any time.

The client file index
will always be backed up at the end of a server-initiated backup. In other words: There will no
backup of this client take place at this point in time. This is the way NetWorker works since
years.

However, since NetWorker 6.0 the client file index could even be backed up while a backup is
running. The technical reason behind this fact is that the file index information of each save set
is stored in separate files. And a client file index file that is currently written to will be locked
anyway, despite the fact that it does not make sense to backup an active file at all.

The media index
could be the only potential problem. However, let us just assume that this causes no problems
right now.

The question is how to test and verify the extpected behaviour ?

The media index and the configuration files are backed up in a special process. It is performed only
during an automatic backup (savegrp) of the group where the NetWorker server (his client) will
(also) be saved.

The media index and the configuration files will be backed up in a certain save set that will be given
the
specific name  bootstrap  for easy identification. This makes sense as the  bootstrap  is the only save
set that a NetWorker server must recover to be able to do new backups after disaster stroke.

As a consequence, the theory would be proven if there is any backup that can be run at the same time
a NetWorker bootstrap save set will be created and saved.

To verify this, i have created two groups:

TEST001
- client test001
- save set size D:\TEST 3GB

Default
- client avuspdc.avus.de the NetWorker server
- save set size D:\TEST 10 MB

Finally i started the two groups at the same time.
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Once the backup of the NetWorker server's client data has finished, its file index and finally the
bootstrap  will be saved. Do not forget, that there are longer breaks between these processes. This is
why the majority of the remote client's data has been saved already before the  bootstrap  kicks in:

This  bootstrap  is so small in size that it was finished after some seconds. However, this screenshot
proves already that the critical NetWorker media database can be backup up while other backups are
running.

Another evidence can be found in the  daemon.log  file, as shown on the next page.
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I have marked the start and the stop notice for the two save sets with different colours. Please note
that the  bootstrap  will be saved while the remove client will be backed up:

05/02/03 04:06:13 nsrd: savegroup info: starting TEST001 (with 1 client(s))
05/02/03 04:06:13 nsrd: savegroup info: starting Default (with 1 client(s))
05/02/03 04:06:44 nsrd: test001:D:\TEST saving to pool 'Default' //
  (avuspdc.002)
05/02/03 04:09:40 nsrd: avuspdc.avus.de:D:\TEST saving to pool 'Default' //
  (avuspdc.002)
05/02/03 04:09:45 nsrd: avuspdc.avus.de:D:\TEST done saving to pool //
  'Default' (avuspdc.002) 9793 KB
05/02/03 04:11:46 nsrd: avuspdc.avus.de:index:avuspdc.avus.de saving to //
  pool 'Default' (avuspdc.002)
05/02/03 04:12:46 nsrd: avuspdc.avus.de:index:avuspdc.avus.de done //
  saving to pool 'Default' (avuspdc.002) 3 KB
05/02/03 04:14:41 nsrd: avuspdc.avus.de:bootstrap saving to pool //
  'Default' (avuspdc.002)
05/02/03 04:14:46 nsrmmdbd: media db is saving its data.  This may take //
  a while.
05/02/03 04:14:46 nsrmmdbd: media db is open for business.
05/02/03 04:15:44 nsrd: avuspdc.avus.de:bootstrap done saving to pool //
  'Default' (avuspdc.002) 74 KB
05/02/03 04:15:49 nsrd: savegroup notice: Default completed, total 1 //
   client(s), 0 Hostname(s) Unresolved, 0 Failed, 1 Succeeded.
05/02/03 04:18:13 nsrd: test001:D:\TEST done saving to pool 'Default' //
  (avuspdc.002) 2930 MB
05/02/03 04:18:46 nsrd: write completion notice: Writing to volume //
  avuspdc.002 complete
05/02/03 04:22:33 nsrd: avuspdc.avus.de:index:test001 saving to pool //
  'Default' (avuspdc.002)
05/02/03 04:24:13 nsrd: avuspdc.avus.de:index:test001 done saving to //
  pool 'Default' (avuspdc.002) 2 KB
05/02/03 04:24:37 nsrd: savegroup notice: TEST001 completed, total 1 //
  client(s), 0 Hostname(s) Unresolved, 0 Failed, 1 Succeeded.
05/02/03 04:24:48 nsrd: write completion notice: Writing to volume //
  avuspdc.002 complete

2.2. Must NetWorker index and boostrap save sets fit completely on one backup
media ?

This is a FAQ that goes along with the previous one. Again, let us think logically:

Writes are always appends to a pool. You can not even specify a certain media - the only
time you can assure that NetWorker will send the data to a specific media is if this pool only
has one piece of media.

As a consequence, NetWorker does have that restriction at all. Any save set may span multiple
backup media. And it does not matter as long as the beginning of all fractions can be found in the
database. For an example, please consult TIN 48/2002.

But why do questions like these come up? - simply because competitive products suffer
from exactly these restrictions.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. Dynamic Drive Sharing with (Advanced) File Type Devices

The following statement on page 9/17 from TIN 11/2003 has caused some confusion:

Q: Is DDS supported with file and adv_file devices?
A: No. However, multiple adv_file devices can be added as needed.

This and other statements have caused a lot of misunderstandings. Here some more informations for
clarification:

Technically, the configuration of a shared (advanced) file device is in fact possible - or better: there
is nothing in NetWorker that prevents you from setting up such configuration. However, compared
to an autochanger, there is no 'native' dynamic as NetWorker will not automount the media on one
of such devices. In this environment such remains a manual or somehow initiated process.

However, a DDS configuration is not needed. The file type device allows for multi-access. This
means that the same NFS file system is mounted on two separate systems and NetWorker has a
file type device on each system that points to the exact same directory within the NFS mount point,
they will both be able to write to it simultaneously. This functionality is present because of the
nature of file systems (random access) versus tape (sequential). Each of the devices will write to
its own files in that directory. Now, space and disk I/O contention should be considered as in all
cases. No DDS license is necessary.

You can share storage (e.g a single NetApp filer volume on multiple storage nodes) via NFS or
possibly SAN (with filesystems such as QFS/CXFS - which has never been tested by Legato) with
multiple file and advanced file type devices, but the data written to each file type device will be
owned entirely by the individual storage node that has the device configured on it. So, each file and
advanced file would have to have its own unique directory. As a consequence, DDS on file and
advanced file devices really relates to sharing save sets, not just storage.

File type devices and advanced file type devices have separate issues with respect to DDS,
filesytems and NW volume management that make them unique from tape devices:

Sharing a file type devices and advanced file type devices should be thought more of mounting
a tape in a shared device as opposed to sharing a file system on one device. You need to be
able to mount the file sytem of the device on a given host and not only consider just the mount
of a file type device and an advanced file type device on a given NW storage node.

Simultaneous access is only valid for the advanced file type device from the point of view of the
read/write device for doing backup to disk and the read-only device for doing recover or clones.

Mounting the read/write device on one storage node while having the read-only device
mounted on another storage node is not supported yet.

There are many issues here to cover, but it is best if you look at the file type device or advanced
file type device as both devices and volumes that need to ensure the file systems rules for
mounting on separate hosts are obeyed and considered and that you must manually dismount
from one host the NW device and the operating system and then manually mount the filesytem
and device on another storage node if you want to "share that volume/device". Extensions to
NFS require additional care in ensuring the the device, the volume and the filesystem needs are
all me.
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2.2. Cannot bind socket to connection port in configured port range on system   
hostname

The message is self-explainatory - it usually points to the fact that the range of your required
connection ports in a firewall scenario has been set too small.

However, the origin could also be due to the fact that the firewall configuration changed in
NetWorker 6.1.3 and above.

A change has been made in NetWorker 6.1.3 and above to the ports range nsrexec binds to. In pre-
6.1.3 versions of NetWorker the nsrexec processes that are started on the server by savegrp listened
on the ports configured as "connection ports". This was determined to be a bug and is documented in
LGTpa29844 and LGTpa38609. Additional bugs that are related are LGTpa49915 and LGTpa53085.
With the change, in post 6.1.3 releases, nsrexec will bind to ports from the "service port" range that is
configured.

This change will affect customers backing up through firewalls when they upgrade to 6.1.3 or later
version of NetWorker. savegrp will spawn a nsrexec process for each save process it spawns. With
the new port assignment, the customer may have configured enough ports in the "connection port"
range, however now nsrexec is looking for a service port, and it is possible that customers may run
out of ports in the "service port range'.

If the nsrexec process is not able to connect to a port, it will output the error mentioned above. This is
erroneous, as the new nsrexec will in fact be looking for a port in the service port range, not the
connection port range.

Solution:

- A fix for NetWorker 6.1.3 is available via LGTpa53085.
- A fix for NetWorker 7.0 will be release soon.
- A permanent fix will be incorporated in the product with NetWorker 7.1.

2.3. What are the differences when backing up a SAP database not using
NetWorker's Module for SAP ?

As a NetWorker customer you have the choice: You can either backup any SAP installation with other
modules rather than using NMSAP. For example, you can backup SAP on Oracle by backing Oracle
database using NMO. A number of customers just do this.

The disadvantages of such solutions are:

- The SAP configuration files have to be backed up as normal files.
However, as these file are static there is no problem doing this.

- During restore you have to create the SAP environment before you restore the files.

For example you can backup SAP on SYBASE by backing up the SYBASE database using our
module for SAYBASE. In this case, the points above apply to such scenario.

creinfeld
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. Excluding Data from a DX2000 Extended Drive

Of course it is possible to exclude files that you do not want to migrate from such a drive. However, in
an existing environment, this list may become very long, especially when you have all your data, the
program files and the data files residing on the same disk.

In preparation of a DX2000 installation with include/exclude lists that are easy to manage, it would be
a good idea to consider the location for application binaries on a separate pathname or drive.

2.2. How does DiskXtender support NetWorker Backups ?

DiskXtender  is nothing else but a HSM solution - it migrates the data of a so-called  Extended Drive
to a removable media by leaving a link behind (also called a 'stub' ) that pretends to the operating
system that the file is still there (completely). The presence of the stub allows you to use the operating
system tools as usual to access the file whenever needed - you simply need to open the file (which in
this case is nothing else but the stub) - the fetching of all the data is invisibly done in the background,
which is also called 'transparent to the user'.

DiskXtender (DX) copies a file as soon as possible after it has been created or modified. As a
consequence, you may assume that it has been copied to the removable media already at the time of
the backup.

The 'purge' process which deletes the files' data and just leaves the stubs behind, is usually done
automatically at a later date, depending on certain criteria (rules). For example, one criteria for purging
a file is for how long it has not been accessed.

What will happen to such files during a NetWorker backup ?

Actually, NetWorker cannot determine the DX file 'type' : For NetWorker's  save  program, all files
look the same as you can see on the next page. NetWorker just asks the operating system to
provide the files for the backup purpose. However, for the operating system, all files seem to be
present and that is exactly the same view for the user.

As a consequence, NetWorker sees the files with their original size. Please have a look for the
NetWorker Windows/DX2000 example on the following pages.
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If you browse through the Extended Drive's directory with the Windows Explorer, you will notice a tiny
little difference:

Files which have already been purged are especially marked:

This is how a file shows as long as it is still completely stored on disk

This is how a file appears once it has been purged

This becomes even more clear if you use the  DIR  command (see next page):
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C:\>dir R:\TEST
 Volume in drive R is DX2000
 Volume Serial Number is 682F-BD32

 Directory of R:\TEST

05/19/2003  01:41p      <DIR>          .
05/19/2003  01:41p      <DIR>          ..
05/19/2003  01:40p           1,000,000 FULL__10.TXT
05/19/2003  01:40p           1,000,000 FULL___1.TXT
05/19/2003  01:40p           1,000,000 FULL___2.TXT
05/19/2003  01:40p           1,000,000 FULL___3.TXT
05/19/2003  01:40p           1,000,000 FULL___4.TXT
05/19/2003  01:40p           1,000,000 FULL___5.TXT
05/19/2003  01:40p           1,000,000 FULL___6.TXT
05/19/2003  01:40p           1,000,000 FULL___7.TXT
05/19/2003  01:40p           1,000,000 FULL___8.TXT
05/19/2003  01:40p           1,000,000 FULL___9.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED10.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED_1.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED_2.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED_3.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED_4.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED_5.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED_6.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED_7.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED_8.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED_9.TXT
              20 File(s)     20,000,000 bytes
               2 Dir(s)   1,059,325,952 bytes free

C:\>

As you can see, a purged file has its file length stated in brackets.

However, this is what you see in the NetWorker User GUI (winworkr.exe):
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The size of a stub is very small - just about 1 kB. However, all the files you see here appear with their
original size of 1.000.000 bytes.

But if you run a backup from the GUI or from the command line, DX2000 knows that the data resides
on a removable media already and 'tells' NetWorker not to back them up again:

As you can see, the amount of data saved is only 12 kB instead of 20.000.000 bytes.
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And this is not a GUI problem, as the usage of the command line proves:

C:\>save R:\TEST
save: Using creinfeld as server
R:\TEST\FULL__10.TXT
R:\TEST\FULL___1.TXT
R:\TEST\FULL___2.TXT
R:\TEST\FULL___3.TXT
R:\TEST\FULL___4.TXT
R:\TEST\FULL___5.TXT
R:\TEST\FULL___6.TXT
R:\TEST\FULL___7.TXT
R:\TEST\FULL___8.TXT
R:\TEST\FULL___9.TXT
R:\TEST\PURGED10.TXT
R:\TEST\PURGED_1.TXT
R:\TEST\PURGED_2.TXT
R:\TEST\PURGED_3.TXT
R:\TEST\PURGED_4.TXT
R:\TEST\PURGED_5.TXT
R:\TEST\PURGED_6.TXT
R:\TEST\PURGED_7.TXT
R:\TEST\PURGED_8.TXT
R:\TEST\PURGED_9.TXT
R:\TEST\
R:\
/

save: R:\TEST  12 KB 00:00:01     23 files
save completion time:  5-19-03  2:13p

C:\>

And the  mminfo  program also shows the true amount of the backup:

C:\>mminfo -av
 volume        client          date     time        size ssid      fl   lvl name
creinfeld.001  creinfeld  05/19/2003 02:13:04 PM   12 KB 4291349073 cb      R:\TEST

C:\>

Even for the files that have not been purged yet, it is obvious that NetWorker does not need to backup
them in total because they have been copied to the removable media already. As stated in the very
beginning, you may assume that this is finished at the time of the backup.

So the combination of Legato NetWorker and Legato DiskXtender will cut the backup time
dramatically.

If the files have not been copied by DX yet, nothing else happens than a 'normal' backup.
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If you delete the files on the hard disk and recover them later with NetWorker, NetWorker 'still' does
not know that the actual size of the files is just a fraction - it will assume the whole amount of data to
be recovered.
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However only the stubs can be recovered as nothing else has ever been saved.
If you look at the recovered files, they now all appear as 'purged' :

C:\>dir R:\TEST
 Volume in drive R is DX2000
 Volume Serial Number is 682F-BD32

 Directory of R:\TEST

05/19/2003  01:41p      <DIR>          .
05/19/2003  01:41p      <DIR>          ..
05/19/2003  01:40p         (1,000,000) FULL__10.TXT
05/19/2003  01:40p         (1,000,000) FULL___1.TXT
05/19/2003  01:40p         (1,000,000) FULL___2.TXT
05/19/2003  01:40p         (1,000,000) FULL___3.TXT
05/19/2003  01:40p         (1,000,000) FULL___4.TXT
05/19/2003  01:40p         (1,000,000) FULL___5.TXT
05/19/2003  01:40p         (1,000,000) FULL___6.TXT
05/19/2003  01:40p         (1,000,000) FULL___7.TXT
05/19/2003  01:40p         (1,000,000) FULL___8.TXT
05/19/2003  01:40p         (1,000,000) FULL___9.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED10.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED_1.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED_2.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED_3.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED_4.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED_5.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED_6.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED_7.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED_8.TXT
05/19/2003  01:38p         (1,000,000) PURGED_9.TXT
              20 File(s)     20,000,000 bytes
               2 Dir(s)   1,049,311,232 bytes free

C:\>

On the first view, this looks a bit weird, however NetWorker simply recovers what he has backed up.
And this is nothing else but only the stubs.

As a consequence, not only the backup time, but also the recovery time will be cut
dramatically when using NetWorker on DiskXtender Extended Drives.

The two programs perfectly work together.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. Can one EX solutions server support both enviroments, Lotus Notes/Domino
and MS Exchange at the same time ?

No. License-wise, there is no problem as only the number of mailboxes counts. The type of e-mail
server does not matter at all.

With respect to functionality, this is what you have to keep in mind:

EmailXtender 
supports both Notes & Exchange simultaneously with their own, separate archives.

However, with respect of the performance, Legato highly recommends not to install such
scenario. Also, you cannot access mails archived by Exchange through the Notes interface and
vice versa due to authentfication issues. So EX cannot be used as a migration tool that allows
you to switch your e-mail solution.

EmailXaminer
supports either Exchange or Notes, but not both simultaneously on the same EmailXaminer
server.

EmailArchive
supports either Exchange or Notes, but not both simultaneously.

2.2. Does NetWorker's Module for Oracle support Block Level Incremental Backups
?

As you know, Oracle's RMAN supports block level incremental (BIL) backups in general. The simple
question is: Does the NetWorker NMO software support it as well ?

Actually, the NetWorker NMO uses RMAN's BLI capability during an incremental backup. Oracle
scans the tablespace and send the modified blocks (it is an oracle block, not a disk block) to the
backup
interface.

RMAN BLI reduces the amount of data written to tape, but it is not really increase the performance.
Depending on your configuration, a BLI backup can take as much as time as a full. And a restore will
take much more time.

Probably, one of the best way to decrease the amount of data to backup every day is to partition it.

2.3. Can you use NetWorker's savepnpc command without initiating a backup of
that save set ?

 Sometimes it is useful to use NetWorker's scheduler to do something else but a backup. Can
savepnpc  do this job ?

No, savepnpc  always executes a save process internally. If you want to achieve that, you can use
any 'normal' backup script (see the NW Administrator's Guide ) but not the  savepnpc  mechanism.

creinfeld
2.1. Can one EX solutions server support both enviroments, Lotus Notes/Dominoand MS Exchange at the same time ?No. License-wise, there is no problem as only the number of mailboxes counts. The type of e-mailserver does not matter at all.With respect to functionality, this is what you have to keep in mind:EmailXtendersupports both Notes & Exchange simultaneously with their own, separate archives.However, with respect of the performance, Legato highly recommends not to install suchscenario. Also, you cannot access mails archived by Exchange through the Notes interface andvice versa due to authentfication issues. So EX cannot be used as a migration tool that allowsyou to switch your e-mail solution.EmailXaminersupports either Exchange or Notes, but not both simultaneously on the same EmailXaminerserver.EmailArchivesupports either Exchange or Notes, but not both simultaneously.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. How can you find all NetWorker save sets that have been created on a certain
date ?

This is not so easy as you may think. The reason is the discrepancy in how to use and read the date
format:

- For database queries, the date must always be used in US format:  mm/dd/yy

- However, the date is always displayed in the format you have selected during the configuration
of your operating system.

Please have a look at the following simple example:

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -t '05/21/03' -r "savetime, ssid"
  date   ssid
21.05.2003 4207624192
21.05.2003 4190846976
21.05.2003 4224401408

Z:\NSR\BIN>

2.2. How can you find all files that have been backed up by NetWorker on a certain
date ?

For this purpose, you must filter the output of a nsrinfo report to find a certain date string.
Again that is not that easy as the date format which is used here again differs. The best method is:

- Run the command  nsrinfo client_name  and abort it with  Ctrl - C .
This shows you how the date is displayed.

- Then use the same command and search for your certain date string.

On Windows use nsrinfo client_name | findstr /C:"string"
On UNIX/Linux use nsrinfo client_name | grep "string"

Please have a look at the example on the next page.
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Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrinfo avuspdc | findstr /C:"May 21"
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3eb1bf63.k0, date=1053507586 Wed May 21 10:59:46 2003
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3eb1bf63.k1, date=1053507586 Wed May 21 10:59:46 2003
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3eb1bf63.rec, date=1053507586 Wed May 21 10:59:46 2003
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3eb1c79a.k0, date=1053507586 Wed May 21 10:59:46 2003
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3eb1c79a.k1, date=1053507586 Wed May 21 10:59:46 2003
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\3eb1c79a.rec, date=1053507586 Wed May 21 10:59:46 2003
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\v6hdr, date=1053507586 Wed May 21 10:59:46 2003
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\v6hdr.lck, date=1053507586 Wed May 21 10:59:46 2003
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\v6journal, date=1053507586 Wed May 21 10:59:46 2003
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\, date=1053507586 Wed May 21 10:59:46 2003
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\nsr.dir, date=1053507586 Wed May 21 10:59:46 2003
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\README, date=1053507586 Wed May 21 10:59:46 2003
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\v6ck.lck, date=1053507586 Wed May 21 10:59:46 2003
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld\, date=1053507586 Wed May 21 10:59:46 2003
Z:\nsr\index\, date=1053507586 Wed May 21 10:59:46 2003
Z:\nsr\, date=1053507586 Wed May 21 10:59:46 2003
Z:\, date=1053507586 Wed May 21 10:59:46 2003
/, date=1053507586 Wed May 21 10:59:46 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ec00e58.k0, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ec00e58.k1, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ec00e58.rec, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ec00f44.k0, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ec00f44.k1, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ec00f44.rec, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ec01b96.k0, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ec01b96.k1, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ec01b96.rec, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ec8c3f5.k0, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ec8c3f5.k1, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ec8c3f5.rec, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ec8eeee.k0, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ec8eeee.k1, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ec8eeee.rec, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ec8eeef.k0, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ec8eeef.k1, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ec8eeef.rec, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ecb4000.k0, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ecb4000.k1, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\3ecb4000.rec, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\v6hdr, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\v6hdr.lck, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\v6journal, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\db6\, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\nsr.dir, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\README, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\v6ck.lck, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de\, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
/, date=1053507585 Wed May 21 10:59:45 2003
Z:\nsr\index\test001\db6\v6hdr, date=1053507584 Wed May 21 10:59:44 2003
Z:\nsr\index\test001\db6\v6hdr.lck, date=1053507584 Wed May 21 10:59:44 2003
Z:\nsr\index\test001\db6\v6journal, date=1053507584 Wed May 21 10:59:44 2003
Z:\nsr\index\test001\db6\, date=1053507584 Wed May 21 10:59:44 2003
Z:\nsr\index\test001\nsr.dir, date=1053507584 Wed May 21 10:59:44 2003
Z:\nsr\index\test001\README, date=1053507584 Wed May 21 10:59:44 2003
Z:\nsr\index\test001\v6ck.lck, date=1053507584 Wed May 21 10:59:44 2003
Z:\nsr\index\test001\, date=1053507584 Wed May 21 10:59:44 2003
Z:\nsr\index\, date=1053507584 Wed May 21 10:59:44 2003
Z:\nsr\, date=1053507584 Wed May 21 10:59:44 2003
Z:\, date=1053507584 Wed May 21 10:59:44 2003
/, date=1053507584 Wed May 21 10:59:44 2003

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. How to release a NetWorker client license

This is another frequently asked question. It is important for the case when a computer has been put
out of service and you want to transfer the license to another host.

The command that helps you in investigating licenses is  nsrlic -v . Here is an example of a simple
NetWorker data zone licensed by a NetWorker Business Edition Enabler. The members are:

 - the NetWorker Windows server  avuspdc
- the remote client creinfeld

It is listed as workstation because it runs Windows 2000 Professional

As NetWorker uses a client license with the first backup, you must have made backups before license
checking with  nsrlic -v  makes sense at all. Licenses of backed up NetWorker clients are stated
as  Connected Clients  while client names which have not been backed up yet do not appear in
NetWorker's 7.0 license summary. In previous versions, such have been listed as  Defined Clients .
Please read the  nsrlic  Manpages for further details.

C:\>nsrlic -v
connecting to avuspdc ...
nsrlic: License Summary:
nsrlic:  Available: sv=8, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=0, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0,
ndmp=0
nsrlic:  Borrowed:  sv_borrowed=1, clu_borrowed_nt=0,
clu_borrowed_unix=0, clu_borrowed_linux=0
nsrlic:  Remaining: sv=6, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=0, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0,
ndmp=0
nsrlic:  Connected Servers: (1)
nsrlic:  avuspdc
nsrlic:  Connected Workstations: (1)
nsrlic:  creinfeld

SERVER (UNIVERSAL) CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 8
                          Used: 1
          Borrowed from Server: 1
                     Remaining: 6
             Connected Clients: avuspdc;

   WORKSTATION CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 1
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: creinfeld;

       CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
  Borrowed from Cluster for NT: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for UNIX: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for LINUX: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;
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    NT CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

  UNIX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

 LINUX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

          NDMP CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

                 IBM DYNIX/ptx: 0
                           AIX: 0
             Darwin (Mac OS/X): 0
                  Digital UNIX: 0
                         HP UX: 0
                        HP MPE: 0
                         Linux: 0
                       NetWare: 0
             Network Appliance: 0

                   CLIENT PAKS: none;

          CLIENT TYPES ALLOWED: Windows 3.1x client,
                                Windows 95 client,
                                Windows NT Server client,
                                Windows NT Workstation client;

C:\>

There are two key criteria which technically may effect the license:

- Deleting the NetWorker client file index database
- Deleting the NetWorker client resource

Let us investigate the results for each scenario.
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Deleting the client file index for a client

 - Stop the NetWorker daemons
- Delete the file index directory,  ..\nsr\index\creinfeld  in this case
- Restart the NetWorker daemons. This will re-create a new (and empty) client file index

database

C:\>nsrlic -v
connecting to avuspdc ...
nsrlic: License Summary:
nsrlic:  Available: sv=8, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=0, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0,
ndmp=0
nsrlic:  Borrowed:  sv_borrowed=1, clu_borrowed_nt=0,
clu_borrowed_unix=0, clu_borrowed_linux=0
nsrlic:  Remaining: sv=6, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=0, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0,
ndmp=0
nsrlic:  Connected Servers: (1)
nsrlic:  avuspdc
nsrlic:  Connected Workstations: (1)
nsrlic:  creinfeld

SERVER (UNIVERSAL) CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 8
                          Used: 1
          Borrowed from Server: 1
                     Remaining: 6
             Connected Clients: avuspdc;

   WORKSTATION CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 1
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: creinfeld;

       CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
  Borrowed from Cluster for NT: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for UNIX: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for LINUX: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

    NT CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

  UNIX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

 LINUX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;
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          NDMP CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

                 IBM DYNIX/ptx: 0
                           AIX: 0
             Darwin (Mac OS/X): 0
                  Digital UNIX: 0
                         HP UX: 0
                        HP MPE: 0
                         Linux: 0
                       NetWare: 0
             Network Appliance: 0

                   CLIENT PAKS: none;

          CLIENT TYPES ALLOWED: Windows 3.1x client,
                                Windows 95 client,
                                Windows NT Server client,
                                Windows NT Workstation client;

C:\>

As you can see, this did not release any license at all.

Deleting the client file index

- Leave file index directories untouched
- Delete the client resource

C:\>nsrlic -v
connecting to avuspdc ...
nsrlic: License Summary:
nsrlic:  Available: sv=8, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=0, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0,
ndmp=0
nsrlic:  Borrowed:  sv_borrowed=0, clu_borrowed_nt=0,
clu_borrowed_unix=0, clu_borrowed_linux=
nsrlic:  Remaining: sv=7, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=0, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0,
ndmp=0
nsrlic:  Connected Servers: (1)
nsrlic:  avuspdc

SERVER (UNIVERSAL) CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 8
                          Used: 1
          Borrowed from Server: 0
                     Remaining: 7
             Connected Clients: avuspdc;

   WORKSTATION CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;
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       CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
  Borrowed from Cluster for NT: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for UNIX: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for LINUX: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

    NT CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

  UNIX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

 LINUX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

          NDMP CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

                 IBM DYNIX/ptx: 0
                           AIX: 0
             Darwin (Mac OS/X): 0
                  Digital UNIX: 0
                         HP UX: 0
                        HP MPE: 0
                         Linux: 0
                       NetWare: 0
             Network Appliance: 0

                   CLIENT PAKS: none;

          CLIENT TYPES ALLOWED: Windows 3.1x client,
                                Windows 95 client,
                                Windows NT Server client,
                                Windows NT Workstation client;

C:\>

This helps. So deleting the client resource will release a client license.

 BTW, as NetWorker only uses client licenses during backups, you may recreate the client
resource later and you can still recover its data on a file-level basis.
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2.2. The installation of Legato AAM 5.x will fail if the computer name contains
underscores

In general, you have to be aware that this character is not allowed for
hostnames. RFC recommends only numbers, letters, and the dash ("-"),
but not the underscore ("_") character.

For example Windows warns you that such computer name is a non-conforming with RFC regulations.

Unfortunately, the underscore character is in fact most often used in computer names although this
usually just causes troubles (see TIN 26/2002).

The graphical user interfaces for previous AAM versions have enforced the standard so that no
unusual characters could be entered as part of a hostname. Unfortunately, this feature has been
omitted when adding a nodename.

2.3. Recover error on a Netware client: An attempt was made to put compressed
data on non-compressed volume.

Please be aware that this problem is due to a Netware limitation. All Netware backup products have this
problem.

The reason is that the data backed up from a compressed volume is backed up in compressed format. It is not
decompressed when written to tape. If you restore it to an uncompressed volume the volume doesn't have the
compression APIs/algorithms to decompress the data before writing it to disk.

The only chance to recover this volume is to add compression to the target volume.

2.4. Can directives be used on directories ?  

This is additional information with respect to TID 14/2002 .

According to the  Manual Pages  (the 'NetWorker Bible'), this is not mentioned. However the general
specification:

<< /absolute_path_name >>
        [+]directive: file_name(s)

can also be used in the following way:

<< /absolute_path_name >>
        [+]directive: path_name(s)

As a consequence, you may easily exclude whole subdirectories if you specify for example:

<< / >>
        +skip: sam_backup_sapdb1

creinfeld
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2.2. Why are the tables for the NW 7 ASCDCODE utility so small ?

Most of you know that the list of SCSI error codes usually is very long. Why are the vendor-related
lists for the new (NW 7.0) routine  ASCDCODE  so short ?

The simple reason is that  ASCDCODE  only takes care of the vendor-specific sense codes - all the
generic ASC/ASCQ codes are not mentioned in these external files but are stores internally within the
NetWorker software.

2.3. When will NetWorker support the Virtual Interface (VI) protocol ?

This is the general rule:

As long as NetWorker can see a SCSI device and communicate with it using SCSI
commands, it will just work. The transport media does not matter at all.

In other words, as long as the driver supports 100% of the SCSI command set there
is nothing to worry about.

One point to keep in mind is that the Virtual Interface (VI) is an Upper Layer Protocol (ULP) - it is
independent of the underlying network infrastructure. As such VI can work over Internet Protocol (IP),
Fibre Channel Protocol (FCP) and Infiniband. VI was originally developed for Infiniband but is not
limited to it.

If NetWorker is presented this ULP then it will be able to work with it the same way as it works with the
FCP. FCP supports VI, this is just one of the ULP entry points.

So the main question point is: When will the drivers be available ? - This will dictate when and if
networker is capable of using VI.

In general, this is the same situation with iSCSI. Legato was the first company to support Nishan
iSCSI data routers. This took absolutely no development effort - it is just a metter to test the hardware
for compliance and compatibility.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. NetWorker Archive Module Licensing

Please be aware that there is a difference between archiving for UNIX and all other operating
systems:

- For UNIX client, archiving is licensed per client.

- For all other operating systems, licensing is per data zone.

This is clearly stated in the price list. According to this information, the following statement from both
Networker Administrator's Guides is simply wrong:

"After the archive service is appropriately licensed, and the enabler code has been entered into the
NetWorker server, all clients of that server are enabled for the NetWorker archive feature by
default. To disable the archive feature for a specific client, set the Archive Services attribute in the
Client resource to Disabled."

2.2. JNI FCE-6460 on Solaris 2.8 does not show any device's path

With the following configuration:

- NetWorker 7.0 on Solaris 2.8
- JNI FCE-6460 (v.5.1.1) Fibre Channel Host Bus Adapter
- IBM 3584 Fibre type LTO drives

and the problem is that you do not see the device paths, the problem most likely is that Solaris cannot
properly work with the HBA.

To solve the problem, you need to find out which host adapter is installed. Assuming you have
installed the Legato NetWorker's Driver Package,  the NetWorker command  lusbinfo  will support
you. Here
an example of an old Ultra 1 computer (S-Bus):

# lusbinfo
# busses: 2
Bus #0 is 'esp0', dma_max=1073741824, initiator ID=7, ntargets=8, nluns=7

Bus #1 is 'SUNW,fas0', dma_max=1073741824, initiator ID=7, ntargets=16, nluns=7

#
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And here an example of a newer PCI-Bus computer:

# lusbinfo
# busses: 6
Bus #0 is 'pci1000,f0', dma_max=16777215, initiator ID=7, ntargets=16, nluns=7

Bus #1 is 'pci1000,f1', dma_max=16777215, initiator ID=7, ntargets=16, nluns=7

Bus #2 is 'pci10df,1ae50', dma_max=-1, initiator ID=255, ntargets=8, nluns=7

Bus #3 is 'pci10df,1ae51', dma_max=-1, initiator ID=255, ntargets=8, nluns=7

Bus #4 is 'pci1000,f2', dma_max=16777215, initiator ID=7, ntargets=16, nluns=7

Bus #5 is 'pci1000,f3', dma_max=16777215, initiator ID=7, ntargets=16, nluns=7

#

Now you need to make sure that your controller has been added in the active part of the file
/usr/kernel/drv/lus.conf .

Here an example:

# $Id: lus.conf.src,v 1.15 2003/03/25 22:16:34 oomo Exp $ Copyright (c) 1995, //
1998, 1999, Legato Systems, Inc.
# Copyright (c) 1995, 1998, 1999, Legato Systems, Inc.

# Configuration for number of targets on scsi busses: new with v 6.12 of lus.
# There are 3 methods lus uses to determine how many target IDs to allow for a
# given SCSI bus.
#
# First, the list below in the property called known-scsi-adapters is searched
# for a match with the SCSI adapter's device name.  If an exact match is found,
# the number after the : is used as the number of targets.  Each entry is
# separated by at least one space.   The number after the - is the maximum LUN
# that will be searched.  If there is a character 'C' as the last character
# before the next space, then lus will do what is called HBA transport cloning.
# If you don't know a driver requires this. do not set it as we suspect that
# some normal SCSI HBA drivers can cause system panics if we do this.
# The usual driver that needs cloning is a Fibrechannel driver that does some
# sort of clever mapping between Fibrechannel LUNs and SCSI IDs
#
# If there is no match in known-scsi-adapters, another property called
# bus<n>-targets is searched for.  If a match is found for the current bus
# number, the value after the = is used for the number of targets on that
# bus. (e.g., for bus 1, if bus1-targets=16; is found, then 16 will be used
# for bus 1) To use this method, simply insert this type of string in this
# file below where indicated for global properties. Usual values for
# bus<n>targets will be 8 for narrow SCSI, 16 for wide SCSI or 126 for
# FiberChannel adapters with SCSI-like drivers
#
# If none of the above set a value, lus looks for a property called "wide-xfer".
# If this is found on a given adapter, then 16 targets is assumed, otherwise 8
# is used.
#
# There will be one line displayed on the system console when lus loads for each
# bus found, stating the number of targets being used and the method used to
# determine the value.
#
# Warning:  Setting these values too high can have dire consequences for your
#     data.  Experimentation is at the experimenter's own risk.
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#
# Global properties recognized include:
# known-scsi-adapters="adapter_name:target_count-maxlun[C]  //   
    adapter_name:target_count-maxlun[C] ...";
# bus<n>-targets=X;
# bus<n>-maxlun=X;
#
#

# Insert global properties here, (one per line, ending with a semicolon)
# before the 'name="lus"' line.

# esp = Sun SE scsi I/F
# isp = SUN Differential or fast/wide SCSI
# fas = Sun fast wide SCSI
# glm = Sun SCSI in Ultras
# pci1000,f = alternate driver for glm PCI adapters
# ifp = (don't recall - is some FC adapter)
# pci1077,2100 = Qlogic 2100 PCI Fibrechannel
# pci1077,1 = Qlogic 2100 - different rev driver
# pci1077,2200 = Qlogic 2200, rev 1.09 driver
# pci9004,8478 = Adaptec 2944 UW/OF differential scsi
# pci10df,f700 = Emulex LP7000 Fibrechannel (needs clone)
# pci10df,f800 = Emulex LP8000 Fibrechannel (needs clone)
# pci10df,f900 = Emulex LP9000 Fibrechannel (needs clone)
# fca = JNI 32bit Fibrechannel (needs clone)
# fcaw = JNI 64bit Fibrechannel (needs clone)
# pci1242,4643 = JNI PCI 64-bit Fibrechannel (needs clone)
# JNI,FCE = JNI PCI 64-bit Fibrechannel (needs clone)
# fp = Sun's new "leadville" FC driver stack on Solaris 8 only
# pci1077,2 = Qlogic 2200, rev 3.07 driver
# pci1077,9 = Qlogic 2300 rev 4.03 driver
# pci10cf,105c = Fujitsu PFCA adapter
# pci10cf,1178 = Fujitsu e-PFCA adapter (2G)

known-scsi-adapters="esp:8-7 SUNW,esp:8-7 isp:16-7 SUNW,isp:16-7 QLGC,  //
  isp:16-7 fas:16-7 SUNW,fas:16-7 glm:16-7 SUNW,glm:16-7 pci1000,  //
  f:16-7 ifp:126-126 SUNW,ifp:126-126 PTIX,isptwo:126-126 pci1077,  //
  2100:126-126 pci1077,1:126-126 pci9004,8478:16-7 pci10df,  //
  f700:126-32C pci10df, f800:126-32C pci10df,  //
  f900:126-32C fca:126-32C fcaw:126-32C pci1242,4643:126-32C pci1077,  //
  2200:126-32 JNI,FCE:126-32C fp:126-32 pci1077,2:126-32 pci1077,  //
  9:126-32 pci10cf,105c:126-32C pci10cf,1178:126-32C ";

name="lus" class="scsi" target=0 lun=0;

Once you have added the controller to this file, the problem should be solved.

2.3. Limitation of virtual devices when using ACSLS

Right now, the upper limit is 64 virtual devices. This shall be solved with NetWorker 7.1 where the limit
shall be increased to 4096 devices.
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1. News Products & Updates

1.1. New Updates to the Legato Compatibility Guide

There are no news to be reported in ths section.

2.Technical Hints

2.1. Using RepliStor to replicate data to a network share

It is not possible to replicate the data to a standard NT network share except for a CIFS share on a
Netapp filer. This is a marketing decision, not a technical one and it is enforced in the code.

2.2. What are "Continued Directories" ?

These will occur if you backup a directory with a verl large number of files. In the example below , the
directory  S:\TEST  contained exactly 1.000.000 files.

Once you use the command  nsrls  after the backup, NetWorker will report a larger number of files
than you intended to backup:
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C:\>nsrls
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld: 1003150 records requiring 96 MB
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\avuspdc.avus.de is currently 100% utilized

C:\>

A closer investigation with  nsrinfo  shows that there in fact are more entries in the client file index
than expected - i have highlighted them:

C:\>nsrinfo creinfeld
scanning client `creinfeld' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
S:\System Volume Information\tracking.log, date=1057343937 Fri Jul 04  //
  20:38:57 2003
S:\System Volume Information\, date=1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\MIOFILES.EXE, date=1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\T_100000.DAT, date=1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\T_100001.DAT, date=1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\T_100002.DAT, date=1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\T_100003.DAT, date=1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\T_100004.DAT, date=1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\T_100005.DAT, date=1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\T_100006.DAT, date=1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
        ...
S:\TEST\T______7.DAT, date=3D1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\T______8.DAT, date=3D1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\T______9.DAT, date=3D1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\\<1>\, date=3D1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\\<2>\, date=3D1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\\<3>\, date=3D1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\\<4>\, date=3D1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\\<5>\, date=3D1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\\<6>\, date=3D1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
        .....
S:\TEST\\<3140>\, date=3D1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\\<3141>\, date=3D1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\\<3142>\, date=3D1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\\<3143>\, date=3D1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\\<3144>\, date=3D1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\TEST\, date=3D1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
S:\, date=3D1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
/, date=3D1057343937 Fri Jul 04 20:38:57 2003
1003150 objects found
C:\>

The reason are internal 'administration entities" called 'continuation directories'. As you can see, they
are saved as internal file names in the client file index.

These file names exclusively appear if you read the CFI but not when you browse the CFI in
preparation for a recovery. For the user these 'files' have absolute no meaning - you will only become
aware of them because the file names included in a backup is (much) larger than you would expect.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. Using the SCSI Reserve/Release feature

This functionality, which has been implemented in the SCSI standard for years, is useful to reserve a
device for exclusive use by a SCSI initiator until it is released again "to all other SCSI initiators".

NetWorker currently does not reserve drives at this time, though this functionality is targetted for a
later NetWorker release.

Here is a summary how the SCSI reserve/release feature is implemented for each operating system:

Windows
This must be done via third party software.

Solaris
Configurable as a bit setting in the  st.conf  file.
This must be set for each device type in use. Use "man st" on your system for details.

HP-UX
HP-UX 10 This is a fixed setting.
HP-UX-11 This can be configured via the kernel by ensuring that st_ats_enable contains a

value other than zero. A reboot is necessary to change this.

AIX
You can configure this via the tape settings in SMIT.

Tru64
Tru64 5.1 When patch kit 6 is installed (patch number 1163) SCSI Reserve/Release is

available for applications to use.

Tru64 5.1a When patch kit 4 is installed it enhances the functionality of the  mt  command
(You get SCSI Reserve/Release options added to the command).

Tru64 5.1b The same can be achieved with patch kit 2 - it also includes updated man pages.

2.2. How to properly delete a NetWorker client

This is a 3-step process:

- Delete the NetWorker client resource
This will tell NetWorker not to use this client any more.

- Delete the file index directory for this client
As no reference to the client exist any longer, you can safely delete its index directory
/nsr/index/client_name  (UNIX/Linux) or  ..\nsr\indes\client_name  (Windows)

- Delete the obsolete NetWorker save sets for that client

Do not forget this step because they would now never expire automatically.
Do not just consider the data save sets but also the index save sets for this client.
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2.3. How to find the current NetWorker version for all clients

This is an important question that needs to be answered whenever an update might be necessary. Of
course you can do this from the NetWorker Administrator GUI but this would be quite an effort in case
of a larger number of clients.

To find an easy and universal way, just think about NetWorker's command  nsradmin  - the following
example just does the requested job, it is not even case sensitive:

Z:\nsr\bin>nsradmin
NetWorker administration program.
Use the "help" command for help.
nsradmin> show NetWorker version
nsradmin> show Name
nsradmin> print type: NSR client
                        name: avuspdc.avus.de;
           NetWorker version: 7.0.Build.322;

                        name: exsvr;
           NetWorker version: 6.1.3.Build.428;

                        name: exchsvr;
           NetWorker version: 6.1.3.Build.428;
nsradmin> print type: nsr Client
                        name: avuspdc.avus.de;
           NetWorker version: 7.0.Build.322;

                        name: exsvr;
           NetWorker version: 6.1.3.Build.428;

                        name: exchsvr;
           NetWorker version: 6.1.3.Build.428;
nsradmin> quit
Z:\nsr\bin>

Please be aware that you must have a valid NetWorker server license installed and a backup run
against these clients to have a valid output. In evaluation mode, license checking is disabled. The
consequence is that it will not check and report this information:

Z:\nsr\bin>nsradmin
NetWorker administration program.
Use the "help" command for help.
nsradmin> show NetWorker version
nsradmin> show Name
nsradmin> print type: NSR client
                        name: avuspdc.avus.de;
           NetWorker version: ;

                        name: exsvr;
           NetWorker version: ;

                        name: exchsvr;
           NetWorker version: ;
nsradmin> quit
Z:\nsr\bin>
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. Error: client name is not properly configured on the NetWorker Server

Sep 01 11:51:30 avuspdc.avus.de: --- Unsuccessful Save Sets ---
Sep 01 11:51:30 avuspdc.avus.de: * avuspdc.avus.de:D:\TEST aborted
Sep 01 11:51:30 avuspdc.avus.de: * exchsvr:D:\TEST 1 retry attempted
Sep 01 11:51:30 avuspdc.avus.de: * exchsvr:D:\TEST save: SYSTEM error:
client `exchsvr.extender.com' is not properly configured on the //
  NetWorker Server
Sep 01 11:51:30 avuspdc.avus.de: * exchsvr:D:\TEST save: Cannot open //
  save session with avuspdc.avus.de
Sep 01 11:51:30 avuspdc.avus.de: * exchsvr:index aborted
Sep 01 11:51:30 avuspdc.avus.de: * exsvr:D:\TEST 1 retry attempted
Sep 01 11:51:30 avuspdc.avus.de: * exsvr:D:\TEST Connection refused
Sep 01 11:51:30 avuspdc.avus.de: * exsvr:index aborted

Such error may occur in a NetWorker data zone that contains computers from different domains. This
makes the unique name resolution which NetWorker relys on, more complicated. The problem here
was that NetWorker could not resolve the short and the FQDN to the same IP address. As a
consequence, the program did not enter both entries in the client's Alias field which then resulted in
this error.

To solve the problem, just ensure that both, the short and the FQDN version of the hostname have
been entered in the client's Alias resource field.

2.2. NetWorker and VMware compatibility

Although this is an interesting technology, Legato has tested the compatibility between NetWorker and
a VMware system yet. However, please be aware that VMware itself has qualified NW 7.0 and NW
6.1.3 to be compatible with their new VMware ESX 2.0 server which shall be released soon.

2.3. What is a Legato NetWorker LDBU ?

This abbreviation represents the Legato Data Backup Utility. This was a special marketing tool that
Legato decided to discontinue about 6 years ago. Technically, it was nothing else but a NetWorker
software with a special enabler that the customer could register and use for free.

Of course, the capabilities of the LDBU were very restricted: it could only backup the NetWorker
server itself (no remote clients) and it did only support a single backup device.

Whenever you may see this term, you now know what it is about.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. Once again: What is a Legato NetWorker LDBU ?

As i explained last week, the term represents the Legato Data Backup Utility which Legato does not
use any more. In the meantime i learnt that this is still a valid product which is exclusively available for
the Tru64 NetWorker version. In the Tru64 documents, the appropriate license is called Single Server
but the license still shows as LDBU:

Z:\nsr\bin>nsrcap -nvv -c 878409-xxxxxx-5f478f
Read an enabler:
        name:    Data Backup Utility (2000, 2500, 2931, 2932, 2933, //
                 2934, 2935)
        enabler code: 878409-xxxxxx-5f478f (0028#000021001)
        license type: L1
        demo days:    45 days
nsrcap: License enabler code is valid.
Z:\nsr\bin>

Of course you can use Windows to verify UNIX/Linux license codes as well.

The license needs to be authorized by Legato - support is available from Hewlett-Packard.

2.2. What is the difference between ArchiveXtender and DiskXtender ?

ArchiveXtender is a jukebox driver that allows you to store data in a jukebox (CD-R, MO, DVD-R,
DVD-RAM depending on the different editions:

- Standard (CD-R, DVD-R, DVD-RAM for Windows)
- Jukeman Edition (CD-R, MO, DVD-R, DVD-RAM for Unix and Windows)
- Ascent Edition (MO for Windows)

There is not automatism behind Archive Xtender in terms of data movement (HSM). Archive Xtender
creates an additional drive letter (a mount point for Unix) and data can be copied there by sharing this
drive letter. There is a chance to leave the media management to ArchiveXtender - as soon as one
media is full, the next will be used.

DiskXtender is much more intelligent:

- Data movement can happen automatically, so that nobody has to take care about the data.
- Furthermore, you have no additional drive letter, but you move current data to secondary

storage.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. Updating NetWorker/Windows from 7.0  to 7.1

Please be aware that an update to this version now is an "over-installation" of the new software. You
do not do de-install the old program files.

In fact, if you do not pay attention carefully, you may in fact delete the complete software,
including the NetWorker databases. Please read the Installation Guide carefully.

The reason is Microsoft compliance. In MS terms, the 'removal' off a software means the
complete deletion.

If you have up-to-date index and bootstrap backups, you will not loose anything but time. However,
this is painful enough as it can be easily avoided.

2.2. Browsable index and bootstrap save sets in the winworkr GUI

Maybe you have seen such save set status information already. Such will appear if you use the
NetWorker/Windows GUI to browse through your save sets in preparation for a save set recovery.
Here is an example - i have verified that this is the case at least for NetWorker 6.1.3 and 7.0:
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However, these are just 'cosmetical' issues - if you use mminfo ,  the save set status is correctly shown as
recoverable .

If you you NetWorker's 7.1 GUI, there is even a new save set status, called retrievable :
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According to the NetWorker 'bible', the Manual Pages, this word does not even exist. However, the meaning
is obvious: retrievable = recoverable

2.3. Client name aliases

There is a new error message in NetWorker 7.1:

server: * client:D:\TEST save: SYSTEM error: client `client.domain' is
  not properly configured on the NetWorker Server
server: * client:D:\TEST or `client' is not in the aliases list for
  client `client'
server: * client:D:\TEST save: Cannot open save session with server

This message points to the fact that the client you configured has not been properly named. This
problem occurs if you use the short name instead of the FQDN. As a consequence a backup will fail in
such case.

To correct the problem you must not recreate the client resource. Simply add the FQDN to the alias
field for the existing one. You should always use the FQDN when you create a NeWorker client.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. Legato NetWorker/Windows cannot properly handle 'foreign' characters during
directed recoveries

In addition to the problem that caused the immediate fix of NetWorker 7.1 for Windows, there is a
known bug when dealing with such characters during directed recoveries. However, this is a problem
that shall be solved in NetWorker 7.2 .

2.2. Can the NetWorker Storage Node for OpenVMS use file devices ?

This depends. The current version is based on the NetWorker 6.0.1 code. As a consequence, it does
not have the NetWorker 7.x capabilities.

With respect to file devices, this means that NetWorker can use the 'older' File Device type. However,
the new Advanced File Device type is not available yet.

2.3. Where does NetWorker mount a media for cloning ?

During a cloning process, NetWorker mounts a source/read volume and a clone volume (the volume
being written).  When cloning data for a particular client, that client's "clone storage node" attribute
determines where the clone volume will be mounted. This is easy to understand.

However, in case of a shared library NetWorker uses the following criteria for determining where to
mount the source volume:

- If the needed volume is already mounted, it uses this host

- If the volume is not mounted yet, NetWorker uses the "read hostname" attribute to determine
the hostname to mount the read volume on. By default it is set to the hostname that controls
the first jukebox device.

Please do not forget that this is a rule for Shared Autochangers, nor for Dynamic Drive Sharing
scenarios.

2.4. Can NetWorker recover files that have been backed up since a certain date ?

This seems to be an unusual task. However it could be interesting to 'synchronize' two systems. In
such case, please proceed as follows:

- Find all SSIDs for that client that have been created since that date. The appropriate command
would look like similar to this example:

mminfo -q "client=name, savetime>=x days ago", -r "savetime, //
  ssid, level"

- Recover these save sets in the correct order (latest first). Do not overwrite duplicate filenames.

- As you do not use the file index, you manually cleanup deleted and renamed files.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. Are there problems when NetWorker uses jukebox media without barcode
labels if such will be added later ?

No - NetWorker can easily do this. The reason is that NetWorker has two separate colums:

- the information for the barcode and
- the information for the volume label are fully independant

A simple inventory after re-adding the new barcode labeled media is the only operation you have to
perform to get the two informations in sync.

2.2. How does NetWorker handle duplicate volume names ?

This is actually an extension to chapter 2.4. of TIN 39/2002. In this paragraph i stated that there is no
general problem:

In general, it does not matter which volume name you assign - the only restriction is that
NetWorker will not let you assign a name that already exists in the media database.

However, this does not mean that such may not exist - if you for instance import a media with the
same name from another data zone, there will be no problem.

The solution to this behavior is that NetWorker does not primarily rely on the volume name but on
the so-called  volume id  that NetWorker also maintains for each volume. Although the volume
name may match, the volume id will most likely not match as well.

But how does NetWorker handle two barcode labeled media which contain the the same information
for barcode and label, using the "match barcode label" option ? - I admit that such case would be
extremely rare, but not impossible.
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As you may expect due to the above statement, this is not a general problem - as NetWorker supports
duplicate volume names, it can also support duplicate barcode labels as this screenshot shows:

Of course, you may not label the media with the "match barcode label" option as this will break the first
rule. You may start the process ...
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... and NetWorker will ask for your confirmation as usual:

But then the operation will fail due to the known reason:
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2.3. scanner: <media_type> <volume_id> for volume <volume_name> conflicts with
existing media database entry for <media_type> <volume_id>

This message directly relates to the last chapter. You may have two media with the same barcode
label. Of course you can not not mount the new media successfully just due to the fact that NetWorker
knows the barcode label already:

So this error message is obvious:
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As usual, you must scan all media that you added to your data zone. However, if you use NetWorker
7.x this may also also fail:

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrjb -v -ln -S2 -f \\.\Tape0
setting verbosity level to `1'
Jukebox handle being opened at port scsidev@3.3.0
box_inventory:
Jukebox handle being closed at port scsidev@3.3.0
box_inventory_free:
Jukebox handle being opened at port scsidev@3.3.0
Slot `2' is being loaded into drive `\\.\Tape0'
box_display: `PLO971' for drive `\\.\Tape0'
Jukebox handle being closed at port scsidev@3.3.0
load sleep for 5 seconds

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Z:\NSR\BIN>scanner -i -v \\.\Tape0
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: Reading the label...
scanner: Reading the label done
scanner: scanning dlt tape PLO971 on \\.\Tape0
scanner: volume id 4170430774 record size 65536
  created 10/20/03 12:30:14 expires 10/19/05 12:30:14
scanner: dlt tape 4170430774 for volume PLO971 conflicts with existing
media database entry for dlt tape 4136877469

Z:\NSR\BIN>

This message will exclusively occur in NetWorker 7.0 and up. It points to a new and undocumented
NetWorker limitation:

Since version 7.0, NetWorker cannot handle duplicate volume names as before -
it will report a media database conflict instead.

Right now, if you want to scan such media, you must first delete all entries for the existing volume.
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. Can NetWorker automatically close firewall ports ?

This makes sense as customers want to close the ports if they are not in use any longer.

NetWorker 7.1 has this capability. With certain firewall products, if they don't received a message
within a specified timeout period, the firewall will kill the connection.

NetWorker 7.1 provides the environment variable  NSR_KEEPALIVE_WAIT  that will specify the
interval in seconds to send 'keep alive messages' from the NetWorker client to the NetWorker server.

For example, the Checkpoint firewall will kill a connection if it has not received a message within 3600
seconds (max setting). Ideally, you'll want to set NetWorker's NSR_KEEPALIVE_WAIT  to something
like 3500 seconds.

Since the changes are made on the client side, this functionality is supported with a
NetWorker 6.x and 7.x NW server.

2.2. Does AAM 5.1 forces the mirror line to be configured as a verification line ?

AAM 5.0 would use this connection as a Domain line as well as any other paths that were discovered.
Now instead, it is marked as a Verification line. Does that mean that you now will need three different
network interfaces in order to satisfy two redundant AAM Domain lines plus the mirror line ?

No, there are additional interfaces required for 5.1. It was decided that the dedicated link for mirroring
should also be used as a verification line to make best use out of their available network resources for
avoiding false failures, split brain, and isolation detection.

However, there is a bug in the GUI that viewing a network that is both a domain line and verification
line displays in the GUI as the verification line only.  If, when viewing that panel, you hit the activated
"Cancel" button, you will see your second domain line. This problem will be corrected.

2.3. Naming convention in heterogenous cluster domains

As experienced AAM administrator you of course know that you can use AAM to set up heterogenous
cluster domains. Due to different name interpretation there could be errors as the following example
shows:

- The first step was to setup a 2-node Solaris cluster:
- The domain name is AM_ORL.
- The two solaris servers are both primary nodes running solaris 8.

- When trying to install additional Windows nodes these new nodes connect and pull the sites file
and the information before the agent / backbone starts for the first time.

creinfeld
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2.Technical Hints

2.1. Error:  save: SYSTEM error: 'name' is not a registered client

Why can this error even occur during a backup ?

These are the facts:
- NetWorker server and client are both are running Windows 2000.
- Both computers can successfully  ping  each other by IP and name.
- ipconfig /all  shows that everything is o.k. on both machines.
- NetWorker can only create a client resource if it can resolve the hostname to an IP address

somehow. As the name resolution via the  hosts  file was fine, the client resource could be 
created successfully.

- In this case the remote client resource has just been created but a client-initiated backup at the
remote client was aborted with this error:

E:\>save -s avus2 -v D:\TEST10K
save: got prototype for /
save: got prototype for /
save: got prototype for /
save: got prototype for /
save: got prototype for /
save: got prototype for /
save: got prototype for /
save: got prototype for /
save: got prototype for /
save: got prototype for /
save: got prototype for /
save: got prototype for /
save: got prototype for /
save: got prototype for REPAIRDISK:\
save: got prototype for C:\
save: got prototype for D:\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\system32\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\system32\inetsrv\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\cluster\
save: duplicate directory spec for E:\WINNT\cluster\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\system32\config\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\system32\NtmsData\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\system32\dllcache\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\system32\CatRoot\{F750E6C3-38EE- //
  11D1-85E5-00C04FC295EE}\
save: got prototype for C:\
save: got prototype for E:\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\system32\config\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\system32\config\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\system32\config\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\system32\config\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\system32\config\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\system32\config\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\system32\wins\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\system32\dhcp\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\system32\
save: got prototype for E:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\
save: got prototype for E:\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\
save: got prototype for E:\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\
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save: got prototype for E:\Documents and
Settings\Administrator\Local Settings\Temp\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\Debug\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\system32\DTCLog\
save: got prototype for E:\WINNT\Registration\
save: got prototype for E:\
save: SYSTEM error: `dx2kserver' is not a registered client
save: Cannot open save session with avus2
save completion time: 11-01-03  2:37p

E:\>

In this case, my investigation showed that for whatever reason for the LAN adapter settings, no IP
address had been assigned at all, although  ipconfig /all  in fact showed the correct IP address.

As a consequence, please be careful and do not only rely on tools like  ping  or  ipconfig  when
working in a Windows environment.

2.2. Error: The file or directory is not a reparse point

This problem may occur if you use the new SnapImage module 2.0 for Windows. Although everything
looked to be configured properly, a backup may result with this problem.

Here is an example from a log file:

* (hostname):L:\IMAGES Connecting to the NDMP data server successfully.
* (hostname):L:\IMAGES NDMP Service Log: L: (103 0005) SnapImage  //
  advanced backup of L:\IMAGES\.
* (hostname):L:\IMAGES NDMP Service Log: L: (103 -0001) Diag File for  //
  the session ndmpd.030910.080159.1252.diag on host (hostname)
* (hostname):L:\IMAGES NDMP Service Error: E:
******************************************************************
* (hostname):L:\IMAGES NDMP Service Error: E: ------ E R R O R -------
* (hostname):L:\IMAGES NDMP Service Error: E: (111 -0001) 2KDiscovery //
  - Couldn't get volume name.Reason:The file or directory is not a //   
  reparse point.
* (hostname):L:\IMAGES NDMP Service Error: E:
******************************************************************
* (hostname):L:\IMAGES NDMP Service Error: E:
******************************************************************
* (hostname):L:\IMAGES NDMP Service Error: E: ------ E R R O R -------
* (hostname):L:\IMAGES NDMP Service Error: E: (111 -0001) 2KDiscovery- //
  VolumeName couldn't be found
* (hostname):L:\IMAGES NDMP Service Error: E:
******************************************************************
* (hostname):L:\IMAGES NDMP Service Error: E:
******************************************************************
* (hostname):L:\IMAGES NDMP Service Error: E: ------ E R R O R -------
* (hostname):L:\IMAGES NDMP Service 09/10/03 08:02:07 savegrp: //
  (hostname):L:\IMAGES will retry 0 more time(s)

The problem is that the save set has not specified properly:

For SnapImage, the save set entry must be a drive letter - directories are not allowed.

In this case, it should read  L:   instead of  L:\IMAGES .
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2.3. Carefully choose the sequence when using Advanced File Devices for staging
purposes

This actually is a major reason why you want to use an Advanced File Device (ADV_FILE) at all.

As you may know, such device consists of two internally connected 'normal' file devices - one for
read/write processes and one for read-only operations. The combination of both ensures that the
device can be used for simulteanous read and write processes. For detailed information about the
features and benefits as well as background information about the new Advanced File Device type,
please read TID 6/2003.

Whenever you want to use such device for staging, you need to follow the proper sequence.

The correct method is as follows:
- Define the ADV_FILE resource
- Label the 'media'
- Create the staging resource using this device

Actually, the NetWorker Admin GUI helps you preventing mistakes - if you accidentally
only selected one of the two device instances, it will automatically also mark the other
one as it is needed to work properly.

However, slightly changing the sequence will not have the same result:
- Define the ADV_FILE resource
- Create the staging resource using this device
- Label the 'media'

The problem is that when you create the staging resource, only the read/write drive
exists. As a consequence, NetWorker cannot mark all necessary devices as they are
not completely present at this point in time.

As the read-only device will not be created when the device is configured but when the
media is labeled, only the read/write drive exists when you define the staging resource.
As a consequence, NetWorker cannot mark all necessary devices as the one simply
does not exist at this point in time.

Of course you may correct this later, but if you forget it ....

If you want to configure a staging resource with an Advanced File Device, it is a good habit
to label your Advanced File Device before you create the staging resource.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Renaming a NetWorker 6.0.x/6.1.x server

Please be careful - following this procedure, you need to modify your resources
directly. As this method does neither use  nwadmin  nor  nsradmin , you might also
modify the data in a way that it will harm your installation.

Due to this reason, the method is not officially supported ! - However, if you know
how NetWorker works, you can easily do this.

This is the general guideline:

- First of all, it is mandatory that you create full automatic backups of all your clients. This also
ensures that you will have valid backups of all client file indexes and the NetWorker Bootstrap
save set. If something really goes wrong for whatever reason, these backups can be used to run
a successful disaster recovery, if required.

- Exit all NetWorker graphical programs and stop all NetWorker command line utilities.

- Stop all NetWorker daemons/services.

- De-install the NetWorker server software.
This will leave the current database files behind.

- Rename your NetWorker server.
Do not forget to also change your  hosts  file.

- Restart your NetWorker server.

- Re-install the same NetWorker version.
This will trigger NetWorker to create a new client file index using the new computer name.

- Stop all NetWorker daemons/services.

- Copy your  /nsr/res  directory (UNIX/Linux) or  ..\nsr\res  directory (Windows) to a safe
location.

- In your resource files

UNIX/Linux Windows
/nsr/res/nsr.res ..\nsr\res\nsr.res
/nsr/res/nsrjb.res ..\nsr\res\nsrjb.res
/nsr/res/nsrla.res ..\nsr\res\nsrla.res
/nsr/res/servers ..\nsr\res\servers

more or less globally replace your old server name with the new one. However ...

Be most careful: Do not change the name if it is part of a volume name !
These names of course will not change, but they are also stored in the resource files.
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- Restart the NetWorker daemons.
The system should now work fine.

- Finally, do not forget:

- If you want to recover files which have been saved under the old NetWorker server client
name, you must add the appropriate username/usergroups in the Remote access field for
the old client resource.

- You should also verify and correct the NetWorker Administrators list.

Also, do not forget that if you use the  servers  file at all your NetWorker clients and storage nodes:

- You must change the server name here as well and

- You must restart the  nsrexecd  daemon/service on these computers to make the change
become effective.

2.2. Renaming a NetWorker 6.2 server

NetWorker 6.2 is only available for Windows. As it uses the new resource database already, please
use the description of NetWorker 7.x below.

2.3. Renaming a NetWorker 7.x server

Please be careful - following this procedure, you need to modify your resources
directly. As this method does neither use  nwadmin  nor  nsradmin , you might also
modify the data in a way that it will harm your installation.

Due to this reason, the method is not officially supported ! - However, if you know
how NetWorker works, you can easily do this.

This is the general guideline:

- First of all, it is mandatory that you create full automatic backups of all your clients. This also
ensures that you will have valid backups of all client file indexes and the NetWorker Bootstrap
save set. If something really goes wrong for whatever reason, these backups can be used to run
a successful disaster recovery, if required.

- Exit all NetWorker graphical programs and stop all NetWorker command line utilities.

- Stop all NetWorker daemons/services.

- De-install the NetWorker server software.

For a NetWorker 7.x server for Windows, please take care to not accidentally delete
the NetWorker databases (see TIN 39/2003, chapter 2.1).
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- Rename your NetWorker server.
Do not forget to also change your  hosts  file.

- Restart your NetWorker server.

- Re-install the same NetWorker version.
This will trigger NetWorker to create a new client file index using the new computer name.

- Stop all NetWorker daemons/services.

- Recoursively copy your  /nsr/res  directory (UNIX/Linux) or  ..\nsr\res  directory
(Windows) to a safe location.

- In your resource database more or less globally replace your old server name with the new one.
However ...

Be most careful: Do not change the name if it is part of a volume name !
These names of course will not change, but they are also stored in the resource files.

Unfortunately, since NetWorker 6.2,  all resources are stored in one separate file. This makes global
replacement difficult. However there is a trick:

- Run the  nsrsup  routine.
Among other things it merges all resources in one continous block within the output file.

- Extract this information and save it to the file  /nsr/res/nsr.res  (UNIX/Linux) or
..\nsr\res\nsr.res  (Windows).
Please find details how to find this info easily at the end of this chapter.

- For the NetWorker Server resource (type: NSR;) change the value for Administrators to
*@* .

- For the NetWorker User groups resource (type: NSR usergroup;
name: Administrators;)  change the  value for the group Administrators to  *@* .

- Delete the existing resource database tree structure as follows:

- On UNIX/Linux, use the command rm -r /nsr/res/nsrdb

- On Windows, use Windows Explorer to delete the directory tree  ..\nsr\res\nsrdb .

- Restart the NetWorker daemons.
Like for a NetWorker update, the  nsr.res  file will now be converted into the new NetWorker
resource database. This will also trigger NetWorker to create a new client file index using the new
computer name. At the end the system should work fine.

- Finally, do not forget:

- Change your entries for the NetWorker Administrators and the User group Administrator
according to your company’s policy.

- If you want to recover files which have been saved under the old NetWorker server client
name, you must add the appropriate username/usergroups in the Remote access field for
the old client resource.
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Also, do not forget that if you use the  servers  file at all your NetWorker clients and storage nodes ...

- You must change the server name here as well and

- You must restart the  nsrexecd  daemon/service on these computers to make the change
become effective.

Since NetWorker 7.0, the  nsrsup  output file can be viewed with your favorite internet browser. Of
course you can mark the necessary text for your resource files from here.

For a NetWorker/Windows server, open the file and click on that pointer ...
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Then mark the text as follows. Beginning at ...

... to ...
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Search for the attribute administrator ...

This is how you identify and change the Administrator resource:

and change the attribute administrator to *@* :
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and also change the attribute administrator to *@* :

Now identify the resource User groups - Administrators :
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And this is how you identify the resource ‘area’ within the  nsrsup  output file for UNIX/Linux:

Resource Files: Attributes

————————————————————————————————————
cat /nsr/res/nsrla.res
————————————————————————————————————

administrator: root, „user=root,host=ultra“;
disable directed recover: No;
migration server:;
type: NSRLA;
resource identifier: 0.4.7.214.63.173.74.161.195.214.75.200(3)

administrator: root, „user=root,host=ultra“;
iteration interval: 12;
iteration units: hours;
resource version: 1.0;
schedule name: default;
start date:;
start day:;
start time:;
stop date:;
stop day:;
stop time:;
type: Host Agent Schedule;
resource identifier: 0.6.7.214.63.173.74.161.195.214.75.200(1)

.....

auto media verify: No;
clients:;
comment:;
devices:;
enabled: Yes;
groups:;
label template: Archive Clone;
levels:;
name: Archive Clone;
pool type: Archive Clone;
Recycle from other pools: No;
Recycle to other pools: No;
save sets:;
store index entries: No;
type: NSR pool;
volume type preference:;
resource identifier: 0.79.7.216.63.173.74.166.195.214.75.200(1)

Jukebox Information

————————————————————————————————————
Error: no jukebox devices found
————————————————————————————————————
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Limitation when running NetWorker/NetWare clients with a NetWorker 7.x
server

Please be aware of the following restriction:

Due to the stronger authentication methods in 7.x a Novell client can backup to a 7.x server, but
it can not perform saveset level recoveries. This means that the Administrator will have to select
each and every file that needs to be recovered.

This is a known problem - it has been reportet in the NetWorker 7.0 Release Notes but not repeated in
the NetWorker 7.1 Release Notes. This is the missing information:

Restrictions for Pre-NetWorker 5.5 Clients Running on NetWorker 7.0 Servers (LGTpa50711,
LGTpa51370)

The NetWorker 7.0 release contains a new Access Control feature that changes the
underlying authentication method for NetWorker clients authenticating to a NetWorker 7.0 server
(such as NetWorker for NetWare 4.x clients and NetWorker for Sun OS 4.x clients). As a result, any
client base earlier than NetWorker 5.5 will experience the following restrictions:

• Performing a save set recover (LGTpa50711).

• Performing the following operations with the nwadmin program on UNIX and Windows
platforms, or with NETWORKR.NLM on NetWare (LGTpa51370):

• Creating, deleting, or modifying any resource (for example, client or group
resources).

Note: These resources can be viewed, but operations cannot be performed on
them.

• Viewing indexes, back up volumes, or group status.

Note: High-level detail on indexes can be viewed, but low-level (save set) details
cannot be viewed. Also, cross-check or reclaim-space cannot be performed on
indexes.

• Performing all device operations, including: mount, unmount, label, and inventory.

Note: All other configurations are supported, such as NetWorker for NetWare 4.x or NetWorker
for Sun OS 4.x clients authenticating to a NetWorker 5.x or 6.x server.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. NetWorker/Windows programs randomly fail with an access violation/
Dr. Watson error

This error is not easy to isolate - it may happen randomly on different NetWorker/Windows programs.
Usually you see errors like:

Error: Exception number: c0000005 (access violation) documented in Dr.Watson output

or

Error: 'An application error has occured and an application error log is being  generated.
nsrd.exe  Exception access violation'

Reason
Such effect usually indicates that the computer is ‘too busy’ - it can not accommodate the different
applications and activities running at that point in time. To prevent that, Legato recommends to
increase the Windows internal heap size.

Fix
To do this you need to modify the registry.

It is important to experience yourself before you modify the registry.
Make sure to back-up the registry before the change. Also train yourself on
how to restore the registry to be prepared if a problem occurs.

Here is the procedure how to find the value of heap setting:

1. Run the Registry Editor (REGEDT32.EXE)

2. From the subtree HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, go to the following key:

     \System\CurrentControlSet\Control\Session Manager\SubSystems

3. Select the value Windows .
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4. From the Edit menu, choose String:

5. Find the ‘embedded’ SharedSection parameter:
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SharedSection specifies the system and desktop heaps using the following format:

     SharedSection=xxxx,yyyy,zzz

The first SharedSection value (xxxx) is the shared heap size common to all desktops. This
includes the global handle table, which holds handles to windows, menus, icons, cursors,
and so forth, and shared system settings.

The second SharedSection value (yyyy) is the size of the desktop heap for each desktop
that is associated with the "interactive" window station WinSta0. User objects like hooks,
menus, strings, and windows consume memory in this desktop heap.

The third SharedSection value (zzz) is the size of the desktop heap for each desktop that is
associated with a "noninteractive" window station. If this value is not present, the size of the
desktop heap for noninteractive window stations will be same as the size specified for
interactive window stations (the second SharedSection value).

If only two SharedSection values are present, you can add ",512" as the third value to
specify the size of the desktop heap for desktops created in noninteractive window stations.

Legato recommends to increase these parameters. xxxx defines the maximum size of the
system-wide heap (in kilobytes) and yyyy defines the size of the per desktop heap. Add
1024 to each one of them. zzz defines the size for non-interactive processes, if you don't
have one, set it to 512 (allowing approximately 90 processes), and increase in increments of
512 as necessary.

WARNING:
- Do not increase xxxx more than 2048
- Do not increase yyyy more than 16384
- Do not increase zzz more than 1024

Finally, do not forget to re-boot the machine for the changes to take effect.
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2.2. Installing an IBM 4394 Silo at a NetWorker/Windows storage node

Please proceed as follows:

• Install the IBMATL software
Install The IBM's "IBM Automated Tape Library" (IBMATL) software version 5.0.x.x on the
NetWorker storage node. This installs a binary called LMCPD.exe at \winnt\system32.
To remove the IBM automated tape library software, you should uninstall LMCPD first.

To uninstall, run the command  lmcpd -remove . Otherwise Windows will not uninstall the
drivers for the library.

• Edit the  IBMATL.CONF  file
IBMATL installs a configuration file called  ibmatl.conf  in the WINNT directory.  Please
edit the file to include the correct hostname of the Silo and its IP address. Also verify that the
Silo has the storage node as a host in its host list. Please find details at the end of this page.

• Install the NetWorker jukebox resource with  jbconfig  (see next page)

• Jukebox Operations
Since 3494 is a silo, it will not list number of slots in jukebox operations as in the case of
regular jukeboxes. The volumes should be added using add volume. The volume name's
can be found using the command  mtlib -l 'silo name' -v -qI . This would list all
volumes, including the manually ejected volumes, hence make sure that the volumes added
are physically available in the silo. Adding a volume from the mtlib output that's not
physically available would list the error

Server 'server_name': stl_mount succeeded (stl_mount error 1)

The Silo is now ready for use!

• Finding the silo's name and IP address
From the silo server, choose  Commands  -  LAN options  -  LM LAN information. This will list
the library’s hostname and its corresponding IP address.

• Verifying the hosts for silo
From the silo server, choose  Commands  -  LAN options  -  Update LAN host information .
This will list the hosts that are added to the silo.

• Adding a LAN host to silo
A client can be added to the silo from the silo serve. For this purpose choose  Commands  -
LAN options  -  Add LAN hosts .

• Finding device numbers with  mtlib
The  mtlib  command provided with the IBMATL driver has various options including
options to find the volumes available. To list the device numbers, use the command
mtlib -l 'silo name' -D -E
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Here is the example that shows how to use  jbconfig  for the IBM 3494 silo. In this case the NetWorker Server is a Windows based system, which is
also the only storage node that uses the silo.

C:\>jbconfig
         1) Install a SmartMedia Jukebox.
         2) Install an Autodetected SCSI Jukebox.
         3) Install an Autodetected NDMP SCSI Jukebox.
         4) Install an SJI Jukebox.
         5) Install an STL Silo.

What kind of Jukebox are you installing? [1] 5
Supported Silo types for this system are:

        1) ACSLS Silo   (StorageTek)
        2) DAS Silo     (ADIC/EMASS/Grau)
        3) 3494 Silo    (IBM)

Enter the number corresponding to the type of silo you are installing: Choice? 3
Installing an IBM Silo.
Name you would like to assign to the Silo device? IBMSilo
Symbolic name of the 3494 as defined in {bootdisk}\winnt\ibmatl.conf? [] 3494LIB

Pathname of the STL library for the 3494 silo? [libstlibm.dll] <Enter>

Since you are configuring a silo, NetWorker’s automated cleaning support is disabled.  The silo control
software should handle this task.

How many physical drives are to be configured for this silo (1 to 64)? [4] 2

Will media drive 1 be shared by multiple device paths? (yes/no) n

Enter hostname that owns media drive 1: ? [ssf-nt2k-vt02] <Enter>

An example of a valid device name for this OS is ‘\\.\Tape2’
Enter pathname of media drive 1: ? \\.\Tape0
using ‘\\.\Tape0’ as device name
Should the drive be configured as a NDMP device? (yes/no) n
Enter corresponding silo name of media drive \\.\Tape0
(an example for this type of silo is 00125100):? 00135040

.....
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.....

Will media drive 1 be shared by multiple device paths? (yes/no) n

Enter hostname that owns media drive 1: ? [ssf-nt2k-vt02] <Enter>

An example of a valid device name for this OS is ‘\\.\Tape2’
Enter pathname of media drive 1: ? \\.\Tape0
using ‘\\.\Tape0’ as device name
Should the drive be configured as a NDMP device? (yes/no) n
Enter corresponding silo name of media drive \\.\Tape0
(an example for this type of silo is 00125100):? 00135040

Will media drive 2 be shared by multiple device paths? (yes/no) n

Enter hostname that owns media drive 2: ? [ssf-nt2k-vt02] <Enter>

Enter pathname of media drive 1: ? \\.\Tape1
using ‘\\.\Tape1’ as device name
Should the drive be configured as a NDMP device? (yes/no) n
Enter corresponding silo name of media drive \\.\Tape1
(an example for this type of silo is 00125100):? 00149550

Since this is a silo, the barcode reader is enabled, and volume labels are set to match barcode labels

Would you like to configure another jukebox? (yes/no) n
C:\>
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. How to extend the retention policy for existing backups ?

Of course you may change the retention policy at any time. However, when the save set is created,
NetWorker uses this period to calculate the day the retention period will end and will save this value in
the media database. Consequently, changing the retention policy will only affect future backups.

For existing save sets, you must change the retention date that is stored in the media database. Here
is an example:

However, as you also can see, NetWorker only knows one retention time per save set - if you have
clones their retention times will change as well. This is pointed out clearly in the  nsrmm  manual page.

2.2. How to retain clones longer than originals ?

A lot of customers want to keep their clone tapes longer than their ‘normal’ backup media. How can
you achieve this ?

As mentioned above, all save set instances have the same retention date. The volumes however
are handled independently. This means, if you recycle the backup media, the clone media is not
affected at all. Please have a look at the example on the next page.

C:\>mminfo -a -r "volume(16), ssid, cloneid, ssbrowse, ssretent"
 volume           ssid          clone id browse   retent
creinfeld.001    4257687306  1070016266 12/29/2003 11/27/2004
creinfeld.001    4240910107  1070016283 12/29/2003 11/27/2004
creinfeld.001    4274464472  1070016216 12/29/2003 11/27/2004
creinfeld_c.001  4257687306  1070016484 12/29/2003 11/27/2004
creinfeld_c.001  4240910107  1070016484 12/29/2003 11/27/2004
creinfeld_c.001  4274464472  1070016484 12/29/2003 11/27/2004

C:\>nsrmm -e 11/27/2005 -S 4257687306/1070016484

C:\>mminfo -a -r "volume(16), ssid, cloneid, ssbrowse, ssretent"
 volume           ssid          clone id  browse  retent
creinfeld.001    4257687306  1070016266 12/29/2003 11/27/2005
creinfeld.001    4240910107  1070016283 12/29/2003 11/27/2004
creinfeld.001    4274464472  1070016216 12/29/2003 11/27/2004
creinfeld_c.001  4257687306  1070016484 12/29/2003 11/27/2005
creinfeld_c.001  4240910107  1070016484 12/29/2003 11/27/2004
creinfeld_c.001  4274464472  1070016484 12/29/2003 11/27/2004

C:\>
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In this case, the backup media is relabeled - but the clone media remains untouched:

2.3. After a successful failover with CoStandby Server Advanced, Exchange users
can not see their mails any more

This was the HA configuration on both machines:
- Windows 2000/SP4
- Exchange 2000 Server/SP3
- CoStandby Server Advanced 5.1
- CoStandby Server Advanced Exchange Module 1.1
- Logs and data files were configured for mirroring

This was how the problem showed:
CoStandby is able to start Exchange on the primary server (the existing Exchange server) and runs
just fine. Users are able to see their email and they can send and receive. However, after the
failover to the standby server, users are not able to see their mail any more. They get an error
message from Outlook that says „information store could not be opened“.

CoStandby starts all of the services correctly and everything looks perfect from the Exchange
Manager.

Both server names point to the same IP address as recommended in the Exchange 2000 1.1
module install guide.

This was causing it:
The origin for that problem was with the Exchange installation on the second server. At this point-
in-time the customer did not use the same names for the message stores:

- The message store names on the primary server had the server’s name in them
- The ones on the secondary server did not.

Consequently the Exchange Module was trying to update the wrong message store names on the
secondary server.

The solution was to change the message store names on the secondary server to have the
secondary servers name in them. On failover the Exchange module module correctly renames the
message store name for the failover host.

C:\>nsrmm -l -R -f E:\BU_DEV1
Are you sure you want to over-write creinfeld.001 with a new label? y

C:\>mminfo -a -r "volume(18), ssid, cloneid, ssbrowse, ssretent"
 volume           ssid          clone id browse   retent
creinfeld_c.001  4257687306  1070016484 12/29/2003 11/27/2005
creinfeld_c.001  4240910107  1070016484 12/29/2003 11/27/2004
creinfeld_c.001  4274464472  1070016484 12/29/2003 11/27/2004

C:\>

creinfeld
2.3. After a successful failover with CoStandby Server Advanced, Exchange userscan not see their mails any moreThis was the HA configuration on both machines:- Windows 2000/SP4- Exchange 2000 Server/SP3- CoStandby Server Advanced 5.1- CoStandby Server Advanced Exchange Module 1.1- Logs and data files were configured for mirroringThis was how the problem showed:CoStandby is able to start Exchange on the primary server (the existing Exchange server) and runsjust fine. Users are able to see their email and they can send and receive. However, after thefailover to the standby server, users are not able to see their mail any more. They get an errormessage from Outlook that says „information store could not be opened“.CoStandby starts all of the services correctly and everything looks perfect from the ExchangeManager.Both server names point to the same IP address as recommended in the Exchange 2000 1.1module install guide.This was causing it:The origin for that problem was with the Exchange installation on the second server. At this pointin-time the customer did not use the same names for the message stores:- The message store names on the primary server had the server’s name in them- The ones on the secondary server did not.Consequently the Exchange Module was trying to update the wrong message store names on thesecondary server.The solution was to change the message store names on the secondary server to have thesecondary servers name in them. On failover the Exchange module module correctly renames themessage store name for the failover host.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. How to successfully backup CIFS shares

As explained in TIN 01/2003, Legato supports the backup & recovery of "Indirect" NetWorker clients
via NFS and CIFS connections, also called "indirect" NetWorker clients. The indirect backup method
may be an acceptable alternative to protect systems for which Legato does not provide client
software. This also includes protection of NAS devices with NDMP capabilities.

However, protecting systems using NFS or CIFS connections has potentially
significant limitations and is generally not recommended.

Legato support is subject to these limitations as outlined in Tech Bulletin #140 and
there are no plans to address them. Legato recommends standard NetWorker
clients and/or NDMP Client Connections whenever possible as the superior
solution.

Indirect NetWorker clients are defined as systems that have a remote data path to either a NFS
mounted directory or CIFS mapped network drive. Backup and recovery over NFS/CIFS connections
are now supported for machine types or data types for which NetWorker client software is not
provided (such as Linux-based non-NDMP NAS servers and SCO/NCR Unix Servers, etc.).
Customers can include the data in NetWorker’s scheduled backups over an NFS/CIFS connection.
Support also includes protection of NAS devices with NDMP capabilities (such as from NetApp and
EMC). As this alternative method (versus using NDMP Connections) is subject to performance
limitations, it is not recommended.

Backup and recovery using NFS or CIFS connections has inherent limitations including:

- Instability of NFS or CIFS connections, causing backups or recoveries to fail.
- Inability to backup ACLs and extended file attributes in certain situations.
- In Windows environments for example, restored files will be missing security information.
- For Unix file restores, file attributes may be incomplete, undermining the accessibility and

integrity of the data.
- Increase in network backup traffic (may double the amount per indirect client).
- Slow performance (progressively slower as the number of files increases).

Legato support is therefore subject to these limitations – Legato will not resolve customer issues
determined to be the result of NFS/CIFS limitations. Please refer your customers and partners to Tech
Bulletin #140 for more information on common problems with backing up indirect filesystems over
NFS and CIFS connections. This bulletin can be found at:

http://www.legato.com/resources/bulletins/140.html

During backup data from the NetWorker indirect clients goes across the network via NFS/CIFS to
either a NetWorker client, storage node or server and then to the SCSI of FC attached disk or tape
storage.If the indirect NetWorker client is NFS/CIFS connected to a NetWorker client, the data will be
transferred twice over the network.

This chapter will explain how you successfully backup CIFS shares, represented here by share on
another Windows computer.
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To demonstrate this, i have configured the following simple scenario ...

... and investigated these conditions:

- What is necessary to specify for manual backups with the share mounted ?

- What is necessary to specify for manual backups with the share not mounted ?

- What is necessary to specify for automatic backups with the share mounted ?

- What is necessary to specify for automatic backups with the share not mounted ?

NetWorker Server

dx2kserver
NetWorker Client

creinfeld2

D:\TEST
is shared as
d_test\\creinfeld2\d_test

is mapped to drive  F:
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2.1.1. Backing up a CIFS share manually with the share mounted

As the share is mapped to a local drive letter, the WinWorker GUI shows that this share is available
for file selection:

And a successful backup is possible as well:
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Now try to do the same from the command line:

C:\>net use
New connections will be remembered.

Status       Local     Remote                    Network

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OK           F:        \\creinfeld2\d_test       Microsoft Windows Network
The command completed successfully.

C:\>

But a save of the ‘local’ drive  F:  fails with this error:

C:\>save F:
save: Using dx2kserver as server
save: 1 remote path(s) specified
save: run save on the remote machine(s) or rerun save with "-L"

save -L  represents a ‘local’ save, as the  save  manpages state:

Saves will be performed from the local NetWorker client, even when files are from a network file
server. To recover these files, run recover(1m) with the -c client arguments, where client is the
name of the NetWorker client that did the save.

With the option  -L  used, there is no problem:

C:\>save -L F:
save: Using dx2kserver as server
\\CREINFELD2\D_TEST\1.TXT
\\CREINFELD2\D_TEST\2.TXT
\\CREINFELD2\D_TEST\3.TXT
\\CREINFELD2\D_TEST\4.TXT
\\CREINFELD2\D_TEST\5.TXT
\\CREINFELD2\D_TEST\
/

save: \\CREINFELD2\D_TEST\  4887 KB 00:00:04      7 files
save completion time: 11-27-03  8:13a

C:\>

As you can see, NetWorker automatically converts the drive letter to the UNC path name and uses
these filenames for the file index. You could already see this in the lower screenshot on the previous
page.
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This means that using the UNC term also should be successful. Let’s try this as well:

C:\>save -L \\creinfeld2\d_test
save: Using dx2kserver as server
\\creinfeld2\d_test\1.TXT
\\creinfeld2\d_test\2.TXT
\\creinfeld2\d_test\3.TXT
\\creinfeld2\d_test\4.TXT
\\creinfeld2\d_test\5.TXT
\\creinfeld2\d_test\
/

save: \\creinfeld2\d_test  4887 KB 00:00:03      7 files
save completion time: 11-27-03  8:12a

C:\>

As you can see, this also works.

In fact, since NetWorker 6, you should always specify the CIFS share name
in UNC format.

2.1.2. Backing up a CIFS share manually with the share not mounted

As there is no representation by a drive letter, the share cannot even appear in the WinWorker GUI:

Consequently, this method does not offer a solution.
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Let us verify the behaviour from the command line - as there is no mapped drive any longer, this of
course must fail as well:

C:\>net use
New connections will be remembered.

There are no entries in the list.

C:\>

C:\>save -L F:
save: Using dx2kserver as server
save: F:: No such file or directory

C:\>

C:\>save -L \\creinfeld2\d_test
save: Using dx2kserver as server
\\creinfeld2\d_test\1.TXT
\\creinfeld2\d_test\2.TXT
\\creinfeld2\d_test\3.TXT
\\creinfeld2\d_test\4.TXT
\\creinfeld2\d_test\5.TXT
\\creinfeld2\d_test\
/

save: \\creinfeld2\d_test  4887 KB 00:00:04      7 files
save completion time: 11-27-03  8:45a

C:\>

And this is the result:

The UNC pathname always works. And if you use UNC notification, the
CIFS share must not necessarily be mapped to a local drive.

Now let’s see how we can use this knowledge for automatic backups.
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2.1.3. Backing up a CIFS share automatically with the share mounted

The key parameter to such setup is of course the save set. Let us try to use the drive letter first:

However, although the result seems to be positive ...
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... the group’s details state a problem:

Obviously, the account used is not allowed to access these files which also means that you are using
the wrong account. As a consequence, it makes sense to use the Remote user and his Password of a
person, who is eligible to access these files:
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This is already the key to success:

As you can see, the drive letter here is not ‘translated’ to a UNC pathname.

Of course you may also use the UNC path name as save set name.
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2.1.4. Backing up a CIFS share automatically with the share not mounted

With the Remote user and Password specified the backup of the mapped drive letter will fail in this
case because the operating system simply can not find it:

However, the usage of the UNC pathname will solve the problem again:

So the UNC Save set entry, along with the Remote user/Password information will always do the job.
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2.1.5. File Recovery

And this is how such files will show up in the recover GUI - as the NetWorker 7/Windows GUI is
always initiating a directed recovery, there is no need for a special option:

Of course the recovery will run sucessfully as well:
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. The silent installation of NetWorker for Windows has changed

The silent installation is a method that helps deploying NetWorker onto a large number of computers
which of course is especially true for the NetWorker clients.

As the procedure has changed with the NetWorker versions and this has not been documented, you
will find the necessary infos in this chapter.

2.1.1. The silent installation using the NetWorker 6.x software

As the procedure has changed with the NetWorker versions and this has not been documented, you
will find the necessary infos in this chapter.

If you download the NetWorker software from the web, you first have to unpack the file. You will then
find the key information in the configuration file NetWorker.pdf . In this case is not an Acrobat
document but a Program Definition File. This is the contents:

[PDF]
Version=2.0

[Package Definition]
Name=NetWorker
Version=6.1
Publisher=Legato
Language=English
Comment=Legato NetWorker for Windows
Programs=Client, StorageNode, Server, Uninstall

[Client]
Name=NetWorker Client Installation
AdminRightsRequired=True
CanRunWhen=AnyUserStatus
CommandLine=setup.exe /s /v"/qn INSTALLLEVEL=400"
EstimatedDiskSpace=15MB
EstimatedRunTime=5
SupportedClients=Win NT(i386)
UserInputRequired=False

[StorageNode]
Name=NetWorker Storage Node Installation
AdminRightsRequired=True
CanRunWhen=AnyUserStatus
CommandLine=setup.exe /s /v"/qn INSTALLLEVEL=600"
EstimatedDiskSpace=20MB
EstimatedRunTime=5
SupportedClients=Win NT(i386)
UserInputRequired=False

 .....
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[Server]
Name=NetWorker Server Installation
AdminRightsRequired=True
CanRunWhen=AnyUserStatus
CommandLine=setup.exe /s /v"/qn INSTALLLEVEL=800"
EstimatedDiskSpace=30MB
EstimatedRunTime=5
SupportedClients=Win NT(i386)
UserInputRequired=False

[Uninstall]
Name=NetWorker Uninstallation
AdminRightsRequired=True
CanRunWhen=AnyUserStatus
CommandLine=setup.exe /s /v"/qn" /x
EstimatedDiskSpace=0MB
EstimatedRunTime=5
SupportedClients=Win NT(i386)
UserInputRequired=False

The blue commands are what you have to enter from the command line to start the installation
process. As expected for a silent install, there is no feedback until you see the command prompt
again.

Please keep in mind that NetWorker installs in the default path which is
%SYSTEM_DRIVE%\Program Files\nsr\bin . However, if you use a different
Windows language, it is likely that you have to replace "Program Files" with the
appropriate directory name.

Also please do not forget that you need to configure the file \nsr\res\servers
appropriately and you need to restart the NetWorker Remote Exec Service to
make this change become effective.

2.1.2. The silent installation using the NetWorker 7.x software

In general, the concept has not changed at all. However, there are two major changes:

• The installation concept changed as it is now prepared to support Windows SMS.

• The values for the parameter INSTALLLVEL changed - now these are valid:

- for the NetWorker Client INSTALLLEVEL=100
- for the NetWorker Storage Node INSTALLLEVEL=200
- for the NetWorker Server INSTALLLEVEL=300

as you can see from the file  NetWorker.sms .
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And this is the file  NetWorker.sms  from the NetWorker 7.0 CD-ROM:

[PDF]
Version=2.0

[Package Definition]
Name=NetWorker
Version=7.0
Publisher=Legato
Language=English
Comment=Legato NetWorker for Windows
Programs=Client, StorageNode, Server, Uninstall

[Client]
Name=NetWorker Client Installation
AdminRightsRequired=True
CanRunWhen=AnyUserStatus
CommandLine=setup.exe /s /v"/qn INSTALLLEVEL=100"
EstimatedDiskSpace=15MB
EstimatedRunTime=5
SupportedClients=Win NT(i386)
Win NT (i386) MinVersion1=4.00.0000.0
Win NT (i386) MaxVersion1=4.00.9999.9999
Win NT (i386) MinVersion2=5.00.0000.0
Win NT (i386) MaxVersion2=5.00.9999.9999
UserInputRequired=False

[StorageNode]
Name=NetWorker Storage Node Installation
AdminRightsRequired=True
CanRunWhen=AnyUserStatus
CommandLine=setup.exe /s /v"/qn INSTALLLEVEL=200"
EstimatedDiskSpace=20MB
EstimatedRunTime=5
SupportedClients=Win NT(i386)
Win NT (i386) MinVersion1=4.00.0000.0
Win NT (i386) MaxVersion1=4.00.9999.9999
Win NT (i386) MinVersion2=5.00.0000.0
Win NT (i386) MaxVersion2=5.00.9999.9999
UserInputRequired=False

[Server]
Name=NetWorker Server Installation
AdminRightsRequired=True
CanRunWhen=AnyUserStatus
CommandLine=setup.exe /s /v"/qn INSTALLLEVEL=300"
EstimatedDiskSpace=30MB
EstimatedRunTime=5
SupportedClients=Win NT(i386)
Win NT (i386) MinVersion1=4.00.0000.0
Win NT (i386) MaxVersion1=4.00.9999.9999
Win NT (i386) MinVersion2=5.00.0000.0
Win NT (i386) MaxVersion2=5.00.9999.9999
UserInputRequired=False

.....
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[Uninstall]
Name=NetWorker Uninstallation
AdminRightsRequired=True
CanRunWhen=AnyUserStatus
CommandLine=setup.exe /s /v"/qn" /x
EstimatedDiskSpace=0MB
EstimatedRunTime=5
SupportedClients=Win NT(i386)
Win NT (i386) MinVersion1=4.00.0000.0
Win NT (i386) MaxVersion1=4.00.9999.9999
Win NT (i386) MinVersion2=5.00.0000.0
Win NT (i386) MaxVersion2=5.00.9999.9999
UserInputRequired=False

The blue commands are what you have to enter from the command line to start the installation
process. As expected for a silent install, there is no feedback until you see the command prompt
again.

Please keep in mind that NetWorker installs in the default path which is
%SYSTEM_DRIVE%\Program Files\nsr\bin . However, if you use a different
Windows language, it is likely that you have to replace "Program Files" with the
appropriate directory name.

Also please do not forget that you need to configure the file \nsr\res\servers
appropriately and you need to restart the NetWorker Remote Exec Service to
make this change become effective.

Unfortunately, if you download the NetWorker software from the web, there is only one file, for
example  nw71_win_x86.exe , which you can not uncompress. However you can use the same
command syntax as you did for the  setup.exe  program. Simply run:

d:\pathname>nw71_win_x86 /s /v"/qn INSTALLLEVEL=nnn"

appropriately:

- For the Client use d:\pathname>nw71_win_x86 /s /v"/qn INSTALLLEVEL=100"

- For the Storage Node use d:\pathname>nw71_win_x86 /s /v"/qn INSTALLLEVEL=200"

- For the Server use d:\pathname>nw71_win_x86 /s /v"/qn INSTALLLEVEL=300"
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2.2. Important compatibility note for NetWorker/AlphStor installations

This is to inform you that

The NetWorker 6.1.4 and NetWorker 7.0 server and storage node software
versions are not compatible with AlphaStor 3.x.

The reason is that both releases do not include patch LGTpa54397 - 'Stuck behind nsrjb'.

Only the NetWorker 6.1.3 server and storage node software with LGTpa54397 and NetWorker 7.1
(where patch LGTpa54397 is not required) are compatible with AlphaStor 3.x.

For customers who have NW 6.1.3 and AlphaStor 3.x the following upgrade path is recommended:

- Upgrade the NetWorker server and storage node software to 7.1 and keep the clients at 6.1.3 .

- As time permits, gradually upgrade the clients to NW 7.1 .
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. How is the host id generated ?

Answering this question is important as a changed host id will affect your registered license. In such
case you must initiate a host transfer with Legato’s customer support and request a new
authorization code.

Operating System         Host id is generated/taken Note

Windows Since NW 5.7, Security ID (SID)   1)

UNIX via the command gethostid   2)

Linux from the IP address   ---

NetWare from the OS serial number   ---

1) The SID changes with each installation of the operating system.

Be aware that for very early NetWorker/Windows versions, the IP address was used.
Once such host id has been used for registration, NetWorker will continue using it even
after you updated to a later version.

2) Solaris From the  hostid man page:
gethostid() returns the 32-bit identifier for the current host, which should
be unique across all hosts. This number is usually taken from the CPU
board's ID PROM.

HP-UX From http://dsportal.eservices.hp.com/dspp/tech/
   tech_TechDocumentDetailPage_IDX/1,1701,1171,00.html

"There is no hostid or sysinfo command on HP-UX, but there are
various ways to retrieve the host id--the 48-bit MAC address on the system
network card."

BTW - The Celestra product for HP-UX ships with a hostid command since
the operating system does not supply one.

AIX From http://www.rs6000.ibm.com/idd500/usr/share/man/info/en_US/
   a_doc_lib/libs/commtrf2/gethostid.htm#QF390cher

"The gethostid subroutine allows a process to retrieve the 32-bit identifier
for the current host. In most cases, the host ID is stored in network standard
byte order and is a DARPA Internet address for a local machine"

There is the function sethostid() available for AIX which allows changing
the host id.
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SGI The man page on hostid indicates that SGI will normally derive its host ID
from the IP address. It also refers to the  /etc/init.d/network  file, where
the host id is set upon startup.

You can also use the  hostid -h  option, or the  sethostid  function to
change the host id on SGI.

Tru-64 The  gethostid  function returns a host id derived from the IP address.

Please be aware that this list is incomplete and that i could not verify all these
statements.

2.2. After updating to NetWorker 7.1 ’nsrjb -T’ fails

This is a known problem (LGTpa54397) which will be fixed in NetWorker 7.1.1 (release date
unknown). This problem has also been seen with NetWorker 6.1.3.

As a workaround, please use the option  nsrjb -S  and spceify the volumes via the slots option, not
via the tags.

BTW - this problem has already been mentioned in TIN 51/03 which informs you
about a compatibility issue between NetWorker and AlphaStor.

The following text repeats this info for your convenience ...

This is to inform you that

The NetWorker 6.1.4 and NetWorker 7.0 server and storage node software
versions are not compatible with AlphaStor 3.x.

The reason is that both releases do not include patch LGTpa54397 - 'Stuck behind nsrjb'.

Only the NetWorker 6.1.3 server and storage node software with LGTpa54397 and NetWorker 7.1
(where patch LGTpa54397 is not required) are compatible with AlphaStor 3.x.

For customers who have NW 6.1.3 and AlphaStor 3.x the following upgrade path is recommended:

- Upgrade the NetWorker server and storage node software to 7.1 and keep the clients at 6.1.3 .

- As time permits, gradually upgrade the clients to NW 7.1 .
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2.3. Windows 2003 VSS backups fail with enabled NetWorker servers

Please be aware of this problem when trying to do VSS backups. The enabler which comes with the
media kit is wrong - it only works if you have never done a backup or if you can put the server back
into eval mode.

The bug number is LGTpa61089. A fix is being tested at the moment.

2.4. Windows 2003 VSS backups fail with NetWorker servers running in Evaluation
mode

If such error occurs please check whether the services are running with the proper account.

On the failing client, nsrexecd  has been started with a local administrator account
instead with the LocalSystem account.

2.5. Incremental backups of a Lotus Notes/Domino database fail

This is a known problem which is also stated in the Legato NetWorker Module for Lotus, Release
Notes manual:

Incremental Backup Requires 64 MB of Logged Data
The NetWorker Module cannot successfully complete incremental backups until the customer
has logged more than 64 MB of data. This is a limitation of working with the Domino server.

The NetWorker Module cannot tell which log needs to be backed up until at least one log is full
(a full log is 64 MB in size). There is no workaround for this limitation. Domino must log 64 MB
of transactions before NetWorker Module incremental backups can be successful.

Please be aware that this limitation applies to the entire Domino server because the transaction log
area is shared by all of the logged databases on the Domino server.

NML requires this because of the limitation in Domino 5.0.4 and Engineering is planning to remove
this condition from NML in the future.

2.6. AlphaStor/Windows must have the C:\temp directory available

Please be aware that for new Windows 2000 installations, the directory  C:\temp  will be missing.
The simple reason is that it is not longer a standard Windows directory.

However, if  C:\temp  is missing, commands like  asnw_dbsync, mmpool  and  nsrjb -a  will fail.

As workaround, simply recreate the  C:\temp  directory to solve the problem.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Does AAM 5.1 support EMC PowerPath and HP Secure Path ?

Both are high availability, multi-pathing software solutions that ensure continuous access between
servers and its peripherals. Can Legato’s Advanced Availablity Manager (AAM) cope with such
products ?

The typical answer: “It depends !” - With respect to Legato AAM, these are the statements:

- AAM in fact supports EMC Power Path
PowerPath is totally transparent to AAM.

- AAM does not support HP Secure Path
HP Secure Path solution maps the differen path to virtual drives. Unfortunately, AAM right
now does not work with these pseduo drives for both, mirroring and shared disks
configurations .

The error is:  Element not found on Shared data source

Support for HP SecurePath is on the roadmap for being supported in AAM 5.2 (the next
release).

2.2. Which licenses do you need to backup an Oracle database via RMAN and SAP?

Let us assume you are using SAP/Oracle. To backup the data you have two general possibilities:

- You may either backup the database using the NetWorker Module for Oracle (NMO), via the
RMAN interface.

- You also could use the NetWorker Module for SAP/Oracle (NMSAP)

But which licenses would you need if you want to test or use both options ? - This in fact depends on
the NMSAP version:

- Up to NMSAP 2.0 you need one license for each solution.

- Since NMSAP 2.1 you only need to license this module.
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Q: If you use EX along with DX2000, why must you specify up the Media Types with EX once
again - couldn’t these automatically be extracted from the DX configuration ?

A: No - EX in fact can not read your mind. But EX has to know about this detail to be able to
create new move rules in DX automatically (if it has been installed first).

Q: Are CD-Rom jukeboxes supported natively ?
A: Yes, but we use an API from a DX competitor to DX (Point), so basically, we do not sell this

anymore. This is also the reason why the compatibility lists for EX and DX2000 differ.

Q: In the folder - properties window you see the checkbox Disable archive . What is the
purpose of this option ?

A: Let's say you have a collection rule for an additional container: In this case you would have a
copy of a mail in the original container and in the archive container.
If you want to stop this for a certain period span without deleting the rule, you can use the
Disable archive button.

Q: Is it possible to archive two different groups of users to two different media types ?
Is it possible to archive all emails for 20 employees to a NAS device, and send those for
another group of 10 employees to a WORM system ?

A: This is possible. You will have to create a new folder.  Then set up collection rules for the new
and the default folder. You will then have to modify the rules manually in DX to match what
you want to do.

Do not forget that rules impact your performance. However the amoun is not really predictable.
It really depends on how many users you will be archiving, and how much traffic will be
processed.

2.5. Creating separate savegrp.log reports for NetWorker/Windows

I would like to share a small utility with you. Its purpose is

- To create separate  savegrp.log  for each group that runs
- and to save it using a unique file name that contains the time stamp and the group name

This makes the identification of each report much easier for the NetWorker admnistrator as he must
not extract the needed information from a huge  savegrp.log  file any longer - each log file also
exists for itself.

The installation is easy and the usage is straight. Please have a look at the next page that shows the
contents of the  readme.txt  file.
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This is the contents of the  README.TXT  file:

This is how seplogs.bat & renlog.exe work
=========================================

1. Copy "renlog.exe" and "seplogs.bat" to your ..\nsr\bin directory.

2. Modify the pathnames in ..\nsr\bin\seplogs.bat with respect to your
   current configuration.

3. Modify the Savegroup notification

     Replace the Action entry with "seplogs.bat"

That's it. Now start a group for test purposes.

The savegroup completion report will be added to an existing! savegrp.log
file and will be written to a separate log file with the name

  yyyy_mm_dd_hhmm__groupname.log

where the time stamp represents the scheduled start time of the group.

----------------------------------------------------

Limitations

  - the standard log file savegrp.log must exist.
    If you modify your configuration before you start the first automatic
    backup, you need to create a dummy file.
  - If your group name contains a white space character, only the first
    word will be used for the file name.
  - There is no intelligent error handling.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. How does NetWorker use Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) ?

As you should know, NetWorker relies on two features that must be provided by the operating system:

- Unique hostname resolution
Under all circumstances, a NetWorker environment must resolve the hostnames to IP
addresses uniquely from all sites to all sites.

- Remote Procedure Calls (RPC)
As the NetWorker server needs to initiate commands at the NetWorker client or the storage
node, this must also be supported by the operating system.

Usually both services run in the background and they are transparent (invisible) for the user. This
makes sense as you usually do not want to bother with standard administration routines - other
software should call them, whenever necessary. However, the usage of the ‘lower level software’
sometimes makes total sense. In this chapter i will concentrate on how the RPC support will help you,
if required.

For instance, the GUI offers the capability to control all jukeboxes within a NetWorker data zone.
Unfortunately, this capability is not available from the command line interface - if you want to run the
underlaying command, nsrjb, such must run on the computer that controls the jukebox’ robot. So the
operator must login to this computer first to execute the command. But does this make sense ?

If it is really true that the GUI composes commands according to the manual pages, there must be a
way to execute  nsrjb  remotely as well, even without the necessity to remotely login. Actually,
this is what RPC is all about - it allows to remotely execute commands on the target system without
being logged in.

To be able to support this, you simply need a program which is capable to accept appropriate
requests and execute them - this is what a ‘Listener’ is really doing. The NetWorker listener is the
program  nsrexecd(.exe). Of course it is started as a daemon (in the background) - as it just ‘sits
and listens’, you do not want to see it in the foreground. On a Windows NT/2000/2003 environment,
this daemon is started as the NetWorker Remote Exec Service.

To remotely execute a NetWorker command via  nsrexecd  you must supply:
- The username that does not need a password root or system
- The remote command itself with all parameters
- The initiating command for the remote execution nsrexec

Do not forget that you must edit  your  /nsr/res/servers  file and define
all computers which the listener shall act upon.

If this was necessary you also must restart the listener (nsrexecd).
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The following samples will show you excatly how to do this.

1. UNIX  >  UNIX

# RUSER=root; export RUSER
# RCMD="savegrp -G Default"; export RCMD
# nsrexec -c dx2kserver
#

This is all. Unfortunately, the  savegrp  program is not chatty at all. Other examples are:

Unmounting a media from a device

# RUSER=root; export RUSER
# RCMD="nsrmm -u -f E:\BU_DEV1"; export RCMD
# nsrexec -c dx2kserver
Unmounted device: E:\BU_DEV1

Remounting a media in a device

# RUSER=root; export RUSER
# RCMD="nsrmm -m -f E:\BU_DEV1"; export RCMD
# nsrexec -c dx2kserver
file disk dx2kserver.001 mounted on E:\BU_DEV1, write enabled
#

Common errors are usually due to a wrong command usage:

# RUSER=system; export RUSER
# RCMD="savegrp -s dx2kserver -G Default"; export RCMD
# nsrexec -c dx2kserver
Connection refused
#

The problem: savegrp  must be specified without the  -s server_name  parameter !

Of course this meachnism must also work cross-platform as i will explain on the next pages.
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2. UNIX  >  Windows

# RUSER=system; export RUSER
# RCMD="savegrp -G Default"; export RCMD
# echo $RUSER
root
# echo $RCMD
savegrp -G Default
# nsrexec -c dx2kserver
#

As you can see from this command, there is no difference except for the username. However,
further tests showed that root worked as well (see page 8).

More examples:

# RUSER=system; export RUSER
# RCMD="nsrmm -u -f E:\BU_DEV1"; export RCMD
# nsrexec -c dx2kserver
Unmounted device: E:\BU_DEV1
#

# RUSER=system; export RUSER
# RCMD="nsrmm -m -f E:\BU_DEV1"; export RCMD
# nsrexec -c dx2kserver
file disk dx2kserver.001 mounted on E:\BU_DEV1, write enabled
#

You can only see from the device names that the target host must run Windows.

3. Windows  >  UNIX

C:\>SET RUSER=root

C:\>echo %RUSER%
root

C:\>SET RCMD=savegrp -G Default

C:\>echo %RCMD%
savegrp -G Default

C:\>nsrexec -c ultra

C:\>

Again, this is all. Unfortunately, the  savegrp  program is not chatty at all. However, you may of
course request more verbosity as usual (see example on next page).

The marked area does also prove that NetWorker uses RPC processes for its own
purposes.
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C:\>nsrexec -c ultra
ultra:/etc                                level=incr
01/17/04 09:30:50 savegrp: Run up to 4 clients in parallel
01/17/04 09:30:50 savegrp: ultra:probe                                   started
savefs -s ultra -c ultra -g Default -p -l full -R -v -F /etc
01/17/04 09:30:54 savegrp: ultra:probe succeeded.
rcmd localhost, user root: `savefs -s ultra -c ultra -g Default -p -l full -R -v -F /etc'
nsrexec: authtype nsrexec
type: NSR client description;
pools supported: Yes;
migration supported: Yes;
browse time supported: Yes;
multiple balanced streams supported: Yes;
remote user: root;
arch: sparc;
client OS type: Solaris;
CPU type: sun4u;
CPUs: 1;
IP address: 195.214.75.200, 195.214.70.200;
kernel arch: sun4u;
machine type: workstation;
MB used: 3362;
NetWorker version: 7.0.Build.322;
OS: SunOS 5.6;
version: 7.0.Build.322;
save set: path=/etc, arg=/etc, level=full, diskno=0, max_sessions=1, stype=save ;
parallelism: 8
ultra:/etc                         level=incr, dn=0, mx=1, vers=ssbrowse, p=4
01/17/04 09:30:54 savegrp: ultra:/etc                                    started
save -s ultra -g Default -LL -m ultra -t 1074327968 -l incr -W 78 -N /etc /etc
01/17/04 09:30:55 savegrp: ultra:/etc succeeded.

.....
* ultra:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/09/
* ultra:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/
* ultra:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/
* ultra:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/mm/
* ultra:bootstrap
  ultra: bootstrap                  level=full,     45 KB 00:00:01     91 files
* ultra:bootstrap completed savetime=1074328257
01/17/04 09:30:59 savegrp: nsrim run recently, skipping

C:\>
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4. Windows  >  Windows

C:\>SET RUSER=root

C:\>echo %RUSER%
root

C:\>SET RCMD=savegrp -G Default

C:\>echo %RCMD%
savegrp -G Default

C:\>nsrexec -c dx2kserver

C:\>

Again, this is all. Unfortunately, the  savegrp  program is not chatty at all. Please find a verbose
output on the next page.

Do not forget that NetWorker uses the same mechanism internally for his own purposes -
sometimes, this will even be visible to the user. For example, this is the case if NetWorker
executes RAW backups on a remote client:

C:\>savegrp -v -G RAW_Backups
creinfeld2:\\.\S:                         level=full
01/25/04 00:48:55 savegrp: Run up to 4 clients in parallel
01/25/04 00:48:55 savegrp: creinfeld2:probe                  started
savefs -s dx2kserver -c creinfeld2 -g RAW_Backups -p -l full -R  //
  -v -F \\.\S:
01/25/04 00:49:18 savegrp: creinfeld2:probe succeeded.
rcmd creinfeld2, user root: `savefs -s dx2kserver -c creinfeld2  //
  -g RAW_Backups -p -l full -R -v -F "\\\\.\\S:"'
nsrexec: authtype nsrexec
type: NSR client description;

And of course, good RPC programs are written in such way that not all possible commands are
supported. If not, a remote user could damage the target system:

C:\>SET RUSER=root

C:\>SET RCMD=reboot

C:\>nsrexec -c ultra
Invalid command.
01/15/04 23:59:20 nsrexec: Invalid command.
Permission denied

C:\>
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Why does Legato’s new AAvailability Module for Exchange 2003 not support
Outlook 2003 clients ?

Here is the technical explaination for this limitation:

Outlook 2000 clients work as always - they require a reopen.

Outlook 2003 clients just do not work. The issue with such client is that it communicates only with
the actual machine name of the Exchange server, not with its alias name. It remembers this, and
even if restarted it will try to communicate with the Exchange server on that machine name. If we
have failed it from ServerA to ServerB, the Outlook 2003 client will only try to access Exchange on
ServerA. The only way to get Outlook 2003 to work again is to delete the Exchange server email
account and create it again. This is not something that a customer wants to do.

You can configure Outlook 2003 to point to an alias, but once it connects, it resets to the actual
machine name. Outlook 2002/2000 did not work this way.

There are cases where Outlook 2002/2000 clients must not necessarily be restarted, but normally
this is required. After restarting the Outlook 2002/2000 client, all is well.

2.2. Licensing a Directed Recovery scenario for 2 NDMP clients

Of course, such is possible - you may backup a NDMP client and recover its data to another NDMP
host.

However, to support such scenario, you must have one NDMP Client Connection
license for each NDMP host computer, even if the target computer has never been
backed up. This is different from standard NetWorker licensing.

2.3. Licensing AAM database modules

Please be aware that each database server in an AAM environment needs a license - it does not
matter, whether it is active or not - this even applies to an active/passive configuration.

This is different from standard NetWorker licensing.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Mixed Media - Assigning devices to pools (1/2)

During my trainings and workshops, when i explain how NetWorker pools work, i also clearly explain
that selecting devices for pools does not make sense with respect to the pool’s purpose: sending data
to certain data to specific media.

However, in the following exercises i usually discover that about 90% of my students in fact select
devices when they define a pool. The explanation seems to be obvious:

- they either did not understand me or
- they do not believe me

But if i cannot convince them verbally, i do not even want to know how many customers in the field
might misuse devices when setting up NetWorker pools. Customers also think that this is the only
method that supports Mixed Media scenarios with NetWorker.

This chapter is intended to finally clarify the mystery about this relationship.

2.1.1. What is a Mixed Media environment ?

A Mixed Media environment exists whenever different types of media and/or drives are used in
the same autochanger.

However, you need to look a bit closer as there are various cases:

Case 1: The autochanger hosts different media families

Example: One autochanger hosts optical disk and tape drives/media.

Conclusion: Such autochangers are delivered as Silo Type Libraries (STL jukeboxes).
They will be split into multiple ‘logical‘ jukeboxes of only one media type.
For NetWorker, this is in fact not a mixed media environment but a multiple
jukebox environment.

Case 2: The autochanger hosts different media for the same drives

Example: One jukebox with multiple DLT4000 drives uses DLTIII and DLTIV media.
The reason is that the older DLTIII tapes are not available any longer.

Conclusion: All media can be used by all devices.
The capacity may vary but each media can be written by each device.
This is not a problematic Mixed Media environment.
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Case 3: The autochanger hosts the same media for different drives

Example: A jukebox with DLT4000 and DLT7000 drives using DLTIV media.
This may happen if you expand your older jukebox and the existing drives are
not available any longer.

Conclusion: All media can be used by all devices.
However, DLT4000 drives can not read tapes written by DLT7000 tapes with
the highest density.
This is in fact a problematic Mixed Media environment.

2.1.2. Will the native NetWorker software support Mixed Media environments ?

These are the current statements:

• Native NetWorker supports Mixed Media Silo Type Libraries (STL jukeboxes)
- Each library can be setup in such way that you have multiple logical jukeboxes of only

one drive and media type.
- You only need the appropriate Silo license keys (enablers), which are different from

’normal’ jukebox/autochanger enablers.

• Native NetWorker does not support Mixed Media jukeboxes
It assumes that all drives and media in the autochanger are of the same type.

• NetWorker + AlphaStor support Mixed Media jukeboxes
The result is nothing else but a Legato ‘Silo’ solution/environment.

Unfortunately, customers think that they can solve the limitation for the second configuration by
selecting devices for a pool.

2.1.3. Can the selection of Devices for Pools really help ?

Customers love to select Devices within a Pool setup. This is possible but it rarely makes sense - in
fact, it is most often dangerous and you may create unnecessary waiting queues.

Look at the facts:

• Pools shall lead data onto certain media - they shall not lead the data to certain devices
To support your requests as soon as possible, each media shall be written and read by any
device in a jukebox to provide the highest flexibility.

• Selecting devices for a pool in fact works
- If you select devices for a pool, only these are allowed to receive the data.
- ’Enablers are Disablers’ - If you specify certain devices for one pool, you automatically

disable all others.

• However, the device specification is not used for data separation at all
- There is a simple proof: You may define multiple pools with ’overlapping device criteria’.

But NetWorker will never allow you to setup a pool with overlapping sort criteria
(groups, clients, save sets & levels) as this would not result in a unique data sink.
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• You may also build up unnecessary waiting queues
- If all devices for a pool are in use, NetWorker can do nothing else but wait until one will

be released.
- This will even happen if there are free devices available.

• Once the data has been written, no sorting will take place any more
- This has consequences:

- Pools will not be used during read processes at all.
- Pools will not ’bind the media’ to devices during a read process.
- NetWorker will in fact use ’the first available device’ during reads.

This statement (from the NetWorker gurus) leads to a scenario which you do not
want to occur.

In general, selecting drives for pools may create more trouble than benefits.
You shall avoid this whenever possible.

2.1.4. But isn’t there a contradiction ?

Since years, the NetWorker Manual Pages for nsr_pool  (a NetWorker pool) include the following
statement:

devices (read/write, choice)
This attribute lists the ONLY devices that volumes from this pool are allowed to be mounted onto.
If no devices are listed, volumes from this pool may be mounted on any device.
Example: devices: /dev/nrst8;

Does this not mean that mixed media in fact is supported by native NetWorker already ?
The clear answer is “No”. This is due to the following reasons:

• Not all media operations require the media to be mounted - this especially applies to
label operations

- As a consequence you may end up with the wrong density on the media.
- This is not a problem when you want to overwrite the media with a higher density.
- This can be a problem when you want to overwrite a tape with a higher density in an

older tape drive (for example, if you want to relabel a DLTIV tape in a DLT4000 drive,
which has been written by a DLT7000 already):

- As the drive cannot read the high density NetWorker cannot recognize the label
any more

- As a result, you may in fact overwrite a valid tape and loose data!

• You may even damage your hardware
NetWorker will most likely try to load a tape into an optical drive and vice-versa.
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2.1.5. The final question is: Does the theory match the real life ?

There are still a lot of questions to be answered. In an environment where you have selected only
certain devices for a pool ...

- Will NetWorker only use these drives for labeling?

- Are the manual pages correct?
- Can only media from this pool be mounted on the selected devices?

- What will happen if all devices for this pool are already in use ...
- and a write process is pending ?
- and a read process is pending ?

- Will NetWorker use another available tape drive as stated by the gurus ?

To investigate the real life, short tests shall be executed using the following simple environment:

- Media from 2 pools shall be used in a jukebox with 2 devices, each one assigned to one of
these pools:

MANUALS It shall store manual backup data
FULLS It shall store data from full backups

- To recognize the media better, they should be labeled with self-describing names

- It shall be tested with the current releases NetWorker 6.1.4 and 7.1.1 to respect both product
lines (development trees)

2.1.6. The test setup

This is what the scenario looked like:

NetWorker Server
for Windows 2000

creinfeld2

Autochanger

\\.\Tape0: for Pool MANUALS

\\.\Tape1: for Pool FULLS
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The data for the FULL media should be created by running the appropriate savegroup with an
overiding level:

This is the client save set setup - only one big file of 100MB should be saved:
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This is the setup for the pool MANUALS:

This is the setup for the pool FULLS:

Data for this pool shall
only be written and
read by device
\\.\Tape0 .

Data for this pool shall
only be written and
read by device
\\.\Tape1 .
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Something that you should be aware:

2.1.7. The tests

This was the jukebox inventory before the tests have been started:

The reason why there
can exist another ’full’
pool besides the
default pool Full
simply is that the
existing Full pool is
not enabled by
default !
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2.1.7.1. First test: Can the media be labeled by another than the selected devices ?

This shall be done from the Windows Admin GUI.

First, the media for the pool MANUALS, which is bound to \\.\Tape0 should be labeled by the
‘wrong’ device \\.\Tape1 :

This seems to be possible:

You must use the
Operation Type -
Slow/Verbose to be
able to select a
specific device!
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Finally the success is also reported in the Autochanger - Operations window:

And it really works:
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You must use the
Operation Type -
Slow/Verbose to be
able to select a
specific device!

And it really does it once again:

Of course this should work for the other pool as well:
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This test confirms the NetWorker Manual Pages - as the media will not be mounted
on a foreign drive, it can be labeled by any device.

And these are the two NetWorker volumes:

Finally the media will be ejected:

More tests will be described in my next TIN.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Assigning devices to pools (2/2)

This continues the chapter i started in my last TIN 07/2004.

2.1.7.2. Backup tests

This is nothing special - as mentioned already, this will work as expected:

As discussed, during
the backups, pools will
be active - the data
will be saved to the
selected device(s).

The data for the pool
FULLS will be written
by  \\.\Tape1 ...

... and the data for the
pool MANUALS will be
written by \\.\Tape0
.

creinfeld
2. Technical Hints2.1. Assigning devices to pools (2/2)This continues the chapter i started in my last TIN 07/2004.
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These backups created the following data save sets:

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -q “name=D:\TEST\TEST.DAT“ -r “level,ssid,volume“
  lvl ssid      volume
 full 1620164865 FULLS_TAPE1.001
      1620429057 MANUALS_TAPE0.001

Z:\NSR\BIN>

2.1.7.3. Cross-Mount test

This is interesting to verify whether NetWorker works according to the Manual Pages - they state that
this is not possible because the media can only be mounted in the devices selected for this pool.

To prepare the situation, i simply resetted the jukebox. Then i tried to mount the media using this
command:

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrjb -v -l -f \\.\Tape0 FULLS_TAPE1.001
setting verbosity level to ‘1’
Jukebox handle being opened at port scsidev@3.3.0
About to acquire Robot arm lock
box_inventory:
Jukebox handle being closed at port scsidev@3.3.0
About to release Robot arm lock
box_inventory_free:
Jukebox handle being opened at port scsidev@3.3.0
About to acquire Robot arm lock
Slot ‘2’ is being loaded into drive ‘\\.\Tape0’
box_display: ‘FULLS_TAPE1.001’ for drive ‘\\.\Tape0’
Jukebox handle being closed at port scsidev@3.3.0
About to release Robot arm lock
load sleep for 5 seconds
nsrjb: About to read label on \\.\Tape0
nsrjb: About to mount FULLS_TAPE1.001 on \\.\Tape0

Z:\NSR\BIN>

This seems to work with problems ....
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However, in the Administrator GUI, you see a clear error message:

This proves that NetWorker works according to the Manual Pages.

2.1.7.4. Recover tests when all devices are available

The next test shall verify where the media is mounted when all devices are available:

- will the device selected for that pool be used or
- will the first available drive be used ?

To test this, i simply again resetted the jukebox. Then i started a save set recovery.
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Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrjb -H

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrjb

Jukebox jbox:
  slot  volume                  pool     barcode  volume id
recyclable
     1: MANUALS_TAPE0.001       MANUALS  000098   1618082049       no
     2: FULLS_TAPE1.001         FULLS    PLO971   1618389505       no
     3:
     4:
     5:
     6:
     7:
     8:
     9:
    10:

drive 1 (\\.\Tape0) slot   :
drive 2 (\\.\Tape1) slot   :

Z:\NSR\BIN>recover -iY -S 1620164865
Recovering files into their original locations.
D:\TEST\TEST.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST.DAT file exists, overwriting
Received 1 matching file(s) from NSR server `creinfeld2'
Recover completion time: Tue Mar 23 21:09:16 2004

Z:\NSR\BIN>

From the command line, you do not see any problem. But which drive will be loaded ? - It is not the
first available drive (\\.\Tape0) but the specified drive for that pool (\\.\Tape1):

This again works
according to the
Manual Pages.
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Again, this worked. But you do not see from the command line, which device has been used.

2.1.7.5. Recover tests when the selected devices are in use

The final test shall verify again, whether a selected drive or any available drive will be used.

To test this, i again resetted the jukebox. Then i loaded (not mounted) a media to occupy the device.
Finally i started a save set recovery.

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrjb -ln -f \\.\Tape1 MANUALS_TAPE0.001

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrjb

Jukebox jbox:
  slot  volume                  pool     barcode  volume id        recyclable
     1: MANUALS_TAPE0.001       MANUALS  000098   1618082049       no
     2: FULLS_TAPE1.001         FULLS    PLO971   1618389505       no
     3:
     4:
     5:
     6:
     7:
     8:
     9:
    10:

drive 1 (\\.\Tape0) slot   :
drive 2 (\\.\Tape1) slot  1: MANUALS_TAPE0.001

Z:\NSR\BIN>recover -iY -S 1620164865
Recovering files into their original locations.
D:\TEST\TEST.DAT
D:\TEST\TEST.DAT file exists, overwriting
Received 1 matching file(s) from NSR server ‘creinfeld2’
Recover completion time: Tue Mar 23 21:32:53 2004

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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Again, the designated device for that pool will be used:

Then the recover media will be loaded, mounted and the data will be read:

To be able to use this
drive, the loaded
media must first be
unloaded.

And again, this proves that NetWorker works again according to the Manual Pages.
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Of course the same is true for the other pool:

More tests in fact showed the exact same NetWorker behavior - no matter whether NetWorker 6.1.4
or NetWorker 7.1.1 was used.

2.1.8. The conclusion

Without a final statement from development, this is obvious ...

• NetWorker works according to the Manual Pages
If there is mount process involved, the pool will use the specific (range of) device(s)
defined for that pool.

• However, if there is no mount involved (for example, during labeling), there is obviously
no such restriction - any device can be used for this purpose.

• With respect to a Mixed Media environment ...
- Selecting devices for a pool will work for read and write operations ...
- as long as you do not leave the labeling process to NetWorker (using Auto Media

Management) . For these operations, the used drive cannot be predicted.
- You can control this if you only manually label the media.

To ensure this, set the option Manual Recycle/Recycle Manual . However, this option is
rarely used.

Do not forget that this could have worked differently in earlier versions.
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2.3. Can a bootstrap save set be backed up to and recovered from a remote device ?

Surprising to me, I hear this question rather often - customers want to install a NetWorker server
withou a local backup device. I think, this is a fair request as long as the customer is aware that this is
not a good environment with respect of a NetWorker disaster recovery:

• Assume, that the disaster recovery from a storage node would be possible, you would have
additional work to do which at least will take longer. Especially, you have to install and configure
the NetWorker software on at least two computers. Why would you prefer this if you only have
to recover data on one of these machines?

• Besides this, you must assure that have selected the correct block size for the bootstrap tape,
a task where you may run into problems especially von Windows storage nodes.

However, you may forget about all these theoretical aspects because of the following limitations:

- A backup of the bootstrap save sets to a remote device is not possible - these backups must
always be written to a local device on the NetWorker server.

If you configure a pool in a way, that the bootstrap save set’s data would be lead to a remote
device, NetWorker will not support this configuration (see next page).

But of course you could also try to read such media with  mmrecov  in a remote device.

- To locate a bootstrap on an unknown media and to position to the beginning of the bootstrap
save set later, NetWorker uses the  scanner  command. This must be exececuted locally on
the (remote) storage node as the command does not understand remote device names.

- mmrecov  would need additional command line parameters for this specific type of recovery.
But  mmrecov  does not accept any additional command line parameter at all.

- It is not possible to relocate these save sets. NetWorker always assumes that they are
recovered to the local computer, the NetWorker server.

Please find examples for such scenarios on the following pages.
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Please have a look at the following savegroup completion report - it will explain what happens if you want to save the bootstrap save set to a remote
device:

Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: NetWorker Savegroup: (alert) Default completed, 1 client(s) (creinfeld2 Failed)
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: Start time:   Wed Feb 11 15:46:57 2004
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: End time:     Wed Feb 11 15:51:09 2004
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: --- Unsuccessful Save Sets ---
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:index 1 retry attempted
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:index save: error, no matching devices; check storage nodes, devices or pools
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:index save: Cannot open save session with creinfeld2
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:bootstrap 1 retry attempted
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:bootstrap save: error, no matching devices; check storage nodes, devices or pools
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:bootstrap save: Cannot open save session with creinfeld2
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:bootstrap nsrlpr: Either a printer isn't defined for printing the Bootstrap for //
  this savegroup,
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:bootstrap or the '-PPRINTER' part of the notification resource is absent.
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:bootstrap Please correct as appropriate.
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:bootstrap printing bootstrap information failed (reproduced below).
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:bootstrap
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:bootstrap
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:bootstrap February 11 15:51 2004  creinfeld2's bootstrap information Page 1
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:bootstrap
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:bootstrap     date     time     level ssid        file  record   volume
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:bootstrap 02/10/04 05:08:52 PM   full 688002049 688002049    0   creinfeld2.001
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:bootstrap 02/10/04 05:17:16 PM   full 688131073 688131073    0   creinfeld2.001
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:bootstrap 02/10/04 05:20:42 PM   full 688183809 688183809    0   creinfeld2.001
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:bootstrap 02/10/04 05:23:30 PM   full 688227073 688227073    0   creinfeld2.001
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: * creinfeld2:bootstrap 02/11/04 03:44:39 PM   full 708826881 708826881    0   creinfeld2.001
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2: --- Successful Save Sets ---
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2:   creinfeld2:D:\TEST: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database;
performing a full backup
Feb 11 15:51:09 creinfeld2:   creinfeld2: D:\TEST               level=full,   5080 KB 00:01:52     13 files
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scanner  does not understand remote devices:

Z:\NSR\BIN>scanner -Bv rd=dx2kserver:E:\BU_DEV1
scanner: rd=dx2kserver:E:\BU_DEV1: No such file or directory
scanner: No bootstrap located

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Using  mmrecov  at the NetWorker server will fail due to the same problem:

Z:\NSR\BIN>mmrecov
mmrecov: Using creinfeld2 as server

NOTICE: mmrecov is used to recover the NetWorker server's media index and
resource files from media (backup tapes or disks) when any of this
critical NetWorker data has been lost or damaged.  Note that this
command will OVERWRITE the server's existing media index.  mmrecov is not
used to recover NetWorker clients' on-line indexes; normal recover
procedures may be used for this purpose.  See the Legato NetWorker
Disaster Recovery Guide for more details.

Z:\BU_DEV1
rd=dx2kserver:E:\BU_DEV1

What is the name of the device you plan on using [Z:\BU_DEV1]?
  rd=dx2kserver:E:\BU_DEV1
Enter the latest bootstrap save set id: 709305601
Enter starting file number (if known) [0]: 709305601
Enter starting record number (if known) [0]: 0

Please insert the volume on which save set id 709305601 started
into rd=dx2kserver:E:\BU_DEV1.  When you have done this, press <RETURN>:

Scanning rd=dx2kserver:E:\BU_DEV1 for save set 709305601; this may take//
  a while...
scanner: rd=dx2kserver:E:\BU_DEV1: No such file or directory
uasm: invalid save stream
rd=dx2kserver:E:\BU_DEV1: Mount operation in progress
mmrecov: RAP error: file disk creinfeld2.001 not in media index
mmrecov:
Cannot Mount volume on rd=dx2kserver:E:\BU_DEV1
mmrecov: uasm exited with error 1

mmrecov aborted.

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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However, an attempt to do the same at the remote storage node gets even worse...

First,  scanner  (again) does not understand remote device names:

E:\>scanner -Bv rd=dx2kserver:E:\BU_DEV1
scanner: invalid device path 'rd=dx2kserver:E:\BU_DEV1'
usage: scanner [<options>] -B device
   or  scanner [<options>] -B -S ssid [-im] device
   or  scanner [<options>] -i [-S ssid] [-c client] [-N name] device
   or  scanner [<options>] -m [-S ssid] device
   or  scanner [<options>] [-S ssid] [-c client] [-N name] device
<command>

<options>: [-npqv] [-f file] [-r record] [-s server] [-t type] [-b pool]
<command>: -x command [arg ...]

E:\>

But  mmrecov  will also fail:

E:\>mmrecov
mmrecov: RPC error: Program not registered
mmrecov: Make sure NetWorker is up and running

E:\>

mmrecov  simply expects that the NetWorker server daemons are running on the computer where
the program is executed!

Conclusion: The installation of a NetWorker server without a local attached
backup device for the bootstrap save set will not run.

2.4. NetWorker 6.1.4 will not use save set levels defined for the group resource

I recently discovered that NetWorker 6.1.4 will not honor a save set level for the group if this has
been defined for the group resource via  nwadmin  or  nsradmin . In such case NetWorker will
backup the data according to the client schedules.

If you want to apply an overriding level for the group, you must use the command line to start the
group, as shown below:

# savegrp -l level -G group_name

creinfeld
2.4. NetWorker 6.1.4 will not use save set levels defined for the group resourceI recently discovered that NetWorker 6.1.4 will not honor a save set level for the group if this hasbeen defined for the group resource via nwadmin or nsradmin . In such case NetWorker willbackup the data according to the client schedules.If you want to apply an overriding level for the group, you must use the command line to start thegroup, as shown below:# savegrp -l level -G group_name
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. PowerSnap for Exchange is causing unexpected exceptions and can not
initialize the Exchange Server

Please have a look at the following error:

  .....
Mar 29 17:19:51 c700-2a.exdemo.com:  ESEBCLI2.DLL Version: 6.0.6249.0 //
   Service Pack 3

Mar 29 17:19:51 c700-2a.exdemo.com:  Performing an Exchange save //
  operation; save level is Full (Legato Backup Level: full).

Mar 29 17:19:51 c700-2a.exdemo.com:  Parsing parameters from the //
  command line

Mar 29 17:19:51 c700-2a.exdemo.com:  apexsv(110): Setting PowerSnap //
  NSR_STRICT_SYNC parameter to: 0.

Mar 29 17:19:51 c700-2a.exdemo.com:  BRC session initialized successfully

Mar 29 17:19:51 c700-2a.exdemo.com:  exchapex(907) Caught unexpected  //
  exception.

Mar 29 17:19:51 c700-2a.exdemo.com:  exchapex(831) Caught unexpected //
  exception.

Mar 29 17:19:51 c700-2a.exdemo.com:  apexsv(661): Failed to initialize //
  Exchange Server: 0x80004005

Mar 29 17:19:51 c700-2a.exdemo.com:  apexsv(190): Failed to initialize //
  Exchange Server information: 0x80004005

Mar 29 17:19:51 c700-2a.exdemo.com:  BRC session closed.
  .....

This error above refers to the fact that the Exchange Server does not get a correct answer about one
of its GUIDs for the storage groups form the Global Catalog server (GC server) within a certain time.

In this case you need to either promote the Exchanger Server to become a DC and a GC server, or
move a GC server closer (ip time) to it.

In this case the answer was to promote the Exchanger Server to a DC and make it a GC server.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Level 1 backups for the Legato Centera Backup and Recovery Module (CBRM)

Please be aware that level 1 backups for CBRM are different from NetWorker
standard level 1 backups.

Background Information

With NetWorker, there are 10 backup leveles, level 0 through level 9.

- Level 0 is a full backup, that is it backs up all data regardless of whether it has changed
(been created or modified) since the last backup.

- Levels 1-9 back up all content that has changed since the last backup with a lower-
numbered backup level.

For more details about NetWorker schedules please read TID 10/2002, which is available on
PartnerNet as well. Please read the details how to obtain older docs at the end of this TIN.

However, in the NDMP infrastructure, backup level 1 means something different from
NetWorker's level 1 - CBRM level 1 backups function like NetWorker's incremental
backups.

For example, the user could complete a full backup (level 0) of the Centera contents on day 1
and then perform level 1 backups at frequent intervals. By definition for this solution, level 1
backup means back up all clips created since the physical creation date of the last clip that was
successfully backed up. CBRM maintains this date in a file on the CBRM host. For all intents
and purposes to the customer, a level 1 backup means only back up the CDF's and their blobs
that have been created on the Centera since the last time a successful backup was done
(level 0 or level 1).

2.2. Using EMC Centera as NetWorker (advanced) file device for backups

This is not only unsupported but it also does not make sense....Centera is a Content Addressable
Storage solution, not a disk array or equivalent. Therefore I/O performance does not fit into backup to
disk deployment.

The only configuration Centera would make sense is if savesets finally would be cloned or staged to a
Centera as a substitute for tape as the final target. In this case it would be for long term storage of
savesets (vaulting) and not for use for recovery operations, especially for disaster recovery scenarios
.... again because of  I/O performance issues.

You need to be aware of these issues whenever a customer would suggest such solution.
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2.3. Error: Reverse DNS lookup failed for address xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx

This may become a problem if you updated your software to NetWorker 7.1.1.

Be aware that the verification of IP addresses has been modified in 7.1.1. With this version all IP
addresses that are listed in the configuration file nsrla.res need to be properly resolved. If this is
not possible this message is printed and the savegroup probe output will fail.

This was different in previous NetWorker versions.

2.4. AAM 5.0 licenses will not work with AAM 5.1

Please be aware that AAM 5.0 licenses will NOT work with 5.1.

2.5. Error: Das Zeitlimit für die Semaphore wurde erreicht.

This error occured at a customer running NetWorker 7.1.1/Windows 2000 exclusively during cloning
sessions after about 25 minutes:

04/26/04 09:54:54 nsrd: backup:cloning session saving to pool 'Default //
  Clone' (561)
04/26/04 10:00:35 nsrd: media warning: \\.\Tape3 reading: Das //
  Zeitlimit für die Semaphore wurde erreicht.

  04/26/04 10:02:03 nsrd: cloning session:1 of 112 save set(s) reading //
  from 572 12 GB of 64 GB

In this case the tape in an IBM3583 was rewound and unloaded.

As there is no german NetWorker release, this must originated from the operating system. And in fact
you will find incidents in Microsoft’s Knowledge Base which usually point to a network related problem
or a bad driver.

In this case changing the driver to a new release solved the problem.

creinfeld
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Investigating client ID problems (1/3)

From various sites i could see informations that customers had problems caused by the client ID.
Such made me think - why did i never encountered such problems? - Especially with the fact that my
test scenarios change frequently, i should have seen sometime in the past. As i said, it never
happened to me personally.

However, i do not deny strange effects - i see them rather often myself. And although they will often
have a reasonable explanation, they are worth to investigate. This is what i did with the client ID
problems. I did some tests to find out how NetWorker does behave exactly. With this article i want to
share this information with you.

What is the client ID ?

The client ID does not represent anything else but a hexadecimal code of a NetWorker client name.
It is saved in a separate tablespace within the media index. The example below shows a NetWorker
7.x media index directory stucture on Windows - as you should know, the NetWorker/UNIX media
index has the same structure:

Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6>dir
Volume in drive Z is NETWORKER
Volume Serial Number is 2862-7E87

Directory of Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6

28.02.2004  03:37       <DIR>          .
28.02.2004  03:37       <DIR>          ..
27.02.2004  06:17               32.768 clients
27.02.2004  06:13               16.384 clients.0
27.02.2004  06:13               32.768 clients_i0
27.02.2004  06:17               16.384 clients_i0.0
27.02.2004  06:13               32.768 clients_i1
27.02.2004  06:17               16.384 clients_i1.0
27.02.2004  06:13               24.576 jplog_T
27.02.2004  06:17               32.768 ss
27.02.2004  06:13                8.192 ss.0
27.02.2004  06:13               32.768 ss_i0
27.02.2004  06:13               16.384 ss_i0.0
27.02.2004  06:13               32.768 ss_i1
27.02.2004  06:13               16.384 ss_i1.0

.....
27.02.2004  06:13               16.384 vol_i3.0
27.02.2004  06:13               32.768 vol_i4
27.02.2004  06:13               16.384 vol_i4.0

              30 File(s)        712.704 bytes
               2 Dir(s)     792.184.832 bytes free

Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6>

The client ID is also saved as part of the client resource.
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When is the client ID created ?

The Client-ID is part of the NetWorker Client resource - it will automatically be assigned in the
background when you create the first instance of a NetWorker client computer configuration.

The client ID will also be saved in the resource files.

What is the purpose of the client ID ?

The main purpose of the client ID is to create a unique save set ID (SSID). Up to NetWorker 5.x,
SSIDs were guaranteed to be unique but only in its own data zone. With the increasing customer
requests to merge multiple data zones to server/storage node scenarios, there were problems if the
SSID of these data zones overlapped.

At this time, a SSID was nothing else but an incrementing number:
- The first save set in a data zone was assigned a random number between 1 and 32k
- Each new save set was simply assigned the next higher number

As a consequence, the SSIDs from two data zones had to overlap sooner or later. And NetWorker
could note solve this problem in NetWorker 5.x .

Merging the SSIDs with another, almost random number could solve the problem - the resulting one
most likely would not be the same ID. That’s the reason why the client ID was introduced.

Can you see the client ID ?

As the client ID is a hidden resource attribute, it can be seen if you edit the client resource. You only
need to set the option View  -  Details (UNIX) or Display Hidden Attributes (Windows).

And of course you can report the client ID from the media index - see the   mminfo  command on the
following page. Surprisingly, the  mminfo  manpage states its length to 9 characters although a string
of 53 characters will be reported without changing the width of that column.

What is inside the client ID ?

Except for the developers, nobody knows. Honestly, why would you like to know this? As so often with
technology, you just want to know that it works reliably, but you do not want to know how exactly this
is achieved.

However, for this article, it would be good to know because then we could easier verify potential
problems.

Can you see the  client ID as part of the SSID ?

Not directly. According to the  mminfo  manpage, the SSID is only 11 characters wide. Consequently,
this will just not be possible by default.

But there is also an invisible part of the SSID which you will see if you increase the width of the SSID
column to a much higher number (see example on next page). And really, SSID and client ID in fact
have the same lenght. But as you can also see, even this longer SSID does not show a group that
directly relates to any group of the client ID.
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Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6>mminfo -a -r "client,clientid,ssid"
 client    client ID                       ssid
creinfeld  161470c5-00000004-403ed202-403ed201-00010000-7f000001 4281626215
creinfeld  161470c5-00000004-403ed202-403ed201-00010000-7f000001 4231305889
instructor 6df45863-00000004-40349ef9-40349ef8-00080000-c0a86e78 4180975562

Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6>

Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6>mminfo -a -r "client,clientid,ssid(80)"
 client    client ID                       ssid
creinfeld  161470c5-00000004-403ed202-403ed201-00010000-7f000001 296be451-00000006-ff346e67-40346e67-00020000-c0a86e78
creinfeld  161470c5-00000004-403ed202-403ed201-00010000-7f000001 5e731eb7-00000006-fc349aa1-40349aa1-00050000-c0a86e78
instructor 6df45863-00000004-40349ef9-40349ef8-00080000-c0a86e78 fd0108a3-00000006-f9349fca-40349fca-00090000-c0a86e78

Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6>

Here is he key to the save set information:

4281626215dec    = ff346e67hex
4231305889dec    = fc349aa1hex
4180975562dec    = f9349fcahex
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What can make the client ID change ?

From some documents i saw that the client ID does not represent anything else but the hostname.
This may be true. However, as i do not know exactly how the client ID is generated, i do not have a
clue what all may influence the creation of the client ID. I just can think of some parameters from my
observations and my technical understanding:

• The time
I have been told that once you deleted a NetWorker client and you re-create it again this
will result in a different client ID. So time might be one of these factors.

• The name
If the above statement is true, it is obvious that you will already have a problem, if you
specify the client with the short or with its full qualified domain name (FQDN). This of course
would also apply if you move the client to another domain.

• The NetWorker version
This seems obvious. A very logical example is that NetWorker will create a client ID even if
you update from version 5.x to 6.x or 7.x.

If you want to scan a media from a very old NetWorker client (5.x), you must create the client
resource first. However, as a Client-ID never existed so far, NetWorker will now assign a
new one automatically. In fact this is what the engineering documents state:

In some situations it is likely that the client resource is no longer available and we are not able to
map the client id to the client name. In these cases, the client host name field ss_host in the save
set record will be used since it represents the name of the client at the time of the backup.

• The IP address
If you want to recover from a non-existing client, NetWorker must resolve the name to an
IP address. If this was encoded in the client ID and you do not know it any longer, you can
of course use another one but this might result in a different client ID.

Where may problems arise ?

No matter what made up the client ID, i think that problems may occur in the these areas:

• If you want to recover files from a deleted client using the exact same client name.

• If you want to recover files from a deleted client using a short name instead of the FQDN (or
vice-versa).

• If you add an unknown media to your data zone.

• If you need to recover the file index from a deleted client.

This is what i want to investigate in the following.
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2.1.1. Creating NetWorker clients and checking their client IDs

2.1.1.1. Preparation

To create a tiny scenario i had
- creinfeld2 the NetWorker server
- creinfeld and
- creinfeld.legato.com the same NetWorker remote client

Name resolution was done via the hosts file. To simulate client ID problems, i created a hosts file
which had the short and the long name pointig to the same IP address:

195.214.75.156 creinfeld2
195.214.75.156 creinfeld   creinfeld.legato.com

With this method nothing else had to be changed.

As i expected differences in the NetWorker behaviour at least between major NetWorker versions, the
tests have been made with one member of each NetWorker development tree.

2.1.1.1. Creating clients using NetWorker 6.1.4

To start with, i just created the client creinfeld using its short name. As a result, this client was
assigned the client ID f0bae735-00000004-4092cc0c-4092cc56-00020000-c3d64b9d :
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Now i deleted the client and created a new resource using its FQDN (creinfeld.legato.com) and
checked the client-ID.

It was different  28298882-00000004-4092cc0d-4092cccf-00030000-c3d64b9d :

If you now

- delete the client resource and
- recreate the first client instance again (creinfeld)

then the old client ID will be assigend once again. The same of course applies for the client with the
FQDN. This means that the client name obviously is part of the client ID.

Of course, if you de-install and re-install the NetWorker server software and recreate
the clients again, total different client IDs will be assigned.

This points to the fact that the time also is somehow part of the client ID.

It is important that you
do not restart
NetWorker after the
deletion of the client!
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These are the new client IDs after a new installation ... for creinfeld :

and for creinfeld.legato.com respectively:
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When creating a NetWorker client, it seems that it is also possible to assign any client ID - the field
looks editable. Let us now try to check whether this is possible:

But when you click OK , NetWorker complains that this value does not match the one that he
automatically calculated in the background:
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Let us now use a valid but wrong client ID. In this case, creinfeld should be assigned the client ID from
creinfeld@legato.com :

However, as the client-IDs are stored in the media index, NetWorker remembers the corresponding
client ID and assigns the old value automatically:

However, i found that this was different before NetWorker 6.1.3:
If you deleted a client with the NetWorker Administrator program and then create
a new client with the same name, the NetWorker software assigns a new client ID
in the media database.
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2.1.1.2. Creating clients using NetWorker 7.1.1

Of course, nothing is really different with respect to the usage - of course the client ID itself is
different, in this case 86cbfdf5-00000004-4092da00-4092da20-00020000-c3d64b9d :

However, if you now delete the client and try to create the FQDN instance, you will be warned that
there once was an alias with a different client ID:

This message appears
if NetWorker wants to
assign a new client ID
which is different from
the old alias node.

You may now delete
the old resource to
solve the conflict or
you may re-apply the
operation to inherit the
client ID from the old
alias resource.
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And really, if you re-apply the operation, the new client will have a new client ID:

Of course you can also try to assign the old client ID directly:
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But NetWorker will detect once again that this client ID has already been used for another client
name:

This again underlines that the relationship between client name and client ID must be unique. And
obviously a client ID will never be deleted from the media index.

Again it is important that you do not restart the NetWorker server

Without restarting the NetWorker services, when you create a new client, it should check the resource
database for all client names and aliases, then check the media database for client ID and client
names. In both cases, it should to find out all known DNS alias names so that re-assign the same
client ID.

In the next TIN, i will look at the consequences for backup and recovery scenarios.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Investigating client ID problems (2/3)

Let us now check whether changing the client name (the client ID) will affect backup and recovery
scenarios.

For the following tests i started with a fresh NetWorker 6.1.4 installation. As obviously the NW 7.x
software (at least the current 7.1.1) version seem to handle different client IDs much better, it does
not make sense to check this version as well.

Client name creinfeld
Save Set D:\BEST D:\BEST

   BEST_1.DAT
   BEST_2.DAT
   BEST_3.DAT
   BEST_4.DAT
   BEST_5.DAT

Client name creinfeld.legato.com
Save Set D:\TEST D:\TEST

   TEST_1.DAT
   TEST_2.DAT
   TEST_3.DAT
   TEST_4.DAT
   TEST_5.DAT

2.1.2. Backup considerations

On a NetWorker server each client has a separate directory where its client file index data is stored.
The name of this directory is nothing else but the client name. Consequently, if you add a new
NetWorker client, a new directory will be created. With every backup, the according client file index
information will be written to a new set of three files underneath this directory path. For details about
the structure of the NetWorker databases, please read TID 16/2002.

If the client resource is deleted, its client file index directory is not deleted as well. This is just a
precaution as you may keep the index data for recoveries.

From the last TID you know that the client-ID is stored at two locations:

• In the resource files
Here the client name and consequently the client ID are saved for each logical client
instance

• In the media index
Here the client ID of a deleted client resource will not be deleted at all - it will just be marked
as inactive.

creinfeld
2. Technical Hints
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Let us now do some backup tests.

Again it is important whether you restart the NetWorker daemons during these tests.

This was the sequence i used:

• With a fresh NetWorker installation i created the client resource using the FQDN
creinfeld.legato.com. NetWorker assigned the

client ID efce4e51-00000004-40930ee1-40930f3c-00020000-c3d64b9d

• I started a backup. As this is nothing special i did not expect any problems - it was running fine.

• I deleted the client creinfeld.legato.com.

• I restarted the NetWorker server.

• I now created the client resource using the short name creinfeld. NetWorker assigned the

client ID 0232508c-00000004-409311c5-409311c4-00010000-c3d64b9d

• I started a backup using this client resource. And once again it ran without problems.

• I deleted the client creinfeld.

• I did not restart the NetWorker server.

• I now re-created creinfeld.legato.com. NetWorker re-assigned the old

client ID efce4e51-00000004-40930ee1-40930f3c-00020000-c3d64b9d

• But a new backup caused problems (see next pages).
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Z:\NSR\BIN>savegrp -v -l full -G CREINFELD
creinfeld.legato.com:D:\TEST              level=full
05/01/04 05:17:15 savegrp: Run up to 4 clients in parallel
05/01/04 05:17:15 savegrp: creinfeld.legato.com:probe                    started
savefs -s creinfeld2 -c creinfeld.legato.com -g CREINFELD -p -l full -R -v -F D:\TEST
05/01/04 05:18:55 savegrp: creinfeld.legato.com:probe succeeded.
rcmd creinfeld.legato.com, user root: `savefs -s creinfeld2 -c creinfeld.legato.com -g CREINFELD -p -l full //
  -R -v -F "D:
\\TEST"'
nsrexec: authtype nsrexec
type: NSR client description;
pools supported: Yes;
browse time supported: Yes;
remote user: SYSTEM;
groups: Administrators, Everyone, Authenticated Users;
arch: Windows NT;
client OS type: Windows NT Workstation on Intel;
CPU type: INTEL_PENTIUM;
CPUs: 1;
IP address: 195.214.75.156, 192.168.142.1, 192.168.11.1;
machine type: desktop;
MB used: 37532;
NetWorker version: 6.1.4.Build.562;
OS: Windows NT 5.0;
version: 6.1.4.Build.562;
save set: path="D:\\TEST", arg="D:\\TEST", level=full, diskno=0, max_sessions=1, stype=save ;
parallelism: 8
creinfeld.legato.com:D:\TEST       level=full, dn=0, mx=1, vers=ssbrowse, p=4
05/01/04 05:18:55 savegrp: creinfeld.legato.com:D:\TEST                  started
save -s creinfeld2 -g CREINFELD -LL -m creinfeld.legato.com -l full -W 78 -N D:\TEST D:\TEST
05/01/04 05:21:26 savegrp: creinfeld.legato.com:D:\TEST succeeded.
* creinfeld.legato.com:D:\TEST rcmd creinfeld.legato.com, user root: `save -s creinfeld2 -g CREINFELD -LL  //
 -m creinfeld.l
egato.com -l full -W 78 -N "D:\\TEST" "D:\\TEST"'
* creinfeld.legato.com:D:\TEST save: RPC error: RPC program or version mismatch
* creinfeld.legato.com:D:\TEST save: Cannot open save session with creinfeld2
05/01/04 05:21:26 savegrp: creinfeld.legato.com:D:\TEST will retry 1 more time(s)
05/01/04 05:21:26 savegrp: creinfeld.legato.com:D:\TEST                  started
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save -s creinfeld2 -g CREINFELD -LL -m creinfeld.legato.com -l full -W 78 -N D:\TEST D:\TEST
05/01/04 05:23:57 savegrp: creinfeld.legato.com:D:\TEST succeeded.
* creinfeld.legato.com:D:\TEST 1 retry attempted
* creinfeld.legato.com:D:\TEST rcmd creinfeld.legato.com, user root: `save -s creinfeld2 -g CREINFELD -LL  //
  -m creinfeld.l
egato.com -l full -W 78 -N "D:\\TEST" "D:\\TEST"'
* creinfeld.legato.com:D:\TEST save: RPC error: RPC program or version mismatch
* creinfeld.legato.com:D:\TEST save: Cannot open save session with creinfeld2
05/01/04 05:23:57 savegrp: creinfeld.legato.com:D:\TEST will retry 0 more time(s)
05/01/04 05:23:57 savegrp: creinfeld.legato.com:index                    started
save -s creinfeld2 -S -g CREINFELD -LL -f - -m creinfeld2 -V -l full -LL -W 78 -N index:efce4e51-00000004-  //
  40930ee1-40930f3c-00020000-c3d64b9d Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com
05/01/04 05:24:22 savegrp: creinfeld.legato.com:index succeeded.
* creinfeld.legato.com:index rcmd localhost, user root: `save -s creinfeld2 -S -g CREINFELD -LL -f -   //
  -m creinfeld2 -V -l full -LL -W 78 -N index:efce4e51-00000004-40930ee1-40930f3c-00020000-c3d64b9d  //
  "Z:\\nsr\\index\\creinfeld.legato.com"'
* creinfeld.legato.com:index mtimeasm -s Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com\db6\4092f3df.rec
* creinfeld.legato.com:index uasm -s Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com\db6\
* creinfeld.legato.com:index Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com\
* creinfeld.legato.com:index
  creinfeld2: index:creinfeld.legato.com level=full, 3 KB 00:00:07      3 files
05/01/04 05:24:22 savegrp: creinfeld2:bootstrap                          started
save -s creinfeld2 -S -g CREINFELD -LL -f - -m creinfeld2 -V -l 0 -LL -W 78 -N bootstrap Z:\nsr\res Z:\nsr\mm
05/01/04 05:24:47 savegrp: creinfeld2:bootstrap succeeded.
* creinfeld2:bootstrap rcmd localhost, user root: `save -s creinfeld2 -S -g CREINFELD -LL -f - -m creinfeld2  //
  -V -l 0 -LL -W 78 -N bootstrap "Z:\\nsr\\res" "Z:\\nsr\\mm"'
* creinfeld2:bootstrap Z:\nsr\res\nsr.res
* creinfeld2:bootstrap Z:\nsr\res\nsrjb.res
* creinfeld2:bootstrap Z:\nsr\res\nsrla.res
* creinfeld2:bootstrap Z:\nsr\res\
* creinfeld2:bootstrap nsrmmdbasm -s Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6\
* creinfeld2:bootstrap Z:\nsr\mm\
* creinfeld2:bootstrap
  creinfeld2: bootstrap             level=full,     27 KB 00:00:07      6 files
05/01/04 05:24:47 savegrp: nsrim run recently, skipping

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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• I now restarted the NetWorker server...

• and started the backup again without any further changes - it worked without problems!

These were the save sets that i created:

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -av -r "savetime(22),client(25),clientid,name"
     date     time    client                   client ID                       name
05/01/2004 02:59:51 AM creinfeld               0232508c-00000004-409311c5-409311c4-00010000-c3d64b9d D:\BEST
05/01/2004 02:48:31 AM creinfeld.legato.com    efce4e51-00000004-40930ee1-40930f3c-00020000-c3d64b9d D:\TEST
05/01/2004 03:34:06 AM creinfeld.legato.com    efce4e51-00000004-40930ee1-40930f3c-00020000-c3d64b9d D:\TEST
05/01/2004 04:52:07 AM creinfeld2              a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d bootstrap
05/01/2004 05:03:30 AM creinfeld2              a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d bootstrap
05/01/2004 05:14:46 AM creinfeld2              a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d bootstrap
05/01/2004 05:24:24 AM creinfeld2              a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d bootstrap
05/01/2004 05:37:52 AM creinfeld2              a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d bootstrap
05/01/2004 05:03:05 AM creinfeld2              a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d index:creinfeld
05/01/2004 04:51:42 AM creinfeld2              a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d  //
 index:creinfeld.legato.com
05/01/2004 05:14:21 AM creinfeld2              a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d  //
 index:creinfeld.legato.com
05/01/2004 05:23:59 AM creinfeld2              a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d  //
 index:creinfeld.legato.com
05/01/2004 05:37:27 AM creinfeld2              a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d  //
 index:creinfeld.legato.com

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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• I now re-created creinfeld. NetWorker re-assigned the old

client ID 0232508c-00000004-409311c5-409311c4-00010000-c3d64b9d

If you look at the save set report you will find the proof what was already assumed in theory:

A client id never changes - once assigned to a client, it will remain as long as the
media index lives.

2.1.3. Recovery considerations

As each client id is different there will be a new directory for each NetWorker client file index. As you
can see from the nsrls command output below, this is really true.

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld2: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld2 is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com: 16 records requiring 3 KB
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld: 8 records requiring 1 KB
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld is currently 100% utilized

Z:\NSR\BIN>

And this is also proved by nsrinfo:

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrinfo creinfeld.legato.com
scanning client `creinfeld.legato.com' for all savetimes from the  //
  backup namespace
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\TEST\, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
/, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
D:\TEST\, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
D:\, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
/, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
16 objects found

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrinfo creinfeld
scanning client `creinfeld' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
D:\BEST\BEST_1.DAT, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
D:\BEST\BEST_2.DAT, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
D:\BEST\BEST_3.DAT, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
D:\BEST\BEST_4.DAT, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
D:\BEST\BEST_5.DAT, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
D:\BEST\, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
D:\, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
/, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
8 objects found

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrinfo creinfeld.legato.com

2.1.3.1. What does this mean for recoveries ?

The first consequence is that if you browse through your creinfeld or creinfeld.legato.com client file
index during recoveries, you will never see all files you have backed up from this computer. As the
As the indexes are physically separated, you will only be able to access one client file index at a
time.

This is what you will see if you run a directed recovery of the FQDN client instance:
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And this is what you will see if you run a directed recovery of the short name client instance:

So in both cases you will only see the same files which are only those which belong
to the FQDN client instance!

However, once again, the restart of the NetWorker server is the key - once this
has been done, you may access all files, separated of course.

After a restart, you will see these files if you do a directed recovery of the FQDN client:
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And this will be the result when you try a directed recovery from the short name client instance:

So the result is now really different and representing the true life. But it is also inconvenient - is there
really no way to merge these indexes? - Could the Aliases field in the client resource not help?

If you look at the client resource for the short name client resource, the Aliases field only contains its
name by default:
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Of course you may now add the FQDN:

Be careful - this is only possible if you do not have a FQDN client resource yet.
If this is not the case you will receive the following error:
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The reason for this problem is obvious:

If you create a client resource with the FQDN, NetWorker by itself will automatically add the short
name to the Aliases list:

However this will not help. If you start the directed recovery of creinfeld.legato.com you will again only
be able to browse through the client file index of the backups which have been made by backing up
the FQDN client resource:
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There is another idea: If the save set now has a unique SSID, wouldn’t it be possible to copy all client
index files from \nsr\index\creinfeld\db6 to \nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com\db6 to
create an overall client file index for the physical computer?

Of course copying the files is possible. However, it will not improve the recovery scenario due to the
reason that the media index will not be aware of it. In other words: As the media index info has not
been adjusted, the save set still refers to the original client name. As a consequence, NetWorker will
not become aware of the “new” save sets and consequently will ignore them. Additionally, NetWorker
will automatically correct this scenario whenever an index cross-check (nsrck -X) is executed and it
will delete these copied index files.

In the next TIN i will describe the impact of the client ID during index recoveries.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Investigating Client-ID problems (3/3)

Finally it is important to test what will happen during dabase recovery scenarios. The simple reason is
that due to the necessity of a fresh NetWorker installation, new client IDs will be created which will not
match the previous ones.

Let us first remember the existing values:

 Client Name Client ID

creinfeld 0232508c-00000004-409311c5-409311c4-00010000-c3d64b9d
creinfeld.legato.com efce4e51-00000004-40930ee1-40930f3c-00020000-c3d64b9d
creinfeld2 a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d

2.1.4. Index recoveries

The worst case is a complete disaster recovery for the NetWorker Server database. To simulate this,

• i have stopped all NetWorker daemons and

• i have deleted all NetWorker database directories (/nsr/res, /nsr/mm and /nsr/index  for
a UNIX/Linux and  ..\nsr\res, ..\nsr\mm and ..\nsr\index  for a Windows NT/200x
environment)

• Finally i restarted the NetWorker server to recreate a fresh installation with the default values.

For recoveries, at least one instance of the client must exist, so the client names must be created
before you can run the appropriate index recovery (mmrecov  or  nsrck -L7 client_name)
command. The same rule applies if you want to add index information via the  scanner  command.

The next step was to create the missing clients:

• I created creinfeld.legato.com

• I deleted the name creinfeld from its Aliases list

• Then i created the client creinfeld

As seen before, their associated client IDs are now different.

creinfeld
2. Technical Hints
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As no backups have been made yet, it is impossible to use mminfo to query the client IDs. The best
method to verify them is via nsradmin:

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsradmin
NetWorker administration program.
Use the "help" command for help.
nsradmin> show name
nsradmin> show client id
nsradmin> print type: NSR client
                        name: creinfeld2;
                   client id: \
26e59749-00000004-409511f1-409511f0-00010000-c3d64b9d;

                        name: creinfeld.legato.com;
                   client id: \
6d53a93f-00000004-409511f3-4095122b-00030000-c3d64b9d;

                        name: creinfeld;
                   client id: \
af90ccc3-00000004-409511f2-4095120a-00020000-c3d64b9d;
nsradmin> quit

Z:\NSR\BIN>

And this is the layout of the new table:

 Client Name Client ID

creinfeld af90ccc3-00000004-409511f2-4095120a-00020000-c3d64b9d
creinfeld.legato.com 6d53a93f-00000004-409511f3-4095122b-00030000-c3d64b9d
creinfeld2 26e59749-00000004-409511f1-409511f0-00010000-c3d64b9d

Let us now see whether these new client IDs will be affected during index recoveries.

To be able to do this, i just need to recreate the previous backup device Z:\BU_DEV1. The rest is
nothing else but a refined repetition of what you should know already - the way how to perform the
disaster recovery of your NetWorker server.
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2.1.4.1. Media database recoveries

First of all i had to find the last bootstrap save set:

Z:\NSR\BIN>scanner -B Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: scanning file disk creinfeld2.001 on Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: done with file disk creinfeld2.001

scanner: Bootstrap 2468057089 of  5/01/04  5:37:52 located on volume  //
  creinfeld2.001, file 2468057089.

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Now i can start to recover the last bootstrap save set:

Z:\NSR\BIN>scanner -B Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: scanning file disk creinfeld2.001 on Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: done with file disk creinfeld2.001

scanner: Bootstrap 2468057089 of  5/01/04  5:37:52 located on volume
creinfeld2.001, file 2468057089.

Z:\NSR\BIN>mmrecov
mmrecov: Using creinfeld2 as server

NOTICE: mmrecov is used to recover the NetWorker server's media index and
resource files from media (backup tapes or disks) when any of this
critical NetWorker data has been lost or damaged.  Note that this
command will OVERWRITE the server's existing media index.  mmrecov is not
used to recover NetWorker clients' on-line indexes; normal recover
procedures may be used for this purpose.  See the Legato NetWorker
Disaster Recovery Guide for more details.

Enter the latest bootstrap save set id: 2468057089
Enter starting file number (if known) [0]: 24680570890
Enter starting record number (if known) [0]: 0

Please insert the volume on which save set id 2468057089 started
into Z:\BU_DEV1.  When you have done this, press <RETURN>: <enter>

Scanning Z:\BU_DEV1 for save set 2468057089; this may take a while...
scanner: scanning file disk creinfeld2.001 on Z:\BU_DEV1
Z:\nsr\res.R\nsr.res
Z:\nsr\res.R\nsrjb.res
Z:\nsr\res.R\nsrla.res
Z:\nsr\res.R\
scanner: ssid 2468057089: scan complete
scanner: ssid 2468057089: 27 KB, 6 file(s)
Z:\nsr\mm\
nsrmmdbasm -r Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6\
Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6\: file exists, overwriting
Z:\BU_DEV1: Mount operation in progress
Z:\BU_DEV1: mounted file disk creinfeld2.001 (write protected)

....
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As the media index is now back in place, you should now be able to query the client IDs. And this is in
fact possible:

However, these values are not the new but the old values. But what happened to the client
resources? - Again this shall be checked with nsradmin:

So the client IDs are also converted back to the old values when running mmrecov.

.....
If your resource files were lost, they are now recovered in the 'res.R'
directory.  Copy or move them to the 'res' directory, after you have shut
down the service.  Then restart the service.

Otherwise, just restart the service.

If the on-line index for creinfeld2 was lost, it can be recovered using
the nsrck command.

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -avot -r"client(25), clientid"
 client                  client ID
creinfeld.legato.com     efce4e51-00000004-40930ee1-40930f3c-00020000-c3d64b9d
creinfeld                0232508c-00000004-409311c5-409311c4-00010000-c3d64b9d
creinfeld.legato.com     efce4e51-00000004-40930ee1-40930f3c-00020000-c3d64b9d
creinfeld2               a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d

.....
creinfeld2               a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsradmin
NetWorker administration program.
Use the "help" command for help.
nsradmin> show name
nsradmin> show client id
nsradmin> print type: nsr client
                        name: creinfeld2;
                   client id: \
a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d;

                        name: creinfeld.legato.com;
                   client id: \
efce4e51-00000004-40930ee1-40930f3c-00020000-c3d64b9d;

                        name: creinfeld;
                   client id: \
0232508c-00000004-409311c5-409311c4-00010000-c3d64b9d;
nsradmin> quit

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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But what will happen if the old resources will now be put back in service as it is usually the case
during a disaster recovery procedure? - Actually i do not expect anything because all values seem to
be fine already.

As the media index is not touched by recovering the old resource files, nothing changes here:

But with respect to the resources, you now see a surprise - for creinfeld there is only one instance left,
the FQDN:

The short name instance creinfeld has been deleted completely.

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -avot -r"client(25), clientid"
 client                  client ID
creinfeld.legato.com     efce4e51-00000004-40930ee1-40930f3c-00020000-c3d64b9d
creinfeld                0232508c-00000004-409311c5-409311c4-00010000-c3d64b9d
creinfeld.legato.com     efce4e51-00000004-40930ee1-40930f3c-00020000-c3d64b9d
creinfeld2               a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d
creinfeld2               a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d
creinfeld2               a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d
creinfeld2               a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d
creinfeld2               a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d
creinfeld2               a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d
creinfeld2               a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d
creinfeld2               a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d
creinfeld2               a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsradmin
NetWorker administration program.
Use the "help" command for help.
nsradmin> show name
nsradmin> show client id
nsradmin> print type: nsr client
                        name: creinfeld2;
                   client id: \
a6dfa479-00000004-40930ee0-40930edf-00010000-c3d64b9d;

                        name: creinfeld.legato.com;
                   client id: \
efce4e51-00000004-40930ee1-40930f3c-00020000-c3d64b9d;
nsradmin> quit

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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What does this mean?

Of course, there is only one save set entry left - the one from the ‘leftover’ resource:

From the NetWorker
Administrator GUI you
will also see one client
instance.

So please check the
save set entries and
correct them, if
necessary.
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And the Aliases attribute?

So far so good, but what will happen to client file index recoveries?

2.1.4.2.  File index database recoveries

As usual, this is done by running  nsrck -L7 client_name :

As usual for a FQDN
name, you will see the
short name as alias.

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrck -v -L7 creinfeld.legato.com
nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld.legato.com'
nsrck: The file index for client 'creinfeld.legato.com' will be  //
  recovered.
nsrck: Recovering index savesets of 'creinfeld.legato.com' from  //
  'creinfeld2'
Recovering files within / into Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com\db6\tmprecov
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\  //
  creinfeld.legato.com\db6\4092f3df.rec
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\  //
  creinfeld.legato.com\db6\4092fe8e.rec
uasm -r Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\  //
  creinfeld.legato.com\db6\
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\  //
  creinfeld.legato.com\
Received 4 matching file(s) from NSR server `creinfeld2'
Recover completion time: Sun May 02 18:44:16 2004
nsrck: completed recovery of index for client 'creinfeld.legato.com'

nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com contains 16 records occupying 3 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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And really,  nsrls  and  nsrinfo  only show the recovered files:

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld2: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld2 is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com: 16 records requiring 3 KB
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com is currently 100% utilized

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrinfo creinfeld.legato.com
scanning client `creinfeld.legato.com' for all savetimes from the  //
  backup namespace
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\TEST\, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
/, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
D:\TEST\, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
D:\, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
/, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
16 objects found

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrck -v -L7 creinfeld
nsrck: checking index for 'creinfeld'
nsrck: The file index for client 'creinfeld' will be recovered.
nsrck: Recovering index savesets of 'creinfeld' from 'creinfeld2'
Recovering files within / into Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com\db6\tmprecov
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\4092f687.rec
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\ //
  uasm -r
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\creinfeld\db6\
Received 3 matching file(s) from NSR server `creinfeld2'
Recover completion time: Sun May 02 18:45:08 2004
nsrck: completed recovery of index for client 'creinfeld'

nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com contains 8 records occupying 1 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Of course you can also recover the file index for the short name client - due to the alias it will
automatiocally be added to the file index of the FQDN client ...
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However, the result is that it will overwrite the exing client file index information:

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld2: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld2 is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com: 8 records requiring 1 KB
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com is currently 100% utilized

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrinfo creinfeld
scanning client `creinfeld' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
D:\BEST\BEST_1.DAT, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
D:\BEST\BEST_2.DAT, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
D:\BEST\BEST_3.DAT, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
D:\BEST\BEST_4.DAT, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
D:\BEST\BEST_5.DAT, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
D:\BEST\, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
D:\, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
/, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
8 objects found

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Of course this is not feasible in practical life.

You can solve the problem with the following trick:

• Delete the short name from the alias field.

• Run separate recoveries for the file indexes of the short name and the FQDN client.

This will of course again result in multiple client file indexes (as before) ...

... but it will not solve the ‘double recovery’ issue.

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld2: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld2 is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com: 16 records requiring 3 KB
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld: 8 records requiring 1 KB
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld is currently 100% utilized

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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2.1.4.3.  File index recoveries using scanner

This may look weird and for big save sets, this might be rarely feasible but let us see whether, due to
the Aliases field, it is now possible to create a common client file index.

This is the test procedure:

• Run a complete disaster recovery (mmrecov), including the re-activation of the old resources.

• Do not change the Aliases field of the FQDN client.

• Recover the client file index from the index backup of the FQDN client.

• Scan the save sets for the short name client.
As scanner does not overwrite the existing info but adds new entries, it should be able to create
one common client file index.

The last steps are shown here:

And it really seems to be true: 16 + 8 = 24 entries can be found now.
So the client ID is actually adjusted.

Z:\NSR\BIN>mminfo -q "client=creinfeld" -r "ssid"
2467517185

Z:\NSR\BIN>
Z:\NSR\BIN>
Z:\NSR\BIN>scanner -v -i -S 2467517185 Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: Reading the file label
scanner: scanning file disk creinfeld2.001 on Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: volume id 2467254017 record size 32768
  created  5/01/04  4:45:35 expires  5/01/06  4:45:35
scanner: file disk creinfeld2.001 already exists in the media index
scanner: searching for ssid(s): 2467517185
scanner: scanning file 2467517185, record 0
scanner: ssid 2467517185: found beginning of creinfeld:D:\BEST
scanner: ssid 2467517185: 1954 KB, 2 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 2467517185, record 100
scanner: (ssid 2467517185) added 8 new file index entries
scanner: ssid 2467517185: scan complete
scanner: ssid 2467517185: 4887 KB, 8 file(s)

Z:\NSR\BIN>
Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld2: 0 records requiring 0 KB
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld2 is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com: 24 records requiring 5 KB
Z:\nsr\index\creinfeld.legato.com is currently 100% utilized

Z:\NSR\BIN>
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This of course can also be proven from the command line ...

... and from the GUI:

Z:\NSR\BIN>nsrinfo creinfeld.legato.com
scanning client `creinfeld.legato.com' for all savetimes from the  //
  backup namespace
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\TEST\, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
/, date=1083375246 Sat May 01 03:34:06 2004
D:\BEST\BEST_1.DAT, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
D:\BEST\BEST_2.DAT, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
D:\BEST\BEST_3.DAT, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
D:\BEST\BEST_4.DAT, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
D:\BEST\BEST_5.DAT, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
D:\BEST\, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
D:\, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
/, date=1083373191 Sat May 01 02:59:51 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
D:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
D:\TEST\, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
D:\, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
/, date=1083372511 Sat May 01 02:48:31 2004
24 objects found

Z:\NSR\BIN>

Now all directories are
visible - this is perfect
for recoveries of the
old client instance.
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The final result is:

• Although there are two client IDs stored in the media index and

• although there is only one NetWorker client

• it is possible to merge two indexes for one physical NetWorker client

The only issue you have to be aware of is that you do not only create the short name client resource:

If you do create the short name client that does not contain the FQDN alias, the
FQDN can not be derived. Under this condition, the scan will fail.

Z:\NSR\BIN>scanner -iv Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: Reading the file label
scanner: scanning file disk creinfeld2.001 on Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: volume id 2467254017 record size 32768
  created  5/01/04  4:45:35 expires  5/01/06  4:45:35
scanner: file disk creinfeld2.001 already exists in the media index
scanner: scanning file 2467342593, record 0
scanner: ssid 2467342593: found beginning of creinfeld.legato.com:D:\TEST
scanner: (ssid 2467342593) Can't open session for client  //
  creinfeld.legato.com to index service on creinfeld2
scanner: File index error: `creinfeld.legato.com' is not a registered client
scanner: write failed, Broken pipe
scanner: ssid 2467342593: 1954 KB, 2 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 2467342593, record 100
scanner: ssid 2467342593: scan complete
scanner: ssid 2467342593: 4887 KB, 8 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 2467348225, record 0
scanner: ssid 2467348225: found beginning of creinfeld2:index:  //
  efce4e51-00000004-40930ee1-40930f3c-00020000-c3d64b9d
scanner: ssid 2467348225: scan complete
scanner: ssid 2467348225: 3 KB, 3 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 2467354625, record 0
scanner: ssid 2467354625: found beginning of creinfeld2:bootstrap
scanner: ssid 2467354625: scan complete
scanner: ssid 2467354625: 24 KB, 6 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 2467517185, record 0
scanner: ssid 2467517185: found beginning of creinfeld:D:\BEST
scanner: (ssid 2467517185) Can't open session for client creinfeld to  //
  index service on creinfeld2
scanner: File index error: `creinfeld.legato.com' is not a registered client
scanner: write failed, Broken pipe
scanner: ssid 2467517185: 1954 KB, 2 file(s)
scanner: scanning file 2467517185, record 100
scanner: ssid 2467517185: scan complete

.....
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Can you directly update from the older CoStandbyServer (CSBS) software to
the new product CoStandbyServer Aavanced (CSBSAA) ?

No, this is not possible. The reason is that these are two total different products. As a consequence,
you must first deinstall CSBS before you can install CSBS AA.s

2.2. You must ensure that your backup solution supports Windows’ Extended File
Attributes with DiskXtender 2000 (DX2000)

If you use DX2000 you should know that this solution uses Windows Extended File Attributes. As a
consequence, this information must also be backed up and recovered by your storage management
software.

If a backup application does not capture all Windows file attributes, including
extended attributes, then a restore operation can not recover this information
that DX2000 needs to locate migrated files on secondary storage. This leaves
the DX2000 “stubs” unusable and data to be inaccessible.

Legato NetWorker supports the existence of Windows Extended Attributes - this has been fully tested
with DX2000 and there are no known issues. Not all competetive backup programs are capable to
support these attributes.

2.3. Important error: "No error" message on NetWorker 7.x for Windows

If you see such a message in the savegroup details report ...

.....
--- Successful Save Sets ---

* abc:O:\Home\name O:\Home\name\EMPROF\: No error
* abc:O:\Home\name O:\Home\name\My Documents\: No error
* abc:O:\Home\name O:\Home\name\Personal\: No error
* abc:O:\Home\name O:\Home\name\temp\: No error
* abc:O:\Home\name O:\Home\name\WINDOWS\: unknown error 18 (0x12)
  abc: O:\Home\name        level=full,     14 MB 00:01:30 13 files

.....

... carefully look at the rights the backup user has - such behaviour is usually due to missing
permissions. The error 18 is from Windows and means  There are no more files .

Keep in mind: Due to the fact that these problems did not occur during the data
transfer process itself, NetWorker will not mark the save - and consequently the
savegroup - as failed.

Do not forget to always check the savegroup report to for the number of files
and the amount of data saved - this is the only way to detect ‘forgotten’ data.
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2.4. Improvement to the file  SEPLOGS.BAT

In TIN #02/2004 i introduced a small utilily which will create a separate NetWorker  savegrp.log
file for each automatic backup and will assign a name which is the combination of a timestamp and
the group name. Part of this solution was a small script was the batch file SEPLOGS.BAT. Here it is
once again:

@echo off
set log_path=Z:\nsr\logs\
set bin_path=Z:\nsr\bin\

nsrlog -f "%log_path%\temp.log"
copy %log_path%\savegrp.log + %log_path%\temp.log %log_path%\savegrp.log
start /B /D%bin_path% renlog

This file will work fine with these assigned path names. However, if these contain blank characters,
it will fail. As you see from the example below, this is due to a Windows issue:

Z:\>set dest_path=Z:\A B C

Z:\>echo %dest_path%
Z:\A B C

Z:\>

This lets you assume a proper pathname for the variable. However, using the variable will fail:

Z:\>copy Z:\nsr\bin\*.hlp %dest_path%
The syntax of the command is incorrect.

Z:\>

However, if you use parenthesis, everything will be fine:

Z:\>copy Z:\nsr\bin\*.hlp "%dest_path%"
Z:\nsr\bin\dialogs.hlp
Z:\nsr\bin\howdoi.hlp
Z:\nsr\bin\nwadmin.hlp
Z:\nsr\bin\uguide.hlp
Z:\nsr\bin\whatthis.hlp
        5 file(s) copied.

Z:\>

To make my script universal, i changed it as follows:

Please change it appropriately.

@echo off
set log_path=Z:\nsr\logs\
set bin_path=Z:\nsr\bin\

nsrlog -f "%log_path%\temp.log"
copy "%log_path%\savegrp.log" + "%log_path%\temp.log" "%log_path%\savegrp.log"
start /B /D"%bin_path%" renlog
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Tapes are not becoming recyclable a.s.a.p. due to different save set policies

As you should know, a NetWorker backup media becomes recyclable (and may consequently be
relabeled by NetWorker automatically) if all save sets on that media passed their retention date.
Consequently, one save set with a (much) longer retention policy may delay the media from becoming
recyclable. This problem is usually solved by writing such save sets to another backup pool.

As this is very clear to understand, customers most often forget that this rule does not only apply to
the client data save sets but also to the control data save sets (the index and bootstrap save sets).
This is not an issue as long as all NetWorker clients use the same retention policy but this is often not
the case.

Do not forget that not the clients’ policies but the policies for the server’s client
apply for the index and bootstrap backups (they are backed up by the client on
the NetWorker server) - if they are longer than the other ones you will have the
same problem.

To prevent the problem you should direct the index and the bootstrap backup to a new backup pool
which has the following criteria defined:

Groups -----
Clients -----
Save sets index

bootstrap
Level -----

2.2. Which NDMP license must be used for a NetApp F920 ?

For this type of NMDP client you need a NDMP cleint license, Tier 2.

Do not forget, that in an active cluster, you would need 1 license per active node.

2.3. Windows NT 4 support for EmailXtender 4.6

Please note that there is an error in the EX 4.6 documentation related to NT 4 support (the
compatibility guide is correct but the systems guide incorrectly refers to NT 4). EmailXtender 4.6 does
not support NT4.

With the release of EX 4.6, Legato dropped support for NT and added support for Windows 2000. In a
service release coming up soon, support will be added for Windows 2003. However, support for
Windows NT 4 will not be added.
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2.4. What is the AC enabler and why it is required ?

NetWorker Management Console 3.1 introduced the capability of creating your own user groups and
assign rights to them (Access Control). This feature enhances NetWorker security, giving you more
granular control over who can perform specific tasks in NetWorker.

In order to use this functionality you need to obtain the Access Control Enabler. This enabler is
provided by Legato free of charge and it requires customers to be running NetWorker Management
Console 3.1 (NMC).

How can you help your customers to obtain an AC enabler?

There are 2 ways you can get the Access Control enabler:

• Customers who bought NMC 3.1 after 2/24 will receive an enabler certificate which will
contain the permanent enabler for Access Control (LIC-007087). Legato will ship the enabler
certificate.

Once received, customers will need to follow the standard procedures to register and
authorize the enabler like with any other Legato product.

• Customers who upgrade to NMC 3.1 will need to contact Legato and order 0$ part
number, LIC-007087.

After receiving the enabler customers follow the standard procedures used with other
products to register and authorize the enabler.

Don’t Forget about the NMC and NetWorker server sales promotion – your customers can get
NMC for FREE! More details can be found in TIN 13/2004 and in the Legato NewsFlash #333.
Here are the part numbers again, that are required to take advantage of the promotion! (The
NetWorker Access Control enabler is automatically included in this bundle!)

BIC-000025 NetWorker and Management Console for Windows (Network Edition)
BIC-000026 NetWorker and Management Console for Windows (Power Edition)
BIC-000027 NetWorker and Management Console for Windows (Business Edition)
BIC-000028 NetWorker and Management Console for UNIX (Network Edition)
BIC-000029 NetWorker and Management Console for UNIX (Power Edition)
BIC-000030 NetWorker and Management Console for UNIX (Business Edition)
BIC-000031 NetWorker and Management Console for Linux (Network Edition)
BIC-000032 NetWorker and Management Console for Linux (Power Edition)
BIC-000033 NetWorker and Management Console for Linux (Business Edition)

These part numbers MUST be used instead of the usual part numbers
for NetWorker Network, Business, and Power Edition on your orders!
Limit One Per Customer!
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Different clone IDs among the NetWorker versions

As you know each NetWorker save set can be uniquely identified by these two parameters:
- the save set ID (mminfo: ssid)
- the clone ID (mminfo: cloneid)

The value of these parameters does not really matter - the only demand is that each value must be
unique. As a consequence, it does not really matter how these values are ‘calculated’. On the other
hand it is ‘nice to know’ to understand the product’s logic and to reveal some of its secrets.

In the past, the rule was very easy:
- The save set ID was generated ‘somehow’.
- The clone ID was nothing else but the UNIX timestamp (counting in seconds from 01.01.1970)

when the generation of the save set’s instance has been started. This value is also represented
by the value  mminfo: nsavetime .

The means that the clone ID did not represent anything but the time. This is perfect as time is an
absolut unique identifier: You may like it or not, but time never ever re-appears.

I also had another NetWorker rule which i just assumed from my observations: Each save sets must
not start with another one at the same second - their clone ID were at least one second apart. Again,
this was just an assumption based on my obversvation - it must not necessarily have be true.

With the clone ID being the time stamp, there was one obvious conclusion:
As a cloned NetWorker save set has been created later, it must have had a higher clone ID. So
even without knowing the save time, your could easily find out by the value of the clone ID which
was the original and the cloned save set instance(s).

I recently discovered that the old rule ‘clone ID = UNIX time stamp’ is not true any longer - in fact it has
changed with the NetWorker versions. I even found out that, altough the clone ID is still loking like the
UNIX time stamp (nsavetime), it is not representing this value any more - you may even find a save
set instance which has the same clone ID as other save set.

Again, these facts do not affect the practical NetWorker usage at all - in this chapter i just want to
share my observations with you because you may also wonder as i did if you are an old experienced
NetWorker administrator.

The following pages show the behavior for different NetWorker versions. For this purpose i have
created an automatic backup of 5 save sets (plus index & bootstrap) which i cloned

- automatically by the group
- manually by save sets using nsrclone -S -f SSIDS.TXT
- manually by volume using nsrclone BACKUP

I saved each clone instances on a separate media.

Then i used  mminfo  and listed all the save sets parameters for comparison.
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C:\>mminfo -q "volume=BACKUP" -r "name(18),ssid,cloneid,savetime(25),nsavetime"
 name             ssid          clone id      date     time        save time
bootstrap         3976056065  1089273293   07/08/2004 09:54:53 AM 1089273293
C:\TEST           3976026881  1089273179   07/08/2004 09:52:59 AM 1089273179
D:\TEST           3976027137  1089273180   07/08/2004 09:53:00 AM 1089273180
E:\TEST           3976027905  1089273183   07/08/2004 09:53:03 AM 1089273183
index:creinfeld2  3976039425  1089273228   07/08/2004 09:53:48 AM 1089273228
V:\TEST           3976027906  1089273183   07/08/2004 09:53:04 AM 1089273184
Z:\TEST           3976033025  1089273203   07/08/2004 09:53:22 AM 1089273202

C:\>mminfo -q "volume=SSETS_AUTO_CLONE" -r "name(18),ssid,cloneid,savetime(25),nsavetime"
 name             ssid          clone id      date     time        save time
bootstrap         3976056065  1089273339   07/08/2004 09:54:53 AM 1089273293
C:\TEST           3976026881  1089273271   07/08/2004 09:52:59 AM 1089273179
D:\TEST           3976027137  1089273274   07/08/2004 09:53:00 AM 1089273180
E:\TEST           3976027905  1089273277   07/08/2004 09:53:03 AM 1089273183
index:creinfeld2  3976039425  1089273285   07/08/2004 09:53:48 AM 1089273228
V:\TEST           3976027906  1089273279   07/08/2004 09:53:04 AM 1089273184
Z:\TEST           3976033025  1089273282   07/08/2004 09:53:22 AM 1089273202

C:\>mminfo -q "volume=SSETS_MANUAL_CLONE" -r "name(18),ssid,cloneid,savetime(25),nsavetime"
 name             ssid          clone id      date     time        save time
bootstrap         3976056065  1089273664   07/08/2004 09:54:53 AM 1089273293
C:\TEST           3976026881  1089273663   07/08/2004 09:52:59 AM 1089273179
D:\TEST           3976027137  1089273663   07/08/2004 09:53:00 AM 1089273180
E:\TEST           3976027905  1089273663   07/08/2004 09:53:03 AM 1089273183
index:creinfeld2  3976039425  1089273664   07/08/2004 09:53:48 AM 1089273228
V:\TEST           3976027906  1089273663   07/08/2004 09:53:04 AM 1089273184
Z:\TEST           3976033025  1089273664   07/08/2004 09:53:22 AM 1089273202

C:\>mminfo -q "volume=VOLUME_MANUAL_CLONE" -r "name(18),ssid,cloneid,savetime(25),nsavetime"
 name             ssid          clone id      date     time        save time
bootstrap         3976056065  1089273792   07/08/2004 09:54:53 AM 1089273293
C:\TEST           3976026881  1089273791   07/08/2004 09:52:59 AM 1089273179
D:\TEST           3976027137  1089273791   07/08/2004 09:53:00 AM 1089273180
E:\TEST           3976027905  1089273791   07/08/2004 09:53:03 AM 1089273183
index:creinfeld2  3976039425  1089273792   07/08/2004 09:53:48 AM 1089273228
V:\TEST           3976027906  1089273791   07/08/2004 09:53:04 AM 1089273184
Z:\TEST           3976033025  1089273791   07/08/2004 09:53:22 AM 1089273202

C:\>

This was the test
using NetWorker 6.1.4
on Windows 2000.

The clone IDs of the
original backup ‘try to
follow’ the parameter
nsavetime.

However, there are
already duplicate
clone IDs although
nsavetime  is always
unique (which is o.k.).

Automatically cloned
save sets always have
a different clone ID
while the clone ID on
manually cloned save
sets/volumes are
almost the same.
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C:\>mminfo -q "volume=BACKUP" -r "name(18),ssid,cloneid,savetime(25),nsavetime"
 name             ssid          clone id      date     time        save time
bootstrap         4209836881  1089274705   07/08/2004 10:18:25 AM 1089274705
C:\TEST           4260168460  1089274636   07/08/2004 10:17:16 AM 1089274636
D:\TEST           15532803    1089274627   07/08/2004 10:17:07 AM 1089274627
E:\TEST           4293722885  1089274629   07/08/2004 10:17:09 AM 1089274629
index:creinfeld2  4226614040  1089274648   07/08/2004 10:17:28 AM 1089274648
V:\TEST           4276945675  1089274635   07/08/2004 10:17:15 AM 1089274635
Z:\TEST           4243391252  1089274644   07/08/2004 10:17:24 AM 1089274644

C:\>mminfo -q "volume=SSETS_AUTO_CLONE" -r "name(18),ssid,cloneid,savetime(25),nsavetime"
 name             ssid          clone id      date     time        save time
bootstrap         4209836881  1089275044   07/08/2004 10:18:25 AM 1089274705
C:\TEST           4260168460  1089275046   07/08/2004 10:17:16 AM 1089274636
D:\TEST           15532803    1089275046   07/08/2004 10:17:07 AM 1089274627
E:\TEST           4293722885  1089275046   07/08/2004 10:17:09 AM 1089274629
index:creinfeld2  4226614040  1089275046   07/08/2004 10:17:28 AM 1089274648
V:\TEST           4276945675  1089275046   07/08/2004 10:17:15 AM 1089274635
Z:\TEST           4243391252  1089275046   07/08/2004 10:17:24 AM 1089274644

C:\>mminfo -q "volume=SSETS_MANUAL_CLONE" -r "name(18),ssid,cloneid,savetime(25),nsavetime"
 name             ssid          clone id      date     time        save time
bootstrap         4209836881  1089275050   07/08/2004 10:18:25 AM 1089274705
C:\TEST           4260168460  1089275050   07/08/2004 10:17:16 AM 1089274636
D:\TEST           15532803    1089275050   07/08/2004 10:17:07 AM 1089274627
E:\TEST           4293722885  1089275050   07/08/2004 10:17:09 AM 1089274629
index:creinfeld2  4226614040  1089275050   07/08/2004 10:17:28 AM 1089274648
V:\TEST           4276945675  1089275050   07/08/2004 10:17:15 AM 1089274635
Z:\TEST           4243391252  1089275050   07/08/2004 10:17:24 AM 1089274644

C:\>mminfo -q "volume=VOLUME_MANUAL_CLONE" -r "name(18),ssid,cloneid,savetime(25),nsavetime"
 name             ssid          clone id      date     time        save time
bootstrap         4209836881  1089275048   07/08/2004 10:18:25 AM 1089274705
C:\TEST           4260168460  1089275048   07/08/2004 10:17:16 AM 1089274636
D:\TEST           15532803    1089275048   07/08/2004 10:17:07 AM 1089274627
E:\TEST           4293722885  1089275048   07/08/2004 10:17:09 AM 1089274629
index:creinfeld2  4226614040  1089275048   07/08/2004 10:17:28 AM 1089274648
V:\TEST           4276945675  1089275048   07/08/2004 10:17:15 AM 1089274635
Z:\TEST           4243391252  1089275048   07/08/2004 10:17:24 AM 1089274644

C:\>

This was the test
using NetWorker 7.1.0
on Windows 2000.

The clone IDs of the
original backup ‘try to
follow’ the parameter
nsavetime.

There are obviously
no duplicate clone IDs
although nsavetime
is always unique
(which is o.k.).

All cloned save sets
(no matter whether
they have been cloned
automatically or
manually) obviously
have the same clone
ID (with one
exception).
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C:\>mminfo -q "volume=BACKUP" -r "name(18),ssid,cloneid,savetime(25),nsavetime"
 name             ssid          clone id      date     time        save time
bootstrap         4142728799  1089275487   07/08/2004 10:31:27 AM 1089275487
C:\TEST           4226614804  1089275412   07/08/2004 10:30:11 AM 1089275411
D:\TEST           4243392016  1089275408   07/08/2004 10:30:08 AM 1089275408
E:\TEST           4193060375  1089275415   07/08/2004 10:30:15 AM 1089275415
index:creinfeld2  4159505958  1089275430   07/08/2004 10:30:30 AM 1089275430
V:\TEST           4209837591  1089275415   07/08/2004 10:30:14 AM 1089275414
Z:\TEST           4176283170  1089275426   07/08/2004 10:30:26 AM 1089275426

C:\>mminfo -q "volume=SSETS_AUTO_CLONE" -r "name(18),ssid,cloneid,savetime(25),nsavetime"
 name             ssid          clone id      date     time        save time
bootstrap         4142728799  1089275586   07/08/2004 10:31:27 AM 1089275487
C:\TEST           4226614804  1089275586   07/08/2004 10:30:11 AM 1089275411
D:\TEST           4243392016  1089275586   07/08/2004 10:30:08 AM 1089275408
E:\TEST           4193060375  1089275586   07/08/2004 10:30:15 AM 1089275415
index:creinfeld2  4159505958  1089275586   07/08/2004 10:30:30 AM 1089275430
V:\TEST           4209837591  1089275586   07/08/2004 10:30:14 AM 1089275414
Z:\TEST           4176283170  1089275586   07/08/2004 10:30:26 AM 1089275426

C:\>mminfo -q "volume=SSETS_MANUAL_CLONE" -r "name(18),ssid,cloneid,savetime(25),nsavetime"
 name             ssid          clone id      date     time        save time
bootstrap         4142728799  1089276128   07/08/2004 10:31:27 AM 1089275487
C:\TEST           4226614804  1089276128   07/08/2004 10:30:11 AM 1089275411
D:\TEST           4243392016  1089276128   07/08/2004 10:30:08 AM 1089275408
E:\TEST           4193060375  1089276128   07/08/2004 10:30:15 AM 1089275415
index:creinfeld2  4159505958  1089276128   07/08/2004 10:30:30 AM 1089275430
V:\TEST           4209837591  1089276128   07/08/2004 10:30:14 AM 1089275414
Z:\TEST           4176283170  1089276128   07/08/2004 10:30:26 AM 1089275426

C:\>mminfo -q "volume=VOLUME_MANUAL_CLONE" -r "name(18),ssid,cloneid,savetime(25),nsavetime"
 name             ssid          clone id      date     time        save time
bootstrap         4142728799  1089276668   07/08/2004 10:31:27 AM 1089275487
C:\TEST           4226614804  1089276668   07/08/2004 10:30:11 AM 1089275411
D:\TEST           4243392016  1089276668   07/08/2004 10:30:08 AM 1089275408
E:\TEST           4193060375  1089276668   07/08/2004 10:30:15 AM 1089275415
index:creinfeld2  4159505958  1089276668   07/08/2004 10:30:30 AM 1089275430
V:\TEST           4209837591  1089276668   07/08/2004 10:30:14 AM 1089275414
Z:\TEST           4176283170  1089276668   07/08/2004 10:30:26 AM 1089275426

C:\>

This was the test
using NetWorker 7.1.2
on Windows 2000.

The clone IDs of the
original backup ‘try to
follow’ the parameter
nsavetime.

There are again
duplicate clone IDs
although nsavetime
is always unique
(which is o.k.).

All cloned save sets
(no matter whether
they have been cloned
automatically or
manually) obviously
have the same clone
ID (with no exception).
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Backing up a ~snapshot directory on a NetApp filer

Is it possible to backup the ~snapshot directory held on a filer even if this directory is hidden by the
filer himself ? - The ~snapshot directory (if set to visible) is seen at the same level as the download
directory. However, the backup of these directories failed:

/vol/vol0/home/~snapshot or
/vol/vol0/~snapshot

Yes, you can backup the directories. However you must find the absolute path including the qtree.
Here is an example:

/vol/ldn02v02dr/eqrqt01/.snapshot/hourly.0/
/vol/ldn02v02dr/fqrqt01/.snapshot/hourly.0/

Other NetWorker NDMP client resource configuration issues:
- These directories should be listed as save sets.
- The backup command for a NetApp filer should be 'nsrndmp_save -T dump'
- This Application Information should be used:

HIST=y
DIRECT=y
UPDATE=y
EXTRACT_ACL=y
EXCLUDE='whatever, for example *.pst'

- Do not forget to add the Remote user and his Password .

2.2. Can Replistor duplicate the data to another local disk on the same system ?

Yes, this is possible. When you create the specification chose the same computer for source and
target and browse to the new location. You can even replicate from one folder to another one on the
same disk.

2.3. How can EmailXtender work compliant if it does not run in a cluster ?

Please keep in mind that the ability of EmailXtender to properly archive all email communication will
not be affected by a stop in the EX Server. It will also not affect the email traffic at all as the messages
which shall be archived are copies.

Until the EX server will become online again, all messages will be stored in the journaling mailbox
from where they will be deleted after the EX server has become active again and has archived the
messages.
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2.4. Shall a staging policy for an Advanced File Type Device be applied to both - the
read/write and the read-only device instance ?

NetWorker knows Advanced File Type Devices (AFTDs) since NetWorker 7.0. If you want to setup a
staging policy and want to apply it to an AFTD, you see both ‘device instances’ listed - the R/W and
the R/O device for each AFTD. Should the staging policy be applied to just the R/O devices, just the
R/W devices, or both?

Actually, you have no choice - even if you only select the either instance, NetWorker will correct you
and will silently always select both instances. You may verify this after you have re-opened the
resource:

Please also read until
the end of this chapter
on the next page.
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Please keep in mind that due to the fact how these two device instances will be created, this
mechanism may also fail:

- If you create the AFTD device, NetWorker will only define the R/W device instance.

- The R/O device instance will not be created until you label the media.

- As a consequence, if you assign the staging policy before you have labeled the media, this
device instance will be missing to become automatically assigned when applying the staging
policy.

This is not really a bug. Do not forget, that you can also assign a staging policy to the legacy ‘normal’
File Type Device, which only knows the R/W device instance. However, to prevent configuration
errors, you should always follow this rule:

When assigning a staging policy to an Advanced File Type Device (AFTD),
please make sure that you have labeled the media first.

For details about the AFTD and the staging enhancements in NetWoker 7, please read TID 6/2003.

2.5. Be aware of two MS Sharepoint Portal Server versions with different backup
characteristics

There are two versions of MS Sharepoint: the first one dates to the year 2000, the second one has
been released in 2003.

- The backup of the older version is included in the Networker core software. You just needed the
appropriate NetWorker license to activate it.
During the backup the data has been stored into the special save set called SHAREPOINT.

- However, the 2003 Sharepoint release works differently - it uses a MS SQL database.
As a consequence, NetWorker itself can not back it up any longer - to be able to do that you
also need the NetWorker database module for SQL server.

2.6. Can DX2000 support MS Sharepoint Portal Server documents ?

According to the facts listed in chapter 2.5, DX2000 is unable to support the latest (2003) MS
Sharepoint version. The reason is simple: DX2000 can not directly talk to a database.

However, this will change in the future. With the release of DBX (DatabaseXtender) such solution will
be possible. Once the data is migrated to a (.XML) file, it can be migrated via DX2000, as usual.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Be careful when you order RepliStor licenses

RepliStor is licensed by the operating system ‘level’ it will be used on. As a consequence RepliStor
has 4 different ‘flavors’:

- RepliStor for Windows Server
- RepliStor for Windows Advanced Server
- RepliStor for Windows Storage Server
- RepliStor for Windows Data Center

Be aware that you must buy licenses of the correct size - the RepliStor
license must match the OS level exactly.

If you have the wrong license, there is no other way: If you do not want to change
it, then you must either upgrade or downgrade the operating system.

2.2. Do you need a specific NetWorker Edition to support PowerSnap ?

No, there is no such restriction for PowerSnap.

The only caveat is that in a cluster configuration, NetWorker has a licensing requirement for Power
Edition.

2.3. Does the NetWorker’s Automatic System Recovery (ASR) support Active
Directory Server (AD)?

- Active Directory is part of the SYSTEM STATE save set and will be backed up here.

- The ASR save set is a total different save set. You copy iths data with the save set All, or if you
explicitly enter the name in the client’s Save set list.

The ASR recovery procedure has the ability to pause during the recovery to allow you to select other
save sets to restore during the process, including SYSTEM STATE (and hence AD).

For more information please read the ASR and AD sections in the NetWorker Administrator Guide -
they are very detailled.
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2.. Technical Hints

2.1. Finding the correct sequence if a save set spans multiple media

This is important whenever you need to scan your tapes to rebuild the client file index - you must of
course know the right sequence.

In such case use the command  mminfo with the parameters shown below:

Z:\nsr\bin>mminfo -q ssid=4217039090 -r "ssid,volume,sumflags,first,last"
 ssid      volume         fl       first       last
4217039090 123456         hb           0    5062035
4217039090 123457         mb     5062036   10095219
4217039090 123458         mb    10095220   15128403
4217039090 123459         mb    15128404   20161587
4217039090 123460         tb    20161588   32060499

Z:\nsr\bin>

Then just follow the values for first and last - they represent the byte offset from the beginning of
the save set. In this case the save set was about 32MB in size.

However, do not forget that this only works as long as you have not removed/
relabeled any media.

Once a media has been deleted from the media index, you have no choice - you must use the
scanner command to find out the sequence as follows:

Z:\nsr\bin>scanner -mv Y:\BU_DEV4
scanner: Reading the file label
scanner: scanning file disk 123459 on Y:\BU_DEV4
scanner: volume id 4250593106 record size 32768
  created  9/29/04 18:48:18 expires  9/29/06 18:48:18
scanner: scanning file 4217039090, record 0
scanner: ssid 4217039090: continued from `123458', scan for synchronization
scanner: scanning file 4217039090, record 100
scanner: ssid 4217039090: NOT complete
scanner: ssid 4217039090: 14 MB, 1 file(s)
scanner: done with file disk 123459

scanner: the following save sets continue on 123460:
client name  save set             save time     level   size  files   ...

In this case the command recognizes:
- This is not the media where the save set was started
- It continued from volume 123458   -   maybe it started there
- It continues on volume 123460
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2.3. NetWorker fails to backup MS SQL databases

If you have the following problem:

[2660] Start time Mon Feb 09 04:40:39 2004
[2660] Computer Name: ********     User Name: Administrator
[2660] System Version: 5.0 Build 2195 Service Pack 4
[2660] Microsoft Data Access Component(MDAC) version: 2.71.9040.2
[2660] Microsoft SQL Server version (from registry) : 8.00.194
[2660] Local host has following SQL Server online:
[2660]         MSSQL server : ********
[2660] Use Legato Networker Server :     ********
[2660] Legato Networker Server Version: NetWorker 6.1.4.Build.562 Power Edition/110
[2660] nsrexecd.exe Version: 6.1.4.Build.562
[2660] nsrsqlrc.exe Version: 3.1.1.32 Supporting SQL 7.0 and SQL 2000
[2660] Command line:
[2660]   nsrsqlrc -s ******** -c **************** -I -
[2660] SQL Connection to MIV-SQL is created. SQL Server Version is 08.00.0760
[2660] Recovering database ‘data’ ...
[2660] RESTORE database [data] FROM virtual_device=’Legato#68a9cf42-b0a9-4e4b-828a-6517bd0508e4'  WITH  //
  replace, stats, norecovery
[2660] RESTORE database [data] from virtual_device=’Legato#3b2866f1-70e8-47a1-8c33-bb3ee4cf4787'    //
  (differential)
[2660] [2660] Microsoft SQL Server Provider error:
G:\rb_nwmsql_3_1_1\nsr\db_apps\bsmsql\nsrsqlado.cpp(1854): ExecuteFailed event arrived.
[2660] [Microsoft][ODBC SQL Server Driver][SQL Server]Cannot apply the backup on device  //
  ‘Legato#3b2866f1-70e8-47a1-8c33-bb3ee4cf4787’ to database ‘data’..
[2660] [Microsoft][ODBC SQL Server Driver][SQL Server]RESTORE DATABASE is terminating abnormally..
[2660] Thread 3340 exited with status 2304.
[2660] Completion time Mon Feb 09 04:55:52 2004

This must not necessarily be NetWorker’s cause - in fact the problem was due that other SQL backups were performed, using another software.

If you use NetWorker and a NW database module, you must ensure that no other backup software is use
for additional backups at the same time.
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2.6. NetWorker licenses for Dell may follow a different licensing scheme

Dell is a NetWorker OEM customer. The licensing scheme is somehow different
from the standard NetWorker licensing (see details below). Please be aware of
these differences which you might encounter in case you need to provide support
for such installations.

Since NetWorker 7.1.2, Dell Corporation will be providing licensing to their customers for NetWorker.
Besides ensuring these new licenses can be validated, the functionality of these NetWorker licenses
is different to some extent:

• When a customer adds a Dell NetWorker server license they will automatically have all
ClientPak functionality enabled. They do not have to add them individually like a Legato
customer has to do it.

• Dell also has a special NetWorker edition that has the same functionality as NetWorker Server,
Network Edition for Windows, but only with a single client connection, for the server itself.
(Some ‘oldtimers’ may remember the NetWorker Server Edition which was discontinued some
years ago).

These licenses consist of the following:
- NetWorker Dell Edition for Windows (LIC-000118) with 1 client
- NetWorker Dell Edition for Linux (LIC-000119) with 1 client

They can be recognized as follows:
NetWorker for Windows, Network Edition (1 client(s) per server)/
1 server license type: 51

NetWorker for Windows, Network Edition (1 client(s) per server)/
1 server license type: 61

Current Platform Support
- Windows 2000
- Windows 2003
- 32-bit Red Hat Advanced Server 2.1
- 32-bit Red Hat Enterprise server 3
- 32-bit Red Hat 8.0 and 9.0
- 32-bit SuSE 8.2
- 32-bit SuSE Enterprise Server 8
- 64-bit (Itanium) Red Hat Advanced Server 2.1
- 64-bit (Itanium) Red Hat Enterprise Linux 3
- 64-bit (Itanium) SuSE Enterprise Server 8

• The jukebox licensing is also a bit different compared to the ‘standard’ NetWorker product
licensing scheme:

- LIC-000114 enables an autochanger with up to 8 slots
- LIC-000115 enables an autochanger with up to 24 slots
- LIC-000116 enables an autochanger with up to 72 slots
- LIC-000117 enables an autochanger with up to 264 slots.

All these enablers do not replace Legato’s existing enablers - they are an addition
to all the existing jukebox enablers.
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It is possible to change this in the registry so DX2000 reports all purged files as 0 bytes, then quota
software would show the actual size. My experience is that doing this can scare users when they see
a file is 0 bytes, but it can be done if required. If you change that entry, you do need to restart the
DX2000 services

2.3. Can you use DX2000 in combination with Replistor ?

The question is: Can you setup a DX2000 server and then use Replistor at the backend to replicate
the migrated files?

Today you can only have DX2000 server on the target Replistor Server (and not on both). In a
future release you will be able to have DX on both, RepliStor’s source and target computer.

2.4. Why does NetWorker report sucessful backups even if they are incomplete ?

Actually, this is somehow confusing - NetWorker reports a successful savegroup even if it could not
backup all files as it should do. The simpliest example is that NW can not backup open files.

For example: If NetWorker is not able to access some files during the backup the following error is
reported:

„read open error the process can not access the file because it is being used by another process“

but the corresponding backup group icon in the NetWorker Admin GUI (Windows) is marked „green“,
indicating a  successfull backup. The same is reported in the NW Management Console.

Currently this is expected behaviour, because from NetWorkers point of view a file that cannot be backed up (as it
is already open by an  application) is not a reason to flag the whole filesystem backup as unsuccessful.

2.5. Does NetWorker support the MS Windows Storage Server  ?

Yes. However the Microsoft Windows Storage server is only supported as a client or Storage Node.
the usage as NetWorker Server is not supported.

Both the storage node and client can do a VSS-based backup.

2.6. Does the usage of NMC increase the load on the network ?

Assume the following scenario: You have a customer has n backup servers worldwide. He uses
NetWorker Management Console to remotely manage all sites from a central location. Will this
impact the NMC database and the network bandwidth for NMC?

No. In fact the impact is the same as keeping an NetWorker Administrator window open
continuously. The benefit of NMC is that all the Admin windows from NMC use the same connection,
so unlike ’normal’ NetWorker, you will only impact the NW server once.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Deleting NetWorker base enablers

There are a few situation when it is necessary to delete a NetWorker base enabler. Ususally you face
such problen when you see one of the following messages:

Cannot remove base enabler from the nwadmin GUI
Base enabler code expired
Error: 'resource is corrupt re-retrieve it and attempt the update'
Error: base enabler already exists
Error 'unable to create evaluation license'
Entered wrong base enabler code on server

Until recently, deleting a NetWorker base enabler was possible but it was neither user-friendly nor
easy. Please find below the new, fully supported procedure.

Keep in mind that without a valid license, you will not be able to make
new backups.

The following procedure shows UNIX/Linux pathnames, unless otherwise noted. For NetWorker/
Windows servers, please exchange the “/“ by a “\“.

1. For additional reduncancy, make sure that you have a valid copy of your bootstrap save set.

2. Shutdown NetWorker.

3. Make a backup copy of the entire /nsr/res or at least the /nsr/res/nsrdb folder.

4. Based on your NetWorker version, run the following command:

NetWorker for Windows
- Up to NW 6.1.4 nsradmin -f drive:\path\nsr.res
- Since NW 6.2 nsradmin -d drive:\path\nsrdb

NetWorker for UNIX/Linux
- Up to NW 6.1.4 nsradmin -f /path/nsr.res
- Since NW 7.0 nsradmin -d /path/nsrdb

- The options -f or -d option must be used.
- If the pathname contains spaces, then quotes will be required. Example:

nsradmin -d "C:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\nsrdb"
- If NetWorker is of a version below 6.0 then there would be the additional

requirement
- to either upgrade to NetWorker 6.X or 7.X first or
- to replace the current nsrd binary, which was called ensrd but renamed

to nsrd, with the nsrd binary provided during the install of NetWorker
5.X.
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5. Enter the following command at the nsradmin prompt:
nsradmin> . type: NSR license

6. Enter the following command at the nsradmin prompt:
nsradmin> delete

and delete all licenses.

7. Exit out of nsradmin .
nsradmin> q

The NetWorker base enabler has been now removed.

8. Start the NetWorker server.
It will either be in evaluation mode or it will be disabled due to being passed the evaluation
period.

9. Enter your new base enabler and all remaining enabler codes.

For an example, please read the following pages.
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Example for NetWorker 7.2 on Windows

Z:\>nwadmin -s localhost

Z:\>net stop nsrexecd
The following services are dependent on the NetWorker Remote Exec Service service.
Stopping the NetWorker Remote Exec Service service will also stop these services.

   NetWorker Backup and Recover Server

Do you want to continue this operation? (Y/N) [N]: y
...
The NetWorker Backup and Recover Server service was stopped successfully.

....
The NetWorker Remote Exec Service service was stopped successfully.

Z:\>nsradmin -d Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb
NetWorker administration program.
Use the "help" command for help.
nsradmin> . type: NSR license
Current query set
nsradmin> delete
                        type: NSR license;
                   auth code: ;
                    checksum: \
"P)Q\"]?UF.IdU6Ip^f\\DFMESa?L.aSo[K7=XVkB\\]`}OQRAMLS wIe\\ZJN01hO<Vu*AXFO6Nf\
t`dE KtYi]hPCYvKO<:,]m,]Y%5CJeZ:*a6TNq\"P[+U9>Cw$V]NB>P+p";
                     comment: ;
                enabler code: 332eb5-xxxxxx-3bc179;
             expiration date: "G Dec 07, 2004";
                license type: Z12;
                        name: \
"NetWorker Module for Lotus Notes, Windows Client/1";
Delete? y
deleted resource id 20.0.144.4.125.21.16.63.172.19.7.27(11)

.....
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....
                        type: NSR license;
                   auth code: ;
                    checksum: \
"Bc>j|PQNo<WUiRNFU<h4Du|IjdL]`vV\\5YL?J2/]LAZkSEBW'/5.{fbh_?)N9+LTBF1d_[WlM!5\
_mBH_G\\.[1=}';\\(aU@DTJB_DDSJ{.HD]9G)BKJYi!U KklyE*-\\D";
                     comment: ;
                enabler code: 5df4df-xxxxxx-611427;
             expiration date: "G Dec 07, 2004";
                license type: j5;
                        name: NT Cluster Clients/5;
Delete? y
deleted resource id 20.0.248.4.41.151.41.65.172.19.7.27(6)
                        type: NSR license;
                   auth code: ;
                    checksum: \
"b[ ]1At^GD\\OPOOSIxiPEYh_tNd0*RU/yB]tV_BHc+)=WLZX]\\XYT]IjdTJBB/ 3Q[eCH(`CG?\
*yz U\\Aah45b'\\~vR4[ItOL=vQu$[%9jNthC\"}^Xz@Z\\6[L3PM*VTu";
                     comment: ;
                enabler code: cb564d-xxxxxx-d38891;
             expiration date: "G Dec 07, 2004";
                license type: Z21;
                        name: Storage Nodes for Windows/1;
Delete? y
deleted resource id 30.0.100.4.152.82.90.61.172.19.2.5(16)
                        type: NSR license;
                   auth code: ;
                    checksum: \
"1S7\\i6@%l3XTOBfBWeC\\7<I6m ES^)c;THS^Xi6Q;6R\\C!g&d2K-`#BeI}qIAWPU_FQ=fhUjz\
4 >-Zr,Xnh('L\\~=OSQQI<J@AWGdC-F,uIdMgV\"D]DNA|(M.BvI4#=_";
                     comment: ;
                enabler code: ff0afe-xxxxxx-58bd45;
             expiration date: "G Dec 07, 2004";
                license type: J32767;
                        name: "Autochanger Module, Unlimited Slots/32767";
Delete? y

.....
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....
                        type: NSR license;
                   auth code: ;
                    checksum: \
"0I]_J<xYVep3VG.xe3[!TH<bJ+SDME'*`TAtdMZi?,_~OY}#hZJXD~LE~vi<MTHE&6m^k/PeF4?7\
ksTR[N=xONig?Oa^]EBM~aH I.?>ZWU?FEh!bly;q+}O2sT ]|/5",
                              "bab13d-xxxxxx-c2b080 Sep 30, 2002",
                              "2b36ad-xxxxxx-597571 Nov 14, 2004",
                              "a4bf26-xxxxxx-c2e3ee Nov 14, 2004",
                              "243fa6-xxxxxx-42626e Nov 14, 2004";
                     comment: ;
                enabler code: 76fef8-xxxxxx-7e2b3c;
             expiration date: "G Dec 07, 2004";
                license type: I10;
                        name: \
"NetWorker for Windows, Network Edition (10 clients per server)/1 server";
Delete? y
deleted resource id 25.0.100.4.152.82.90.61.172.19.2.5(80)
                        type: NSR license;
                   auth code: ;
                    checksum: \
"@xd;ecMb/KEn!VE{V:YAM2413?s'JRSB^Wni$&) vYC~K4(X_cmd\"Zi!*.=CyiN~Z}C^aH:LK!Z\
6^/mkqn[9AHGBDHb$X\"!o?ICvF8IIJ4NL9m!N=HGV:R\\lB>(6hC\\%";
                     comment: ;
                enabler code: c44146-xxxxxx-c8b88e;
             expiration date: "G Dec 07, 2004";
                license type: D43;
                        name: Dynamic Drive Sharing;
Delete? y
deleted resource id 49.0.100.4.152.82.90.61.172.19.2.5(16)
nsradmin> q

Z:\>net start nsrd
The NetWorker Backup and Recover Server service is starting.................................
The NetWorker Backup and Recover Server service was started successfully.

Z:\>
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2.2. NetWorker features included in base enablers

As there are often misunderstandings, the following table shall clarify the facts.

The following features are available as part of the base enabler for no additional cost:

   Edition
Feature   Power Network  Workgroup   Business

Number of included Client Connections 10 10 8   8
Parallel data streams per NetWorker Server 64 32    32  32
Parallel data streams per Storage Node 64 32   n/a       n/a
Number of physical devices per server 32 16 4   4
Increase in devices (per Storage Node license) 32 16   n/a       n/a
Max numbers of nsrmmds 5121)     256 4   4

1) Available in NetWorker 7.2 and above. Up to NetWorker 7.1.x, the maximum is 256.

The following features are available for additional cost:

   Edition
Feature    Power Network  Workgroup   Business

Additional client connections Yes   Yes   No  No
Storage Nodes Yes   Yes   No  No
Cluster Support   Server  Client   No   2 CCC

 & Client max
ClientPaks for heterogeneous environments Yes   Yes  Yes      Yes
NetWorker NDMP Client Connections Yes   Yes   No   2 NDMP

  CC max
Dynamic Drive Sharing Option Yes   Yes  n/a n/a
NetWorker DiskBackup Option Yes   Yes  Yes      Yes
NetWorker Archive Module Yes   Yes   No  No
Autochanger Software Modules  All    All   1-9, 1-16, 1-26

1-20,  included
1-32    in base

Silo Software Modules Yes   Yes   No  No
NetWorker Application Modules Yes   Yes  Yes      Yes
NetWorker Windows 2003 Open File Option Yes   Yes  Yes      Yes
Open File Manager Yes   Yes  Yes      Yes
NetWorker PowerSnap Modules Yes   Yes   No  No
NetWorker SnapImage Module Yes   Yes   No      Yes
VSS Support Yes   Yes  Yes Yes
SNMP Yes   Yes  Yes Yes
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. stinit.def  template file for LTO-2

This is to inform you that such file template exists - you can either access it from the page where you
download the NetWorker Hardware Compatibility Guides or directly from this url:

ftp://ftp.legato.com/pub/HW_Support/compatguide/stinit.def

If you are setting up NetWorker on Red Hat Linux with LTO-2 drives (as well as many others
- you must include the following line in the /etc/stinit.def file for the LTO-2 definition,
and be sure you add the command  stinit  to the NetWorker startup script before
NetWorker itself is kicked off:

      auto-lock=0

If you do not, you will get SCSI timeouts when eject commands are sent to the tape drives.
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2. Technical Hints

2.2. Reverse DNS lookup fails in a NetWorker system
If you see the following (annoying) message on your NetWorker 7 server ...

* test:/ save: Diagnostic: Reverse DNS lookup failed for address //
  aaa.bbb.ccc.ddd

... you better reconfigure your DNS server.

If NetWorker is unable to correctly resolve all names and addresses, the communications will not
function correctly. For example, if the NetWorker server receives an incoming connection from an IP
address, the program needs to be able to determine what client that is by some other method than
just trusting what it claims. It is one layer of the authentication that has been implemented.

As NetWorker depends on having both forward and reverse lookups of any host that it knows about.
If NetWorker cannot perform a successful reverse name lookup, this is considered to be an error
condition, and it is reported correctly by NetWorker.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. How the sji commands can help you to solve jukebox configuration problems
In TID 25/2004 i explained how the Standard Jukebox Interface commands work in general.

In this chapter i want to share my experiences with you concerning a problem which recently
happened to me and my tiny little SAN. The scenario was simple and straight forward:

On the first view, everything looked fine. This is what the inquire command reported:

Storage
Node

NetWorker Server
Windows 2003

Dell
PowerVault

50F
FC Switch

QLA 2100F

HP Surestore E
(4 x DLT8000)

C:\>inquire -cl

-l flag found: searching all LUNs, which may take over 10 minutes per adapter
        for some fibre channel adapters.  Please be patient.

Could not start a Removable Storage session (0x00000422).
scsidev@0.0.0:Maxtor 6Y060L0          YAR4|Disk, \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE0
scsidev@1.0.0: Unknown error
scsidev@3.0.0:QUANTUM DLT8000         023B|Tape, \\.\Tape0
                                           S/N: CXA11P2353
                                           IENN:00E09E6000020027
scsidev@3.0.1:QUANTUM DLT8000         023B|Tape, \\.\Tape1
                                           S/N: CXA03P2011
                                           IENN:00E09E60000105F1
scsidev@3.1.0:HP      C7200-8000      1520|Autochanger (Jukebox), \\.\Changer0
                                           S/N: US0EK00003
                                           ATNN:HP      C7200-8000      US0EK00003
scsidev@3.1.1:QUANTUM DLT8000         023B|Tape, \\.\Tape2
                                           S/N: CXA35P4827
                                           IENN:00E09E600000522F
scsidev@3.1.2:QUANTUM DLT8000         023B|Tape, \\.\Tape3
                                           S/N: CKA28P3588
                                           IENN:00E09E6000001230

C:\>
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Of course, the jukebox installation was also running without problems - I just installed the tape drives
as usual, starting with the first drive (\\.\Tape0) and ending with the fourth drive (\\.\Tape3).

Everything looked fine but the inventory and the labeling always failed with the following problem:

As i could verify that the media has been loaded, the only consequence was that it must have been
loaded into the wrong device.

To investigate this, i used the sjimm command to load one drive and tapeexer to check in which
drive the tape has really been loaded. For the results please have a look at the next page.
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As you can see, the drive mapping was in fact screwed - instead of loading \\.\Tape0, the tape had
been inserted into \\.\Tape2.

The rest was easy - i just used the same principle to find out the correct device mapping. This lead to
the following matrix:

Windows device name   Actually loaded device
\\.\Tape0 \\.\Tape2
\\.\Tape1 \\.\Tape3
\\.\Tape2 \\.\Tape0
\\.\Tape3 \\.\Tape1

C:\>sjimm 3.1.0 slot 1 drive 1

C:\>tapeexer -B \\.\Tape0
       BasicTest: test begin
       \\.\Tape0: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)
       \\.\Tape0: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)
       \\.\Tape0: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)
       \\.\Tape0: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)
       \\.\Tape0: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)
       \\.\Tape0: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)
       \\.\Tape0: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)
       \\.\Tape0: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)
       \\.\Tape0: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)
       \\.\Tape0: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)

       Report Summary:
       Basic Test: failed

C:\>tapeexer -B \\.\Tape1
       BasicTest: test begin
       \\.\Tape1: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)
       \\.\Tape1: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)
       \\.\Tape1: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)
       \\.\Tape1: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)
       \\.\Tape1: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)
       \\.\Tape1: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)
       \\.\Tape1: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)
       \\.\Tape1: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)
       \\.\Tape1: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)
       \\.\Tape1: tape_open SetTapeParameters failed, err=No media in drive. (1112)

       Report Summary:
       Basic Test: failed

C:\>tapeexer -B \\.\Tape2
       BasicTest: test begin
       BasicTest: test ok

       Report Summary:
       Basic Test: passed

C:\>
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Then i deleted the jukebox resource and re-installed it, now using the new device sequence:

C:\>jbconfig
         1) Configure an AlphaStor/SmartMedia Jukebox.
         2) Configure an Autodetected SCSI Jukebox.
         3) Configure an Autodetected NDMP SCSI Jukebox.
         4) Configure an SJI Jukebox.
         5) Configure an STL Silo.
         6) Configure a Microsoft Removable Storage Jukebox.

What kind of Jukebox are you configuring? [1] 2
Installing 'Standard SCSI Jukebox' jukebox - scsidev@3.1.0.

What name do you want to assign to this jukebox device? jbox
Turn NetWorker auto-cleaning on (yes / no) [yes]? yes
The drives in this jukebox cannot be auto-configured with the available
 information. You will need to provide the path for the drives.

Is (any path of) any drive intended for NDMP use? (yes / no) [no] no
Is any drive going to have more than one path defined? (yes / no) [no] no

Please enter the device path information in one of the following formats:

        \\.\Tape0 --for local path or
        host:device-path --for remote node or
        host:drive-letter:directory path --for Windows disk file

Drive  1, element 1
Drive path ? \\.\Tape2
This path already exists in the database. Proceed with the same path?
(yes / no) [yes] yes

Drive  2, element 2
Drive path ? \\.\Tape3
This path already exists in the database. Proceed with the same path?
(yes / no) [yes] yes

Drive  3, element 3
Drive path ? \\.\Tape0
This path already exists in the database. Proceed with the same path?
(yes / no) [yes] yes

Drive  4, element 4
Drive path ? \\.\Tape1
This path already exists in the database. Proceed with the same path?
(yes / no) [yes] yes

.....
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.....
Only model dlt8000 drives have been detected.
Are all drives in this jukebox of the same model?  (yes / no) [yes] yes

Found device \\.\Tape2 already configured in NetWorker.
 Delete existing definition? (yes / no) [no] no

Found device \\.\Tape3 already configured in NetWorker.
 Delete existing definition? (yes / no) [no] no

Found device \\.\Tape0 already configured in NetWorker.
 Delete existing definition? (yes / no) [no] no

Found device \\.\Tape1 already configured in NetWorker.
 Delete existing definition? (yes / no) [no] no

Jukebox has been added successfully

The following configuration options have been set:

   > Jukebox description to the control port and model.
   > Autochanger control port to the port at which we found it.
   > Networker managed tape autocleaning on.
   > Barcode reading to on.  Your jukebox does not report that it has a bar
     code reader, but it does report that it can handle volume tags.  Some
     jukeboxes that have barcode readers report this way.
   > Volume labels that match the barcodes.
   > Slot intended to hold cleaning cartridge to 59.  Please insure that a
     cleaning cartridge is in that slot
   > Number of times we will use a new cleaning cartridge to 5.

You can review and change the characteristics of the autochanger and its
associated devices using nwadmin.

Would you like to configure another jukebox? (yes/no) [no] no

C:\>
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Be careful when you look at 64-bit support for PC type computers

Please be careful whenever you look at 64-bit in this environment because the different architectures
are not compatible. Right now these different types exist:

- EM64 Intel 64-bit EMulation support
- AMD64 Hammer
- IA 64 IA = Intel Architecture

IA 64 is way different as you will know, the AMD 64 and EMT 64 are also different. However, when
they use the previous IA32 mode all CPUs are compatible.

The EM64 and AMD64 run 32 bit applications natively but with a speed improvement. You do not
need to compile to the new architecture. It is however recommended as you can use the extra
registers. But the IA 64 is totally incompatible with 32 bit applications and needs complete rewrite and
recompile processes.

2.2. Be careful when you stage manually - you might lose your cloned save set
instances

This is important when you want to migrate a save set to another media and keep the original and
the clones for different retentions dates:

I encourage you to always manually stage a save set instance (specified by
ssid/cloneid) and not only specifying the ssid (without the cloneid).
Otherwise, NetWorker will finally adjust the pointer for the whole save set
(all instances) which will result in the fact that you lose the old references
to all but one save set instance, especially the clones without warning.

This is not considered to be a bug, because the manual pages cleary state for nsrstage:

„... -S ssid causes nsrstage to treat subsequent command line parameters as save set identifiers. Save set
identifiers are unsigned numbers. You can find out the save set identifier of a save set using the mminfo -v
command. See mminfo(1m). The S option is useful when you want to migrate individual save sets from a
volume, or to migrate all save sets matching some mminfo query. The save set identifiers also specify
exactly which copy of a sav e set to use as the source. To specify exact copies, use the ssid/cloneid
format for each save set identifier. In this case, the ssid and the cloneid are unsigned numbers,
separated by a single slash (/). You can find out the cloneid for a particular copy by referring to the
mminfo -S report.

If the -S ssid/cloneid format is used, then only the specific ssid instances will be removed from media
database. If the -S ssid is specified and no cloneid is specified, that all cloned instances of the ssid will
be deleted from the media database, except the one being staged.
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2.3. Can you backup a Windows network share with NetWorker ?

Yes, you can. However, for server-initiated backups you must not specify the drive letter but the UNC
path. There is a simply reason:

The drive letter exists only within the current login context. As NetWorker does not use a
username for the backup, it will not have access to the current drive letters.

So instaed of using  M:\  in the client’s save set field, please specify  \\client_name\share_name .

2.4. Do Dedicated Storage Node (DSN) licenses support cluster backups ?

Technically this would not not be a problem. However, management decided that DSN licenses will
not be enough to support the backups of a clustered environment. For this purpose, you must have
‘normal’ storage node licenses.

Consequently, when you try to backup the virtual node locally using a DSN license, you get an error
message than ‘normal’ storage node license is needed!

2.5. NDMP backup problems due to missing licenses ?

During my recent backup tests with an NDMP client, i received the following message:

.....
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix nsrndmp_save: Performing backup to Non-NDMP //
  type of device
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix nsrndmp_save: DSA save time could not be //
  retrieved, exiting..
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix nsrdsa_save: RAP error: Unable to grant NDMP//
  license to client netapp: Too many NDMP clients.
 Maximum is 0
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix nsrdsa_save: Cannot open nsrdsa_save session//
  with ultra60
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix

.....

Please find the complete example on the following pages.

However, the problem was not a missing license - as it turned out later, the password on the filer has
been set wrong. As soon as i corrected it the backup worked fine.
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bash-2.03# savegrp -v -G Filer
netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix                  level=incr
01/20/05 00:05:48 savegrp: Run up to 4 clients in parallel
01/20/05 00:05:48 savegrp: netapp:probe                                  started
savefs -s ultra60 -c netapp -g Filer -p -l full -R -m -v -F /vol/vol0/cr_unix
01/20/05 00:05:52 savegrp: netapp:probe succeeded.
rcmd localhost, user root: `savefs -s ultra60 -c netapp -g Filer -p -l full -R -m -v -F /vol/vol0/cr_unix'
nsrexec: authtype
type: NSR client description;
pools supported: Yes;
browse time supported: Yes;
multiple balanced streams supported: Yes;
remote user: root;
groups: other, root, bin, sys, adm, uucp, mail, tty, lp, nuucp, daemon;
arch: sparc;
client OS type: Solaris;
CPU type: sun4u;
CPUs: 1;
kernel arch: sun4u;
machine type: workstation;
MB used: 1380;
NetWorker version: 7.2.Build.172;
OS: SunOS 5.8;
version: 7.2.Build.172;
save set: path=/vol/vol0/cr_unix, arg=/vol/vol0/cr_unix, level=full, diskno=0, max_sessions=1, stype=save ;
parallelism: 8
netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix           level=full, dn=0, mx=1, vers=ssbrowse, p=4
01/20/05 00:05:52 savegrp: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix                      started
nsrndmp_save -M -T dump -s ultra60 -c netapp -g Filer -l full -LL -W 78 -N /vol/vol0/cr_unix /vol/vol0/cr_unix
01/20/05 00:05:53 savegrp: command 'nsrndmp_save -M -T dump -s ultra60 -c netapp -g Filer -l full -LL -W 78 -N /vol/vol0
/cr_unix /vol/vol0/cr_unix ' for client netapp exited with return code 1.
01/20/05 00:05:53 savegrp: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix succeeded.
  netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full backup
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix rcmd localhost, user root: `nsrndmp_save -M -T dump -s ultra60 -c netapp -g Filer -l full -LL
 -W 78 -N /vol/vol0/cr_unix /vol/vol0/cr_unix'
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix nsrndmp_save: Performing backup to Non-NDMP type of device
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix nsrndmp_save: DSA save time could not be retrieved, exiting..
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix nsrdsa_save: RAP error: Unable to grant NDMP license to client netapp: Too many NDMP clients.
 Maximum is 0
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix nsrdsa_save: Cannot open nsrdsa_save session with ultra60
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix
01/20/05 00:05:53 savegrp: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix will retry 1 more time(s)
01/20/05 00:05:53 savegrp: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix                      started
  .....

This is how the error showed...
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  .....
nsrndmp_save -M -T dump -s ultra60 -c netapp -g Filer -l full -LL -W 78 -N /vol/vol0/cr_unix /vol/vol0/cr_unix
01/20/05 00:05:54 savegrp: command 'nsrndmp_save -M -T dump -s ultra60 -c netapp -g Filer -l full -LL -W 78 -N /vol/vol0
/cr_unix /vol/vol0/cr_unix ' for client netapp exited with return code 1.
01/20/05 00:05:54 savegrp: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix succeeded.
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix 1 retry attempted
  netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full backup
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix rcmd localhost, user root: `nsrndmp_save -M -T dump -s ultra60 -c netapp -g Filer -l full -LL
 -W 78 -N /vol/vol0/cr_unix /vol/vol0/cr_unix'
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix nsrndmp_save: Performing backup to Non-NDMP type of device
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix nsrndmp_save: DSA save time could not be retrieved, exiting..
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix nsrdsa_save: RAP error: Unable to grant NDMP license to client netapp: Too many NDMP clients.
 Maximum is 0
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix nsrdsa_save: Cannot open nsrdsa_save session with ultra60
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix
01/20/05 00:05:54 savegrp: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix will retry 0 more time(s)
01/20/05 00:05:54 savegrp: netapp:index                                  started
save -s ultra60 -S -g Filer -LL -f - -m ultra60 -V -t 1106174481 -l 9 -LL -W 78 -N index:93ae10d4-00000004-41eee079-41ee
e078-00010000-c3d64bc9 /export/home/nsr/index/netapp
01/20/05 00:05:55 savegrp: netapp:index succeeded.
* netapp:index rcmd localhost, user root: `save -s ultra60 -S -g Filer -LL -f - -m ultra60 -V -t 1106174481 -l 9 -LL -W
78 -N index:93ae10d4-00000004-41eee079-41eee078-00010000-c3d64bc9 /export/home/nsr/index/netapp'
* netapp:index save: Saving files modified since Wed Jan 19 23:41:21 2005.
* netapp:index
  ultra60: index:netapp             level=9,         0 KB 00:00:00      0 files
01/20/05 00:05:55 savegrp: ultra60:bootstrap                             started
save -s ultra60 -S -g Filer -LL -f - -m ultra60 -V -l 0 -LL -W 78 -N bootstrap /nsr /nsr/res /nsr/mm
01/20/05 00:05:56 savegrp: ultra60:bootstrap succeeded.
* ultra60:bootstrap rcmd localhost, user root: `save -s ultra60 -S -g Filer -LL -f - -m ultra60 -V -l 0 -LL -W 78 -N boo
tstrap /nsr /nsr/res /nsr/mm'
* ultra60:bootstrap /nsr
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrla.res
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/servers
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrwizclnt.res
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrwizcon.res
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/000a0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/00140373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/001e0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/00280373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/00320373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/003c0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/00460373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/00500373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/005a0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
  .....
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bash-2.03# savegrp -v -G Filer
netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE           level=incr
01/20/05 00:26:50 savegrp: Run up to 4 clients in parallel
01/20/05 00:26:50 savegrp: netapp:probe                                  started
savefs -s ultra60 -c netapp -g Filer -p -l full -R -m -v -F /vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
01/20/05 00:26:53 savegrp: netapp:probe succeeded.
rcmd localhost, user root: `savefs -s ultra60 -c netapp -g Filer -p -l full -R -m -v -F /vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE'
nsrexec: authtype
type: NSR client description;
pools supported: Yes;
browse time supported: Yes;
multiple balanced streams supported: Yes;
remote user: root;
groups: other, root, bin, sys, adm, uucp, mail, tty, lp, nuucp, daemon;
arch: sparc;
client OS type: Solaris;
CPU type: sun4u;
CPUs: 1;
kernel arch: sun4u;
machine type: workstation;
MB used: 1579;
NetWorker version: 7.2.Build.172;
OS: SunOS 5.8;
version: 7.2.Build.172;
save set: path=/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE, arg=/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE, level=full, diskno=0, max_sessions=1, stype=save
;
parallelism: 8
netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE    level=full, dn=0, mx=1, vers=ssbrowse, p=4
01/20/05 00:26:53 savegrp: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE               started
nsrndmp_save -M -T dump -s ultra60 -c netapp -g Filer -l full -LL -W 78 -N /vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE /vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_
FILE
01/20/05 00:27:13 savegrp: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE succeeded.
  netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE: No full backups of this save set were found in the media database; performing a full
backup
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE rcmd localhost, user root: `nsrndmp_save -M -T dump -s ultra60 -c netapp -g Filer -l f
ull -LL -W 78 -N /vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE /vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE'
  .....

And this is the successful run after the filer’s password has been changed ...
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  .....
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: Performing backup to Non-NDMP type of device
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrdsa_save: DSA savetime = 1106177214
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrdsa_save: READY : (host, port) = (ultra60, 8476)
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE NDMP save running on 'ultra60'
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_2fh: Reading file /nsr/tmp/FileIndex4075744447/fhfile
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: creating "/vol/vol0/../snapshot_for_backup.2" snapshot.
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrdsa_save: Performing Immediate save
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: Using subtree dump
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: Date of this level 0 dump: Wed Jan 19 23:19:55 2005.
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: Date of last level 0 dump: the epoch.
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: Dumping /vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE to NDMP connection
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: mapping (Pass I)[regular files]
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: mapping (Pass II)[directories]
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: estimated 97853 KB.
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: dumping (Pass III) [directories]
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: dumping (Pass IV) [regular files]
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: dumping (Pass V) [ACLs]
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: 98057 KB
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: DUMP IS DONE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: NDMP Service Log: DUMP: Deleting "/vol/vol0/../snapshot_for_backup.2" snapshot.
  .....
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  .....
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrdsa_save: Successfully Done.
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
  netapp: /vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE level=full, 98 MB 00:00:18      2 files
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE completed savetime=1106177214
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: Save session closed with NW server successfully
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: Sorting File History....
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: Sorting File History completed Successfully in 00:00:00 Hours
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: Processing NDMP File History...
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE Processing NDMP File History completed S
uccessfully on 'ultra60' in 00:00:01 Hours
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE
* netapp:/vol/vol0/cr_unix/1_FILE nsrndmp_save: Successfully done
01/20/05 00:27:13 savegrp: netapp:index                                  started
save -s ultra60 -S -g Filer -LL -f - -m ultra60 -V -t 1106177056 -l 9 -LL -W 78 -N index:93ae10d4-00000004-41eee079-41ee
e078-00010000-c3d64bc9 /export/home/nsr/index/netapp
01/20/05 00:27:13 savegrp: netapp:index succeeded.
* netapp:index rcmd localhost, user root: `save -s ultra60 -S -g Filer -LL -f - -m ultra60 -V -t 1106177056 -l 9 -LL -W
78 -N index:93ae10d4-00000004-41eee079-41eee078-00010000-c3d64bc9 /export/home/nsr/index/netapp'
* netapp:index save: Saving files modified since Thu Jan 20 00:24:16 2005.
* netapp:index /export/home/nsr/index/netapp/db6/41eeecbe.rec
* netapp:index /export/home/nsr/index/netapp/db6/
* netapp:index /export/home/nsr/index/netapp/
* netapp:index
  ultra60: index:netapp             level=9,         2 KB 00:00:00      3 files
01/20/05 00:27:13 savegrp: ultra60:bootstrap                             started
save -s ultra60 -S -g Filer -LL -f - -m ultra60 -V -l 0 -LL -W 78 -N bootstrap /nsr /nsr/res /nsr/mm
01/20/05 00:27:14 savegrp: ultra60:bootstrap succeeded.
* ultra60:bootstrap rcmd localhost, user root: `save -s ultra60 -S -g Filer -LL -f - -m ultra60 -V -l 0 -LL -W 78 -N boo
tstrap /nsr /nsr/res /nsr/mm'
* ultra60:bootstrap /nsr
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrla.res
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/servers
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrwizclnt.res
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrwizcon.res
  .....
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  .....
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/000a0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/00140373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/001e0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/00280373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/00320373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/003c0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/00460373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/00500373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/005a0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/00/
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/01/000b0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/01/00150373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/01/00470373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/01/005b0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/01/
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/02/000c0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/02/002a0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/02/00340373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/02/003e0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/02/00480373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/02/00520373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/02/005c0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/02/
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/03/00030373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/03/000d0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/03/00210373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/03/002b0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/03/00350373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/03/00490373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/03/00530373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/03/005d0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/03/001703ba000000000000000041ed5a8dc3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/03/
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/04/000e0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/04/00220373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/04/002c0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/04/00360373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/04/00400373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
* ultra60:bootstrap /export/home/nsr/res/nsrdb/04/004a0373000000000000000041ea8ca5c3d64bc9
  .....
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2. Technical Hints

2.2. NetWorker Cloning in a SAN - does it use the LAN as well ?

With NetWorker cloning, there is a source volume (tape needing to be cloned) and a target volume
(tape where clone will be written). Here is the rule:

- If both volumes are mounted on the same host, or storage node, then the clone will not go over
the LAN.

- If the two volumes are mounted on separate hosts, then regardless of whether or not they are
both on the SAN, the clone will occur over the LAN.

You may achieve the requirement by mounting both the source and target volume on the same
storage node. They will have to ensure that the SAN is zoned so that the storage node doing the
cloning will have access to devices and libraries in both locations so that it can mount both volumes.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. NetWorker 7.2 - mmrecov will not show recovered files

The effect descrived below happened during one of my recent workshops. First i thought that it is a new
undocumented feature (i hate when something changes without notice) but then i noticed that this effect
only occured once. However, as i don’t know the reason for it, i just want to make you aware of  this
behaviour as you also might see it in your environment.

If you use mmrecov and perform a NetWorker disaster recovery, you will not see any recovered files as
it was the case with all releases so far. In general, the intention is not bad, because in a large installation
you will see lots of resource file names rushing through which don’t tell you much. Unfortunately, even
using mmrecov -v will not make the file names reappear. Here is an example:

D:\>mmrecov
mmrecov: Diagnostic: Reverse DNS lookup failed for address 0.0.0.0
mmrecov: Diagnostic: Reverse DNS lookup failed for address 0.0.0.0
mmrecov: Using de-creinfeld.corp.emc.com as server

NOTICE: mmrecov is used to recover the NetWorker server's media index and
resource files from media (backup tapes or disks) when any of this
critical NetWorker data has been lost or damaged.  Note that this
command will OVERWRITE the server's existing media index.  mmrecov is not
used to recover NetWorker clients' on-line indexes; normal recover
procedures may be used for this purpose.  See the Legato NetWorker
Disaster Recovery Guide for more details.

Enter the latest bootstrap save set id: 4094984746
Enter starting file number (if known) [0]: <return>
Enter starting record number (if known) [0]: <return>

Please insert the volume on which save set id 4094984746 started
into Z:\BU_DEV5.  When you have done this, press <RETURN>: <return>

Scanning Z:\BU_DEV5 for save set 4094984746; this may take a while...
Z:\BU_DEV5: Mount operation in progress
Z:\BU_DEV5: mounted file disk de_creinfeld.corp.emc.com.003 (write  //
protected)

If your resource files were lost, they are now recovered in the 'res.R'
directory.  Copy or move them to the 'res' directory, after you have shut
down the service.  Then restart the service.

Otherwise, just restart the service.

If the on-line index for de-creinfeld.corp.emc.com was lost, it can be //
  recovered using the nsrck command.

D:\>

?
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2.2. NetWorker 7.2 - will not create a bootstrap under certain circumstances

The problem i report here is very unique. So far i have only seen it once and exclusively in the following
configuration. However, as i could repeat the behavior several times until i solved it, i think it is worth to
share my experience.

System Configuration
- Windows XP professional running
- VMWARE GSX Server hosting

- Windows 2000 Advanced Server, SP4 with
- NetWorker 7.2 Server

Behavior
In general NetWorker performed perfectly. However, i could repeat that a certain new group (disabled)
did not create the bootstrap save set when it was started from the GUI. No entry in the logs indicated
any problem - the bootstrap save set was simply created for whatever reason.

Feb 17 21:13:27 red: NetWorker savegroup: (info) starting  blue (with 1 //
  client(s))
Feb 17 21:13:41 red: NetWorker savegroup: (notice) blue completed, total  //
  1 client(s), 0 Hostname(s) Unresolved, 0 Failed, 1 Succeeded.
Feb 17 21:13:41 red: Start time:   Thu Feb 17 21:13:27 2005
Feb 17 21:13:41 red: End time:     Thu Feb 17 21:13:41 2005
Feb 17 21:13:41 red: --- Successful Save Sets ---
Feb 17 21:13:41 red:   blue: D:\A                        level=full,    //
  17 MB 00:00:03      7 files
Feb 17 21:13:41 red:   red: index:blue                   level=full,    //
  12 KB 00:00:01     10 files

But when i started it from the command line using savegrp -l full -G groupname, the
bootstrap was created evey time, as expected.

As you can not manipulate the creation of the boostrap save set in any way, this was a weird effect,
but i solved it.

Solution
I created another group, same parameters, and copied the client over. Then I started the group from
the GUI - of course without problems.

Now i started the first group again from the GUI - and the boostrap was generated as well.

2.3. Rescanning for new Windows devices will reactivate RSM

Please be aware that initiating a Scan for hardware changes in the Windows Device
Manager can reactive the Removable Storage Manager (RSM) service which will
conflict with the NetWorker mechanisms. This is even true when RSM has been set
to Disasbled. So please look carefully at your backup server whenever you performed
such operation as otherwise device access conflicts may occur.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Do you know the MS Loopback Apdapter ?

At least it was new to me. Actually it sounds like it is a very useful tool - it pretends to your computer
as if it is connected to a network although it is not at all.

This especially applies to your notebooks - you need to do presenstations and demos and you know
that they usually run fine but they have problems when the network cable is not connected (like some
NetWorker versions). The application may run much slower or will not respond at all.

To prevent these problems, you may either add a loopback connector to your network plug or you may
install a piece of software which’s purpose is exactly this.

Microsoft has such a tool, but it is hard to find any information at all:

- The only reference i could find is related to the knowledgebase document 278416 which you
will find at http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb%3ben-us%3b278416

- According to the document it seems that it is only available for Windows 2000 systems. This
will of course not help you on Windows XP, which most of your notebooks already run on. But
you can make it work, as described in this article.

- The driver is not downloadable as a separate tool. However, when you ever get a hold of the file
loop.sys from a Windows 2000 installation, this is all you need.

And this how you install the driver on your notebook computer running Windows XP Professional:

- Open the Control Panel and select Add Hardware:
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As usual Windows will first detect all connected hardware of your computer:

It will then ask whether your new hardware is already connected:

- Make sure that Yes... is connected and click Next > . Otherwise, the program will end.
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This will make the Add Hardware Wizard window appear:

- You need to scroll down top the bottom where you need to select Add a new hardware device.
Then click Next > to continue:
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- In the next window, select the Advanced option and click Next > again:

- Scroll down the list of Common hardware types ...
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- ... and mark the entry Network adapters. Then again hit Next > :

- Now select Microsoft in the left list (as Manufacturer) and the Network Adapter Microsoft
Loopback Adapter. Then continue with Next > .
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- Again click Next > .

- Now you have to specify the location where your loop.sys file resides:
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- In this example, the driver is in the directory C:\MS_LOOPBACK :

Of course this driver is not certified which XP complains:

- For a successful instalition you must proceed with Continue Anyway:
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- Again, you have to specify the driver’s location. However, once you clicked OK ...

... it will be installed and the program will end:

- Finally quit the installation program with Finish.
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The result is a new network adapter which you will find for example in Computer Management  -
Device Manager as shown here:

The Microsoft Loopback Adapter is now in place and should help you in resolving your network
communication problems while your computer is not connected to any network.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Configuring the firewall on a Windows XP NetWorker client

This problem has already been described in Technical Bulletin #399. However, due to the new web
layout, a link to the image in that document is missing. In addition to that, i have added some more
details which might be useful for you.

A Windows XP computer is supported as a  NetWorker client.

The installation of XP Service Pack 2 will install a new version of ICF (Internet Connection Firewall).
This will be done automatically and without any feedback You do not even have the chance to change
the default settings. Unfortunately, this will break a running NetWorker environment.

Manual backups from the client will still work ...

... but server-initiated backups will fail (see next page).
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Z:\nsr\bin>savegrp -v -G xpprof
xpprof:D:\TEST                            level=full
04/03/05 04:32:32 savegrp: Run up to 4 clients in parallel
04/03/05 04:32:32 savegrp: xpprof:probe                                  started
savefs -s test2003 -c xpprof -g xpprof -p -l full -R -v -F D:\TEST
04/03/05 04:35:21 savegrp: command 'savefs -s test2003 -c xpprof -g xpprof -p -l full -R -v -F D:\TEST ' for client xpprof
  exited with return code 1.
04/03/05 04:35:21 savegrp: xpprof:probe succeeded.
* xpprof:D:\TEST rcmd xpprof, user root: `savefs -s test2003 -c xpprof -g xpprof -p -l full -R -v -F "D:\\TEST"'
* xpprof:D:\TEST 04/03/05 04:34:59 nsrexec: nsrexecd on xpprof is unavailable.  Using rsh instead.
  xpprof: Connection timed out
* xpprof:D:\TEST Network connection could not be established with client 'xpprof'
04/03/05 04:35:22 savegrp: xpprof:probe will retry 1 more time(s)
04/03/05 04:35:22 savegrp: xpprof:probe                                  started
savefs -s test2003 -c xpprof -g xpprof -p -l full -R -v -F D:\TEST
04/03/05 04:38:15 savegrp: command 'savefs -s test2003 -c xpprof -g xpprof -p -l full -R -v -F D:\TEST ' for client xpprof
  exited with return code 1.
04/03/05 04:38:15 savegrp: xpprof:probe succeeded.
* xpprof:D:\TEST 1 retry attempted
* xpprof:D:\TEST rcmd xpprof, user root: `savefs -s test2003 -c xpprof -g xpprof -p -l full -R -v -F "D:\\TEST"'
* xpprof:D:\TEST 04/03/05 04:37:54 nsrexec: nsrexecd on xpprof is unavailable.  Using rsh instead.
* xpprof:D:\TEST 04/03/05 04:35:27 nsrexec: Diagnostic: Reverse DNS lookup failed for host xpprof, address 195.214.75.137
  xpprof: Connection timed out
* xpprof:D:\TEST Network connection could not be established with client 'xpprof'
04/03/05 04:38:17 savegrp: xpprof:probe will retry 0 more time(s)
04/03/05 04:38:17 savegrp: xpprof:index                                  started
save -s test2003 -S -g xpprof -LL -f - -m test2003 -V -l full -LL -W 78 -N index:5ccff6c9-00000004-424f148a-424f1489-
  00010000-c3d64b84 Z:\nsr\index\xpprof
04/03/05 04:38:19 savegrp: xpprof:index succeeded.
* xpprof:index rcmd localhost, user root: `save -s test2003 -S -g xpprof -LL -f - -m test2003 -V -l full -LL -W 78
  -N index:5ccff6c9-00000004-424f148a-424f1489-00010000-c3d64b84 "Z:\\nsr\\index\\xpprof"'
* xpprof:index mtimeasm -s Z:\nsr\index\xpprof\db6\424e8b18.rec
* xpprof:index mtimeasm -s Z:\nsr\index\xpprof\db6\424e8c4c.rec
* xpprof:index mtimeasm -s Z:\nsr\index\xpprof\db6\424e8dd0.rec
* xpprof:index mtimeasm -s Z:\nsr\index\xpprof\db6\424eb3b3.rec
* xpprof:index mtimeasm -s Z:\nsr\index\xpprof\db6\424ebad5.rec
* xpprof:index uasm -s Z:\nsr\index\xpprof\db6\
* xpprof:index Z:\nsr\index\xpprof\
* xpprof:index
  test2003: index:xpprof            level=full,      9 KB 00:00:01      7 files

...
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This is not a NetWorker problem - the firewall of the XP client needs to be reconfigured.

In general, you can do this in different ways:
- Either for all domain-wide XP clients

If a domain is present
- Or individually for each XP client

If a domain is not available

The following details explain the individual method. For all details please read Technical Bulletin #399.

To help you, EMC|Legato has developed a small routine called nsrfw. You may download it from this
URL:

ftp://ftp.legato.com/pub/NetWorker/Updates/Windows/ProductAlert-XP

Before you can install it you must unzip the file to a temporary directory.

To install the software, simply double-click the file nsrfw.exe. This is what you will see - the
message clearly describes the problem:
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The installation is done in a second:

Of course, the program will not change the NetWorker port configuration.

However, automatic backups still fail with the same problem.
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Obviously, installing the software was not enough - you have to configure it as well:

So i added the new firewall configuration:

This solved the problem.
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The reason is easy to explain, if you look up the Windows Firewall configuration.

This is the XP/SP2 firewall setup when you installed nsrfw. The entry for the NetWorker Client
software has been added here but it has not been activated yet:

And this is the XP/SP2 firewall configuration when you ran nsrfw add:
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If not installed or after you ran nsrfw del,  the NetWorker Client entry will be deleted.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Using a NetWorker XP Professional system as a NetWorker server

A brief test showed that if you configure your Windows XP Professional workstation as described in
the last TIN 8/2005, there will be no problem with a NetWorker server software as well.

Please do not forget that this is an unsupported configuration. However, this
compatibility is useful if you want to demonstrate NetWorker on your laptop.

2.2. AlphaStor does not support transit slots

Please be aware that libraries which have a transit slot (for example a StorageTek L700) will fail their
intitialization when used together with AlphStora.

The problem is the transit slot.  AlphaStor knows nothing about this slot and when a tape is put there
AlphaStor is not informed of this, so it loses track. So please configure your hardware so that these
will not be used.
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2.5. What is the difference between the NetWorker browse/retention policy and the
browse/retention date ?

There is really no difference - the NetWorker policies will finally be ‘converted’ into dates when the info
is stored in NetWorker’s media database.

As policies are easier to deal with, they are used for the resources. Here you must not calculate these
dates. However, the media database information only knows breowse and retention dates.

As a consequence ...
- You must set your policies before the backup
- You may set the browse/retention dates

- at the backup time (from the command line) or
- after the backup (from the command line)
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. GUI backups of a remote client will fail due to wrong client configuration

Please have a look at the examples below, which have been taken from a Windows environment
running on NetWorker 7.2.

A manual backup from the GUI failed with with the following message:

On the first view, this looks extremely weird:
- The first line tells you that a backup from the client is started
- But the second line clearly states that the client is not properly configured

What could be so complicated that a client, when it is created, will not be properly configured? And
why should this matter for a manual (client-initiated) backup? - Configurations make only sense for
automatic (server-initiated) backups.

Fortunately, the third line clearly states the problem: the full qualified domain name (FQDN) is missing
in the client’s alias list.
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This was actually true as you can see here:

Because a domain was not present at this moment, i created the client only with short name and not
with the FQDN. Consequently, the FQDN has not been added. But the NetWorker server does insist
on the right name as specified in the network properties.

However, to my surprise, the client-initiated backup form the command line showed no problem at all:
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... the manual backup from the GUI worked perfectly:

When i added the FQDN to the Aliases list ...
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2.3. How are NetWorker modules in a cluster environment licensed ?

This is a very frequently asked questions. In fact, the licensing is as a combination of IP addresses
associated with the database and instance:

If the n databases you have are connected to via one IP address which is part of a cluster
service then you only need one license.

However if each database has a separate IP address (in this case you really have n cluster
services running independant of each other on either physical node) then you need n module
licenses.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Some important informations for NetWorker for Netware

My first NetWorker experiences began with NetWorker on Netware about 12 years ago. At that time i
could not afford a UNIX system, and the product has not been released for Windows NT yet
(NetWorker for Windows NT was released late 1996, as far as i remember). But i had a Netware 3.12
server which i could use to get in touch with the product.

After years of absence, i wanted to see whether i still could install such operating system and whether
i am still able to integrate a Netware client into a NetWorker Data Zone. Besides my personal interest i
also wanted to verify the problem that a save set recovery from a Netware client is not possible if the
NetWorker server runs NetWorker 7.x. This problem is known (incident LGTpa50711) and it is clearly
described in the NetWorker 7.x Release Notes.

In this article i want to share my experiences with you. Do not forget that there are still a bunch of
Netware customers around so this article might be useful.

Netware download and installation
To get the software, i downloaded Netware 6.5 from Novell’s evaluation web page. You will need
three files which will result in one CD-ROM later:

- The Operating System disk
- The so-called Products disk
- The Service Pack 2 disk

The first two executables will self-extract to ISO images while the last one will result in an
uncompressed file system which you will burn to CD-ROMs.

Actually, the OS disk already contains Netware 6.5 with Service Pack 2
installed. There was also Service Pack 3 available. However, i decided not
to install it as i thought there might be a reason for Novell not to supply a
combined Netware 6.5/SP3 ISO image file.

The installation of Netware 6.5 is almost like any other operating system available today. Just boot
from the CD-ROM and answer all questions properly and you are done in about 45 minutes. The
only ‘strange’ thing is that you must install a DOS partition because NetWare still boots to DOS and
then starts Netware server.

During the Netware installation i found that the SMS package could not be
installed for whatever reason - consequently skipped the SMS installation part
and i added the Service Pack later.

With respect to licensing i installed Netware with no license. According to the
documentation, this will result in a timely unlimited version for two users only. Of
course, for the test purpose i wanted to use it for, this was enough.
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NetWorker for NetWare installation
I used the NetWorker for Netware 4.2.2 Client Software from the last NetWorker Media Kit
(February 2005). The installation went smoothly and without problems.

NetWorker preparation and considerations
NetWorker for Netware only connects to a NetWorker server by hostname. Although the client will
find available NetWorker server by their IP address, the client will not be able to connect if the DNS
or the file SYS:\ETC\HOSTS has not been configured properly.

Be aware that if you adjust the HOSTS file, Netware will need some minutes to
activate the entries. The best method is to ping the hostname from the Netware
host until it will be successful.

According to the README file, the following modules must be loaded:

SYS:\SYSTEM\NETDB automatically loaded
            SMDR automatically loaded
            TSA500   does not exist for Netware 6.5/SP2
            TSA600   does not exist for Netware 6.5/SP2
            TSAFS automatically loaded
            TSANDS must be loaded manually before you start the client

If you use a NetWorker 7.x server
you need to be aware of the following problems as stated in the NetWorker 7.2 Release Notes:

- As you work with a relatively old NetWorker client, you will not be able to remotely
configure your server from the Netware client (LGTpa51370). The reason is that it does not
support the NetWorker 7 User Group resources. For example, if you create a new resource,
you will see a message like this:

Permission denied; user “Administrators“ on <server> does not
have ‘Configure NetWorker’ privilege to create this resource.

Even ‘*@*‘ in the NetWorker server’s Administrator list will not work.

- Save set recoveries are not supported (LGTpa50711).
However, according to the knowledgebase and collegues there is a solution:

Set the environment variable NSR_SUPPORT_NETWARE_4X=1 before you start the
NetWorker server

On a NetWorker UNIX/Linux server run the following commands:

# NSR_SUPPORT_NETWARE_4X=1
# export NSR_SUPPORT_NETWARE_4X

or

# setenv NSR_SUPPORT_NETWARE_4X=1
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On a NetWorker/Windows server you set environment variables as follows:

- In the Control Panel open the System icon and click the Advanced tab.
Then click Environment Variables:

- In the System variables section click New:
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- Now enter the variable as follows anc confirm your setting with OK:

- You should now see it in the list like this:

Do not forget to restart the NetWorker server!
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Starting the NetWorker for Netware client
If all preparation steps have been completed, simply change to a Netware console window and
start the client with this command: NETWORKR.NCF

You should now be able to use the software as usual, except for the remote administration issue
for a NetWorker 7.x server (see page 4).

Considerations
During my tests i have seen the following issues:

- If you do not have the environment variable NSR_SUPPORT_NETWARE_4X=1 properly set,
you will see the following symptoms:

- Client initiated backup may work without problems
- However, when you start a server-initiated backup, a message like this will fail with

an error as listet on the next page

- There may also show the effect, that the NetWorker/Netware GUI will be loaded and connect
to the NetWorker server but there will be no entries in the NetWorker Administrator screen.
Also it seems that no keyboard entries will be accepted any more in this window.

According to the knowledgebase, this points to a compatibility problem between NetWorker
and the library file SMSUT.LIB. This only happened to me when i installed the Netware 6.5
service pack 3. I did not investigate this any further.
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2.2. Please be careful when installing Windows 2003 Server/Service Pack 1 with
NetWorker

EMC|Legato does not specifically test against each new service pack. They are supported by default.
If there are any issues they should go through support as usual.

Currently the only issues are if the customer chooses to run the new Security Configuration Wizard
and use it to configure the Windows firewall. This will prevent the NetWorker server from functioning
correctly, as would any other firewall that was not configured to allow NetWorker through.

Technical Bulletin #410 describes this issue. You may download it from this URL:

http://www.legato.com/support/websupport/tech_bulletins/index.htm
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. The NetWorker client software will not load on Netware 6.5 with SP3

Problem
If you have updated your running Netware 6.5 server with Netware’s SP3, the NetWorker software
will not load any longer. As a consequence, you can not use the NetWorker client software at all.
And of course the Networker client and administration “window“ will not appear.

Besides that, you may not even notice it until you start the first automatic backup from your
NetWorker server, which must fail of course. I have not found any entry in neither a NetWorker nor
in a Netware log file.

The usual way to troubleshoot the problem would probably be that you thy to load the software
manually but this will clearly fail with this status:

server_name:networkr
This path is ALREADY in use as Search 13
Search path was NOT added
Loading Module LGSHIM.NLM                                [NOT MULTIPLE]
Loading Module RPCXDR.NLM                                [NOT MULTIPLE]
Loading Module NSRLIB.NLM                                [ PUB EXISTS ]
Loading Module RCMDSRV.NLM                               [ UNRESOLVED ]
  Auto-Loading Module NSRLIB.NLM                         [ PUB EXISTS ]
Loading Module NETWORKR.NLM                              [ UNRESOLVED ]
  Auto-Loading Module NSRLIB.NLM                         [ PUB EXISTS ]
server_name:

This problem is known by Novell. Their internal Technical Information Document number is
TID10097056 which you may download from this URL:

http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10097056.htm

The problem is also known to EMC|Legato (LGTpa71754). However, although it is fundamental, it
has not been mentioned in any document to my knowledge.

Background
All variables for a system must be unique, no matter whether they have been set by the operating
system or an application. If a variable is in already in use, another program must not use it as well.
As a consequence, variables usually have very long names which shall ensure their uniqueness.
However, especially when software from another company will be installed, it may happen in very
rare cases that duplicate variable names may exist. The operating system will detect that when
loading the software and it will take appropriate action.

This is what happens here. The problem is caused by the module NSRLIB.NLM which at least
contains one variable with the same name which is already in use by Netware.
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Solution
The solution to the problem is to install a new file NSRLIB.NLM which corrects the problem.Such
is available from EMC|Legato support upon request. The NetWorker 4.22 Client for Netware
software has not been patched. This will probably never happen because of the following good
reason:

The standard NetWorker 4.22 Client for Netware software still works with
Netware 5.x - If you will load the new NSRLIB.NLM module on a Netware 5.x
system, you will will break a running system.

And this is how you correct the problem:

- Contact EMC|Legato support to receive the latest version of NSRLIB.NLM .

- Copy the file to the directory SYS:\NSR\BIN .

- Restart the NetWorker software. A successful operation will look like this:

server_name:networkr
Loading Module LGSHIM.NLM                                [NOT MULTIPLE]
Loading Module RPCXDR.NLM                                [NOT MULTIPLE]
Loading Module NSRLIB.NLM                                [     OK     ]
Loading Module RCMDSRV.NLM                               [     OK     ]
Loading Module NETWORKR.NLM                              [     OK     ]
server_name:

And of course the “GUI“ will show up in a new screen.

The Netware Console - Logger window will inform about the modules‘ version numbers. As you
can verify yourself, NSRLIB.NLM is of a later date:

.....
Loading module LGSHIM.NLM
  This module is ALREADY loaded and cannot be loaded more than once.
Module LGSHIM.NLM load status NOT MULTIPLE
Loading module RPCXDR.NLM
  This module is ALREADY loaded and cannot be loaded more than once.
Module RPCXDR.NLM load status NOT MULTIPLE
Loading module NSRLIB.NLM
  nsrlib nlm
  Version 4.22.05   January 11, 2005
  Copyright (c) 1998-2004 Legato Software, a division of EMC
Module NSRLIB.NLM load status OK
Loading module RCMDSRV.NLM
  rcmdsrv nlm
  Version 4.22.03   October 5, 2004
  Copyright (c) 1998-2004 Legato Software, a division of EMC
Module RCMDSRV.NLM load status OK
Loading module NETWORKR.NLM
  networkr nlm
  Version 4.22.03   October 5, 2004
  Copyright (c) 1998-2004 Legato Software, a division of EMC
Module NETWORKR.NLM load status OK
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2.2. After an update of your NetWorker server to 7.x you may not be able to
recocover files from a NetWorker/Novell client any longer

Problem
If you have updated your NetWorker server to version 7.1.3 or 7.2 the restore from Netware save
sets with more than 2GB will not work anymore. You will receive a message like RPC error,
unable to receive .

Background
The save set size has never been a problem in the past. So why is it obviously creating a problem
here?

Actually, until NetWorker 5.x, a save set larger than 2GB has been split into multiple chunks of
maximal 2GB. This happened automatically in the background. What the administrator saw when
he queried the media databasesaw what was known as „Continued Save Sets“. Here is an
example for the backup of drive D: with is 9 GB in size:

D:\ (2 GB) ssid x
<1> D:\ (2 GB) ssid x+1
<2> D:\ (2 GB) ssid x+2
<3> D:\ (2 GB) ssid x+3
<4> D:\ (1 GB) ssid x+4

A save set recovery was only possible for the first, the starting SSID.

Older clients, and the NetWorker client for Netware 4.22 is still one of those, still backup with an
‘internal save set cutoff size' of 2 GB. Apparently, the code to handle such save sets is broken for
the NetWorker 7.1.3 and 7.2 server software. As a consequence, such ave sets can not be
recovered from any longer.

Solution
To solve the problem, you must actually update your NetWorker server software - the Netware
client software is not affected at all.

Corrected software is available from EMC| Legato support. Please refer to LGTpa75831.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Finding specific resources on a NetWorker for Windows server

Although the direct manipulation of NetWorker resources is not officially supported, knowing about
their structure and manipulation can be useful - sometimes, manipulating resources might be you last
chance. For instance, i can think of a situation where you manually had to remove a media from a
device and you now have to convince NetWorker about the new fact.

When i explained searching through NetWorker’s resource database in my NetWorker 7.0 update
workshop (see TID 2/2003) i verified that i could find a specific string within the new NetWorker
resource database. However, when i recently went to the resource directory tree ...
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On the first view, this was strange. However, using the Windows FIND command revealed the
obvious problem:

C:\>find "NSR;" C:\nsr\res\*.*

---------- C:\NSR\RES\NSR.DIR
Access denied - C:\NSR\RES\NSRDB

---------- C:\NSR\RES\NSRLA.RES

---------- C:\NSR\RES\NSRWIZCLNT.RES

---------- C:\NSR\RES\RSERVERS

---------- C:\NSR\RES\SERVERS

C:\>

It seemed that even as a local administrator, i did not have the rights to search
through the resource database directory path ..\nsr\res\nsrdb.

... and used Windows Explorer’s text search function with NetWorker 7.2 on a Windows 2003 server,
this did not work any more - no such resource could be found:
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So i clicked Advanced to dig a little deeper:

Consequently i looked at the path’s properties but could not see anything strange on the first sight:

But everything seemed to be fine.
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... just the Effective Permissions were hard to interprete. So i clicked Select...

According to the information in the Owner tab i should have all rights ...
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This seemed to correct the Effective Permissions properly. So i closed the window:

... and added the local group Administrators to the list:
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However, with respect to the Explorer’s search function, the result did not change - it still behaved the
same way, telling me indirectly that i did not have the right permissions:

I did not notice any change in my permissions - but this did not really surprise me as i had all rights
already. So i closed the window:

Finally, i gave up and tried to find a more reliable method.
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As in NetWorker - if the GUI does not work, try the CLUI - i tried to find a solution from the command
line and i tried the FINDSTR instead of the FIND command:

C:\>findstr /S /C:"NSR;" C:\nsr\res\*.*
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\02\020004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR;

C:\>

If you use the appropriate search string you may even so clever searches like producting a list of all
resources:

C:\>findstr /S /C:"NSR" C:\nsr\res\*.*
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\00\0a0004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR notification;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\00\1400780424ac7d42c3d64b88:type: NSR device;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\00\14009405ff867c42c3d64b88:type: NSR client;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\00\280004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR schedule;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\00\320004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR policy;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\00\3c0004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR group;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\00\460004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR label;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\00\500004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR pool;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\01\0b0004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR notification;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\01\150004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR license;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\01\1500780424ac7d42c3d64b88:type: NSR group;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\01\1f0004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR directive;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\01\290004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR schedule;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\01\330004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR policy;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\01\470004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR label;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\01\510004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR pool;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\01\5b0004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR usergroup;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\02\020004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\02\0c0004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR notification;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\02\160004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR notification;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\02\200004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR directive;

....
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\2f0004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR schedule;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\390004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR Snapshot Policy;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\430004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR label;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\570004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR pool;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\08\080004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR notification;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\08\120004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR notification;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\08\1c0004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR directive;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\08\260004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR directive;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\08\300004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR schedule;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\08\3a0004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR Snapshot Policy;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\08\440004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR label;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\08\4e0004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR pool;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\08\580004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR pool;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\09\090004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR notification;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\09\130004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR notification;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\09\450004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR label;
C:\nsr\res\nsrdb\09\4f0004061a167c42c3d64b88:type: NSR pool;
C:\nsr\res\nsrla.res:type: NSRLA;
C:\nsr\res\nsrla.res:type: NSR system port ranges;

C:\>
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Do not forget: a NDMP client also needs a Storage Node License

This question came up recently again: why is a NetWorker Storage Node license necessary in this
case?

It is normal NetWorker behaviour. Although no client software is installed at the NDMP filer (which of
course is not possible), the devices attached to the filer are remote devices with respect to the
NetWorker server. As a consequence, NetWorker demands a Storage Node license to support this
scenario.

2.2. What type of clients to you need to backup a Netware server ?

This is an interesting question as there are still two clients available. The correct names are as
follows:

- NetWorker Client Connection for Windows/UNIX/Linux/Mac OS X
- NetWorker Client Connection for NetWare

Which one to choose? - The answer is simple:

The ‘special’ NetWorker Client Connection for NetWare is only needed when you
work need one for a NetWorker/Netware server.
So the term ‘for Netware’ does not mean a Netware client but a NetWorker for
Netware server.

2.3. Can you transfer the NetWorker NMC database from one server to another?

Or in other words: Can you move a NMC server? - At least this works between system of the same
operating system families:

- Stop the program on both sites
- Copy the db directory from one host to the other
- Restart the sever

This should do it.

2.4. How many database module licenses do you need ?

The schema has changed recently and silently - NW Module licensing is now done per IP address that
you configure, which is very important for cluster configurations. Please look at these examples:

- If you have 1 Service IP running, you need 1 license
- If you have 2 Service IPs configured, independent of this being an active/active or active/

passive cluster, you will need 2 NMO licenses.
- If you have 10 Service IPs configured, independent of this being an active/active or active/

passive cluster, you will need 10 NMO licenses.
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2.5. Be careful when you see the LED on your Windows 2003 tape device LEDs
flickering

If you have failing backup and/or recovery processes, then have a look at the
drive’s LED. If it is flickering heavily, this could be your problem.

This sounds weird, but it could really be true. The reason for that activity is that on Windows 2003 by
default a TUR command (Test Unit Ready) is sent to every tape device every second.

What is the result? - Let’s assume you have a SAN with 14 Windows 2003 servers using 21 tape
drives. Each Windows host sends a TUR to the 21 tape drives once a second. That will result in 294
TUR per second. This means that the SAN will be (almost) blocked by this activity alone. And of
course there is a very high risk this behaviour will result in backup and/or recovery problems.

Fortunately this problem is known to Microsoft. An article has been published on Microsoft’s
knowledgebase. The title is Windows Server 2003 cannot perform backup jobs to tape devices
on a Storage Area Network. You may obtain it from this URL:

            http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb;en-us;842411

As a workaround, you must reconfigure the registry. The article also tells you how to do this.

2.6. What are ‘parallel recoveries’ ?

Of cours this means ‘reading multiple save strems at the same time’. However, as this term is not
exactly defined, you may come up with multiple definitions. Be careful when this is mentioned and
always, ask what your customer really means:

• Recovering multiple save streams from different devices to the same client
Can NetWorker do this? Sure. Start multiple recover processes, one for each device.

• Recovering multiple save streams from one media to the same client
Can NetWorker do this? Sure. Of course you must start multiple recover processes.

This will work if the media has not been positioned behind
the start of one of these save sets.

• Recovering multiple save streams from one media to different clients
Can NetWorker do this? Sure. Each client has to start a recover process.

This will work if the media has not been positioned behind
the start of one of these save sets.

• Recovering multiple save streams from different devices to different clients
Can NetWorker do this? Sure. However, this is only a parallel recover process to be

handled by the server. For each client, it is nothing else but a
simple (single) recovery.

Remember that these are just the basic scenarios. Other, mixed combinations may also apply.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. How can you setup persistent bindings in AIX and Unix ?

Persistent binding is not available on HPUX or AIX. Some Operating Systems map the devices into
the kernel on boot. As long as the machine is running, these devices will remain at their assigned
SCSI Addresses. A reboot may alter these SCSI ID’s although more focus is put on not having to
reboot these types of OS’s unless absolutely necessary.
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2.3. Which NetWorker for which Linux ?

Considering that today customers run Linux on x86, AMD64, EM64T and IA-64 architectures, there
has been some confusion which NetWorker binaries to use. The following examples are specific to
NetWorker 7.2 clients, but NetWorker 7.1.3 clients are also supported:

- For x86 server running Redhat EL 3 or SuSE ES 9 use NW Linux binaries for x86

- For AMD64 server running either 32-bit or 64-bit SuSE ES 9 use NW Linux binaries for x86

- For EM64T server running either 32-bit or 64-bit SuSE ES 9 use NW Linux binaries for x86

- For IA-64 (Itanium) server running Redhat EL 3 use NW Linux binaries for IA-64 from

The Software Compatibility Guide available at has been updated. NetWorker server and storage node
for Solaris 10 and SuSE ES 9 are targeted for the NetWorker 7.2.1 release.

2.4. How to change a NetWorker pool’s name

Once a NetWorker resource has been assigned a certain name, it can not be changed any more. This
actually is nothing else but a precaution - it shall suppress potential problems which might occur due
to other dependencies. To rename a resource, you actually have to create a new resource with the
same parameters and then delete the old one.

Unfortunately, this does not work with NetWorker pools. As pools define to which set of media the data
shall be saved, it is mandatory that each pool must have different data selection criteria assigned to it
- NetWorker will not allow you to create another pool with the same or overlapping criteria. So how do
you rename a pool, if necessary ?

The following procedure will work although it is not really recommended if you have a lot of active
media assigned to that pool already:

• Create a new pool with the name of your choice
- Assign the same criteria (from the old pool) to it plus

assign a 'dummy' criteria as well (so that it will be a different pool)
- Save the pool resource

• Remove all media of the original pool from the media index (do no NOT relabel them!!!)

• Delete the original pool

• Delete the 'dummy' criteria from the new pool

If you need to recover from the old tapes you must now rescan them first. To be
able to do this old pool has to exist with the same same.
However, as you only recover data, the criteria does not matter any more - you
may define whatever is necessary to differentiate this pool from your other pools.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. What is a LSSV ?

This is nothing else but an abbreviation for a special NetWorker version which is delivered with each
Oracle database software. This is something that Oracle has implemented almost ten years ago.

You will see the first hint when you browse through the directory structure of your Oracle CD - this
example shows the directory of a downloaded Oracle 9.2i version for Windows:

The name of the compressed file already points to the NetWorker 6.2 version.
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This of course only works if no other NetWorker version is already installed. Otherwise you will
receive this message:

Before you can install the software, you have to unpack the file to a temporary directory. To install
the software, simply run the program setup :
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If you start the NetWorker Administrator program, you will realize what LSSV stands for:

The installation procedure does not differ from a ‘normal’ NetWorker installation process. However,
not all NetWorker programs will be installed - as you can see below, the NetWorker User program icon
is missing:
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If you open the Registration resource, you can verify that there is an enabler code automatically
installed ... and it has even been automatically authorized:

As you can see, this version is a free NetWorker version - the version number points to NetWorker
6.1:
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Although the About command does not really point to a specific NetWorker version:

Even the clients’ Save set has automatically been preconfigured - by default it will not backup
anything else but the NetWorker resource database - such has been implemented in NetWorker 6.2:
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Besides the name, this version has just limited capabilities as you can see from this
screeenshot:

The Server resource also does not show any more details:
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C:\Program Files\nsr\bin>nsrcap -nvv -c fa577c-a16e3f-d26553
Read an enabler:
        name:    Legato Single Server Version (manufactoring code unknown)
        enabler code: fa577c-a16e3f-d26553 (2610#000021156)
        license type: l28
        demo days:    45 days

nsrcap: License enabler code is valid.

C:\Program Files\nsr\bin>nsrlic -v
connecting to test2000 ...
nsrlic: License Summary:
nsrlic:  Available: sv=1, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=0, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0
nsrlic:  Borrowed:  sv_borrowed=0, clu_borrowed_nt=0, clu_borrowed_unix=0, //
  clu_borrowed_linux=0
nsrlic:  Remaining: sv=1, ws=0, clu=0, clu_nt=0, clu_unix=0, clu_linux=0
nsrlic: server test2000 does NOT have Self-Identifying capability.

SERVER (UNIVERSAL) CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 1
                          Used: 0
          Borrowed from Server: 0
                     Remaining: 1
             Connected Clients: ;

   WORKSTATION CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

       CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
  Borrowed from Cluster for NT: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for UNIX: 0
Borrowed from Cluster for LINUX: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

.....

Although the images already speak for themselves, you need to go to this URL to receive a clear
written statement:

    http://www.oracle.com/technology/deploy/availability/htdocs/faq.html#A251

How does Legato LSM differ from Legato Networker ?
The MML bundled with Oracle8 is not the full version. The bundled version includes support for
backups to a maximum of four directly connected tape devices. It does not support backups
across a network or autochangers and is limited to a maximum of four streams to the four
devices.

And these are the license details for the enabler code:
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.....

    NT CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

  UNIX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

 LINUX CLUSTER CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients: ;

                 IBM DYNIX/ptx: 0
                           AIX: 0
             Darwin (Mac OS/X): 0
                  Digital UNIX: 0
                         HP UX: 0
                        HP MPE: 0
                         Linux: 0
                       NetWare: 0
             Network Appliance: 0

                   CLIENT PAKS: none;

          CLIENT TYPES ALLOWED: Windows 3.1x client,
                                Windows 95 client,
                                Windows NT Server client,
                                Windows NT Workstation client;

C:\Program Files\nsr\bin>
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Product alert for NetWorker

Affected Versions
The information in this Product Alert applies to the following environments: NetWorker 7.1.3. and
NetWorker 7.2.

Problem Description
NetWorker versions 6.x and 7.x are susceptible to unauthorized access through remote
authentication. While to date customers have not communicated any adverse impact arising from
such vulnerability, EMC recommends that users of EMC Legato NetWorker visit the following links
to learn more about available options to help safeguard their networks:

- Authentication and nwadmin, nsradmin, nsrports
http://legato.com/support/websupport/product_alerts/081605_NW_authentication.htm

- Token Authentication and Access to Legato NetWorker Server as Root
http://legato.com/support/websupport/product_alerts/081605_NW_token_authentication.htm

- Legato PortMapper and Remote RPC Access
http://legato.com/support/websupport/product_alerts/081605_NW_port_mapper.htm

Problem Resolution
A software patch is available to NetWorker 7.1.3 and 7.2 to help protect against authentication
vulnerabilities. Software patches for products that are no longer supported are not planned.
Additional patches for currently supported products will be added as they become available.

To download the patch, go to the EMC Legato NetWorker Updates web site at:
http://www.legato.com/support/websupport/patches_updates/networker_security_hotfix.htm

Background Information
To limit exposure to attacks it is important to block access from outside your network perimeter,
specifically by blocking access to the ports used by NetWorker (typically TCP and UDP ports
7937-9936). Blocking at the network perimeter cannot prevent attackers within the perimeter of
your network to exploit the vulnerability. The use of host-based firewalls in addition to network-
based firewalls can help restrict access to specific hosts within the network. It is important to
understand your network's configuration and service requirements before deciding what changes
are appropriate.

A complete resolution to the vulnerabilities identified will be available in the next release of EMC
Legato NetWorker which is anticipated to be generally available in Q4 of 2005.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Installing Windows 2003 SP1 will limit the block size for your tape devices

If you Install Service Pack 1 for Windows 2003, Microsoft will also install a new version of its driver
TAPE.SYS. As updated drivers are obvious when you install a Service Pack, you would usually not
even care. However, this driver is different.

It silently limits the block size for a SCSI transfer to 64kB. As a consequence, you
may encounter a decrease in troughput if you use a faster SCSI-attached tape
drive where NetWorker uses block sizes greater than 64 kB.

Other problems may also appear depending on your configuration.

Background Information

If you use a streaming tape drive, a streamer, the intention is to keep it in continous motion (in
streaming mode) as long as possible - this is the optimal usage as it will assure maximum transfer
speed. To achieve this, there is only one rule to follow: send enough data in time. If not, streamers
intend to ‘stop and wait’. However, this also means that for breaking and accelerating the tape
again a certain amount of tape can not be used, because the tape drive can only read or write data
while it travels with constant speed.

To maximize tape capacity, streamers reposition. This means they actually rewind the tape a little
bit during a ‘break’ to ensure that new data can be directly appended to the old one once the tape
has reached its nominal speed. Of course you want to avoid these repositioning processes
whenever possible as they consume time. To keep tape stress moderate, usually the repositioning
time is direct related to the tape speed: the faster the tape speed the longer a repositioning cycle
will take.

The consequence is obvious: the faster the streamer can run, the faster you have to provide data
to keep them in streaming mode. That is why modern streamers have larger internal cache buffers.
However, even large buffers can only support temporary breaks in data transport - if no new data is
received, the tape drive will stop motion.

NetWorker supports faster tape drives by using larger block sizes - this is one parameter which
you indirectly set by selecting the tape drive type.

However, this is only one side of the medal. Especially if you use SCSI-attached tape drives.
Unfortunately, SCSI drivers for Windows usually limit the block size to 64 kB. To overcome this
problem, you have to patch the registry to allow larger blocks to pass the driver. This has been
common practice for years and you can find a lot of articles about this ‘patch’ in the internet. With
respect to NetWorker, the problem and the solution are described in the NetWorker Performance
Tuning Guide, perftune.pdf, which you can download from the document repository,
http://www.legato.com/support/websupport . For details, please read the paragraph Tuning
Input/Output Performance in chapter 3 of this manual.

This method worked for years, since Windows NT 4.0. Now, the installation of Service Pack 1 for
Windows 2003 will make such ‘solution’ useless.
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What are the consequences ?

The effect you will recognize is that you may have a drop in troughput during write processes. This
may be smaller or bigger, depending on the data you send to the drive (do you provide a lot of
smaller files or only few large files, for example).

Will existing data be affected - can you still read older tapes? I do not know for sure - i can just
make assumptions for NetWorker 7.2.1 as i have only tested this version. With this release, there
seem to be no problems at all. However, i can not explicitely exclude potential problems with
previous NetWorker versions. At least it makes sense to update your NetWorker software in time.

Is your installation affected at all ?

To check a potential problem, you need to verify these parameters:
- Does NetWorker use a block size greater than 64 kB for this device type ?
- Is my registry patched to support block sizes greater 64 kB ?
- Is Service Pack 1 installed on the Windows 2003 server ?

Your NetWorker server is affected if all questions can be answered with yes.

How to get the information about the tape drive’s block size ?

For this purpose you need to set the following Windows Environment Variable in your System  -
Properties window:
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It should appear like this:

Create the new System Variable NSR_DEV_BLOCK_SIZE_MSG and set it to yes :

Do not forget to restart the computer to activate this variable.
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If you (re-)start the NetWorker server, block size status information will be added to the file
daemon.log as follows for NetWorker 7.2.1:

10/12/05 14:43:22 nsrd: server notice: started
10/12/05 14:43:23 nsrmmdbd: media db is checking btrees
10/12/05 14:43:23 nsrmmdbd: media db is consistency checking the database
10/12/05 14:43:24 nsrmmdbd: media db is open for business
10/12/05 14:43:27 nsrd: NetWorker
10/12/05 14:43:27 nsrd: 7.2.1.Build.311
10/12/05 14:43:27 nsrd: 311
10/12/05 14:43:27 nsrd: Mon Aug  8 17:22:18 2005
10/12/05 14:43:27 nsrd: Build arch.:  nt86
10/12/05 14:43:27 nsrd: DBG=0,OPT=
10/12/05 14:43:28 nsrindexd: Running nsrck to check client file indices
10/12/05 14:43:29 nsrd: index notice: checking index for 'test2003'
10/12/05 14:43:29 nsrd: index notice: E:\nsr\index\test2003 contains //
  0 records occupying 0 KB
10/12/05 14:43:29 nsrd: index notice: Completed checking 1 client(s)
10/12/05 14:43:46 nsrd: Evaluation Edition
10/12/05 14:43:46 nsrd: License Checking disabled
10/12/05 14:43:48 nsrmmd #1: Start nsrmmd #1, with PID 3464, at test2003
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 3480 block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 3570 block size = 256 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 3590 block size = 384 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 3592 block size = 384 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 4890 block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 4GB block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 8GB block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 12GB block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm 20GB block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm DAT72 block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 4mm DAT72 block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm 5GB block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm 7GB block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm 20GB block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm AIT block size = 64 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm AIT-2 block size = 64 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm AIT-3 block size = 192 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm AIT-4 block size = 128 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: SAIT-1 block size = 64 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm Mammoth-2 block size = 192 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 8mm Mammoth-3 block size = 256 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 9490 block size = 64 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 9840 block size = 256 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 9840b block size = 256 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 9840C block size = 256 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 9940 block size = 256 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: 9940B block size = 256 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt block size = 96 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt1 block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt7000 block size = 128 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt8000 block size = 96 KB

....
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10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: sdlt block size = 128 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: sdlt320 block size = 128 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: sdlt600 block size = 128 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: dlt 20GB block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: dst block size = 576 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: dst (NT) block size = 992 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: dtf block size = 384 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: dtf2 block size = 384 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: optical block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: magnetic block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: file block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: adv_file block size = 128 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: himt block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: LTO Ultrium block size = 64 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: LTO Ultrium-2 block size = 64 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: LTO Ultrium-3 block size = 128 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: LTO Accelis block size = 128 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: qic block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: qic 13GB block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: SD3 block size = 256 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: SLR block size = 64 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: travan10 block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: tk50 block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: tk70 block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: tz85 block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: tz86 block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: tz87 block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: tz88 block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: tz89 block size = 256 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: tz90 block size = 256 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: tzs20 block size = 64 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: tkz90 block size = 384 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: vhs block size = 32 KB
10/12/05 14:43:50 nsrd: media notice: name: VXA block size = 64 KB

Be aware that it might be necessary to create at least one device to ‘trigger’ this
process.
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By the way - despite these NetWorker default values you may also increase the blocksize for any
tape drive in general. To do this, you simply need to set the block size by the appropriate system
variable, as shown below:

In this case, the standard block size for a DLT7000 drive will increase from 128 kB to 256 kB.

Please note:

All device type names, as stated on the last pages, must be written in capital
letters.

The usage of a larger block size must not necessarily increase the backup speed
for every tape drive type. This also depends on the other factors as already
mentioned earlier.
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How to check for the usage of block sizes greater than 64 kB ?

For this purpose you have to browse the registry for the Local Machine settings. This is how it
looks like by default:

The picture above shows entries for Adaptec SCSI host adapter drivers. The existence of the
folder Enum indicates that at least one controller has been assigned to this driver. See below:
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To break the 64 kB barrier, you must create this registry entry where the value represents the
number of 4 kB segments in a block:

The value 100dez (64hex) used above would allow block sizes up to 100 x 4 kB = 400 kB .

Note that you may set the parameter either for all controllers or for a specific controller supported
by this driver:

- To set this value for all controllers specify
Device  -  MaximumSGList ...

- To set this value for a specific controller specify
Devicen  -  MaximumSGList ...

where n is pointing to the device number as shown in the picture on the last page (0).

Is Service Pack 1 installed ?

You usually get this information from the Control Panel  -  System  -  Properties windows as shown
on the next page.

Again - only if the first two parameters apply to your system, the installation of
Windows 2003 Service Pack 1 will affect your system.
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How can you verify the used block size ?

For this purpose you may either use the mt command or the scanner command. The
examples below show a successful increase of the block size:

F:\NSR\BIN>mt -f \\.\Tape0 status
\\.\Tape0:
        Media Capacity  = 34.58GByte
        Media Remaining = 34.58GByte
        Media Blocksize = 0
        Media Partition Count = 0
        Media is not write protected
        default blocksize = 65536
        maximum blocksize = 262144
        minimum blocksize = 2
        MaximumPartitionCount = 0
        Partition = 0
        Logical block position = 0
        EOTWarningZoneSize = 0
        Error Correction Enabled
        CompressionEnabled
        Features:
                Performs LONG erase operation
                Performs erase from beginning of partition only
                Performs IMMEDIATE erase operation
                Can report maximum tape capacity

.....
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F:\NSR\BIN>scanner -v \\.\Tape0
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: Reading the label...
scanner: Reading the label done
scanner: scanning dlt7000 tape WINDOWS_2003 on \\.\Tape0
scanner: volume id 4809939 record size 131072
  created 10/09/05 11:43:31 expires 10/09/07 11:43:31
scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: setting position from fn 0, rn 0 to fn 2, rn 0
scanner: scanning file 2, record 0
scanner: ssid 4283000091: found beginning of
win2003:S:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT
scanner: scanning file 2, record 100
scanner: scanning file 2, record 200
scanner: scanning file 2, record 300

.....

However, if you have installed Service Pack 1, the result will look like this on a new tape:

F:\NSR\BIN>mt -f \\.\Tape0 status
\\.\Tape0:
        Media Capacity  = 34.58GByte
        Media Remaining = 34.58GByte
        Media Blocksize = 0
        Media Partition Count = 0
        Media is not write protected
        default blocksize = 65536
        maximum blocksize = 65536
        minimum blocksize = 2
        MaximumPartitionCount = 0
        Partition = 0
        Logical block position = 4
        EOTWarningZoneSize = 0
        Error Correction Enabled
        CompressionEnabled
        Features:
                Performs LONG erase operation
                Performs erase from beginning of partition only
                Performs IMMEDIATE erase operation
                Can report maximum tape capacity

.....

:
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And:

F:\NSR\BIN>scanner -v \\.\Tape0
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: Reading the label...
scanner: Reading the label done
scanner: scanning dlt7000 tape WINDOWS_2003_SP1 on \\.\Tape0
scanner: volume id 4813718 record size 65536
  created 10/09/05 12:46:30 expires 10/09/07 12:46:30
scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: setting position from fn 0, rn 0 to fn 2, rn 0
scanner: scanning file 2, record 0
scanner: ssid 4283003884: found beginning of
win2003:S:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT
scanner: scanning file 2, record 100
scanner: scanning file 2, record 200
scanner: scanning file 2, record 300
scanner: scanning file 2, record 400

.....

If you scan an older tape with a larger block size, this is not a problem:

F:\NSR\BIN>scanner -v \\.\Tape0
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: Reading the label...
scanner: Reading the label done
scanner: scanning dlt7000 tape WINDOWS_2003 on \\.\Tape0
scanner: volume id 4809939 record size 131072
  created 10/09/05 11:43:31 expires 10/09/07 11:43:31
scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: setting position from fn 0, rn 0 to fn 2, rn 0
scanner: scanning file 2, record 0
scanner: ssid 4283000091: found beginning of
win2003:S:\TEST\MAKERAND.DAT
scanner: scanning file 2, record 100
scanner: scanning file 2, record 200
scanner: scanning file 2, record 300
scanner: scanning file 2, record 400

.....

As mentioned at the beginning of this article, you will not notice a difference when you do a
recovery using the latest NerWorker version.
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Will Microsoft solve this problem ?

According to a Microsoft Newsletter, this was an intentional change as “... internal tests proved
that a block size larger than 64 kB did not show any significant improvement in data throughput.”

On the other hand i have heard from various people that Microsoft has promised to change this
behaviour in Service Pack 2 again.

Is there a workaround ?

Yes, there is. Simply copy the file tape.sys from an installation which has not yet been updated
to Service Pack 1 to the appropriate directories and reboot the system.

You usually find the file in these directories:
C:\WINDOWS\system32\drivers and potentially also in
C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache

You can easily distinguish the versions by their file size:
- The original file tape.sys has the size of 15.360 bytes
- The new file tape.sys has the size of 22.528 bytes

I also have found that you must delete the new file tape.sys from the directory
C:\WINDOWS\ServicePackFiles\i386 . If you do not delete it, Windows will
actually load the new file from this directory during the next reboot which will revert
your workaround.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Personal Experiences with the new NetWorker 7.2 client for NetWare

This paragraph is based on the information you will find on TIN 11/05 and TIN 12/05. It introduces the
new NetWorker Client 7.2 software for Netware.

Historical
Why does the version number ‘jump’ from 4.2 straight to 7.2 ? - The release number directly
corresponds with the capabilities of the software. So far, the NetWorker/Netware version
represented  the product capabilities as they existed about 9 years ago (NetWorker 4.2 was the
current version when i joint Legato back in 1996). Soon after, NetWorker 5.0 was released, which
was a major cut. This version introduced the true separation of the basic functionalities as they still
exist today, especially the split into NetWorker Server and Storage Node.

At the same time, Netware was not as seen as a good platform for a NetWorker server at all. In
fact, it was predicted that the NetWorker Server for Netware was about to disappear soon. The
client was supposed to become the only remainding module for Netware. Consequently, nobody
wanted to invest into a major re-development for the NetWorker/Netware software any more.

However, as Netware servers are still around and became even more powerful, the NetWorker
client for Netware finally needed to undergo a fundamental change. With the new version,
EMC|Legato lays the fundamental steps which are necessary for a further development of the
NetWorker software for Netware. Despite some Netware specific requirements, you have the same
program binaries as you would find them on any other fundamental NetWorker client. To underline
this effort, it was decided to change the version number for the software to the latest major release.

Operational Differences
• The module rcmdsrv.nlm does not exist any longer. With release 7.2, like on all other

platforms, nsrexecd.nlm has taken over the role of the ‘client listener’. It must be running to
support all backup and recovery operations. Also, it must be running at the destination client
during Directed Recovery processes.

• The whole set of binaries is different in the release 7.2. Although the binary networkr.nlm
still exists, it now functions differently.

• The release 7.2 client now needs smsut.nlm to be loaded before you start NetWorker.

• You start the NetWorker client the same way as before by running the file networkr.ncf .
However,  this now loads the file networkr.nlm which then loads nsrexecd.nlm .

• For backup operations, you can only select another source client if the software is running in a
Netware cluster (another virtual client).

• The NetWorker 7.2 client does not support the Verify option any longer.

• For Directed Recoveries, you can not select another destination client any more but only the
source client. The destination client is always the local machine where you run the
NetWorker User program.

• In release 7.2 the GUI does only allow to monitor your NetWorker server - you can not remotely
administer it any longer.
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New Features
• Command Line Interface (CLI) operation

The command line utilities of NetWorker ClientPak, NetWare Version, Release 7.2 is
compatible with other NetWorker platforms. The CLI supports the following features:

- Manual filesystem save or recovery
- Directed recovery
- Save Set recovery
- NDS save or recovery

• Cluster Support
NetWorker ClientPak, NetWare Version, Release 7.2 supports backing up volumes
associated with a virtual cluster server. The NetWorker server backs up these volumes
as local client data of a physical node or virtual cluster data. The NetWorker server
displays the cluster volumes with other volumes of the NetWare client node and allows
you to select these volumes for backup.

The current release does not require the option tsafs.nlm /NOCLUSTER to backup
cluster volumes. For more information on how to configure clusters, refer to the EMC Legato
NetWorker ClientPak Release 7.2, NetWare Version, Administrator’s Guide.

The NetWorker software in this release does not support failover or failback in a
cluster setup. The NetWorker server cannot reconnect to the virtual host after a
failure due to volume migration.

• Open File Support
NetWorker ClientPak, NetWare Version, Release 7.2 supports open file backup by using
third party software. The NetWare client supports the SnapShotServer® software from
Caminosoft and Open File Manager (OFM) from St. Bernard. The evaluation versions of
these software products are available for download from their respective sites.

• NDS (eDirectory)
NetWorker ClientPak, NetWare Version, Release 7.2 supports backup and recovery of
NDS or eDirectory objects. The NetWorker server supports the NDS backup and recovery at
tree, container, and object levels.

• Variable Client Parallelism
With release 7.2 the Parallelism of the NetWorker client is not limited to 4 streams any
longer. You may control it like for any other NetWorker client.

Installation Tips
For a complete information, please read the EMC Legato NetWorker ClientPak Release 7.2,
NetWare Version, Installation Guide.

This is what i had to do to update my Netware 6.5 server with the NetWorker 7.2 client

1. Unload the NetWorker 4.2 client software.

2. Delete all NetWorker files from the Netware server.
This is just a step of precaution. The new software will overwrite all necessary files
automatically. However, it will not automatically delete obsolete ones. To avoid confusion, it
is better to remove the old files - this caused some problems in the past, remember ?
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3. Update your Netware server.
According to the Installation Guide, these are the recommended updates for a Netware 6.5
server with Service Pack 3 installed:

- tcp659j.exe
- wsock6g.exe
- edir8734.exe
- tsa5up18.exe

4. Download and copy the NetWorker 7.2 Client software to your Netware server. Then start
the installation by calling the installation routine cpinst.nlm, for example:

Now answer the questions as usual. The program will exit once it has finished.

Starting the NetWorker 7.2 for Netware Client Software
To start the NetWorker Client software, simply call the configuration file networkr.ncf, for
example:

The program now connects to your NetWorker server and opens the Admin ‘GUI’ in a new window.
Despite the limitations mentioned earlier you may now use the ‘GUI’ for backup and recovery
purposes as before.

Automatic Backups
Once manual backups run fine, initiating scheduled backups is nothing but ‘business as usual’.

Do not forget to define the environment variable NSR_SUPPORT_NETWARE_4X=1
as mentioned in TIN 11/05.

On a NetWorker UNIX/Linux server run the following commands:

# NSR_SUPPORT_NETWARE_4X=1
# export NSR_SUPPORT_NETWARE_4X

or

# setenv NSR_SUPPORT_NETWARE_4X=1

NWSERVER65:load SYS:\nw720\clientpk\cpinst.nlm
Loading Module CPINST.NLM                              [     OK     ]

NWSERVER65:networkr.ncf
This path is ALREADY in use as Search 13
Search path was NOT added
Loading Module NETWORKR.NLM                              [     OK     ]
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On a NetWorker/Windows server you set environment variables as follows:

- In the Control Panel open the System icon and click the Advanced tab.
Then click Environment Variables:
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- Now enter the variable as follows anc confirm your setting with OK:

- You should now see it in the list like this:

Do not forget to restart the NetWorker server!
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Command Line Operations
As stated in the Release Notes, this works the same as on any other platform. However, starting
the save command will result in a problem.

Although the module is loaded normally:

... even without nsrexecd.nlm unloaded, which the program will correct automatically ...

... it does not seem to be sufficient. In another window this message will appear:

However, this will automatically unload the module:

and close the window.

Accidentally, i encountered a condition which made the reason appear:

Obviously you have to logon to the Netware server as usual (you still have to do this from the
‘GUI’ as well). For this purpose, two more options have been added to the save command (see
above).

The options [-U user name] and [-P password] are not documented in
the Manual Pages yet.

NWSERVER65: save SYS:\ETC
Loading Module SAVE.NLM                                    [     OK     ]
  Auto-Loading Module NSREXECD.NLM                         [     OK     ]

NWSERVER65: save SYS:\ETC
Loading Module SAVE.NLM                                    [     OK     ]

NetWorker Save Module
SYS:NSR\BIN\SAVE.NLM: Cannot Login - No user name or password supplied...
<Press any key to continue...>

SAVE.NLM Shutting down...please wait!!!

NetWorker Save Module
options: [-BEiLKVSnquvx] [-s server] [-c client-name] [-N name]

         [-e expiration time] [-w browse time] [-y retention time]
         [-f dirfile] [-b pool] [-F file] [-I input file] [-g group]
         [-U ser name] [-P password]
         [-l level] [-t date] [-m masquerade] [-W width]

<Press any key to continue...>
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However, if you use the logon parameters correctly, for example:

... there is no problem.

Unfortunately, the filenames will not be logged. The file SYS:NETWORKR.LOG
is only created and overwritten when running a GUI backup.

Backup start time: 10-25-05  4:03p
Backing up files of client nwserver65 to server test2003
SYS:/ETC/AFPTCP.LOG
SYS:/ETC/AFPVOL.CFG
SYS:/ETC/ATTYPES.CFG
  .....
SYS:/ETC/TMP/
SYS:/ETC/VOLMN/VOLMNCH2.DAT
Backup: (TSAFS.NLM 6.51.0 266) This data set is in use and cannot be  //
  accessed at this time. : SYS:/ETC/VOLMN/VOLMNCH2.DAT
SYS:/ETC/VOLMN/VOLMNCHK.DAT
Backup: (TSAFS.NLM 6.51.0 266) This data set is in use and cannot be  //
  accessed at this time. : SYS:/ETC/VOLMN/VOLMNCHK.DAT
SYS:/ETC/VOLMN/
SYS:/ETC/w0install/w0Inst.log
SYS:/ETC/w0install/
SYS:/ETC/ximian/rcd.conf
SYS:/ETC/ximian/
SYS:/ETC/
SYS:/
/

Backup: SYS:/ETC  1449 KB 00:00:02    114 files
2 file error(s) encountered during backup
Backup completion time: 10-25-05  4:03p

NWSERVER65: save -s test2003 -U admin -P legato SYS:\ETC
Loading Module SAVE.NLM                                    [     OK     ]
  Auto-Loading Module NSREXECD.NLM                         [     OK     ]

Please keep in mind that you have to logon during recoveries as well. This of
course means that you also have to use the options [-U user name] and
[-P password] .
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2. Technical Hints

 

2.3. Licensing clarification for NetWare cluster clients with NetWorker

For NetWare clusters a single client connection is needed for the virtual Netware server. If the physical
servers beneath the virtual server need protection then a client connection is also required for each of
those.

Example: If a NetWorker server has a license for say 5 Netware clients, this will cover connections
for 5 logical hosts - no matter whether they are physical or virtual, it makes no difference.

There is no separate licenses for virtual cluster hosts and physical hosts. This in fact is nothing else
but the old NetWorker 4.x licensing scheme.
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2.4. Potential errors while backing up Windows servers with a large system volume
(with a lot of open files)

If you experience such problems, like
- blue screens of death (BSODs)
- Event ID 2020 The server was unable to allocate from the system paged pool

because the pool was empty.
- ERROR 1130 / hex 0x46a ERROR_NOT_ENOUGH_SERVER_MEMORY
- ERROR 1450 / hex 0x5aa ERROR_NO_SYSTEM_RESOURCES

In this case the following articles form Microsoft’s knowledgebase may help:
- Q312362 Server is unable to allocate memory from the system paged pool
- Q304101 Backup program is unsuccessful when you back up a large system volume

Please keep in mind that the problems are of general nature - the may occur with
any backup program.

2.5. PowerSnap and SnapImage shall not be installed in the same computer

Please be aware PowerSnap and SnapImage should not be installed on the same host as they have conflicting
components. This is mentioned in the PowerSnap 2.0.1 documents but not in the SnapImage documentation.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. NDMP devices must be no-rewind devices

Today, on most operating systems, backup devices will automatically be properly configured by the
operating system and NetWorker. However, this is different for NDMP filers as no other software can
be installed on such computers. As a consequence, the administrator must choose the correct device
type.

A NDMP tape device must be configured as a no-rewind device. If this is not
the case, the tape will be unloaded after labeling and will be overwritten with the
first backup. Consequently, the backup can not be recognized by NetWorker any
longer and can not be used for recoveries.

2.2. Duplicate volume names with NetWorker 7.x

Volume names are not a general problem with NetWorker at all. In fact, NetWorker is using the
Volume ID along with the name. Of course the program does not allow you to assign a duplicate
volume names during labeling. However, there might be such situation if you want to scan an
unknown tape.

Up to NetWorker 6.x, this was not a problem at all. However, with NetWorker 7.x the behaviour has
changed as NetWorker will not allow you to scan such tape any more. This is surprising as the update
of a NetWorker 6.x server to 7.x will work without problems, even if its media DB contains multiple
volumes with the same name. So the general capability to support such scenario still exists for
NetWorker 7.0.

However, this rare but not impossible problem has been decided not to be a bug - instead of
improving the product, an appropriate advice will be added to the documentation.
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2.4. NetWorker for Windows shows multiple command windows

This was recently happening when showing up at a customer site. Returning from
vacation, the administrator saw a screen similar like this - in fact his was even worse:

I knew that the NetWorker daemons nsrexecd and nsrd, when not started as a service, will leave
such window open. But why were there so many - in fact one for each NetWorker process?
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In fact, a combination of two facts caused this problem:

- For whatever reason, the service startup parameter Allow sevice to interact with desktop had
been selected.

Of course nobody could explain any more whether this was an intended change or whether
this happend accidentally (for example by a temporary problem with the registry).

- For compatibility reasons, this customer still used NetWorker 6.1.4 along with Windows NT 4.0.
This operating system will in fact start a new command window with each program or daemon
which has been started by nsrd.

I verified, that with the use of Windows 200x only the NetWorker client daemon (nsrexecd)
and the server daemon (nsrd) will start a new Windows command process.

Please look at the picture below for the Service parameter. Unfortunately, i do not posess the english
Windows NT 4.0 software any longer - the german name is Interaktive Beziehung mit Desktop
erlauben.
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2.3. How to move a NetWorker server for Windows to another path/drive

Most likely you need to do this on Windows if you want to separate the ..\nsr directory from the
current drive. Space should not be an argument as you of course may also move an index database
to another location.

Have two possibilities:

1. Move the NetWorker path using the installation process - supported method
- Shutdown NetWorker
- De-install the NetWorker software

This will leave the databases behind
- Move the residual ..\nsr path to the new location
- Re-install NetWorker by changing the path appropriately

2. Move the NetWorker path by patching the registry - unsupported
- Shutdown NetWorker
- Move the ..\nsr path to the new location
- Open the registry
- Goto HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/Legato/NetWorker and change the

parameter Path appropriately
- Goto HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SYSTEM/CurrentControlSet/Services and for

the services
hagentd
nsrd
nsrexecd
nsrpm

change the parameter ImagePath appropriately.

Finally restart the NetWorker server.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Product Alert for NetWorker 7.1.4, 7.2 and 7.3

The information in this Technical Product Alert applies to the following environments:

EMC NetWorker

Problem Description
There are three (3) vulnerabilities in EMC NetWorker. One may result in a system crash which
would lead to a denial of service. Two of the vulnerabilities assist a potential unauthorized user to
gain access to the host computer and execute arbitrary code. Please note, though, that to date
there are no reported incidences of this occurring to a customer.

EMC is taking all appropriate measures to ensure that NetWorker users' storage and information
management environments are safe and secure.

EMC has created -- and made immediately available -- guidelines for you to better protect against
these vulnerabilities. See below section as follows for appropriate actions.

Problem Resolution
EMC engineering has issued a hot-fix for NetWorker 7.2.1 users. NetWorker 7.1.4 and 7.3
releases have already incorporated the necessary changes and NetWorker 7.2.2 will incorporate
changes before becoming generally available. No fixes are planed for previous NetWorker
releases.

Links for NetWorker Patches

2.2. NetWorker modules & Windows 64bit compatibility guidelines

Due to the huge amount of questions regarding Windows 64bit support and the compatability of
NetWorker modules to work in a 64bit environment, here is a list of  three guidelines to help you
understand our official support for 64bit systems:

• All 32bit NetWorker Windows versions and all 32bit NetWorker modules for Windows are
supported when running on a 32bit Windows on any 32bit or 64bit CPU.

• All 32bit NetWorker Windows clients are supported when running on a 64bit Windows on any
64bit CPU

• All 32bit NetWorker servers, storage nodes and all 32bit NetWorker modules for Windows are
NOT supported when running on a 64bit Windows on any 64bit CPU.

For those cases please use the appropriate 64bit NetWorker or the appropriate 64bit versions
of the NetWorker modules (if available).

NetWorker 7.1.4 http://www.legato.com/support/websupport/patches_updates/networker.htm
NetWorker 7.2.1 ftp://ftp.legato.com/pub/NetWorker/Updates/LGTpa83990
NetWorker 7.3 http://forms.legato.com/resources/downloads/index.cfm
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2.3. The NetWorker server will not start due to a forgotten file

In such case, look whether the file NetWorker.clustersvr is present in your NetWorker binary
directory - it will prevent the NetWorker server software from beein started when the server is not
clustered.

For example, if you cluster a NetWorker server with FullTime AutoStart (FTAS), this file is created. It
switches the NetWorker server node to work as a clustered one.

If you later remove the clustered scenario (for example in a test environment) and you want to use the
NetWorker server as a stand-alone server, you must not forget to remove this file. As this is not a
FTAS file, it will not be removed when you de-install FTAS. But its existence will then prevent the
NetWorker server to start without any message is the logs.

To solve the problem, simply remove the file and start the NetWorker server again.

2.4. Will NetWorker obey directives during recoveries ?

If you read the new NetWorker 7.3 Administration Guide you will see this statement:

Directives are optional instructions that control how files and directories are processed during backup
and recovery. For instance, one could use a directive to skip all temporary files (*.tmp) during backup.

This is somehow a strange statement and needs clarification. In general, directives have two tasks
to fulfil:

- file (de-)selection
- file/data handling

The file selection functionality only works only at backup time. This is the time all NetWorker
resources are used - they simply exist to support automatic backups. However, as recoveries are
manual processes, they will simply not used at this point in time.

On the other hand, there is also the possibility to create so-called ‘local directives’. Such are directives
which are stored locally in a client’s directory. They can easily be identified by their names - nsr.dir
for Windows and .nsr for UNIX/Linux clients.

You may now assume that you can recover a subset of a directory:
- backup a whole directory
- place a local directive file in the directory which skips certain files and
- attempt to recover the whole directory.

The question is:
Will the file(s) that shall be skipped for a backup now also be skipped during a recovery?

A short test with NW 7.2.1 showed that in fact all files will be recovered. So with respect to recoveries,
the statement in the book is misleading.

The file/data handling functionality must always work. Let’s assume you make a raw backup
using the internal rawasm. When recovering the data, NetWorker of course must use the same ASM
(ASM=Application Specific Module, which is used by a directive) as it would otherwise simply
misinterprete the data. Of course a raw backup can and should not be recovered as a file, and vice-
versa.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. The NetWorker server will not start due to a forgotten file - update

In the last TIN i described this issue which i verified with NetWorker 7.2.1 using a Linux installation.
Assuming, that NetWorker generally behaves the same, i did not perform any further tests.

However, when i wanted to demonstrate how NetWorker behaves last week, i was surprised that the
Windows server did not show the effect described.

Unfortunately, i cannot test all operating systems but at least i tried to verify the problem with
NetWorker 7.3 under Solaris. And here it exists as well. However, with NetWoker 7.3 you receive a
clear problem description:

# nsr_shutdown
Stopping service: nsrexecd (761)
Service nsrexecd (761) shutdown.
#
# touch /usr/sbin/NetWorker.clustersvr
#
# nsrexecd
#
# nsrd
02/11/06 07:31:43 nsrd: Can't start nsrd because /nsr/res (/nsr) is  //
  local, and NetWorker is configured as a cluster server. Use cluster
  manager to check NetWorker service status.
#

2.2. Backup problems with NetWorker on Novell Netware 6.5 SP4 & SP5

With such a combination, you will most likely see this error:

error from SAVE log file - SYS:dir1 SAVE.NLM: RPC error: RPC send
operation failed.  A network connection could not be established with
the host. (severity 4, number 3)

The problem is due to a problem with the Netware module LIBC.NLM. You should at least use
version 9.00.03 (12/20/05). Novell plans to release a patch shortly.

For more information please search Novell’s knowledgebase for “NetWorker“ or look for Novell’s
document 10100368.
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2.3. NetWorker 7.3 client will not start due to a missing computer link

The problem is due to the fact that NetWorker wants to provide a scenario which is very safe. One
step is that the NetWorker 7.3 client will try to verify the connection with the authorized hosts
(NetWorker servers and administrating clients for Directed Recoveries) which are either specified in
the startup scripts but usually are listed in the file /nsr/res/servers.

The problem exists if such host can not be reached when NetWorker will be restarted. For more than
20 minutes, it will retry the operation in the background until it will finally proceed and start the
client (and the server). Of course you may think that there is a general problem but this is just how
NetWorker behaves in the new 7.3 version.

However, once the service has been started, a fast restart is no longer a problem.

This of course can be critical if a NetWorker host is clustered - there will be a
long delay before the startup process after a failover will end.

Meanwhile a patch is under develeopment. It should be released shortly.

2.4. Microsoft releases patch for the block size limitation on Windows 2003/SP1

In TIN 21/2005 i described, how the installation of Service Pack 1 will affect block sizes on a
NetWorker server or storage node running on a Windows 2003 server. This may affect the backup
performance.

Microsoft now released a patch for this problem. For more details please read document 907418
from Microsoft’s knowledgebase. You can find it using this URL:

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/907418

2.5. Recovering unknown NetWorker files in one pass

If you want to recover data without the client file index being present, you have several options:

- You may use scanner -i to rebuild the index for a save set

- You may use recover -a pathname to retrieve your data directly
Unfortunately, you must know the exact pathname as NetWorker will just look for a match
while it reads the data stream.

Consequently, if you no not know the pathname it seems that you must recover the CFI before you
can recover. This of course is an extra step and needs extra time. Isn’t there any way to save this
process?
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In fact, there is - run scanner and pipe the result through uasm.

This NetWorker feature has been implemented from the very beginning - Technical Bulletin 001, which
is not available via the web any longer already described it. And if you use the right options, you
may even relocate the data to a different path. Please see the examples below.

Z:\>scanner -S 4276671177 Z:\BU_DEV1 | uasm -rv
scanner: scanning file disk de_creinfeld.001 on Z:\BU_DEV1
E:\TEST\LEVEL_2\LEVEL_3\TEST_1.DAT
E:\TEST\LEVEL_2\LEVEL_3\TEST_2.DAT
E:\TEST\LEVEL_2\LEVEL_3\TEST_3.DAT
E:\TEST\LEVEL_2\LEVEL_3\TEST_4.DAT
E:\TEST\LEVEL_2\LEVEL_3\TEST_5.DAT
E:\TEST\LEVEL_2\LEVEL_3\
E:\TEST\LEVEL_2\TEST_1.DAT
E:\TEST\LEVEL_2\TEST_2.DAT
E:\TEST\LEVEL_2\TEST_3.DAT
E:\TEST\LEVEL_2\TEST_4.DAT
E:\TEST\LEVEL_2\TEST_5.DAT
E:\TEST\LEVEL_2\
E:\TEST\MIOF_ENG.EXE
E:\TEST\MRANDENG.EXE
E:\TEST\TEST_1.DAT
E:\TEST\TEST_2.DAT
E:\TEST\TEST_3.DAT
E:\TEST\TEST_4.DAT
E:\TEST\TEST_5.DAT
E:\TEST\TEST_§.DAT
E:\TEST\TEST_ß.DAT
E:\TEST\
scanner: ssid 4276671177: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4276671177: 16 MB, 24 file(s)
E:\
/

Z:\>
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Z:\>scanner -S 4276671177 Z:\BU_DEV1 | uasm -rv -m E:\TEST=E:\BEST
scanner: scanning file disk de_creinfeld.001 on Z:\BU_DEV1
E:\BEST\LEVEL_2\LEVEL_3\TEST_1.DAT
E:\BEST\LEVEL_2\LEVEL_3\TEST_2.DAT
E:\BEST\LEVEL_2\LEVEL_3\TEST_3.DAT
E:\BEST\LEVEL_2\LEVEL_3\TEST_4.DAT
E:\BEST\LEVEL_2\LEVEL_3\TEST_5.DAT
E:\BEST\LEVEL_2\LEVEL_3\
E:\BEST\LEVEL_2\TEST_1.DAT
E:\BEST\LEVEL_2\TEST_2.DAT
E:\BEST\LEVEL_2\TEST_3.DAT
E:\BEST\LEVEL_2\TEST_4.DAT
E:\BEST\LEVEL_2\TEST_5.DAT
E:\BEST\LEVEL_2\
E:\BEST\MIOF_ENG.EXE
E:\BEST\MRANDENG.EXE
E:\BEST\TEST_1.DAT
E:\BEST\TEST_2.DAT
E:\BEST\TEST_3.DAT
E:\BEST\TEST_4.DAT
E:\BEST\TEST_5.DAT
E:\BEST\TEST_§.DAT
E:\BEST\TEST_ß.DAT
E:\BEST\
E:\
scanner: ssid 4276671177: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4276671177: 16 MB, 24 file(s)
/

Z:\>
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Does a NetWorker backup changes the access time of a file ?

This is one of NetWorker most FAQs and it is worth to look a bit deeper into the details.

Background

A Unix/Linux file system associates 3 timestamps with each file:

atime The access time
This timestamp alters whenever the file has been read

ctime The change time
This timestamp alters whenever the file has been changed

mtime The modification time
This timestamp alters whenever the file has been changed

This information is not saved in the file but inside the inode information.

You may think that mtime and ctime are the same - and this is almost true:

- Whenever the file is modified (which affects mtime) ctime changes as well
- However, ctime will also change, when some file attributes are modified, for instance the

permissions or the file owner. Such will of course not modify the file contents but will change
the file attributes.

How to you check these timestamps  ?

When you want to check these timestimps, you must take care in choosing the appropriate tool as it
must not modify any of this metadata. For example you may use the UNIX/Linux command line utility
ls with the appropriate option:

ls -l reports the mtime

ls -lc reports the ctime

ls -lu reports the atime
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To demonstrate the differences, i will use a simple text file. Of course after the creation of the file all
timestamps are the same:

bash-2.03# ls -l
total 2
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other         18 Mar  1 21:34 file
bash-2.03#
bash-2.03# ls -lc
total 2
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other         18 Mar  1 21:34 file
bash-2.03#
bash-2.03# ls -lu
total 2
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other         18 Mar  1 21:34 file
bash-2.03#

After some minutes have passed, the files shall be read:

bash-2.03# more file

This is a test.

bash-2.03#
bash-2.03# ls -l
total 2
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other         18 Mar  1 21:34 file
bash-2.03#
bash-2.03# ls -lc
total 2
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other         18 Mar  1 21:34 file
bash-2.03#
bash-2.03# ls -lu
total 2
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other         18 Mar  1 21:39 file
bash-2.03#

As you see, the atime has changed due to the read process.

If you change an attribute, this will change the ctime:

bash-2.03# chmod +w file
bash-2.03#
bash-2.03# ls -l
total 2
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other         18 Mar  1 21:34 file
bash-2.03#
bash-2.03# ls -lc
total 2
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other         18 Mar  1 21:51 file
bash-2.03#
bash-2.03# ls -lu
total 2
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other         18 Mar  1 21:39 file
bash-2.03#
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As i mentioned you must be careful which tool you use. For example, if you check the timestamps with
the File Manager  -  Properties...

... where you can use the option Information ...

... to verify atime and mtime as you can see on the next page.
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And if you repeat the operation after some minutes, this will again change the atime:

And here is the proof:

bash-2.03# ls -lu
total 2
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other         18 Mar  6 22:08 file
bash-2.03#

You will notice that the atime has changed already, although you did not read the file:
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With this knowledge, you may now do a quick test to see how NetWorker behaves.
First check what is there:

bash-2.03# ls -l
total 2
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other         18 Mar  1 21:34 file
bash-2.03#
bash-2.03# ls -lc
total 2
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other         18 Mar  1 21:51 file
bash-2.03#
bash-2.03# ls -lu
total 2
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other         18 Mar  1 22:08 file
bash-2.03#

Now do a backup ...

bash-2.03# save /test
save: Using ultra51 as server
/test/file
/test/
/

save: /test  2 KB 00:00:03      3 files
bash-2.03#

... and verify whether something has changed:

bash-2.03# ls -l
total 2
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other         18 Mar  1 21:34 file
bash-2.03#
bash-2.03# ls -lc
total 2
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other         18 Mar  1 21:51 file
bash-2.03#
bash-2.03# ls -lu
total 2
-rw-r--r--   1 root     other         18 Mar  1 22:08 file
bash-2.03#
bash-2.03# date
Mon Mar  1 22:43:05 CET 2006
bash-2.03#

As you see, NetWorker will not change the file’s access time.
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And how does it work on Windows  ?

Microsoft does not use the UNIX abbreviations at all and it also does not use the change time. Instead
of that Windows knows these timestamps:

Creation time
This timestamp is set when the file has been created

Modification time
This timestamp alters whenever the file has been changed

Access time
This timestamp changes whenever the file has been read

To verify these times use the Windows equivalent for the ls command which is dir:

dir reports the modification time

dir /ta reports the access time

dir /tc reports the creation time

dir /tw reports the modification time

The following pages will show you appropriate examples.
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Right after the creation of a file, all timestamps of course are the same:

D:\test>copy con: file.txt

This is a test.

^Z
        1 file(s) copied.

D:\test>
D:\test>dir /ta file.txt
 Volume in drive D is DATA
 Volume Serial Number is 4851-E9F5

 Directory of D:\test

03/01/2006  11:07 PM                21 file.txt
               1 File(s)             21 bytes
               0 Dir(s)   2,606,137,344 bytes free

D:\test>
D:\test>dir /tc file.txt
 Volume in drive D is DATA
 Volume Serial Number is 4851-E9F5

 Directory of D:\test

03/01/2006  11:07 PM                21 file.txt
               1 File(s)             21 bytes
               0 Dir(s)   2,606,137,344 bytes free

D:\test>
D:\test>dir /tw file.txt
 Volume in drive D is DATA
 Volume Serial Number is 4851-E9F5

 Directory of D:\test

03/01/2006  11:07 PM                21 file.txt
               1 File(s)             21 bytes
               0 Dir(s)   2,606,137,344 bytes free

D:\test>
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The nest step is to make the access time change:

D:\test>type file.txt

This is a test.

D:\test>
D:\test>dir /ta file.txt
 Volume in drive D is DATA
 Volume Serial Number is 4851-E9F5

 Directory of D:\test

03/01/2006  11:07 PM                21 file.txt
               1 File(s)             21 bytes
               0 Dir(s)   2,606,129,152 bytes free

D:\test>
D:\test>dir /tc file.txt
 Volume in drive D is DATA
 Volume Serial Number is 4851-E9F5

 Directory of D:\test
03/01/2006  11:07 PM                21 file.txt
               1 File(s)             21 bytes
               0 Dir(s)   2,606,129,152 bytes free

D:\test>
D:\test>dir /tw file.txt
 Volume in drive D is DATA
 Volume Serial Number is 4851-E9F5

 Directory of D:\test

03/01/2006  11:07 PM                21 file.txt
               1 File(s)             21 bytes
               0 Dir(s)   2,606,129,152 bytes free

D:\test>

As you see, this does not change any timestamp at all.
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Another attempt to modify the access time is to change a file attribute:

D:\test>attrib file.txt
A          D:\test\file.txt

D:\test>
D:\test>attrib +R file.txt

D:\test>
D:\test>dir /ta file.txt
 Volume in drive D is DATA
 Volume Serial Number is 4851-E9F5

 Directory of D:\test

03/01/2006  11:11 PM                21 file.txt
               1 File(s)             21 bytes
               0 Dir(s)   2,605,993,984 bytes free

D:\test>
D:\test>dir /tc file.txt
 Volume in drive D is DATA
 Volume Serial Number is 4851-E9F5

 Directory of D:\test

03/01/2006  11:07 PM                21 file.txt
               1 File(s)             21 bytes
               0 Dir(s)   2,605,993,984 bytes free

D:\test>
D:\test>dir /tw file.txt
 Volume in drive D is DATA
 Volume Serial Number is 4851-E9F5

 Directory of D:\test

03/01/2006  11:07 PM                21 file.txt
               1 File(s)             21 bytes
               0 Dir(s)   2,605,993,984 bytes free

D:\test>

This is fact modifies the access time.
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Now let us check what a NetWorker backup will change anything:

D:\test>save D:\test
save: Using de-creinfeld as server
D:\test\file.txt
D:\test\
D:\
/

save: D:\test  3 KB 00:00:32      4 files
save completion time:  3-06-06 11:36p

D:\test>
D:\test>dir /ta file.txt
 Volume in drive D is DATA
 Volume Serial Number is 4851-E9F5

 Directory of D:\test

03/01/2006  11:11 PM                21 file.txt
               1 File(s)             21 bytes
               0 Dir(s)   2,605,862,912 bytes free

D:\test>
D:\test>dir /tc file.txt
 Volume in drive D is DATA
 Volume Serial Number is 4851-E9F5

 Directory of D:\test

03/01/2006  11:07 PM                21 file.txt
               1 File(s)             21 bytes
               0 Dir(s)   2,605,862,912 bytes free

D:\test>
D:\test>dir /tw file.txt
 Volume in drive D is DATA
 Volume Serial Number is 4851-E9F5

 Directory of D:\test

03/01/2006  11:07 PM                21 file.txt
               1 File(s)             21 bytes
               0 Dir(s)   2,605,862,912 bytes free

D:\test>

Once again, the access time is not affected by the backup.
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By the way, there is a graphical tool available (12Ghosts) which shows that this is not the full truth.

This is how the three files will show after the Read-Only bit has been set:

And this is how the access time will be modified by the backup - obviously the seconds will be set to
full values.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Can you use legacy NetWorker administrator programs for a new NetWorker
7.3 server ?

First of all - a clear statement:

This is not recommended and it is of course not supported.

The reasons are obvious:
- The legacy program nwadmin has notz been updated to support 7.3
- The compatibility has not been tested
- Consequently, it is not delivered any longer
- Of course the acces to new resources and parameters is missing

However, NMC (NetWorker Management Console) and its embedded program NetWorker Administration
are missing some important features like Drag & Drop. This might be an important argument for the old
GUI. Finally, if mankind is used to something, he will try to use it forever. So is it possible at all?

With respect to the limitations mentioned above and due to the fact that nwadmin only accesses the
resources via the NetWorker server, the uasage of the legay program should not create any problem.
What do you have to do to make it happen?

• Install the NetWorker 7.2.1 client software. nwadmin is part of this package.

• Copy the following file to a save location:
- For the NetWorker for UNIX/Linux

from the directory /usr/bin
nwadmin

- For the NetWorker for Windows
from the directory ..\nsr\bin

nwadmin.exe
*.dll

You better save all these files iin a new directory

• Install the NetWorker 7.3 software
If you now start nwadmin(.exe) it should not be a problem to administer a NetWorker 7.3 data
zone (with limited functionality) from the legacy GUI.

Do not forget that you might have to extend/change the list of allowed
administrators.

Please see the next pages for examples.
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Für the Windows GUI ...

• Click the name of the NetWorker server to see his properties.
It is indeed a NetWorker 7.3 server:
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For a Solaris host

For a Linux host
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Do not forget to enable the three standard pools: Full, Nonfull & Offsite

When you use NetWorker 7.3, do not forget to enable these pools. This is
especially important if you previously used NetWorker for UNIX/Linux.

Background Information
With the legacy NetWorker versions, NetWorker behaved differently:

If you wanted to label a media for a NetWorker/UNIX or Linux server, a disabled pool was not
available for this purpose. For example, the standard pool Full was not available for selection
until you enabled it:

With this behavior, a NetWorker Administrator became aware of a disabled pool pretty soon.
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If you forgot to enable the pool (later), it was never used even if you had appendable media
prepared for this pool.

Unfortunately, with NetWorker 7.3, this behavior was chosen to survive for all operating
systems. Consequently, as a NetWorker/UNIX administrator, it may be that you still ‘think
different’ and you do not become aware of the disabled pool.

However, if you used a NetWorker Server for Windows, a disabled pool like the standard pool
Full was available for label operations:
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For Windows, nothing changes at all:

But the same behavior is now also used for NetWoker for UNIX/Linux:
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. NetWorker Management Console NMC will not work with JRE 1.5

This is explicity pointed out when you install NMC. However, you may also easily overread it.

I just downloaded the latest version (JRE 1.5.0 update 6) and tried it without success.

2.2. Moving a NetWorker/Windows server to another partition

Do not forget that the client file indexes are taking the most disk space. Moving them is pretty easy:
For example, see chapter 17 of the new NetWorker 7.3 Administration Guide for details.

But how to move the media database and the resource databases, which finally results in the whole
..\nsr directory? - This is also simple. However, in this case you must change the registry.

Do not forget that patching the registry migth seriously harm your computer.
Be extremly careful when adjusting these parameters.
Consequently, this method is officially not supported

The procedure itself is straight forward:

• Stop the NetWorker server.

• Locate the registry directory HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services
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• Although it is never used, change the ImangePath for the Host Agent service to point to the new
location:

• Repeat the step for the other 3 NetWorker services:

• Now move the whole ..\nsr directory to the new drive and start NetWorker.
It should come up without problems.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Can NetWorker backup Novell® Open Enterprise Server (OES) software on
Linux ?

Please be informed that NetWorker can actually backup Linux OES with the standard Suse Linux
client. However, Novell NSS extension (trustee information etc.) will not be captured and can hence
not be restored.

2.2. Can a NetWorker server work along with older NetWorker clients ?

If this is a ‘pure’ client - it should work without any problems.
It is EMC policy that NetWorker supports a protocol stack that includes all ever supported protocols.

As this is a design requirement the compatibility with older clients is not explicetly even stated. And it
is not tested as well. NetWorker will just start communication with the previous protocol version and
then step down to second latest, third latest etc.

For specific compatibility reasons some customers are still running a few NetWorker 5.x or even 4.2
clients. Again, this is not officially tested and supported, but it works ...

If the client is a storage nodes - it will most likely fail whenever the mechanism to control remote
devices and/or autochangers.´

2.3. Is it possible to restore files from one NDMP file to another one ?

This depends:

• If you want to recover data to another NMDP host of the same manufacturer, it will most likely
work. At least it should work.
I can not be more specific as i never tested this.

• If you want to recover data to another NMDP host of another manufacturer, it will most likely
not work. The reason is that they use another backup methods. You can tell this already from
the command options:

For a NetApp Filer dump
For an EMC Celerra tar

These methods are just incompatible.
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2.4. How does the NetWorker Business Edition support NDMP backups ?

The licensing information is somehow ambigious:

It clearly says that you may extend the capability of the Business Edition with NDMP client
licenses. However, this is strange as you do not have the possibility to install remote (NDMP)
devices (storeage nodes) in a Business Edition data zone.

So what is true ? - Actually, this is not really a contradiction but you have to look very closely at the
‘embedded’ information:

• If you want to do a local backup at the NDMP server, this is not possible.
In this case you must define a remote device with respect to your NetWorker server which
makes the filer a remote storage node. And you can not add any storage node license to a
Business Edition server.

• Consequently you need to backup a local device at the NetWorker server.
This is possible since NetWorker 7.2 thanks to the Data Service Agent (DSA) which
‘translates’ the NDMP save stream data into the Open Tape Format. This functionality is part
of the NetWorker core software and it does not even cost a penny.

2.5. Can 2 ACSLS silos be presented as one to the NetWorker server ?

Assume that you have 2 silos type libfraries where each is controlled by a separate ACSLS server.
Can you use them as one silo for NetWorker ?

From the ssi manpage:

New in version 1.06 of ssi:

ssi now supports communication to more than one ACSLS server at any given time. Previous
versions of ssi were limited to a fixed TCP port for communication with NetWorker, and hence
were limited to having only one instance running at a time. In version 1.06, ssi and libstlstk
have an added private communication channel that lets libstlstk ask any of the running ssi
instances which ACSLS server it is connecting to, and to select the proper ssi for the current
NetWorker silo. To make it easier to set up a configuration with the possibilility of many ssi
processes running, the command line for ssi has changed.

So - in principle you can. NetWorker will allow you to do this. However, due to other reasons, this is
not a good idea in general.

Keep in mind that in a mixed NetWorker/AlpaStor environment, this configuration is not possible at all.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. How to get a list of all NetWorker licenses into a file ?

This is pretty easy if you use nsradmin . Just proceed as in the example below:

Z:\nsr\bin>copy con: infile
. NSR license
print
^Z
        1 File(s) copied.

Z:\nsr\bin>
Z:\nsr\bin>nsradmin -i infile > outfile

Z:\nsr\bin>
Z:\nsr\bin>more outfile
Current query set
                        type: NSR license;
                        name: DiskBackup Tier 1;
                     comment: ;
                enabler code: 8abb0c-xxxxxx-52e6d0;
                     host id: 5a0d22ea;
             expiration date: „Dec 17, 2005“;
                   auth code: ;

                        type: NSR license;
                        name: NDMP Client Connections/1;
                     comment: ;
                enabler code: 6dc0ef-xxxxxxx-4cfc37;
                     host id: 5a0d22ea;
             expiration date: „Dec 17, 2005“;
                   auth code: ;

                        type: NSR license;
                        name: \
„NetWorker for Windows, Power Edition (10 clients per server)/1 server“;
                     comment: ;
                enabler code: fb6e7d-xxxxxx-81b841;
                     host id: 5a0d22ea;
             expiration date: „Dec 17, 2005“;
                   auth code: ;

Z:\nsr\bin>
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Is it possible to use the NetWorker 7.3 encryption feature on clones only ?

The new data encryption is a NetWorker client functionality. You can recognize this already by the
usage because you must create a (local) directive to active it.

Consequently a save set which already exist on a NetWorker media can not be encrypted by
NetWorker any more. So encryption for clone tapes is not an option.

2.2. Can you use the SSL protocol on NetWorker Management Console (NMC) ?

Currently, it is not possible to establish a https connection to the NMC server. And it is not necessary.
The reason is that the jar files which are loaded from the NMC web server (running TCL) are
protected by an EMC certificate to prove their authenticy.

2.3. Can the ‘scanner’ command be used to detect bad media at all ?

scanner does not behave any different with respect to any other ‘read’ command: none of them is
capable to really detect anything. And what you will discover depends very much upon the type of
error:

- If it is a media read error, the drive should already detect it (thanks to CRC/ECC) and come up
up with a read problem already.

    Can you move beyond this point ? - the answer most likely depends on the error type.
- If there is an error in the file (changed data, but fine checksums, which already is hard to

to believe), then most likely no product will be able to discover it.
- If it is a problem on the block header (again, changed data with checksums o.k.),

NetWorker will come up with problems during the scan. Most like it will fail to recover
the save set as well.

Sit down on a test system and backup a larger text-only file (1MB is enough) to a standard (not
advanced) file type device. Then, with a hex editor, manipulate the save set data file and try to run
scanner and recover

- Manipulate the file data
- Run scanner -i -S ssid and recover -S ssid

I bet you will not see any problem at all!

- Now manipulate a block header (they are embedded but can easily be detected if you backed
up a text file) and

- Run scanner -i -S ssid and recover -S ssid again.
Most likely you will see errors here.

So what you really need to do is a test-read (recover -n) for each save set!!! to see whether all data
can be retrieved fine.

But before you go and script something, make sure that you will be able to detect what you are after.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Frequently Asked Questions: CLARiiON Disk Library 2.2 with NetWorker
Storage Node

Question: What are the new emulations for tape drives and type libraries?
Answer: Tape Drives: HP LTO3

Tape Libraries: StorageTek SL500, ADIC i500

Question: What are new supported libraries connected behind a CDL?
Answer: StorageTek SL500 and ADIC i500 series.

Question: Do I have to purchase the tape shredding option separately?
Answer: No, tape shredding is a software feature that comes standard will all new CDL orders.

Existing customers will receive tape shredding when their systems are upgraded to the
V2.2 software.

Question: Can I apply tape shredding to physical tapes?
Answer: No, the tape shredding feature can only be applied or used for virtual tapes.

Question: What standard is the tape shredding based on?
Answer: Tape shredding method is based upon the United States Department of Defense

Standard 5220.22-M. Virtual tapes are sanitized by writing a different bit pattern to the
tape on each of three passes.

Question: How long does it take to shred a virtual tape cartridge?
Answer: To adhere to the standard, the data on the virtual tape cartridge has to be overwritten with

a random bit pattern 3 times. On average it takes approximately 1 minute to erase 1 GB
of data.

Question: How does virtual tape shredding affect overall system performance?
Answer: Testing has shown that tape shredding has a very low CPU utilization rate with little

impact to system performance.

Question: Where can I find the list of commands available through the CLI?
Answer: Upon release, a detailed list of CLI commands will be made available through your local

CLARiiON/BURA champion.

Question: What are the software elements for this solution?
Answer: The new DL management platform ships with the following elements:

- DL Software – emulation and control software that comes standard
- Networker Storage Node – standard Networker 7.3 software module
- DL NodeManager – new software module that allows the DL Software and the

embedded Networker Storage Node to communicate
- Linux OS – new SUSE 9 Linux operating system

Question: Which version of Networker Storage Node is used in CDL?
Answer: The embedded Networker Storage Node is version 7.3.

Question: Can the Storage Node inside CDL be used to backup LAN clients?
Answer: No, the primary function of the embedded NetWorker Storage Node is to clone and move

backup data to / from virtual and physical tape cartridges. Plus the hardware limitation of
the CDL of a single GE port per engine is not optimal for LAN backup.
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Question: What are the key integration points for this solution?
Answer: A number of technical innovations and techniques were used to deliver this solution:

1. Integrated management interface - ability to enable / disable NodeManager
software; stop and start Networker Storage Node services.

2. Consolidated set of application alerts and warnings – helpful hits and configuration
guidelines between internal software components

3. Optimized SUSE 9 Linux platform – tuned and modified for enhanced security and
performance

4. Single software image testing -  end to end interoperability testing for all software
elements

5. Ships pre-installed from factory – fully tested and ready to use, license key
activate at the customer site

Question: What modifications have been made to the Networker Storage Node?
Answer: CDL uses the standard Linux-based 7.3 Storage Node release.  Modifications were made

for product manufacturing and delivery only.

Question: What are the compatibility guidelines for the embedded 7.3 Networker Storage Node?
Answer: Networker requires that the master backup server and Storage Node to be on the same

release. In other words, the internal Storage Node on the DL only supports NetWorker
7.3 environments.

Question: Since CDL and Networker both support ACSLS, how do I determine which one to use?
Answer: Any CDL with an enable internal Networker Storage Node is required to license and

deploy support for libraries with ACSLS though ESG (Networker). All other CDLs should
license ACSLS connectivity through CDL (CLARiiON).

Question: What kind of enhanced media management functionality does the embedded Networker
software provide?

Answer: With the integrated Storage Node, customers can perform the following functions:
1. Tape Cloning - copy or move of backup data from virtual to physical tape, with the

option to change the cartridge barcode (or label) or retention period of the data
stored

2. Tape Stacking – ability to consolidate a number of smaller capacity virtual tapes
onto a larger capacity physical tape

3. Transfer Data between CDLs – ability to use the internal Storage Nodes to
replicate data between two CDLs over IP, controlled and tracked by Networker.

4. Multiple restore points -  means to locate any tape cartridge (virtual or physical)
quickly and perform a single hop or direct restore

Question: From a Networker perspective, what is considered a “device”?
Answer: Any virtual or physical tape drive connected or controlled by the integrated Storage Node.

Question: What is the transport mechanism when using Networker to perform replication between
two CDLs?

Answer: Networker uses IP to replicate between Storage Nodes.

Question: What is the performance of exporting to physical tape using Networker?
Answer: Performance will vary based on type of drives and tape attached, data characteristics,

backup saveset characteristics, etc.

Question: Where can I find out more information on how my customers can benefit from the
embedded Networker Storage Node on CDL?

Answer: For more information contact your local CLARiiON/BURA champion.
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Question: Does the 2.2 release apply to the DL210?
Answer: Due to timing issues, the 2.2 code release will not be available on DL210 until later this

year (2006).

Question: Does the backup application integration program include other backup vendors?
Answer: Yes, it is EMC’s intention to extend this program to other backup software providers.

Details can be found on the CLARiiON Disk Library product roadmap, available through
your local CLARiiON/BURA champions.

Question: What licenses does the customer need to activate the embedded Storage Node?
Answer: Three licensing components are required to activate the internal Storage Node on CDL.

1. DL-Nodemanager
a. License required for each engine running Networker
b. License key activated

Model
DL7-NODEMGR
DL3-NODEMGR
DL3-7NODEMGR

2. Networker Storage Node
a. License required for each engine running Networker Storage Node
b. License key (enabler) must be activated
c. Multiple Storage Node licenses can be entered in NetWorker to unlock

additional device capacity. Please consult local Networker sales operations.
Model Number of Devices

Linux Network Edition 16
Linux Power Edition 32

3. Networker licenses for all assets connected to the internal Storage Node, standard
autochanger licenses apply.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Clarification on the NetWorker Disk Backup Option (DBO) licenses

This is quite often misunderstood:

• The DBO license is not defined by the size of the media but by the utilized capacity.
If your media has a capacity of 30TB, but you only backup to 10TB via DBO, then you only
need a 10TB license (Tier3).

• Capacity licenses are stackable.
If you own 3 Tier2 DBO licenses (each one valif for up to 6TB), this will give you a total of up
to 18TB of DBO ‘capacity’ in the same data zone.

2.2. Clarification on the NetWorker Oracle Module (NMO) licenses

Please understandd that before NetWorker 7.1, the backup server may not be able to properly
differentiate between an NMO (or BMO) enabler code that was for a Unix and for a Windows client.

Upgrading to NetWorker 7.1 and higher allows the backup server to properly identify the NMO
enabler code and the OS platform. Since then three different types exist for the Networker Modules for
Oracle (both version 3x, and 4.x):

Z:\>nsrcap -nvv -c 9fba21-xxxxxx-2567e5
Read an enabler:
        name:    NetWorker Module for Oracle, Windows Client/1 (2159, 2155, //
                   2179, 2180, 2181, 2182)
        enabler code: 9fba21-xxxxxx-2567e5 (000000001)
        license type: Z35
        demo days:    45 days

nsrcap: License enabler code is valid.

Z:\>nsrcap -nvv -c f37075-xxxxxx-79bbb9
Read an enabler:
        name:    NetWorker Module for Oracle, UNIX Client/1 (2154, 1638,  //
                   1639, 1640)
        enabler code: f37075-xxxxxx-79bbb9 (000000001)
        license type: D35
        demo days:    45 days

nsrcap: License enabler code is valid.

Z:\>nsrcap -nvv -c 50cbd2-xxxxxx-d6161a
Read an enabler:
        name:    NetWorker Module for Oracle on Linux/1 (2156, 2951, 2952)
        enabler code: 50cbd2-xxxxxx-d6161a (000000001)
        license type: Z42
        demo days:    45 days

nsrcap: License enabler code is valid.

Z:\>
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2.3. Can the NetWorker 7.3 AES encryption also be used for save streams created
by NetWorker Database Modules ?

Right now this is not possible, as this is a client side compression algorithm. However, there are plans
to incorporate such functionality in a later version of each NetWorker Database Module.

There is already one module which provides this feature: NMSAP 3.0.2.

2.4. Can NetWorker scan and recover from a very old NetWorker media ?

I can not answer this queation exactly as this also depends on the fact how long the save sets are
still in good shape. Of course you know that the strength of the magnetic information will decrease
over the time. That is the reason why valuable tapes shall be copied after some years. But in general
you can not say when as this depends on a lot of different factors like:

• tape charecteristics
• tape drive characteristics
• storage environment (temperature, humidity)
• age etc.

With respect to NetWorker’s capabilities, the answer is YES. Unfortunately i do not know to which
version - i just assume that this is eaven true for the very first release. However, i have some backups
which you may use to prove this fact in front of your customer’s eyes. This media is available from

ftp://ftp.legato.com/pub/NetWorker/German/ultra_420.zip

BTW - the number points to NetWorker 4.2.0 and dates about 10 years back in time:
• File size is about 13 MB.
• File will extract into 27 MB.
• Put this in an empty directory of your choice.
• Install the latest NetWorker server version.
• Create an Optical device pointing to the name of the big file
       Well, there were no file devices at this time.
• Scan the tape
• Recover (if you have the correct environment)

It will take you about 10 minutes to verify the facts.
And it also proves that the data format is operating system independent.

Unfortunately, a written statement about this capability does not exist to my knowledge.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Clarification on Active Directory recoveries

Customers sometimes ask whether it is possible to recover certain objects from the backup of an
Active Directory.

No. With respect to this issue, NetWorker follows the general Microsoft backup and recovery guideline
for this ‘save set’ - either all or nothing.

However, i have heard about the following method which of course it is not supported:
- Restore to a secondary domain controller
- During the reboot process, switch to authoritative restore mode
- Increase the version of the object you want to restore
- After the reboot, the two domain controllers will synchronise and all Active Directory objects

except the key you wanted will be deleted.

Needless to say that i have never tested this routine.

2.2. Can the NetWorker 7.3 AES encryption also be used for save streams created
by NetWorker Database Modules ? (update)

In addition to my statement from TIN 15/06, i have been informed that NML 3.0 as well as NMDB2 2.2
also already provide this capability.

2.3. Can you use NetWorker 7.3 AES encryption for NDMP backups ?

As AES is a client functionality but no (client) software can be installed on an NDMP filer, this of
course is not possible.

2.4. Have you ever heard about ‘nLite’ ?

nLite is a (currently) free program available from www.nliteos.com. It is capable to create your own
‘system specific’ Windows boot CDs.

For example you may add/prepare
- Windows Service Packs
- Drivers
- All configuration settings
- Additional utilities

to your original Windows CD and create your own ‘personalized’ Windows CD.

For installation, you still must define your start partition but from this point, no further administrator
input is required any longer. After about half an hour, your system is rebooted and ready to use.

With such a CD, you may speed up a bare metal recovery of your NetWorker Windows client. I will
explain how to do this in my next TINs.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Running successful Windows ASR recoveries with nLite (1/2)

What is ASR ?

ASR is a Windows feature:
• ASR is the TLA (Three Letter Acronym) for Automatic System Recovery
• It is a new process for a Windows type ‘bare metal recovery’
• It is only available for Windows XP Professional and Windows Server 2003 for both, 32- and

64-bit processors
• It offers faster recovery of complete or partial systems
• It facilitates a simpler recovery process with less time spent at the system

This sounds interesting - in a Windows backup/recover environment it is at least worth to try this
method.

ASR and NetWorker

NetWorker supports the Windows ASR feature:
• It creates an ASR save set with all necessary files during an (automatic) backup
• It recovers the ASR save set to the Windows ASR diskette(s)
• You can then use the ASR diskette(s) to perform an ASR directory

During this process, the Windows client will automatically connect to the NetWorker server
and will automatically recover all necessary data to bring the system back to service.

nLinte, ASR and NetWorker

In TIN 16/2006 i introduced nLite - a free program available from www.nliteos.com. It helps you to
create an up-to-date Windows installation disk for your NetWorker/Windows client. Such ist useful
in preparation for Automated System Recovery (ASR) processes.

If essential Windows programs are incomplete, wrong or missing, an ASR
process will simply fail.

I have faced the problem over a while, not really knowing the origin of the problem. Actually the
effect was a bit strange:

- For a standard Windows installation fact, the drivers will work
- However, in case of an ASR recovery, the drivers will fail.

However, with the proper drivers loaded onto a Windows CD-ROM prepared with nLite, another
ASR attempt instantly ran successfully.

Prerequisites

Be aware that you need a diskette drive at your NetWorker client as Windows only allows to add
additional drivers via this medium. And of course you need a full backup of your system.
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With the default Save set settings (All), the ASR save set is automatically created for the NetWorker/
Windows client.

In case of a disaster recovery, you may recover this save set on another computer via the Directed
Recovery method ...

... but if you want to relocate the files to a temporary directory ...
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... you receive a clear error message:

It is simply not allowed to relocate ASR save set data.
BTW - as ASR is based on VSS, the above error message is correct.

At the end you will be asked whether you want to create an ASR diskette(s):
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One option is to achieve manual control during the automated recovery - for test purposes i wanted to
use this feature:

And this indicates the end of the ASR diskette(s) creation process:
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To run the Windows ASR disaster recovery of your NetWorker client, simply boot from the nLite
Windows CD as usual. The routine does not differ at all from a standard Windows boot process.

You will be asked for additional hard disk drivers ...

... and wheter you want to use the ASR option:

You only have about 3 seconds to intercept Windows.
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In this case you will now be asked to provide the ASR diskette(s):

That is all - the rest is done by Windows automatically:
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The boot partition will be formatted ...

... and all necessary files for a minimal OS will be copied from the CD ...

The configuration will be done according to the information stored on the ASR diskettes.
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This is the next automatic step during the procedure:

If you have multiple ASR diskettes you will of course be asked to insert the next one and so on:
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Finally, a minimal NetWorker client has been installed and configured. The system will now be
rebooted as usual ...

... and Windows will be started:
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The remaining configuration seems to proceed as usual ...

... until finally, the NetWorker ASR Client software window appears. With the pause option set during
the creation of the ASR diskettes, you may now select specific save sets to recover before you
Continue:
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However - if the proper network driver is missing a successful connection to the NetWorker
server can simply not be established:

Of course you can also not successfully ping the NetWorker client from the NetWorker server:

(to be continued in the next TIN ...)
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Running successful Windows ASR recoveries with nLite (2/2)

In the last TIN i explained how an unsuccesful ASR process will show. In this issue, you will see how a
succesful ASR attempt will perform.

If a succesful network connection can be established, the process starts automatically in a rather
unspectacular fashion:

If you see this message, the recover process is already running. As you can see at the bottom of the
window, there is one recover process started for each save set.

Never forget to monitor your NetWorker server - it could just be that you must
provide a missing media.
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In this case, the recovery of the ‘last’ partition will end first ...

... then the next partition ...
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... and so on ...

... until the system specific save sets will be recovered:
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Finally the system will be rebooted.

Please note that  i used VMware only because this method allows to create screenshots before the
system is even up and running.

Finally, the ASR recovered system should be up and running - of course not knowing the problem of the
previous ‘shutdown’:
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The desktop or whatever you have configured will confirm the proper operation:

Conclusion

• You should always have a proper Windows CD-ROM with all necessary drivers for your Windows
system.

• nLite allows you to combine the standard Windows CD-ROM along with all necessary drivers,
service packs along with all necessary configuration steps onto a new, system-specific CD-ROM.

• Along with a NetWorker server and Windows ASR, such CD could be use to easily and fast
recover your Windows 2003/XP client easily - even from a complete desaster.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. “Relative” NetWorker directives (1/2)

Usually, directives are just used upon files.

This may lead to problems:
- Shall a directive be used for multiple directories, it must be stated multiple times.

- This might result in the fact that the space for a resource runs out. Usually the amount of space
is 1kB per resource.

Consequently, it would be better, if you could also use pathnames instead of filenames. With respect to
this issue, the manpages are not really precise enough. However, the argument for a directive may
in fact be a directory. This is not new - it has been available for years.

This raises at least these questions:
- How must such directives be defined ?
- How are wildcards treated ?
- Which are there differences between Windows and UNIX/Linux ?

The intention of this chapter us to answer most of theses question.

Do not forget that your specific configuration might be so complicated that you
should always test the real behavior before you use it with your real backups.
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How does it work on Windows ?

Let us have a look at disk containing these five directories ...

... where each of them contains these 5 simple textfiles:
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However the directory test_1_5 also contains another subdirectory ...

... with the same 5 files:
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Windows Test 1

The whole disk is specified as save set along with a new directive:

The first directive shall skip these 2 directories:
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The result is that NetWorker will in fact follow the directive and not backup these directories:

C:\>nsrinfo xpprof
scanning client `xpprof' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
S:\System Volume Information\MountPointManagerRemoteDatabase, //
  date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\System Volume Information\tracking.log, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\System Volume Information\_restore{370B6B03-99AF-4317-8FB8-2C2E289495E9}\, date=1157729774  //
  Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\System Volume Information\, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_1\test_1.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_1\test_2.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_1\test_3.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_1\test_4.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_1\test_5.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_1\, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_3\test_1.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_3\test_2.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_3\test_3.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_3\test_4.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_3\test_5.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_3\, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_1.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_2.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_2_5\test_1.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_2_5\test_2.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_2_5\test_3.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_2_5\test_4.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_2_5\test_5.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_2_5\, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_3.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_4.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_5.txt, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\test_1_5\, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
S:\, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
/, date=1157729774 Fri Sep 08 17:36:14 2006
30 objects found

C:\>
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Windows Test 2

With the same save set i modified the directive as follows:

As the result, nothing has been backed up at all - this wildcard works as expected:

C:\>nsrinfo xpprof
scanning client `xpprof' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
S:\System Volume Information\MountPointManagerRemoteDatabase, //
  date=1157729947 Fri Sep 08 17:39:07 2006
S:\System Volume Information\tracking.log, date=1157729947 //
  Fri Sep 08 17:39:07 2006
S:\System Volume Information\_restore{370B6B03-99AF-4317-8FB8-2C2E289495E9}\, //
  date=1157729947 Fri Sep 08 17:39:07 2006
S:\System Volume Information\, date=1157729947 Fri Sep 08 17:39:07 2006
S:\, date=1157729947 Fri Sep 08 17:39:07 2006
/, date=1157729947 Fri Sep 08 17:39:07 2006
6 objects found

C:\>
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Windows Test 3

With the same save set how does this directive behave?

As the result, nothing has been backed up at all - obviously these wildcards are equivalent to each other:

C:\>nsrinfo xpprof
scanning client `xpprof' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
S:\System Volume Information\MountPointManagerRemoteDatabase, date=1157730154 //
  Fri Sep 08 17:42:34 2006
S:\System Volume Information\tracking.log, date=1157730154 Fri Sep 08 17:42:34
2006
S:\System Volume Information\_restore{370B6B03-99AF-4317-8FB8-2C2E289495E9}\, //
  date=1157730154 Fri Sep 08 17:42:34 2006
S:\System Volume Information\, date=1157730154 Fri Sep 08 17:42:34 2006
S:\, date=1157730154 Fri Sep 08 17:42:34 2006
/, date=1157730154 Fri Sep 08 17:42:34 2006
6 objects found

C:\>
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Windows Test 4

Still with the same save set ...

... i modified the directive to see whether i could apply it to files in a subdirectory:
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But this did not work - obviously you can not address a nested file:

C:\>nsrinfo xpprof
scanning client `xpprof' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
S:\System Volume Information\MountPointManagerRemoteDatabase, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\System Volume Information\tracking.log, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\System Volume Information\_restore{370B6B03-99AF-4317-8FB8-2C2E289495E9}\, //
  date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\System Volume Information\, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_1\test_1.txt, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
  .....
S:\test_1_1\test_5.txt, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_1\, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_2\test_1.txt, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
  .....
S:\test_1_2\test_5.txt, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_2\, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_3\test_1.txt, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
  .....S:\test_1_3\test_5.txt, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_3\, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_4\test_1.txt, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
  .....
S:\test_1_4\test_5.txt, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_4\, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_1.txt, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_2.txt, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_2_5\test_1.txt, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_2_5\test_2.txt, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_2_5\test_3.txt, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_2_5\test_4.txt, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_2_5\test_5.txt, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_2_5\, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_3.txt, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_4.txt, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_5.txt, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\test_1_5\, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
S:\, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
/, date=1157732102 Fri Sep 08 18:15:02 2006
42 objects found

C:\>
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Windows Test 5

Still with the same save set ...

... i modified the directive to directly address a file in a subdirectory this way:
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This did not work either. Most likely the reason is that you can not use directories within the directive’s argument:

C:\>nsrinfo xpprof
scanning client `xpprof' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
S:\System Volume Information\MountPointManagerRemoteDatabase, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\System Volume Information\tracking.log, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\System Volume Information\_restore{370B6B03-99AF-4317-8FB8-2C2E289495E9}\, //
  date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\System Volume Information\, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\test_1_1\test_1.txt, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
  .....
S:\test_1_1\test_5.txt, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\test_1_1\, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\test_1_2\test_1.txt, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
  .....
S:\test_1_2\test_5.txt, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\test_1_2\, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\test_1_3\test_1.txt, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
  .....
S:\test_1_3\test_5.txt, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\test_1_3\, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\test_1_4\test_1.txt, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
  .....
S:\test_1_4\test_5.txt, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\test_1_4\, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_1.txt, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_2.txt, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_2_5\test_1.txt, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
  .....S:\test_1_5\test_2_5\test_5.txt, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_2_5\, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_3.txt, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_4.txt, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\test_1_5\test_5.txt, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\test_1_5\, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
S:\, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
/, date=1157730863 Fri Sep 08 17:54:23 2006
42 objects found

C:\>
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Whatever i tried - any combination of files and directories (whenever a „\“ in the
argument was used), this simply did not work at all.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. “Relative” NetWorker directives (2/2)

How does it work on UNIX/Linux ?

Please remember the directory structure with these files...
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However the directory test_1_5 also contains another subdirectory ...

... with the same 5 files:

I now transfered this structure to a Solaris computer and repeated each of the tests.
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UNIX Test 1

As Unix does not know drive letters, each directory must be explicitely listed as a separate save set:

The first directive is exactly the same as it was used for Windows:
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bash-2.05# nsrinfo ultra60
scanning client `ultra60' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_1.txt, date=1157748208 Fri Sep  8 20:43:28 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_2.txt, date=1157748208 Fri Sep  8 20:43:28 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_3.txt, date=1157748208 Fri Sep  8 20:43:28 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_4.txt, date=1157748208 Fri Sep  8 20:43:28 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_5.txt, date=1157748208 Fri Sep  8 20:43:28 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/, date=1157748208 Fri Sep  8 20:43:28 2006
/test_1_5/test_1.txt, date=1157748208 Fri Sep  8 20:43:28 2006
/test_1_5/test_2.txt, date=1157748208 Fri Sep  8 20:43:28 2006
/test_1_5/test_3.txt, date=1157748208 Fri Sep  8 20:43:28 2006
/test_1_5/test_4.txt, date=1157748208 Fri Sep  8 20:43:28 2006
/test_1_5/test_5.txt, date=1157748208 Fri Sep  8 20:43:28 2006
/test_1_5/, date=1157748208 Fri Sep  8 20:43:28 2006
/, date=1157748208 Fri Sep  8 20:43:28 2006
/test_1_4/test_1.txt, date=1157748206 Fri Sep  8 20:43:26 2006
/test_1_4/test_2.txt, date=1157748206 Fri Sep  8 20:43:26 2006
/test_1_4/test_3.txt, date=1157748206 Fri Sep  8 20:43:26 2006
/test_1_4/test_4.txt, date=1157748206 Fri Sep  8 20:43:26 2006
/test_1_4/test_5.txt, date=1157748206 Fri Sep  8 20:43:26 2006
/test_1_4/, date=1157748206 Fri Sep  8 20:43:26 2006
/, date=1157748206 Fri Sep  8 20:43:26 2006
/test_1_3/test_1.txt, date=1157748205 Fri Sep  8 20:43:25 2006
/test_1_3/test_2.txt, date=1157748205 Fri Sep  8 20:43:25 2006
/test_1_3/test_3.txt, date=1157748205 Fri Sep  8 20:43:25 2006
/test_1_3/test_4.txt, date=1157748205 Fri Sep  8 20:43:25 2006
/test_1_3/test_5.txt, date=1157748205 Fri Sep  8 20:43:25 2006
/test_1_3/, date=1157748205 Fri Sep  8 20:43:25 2006
/, date=1157748205 Fri Sep  8 20:43:25 2006
/test_1_2/test_1.txt, date=1157748204 Fri Sep  8 20:43:24 2006
/test_1_2/test_2.txt, date=1157748204 Fri Sep  8 20:43:24 2006
/test_1_2/test_3.txt, date=1157748204 Fri Sep  8 20:43:24 2006
/test_1_2/test_4.txt, date=1157748204 Fri Sep  8 20:43:24 2006
/test_1_2/test_5.txt, date=1157748204 Fri Sep  8 20:43:24 2006
/test_1_2/, date=1157748204 Fri Sep  8 20:43:24 2006
/, date=1157748204 Fri Sep  8 20:43:24 2006
/test_1_1/test_1.txt, date=1157748203 Fri Sep  8 20:43:23 2006
/test_1_1/test_2.txt, date=1157748203 Fri Sep  8 20:43:23 2006
/test_1_1/test_3.txt, date=1157748203 Fri Sep  8 20:43:23 2006
/test_1_1/test_4.txt, date=1157748203 Fri Sep  8 20:43:23 2006
/test_1_1/test_5.txt, date=1157748203 Fri Sep  8 20:43:23 2006
/test_1_1/, date=1157748203 Fri Sep  8 20:43:23 2006
/, date=1157748203 Fri Sep  8 20:43:23 2006
41 objects found
bash-2.05#

However, this directive will not be followed
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UNIX Test 2

As Unix does not know drive letters, each directory must be explicitely listed as a separate save set:

The next test uses the ‘*’ as wildcard character:
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bash-2.05# nsrinfo ultra60
scanning client `ultra60' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_1.txt, date=1157748432 Fri Sep  8 20:47:12 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_2.txt, date=1157748432 Fri Sep  8 20:47:12 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_3.txt, date=1157748432 Fri Sep  8 20:47:12 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_4.txt, date=1157748432 Fri Sep  8 20:47:12 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_5.txt, date=1157748432 Fri Sep  8 20:47:12 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/, date=1157748432 Fri Sep  8 20:47:12 2006
/test_1_5/test_1.txt, date=1157748432 Fri Sep  8 20:47:12 2006
/test_1_5/test_2.txt, date=1157748432 Fri Sep  8 20:47:12 2006
/test_1_5/test_3.txt, date=1157748432 Fri Sep  8 20:47:12 2006
/test_1_5/test_4.txt, date=1157748432 Fri Sep  8 20:47:12 2006
/test_1_5/test_5.txt, date=1157748432 Fri Sep  8 20:47:12 2006
/test_1_5/, date=1157748432 Fri Sep  8 20:47:12 2006
/, date=1157748432 Fri Sep  8 20:47:12 2006
/test_1_4/test_1.txt, date=1157748431 Fri Sep  8 20:47:11 2006
/test_1_4/test_2.txt, date=1157748431 Fri Sep  8 20:47:11 2006
/test_1_4/test_3.txt, date=1157748431 Fri Sep  8 20:47:11 2006
/test_1_4/test_4.txt, date=1157748431 Fri Sep  8 20:47:11 2006
/test_1_4/test_5.txt, date=1157748431 Fri Sep  8 20:47:11 2006
/test_1_4/, date=1157748431 Fri Sep  8 20:47:11 2006
/, date=1157748431 Fri Sep  8 20:47:11 2006
/test_1_3/test_1.txt, date=1157748430 Fri Sep  8 20:47:10 2006
/test_1_3/test_2.txt, date=1157748430 Fri Sep  8 20:47:10 2006
/test_1_3/test_3.txt, date=1157748430 Fri Sep  8 20:47:10 2006
/test_1_3/test_4.txt, date=1157748430 Fri Sep  8 20:47:10 2006
/test_1_3/test_5.txt, date=1157748430 Fri Sep  8 20:47:10 2006
/test_1_3/, date=1157748430 Fri Sep  8 20:47:10 2006
/, date=1157748430 Fri Sep  8 20:47:10 2006
/test_1_1/test_1.txt, date=1157748429 Fri Sep  8 20:47:09 2006
/test_1_1/test_2.txt, date=1157748429 Fri Sep  8 20:47:09 2006
/test_1_1/test_3.txt, date=1157748429 Fri Sep  8 20:47:09 2006
/test_1_1/test_4.txt, date=1157748429 Fri Sep  8 20:47:09 2006
/test_1_1/test_5.txt, date=1157748429 Fri Sep  8 20:47:09 2006
/test_1_1/, date=1157748429 Fri Sep  8 20:47:09 2006
/, date=1157748429 Fri Sep  8 20:47:09 2006
/test_1_2/test_1.txt, date=1157748428 Fri Sep  8 20:47:08 2006
/test_1_2/test_2.txt, date=1157748428 Fri Sep  8 20:47:08 2006
/test_1_2/test_3.txt, date=1157748428 Fri Sep  8 20:47:08 2006
/test_1_2/test_4.txt, date=1157748428 Fri Sep  8 20:47:08 2006
/test_1_2/test_5.txt, date=1157748428 Fri Sep  8 20:47:08 2006
/test_1_2/, date=1157748428 Fri Sep  8 20:47:08 2006
/, date=1157748428 Fri Sep  8 20:47:08 2006
41 objects found
bash-2.05#

Once again, this directive will not be followed:
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UNIX Test 3

As Unix does not know drive letters, each directory must be explicitely listed as a separate save set:

Maybe specifying a directory will work:
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bash-2.05# nsrinfo ultra60
scanning client `ultra60' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
/test_1_5/test_1.txt, date=1157748870 Fri Sep  8 20:54:30 2006
/test_1_5/test_2.txt, date=1157748870 Fri Sep  8 20:54:30 2006
/test_1_5/test_3.txt, date=1157748870 Fri Sep  8 20:54:30 2006
/test_1_5/test_4.txt, date=1157748870 Fri Sep  8 20:54:30 2006
/test_1_5/test_5.txt, date=1157748870 Fri Sep  8 20:54:30 2006
/test_1_5/, date=1157748870 Fri Sep  8 20:54:30 2006
/, date=1157748870 Fri Sep  8 20:54:30 2006
/test_1_2/test_1.txt, date=1157748867 Fri Sep  8 20:54:27 2006
/test_1_2/test_2.txt, date=1157748867 Fri Sep  8 20:54:27 2006
/test_1_2/test_3.txt, date=1157748867 Fri Sep  8 20:54:27 2006
/test_1_2/test_4.txt, date=1157748867 Fri Sep  8 20:54:27 2006
/test_1_2/test_5.txt, date=1157748867 Fri Sep  8 20:54:27 2006
/test_1_2/, date=1157748867 Fri Sep  8 20:54:27 2006
/, date=1157748867 Fri Sep  8 20:54:27 2006
/test_1_4/test_1.txt, date=1157748866 Fri Sep  8 20:54:26 2006
/test_1_4/test_2.txt, date=1157748866 Fri Sep  8 20:54:26 2006
/test_1_4/test_3.txt, date=1157748866 Fri Sep  8 20:54:26 2006
/test_1_4/test_4.txt, date=1157748866 Fri Sep  8 20:54:26 2006
/test_1_4/test_5.txt, date=1157748866 Fri Sep  8 20:54:26 2006
/test_1_4/, date=1157748866 Fri Sep  8 20:54:26 2006
/, date=1157748866 Fri Sep  8 20:54:26 2006
/test_1_3/test_1.txt, date=1157748865 Fri Sep  8 20:54:25 2006
/test_1_3/test_2.txt, date=1157748865 Fri Sep  8 20:54:25 2006
/test_1_3/test_3.txt, date=1157748865 Fri Sep  8 20:54:25 2006
/test_1_3/test_4.txt, date=1157748865 Fri Sep  8 20:54:25 2006
/test_1_3/test_5.txt, date=1157748865 Fri Sep  8 20:54:25 2006
/test_1_3/, date=1157748865 Fri Sep  8 20:54:25 2006
/, date=1157748865 Fri Sep  8 20:54:25 2006
/test_1_1/test_1.txt, date=1157748864 Fri Sep  8 20:54:24 2006
/test_1_1/test_2.txt, date=1157748864 Fri Sep  8 20:54:24 2006
/test_1_1/test_3.txt, date=1157748864 Fri Sep  8 20:54:24 2006
/test_1_1/test_4.txt, date=1157748864 Fri Sep  8 20:54:24 2006
/test_1_1/test_5.txt, date=1157748864 Fri Sep  8 20:54:24 2006
/test_1_1/, date=1157748864 Fri Sep  8 20:54:24 2006
/, date=1157748864 Fri Sep  8 20:54:24 2006
35 objects found
bash-2.05#

This in fact will work - the ‘second level directory’ will not be saved:
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UNIX Test 4

As Unix does not know drive letters, each directory must be explicitely listed as a separate save set:

Will this modification of the directive work at all?
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bash-2.05# nsrinfo ultra60
scanning client `ultra60' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
/test_1_5/test_1.txt, date=1157749154 Fri Sep  8 20:59:14 2006
/test_1_5/test_2.txt, date=1157749154 Fri Sep  8 20:59:14 2006
/test_1_5/test_3.txt, date=1157749154 Fri Sep  8 20:59:14 2006
/test_1_5/test_4.txt, date=1157749154 Fri Sep  8 20:59:14 2006
/test_1_5/test_5.txt, date=1157749154 Fri Sep  8 20:59:14 2006
/test_1_5/, date=1157749154 Fri Sep  8 20:59:14 2006
/, date=1157749154 Fri Sep  8 20:59:14 2006
/test_1_3/test_1.txt, date=1157749152 Fri Sep  8 20:59:12 2006
/test_1_3/test_2.txt, date=1157749152 Fri Sep  8 20:59:12 2006
/test_1_3/test_3.txt, date=1157749152 Fri Sep  8 20:59:12 2006
/test_1_3/test_4.txt, date=1157749152 Fri Sep  8 20:59:12 2006
/test_1_3/test_5.txt, date=1157749152 Fri Sep  8 20:59:12 2006
/test_1_3/, date=1157749152 Fri Sep  8 20:59:12 2006
/, date=1157749152 Fri Sep  8 20:59:12 2006
/test_1_4/test_1.txt, date=1157749151 Fri Sep  8 20:59:11 2006
/test_1_4/test_2.txt, date=1157749151 Fri Sep  8 20:59:11 2006
/test_1_4/test_3.txt, date=1157749151 Fri Sep  8 20:59:11 2006
/test_1_4/test_4.txt, date=1157749151 Fri Sep  8 20:59:11 2006
/test_1_4/test_5.txt, date=1157749151 Fri Sep  8 20:59:11 2006
/test_1_4/, date=1157749151 Fri Sep  8 20:59:11 2006
/, date=1157749151 Fri Sep  8 20:59:11 2006
/test_1_2/test_1.txt, date=1157749150 Fri Sep  8 20:59:10 2006
/test_1_2/test_2.txt, date=1157749150 Fri Sep  8 20:59:10 2006
/test_1_2/test_3.txt, date=1157749150 Fri Sep  8 20:59:10 2006
/test_1_2/test_4.txt, date=1157749150 Fri Sep  8 20:59:10 2006
/test_1_2/test_5.txt, date=1157749150 Fri Sep  8 20:59:10 2006
/test_1_2/, date=1157749150 Fri Sep  8 20:59:10 2006
/, date=1157749150 Fri Sep  8 20:59:10 2006
/test_1_1/test_1.txt, date=1157749149 Fri Sep  8 20:59:09 2006
/test_1_1/test_2.txt, date=1157749149 Fri Sep  8 20:59:09 2006
/test_1_1/test_3.txt, date=1157749149 Fri Sep  8 20:59:09 2006
/test_1_1/test_4.txt, date=1157749149 Fri Sep  8 20:59:09 2006
/test_1_1/test_5.txt, date=1157749149 Fri Sep  8 20:59:09 2006
/test_1_1/, date=1157749149 Fri Sep  8 20:59:09 2006
/, date=1157749149 Fri Sep  8 20:59:09 2006
35 objects found
bash-2.05#

Yes - the result is in fact the same:
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UNIX Test 5

As Unix does not know drive letters, each directory must be explicitely listed as a separate save set:

Now let’s see whether the other wildcard will work in the same way:
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bash-2.05# nsrinfo ultra60
scanning client `ultra60' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
/test_1_5/test_1.txt, date=1157749272 Fri Sep  8 21:01:12 2006
/test_1_5/test_2.txt, date=1157749272 Fri Sep  8 21:01:12 2006
/test_1_5/test_3.txt, date=1157749272 Fri Sep  8 21:01:12 2006
/test_1_5/test_4.txt, date=1157749272 Fri Sep  8 21:01:12 2006
/test_1_5/test_5.txt, date=1157749272 Fri Sep  8 21:01:12 2006
/test_1_5/, date=1157749272 Fri Sep  8 21:01:12 2006
/, date=1157749272 Fri Sep  8 21:01:12 2006
/test_1_3/test_1.txt, date=1157749270 Fri Sep  8 21:01:10 2006
/test_1_3/test_2.txt, date=1157749270 Fri Sep  8 21:01:10 2006
/test_1_3/test_3.txt, date=1157749270 Fri Sep  8 21:01:10 2006
/test_1_3/test_4.txt, date=1157749270 Fri Sep  8 21:01:10 2006
/test_1_3/test_5.txt, date=1157749270 Fri Sep  8 21:01:10 2006
/test_1_3/, date=1157749270 Fri Sep  8 21:01:10 2006
/, date=1157749270 Fri Sep  8 21:01:10 2006
/test_1_4/test_1.txt, date=1157749269 Fri Sep  8 21:01:09 2006
/test_1_4/test_2.txt, date=1157749269 Fri Sep  8 21:01:09 2006
/test_1_4/test_3.txt, date=1157749269 Fri Sep  8 21:01:09 2006
/test_1_4/test_4.txt, date=1157749269 Fri Sep  8 21:01:09 2006
/test_1_4/test_5.txt, date=1157749269 Fri Sep  8 21:01:09 2006
/test_1_4/, date=1157749269 Fri Sep  8 21:01:09 2006
/, date=1157749269 Fri Sep  8 21:01:09 2006
/test_1_2/test_1.txt, date=1157749268 Fri Sep  8 21:01:08 2006
/test_1_2/test_2.txt, date=1157749268 Fri Sep  8 21:01:08 2006
/test_1_2/test_3.txt, date=1157749268 Fri Sep  8 21:01:08 2006
/test_1_2/test_4.txt, date=1157749268 Fri Sep  8 21:01:08 2006
/test_1_2/test_5.txt, date=1157749268 Fri Sep  8 21:01:08 2006
/test_1_2/, date=1157749268 Fri Sep  8 21:01:08 2006
/, date=1157749268 Fri Sep  8 21:01:08 2006
/test_1_1/test_1.txt, date=1157749267 Fri Sep  8 21:01:07 2006
/test_1_1/test_2.txt, date=1157749267 Fri Sep  8 21:01:07 2006
/test_1_1/test_3.txt, date=1157749267 Fri Sep  8 21:01:07 2006
/test_1_1/test_4.txt, date=1157749267 Fri Sep  8 21:01:07 2006
/test_1_1/test_5.txt, date=1157749267 Fri Sep  8 21:01:07 2006
/test_1_1/, date=1157749267 Fri Sep  8 21:01:07 2006
/, date=1157749267 Fri Sep  8 21:01:07 2006
35 objects found
bash-2.05#

And in fact, it will lead to the same result:
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UNIX Test 6

As Unix does not know drive letters, each directory must be explicitely listed as a separate save set:

Now the combination of path and filename shall be tested:
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bash-2.05# nsrinfo ultra60
scanning client `ultra60' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_1.txt, date=1157749474 Fri Sep  8 21:04:34 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_2.txt, date=1157749474 Fri Sep  8 21:04:34 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_3.txt, date=1157749474 Fri Sep  8 21:04:34 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_4.txt, date=1157749474 Fri Sep  8 21:04:34 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_5.txt, date=1157749474 Fri Sep  8 21:04:34 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/, date=1157749474 Fri Sep  8 21:04:34 2006
/test_1_5/test_1.txt, date=1157749474 Fri Sep  8 21:04:34 2006
/test_1_5/test_2.txt, date=1157749474 Fri Sep  8 21:04:34 2006
/test_1_5/test_3.txt, date=1157749474 Fri Sep  8 21:04:34 2006
/test_1_5/test_4.txt, date=1157749474 Fri Sep  8 21:04:34 2006
/test_1_5/test_5.txt, date=1157749474 Fri Sep  8 21:04:34 2006
/test_1_5/, date=1157749474 Fri Sep  8 21:04:34 2006
/, date=1157749474 Fri Sep  8 21:04:34 2006
/test_1_4/test_1.txt, date=1157749472 Fri Sep  8 21:04:32 2006
/test_1_4/test_2.txt, date=1157749472 Fri Sep  8 21:04:32 2006
/test_1_4/test_3.txt, date=1157749472 Fri Sep  8 21:04:32 2006
/test_1_4/test_4.txt, date=1157749472 Fri Sep  8 21:04:32 2006
/test_1_4/test_5.txt, date=1157749472 Fri Sep  8 21:04:32 2006
/test_1_4/, date=1157749472 Fri Sep  8 21:04:32 2006
/, date=1157749472 Fri Sep  8 21:04:32 2006
/test_1_2/test_1.txt, date=1157749471 Fri Sep  8 21:04:31 2006
/test_1_2/test_2.txt, date=1157749471 Fri Sep  8 21:04:31 2006
/test_1_2/test_3.txt, date=1157749471 Fri Sep  8 21:04:31 2006
/test_1_2/test_4.txt, date=1157749471 Fri Sep  8 21:04:31 2006
/test_1_2/test_5.txt, date=1157749471 Fri Sep  8 21:04:31 2006
/test_1_2/, date=1157749471 Fri Sep  8 21:04:31 2006
/, date=1157749471 Fri Sep  8 21:04:31 2006
/test_1_1/test_1.txt, date=1157749470 Fri Sep  8 21:04:30 2006
/test_1_1/test_2.txt, date=1157749470 Fri Sep  8 21:04:30 2006
/test_1_1/test_3.txt, date=1157749470 Fri Sep  8 21:04:30 2006
/test_1_1/test_4.txt, date=1157749470 Fri Sep  8 21:04:30 2006
/test_1_1/test_5.txt, date=1157749470 Fri Sep  8 21:04:30 2006
/test_1_1/, date=1157749470 Fri Sep  8 21:04:30 2006
/, date=1157749470 Fri Sep  8 21:04:30 2006
/test_1_3/test_1.txt, date=1157749469 Fri Sep  8 21:04:29 2006
/test_1_3/test_2.txt, date=1157749469 Fri Sep  8 21:04:29 2006
/test_1_3/test_3.txt, date=1157749469 Fri Sep  8 21:04:29 2006
/test_1_3/test_4.txt, date=1157749469 Fri Sep  8 21:04:29 2006
/test_1_3/test_5.txt, date=1157749469 Fri Sep  8 21:04:29 2006
/test_1_3/, date=1157749469 Fri Sep  8 21:04:29 2006
/, date=1157749469 Fri Sep  8 21:04:29 2006
41 objects found
bash-2.05#

But once again, this will not work:
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UNIX Test 7

As Unix does not know drive letters, each directory must be explicitely listed as a separate save set:

Let’s see how this modification will work:
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bash-2.05# nsrinfo ultra60
scanning client `ultra60' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
/test_1_5/test_1.txt, date=1158089265 Tue Sep 12 19:27:45 2006
/test_1_5/test_2.txt, date=1158089265 Tue Sep 12 19:27:45 2006
/test_1_5/test_3.txt, date=1158089265 Tue Sep 12 19:27:45 2006
/test_1_5/test_4.txt, date=1158089265 Tue Sep 12 19:27:45 2006
/test_1_5/test_5.txt, date=1158089265 Tue Sep 12 19:27:45 2006
/test_1_5/, date=1158089265 Tue Sep 12 19:27:45 2006
/, date=1158089265 Tue Sep 12 19:27:45 2006
/test_1_4/test_1.txt, date=1158089263 Tue Sep 12 19:27:43 2006
/test_1_4/test_2.txt, date=1158089263 Tue Sep 12 19:27:43 2006
/test_1_4/test_3.txt, date=1158089263 Tue Sep 12 19:27:43 2006
/test_1_4/test_4.txt, date=1158089263 Tue Sep 12 19:27:43 2006
/test_1_4/test_5.txt, date=1158089263 Tue Sep 12 19:27:43 2006
/test_1_4/, date=1158089263 Tue Sep 12 19:27:43 2006
/, date=1158089263 Tue Sep 12 19:27:43 2006
/test_1_1/test_1.txt, date=1158089262 Tue Sep 12 19:27:42 2006
/test_1_1/test_2.txt, date=1158089262 Tue Sep 12 19:27:42 2006
/test_1_1/test_3.txt, date=1158089262 Tue Sep 12 19:27:42 2006
/test_1_1/test_4.txt, date=1158089262 Tue Sep 12 19:27:42 2006
/test_1_1/test_5.txt, date=1158089262 Tue Sep 12 19:27:42 2006
/test_1_1/, date=1158089262 Tue Sep 12 19:27:42 2006
/, date=1158089262 Tue Sep 12 19:27:42 2006
/test_1_3/test_1.txt, date=1158089261 Tue Sep 12 19:27:41 2006
/test_1_3/test_2.txt, date=1158089261 Tue Sep 12 19:27:41 2006
/test_1_3/test_3.txt, date=1158089261 Tue Sep 12 19:27:41 2006
/test_1_3/test_4.txt, date=1158089261 Tue Sep 12 19:27:41 2006
/test_1_3/test_5.txt, date=1158089261 Tue Sep 12 19:27:41 2006
/test_1_3/, date=1158089261 Tue Sep 12 19:27:41 2006
/, date=1158089261 Tue Sep 12 19:27:41 2006
/test_1_2/test_1.txt, date=1158089260 Tue Sep 12 19:27:40 2006
/test_1_2/test_2.txt, date=1158089260 Tue Sep 12 19:27:40 2006
/test_1_2/test_3.txt, date=1158089260 Tue Sep 12 19:27:40 2006
/test_1_2/test_4.txt, date=1158089260 Tue Sep 12 19:27:40 2006
/test_1_2/test_5.txt, date=1158089260 Tue Sep 12 19:27:40 2006
/test_1_2/, date=1158089260 Tue Sep 12 19:27:40 2006
/, date=1158089260 Tue Sep 12 19:27:40 2006
35 objects found
bash-2.05#

This directive will also be followed:

These are the obvious facts:

Using directories instead of files in a UNIX/Linux directive
- This works in general
- But obviously not on any ‘first level directory’

But how can it be used with a ‘first level directory’?.
- Let’s try to use the default Save set ‘All’
- Along with our specific directive (see test #1)
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UNIX Test 8

As Unix does not know drive letters, each directory must be explicitely listed as a separate save set:

As this is a NetWorker client functionality, it does not matter when the Solaris client will be backed up to
a Windows Server:
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Z:\>nsrinfo ultra60 | findstr /C:"/test_"
/usr/dt/appconfig/SUNWns/res/samples/test_ed.html, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/usr/dt/appconfig/SUNWns/res/samples/test_form.html, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/usr/dt/appconfig/SUNWns/res/samples/test_gfx.html, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/usr/dt/appconfig/SUNWns/res/samples/test_lbox.html, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
  .....
/opt/LGTOaam51/test_ultra60/ft_db51.d08, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/opt/LGTOaam51/test_ultra60/ft_db51.d09, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/opt/LGTOaam51/test_ultra60/ft_db51.k01, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/opt/LGTOaam51/test_ultra60/ft_db51.k02, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/opt/LGTOaam51/test_ultra60/ft_db51.k03, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/opt/LGTOaam51/test_ultra60/ft_db51.k04, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/opt/LGTOaam51/test_ultra60/ft_db51.k05, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/opt/LGTOaam51/test_ultra60/ft_db51.k06, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/opt/LGTOaam51/test_ultra60/ft_db51.k07, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/opt/LGTOaam51/test_ultra60/vista.taf, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/opt/LGTOaam51/test_ultra60/root.log, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/opt/LGTOaam51/test_ultra60/dbm_records51.taf, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/opt/LGTOaam51/test_ultra60/dbm_records51.tlog, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
  .....
/opt/LGTOaam51/test_ultra60/, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_1/test_1.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_1/test_2.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_1/test_3.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_1/test_4.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_1/test_5.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_1/, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_3/test_1.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_3/test_2.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_3/test_3.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_3/test_4.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_3/test_5.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_3/, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_1.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_2.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_3.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_4.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/test_5.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_5/test_2_5/, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_5/test_1.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_5/test_2.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_5/test_3.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_5/test_4.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_5/test_5.txt, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006
/test_1_5/, date=1158090366 Tue Sep 12 21:46:06 2006

Z:\>

And this works as well - the named directories will not be backed up:

Conclusion

• The usage of pathenames instead of filenames in directives is possible in general

• Be careful: You must use the proper cobination of Save set list along with the appropriate directive
- This is especially important for UNIX
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Is the new Windows Internet Explorer 7 NMC compatible ?

As this version is available for downloads since about a week, this would be nice to know.

A short personal test did not show any problems. But i also had to admit that i did not expect any.
Please keep in mind:

• Any web browser is exclusively used to login to the NMC server.
• Once this has successfully accomplished, the NMC program as well as the new NetWorker

administration programs are Java based applications, not ‘web pages’.

2.2. How many NMC servers are needed in your enterprise ?

Please understand that you only need one NMC (GST) server worldwide to administrate all of your
NetWorker servers worldwide.

However, if you want to gather the data from multiple NetWorker servers for detailled reporting, you
must consider that each NetWorker server needs additional resources for the Sybase (iAnywhere)
database. Consequently, it might be necessary to resize your NMC Server or distribute some work on
additional NMC servers.

2.3. Problems when starting the NetWorker GST service

In rare cases it can happen that the NMC GST service will not successfully start. This is most likely due
to the fact that another program uses the default port 2638.This is especially the fact, if the NMC server
also hosts another Sybase database. Sybase database server use this port by default.

To change the port for the NMC server you must change the port in the file
.../GST/Management/etc/gst.conf to any unused port number.

The port is also used in other configuration files (for example asasrv.ini). However, this update is
done automatically whenever the GST server is restarted.

- On GST for Windows, this is a hexadecimal file. Consequently, you must use a
hex editor for this purpose.

- Due to the internal portmapper functionality, i recommend that you restart
not only the NMC service (gstd) but also the NetWorker client service
(nsrexecd).

Also please keep in mind that the installation of a NMC server is only required once in your enterprise.
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2.4. A defective save set prevents NetWorker from auto-staging

This is a rare situation but it might happen: a save set on an (Advanced) File Type Device may become
defective for whatever reason

If this happened after the backup, NetWorker of course does not become aware of  the problem.
Consequently, a staging processcan not be completed successfully. However, NetWorker will retry the
operation. Unfortunately, as a save set may only have one reference for a media, the NetWorker server
will request a new tape from the destination pool for each attempt until the administrator aborts the
process or it will run out of media for this pool.

The only solution is to delete the defective save set from NetWorker’s media index and from the staging
device.

2.5. Disabling Test Unit Ready (TUR) accesses on a NetWorker/Windows storage
node

On Windows 200x servers plug & play devices are constantly checked for their status. One task simply
is to verify whether the device is ready by using the appropriate SCSI command test unit ready
(TUR).

Under certain conditions, this may lead to unpredictable, even random results. Here is an example:

nsrd: media warning: \\.\Tape1 writing: unknown error 21 (0x15), at file 2  //
  record 143
nsrd: media notice: 9840 tape N10860 on \\.\Tape1 is full
nsrd: media notice: 9840 tape N10860 used 36 MB of 20 GB capacity
nsrd: media warning: \\.\Tape1 reading: unknown error 21 (0x15)
...
nsrd: media warning: \\.\Tape1 moving: tape_rewind rewind failed: unknown  //
  error 21 (0x15) (268435477)
nsrd: media warning: \\.\Tape1 moving: fsf 2: unknown error 21 (0x15)
nsrd: media emergency: could not position N10860 to file 2, record 139
nsrd: media warning: \\.\Tape1 reading: unknown error 21 (0x15)
nsrd: media notice: Volume "N10860" on device "\\.\Tape1": Cannot decode block.
Verify the device configuration. Tape positioning by record is disabled.
nsrd: media warning: verification of volume "N10860", volid 2880035073  //
  failed, can not read record 139 of file 2 on 9840 tape N10860
nsrd: media notice: verification of volume "N10860", volid 2880035073  //
  failed, volume is being marked as full.

In this case you might want to disable the TUR functionality. For this purpose, Microsoft has published
an article in their knowledgebase:

Windows 2003 Server cannot perform backup jobs on tape devices on a Storage Area
Network (Article ID : 842411).

The article contains detailled steps to disable TUR
- for all devices using a tape service
- for a specific device using a tape service
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. EBA and firewall scenarios

The schema below shall give you an overview about the used TCP/IP ports for EMC’s Enterprise Backup
Advisor (EBA).

Controller

Collector

Listener 4001

3916

3741

2.2. A few comments on AutoStart 5.2.1 for Windows

I installed the latest version last week and could verify the following major differences:

• The installation routine changed completely.
It now starts to install the Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0 and will later proceed to the Agent
the Console packages.

Due to the size of the software (about 106 MB) this takes a very long times. During this period
you will net get any further feedback. Once finished at the right side, the activity bar will start
all over serveral times.

• Due to this fact, the installation on a Windows 2000 Workstation/XP Professional computer - for
demonstration purposes only! - is not possible any longer.

Carsten Reinfeld
Rectangle
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2.3. EMC NetWorker NDMP supported NAS by Tier/Manufacturer/Device

This is an overview about the currently supported NDMP filers and their required licenses.

Tier 1
LIC-002118

MIRAPOINT
  M300
  M400
  M450
  M2500 (94GB)

NETAPP
  F85
  F87
  FAS200
  FAS250
  F720

PROCOM
  NetFORCE 800

Tier 2
LIC-002119

BLUEARC
  S8300

EMC CELERRA
  NS350
  NS500/501/502
  NS600

MIRAPOINT
  M2500
  M4000
  M4000 Series Disk
    Shelves

NETAPP
  FAS270
  FAS270c
  FAS3020
  FAS3020C
  FAS740
  FAS760
  FAS810
  FAS820
  FAS825

PROCOM (Sun)
  NetFORCE 1800

SUN STOREDGE
  5210

Tier 3
LIC-002120

BLUEARC
  S8700

EMC CELERRA
  NS500G/502G
  NS600G
  NS700
  NS700G/701G/702G/
    704G

MIRAPOINT
  M2500 (840 GB)
  M4500

NETAPP
  FAS3050
  FAS3050C
  FAS 840/860/880/920/
    940
  FAS860
  FAS880
  FAS 920C/940C

ONSTOR
  Bobcat 22xx
  SF4400

PROCOM (Sun)
  NetFORCE 3500
  NetFORCE 3600

SUN STOREDGE
  5310

Tier 4
LIC-002121

BLUEARC
  S8900
  S17500
  Titan Server

EMC CELERRA
  CNS

NETAPP
  FAS960
  FAS980
  R100
  R150
  R200

PROCOM (Sun)
  NetFORCE 4100
  NetFORCE 4200C
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Do you need a domain to use with EmailXtender ?

If you have a pure UNIX/Linux or a Domino environment, the usage of a Windows Active Directory, which
needs a Windows domain, is obviously not wanted. Can you run EmailXtender if it is just work in a
workgroup?

In fact you can. Some customers don't even have Active Directory as mail/access security is performed
by Notes and not Windows. Using the EX server ins a workgroup is fine so long as the Domino
permissions are set up correctly, and Notes connectivity is in place. The documentation has the details.

2.2. Is SnapImage NDMP over a LAN supported ?

For a file system with millions on a Windows 2003 server, the regular backup time will take to long. As
an alternative, the implemention of SnapImage is considered.

In case of the SnapImage module and an NDMP TapeServer are installed on the client, is it possible to
backup the SnapImage client via a DSA-Enabled storage node (NDMP over LAN using the command
nsrndmp_save -M) ?

With NDMP you backup a non-persistent snapshot (created by snapimage). With PowerSnap you can
backup one of the persistent snapshots. This the major difference. And yes, it is supported.

Please remember that you must use at least NetWorker 7.2 as the nsrndmp_save
option -M was first introduced with this version.

2.3. What will happen if you use an unsupported drive with NetWorker ?

As an example, a customer wanted to configure an LTO-3 tape drive with Networker 7.1. However, this
drive type is not available for this version yet. Due to other reasons, the customer can not update yet.
Can this work at all ?

If the operating system (with the appropriate driver) can use the drive, it is fine with NetWorker. It will run.
However, it may not run optimally.

Do not forget that a device type especially specifies

The Block Size
Ultrium-3 runs 128kB, Ultriums 1 & 2 use 64kB
You may of course change this.

The Volume Default Capacity
This parameter is for internal purposes only (it acts as a reference for the %used value).
However, it is does not have any functional impact. NetWorker will always use a tape media until
it reaches the physical end.

Carsten Reinfeld
Rectangle
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Deleting detected but unconfigured backup devices

Since NetWorker 7.3.0 it really easy to detect and to configure backup devices with NetWorker.
However, sometimes it is required to delete devices which have been detected but which are not
configured yet, for example if not all devices inside a jukebox were successfully detected for whatever
reason. Let’s assume this example:

Such devices are
indicated by the
‘wrench’ icon.

However, neither the context menu for the library ...
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... not even the context menu for the devices offer the Delete option:

... nor the one for the specific library ...

Can't you delete such devices at all ?
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Z:\>nsradmin -s best2003
NetWorker administration program.
Use the “help” command for help.
nsradmin> option hidden
Hidden display option turned on

Display options:
        Dynamic: Off;
        Hidden: On;
        Resource ID: Off;
nsradmin> . type: NSR Storage Node; unconfig library control ports:

scsidev@3.3.0
Current query set
nsradmin> print
 type: NSR Storage Node;
                        name: best2003;
        type of storage node: scsi;
  storage node is configured: No;
        date of registration: “Tue Nov 28 22:28:59 2006”;
           number of devices: 0;
         number of libraries: 0;
  list of configured devices: ;
list of configured libraries: ;
    list of configured silos: ;
types of the configured libraries: ;
   types of configured silos: ;
          max active devices: ;
       unconfig device names: “\\\\.\\Tape0”, “\\\\.\\Tape1”;
unconfig device descriptions: \
<Quantum DLT4000         CD41 at SCSI Port 3 Target 4 LUN 0>,
<Quantum DLT4000         CC37 at SCSI Port 3 Target 5 LUN 0>;
 unconfig device model types: dlt, dlt;
unconfig device serial numbers: “Serial Numbers:JF70613301”,
                              “Serial Numbers:JF70505132”;
unconfig device WORM support: none, none;
unconfig device library names: none, none;
      unconfig library names: OVERLANDLIBRARYPRO      0O00001234;
unconfig library reference names: OVERLAND@3.3.0;
unconfig library descriptions: \
<OVERLANDLIBRARYPRO      0208 at SCSI Port 3 Target 3 LUN 0>;
unconfig library control ports: scsidev@3.3.0;
     unconfig library models: Standard SCSI Jukebox;
unconfig library serial numbers: 0O00001234;
           date of last scan: ;
           skip scsi targets: ;
             search all luns: No;
  .....

Of course you can. The information must be stored in the resource database, as usual. It is just harder
to find, this is the major problem to be solved.

Once you know the resource, you may either
• Use nsradmin to delete it or
• Delete the resource file and restart NetWorker

Please see the examples below.
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  .....
    visible silo controllers: ;
       silo controller types: ;
      silo connection status: ;
                  silo names: ;
       silo das client names: ;
           last error number: 0;
                 remote user: ;
                    password: ;
         device sharing mode: server default;
                    hostname: best2003;
               administrator: “group=Administrators,host=best2003”,
                              “user=administrator,host=best2003”,
                              “user=system,host=best2003”;
          ONC program number: 390109;
          ONC version number: 2;
               ONC transport: TCP;
nsradmin> delete
                        type: NSR Storage Node;
                        name: best2003;
        type of storage node: scsi;
  storage node is configured: No;
        date of registration: “Tue Nov 28 22:28:59 2006”;
           number of devices: 0;
         number of libraries: 0;
  list of configured devices: ;
list of configured libraries: ;
    list of configured silos: ;
types of the configured libraries: ;
   types of configured silos: ;
          max active devices: ;
       unconfig device names: “\\\\.\\Tape0”, “\\\\.\\Tape1”;
unconfig device descriptions: \
<Quantum DLT4000         CD41 at SCSI Port 3 Target 4 LUN 0>,
<Quantum DLT4000         CC37 at SCSI Port 3 Target 5 LUN 0>;
unconfig device model types: dlt, dlt;
unconfig device serial numbers: “Serial Numbers:JF70613301”,
                              “Serial Numbers:JF70505132”;
unconfig device WORM support: none, none;
unconfig device library names: none, none;
      unconfig library names: OVERLANDLIBRARYPRO      0O00001234;
unconfig library reference names: OVERLAND@3.3.0;
unconfig library descriptions: \
<OVERLANDLIBRARYPRO      0208 at SCSI Port 3 Target 3 LUN 0>;
unconfig library control ports: scsidev@3.3.0;
     unconfig library models: Standard SCSI Jukebox;
unconfig library serial numbers: 0O00001234;
           date of last scan: ;
           skip scsi targets: ;
             search all luns: No;
    visible silo controllers: ;
       silo controller types: ;
      silo connection status: ;
                  silo names: ;
       silo das client names: ;
           last error number: 0;
  .....
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  .....
                 remote user: ;
                    password: ;
          last error message: ;
         device sharing mode: server default;
                    hostname: best2003;
administrator: „group=Administrators,host=best2003“,
                              “user=administrator,host=best2003”,
                              “user=system,host=best2003”;
          ONC program number: 390109;
          ONC version number: 2;
               ONC transport: TCP;
Delete? y
deleted resource id 17.0.248.4.26.170.108.69.195.214.75.102(4)
nsradmin> quit

Z:\>

The result - the unconfigured devices disappeared:
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Z:\>findstr /S /C:"\\\\.\\Tape0" Z:\nsr\res\*.*

Z:\>findstr /S /C:"\\\\.\\Tape1" Z:\nsr\res\*.*

Z:\>findstr /S /C:"OVERLAND" Z:\nsr\res\*.*
Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\1100f8041aaa6c45c3d64b66:<OVERLANDLIBRARYPRO      0208 at SCSI Port 3 Target 3 LUN 0>;
Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\1100f8041aaa6c45c3d64b66:unconfig library names: OVERLANDLIBRARYPRO      0O00001234;
Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\1100f8041aaa6c45c3d64b66:unconfig library reference names: OVERLAND@3.3.0;

Z:\>findstr /S /C:"Quantum" Z:\nsr\res\*.*
Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\1100f8041aaa6c45c3d64b66:<Quantum DLT4000         CD41 at SCSI Port 3 Target 4 LUN 0>,
Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\1100f8041aaa6c45c3d64b66:<Quantum DLT4000         CC37 at SCSI Port 3 Target 5 LUN 0>;

Z:\>findstr /S /C:"unconfig" Z:\nsr\res\*.*
Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\1100f8041aaa6c45c3d64b66:unconfig device descriptions:\
Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\1100f8041aaa6c45c3d64b66:unconfig device library names: none, none;
Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\1100f8041aaa6c45c3d64b66:unconfig device model types: dlt, dlt;
Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\1100f8041aaa6c45c3d64b66:unconfig device names: "\\\\.\\Tape0", "\\\\.\\Tape1";
Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\1100f8041aaa6c45c3d64b66:unconfig device serial numbers: "Serial Numbers:JF70613301",
Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\1100f8041aaa6c45c3d64b66:unconfig device WORM support: none, none;
Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\1100f8041aaa6c45c3d64b66:unconfig library control ports: scsidev@3.3.0;
Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\1100f8041aaa6c45c3d64b66:unconfig library descriptions:\
Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\1100f8041aaa6c45c3d64b66:unconfig library models: Standard SCSI Jukebox;
Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\1100f8041aaa6c45c3d64b66:unconfig library names: OVERLANDLIBRARYPRO      0O00001234;
Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\1100f8041aaa6c45c3d64b66:unconfig library reference names: OVERLAND@3.3.0;
Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\1100f8041aaa6c45c3d64b66:unconfig library serial numbers: 0O00001234;

Z:\>del Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb\07\1100f8041aaa6c45c3d64b66

Z:\>

And this is how you search for the correct resource file. As you can see, searching for the device name is not a good idea:

Do not forget to restart the NetWorker services/daemons!
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2.2. Dumping all resources into a single file

Sometimes it might be useful to collect all resource information into a single file, for example, if you
need to search for a certain string. BTW - NetWorker also uses this feature when it runs the built-in
nsr_support/nsrsup command.

If you know how to use nsradmin you simply have to run these commands:

option hidden switches the hidden attributes on
. sets the query for all resources
print prints the information gathered by the actual query command

As nsradmin does not allow the output to a file you better execute this as a ‘script’. Below you find
an example for Windows which you can easily adopt to UNIX/Linux:

Z:\>copy con: commands.txt
option hidden
.
print
^Z
        1 file(s) copied.

Z:\>
Z:\>nsradmin -i commands.txt > Z:\nsr_res_dump.txt

Z:\>more nsr_res_dump.txt
Hidden display option turned on

Display options:
        Dynamic: Off;
        Hidden: On;
        Resource ID: Off;
Current query:
                        name: ;
                        type: ;

Show all attributes

Bound to: de-creinfeld

Display options:
        Dynamic: Off;
        Hidden: On;
        Resource ID: Off;
                        type: NSR notification;
                        name: Tape mount request 2;
                     comment: ;
                      action: nsrlog;
                       event: Media;
                    priority: critical;
                   mail home: No;
                     enabled: ;
                   immediate: ;
               mail home day: ;
 additional email recipients: ;
  .....
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 .....
   pending event information: ;
                    hostname: de-creinfeld;
               administrator: "group=Administrators,host=de-creinfeld",
                              "user=administrator,host=de-creinfeld",
                              "user=system,host=de-creinfeld";
          ONC program number: 390109;
          ONC version number: 2;
               ONC transport: TCP;

                        type: NSR notification;
                        name: Filesystem full - waiting for adv_file space;
                     comment: ;
                      action: "nsrlog -f \"Z:\\nsr\\logs\\media.log\"";
                       event: adv_file;
                    priority: emergency, alert, critical;
                   mail home: No;
                     enabled: ;
                   immediate: ;
               mail home day: ;
 additional email recipients: ;
   pending event information: ;
                    hostname: de-creinfeld;
               administrator: "group=Administrators,host=de-creinfeld",
                              "user=administrator,host=de-creinfeld",
                              "user=system,host=de-creinfeld";
          ONC program number: 390109;
          ONC version number: 2;
               ONC transport: TCP;

                        type: NSR directive;
                        name: NetWare with compression directives;
                     comment: ;
                   directive: "
<< / >>
        +compressasm: .";
                    hostname: de-creinfeld;
               administrator: "group=Administrators,host=de-creinfeld",
                              "user=administrator,host=de-creinfeld",
                              "user=system,host=de-creinfeld";
          ONC program number: 390109;
          ONC version number: 2;
               ONC transport: TCP;

                        type: NSR schedule;
  .....
          ONC program number: 390109;
          ONC version number: 2;
               ONC transport: TCP;

Z:\>

If you remove the framed part from the last pages, you will get only the resource
information in a single text file. BTW - the resource ID is not required.
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Another nice feature is the fact that NetWorker would convert this resource information when needed.
For example, you may delete the resource directorie and rebuild them using this single file - you do not
even have to remove the framed information.

BTW - this exactly is what NetWorker will do during an update - it will convert the databases if
necessary.

Z:\>net stop nsrexecd
The following services are dependent on the NetWorker Remote Exec Service
service.
Stopping the NetWorker Remote Exec Service service will also stop these
services.

   NetWorker Backup and Recover Server
   EMC GST Service

Do you want to continue this operation? (Y/N) [N]: y
.
The NetWorker Backup and Recover Server service was stopped successfully.

....
The EMC GST Service service was stopped successfully.

..
The NetWorker Remote Exec Service service was stopped successfully.

Z:\>
Z:\>rmdir /S Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb
Z:\nsr\res\nsrdb, Are you sure (Y/N)? y

Z:\>
Z:\>rmdir /S Z:\nsr\res\nsrladb
Z:\nsr\res\nsrladb, Are you sure (Y/N)? y

Z:\>
Z:\>copy nsr_res_dump.txt Z:\nsr\res\nsr.res
        1 file(s) copied.

Z:\>
Z:\>
Z:\>net start nsrd
The NetWorker Backup and Recover Server service is starting.....
The NetWorker Backup and Recover Server service was started successfully.

Z:\>

Now verify whether all NetWorker resources are available ...
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. An important note with respect to the ASR disaster recovery procedure

In TINs 19 & 20/2006 i explained this method very detailled. As you can verify yourself, it works fine in
general.

However, in the meantime i got informed that the ASR disaster recovery will fail if the NIC does not carry
the standard Windows default name Local Area Connection.

Over the years i had time to verify this issue and i can confirm the problem:

The ASR recovery will fail, if one of the network cards - either the one in the
NetWorker server or the one in the NetWorker client will not be named
Local Area Connection.

However, i think this is primarily not a NetWorker but a Windows ASR problem. Please keep in mind that
the ASR software is a Microsoft product. It works like a NetWorker module for the Windows operating
system - NetWorker just asks the ASR software interface to deliver the data. However, NetWorker does
not provide the data itself.

Keeping this im mind, i am pretty sure that even the Windows backup software will have problems with
ASR recoveries if one of the NICs has been renamed from the default Local Area Connection. However, i
did not verify the behavior.

2.2. Why you may label media to disabled pools

In older NetWorker versions the label capabilities  for disabled pools were different:

- For a NetWorker/UNIX server
labeling was not an option. A disabled pool did not appear as an option in the admin GUI.

- For a NetWorker/Windows server
you could in fact label a media to a disabled pool. However, as the pool was disabled, its
media was never used for backups.

With NetWorker 7.3, the Windows behavior was ported to the UNIX/Linux environments, decreasing the
user guidance a little bit.

The reason for that is exclusively due to jukebox media. Of course, a disabled pool will not accept data -
it can not be mounted for writing. However, it was also impossible to mount a jukebox media from a
disabled pool for reading. This has been corrected.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. You must specify the correct ‘Administrator’ password for NDMP client setups

If you configure a NetWorker scenario with an NDMP client, you of course know that you must logon to
this client, providing the username and its password. However, depending on the OS version, it might be
that the filer defines its own, more secure password. The online help for the ndmpd program will inform
you whether such a specific password exists.

Here is the example for an older Network Appliance ONTAP version (6.1):

If the option password exists, you must of course specify this with the logon
information.

And these are the options for a later ONTAP version (6.4):

netapp> ndmpd ?
usage: ndmpd [on|off|status|probe [<session #>]|kill <session #>|killall]

netapp>

netapp> ndmpd ?
usage: ndmpd [on|off|status|probe [<session #>]|kill <session #>| //
  killall|password [username]|version [?|<max_version>]]
        where <max_version> is the highest ndmp version  //
          (in the range of 1 to 4) allowed by the filer.
netapp>

netapp> ndmpd password root
No NDMP specific password available for root
netapp>
netapp> ndmpd password administrator
password f5vNlJgs66Rmgkog

netapp>

Do display the correct password, you have to reuse the ndmpd command and supply the appropriate
username:
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2.2. NetWorker 7.3.x and NDMP standalone devices

In NetWorker 7.3.0 the name for an NDMP device has silently changed - you must now add the ‘string’
“ (NDMP)”. For jukebox devices this is done automatically. However, for standalone devices you must
not forget this ‘appendix’ ...

... as NetWorker will otherwise not accept the old device name. Instead, you will receive this warning:
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However, with the correct device name there is no problem any more:

Although this is not really necessary (you must define it as NDMP device anyway) it helps to
recognize such devices in the Monitoring window easier:

BTW - this new device name has not been mentioned in the NetWorker Administration Guide yet.
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2.3. NetWorker NDMP Tape Services 2.0.2 and NetWorker 7.3.x

If you use the NetWorker NDMP Tape Services software on a NetWorker storage node, you may even
backup your NDMP filer to another but a tape drive attached to your filer. The diagram below shows such
example:

Although the interoperability between all versions should not be a problem in general, there are
compatibility issues which i found - neither the NetWorker Administration Guide and/or the Compatibility
Guide do state it precisely enough. Unfortunately, a document for the NDMP Tape Services does not
exist to my knowledge:

• The NDMP Tape Services 2.0.2 only supports NDMP version 2
This is important as you will not be able to clone NDMP save sets.

NDMP cloning has first been introduced in NDMP version 3. Consequently, this feature has not
been incorporated in this NDMP Tape Services release which will not allow you to successfully
clone NDMP save sets even if the NetWorker version already provides the nsrndmp_clone
command.

• You must not install NetWorker 7.3.x with the storage node
As soon as you update (i tested NetWorker 7.3.2) you will not be able logon to the NDMP Tape
Server any longer - you will not even be able to label a tape.

However, there is no problem with the NetWorker 7.2.x software.

TCP/IP

NetWorker Clients

NetWorker Server

.....

TCP/IP

SCSI
/ FC

NetWorker
Storage Node

NDMP Filer
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And this is what will you will see if you open the log information for the failed label process:

Actually, this problem is also stored in the Windows Event Log - unfortunately it is treated as of the
Type: Information:
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2.4. Can you use automatic cloning on a group which creates NDMP save sets

Of course, you can select automatic cloning for such group. However, i do not recommend it for several
reasons:

• You must specifiy the Clone pool.
Of course this is nothing special. However, as you can only select one clone pool, this will
lead to a scenario where you need to create media which contains a mix of ‘normal’ NetWorker
and of NetWorker NDMP save sets. Although ‘normal’ and NDMP save sets may co-exist on
the same media such is not recommended for a lot of other reasons.

• You must specify the Clone storage node and the Recover storage node lists correctly.
If you do not obey this rule properly, NetWorker will actually demand for media of the needed
pool on another node that you expected.

In general, i do not recommend automatic cloning if your group will create ‘normal’ and NDMP save sets.
If you really need to automate this process, let me suggest that you start such routine in a post-backup
script instead.

2.5. Can you scan media which contains a mix or ‘normal’ and NDMP save sets ?

Yes. Despite the fact that there is no client file index information embedded within the NDMP save set
(if you know how NDMP backups work, you should know that), the process will run on such a ‘mixed’
media without any problems - at least with the current version 7.3.x.

This is what will you see if you scan the media index information and the process hits a NDMP save set:

C:\>scanner -nmv \\.\Tape0
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: Reading the label...
scanner: Reading the label done
scanner: scanning dlt tape PLO971 on \\.\Tape0
scanner: volume id 4138611746 record size 65536
  created  1/17/07 15:35:14 expires  1/16/09 15:35:14
scanner: dlt tape PLO971 already exists in the media index
scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: setting position from fn 0, rn 0 to fn 2, rn 0
scanner: scanning file 2, record 0
scanner: ssid 4105057646: found beginning of netapp:/vol/test/windows
scanner: scanning file 2, record 100
scanner: scanning file 2, record 200
scanner: scanning file 2, record 300
scanner: scanning file 2, record 400
scanner: scanning file 2, record 500
  .....
scanner: scanning file 4, record 2600
scanner: scanning file 4, record 2700
scanner: scanning file 4, record 2800
scanner: scanning file 4, record 2900
scanner: scanning file 4, record 3000
scanner: ssid 4105057646: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4105057646: 1009 MB, 10001 file(s)
  .....
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C:\>scanner -niv \\.\Tape0
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: Reading the label...
scanner: Reading the label done
scanner: scanning dlt tape PLO971 on \\.\Tape0
scanner: volume id 4138611746 record size 65536
  created  1/17/07 15:35:14 expires  1/16/09 15:35:14
scanner: dlt tape PLO971 already exists in the media index
scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding
scanner: setting position from fn 0, rn 0 to fn 2, rn 0
scanner: scanning file 2, record 0
scanner: ssid 4105057646: found beginning of netapp:/vol/test/windows
scanner: save_xdr: bad magic number 0x45ae2da1scanner: resynchronizing...  //
  scanner: scanning file 2, record 100
scanner: scanning file 2, record 200
scanner: scanning file 2, record 300
scanner: scanning file 2, record 400
scanner: scanning file 2, record 500
scanner: scanning file 2, record 600
scanner: scanning file 2, record 700
scanner: scanning file 2, record 800
scanner: scanning file 2, record 900
scanner: scanning file 2, record 1000
scanner: scanning file 2, record 1100
scanner: scanning file 2, record 1200
  .....
scanner: scanning file 4, record 2800
scanner: scanning file 4, record 2900
scanner: scanning file 4, record 3000
scanner: ssid 4105057646: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4105057646: 1009 MB, 10001 file(s)
scanner: couldn't decode magic variable
scanner: (ssid 4105057646) error decoding save stream
scanner: (ssid 4105057646) would have added 0 new file index entries
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: scanning file 5, record 0
scanner: ssid 4088280799: found beginning of  //
  best2003:index:a9165a08-00000004-45adff55-45ae1516-00020000-c3d64b66
scanner: ssid 4088280799: 1125 KB, 1 file(s)
scanner: ssid 4088280799: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4088280799: 1126 KB, 4 file(s)
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: scanning file 6, record 0
scanner: ssid 4071504278: found beginning of best2003:bootstrap
scanner: ssid 4071504278: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4071504278: 183 KB, 235 file(s)
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: \\.\Tape0: opened for reading
scanner: done with dlt tape PLO971

scanner: \\.\Tape0: rewinding

C:\>

And this is what you will see if you try to scan the client file index for the same save set:
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Considerations if you use NMC with older NetWorker server versions

Can you use NetWorker’s Management Console (NMC) software with older NetWorker server’s at all?
Yes, there is no general problem. However, you must be aware of certain issues:

• You can not install the NMC server software on a computer which runs an older NetWorker
client software. In such a case you will receive this error message:

So far, you must install whatever NMC version on a host which has the NetWorker client software
installed that comes with the NMC server software.

Of course you may also use this NMC version to administrate other NetWorker server which even run
on earlier version numbers. However, you must be aware that some restrictions apply because this
software just did not support certain features at their release date.
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For example, the manual clone features simply did not exist ‘at the same location’. This of course
applies to the graphical ‘Clone Volume’ command ...

... as well as the appropriate ‘Clone Save Set’ command:
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But one of the most important differences is that the job daemon (nsrjobd) does not exist. This is
important because you will not be able to queue certain tasks.

For example, even if you label a media with the ‘fast’ option ...

... a NetWorker 7.2.x server will not be able to queue the label request. The consequence will be that
you have to wait with this ‘process’ bar until the whole job has finished:
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However, with a NetWorker 7.3 server, such jobs will be queued inestead which releases the GUI
immediately making it available for further operations.

2.2. Which license does an unclustered NetWorker server need if it is installed on a
cluster node ?

This question came up recently and caused quite a lot of internal discussions. I have to admit that
such configuration would be rare but not impossible.

If you want to cluster a NetWorker server, you must have a Power Edition license. This is clearly
stated in the docs. Consequently, such would not be necessary if you do not cluster the NetWorker,
correct ? - With respect to the NetWorker server licensing, it should not matter, if it is installed on a
standalone or on a clustered node, as long as you do not advice the NetWorker server to also work in
clustered mode.

However, the situation is a bit different if you look at the client licensing. Of course, such NetWorker
server would recognize the clustered nodes and consequently request Cluster Client licenses instead
‘normal’ ones. If the CCCs are not available, the server would fail to backup the own node.

Of course i tested the scenario - with a Windows 2003 cluster and the NetWorker 7.3.2 software using
a NetWork Edition license. There was no acceptance issue at all.

But as soon as i tried to backup the own client data, i received this message:

E:\nsr\bin>save d:\test
save: Using mscsa.avustest.de as server
save: using `D:\TEST' for `d:\test'
save: RAP error: Unable to grant NT CLUSTER CLIENT license to client  //
  mscsa.avustest.de: Too many clients.  Maximum is 0
save: Cannot open save session with mscsa.avustest.de
save completion time:  2-02-07  4:56p

E:\nsr\bin>

Now i added a Cluster Client Connection ...

E:\nsr\bin>nsradmin
NetWorker administration program.
Use the "help" command for help.
nsradmin> . type: nsr license
Current query set
nsradmin> print
                        type: NSR license;
                        name: \
"NetWorker for Windows, Network Edition (10 clients per server)/1 server";
                     comment: ;
                enabler code: 939d15-5c6fdf-a244d9;
                     host id: 3e3e65ba;
             expiration date: "Mar 20, 2007";
                   auth code: ;

.....
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.....
                        type: NSR license;
                        name: DiskBackup Tier 1;
                     comment: ;
                enabler code: 8abb0c-4c76d0-52e6d0;
                     host id: 3e3e65ba;
             expiration date: "Mar 20, 2007";
                   auth code: ;

                        type: NSR license;
                        name: NT Cluster Clients/1;
                     comment: ;
                enabler code: 65cce7-2991b7-ff522f;
                     host id: 3e3e65ba;
             expiration date: "Mar 20, 2007";
                   auth code: ;
nsradmin> quit

E:\nsr\bin>

E:\nsr\bin>save d:\test
save: Using mscsa.avustest.de as server
save: using `D:\TEST' for `d:\test'
D:\TEST\1.000.000_BYTES.DAT
D:\TEST\1.txt
D:\TEST\10.000_BYTES.DAT
D:\TEST\100.000_BYTES.DAT
D:\TEST\2.bat
D:\TEST\BLKFILES.EXE
D:\TEST\DBINFILE.EXE
D:\TEST\MAKETEXT.DAT
D:\TEST\MAKETEXT.EXE
D:\TEST\MRANDENG.EXE
D:\TEST\MTEXTENG.EXE
D:\TEST\Neuer Ordner\
D:\TEST\sichtbar_1mb.txt
D:\TEST\TEST.TXT
D:\TEST\unsichtbar_1mb.txt
D:\TEST\WS_FTP.LOG
D:\TEST\
D:\
/

save: D:\TEST  15 MB 00:00:02     19 files
save completion time:  2-02-07  4:57p

E:\nsr\bin>

... and successfully retried the operation:

By the way - in the meantime, there was a confirmation that such is a supported NetWorker scenario.
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2.3. Scanning a recyclable save set for the file index information will not change
the status to ‘browsable’ again

This is somehow weird:

If you scan a recyclable save set to add the file index information by running the
command   scanner -i -S ssid device_name, these things will happen:

- The client file index information for that save set will be added. However,
- The save set status will remain recyclable.

C:\>nsrmm -o recyclable -S 4258035290
nsrmm: Reverse DNS lookup failed for address 0.0.0.0
Mark save set 4258035290 as recyclable? y

C:\>
C:\>mminfo -av
volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:25:36 PM 9776 KB 4258035290 cE      D:\TEST\
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:24:47 PM 9776 KB 4274812456 cb      D:\TEST\
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:23:56 PM 9776 KB 4291589621 cb      D:\TEST\

C:\>
C:\>scanner -i -S 4258035290 Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: scanning file disk de_creinfeld.001 on Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: file disk de_creinfeld.001 already exists in the media index
scanner: ssid 4258035290: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4258035290: 9776 KB, 13 file(s)

C:\>
C:\>mminfo -av
volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:25:36 PM 9776 KB 4258035290 cE      D:\TEST\
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:24:47 PM 9776 KB 4274812456 cb      D:\TEST\
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:23:56 PM 9776 KB 4291589621 cb      D:\TEST\

C:\>

I don’t even know whether this is the expected behavior as it has never been clearly described,
neither in the manpages nor in the Administration Guide. And it obviously exists for quite a while - i
checked NetWorker 6.1.4 as well and verified the same effect.

I can even understand that this is expected if you see it under a recovery aspect:
- You may want to recover the file index in preparation for an immediate, subsequent file

recovery.
- However, once this is done, you may not want to necessarily keep the save set any longer.

On the other hand, this behavior somehow breaks the logic as save sets which still have their client
file index information present, are supposed to have the status browsable.
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And you may achieve that, however, you first have to delete the save set entry from the media index:

C:\>nsrmm -o recyclable -S 4258035290
nsrmm: Reverse DNS lookup failed for address 0.0.0.0
Mark save set 4258035290 as recyclable? y

C:\>
C:\>mminfo -av
volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:25:36 PM 9776 KB 4258035290 cE      D:\TEST\
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:24:47 PM 9776 KB 4274812456 cb      D:\TEST\
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:23:56 PM 9776 KB 4291589621 cb      D:\TEST\

C:\>
C:\>nsrmm -d -S 4258035290
Delete file and media index entries for save set `4258035290'? y

C:\>
C:\>scanner -i -S 4258035290 Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: scanning file disk de_creinfeld.001 on Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: file disk de_creinfeld.001 already exists in the media index
scanner: ssid 4258035290: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4258035290: 9776 KB, 13 file(s)

C:\>
C:\>mminfo -av
volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:25:36 PM 9776 KB 4258035290 cb      D:\TEST\
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:24:47 PM 9776 KB 4274812456 cb      D:\TEST\
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:23:56 PM 9776 KB 4291589621 cb      D:\TEST\

C:\>

Be extremely careful when you changed a save set to recyclable on a NetWorker
7 (Advanced) File Type Device:

If you start an automatic backup, run nsrim or restart the NetWorker
daemons, recyclable save sets will automatically be deleted from the media!
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Installing a new FC driver on Windows may affect Persistent Bindings

It has been reported that you might loose persistent bindings if you install a new fibre-channel driver on
a Windows host.

In this case, ensure that the following key exists in your registry - you might even need to create it:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\Tape = 1

Edit the registry with extreme care - it may harm your system severely!

For more details, please read Microsoft knowledgebase article # 873337.

2.2. New options for nsrclone

As you should know, you may assign a retention policy to a pool since NetWorker 7.3.0. In the Release
Notes, it is mentioned very briefly that you also may specify a retention date when running nsrclone
from the command line. For this purpose use the command as follows:

nsrclone -y retention

From the nsrclone -y manpages:

Sets the date (in nsr_getdate(3) format) when the cloned data will become recyclable. The special value
forever is used to indicate that a volume that never expires (i.e. an archive volume) must be used. By default,
the server determines this date for the save set based on the retention policies in effect. This option allows
overriding the existing policies.

Another new option for the nsrclone command has silently been added with NetWorker 7.3.0:

nsrclone -t start_time

From the nsrclone -t manpages:

Specify the start time (in nsr_getdate(3) format) for selecting save set IDs for cloning. This option
can only be used with -S option ...

One interesting fact about nsr_getdate is that you may specify times relatively. This is convenient
as you may also specify a time like:

nsrclone -S -t "4 weeks ago"
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2.3. Checking the files which will not be backed up on a NetWorker/Windows client

This is actually controlled by this registry entry:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CuurentControlSet\Control\BackupRestore\FilesNotToBackup

Here is an example for a Windows XP client:

2.4. Best practice to setup the scsi id for NetWorker autochangers

You should ensure that the autochanger has a lower scsi id than the drives. Although i do not know
whether this is still a requirement, it at least has been in the past.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Changing the NetWorker 7.3 device mode to ‘Service’

This is not so easy anymore. As the screenshot below shows, you may toggle the device’s mode
between Enabled and Disabled. However, the Service mode is not available from the new NetWorker
Administrator GUI any longer:

Right now, the only solution you have is to use the command line tool nsradmin. Below you see an
example for a Windows file device:

C:\>nsradmin -s test2003
NetWorker administration program.
Use the "help" command for help.
nsradmin> . type: NSR device; name: "Y:\\BU_DEV1"
Current query set
nsradmin> update enabled: Service
                     enabled: Service;
Update? y
updated resource id 107.0.132.9.168.171.53.70.10.4.8.171(11)
nsradmin> quit

C:\>
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2.2. Clarification on the NetWorker Windows VSS solutions

There is still some misunderstanding with respect to the NetWorker Windows VSS solutions. Please
note that there are 2 general methods:

• Simple Windows 2003 open file protection
consists of

- Windows 2003 Client software plus
- Windows 2003 Client license plus
- VSS Client license

The enabler is now called VSS Client instead of Windows 2003 Open File Option
for VSS.

• VSS Snapshot Management for Windows 2003
consists of

- VSS Client software (new) plus
- Windows 2003 Client license plus
- VSS Client license

This combination uses PowerSnap technology to backup open files as well.

2.3. Clarification on EmailXtract archiving behavior

You may notice that an EmailXtract Archive task only archives messages which were sent after the last
archiving task completed.This is the normal behavior. EmailXtract only archives new messages
because old messages are marked as ‘archived’. Consequently, the software will not need to re-
archive them.

However, you may enforce EmailXtract to re-archive such messages. To do so, you need to show a
new menu in the EmailXtract archive task definition, called Hidden Setting. For this purpose, you must
add the following registry key for your EmailXtract server:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\OTG\EmailXtract\DebugEnabled

Set this key to the DWORD value 1. Unfortunately, i do not have a system available right now to show
you the differences. However, for an experienced administrator, this should not be a problem.

Be extremly careful modifying the registry - worst case this may severely
harm your system.

2.4. License file installation problem with DiskXtender for NAS (Windows) 2.1

When you receive your license file, DXNASLicense.lic, it will come embedded into a Word
document file which tells you where to copy it. The text instructs you to copy it to

%systemdrive%\Program Files\EMC\FSMforNAS\Server\bin

However, this folder does not exist - you must copy it to

%systemdrive%\Program Files\EMC\DXNAS\Server\bin

reinfc
Rectangle
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2.5. NetWorker does not backup the Windows ‘dllcache’ directory

The Windows directory %systemroot%\system32\dllcache is hidden - with the default settings
you will not even see it in the Windows Explorer screen:

As Windows recovers the files in this directory internally with its internal System File Checker (SFC)
utility, NetWorker will not back it up - consequently it can not recover them.

EMC is aware of this issue. You will even find an entry in the knowledgebase.

Usually, this is not a problem - you can still do full system recoveries (for instance ASR recoveries) - i
have proved this in TINs 19 & 20/2007.

However, a very small number of applications in fact use this directory. As these
files will not be backed up, they can not be recovered as well. Consequently, such
programs will fail after a desaster recovery of the machine.

This article shall make you aware of the problem and will also show you a workaround.
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Let’s do a small test and backup the system drive of a Windows 2003 server with NetWorker running in
evaluation mode:

Of course this is not a problem:
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However, if you browse to the directory in NetWorker’s client file index, you will see, that it is in fact
empty:

A potential solution for the problem is to add the directory explicitely in the client’s save set list:
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From the save set size you can already imagine that this did not work:

And for the backup of the dllcache directory, there is no change:
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Now another test shall be made with a VSS licensed NetWorker server:

For no save set limitation, the client’s default Save set entry All was used - all other drives were
excluded by a local skip directive:
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Consequently you will see the complete save set list:

However, the result does not change at all - the dllcache directory remains empty:
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But let’s see what happens if the files will be copyied to another directory:

When backing up the C: drive now, you can recognize that the save set size has increased by more
than 200 MB:

C:\>mkdir dllcache_backup

C:\>copy C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache\*.* C:\dllcache_backup
C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache\12520437.cpx
C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache\12520850.cpx
C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache\3cwmcru.sys
C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache\accessibility.dll
C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache\acctres.dll
C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache\aciniupd.exe
C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache\acledit.dll
C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache\acregl.exe
C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache\acsr.exe
C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache\activeds.tlb
C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache\actmovie.exe
C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache\acwebsvc.dll
C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache\addusr.exe
  .....
C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache\xenroll.dll
C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache\xenrx86.dll
C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache\xjis.nls
C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache\XPSSHHDR.dll
C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllcache\XpsSvcs.dll
     1328 file(s) copied.

C:\>
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And in fact, this method helps:

The only explanation for this behavior: The pathname
%systempath%\system32\dllcache must be hardcoded for exclusion
somewhere/somehow.

Conclusion

• Check, whether any application uses this directory.

• If yes, please make sure that you backup the contents to another directory before you start the
backup.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. A new procedure to recover expired NetWorker client file index instances

This is the new feature which is stated in the latetst NetWorker Release Notes:

Changed procedure for recovery when all cloned instances of a save set have expired
With NetWorker release 7.3.2, when all cloned instances of a save set have passed their retention period,
the following procedure must be used to mark a save set as eligible for recovery:

1. Use the nsrmm command with the -e time option to change the retention time for the clone save set:

nsrmm -e time -S ssid/cloneid

If the cloneid is not identified with the -S option, the following error message is displayed:

Save set ssid cannot be marked as notrecyclable. Please specify the
ssid/cloneid of the particular clone instance.

2. Use the nsrmm command with the -o notrecyclable option to instruct the media database that the save
set is no longer expired:

nsrmm -o notrecyclable -S ssid/cloneid

If the -o notrecycable option is used with nsrmm prior to changing the retention time as described in
step 1, the following error message is displayed:

nsrmm: Save set ssid:ssid cloneid:cloneid eligibility can not be
cleared, retention time must be adjusted first

After this procedure has been completed, the save set is recoverable.

Unfortunately, this statement is wrong and incomplete:

- There is no necessity at all to use it to recover an expired save set.
As long as there is still a reference in the media index, you can always start a save set
recover process to restore it right away. No other action is required to prepare this operation.

- The procedure exclusively applies if you want to insert expired NetWorker client file index
backups.

On the following pages, i will explain the differences between the NetWorker 7.2. and the NetWorker
7.3.x behavior in detail.
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Inserting expired client file index entries in NetWorker

In general, there are two methods which you may use:

- You may scan the saveset or the media to repopulate the client file index information with

scanner -i -S ssid device or

scanner -i -S ssid device_name

This of course would take long as the save set/media just has to be read sequentially.

- Another method is much more convenient:

nsrck -L7 client_name or

This is the usual procedure to recover the most recent client file index backups. It is of
course much faster as the information is available in a consolidated form.

To recover an earlier client file index, you must use an additional parameter:

nsrck -L7 -t time client_name or

This modified procedure will recover a client file index backup of the specified time and insert
it into the index database. As a result, earlier backups will become browsable again and you
will only need to change the browse time to perform a client file index recovery of that date.

Only this is what the new procedure is all about.

For the following tests i have
- created full backups
- of the same directory (with 100 files = 103 index entries) every day
- with a browse and retention policy of 1 day each
- and automatic cloning
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Inserting expired client file index entries in NetWorker 7.2.x

After 2 days the scenario described above lead to these save sets:

C:\>mminfo -av -r "pool(15),name(16),savetime(10),ssid,cloneid,sumflags" -ot
 pool          name               date   ssid          clone id fl
Default        D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287618 1180279812 cE
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287618 1180280166 cE
Default        index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510430 1180279902 cE
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510430 1180280166 cE
Default        bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733417 1180280095 cE
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733417 1180281246 cE
Default        D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961168    1180366280 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961168    1180366564 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151276 1180366316 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151276 1180366564 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374203 1180366443 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374203 1180366564 cr

C:\>
C:\>nsrls best2003

Z:\nsr\index\best2003: 103 records requiring 10 KB
Z:\nsr\index\best2003 is currently 100% utilized

C:\>
C:\>nsrinfo best2003
scanning client `best2003' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
D:\TEST\DX___100.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____10.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____11.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____12.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____13.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____14.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____15.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____16.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____17.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____18.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____19.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
  .....
D:\TEST\DX_____1.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____2.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____3.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____4.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____5.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____6.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____7.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____8.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____9.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
/, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
103 objects found

C:\>
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To re-insert the recyclable client file index backup created on 05/27, simply recover the index backup
as described in the manpages:

C:\>nsrck -L7 -t 05/27/07 best2003
nsrck: checking index for 'best2003'
nsrck: The file index for client 'best2003' will be recovered.
nsrck: Recovering index savesets of 'best2003' from 'best2003'
uasm: some file attributes were not recovered:
Z:\nsr\index\best2003\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\best2003\db6\
Recover completion time: Mon May 28 17:42:02 2007
nsrck: completed recovery of index for client 'best2003'

nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\best2003 contains 206 records occupying 20 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)

C:\>

The indicated result already explains that now the file index information for both save sets exists. This
can be proved by reading the file index information:

C:\>nsrinfo best2003
scanning client `best2003' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
D:\TEST\DX___100.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____10.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____11.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____12.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____13.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____14.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____15.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
  .....
D:\TEST\DX_____5.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____6.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____7.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____8.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____9.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
/, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX___100.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX____10.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX____11.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX____12.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX____13.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX____14.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
  .....
D:\TEST\DX_____5.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____6.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____7.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____8.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____9.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
/, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
206 objects found

C:\>
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Inserting expired client file index entries in NetWorker 7.3.0

After an update to NetWorker 7.3.0 and another day passing by you will see these 9 save sets plus
their clones. Now the backups of 05/28 expired as well, leaving 2 backups in the file index:

C:\>mminfo -av -r "pool(15),name(16),savetime(10),ssid,cloneid,sumflags" -ot
 pool          name               date   ssid          clone id fl
Default        D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287618 1180279812 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287618 1180280166 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510430 1180279902 cE
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510430 1180280166 cE
Default        bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733417 1180280095 cE
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733417 1180281246 cE
Default        D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961168    1180366280 cE
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961168    1180366564 cE
Default        index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151276 1180366316 cE
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151276 1180366564 cE
Default        bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374203 1180366443 cE
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374203 1180366564 cE
Default        D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6047612    1180452732 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6047612    1180452964 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284237720 1180452760 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284237720 1180452964 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267460625 1180452881 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267460625 1180452964 cr

C:\>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\best2003: 206 records requiring 20 KB
Z:\nsr\index\best2003 is currently 100% utilized

C:\>

C:\>mminfo -av -r "pool(15),name(16),savetime(10),ssid,cloneid,sumflags" -ot
 pool          name               date   ssid          clone id fl
Default        D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287618 1180279812 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287618 1180280166 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510430 1180279902 cE
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510430 1180280166 cE
Default        bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733417 1180280095 cE
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733417 1180281246 cE
Default        D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961168    1180366280 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961168    1180366564 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151276 1180366316 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151276 1180366564 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374203 1180366443 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374203 1180366564 cr

C:\>

This makes the expired save set browsable once again:
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C:\>nsrinfo best2003
scanning client `best2003' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
D:\TEST\DX___100.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____10.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____11.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____12.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____13.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____14.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____15.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____16.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____17.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____18.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____19.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
  .....
D:\TEST\DX_____1.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____2.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____3.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____4.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____5.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____6.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____7.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____8.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____9.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
/, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX___100.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX____10.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX____11.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX____12.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX____13.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX____14.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX____15.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX____16.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX____17.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX____18.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
  .....
D:\TEST\DX_____5.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____6.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____7.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____8.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____9.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
/, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
206 objects found

C:\>

As reported by mminfo, the oldest and the youngest backups still ‘live’ in the client file index:
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C:\>nsrck -L7 -t 05/28/07 best2003
nsrck: checking index for 'best2003'
nsrck: The file index for client 'best2003' will be recovered.
nsrck: Recovering index savesets of 'best2003' from 'best2003'
uasm: some file attributes were not recovered:
Z:\nsr\index\best2003\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\best2003\db6\
Recover completion time: 5/29/2007 5:43:14 PM
nsrck: completed recovery of index for client 'best2003'

nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\best2003 contains 206 records occupying 20 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)

C:\>
C:\>nsrinfo best2003
scanning client `best2003' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
D:\TEST\DX___100.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____10.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____11.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____12.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____13.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____14.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____15.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
  .....
D:\TEST\DX_____5.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____6.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____7.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____8.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____9.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
/, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX___100.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX____10.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX____11.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX____12.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX____13.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX____14.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
  .....
D:\TEST\DX_____5.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____6.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____7.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____8.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____9.TXT, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\TEST\, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
D:\, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
/, date=1180279812 Sun May 27 17:30:12 2007
206 objects found

C:\>

And here is the problem:

If you recover the old index backup as before, the operation will be executed,
but nothing will change at all - the client file index size will not increase!
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C:\>mminfo -av -r "pool(15),name(16),savetime(10),ssid,cloneid,sumflags" -ot
 pool          name               date   ssid          clone id fl
Default        D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287618 1180279812 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287618 1180280166 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510430 1180279902 cE
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510430 1180280166 cE
Default        bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733417 1180280095 cE
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733417 1180281246 cE
Default        D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961168    1180366280 cE
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961168    1180366564 cE
Default        index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151276 1180366316 cE
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151276 1180366564 cE
Default        bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374203 1180366443 cE
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374203 1180366564 cE
Default        D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6047612    1180452732 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6047612    1180452964 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284237720 1180452760 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284237720 1180452964 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267460625 1180452881 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267460625 1180452964 cr

C:\>

And of course the save set will remain recyclable:

Inserting expired client file index entries in NetWorker 7.3.2

After a further update to the current NetWorker version (7.3.2 Jumbo 11 Update 1) and another day
passing by there will finally remain these 12 save sets plus their associated clones:

C:\>mminfo -av -r "pool(15),name(16),savetime(10),ssid,cloneid,sumflags" -ot
 pool          name               date   ssid          clone id fl
Default        D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287618 1180279812 cE
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287618 1180280166 cE
Default        index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510430 1180279902 cE
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510430 1180280166 cE
Default        bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733417 1180280095 cE
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733417 1180281246 cE
Default        D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961168    1180366280 cE
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961168    1180366564 cE
Default        index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151276 1180366316 cE
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151276 1180366564 cE
Default        bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374203 1180366443 cE
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374203 1180366564 cE
Default        D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6047612    1180452732 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6047612    1180452964 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284237720 1180452760 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284237720 1180452964 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267460625 1180452881 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267460625 1180452964 cr
Default        D:\TEST          5/30/2007 6134189    1180539309 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/30/2007 6134189    1180540444 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/30/2007 4284324297 1180539337 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/30/2007 4284324297 1180540444 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/30/2007 4267547318 1180539574 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/30/2007 4267547318 1180540444 cr

C:\>
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C:\>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\best2003: 206 records requiring 20 KB
Z:\nsr\index\best2003 is currently 100% utilized

C:\>nsrinfo best2003
scanning client `best2003' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
D:\TEST\DX___100.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\DX____10.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\DX____11.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\DX____12.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\DX____13.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
  .....
D:\TEST\DX_____5.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____6.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____7.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____8.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____9.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
/, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\DX___100.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____10.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____11.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____12.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____13.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
  .....
D:\TEST\DX_____5.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____6.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____7.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____8.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____9.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
/, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
206 objects found

C:\>

As reported by mminfo, the latest two backups are still available in the client file index:

C:\>nsrck -L7 -t 05/28/07 best2003
nsrck: checking index for 'best2003'
nsrck: The file index for client 'best2003' will be recovered.
nsrck: Recovering index savesets of 'best2003' from 'best2003'
uasm: some file attributes were not recovered:  //
   Z:\nsr\index\best2003\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\best2003\db6\
Recover completion time: 5/30/2007 5:43:26 PM
nsrck: completed recovery of index for client 'best2003'

nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\best2003 contains 206 records occupying 20 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)

C:\>

As expected, the index recovery of an expired save set will not work with this version as well:
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C:\>mminfo -av -r "pool(15),name(16),savetime(10),ssid,cloneid,sumflags" -ot
 pool          name               date   ssid          clone id fl
Default        D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287618 1180279812 cE
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287618 1180280166 cE
Default        index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510430 1180279902 cE
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510430 1180280166 cE
Default        bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733417 1180280095 cE
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733417 1180281246 cE
Default        D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961168    1180366280 cE
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961168    1180366564 cE
Default        index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151276 1180366316 cE
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151276 1180366564 cE
Default        bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374203 1180366443 cE
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374203 1180366564 cE
Default        D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6047612    1180452732 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6047612    1180452964 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284237720 1180452760 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284237720 1180452964 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267460625 1180452881 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267460625 1180452964 cr
Default        D:\TEST          5/30/2007 6134189    1180539309 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/30/2007 6134189    1180540444 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/30/2007 4284324297 1180539337 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/30/2007 4284324297 1180540444 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/30/2007 4267547318 1180539574 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/30/2007 4267547318 1180540444 cr

C:\>

And of course, the backups will remain recyclable as well:

As you could easily verify, the problems already exists since NetWorker 7.3.0.

The new ‘feature’ from the latest NetWorker Release Notes now explains how you must prepare the
NetWorker index manager to run a successful index save set restore process.

What it does not explain is the theory behind it: you have to instruct NetWorker’s index manager not to
delete the recovered index information right away. If you think about it, it is obvious:

- As you have seen, the recovery of an index save set (to a temporary location) is not a problem
at all.

- However, the index manager recognizes that the save set has expired and will not allow to insert
the information into the database.

- Consequently you have to ensure that the index save set is not marked as recyclable  when you
recover it. Nothing else is what this ‘new feature’ is all about.
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C:\>nsrmm -e 05/30/2008 -S 4284151276
nsrmm: Cannot change browse/retention time of recyclable save set 4284151276

C:\>
C:\>nsrmm -e 05/30/08 -S 4284151276/1180366316

C:\>
C:\>nsrmm -e 05/30/08 -S 4284151276/1180366564

C:\>

1. Step - Changing the retention policy of the save set (to the future)

- The direction has not been mentioned in the manual but nothing else would
make sense.

- Also, please note that you must specify the sssid and the cloneid.
Consequently, you must execute the command for all save set instances.

C:\>mminfo -av -r  //
  "pool(15),name(16),savetime(10),ssid,cloneid,sumflags,ssretent" -ot
 pool          name               date   ssid          clone id fl retent
Default        D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287618 1180279812 cE 5/29/2007
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287618 1180280166 cE 5/29/2007
Default        index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510430 1180279902 cE 5/28/2007
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510430 1180280166 cE 5/28/2007
Default        bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733417 1180280095 cE 5/28/2007
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733417 1180281246 cE 5/28/2007
Default        D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961168    1180366280 cE 5/29/2007
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961168    1180366564 cE 5/29/2007
Default        index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151276 1180366316 cE 5/29/2007
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151276 1180366564 cE 5/29/2007
Default        bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374203 1180366443 cE 5/29/2007
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374203 1180366564 cE 5/29/2007
Default        D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6047612    1180452732 cb 5/30/2007
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6047612    1180452964 cb 5/30/2007
Default        index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284237720 1180452760 cr 5/30/2007
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284237720 1180452964 cr 5/30/2007
Default        bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267460625 1180452881 cr 5/30/2007
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267460625 1180452964 cr 5/30/2007
Default        D:\TEST          5/30/2007 6134189    1180539309 cb 5/31/2007
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/30/2007 6134189    1180540444 cb 5/31/2007
Default        index:best2003   5/30/2007 4284324297 1180539337 cr 5/31/2007
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/30/2007 4284324297 1180540444 cr 5/31/2007
Default        bootstrap        5/30/2007 4267547318 1180539574 cr 5/31/2007
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/30/2007 4267547318 1180540444 cr 5/31/2007

C:\>

However, this will not change anything yet:
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C:\>nsrmm -o notrecyclable -S 4284151276
Save set 4284151276 cannot be marked as notrecyclable.
Please specify the ssid/cloneid of the particular clone instance.

C:\>nsrmm -o notrecyclable -S 4284151276/1180366564
Mark save set copy 4284151276/1180366564 as not recyclable? y

C:\>nsrmm -o notrecyclable -S 4284151276/1180366316
Mark save set copy 4284151276/1180366316 as not recyclable? y

C:\>

2. Step - Changing the save set status to ‘notreyclable’

Once again, you must specify the sssid and the cloneid.
Consequently, you must execute the command for all save set instances.

C:\>nsrmm -o notrecyclable -S 4284151276/1180366316
Mark save set copy 4284151276/1180366316 as not recyclable? y
nsrmm: Save set `4284151276' cloneid `1180366316' is already not eligible

C:\>mminfo -av -r  //
  "pool(15),name(16),savetime(10),ssid,cloneid,sumflags,ssretent" -ot
 pool          name               date   ssid          clone id fl retent
Default        D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287618 1180279812 cE 5/29/2007
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287618 1180280166 cE 5/29/2007
Default        index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510430 1180279902 cE 5/28/2007
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510430 1180280166 cE 5/28/2007
Default        bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733417 1180280095 cE 5/28/2007
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733417 1180281246 cE 5/28/2007
Default        D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961168    1180366280 cE 5/29/2007
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961168    1180366564 cE 5/29/2007
Default        index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151276 1180366316 cr 5/30/2008
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151276 1180366564 cr 5/30/2008
Default        bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374203 1180366443 cE 5/29/2007
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374203 1180366564 cE 5/29/2007
Default        D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6047612    1180452732 cb 5/30/2007
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6047612    1180452964 cb 5/30/2007
Default        index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284237720 1180452760 cr 5/30/2007
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284237720 1180452964 cr 5/30/2007
Default        bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267460625 1180452881 cr 5/30/2007
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267460625 1180452964 cr 5/30/2007
Default        D:\TEST          5/30/2007 6134189    1180539309 cb 5/31/2007
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/30/2007 6134189    1180540444 cb 5/31/2007
Default        index:best2003   5/30/2007 4284324297 1180539337 cr 5/31/2007
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/30/2007 4284324297 1180540444 cr 5/31/2007
Default        bootstrap        5/30/2007 4267547318 1180539574 cr 5/31/2007
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/30/2007 4267547318 1180540444 cr 5/31/2007

C:\>

A retry confirms that the status has changed accordingly - see als the report below:
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C:\>nsrck -L7 -t 05/28/07 best2003
nsrck: checking index for 'best2003'
nsrck: The file index for client 'best2003' will be recovered.
nsrck: Recovering index savesets of 'best2003' from 'best2003'
uasm: some file attributes were not recovered:  //
  Z:\nsr\index\best2003\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\best2003\db6\
Recover completion time: 5/30/2007 6:44:30 PM
nsrck: completed recovery of index for client 'best2003'

nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\best2003 contains 309 records occupying 30 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)

C:\>

3. You may now recover the old index save set as before
As you can see by the number of index entries, the files of that save set must exist in the file
index database:

C:\>mminfo -av -r  //
  "pool(15),name(16),savetime(10),ssid,cloneid,sumflags,ssretent" -ot
 pool          name               date   ssid          clone id fl retent
Default        D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287618 1180279812 cE 5/29/2007
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287618 1180280166 cE 5/29/2007
Default        index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510430 1180279902 cE 5/28/2007
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510430 1180280166 cE 5/28/2007
Default        bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733417 1180280095 cE 5/28/2007
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733417 1180281246 cE 5/28/2007
Default        D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961168    1180366280 cb 5/30/2008
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961168    1180366564 cb 5/30/2008
Default        index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151276 1180366316 cr 5/30/2008
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151276 1180366564 cr 5/30/2008
Default        bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374203 1180366443 cE 5/29/2007
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374203 1180366564 cE 5/29/2007
Default        D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6047612    1180452732 cb 5/30/2007
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6047612    1180452964 cb 5/30/2007
Default        index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284237720 1180452760 cr 5/30/2007
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284237720 1180452964 cr 5/30/2007
Default        bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267460625 1180452881 cr 5/30/2007
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267460625 1180452964 cr 5/30/2007
Default        D:\TEST          5/30/2007 6134189    1180539309 cb 5/31/2007
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/30/2007 6134189    1180540444 cb 5/31/2007
Default        index:best2003   5/30/2007 4284324297 1180539337 cr 5/31/2007
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/30/2007 4284324297 1180540444 cr 5/31/2007
Default        bootstrap        5/30/2007 4267547318 1180539574 cr 5/31/2007
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/30/2007 4267547318 1180540444 cr 5/31/2007

C:\>

This now makes the save set(s) browsable again:
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C:\>nsrinfo best2003
scanning client `best2003' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
D:\TEST\DX___100.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\DX____10.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\DX____11.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\DX____12.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\DX____13.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\DX____14.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
  .....
D:\TEST\DX_____5.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____6.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____7.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____8.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____9.TXT, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
/, date=1180539220 Wed May 30 17:33:40 2007
D:\TEST\DX___100.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____10.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____11.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____12.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX____13.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
  .....
D:\TEST\DX_____4.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____5.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____6.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____7.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____8.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____9.TXT, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
/, date=1180452721 Tue May 29 17:32:01 2007
D:\TEST\DX___100.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____10.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____11.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____12.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX____13.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
  .....
D:\TEST\DX_____5.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____6.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____7.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____8.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____9.TXT, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\TEST\, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
D:\, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
/, date=1180366280 Mon May 28 17:31:20 2007
309 objects found

C:\>

As indicated by the report, 3 save sets should be found in the client file index:

The old save set is now available for a ‘standard’ client file recovery.
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2.2. Scanning a recyclable save set for the file index information will not change
the status to ‘browsable’ again - update

Do you remember what i wrote in TIN 03/2007, chapter 2.3:

If you scan a recyclable save set to add the file index information by running the
command   scanner -i -S ssid device_name, these things will happen:

- The client file index information for that save set will be added. However,
- The save set status will remain recyclable.

C:\>nsrmm -o recyclable -S 4258035290
nsrmm: Reverse DNS lookup failed for address 0.0.0.0
Mark save set 4258035290 as recyclable? y

C:\>
C:\>mminfo -av
volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:25:36 PM 9776 KB 4258035290 cE      D:\TEST\
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:24:47 PM 9776 KB 4274812456 cb      D:\TEST\
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:23:56 PM 9776 KB 4291589621 cb      D:\TEST\

C:\>
C:\>scanner -i -S 4258035290 Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: scanning file disk de_creinfeld.001 on Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: file disk de_creinfeld.001 already exists in the media index
scanner: ssid 4258035290: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4258035290: 9776 KB, 13 file(s)

C:\>
C:\>mminfo -av
volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:25:36 PM 9776 KB 4258035290 cE      D:\TEST\
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:24:47 PM 9776 KB 4274812456 cb      D:\TEST\
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:23:56 PM 9776 KB 4291589621 cb      D:\TEST\

C:\>

I don’t even know whether this is the expected behavior as it has never been clearly described,
neither in the manpages nor in the Administration Guide. And it obviously exists for quite a while - i
checked NetWorker 6.1.4 as well and verified the same effect.

I can even understand that this is expected if you see it under a recovery aspect:
- You may want to recover the file index in preparation for an immediate, subsequent file

recovery.
- However, once this is done, you may not want to necessarily keep the save set any longer.

On the other hand, this behavior somehow breaks the logic as save sets which still have their client
file index information present, are supposed to have the status browsable.
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And you may achieve that, however, you first have to delete the save set entry from the media index:

C:\>nsrmm -o recyclable -S 4258035290
nsrmm: Reverse DNS lookup failed for address 0.0.0.0
Mark save set 4258035290 as recyclable? y

C:\>
C:\>mminfo -av
volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:25:36 PM 9776 KB 4258035290 cE      D:\TEST\
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:24:47 PM 9776 KB 4274812456 cb      D:\TEST\
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:23:56 PM 9776 KB 4291589621 cb      D:\TEST\

C:\>
C:\>nsrmm -d -S 4258035290
Delete file and media index entries for save set `4258035290'? y

C:\>
C:\>scanner -i -S 4258035290 Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: scanning file disk de_creinfeld.001 on Z:\BU_DEV1
scanner: file disk de_creinfeld.001 already exists in the media index
scanner: ssid 4258035290: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4258035290: 9776 KB, 13 file(s)

C:\>
C:\>mminfo -av
volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:25:36 PM 9776 KB 4258035290 cb      D:\TEST\
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:24:47 PM 9776 KB 4274812456 cb      D:\TEST\
de_creinfeld.001 de-creinfeld  2/9/2007 2:23:56 PM 9776 KB 4291589621 cb      D:\TEST\

C:\>

Be extremely careful when you changed a save set to recyclable on a NetWorker
7 (Advanced) File Type Device:

If you start an automatic backup, run nsrim or restart the NetWorker
daemons, recyclable save sets will automatically be deleted from the media!

I am pretty sure that the effect i described here is tight to the same problem as reported in chapter 2.1 -
that makes it worth to investigate it a little bit closer once again.

For that purpose, i executed the same test scenario as described in chapter 2.1 - i just did not recover
the missing client file index but scanned the information.
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In fact - since NetWorker 7.3.0, there is a new option with the scanner -i -S ssid command:

scanner -i -S ssid [-y retention_time] device

And this is the description from the manpages:

-y retention time
Specifies the retention time for completed clone instance of save sets in the volume(s)
being scanned in. This option is valid only with -i or -m option. If save sets have been specified
using -S option, the retention time of the clone instance of those save sets will be set to the
specified value. Note that retention time of clone instances not belonging to the volumes being
scanned in will not be modified.

This also points to the same problem - if you do not change the retention time of the save sets you may
perform the operation but it will not change anything. So let’s verify if the usage of the -y option will
correct the problem and you can scan an expired save set right away.

This is the starting point:

C:\>mminfo -av -r "pool(15),name(16),savetime(10),ssid,cloneid,sumflags" -ot
 pool          name               date   ssid          clone id fl
Default        D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287641 1180279897 cE
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287641 1180280164 cE
Default        index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510453 1180279925 cE
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510453 1180280164 cE
Default        bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733436 1180280124 cE
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733436 1180281244 cE
Default        D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961152    1180366272 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961152    1180366564 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151260 1180366300 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151260 1180366564 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374185 1180366441 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374185 1180366564 cr
Default        D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6048792    1180453912 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6048792    1180454044 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284238900 1180453940 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284238900 1180455124 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267461834 1180454090 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267461834 1180455124 cr

C:\>
C:\>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\best2003: 206 records requiring 20 KB
Z:\nsr\index\best2003 is currently 100% utilized

C:\>

The first step is to load (and mount) the medium:

C:\>nsrjb -ln -f \\.\Tape0 backup

C:\>
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C:\>scanner -i -S 4267287641 \\.\Tape0
scanner: scanning dlt tape backup on \\.\Tape0
scanner: dlt tape backup already exists in the media index
scanner: ssid 4267287641: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4267287641: 97 MB, 103 file(s)

C:\>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\best2003: 309 records requiring 30 KB
Z:\nsr\index\best2003 is currently 100% utilized

C:\>nsrinfo best2003
scanning client `best2003' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
D:\TEST\DX___100.TXT, date=1180453901 Tue May 29 17:51:41 2007
D:\TEST\DX____10.TXT, date=1180453901 Tue May 29 17:51:41 2007
D:\TEST\DX____11.TXT, date=1180453901 Tue May 29 17:51:41 2007
D:\TEST\DX____12.TXT, date=1180453901 Tue May 29 17:51:41 2007
  .....
D:\TEST\DX_____5.TXT, date=1180453901 Tue May 29 17:51:41 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____6.TXT, date=1180453901 Tue May 29 17:51:41 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____7.TXT, date=1180453901 Tue May 29 17:51:41 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____8.TXT, date=1180453901 Tue May 29 17:51:41 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____9.TXT, date=1180453901 Tue May 29 17:51:41 2007
D:\TEST\, date=1180453901 Tue May 29 17:51:41 2007
D:\, date=1180453901 Tue May 29 17:51:41 2007
/, date=1180453901 Tue May 29 17:51:41 2007
D:\TEST\DX___100.TXT, date=1180366269 Mon May 28 17:31:09 2007
D:\TEST\DX____10.TXT, date=1180366269 Mon May 28 17:31:09 2007
D:\TEST\DX____11.TXT, date=1180366269 Mon May 28 17:31:09 2007
D:\TEST\DX____12.TXT, date=1180366269 Mon May 28 17:31:09 2007
  .....
D:\TEST\DX_____5.TXT, date=1180366269 Mon May 28 17:31:09 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____6.TXT, date=1180366269 Mon May 28 17:31:09 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____7.TXT, date=1180366269 Mon May 28 17:31:09 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____8.TXT, date=1180366269 Mon May 28 17:31:09 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____9.TXT, date=1180366269 Mon May 28 17:31:09 2007
D:\TEST\, date=1180366269 Mon May 28 17:31:09 2007
D:\, date=1180366269 Mon May 28 17:31:09 2007
/, date=1180366269 Mon May 28 17:31:09 2007
D:\TEST\DX___100.TXT, date=1180279809 Sun May 27 17:30:09 2007
D:\TEST\DX____10.TXT, date=1180279809 Sun May 27 17:30:09 2007
D:\TEST\DX____11.TXT, date=1180279809 Sun May 27 17:30:09 2007
D:\TEST\DX____12.TXT, date=1180279809 Sun May 27 17:30:09 2007
  .....
D:\TEST\DX_____5.TXT, date=1180279809 Sun May 27 17:30:09 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____6.TXT, date=1180279809 Sun May 27 17:30:09 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____7.TXT, date=1180279809 Sun May 27 17:30:09 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____8.TXT, date=1180279809 Sun May 27 17:30:09 2007
D:\TEST\DX_____9.TXT, date=1180279809 Sun May 27 17:30:09 2007
D:\TEST\, date=1180279809 Sun May 27 17:30:09 2007
D:\, date=1180279809 Sun May 27 17:30:09 2007
/, date=1180279809 Sun May 27 17:30:09 2007
309 objects found

C:\>

Then start the scan process and verify the result:
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The result points to the fact that the requested client file index has really been added - you may even
see it in the recover GUI:

C:\>mminfo -av -r "pool(15),name(16),savetime(10),ssid,cloneid,sumflags" -ot
 pool          name               date   ssid          clone id fl
Default        D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287641 1180279897 cE
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287641 1180280164 cE
Default        index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510453 1180279925 cE
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510453 1180280164 cE
Default        bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733436 1180280124 cE
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733436 1180281244 cE
Default        D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961152    1180366272 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961152    1180366564 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151260 1180366300 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151260 1180366564 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374185 1180366441 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374185 1180366564 cr
Default        D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6048792    1180453912 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6048792    1180454044 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284238900 1180453940 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284238900 1180455124 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267461834 1180454090 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267461834 1180455124 cr

C:\>

However, this does not change the fact that the save set is still reported as recyclable:
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C:\>scanner -i -y 05/30/2008 -S 4267287641 \\.\Tape0
scanner: scanning dlt tape backup on \\.\Tape0
scanner: dlt tape backup already exists in the media index
scanner: ssid 4267287641: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4267287641: 97 MB, 103 file(s)

C:\>
C:\>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\best2003: 309 records requiring 30 KB
Z:\nsr\index\best2003 is currently 100% utilized

C:\>
C:\>mminfo -av -r "pool(15),name(16),savetime(10),ssid,cloneid,sumflags" -ot
 pool          name               date   ssid          clone id fl
Default        D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287641 1180279897 cE
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287641 1180280164 cE
Default        index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510453 1180279925 cE
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510453 1180280164 cE
Default        bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733436 1180280124 cE
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733436 1180281244 cE
Default        D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961152    1180366272 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961152    1180366564 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151260 1180366300 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151260 1180366564 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374185 1180366441 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374185 1180366564 cr
Default        D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6048792    1180453912 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6048792    1180454044 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284238900 1180453940 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284238900 1180455124 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267461834 1180454090 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267461834 1180455124 cr

C:\>

Let’s see whether the new option will help:

Unfortunately, this is not the fact - the save set still remains recyclable.
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But what will happen if the new procedure will be used?

C:\>mminfo -av -r "pool(15),name(16),savetime(10),ssid,cloneid,sumflags" -ot
 pool          name               date   ssid          clone id fl
Default        D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287641 1180279897 cE
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287641 1180280164 cE
Default        index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510453 1180279925 cE
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510453 1180280164 cE
Default        bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733436 1180280124 cE
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733436 1180281244 cE
Default        D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961152    1180366272 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961152    1180366564 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151260 1180366300 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151260 1180366564 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374185 1180366441 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374185 1180366564 cr
Default        D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6048792    1180453912 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6048792    1180454044 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284238900 1180453940 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284238900 1180455124 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267461834 1180454090 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267461834 1180455124 cr

C:\>nsrmm -e 05/30/2008 -S 4267287641/1180279897

C:\>nsrmm -e 05/30/2008 -S 4267287641/1180280164

C:\>nsrmm -o notrecyclable -S 4267287641/1180279897
Mark save set copy 4267287641/1180279897 as not recyclable? y
nsrmm: Save set `4267287641' cloneid `1180279897' is already not eligible

C:\>nsrmm -o notrecyclable -S 4267287641/1180280164
Mark save set copy 4267287641/1180280164 as not recyclable? y

C:\>mminfo -av -r "pool(15),name(16),savetime(10),ssid,cloneid,sumflags" -ot
 pool          name               date   ssid          clone id fl
Default        D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287641 1180279897 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287641 1180280164 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510453 1180279925 cE
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510453 1180280164 cE
Default        bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733436 1180280124 cE
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733436 1180281244 cE
Default        D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961152    1180366272 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961152    1180366564 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151260 1180366300 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151260 1180366564 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374185 1180366441 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374185 1180366564 cr
Default        D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6048792    1180453912 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6048792    1180454044 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284238900 1180453940 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284238900 1180455124 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267461834 1180454090 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267461834 1180455124 cr

C:\>
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C:\>scanner -i -S 4267287641 \\.\Tape0
scanner: scanning dlt tape backup on \\.\Tape0
scanner: dlt tape backup already exists in the media index
scanner: ssid 4267287641: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4267287641: 97 MB, 103 file(s)

C:\>
C:\>mminfo -av -r "pool(15),name(16),savetime(10),ssid,cloneid,sumflags" -ot
 pool          name               date   ssid          clone id fl
Default        D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287641 1180279897 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/27/2007 4267287641 1180280164 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510453 1180279925 cE
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/27/2007 4250510453 1180280164 cE
Default        bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733436 1180280124 cE
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/27/2007 4233733436 1180281244 cE
Default        D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961152    1180366272 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/28/2007 5961152    1180366564 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151260 1180366300 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/28/2007 4284151260 1180366564 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374185 1180366441 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/28/2007 4267374185 1180366564 cr
Default        D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6048792    1180453912 cb
Default Clone  D:\TEST          5/29/2007 6048792    1180454044 cb
Default        index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284238900 1180453940 cr
Default Clone  index:best2003   5/29/2007 4284238900 1180455124 cr
Default        bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267461834 1180454090 cr
Default Clone  bootstrap        5/29/2007 4267461834 1180455124 cr

C:\>
C:\>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\best2003: 309 records requiring 30 KB
Z:\nsr\index\best2003 is currently 100% utilized

C:\>

And this is the solution:
- If you apply the new procedure here as well, it  does not only scan the client file index but
- It also changes the save set state back to browsable.

The only ‘problem’ is that the save set is browsable for a short moment even if the index may still be
missing until you scanned the filenames.

The save set is now browsable but the index must not yet exist. However, scanning should not be a
problem as you may of course also scan a save set when it is still browsable:
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. While scanning, the Idle Device Timout could eject the tape

Idle Device Timeout is a jukebox parameter. Browsing through the documents, it was first mentioned in
the NetWorker 5.5 manpages with this information:

idle device timeout (read/write, hidden)
This attribute specifies the number of minutes to wait before unmounting a volume in an idle
device. Setting this attribute's value to zero, disables unmounting idle volumes. The value for this
attribute only applies to SmartMedia jukeboxes or silo jukeboxes with device sharing enabled.
Example: idle device timeout: 10;

As far as i remember, native device sharing in the data zone did not exist until NetWorker 6.1.
This statement did not change up the the current NetWorker version (7.3.2)

For the NetWorker Administration Guide i found the first entry for NetWorker 6.0:

At times, a volume that is mounted in one device may be needed by another device on the same
autochanger. For example, data being recovered by one device may span more than one volume,
and the required volume is mounted on another device. To address this need, you can define a
value in the Idle Device Timeout attribute in the NetWorker resource for that autochanger. The
Idle Device Timeout attribute specifies the number of minutes a mounted volume can remain idle
before it is automatically unmounted from the device and returned to its slot, where it can then be
accessed by another device.

This did not really change up to the current version (7.3.2):

Idle Device Timeout Attribute and DDS
A tape might remain mounted in its drive for 10 to 15 minutes after a backup has completed.
Other requests for the drive from another device path must wait during this timeout period. The
timeout value can be adjusted by changing the Idle Device Timeout attribute. The Idle Device
Timeout is not specifically a DDS attribute, but it can be useful in configuring shared drives. This
attribute appears on the Advanced tab of a device’s Properties when in Diagnostic Mode. The
default value is 0 (zero) minutes. Select a time that is appropriate for the system configuration.

Note: Selecting zero means that the device never times out and the tape must be ejected
manually.

The last statement describes best what the Idle Device Timeout is used for:

• In a standalone jukebox
it maybe used to prevent excessive tape/drive wear as well as unnecessary power
consumption

• In a shared autochanger with shared devices
it shall prevent excessive unmount/remount requests. It functions as a delay to prevent the
unloading of the media because new tasks could use the same media again.
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However, the online help in the new NetWorker Management Console’s Administrator exclusively
mentions the shared environment:

Idle device timeout - The number of minutes before an idle device is unmounted. This attribute only applies
to SmartMedia, Silo, and shared native jukeboxes with device sharing enabled. A value of zero disables this
feature, volumes will not be unmounted from idle devices

• In a shared environment, the default value is set to 10 minutes.

• In a standalone installation however, the default value is set to 0 minutes.
This means that a tape could remain hours or even days in the drive which is not good for the
media and for the tape usage as well. Consequently, it would be best practice to change the
default setting, even for small installations.

However, this could lead to severe problems while scanning media - under
certain conditions, NetWorker will simply eject the media and interrupt the
scan process.

The remaing part of the chapter just clarifies when this will might happen. The scenario was a simple
NetWorker 7.3.2/Windows 2003 server with a small SCSI jukebox attached:
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To see the Idle Device Timeout, you must activate the Diagnostic Mode:

To verify the current setting, open the jukebox’ Properties and browse to the Timers tab:
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To load and mount a tape, i did a short backup of 100 MB:

With the Idle Device Timeout=0 the tape was still in the drive after 20 minutes:
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However, when i changed the Idle Device Timeout to 5 minutes ...

... after this time had passed, the tape was unloaded automatically:
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You would also see that the ‘busy’ bar on top of the drive disappeared:

I now loaded the tape but i did not mount it, which is only possible from the command line:

C:\>nsrjb -ln PLO971

C:\>

This means that the manpages and the online help both are wrong -
Idle Device Timeout will also work on unshared devices.
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Of course, i did not expect any problem with this process. The tape was loaded:

But this process was not even mentioned in the log:
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There was also nothing reported under Operations:

However, after 9 minutes had passed, the tape was still in the drive:

My assumption was as follows: According to the Manpages, the Idle Device Timeout works on
mounted media - but i ‘only’ loaded it.
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To prove this theory, i first ran a larger backup. As the media had to be mounted for that purpose, i
expected it to be unloaded after the Idle Device Timeout had passed. And this happened indeed:

I once again loaded but did not mount the tape and then scanned it:

C:\>nsrjb -ln PLO971

C:\>scanner -i \\.\Tape1
scanner: scanning dlt tape PLO971 on \\.\Tape1
scanner: dlt tape PLO971 already exists in the media index
scanner: ssid 7496789: scan complete
scanner: ssid 7496789: 97 MB, 103 file(s)
scanner: ssid 4285689353: scan complete
scanner: ssid 4285689353: 10 GB, 3 file(s)
scanner: done with dlt tape PLO971

C:\>

As you can see, there was no problem.
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I now loaded and mounted the tape and retried the scan process. And this time a problem appeared
in the log:

C:\>nsrjb -l PLO971

C:\>scanner -i \\.\Tape1
scanner -i \\.\Tape1
scanner: scanning dlt tape PLO971 on \\.\Tape1
scanner: dlt tape PLO971 already exists in the media index
scanner: ssid 7496789: scan complete
scanner: ssid 7496789: 97 MB, 103 file(s)
scanner: fn 4 rn 2816 read error No media in drive.
scanner: fn 5 rn 0 read error The handle is invalid.
scanner: fn 5 rn 0 read error The handle is invalid.
scanner: ssid 4285689353: NOT complete
scanner: ssid 4285689353: 580 MB
scanner: done with dlt tape PLO971

scanner: tape_rewind rewind failed: The handle is invalid. (268435462)
scanner: tape_rewind rewind failed: The handle is invalid. (268435462)
scanner: error, tape_rewind rewind failed: The handle is invalid. (268435462)
scanner: the following save sets continue on another volume:
client name  save set             save time     level   size  files   ssid    S
best2003     D:\bigfile           6/15/07 12:46            0      0 4285689353 B
scanner: when next volume is ready, enter device name (or `q' to quit) [\\.\Tape1]?
scanner: starting file number (or `q' to quit) [2]? q
scanner: (ssid 4285689353) error decoding save stream

C:\>

Of course this could also be seen in the command line:
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In fact the green ‘busy’ bar on top of the device disappeared, indicating that the media has been
unloaded. The media seems to be placed back in the jukebox’ storage area:

Obviously the Idle Device Timeout unloads a mounted media during the scan!

This may also apply for shared jukeboxes/DDS environments. However, as the Idle Device Timeout is
used by default in such environments, it is obvious that such problems will occur. I did not explicitely
check it.

And this is the workaround:

In case you use the Idle Device Timeout parameter and you want to scan a media, you should
load but not mount the media to be scanned.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Do not set the retention policy too high

NetWorker administrators like the idea of long-term storage their backup data. They often call this
‘archiving’, although this word in the NetWorker terminology is known for the move of disk data
instead of the backup (copy). For that purpose, a lot of admins also store their tapes offsite. So far, so
good.

Another ‘traditional’ custom that goes along with this process is to set the retention policy for these
save sets to a very high value. The idea is that NetWorker will never automatically overwrite their valid
backup media if the retention policy is just long enough. In general this is a good idea. Do not forget
that if the media has expired and you re-insert into your jukebox, NetWorker might overwrite it
according to your other configuration.

Unfortunately, there are problems, if you set the retention policy too high. This is what this tip is all
about.

For demonstration purposes, i used NetWorker 7.3.2 along with the old Windows admin GUI. As i
described earlier, this is works although this GUI does not offer all features of NMC today. But it does
fit for this purpose:

Also be aware that i ran the following tests exclusively on a NetWorker/Windows
server. However, i am pretty sure that the effect is platform-independent.
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If you use the preferred value of 99 years, you will get such error right away ...

... while another reasonable policy does not create any problems:
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However, if you just increase the policy’s period by one ...

... the program will fail completely:
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You can not even reconnect and correct your configuration ...

... because the NetWorker server daemon (nsrd) will die, leaving all its children as orphans behind:
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Be careful - restarting the service will help but will also leave all old daemons
untocuched.

To correct the problem you must
- shutdown the service
- manually kill all orphaned processes
- restart the services again

The technical explanation for the error is really simple:
- For a lot of internal calculations, NetWorker still works with a maximum integer number of 2^32
- If you specify a parameter too high, the program must react in a certain way ... although it would

be better to check for plausible input values on all entry fields.
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2.2. How to correctly check for non-full volumes

According to the manpages, there is the flag full which you can used to query the media index for
such volumes:

C:\>mminfo -m -q "pool='Default',%used=full"
 state volume                  written  (%)  expires     read mounts capacity
     Default.002                  10 MB full 5/11/2008    0 KB     0      0 KB

C:\>

This obviously means than you should also be able to use the inverse value !full flag to find out all
non-full volumes. However, this does not work:

However, the better solution is to query for the !full flag itself (see above).

C:\>mminfo -m -q "pool='Default',%used=!full"
mminfo: invalid value specified for `%used'
usage: mminfo [-avV] [-o order] [-s server] [-x exportspec] [report] [query] //
  [volname...]

<report>: [ -m | -p | -B | -S | -X | -r reportspec ]
<query>:  [-c client] [-N name] [-t time] [-q queryspec]

C:\>

The reason is simple: !full is not a valid value for the media index attribute %used .
If you want really want to use it, you need to search it like this:

C:\>mminfo -m -q "pool='Default',%used<=100"
 state volume                  written  (%)  expires     read mounts capacity
     Default.001                  10 MB 100% 5/11/2008    0 KB     9      0 KB

C:\>

C:\>mminfo -m -q "pool='Default',!full"
 state volume                  written  (%)  expires     read mounts capacity
     Default.001                  10 MB 100% 5/11/2008    0 KB     9      0 KB

C:\>

On the other hand, you may also check the fullness of the media by using the parameter %used. It is
very easy to check for full media:
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2.5. Did you know that you can copy the NMC/NetWorker Administration’s table
information ?

With NetWorker 7.4 you can now select multiple raws within a NMC/NetWorker Administration table for
further processing.

For example, if you mark your displayed volumes within a jukebox window and you click Ctrl-C (Copy),
you may then add this information with Ctrl-V (Paste) into a text editor or a spreadsheet program as
shown below:

2.6. NetWorker for Windows and Windows 2003 SP1 Large Logical Unit support

This Windows 2003 feature allows the creation of NTFS file systems up to the maximum of 256 TB -
the old limitation was 2 TB. More information is available from Microsoft via this URL:

http://www.microsoft.com/whdc/device/storage/LUN_SP1.mspx

As this question came up recently, i just want to state that such volumes are supported. In general, the
size of a save set should not matter at all. I just wonder whether somebody already tested this in
practice.
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2.7. Maximum save set size generated by NetWorker’s bigasm

With respect of the item, i was just wondering how big the maximum save set size may become which
NetWorker could generate using the bigasm directive (for more details how to use bigasm, please read
the NetWorker Performance Tuning Guide).

Although i specified a save set size of 5000 TB, it seems that the 32bit NetWorker version has its
internal limitation at 705 GB - for both Windows and Linux:

Z:\nsr\bin>save -v D:\TEST\bigfile
3817:save: Using avusxp as server
-2:save: save: got prototype for /
  .....
-2:save: save: got prototype for C:\
chdir(D:\TEST\)
Name=`D:\TEST\bigfile', name=`D:\TEST\bigfile', fname=`bigfile'
32240:save: found protofile spec for /:
  mntasm : A:
32240:save: found protofile spec for D:\:
+ skip : *.crmlog
32244:save: save: D:\TEST\nsr.dir parsed
walk(D:\TEST\bigfile, bigfile)
32246:save: matched internal `bigasm' on `bigfile' for `D:\TEST\bigfile'
bigasm -s D:\TEST\bigfile
32057:save: bigasm: generating 705 GB for D:\TEST\bigfile

Z:\nsr\bin>

bash-2.05# save -v /test/bigfile
3817:save: Using ultra60 as server
-2:save: save: got prototype for /
-2:save: save: got prototype for /dev/
-2:save: save: got prototype for /var/
-2:save: save: got prototype for /
-2:save: save: got prototype for /
-2:save: save: got prototype for /
-2:save: save: got prototype for /
-2:save: save: got prototype for /
chdir(/test/)
Name=`/test/bigfile', name=`/test/bigfile', fname=`bigfile'
32240:save: found protofile spec for /:
  mntasm : vol
32244:save: save: /test/.nsr parsed
walk(/test/bigfile, bigfile)
32246:save: matched internal `bigasm' on `bigfile' for `/test/bigfile'
bigasm -s /test/bigfile
32057:save: bigasm: generating 5000 TB for /test/bigfile
^C(interrupted), exiting
bash-2.05#

However, a 64 bit version like Solaris did not seem to create any problem:
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2.8. Can you recover data of a NetWorker for Netware client to a Novell OES Linux
client?

This is an important issue as people may think of a migration from Netware to OES (Open Enterprise
Server) Linux, especially due to the fact that both operating systems can use the same filesystem
(NSS, Novell Storage Services).

Using the same filesystem is a necessary, but not not a sufficient condition. As experienced NetWorker
user you should remember that save and recover are client site commands and cross-platform
recoveries are not supported. Consequently, the same rules which apply for a NetWorker file transfer
between UNIX/Linux and Windows also apply for a Netware/OES Linux scenario:

Files which have been saved by a Netware NLM can not be recovered on an
OES Linux client binary and vice-versa.

Unfortunately you must either transfer the files in different way or you have to keep at least one
Netware client for recoveries.

2.9. PowerSnap and MS Exchange VSS backups ?

The question is pretty simple:
Does PowerSnap support Exchange 2007 ?     or:
Can PowerSnap make a VSS compliant snap copies of an MS Exchange database?

No - it is clearly said in the NetWorker Administration Guide that „VSS backups do not use snapshot
policies.“ ... which are used by PowerSnap.

PowerSnap does support Exchange 2000/2003. However, it uses the ‘legacy’ API to quiesce the
database and launch the snap.

For VSS backups, use the VSS client for NetWorker in general. However, at this point in time, only the
NetWorker for Exchange Module 5.0 does support Exchange 2007.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. PowerSnap and MS Exchange 2007 support

Please be aware that PowerSnap will never support Exchange 2007. The idea is to use the Windows
internal VSS structure. Of course this is a solution for a future release.

2.2. Overwriting EDM tapes with NetWorker

Since version 7.3, NetWorker is capable to recognize EDM tapes. This was done for users who
wanted to migrate from EDM to NetWorker and had both types of media in one jukebox. The idea was
to prevent accidental erasure of valid EDM media.

Unfortunately, this feature has been implemented in a way that it will prevent you from overwriting
EDM media with a NetWorker label in general.

For NetWorker 7.4, this is not a problem any more. Simply set the new environment variable

NSR_RELABEL_ALL_EDM_TAPES=YES

for that purpose.

However, with NetWorker 7.3.x, you must use tools outside of NetWorker, to ‘overwrite’ the old EDM
label before you can label the tape with NetWorker. Such utilities are dd, NetWorker’s
tapeexer(cise) command or any other third party backup software tool.

2.3. EDL Embedded Storage Node capabilities

The CLARiiON Disk Library release includes a special version of storage node software that is
integrated into the CDL. The storage node software version is version 7.3.CDL.

This CDL Embedded Storage Node is a Clone Storage Node - it is not „supported“ for backups.
Consequently, it is not possible to backup to the Embedded Storage Node.

The integration of storage node software into the CDL is specifically intended to enhance the CDLs
cloning capabilities. This is done by performing cloning operations within the CDL under NetWorker
control - essentially using the integrated storage node as a "clone storage node". In this case,
NetWorker clones "savesets" and can apply a variety of retention policies to various cloned copies of
data.

One of the complaints associated with VTLs in general is that the backup application is not aware of
tape copies made under the control of the VTL. This is not unique to EMCs CDL. Storage node
integration with CDL addresses this issue - at least for NetWorker environments.
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2.4. NetWorker and VTL/EDL licensing clarification

VTLs and NetWorker up to 7.3.x
NetWorker 7.3.x does not have the ability to verify the use of VTL technology.

This product model delivers three (3) enablers for autochangers with unlimited slots, which allows
VTLs to be configured with (up to) three virtual libraries within a single VTL system. Customers with
7.3.2 will continue to use this product model if they add new VTLs or increase the quantity of virtual
libraries configured in the physical VTL system.

VTLs and NetWorker 7.4
Unlike previous versions, NetWorker 7.4 understands the uniqueness of VTL technology and
NetWorker 7.4 will now behave differently with VTLs. You now need to enable all VTLs that will be
used as targets/sources for NetWorker and will support an unlimited quantity of virtual libraries for
each physical VTL. Without this product model, VTL technology will not function with NetWorker
7.4.

EDL Embedded Storage Node
There are no changes to this product model for NetWorker 7.4. It continues to issues three (3)
enablers for Power Edition Storage Nodes, which allows the customer to configure up to 96 virtual
devices in an EDL system. Both 7.3.2 and 7.4 customers will use this product model for EDLs with
the embedded node. When the customer wishes to configure more than 96 virtual devices in the
EDL then another embedded storage node must be ordered.

Upgrades from 7.3.2. to 7.4
Customers who upgrade from 7.3.2 to 7.4 are entitled to upgrade from the old VTL license to the
new license at no cost. This upgrade ensures that

• all NetWorker managed VTLs continue to function and
• NetWorker can accurately audit the entitled capacity.

A 45-day temporary VTL enabler is available in the NetWorker 7.4 Release Notes for for customers
who upgrade to 7.4 before the new VTL license has been received.
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2.6. Is NetWorker Management Console (NMC) supported in Windows Vista ?

NetWoker Management Console is supported in Winodws Vista with Internet Explorer 7 and JRE
version 1.6 as client only. Windows Vista is not supported as NMC server platform.

Note: NMC version 3.2.3 package that is shipped with NetWorker 7.4 comes with JRE version 1.5_11.
Therefore, when installing NMC on Windows Vista, skip the JRE isntallation and use Vista's
default JRE 1.6 version instead.

2.7. Does NetWorker Dashboard support NetWorker 7.4 ?

Not yet - Java issues will prevent the NetWorker Management Console (NMC) from starting if
Dashboard is installed.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Can you apply an encryption directive to a NetWorker RAW device ?

In general, you may of course specify such a directive. However, it will be ignored.The reason for that is
that a raw backup is a block level and no file operation.

2.2. NetWorker 7.4 will not install on SuSE 10 (x86)

When you install NetWorker 7.4 on a SuSE 10 (x86) host, the installation of the NetWorker client may
already fail with this message:

error: Failed dependencies:
/bin/ksh is needed by lgtoclnt-7.4-1

The resolution is to install pdksh-5.2.14-801.i586.rpm, which can be downloaded from the
Suse/Novell server at:

http://www.novell.com/products/linuxpackages/suselinux/pdksh.html

Meanwhile the NetWorker 7.4 Release Notes should be updated to include this problem.

2.3. Why does automatic cloning wait until all save sets have been written ?

As an experienced NetWorker user you know that the Advanced File Type Device is capable to read
and write at the same time. For a backup this means, that a save set can be cloned, as soon as it has
been finished. But why does the automatic cloning process wait until all save sets of the group have
been finished before it starts the clone?

The reason for this behaviour is in the internal sequence of events: savegrp does first backup all save
sets before it starts the cloning processes. If you really need to start a clone process earlier, you must
run another, a manual clone process.

2.4. NetWorker 7.4 might truncate the savegroup completion reports

If you use NetWorker 7.4 and you backup more than 30 clients by one savegroup, the information
within the savegroup completion and in the daemon.raw file might become truncated, making it
almost impossible to determine the success or failure of the backup.

To overcome this problem, a hot fix has been provided. Please download it from this location:

ftp://ftp.legato.com/pub/NetWorker/Updates/LGTsc07669

and install the affected files according to the readme file which you also find here.
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2.5. NetWorker Module for SQL 5.1 fails to backup SQL 2000 on Windows 2000

If you have the above combination, you may see these problems:

- NMSQL 5.1 fails to backup SQL 2000 on Windows 2000
- NMSQL 5.1 GUI fails to open with SQL 2000 on Windows 2000

The error message is as follows:

Error: "The procedure entry point ISWow64Process could not be located in the dynamic link
library KERNEL32.dll"

The solution for this problem is to install a new NMSQL 5.1 version (build 193 instead of build 182).
You may download this from

ftp://ftp.legato.com/pub/NetWorker/SQL/5.1/build_193

2.6. NMC 3.4 and NetWorker Dashboard 1.0.1 are incompatible

Please be aware that if NetWorker Dashboard 1.0.1 is installed on the same host as the NetWorker
Management Console Server 3.4, the NMC GUI fails to download, and a Java Web Start error displays.
This behaviour is due to database security and Java certification issues.

If this is on the NetWorker server, the workaround is to uninstall NWD before updating to NMC 3.4 for
NetWorker release 7.4 or to use another computer as NMC server.

2.7. NetWorker 7.x and CentricStor compatibility problem

If you have such a configuration, it might be that NetWorker will loose synchronization with the content
of the CentricStor silo. The CentricStor VTL jukebox resource does not come up into a ready state.
Consequently, nsrjb commands will fail and Volumes can not be allocated in a CentricStor VTL.

To solve this problem, upgrade to NetWorker version 7.3.3. For NetWorker 7.4 customers, a hot fix
has been provided. Please download it from this location:

ftp://ftp.legato.com/pub/NetWorker/Updates/LGTsc01612

and install the affected files according to the readme file which you also find here.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Problems with a NetWorker 7.4 VTL enabler

NetWorker 7.4 will recognize the standard VTL enabler code. However an error is generated when the
VTL capacity licenses are subsequently added. You will see the error:

Enabler type is for a different platform

To overcome this problem, a hot fix has been provided. Please download it from this location:

ftp://ftp.legato.com/pub/NetWorker/Updates/LGTsc07430

and install the affected files according to the readme file which you also find here.

2.2. NMSQL 5.1 on a NetWorker 7.3.x server will cause the savegroup to die

When backing up a NMSQL 5.1 client to a 7.3.x server the savegrp will die with application errors.
Error symptoms are as follows:

- savegrp application errors during SQL 5.1 client backups
- savegrp cores during SQL 5.1 client backups
- savegrp crashes when backing up NetWorker Module for SQL 5.1 clients
- Unable to perform server initiated backup of NM SQL 5.1 clients

To overcome this problem, upgrade the NetWorker server to version 7.3.3 and apply the NetWorker
server side specific hotfix to resolve this issue. It is available for download from this location:

ftp://ftp.legato.com/pub/NetWorker/Updates/LGTsc07813

and install the affected files according to the readme file which you also find here.

2.3. NMC 3.4 and NetWorker Dashboard 1.0.1 are incompatible

Please be aware that if NetWorker Dashboard 1.0.1 is installed on the same host as the NetWorker
Management Console Server 3.4, the NMC GUI fails to download, and a Java Web Start error displays.
This behaviour is due to database security and Java certification issues.

If this is on the NetWorker server, the workaround is to uninstall NWD before updating to NMC 3.4 for
NetWorker release 7.4 or to use another computer as NMC server.
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2.4. On a Novell OES Linux client, NetWorker will not backup eDirectory by default

eDirectory is a database of Network resources that contains extra information related to NSS objects.
However, since eDirectory is not part of the file system, when you perform backup and recovery using
the NetWorker software, NetWorker can not recover eDirectory data as it was not backed up.

. Workaround
NetWorker can perform a parallel backup and recover of eDirectory files using eMBox/DSBK.
eMBox is a GUI version of DSBK, DSBK is a command line tool used to backup eDirectory as a
complete database, saving all the information in a file. If you create this file in a pre-backup process,
NetWorker can save this file along with the backup of the other file system data.

The following is an example of how to create a pre-backup script to backup and recover eDirectory.
Note: On a scheduled backup, initiate DSBK by a pre-command script using save/savepnpc, and
ensure that the save set list includes the exported database on the filesystem. DSBK should always
create the eDirectory backup file before save runs, so NetWorker can back up both.

To backup eDirectory using DSBK ...
- In the file /etc/dsbk.conf file, set the following value:   /root/dsbk.command

The output for the command is written to eDirectory’s log file.

- Then run the following command:

dsbk backup -f /media/nss/NSS1/ndsbk -l /media/nss/NSS1/nds.log

Two files are created: ndsbk and nds.log.
ndsbk contains eDirectory information that can be backed up by NetWorker
nds.log contains messages for the successful creation or errors.

- These files will be backed up by NetWorker as usual.

To recover eDirectory using DSBK ...
- First, use NetWorker to recover the file ndsbk.

- Then run the following command:

dsbk restore -f /media/nss/NSS1/ndsbk -l /media/nss/NSS1/nds.log -r -a -o

2.5. NetWorker 7.x and CentricStor compatibility problem

If you have such a configuration, it might be that NetWorker will loose synchronization with the content
of the CentricStor silo. The CentricStor VTL jukebox resource does not come up into a ready state.
Consequently, nsrjb commands will fail and Volumes can not be allocated in a CentricStor VTL.

To solve this problem, upgrade to NetWorker version 7.3.3. For NetWorker 7.4 customers, a hot fix
has been provided. Please download it from this location:

ftp://ftp.legato.com/pub/NetWorker/Updates/LGTsc01612

and install the affected files according to the readme file which you also find here.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. If your FTD is full, never continue to write to the same device

If your device will be filled, you may think of deleting an obsolete save set manually to free up space.
NetWorker would then automatically detect the free space and will continue the backup.

In general, the idea ia not bad. Of course you may
- delete a save set from the medeia index with  nsrmm -d -S ssid
- delete the save set file (if you can recognize it  ;-)

NetWorker will in fact continue to write to the same media. However, be aware of this problem:

In this case, NetWorker will simply overwrite the first part of the save set
without any warning - and you will loose this data!!!
In such case always continue to write to another media !!!

2.2. If you create a new schedule, always select the ‘Period’ first

This is most likely the usual way you would do this. However, you may of course also select another
method. Let’s see what the result will be in this case.

This is how the template for a new schedule will show up - by default the Period: Week is selected :
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With the Period: Week selected, you now select another level, for example a full:

The result is expected - you will see this level for the day of the week:

Please note that, due to the locale settings, the days’ name are abbreviated in German.
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If you now select the other Period: Week ...

The result is really unpredictable - here the level has changed for days 1 and 4 - but not with a weekly
period:

So when you create a new schedule, always select the the Period first!
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. If your FTD is full, never continue to write you your device - update

If your device will be filled, you may think of deleting an obsolete save set manually to free up space.
NetWorker would then automatically detect the free space and will continue the backup.

In general, the idea ia not bad. Of course you may
- delete a save set from the medeia index with  nsrmm -d -S ssid
- delete the save set file (if you can recognize it  ;-)

NetWorker will then continue to write to the same media. However, be aware of this problem:

In this case, NetWorker will simply overwrite the first part of the save set
without any warning - and you will loose this data!!!
In such case always continue to write to another media !!!

For a few people, this in fact caused some confusion because they were not really aware between the
different behavior of the legacy FTD and the more feature-rich AFTD device.

In the meantime, EMC support has confirmed that NetWorker works as designed with respect to the
FTD. In general, a FTD behaves like a tape. Consequently, if a tape has been filled, it is impossible
to write to it again unless you start from the beginning, overwriting the label. That’s what you should do
for a FTD as well.

As a consequence, the next NetWorker Administration Guide will contain a more clarifying statement.

2.2. LTO-4 drives can not read LTO-1 media

Be aware that LTO-4 drives are not able to read LTO-1 cartridges!
In case you still need to read such media, you need to convert it or keep at least
one LTO-1 drive in your data zone.

2.3. NetWorker and Application Managed Encryption

Application Managed Encryption is an encryption capability available by some hardware vendors.
Today, to the best of my knowldge, only LTO-4 tape drives with LTO-4 media can offer this feature.

However, most of the backup applications today do not support this capability. In fact, NetWorker
today does not even become aware of it.

2.4. NetWorker on a MSCS 64-Bit Cluster

Please let me point out that today the NetWorker Server is not supported to run in a MSCS 64-Bit
cluster - only as Client and Storage Node. It is clearly mentioned in the Software Compatibility Guide.
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2.5. NDMP clients and AES compression

Please be aware that AES is a NetWorker client site functionality. However, as you can not install any
software on an NDMP filer, you will of course not be able to use NetWorker’s AES compression.

2.6. Windows ASR recoveries from an USB floppy drive

As you may know, NetWorker does allow to reocver this data to anything elso but a floppy disk. This is
mainly due to the fact that Windows today only supports the recovery of an ASR ‘save set’ from a
floppy disk.

Unfortunately, floppy disks are not popular any more. Couldn’t you recover this data from an USB
stick? - This is possible as most of actual motherboard BIOS versions allow a floppy emulation via an
USB stick.

I personally have not tested it yet but i got the information from the field that this works fine ... if you do
remember all other ASR restrictions, especially the names of the network connections.

2.7. Degaussing tapes

Due to data security, you may have to erase tapes. To support this, an appropriate command for each
SCSI tape drive has been implemented years ago. However, this does not mean anything but that the
tape needs to be moved as usual - from the current position to the physical end. And this can take
hours.Isn’t there a faster way?

An alternative is to put the tapes into a strong magnetic field so that all the information will be deleted
in seconds. This process is called de-gaussing or bulk erasing. There are a lot of such tools available
on the market, depending on the amount of media you have to erase.

However, please be aware that this is not an alternative for all tape media. The
magnetic field of course can not leave any data behind. Consequently it will also
delete information which is necessary for calibration and other tasks. If it is lost as
well, these tapes become defective and unusable.

This is why you must not de-gauss the following media types:

LTO LTO-1, LTO-2 (most likely also LTO-3 & LTO-4)
Magstar 3570-B, 3570-C, 3590, 3590-E
1/4"/QIC SLR24, SLR32, SLR40, SLR50, SLR60, SLR100
Travan TR-4, TR-5, TR-7

Well - the last two will most likely not be used with any serious backup application any longer today.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. NetWorker 7.4 might cause reboots on a Windows XP host

This is a very strange effect - it took me several days to figure this out. Of course i could keep the
story short, but as it also shows a method of troubleshooting, i decided to explain the whole story.

In my little home office i have several test computers - one is a PC running XP Professional/SP2 which
i use to burn the CD-ROMS for my students and where i do basic NetWorker tests. I suddenly became
avare that this computer randomly but rarely rebooted, even just beeing idle. Of course i assumed bad
hardware and decided to install a state-of-the art motherboard (ASUS P5K) along with 2GB RAM and
other new components. I once again installed XP Professional with SP2.

To my surprise, the effect did not disappear. Consequently, i thought that the problem might be inside
the power supply and changed this as well. But even this did not cure the problem - it persisted. As all
core hardware had been changed in the meantime, a software problem became more obvious.
Consequently, i focussed on NetWorker and installed several versions along with several Windows
operating systems.

During these tests i discovered that the combination of NetWorker 7.4 on Windows XP Professional
allways caused the system immediately to reboot during a backup. Of course this is not a supported
configuration but it worked since NetWorker for Windows had been released. And there were absolute
no problems with NetWorker 7.4 server running on Windows 2003 Server or on Windows 2000
Professional.

When this was clear i added my troublemaker as a client to another NetWorker server. And again - a
manual backup once again failed in the same way: as soon as save started, the XP client rebooted.

However, stopping the NetWorker Remote Exec Service (the NetWorker client service) nsrexecd
on the XP host and running a manual save to the remote NetWorker server, there was no problem any
more. And i was lucky that this behavior once again was repeatable - as soon as i started nsrexecd
once again, a manual backup would reboot the client immediately. So the problem must be with
nsrexecd or/and its associated DLLs.

On the other hand, i also have my laptop which i use to demo NetWorker every day - and this host
runs the combination of Windows XP Professional with NetWorker 7.4 without reboots. However, a
little bit later, i got the clue: to cure it from random reboots some weeks ago, i re-installed the
operating system from scratch. And at that time i also added all XP security patches.

Now it was time to cross-check - and indeed, after having all those Windows patches installed on my
new computer, there was no reboot problem any more.

Right now, i do not know whether it is a Windows or a NetWorker related problem,
but it is at least a workaround.

Consequently, a NetWorker 7.4 client running on Windows XP host must have a
certain Windows ‘patch level’ in order to avoid the ‘reboot problem’.

And as this computer is never connected to the internet, i simply found no need to install them.

Of course, i do not have the time to test which of the following Windows XP patches will help but i can
at least provide you with the list of hotfixes which made my system work properly. Please see next
pages.
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WindowsUpdateAgent30-x86.exe
WindowsXP-KB886185-x86-enu.exe
WindowsXP-KB898461-x86-ENU.exe
WindowsXP-KB900485-v2-x86-ENU.exe
WindowsXP-KB910437-x86-ENU.exe
WindowsXP-KB927891-v3-x86-ENU.exe
WindowsXP-KB930916-x86-ENU.exe
windowsxp-kb873339-x86-enu_fd28098f5f0e8e629e5b7f64e5cd6b6b722a35a7.exe
windowsxp-kb883939-x86-enu_59c2da5550bdbb6696552ef5bab50ff05939e962.exe
windowsxp-kb885835-x86-enu_920ecebf9cd90610ec67a305820f98e4186ca748.exe
windowsxp-kb885836-x86-enu_f87074f42947ee275445bdd34dda472871ed3b41.exe
windowsxp-kb887472-x86-enu_5edc4ccc759d65f4afba8542435172ed54515135.exe
windowsxp-kb887472-x86-sp1-enu_6d8ca0284e1d032c3ba4e11e2730c8d16988ae15.exe
windowsxp-kb888302-x86-enu_5c4ef905021d66aa78d9f5f112e5d05c40b1a909.exe
windowsxp-kb890046-x86-enu_432bf46f62aeaecc0e519af31d74723096f9b201.exe
windowsxp-kb890859-x86-enu_813f47d987b772bacae20e7dec9b5f6f16079303.exe
windowsxp-kb891781-x86-enu_32b11076df0189adeb0f36ce3bf7baa01cff1c29.exe
windowsxp-kb893756-x86-enu_0fff59c5188cc15ec8f138fda97cb8be1e22da66.exe
windowsxp-kb896358-x86-enu_42b05278a6f2ee006072af8830c103eab2ce045f.exe
windowsxp-kb896422-x86-enu_4151843be8f1d81514b35bd5480232544f4787ba.exe
windowsxp-kb896423-x86-enu_baba29a9d96e44e3f55045f749cc82cfa4038f0b.exe
windowsxp-kb896424-x86-enu_bc0a35c5dd2dded71405dab707d0c61831b2a58f.exe
windowsxp-kb896428-x86-enu_24f66bc1e3b8107ec580ba2c53148a69dbc606a0.exe
windowsxp-kb896688-x86-enu_746342fe31abfc7a4fb3ea180cf08dc65c2c6a95.exe
windowsxp-kb896727-x86-enu_d7e428a183c8a82e7d9ce2b80858e66b05e2854c.exe
windowsxp-kb899587-x86-enu_95ef03f0da9761b044b9a98d445af90266777ea8.exe
windowsxp-kb899588-x86-enu_4942c9ff7c7fe8af13ff202c234496ce91635ae1.exe
windowsxp-kb899591-x86-enu_3022d995581878f4017098b693b4ba35f99dee5c.exe
windowsxp-kb900725-x86-enu_21b409882b7f51a9d09c32bd698504fadb9fc433.exe
windowsxp-kb901017-x86-enu_04c459695f9018fd31c762bb0a8250cb0506061b.exe
windowsxp-kb901214-x86-enu_2838831de819dad80ea0edaf5fb1e0bfb3c026c0.exe
windowsxp-kb902400-x86-enu_a51d743a1925dd0216160daaf9fc4c7a42a27e53.exe
windowsxp-kb903235-x86-enu_4759bc9ceeb4c84401264cd925a037e9e00f4e60.exe
windowsxp-kb904706-dx9-x86-enu_2ecaf33bde917cd33eaf2c8e0459a72c4bff0ce9.exe
windowsxp-kb904706-v2-x86-enu_ec909ee2bab6b15d7d3545a1eaf07bbb066e038b.exe
windowsxp-kb905414-x86-enu_9e8fa8909332653de951edcfdb691f2aa148eb1b.exe
windowsxp-kb905749-x86-enu_3f44b68f7e0a0e6332dd18997e134beab1027c73.exe
windowsxp-kb908519-x86-enu_ea7ea742f9a3632f1090eab8c66b3fe7735c084f.exe
windowsxp-kb908531-v2-x86-enu_0f04352bbc21b3c173cc8dd8c9e63c082b34b676.exe
windowsxp-kb911280-v2-x86-enu_3a49ae105416eb7b37dbbaccbedc9c20069ef1d9.exe
windowsxp-kb911562-x86-enu_7d16ad9701607a354e0ca2602a3fef485c8d9929.exe
windowsxp-kb911927-x86-enu_db8cbad537f3f0453deac488f8eb629b3c3a832b.exe
windowsxp-kb912812-x86-enu_6f395a56db4853c26daaad24fd992497278fba82.exe
windowsxp-kb913580-x86-enu_f57aa2fdaf623d8b0231fc928c00ad8498d37c76.exe
windowsxp-kb914388-x86-enu_21992f2ad7f7fd8ab28e854ce364ebc4f8baf810.exe
windowsxp-kb914389-x86-enu_8c44336e9e4f287891ac384bee0219e9c2224523.exe
windowsxp-kb917344-x86-enu_9c0c688c3e5c11a1b2ce0666117dc193823367b0.exe
windowsxp-kb917422-x86-enu_8a32d9119235c80bc6a82793403e0e5443c36789.exe
windowsxp-kb917953-x86-enu_a1c66e00d1a487f25ca16af5a7f858858136c228.exe
windowsxp-kb918118-x86-enu_8c38e06d795c410b8a072506af40ad81d64f1d6d.exe
windowsxp-kb918439-x86-enu_056bf5d0c049e0e8e799593b3508627ee8557dc1.exe
windowsxp-kb919007-x86-enu_dc2307d635a64c87bbf1f216442104ef4b4ada0b.exe
windowsxp-kb920213-x86-enu_02cb394147b09e8926b4f8334feeff4b8fa4b33b.exe
windowsxp-kb920670-x86-enu_a71ac163b276057101fe92739c06c6e6d143ccf8.exe
  .....

List of all Windows XP patches which i installed in addition to SP2:
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2.2. A NetWorker 7.4 server on Windows XP will not recover the client file indexes
properly

Once again, such is not a supported configuration. However, you should know about this problem as
you might want to use your laptop to demonstrate NetWorker in front of a prospect.

If you do a recovery of your NetWorker file index, the database files will be restored
but the information will not be added to the file index database for whatever
reason.

You will show the correct size but you will not be able to list or browse the CFI.
The shown error message is wrong - there is no rights problem.

Even scanning the client file indexes will fail in the same way.

This only affects NetWorker 7.4 running on the patched Windows XP version
mentioned above. There is no problem with any other Windows versions.

Please see the next pages for an example of the effect.

I do not know why this problem occurs - it might even be related to the problem mentioned in chapter
2.1. However, as this is not a supported NetWorker configuration anyway, you might need to wait a bit
longer for a fix.

  .....
windowsxp-kb920683-x86-enu_ef1482c5b88557e56563dace9b7549ebf6d7f9c7.exe
windowsxp-kb920685-x86-enu_be0e9cea96e2ad48394aebe90d48edcc36ac38d5.exe
windowsxp-kb922819-x86-enu_e4dceecdd4a72e5ad91cc78fe5f4572f91ee5db0.exe
windowsxp-kb923191-x86-enu_9d2cfed124f1f50804c20a6e8a881f84c266745f.exe
windowsxp-kb923414-x86-enu_ed2b1047badbd832a971a76ca7ef4519d1a444f4.exe
windowsxp-kb923689-x86-enu_056c15e845cdf1027b2ea920e97ab8f4319c4bc6.exe
windowsxp-kb923694-x86-enu_2b3f0e26ab0560c97bd33ea33022161268342a5d.exe
windowsxp-kb923789-x86-enu_c0b5e28a5c81ac2876216f0a963fdd4b6d478378.exe
windowsxp-kb923980-x86-enu_1f04bf1859d5ba3761e482dbbd48f3795001e391.exe
windowsxp-kb924191-x86-enu_5e3ee7c5954da4cd38a5121623c05d617e547951.exe
windowsxp-kb924270-x86-enu_3b1af30dc7a2f51f60a415eaf2cc01f9bf779dab.exe
windowsxp-kb924496-x86-enu_f1e2421551a739eae947590735fb3f4abec82c22.exe
windowsxp-kb924667-x86-enu_9016dbabca407c3278219baba256111e131330a3.exe
windowsxp-kb925902-x86-enu_a7b984afc7cec6e351d4f1d176db202492ac0e0f.exe
windowsxp-kb926255-x86-enu_1737b8dde544dbbc79dddd6f123291b781313c04.exe
windowsxp-kb926436-x86-enu_98f46d49f189f01c14a7d5360d794da20edae885.exe
windowsxp-kb927779-x86-enu_ec7986f2b0afe9cc7f53a48b6582169a77d9515e.exe
windowsxp-kb927802-x86-enu_94703f4083a9d9d6633d9134d0d0a85bfc405f3a.exe
windowsxp-kb928255-x86-enu_d29dfbbe228e49f746a947eeb4880e980b76d53d.exe
windowsxp-kb928843-x86-enu_80eb8779856aefa25bceab8926940fbdebabdc23.exe
windowsxp-kb929969-x86-enu_1237547f1cb90f54269bdb73c9985f263e85d48c.exe
windowsxp-kb930178-x86-enu_5e02462613354e7679cdd79b0ee52083efd9aa30.exe
windowsxp-kb931261-x86-enu_76c76c0fbe6dd82bae54c22e353ea16f7bd4f95e.exe
windowsxp-kb931768-x86-enu_a52b997be004a0b4eec678746d8170018c5e4760.exe
windowsxp-kb931784-x86-enu_70c95793c76ac8746a1ca9abd1815a8f0b73944f.exe
windowsxp-kb931836-x86-enu_88800ae7ce66933f34a490ba2e58d51822078c6d.exe
windowsxp-kb932168-x86-enu_646e8c2d535461396b8b53ce8fe04410327925a2.exe
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C:\>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\xpprof: 10041 records requiring 982 KB
Z:\nsr\index\xpprof is currently 100% utilized

C:\>nsrinfo xpprof | more
scanning client `xpprof' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
D:\TEST10K\BLKFILES.EXE, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1000.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1001.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1002.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1003.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1004.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1005.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1006.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1007.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1008.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1009.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1010.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1011.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1012.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1013.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1014.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1015.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1016.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1017.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1018.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1019.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1020.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
D:\TEST10K\TEST1021.DAT, date=1197673211 12/15/2007 12:00:11 AM
^C
C:\>rmdir /S /Q Z:\nsr\index\xpprof

C:\>nsrls
39078:nsrls: File index error: file index is missing.
Please contact your system administrator to recover or recreate the index.

C:\>nsrck -L7 xpprof
nsrck: checking index for 'xpprof'
9343:nsrck: The file index for client 'xpprof' will be recovered.Reverse DNS
lookup failed for address 0.0.0.0
Some file attributes were not recovered:
Z:\nsr\index\xpprof\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\xpprof\db6\47630000\

Some file attributes were not recovered:
Z:\nsr\index\xpprof\db6\tmprecov\Z\nsr\index\xpprof\db6\

Recover completion time: 12/15/2007 12:10:53 AM
nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\xpprof contains 10041 records occupying 982 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)

C:\>
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C:\>nsrinfo xpprof | more
9714:nsrinfo: cannot start session with server xpprof
39077:nsrinfo: error, Cannot lock file index for client 'xpprof'  //
  (Access is denied.)

scanning client `xpprof' for all savetimes from the backup namespace

C:\>rmdir /S /Q Z:\nsr\index\xpprof

C:\>scanner -i Z:\BU_DEV1
8909:scanner: using 'Z:\BU_DEV1' as the device name
8936:scanner: scanning file disk xpprof.001 on Z:\BU_DEV1
8939:scanner: file disk xpprof.001 already exists in the media index
29485:scanner: ssid 4284680959: scan complete
8786:scanner: ssid 4284680959: 9808 KB, 7 file(s)
29485:scanner: ssid 4267903746: scan complete
8786:scanner: ssid 4267903746: 102 MB, 10034 file(s)
29485:scanner: ssid 4251126571: scan complete
8786:scanner: ssid 4251126571: 828 KB, 5 file(s)
29485:scanner: ssid 4234349366: scan complete
8786:scanner: ssid 4234349366: 181 KB, 234 file(s)
8761:scanner: done with file disk xpprof.001

C:\>nsrls
39078:nsrls: SYSTEM error: No such file or directory

C:\>nsrck -X
nsrck: checking index for 'xpprof'
nsrck: Z:\nsr\index\xpprof contains 10041 records occupying 982 KB
nsrck: Completed checking 1 client(s)

C:\>nsrls
Reverse DNS lookup failed for address 0.0.0.0

Z:\nsr\index\xpprof: 10041 records requiring 982 KB
Z:\nsr\index\xpprof is currently 100% utilized

C:\>nsrinfo xpprof | more
9714:nsrinfo: cannot start session with server xpprof
39077:nsrinfo: error, Cannot lock file index for client 'xpprof'  //
  (Access is denied.)

scanning client `xpprof' for all savetimes from the backup namespace

C:\>
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Can you create a NetWorker jukebox resource with nsradmin ?

On the first view, this request looks weird as NetWorker provides the legacy command line utility
jbconfig as well as the new graphical detection and configuration routine within NMC’s NetWorker
Administration program. So why would you like to use nsradmin for that purpose at all? For
curiosity only? - Well, i have a jukebox where the standard utilities do not help any more.

The problem is simple:
- The jukebox has 4 FC-attached DLT8000 drives but 2 of them are somehow defective - they

are recognized by the inquire command but they will not be detected by the operating
system.

- No problem i thought to myself - for my tests 2 drives are still suffcient enough. So i
disconnected the two ‘bad’ ones.

- The jukebox detected their absence properly. inquire also worked fine - this was obvious
because no hard- or software can detect a disconnected component.

- However, when i ran jbconfig the software always requested device names for the two
missing tape drives. Obviously, although the jukebox has a self-configuration capability, there
was no way to convince it that 2 drives have been removed.

- So the problem was to install a jukebox with a smaller number of devices than reported.

I thought about two potential methods to achieve this.

Solution #1
- Create fake device names
- Install the jukebox for 4 tape devices
- Disable or delete the fake devices later

Of course there is no problem to create a fake device name on a UNIX or a Linux system. And this
method works with those operating systems without problems.

However, on Windows systems, you  don’t have any chance to bypass the automatic configuration.
And Windows prevents the creation of a fake device in the registry (see next page).

Solution #2
- Create a jukebox with nsradmin just for 2 devices.

With the general information about this utility (see TID 04/2007), this should not be a general problem.
And it seems to be possible as all methods will finally result in the creation of appropriate NetWorker
resource files.

So the success would be obvious if you just know which parameters to enter for the device creation.
The comparison with an existing configuration should help with this respect.

So i decided to setup an appropriate parameter file and import it via the nsradmin -i filename
command.
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This happens if you want to create a new entry for a fake device in Windows:

And this was the contents of the parameter file for the first nsradmin attempt:

create type: NSR device; name: „\\\\.\\Tape0“; media type: dlt8000
create type: NSR device; name: “\\\\.\\Tape1”; media type: dlt8000
create type: NSR jukebox; name: jbox; control port: scsidev@5.0.0;  //
  model: Standard SCSI Jukebox; devices: “\\\\.\\Tape0”, “\\\\.\\Tape1”;  //
  number devices: 2; number drives: 2; max parallelism: 2;  //
  auto media management: No; messages: “”; volumes: “”;  //
  physical slots: 1, 59

If you work with nsradmin, do not forget to replace all Windows ‘\’ characters
by ‘\\’.

I thought this might be sufficient as i simply could make all other changes from the Admin GUI later.
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Z:\nsr\bin>nsradmin -i Z:\SERVER_JBOX_WINDOWS.TXT
create failed: device \\.\Tape0 already exists
create failed: device \\.\Tape1 already exists
create failed: You must specify a value for ‘loaded slots’ when creating a

jukebox resource.

Z:\nsr\bin> nsradmin -i Z:\SERVER_JBOX_WINDOWS.TXT
create failed: device \\.\Tape0 already exists
create failed: device \\.\Tape1 already exists
create failed: You must specify a value for ‘reset class’ when creating a

jukebox resource.

Z:\nsr\bin>

However, the process needs more parameters as nsradmin tells you right away:

create type: NSR device; name: „\\\\.\\Tape0“; media type: dlt8000
create type: NSR device; name: “\\\\.\\Tape1”; media type: dlt8000
create type: NSR jukebox; name: jbox; control port: scsidev@5.0.0;  //
  model: Standard SCSI Jukebox; devices: “\\\\.\\Tape0”, “\\\\.\\Tape1”;  //
  number devices: 2; number drives: 2; max parallelism: 2;  //
  auto media management: No; messages: “”; volumes: “”;  //
  physical slots: 1, 59; loaded volumes: “”; loaded bar codes: “”; //
  loaded slots: “”; reset class: “initialize unload”

This jukebox resource parameter file finally lead to a success:

Z:\nsr\bin>nsradmin -i Z:\SERVER_JBOX_WINDOWS.TXT
created resource id 25.0.148.14.137.207.78.71.195.214.75.101(1)
created resource id 26.0.148.14.137.207.78.71.195.214.75.101(1)
created resource id 27.0.148.14.137.207.78.71.195.214.75.101(2)

Z:\nsr\bin>

As usual, the success is rather unspectacular:

Now you can use the GUI for the fine tuning ;-).

2.2. Can you also create a shared NetWorker jukebox resource with nsradmin ?

Yes, even this is possible. Please look at the following page where you find an example of the same
jukebox, now shared among the same Windows NetWorker Server and another Windows remote
Storage Node.
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create type: NSR device; name: „\\\\.\\Tape0“; media type: dlt8000; hardware id: dds_1
create type: NSR device; name: “rd=best2003:\\\\.\\Tape0”; media type: dlt8000; hardware id: dds_1
create type: NSR device; name: “\\\\.\\Tape1”; media type: dlt8000; hardware id: dds_2
create type: NSR device; name: “rd=best2003:\\\\.\\Tape1”; media type: dlt8000; hardware id: dds_2
create type: NSR jukebox; name: jbox; control port: scsidev@5.0.0; model: Standard SCSI Jukebox;  //
  device hardware ids: dds_1, dds_1, dds_2, dds_2; drive tags: “D:000001”, “D:000001”, “D:000002”, “D:000002”;  //
  devices: “\\\\.\\Tape0”, “\\\\.\\Tape1”, “rd=best2003:\\\\.\\Tape0”, “rd=best2003:\\\\.\\Tape1”;  //
  number devices: 4; number drives: 2; max parallelism: 2; auto media management: No; messages: “”;  //
  volumes: “”; physical slots: 1, 59; loaded volumes: “”; loaded bar codes: “”; loaded slots: “”;  //
  reset class: “initialize unload”

This is the appropriate nsradmin parameter file:

Z:\nsr\bin>nsradmin -i Z:\DDS_JBOX_WINDOWS.TXT
created resource id 45.0.20.13.88.15.79.71.195.214.75.101(1)
created resource id 46.0.20.13.88.15.79.71.195.214.75.101(1)
created resource id 47.0.20.13.88.15.79.71.195.214.75.101(1)
created resource id 48.0.20.13.88.15.79.71.195.214.75.101(1)
created resource id 49.0.20.13.88.15.79.71.195.214.75.101(1)

Z:\nsr\bin>

Once again, the process itself is not very verbose:
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. NetWorker 7.4 might cause reboots on a Windows XP host - TIN 18/2007 update

This is a very strange effect - it took me several days to figure this out. Of course i could keep the
story short, but as it also shows a method of troubleshooting, i decided to explain the whole story.

In my little home office i have several test computers - one is a PC running XP Professional/SP2 which
i use to burn the CD-ROMS for my students and where i do basic NetWorker tests. I suddenly became
avare that this computer randomly but rarely rebooted, even just beeing idle. Of course i assumed bad
hardware and decided to install a state-of-the art motherboard (ASUS P5K) along with 2GB RAM and
other new components. I once again installed XP Professional with SP2.

To my surprise, the effect did not disappear. Consequently, i thought that the problem might be inside
the power supply and changed this as well. But even this did not cure the problem - it persisted. As all
core hardware had been changed in the meantime, a software problem became more obvious.
Consequently, i focussed on NetWorker and installed several versions along with several Windows
operating systems.

During these tests i discovered that the combination of NetWorker 7.4 on Windows XP Professional
allways caused the system immediately to reboot during a backup. Of course this is not a supported
configuration but it worked since NetWorker for Windows had been released. And there were absolute
no problems with NetWorker 7.4 server running on Windows 2003 Server or on Windows 2000
Professional.

When this was clear i added my troublemaker as a client to another NetWorker server. And again - a
manual backup once again failed in the same way: as soon as save started, the XP client rebooted.

However, stopping the NetWorker Remote Exec Service (the NetWorker client service) nsrexecd
on the XP host and running a manual save to the remote NetWorker server, there was no problem any
more. And i was lucky that this behavior once again was repeatable - as soon as i started nsrexecd
once again, a manual backup would reboot the client immediately. So the problem must be with
nsrexecd or/and its associated DLLs.

On the other hand, i also have my laptop which i use to demo NetWorker every day - and this host
runs the combination of Windows XP Professional with NetWorker 7.4 without reboots. However, a
little bit later, i got the clue: to cure it from random reboots some weeks ago, i re-installed the
operating system from scratch. And at that time i also added all XP security patches.

Now it was time to cross-check - and indeed, after having all those Windows patches installed on my
new computer, there was no reboot problem any more.

Right now, i do not know whether it is a Windows or a NetWorker related problem,
but it is at least a workaround.

Consequently, a NetWorker 7.4 client running on Windows XP host must have a
certain Windows ‘patch level’ in order to avoid the ‘reboot problem’.

And as this computer is never connected to the internet, i simply found no need to install them.

Of course, i do not have the time to test which of the following Windows XP patches will help but i can
at least provide you with the list of hotfixes which made my system work properly. Please see next
pages.
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WindowsUpdateAgent30-x86.exe
WindowsXP-KB886185-x86-enu.exe
WindowsXP-KB898461-x86-ENU.exe
WindowsXP-KB900485-v2-x86-ENU.exe
WindowsXP-KB910437-x86-ENU.exe
WindowsXP-KB927891-v3-x86-ENU.exe
WindowsXP-KB930916-x86-ENU.exe
windowsxp-kb873339-x86-enu_fd28098f5f0e8e629e5b7f64e5cd6b6b722a35a7.exe
windowsxp-kb883939-x86-enu_59c2da5550bdbb6696552ef5bab50ff05939e962.exe
windowsxp-kb885835-x86-enu_920ecebf9cd90610ec67a305820f98e4186ca748.exe
windowsxp-kb885836-x86-enu_f87074f42947ee275445bdd34dda472871ed3b41.exe
windowsxp-kb887472-x86-enu_5edc4ccc759d65f4afba8542435172ed54515135.exe
windowsxp-kb887472-x86-sp1-enu_6d8ca0284e1d032c3ba4e11e2730c8d16988ae15.exe
windowsxp-kb888302-x86-enu_5c4ef905021d66aa78d9f5f112e5d05c40b1a909.exe
windowsxp-kb890046-x86-enu_432bf46f62aeaecc0e519af31d74723096f9b201.exe
windowsxp-kb890859-x86-enu_813f47d987b772bacae20e7dec9b5f6f16079303.exe
windowsxp-kb891781-x86-enu_32b11076df0189adeb0f36ce3bf7baa01cff1c29.exe
windowsxp-kb893756-x86-enu_0fff59c5188cc15ec8f138fda97cb8be1e22da66.exe
windowsxp-kb896358-x86-enu_42b05278a6f2ee006072af8830c103eab2ce045f.exe
windowsxp-kb896422-x86-enu_4151843be8f1d81514b35bd5480232544f4787ba.exe
windowsxp-kb896423-x86-enu_baba29a9d96e44e3f55045f749cc82cfa4038f0b.exe
windowsxp-kb896424-x86-enu_bc0a35c5dd2dded71405dab707d0c61831b2a58f.exe
windowsxp-kb896428-x86-enu_24f66bc1e3b8107ec580ba2c53148a69dbc606a0.exe
windowsxp-kb896688-x86-enu_746342fe31abfc7a4fb3ea180cf08dc65c2c6a95.exe
windowsxp-kb896727-x86-enu_d7e428a183c8a82e7d9ce2b80858e66b05e2854c.exe
windowsxp-kb899587-x86-enu_95ef03f0da9761b044b9a98d445af90266777ea8.exe
windowsxp-kb899588-x86-enu_4942c9ff7c7fe8af13ff202c234496ce91635ae1.exe
windowsxp-kb899591-x86-enu_3022d995581878f4017098b693b4ba35f99dee5c.exe
windowsxp-kb900725-x86-enu_21b409882b7f51a9d09c32bd698504fadb9fc433.exe
windowsxp-kb901017-x86-enu_04c459695f9018fd31c762bb0a8250cb0506061b.exe
windowsxp-kb901214-x86-enu_2838831de819dad80ea0edaf5fb1e0bfb3c026c0.exe
windowsxp-kb902400-x86-enu_a51d743a1925dd0216160daaf9fc4c7a42a27e53.exe
windowsxp-kb903235-x86-enu_4759bc9ceeb4c84401264cd925a037e9e00f4e60.exe
windowsxp-kb904706-dx9-x86-enu_2ecaf33bde917cd33eaf2c8e0459a72c4bff0ce9.exe
windowsxp-kb904706-v2-x86-enu_ec909ee2bab6b15d7d3545a1eaf07bbb066e038b.exe
windowsxp-kb905414-x86-enu_9e8fa8909332653de951edcfdb691f2aa148eb1b.exe
windowsxp-kb905749-x86-enu_3f44b68f7e0a0e6332dd18997e134beab1027c73.exe
windowsxp-kb908519-x86-enu_ea7ea742f9a3632f1090eab8c66b3fe7735c084f.exe
windowsxp-kb908531-v2-x86-enu_0f04352bbc21b3c173cc8dd8c9e63c082b34b676.exe
windowsxp-kb911280-v2-x86-enu_3a49ae105416eb7b37dbbaccbedc9c20069ef1d9.exe
windowsxp-kb911562-x86-enu_7d16ad9701607a354e0ca2602a3fef485c8d9929.exe
windowsxp-kb911927-x86-enu_db8cbad537f3f0453deac488f8eb629b3c3a832b.exe
windowsxp-kb912812-x86-enu_6f395a56db4853c26daaad24fd992497278fba82.exe
windowsxp-kb913580-x86-enu_f57aa2fdaf623d8b0231fc928c00ad8498d37c76.exe
windowsxp-kb914388-x86-enu_21992f2ad7f7fd8ab28e854ce364ebc4f8baf810.exe
windowsxp-kb914389-x86-enu_8c44336e9e4f287891ac384bee0219e9c2224523.exe
windowsxp-kb917344-x86-enu_9c0c688c3e5c11a1b2ce0666117dc193823367b0.exe
windowsxp-kb917422-x86-enu_8a32d9119235c80bc6a82793403e0e5443c36789.exe
windowsxp-kb917953-x86-enu_a1c66e00d1a487f25ca16af5a7f858858136c228.exe
windowsxp-kb918118-x86-enu_8c38e06d795c410b8a072506af40ad81d64f1d6d.exe
windowsxp-kb918439-x86-enu_056bf5d0c049e0e8e799593b3508627ee8557dc1.exe
windowsxp-kb919007-x86-enu_dc2307d635a64c87bbf1f216442104ef4b4ada0b.exe
windowsxp-kb920213-x86-enu_02cb394147b09e8926b4f8334feeff4b8fa4b33b.exe
windowsxp-kb920670-x86-enu_a71ac163b276057101fe92739c06c6e6d143ccf8.exe
  .....

List of all Windows XP patches which i installed in addition to SP2:
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  .....
windowsxp-kb920683-x86-enu_ef1482c5b88557e56563dace9b7549ebf6d7f9c7.exe
windowsxp-kb920685-x86-enu_be0e9cea96e2ad48394aebe90d48edcc36ac38d5.exe
windowsxp-kb922819-x86-enu_e4dceecdd4a72e5ad91cc78fe5f4572f91ee5db0.exe
windowsxp-kb923191-x86-enu_9d2cfed124f1f50804c20a6e8a881f84c266745f.exe
windowsxp-kb923414-x86-enu_ed2b1047badbd832a971a76ca7ef4519d1a444f4.exe
windowsxp-kb923689-x86-enu_056c15e845cdf1027b2ea920e97ab8f4319c4bc6.exe
windowsxp-kb923694-x86-enu_2b3f0e26ab0560c97bd33ea33022161268342a5d.exe
windowsxp-kb923789-x86-enu_c0b5e28a5c81ac2876216f0a963fdd4b6d478378.exe
windowsxp-kb923980-x86-enu_1f04bf1859d5ba3761e482dbbd48f3795001e391.exe
windowsxp-kb924191-x86-enu_5e3ee7c5954da4cd38a5121623c05d617e547951.exe
windowsxp-kb924270-x86-enu_3b1af30dc7a2f51f60a415eaf2cc01f9bf779dab.exe
windowsxp-kb924496-x86-enu_f1e2421551a739eae947590735fb3f4abec82c22.exe
windowsxp-kb924667-x86-enu_9016dbabca407c3278219baba256111e131330a3.exe
windowsxp-kb925902-x86-enu_a7b984afc7cec6e351d4f1d176db202492ac0e0f.exe
windowsxp-kb926255-x86-enu_1737b8dde544dbbc79dddd6f123291b781313c04.exe
windowsxp-kb926436-x86-enu_98f46d49f189f01c14a7d5360d794da20edae885.exe
windowsxp-kb927779-x86-enu_ec7986f2b0afe9cc7f53a48b6582169a77d9515e.exe
windowsxp-kb927802-x86-enu_94703f4083a9d9d6633d9134d0d0a85bfc405f3a.exe
windowsxp-kb928255-x86-enu_d29dfbbe228e49f746a947eeb4880e980b76d53d.exe
windowsxp-kb928843-x86-enu_80eb8779856aefa25bceab8926940fbdebabdc23.exe
windowsxp-kb929969-x86-enu_1237547f1cb90f54269bdb73c9985f263e85d48c.exe
windowsxp-kb930178-x86-enu_5e02462613354e7679cdd79b0ee52083efd9aa30.exe
windowsxp-kb931261-x86-enu_76c76c0fbe6dd82bae54c22e353ea16f7bd4f95e.exe
windowsxp-kb931768-x86-enu_a52b997be004a0b4eec678746d8170018c5e4760.exe
windowsxp-kb931784-x86-enu_70c95793c76ac8746a1ca9abd1815a8f0b73944f.exe
windowsxp-kb931836-x86-enu_88800ae7ce66933f34a490ba2e58d51822078c6d.exe
windowsxp-kb932168-x86-enu_646e8c2d535461396b8b53ce8fe04410327925a2.exe

Update

Finally, i found some time to do isolated tests on each of these patches to find out the one(s)
which really matters.

In fact, there is only one: KB926255.

As soon as you install this hotfix, there will be no problem any longer.

Although it might have serious effects, EMC does not consider this issue as a
serious problem. This is due to a number of arguments:

- You should always keep your software up to date.
Well, you see what might happen in such case ... ;-)

- Windows XP is not an important operating system for NetWorker
However, this combination is at least a supported configuration.

- The ‘business affect’ is pretty small.
As NetWorker is usually too expensive to backup Windows workstations,
this is obvious.

Obviously, there will not be a further investigation and, as a consequence, not a NetWorker
solution. However, most likely, an appropriate note will be placed in the Compatibility Guide.
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2.2. Is it possible to stream one save set to multiple devices at the same time ?

‘No’ is the general answer. And this is obvious as one save command will only create one stream
which can only be sent to one device. So far, so good.

But wouldn’t it be possible to setup pools which filter the data be directories? - For example if i want
to extract a subdirectory to a certain pool, wouldn’t this automatically create a new save stream?

Let’s assume i want to save E:\TEST directory on a Windows Client. If i now setup two pools with
these selection criteria:

      Selection Criteria

Pool A Save set E:\\TEST
Pool B Save set E:\\TEST\\BEST

shouldn’t the data for pool B automatically create a second save stream increasing the throughput?

No. Of course you may configure these pools. However if you start the backup it will only be registered
as one save set with the name E:\TEST and the stream will be sent to pool A. Please keep in mind:

- NetWorker does not use the pathname to select the data for the pool but
the save set name (the name you assign to the save set).

- In fact, you may assign any name to a save set.
- NetWorker uses this priciple for the index and bootstrap save set.

As it assigns the names index and bootstrap, you can simply filter these
backup data by entering index and bootstrap in the pool’s Save set list.

- And do not forget: the ‘\\’ above is not a typo. Usually, NetWorker does this
conversion automatically in the background. However, if you want to define
pools which filter by Windows save sets, you must do this ‘manually’.

2.3. How to receive only one SSID if you use mminfo to query for save sets ?

For instance, if you run the command mminfo -av and you have spanned save sets, you will
receive one hit for each part of this save set. However, sometimes you only want to query the media
index only for the start of a backup, for instance if you want to avoid multiple entries in the save set list
output. Can you achive this at all?

Yes, in fact this is pretty simple. Just query for the begin of the save set by using another parameter
to query the media index, for example:

mminfo -q “... ,pssid=0”, -r ssid

From the mminfo manpage:

pssid =id 11 When part of a save set series, the previous save set identifier in the series, zero
for the first or only save set in a series.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. NetWorker’s 7.4.x nwrecover program can not recover Windows clients

If you are an experienced user you know that the Windows user GUI (winworkr.exe) can also be
used to recover a UNIX or Linux client - of course only to the same or another client of the same OS
family. This is called a Directed Recovery.

As described in TID 3/2007, NetWorker 7.4.1 for UNIX/Linux now has also this capability. Once again,
it is the nwrecover GUI which you need to start for this purpose.

Right now, the GUI only supports UNIX/LInux clients. Unfortunately, this is not
clearly stated in the manuals.

For instance, when you select a Windows client in nwrecover, the software claims that there is no
file index at all for this client:
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D:\>nsrls

Z:\nsr\index\2003blue: 49 records requiring 7 KB
Z:\nsr\index\2003blue is currently 100% utilized

Z:\nsr\index\rh4up4-green: 3924 records requiring 642 KB
Z:\nsr\index\rh4up4-green is currently 100% utilized

D:\>

... although this is not true:

But of course, in unrecognized file index will result in an empty window:
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However, as you can see below, a UNIX/Linux client does not have the problem:

Right now, the only workaround for the Directed Recovery of a Windows client is to perform it from the
command line, as for earlier versions.

2.2. With NetWorker 7.4.1 and VCB 1.1 only full VMware backups will work

As i explained in TID 1/2008, in NetWorker 7.4.1 the Save set attribute for VCB clients changed a bit -
in general, the entries are now looking more or less like any other client’s save set.

I recently discovered that a lot of VCB backups will fail - well, they will not fail, but they will not backup
any data. In fact, only clients with the Save set *FULL* will be backed up properly.
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... the result will appear normally:

By the way, the Duration above refers to the time which was needed to create the snapshot, not the
backup time to save the snapshot on the backup media.

So when you have your Save set attribute setup like this ...
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... the backup will be marked sucessful - in fact it will be very fast but not effective:

However, if you change the Save set to any other value, for example to ...

Of course, 1 KB of data is nothing. This is a good example why you should always also
monitor the amount of processed data.
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Problem

NetWorker is looking for the string "VCB" in the mount point. And this string is ‘hardcoded’. As it
does not exist any more, it can not be detected.

Workaround
Until this will be corrected, you can use a mount point that has the string 'VCB' in the pathname.
For example, specify the mount point C:\\vcb\\mnt instead of C:\\mnt in the config.js
file.

Unfortunately, i did not have time yet to test this myself. So i do not have any further detail so far.

2.3. A brief NetWorker database summary

/nsr/mm
  ss*.*
  vol*.*

Media Index Client File Index Configuration DB

/nsr/index/cl_name
  ss*.*
  vol*.*

/nsr/res
  nsr.res
  nsrjb.res
  nsrla.res
  servers

The following diagrams briefly show how the NetWorker databases improved over the time.

In NetWorker 4.x

There were only 2 hosts within a NetWorker setup - the server and its clients.

- The Media Index was using WISS (Wisconsin Storage System)
- The File Index was also using WISS
- The Configuration DB was using text files

In NetWorker 5.0

Storage Nodes got introduced. There was no real change with respect to the databases, just
that the configuration file nsrjb.res now belonged to the Storage Node’s package:

/nsr/mm
  ss*.*
  vol*.*

Configuration DB

/nsr/index/cl_name
  ss*.*
  vol*.*

/nsr/res
  nsr.res
  nsrjb.res
  nsrla.res
  servers

Media Index Client File Index
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In NetWorker 6.0

2 major changes happened:

- In the Media Index The new tablespace clients, representing the Client ID, was
added

- The File Index was converted into BLISS (Better Legato Information
Storage System)

- More resilient
- Improved managability (no more compression

required)
- No recovery of the CFI to be able to run new backups

In NetWorker 7.0

Hashing of  the major resources war introduced allowing their direct and fast addressing:

/nsr/mm/mmvolume6
  clients*.*
  ss*.*
  vol*.*

Configuration DB

/nsr/index/cl_name/db6
  ssid#.k0
  ssid#.k1
  ssid#.rec

/nsr/res
  nsr.res
  nsrjb.res
  nsrla.res
  servers

Media Index Client File Index

Configuration DB

/nsr/res
  nsrdb/00
    ...
  nsrdb/09
  nsrla.res
  servers

Media Index Client File Index

/nsr/mm/mmvolume6
  clients*.*
  ss*.*
  vol*.*

/nsr/index/cl_name/db6
  ssid#.k0
  ssid#.k1
  ssid#.rec

In fact this change was executed in two phases:

- For the NetWorker/Windows server with Networker 6.2
- For all other NetWorker server platforms with Networker 7.0
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In NetWorker 7.3

There were a lot of database changes

- The Media Index was internally improved
- More resilient due to journaling and checksums

- The Configuration DB The client-site resources were now also hashed to store the
SSL keys

- The Journaling DB was introduced
- To store NetWorker jobs’ status information

Configuration DBMedia Index Client File Index

/nsr/res
  nsrdb/00
    ...
  nsrdb/09
  nsrladb/00
    ...
  nsrladb/09
  servers

/nsr/mm/mmvolume6
  clients*.*
  ss*.*
  vol*.*

/nsr/index/cl_name/db6
  ssid#.k0
  ssid#.k1
  ssid#.rec

Jobs Database

/nsr/res/
  jobsdb/
    general/00
      ...
    general/09
    indication/00
      ...
    indication/09
    savejobs/00
      ...
    savejobs/09
    ssninfo/00
      ...
    ssninfo/09
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Configuration DBMedia Index Client File Index

/nsr/res
  nsrdb/00
    ...
  nsrdb/09
  nsrladb/00
    ...
  nsrladb/09
  servers

/nsr/mm/mmvolume6
  clients*.*
  ss*.*
  vol*.*

/nsr/index/cl_name/db6
  ssid#.k0
  ssid#.k1
  ssid#.rec

Jobs Database

/nsr/res/
  jobsdb/
    general/00
      ...
    general/09
    indication/00
      ...
    indication/09
    savejobs/00
      ...
    savejobs/09
    ssninfo/00
      ...
    ssninfo/09

Client Push DB

/nsr/res/
  cpdb/00
      ...
  cpdb/09

SW Repository

/nsr/repository

In NetWorker 7.4

To support the Client Push functionality, two new databases were added:

- The Client Push DB To store the clients’ software version information
- The Software Repository To maintain the various software versions
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. What does work and what is supported ?

As a result of some recent support issues, i want to re-emphasize this issue. To make a long story
short:

With respect to EMC the term ‘supported’ means that a certain solution or setup
has been tested and approved.
On the other hand, if it is not supported, it does not necessarily mean that it will
not run.

There are a lot of reasons for an unsupported configuration. Some of them are:

- An obsolete configuration has been dropped from the compatibility list.
At a certain point in time, it does not make any more sense to keep older solutions in the
compatibility lists. Besides the fact that you will not find them in the field any more, it is just a
cost factor to keep on testing such legacy configurations.

- It could just be a timely issue.
For example, a new tape drive or jukebox has not been tested yet due to the recent release
of the hardware.

- A certain configuration will never be tested due to certain reasons.
Although the solution will obviously work it will not undergo extensive tests just because the
performance goals will obviously not be met.

Of course you may use such environments for demonstration purposes but be careful to sell
them as they are not backed up by EMC support. In case of a failure you will not be able to
receive support.

A good example is to demonstrate the ease of the NetWorker server software on your
laptop. This will work - not even slowly - but as such configuration will obviously never be
installed in the field, there is no need to support it. However, in fact, i encourage you to do
this if you want to impress a potential customer with NetWorker’s ease of use :-) .

However, i also agree that some support statements are obviously unlogical. For example, if you want
to setup a NDMP ‘three-party backup scenario’. This means that you backup a NDMP filer to a tape
device attached at another NDMP filer. In such a case, it is mandatory that you must use NDMP filers
from the same manufacturer.

For me, this would be very similar as if you must use SCSI devices or network devices exclusively
from one manufacturer. In my eyes this would make the use of standards useless.
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2.2. How are the jobs purged from the NetWorker jobs database ?

This is how the NetWorker server manages the size of this database:

- Every 12 hours a process runs to check for entries to be purged.

- If a record’s lifetime has passed the time limit it will be deleted.
This means that the run of a savegroup and all its associated savefs/save records will be
removed as a single unit.

- Once the time based check has completed, the size of the database is checked.
Records are then deleted from oldest to newest in 6hr ‘blocks’. After every block another check
is performed to see whether the target size (90% of the maximum size) has been achieved.

2.3. Is there a limitation for the number of protected files at an Avamar server ?

Yes,  it does exist. However the value of about 20 Exabytes is no practical limitation ... today ;-)

2.4. What determines the retention period of a NetWorker de-duplication backup ?

With respect to my TID 02/2008, this question came up: “Who will determine the retention policy of
a NetWorker de-duplication backup - NetWorker or the Avamar server?”

You will find the answer easily if you investigate the NetWorker ‘snapups’ in Avamar’s Snapup
Management. Here the parameter Expiration is listed with No end date. This means that NetWorker’s
retention policy strikes first and will be responsible for the retention period:
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2.5. Where will the Avamar cache files be stored on the NetWorker client ?

You might think that the new subdirectory dedup will store them - right after the installation, it is of
course empty:

However, this is not true. In fact, with the first de-duplication backup the subdirectory ..\nsr\var
will be created where you will find these files - ..\nsr\dedup will remain empty:
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Do not forget that the directory ..\nsr\var is a client-site directory.
Consequently, it will only be backed up when you backup the NetWorker client.
Even on the NetWorker server, it does not belong to the bootstrap save set.

2.6. Can you run a ‘fake’ NetWorker de-duplication backup ?

Yes, but right now this is not so easy to figure out as the manpages do not include the command
nsravtar yet. Only the very rudimentary online help exists so far:

C:\>nsravtar -h
avtar Info <5551>: Command Line: nsravtar -h
avtar FATAL <0000>: You must specify one of --create (-c),  //
  --extract (-x), --list (-t), --snapups, --validate, --showlog or --delete

C:\>

But this is not the correct option. As Avamar runs on Linux, one should use a doubleslash for an
option. The result is a very long on-line help (see next page).

The correct backup command should read:

nsravtar -c --degenerate filename

This works ...
- Just with a NetWorker 7.4.1 client
- You do not need an Avamar server
- You do not even need a NetWorker server

For examples, see the following pages.
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C:\nsr\bin>nsravtar --help

Usage:  avtar <Task> [Options...]

Tasks:

-c, --create    Create a new snapup
-x, --extract   Extract files from a snapup
-t, --list      Show contents of a snapup
    --snapups   List available client snapups
    --delete    Delete one backup from the server
    --showlog   Show session log of a snapup
    --validate  Verify integrity of a snapup

Options:

--account=DEST, --path, --acnt Snapup account of client machine
--after=DATE              Date YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS.FF
--backupsystem            Backup Windows System State
--basesnapup_inodetable_path=FILE, --basesnapup-inodetable-path File containing inode to hash table from base

snapup
--before=DATE             Date YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS.FF
--count=NUM               Maximum number of records to display with snapups command
--cpu-throttle=pcnt       Throttle average CPU usage (ex: 40 = max 40% CPU)
--dereference, -h         Dump instead the files symlinks point to
--diff_sequencenumber=n, --diff_labelnumber Specify snapup sequence number for comparison
--directory=PATH, -C      Change to directory "DIR"
--encodings=name          Character encodings
--exclude=PATTERN         Exclude files that match the PATTERN
--exclude-from=FILE, -X, --exclude_from Exclude patterns listed in FILE
--existing-file-overwrite-option=WHEN, --overwrite Specifies when to overwrite existing files on restore [never]
--expires=DAYS or Timestamp Snapup expiration time
--flagfile=FILE           Specify file containing a list of flags
--force                   Force traversal of NFS and LOFS file systems
--forcefs=FSLIST          Force traversal of specified file system types
--from-stdin              Get snapup stream from standard input only
--help, --he, --hel       Print this message
--id=user@domain/homeacnt Authentication Id
--ignorefs=FSLIST         Do NOT traverse the specified file system types
  .....
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  .....
--include=PATTERN         Include files that match the PATTERN
--include-from=FILE, --include_from Include patterns listed in FILE
--informationals          Set informational level
--label=TAG, -f           Specify snapup label
--libavctl_path=PATH, --libavctl-path Load libavctl shared library from the given path (complete path  //
  including extension)
--logfile=FILE, --log     Specify logfile pathname
--net-throttle=mbps, --throttle Throttle average network usage (ex: half T1=0.772)
--no-recursion            Avoid descending automatically in directories on restore
--noinformationals        Turn off info messages
--nostdout                Turn off output to the console
--nowarnings              Turn off warnings
--one-file-system, -l     Stay in local file system when creating snapup
--open-file-restore-option=HOW WINDOWS: Specifies how to restore open files [never]
--password=PSWD, --ap, --pswd Authentication password
--preservepaths           On restore, keep original directory structure intact
--quiet                   Suppress informational and warning messages
--reparse-limit=n, --reparse_limit Traverse NTFS reparse points at most this many levels [1]
--restore-sparse-threshold=KB Threshold during restore to create sparse regions [32]
--restorehidden           Restore files that have the hidden attribute set [True]
--restorelength=n         For a single file restore, only restore the specified number of bytes.
--restoreoffset=n         For a single file restore, start at the given offset.
--restoreshortnames       WINDOWS: Attempt to set short (8.3) names during restore
--restoresystem           Restore files that have the system attribute set
--run-after-freeze=string, --run_after_freeze Snapup only: Run this script after FREEZE is frozen
--run-after-freeze-clauses=string, --run_after_freeze_clauses Use these clauses for the run after freeze //
  script [desc=run-after-freeze]
--run-at-end=string, --run_at_end Run this script when avtar is done
--run-at-end-clauses=string, --run_at_end_clauses Use these clauses for the run at end script [desc=run-at-end]
--run-at-start=string, --run_at_start Run this script at start of avtar
--run-at-start-clauses=string, --run_at_start_clauses Use these clauses for the run at start script  //
  [desc=run-at-start]
--sequencenumber=n, --labelnumber Specify snapup sequence number
--server=IPADDR, --hfsaddr Avamar server address             HFSADDR
--skip-high-latency       During backup skip high-latency (offline) files
  .....
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  .....
--stream=name             Snapup from or Restore to the specified stream with format --streamformat
--stream_blocksize=n      Size in bytes to use when reading or writing from/to a stream  [512]
--stream_timeoutsecs=n, --stream-timeoutsecs Timeout (in seconds) for a socket accept to complete [30]
--streamfd=n              Snapup from or Restore to the specified file no with format --streamformat [-1]
--streamformat=n          Snapup/Restore data from/to a stream of this format [none]
--systemstatefile=FILE    Name of Windows System State file to create
--target=PATH             Restore snapup to specified PATH
--to-stdout, -O           Extract files to standard output only
--totals                  Show total size of snapup at end of listing (list command only)
--usage                   Print a list of available flags
--verbose, -v             Set verboseness level
--version                 Display build version

C:\nsr\bin>
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C:\>nsravtar -c --degenerate D:\BEST
avtar Info <5551>: Command Line: nsravtar -c --degenerate D:\BEST
avtar Info <5946>: File system character encoding is 65001 (UTF-8).
avtar Info <5143>: Starting snap up at 2008-03-28 17:21:19 W. Europe Standard Time as "2003BLUE\Administrator" //
  on "2003blue" (1 CPU) [3.7.2-59]
avtar Info <5730>: Entering include/exclude rules.
avtar Info <5438>: Loaded 22 exclude patterns from Windows local machine registry
avtar Info <5550>: Successfully logged into Server
avtar Info <5151>: Scanning "D:\BEST"
avtar Info <5586>: Loading cache files from Z:\nsr\var
avtar Warning <6814>: BEWARE: All entries in Z:\nsr\var\f_cache.dat are being considered valid
avtar Warning <6814>: BEWARE: All entries in Z:\nsr\var\p_cache.dat are being considered valid
avtar Info <6426>: Done loading cache files
avtar Info <6172>: Building freeze volume list
avtar Warning <6661>: VSS exception code 0x8004231f thrown freezing volumes - 'code 0x8004231f: No error  //
  description string'
avtar Info <6077>: Freeze volumes attempting failover...
avtar Error <5325>: No Open File Agent installed.  Some files may not be backed up.
avtar Info <5578>: Open File Agent interface shutting down.
avtar Info <5163>: Snapup complete, wrapping-up session with Server
avtar Info <6021>: Copying "Z:\nsr\var\avtar-20080328_172119.log" to server as "sessionlog", waiting 30 seconds
avtar Info <5156>: Snapup #0 timestamp 2008-03-28 17:21:24, 1 files, 95.37 MB (1 files, 86.44 MB, 90.64% new)
avtar Info <5540>: No label, no scheduled expiration
avtar Info <6083>: Backed-up 95.37 MB in 0.09 minutes: 66 GB/hour (705 files/hour)
avtar Info <5587>: Updating cache files in Z:\nsr\var
avtar Info <5157>: Finished at 2008-03-28 17:21:24 W. Europe Standard Time, Elapsed time: 0000h:00m:05s
avtar Info <6149>: Error summary: 1 error: 5325
avtar Info <6608>: Not sending wrapup anywhere.
avtar Info <5314>: Command completed (1 error, 3 warnings, exit code 10020: Completed with errors, client log  //
  should beexamined)

C:\>
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Z:\nsr\bin>nsravtar -c --degenerate --stats D:\TEST
avtar Info <5551>: Command Line: nsravtar -c --degenerate --statistics D:\TEST
avtar Info <5946>: File system character encoding is 65001 (UTF-8).
avtar Info <5143>: Starting snap up at 2008-02-26 19:14:53 W. Europe Standard Time as "2003BLUE\Administrator" //
  on "2003blue" (1 CPU) [3.7.2-59]
avtar Info <5730>: Entering include/exclude rules.
avtar Info <5438>: Loaded 22 exclude patterns from Windows local machine registry
avtar Info <5550>: Successfully logged into Server
avtar Info <5151>: Scanning "D:\TEST"
avtar Info <5586>: Loading cache files from Z:\nsr\var
avtar Warning <6814>: BEWARE: All entries in Z:\nsr\var\f_cache.dat are being considered valid
avtar Warning <6814>: BEWARE: All entries in Z:\nsr\var\p_cache.dat are being considered valid
avtar Info <6426>: Done loading cache files
avtar Info <6172>: Building freeze volume list
avtar Warning <6661>: VSS exception code 0x8004231f thrown freezing volumes - 'code 0x8004231f: No error  //
  description string'
avtar Info <6077>: Freeze volumes attempting failover...
avtar Error <5325>: No Open File Agent installed.  Some files may not be backed up.
avtar Info <5578>: Open File Agent interface shutting down.
avtar Info <5163>: Snapup complete, wrapping-up session with Server
avtar Info <6021>: Copying "Z:\nsr\var\avtar-20080226_191453.log" to server as "sessionlog", waiting 30 seconds
avtar Info <5156>: Snapup #0 timestamp 2008-02-26 19:14:58, 7 files, 9.592 MB (0 files, 0 bytes, 0.00% new)
avtar Info <5540>: No label, no scheduled expiration
avtar Info <6083>: Backed-up 9.592 MB in 0.07 minutes: 7.5 GB/hour (5,619 files/hour)
avtar Stats <6137>: filebytes noreason                  0  count          0  avg           0
avtar Stats <6137>: filebytes excluded                  0  count          0  avg           0
avtar Stats <6137>: filebytes skipped                   0  count          0  avg           0
avtar Stats <6137>: filebytes hardlink                  0  count          0  avg           0
avtar Stats <6137>: filebytes filecache        10,057,969  count          7  avg   1,436,853
avtar Stats <6137>: filebytes reduced                   0  count          0  avg           0
avtar Stats <6137>: filebytes hashcache                 0  count          0  avg           0
avtar Stats <6137>: filebytes ispresent                 0  count          0  avg           0
avtar Stats <6137>: filebytes sent                      0  count          0  avg           0
avtar Stats <6138>: dirbytes  hashcache                 0  count          0  avg           0
avtar Stats <6138>: dirbytes  ispresent                 0  count          0  avg           0
avtar Stats <6138>: dirbytes  sent                  5,217  count          3  avg       1,739
avtar Stats <6139>: compbytes hashcache                 0  count          0  avg           0
  .....
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  .....
avtar Stats <6139>: compbytes ispresent                 0  count          0  avg           0
avtar Stats <6139>: compbytes sent                      0  count          0  avg           0
avtar Stats <6140>: file primary total         10,057,969  count          7
avtar Stats <6141>: file total                 10,057,969
avtar Stats <6132>: Scanned file statistics:
avtar Stats <6133>:    files    0% new                  0  count          0  sent               0
avtar Stats <6133>:    files >  0% new                  0  count          0  sent               0
avtar Stats <6133>:    files > 10% new                  0  count          0  sent               0
avtar Stats <6133>:    files > 20% new                  0  count          0  sent               0
avtar Stats <6133>:    files > 30% new                  0  count          0  sent               0
avtar Stats <6133>:    files > 40% new                  0  count          0  sent               0
avtar Stats <6133>:    files > 50% new                  0  count          0  sent               0
avtar Stats <6133>:    files > 60% new                  0  count          0  sent               0
avtar Stats <6133>:    files > 70% new                  0  count          0  sent               0
avtar Stats <6133>:    files > 80% new                  0  count          0  sent               0
avtar Stats <6133>:    files > 90% new                  0  count          0  sent               0
avtar Stats <6133>:    files  100% new                  0  count          0  sent               0
avtar Stats <6134>: File totals                         0                 0                     0
avtar Stats <6135>: Chunker statistics:
avtar Stats <6136>:    atoms <=     8:          0    0.00%
avtar Stats <6136>:    atoms <=    16:          0    0.00%
avtar Stats <6136>:    atoms <=    32:          0    0.00%
avtar Stats <6136>:    atoms <=    64:          0    0.00%
avtar Stats <6136>:    atoms <=   128:          0    0.00%
avtar Stats <6136>:    atoms <=   256:          0    0.00%
avtar Stats <6136>:    atoms <=   512:          0    0.00%
avtar Stats <6136>:    atoms <=  1024:          0    0.00%
avtar Stats <6136>:    atoms <=  2048:          0    0.00%
avtar Stats <6136>:    atoms <=  4096:          0    0.00%
avtar Stats <6136>:    atoms <=  8192:          0    0.00%
avtar Stats <6136>:    atoms <= 16384:          0    0.00%
avtar Stats <6136>:    atoms <= 32768:          0    0.00%
avtar Stats <6136>:    atoms <= 65536:          0    0.00%
  .....
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  .....
avtar Info <5587>: Updating cache files in Z:\nsr\var
avtar Stats <6151>: File cache: 65,536 entries, added/updated 0, booted 0
avtar Stats <6152>: Hash cache: 65,536 entries, added/updated 12, booted 0
avtar Stats <6145>: Memory usage (MB): (8.500 [7.000..10.000] sd=1.500 n=   2), Avg CPU = 6.8%
avtar Info <5157>: Finished at 2008-02-26 19:14:58 W. Europe Standard Time, Elapsed time: 0000h:00m:04s
avtar Stats <6144>: total time = 4.8 seconds
avtar Stats <6146>: total bytes/second = 2,076,377
avtar Stats <6147>: atomic bytes/second = 0
avtar Info <6149>: Error summary: 1 error: 5325
avtar Info <6608>: Not sending wrapup anywhere.
avtar Info <5314>: Command completed (1 error, 3 warnings, exit code 10020: Completed with errors, client  //
  log should be examined)
avtar Stats <6405>: Synchronous hashing processed 24,240 bytes
avtar Stats <6153>: Hashing thread 0 processed 31,511 bytes

C:\nsr\bin>
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Clarification about NetWorker recovery licenses

As well-experienced NetWorker administrator you know of course that NetWorker does not use a
client license for recoveries - only for backups. Or in other words: You can always recover data
without the need for a license.

Although this is true in general, there is an important limitation: This functionality is limited for single
or stand-alone devices. If you want NetWorker to control an autochanger, then you must provide the
appropriate license(s).

2.2. Clarification about NetWorker client licenses in a VMware VCB backup
scenario

In general, client licensing is bound to the fact if the client writes to its Client File Index database (CFI):

If it does, it of course needs a license - if not, then you can get away without it.
This is also true for VCB clients.

In other words:

• As long as you only run image backups from your virtual clients, you do not need a NetWorker
client license.

• However, if you create a file backup of the virtual client, then you must of course provide a
client license for this node.

• In any case you must provide a client license for the backup proxy host.

2.3. The current NetWorker/JRE support matrix

I got the following overview recently which i want to share:

Product JRE 1.4.2 JRE 1.5 JRE 1.6
 NMC 7.4.2 yes yes yes
 NMC 7.4/7.4.1 yes yes no
 NMC 7.3.4       yes yes no
 EBA 3.x no yes yes
 EBA 2.x yes yes no
 Dashboard 1.0.2 yes yes no
 Homebase 6.x    no yes no
 Alphastor 3.x.x yes yes no
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. What’s new in NetWorker 7.4.2 ?

NetWorker 7.4.2 contains the following changes:

• New operating system support
For NetWorker clients

- Microsoft Windows Server 2008
- Microsoft Windows Server 2008 Core
- Microsoft Windows Vista SP1
- Max OS X 10.5

For NetWorker servers/storage nodes
- Red Hat Enterprise Server 5 (x64 & IA64)

Right now there are certain limitations and issues with Windows 2008.
Please see the Release Notes for details.

• Java JRE 1.6 support
NetWorker 7.4. 2 adds support for Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.6 for NetWorker
Management Console (NMC). NMC continues to support older JRE versions, JRE 1.4.2 and
JRE 1.5 up to version 1.5_13 (which is delivered with the NetWorker 7.4.2 software).

EMC NetWorker Dashboard is not supported with JRE 1.6.
If you are using Dashboard in conjunction with NetWorker 7.4.2, you must use
JRE 1.4.2 or JRE 1.5

• Licensing changes
VSS licensing

A license is no longer required to back up the System State on Microsoft Windows clients.

Cluster Client Connections
With NetWorker 7.4.2 Cluster Client Connections licenses do not exist any longer.

For these changes to take effect, the NetWorker server and all NetWorker VSS
client hosts/clustered NetWorker clients will have to be updated to NetWorker
7.4.2. If not, previous licensing requirements are enforced.
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• New save set alias names
A new new keyword uses the following syntax: All-filesystem-type

Example: To back up all locally mounted ZFS filesystems on a Solaris host, use this
client’s Save Set attribute: All-zfs

Along with this change comes the new save set keyword All-local for Solaris zones:
- If All-local is defined for a global zone, all nonglobal zones will be backed up
- If All-local is defined for a local zone, all of the zone will be backed up

• New volume flag in the media index
After the recovery of the bootstrap there might be a difference with respect to the save set
information. Some disk volumes may contain save sets that are newer and not in the
recovered media index database.

If NetWorker now starts a recover space operation, these save set files be deleted. At least
they will be deleted from a FTD/AFTD device. This of course will result in data loss.

To overcome the problem, NetWorker now includes the new volume flag, ‘S’ (scan needed).
‘S’ indicates that save sets on the volume may need to be scanned into the media database
The volume will be locked and a recover space operation will not be performed.

See chapter 2.1 for more details.

• Device and library attribute enhancements
A new attribute has been added to the Storage Node resource: Use Persistent Names
You will find it in the General tab (see next page).

When this attribute is selected, the configuration of a tape library (by using NMC’s
autoconfiguration feature) on a Linux host attempts to use the symbolic name for media
library control ports and devices controlled by udev on Linux.

When using the device configuration wizard, you can also select this option during the
autoconfiguration of devices.
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• Change to behavior of save output files
The following changes have been made to the behavior of save output files:

- Existing save output files will be deleted when a new save group starts for that group
- The deletion does not happen if the savegrp command is run with the -p or -n

options.

The savegroup completion report no longer includes save output filenames
- If the save fails, or if the savegrp command is run in verbose mode, the save output

filename will be added to the daemon.log file for scheduled backups, or written to
stderr for manual backups.

- Only the filename will be displayed, not the content of the save output file.

Do not run the savegrp command with both
verbose mode        and
NO_SUPPRESS

option enabled.

If both of these options are used, the savegroup completion report may grow to
several hundreds of megabytes if there are large number of clients with millions
of files. This may cause the savegrp command to hang without an error.

• Querying with wildcards in the nsradmin program
‘Regular expression’ queries are now enabled for the nsradmin command line program,
using the new command, regexp. It can be either set to on or off. By default, regexp
is set to off.

If set to on, wildcard searches are enabled. For example, please see chapter 2.3 of this
TIN.

The screenshot below explains where to find the new option in the Storage Node properties:
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2.2. The new volume flag ‘S’ in NetWorker 7.4.2

After the recovery of the bootstrap there might be a difference with respect to the save set information.
Some disk volumes may contain save sets that are newer and not in the recovered media index
database.

If NetWorker now starts a recover space operation, these save set files be deleted. At least they will
be deleted from a FTD/AFTD device at this point in time. This of course will result in data loss.

To overcome the problem, NetWorker 7.4.2 introduces the new volume flag, ‘S’ (scan needed). ‘S’
indicates that save sets on the volume may need to be scanned into the media database. The volume
will be locked and a recover space operation will not be performed.

Setting the Scan Needed volume flag with the mmrecov command
For that purpose, two new options, -N and -F, have been added to mmrecov command:

-N forces mmrecov command to set the Scan Needed flag for all volumes in the recovered
media database that are not marked read-only

-F which must be used with -N, sets the Scan Needed flag just for volumes in a FTD/SFTD

These options are turned off by default.

For tape volumes, CDI must be enabled for the Scan Needed flag to protect the
data on the tape. If CDI is not enabled, the flag will be ignored.

Here is an example:

C:\>mmrecov -N -F Z:\BU_DEV1
Using gesareinfcl1c as server

NOTICE: mmrecov is used to recover the NetWorker server’s media index and
resource files from media (backup tapes or disks) when any of this
critical NetWorker data has been lost or damaged.  Note that this
  .....
Z:\nsr\mm\
nsrmmdbasm -r Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6\
39571:nsrmmdbasm: Z:\nsr\mm\mmvolume6\: file exists, overwriting
64295:mmrecov:
The following volume(s) need to be scanned in:
64296:mmrecov:  14914518 : test.001
Z:\BU_DEV1: Mount operation in progress
Z:\BU_DEV1: mounted file disk test.001 (write protected)

If your resource files were lost, they are now recovered in the ‘res.R’
directory.  Copy or move them to the ‘res’ directory, after you have shut
down the service.  Then restart the service.
  .....
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Checking the status and changing it from the NetWorker Administration GUI
To detect such media, look at the Mode column. If flagged, the media will show as scan needed:

To change the status, the media must be unmounted !

Select the volume of your choice and open the context menu. Then select Mark Scan Needed...
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To avoid errors, the option menu will have the current status preselected:

Select the opposite alternative and click OK:
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Now the status should have changed:

Checking the status and changing it from the command line
To report such meia, run the following command:

mminfo -a -r "volume,volid,volflags"

Example:

C:\>mminfo -a -r "volume,volid,volflags"
 volume        volid      flags
2003blue.001   14047549   S

C:\>

You can also set the Scan Needed flag for a volume by manipulating the Media Index directly.
From the command line, run

nsrmm -o [not]scan    volname
nsrmm -o [not]scan -V volid

To be able to change the status, the media must be unmounted !
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Example:

C:\>nsrmm -o scan 2003blue.001
Mark file disk 2003blue.001 as scan? y

C:\>mminfo -a -r “volume,volid,volflags”
 volume        volid      flags
2003blue.001   14047549   S

C:\>nsrmm -o notscan -V 14047549
Mark file disk 2003blue.001 as not scan? y

C:\>mminfo -a -r “volume,volid,volflags”
 volume        volid      flags
2003blue.001   14047549

C:\>
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2.3. Quering with wildcards in nsradmin (new in NetWorker 7.4.2)

In NetWorker 7.4.2 ‘Regular expression’ queries are now enabled for the nsradmin command line
program, using the new command, regexp. It can be either set to on or off. By default, regexp
is set to off.

If set to on, wildcard searches are enabled. Please see the example below.

C:\>nsradmin
NetWorker administration program.
Use the “help” command for help.
nsradmin> option

Display options:
        Dynamic: Off;
        Hidden: Off;
        Raw I18N: Off;
        Resource ID: Off;
        Regexp: Off;
nsradmin> print type: NSR pool; name: Def*
No resources found for query:
                        name: Def*;
                        type: NSR pool;
nsradmin>
nsradmin> option regexp
Regexp display option turned on

Display options:
        Dynamic: Off;
        Hidden: Off;
        Raw I18N: Off;
        Resource ID: Off;
        Regexp: On;
nsradmin>
nsradmin> print type: NSR pool; name: Def*
                        type: NSR pool;
                        name: Default;
  .....
                        type: NSR pool;
                        name: Indexed Archive;
  .....
                        type: NSR pool;
                        name: Indexed Archive Clone;
  .....
                        type: NSR pool;
                        name: Default Clone;
  .....
              create DLTWORM: No;
              barcode prefix: ;
nsradmin> quit

C:\>

Well - as you can see you even got more than you searched for. ;-))

For details about this obviously strange result, please go ahead.
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Meanwhile, i have been informed by a few readers thar ‘regular expressions’ are not ‘wildcards’. So let
us look at the differences a bit closer.

The regular expression Def* means:
String with single capital ‘D’, followed by single lowercase ‘e’ and ZERO or more lowercase ‘f’ .

So in my example i should have used Def.* instead ...
String ‘Def’ and ZERO or more unspecified characters

... or even better Def.+ :
String ‘Def’ and ONE or more unspecified characters

C:\>nsradmin
NetWorker administration program.
Use the “help” command for help.
nsradmin> option regexp
Regexp display option turned on

Display options:
        Dynamic: Off;
        Hidden: Off;
        Raw I18N: Off;
        Resource ID: Off;
        Regexp: On;
nsradmin>
nsradmin> show name
nsradmin> print type: NSR pool; name: Def*
                        name: Default Clone;

                        name: Default;

                        name: Indexed Archive;

                        name: Indexed Archive Clone;
nsradmin>
nsradmin> print type: NSR pool; name: def*
                        name: Default Clone;

                        name: Default;

                        name: Indexed Archive;

                        name: Indexed Archive Clone;
nsradmin>
nsradmin> print type: NSR pool; name: Def.*
                        name: Default Clone;

                        name: Default;
nsradmin>
nsradmin> print type: NSR pool; name: def.*
                        name: Default Clone;

                        name: Default;
nsradmin>
  .....
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  .....
nsradmin> print type: NSR pool; name: Def+*
                        name: Default Clone;

                        name: Default;
nsradmin>
nsradmin>
nsradmin> print type: NSR pool; name: def+*
                        name: Default Clone;

                        name: Default;
nsradmin>
nsradmin> quit

C:\>

Well, at least for NetWorker, it does obviously not matter whether it is a lowercase or a capital ‘D’.

So the appropriate headline in the NetWorker 7.4.2 Release Notes actually mentioning ‘wildcards’
is technically incorrect as the text below correctly refers to Regular Expressions.Unfortunately, there is
no example in the book - otherwise this contradiction would have been detected automatically ;-)

Thank you guys for teaching that lesson.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Do you need a random file generator for Windows ?

I recently have become aware of a file generator which you may use to populate your test server:

http://h10025.www1.hp.com/ewfrf/wc/genericSoftwareDownloadIndex?cc=us&lc=en&softwareitem=co-
9515-2&jumpid=reg_R1002_USEN

I briefly tested it and found it rather useful. Please check yourself.

2.2. What about Avamar encryption ?

This is a true FAQ: Is Avamar data encrypted at all ? - Please be aware:

• All Avamar backup data is already encrypted at the client side.

• When you use a NDMP Accelerator Node, data are encrypted on this node, then sent to the
Avamar Data Store.

• All data on the Avamar Data Store is considered to be encrypted because of the storage format
that can exclusively be understood by Avamar.

• In addition to that, encryption at rest is a supported option for the Avamar Data Store. It needs to
be enabled during the installation process and cannot be selectively turned on. Of course, this
will affect performance to a certain extent.

2.3. Can Avamar 3.7.x and Avamar 4 nodes be mixed in the same RAIN ?

No, this is not possible.

2.4. How to upgrade an Avamar 3.7.x RAIN to an Avamar 4 system ?

This can simply done by replicating the Avamar 3.7.x RAIN to the Avamar 4 RAIN. During this period,
the Avamar server will remain available. Unfortunately, this is the most expensive solution.

You can also upgrade from Avamar 3.7.x to 4.0. In this case, the operating system and the Avamar
server software must be upgraded. This is cheaper but causes downtime.

However, if you want to go from the 1TB nodes to the 2TB nodes there is only the replication
solution as mentioned above.

2.5. Is there a special license for the NetWorker Module for Documentum (NMD) ?

No there is not. You just need a NetWorker license for the database the Documentum software uses.
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2.6. NMSQL 5.1 will not install if NMM 2.0 is installed

There is a compatibility issue with NetWorker Module for Microsoft Applications 2.0 and NMSQL 5.1
SP1. It refors to the Knowledgebase article with the ID esg96635 on Powerlink.

Symptoms
Unable to install NetWorker Module for SQL if NetWorker Module for Microsoft Applications is
installed on the same machine.

Unable to install NetWorker Module for SQL 5.1 SP1 on Windows 2003 x64.

Error: "Minimum version of NetWorker Client software is required to install NetWorker Module for
Microsoft SQL Server"

Resolution
Download the NMSQL 5.1 SP1 Quick Fix Build 266 to allow support for NMSQL 5.1 SP1 on an
NetWorker Module for Microsoft Applications 2.0 server. It is available from

ftp.legato.com/pub/NetWorker/Updates/NMSQL/NMSQL511_build266

Then install the software according to the file readme_266.txt stored in the same directory.
The hotfix is actually and updated version of the NMSQL software.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Clarification for the NetWorker Direct File Access (Read) from an AFTD

The direct file (read) access/recover (DFA) features from an Advanced File Type Device AFTD has
been implemented in NetWorker 7.2 and of course is still fully functioning.

The information regarding this feature was removed from the NetWorker 7.3 Admin Guide (and up)
since concurrent recovers from AFTD via multithreaded nsrmmd processes was implemented in
NetWorker 7.3 as a general feature.

In NetWorker 7.3 and up, the command line tool recover will determine which route to take based
on the accessibility to the AFTD path.

Be aware that the DFA feature only works for command line recover processes.
Cloning and staging is (mainly) setup and controlled by the nsrmmd daemons.
Consequently, DFA will not work here.

2.2. Will the NMM software replace the NetWorker Module for Exchange, SQL etc. ?

Although NMM is considered to be a ‘replacement’ for the existing Microsoft database modules, there
are technical differences:

NME uses the Exchange ESE and MAPI interfaces, NMSQL uses the SQL VDI interface, NMM is
fully VSS compliant.

NME customers
• There is full NMM support for Exchange 2007, including CCR passive node backups which are

exclusively possible via VSS.

• Other features like incremental backup and RSG recovery support will be integrated in a future
NMM release.

• Support for the next version of Exchange will exclusively be implemented in NMM.

• Consequently, if you are using NME, you should already think about changing to NMM

NMSQL customers
• The SQL VDI interface is more feature rich than the existing SQL VSS interface. Logically,

NMSQL can do more than NMM. Currently, the NMSQL software is the prefered solution for
this database.

Finally, do not forget that NMM works in conjunction with NMSQL and NME today.
Consequently, you can mix backup and recovery technologies on the same client.
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2.3. Which license is needed for the NMM software ?

This question is easy to answer: As mentioned already, the NMM software is intended to replace VSS.
Consequently, you can get along with an ‘old’ VSS license.

Here is the proof:

For NetWorker 7.4.1, the VSS enabler reports itself as follows:

Z:\nsr\bin>nsrcap -nvv -c f76279-950308-2d64bd
Read an enabler:
        name:    Volume Shadowcopy Service for Windows (7535)
        enabler code: f76279-950308-2d64bd (003428570)
        license type: Z47
        demo days:    45 days

740:nsrcap: License enabler code is valid.

Z:\nsr\bin>

Z:\nsr\bin>nsrcap -nvv -c f76279-950308-2d64bd
Read an enabler:
        name:    NetWorker Module for Microsoft Applications (7535)
        enabler code: f76279-950308-2d64bd (003428570)
        license type: Z47
        demo days:    45 days

740:nsrcap: License enabler code is valid.

Z:\nsr\bin>

For NetWorker 7.4.2, the same enabler reports differently:

2.4. Can you stack ASMs within a directive ?

Can you for instance apply multiple directives to the same directory:

This will work in general. However, plaese keep in mind that this does not apply
to all ASMs. To the best of my knowledge, compressasm and aesasm are not
stackable.

<< /swap >>
+ swapasm: .

<< /swap >>
+ logasm: .
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2.5. Do you know the correct parallelism values for the NetWorker Editions ?

Please have a look at the following table which i took from the NetWorker 7.2 UNIX/Linux Relase
Notes, issued November 2004. It is called Features provided with base enablers. Since then it is
repeated in all later versions up to the current version 7.4.2:

Unfortunately, you will not find the table in the chapter New features and changes - this is why i did not
discover it earlier. This might also be true for you.

This is an important table as you still may find other documents which conatain
different statements like:

- Additional parallel data streams for Power Edition storage nodes:  32
- Parallelism for Workgroup & Business Edition:  12

2.6. The NetWorker 7.4.2 Power Edition now comes with 12 client licenses

If you think about it, this is logical: So far, the Power Edition base license came with 10 ‘normal’ and
with 2 cluster client licenses (CCCs).

Due to the fact, that there is no special CCC license needed with NetWorker 7.4.2 any longer, those
have been ‘converted’ to normal ones, increasing the total number to 12.

You can easily test this with nsrlic -v . For an example, please see the next page.
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2.7. Clarification on NetWorker VCB client license requirements

In my TIN 6/2008 i already described this issue as follows:

In general, client licensing is bound to the fact if the client writes to its Client File Index database
(CFI):

If it does, it of course needs a license - if not, then you can get away without it.
This is also true for VCB clients.

In other words:

• As long as you only run image backups from your virtual clients, you do not need a
NetWorker client license.

• However, if you create a file backup of the virtual client, then you must of course provide a
client license for this node.

• In any case you must provide a client license for the backup proxy host.

This was the official answer. Unfortunately, the facts do not support this statement as you can verify
below for NetWorker 7.4.2:

Z:\nsr\bin>nsrlic -s test2003 -v
connecting to test2003 ...
12116:nsrlic: License Summary:
64046:nsrlic:  Available: sv=12, ws=0, ndmp=0
64047:nsrlic:  Borrowed:  sv_borrowed=0
64048:nsrlic:  Remaining: sv=9, ws=0, ndmp=0
nsrlic:  Connected Servers: (3)
nsrlic:  2003clariion rh4clariion test2003

SERVER (UNIVERSAL) CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 12
                          Used: 3
          Borrowed from Server: 0
                     Remaining: 9
             Connected Clients: 2003clariion, rh4clariion, test2003;

   WORKSTATION CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients
          NDMP CLIENT LICENSES
                     Available: 0
                          Used: 0
                     Remaining: 0
             Connected Clients
  .....

As a matter of fact, all 3 nodes (2 VCB clients and the NW server) use a client license. And you can
only run an image backup for the Linux client. This is at least consequent because NetWorker uses a
for each client that will be backed up.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Do you know the DiskXtender/Windows Migration Utility ?

If you want to migrate your DiskXtender/Windows installation to another server, this utility can be very
helpful. It is a version specific tool, available exclusively upon request from EMC support from where
you can also obtain the appropriate version of the DiskXtender/Windows Server Migration Guide.

2.2. Does DiskXtender/Windows support GPT file systems ?

GPT is the abbreviation for GUID Partition Table. It will sooner or later replace the common MBR
(Master Boot Record) Partition Table. GPT will allow physical disks with a maximum size of 8192 EB
(Exabytes) using up to 128 partitions with the common sector size of 512 bytes.

DiskXtender for Windows today (6.2.1) can work with GPT disks as a source (extended drive).

2.3. Disable Microsoft’s Change Journal when backing up the VCB proxy server

In the VMware documents, it is clearly clearly mentioned that when backing up a virtual Windows
server, the use of the Archive Bit and the Change Journal should be disabled. From VMware’s Virtual
Machine Backup Guide:

Client Settings for File-Level Incremental and Differential Backups
When configuring third-party backup software to perform incremental or differential backups, make sure
that the backup client running on the VCB proxy ignores the following functions. Both functions require
the backup software to alter the file system being backed up, which is not possible in a snapshot-based
backup.

• Windows archive bit. The archive bit is an attribute of a file that some backup products use to
determine whether the file has changed since its previous backup and whether it should or
shouldn?t be backed up. Configure the backup client to use time stamps instead.

•  Windows change journal for incremental backups.

If your backup software requires that the Windows archive bit and change journal functions are turned
off, the README.html file included in the integration module provides directions to turn off these
functions.

However, a recent case from Tek Tips showed that you obviously must disable the Windows Change
Journal also for the proxy. While it was enabled, the customer saw this error, causing also the backup
to be aborted:

No FRN for d:\path\filename

2.4. Once again - NetWorker VCB client license requirements

With respect to chapter 2.7 in my last TIN 9/2008, i have been informed that this behavior will change
with NetWorker 7.4.3. With this version, only the proxy host will need a client license.
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2.5. Document about NetWorker support for Solaris zones

With respect to this subject please note that the behavior is NetWorker version specific. The document
with the ID esg96866 from the EMC knowledgebase explains them in detail.

2.6. What does this NetWorker error mean: ‘Error is bad rsid’ ?

This is an internal NetWorker error - the term ‘rsid’ is nothing else but an abbreviation of ‘recover
session ID’.

2.7. Clarification about NetWorker’s client parallelism

For this issue, the behavior also changed with the versions:

Up to NetWorker 7.2.x
- The client parallelism was tracked independently for each client instance (resource).
- Also, probes (savefs processes) and index backups did not count as sessions at all.

With NetWorker 7.3.0
- The jobs database took over tracking role.
- Now, all backup related processes are counted towards parallelism.
- And as the client parallelism is a global parameter, it is now tracked on client level, not on

the client instance any longer.
- The same functionality also applies to index backups. However, all indexes ‘belong’ to the

NetWorker server’s client. This means as soon as the client backups have finished, the load
will be on the server’s client. Consequently - to support fast index backups, it is best practice
to increase the NetWorker’s client parallelism from the default value of 4 to at least 16.

Unfortunately, this change is not well documented in the public NetWorker documents.

2.8. How to unmount/remount a Windows volume from the command line ?

Such could be necessary, for example, if you want to run a RAW backup. In preparation for a such
backup, you would like to unmount the volume and remount it after the backup. Of course, it makes
sense to embed these steps within a backup command script.

For a UNIX/Linux this is an easy task. However, in Windows, you usually do such steps from the Disk
Manager, which is a graphical tool. But should it not be possible from the command line as well ?

Yes, it is. For this purpose, Windows knows the command mountvol. Please see the general syntax
and the unmount/remount example on the next pages. Adding the commands in your backup script
should not be a problem any more.
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C:\>mountvol
Creates, deletes, or lists a volume mount point.

MOUNTVOL [drive:]path VolumeName
MOUNTVOL [drive:]path /D
MOUNTVOL [drive:]path /L
MOUNTVOL [drive:]path /P
MOUNTVOL /R
MOUNTVOL /N
MOUNTVOL /E

    path        Specifies the existing NTFS directory where the mount
                point will reside.
    VolumeName  Specifies the volume name that is the target of the mount
                point.
    /D          Removes the volume mount point from the specified directory.
    /L          Lists the mounted volume name for the specified directory.
    /P          Removes the volume mount point from the specified directory,
                dismounts the volume, and makes the volume not mountable.
                You can make the volume mountable again by creating a volume
                mount point.
    /R          Removes volume mount point directories and registry settings
                for volumes that are no longer in the system.
    /N          Disables automatic mounting of new volumes.
    /E          Re-enables automatic mounting of new volumes.

Possible values for VolumeName along with current mount points are:

    \\?\Volume{89b667e9-adf6-11da-9907-806e6f6e6963}\
        C:\

    \\?\Volume{160fcf02-ae00-11da-8f7d-505054503030}\
        D:\

    \\?\Volume{160fcf03-ae00-11da-8f7d-505054503030}\
        E:\

    \\?\Volume{e00ec305-77a3-11db-9f6d-000c293e8f5c}\
        F:\

    \\?\Volume{99253bf1-912f-11db-bee7-000c293e8f5c}\
        Z:\

    \\?\Volume{8a92e005-a8e9-11dc-a6ac-806e6f6e6963}\
        G:\

    \\?\Volume{89b667e6-adf6-11da-9907-806e6f6e6963}\
        A:\

New volumes are not mounted automatically when added to the system.  To mount a
volume, you must create a volume mount point.

C:\>
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C:\>dir D:\
 Volume in drive D is DATA
 Volume Serial Number is 8843-6AE1

 Directory of D:\

01/02/2008  12:29 PM    <DIR>          A
01/02/2008  12:21 PM    <DIR>          NW_741
04/05/2006  08:45 AM         1,466,574 RECOVER_2.BMP
04/05/2006  08:46 AM         1,466,574 RECOVER_3.BMP
01/02/2008  04:11 PM    <DIR>          TEST
10/08/2006  04:13 PM             5,806 win2003
10/08/2006  04:11 PM             6,246 win2003.orig
10/09/2006  10:25 PM    <DIR>          _CRTOOLS
04/05/2006  08:43 AM         1,466,574 _RECOVER_1.TXT
               5 File(s)      4,411,774 bytes
               5 Dir(s)     133,545,984 bytes free

C:\>
C:\>mountvol D: /P

C:\>
C:\>dir D:\
The system cannot find the path specified.

C:\>
C:\>mountvol D: \\?\Volume{160fcf02-ae00-11da-8f7d-505054503030}\

C:\>
C:\>dir D:\
 Volume in drive D is DATA
 Volume Serial Number is 8843-6AE1

 Directory of D:\

01/02/2008  12:29 PM    <DIR>          A
01/02/2008  12:21 PM    <DIR>          NW_741
04/05/2006  08:45 AM         1,466,574 RECOVER_2.BMP
04/05/2006  08:46 AM         1,466,574 RECOVER_3.BMP
01/02/2008  04:11 PM    <DIR>          TEST
10/08/2006  04:13 PM             5,806 win2003
10/08/2006  04:11 PM             6,246 win2003.orig
10/09/2006  10:25 PM    <DIR>          _CRTOOLS
04/05/2006  08:43 AM         1,466,574 _RECOVER_1.TXT
               5 File(s)      4,411,774 bytes
               5 Dir(s)     133,545,984 bytes free

C:\>
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Multiple streams for a File Type Device

Please be aware that although you can backup multiple streams at the same time to this legacy
device type (as shown below) ...

... you can not recover multiple streams simultaneously - only one will be served at a time:

Any other ‘new’
recover stream just
has to wait.
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2.2. Is backing up to a File Type Device (FTD) slower than to an Advanced File Type
Device (AFTD) ?

It is strange but this issue arises from time to time. My own tests backing up a large single big file to a
simple disk showed that in general there is no dramatic difference - if so, it was never more than 10%.
However, the behavior is a bit strange:

- Using a P-ATA disk as backup device the legacy FTD was faster than the AFTD
- Using a S-ATA disk as backup device the AFTD was faster than the legacy FTD

So the message in general as so often is: differences depend on a lot of factors. If you do not know
precisely, you can not make a valid judgement.

2.3. The meaning of ‘Percentage Complete’

This information (shown below) causes some confusion as it does not state to what it refers to:

Of course it is impossible to determine in advance how much data NetWorker will actually backup
later. The only reference it has is the number of save sets. Consequently, the value can only use this
number as reference but not the estimated amount of data.
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2.4. Do you love NetWorker’s daemon.log file ?

If this is the case and you use NetWorker 7.4.x just in English, you may probably want to reanimate it.
This can be done using nsradmin. Please find below the correct procedure for Windows - for UNIX/
Linux, just change the pathname appropriately:

Of course, you may instruct nsradmin to read the commands from an input file.

Finally, you should have a ‘readable’ daemon.log file including the message IDs, as shown below:

C:\>nsradmin -p nsrexecd
NetWorker administration program.
Use the "help" command for help.
nsradmin> . type: NSR log
Current query set
nsradmin> update runtime rendered log: "Z:\\nsr\\logs\\daemon.log"
        runtime rendered log: "Z:\\nsr\\logs\\daemon.log";
Update? y
updated resource id 17.0.128.7.185.20.114.72.192.168.159.131(2)
nsradmin> quit

C:\>

Do not forget that you have to restart NetWorker to activate this change.

42506 7/7/2008 9:29:41 PM  nsrd server notice: started
10100 7/7/2008 9:29:42 PM  nsrmmdbd media db is checking btrees
9870 7/7/2008 9:29:42 PM  nsrmmdbd media db is consistency checking //
  the database
10106 7/7/2008 9:29:42 PM  nsrmmdbd media db is open for business
0 7/7/2008 9:29:48 PM  nsrd NetWorker
0 7/7/2008 9:29:48 PM  nsrd 7.4.2.Build.431
0 7/7/2008 9:29:48 PM  nsrd 431
0 7/7/2008 9:29:48 PM  nsrd Wed Apr  2 14:43:40 2008
0 7/7/2008 9:29:48 PM  nsrd Build arch.:  nt86
0 7/7/2008 9:29:48 PM  nsrd DBG=0,OPT=
9513 7/7/2008 9:29:48 PM  nsrindexd Running nsrck to check client file //
  indices
42506 7/7/2008 9:29:48 PM  nsrd index notice: checking index for  //
  '2003blue'
42506 7/7/2008 9:29:48 PM  nsrd index notice: Z:\nsr\index\2003blue  //
   contains 36 records occupying 4 KB
42506 7/7/2008 9:29:48 PM  nsrd index notice: checking index for 'ultra'
42506 7/7/2008 9:29:48 PM  nsrd index notice: Z:\nsr\index\ultra  //
  contains 1042 records occupying 163 KB
42506 7/7/2008 9:29:48 PM  nsrd index notice: Completed checking 2  //
  client(s)
12107 7/7/2008 9:29:52 PM  nsrd Evaluation Edition
12115 7/7/2008 9:29:52 PM  nsrd License Checking disabled
  .....
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2.5. Why can VCB image backups from multiple clients in the same group
dramatically decrease  backup speed ?

In chapter 6.3 of TID 3/2008 i described that if you run more than one such backup in the same group,
the backup speed will drop dramatically. Meanwhile i have a pretty good explanation for that effect
which i want to share here:

For image backups, VCB will copy the image files of each VM from ESX to proxy server. If you have
multiple VMs in the same savegroup, VCB will copy multiple image files from the same ESX during
the same time, since multiple copies need to be written to the same disk, it will have a big impact on
each other (mostly due to disk I/O) which will cause the slow „start time“ of the first backup.

Once VCB completed the copy of first VM, NetWorker will start to move the data from the proxy
server. The performance of disk I/O will be worse under this case, since VCB still write to the disk
for second VM. NetWorker will the read data from the same disk for backup. Due to this reason, the
backup rate will be very slow.

How can the troughput be improved?

As mentioned already, the main reason of this problem is due to disk I/O issue. So, if you can
improve disk I/O performance, you will have a better backup rate.

There are some suggestions worth to test - unfortunately, i could not verify any of them so far:

• If VCB does not use SAN transport mode now, please change it to „SAN“, and configure the
VMs under shared storage with proxy server. You should see a better „start time“ compared
with NO-SAN mode.

• Try use disks from Clariion for your proxy server, and you also want to configure the disk with
max. throughout (such as RAID 5).

• Ideally, you should see the same behavior if you have two groups, which has only one VM
client per group. Consequently, it is recommended that you start them one at a time.

To show a better performance under this case, right after you start the first NetWorker
savegroup, go to change VCB’s config.js file and use a different mount point for the
second group. (the different mount point should be on a separate LUN from Clariion). Under
this configuration, you should see a better performance than if both savegrp commands
use the same mount point.

• Due to the limitation of VCB, currently, you can not use different mount points for different
VMs for the same group backup. In the future, there might be a way for users to specify
different mount points for different NetWorker savegroups, even for different clients in same
savegroup.

• In the future, VCB will not copy the VM image to proxy server physically, so the disk I/O issue
will not exist any more.

In general, there are a lot of way to improve the NetWorker backup performance, and you always
can suggest some best practices for our customers.

In addition, the logical of VCB backup has not been changed since 7.4.1. The behavior should be
same, no matter whether you used NetWorker 7.4.1, 7.4.2 or later releases for this test.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Problems connecting to the NetWorker Management Console on UNIX/Linux

If you can not conect via the default URL http://nmc_server_name:9000

try conecting via http://nmc_server_name:9000/gconsole.jnlp

2.2. Does DiskXtender for Windows run in WOW64 mode?

WOW64 (Windows on Windows) is a subsystem of all 64-bit Windows operating systems. It is capable
to run 32-bit applications and takes care about the differences between the 32-bit and the 64-bit
versions.

DiskXtender for Windows will not run in emulation mode. Microsoft’s WOW64 emulator supports
“applications”, but does not support OS level products like DiskXtender. It does not support drivers,
and of course the DXW filter driver is one of our fundamental building blocks.

2.3. Configuring DiskXtender for Windows via EmailXtender

If you have installed DiskXtender for Windows and install EmailXtender, itX will make almost all
necessary configuration adjustments for DiskXtender.

However, please keep in mind that EmailXtender does not ...
- create a purge rule
-  and it does not set the Move Rule option Purge files immediately after move.

Consequently, you must not forget to create a purge rule or set the above option.
If not, your EmailXtender container files will never be purged.

2.4. NetWorker device parameters

When you create a NetWorker device you indirectly configure also these parameters:
- Block size The size of a data block
- Volume default capacity The estimated capacity
- Tape file size The distance between two file marks (on tape)

If you want to see these, usually hidden parameters, you must set the following environment variables
and restart the NetWorker server:

- Block size NSR_DEV_BLOCK_SIZE_MSG=yes
- Volume default capacity NSR_DEV_DEFAULT_CAPACITY_MSG=yes
- Tape file size NSR_DEV_TAPE_FILE_SIZE_MSG=yes

These values are recorded in the daemon.log/daemon.raw file whenever the server is started or a
new device is created, sometimes even more than once. For an example, please see the next page.
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42506 7/10/2008 10:07:12 PM  nsrd server notice: started
10100 7/10/2008 10:07:13 PM  nsrmmdbd media db is checking btrees
9870 7/10/2008 10:07:13 PM  nsrmmdbd media db is consistency checking the database
10106 7/10/2008 10:07:13 PM  nsrmmdbd media db is open for business
0 7/10/2008 10:07:19 PM  nsrd NetWorker
0 7/10/2008 10:07:19 PM  nsrd 7.4.2.Build.431
0 7/10/2008 10:07:19 PM  nsrd 431
0 7/10/2008 10:07:19 PM  nsrd Wed Apr  2 14:43:40 2008
0 7/10/2008 10:07:19 PM  nsrd Build arch.:  nt86
0 7/10/2008 10:07:19 PM  nsrd DBG=0,OPT=
9513 7/10/2008 10:07:19 PM  nsrindexd Running nsrck to check client file indices
42506 7/10/2008 10:07:19 PM  nsrd index notice: checking index for 'ultra'
42506 7/10/2008 10:07:19 PM  nsrd index notice: Z:\nsr\index\ultra contains 1042 records occupying 163 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:07:19 PM  nsrd index notice: checking index for '2003green'
42506 7/10/2008 10:07:19 PM  nsrd index notice: Z:\nsr\index\2003green contains 4 records occupying 0 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:07:19 PM  nsrd index notice: checking index for '2003blue'
42506 7/10/2008 10:07:19 PM  nsrd index notice: Z:\nsr\index\2003blue contains 10226 records occupying 928 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:07:19 PM  nsrd index notice: Completed checking 3 client(s)
31581 7/10/2008 10:07:21 PM  gstd *** gstd starting at Thu Jul 10 22:07:21 2008
12112 7/10/2008 10:07:28 PM  nsrd Power Edition
12116 7/10/2008 10:07:28 PM  nsrd License Summary:
64046 7/10/2008 10:07:28 PM  nsrd  Available: sv=12, ws=0, ndmp=0
64047 7/10/2008 10:07:28 PM  nsrd  Borrowed:  sv_borrowed=0
64048 7/10/2008 10:07:28 PM  nsrd  Remaining: sv=10, ws=0, ndmp=0
0 7/10/2008 10:07:28 PM  nsrd 07/10/08 22:07:28 nsrd:  Connected Servers: (2)
0 7/10/2008 10:07:28 PM  nsrd 07/10/08 22:07:28 nsrd:  2003blue 2003green
33526 7/10/2008 10:07:40 PM  nsrmmd#1 Start nsrmmd #1, with PID 1800, at HOST 2003blue
33526 7/10/2008 10:07:42 PM  nsrmmd#2 Start nsrmmd #2, with PID 3456, at HOST 2003blue
33526 7/10/2008 10:07:44 PM  nsrmmd#3 Start nsrmmd #3, with PID 1940, at HOST 2003blue
33526 7/10/2008 10:07:46 PM  nsrmmd#4 Start nsrmmd #4, with PID 3812, at HOST 2003blue
33526 7/10/2008 10:07:48 PM  nsrmmd#5 Start nsrmmd #5, with PID 3192, at HOST 2003blue
33526 7/10/2008 10:07:50 PM  nsrmmd#6 Start nsrmmd #6, with PID 1376, at HOST 2003blue
33526 7/10/2008 10:07:52 PM  nsrmmd#7 Start nsrmmd #7, with PID 1236, at HOST 2003blue
33526 7/10/2008 10:07:54 PM  nsrmmd#8 Start nsrmmd #8, with PID 3936, at HOST 2003blue
33526 7/10/2008 10:07:56 PM  nsrmmd#9 Start nsrmmd #9, with PID 2756, at HOST 2003blue
33526 7/10/2008 10:07:58 PM  nsrmmd#10 Start nsrmmd #10, with PID 1984, at HOST 2003blue
33526 7/10/2008 10:08:00 PM  nsrmmd#11 Start nsrmmd #11, with PID 3676, at HOST 2003blue
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3480 block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3480 block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3480 block size = 32 KB
  .....
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  .....
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3570 block size = 256 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3570 block size = 256 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3570 block size = 256 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3590 block size = 384 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3590 block size = 384 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3590 block size = 384 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3592 block size = 384 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3592 block size = 384 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3592 block size = 384 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4890 block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4890 block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4890 block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: TS1120 block size = 384 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: TS1120 block size = 384 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: TS1120 block size = 384 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 4GB block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 4GB block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 4GB block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 8GB block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 8GB block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 8GB block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 12GB block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 12GB block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 12GB block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 20GB block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 20GB block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 20GB block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm DAT72 block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm DAT72 block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm DAT72 block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm DAT160 block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm DAT160 block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm DAT160 block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 8mm block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 8mm block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 8mm block size = 32 KB
  .....
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  .....
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: generic256 block size = 256 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: generic256 block size = 256 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: generic256 block size = 256 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3480 tape file size = 16000 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3480 tape file size = 16000 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3480 tape file size = 16000 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3570 tape file size = 6400 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3570 tape file size = 6400 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3570 tape file size = 6400 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3590 tape file size = 6400 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3590 tape file size = 6400 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3590 tape file size = 6400 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3592 tape file size = 6400 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3592 tape file size = 6400 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3592 tape file size = 6400 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4890 tape file size = 16000 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4890 tape file size = 16000 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4890 tape file size = 16000 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: TS1120 tape file size = 6400 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: TS1120 tape file size = 6400 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: TS1120 tape file size = 6400 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm tape file size = 1100 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm tape file size = 1100 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm tape file size = 1100 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 4GB tape file size = 2200 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 4GB tape file size = 2200 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 4GB tape file size = 2200 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 8GB tape file size = 2200 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 8GB tape file size = 2200 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 8GB tape file size = 2200 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 12GB tape file size = 15000 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 12GB tape file size = 15000 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 12GB tape file size = 15000 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 20GB tape file size = 15000 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 20GB tape file size = 15000 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm 20GB tape file size = 15000 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm DAT72 tape file size = 15000 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm DAT72 tape file size = 15000 blocks
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:03 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 4mm DAT72 tape file size = 15000 blocks
  .....
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  .....
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: himt block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: himt block size = 32 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3480 default capacity = 200000 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3480 default capacity = 200000 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3480 default capacity = 200000 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium block size = 64 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium block size = 64 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium block size = 64 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium block size = 64 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium block size = 64 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium block size = 64 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium block size = 64 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium block size = 64 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3570 default capacity = 10000000 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3570 default capacity = 10000000 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3570 default capacity = 10000000 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium-2 block size = 64 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium-2 block size = 64 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium-2 block size = 64 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium-2 block size = 64 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium-2 block size = 64 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium-2 block size = 64 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium-2 block size = 64 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium-2 block size = 64 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3590 default capacity = 10000000 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3590 default capacity = 10000000 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3590 default capacity = 10000000 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium-3 block size = 128 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium-3 block size = 128 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium-3 block size = 128 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium-3 block size = 128 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium-3 block size = 128 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium-3 block size = 128 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium-3 block size = 128 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium-3 block size = 128 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3592 default capacity = 300000000 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3592 default capacity = 300000000 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: 3592 default capacity = 300000000 KB
42506 7/10/2008 10:08:04 PM  nsrd media notice: name: LTO Ultrium-4 block size = 128 KB
  .....
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Once formatted, these are the values for the NetWorker 7.4.2 device parameters:
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. NetWorker 7 error: "Permission denied, user Administrator does not have the
'Remote Access all clients' privilege to perform remote recover"

The cause of the message is pretty clear - it appears if you want to start a directed recovery.

Unfortunately, this message is a bit misleading because it appears when you start the recover process
after you have already selected your files on the source client. It would be clearer if it would already
appear before you can even browse the client’s file index.

Be aware that your name beeing in the Remote Access list for the source client will not help - without
the privilege Remote Access all clients you will not be able to start the directed recover process.

2.2. If you use the Client Configuration Wizard for database modules, you may
loose the database identification

The EMC EmailXtender server software creates at least one MS SQL Server database to store
important information about the archived mails such as the Message ID. With such server installed, i
wanted to run a full backup of the whole database using the NetWorker Module for SQL Server
(NMSQL).

So i installed
- NetWorker Server 7.4.2
- NetWorker Module for MS SQL Server 5.1

and verified how these databases appeared in the NMSQL backup GUI.

For a better comparison, i will show these following screenshots together on one page.
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If you compare the two screenshots, you will notice that the database tempdb is
missing in the NetWorker NWSQL GUI.

These are the databases that appeared in the SQL Server Enterprise Manager:

And these are the databases from the NMSQL backup window:

With the EmailXtender
Audit software also
installed, a second
database (ExAudit) will
be created.
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Now i wanted to use the Client Configuration Wizard to create the appropriate NetWorker client
resource for a full database backup. But to my surprise, the database tempdb was listed here:

So i selected all database names, which automatically selected the entry VEXSVR as well:
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The resulting client resource was a client instance using the appropriate backup command
(nsrsqlsv) on the full database, specified by the Save set entry MSSQL:

The backup ran without problems. However, when i browsed through my save sets i could see that
obviously all databases were listed with the same name:

And this was not a GUI problem. As the next page shows, you will see the same effect from the
command line. Unfortunately, with this naming convention, you will not be able to associate a
specific save set to a certain database any more.
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C:\>mminfo -avot
 volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
vexsvr.extender.com.001 vexsvr.extender.com 7/21/2008 1:03:46 PM 1813 KB 4286868754 cb full MSSQL:
vexsvr.extender.com.001 vexsvr.extender.com 7/21/2008 1:03:50 PM 1300 KB 4270091543 cb full MSSQL:
vexsvr.extender.com.001 vexsvr.extender.com 7/21/2008 1:03:52 PM 2644 KB 4253314328 cb full MSSQL:
vexsvr.extender.com.001 vexsvr.extender.com 7/21/2008 1:03:53 PM 14 MB 4236537113 cb full MSSQL:
vexsvr.extender.com.001 vexsvr.extender.com 7/21/2008 1:03:54 PM 723 KB 4219759898 cb full MSSQL:
vexsvr.extender.com.001 vexsvr.extender.com 7/21/2008 1:03:55 PM 11 MB 4202982683 cb full MSSQL:
vexsvr.extender.com.001 vexsvr.extender.com 7/21/2008 1:03:56 PM 1363 KB 4186205468 cb full MSSQL:
vexsvr.extender.com.001 vexsvr.extender.com 7/21/2008 1:03:58 PM 476  B 4169428254 cb incr MSSQL:
vexsvr.extender.com.001 vexsvr.extender.com 7/21/2008 1:03:59 PM 11 KB 4152651039 cr full  //
  index:vexsvr.extender.com
vexsvr.extender.com.001 vexsvr.extender.com 7/21/2008 1:04:01 PM 137 KB 4135873825 cr full bootstrap

C:\>
C:\>nsrinfo vexsvr.extender.com
scanning client ‘vexsvr.extender.com’ for all savetimes from the backup namespace
0 objects found

C:\>
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However, if you run a restore operation using the NMSQL software, you will see all databases
individually. Once again, the tempdb database is missing which means it has never been backed up:

But according to the SQL Server documentation, tempdb ...
- is just a temporary database containing all temporary tables and procedures
- will be re-created whenever the SQL Server is restarted

Consequently, it would not make sense to back it up. But why is it selectable via the Client
Configuration Wizard at all? ;-)

As you have seen, selecting all databases with the Client Configuration Wizard will result in the save
set entry MSSQL: leading to the fact that each database will be backed up with the same name.

If you want to change this and create the save set list from the wizard, you can do
it. However, as soon as select tempd as well, the software will once again create
the client resource with the Save set entry MSSQL: leading to the same effect as
before. Consequently, you must avoid selecting tempdb.
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In this case, all databases will be listed explicitely in the Save set list which you can of course verify
from the Admin GUI:

Now the Save Set entries can easily be identified:

If you compare it with the previous screenshot, there is one entry missing, obviously the one for the
tempdb database. And of course the command line reports the same number of save sets.
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C:\>mminfo -avot
 volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
vexsvr.extender.com.001 vexsvr.extender.com 9/14/2008 5:50:25 PM 1493 KB 3620549314 cb full MSSQL:EmailXtender
vexsvr.extender.com.001 vexsvr.extender.com 9/14/2008 5:50:26 PM 14 MB 3603772098 cb full MSSQL:master
vexsvr.extender.com.001 vexsvr.extender.com 9/14/2008 5:50:27 PM 11 MB 3586994883 cb full MSSQL:msdb
vexsvr.extender.com.001 vexsvr.extender.com 9/14/2008 5:50:28 PM 723 KB 3570217667 cb full MSSQL:model
vexsvr.extender.com.001 vexsvr.extender.com 9/14/2008 5:50:29 PM 1044 KB 3553440451 cb full MSSQL:ExAudit
vexsvr.extender.com.001 vexsvr.extender.com 9/14/2008 5:50:30 PM 2644 KB 3536663235 cb full MSSQL:Northwind
vexsvr.extender.com.001 vexsvr.extender.com 9/14/2008 5:50:31 PM 1363 KB 3519886019 cb full MSSQL:pubs
vexsvr.extender.com.001 vexsvr.extender.com 9/14/2008 5:50:40 PM 17 KB 3385668304 cr full  //
  index:vexsvr.extender.com
vexsvr.extender.com.001 vexsvr.extender.com 9/14/2008 5:50:41 PM 247 KB 3368891089 cr full bootstrap

C:\>
C:\>nsrinfo vexsvr.extender.com
scanning client `vexsvr.extender.com' for all savetimes from the backup namespace
0 objects found

C:\>
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Can NetWorker recover files between FAT and NTFS filesystems ?

To the best of my knowledge, this is not explicitely mentioned in the manuals. However, with a little
logic you may answer this question yourself: In general, a transfer between file systems even of the
same platform would be problematic if the destination file system does not support the features of the
source file system. So let us do some tests.

• Recovering FAT files to a NTFS partition obviously does not create any problem:

All files habe been
recovered and are
accessible by
Windows Explorer.
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• Recovering NTFS files to a FAT partition however will fail immediately:

As a logical consequence, no files fill be recovered at all …

The origin is obvious - FAT does not support the NTFS file attributes.
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… which results in no new files and/or directories at the destination location:

By the way - of course NetWorker would be able to recover the file data. However, because this would
be a method to bypass file security attributes, management decided not to implement this feature.

2.2. Have you ever seen NetWorker’s long save set id (SSID) ?

Did you know that the SSID number that NetWorker’s mminfo command reports by default is just a
short one - you need to extend the size of the column to view the whole number. Here is an example:

C:\>mminfo -q "name=D:\TEST10K" -r "ssid"
4090922292

C:\>

C:\>mminfo -q "name=D:\TEST10K" -r "ssid(53)"
6b800c36-00000006-f3d68534-48d68534-000e0000-c3d64bd2

C:\>

To see the whole number, extend the width of the column as follows:

If you now think that both numbers have nothing in common, just convert the third ‘group:’

f3d68534 (hex) = 4090922292 (dec)
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IDE Amount (MB) time (min) time (s) Xferrate (MB/s)
    FTD 19,073.49  6:25 385 49.54
    FTD 19,073.49  6:19 379 50.33
    FTD 19,073.49  6:42 402 47.45
    FTD 19,073.49  7:57 477 39.99
    FTD 19,073.49  7:59 479 39.82
  AFTD 19,073.49  6:28 388 49.16
  AFTD 19,073.49  5:52 352 54.19
  AFTD 19,073.49  6:11 371 51.41
  AFTD 19,073.49  6:31 391 48.78
  AFTD 19,073.49  7:04 424 44.98

SATA
    FTD 19,073.49  6:15 375 50.86
    FTD 19,073.49  6:07 367 51.97
    FTD 19,073.49  7:17 433 44.05
    FTD 19,073.49  8:09 489 39.01
    FTD 19,073.49  7:27 447 42.67
  AFTD 19,073.49  7:11 431 44.25
  AFTD 19,073.49  8:02 482 39.57
  AFTD 19,073.49  7:07 427 44.67
  AFTD 19,073.49  7:57 477 39.99
  AFTD 19,073.49  7:08 428 44.56

2.3. Is there a significant difference in speed between a FTD and an AFTD ?

A customer reported this to me a while ago and i could not believe that. So i ran some tests because i
have never directly compared the performance of these device types. As my ‘test lab’ does not have
state-of-the-art components, it does not really make sense to run benchmarks - i am more interested
in conceptional issues.

So i backed up 20.000.000.000 bytes i created from a simple, local attached hard disk to other simple,
local attached hard disks i used as backup device in the appropriate configurations (see below). For
each setup, i ran 5 tests - and these were the results:

I was a bit surprised about the variety of the results for the same configuration - sometimes, the
backups were about 25% faster than at other times - and i have no explanation for that result.
However, as you can easily verify, there is no significant difference between the FTD and the AFTD
device type. Consequently, if you encounter such effect, the problem must be somewhere else.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Why can’t the NetWorker recover program not find any index entry ?

If you open the NetWorker recover GUI or if you run the recover command, it might happen that
you see this message:

In this case, it seems that the software can not even find its own backups. However, appropriate
entries exist in the media index ...

D:\>mminfo -av
 volume        client           date     time         size ssid      fl   lvl name
2003blue.001   2003blue       9/21/2008 7:00:10 PM  150 KB 4124474778 cr full bootstrap
2003blue.001   2003blue       9/21/2008 7:00:09 PM  749 KB 4141251993 cr full index:2003blue
2003blue.001   2003blue       9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM  101 MB 4158030525 cb full D:\TEST10K

D:\>

... and as well as in the client file index (see next page).
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D:\>nsrinfo 2003blue
  .....
D:\TEST10K\T_____50.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T_____51.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T_____52.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T_____53.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T_____54.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T_____55.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T_____56.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
  .....
D:\TEST10K\T_____89.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T_____90.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T_____91.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T_____92.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T_____93.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T_____94.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T_____95.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T_____96.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T_____97.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T_____98.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T_____99.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T______0.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T______1.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T______2.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T______3.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T______4.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T______5.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T______6.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T______7.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T______8.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\T______9.DAT, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<1>\, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<2>\, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<3>\, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<4>\, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<5>\, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<6>\, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<7>\, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<8>\, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<9>\, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<10>\, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<11>\, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
  .....
D:\TEST10K\\<28>\, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<29>\, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<30>\, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\\<31>\, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\TEST10K\, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
D:\, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
/, date=1222017725 9/21/2008 7:22:05 PM
10034 objects found

D:\>

So what is the reason that the NetWorker client cannot find these entries at all ?
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The problem is with the current browse time. If - for whatever reason - it has been changed to an
earlier time than the first backup time, there is no entry in the the media index which the recover
command will find. And because of that, NetWorker does not even read the client file index.

However, if you correct the system time and retry the operation, everything is back to normal:
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2.3. A general procedure on how to backup an EmailXtender server

Backing up an EmailXtender server is in fact ‘business as usual’ - you just need to be aware that for a
consistent backup, you must copy both - the files and the databases. However, as there is only a
NetWorker database module for SQL Server but not for the EmailXtender’s index database (which
runs ISYS), it is best practice to shutdown EmailXtender during the backup.

Please keep in mind that this will not really affect email archiving much - you
just need to ensure that the free space for the journaling mailboxes is big enough
to store all new mails during the backup. And of course you will not be able to
search the archive during the backup ptocess.

So in general, the procedure would be:
- Stop EmailXtender
- Backup files and databases
- Restart EmailXtender

To properly shutdown EmailXtender, it has a built-in utility which will help you: ExSuspend.exe
ExSuspend -suspend -block -timeout 1800 -noshowtime and
ExSuspend -suspend -block -timeout 1800 -noshowtime -auditsvc

To restart EmailXtender, use the same utility with the appropriate command in the opposite order:
ExSuspend -resume -block -timeout 1800 -noshowtime -auditsvc and
ExSuspend -resume -block -timeout 1800 -noshowtime

However, the EX server’s configuration are not part in these backups - unlike for DiskXtender, there is
not even a way to export this information. You must use the Windows program reg.exe to export
the registry keys:

For the current EX version 4.8.x, use these four commands:

reg.exe EXPORT HKLM\Software\OTG outputfile
reg.exe EXPORT HKLM\Software\Legato\DiskXtender outputfile
reg.exe EXPORT HKLM\Software\Legato\XMS outputfile_
reg.exe EXPORT "HKLM\Software\Legato\License Server" outputfile

reg.exe EXPORT HKLM\Software\OTG outputfile
reg.exe EXPORT HKLM\Software\EMC\DiskXtender outputfile
reg.exe EXPORT HKLM\Software\EMC\XMS outputfile
reg.exe EXPORT "HKLM\Software\EMC\License Server" outputfile

Of course the command reg.exe EXPORT HKLM\Software\EMC is also possible. However,
specifying also the next level down gives you a finer granularity.

Do not forget that for older EmailXtender versions, the name EMC must be replaced by Legato:
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. Strange client information when running a directed recover from the NetWorker
User GUI for Windows

This is what i discovered in NetWorker 7.4.3: If you start a directed recover for a Linux client, the
client ‘route’ will be displayed properly at the beginning ...

... and even after a start:
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And at the end of the process, the client information now changes to the name of the administration
client. In this case, you may misinterprete the information in a way that UNIX/Linux data has been
recovered to a Windows host:

However, as soon as the first status message will appear it will change like this:

Probably, this already may happen with earlier NetWorker versions - i have not verified this so far.
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2. Technical Hints

2.1. What does ‘Volume - Expiration: disabled’ mean ?

In the NetWorker 7.4.0 and NetWorker 7.4.1 Administration GUI you may see volumes with the
Expiration value disabled, as shown below:

This is a known GUI problem, already listed as limitation in the NetWorker 7.4.0 Release Notes
(LGTsc06229). The workaround is not to rely on the information from the GUI but to use the command
line (mminfo) instead.

It has been solved with NetWorker 7.4.2 (not with NetWorker 7.4.1 as still stated
in the latest Release Notes.

Please note that all
these volumes have
obviously been set to
full prematurely. This
usually points to the
fact that there is a
media problem. In
such case, NetWorker
sets a volume to full
as a precaution.
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2.2. When does the warning “Filesystem containing file index for client 'name' is
getting full.” occur ?

This is a residual from very old (up to 5.x) NetWorker versions. With these releases the client file index
(CFI) had to be compressed in a separate step to physically remove obsolete information from the
CFI. To achieve that, the NetWorker server needed at least the same free space as the current size of
the largest client file index.

If this condition is not true any longer, the NetWorker server will detect it and will create and append
warnings in the file ..\nsr\index\index.log according to the Index size notification:

You will see an example for the file contents on the next page.

Thanks to the new NetWorker client file index structure introduced with NetWorker 6.0, the client file
index does not need any extra compression operation any longer. However, this notification is still
executed.

Note that the message will still occur even if there is lots of free space on
disk by far. I recently met a customer whose largest file index size was
about 350 GB ... just for one big NAS filer.
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  .....
Sep 10 09:59:10 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 10:00:31 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 10:04:23 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 10:15:55 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-titan' is getting full.
Sep 10 10:15:55 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 10:15:57 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 10:15:57 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 10:17:49 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 10:25:33 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 10:33:34 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-titan' is getting full.
Sep 10 10:33:34 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 10:33:34 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 10:33:35 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 10:33:37 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 10:50:16 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-titan' is getting full.
Sep 10 10:50:17 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 10:50:19 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 10:50:19 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 10:50:19 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 11:07:03 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 11:07:03 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 11:07:03 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-titan' is getting full.
Sep 10 11:07:04 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 11:07:06 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-print' is getting full.
Sep 10 11:16:08 nw-server: NetWorker index: (waiting)
Sep 10 11:23:31 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-unit' is getting full.
Sep 10 11:23:33 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-unit' is getting full.
Sep 10 11:23:33 nw-server: NetWorker index: (warning) Filesystem containing file index for client 'nw-server-unit' is getting full.
  .....

Here is the example of an index.log file:
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As you can see, their sizes are rather different - but why is this the case? - By default, NetWorker
defines the default file size to 1 MB and the default number of versions to 4 as described in the
Administration Guide. You may control the default behavior as follows:

• To change the maximum size of log files, change the NSR_MAXLOGSIZE value.
The default value for NSR_MAXLOGSIZE is 1048576 bytes.

• To change the maximum number of log files that are saved, change the NSR_MAXLOGVERS
value.

The default value is 4.

However, to start a new file, these conditions must be met:

- The current version of the daemon.raw/daemon.log file must be greater than defined by
the variable NSR_MAXLOGSIZE and

- The NetWorker server must not be started.

As long as nsrexecd will not be restarted, the current file will just be continue to grow.

2.3. Why can daemon.log/daemon.raw files have so different sizes ?

Below you find an example for the ..\nsr\logs directory of a NetWorker 7.4 Windows server. It
shows the current daemon.raw file as well as earlier versions which you can easily identify by the
date (the second ‘group’ within the filename):
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2.4. The command ‘tape_perf_test’ does not work on Windows storage nodes

If you are interested in how this command can support you to find the optimal block size for your
environment, please read my TID 24/2006, where i explained the utility very thoroughly using a UNIX
environment.

Since a while, this command is also available for Windows .However, running a test with NetWorker
7.4.x and even with the new NetWorker 7.5.0 version showed that it obviously does not work on
Windows as you can see below.

To show the command syntax, just use tape_perf_test by itself:

Z:\nsr\bin>tape_perf_test
usage:  tape_perf_test -f <device name> { -t total test size}  //
  {-x max blocksize} {-n minblocksize}
      defaults:  total test size = 500
                 max blocksize   = 1024 kB
                 min blocksize   = 16 kB

Z:\nsr\bin>

But if you run the command, you will immediately see this error, no matter which other options you
use:

Z:\nsr\bin>tape_perf_test -f \\.\Tape0
Block size performance test for device: QUANTUM DLT7000 296D ()

from 1024 kB to 16 kB with a data size of 500 MB
 >>> results being logged to file  //
  QUANTUM-DLT7000-296D-xpprof-windows-12-13-2008-1747.log <<<

run on windows system xpprof on 12-13-2008 @ 17:47
drive identifiers:

serial: CX908S0538
open_it returns ffffffff

Z:\nsr\bin>
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